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THE SURVIVOR
Volume I By Kurt Saxon

How to Cut Bottles

with Electricity

Popular M«Wk. 1919

Performing an experiment in a
laboratory, it became necessary to

have some apparatus which we did not

possess at the

time. A bell jar

could have been
used, but this we
did not have, and
as a substitute

we used c larjje

glass bottle, 8 in.

in diameter, with

the bottom re-

_ moved. In order
CopperT^T^. .1 to do this, we
wSi

y To Current*
||fi| made .

mark around the outside of the bottle

near the bottom with a glass cutter. A
piece of copper wire. Hi in. in diam-
eter, was then wound around the out-

side on the mark and connected to the

circuit.

As the wire would expand enough to

make it slip off the bottle when heated
red-hot, pliers were used to keep it

taut about the bottle when the current
was turned on. A current of 110 volts

and 5 amperes was run through the
wire, heating it red-hot, and this

cracked the glass exactly on the line

marked by the glass cutter.

A Stationary Windmill
Popular Mechanics - 1913

A windmill tlmt can be made sta-

tionary and will run regardless of the

Ru«% In Any Wind

C Copyright 1976 by Kurt Saxou

Survival Is Looking After No. 1

By Kurt Saxon

Alarmists all around the country are promising disasters such as super
inflation, famine, foreign Invasion, the triumph of communism /fascism,
nuclear war. etc. Unfortunately, they all may be right, even though their timing

Is wrong; we hope.

You have only to compare this year's food prices over last year's; this year s

rise In the crime rate over lest year's, etc. These things affect you directly. The
quality of life Is going down and the difficulty of maintaining a decent living

standard Is a greater worry to most Americans.
There are two main reasons for this which no political system can help. One Is

that the Age of Exploration and Development and the Industrial Revolution Is

over end the other Is that ths good crop weather, world-wide, la also ovor,
maybe for centuries.

The Age of Exploration and Development began about 1500 and ended around
1950. From the beginning of that period the Earth was explored, mapped,
annexed, developed and exploltod. Its resources, animal, vegetable and
mineral, were looted with little or no thought for future generations. As national

Industries grew to take advantage of the Inpouring bounty from Ihe hinterlands,

living standards rosa. enabling more people to survive and In turn to reproduce

their kind. Human locusts spread over the Earth; born only to exploit, rape and
destroy their own environment.

“Have more babies so we can clear more land.- "Have more babies so we can
mine more coal and metals." “Have more babies so we can keep the factories

running." “Have more babies so we can take more territory Irom the hated
enemy."
And then, about 25 years ago. the overall bounty ran out. Some of the natural

resources became scarce a century ago. Some, like coal, may last another
century. But in a general sense, the reason for existence for most of the world’s

population ended about 1950.

More babies are being born but there is no more land to clear. More babies are
being born but mining is automated, needing little hand labor. More babies are
being born but the world’s factories are closing down. More babies are being
bom but cannon fodder, the uniformed ape. is too quickly a corpse to be worth
arming. Automated killing is all the rage.

Human quality is In demand but is becoming harder to find. Human quantity
is a drug on the market, a surplus. Governments don't create raw materials.

Unions don't create jobs. So the Working Class—push, pull, lift— is

increasingly without purpose. As the system breaks down, the erosion of

occupations will worsen so that even specialists will be on welfare.

So with literally billions of people made surplus by the lack of easily
accessable raw materials the idea of world-wide institutionalized welfare has set

In. "We’ll just feed them until technology creates new jobs," say the optimists.
But this is not to be. As the bounty of natural resources has run out. the

world’s bountiful harvests have also ended. The weather from 1930 to 1960 was
excellent for crops. Unfortunately for the human race, this good crop weather
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was abnormal and had not occurred In the last 1000 years! Now It's over and
there's no reason to believe this freakishly good weather pattern will return In our

lifetimes ; maybe not for hundreds of years.

Moreover, most of the agribusiness plants now grown were bred for the

weather conditions from the 30s through the 60s. Bad seasons wipe them out

and it would take years to replace them with the old foul-weather, low yield

strains Granddad thrived on. Also, the present good-weather, high-yield plant

strains depend on vast amounts of oil-based fertilizers few nations can afford

today.

When bad weather hit Russia's 1973 harvests the ensuing wheat deal wiped
out our surplus. Millions of acres here had been lying unused In the Soil Bank.

Brought Into cultivation, they have put off severe shortages here and made the

effects of our own bad weather less noticeable. Without all that acreage to fall

back on, Americans would be starving now.

With the world’s worsening weather making Increasing demands on our crops

by other countries and our own weather getting worse, the end is In sight for the

majority of humanity.

Of course, I haven't written this to upset you. After all. If you weren’t

Interested In survival you wouldn’t be reading this. So you aren’t one of the

doomed majority. You are already making plans to save yourself and your loved

ones from tho worst to come.
Now that you know that the game of Huddled Masses is over you can atari

looking out for Number One. Unlike the unprepared and the unthinking, you
won’t have to make the sudden choice between running away In a panic or just

staying put In a totally non-survival area.

Let’s say you decide to leave your present situation one year from now. You
should be ready to leave before then If you have to but panic makes anyonoa
rofugoe. A year will put your survival program In Its proper perspective.

If you can look at your program as simply a move to a more rural, less

commercial aroa you've taken the panic out of It and friends and neighbors won’t

quostlon your sanity or try to talk members of your family out of the move.

Naturally, this present advice Is mainly for people living In major population

conters. If you live In a town of 50,000 or more, it's too commercial to have much
staying powor after a social collapse.

Towns with under 50,000, In rural areas, have more contact with life’s basics

and can reorganize their populations If necessary. So a small town In a rural area

is your best bet. A patch of land and a modest home Just outside a village gives

the greatest security. It won't cost you an arm and a leg and you'll get away from

the image of the leather-clad, root grubbing savage some survivallsts suggest.

A year’s planning will help you find such a town and prepare to provide a

service, food, craft or otherwise, which will make you an asset to the

community.

You may want to get a few acres and live cut off from everyone. This is fine if

you’re well armed and a professional woodcrafter already. However, this Is too

great a change for most people. The inexperienced dreamer simply cannot

survive alone.

Regardless of your choice, town, commune or small farm, you must choose

an area about 100 miles from any major population center. It must also be

several miles off any major highway. Refugees streaming out of New York or

Los Angeles will clog the main highways and strip every home for miles each

side of their route like irresistable plagues of locusts.

No matter how you might think you can steel yourself against pitiful refugees

you must plan to live as far off their prospective routes as possible. This isn't as

hard as you might think. More people are clogging the cities and only the

intelligent ones are moving back to the land.

In succeeding issues I will concentrate on survival without savagery. You
should live well while waiting out the storm. A year or less of practical study and

application of a good survival program will help you to come through the worst

ahead with strength and dignity.

direction of the wind is here illus-

trated. Mills of this kind can be built

of larger size and in some localities

have been used for pumping water.

Two semi-circular surfaces a.e se-

cured to the axle at right angles to each
other and at 45 deg. angle with that
of the axle as shown in Fig. 2. This
axle and wings are mounted in bearing
on a solid or stationary stand or frame.
By mounting a pulley on the axle with
the winga it can be* used to run toy

machinery.

Irrigate with Tomato Cans
Popular Mechanics - 1913

The following is an easy and effect-

ive way to start plants in dry weather:
Sink an ordinary tomato can, with a

Mj-in. hole >/2 in.

from the bot-

tom, in the
ground so that

the hole will be
near the roots
of the plant.
Tamp the diit

around both
plant and can.

and fill the lat-

ter with water.
Keep the can filled until the plant is

out of danger.

\ l>.oil.nil Colton.- Iloll holt •iiiillly of
colton with 6 i«t cent solution uf «niaollo tod*
or ixiIukIi for ono hulf hour. Wtutli tlioioiiK hly
nod pn-vacilt all wall r a* lur us |mmkIIi|i\ Mini
lutiiH mi In n * j«cr «« ill aoluilon 01 hlorhle of
Unto (lilmuliliiK Powder) l<>r 16 or IV mliiiilco

;

wash will. u lll'lo wntor. iImtii mIIIi wulvr nold-
o)oled with hydrochloric »M, Um.ii wllli wuior.
Iloll «mo more tor 16 minutes with caustlo
aoda noluUun, mid wash with inldulalud and
plain water ns before.

Am.;, Trcalui.nl for.-], Twho tone
water 4 or . adhd.atv ur m< 1 dr.: ml*. Wol
tin. I.IOO with It. yoiilly dry It, and touch It
OUT with mill CUMtu. « lllcll Ulno Kent ly ill ) off.

Z. l*u> atriot attention to diet and habit* of
lire, avoid rich, I.iiilily Miisoiicd, indigestible
l.-.l*. tHko uidliiuii toiil.n, uinl tally ar-

nil. I bo um-t . Illca nl loud ii|i|, lira (Ion i« a
nitunitvd x,billon o! liorUf acid III alcohol,
washing Uio law but oino a day In wunu
-liter. Dry with a wilt towel mid uni.lv the so-
lution. This Itbu l-.i le arid solution, limy Ui
uppl.i-1 tines, or lour time' dully, Koclicllc
wilt* ill wuler luu ul-o U *ood external upnli-
» ution.

Alaalm Nronrry.—Dlssolvo tVlirr. of lend
nitrile .n tluld o»„ of water; II tlmuihitlon la

lurl.ld, iil'er lu l'ln.v the iidntlmi where It is

Inli n u.t Unit II shall n-millu. mid drop Into It

SDirr.of * datum* mine. Ill Ininr llbn.ua cryrtiila.

Tho result Is " A litskit souncry."

Aim r'lern. Spanish water cooler*. These
are made of porn... c.irtliciiYv.iiv, and cool
wuler by tbeir .'••pious eviitionitli.il of tho
water, which inters throiiyh.

Compositions. — Almro-u.
(••r.— I- Sandy S purls: brine i|.*4 llieii

knead In connuon <uit In line |siwdcr, ) pn. t.

Hake tin* tdccaf slowly and lightly.
- «o<»l clay. : i*i< is; line siliceous xnid. 3

parts; brim', (j. s.; c»imm>ii»dt. 1 to S parts, u«
('loir. Avoid ovor-llriiiK.
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HOW TO MAKE A HOUSEBOAT
Pooular Mechanic! 1919 Br H. SIBLEY

gDOlf -WHEEL

THF. houseboat shown is of the
1 scow design, 6 ft. wide by 20 ft.

long, with the cabin extending beyond
the scow 1 ft. on each side. The scow
tapers up at the forward
end and is protected with
a heavy sheet-iron plate so

that the craft may be
snubbed up on sandbars
without danger of spring-
ing a leak, even though a

submerged log be struck
while running at full speed.

The |>o\vcr plant consists

of a standard -1-lip. revers-

ing gasoline engine which
drives the paddles at their

most efficient speed, -13

revolutions per minute
through a 13-to-l reduction. Cast-

iron hubs, into which arc inserted cold-

rolled steel sjiokc*, and wood paddles

bolted to their ends constitute the pro-

peller wheels. The cruising speed is

about I miles an hour.
Two wide bunks, beneath which is

locker space, provide sleeping accom-
modations for a crew of four. In the

kitchen the motor ami gearing arc
almost completely con-
cealed under the work

table. The cooking is done on a two-
burner blue-flame kerosene stove, and

x the sink is provided
with running water

suitable for washing dishes, etc. This
water is drawn from a 30-ga l. tank on
the roof, which is rilled by a centrifugal
pump driven from the engine shaft.

A modern toilet room is installed, and
an ice chest on the after deck will hold
supplies and ice for a week's cruise.
An acetylene-gas lighting system is

installed and is used to light both
cabins and a searchlight. A heavy
anchor of special design is manipulated
by a windlass on the forward deck. A
similat device controls the rudder.

A GOOD MOUSE TRAP
When opening a tomato or other small

can. cut the cover crossways from side to

side making four triangular pieces in the
top. Bend the four ends outward and
remove the contents, wash clean and dry.

Then bend the four ends inward, leaving a

hole about V* inch in diameter in the

center. Drop in a piece of bread or bacon

and lay the can on its side and the trap is

ready for use. The mouse can get in but he
cannot get out.

You can safely release him in a cage, if

you need a pet. or a good way from the

house, by bending the ends flush with the

sides of the can. He won't bite you and
releasing him will do your karma good.

Almoudn.—Jonbin nlmomU nro tho lineal
and most ugmxible. and are theme ordercxl In
the |.hnnnaeo|Krla». The next In quullty are
I aleiiUn nff«<»i»ilx. which, being excellent, and
ibi*u*-r Ihiin Ilie luecoJIriK, nro commonly
substituted for them in prepnmtlomi. Tho
other varieties ot sweet ulmumis uni lu-
'crior.

Miller almnntU are n variety imiM.rted from
Mogudore. chanictcriced by their biller, nutty
Bnvor, nml itossssing, when rubbed with
water, the odor of i««.h kernels. They nro
chiefly used to relieve the flavor or Rwocl
almonds, to thivor conft-ctiounry, liquors, etc.
Their iwnilil oil 1* u*ei1 In |«-rl iimory. parti-
cularly toilet mips. In a quantity, hit ter al-
monds nre iKilsonous.
Oil ../ nlmiimli I* obtained, by expression,

from both hitter mil sweet ulmomN. the ox-
prc**d oil of each lieing equally liluml nml
sweet. The oacntlul oil oinlmomu is i>hl<um<<l
from Utter alinomla liy distillation. It U highly
poisonous.

JHanelmf .llmoinbi.—Alnomla from which tho
husk or msd out him boon removed. Tina I#
effected liy snaking them In wunu water until
the skin cun lie easily icmovcd hy prixauuv Ur.
tween tlie tlmmli und foidlngx-i. They *iu
iht-n pei-U-d, rinsed In oelrt water, diiiliied nml
di i.-d. Thu last is done by either wiping them
with a soft towel or by exposure to Urn air or
sun. Unblaneh<-d almonds are scarcely evor
used In pit-iwnitlons.

Alum, lltirni.—Hctil tho alum In nn open»«l to «01* Kali., sueh asnn enameled frying
iwn. Alum, In small plouw, one liumlrxxl ami
elghty-loui |*irt*. To make one liiimlml

|«»c tin- nl ii tn for aever.ll tlnyilon
crwtiiio of uiK.iit ur C. <IJ0* Knh I. iiniii

it lias llMirouglily cttliitxwttd. "I hen phitu It m
n porcelain ea|«ule, nml gradually lunl it ton
U-IUporulOIV of AO- c. (JUT* Full,

l, belli* inrvflll
not to allow tho heat to rise al«ive An- C. <at|-
rah.l Continue heating at tlie beforu im-n-
tlomd tentpotatoro until the muss Is-comm
white und porous, ami weighs one humlivtl
ImiU. When oold. miner ll to line powder,
ami preserve It In well stop|xsl vowels.

Alum I’oiilileo. Toko of alum iln fine
|M»wiM*r< I drachm: white* of egg*. 2 In ninulnir:
•hake them together iiulll they form a onugu-
Iuin. FnrtnctTy much used In broken clill-
lilalns, eh n|>s. sore nipple*. ehroniu Inllnmimi-
lion of Uie eye*. etc., applied on linen, nml
covered with n idoco or line inuslln. This Is
the formula or the old liul.lln Pli.; ns alio of
the London I’ll of 17W.

A n neallns.—For a small quantity, heat tho
te.1 to a cherry red In n tbam.nl flro. then
t>ur> It In sawdust. In an Iron box. covering
la- sawdust with luxhc. bet ll stay until cold.

when It I* requiredFor n larger quantity, u
In I-- \er> soft. pack tho atovl With east
• lathe or pinner) chips In nn iron Ik>x ns fob
lows: Max log nt least half or Ihme-qunrtcm of
un inch In depth of chips In tho bottom of lha
ijox put In n layer Of steel, then more chips to
nil spuex-s la-tween the steel und also the Imlf or
1 luxe-quarters of uu Inch span between tho
sld.-! <.r the box and steal, tlien more steel

;

nml lastly, at hast one Inch In depth of chips,
x.ei| ramiutd down on ton ..r the steel Heat
II. »v hole to and keep at a red heat for from
i..o to four hour*, l.o not disturb the box
Mill l| I'OWl.

.1 <mi<<i/oi|> Chains. -Oct your chain to a
. iH-rry red or bright red Iw-ni (it need not rc-
jUdln In the furnace or fire afterward*, then
Irnry In charcoal dust or line ashes until
thoroughly cold. Chains arc generally mude
irxmi Iwst lK-st Iron, and nro more liable to
erjsiBlIi/otion than more common Iron would
la.-, a! it Is purer.
ANwrrffngSjOBL-lt Is now recommended as

I of annealing steel to let it re-mam in the lire until ml hot. unit heats moreevenly, then take It from the Die and carry It
“'towing It to cool In tho

air until the dull red is no longer obvious Inthe dark, and Dually cooling HolT In hot water.
Tins process U called the " water annuul."

'
2'<' Am,,ally. First heat the steel to nml heat; let it lie until nearly black hot. then

throw into «.ip suds, Steel treated In this

TnVoSMEWft!SPr Uwn b) |,u ‘Uni? ,l
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How to Make Pop-Corn Cakes

Popular Mechanics 1919

It is very difficult to take a bite from

a ball of pop com. and it becomes more
difficult as the ball increases in size.

Tbs Pop Corn Whsn Formsd
into Can About Oat Inch

Thick is Kelly Handled

attached to it and fulcrumed to the wall.

After the pop corn has been prepared

with the sirup, it is placed in the can
and compressed. The can is then lifted

out of the cover and the pop-corn cake
removed. This method offers a much
better way to serve pop corn than in

balls. In making the cakes, the can.

cover, and plunger must be kept well
covered with butter.

As a large number of balls were re-

quired for a church entertainment I de-

cided to make the pop corn into cakes.

This was more easily accomplished

than first imagined with the use of a

cake-forming device as shown in the il-

lustration. The body of the former was
made of a baking-powder can with the

bottom removed. The cover of the can

was nailed to the top of an old table

with its flange upward. A plunger of

wood was made to fit snugly inside of

the can and a lever, about 3 ft. long.

HOW TO MIX PLASTER OF PARIS
For the mixing of plaster of Paris, add

the plaster gradually to the water. Do not

stir it. just sprinkle it in until you have a

creamy mass without lumps. Equal part*

of plaster and water is the correct

proportion. The addition of a little vinegar

or water based glue will delay its

hardening. This is for items you want to

mess with and add to after they would

normally have hardened.

If you wish the plaster to set extra hard,

then add a little potassium sulphate or

powdered alum.

A HOMEMADE
BLOWTORCH
Popular Mechanics 1915

The torch shown in the sketch re-

quires no air pump. Instead of forcing

a small stream of gasoline into a heated

burner it con-
verts the gaso-
line into gas in

the chamber and
blows a small

jet of it through

a very small hole

into the combus-
tion chamber.
A medium-

sized and strong oilcan is used for the

reservoir, the spout being cut off close

to the screw part and a steel or bra**

tube, about in. in diameter, sol-

dered to the stub end. The tube is

bent as shown. A piece of wicking is

drawn into the tube so that the upper

end is within l
/t in of the tube end.

The end of the tube is then fitted with

a piece of brass rod with a very small

hole in the center. The hole is made in

the following manner: Before the

piece is cut from the r«»d. it is held in

a vise and the slurp end of a scribcr

is carefully driven into the center A
little oil placed on the scribcr |n>int

will keep it from sticking in the metal.

Measure the depth of the hole and cut

the rod off just above the point. Kile

the end of the piece cut off with a fine

file until the point of the hole is

reached. This hole must be so small

that light can be barely seen through it.

The combustion chamber is made of

a piece of brass tubing driven over the

end of the smaller tube on the spout.

About Vs in. from the back end of the

brger tube four or more holes are

drilled to admit air to the gas.

Kill the can about three-fourths full

of gasoline and allow time for the wick
to l>ecome saturated to the upper end.
Hold a lighted match to the rear of

the burner, and the beat will convert

the gasoline into gas which will then

burn with a nice white flame about 1

in. I<*ng The success of the torch de-

pends altogether on the fineness of the

hole in the end of the tube and the

tight soldering of all the joints.

Anil-frnoeBl.-A substance sold la the
elder district* for tbe purpose of arresting fer-
mentation.

t. 1 1 generally consist* of sulphite of lime In
powder, or a mixture of equal port* of the tul-
pblte and powdered mustard.
t Mix together It lb. of mustard seed with

1 lb. clove*, uoO bruise them well without dry-
l0

f’sr.—A portion of either of the abovo added
to elder or perry lends to allay tho fermonU-
tiOD. when It has beeu renewed. Tho second
may be used for wine and beer os well sa cider.

(cjuffc.n.—In tho above the sulphite must be
employed, not tho sulphate. which Is qulto a
different article.

Aquariums.—A small and well proportion-
ed aquarium might be about At In. lung by
Sin. wide by U In. deep. Make I bo frame of
tout tin : out eight strip* 14 In. long and four
atrip# SO In. long. They may all bo about l>i
In. wide i now aturlo them In oair of cUiuia.
and you have tbe required number for thw
frame. I. «.. four upright# at 14 In.; a plocv
acrest top and bottom attach end, 14 In.; and
four pie***. At In., for top and bottom at sides;
•older them Unnly together, being careful to
gel tbe framo square. You bud betterstrength-
on the corner* by angling aouio abort piece*
and soldering firmly over them; those will
also hide the Punts. Thesepiece*may be fund-
fully cut, unless you Intend to uuo tho frame
afterward. Having put tho fruuio together
you should havou Mungo rouud tho Inside Of
tbe bottom i-art. Cut a plow of gslvaniird
shoot iron, rather stout In sulwtunw, lo Itt.

Ilcd It firmly In with red load cement, rod and
while had mixed like putty. Took it hero and
there with solder to tlio frame. Ileforo put-
ting In tiro bottom make the hole* and arrange-
ments lor founuiu and waste, also runaway,
and wliuteter you require. You may now put
In the glu-v zh vt., or even 21 ox. will stand the
pressure very well; but an accldcntul knock
would bu fatal If you cun use pluto It will bo
much better. IW-d It firmly In with lead, solder
tala of lln or copper close up at top and l«>t-

toui. (Tmr away tho superfluous lead, which
will squ«'M> out Isawaeu tlm frame aud glass
neatly, und let It set hurd.-A'iip. Muh.

Arbor Diana-.--living tho. nirttrrluU for
making a Oliver tree.

IHim!km*. Dissolve tho oryalsls In lire blue
|«|*r In a tablespoon!ol of water, nnd add the
contents of tho bottle to this solution aud
allow It to stand usldo a little while, when It
will form a silver trie In full grow lb.

MnhibiU. 14 dr. of silver inlrutc wrapped
In bloc itupcr and 1 «lr. of mercury In u small
Mat bottle lacked In u one doSVIl powder box
lu cotton wool. Label " Poison.”

Asphaliitm Liquid.— I. Sclo turpentine, £
nt, melt ;

add asphaltum (In powdcri, I ox
;

mix. cool a little and reduce with hot oil ol
turpentine.

2. l H'lhunV.) Asphaltum. H lb., melt : add ol
bot lalsam of oopulba, 1 lb.; and when mixed
thin with hot oil of turpentine. Doth are uaotl

as Nack Japan or varnish and as a glaring color
by artists.

Baking Brnodsrs.-

I. Tartorio acid powder f ax.

Bicarbonate soda 9 ox.

Kioo flour 10 a*.

A teaspoonfu I to every 1 lb. flour.

A Bicarbonate soda - 1 16.

Karina 1 lb.

Powdered alum W lb.

Carbonate magnesia H ox.

Dry In oven separately. Magnesia may be put
on the flour. Tartorio acid may replace tho
alum.

3. Bicarbonate soda 18 ox.

Tartsrlo acid 14 ox.

Carbonate magnesia ... 6 ox.

Farina ... 12 ox.

Bub through a aleve.

4. Bicarbonate soda 18 a*.

Dry tartorio acid 8 ox.

Rico flour 12 oa.

5. Dry carbouate soda. 8 Ox.

Dry tartaric acid 8 ox.

Ou-bonate magueala. .2 ox.
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Make Up a Candy Floss Outfit

Popular Mechanics 1915

Turmeric powder 1 ox.

The soda and add are properly dried before
miring, or the powder •polls by koeplng.
Preserve In atoppered bottle*.

on is familiar with candy f
t stands on fair grounds, of the can cover, make
in an expensive whirling smal

shar

pi I * . . _ . D" lumru r »pt r — i. v » vuhhiuv,
VIO^C lO me bottom and in the rim 1 part; nickel oxide. 3 jmria: cohult chloride. 4

j a number of gelatine, *> part*; duullcd wutcr. nxi

II holes with a prickpunch, or Other ^rt

Cob*lt chloride. 1 part; tfclattne, 10 jvarte;

p-poin.cd tool. Wire .he motor to ^'^1 -JSiST^r, -. „,.Une. ,0
water, ill) purla.

I'aiwr aal united with 1 become* nr"" In dry
weather; with t. blue; with a. yellow. In wet

atv color let*. —Saltonal

the battery, and the candy-floss ma
chine is ready for use.

Light the burner, start the motor, weather the i-p-n.
and pour a little granulated sugar in

the revolving can cover. As the sugar u*cr, io corn.-’
is melted, it will be spun out in floss w°*!ve.99P-

'ro

t .. , .. , . .
lb. aalt, 14 lb. BUK*r. i, OX. saltpeter, und l* ox.

torm through the small holes into the potanh. lion. skim, mui when cold pour over

pan receiver. the mewl
Beef Tea.— tt-mUUm, far OU^cmtlna.—Con-

x-iitruud extract of beef. 12 ox.; tablo nalt.8

The onlv thine lai-kimr in thru* cimnla ax.; lascBOO or Hoclure of celery, IH ot. or II

.

* ne °my
,

u
f
Kln8 •" ‘np

»f
simple BtVwia«ttvely; powdered grrow-root, II, ot;

instructions for making candy floss is a .rococo of orange or lemon, iv, ox.; but wutcr.

rivn.-r hnl.far far fW* •M.- ni 3iU.;lf dralrul about U* dr. of tlucturoofpaper noider lor the floss. The illustration SUiouin may bo addod. IMwolve th© extract
shows the boy holding the floss on a paper. bwf. arrow-rout and ia.lt in hot wau r

: ibo

Th„ migh. bg good ooough in .hohlc S3SSSui,&SH iS'pmS^d'S'i ,'S
but if you are working an outdoor Beef, Iron and Wine. Liebig'* extract

palhf»rint? van'll nrrH \nmethtntr mnrp >f lo-f l* u v., uinuioiuo-cUrnUi of Iron £>»garnering you ii need something more
...ift of onuwo tt rt.oa .dlaUlled water

substantial. ft* It. ox. aherry wluo »udtrlcut U make Id M.

t> fji.ii.., ... ox. I nmol vo the atomonlo-.itrnto of iron In
“P" ««"** '*>* collecting and holding lho *.u .

r . dlaaolv* the extract of bucf In tbo
candy floss are manufactured and sold to •berry wloc. add tboaplntol orangoand nils

fair concessions. I don’t have a source at
l,’“

l"“lutiooa.

>hi» limo but if, jiMt well Hat .JRKMailSf Hid” ftt" TCSiE
know how to make them yourself. •‘"•P. •» «*•

K.r,t bu, , paclug, of 8V..I1 typing ..Sfe’JSS-S'K;:
paper from the dime store. Then cut it direulvo In Hj.i. bolliug watori. Add tincture

lernnhwi... ik.. .'uracoa. 2 ox. : (met urooiuugu perl, Joz.; alrup.
lengthwise down the middle. t:* ox..; alcoliol, is* o / ;

aolutlou citrate of

M-.. xii ....
.uiiiioala, 2ox.; aherry

RECEIVER

HOLES

Brea.- 1. lire* never attack when their
•Uiinatbn urc nih»l with honey or oilier Inlull

iwui Thtx la their normal condition wlvrn
wnrinlng.nml therefore they are then luimiKwa
and al*n when returning laden to llmlr lilvoa.

2. Neither .In they uttnek when llmniuglily

tnghi. n«>l. Wo fright,u laxwliy Mowing aiuoko
among them, or by rapping rather violently
on tln lr bum. a. When U«w aroalnrmod In n
hive by aiuoko or oiicuwoon, their flnii lin-

pulan la to till their lu.ney laig" from their
eoiulat. «. Ib*» In u lilvo that ta oonaUintly
ta>ing rai>|*-l ugulnat will In u few nilnutra
neh toluly out from muon* their coiulxi Into
any empty skep or Mix «1 over them

IlfUr. Io LiUt.

A correspondent in the SeUnit Hr Am'rlran
aaya: I wild you a "ample of M'll hieing which
I urn UKing in luy factory. It lx I in »u|><rlnr to
any other way of lacing. It ruua smoother on
•mall pulleys, as It bends to tit them, lolaon
It, commence in uilddlu or cither side. If In

lomc much quicker than making taffy You can make a couple hundred an hour.

‘The device for making the candy in ‘a^o7hc^;Vd
r

;uT!L^m
,

tl^!n
,

tZ.Zloss consists of ordinary things that llakc lhrm al dvKfvvs for abou( , 5
can be had in any home, and usually a minutes. This will kill all the germs which
hoy has a battery motor of some kind be on the cones even if you washed
that will furnish the power. your hands before making them.
Procure a tin pan, the shape of an

ordinary dish pan and of medium size:
A,lcr 15 minu‘« ,n ‘he oven, store

cut a hole about onc-half the diameter ,hem ,n P 1" 1*' ^ customers
of the pan in the bottom and solder sce them slored ,n ,hp plastic while you
in a conical-shaped piece similar to a

*rc worki"g 50 y°u w® h*ve their
cake pan. allowing it to extend up in- confidence.

side about half the height of the Pan. To USf, ju„ sii(k th. |jrK„ d f h

SSS.TES’rt-S 5
- ^ *^5-^

where the flame will pass trough the
conical center opening. Most candy floss is colored. To color
Mount a small battery motor with yours, simply have an eye dropper and

its shaft vertical, pulley end up. and some small bottles of cake coloring,
centering the conical hole, on a base. Occasionally put a few drops of coloring .n
which supports the pan. Procure a can the whirling lid and you’ll have an™r,

.
S
ar

r

.
‘V 1*31

.
,

uscd
,

on cnffce interested audience watching the differ
-ans, and fasten it with solder to the ent combinations of colors. Of course, you

.S' 'T. iu,e .
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S
INCE there are so many ways in

which an automobile can be converted

to touring purposes, and so many ideas

of personal comfort and convenience to

be taken into consideration, it is mani-

festly impossible to lay down any set

rules and regulations for construction

and arrangement. Much depends upon

the size of the party that is making the

trip; if there are not more than two. a

touring-car chassis will perhaps answer,

but if there are to be three or more, a

truck is recommended, unless, of course,

the party wants to carry tents and camp

out literally.
. .....

If a touring car is to be rebuilt into

a traveling dwelling, the first thing that

must be done is to
,

strengthen the rear I

spring, if H i' not I M

1 I Wlf Ml served to hold Mrrnrt, Arr-ted. IMvMi- .1 Ih. Ilmir Inin

I
«u I d ll III two i*iii iimi.; nils ui.tlHiflnt with wutor hold-

sA FI
,

' I »i I i j]
the crew s ».|uu.,u •>/.. U -rlmniiiu «»r *»lu; Hh-ii

SJ / 1*1
\ I I H bedding, and mis thewow! portion uf Itour with wutcrlo

-d f-
1

‘
1 I I Ml similar articles »hii*li I >u. or muriutlc ucld tins Ixvn n«l<li>l;

< dJa-KtottL A 1 |U^1 At the rear *>"-<* ••••'' ' «lsor..„Kl.ly.

• ^ l R IlUL XI I , \ Wln-n tins i» ilon* 1

. iul« ImiiIi |Hirli<>ns titgi-lhyrV
j

i 0 I
of the ear air nu*li> ....-I i- « *« • «i) I—«»il'»'\

<1 liLe‘11,1 li'7 tank' for wa- lu.w* inio luav.n. nnd baks* •u)im'«ll«lcly. tills

Mf ,_ r #lt,t if,, lirv.*l i.mmin. no yi-nal.aiul tasvry wlHikwuuo.
-.'HQ A IL*r ill

,
f
r an0 ,Uel ,c

5 V.Mi..n.it >•« lirHw.uw « l«klm{ iwedi-r
*0 y) ,he »,OVf u 'td mi ti m» tin* liJIowliur

: _
l

for cooking, as }Wh nd «T.vjui^ujrtar. »*«•

>-> *• These tanks A„ V.'udiSsd; mlVtboroug'hiy ui kwpdry.— arc placed in the
, ••ulem-Tbrsu nrtlHvs «v usimll) |>re

luhod O< Fiiniiif .k. c« Bod, u Hu. corner on suitable l.y .li|>|ilnK Hh bulhou. . tlreniity i.r .i

ii.ai.-s Th. Coiim. A.. Hk- brackets and held in mi-iullii r>«l into u susiiur m*Iuimui Kulatuin.
«ui, (o« ih. Boo, Showo ta Ptgar. • -I™ w : lh Wlwil (lie HUl I* Withdrawn <1 i> i"liil‘<l

place with straps.
oM) , ||( ||t0llst. llM? n.u-l jelly •-iiiully ..s.r Hh

opportunity to the space between them being taken up ny „lrtHtV. .V* soon ns ilw »j.Ihiiii<»u« Him bus

d ingenuity in a locker for toilet materials, or it may be hai'l.-ru'l it is miii.vnl I 1..111 Mm iimiild mnl
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is shown in Fig. 7
,
which shows every-

thing ship-shape, at it would be on the

road, with the exception that the 'team-

ing pot on the "galley" range would per-

haps be endangered by careless driving.

This views shows how the oil stove is con-

nected to the fuel tank. Also, like all the

other ideas, the arrangement of the stove

is susceptible of considerable elaboration,

and shelves on either side of the stove

would also add to the convenience.

An arrangement that furnishes a maxi-
mum of interior space and sleeping ac-

commodations is afforded by a body of the

type shown in Fig. 8. In this design, one

or both sides are hinged to open up al

the center, the lower half resting upon
what during the day serves as a luggage
carrier. Underneath the beds, which form
comfortable seats when the sides are

trouble, mnl with very little expense. cun

tunk*-earl-*n phitotnnd nuUw bleu »dl answer
u IT'-d iniriw. The niulerfari* r»|»invd »ro

coke, wheat flour, mohuw-ior sirup mnl water.

The tool* ihuim'I ot n lew nn.ukl*. n trowel or

liK'iimnli'ot tor forein* the eurU.n niivtuiv

Into But mould*. tubs he u-cd Minoiil.l* l .r

out. .11 n-U. and ramrod* for eoi.ileiiiuiiK tin*

muteriul in I tie lul.s. uml bnxi»* it out. uml
mii non mortar or notin' other device fur tv-

,1.1, „k I ho coke topow.h-1. t'k-nn ph-.es of

o.kr should t« •rh-cied tor tlm. |.ur|-.>o. mvl

mi. Ii ns contain no \oluttk' niulUin me piv-

feinsl. The cuke 1* pulsenwH mul pnwl
through It rtne m-ve. I« Is then thor.niuhly

uoti.l a oh one -mi Ml, to oncelxl.il. Its bulk or

wl.i-.it Hour, both tu-inir '» dry .lute, rho

lui*lure I- moM.m.l w It h n liter lor witter with

a .mull .u-...-,ii.i*.«- ol iiiol.iv*-. "d.hsl) iul».

ete.uly in render it ihuroimhly dump hmiigli.

out. but imi net. It uhutiM now la- allowed to

.land |..r two..,' Hint- tiinini ill a clo-d \ceScl,

to pivtent ilH-i-t iii-.rulion of t lie wider. At

Iheemlof thi.un.eihx ii.lxi.i.CH.uy |uvuw«l

into moulds of nay ih-.iitstloiiii.Ha-n ivaimed
from It,.- Uhls uml dried, dowdy »t Unit.

nlti rwnot rapidly, tn .in M-linary men uU
hint, temi- iutuie. When t la? pintl» or n-U
thus foniMsI mo thoroughly dried. they urw

|m. k(sl in uu tron I***. nr. H they mo eutuii. in

era II*, mol eou.pteieiy Ml Ikied i«y iiika
dust to exel.nk' nlr and to int-tent the voiii.

tHi'tlon of the plutit or r*"U diiiniK the «

t.un/liiK priMV-u. The In* or crucible lined lie

cloned by a i.oti-conibudlble enter mid |d,»tv«l

In u turn,ox or run*x hie in such n way u» to

*1.0-0 II to lie honied *i intmilly In It led belli.

Alter tl>0 U«A liVNlru t«* ttu» |v«|iilivu

OtVivc. It In ruamtUHMNl ut Unit tiiiii-nliiio
fur uu liuur or *•>. ulirr vlm li It t* vuiiMiwU

f i » »m till* thv him! Ullowol l«ow! U lytv Ufiiijf

t'l- irt^l. The nmUot Hitli^mv l 9M*n 1 n»iii«i lor

huir mii hour In tin* iui mi» or hi iihMiiM'm

U

miiMl
with u lltlk) wuttT. Tln*y nir mkmIii IhiUiI III

tiu onlliiAv >
oven mnl nfierwiml enrlMiiikM9«l III

t».t' nil .Ilf n.l> ill III- I.
#nnn I'll fur

t»r iMvw« or I willing In H)ru|» lino iww imjiiI/hik in

UtilU 1 lo* M Iiflty IH M l uit«l.

AiM.infi.M'iiiiv M'N' -ii nlr niirtnir inirUMiM.
||M»|. II h IMM wuiy lo It'll \ 4* I Imi «r crutilw
uiim'mM to allow Uii'MKiwn toiwiU|iO.

Vjncui View* ul tli* Kflteriov

"tudy Su»<or
Amour

* - W»’r O*
•9 A- -•<
T». M«h W

(’six'll I- l In- in.me upplhsl lo

atrlnat. made .food) from the IriUwiiiie. of
•»KS I*, used for harp. tmUli. ko.b.r und l-iw
trill**. button' nlrliiai, etc. U laislld Unit the
bnl »l rl.iMi urv .male In N.iplm, l*s«ns> the
llalum -lie. p. Iron i

their Ii uiiiicv, nttonl the
lawl raw iiiaterhil llu iim uibii.mw of h-Ni.

animal- la*lll|( tOlialUT thill. Illiaa- o| l.llil.Ull- III

hi*h • onilli.uu The an. tie nuine laulaoift.. u
to a apci-knof lim n or cantas wilh wi*lu lut. I-

atIts*.

roekroai-liea.-l, Horn* i» the lawt co*'k-

rcs..l. exterminator yet discovered. Till*

Iroulrli sumelie-s I lueui lavulhu inei»lon to II,

ml will net et letun. when- n hit* oiiee Iwvu
ax-utlensl. A* the null Is is ileelly hunulens lo
bumii.i l-tiirf-. II Is much to be piefernsl lor
this i>ur|Mise lo l

I

k- poiMniuus Mitelumsw eoiu*
ntuMiy imsL

t. Mixture of n-l lead, Indian meal und iiio-

hxvsii will Ihi eaxurty *1*101. by them mid will
»oou cxtvnnlnute tfn-m. fails xr**-n, pho*.
l-liom-, or 1.1S1.11 an- MiinelhiKw Uawl, t>ut uru
»• ,>• daiixv-rous. Ilonix, to wlucli ua'kriHU'hus
have u Mont nut i|w.lh) . will drive I hem uwuy.
a SwtU'r. .a uml- 1 paruiKs i.roun.l thepmia

of l In- liouw* inmlilcil wilh thcao urmm
4 . Take it or. niitaullc .iiiil mid - ox. iMiwdcrod

lumplixi. Iinis-* 111 n bottle iind let it leuiniu
mill .1 li-ssUlH-ail 1 1 II 1*1. fot I lie intitule wilh
a sinull bru *i i oh the 1-luiv* wherv Hie rumlm
lode, which Will blink IlKiU out III utllC. TIlCU
kill then..

*. Ihm.N >t'riukhs| ui-mi ihepurta where they
tilde will i lti-rlunll) drive then. uwsy.

ei I'onuMii- -ubliiunb- spiiukleil uround the
I'l.ee- which the i)sidii-s intesl will kill them
•IHickly. He cnn-ful, Imweu-r. with tins »ub-
-inms-.
T Make a rtroiiK deeo*-tion of |«iko r*>ot.

When tin •ircnxil. i- eAtmeUal, retmnu the
ria.ls. U.IS lhcl.<|iioi w II h lllolarMW.IUMl spmid
it 1*1 Itove plolleis in Ihir ptiu**i tlwy trs-i|iient.

They luuy tliu- t-- stiun by lhoiL-.iud.-. Tin
l-oihsl rout- iiii'l on your . load rklvis will us-
N*tl.» keepinx them away.
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By Coffee, Sabkiicntea for.—Tbeaeare num-
,.a eiint*. but the |irincli<ul mo iLcfollowlng

:

ltC'
1. Hue Coffee. ItiUtuiwf Hunt’*

a8c Break t<ut Puttiler.—Uyv roaste-1 along wlili

cri- e little butter, and ground to powder. A go.M

car tultitituic.

- n . 2. Uei manO<fee. Succory dUU>. Oufeory ditto.

.
—From eucoory as above. Vted either tor or

ely. mixed with loroigu coffee. The must couiuion

bit adulteration ol tbu latter.

for 3. Hue Coffee.—from new. as AUOVC. A good

•ci. n*itd COfee.- From the aoe.lB wiishtnl out
ing of the cake lett In making curruut wine.

e,e 6- UuomUn y 0,jfr«.-Froin gexaeberry scwls.

'>*«
6. Holly Cofee.- Fromi the berrlw.

»nd 7. tknmtlan 0</r«.— From chivk|x«*.

B. Ho'iUa Cb|fr«.-Froui tenugrock
moUiteiHd with lemon iuloe.

V Omioin Cofee.—trom the muds ol tho

k
\’lT.*Vw«W;o|'r<.- From tho trim or nut

of the muimifrus tnw.or trom tho woodcut
Much recoin-

111

n* ItiJpioo- The laapllig* of lliu crunl of

r k*v«u prueurv-d at lb.. bukorV. K.pial to ryo

Y
* iS^IUeehemul Coffee From hotvhiuast or

HuC* P; \
“““

a^oi'o i

F

ioiii morns, deprived of

III IB L’Hn* their aliell*. I,u*Um1
.
.Ii .. d. and roasU'd. A good

I r T^TB —*’ 1- It. Bert H—i i ofu. - Prom the yellow beet

• Ipvi nxit.illcid.dned In a kiln or oven, and ground

J
l|

j
I *|E 4*a« » **' n ".i.igii i..it.,- A good sulxti.

WiM-A*' » , C^r t «£ Iv'flMM l •ff'e.-Uon*' Ikmim rrmsU-d along

/ 1
.1 wtlbahttlc honey Or augai. When rvm.oixl

/ [ from the Dir a r oalliiuaiititt or ca»M bud* I*

IP** froouentiy add®!. and tho wholo U .Urrod
•K /El ^ 1 W% \

—" until cold. Said to lx- « good tiuballlulc.

Fif H ‘i^r' ffC* _f:: 14 dfmond Coffee. ~ll)o or wheal roasted

1 rl] along wiilu fow^almoiul*. A vrry^wuaH^quan-

(jo, • opprr Pom tier. t'o|»|«• powih-r uanl In

r.» • O'" JSj*' l>T* making uuiiilgnin* i» preiamil «» lollowa: Ml*
1 equal uirMid aMtunlul wlulUw «l 4iip|irr

>. td. l- ... - mu nuIj.imie with liydt.x liloric aeld, III tula place a
*»— *-» t'*"1 .trip of alavt /.iin

.
tho eopia-r la thrown hi hue

" |x>w<ler; thl- la woslxd with oholiolniid drlw'

i« 1-uN. l« Uh «. Wii. Climate* : la Tha. aa U aa .|Uh kl>- a* t-m-ible.

OfIMfMd k% Mutk II

Coral* \rlll!« Ini. -TulSdrin. vermilion arid

Popular Mechanics 1919 I ut n*ln,«ml melt thorn togetlK«r. Have remly
tho hr

i

dc

I

nn or twigs |xxl.-d and dried, and
pad nt them over with this mUtuni while Lot.

Winding Coiled Spring* Tbo twig* being covered, Lold tbeoi over a... gontlo Ore: turn them round till they uro per-

When a helical spring is needed fectly amootb. w lute
;
coral mny also lx» mado

badiy one can be maSc up quickly by ^jg t

“* '“-ck W ‘h

winding the wire around in the threads
|o c. n<_Alno lrulu

, clc.. g^n
Ol an ordinary com l* ooo of tho m.at difficult to iiresono by

bolt An accu- canolng. Tbo foUowIng I* tho method In uho

j . . by many of tho largo uuinlug i«Utbll*btucnU.
rate spnng can ^,0 ,„)ru BlUir removing from tho cob. is tilledF-mV be formed, and into tho clean cans *o rato leave no ulrapaoea.

,k- oifrb Tbcoo aro phuxd bin largo oven, or other ulr-
,nc P llt " DC " tight mskI. xnd aubjocted to hot Bteam under

Hrf * ’ 'Him tween each coil prw.ro. Tbo harder tho corn, tho longer tho

V ""//ifl will he pvarf for exptauro required to ct'.ro It: Ska* "ud that in
will be exact tor iom*aia as moon ns eight hours Is requisite,
the entire length. but usually much Iras than tbla. A largo vessel

In removing the spring (torn the bolt. -JSSSWSS*5SS JffhSSsSSJK
grasp the coil in one nana and turn tnc but As nut *> effective. On removal from the

holt with the other oven or vnUr l*uib. in tho caso mar bo, eachDOit witn inc oiner.
ti| . am (they must t* QUed to tho cover with

Staining Wood
A very Bood mr,h..l ... Sl.tog

close grained wcf is to usv hyarorhl«>ric tenntd. tho hole b quickly eoldered. This must
! The eiiA iv put on with .» plastic bo dope beforu tho air behrlnuto enter. Oth'r

, , f
..

,
fruit li cuixsl aod cttunco in like mimncr-to-

hrush rn«* r<*! rs thus obtained are matot* rarely n^ulro lonK«r than fifteen to

a,,,.,"- an.! ...-n.l ..no r„„ h, K.WS
duplicated by any known pigment. I he completely destroy uJl fermentative irerina.

of Off "CtelMf” M
Ui« OtlMf Spk€t it

GLASS-CLEANING

SOLUTION
Popular Mechanics 1913

brush. The following solution makes

an excellent cleaner that will remove

dirt and grease from crevices and sharp

corners. To 'J parts of water add 1

part of strong sulphuric acid, i he

acid should be added to the water

slowly and not the water to the acid.

Add as much bichromate of potash as

the solution will dissolve. More
bichromate of potash should be added

as the precipitate is used in cleaning.

The chemicals can be purchased

cheaply from a local drug store, and

made up and kept in large bottles.

TUr solution can be used over and
rriK-ltili >, murk I.rn

gnai'hlli' iUHl |*i*i I' Uru «ln

.. |uu>tf, I'lt-'-s in iiiiiuM" um
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A SMALL THRESHER OF PRACTICAL USE
Popular Mechanics — 1919

Buckwheat, oats, wheat, morning- small roller upon which four pieces of
glory seeds, and other grains and seeds, tin are nailed The beaters are larger
were successfully cleaned with a model rollers, into which wooden teeth are *i«iu

set. To hold the cylinder, fan. and
heaters in place, four posts and two m»v

- crosspieces were used, as shown.
tra -i

*1 he [tower used is an Ml windmill iw|i|

‘ Y^\ rfA I ii

—- ,ha * * constructed, u.ing a buggy
*o4u '

1

tjUl< lull. I III H kllll

miiiiII lunuuiv.
I'ltis cuiii|>iiiinl iimka

a uuggy ahouiu remain in (lie m.Hiii«.ii i wenty -finir
wheel as the frame The cylinder must how*; '•Inn they mu luk.-n .mi, tli. ynn.' to !•••

l.r run at . I, ...I, ,
i. . ?_ carefully *u«|k ii.IcI In Um slm<li> mull iiuilu

I.C run at * lairly high speed, the fan dry. The «i«i- iu-kx-m ..r eiyMuliiaiimn is

- - >.k«n car* cl S^£lT.M iKSi-by the relative size of the puUrvs The lul

u

"'1 100 lur*'' :
'» »*iliei In,ml, »lmuM

t„.in,,., ,i._ . „ |
It Uo tnu but. tlic erynlnln will Ini si null IIIscreen rn tween the fan and beaters Motiorfloa hie best lumpuruturu In ubout

must l>e «il small mrsli s«* that grain *&*
.

will in .1 fill ilii.ini.f. { ...
l'n/-/ad Room Ornnuitnl. hi .t/iilfC.-lltrfmll-will n .t tail through MHO the fan chum- cut,: Sulpluitoof alumina, *lll|iliilo »i wmiur,

hich the •ulnlwt® of nuJu, fetil|>lmC« of imiMm. »iil|.lniie

, ,
r _ nl (run. auliiliale ul sine, nl iii.k'"'-

l M«r ''I *1* of nt. lili.ii/ til uuii til lit tltlii I*..s.« III
gram drops must he tlic proi

fciOt.VHW CHO VtlW

Mai5< «• i MoJil. This Smdll TKrobtr Prov<4 Uv*UI
lor Viribui Grunt tod Sudt grain falling to the

tom, and the Sira,,

thresher <>f simple design which I made blown oat at the «-xhj

from materials picked up in and around wood was U'cd in tl

the farm workshop It is 2 1 in. high, Ti-in «t«trlc for the he,

I I in. wide, and M/j ft. long. For a or stock for

cylinder, I used a roller, 3 in. in diam- The curved housing 1

etcr and 1 fl long The teeth are nails made id tin. Lcathci
driven spirally ahout the cylinder in fitted tightly, may he u
rows that alternate with similar teeth i> applied on the cylin«

in the concave, the nails being driven or other power being

Vj in. apart The fan consists of a Brimmer. Dalton. N. Y

uiiuiiiirniiiiu. loc ngumuon prenont-
N#lt Cd tty <htituirn4eornlivl iihI mm kuim. huiuII

l; III wuu.ili'
j
and mIho Um* tilum brown or black

• fturtaev or modern steel kuhi. ia known mt
.
ami ** •tttioioiktviiiiiK." nnd m |h<m|ii«-im| i.y crvutintni

i..rt\ *(!" * lllk ***** which m l uiknjoiiIIv tbo
OiOcivnl |«iUu( I be tuctal iimlri tivudneiit,

w.is Ohs Ium

U

r r portion* of the lucial IkkoiuIiik

I
vrlf .

oovrrtU with a thicker film of ouIhmi Hum tbo
*

# sutler |H»rCiun«. The color Ot till*.* thin NIiuhowr f vark* fiutu liifhl brown to black. mvonlinK to
hand tbe more or Ire* prolonged treatment with tbo

arMA. It the Itgumtlon m nut ftiittUIcnltv chi*
boitite. owing to tbe loeUlnot hat mgim tack-nt
“her. nod to the fiber bchiK too Mi* I* lit und
rr«fiaUr to produce tbe d»^.irexl effect, it m i ii».

Uxnsrv for the luukm ot lowJlii|i piemi und
other llirbi »r<MHU fo |wmit or fitemilu pMUrn
on tl»<» mu fuiv of tbe luctiil with tbu m id. und
In tbit why the flaunt ion enn U* nmdc uhcINcC.
Ivom di^lnxl. TIki Anlutloiia largely used ut
many worknure m« follow h:

1 . ror «trel. lulpbur. i ox. • tinctmoof ate«l»
I ot. ; nitric mid, 1 ot* ; nulphuiic acid. >4 ot. ;

Ml. mil,Cl,lot HlP. >• 0/
;

,.,,.K.r WllpfluU. 14
' •*»'*"'

1 I. I*M.: WBlur.i ,11

'T
1

; A^\V''.''
,u

!

v
.

K : nilrio

Stretcher for Drying
Small Fur Hides
Popular Mechanics - 1919

Small hides should be dried over a

stretcher to give the best results, and
the device
shown in the

sketch will l*e / Jr ,

)

found useful for \ /
this purpose. It \ //

/

is nude of two
J

X**' •/^7

/

strips of %-in. /'//A
wood, hinged at

|
/jT/

/

\
the pointed end. *—/Ay
Small holes are // /X
drilled into the

upper surface at V \
the other ends 1

W

and adjustment f
is made by
means of a wire bent at the ends and
inserted in the holes.—Elmer Tetzlaff,

East DePere, Wis.

A Lard & Fruit Presser
Popular Mechanics — 1915

A very simple hut handv device for

[

ressing out lard, juices for jelly, or
ruit for marmalade, is made from two
hoards, each 18 in long, 3 in. wide and
i/o in thick, formed into the shape of
paddles ami hinged together. The
hinge is made by running a wire
through holes bored in one end of the
paddles and twisting the ends together

Two Poddlra Mln.cJ To,*U.*r with . P.«e o( Wt*€
M»he ft Prc«»cr for LsrJ fto <3 PruiU

as shown. This presser will save the
hands from stains and other effects of

Ihc juices.— Contributed by Julia A.
White, Glenburg, Pa.
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HOMEMADE ELECTRIC STOVE
Popular Mechanics 1913

well insulated with porcelain or mica.

By J. F. THOU.

The construction of an electric stove

is very simple, ami it can he made by
any home mechanic having a vise and
hand drill. The body is made oi sheet

or galvanized iron, cut out and drilled

as shown in Fig. 1.

The lop consists of a square piece of

metal drilled as shown in Fig. 3. Four
small ears arc turned down to hold the

top in place.

One end of the coiled rod is shown

Each long projection represents a

leg. which is bent at right angles on the

center line by placing the metal in the

jaws of a vise and hammering the

metal over flat. If just the run is

gripped in the \ isc, it will give a round-

ing form to the lower part of the legs.

The small projections arc bent in to

form a support for the bottom.

nitM.rih It laal-o (onw'l when |K>tiit<>6timh

i» Ixnivd t.<*ur Full. l!*ol extensively In the
inunufui tmx' ot mucilugiw, etc. It rvaeuitilrt

gura It* luimc la dvrtn’l frmii the action
lt« -dutiun on |K>Uii/ol liuhl; It i*uac» tho
olaiMi of i-.Unaition to Ucvlutc to the right.
toiuiu«r...il dextrine, or " Urlttoh huiii," I#

nhtalmM l>y heating dry potato sturvli to n
ti ni|. mtuiv of TSO

1 Fun. In elmct lion imW
iirnvnMiiK Iron or cop|*>r ilium*, rltuilur to

Xhimi used hi OOttin roasting, wbctvb; II Is

Irmnafortutxl InUi k ml-tmuspmviu. brownish
loioin. w lik-li atv converted Into u |«le ycllttw

laiMilor ny grinding between millstone*. It is

tnnpU'tcfy soluble In .'old water, from winch
It may laj.unviidtahd ny addition of cxocm
of-tioug alcohol. Potato ifarvh In generally
u«d, l-ut ataix'h from other Kitmt* will an-

hut. Tlw t«»t l*»t» «<* ascertain II* purity urt?

touglUU- briskly n few mains ol thedexuiue In

a teat tulio with fifty time* IU weight of pure
cold water; then net U aside for JO minute*.

r-« *

The bottom consists of a square

piece of metal, as shown in Fig. *.

Holes arc drilled near the edges for

Move holts to fasten it to the lioltom

projections. Two of the larger holes

arc used for the ends of the coiled rod

and the other two for the heating- wire

terminals The latter holes should be

in Fig. 4. This illustrates how two
pins arc inserted in Ib.les, drilled at

right angles, to hold the coil on the

bottom plate. The coiled rod is fa in.

in diameter and 2? in. long. The rod is

wrapped with sheet asbestos, cut in

'/"-in. strips

The length of the heating wire must
he determined by a test. This wire

can be purchased from electrical stores.

Stovepipe wire will aiixwci the pur-

po»c when regular heating wire cannot

l»e obtained The wire i* coiled around
the aitbeilos-covercd rod, so that no

coil will be in contact with another

coil. If, by trial, the coil does not heat

suOiciently, cut some of it off ami try

again. About 9V£ ft- of No. 2f. gauge

heating wire will be altout right. The
connection to an electrie -lamp socket

is nude with ordinary flexible c<*rd, to

which is attached a screw plug foi mak-
ing connections.

PurodcxtrliK»lii> <lv.*« oinpltuly incntl water
t<> n char solution. If not nil lUflhtMVvtl iKHir

off tha*»lutlon.iuld a llltlu wut.«r to l bo mMuu
h.n.f to ladling. let cool. and mill a low drn|» cl
kxiinc water; n blue color tmlkaU* Btur.li.

I>laiy*». iilultxta mnau* orfoultng uunlytll
bydllfutdon through |xw>ua aept*. Tho amaint-

'

i of it wooden or gutta poreha Iraqis

havt.ig a p.mli mimi bottom. Il U uwsl for tho
wimiration of all orj-UUIImblo bodlea from all

gelatinous borilta, ule. Tho imbalance In bo
anaiy b*l I* bliuvd In Uiu dlalycor, and ttuated

on pure dl*ulk»l w*IOr. It must bo allowed lo

stand lliu* fur at Iraxt twenty-four hmim.when
at the end of that time tho crystalline sub-

siau<** w ill have gnaw'd or dUfuaud through loo
parebnieut and dtmnlvol In Ihe water, leaving
the getatlnoua matter -till In the dlalywr.

itiuain.r. A peculiar *u 1*tanc«, contained
.n malt, which effe. la Uio cun version of march
Into dextrine and n up.- sugar. It umy l*> l>ro-

tuml Imm a cold Infusion of mull, by adding
alcohol, wbk ti prt.ipUut.w II under the form
of a (Aib-liTCi whIU’ iKiwdvr. In this slate It t*

fnxly soluble In wot.'. It appears from ex-
. .i . i i i t « ...III . ..ti.tti

perlment* that I purl "I Om-tumi will convert
x/JOO parts of Klarcli Into gr*po augur. Mulled
barky la said tooontnln | 1 » |«irt of this sub-
•Unis- yet this small purl Ion la quite auflieicnt

to convert thostarvU ..f the malt Into sugar

during the operation ul mashing, provided in Is

be properly conducted, The uii*t favorable
temperature for this convention Is 140* U» l«V
Fsh.

Ulp. 4 arbollc, for Murk. Koceipt for
a carbolic dip Into which stock may bomaking

plunged for killing' Ike and mllea. Use soft
*nap 1 gul

.
bial with JO gul. of water up to a

l.-niprratur<<ol l«u*. then odd I qt.of crude ear-
lier and dip tholadle arid; tin n cool down lo

h<s>p or InmlM; but for other oilliu

alotig tho lark, so thut It run* 'low

final uaro mu-l U- 1 uken I hut II Is npplM'd to I

brisket, under the shouldon* and
pbed to the
highs. Fot

beep scab mite* the Unapemtumalimild lx

HOW TO MAKE A BARREL BOAT
Popular Mechanics - 1915

Utl i"
•sola should to! oouipjctcly broken

a corn coh.

Trace.—If Ihe later upon
soaked with

A boat that any handy boy can
easily make is constructed of a barrel
which is kept with the opening cut in

one side up by two 1 by 6-in. timbers
and two tie pieces, 2 by 4 in. The
lengths of these pieces will depend on
the size of the barrel.

A good watertight barrel should be

selected and an opening cut in the cen-

ter between the hoops, of such a >ize

as to allow the body of the occupant

room for handling an oar. The
timbers are attached to the barrel with

iron straps—pieces of old hoops will

th>. The two tie pieces arc put across

the timber-, at the ends of the barrel

and spiked in place.

The l*oat is’ to be propelled with a

single, double-end paddle. There is

no danger of the boat capsizing or the

water splashing into the barrel.

U rawing*.
which the ttuuurf M l«> I".* mndu
benzine by mean* of n cotton pu-l. i

.

into the |>Orcs of the im|K'r, the latter
truti.H|*urt ill Unit the uuftt delicate

bO|i|HHK It

lor vc ill lie-

Imcaum) tint- run)* tie scon raoro readily limit

thruutfti the Duett Uw l dl III Ink.
water colors, or |*-ncil take etiually. well U|ioa
|ojn rthu» trtMto l« and laM letter thuii ti|H>n

any other hnnl of tracing imiaT. Any kind
of ojdioue dmwniK |«per in ordinary iw* umy
tieefuidoyol for tbti puriioae, htnUhcMl in ihe

unuail manner -over the drawing to lietiaewl.

Tb« bCfUiiK) ranidly ••vuidiruUn. and the m\*:r
nitinal "it • without
y MlijfhUwt truce ol the i*rrxN^ to

which ti haa been Mihjivted. When large |»lc.

Mtaonjn
showing tlir- *»ikI»u*1—.h it ha» been »ubj
turvs aro to U* the knlino ihould only
UfOM h«l to a part «»f llK pauper ut u time, in

accordance with the proimaa of the work.

Kuiery.— Etniru - Take emery fmiwip
tAiid. aprt'^1 it out on an iron plate <uUd to
about JJJ* V. Apply to your atru|« or belU ^
raUn?r thin omtinx of at rung glne, then nr«)
it upon lh»- heated i-mory or sand. Either
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A HOMEMADE HAND DRILL PRESS
I'opuldr Mechanics - 1913

The little use I had f- »r a drill pros
did not make it advisable to purchase
one, so I constructed a device for drill-

ing iron anil brass which answered all

purposes. A broken carpenter's brace
furnished the chuck, which was fas

tened to a 1 --in. shaft having a de-
tachable crank. The shaft turns in a

3

^8

A V«#y Dull !*»«•• Wi.hh An«wfM
lli« AJutti *Vly

brass tube which is lilted tightly in a

hole bored in the upright. The slid-

ing part or table is forced up against
the dt ill with a Ifc-in machine bolt.

Perfume-Making Outfit
Popular Mechanics 1913

The real perfume from the flower

is not always contained in the liquid

purchased for
perfume. The
most expensive
perfume can be

made at home
for less than 10

cents an ounce.

The outfit neces-

sary is a large

bottle or glass

jar with a small-

er bottle to fit

snugly into the

open mouth of

the large one.

Secure a small

piece of very fine

sponge and wash
it clean to thor-

oughly remove
all grit and sand.

Saturate the sponge with pure olive

oil, do not use strong oil, and place it

inside of the smaller bottle.

Fill the large bottle or jar with

flowers, such as roses, carnations,

pansies, honeysuckles or any flower

I lie l-.li turns in a square nut fas-
tened in the ••p|x.«itc |*»>t. The end
«*f the >crew Ik-.u, .m a plate fastened
mi the under side of the table to pre-
vent wear. A crank cnuld he attached
In this Imlt >o that it may l»e turned
mure easily.

The sliding or table part is made
of a post similar to the end posts, but
with guides attached so as !.. keep it

in place. The boles h.r the ihuck shaft
and Ixilt should he Imrcd • mi a line and
exactly in the center of the |*osts.—
Contributed by !_ It. Kelley. Phil-
adelphia, Pa.

Raising Cucumbers
On a Trellis

Popular Mechanics - I91S

A novelty in curumlrcr culture, tried
recently with great Miccess, is as f..|.

low*: As soon as the vines are alx-ut

18 in. long, stretch wire mesh *.’l in.

wide on pole* alongside the row of
plants and train the vines on the Wire.
'I he cucumliers will grow larger and
the plants will require less ore than
when they are on the ground.

having a strong and sweet odor. Place
the small bottle containing the sponge
upside down in the large one, as shown
in the illustration.

The bottle is now placed in the sun
and kept there for a day and then the
flowers are removed and fresh ones
put in. Change the flowers each day
as long as they bloom. Remove the
sponge and squeeze out the oil. For
each drop of oil add 2 oz. of grain al-

cohol. If stronger perfume is desired
add only 1 oz. alcohol to each drop of
oil.

Starting a Siphon

Popular Mechanic- - 1915

Roll up a soft rubber hose tightly
so that it will be flattened to force out
all the air and
drop one end into

the liquid, then let

the coil unwind as

it falls down on
the outside. The
uncoiling causes a

slight vacuum in

the hose and the
liquid follows St

up and starts the
flow instantly.

faultier or cotton webbing may kn«<l lor Ihe

tontry.ioCUnu. Hoc Cles using.
t'wi’iW Apply a coating m thin glue
ml bill the powder on through u sieve. Have
the emery silled according l<i Hie lineness
Emery Ulutke. Ttnwe an- prvpim.1 only on a

acalo which is beyond the amateur, lull un ox-
erdfant emery cake can be mode liy mixing
emery powder with v»ux.
Emery hi Forfeit In brother. Tnltisten emery

to feather. UhI glue very thin, add a little uillh.
raise the pile of the leather and put on tho glue
with the brush. Then sprinkle on the emery
ir*d fat It cool.

Emeru 1‘arfe. Mix the finest emery obtain-
•bio with a little suet.
Entry, l*r«j.irulwi /or (n-lUiU Purposes.—

Mix « lb. or Hour emery with I ol it powdered
<um arable, then throw the |«owdur Into 2 gal.
of clean water. Collect tho deposits si the end
of ten. twenty, thirty seconds, etc., to sixty
mlnuUo. Use In thuorder of time lu which they
wen* precipitated uaiiiK ibe longest last.
Emery Stray.~-The emery strap Is made by

brushing good strong glue upon tho leather and
ijul ily sprinkling the surlucv with Hour of
etuory; when dry, the loua- emery is brushed
off. Crocus U mlxod with a lltlln oil and
rubbed into the leather. Smooth on piece or
gU-a.
Emery WheeU and Sluki. Turn a heels from

wrllanaAoitod pine, ot Ufa form dial red
;
place

emery upon an Iron plate faal.d to ZOO- toZIS*:
('attho whorls with glue pre|«rxsl un for unit-
ing wood, and roll the wheels In the warm
emury. Atu-r tho glue On *v ibnsurpluseniery
txuafad off ami another coating of glue tsup-
plkal and tho wfacia an- again roUtd In the

tuury. Tho whorls should lie allowed to
thoroughly dry U-forv use. I'mpnro

dicks of such forms as ton may n-<|iiini. nml
ooal tfanu as dlrocUd for emery wheels, or
atuoti U* thorn {taper by mtun* of glut* or

‘Tb’l/oAr Emery Wheel*. -Turn a wheel ol
pine, .oat tho wheel with g->o<l gluo and roll It
In emery which has boon heated on an Iron
plat* to tar Y. A sons cost wlU not last long,
several should lie given.
Emery Wheel*, lu lirnuu Ulm ft/.- Hie re am

toolsaold by tbo dealers In outcry wheels that
up tho surface or true It, when glossy or

out of truo. Hydrochloric or nllrto add will
flMsn s meUlUad wheat. 8wab the surface with
tho acid, let It lie Oft.vn to twenty seconds, and
Quickly wash the surface than with water and

Emery Wheel*. to TVt*.- Ilokl a plow of while
chalk against tbo wheel while lu motion. This
will show you the high places. Then take a
pick of the kind u*d to drxMt millstone*, or
inskfl oivo of a file about five Inches long,
wedged lu a stick liko a mUlcr'* pick. Hack
tbo chalked plan* and koeprhalklng and huca-
leg, rubbing over with an old flic each Htno
fa-forn chalklr-. until tfa- wheels true and the
chalk touchus.il mound.
Emery Wire. Oil tbo wire and sprinkle emery

ovef It-

Kugravlng, hand Hlast.—Hand driven
by an air blast of the prwsuro of 4 In. of water
will completely grind or deitollsh tho surface
of glass Id ten sreouda. I f the gU*. u covered
by a stencil of paper or la.--, or by a design
drawn In any tough elastic substance. such as
half dried oil. pa* fit or gum. a picture will bo
engraved ou Ufa surfsue. Photographic OOpUa
In blehromutod gelatine from delicate line en-
gravings have been thus faithfully reproduced
on glaax. lu pbntog.aphlc pictures lu gelulln,
t*k»-u from nature, the llghtsandshudow* pro-
duce Dims of golatlu of different degrees of
thickness. A carefully regulated sand blast
will act upon ibo glass beneath these films
mom or leas |*owcrfully. In proportion to tho
thickness of the Dims, and the gradations ofBt and shade am thus produced ou the ali-jw.

Uoapparatus uwdair rises through u curved
tube, carrying tho sand up with It. which U
thrown into tho air tube by an endless belt of
mjoopm arranged lu the lower part of the angu-
lar box. Tho tond la iarrie.1 up by tho air and
brought over and down tbo front air tubo,
where It discharge* with great forco upon the
eurfaui of tho glass, which la oootulaed wlthld
the front box and Is carried by a bell gradually
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FURNACE ELECTRODES OF LEAD PENCILS
Popular Mechanics - 1915

Furnace electrodes frequently con-

sist of carbon rods, and if there is a

short gap between them, forming a

break in the circuit, the current jumps
across that gap, forming an "arc." The
intense heat of the arc is used in fus-

ing and melting metals. As large

electrodes are necessary for use in fur-

naces where great masses of metal are

melted, so small electrodes are adapted

to finer or more delicate work, says

Popular Electricity.

As the lead or graphite in a lead

pencil is a form of carbon, it will make
an excellent electrode for small work.

Two ordinary lead pencils, costing only

one cent each, may be used. They are

first sharpened as if they were to be

used for the usual purpose of writ-

ing. Then a small notch is cut in one

side of each pencil, laying the lead

bare at a point about 2 in. from the

sharpened end.

A small copper wire is wound around
the pencil and into this notch, thereby

making contact with the exposed lead

or graphite. By means of these small

wires the pencils are connected to

larger wires, which in turn are con-

nected to a switchboard or source of

electric-current supply.

Waterproofing Matches

Dipping ordinary parlor matches

into melted paraffin and permitting

them to dry thoroughly will enable

them to withstand water. The paraf-

fin acts like a wax candle and is un-

affected by the moisture. This should

be of aid to campers and others who
find it hard to keep matches dry

Killing Mice & Rats
If you must kill these delightful

creatures, use live yeast. They love it and

it lives in their intestines, feeding on all

the B vitamins in their food. This causes

them to die of malnutrition in a short time.

tA note to you: eat only nutritional yeast,

never that to be used for baking or

brewing).

At some place in the circuit there

should be a resistance to prevent short-
circuiting and also to control the

strength of the current. As the wood
sheath on the pencils offers sufficient

insulation, they may be picked up, one

in either hand, and no electrical effect

will be felt by the person so doing. If

the pointed tips are touched together, a

fine little arc, not much larger than the

tips of the pencils, will be formed. The
temperature of this arc. however, is

such that fine wires or small quantities

of metal may be melted readily.

These little lead-pencil arcs may be
used to fuse very small gold or silver

wires, or platinum thermometers, or
wires for tungsten or tantalum lamps.
The bead or' globule of molten metal
formed on the end of a fine wire need
be no longer than a small-sized grain

of sand.

Catching Insects with

a Vacuum Cleaner
Moths around a front-door, or other

light, are pests but can be good chicken

feed. A cheap, secondhand vacuum
cleaner is fitted with a funnel in its intake

tube, which is hung just under the light.

Moths and other insects come to the light

and are sucked into the bag. Several

pounds can be captured in a few hours.

A carry or drag type vacuum can be

used to debug the garden. A long

extension cord will enable you to go after

concentrations of aphids and whatever

insects you can see. For this, you use the

bare tube without the funnel. Simply pass

the tube over the broad leaves and stalks

and you can pick off what you don't want

in your garden, leaving the goodies like

ladybugs and praying mantises. etc.

It takes a little judgement and skill to

get the bugs and leave the plants but

you'll get the hang of it. More fragile

plants have to be held in one hand while

the tube is passed near the game. A
pleasant hunt will save a lot of vegetables

and also will add a great protein

supplement to your chicken feed.

forward under the blast-

Face Paint*. Grease Paints, Etc.—
IT/iUt.-OsHleor tine, subnltratc of bismuth,
and plumbate of alumina, of each 1 oz.: mix
and make Into a paste with almond oil (5 or 5

drm. required) and perfume with 12 min. of oil

of peppermint, 12 gro. of camphor, and 1 drm.
of bouquet essence.
Deep Bordeaux Red. -Oxide of tino. sub-

nitrate of blamuth. plumbute of alumina, of

15 drm.; oil of popponulnt. 12 win.;

camphor, 12 gmi carmine, SJ grn. iduaolved
in MJtnln. of water la ammonia): almond oil,

a sufficiency. Perfume with 1)4 arm. bouquet

Md. CJor.—Vermilion, S drm.; tincture of
saffron. 2 dim.; powdered orris, 6 dnu.; pro-
Clpllated chalk and oxide of kino, of each H>
drm.; camphor. aigrng oil of peppermint. 20
nun.: almond oil. a oulficlencv Perfumo with
bouquet essence. as In I lie foregoing.
Tbeut i K-hI face paints mo sold in sticks, and

there are many vsneuoa of color. Yellows are
obtained with oehcr, browns with burnt um-
ber. and Uno Is made with ultramarine. Thu*
colors should in each ca-e bo 1« .Iguted finely
along with their own weight of equal pin ts of
precipitated chalk and oxide of zinc and di-
luted with the same to the tint required, then
made Into stick* with mutton suet tor vaseline
or paniltmc. equal parts) well perfumed. Ily
Idcudtnir thaw colors, other tint* umy thus bo
obtained.
Pally tare powder* have a small percentage

of fat mixed with tli.m in older to iturno the
powder adhere to the skill. The fol.nwlllg
formula i* taken from J’lmrnnmufkdJ Form-
ulna:
llhenlvo 1 dim. anhydrous hmolluo In 2 drm.

of et her mu mortar. Add J drm. or lig lit mag-
ne-M. Mix well, dry, mid then add tho follow-
Ing : Pixik Ii . hulk. 2 ox.; powdered starch. 1)4
or ; boric n. id, 1 dmi.: perfume, n sufficient
quantity. A good i-riuim- Is touinurin, 2 gin.,
and otto of ioc, 2 min.

•Vos* Ihiflw. Mix 1 o*. wheat Ilnur with 2

dnn. of powdered InurucHiilh and tint with
carmine. Take a* mo. h of tho powder as
imoM ry. km nd Into a stiff paste with n little
water ami apply to the n«*m>, having previously
pa

l
n led It with spirit aum.

iff ll'nth. Ileal the finest lamp-black
Into a si iff |Ni*to with gly.crUtO -ml apply with
a -1-nire: if nortwsary. add a lit l In water to
the mixture when u-hur. Or you ean make a
“greaw paint ” as follows: /Hop black, 2

dnu: almond oil, 2 dnu.; cocnnnut oil, 0 dnn.;
oil of lemon. 5 Hilo.; ml of lielull, 1 mill.: mix.—
h'ui niidas

1

1 oh, The PltarmauulUal Lra.

Piles, lo Sharpen by Chemical
Tirana, Boll the Blew In strong soda and
water to clean off all gn**e. oil or gum. ’rhea
dip for a few mlnuhw In a bath of nitric acid I

part, water 4 |«rta; the length of time being
law on Due Oita, as your ei;wrleuou may sug-
gret.

7b Rr*hnrptn (id Flks.-Wash tho file* In
warm potash water to remove »be grown and
dirt, then wash In warm water and dry by
heat. Put 1)4 pt. warm water In a wooden

put lo the files, add 3 ox. blue vitriol

finely powdered, 3 o*. borax. Mix well, and
turn too files so that every one may cotno In
contact with the mixture. Adi. 10)4 oz- sul-
phuric acid and 4 oz- elder vl.mgnr. llomovo

Che files after a short time, dry. rub xritn ollvo
OIL wrap Id porous paper. Coarse files should
be kept la the mixture for a longer time than

raa

One fellow uses a vacuum cleaner to

collect pollen. He sells ragweed and other

hay fever type pollens to researchers.

Other pollens are collected lo pollinate

plants not visited by bees. With the bees

being killed off. this idea might become all

the rage.

(o Sharpen.- Tbo flics must be Uior-
deansod Id warm water containing

1 quantity or potash, which readily ro-
all the grease and dirt. After they are

clean**! they must be washed with warm
and dried by artificial beat. Next place
of warm water In a wooden vessel and

put lo as many filta a*«tb© water will oover,
then odd 2 ox. biuo vitriol teulphate of copper),
finely pulverized. and 2 or. borax, well mixed,
taking care to turn the files over so that each

i lo contact with the mixture. To tbo

1 Pb

above mixture now add 7 ox. sulphuric acid

4 ol elder vlncuar. which will cause the
i to assume a red appearance at Orel, but

they will lo a short time resume their natural
color. Then remove them, wash lo cold water
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OUR FUTURE LIES IN THE PAST
By Kurt Saxon

II la quite possible that civilizations greater than ours existed thousands ol

years ago on Earth. Moreover. I believe we are the descendants of people who
led civilizations among the stars.

The further back you go In history the more complex and technical

civilizations were. Egypt, Crete and Sumer had remnants of glories in their

own past unexplained by today’s scientists. Maybe ancient civilizations

degenerated after cataclysmic polar shifts. Maybe they were brought down by

surplus populations Ignorant of their own science, technologies and the social

laws of cause and effect.

What Is Important, however, is that whole peoples tend to forget

technologies which made their ancestors great. From periods of riches and

freedom, nations sink Into periods of poverty and servitude. This Is because

they allow science and technology to pass from the intelligent and

Independent laymen and Into the control of rulers, generals and gods.

Rulers, generals and gods have ever been the enemies of Liberty. They are

always solf-serving and destructive, plunging the mightiest works of superior

men into ruin followed by Ignorance and savagery.

Nearer our own time was Rome. Her degeneration led to the Dark Ages

whoreln Europeans even forgot the Earth was round.

Then let Rome serve as our example. She began with vigorous Individualists

who becamo legends even as they borrowed the legends of their own
ancestors. The early Romans were small leagues of men who delegated

authority only to the best among them. They kept the groups small enough so

that every man could have his say and exert his will in matters of importance

to himself and his family.

"And that's the way it was 200 years ago today."

Every man was conscious of and responsible for his local environment. He

controlled his lifestyle and succeeded or failed depending on his own efforts

along with the cooperation of his neighbors.

This simple system of strong individual responsibility applied even to the

primitive agriculture of ancient Rome worked and even created a surplus The

surplus went to buy slaves so that the citizen was free to specialize. Free also

were the congenitally unfit, who would have perished had there not been a

surplus created by their betters and an even greater surplus created by the

slaves.

As Rome developed and slaves took over most of the labor, the better

citizens specialized in trade, manufacturing, etc., and soon knew nothing

outslae their narrow specialties. Then there were the masses of unskilled and

useless rabble called "proletarians". They were useless mainly because slaves

did most of the work. Also, since there was little work to measure a man by,

the mental defectives and the psychotics reproduced their own kind unnoticed

Thus. In time, the citizenry of Rome was genetically devitalized past the point

of no return.

Then there were the politicians. Now. a politician is a failure from birth. If a

man can do anything, he settles In during his formative years either doing it or

and dry by a^uncial boat. When dry, sponge
with olive oU. wrap In porous paper, aud lay

aside tor use.

Filler*.— FUfcr. an IruJixiflve.- Utc two
•tone pole or Jars, u shown In the accompany*

.

—

I ok engraving. tbc bottomI one bring •* water Jar with
side boh*, if it can be pro.
cured; otherwise, it uo lou-
<*1 can U> iutc.1. the top tar

can be removed to enable
BBiW' tbe water to be dipped out.

Psmss1 Tbv U'1‘ J“ r must have a bole
drilled or broken In the but-
tom. and a small flowerpotH3H *»ut.*r inverted over the
hole Then nil in a layertTM of sharp clean suud. rather

_ Vi coarse. A layer ol finer
sand, a layer ot pul vcnxod

. charcoal with dual blown
or or Baud, Ibe whole occupying

A Quit* t'dter.-Take a clear piece or cha-
mois akin. rice from thin place*: cut it ol the
deaired MK, waah It III a weak solution ot
•oda or any alkali to remove the grease,
and. rlaac thoroughly In cold water before
uaiiig. Tinctures. cllilra. alrupa. and even
mucilage* are Altered rapidly. A plot ot the
thickest sirup will run through In four or five

minute*. II,• washing thoroughly after each
time or using It will laat a long time.

niUr, home Mad*,—To muse a filter with a
wine barrel, procure u piece of lino brum wlro

^ doth of a Mu MiUclont
to make u partition
acroaa tho barrel Sup.
port this wire cloth with
a coarser wlro cloth un-
der It and also a light
frame of oak, to keep
tho wire doth from Bag-
ging 1*111 in upon the
wire cloth uboul three
Inches In depth ot dear,
harp mud, then two
Inch** or charcoal bro-
ken finely, but no dual.

1 Then on the diarcoal
four Inches of dear, sharp mud. Kill up tho
barrel with water and draw from tho bottom

t'uunno Stone.— K. Stcmman, In Tiejenfiirt

txi OorlUa. propoena niurlug plat** from tho
following luliturv:

Clay
Levigated chalk
Glass aand. coaree .. S6
Glass sand, fine .

Ground Slot

.. in parts or 10 or 15

••••at ^ 1

6

The Ingredients are mU*d thoroughly In

water, moulded, and haft burnt. - Oinpfcr’B
Journal.

MratUm is the proems of separating insol-

uble mailer*, precipitate*, etc . by means of
poroua media which allow the passage of tho
liquids only; and .Bused for rendering liquids,

as tinctures, etc., dear and transparent, and
separating valuable precipitates. Kilters are
made of various substances, but those or un-
slied paper an; well suited for all liquids that

are not corrosive or viscid, and are in general
use for pharmaceutical purpose* nitration
afTords the best method of separating and wash-
Ing precipitates When niter papers bOCome
wet tbev are very U nder and the liquid should
be added gradually. To fold niter papers, fold
Hrst on Its diameter, then at right angles, then
opeo out an that three folds are left on ooo
aide and one on the other.

Filtration,

Kerne*den’s Rapid

l-IO. 1.
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learning to do it. Thus, a good street sweeper is too valuable to run for office.

This is left up to his inferior, who does so with a vengeance.
Roman politicians were mainly idle sons of the rich, often appointed as

Army officers. If their Legionairs won a big battle for them they then got out of

the Army's way and with their undeserved publicity sought and usually won
political office.

With their political offices they favored the Military and the big land owners
who were the agribusiness of that day. That's where the accumulated wealth
and power was. The votes of the proletariat simply secured for the political

pigs, their place at the public trough.

These ignorant aristocrats could better identify with the, by how. degenerate
masses. They learned the language of the masses, promised them anything,

gave them bread and circuses and inevitably the shaft.

They turned their sports arenas into nightmares of carnage known as
gladiatorial combats. Such shows sickened vigorous foreigners but delighted

the effete and worthless voters, the proletariat. The politicians competed with

each other In who could put on the sickest shows; leopards raping women,
lions eating children, etc. Therefore, the vilest politicians got the most votes.

The surplus population finally bankrupted the nation. Rome's barbaric

neighbors, looted of their resources and crops, finally revolted and cut off

Rome’s supplies So Rome came apart. The slavos left for their tribal lands.

The free tradesmen and specialists, wiped out. wandered the known world

looking for rich sponsors among the barbarians. The aristocrats were looted by
the proletariat and the proletariat reverted to a barbarity more primitive than

that of their ruined neighbors.

The Romans had libraries, teachers, philosophers Why didn't the men of

reason pull the state together? With Italy’s resources used up. its croplands
depleted, its Army units fighting each other as well as foreign invaders. Its

population an undisciplined, riotous rabble, how could reason prevail? Result?
Almost a thousand years of Thoocracy known as the Dark Ages

In the U.S machines are our slaves Our most powerful personalities know
practically nothing outside their narrow specialties, unless you count their

expertise in sports events The same goes for our corporation owned
scientists. Our skilled workers are wholly dependent on a stable society with
easily available onergy and resources. They also know more about baseball

and football than how to raise chickens To learn how to maintain a survival

homestead would be akin to treason To doubt that the American way of life is

eternal Is unthinkable and altogether unpleasant

Unemployment is rising There are millions of first through the fourth

generation welfare recipients and even thousands who are fifth generation

welfare recipients Our resources are depleted, our cropland is declining in

productivity. There is drouth from the Dakotas down through Texas.
California's present drouth is the worst in 72 years. Our foreign sources of

supply are raising their prices and may soon refuse to sell their precious
resources at any price.

Barring a nuclear war with the soon to be starving Russians. America's
irreversable collapse should be apparent to anyone by 1980 By then it will be
too late for city dwellers to go back to the land. All they will find will be armed
Survivors treating them like the improvident, ignorant refugees they will be.

What is to prevent us from sinking into another Dark Age after the collapse

of our own civilization? Given the same conditions as Rome, our savagery

seems inevitable.

But we have an accelerating back to the land movement and the Romans
didn't. Our Survivors know the extent of the collapse and can prepare, whereas

the Romans had no TV or international news agencies. Also, our collapse will

be quick enough so that this generation will experience it Rome's final

collapse was gradual over several decades so the individual really didn't know
which way to jump until it was too late.

Had the surviving Romans reverted to the system of their vigorous and

Fio. 3.

>lm. Tbo filter U then gutbored iFiif. 2i and
plett or kIbm rod, bent at a very mute

ale Inat i ted In tbo ck>n or the Otter i FUn, 3

t>. thna vlvlng a filtrationaurfacoof marly
lour tlrow tbo uaualono.

Hx> nitration being complete, tbo

essiMQSt
as » utastack

Fio. 6.

An Improvement on (hla in to use Instead of
tbe kUib rod a plate of glass (Fig. «) rlbbod on
loth side*. Thus renders tbo tlllraUon very
rapid indeed.- -tbrm. AYas.
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creative ancestors, they could have built upon the ruins and there would have

been no Dark Ages. The world of Star Trek would be a reality in our time. But
they didn’t. We must!

We can drop out and recreate the system of our own vigorous and creative

ancestors. We can start with 19th Century science before it got away from the

individual craftsman and innovator and was taken over by the accumulators of

wealth and power. We can take up where our own ancestors left off in the

development of sun, wind and steam power. Instead of letting the oil and
utility companies sell us energy we can harness our own in community
life-support systems. Throughout this paper, issue by issue by issue, you will

see the possibilities for independence from the bigness which has put us all in

so much danger.

We can survive, maintaining our vigor and developing our independent

life-support systems By developing our ancestor's science, and keeping it in

the control of laymen, we can forever reject the beauracracy and
Military-Industrial Complex which shattered Rome and is swamping Western
Civilization.

The world’s cities will perish but there need not be another Dark Age.
Instead, we can go from our Survival Homesteads on to the stars.

HOMEMADE LIFE PRESERVER
Popular Mechanics 1918

Procure an inner tube of a bicycle
tire, the cloftctl-ciid kind, ami fold it in

four alternate sections, as shown in

Fig. I. Cut or tear a piece of cloth
into strips about !•> in. wide, and knot
them together. Fasten this long strip

of cloth to the folded tube and weave
it alternately in and out, having each
run of the cloth about I in apart, un-
til it is bound as shown in Fig. I

Make a case of canvas that will
snugly lit the folded tube when in-

Eggshell Funnel
Mottles having small necks are hard to

fill without spilling the hi|uid A funnel
cannot be used in a -.null opening, and
louring with a graduate glass requires a

steady hand. When you do not ha\e a

graduate at hand, a half egg shell with a
small hole pricked in the end will servo
heller than a funnel

A Bug Powder

To secure a nonpoisonous roach and
hug powder mix dry 3 lb. plaster of

Paris with 2 lb. of sugar, then add 1

oz. of pulverized aniseed The addi-

tion of a little corn meal will help to

draw the pests.—

Popular Mechanic* — 1915

RENEWING DRY BATTERIES
Dry cell batteries, if not too far gone,

can be renewed by simply boring a small

hole through the composition on lop of the

battery by the terminal, or each terminal,

and pouring some strong salt water or sal

ammoniac solution into the holes. This will

make the battery nearly as good as new if

it is not too far gone.

dated. The straps that hold the pre-

server to the body may be made of old

suspender straps. They are sewed to

the case at one end and fastened at the
other with chops such as used on over-

all straps. The tube can be easily in-

flated by blowing into the valve, at the

same time holding the valve stem down
with the teeth. The finished preserver
is shown in Fig. 2

Pointed End on a Hoe
Popular Mechanics - 1915

The rounding end on the ordinary

hoc is useless

in many in-

stances for get-

ting under
growing plants,

lo cut out the

weeds and to
loosen up the

• (
earth. 1 find

• I 's' that shaping

\S — the hoe ends
as show n in the

sketch is very effective in getting up
close to a plant and under snreading
vines.

Fleas, on Doga and Ollier Animals.—
Scam water. carbolic »i Ul In dilute ulvohollc

solution. Dowers of sulphur cither used as a
powder or mixed by agitation with water con-
Ulnlng a little glycerine; dilute solutions of
sulphate of magnesia—any powder or solution
containing tannin, aa dried sumac, tea and Per-
sian insert powder. These are tbo least objee-
tloiiablcexterminators. A little of the utrboUo
solution may be mixed in with the soap water,
and this used as a wash or sprinkled In Infected
localities. Flower* of.sulphur contain sulphur-
ous add, which i* f«ul to tbo insect, but It

must not l« used on or uear colored woolen
fabrics, v* It U liable to injure the colors. Sul-
otiatc of magnesia solution (In water* may la*

ik»*l as a wash. Sumac powder, cto., give ex-
cellent results. Tbo sulphur mixture men-
tioned, or carbolic acid shaken uii with uImiuI
SJ parts of watci, au<1 sprinkled III tbo cwUar.
wtu soon depopulate tbo coal heap.

>1*44. lo Aid Cellars Of.—L. O. Howard roootn-
meuda (undue. A safer method U to sprinkio
the Boor thickly with <|Ulckllm«. or u good slxo

bundle of fresh pennyroyal scattered over tbo
floor wlU drive tbrui out. II Utah pennyroyal
Is not obtainable get t ox. oil of tunnyroyal. B

ox. oil of sawsafraa. 4 ox. alcohol; shako together
well lu a bottle and spray around with an atom-
Im r. subsUtuU’ sweet oil for aJcohoLand tho
mixture rubbed on tbo hands and fiuw will

fcxop off muruuikwa.
Frosting of < uilery, etc.— by etching

the poltslxd surface with arid. The articles

an- tirwt healed lo atx.ut BIB*. then a thin coat

of U.swax IS melted over their ourfiuxi. and
when C It La , oola the design la scratched through
the wax by a needle, (ho acid la then pound on
Hu design, and may lu pmVSMod from lulling

off by a little wall of wax built around Uie de-

sign »lui talle seal answers very well foreK'h-
mg. The lithe i"pnn-l fur the o|uratloii lr

l-si found liy null practice, ns the line lines
of tbo design take more Him' lo etch than to

rr.|>iird lor th< .oar*e one*. When it todc-
* • l« -i in,it tin etching Is complete, with clnui
mill water thoroughly wash away all traces of
a> id and then with n little lientine remove tho
wax iiml

|
<i iloii with clean, dry clinmot* lenther.

Frail Juices, Freser vat Ion of.—Kx-
preaa tho Juice of any fruit : tiller and pour Into
>haiiip«Kuu bottlca; llll them opto the Uindof
tho in eki; cotk tightly and lu-‘« n tho cork"
down with coni or wire; then pill tho bottle*
into u kettle: set them on u dnnNo sheet of
course p.i|« l. phlierl oil llio Isitlolll uf the kel-

tic. and pack the Imltles loosely In with Imy or
doth*: then fill the kctthi ii|s lo t ho necka of
tho tail tic* with tsild wutcr; place avit a mod.
crate rite and let t-*d fnrlwcnty minute-, then
remove the kettle from tho lira, allow lug the
I- dtles to ionium In Hu' keltlo until tho water
lavwiH-s cold: then sc.il Ihe corks mid pack
the ts-tihs sideways in n ctsd, dry cellar.

Praparvd In Hus way. they will keep in u
perfect state for a very long time. Fruit pulp*
lira preserved in precisely thosun10 way, except
that they have at"iut an ounce of finely ikiw-
rlr'trd sugar added for each bottle of pulp si*

put up I’hariitiiirutioil »«i.
lie liter .in'. In “ Manufacture of |.li|uoi» and

Pn-enm." git e* Hie lollowiug lomiul.i- :

Juld* uf IhirKIfltt nil", llai hrtTtt*, I hirrtrr,

and iini|— t ‘rush tho Iruit and pn*a the pulp
through n hoixluMr «mvc; ••rush (lie mini and
unite and carry to Hie cellar. After twenty,
four hour* of fermentation tutor and preserve.
Tin- June of ela-rncs la lie! lor when u mixture
of black and red chcrrks is u«ed.

(traiil/t and Ia»-«h Juice. Ilemovo skin and
seeds. crush the pulp and pro*, and mix with
rye -tntw washed and cut lino. In usMst the
»-|uirution or tiro Juice. Clarify by rc|"~*',
niter, »islPn*r» e.

yuiiwr. rmr, und Ap/iU Jnice.— l’cel and nop
the Iruit. taking cine not to touch the seed*.
|*ress the pulp, mixed with ryo straw, wie-hcd
and cut fine. Clarify by repo***, Piter, and pre-
serve. Tim quinces should is* fully ripe.

Itn*pbtrni Juice. Crush the fruit und press
the marc. The liquid is allowid to resnose fur
"no or two day*, utter which it isfllteied. One-
lift b of the weight of red cherries issometimes
added to Hie raspberries. Another process re-

ported to have given excellent results la this

ooo: The elarifled Juice Is heated to l-.lllng In

a copper vi9Mt*l and then poured into a dish.

while the (KitUea are provided with stop-
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then gradually tilled, r space or
intlmetere in tho neck being Jert
alcohol is then poured upon the

tsnsa
hot liquid, and tho bottle is quickly

i

the cork being further secured an
cools. Tho alcohol which evaporates into tbo
empty space tssuniclent for the preservation of
the Juice. The Juice of fresh herbs may bo pre-
served in the name manner. Thisprocess seems
to be an entirely unobjectionable one. It la
generally believed that many of the fruit Juices
as found in tho market are usually preserved
by means of antiseptic* and untl-fermenin, such
os salicylic acid, bona acid, boroglyceride,
sodium sulphite, peroxide of hydrogen, formal*
debydo, etc.

Fruit to Crystalline. The following pro-
cess may meet the requirement*: Make u
sirup from 1 lb. of sugar and l* pt . of water,

Homemade Shoulder-Pack Tent

AFTER sleeping under various edges B, which are *
kinds of canvas coverings and not the tent, are sewed,

finding any of them entirely to’ my lik- pieces are joined. Br
ing, 1 made the tent shown in the illus- fitted in the canvas,
tration, which proved quite satisfac- the points of the si

lory. It is of light weight, easily set pass through them in

Ipping a liltlo In cold water. Il it fount* n
mall ball when rolled between the thumb ami
mp-r It haa attained 1be dealred degree, known
*tho tail). Throw tho fruit tobc conserved
little at a time Into this sirup, let It simmer
!ir ft nil iMifttl Hr r With 11 uLlmmur ill ntim.i

ftfullunt U»torc it Nttchtu the ball drtfm' n«lW fruit. nir with n wooden eitotitt until it Ik
lion when the tent

is folded, and
rolled into a pa^k.

Other equipment
may be placed in-

side of it. T! c

tent supports D
are pointed at the
ends E. and ate
twisted together
at the top. The
ridge pole F
steadies them and
holds the canvas
at the middle.

To set up the

tent, lay the can-
vas flat on the
ground and place port.

' * •v*

I'

1
'.

* U P P ° .V
*’ Furniture, to Take Hrul.r. Out of.-

twisted together, Wet ti«• part with warm water: double n
through the giom- ph*w of brown paper live or six dim's, soak It

In warm water, and lay It on the plucu; upply
mets. opring them on that a warm, but not hot. flat Iron dll tin*

into the ends of moisture Is evaporate*), if the bruise w< not

the nnni , IW4
gone, repeat the process. After two or three

tne canvas, ana application*, the dent or bruise will !«• rubied
insert the ridge to the surface. Iftbo bruise Is- small, merely

nnle hv enrinmnw ** "»*> warm water, and hold u red hot
P° ,

D> *PnnB,nJ Iron near the Mirfmx*. keeping the surface con-
it between the tinually wet the bruise will soon dUutppc’ai.

ca'nvas

0
'll

*

’

0* ,**ln or Gelatine. Animal Jolly, ob-canvas IS 8-OX. uinod by the prolonged action of boiling
mgs used are snap water on_tbe organic ttasuo of the bom*, ten-

v httrklrc nr har dona and ligament*. the cellular tissue, the
i. Duckies, or har- .kin and tho serous membrane*. Glue and rtao

SMfcM. Rop« Bum. Ill S»
Re«piicr«l tor Thi. Shoul

MAKING A FIRE WITH
THE AID OF ICE

Popular Mechanics — 1913

Take a piece of very clear ice and
melt it down into the hollow of your
hands so as to form a large lens. The
illustration shows how this is ’done.

With the lens-shaped ice used in the

same manner as a reading glass to di-
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ircnlou*. The Jelly prisms aro expo- 'I in tin*

oj.-n air during a «oltl night ami allowed lo
frecac. lMirlnx the day the sun tuelta lm-
water, which runs off. leaving Iwhlnd whutonn
might term Clio *kck-tnn «i! while. horny sub-
sume?. which M extremely light uiiU easily ilia-

solve* l in hoi water: « Ix-n cooled. it again
forms a stiff Jelly. Tills article vnn la- applied
to many purpueeg tor culinary iw*, f"r mak-
ing bonbons uikI Jellies, lor clarifyim. liquid-,

a.* n .-ulntilute lor niniiiiil Isinglass. |’or .miking
moulds used Ii> tin* pluster ol Fails c orkers,
for hardening t h<- Nimc malerial, in t 1 •irl. ii*il

substitute for all kind-ol gelatin.-, over which
it has the advaufug.- of prvalucing u tinner
Jelly.
UtlaHw swi*. DiHwdveiiiM-ghioorWnglgm

in water so that thu solution w lion cold muy •<<

uiiaWrlil l*nnr It hot on a plate ol gins*
'previously warmed with «liW" and slightly
grease b lltU-l in a metallic tr.mic whoSct-Ig.-a
an- Just «« high ns tlio wilier should I- •

llnck.

B on the Surface u second gla<*« plate, also

mnl kiwi. *i a* to loin h every point of
tile gcialme while n-tllig oil tile •lltfl’S o| the
frame. fly it- |irrviim tin lion cake Is roll-

•lend uniform When Hie glusa pintea liavo

cooh-l. the gelatine will la- solid and may tie

removed It cun I hen l»- cut Into disk* by
punch. w. etc. It can ol omiiwo 1*' colored l»)

adding aultablc coloring luatvrlnl.uiiilloe color*
for liudanie.

him Colton.
•Jan f«dtoa. It iiiii) I* 1 prepared in miiiiII

nu.miitn-' . 1 - loiiow - 'In IU, o/.. of inire dry
mi mie i if i-d'i>ii with III il. dim. -iilpliurlc

arid. »i«viHe gravity 1
•*».•.. and, after cooIIuk

thoroughly. stir Into Hus mixture carefully
IJigni. l-»t canted cotton A-«Min ii-snlnnv
tion i- complete. In nl.« ait one minute If prop,
enure bn- lavu uiasl throw ilto cotton lulo
a tubful of clean rain water. and change the
water rv|i-at«'ll) until III laitia .vam-a to -how
the prvwnce of acid, then squceM* It In a elntli.

and after liclng well pnllol mil,.try Hcnutlmi-.
lyat a teniiwiatum not exiHsdlnit l«n* F. It la

now explosive, and loo much caulion nimiot
be observed in luindllinr It.

llama. curfnu. I. Few i.-isoii" under-
-land the pro|a-r Ingredients and exact piopor-

I ions to iinikc a SOUaide pickle lor curliut lialll*.

This tnforniallon will dnuhllrs* ptove of
value The de.ldi ralilin l« to . lire the limit Mi
Hint It will keep in hot went lm . with the use
ot us little -lit a- p.— Ilile. Heklc itmde III the
following manner. it Is U-llovcd. will uccom-

How to Make a Hang Glider
From Popular Mechanics 1913

A gliding machine is a motorless Flying in a glider is 6imply coasting

aeroplane, or flying-machine, propelled doivn hill on the air, and is the most in-

by gravity and designed to carry a pass- teresting and esciting sport imagin-

enger through the air from a high point able. The style of glider described in

to a lower point some distance away, this article is known as the “two-sur-

M these !-• added to I irul. ol water, and the
amount Itn-rca— I In the main proportions to

make the qualilll) tvquln-'l Mllllv Ihe lopioi

to a t-ul. taking care to skim Just Imltin* it he-

Binstol-iil. Is-l the pickle cool, and pom il

over tin* iiwwt until entirtdy covered. The
meal should In* )<uckcd In ck-nn, tlulit cask*,
and should remain In the pickle six or - veil
Morka. when it M ill Ill to smoke. t.ieoii
hhkory wood M the ta-*t article* tor this pur-
l«i— • shoulders prepun-d Iti Ihe same wav are
uiwrly aa good n* hatn-. Tin* pickle i- Ju-t the
thing to make nice coined Iwl, or corned ln->f
lonauc*. or any lean nant lor drytnu.- 1 ‘ufhn
tin ">i r.

Z To I ml. water, take IH lb. Milt. H Iti.

suimr. J^o/.. suHi-dei. U. ct p<da*li.
In this latlo the pickle can la 1 increased to

any <iuant ity d.-siri'l let these l>e l-iilnl to-
ne!her unt dull the dirt I nun the suuar hm* to
ttw top. and t- aklmined idt ’I hen throw it

Into a tub to ciad. and w hen cold, pour It over
) our l*vl or |Mirk, to ivmiiin the usual time
-ay four or live week*. The meat uiust la- well
coven-l with pH-kle, mid should not la- pul
down for at h-ast two day* alter the killing,
dunnir which time it should be rduthtly Kpilii-
kh-l with |-»wdri"<l Miltpeter, which ictuovca
all the suiiatx' bio*-!, etc.. Icuvimr the meat
fre-h and clcmi. .Some omit hoiliiiK the pickle,
and And It to answer well, though the o|a.-ra-

tkm of botliiiK purines the pickle by Ihrowinx
off the dirt ulways u> l«: louial in salt ana
suxar.
X 'fake a law cask (if possible one hetween

luiand t3)Knl.i. urid after coverinu tlielaittom
with salt, lay in a ham with the skin side to 'heOatalla of the Glider
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face” or “double-decked” aeroplane, and
is composed of two arched cloth sur-

faces placed one above the other.

In building a glider the wood mate-

rial used should be straight-grained

spruce, free from knots. First prepare

from spruce planks the following strips

of wood. Four long beams J in. thick,

1J
in. wide and 20 ft. long; 12 cross-

f

iieces J in. thick, j in. wide and 3 ft

jng; 12 uprights i in. thick, 1$ in.

wide and 4 ft long; 41 strips for the

bent ribs ^ >n - thick, $ in. wide and 4

ft. long; 2 arm sticks 1 in. thick, 2 in.

wide and 3 ft. long ;
the rudder sticks

J in. squaro and 8 ft long; several

strips j in. by j in. for building the

vertical and horizontal rudders. The
frames for the two main surfaces should

be constructed first, by bolting the

crosspieces to tho long beams at the

places shown by the dimensions in Fig.

1. If 20-ft. lumber cannot be pro-

cured, use 10-ft. lengths and splice

them, as shown in Fig. 3. All bolts

used should be $ in. in diameter and
fitted with washers on both ends. These
frames formed by the crosspieces should

be braced by diagonal wires as shown.

All wiring is done with No. 16 piano

wire.

Tho 41 ribs may be nailed to the

main frames on the upper side by using

fino flat-headed brads £ in. long. These
ribs are spaced 1 ft. apart and extend

1 ft. beyond the rear edges of the main
frames, as Bhown in Fig. 1. After nail-

ing one end of a rib to the front long

beam, tho rib is arched by springing

down the loose end and nailing to the

rear beam. Tho ribs should have a
curve as shown in Fig. 2, the amount
of curvature being the same in all tho

ribs.

The frames of the main surfaces are

now ready to be imereti with cloth.

Cambric or bleached muslin should be

used for the covering, which is tacked

to the front edge, stretched tightly over

the bent ribs and fastened securely with

tacks to the rear ends of the ribs. The
cloth should also be glued to the ribs

for safety. In the center of the lower

plane surface there should be an open-

ing 2 ft wide and 4 ft. long for the

body of the operator. Place the two

main surfaces 4 ft apart and connect

with the 12 uprights, placed in the cor-

ner of each crosspiece and beam. The
uprights are fastened by bolting to the

crosspieces, as shown in Fig. 2. The
whole structure is made strong and

rigid by bracing with diagonal wires.

both laterally aud longitudinally.

The vertical rudder is to keep the

machine headed into tlie wind and is

not movable. This rudder is made of

cloth stretched over a light woodc-n

frame, which is nailed to the rudder

sticks connecting to the main frame.

The 'horizontal rudder is also made of

cloth 6tretched over a light wooden

frame, and arranged to intersect the

vertical rudder at its center. This rud-

der is held in position and strengthened

by diagonal wires and guy wires. The
horizontal rudder is also immovable,

and its function is to prevent the ma-
chine from diving, an<l also to keep it

steady in its flight. The rudders are

fastened to the glider by the two rud-

der slicks, and these sticks are held

rigid by diagonal wires and also by guy
wires leading to the aides of the main
frames as shown in Fig. 1. The two

arm sticks should be spaced about 13

in. apart and bolted to the long beams

in the center of the opening in tho

lower plane where the operator is to

take his position.

The glider should bo examined to see

that the frame is not warped or twisted.

The surfaces must be true or the ma-

chine will be hard to balance when in

flight. To make a glide, take the glider

to the top of a hill, get in between the

arm sticks and lift the machine up un-

til the arm sticks are under the arms as

shown, run a few steps against the wind

and leap from the ground. You will

find that the machine has a surprising

amount of lift, and if the weight of the

body is in the right place you will go
shooting down the hillside in free flight.

The landing is made by pushing tho

weight of the body backwards. This
will cause the glider to tip up in front,

slacken speed and settle. The operator

can then land safely and gently on his

feet. Of course, the beginner should

learn by taking short jumps, gradually
increasing the distance as he gain? skill

and experience in balancing and land-

he proper position of the body is

slightly ahead of the center of the

planes, but this mu*t be found by ex-

perience. The machine should not be

used in winds blowing faster than 15

miles an hour. Glides are always made
against the wind, and the balancing is

done by moving the logs. The higher

the starting point the farther one may
fly. Great care should be exercised in

making landings, otherwise the opera-

tor might suffer a sprained ankle or

bottom. then sprinkle another layer of Mill,
inn in another bam. etc., till the cask Is lull.
A fluid i* IIm i niMile ..f tl.i* proportions of 3
teal*, water. ft* lb. sail, * lb. brow n sugar. IX
or. sail-nr. 1 o/.. nalerntu*. When this Is

skimmed, scalded, and has KOtten cold, it is

nourvd over the hums until it rovers them en-
tirely. They should remain in this pickle lor
from thirteen to fourteen weeks.

Hops and Hop stalks.—In Sweden n
strong doth Is manufactured from hop stalkB.

The stalks are gathered In autumn ami soaked
in water during the whole winter. The ma-
ter.ul is then dried In nn oven and woven as

flat. Tho buds of hoi>i can tie used as nn es-

culent. and when boiled will do as a substltulc
for asparmrus The tendrils, whon you mt. may
tie used In the same way.

Hydrogen.— By treatment of Iron or xlno
scrap with dilute sulphuric acid. This is the
usual w ay on a small scale. On the larger scale
It may be made by passing steam over red hot
Jou scrap.

Iron Mur Iarea, Lemon J ulee on.—The
Sfuiitlfic AtnrrIcon status that lemon Juice
it i vo* an effective and elegant result when up.
plied to cast Iron surfaces. It turns the por-
tion of i-illshcd cast Iron tc which It Is upplkd
to a bronm black, and when touched over with
whclhu. varnish will nloorb n sufficient amount
of the varnish to prraervo It. To imiiiy, lemon
«uk«* would seem to la* a weak and Inetfeetlvo
acid for metal: hut evorv one knows how
quickly a knife blade of stool will blacken
when used to cut a lemon, and the darkening
of polished Iron by the acid U very IswutlfUI.

Iron. |o Vlrli Ilia 'loiiieiu, -Ingrodl-
cot— Ibillnf sulphur.

Direction*. Ileal a pleoo uf Iron (a poker
will do) t«> White bent, then apply the roll or
aulpbur. The Iron will Iinmediately melt and
run into drops, This experiment Is beat jwr-
formed over a w ash I ...-In of water, allowing
the melted Iron to drop Into tho water.
Isinglass. Tho brat quality of American

i.inglass I* made from tlie sounds of the hake.
The crude material U enlle.h-l during tho
Mirtimer mid niituinu. touting I rota Maine. New
llrunswtck. Novu Scotia, and I'.-Incc Kdwaid's
I -land, Iho <<on version of tin* crude inateri.il

Into t be mercaul lie article take* place In winter.
A low leinperoturo isiMeeasary In order to turn
out by machinery the fine ribbons of Isinglass,
and »oe water i«»-h through the rolls. Tim
total product Is about II. Ilraldra the
use of iMivglas* f >r lining beer, etc.. It Is em-
ployed as a dn««*mg or glaze for straw goods in
iho I’nltcd State*. SrUni. Atnrr

Kejs, to Fit. When It la not convenient
to take a lock apart to tit u new key, tho key
blank should bo smoked over a .andie Inserted
lull**- keyhole and pressed firmly lununst tbo
opposing wards Of the lock. The Indentations
n t

I

k* smoked portion made by the wants will
show where to nle.

L*e, to make flood.-Hickory ashes are
the brat for making common washing soft soap
(when It i« not desirable to use the |>otash lye),
but thoae from sound beech, maple, or almost
any kind of hard wood except oak will answer
well. A common barrel set upon an Inclined
platform makes a very good leach, but one
made of board* ki Id u trough In V shape is to
Iw preferred, for the strength of the ashes Is
better obtained, and- It may be taken to pieces
when not In use, and laid up. First, In the bot-
tom of the leach put a few sticks; over them
spread a piece of carpet or woolen cloth, which
L« much bettor than straw; put on a few Inches
of ashes and from * to M qt. lime; till with
asht*. mofetcnid. and tamp down well-Ump
the firmest in the center. It iadURoilt to ob-
tain the full strength ot ashes In a barrel with-
out removing them after a day's leaching, and
mixing them up and replacing. The top should
tie flrst thrown off and new ashes added to
make up the proper quantity. Use boiling
water for second leaching. This lyc should lx*
sufficiently strong to float a potato.

yiicrocosmle Saif .—Thissalt Is sodium-am-
monium phosphate, with the symbol HNiNH,
PO, -f (H, O. To prepare, dissolve 6 parts
sodium phosphate with 2 part* ammonium
phosphate lu hot water, and allow the solu-
tion to cooL It is used in blowpipe analysis.
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perhaps a broken limb. The illustra-

tion show- two lines of flight from a
hilltop, the plider travels on the upper wh i!e lv

line caused by the body of the operator the line,

taking a position a little back of the

proper place, ami on the lower line lie

changes his position from front to back
while flying, which causes the dip in

HOW TO MAKE A MINNOW TRAP
Popular Mechanic* - 1913

Glass minnow traps that will give as around just below the cut when the

good service as those purchased at the bottle is standing in an upright posi-

tackle store can be made without diffi- tion. Set fire to the string and turn

culty. If a trap should be banged care- the bottle from side to side to distrib-

lessly against the side of the boat or ute the beat evenly, then when the

some other obstruction and smashed, string has burned out. plunge the bot-

instcad of spending several dollars to tie in cold water and it will separate

replace it, a half hour’s time will turn on the cut.

out a new one just as good, says a cor* Hind some copper wire around the

respondent of Outing. neck of the jar so that three ends will

A trap of this kind can be made from project % in. or more. These arc bent

an ordinary fruit jar such as used in down over the funnel when put into

putting up preserves, either of one or the jar. forming clamps to hold it in

two-quart capacity. A one-quart jar place. The copper wire can be bent

gives good results, but if the bait to be many times in emptying or baiting the

caught is of fairly large sire, the two- trap without breaking,

quart size may be used. As the jars Two copper wire bands are tied

have the same style top they can be tightly around the jar about 3 in. apart,

used interchangeably with one mouth- They should be twisted tight with a

piece. pair of pliers and the ends joined,

The mouthpiece is made of a round- forming a ring for attaching a cord,

neck bottle of which the glass is color- For catching '•kellies" or "killies,"

less and rather thin. If the neck of the bait the trap with crushed clams or
bottle is cut at the right point, it salt-water mussels and for fresh water
makes a glass funnel that will ju-»t fit shiners use mincemeat or bread crumbs
into the fruit jar. The funnel forms and do not spill any bait outside of the

the mouth of the trap. Put the neck trap. Leave the trap down ten to fif-

of the bottle into the fruit jar and mark tern minutes and when resetting it

the glass with a file where the bottle after emptying, put back one or two of

and jar meet. Make as deep a cut as the victims, as the others enter more
possible with a file around the bottle readily if they see some of their com-
on the mark and place two turns of a panions ahead of them,

yarn string saturated in kerosene

MA\|/ TO II A l/r °f a P««e of w<" seasoned hickoryHUW IU lVlAr\t plank The plank is well steamed in a

nAOlirn A wash bo ',er or olhcr ,ar8* kettle and

BOOMERANGS then bent to a nice curve, as shown in

.
Fig. 1. It is held in this curve until

Popular Mechanics 1918 dry. with two pieces nailed on the sides

When the ice is too thin for skating as shown,

and the snow is not right for skis. After the piece is thoroughly dried

about the only thing to do is to stay out. remove the side pieces and cut it

in the house. A boomerang club will into sections with a saw, as shown in

help to fill in between and also fur- Fig. 2. The pieces are then dressed

nishes good exercise for the muscles round. A piece of plank 12 in. wide

of the arm. A boomerang can be made and 2 ft. long will make six boom-

-^5. erangs.

A) P\ To throw a boomerang, grasp it and

Yu hold ,,IC same as 3 c,ub
'
wi,h ,he

/ Jj low side away from you. Practice

firsl al some object about 25 ft. distant,

// Vu «nd *n 3 short lime the thrower will be
ah,c lo hit ,he mark over 100 fL away-

f*.i r.» Any worker in wood can turn out a

ii«n4!nc *01] Cuttin, th« Wood great number of boomerangs cheaply.

nortar.—A mortar (lint win hardly tx
plck—l lo pieces is made n» follows : Mix equal
iwrinof lime and brown augur with water. and
'* sure the lime i« thoroughly air slaked. The
mortur Lseqiinl lo Portland cement, and is ol
extraordinary strcnxlh.

Mortar, Impenetrate To make lmpenetm
ble mortar, mix thoroughly of fresh un-
slaked lime with*. of wind: and let ft laborer*
make mortar of there Inifredtanta. by pouriii*
mi water with trowel*, to supply one tnaxon,

who must, when tie- materials ure sufficiently
mixed, apply it Instantly a* cement or plaster,
and it will become o.« hard ns stone. The llmo
used should la* stone lime; previous to Its use It

should be preserved from the hcccss of air or
wcl. and the plaster acrecuod lor some time
from the sun and wind.
Mortar, la Mato. 1. Mortar Is composed of

quicklime and sand, reduced to a paste with
water. The lime oiirfbt to I** pure, completely
fiw from carbonic acid, and In the state of a
very fine powder; the sand should bofree from
clay, portly In the state of tine sand, and partly
In the of inavel; the water should tie pure;
and If previously saturated with lime, so much
the better. The beat proportions are II parts of

floe and « part* of coarao sand. I part of quick-
lime, recently *lakod, and ns little water anllroe, recently slaked, and
portable.

Z. The addition of burnt bnuen Improves

B.(v3tns .ml Outline IK. Wc

mortar, by giving It teuoHly and rendering ll

leva opt to crack In drying; but they onirhi
never to nrrel of the lime employol.

3. When a little manganese i~ added to the
mortar, it uoqulrea the important property of
tiardeiiipir under water; no that ll may ta> em-
ployed in constructing those edifices which nix*

constantly exposed to Us* action of water.
Uaiotone |« often combined with munitanraei
111 that rase it tavomes brown by txilclnauon,

K horiutair ar 7Wfct>h Mortar. -One part i-.w-
dered brick and tiles; - p«rU lino sifted lime.
Ml* with water lo the desired consistency, put
on layers of 6 or 0 Inches In ihlckness. Iietwixm
the courww of brick and stone. This mortar 1*

u~«l where great solidity I* required In build-

'Itf .it.ii, H’afrrpruo/. -Instead of slaking In

tbs usual manner use a solution of cop|iersa
dissolved In warm water ami use only ttuo

quarU sand.

Tlo«i| iiltoe*. I. To clear a room of mosqul-
tor *, take a -mall pice* of k<mii camphor In u I In
KwlsiKl e vnpc.rite ll over a flame, taking
care It does not lirnllr. A sponge dliqaxl In uutn.
•borated -pints and made «,,»» to the top of the
rie.1.1. el -III I.- found serviceable In the *l(x*p-
uurnsiin lleroction ol pennyroyal, applied to
lla* expired )>art- » ill elfivtuallv keepoff fheso
troublesome, n.ei.s. .Irmrlron I’hamaeM.
- A small amount or pennyroyal sprinkled

around the room will drive away mosqulb*-*.
3. Hurtling a -mull quantify of IVralan Insect

Ks drr In a room Is an Id to U> efficient In drlv-
; away mosquitoes.
.V ond Unat Hitt*. Carl-date of lime.

1° irrn.; water. 1 drill, ll is mild that n weak
solution of ixirbollc acid I purl in SO- used as
a Wash, will prevent their nt tacks.

.
unpleasant acnsntlon caused

by the title of the iposqulto. various remedies
obwn suggested. Amour (hem are oil of

ciovea. ammonia, bicarlauinte of soda. chloro-
form, thymol and ordinary soap. Doctors -ay
»<* have m our «»wn exia-rlcnce olitained moron bef from solution of cocaine, it. than from
anythin* elm.

.V'lwruffo Oil:

Oil of Inr
| ox.

Olive oil J
Oil of |>ennyrqyal Uoi
spirit of ,-ampbor Uor,
Glyc. rinc 1* ox.
Osrbolleacid 2 drm.

Mix. Shake well before uulri*.

Nalls Memoranda t onrernlnc. This
table will .*bow at a glance the length of the
various Mm*. an<l the number of nails iii a
iH>und. I1K*> are rated from "3-|ieiiiiy ** up to
3>-penny. -

' The tlrst column irives the nunie.
the second the b-nifth in Inches, and the third
the number per pound:

3-penny. 1 in. Ion*. «7 i«.t lb.
1- penny, it, in. Ion*. 3V> per lb.
5-penny. 1»4 in Ion*. 23

!

t>er lb.

1 ox.
1 ox.

IP- drill.

In long, Zti |M*r lb.
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SECRETS OF WISE MEN, CHEMISTS

Making Imitation

Gold and Silver
About 1965 I noticed the money freaks

began coming out of the woodwork. They
said paper money was no good and only

silver and gold had any value and should

be hoarded.

There’s no arguing with these people

because they're just right enough to

make sense to themselves. Most of us

know that paper money is backed by a

Liberal psychotic's dream. It's a fraud

and the more people realize it. the less

you can buy with it.

Rut as long as there is some agreement
as to the value which will be placed on
paper money it is still more convenient

than exchanging metal. Gold and silver

prices fluctuate wildly and their value

will be stated in paper dollars until there

is no longer any agreement on a paper

money value. When that lime comes the

Survivor will trade by barter only.

When there is no more trust in paper
money who will re establish the value of

gold and silver? The same people who
said paper money is good for you? The
government economists, bankers, the

strictly commercial manipulators who run
conglomerates and would be hard put to

tell you what their factories produce?

When they are gone, their standards will

go with them, as far as I'm concerned.

I believe that Survivors will quickly

come to agreements on the value of the

products of their farms, hands and minds.

For convenience, intricately made,
vari colored glass coins could be used,

like wampum. They would be harder to

counterfeit than paper or metal money,
they would be pretty and could be used
as jewelry or carried in the pocket. Such
pretties have been used as currency far

longer than metals or paper and were
just as good as long as the agreement
was there.

So if you have stores of gold or silver I

advise you to trade it in for barter goods.

An example is bullets, bullet components
and bullet making outfits. With a bullet,

you can defend what you have, take what

you must have, or barter with other

Survivors who already agree on the value

of bullets. I believe bullets will be the

main currency after the crash.

Anyway, if you know a lot of metal

freaks and they won't listen to reason,

you can give them temporary pleasure by
enlarging their hoardes of gold and or

silver. They may as well contribute to

your chances of survival than the chances

of someone with real gold or silver.

Besides, how do you. or most of them,
know the bulk of their raw metal is

genuine?

Some gold alloys are so good only a

professional assayisl can detect fraud.

The average alloy looks like gold but is

lighter in weight. The weight can be
made up in ingots by drilling and filling

the holes with lead, then pouring molten
alloy in the remainder of the hole and
smoothing. That way. imitation govern-

ment sanctioned gold ounces can be
turned out by the hundreds in your
kitchen.

If you can afford the best imitation gold

you must get a kiln which heats to

3080°F. to melt platinum or 2016*F. to

melt gold. If you're willing to use lead

cores for weight you can make do with a

kiln which heals to 2000°F. to melt

copper tl996°F.). the most common metal
used in imitation gold and the hardest of

the common ingredients to melt.

You can get kilns and crucibles through

any ceramics shop.

Most of the formulas for imitation gold

and silver are written in 19th century
terms. I'll translate the first one as an
example. But if you are really into

reproducing the old formulas and
processes you will have to order
GRANDDADS WONDERFUL BOOK
OF CHEMISTRY. It defines most of the

old terms you’ll meet up with and also

tells you how to do the operations which
are needed to accomplish your aims.
The first one is an oldie but a goody.

"The French process for making
artificial gold is given as follows: Pure
copper. 100 parts: pure tin. 17 parts;

magnesia (magnesium oxide). 6 parts: sal

ammoniac (ammonium chloride). '/» part;

quick lime (calcium oxide. V* part; tarter

of commerce (cream of tartar/potassium
bitartrate). 9 parts.

The copper is first melted and the

magnesia, sal ammoniac, lime and tartar

are then added seperately and by
degrees, in the form of powder and the

whole is briskly stirred for half an hour
so as to mix thoroughly: then the tin is

added by throwing it on the surface, in

small grains and stirring until it is

entirely fused. The crucible is then
covered and the fusion maintained for

about 35 minutes. The surface is then
skimmed and the metal is ready for

casting. It strongly resembles gold in

appearance, resists many of the tests

used for gold, and for many purposes it is

an excellent substitute. It has a fine

grain, is malleable, and takes a splendid

polish. When tarnished, its brilliancy can
be restored by a little acidulated water

0-penny.
7-pcnny,
h-penny,
lo-pcuny,
I2-I>enny.

ps?y'

Spikes.
Spike*.
Spikes,
Spikes.

2 In. lonir.

“H In. Ion*.
in. lonir.

2*t in. long.
3 in. long.
3H in. Jong.
4 in. lon*r.
«l* in. long.
5 In. long,
fi In. long.
7 in. long.

187 per lb.

141 per lb.

101 per lb.W per lb.
S4 |>er lb.

34 per lb.

lfl per lb.

12 per lb.

10 per lb.

7 per lb.

S per lb.

From I hi- table un estimate of quantity au.l
uitable «ir<- tor any Job oiin be cosily imule.
The relative udhiwion of nails In tbe same

wood, driven transversely and longitudinally, Is
a- 100 to 78. or about 4 to 3. In dry elm. and 2 to
3 In deal.

Negater* Solution. — Twenty-five giro,
mercuric chloride are ditaolved InHDc. r. dls-
tilled water, 70 grin, potassium Iodide are din-
•olvul in 400 c. c. water, and the solutions are
then mixed. 30 griu, potassium hydroxide.
When it h duwolvcd and cook-1 enough water Ir

added to make tbe whole 2 I. Now place in a
dark elosot, and Ivforv using add enough of »
naturaU-1 solution or mercuric ehlonde until
tbe rod precipitate » devolved; utter llltorlmi
it is rwdy for use. It should now be of a light
straw color.

Niello, or Melted Sliver.- Tin* promts
some* tint reuemtde. enameling, and consist*
essentially in mlnying engraved metal surlim -

wlth a black enamel. The composition is made
as follow* pot into the nr»t crucible. Ilowcrs
of sulphur, “SO parts. «i«l uminoiiiac, ••*, purls.
Put Into these, «.nd rmcttile, silver. !'• parts;
copper. 40 parts; lead. -«i part-. this
mixture Is sufficiently (used, the nlluv thus
lnms*l isuddel to the fused stllphlll inllirlliM
crucible, winch convert* the mctula into sul-
phide*. The coinpourut Is afterward removed
troni the crucible and n*dui«d to n Hoe pow-
der. Toupplythepnwder.lt IS mixed with a
small quantity ot a solution ot Nil ummotiluc.
The entire aurluiv of the engraved silver work
nOOvcred with the moiling composition: It i*

then puirai in the muffle of mi enameling lur-
naoo. when* it i* lett until the comtmsillnii
melt*, by which It i .-cornea (Irmly attached to
I hr* metal the moiling is then removed from
tbe part* in rebel, without touching the on-
graved nurfanw. which then prravnt a pleasing
contrail in di.-p black to the white sliver sur-
tai.'s This pna.-ss I. only upplimblc to oil*
graved work.

Nomenclature, Chemical.
R‘<U» »' iTumlml SmtifiirUilurt.— I, Com-

l“""» !• "! • " • eioerits, Mnm . lpounil*.
are nanxd l.v placing the name ol the positive
atom llrst. then that of the negative, with Us
termination changed In file.

2 Whenever the iHMUtivc forms more than
• * * in- -uiel will, the same negative, nu-
meral prefi v- an* applied to both constituent*,
the positive ending In le. and Ibe negative in

:« Different compounds of the same two ele-
ment* an* also dist inguished Imm each other
l.y the termination ,.u- and ir to the luimo of
the I-- I live element. i< Indicating the higher
combining power, mid mo the lower, whim
then* an* more* than two such comi-ninds, the
highest takes the prolix /Vr. and the lowest.
»«**•
TIk* ternary compounds of chemistry are

Ac uU. Bow and .Softs.

1. Arid* mid nalt* are named like the binaries,
from their constituent*. The po-itive is placed
tlr*t. anil may have the saiiH* terminations as In
the binaries.

2. Tin- negative molecule winch lollows this
takes it* name from It* characteristic atom,
and ends in ate or lit; ate signifying more
oxygen than ite.

3 Prefixe, Vet and are mad same as in
binaries.

4 Most acids are also named from the char-
actenstic ntom id the m*gatlve molecule. This
name takes the terminations on* and Ir. uecord-
oig to tlx* relative amount or oxygen, and is

followed by the word acid.
5. Haw* are* regarded as compounds of a pos-

itive radical with Hydroxyl (HO/, and are
called huOi ale*.
Ch.-mists have found that all bodies, whether
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(any acid diluted with water).”

Dick's (18721 has two formulas for

counterfeit gold. 3431 is so similar to the

French method, published in 1922. I

believe it was the original.

3397. Counterfeit Gold. Fuse together

8 parts platinum, 5 parts pure copper, 2 parts

pure line, 4 ports tin. and 3 parts pure lead,

using saltpetre, sal-ammoniac, and powdered
charcoal as (luxes. This compound metal
strongly resembles gold in appearance, and
resists many of the tests used tor gold.

3431. Oroide, or Artificial Oold. This

material la manufactured largely in tho Onited

Stales into imitation jewelry and other arti-

cles, scarcely distinguishable from gold, ex-
cept by tho Inferior gravity; and it is n mat-
lor of surpriso to almost any ono to learn that

it does not contain a single grain of tho pre-

cious metal. It is miulc by taking 100 porta of

puro copper, 17 of puro tin, 0 of maguaaia, 9

of tartar of commerce, 3.0 of sai-ammoniao,

and 1.0 of unsJoekcd lime. Tho copper is firm

molted, and tho other substance* (excepting

tho tin) added, a liltlo at a timo, and the

wholo well stirred for 30 minutes, so as to

produco a porfcct mixture, when tho tin Is

thrown In and stirred round nntil melted

Tho crucible Is then covered, and tho fusion

3
' t up for iiS minutes, and the scum taken

when the substance is ready for use. It

is ntallcablo and ductile, and can bo worked

in any form, oven into leave- like gold. The
alloy may also bo made by substituting gran

ulntod line for tin, but it will not retain its

brilliancy so long us when tin u employed.

Then there is the formula from Secrets

of Wise Men and Chemists. 1889. which

was definitely swiped from Dick's.

Imitation Hold

An American has discovered a

beautiful alloy, which has been most

successfully applied as a substitute for

gold. It is composed of pure copper. 100

parts; pure tin. 17 parts; magnesia. 6

parts; tartar of commerce. 9 parts;

sal-ammoniac. 3.6 parts, and quicklime,

1.6 parts. The copper is first melted, then

the lime, magnesia, sal ammoniac, and
tartar are added, little at a time, and the

whole is briskly stirred for about half an
hour, so as to mix thoroughly, after which

the tin is thrown on the surface in small

grains, stirring until entirely fused. The
crucible is now covered and the fusion

kept up for about thirty-five minutes,

when the dross is skimmed off. and the

alloy found ready for use. It is quite

malleable and ductile, and may be drawn,

stamped, chased, beaten into powder, or

into leaves, like gold leaf, in all of which

conditions it is not distinguishable from

gold even by good judges, except by its

inferior weight.

Imitation Silver

Combine by fusion 1 part pure copper.

24 parts block tin, IV* parts pure

antimony. V« part pure bismuth, and 2

parts clear glass. The glass may be

omitted save in cases where it is an
object to have the metal sonorous.

3428. French Silver. Tho new French
silver is apparently an improvement on the
old-fashioned German silver, and it ia stated to
bo applicable to all tho purposes to which or-

dinary commercial silver u applicable. It is

composed of copper. 56 per cent, nickel, 40.04,
tungsten, 2.0, aluminum, 0.5G. It is a white,
ductile, malleable, tenacious, sonorous alloy

;

its specifio gravity is nine-tenths that of sil-

ver, its metallic lustro superior to that of sil-

ver, and iu fusibility less, probably on account
of tho tungsten it contains.

And last is a bunch of gold and silver

formulas for jewelers from Knight's

American Mechanical Dictionary. 1872.

in the form of n solid, u liquid, or a gas. are
eithersimple substances or can la* resolved into
simple substances, termed elements. These
etemenu are represented by symbols, which
are usual! v the initial loiter or letters of their

ii*' i
allot*.
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Mock Silver. A while-metal alloy for

jewelers.
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Different elements combine together
in definite proportions forming uri endless va-
riety of substances. termed compounds.
Elements are classilli-l into metals anil non-

metal*. the lormer being distinguished by well
marked properties, which arc absent III tho
latter. The ultimate particles or atoms which
compose any element ditter In weight from the
atoms of any other element, and live relative
weight compared with hydrogen Is termed the
atomic weight.
Compounds an- formed, it- already stated, by

tin- combination of different element*. thus:
KcO reprenrntM oxide of iron, and MnO. oxide
of mangaiM-se. In ninny caws two elements
unite in more tnan one proportion, such an
FeO. Pl*,o,. Pe,0„ each of which requires a
distinguishing name There are several sys-
tems or nomenclature, but the simplest for
compounds containing two elements Is that
of writing the name of tin- inelal tint, and the
non-metal or least metallic element afterward,
giving it the termination We. When two non-
metals combine, tin- one which is most unlike
a metal is written second. Sometimes Greek
prefix,w are used for the element of I he second
position, such as mono. ill, ni. Mr, etc., to In-
dicate tho miml.T of atoms present.
Another system Is •« make the metal ter-

minate In w or «n». That compound which
contains the greater proportion of the non-
metallic constituent Is dlHtmguiitud by tin
suffix If and l luit containing the I.WMtr In HU*

Oaone, to Produce.-Oxone may Imi easily
produonl by imams of an auiicou* solution of
permanganate of potash and oxalic acids. A
very small quantity of these salt*. placed In an
open porcelain dish. Is all that Is neoronary. thp
wstor being renewed occasionally. as It evapor-
ates. Metallic d Isles should not be used.

•anrrruiln, to Prepare. -Cut the fresh
pancreas of the pig, free it from uli foreign
matter and dig.at in ether, distill the ether
from the nitered liquid and the reinalndor will
bu tho paucriwtin.

Papier .Vladik. -Paper ranch* is ol.tuin.sl
from old paper and the like made Into a pulp
by grinding with milk of lluio or lime water,
*nd a little gum dextrin or March. This pulp
Is then pressed Into form. coated with linseed
ml. baked at a high teiu|*eratore, and llmilly
varnished. The pulp Is soinctlmcs mixed with
day ikaoluii. chalk, etc.; and other kind* ore
made or n paste nr pulp and reecntly slaked
Inn.- Thu I* used for ornamenting wood, etc.

Z. Pulpid Paper Mouldnd into Fornw It pos-
stsera great strength and light m-ss. Itmnybc
reoderod partially water proof by the addition
of sulphate of Iron, quicklime und glue, or
white of ««. to the pulp: and InoombUMIhlo
by the addition of borax and phosphate o( soda.
The papier macbft t.*a treys, -niters, suuff
tmxw.«-u-.. are prepared by iwstlng or gluing
•boots of paper together, and submitting them
to powerful pressure, by which the corniHwI-
Uou acquire* the hardness or hoard when dry.
Such articles are afterward japanned, und are
then perfectly water proof.
a A durable and Inexpensive method of em-

ploying papier roach* as a substitute for mat-
tings. carpets, etc., is as follows: After the
Boor has been thoroughly cleaned, tin* holt*
and cracks are then filled with paper putty,
made bv soaking newspaper In a paste made ui
•heat flour.water.and ground alum, that Is. to I

lb. of such flour arc added 3 qt. of water ami
tablrapoonful of ground alum, three being
thoroughly mixed. With this tsisto the Boot
is uniformly costed, and upon this a thickness
of muniln or luirdware paper Is placed. or If two
layersare desired. a second covering of paste Is
spread on the flmt layer of muniln paper, and
then the second thickness of paper is put on.
aod the whole allowed to become perfectly dry;
on t his being accomplished another surface of
paste is added, succeeded by a layer of wall
paper of any style or pattern desired. On the
work becoming entirely dry. It is covered with
two or rai>re coats of sizing, made by dissolv-
ing 41b. of white glue In 2 qt.of hot water,
and when this Ims dried, n coat of hard oil
flmsh varnish.
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Handy Paring Knife Made
from Old Hacksaw Blade

Popular Mechanics — 1919

With a little work a hacksaw blade,

or a portion of one, can be made into a

paring knife that will prove very

durable because of the excellent qual-

ity of the steel. Two pieces of hard

wood should be cut into the shapes

shown and riveted together with one
end of the blade between them. After

fitting a paper mold about the end of

the handle from which the steel pro-

jects, melted lead is poured into it, to

form a collar that will hold the parts
firmly together. The exposed part of

the saw can then be ground as desired.

r;

PAM

through the roof of the house. The
spout of a teakettle is connected to the

tee by a short length of hose. When the

water in the kettle boils the steam will

issue into the iron pipe where it will con-
dense into drops on the inside, the dis-

tilled water dripping into a pan.

Ni»C COMSCUCO

»« Knlfa M.l. from Plici of
"*<»••* •»<« DvtiiU of lu Coaiwuinoa

:

Th* Hindi* *n<1 HI..!, art Maid Toj.ih.r >,tk
hi. it and a !-•.<! I.rrul.

MAKING ALKALINE
WATER DRINKABLE

Popular Mechanic - 1925

Settlers in parts where the water is

alkaline find it difficult to get water that

is fit to drink,
as it must be
distilled or
otherwise
urifird. The

I ust rati on
shows an eas-

ily made con-
denser that is

often used for

this purpose,
consisting of

nothing more
contpl icatc J

than a length

of iron pipe

provided with
a tee in the

center, and
passing

A Homemade
Exercising Machine

Popular Mechanic. - 1925

Old inner tubes, and some stiff wire or
iron rod. together with three large spools,
are the materials used for making a home

exerciser at

insignificant
expense.
The rubber

is cut into
strips. 2 in.
wide and of
the length de-
sired. two or
more of the
strips being
cemented to
each other, as
may be desir-

able. Where
the bands pass
over the
spools, canvas
is used instead

of rubber, on
account of the wear. The pieces of can-
vas are sewed along the edges and turned
inside out to make a flat tube the same
width as the rubber bands. The ends of
the rubber strips are covered with rubber
cement on both sides, inserted into the
canvas, and weighted down until thor-
oughly d.y. The arrangement of strips,
spools, and hooks is clearly shown in the
drawing.

From Popular Mechanics 1915

How to Make Small Coil Springa

Procure a nut. having a small thread
that will admit the size of the wire to

he used in making the spring. Cut a

«. Paper »« pulped In n mortar (or pulping
engine) and mixed with ordinary glue •!**-'

thinned somewhat with hot water. Remove
the pulp and let H partially dram upon a linen

ered frame. Put u quantity of thiscovered frame. Put a quantity of this into the
mould under strong pressure, and let It tvmain
until it becomes hard enough to handle. A
counter mould U used in catting such thin
sheet*. Plaster moulds an- too fragile. Contain
type uii-tal or fusible metal are much better.

Potatoes, to Solidify.— Make a solu-
tion of 4 parts of sulphuric arid in 50 parta
of water. Treat peeled potatoes with this
solution for thlrty-elx hours Dry the mass
between blotting paper and subject to great
pressure H> using rery strong preaaure.
billiard halla have been made eloaely re-

rintiling Ivory The material can he carved
and doubtless could lie used for large types.

Pofponrrl, How to Make. — The
never-falling delight of a rose lor pot-

pourri 1 Jar Is known only to Ita fortunate
possessor

:
yet It Is so easy to prepare one,

and. once prepared, so easy to keep It at

the point of perfection, that the wonder la

they are not more frequently enjoyed. The
flowers should he gathered In the early

rnlng. and toaaed lightly on a table In n
cool, airy place, to lie till the dew has
evaporated: then put them In a large glass
Jar. sprinkling salt over V, in lavera of the
flowers Thla ran he added to from morn-
ing to morning till enough flowers for the
purpose have been gathered, letting them
stand In the Jnr for ten days after the luat
air put in, stirring the whole every morn-
ing Have I 02 each of cloves and allspice,

coarsely ground, and a» much stick eimin-
mon. broken ami shredded Une. transfer the
Uowcra to nnulliei jar, and scatter the
spires, mixed togeiber. m luyera . cover the
yar tightly, and .et it aland in a dark place
lor three weeks, w lieu the slock w.n be
ready for the |h-iuisuciii Jar. Whatever this

jar ia, be sutv It is provided with a double
cover.

Have ready % ox. of mace and t* ox. of
allspice and clove*, all coarsely ground
or pounded In a mortar—bnlf of a grated
nutmeg. 4 ox of linuuiuoii, broken In bits.

1 ox of powdered orris root, slid V* lb of

dried lavender flowera. Mix these together
a bowl, ami proceed to till the row Jar

with alternate lavera of the "stock" and

T*« TUuM is IS. Nst W.U Gmdi •• W.ll u
Cad ih* *?"•! Iwsly

small notch to the depth of the thread
where the thread starts, and procure a

smooth rod that will pass snugly
through the threads of the nut. Shape
one end of the rod to fit a carpenter’s

brace, if there is no drill chuck at hand,
and drill a hole in the other end to

admit one end of the spring wire.

Bend the wire at right angles and
insert the end in the hole. Place the

end of the rod in the nut. which should

be gripped in a vise, and turn the rod,

at the same time seeing that the wire

is guided into the notch cut at the start

of the thread. The wire will follow the

thread of the nut and make a perfect

spring of an even opening throughout

its length. Closed or open coils can be
made by using a nut having the proper

number of threads.—

the mixture of spIrM, etc. A few drop#
each of several essential oils—root*, ger-
anium. bitter almond and orange flower aro
good should be dropped upon the layer* na
you progress, and over the whole pour 1 ox.
of your favorite toilet water or eau de
cologne Thla la sufficient to All two quart

K
ra. or one very large oue, and It will keep
r years; from time to time vnrlous sweet

things may be added to It. as a few tube-
roses or a spray of heliotrope. If the Jar
be left open for a half hour every day. It

will All your rooms with n delicate. In-
definable spier frHgranee, very refreshing
and delightful, ami unlike sny other per-
fume. The flowers chosen should be those
having agreeable perfume, roses, pinks, vio-
lets. vertiena. heliotrope, acacia, balm, lav-
eoder, etc.

tPft Ponrrt. Sprrwd thinly thcfrcebool-
•ected flowers on porous isiiier placed In shal-
low trays, and expose them to the sun or worm
air until sufficiently dry. then lightly crum-
pie them up small between the hands, and. the
other dry odorou* Ingredients being added,
wttb or without n little coaonUal ollol the same
kind as the dried flowers, thoroughly mix

\ Sometimes essential oils
dry th:

fragrance of the product Is then much Icssdur-

the whole together,
only are added to the dry flowers, but the

As the basis of his finest dry pot poui ri.

Continental perfumer usually substitutes
cr reindeer mow or ruggr-d hoary evenila.

Id very coarse powder, for the dried flowers.
2. A mixture of odorous flowers, roots, gums,

etc., varied according to the taste of the opera-
tor, either mixed together dry or in the fresh
state preserved with salt. The following is a
French formula : Take the i<et«ls of the pale
and red roses, pinks, violets, orange flower,
lilies of (he valley, mignonette, heliotrope. Jon-
quils. with a smull proportion of the flowers of
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Cooling Tube for

a Laboratory Still

PopuUr Mechanic* — 1915

A simple and very effective device

to replace the cumbersome cooling or

condensation coil of a still for the

Mtthod al lodfallsa th«

W.I1. .(U..QIM. Tub.

ad 1M Application

amateur's laboratory can be easily

made as follows:

Procure an ordinary straight glass

tube of fairly large diameter and heat

it in the flame of an alcohol lamp with

AUTOMATIC-
CLOSING

KENNEL DOOR
Popular Mechanics 1913

When the neighborhood cats are re-

tired for the night and there is noth-

ing more to chase, my fox terrier

seems to realize that his usefulness

OlM'.m orao.lmO.ez

for i he day is over and begs to be put

in his kennel that he may not bark

at the moon as some dogs are apt to

do. This necessitates my putting him
out at a time when it may not be

convenient. Frequently in stormy
weather this is a disagreeable duty
and I found a way to obviate it by

the use of a blowpipe or in a Bunsen
burner with a very reduced flame so

that only a small spot of the tube is

brought to a red heat at one time.

Then, with a previously pointed and
charred stick of wood—a penholder,

for instance—produce a small recess

in the wall by pushing the charred

end gently into the glowing part of

the tube. This procedure is repeated

until the whole tube is thus provided

with small recesses. The indentations

should be made in spiral lines around
the tube, thus increasing the surface

that is in contact with the cooling

water. The operation of making the

recesses is shown in Fig. 1. The walls

of the recesses should have a regular

and uniform slant.

The tube thus produced can either

be used as a rectifier (Fig. 2) above a

vessel, for fractional distillation, be-

cause it will allow the most volatile

parts to pass out first, or as a con-

denser (Fig. 3), the arrangement of

which needs no explanation. The
amateur will find it much easier to

make this tube than to coil a very long

one.

making a trapdoor device for his ken-

nel as shown in the sketch whereby
he may lock himself in when he
crosses the threshold.

The outer half A of the hinged trap-

door is made heavier than the inner

half B by a cleat, C, and a strip. D. to

cause the door to swing shut. The
tripper stick E is set between cleats

C and F to hold the door open. When
the dog step' on the inner half of the

trapdoor B. it falls to stop G. releasing

tripper stick E (which is heavier on
the top end H) to cause it to fall clear

of the patli of the trapdoor. The door
then swings shut in the direction of the

arrow, the latch I engaging a slot in

the door as it closes, and the dog has

locked himself in for the night. The
latch I is made of an old-fashioned

gate latch which is mortised in the

bottom joist of the kennel. When re-

leasing the dog in the morning the

door is set for the evening.

Making Modeling Clay

Modeling clay is made by kneading dry

clay with glycerin instead of water. Work
thoroughly with the hands. Work in

process, or finished, must be moistened

every day or two and kept covered, to

prevent evaporation, which would leave

the clay hard and difficult to work.

myrtle, balm, rosemary. and thyme; spread
tbem out for some days, and as they U-cocno
dry. put them Into a Jar. with alternate layers
of dry salt, mixed with orris loader, till the

vcnsel is nurd. Clone it for a month. «tir the
whole up and moiaten with row- water.
3. Pot-pourri Isa mixture of dried i>etal* of

rosea, violets, etc., mixed wich 1-10 lu weight
it aalt. The lewve* or tn-.li row-, etc., are col-
lected and dried on porous paper in the sun;
u noon as dry they arc maced In u jar in layers
xlteroatlng with the Ball. Powdered orris root
and extracts and many other ingredients may
he added accord I i>k to U$te.

«. Thi» t* a mixture of dried flowers and
spices not ground. Dried lavender. I ll»;

whole rose leave*. 1 lb.; crushed orris (conn*'),

li lb.; broken cloves, cinnamon, allspice, each
fox.; table nail. I lb.

&. Lavender flower*, i n*.; rose leave*. I lb.;
cloves. I4 lb.; cinnamon. >4 lb.: benzoin, !» III.;

pimento. I4 Hi; common -alt, 21$ lb.; oil ol lav-
ender. W mini tun

;
oil auntm, 00 minim*; oil of

cranium. 4V minima; oil beriraniot. 13 ) min-
im*; oil lemon. 40 minim*; vanilla. 3 04.; musk
pod*. 1 ox.; rawnc* ambergris, tlfc. Solid* ull

around.
6. Pot-pourri (for rnixlna with n«so leaves). -

Tonka Ivan, Mi part
:
cinnamon, pimento. 1 ox.

of «»«-h ; coriander. 4 ox.; benzoin. 5 ox.; orris
root. I Ih. Deduce t*< powder, mix, add H on.
rawnoc bouquet toward end.

Pottery, to 4'onverl Into Antique.
The way to convert modern pottery Into the
antique M to boll I ho former In oil and bury It

tn wood aabra. tine will la* unionlulled to find
how quickly the new article will tan-nine In ap-
pearance a veritable antique.

Pnnllry Food.—There Is a great
loriiy Iwtween tlm various poultry powders
and foods The powders are popularly sup-

posed to increase the egg Isylng power or

hrn n. We quote a few typical formulas:
Powdered eggshell or phosphate of lime.

4 OZ : Iron sulphate. 4 or.
;
powdered capsl

na. We quote a few typical formulas:
Powdered eggshell or phosphate of Ur

rum. 4 01. : powdered fenugreek. - ox ;

powdered black pepper. I oz ; silver sand.

2 or. : powdered lentils, ti o*.

A taldrspoonful *to he mixed with suffici-

ent fond for twenty liens.

Oyster shells- ground 5 ox.
;
magnesia. 1

ox
;
calcium carbonate. :t ox. : bone, ground.

14 ox. ; mustard bran. 14 <>x ;
capsicum. I

ox
:
sanisni chloride. I oz. ; Iron sulphate,

4 oz
:
sodium carbonate. 4 ox. ; sulphur, 4

OX beef. lean, dried and powdered. 10 oz :

hue sand. 10 01
;
corn meal. 20 »t- : linseed

meal. 20 oz
Deduce all lo moderately coarse powder

and mix well.
The al*ove are formulas that are recom-

mended by poultrymen. and pharmacists
should not condemn them, even If they do
seem polyphartnlr Poultry men have Ideas
of their own ahott' the value of complicated
formula*.—American Dniwjlul

o nllls. - Prep. Suspend the quills in n cop-
per. over water sufficiently high to touch the
nil*; then close It steam tight and apply four
bourn' hard boiling; next withdraw and dry
them, and In twenty-four hours cut the nil*

and draw out the pith: lastly. rub them with a
Moor of cloth and expose them to a tnndcrnn-
brat lo un oven or stove. The quill* prepared
hi this way an* ua bard as bone, without beJug
brittle, and it* Iran*parent a* glass

ft.sflciits Chemical. ibagvnts are
substiHH* ' which elf«*ct a chemical change In

t Ih* uk»Ic> ill* Only the t-**l quality of chemi-
cal* should • »* used. Very iinnute directions
for preparing t* agent* are gum in frcxenlu*.
Iait tin* list «if reagent*. with their piopr
strength*, is complete enough lor ordinary
qualitative work. The fullowing an* tlu* prin-
cipal nwnt* used l>y the eln-mi*t. with the
proper strength. I)i*iillc*l water only should
lx- used in making up rcugeniK. For tin-various
M uanyiu* ot ih- (hcinicul*. see the up|H*ndtx.
The alpha' teal urrangement is disregarded,
and the ix-iuo-nt* arc given in theonler in w hich
they -limiM l«* pluei-d on the lalmralort talile.

Xn/phuze- .tcid. l'Ollci-ntrated Sp. gr. l'BIT
Dilute -huuld abm I-- provided To 5 parts
water a Id 1 |*irt Milptiurie and.
IflsfnwMoi « . I • ••». font - lit luted sp. gr, 113.

241 add i* the usual reagent *1 length. Doth
concentrated and dilute should Is* provided.
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THE KEY TO SURVIVAL
GRANDDADS WONDERFUL BOOK

OF CHEMISTRY may be the key to the
survival of the best elements of our
society.

Many will survive because of weapons.

The armed predators will finally waste
themselves. But the armed protectors

will guard the right people and things of

value still left after the crash.

The self-reliant new peasantry wUI
provide many bases and communities
from which new. decentralized societies

will spring up out of the ruins.

But the lay chemist, the amateur with
imagination and idealism, will give the

others the reasons for bearing up under
the struggle. The chemist will not need to

be armed, nor will he or she need to be
physically strong or even physically

whole. The only qualification will be a

good mind and the motivation to create

something good out of practically

nothing.

Such a one will be treasured by any
survival community. A set of formularies

and a box of simple lab equipment,
mostly homemade, will be the Open
Sesame to the Survival Community of

your choice.

Survival through a knowledge of

Nineteenth Century chemistry will put

the chemist in a relatively non competi-

tive position among survivalists. This is

because so few people understand how
easy it is to acquire a working knowledge

of productive kitchen chemistry.

To most people, a chemist is a wierdo
with a big brain filled with ten years of

college indoctrination. He has a lab. paid

for by a mindless corporation. He works
on the fifteenth of 200 processes in a

chain leading to a final product he doesn't

really understand.

There are many such as this but a

whole roomfull of them would be inferior

to a lady survivalist who knows how to

follow the directions in a cookbook. And
our lady survivalist would probably not

know how to cook if she had been

brought up with the idea that a cook had
to be a Master Chef trained in Paris from
childhood.

It's these images of exclusiveness that

keep intelligent people from tackling

unfamiliar fields. How many kids would

learn to tear down a car and put it

together again if their only image of auto
mechanics were Ford Motor Company
engineers?

GRANDDAD'S WONDERFUL BOOK
OF CHEMISTRY gives the laugh to the

image of the corporate chemist with his

head full of higher math and mysterious
chemical symbols. A lot of its most
practical knowledge was contributed by
tradespeople who could hardly read.

They renamed chemicals whose names
they didn't know or couldn’t spell. Some
of their descriptions of processes can only
be understood by a half-wit. they are so

uncomplicated. (Most professional chem-
ists are so warped by higher education

they can't grasp simple concepts,
believing there must be something more

to a process, lest their education had
been in vain. They can't believe practical

chemistry can be so logical and simple).

Thus, a chemistry major out of M.I.T.

might be confused by GRANDDAD'S
WONDERFUL BOOK OF CHEMISTRY.
And a layman who thinks chemistry is

reserved for graduates of M.I.T. would

likewise be confused by the book. But it

is not the book which is at fault, but the

attitudes of these two types, which bar

them from the field of kitchen chemistry.

It's true that many of the terms used in

the book are unfamiliar. But that is

because they were used maybe hundreds
of years ago by alchemists and amateur
chemists working alone. They made up
names for compounds for which others

would make up different names, although

the compound was the same stuff.

Because of this. GRANDDAD'S
WONDERFUL BOOK OF CHEMISTRY
has 91 pages of definitions of vague and
obsolete terms so an old formula can be
updated into modern terms in minutes.

From Popular Mechanics 1925

More Heat from the Grate

Complaint is often made that open fire-

places throw off insufficient heat. The
drawing shows a novel idea for utilising

part of the
heat that goes
to waste up
the chimney.
A row of
U - shaped
pipes of fairly

large diameter
is arranged so
th-t the cool

air which cn-
ters the bot-

tom of the
pipes is heated
and passes
Out of the op-
posite end in-

to the room.
Many modifications of the arrangement
shown are possible, the only rule to bear
in mind being that the pipes should be
spaced far enough apart at the top to
avoid the possibility of interference with
the draft.

Silrie at — Concentrated u«-i«l should be
pursbuwvi nnd diluted to up. gr. Utt, to acid.
Acet if .1* *•< Sp. gr.. ItH. ;<K add. This ucid

is aUk-d the No. « nt commerce.
0iin«u>». Strong, sp. Kr.. Ufltt. Keep In n

Pottle with u ground gin** stop|*-r.
Ammonium r«f//*uei/r. involve 1 part of

the salt in » fmrt* by weight of di-tillc<l water,
to which 1 pari reagent ammonia Ii.i* been
added.
A mmnnium <ib.— Dissolve part of the

salt In apart* wuu-r.
Ammonium .Sid|jfc»ib. Purelume of the right

strength; it is mi urtu-lo n! commerce.
Ammonium Dissolve I imrt of the

salt In 24 |mrts water.
/s.fiiwipo

i Huih'iiiiU. Dissolve I purl of (ho
stick alkali in 'Ai parts of water
So Inon Hiplruiiilt. — Use ubout 1 |mrt to 0

l«*rt* of water.
fhrfmuiin* fa/l-unU. -Dissolve 1 part of the

dry salt in ll)|>4rt*o! witter.

h-lnvnini /.. luh. Dissolve I purt of the dry
Nilt in 31 pails ol water.

Potassium lluAmmaU

.

-Dissolve 1 part of
salt In 10 paruof water.
pH turnlum fn-io-tyanuu.- Dlsaolvo 1 port of

the crystallised salt In 12 parts of water.
PoUuMum h'ulpho-cujiUdc.— Dissolve 1 part of

the salt in 26 parta of water.
Oaklu-a //pdrortdr.-Blake lime by the add!-

lion of a uarta water, after which udd .10 parta
water and allow to stand, dneant t he liquid and
add SO parts water to the rcatdue.lot thecoarser
partleka subside, then pour the liquid contain-
ing the finely divided lime In suspension Into a
bottle and uao the liquid.
Harlum Chloride. Dissolve 1 part of the salt

In 10 parts of water.
Moprwatum Sulphate. -Dissolve 1 part of Urn

salt (cry st. I In 10 parts water.
Mercurw (hlorub.-Dissolve I part of tbo

crystalllrol salt In I" parts of water.
Stint SUralt. Dissolve 1 pari of thocrys-

tsllltod salt In 70 parts water. Another au-
thority says to tmo f part of the salt In » |>arta

of water. Keep In an orange colored bottle.
leead Acetate. DissolveT i>art of the Halt In

lu parts of water, and niter.
Ferric (TUnrkb. Dissolve I part of tho Iron

In 15 parts of water.
Alo**.- Use lnt alcohol.
C-Jittiiiit XttraU.— Dlasolve |wrt of the salt

In lo to 20 parts of water.

Solium Su/phllr. Dissolve I pari of the salt

in & (arts of water.
Potanmum Cyanide. Dlsaolvo 1 pari of tho

salt In » or 4 parta of water.
I’otiuntim Chromate. Dissolve 1 psirt of th.

salt in 10 parts of water.
/•Mfassium fVrr lc iMnldr.—Dissolve 1 uarl o.

the salt In 12 parts of water; make iu .-..qulrcd

for use.
/'.giissium sulphur.— Dissolve I part of tho

salt In 12 parts of water.
Potamium IVmuiiHM'utfe. Dissolve) finrto.

the salt In 400 or 800 |iurts of water,
Oarhon Hind /illkb. Caeat the same -irvngth

as purvhascd.
Ether.— I'se same strength as purchased.
Calcium Sulphate.—Saturated solution.
Copper SuljJuilr. -Dissolve 1 i>art of tho mb

In lu parts of water.
Calcium ( hloride. Dissolve I part of the salt

In * parts of water.
S>*Uum Carl*mute. Used largely In blowpipe

work. l>ed as purchased; buy the C. I’.

htrrout Sulphate. -The solution Of this salt

dors not keep well, so It should be prepanxl as

rvqulred for use. by dissolving I pin t of the
salt In 8 parts of water.
Sodium Hotair. Used In blowpipe work.

Get the' pure crystallized salt.

Sodium- Ammonium Ptumphntc. This Is the
mlcrocosmic salt. It is used In a dry state for
blowpipe wurlt.
Fertoue suli/htdr.— Use as purchased.
Metallic Zbie.-Use the granulated nine.
Potmvtum Chlorate.—Vtv as purchased.
Starch Ponte Is also used extensively. It

should be kept In tin or a salt mouth, and only
made up ns wanted.

Sirups rllla.—

L Sassafras bark bruised 1 lb.

locorice root bruised 7 ot-
Water 2Hgal.
fhlof sassafras mdrm.
Oil of wlntergrocn 2 drm.
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Burglar-Proofing Your Home the
Poor Man’<; Wav For a mechanifal bur«tor aUrm * >°ur UUI Vial I O way should consider lhe ctarelte pack sized

As conditions become worse, burglaries

will increase. Poorer people will become

victims of burglaries as food and other

necessities are burglarized, whereas

luxuries for resale have been the usual

goals of burglars.

The most common burglar alarm is a

dog. But the average dog is the smart

burglar’s best friend. This dog barks at

cats, other dogs, passersby and anything

else it can imagine. Its yelping actually

hides the noise of the burglar’s entry.

Furthermore, the owner gets so used to

the dog’s crying Wolf that he pays no

attention when the real Wolf appears.

Such a dog ought to be pul to sleep. It’s

not worth its food and it could cost you

your property and even your life. Gel rid

of it unless it is such a loving pet you

can’t. In that case, take it to the vet and

have its vocal cords cut. To a dog. that’s

no worse than a tonsillectomy and it soon

adjusts to iU quietude.

If you don’t already have a dog. get a

Bisenji. A little larger than a Beagle, the

Bisenji can’t bark and is the most

intelligent of the species. It has been bred

as a hunter and protector since its first

recorded appearance in ancient Egypt.

When the home is being visited by a

burglar, the Bisenji will simply, sit there

quietly until the fool has made his entry

and then will tear him to pieces. Yet. this

brainy dog is no problem to legitimate

visitors.

alarms designed for women to carry in

their purses against snatchers. A loop is

around the woman's wrist and when the

purse is snatched, a ring at the end of the

loop is pulled from the alarm and a very

loud, battery operated horn screeches

continuously. Unless he knows no one is

around, the snatcher will invariably drop

the noisy purse without even opening it.

These little alarms can be placed

strategically around the home as in the

diagrams. They are cheaper, costing

under $5. and just as effective as the

more expensive anti-burglar systems.

They are advertised all over and arc

generally carried by lock shops and auto

supply stores.

My favorite anti burglar device is the

hydrochloric acid goody, described in

THE POOR MAN’S JAMES BOND. I

have adapted it to home protection and it

is cheap and harmless.

First buy a gallon of hydrochloric acid,

also called muriatic acid and swimming
pool acid. It is used to kill algae in pools

and can be bought
.
cheaply in

supermarkets in areas having swimming
pools. You can also buy it in hardware
stores where it is sold for cleaning excess

grouting off tiled surfaces, cleaning

cement, etc.

Hydrochloric acid reacts with alum
inum to produce dark, noxious clouds of

chlorine gas. They would be poisonous

except that a person smelling it suffers so

much in his nose that he will flee before

inhaling enough to cause injury.

From a laundromat get some 12 to 16

oz. thick plastic detergent bottles. The
reaction produces heat and the thinner

plastic bottles melt before the reaction is

complete.

Put about an inch of hydrochloric acid

in the bottle. Don't be afraid of getting a

whiff of the acid’s fumes while you’re

working with it. When I talk before police

rookie classes I demonstrate it by having

the men walk through the gas reacting on

the aluminum. 1 believe this would be a

lot cheaper and better than the crowd

control gasses they use. Anyway, as I

said before, you couldn’t stick around to

sniff enough to hurt you unless you were
tied up. So don’t panic if you catch a whiff

or two while making the devices.

Any aluminum will do for the reaction.

It can be powder, grain, filings gotten by-

holding an aluminum pipe to . grinding

wheel, shredded from foil or cut in pieces

from a TV dinner tray. It must, however,

be fine enough not to bunch up in the

Akobo). 16* 2 i«.

Boil the sassafras nn>l licorice in tin- »mi-r
half un hour. Strain through tlanncl. I hen add
the sirup. Dissolve the oils In the alcohol, and
add them *o the sirup. Agitub- the luixtuiv
finely.

2. .tper’a.—Ayer's formula rot inuking iwou-
parllla.-

Fluid extract of annuipardtu,
Vitiut «*t tract *r llltnirtti

.3
"J

OX.
aif

Fluid extract yellow dock.,,.
i • .•»

. a OZ.
Fluid extract Mayspplo... . 3 oz.
Sugar
Potassium Iodide
Iron iodide

..1
•HI
lo

oz.
Kill.

Krn.

Mlx them.

Mate, Artificial Writing.-Fine sand. 41

pans; lampblack. 4 parts
;
boiled llnseod nr cot-

ton seed oil. & parts, boll thoroughly together.
Reduce the mixture by adding spirits of tur-

Ktloe. so that It may be easily applied to a
i piece of pasteboard. CJIve Ibrcxi coats,

drying brtweeu each oo«t; finish by rubbing
smooth, with a piece of oottoo waste, soaked
la spirits of turpentine. Makes excellent mem-
orandum books, etc.

stalulnir.—Ordsiri, lo fitain.—All the
carlrtlrs of grass ore routed on their sur-
faces with n uistrrlsl resembllug glass— a
bard. iDipcucI table substance, and which la

very visible on common cane. On Ibis ac-

count It Is with difficulty that the dyer can
Impart any great variety of color to such
materials, and It srconnfg for the little vu-
rlety of color lhat Is seen In the straw bat
trad,- Were It not for It- ‘a difficulty. It la

more than probable that straw hoiiuela
would he seen In all I he colors of the ralu-
bow Although Ihe colors are by no means
bright, yel It Is possible lo alaln grasses
sufficiently for many . namental purposes
Many of the grasses are so exceedingly beau-
tiful In form that (hey are frequently gath-
ered. and. whin dry, are made up Into pielty
ornatnenta for the sitting room If. how-
ever, some of Ihe specimens are nld at II-

noisily colored when grouped together, they
have rather a somber appearance, owing to

I heir aatactless of tint, a llllle variety of
color mi) l«- imparled thus:

lllur U given bv dipping llir grasses Into a
boiling hot solution of Indigo In sulphuric
acid.
A light blue can la- given by diluting wltli

water the above solution to Ibo desired
•hade.

Yellow la Imparled by steeping I be glass
In a trolling decoction of tuitm-rlc-

Ked. by boiling shreds of scarlet cloth In

water containing a little alum
Green la Imparted by placing Ihe grass

Ira; lu a hoi solution of aulpliale of copirvr,

and then In a hath of common soda In water,
and also dyeing the grass first blue and then

. .
Itlsck and alate colors are Plod need by

flrat dipping the grass lu a dciwtlon of
logwood, and afterward In a solution of sul-

phate of Iron IMIier tints nre procured by
varying the bath with prunslate of potash,
chromate of Potash. Brar.ll wood, archil, and
tnsny other chemicals

1‘aprr and 1‘urr.htufHl, to Slain —Blue—
Stain It green with the verdlgrla stain, and
bmob over with a solution of pearlnsh (2 on.

to ihe plutr till It becomes blue.
Green and Bed Involve verdigris In

vinegar, and brush over the hot solution un-
til of a proper color.
Orange Brush over with a Uriel lire of

turmeric, by liifualiig an ounce of Ihe root
In I pi MO per cent alcohol: let this dry.
and give another coat of psarlsah solution,
made by dissolving 2 oz. of the salt In I ijt-

mat*r.
l’urple.— Brush over with the expressed

Juice of ripe privet berries: then go over
the work several times with a decoction of

logwood; when dry give a cost of potassium
carbouatr solution <1 drm to 1 i|t.). Cover
evenly.

Yellow.— Brush over wlllt tincture of tur-

meric. Add snnstto or dragon’s blood to

the tincture. Brush over as usual.

Steel, Thl u, to Prrforalc.-Hokv lu hard
stool may to- mudo with nitric acid.

#
I\i apply
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mouth of the plastic bottle when the

device is activated.

With the hydrochloric acid in the

plastic bottle, put a couple of ounces of

aluminum in two plastic bags, one nested

inside the other. Then tie the mouths of

the plastic bags over the mouth of the

plastic bottle. Just make sure no
aluminum falls into the bottle Then tie a

string to the end of the bags.

The reason for two bags is that the

bags are so thin singly that one bag
permits the acid fumes to escape. The
hest bags are those vegetable hags you

find in rolls in the supermarket.

Pul the bottle, with the hag hanging to

one side, on some shelf in the room. Fix

the siring on the plastic bag to a nail

directly above the bottle. Put a piece of

cardboard under the bottle with a piece

of black string tied to it and strung across

the room about thigh level where an

intruder would be sure to walk into it.

Don't forget to pul t plastic bucket under

the place where the bottle will fall.

When the burglar walks into the

string, the cardboard moves the bottle off

the edge of the shelf and hangs from the

plastic bag and dangles over the plastic

bucket. The aluminum then falls from the

plastic bag into the bottle. I Most likely,

the burglar wouldn't even know he hail

tripped the device.) In about a

half minute the reaction begins and the

gas fills the bag, accumulating quite a lot

before the bag bursts. The room is

immediately filled with gas and the

terrified and tormented burglar gets out

of there faster than he got in.

If you are home at the time you can

just walk through the gas. breathing no
more than necessary, and open some
doors and windows. In a few minutes the

place will he aired out. The plastic bucket

will have caught the bottle when the bag

broke so there is no mess to clean up.

As simple as it is, you really should

lest this before you set it and leave it

The most common thing that can go
wrong with this device is that the

aluminum is not fine enough and will

bunch up in the mouth of the bottle

instead of fulling through into the

hydrochloric acid.

One way of testing the principal is with

large sized balloons. Buy a package of

giant balloons, sold in supermarkets for

95c for 45 big balloons or 10c for one

bigger balloon in the dime store. Put

aluminum in the balloon and hydrochloric

acid in the plastic bottle. Tie the balloon

over the mouth of the bottle, otherwise

the balloon w ill come loose and fly off.

Balloons would be ideal in every

circumstance except the acid fumes

corrodes rubber and makes balloons

ineffective after about two hours. You
could put a piece of plastic bag over the

bottle's mouth, then put the balloon over
that. Then when you wanted to use it you
could punch in your finger, breaking the

plastic but not harming the rubber. That
way you could carry the device for hours

before testing it. Of course, if you make it

at home and carry it directly to the noisy

bar or wherever you mean to test it. the

rubber will still be good for about an
hour.

When you are in the target area, put

the device under your table or chair and

upend the balloon so that the aluminum

pours down into the acid. Then, get up

and leave before the reaction starts. You

can just move to another seal if you want

to see the fun close up.

When the reaction begins, the balloon

will expand, accumulating a tremendous

amount of the dark gas. Then there will

he a loud bang, the gas will Till the room

and instant panic will be yours to watch

and enjoy. Unless your victims are

passed out from strong drink and

debauchery there should be no injuries or

damage and you can feel justifiably

proud.

If you are going away on vacation the

hydrochloric acid aluminum device should

serve, but possibly you want to teach the

burglar a real lesson.

In this case, you would put sulphuric

acid in the plastic bottle# a couple of

ounces of potassium or sodium cyanide in

the plastic bag. iThc making of these

cyanides Is described in THE POOH
MAN'S JAMES BOND).

After the bag bursts, sending the

cyanide gas broadcast throughout the

room, the intruder will drop dead as

quickly and as surely as if he had tried to

burglarize the San Quentin gas chamber.

For this reason, you would not use this

method while you were staying in the

house.

When you return home and find a

corpse on your living room floor you will

really appreciate this clever device. Then
remove all the parts of the device and lift

the burglar's wallet and any other

valuables and call the police.

I told all this to a police captain and he

said there would be little likelihood of any
charges against the householder. After

all. you come home and find a burglar's

corpse. Heart attack? O.D.? Even if they

suspected; even if they knew you were

capable of such a thing, what could they

prove? You were out of town and he

didn't bekng in your home. If they

somehow knew he was gassed, who
gassed him and how. could never be

proved.

II, cover tbo steel plate, nt the place where you
wish the hole, with a thick Inver of roellod wax

;

when oold make a bolo in U>c wax of thoslzo
you want the bolo In the plate; then put on
cue or more drop* of stroug iiltrlo acid leavo
It on for aome Umo ; wash off with water, and,
If not oaten through, apply other drops of tho
aanic liquid, and continue this until tbo plate la
perforated.—JronnumtKr.

Stumps of Tree*, to Destroy.- In tho
fall bor>- a bolo In the center of tbo Slump,
about IS In. dorp, and 1 to I* In. in diameter.
Put ID atoms ox. aaltprter. aud till the holo
wtih water; plug It up tight. In tho spring,
u>ko cut tho plug. pour in S or 10 or. iwlrolc-
iiiu. ignite, ami the Hump will amuldiT, but
not blaze, to tho extromitlas of tho roots, leav-
ing only aslu*. Dynamite Is also extensively
used.

Storm Glaa»ra,—Dissolve 10 grin. Of
camphor. 5 grin, of wilt peter. :» grm. of wit
ammoniac. In 105 grin, of alcohol U*o per
e*nt.i and 45 grm. of distilled water. After
(Dieting. All gT.s« tubes S cm wide and 50
m long with ihla solution. cork up well

below and strove, seal and tlx on boards by
mi-ini of wire, similar to barometers. Tho
changes of the aolutnm signify the follow-
ing; Clear liquid, bright weather; crystals
at bottom, thick air. frost In winter; dint
liquid rain; dim liquid with small stars,
thunder storms ; large flakea. heavy air, over-
cast »ky. snow In winter; threads in upper

Krtlon of liquid, windy weather ;
small

la, damp weather, fog; rlalng flukes which
remain high, wind In the upper air regions;
small -ibis In winter on blight sunny day.
allow In car or two dags The higher tho
crystals rise In the glass tube In winter,
the colder It will be. Vrio.fc t.'r/lndunfftn
wad £t/<iA>in«ra.

St» piles, llirmiwtatk*. ,Sul-t«n«i» which
arrtat local 1Hording. Creosote, tannin or tan-
nic arid, strong spirit, alum, aulphaUi of iron,
and moat of the astringent "alt* and other us-
tring. nl •uludaiuxa, ta-long to this class The
following an- a few propanttlnnanf thl* kind

;

Ham-Mat* Po*<der, .Styptic /-ov-dcr.

I. Alum (In One powder) 1 part.
Gall nut* (In flue powder) I part.

S
um arable (In fine powder),..... 1 part,
um benzoin (in Hne powder). ... I part,

2. Gulbourt-—
Charcoal (In One powder) I pari.
Gum arable (In flno powder) I part.
Mroln tin line powder! « part*.

a. Mlalhe.—
Alum (powdered) I part,
GumtrHgaeanth I part.
Tannin (Unnlo BOM) I part.

Used to atop local bleeding, a little being
sprinkled or prewwd on tbo part.

Tattoo Marks, to HemoT*.— Make a
maaa. the consistency of dough, with sali-
cylic acid and glycerine; apply to the tattoo
marks and confine with n compress and
trips of adhesive plaster for one week.
Then remove the layer of epldermla over
the marks and applv salicylic acid and glyc-
erine as before. It may he necessary to
repeat three time, but unualty the neconn ap-
plication removes the marks

Tattooing, to Remote.- 1. The opera-
tion I* performed by applying nitric acid with
the stopper of the bottle m better ln*trunieot
would I*- a glass rod |M>:nUd, lo carry the
acid), Juki sufficient to cover the slain, so as to
avoid making a larger scar than needful, tho
add to remain about one and a half mlnuteo,
until the rufli. rrro 1* |>c-n<.trated and a
crusted appearance shown, then washed off
with dean cold water. In a few days after
this treatment a scab forma, which contains
tbe tattoo mark or slain: remove it. and
should inflammation supervene, poultice and
bathe with warm water. In this way the skin
with tlie stain is not only removed almost pain-
Irmly, but the mine acid at the same time, to a
certain extent, seems to decolorize the stain.

Of course large tattoo marks, greatly extend-
ing over tbe surface, must necessitate tbo
operation being performed differently.
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Simple Protection Against Muggers

You have probably seen advertized

these goodies which answer yes or no

when dangled over a board. They are

usually a rod with a string attached and

with a smull weight hanging from its end.

To use, you just hold the rod in your

hand with your elbow resting on the table

and ask the Mystical Prognosticator a

question. If the weight swings in a circle,

your answer is yes. but if it swings back

and forth the answer is no. It starts

swinging in about a half minute and will

definitely swing in a circle or back and

forth, depending on your question.

Now. I need my questions answered the

same as anybody else. Wanting to make
my own Mystical I V»gnoslicator. I bought
a clear plastic (not white! Bic pen. some
Twtoi's plastic cement, a one ounce
fishing sinker and some nylon twine.

With a pair of pliers clamped to the

metal point. I fint pulled out the ink tube.

'Ihen I stuck a 16 inch piece of nylon

twine through the pen shell. I then lapped

the end of the twine owr the shell

opening and inserted the nozzle of the

glue tube. After 3 good squirt of glue in

the pen shell and cap. I put the pen cap
over the shell, clamping the end of the

twine securely over the end of the shell. I

then snipped off the excess twine

protruding out from under the cap.

Next I tied a large knot in the twine

just above where the sinker would be to

hold it near the end. Then I put on the

sinker and lied a large knot there and

also crimped the edge of the sinker hole

with a pliars so it would not crowd its

way over the knot and fall off. The

finished item should be about 15 inches

overall from the sinker to the end of the

pen cap.

I carry my Mystical Prognosticator in

my jacket or shirt pocket. A lady can sew

i. Dr. Varlot. of Ok, Paris biological Society,
advise* tbo following method: Tattoo the
shin. ID the usual way. with a concernrated
solution of tannin. following the original do-
elan. Then apply a crayon of nitrate ot silver
until tbo part tattooed with the tunri|n black.

on such a pocket or wear only upper

garments which have one.

Aside from answering many baffling

questions. I find my Mystical Prognosti-

cator is also a guardian against those who
might harm me. All I need do when faced

by an aggrevsor is grasp the pen cap and
flick the sinker out at his head.

The human skull is a poor thing and a

smartly flicked Mystical Prognosticator

will cause the sinker to penetrate the

skull with lethal force.

The aggressor would not be aware of

his danger until too late, therefore,

anyone can use it; even little old ladies,

bless them. Being unaware, the

MKTVssor's skill with a knife or even his

reaction time with a gun. would be

inadequate to protect him from one

carrying a Mystical Prognosticator.

I .eat some Liberal scum charge that

the Mystical Prognosticator is a

concealed weapon. I hasten to say. "pish

and tush". Is a pet rock, removed from

the pocket and hurled into the face of an

attacker a concealed weapon? Rockey is

only doing his job. Is a heavy ring of keys

similarly used a concealed weapon?
Nonsense!

The Mystical Prognosticator is a

psychic revelator and its use against an

attacker could only be regarded as

defensive and incidental to its actual

purpose. So don't fear the law in this

instance.

A Hand Hoe

A hand hoe. especially adapted for
weeding or cultivating small truck,
particularly onions, can be made of a
piece of hard wood. % by in. by A
ft. long, and a piece of old bucksaw
blade. A blade. 18 in. long and 2 in.

until tbo part tattooed with tbo lunnln black-
en*. wipe off exceaaof moisture and allow
matters to take their own c-ounte. Slight pain
continue* for two to four day*, ami after two
montha the cicatrix which nwulta will almost
disappear.— A mrntau

8. These are t**t removed by the following
plan: Wash tbo part thoroughly with common
dilute acetic acid. Half an hour later use-

Osustlc potash 4 grn.
Water. 1 ot

After the lapse of another half hour, use—
Dilute hydrochloric acid 1 drm.
Water 1 ot

This should be repeated dally. Stronger so-
lutions may* tie used. If they can bo bornu.

«. It Is said that milk i>i l.-kcl under the skin
In tbo name way as the luk was originally ap-
plied will change the blue color to red and
finally cause It to disappear.

t. A writer in the Ihtmual .Vetm Iim stated
that If the tattooing l* performed with some
carbonaceous matter, the marks can be made
to disappear by being Hrst well rubbed with a
salve of pure acetic acid and lard, then with a
solution or potash, and finally with hydroetalo-
no arid. A dermatologist should bo consulted If

Possible.

Terplne.—If oil of turpentine 1s left for a9 tlmo In contact with a mixture of lUtrlo
aud alcohol, crystals of terplne form. Jlyacid and aloobol, crystals of terplne form. Jly

boiling an aqueous solution of (orpine with a
small quantity of sulphuric or other add. for-
plnole is formed, and may ho separated by dls-
tlllailou. It has the odor of byaclntha.

Transferrin *.— , runltrning /’(clurr*,
"rinfs. .fr In order to transfer prints of
•’srlou* kind- to glims, wood. etc.. s»sk them
for s short time In a solution of 10 parts
>f pui n *.iu in hydrate In 00 part, of .alcohol
(mure or le.ni Till# procedure Is tu soften
the varnish in the printer's Ink Alter rlna.
Ing In pure water the print Is placed face
down on the plate which la (o receive the
plrture or print, covered with n dry sheet
and then pressed with squeegee or In a let-

ter preaa
Colored prints nre painted over with a

rotorlm*. sticky varnish, pressed against the
object Intended to receive them, and, when
dry. the paper Is removed by rubbing 'can-
tlmmly with nn aqueous solution of potash.
Some years ago a French typographical

Brnnl gave the following curloti. process
the reproduction of any printed design

whatever—pictures, printed pages, etc The
paper to receive the reproduction |. treated

BUS. Mu.hN
*• • H«d.oc4 Handle

wide, bent into a loop is attached with
bolts to the handle.

paper to receive the reproduction I. treated
with the following, which la applied with
a sponge, or, preferably, with n soft, fiat

brush :

Gelatine to parts
Ferric chloride 22 parts.
Tartaric acid in parts.
Zinc sulphate 10 parts.
Distilled water 400 parts

Mix In the dark, and keen In s deep,

orangecolored glass bottle (an ordinary
bottle, tightly covered with n heavy, yel-

low-eolored paper, and kept In a close paste-

board box. will answer!. ibe coating
•hould be applied In a dark place, and the
paper dried in the dark. When dry. place
the design on the coated surface, and bring
Into close contact. I’Uce on a sheet of
glass, cover with another, clamp together,
and expose to the direct rays of the aun
ntll the yellow cover of the surface Of
the sensitive paper la blenched to a white,
beniove from light, and develop by leaving
for three or four minutes In the following

:

Gallic acid 2 parts.
Al.-ohol 7 parts.
Distilled water 100 parts.

If left exposed exactly the right length of
time, the lines will appear on a white
ground of an intensely black color. If ex-
posed too long, they will become more or
leas gray.—/’hartnaccuffcaf Era.
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Amateur Mechanic’s Combination Lathe
Mechanics 1913From Popular

The thing most desired by a young
mechanic is a lathe, but the cost of

these machines is usually too high to

be considered by the average boy. and
consequently he is hampered in exe-

cuting more difficult work. The com-
bination lathe shown in the illustra-

tion comes as near filling the wants
of most boy mechanics as could be
wished, the attachments making it

more than a lathe so that various kinds

of work other than turning may be

accomplished. The materials neces-

sary arc few. and,

outside of a few
parts, it can
constructed by the

average boy at

home with ordi-

nary tools.

T h e material

used for the con-

struction of the

frame consists of

either well sea-

soned oak or ma-
ple, 2% in. wide
and 1 */j in thick.

These timbers can
be purchased
surfaced o n
all sides, and
they must be
straight a n d
true to size.

The lengths to

cut the pieces

arc given on
the general drawing. The end standard

at the hcadstock is cut to the full

length so that the upper end is used
as a bearing for the hcadstock spindle.

A vise jaw. about 2Va ft- long and of

the same kind and dimension material

as the frame, is attached with screws

made of bolts on the standard, at the

tailstock end of the lathe. The feet

arc made of two boards for each stand-

ard, and are of the same material as

the frame and % 'n - thick After cut-

ting the pieces to the right length.

Wood. to Transfer Prints to .—First varn-
ish the wood once with white hard varnish,
then cot off the margin* of the print which

lied paper. Wet theshould be on unsli back

making sure that the ends are square,

and boring the holes to receive the

bolts snugly, they are put together,

the horizontal pieces for the ways and
feet at perfect right angles to the up-

rights This will insure the parts run-

ning freely in the finished machine^ All

bolts should be supplied with a washer
under both head and
nut. and the nuts
drawn up tightly.

The headstock ex-

tends 7 in. above the

upper surface of the

ways, thus making a

swing of 12 in. One
of the standards of the

headstock is the exten-

sion of the lathe stand-

ard. as previously men-
tioned

;
the other stand-

ard being cut 9*4 in.

long and attached with
bolts between the ways
in the same manner as

the lathe standards are

fastened. A block. 3
in. long, is fastened be-

tween these standards

to aid in hold-

i n g them
rigid. T h c

bearings f o r

t h e spindle,

which is a

>iecc of steel.

Th« Mala Ambition of a Boy Muhaaic >• «•

ed paper.
of It with a apong* and water, using enough
water to saturate the paper, but not so aa
to be watery on the printed side. Then,
with a Bat camera hair brush, glTe It a
coat of transfer f alcohol i varnish on the
printed side, and apply It Immediately., vara-
lahed »*de downward, on the woodwork,
placing a sheet of paper on It and pressing
It down evenly with the hand till every
part adheres. After standing a short time,
gently rub away the back of the print with
the Ungers, till nothing hut a thin pulp re-

mains. It may require being wetted again,
before all that will come (or rather ought to
cornel off Is removed. Great care Is re-

quired In this operation, that the design or
printed aide be not disturbed. When this Is

done and quite dry, give the work a coat of

white bard varnlan. and It will appear us If

printed on the wood.
Uoto S'etcspaprr Pictures can be Trans-

.— Prepare a liquid by dissolving 1U
common yellow soap In 1 pt. of hot

water, adding, when nearly cold. 814 n. »z.

plrlts turpentine, and shaking thoroughly
together. This fluid Is applied liberally to
the surface of the printed matter with a
•oft brush or sponge (being careful oot to
amear the Ink. which aoon becomes softened)
and allowed to soak for a few minutes:
then well damp the plain paper on which
the tranafrr la to be made, place It upon
the engraving and subject the whole to

moderate prcuure for about one minute.
On separating them a reversed transfer will
be found on the

• • »"

pu
*4 in. in diam-
eter and about

9 in. long, are made in the upper ends
of the standards in the following
manner:
A I Win- square is laid out on the

upper end of each standard, with its

center exactly over the center for the

shaft, and the wood is cut out to make
a square hole, which should be slightly

tapering one way or the other toward
the center of the standard, to hold the

babbitt metal used for the bearing. A
%-in. hole is bored, vertically down
from the upper end of each standard

and in the center, to meet the square

hole. This is used as a gate for pour-

ing the melted metal in and later to

make an oil hole. Prepare pieces ot

cardboard to hold the melted metal

in the square holes while it cools, by
cutting them about 2 in. square and
making a hole in the center of each. *4

in. in diameter. Two of the^e pieces

are held between the two standards
while the shaft is run through them

p»l*.r

•Venom.—A nno of psiciiiiMrtC pr
panxl from the skins of calve*. kids and Iami
The akin* »tw limed, shaved, washed arwashed
stretched In hoops or other frames, where
are aersped and trimmed with tho currier’s

fleshing knife, and next earef ully rubbed down
with pumice atone: they are lastly polished
with finely powdered chalk or frnh alaked
lime, and then dried. A green color Is given
with m solution of crystalllcod verdigris to
which a little cream of tartar and nitric acid
have been added, and a blue color with a solu-
tion of Indigo. The surface Is often finished
with white of < gg. and subsequent friction.

The skins of sheep am commonly used for
such men t. those of goat* and wolves for
drum heads.

Vermin, to bxterraluale.
IVrmlnfn Water .- do to tho nearest river or

pood, and with a small net <» piece of old
mosquito bar will do), collect a down or more
of the small fishes known as minnows, and put
them In your cistern, and In a short time you
will have clear water, the wlggletalls and red-
dish -colored bugs or lice being gobbled up by
the fishes.

Vermin on Trees and Plants, to Destroy,-'Tho
solution obtained by agitating together a
quantity of water and recently alaked lime,
and permitting the mixture to stand for a few
hours In u covered viwael. la said to be excellent
for this purpose, and very cheap. It may lie

sprayed on and around tho twigs, using a small
syringe with a finely perforated rose nozzle. A
decoction of the dried leaves of tho sumac tree
is also Mid to preserve vines and plants from
the attacks of Insects The application must

»ted occasionally. Besides these.

and the square holes. Paint the parts

of the shaft used in the bearing with

thick white lead, or wrap it with one
thickness of writing paper, then line

it up perfectly parallel with the ways
in both directions and tack the card-

hoard pieces to the standards. Place

the remaining two cardboard disks on
the ends of the shaft and tack them to

the standards also. Place putty over
all the edges and pour melted babbitt

bo reposted oocsalonally. Besides these, sul-

alkaline sulphides, cslclum sulphcMWr-
e. etc., are used with satisfactory results

End of section. The
entries under W,X,Y
and Z were of no
interest or were
covered elsewhere,
such as under Yeast.

w
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place. The extending threaded end of

the bolt is then supplied with two nuts,
one on each side of the wheel hub.
and a short piece of pipe is slipped on,
to make a bearing over the threads.

One of the spokes is drilled and a pin
inserted and fastened to receive the
upper end of the pitman from the

treadle. The wheel i> adjusted on
the shaft with the nuts on each side of

the hub that its face runs
with the pulley on the heu' I be
wheels are connected with a I -in.

leather bcit.

The treadle consists of a frame built

up of boards and swung in the centers

at both ends on *}«-in. steel rod*, for

bearing pins, the bearings being nude

of wood standards with -%-in. holes

bored in them to receive the pins. The
pitman is made id wood, its length
lieing determined by measurement of

the distance between the crank pin

and the treadle-arm end when both

are at their lowest point

The slide for the rest consists of a

1-in. square steel bar. about 10 m long,

having a bole drilled in one end and
threads cut with a %-in. lap. The
rest used in this hole is made of a * -j-in.

rod. threaded on one end and bent at

right angles on the other. The clamp-

ing device for the slide is made of two
bars. 1 in by in

,
fastened to the

square bar and extending down be-

tween the wavs with sufficient ends

Other Man Powered Lathes
Pole-ldUin. A lulltriii uli i'll Hi .k oij.

|»rti"l I h'
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non i v iilm - uii
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niiriiifj-tiiir mi tin* t»i.n II 1
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din ..tlnii •tuM.Uril. TW •• .t

Knight s Mechanical Dictionary 1 872

Vlg 2S30. V'l'i

;

Polt* Ijxthf
( Afrita )

beneath to attach a wooden clamp
block and cam with a handle. This
construction i>- clearly shown in the

drawing. If only a lalhc is required,

the machine would be complete as now
described, but t lie other attachments
illustrated will greatly add to its use-

fulness and the owner will be well re-

paid by making them.

Attachment!

One table is used for the’ circular
saw, planer head, sunder, and jig saw.
and it is attached on top of the head-
stock and uilstock standards with
bolts, run through the back edge of
the board and the ends of two brackets
which are screwed to the back edge
of the inner standards. Thumb nuts

is to aid in making
the change quickly. More than one
hole i> provided in the back edge of
the board, so that the tail lock bracket
. an occupy the right position for the
sandcr planer head, as the case may
be The holes in the bracket ends
should be somewhat larger than the
bolt, to allow tilting of the table. An
adjusting screw <- substituted for the
rest, so that the table can be raised or
lowered to suit the work in hand.

Hie circular saw is 5 in." in diameter
and should have line teeth. It is placed
. n the spindle threads against the nut,

and held there with another nut and
washer on the end of the spindle. The
table is attached over the saw, and the
spindle i> driven at a high speed.

I he planer head is made of a wood
blo< k, 9 in long and 2 ;

‘i in square. A
s -in hole i> bored through one way

near each end. as shown in the draw-
ing. and two steel knives, with l,fc-in.

holes coinciding with the %-in. holes
hi the wood, arc made and attached
with their edges opposite or projecting

diagonally from the corners. The holes

in the knives being larger than the
bolts, makes the knives adjustable for

setting the cutting; edges. These knives
may be made from an old MW blade,

ground to si/c and one edge beveled
and sharpened A brass plate, with
holes to tit the Spur center, is fastened

in the center oi the block, on one end,

and the other is centered for the cup
f the tailstock screw The adjusting

screw f..r the tabic is used to regulate

the cut.

The sandcr is constructed of a wood
piece, in long and 3-% in. in diameter.
A gri ove is cut in one side of the
rounding surface to admit the ends of
the abrasive which may be fastened

there with tacks.

An emery wheel can be used on the



For holding automobile engines from
(heir chassis, lifting bodies, and other
heavy work, an automobile repairman uses
the hoisting arrangement shown in the
drawing. The main structure is of wood,
with a piece of heavy 1-in. pipe supported
on wooden bearings, parallel with the
horiiontaJ crosspiece. An eyebolt, to
which one end of the hoisting chaio it

attached, is fattened to the center of the
pipe. An old wagon wheel is pinned to
the .outer cod of the pipe and provides a
means for turning the pipe and winding
up the chain. This arrangement produces
a powerful leverage. A holdfast for retain-

ing the hoist in any position is provided
by a short chain and hook fastened to the
woodwork, the hook being slipped over

one of the spokes in the manner shown.
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spindle in the same manner as the cir-

cular saw. Procure a wheel, 5 in. in

diameter with a 1 --in face and having
a lead center. The hole should he
bored out and tapped to tit the threads
on the lathe spindle, and to have the

grinding surface run true, this work
should be done in a lathe by a
machinist.

The drawings show the construction
of the jig-saw attachment. The stand-

ard on which the arms arc pivoted is

made of a •
<
f.-in. bolt, threaded for its

entire length and with a groove cut in

the head and nut to receive the arm

pivots. A locknut is used beneath the

notched nut to hold the adjustment.

Two nuts and washers arc used near

the center of the bolt for clamping the

attachment to the table. The pivots

are made of sheet metal, bent and
drilled as shown The small projec-

tion at each end of the edge is raised

slightly by hammering the corner of

the metal. These projections prevent

the arms from sliding sideways. The
clamps for holding the ends of the saw
blades are easily made of thin sheet

steel, or brass, with a ,*4 -in. boll and
washer at the end for the damp. The
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tension of the blade is secured by a

piece of wire, an eyebolt and a thumb
nut. connecting the rear ends of the

arms as shown. The frame is driven

by the spur center. The pins arc re-

moved from the center and a Vi-in. pin

is inserted in one of the holes so that

it will project •';« in. The pin runs in

a slot cut in a brass plate that is at-

tached to the lower arm.
Very serviceable tools can he made

of discarded tiles by grinding them to

shape on the emery wheel Always
use a hue whetstone to finish the edge
on a woodworking tool.

How to Make See-Through Mirrors
The FBI used the see through mirror in

"The House On 97th Street". Most guys

who learn to make these mirrors claim

they want them for surveillance of

America’s enemies, like the FBI and CIA.
When you learn to make such a spy

mirror you will probably run right out

and buy a motel and a roll of film. I don’t

care what kind of sickie you are as long

as you send me some of the prints.

First, you want the right glass.

Window glass may not be smooth enough.

You should go to your local mirror shop

and buy a pane of glass prepared for

mirroring.

To make the first of two needed
mirroring solutions, dissolve five grams
of silver nitrate ibought at your local

photo supply store) in eight ounces of

distilled water. Then add ammonia with a

strength of 25 to 30°*>. drop by drop until

the solution starts to .darken Continue

dropping in the ammonia until the

solution becomes clear again. Then add
another four grams of silver nitrate and

stir with a glass rod until it dissolves.

Pour this mess into 20 ounces of distilled

water and filler it through two sheets of

filter paper into a bottle.

For the second solution, dissolve three

grams of Rochelle salt crystals (sodium

potassium tartrate) in one quart of

distilled water and boil in a glass or

porcelain vessel for two minutes. Then
add three grams of silver nitrate and boil

for two minutes more. Let the solution

cool and then filter it rtito a bottle. (The
solution bottles and everything you use

must be super clean and non-metallic as
any foreign substance could ruin the
work).

When both solutions are ready, the
silvering process can begin.

Clean the mirror glass thoroughly with
the best glass cleaner and flood it with
distilled water. Then hold the glass by

the edges and pour off the distilled water.

Then support the glass by the corners on
four drinking glasses on a level surface.

Put melted wax around the edge of the

glass to keep the silvering solution from

running off. Put a mirror beneath the

glass at an angle to permit observation of

the reflection of the silvering process so

that the silvering may be stopped at the

right moment.
Mix equal parts of both solutions, stir

quickly with a glass rod and pour

immediately into the center of the glass

so that it covers the entire surface. The

right film of silver will deposit on the

glass and the right degree of

transparency will be obtained in from 5 to

20 minutes, depending on the degree of

transparency wanted.

Then take the glass by the edges, tip

off the solution at one corner and then

flood with lukewarm distilled water and

let it drain off. When the mirror is dry.

pul a coat of clear spar varnish over the

silver deposit with a soft brush, being

careful n.X to damage the delicate film.

You can also spray it on and I don’t see

why a can of plastic spray wouldn’t be

just as good.

To further protect the silver film it is

suggested you put on another pane of

glass over the film and tape it around the

edges.

To use. the light must be on the side of

the mirror you want to see. The room you
are in must be dark.

If the mirror is hard to see through,

the silvering process has been continued

too long or the light difference between
the two sides of the mirror is not great
enough. Some practice with small mirrors

is advised before larger mirrors arc made
until you have the timing right.

The work should be done in a warm
room of about 80°F.

wwa u iur*-«a - w-a- *>—-*•

Iron straps, in addition to the bearings,

are provided, for supporting some of the

weight of the load on the pipe. The use-

fulness of this device is not confined to

the shop. It will be found exceedingly

handy around the farm, for lifting wagon
tops, or other heavy work.
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To Make Home-made Tal-
low Candles. Tallotv candles

aro mado in iwo different forma
;
tho mould

candlo ii tho tiwiert to make, but involve# tho
oxpenso of a mould mivdo expressly for Uso
purpose

;
tho dip caudle require*m >ro trouble,

but no apparatus to make it; the first cost,

however, of a candlo mould ij fullv compen-
sated for by tho superiority of tno candles

mado by it over thoso mado by dipping.

032. To Make Candle Wicka. The
wiuks oro composed of cotton yam (what is

known as So. 10 is a gjod sixo for tho pur-

pose): for candles of 8 to tbo pound, abouUO
threads, and for C to tho pound, about CO
threads of yarn should bo very loosely twisted
together. Tbo light from a tallow candlo
can bo improved iu clearness and brilliancy by
using small wicks which havo been dipped m
spirit of turpoulino and thoroughly dried.

033. To Mako Mould Candles. Tho
wicks aro secured in tho ceutro of each mould
by passing over thia sticks, ono of which is

laid over tho lop of tho mould (corresponding
to tho bottom of tho candlo), and tbo other
against tho bottom points of tho moulds. Tbo
cud of tbo twisted wick is fastened to tbo
stick on tho top of tho mould, and it drawn
by a piece of hooked wire, through each
mould m succession, leaving a loop ouUido

and ) mutton suet. If required fur summer uso
it will bo improved by hardening according to

receipts So. GOT or 610; it can, if needed, boIVVVI|IV> S”'I SM WW| II V tats, it

so hardened as to havo almost tho appearance

tho bottom points of tho mould ; tho loops
aro secured there by tho bottom stick passing
through them; tho wicks arc to bo drawn
tight and tbo last cud lied to tho upper slick.

Tho melted Ullow is then poured into tho
moulds aud allowed to stand about 0 hours in

a cool place, after which tho bottom stick

must bo taken out of tho loops, and tho can-

dlos withdrawn from tho moulds. Tbo tallow

should not bo healed much more than is no-
ceiwary to molt it.

034. To Mako Dip Candles. Dip can
dlos aro mado by looping a number of sepa-

rata wicks over a rod, and dipping thorn into

Tory liquid tallow, until tbo required thick-

uess is attained, allowing tho tallow which
ndhoron after each dipping to set or harden bo-

fore dipping again. Before tbo second dip. it

Is well to lay tbo wicks on a flat surface, and
straighten thorn, and a suitalilo contrivance
adopted for holding tho rod whilo drying bo-
twocn tho dips.

035. Tallow for Making Candles. A
good tallow for candlescon.isti of about i beef

038. To Harden Tallow by Capaccio-
ni’a Process. Melt lCOi p^rt. talfow, and
gradually stir iuto it 7 part* sugar of lead

Cously dissolved in water, bciug careful to
the mail con»uoUy agitated during the

process. Iu a few minutes dimmish tho beat,
and add IS pari, inccom: (powdered) with 1

part turpentine, keening the moss constantly
stirred a. before. Then allow tbo mixture to

remain warm uutil the inxdublo ports of the
inccnso scttlo to the bottom, usually several

hoors. By this process the sugar of lead sn
hardens the tallow that it yield* a material
Terr similar to tteariuc (*teoric acid), whilo

tho incenso improves iu odor. It is said that
tallow treated in this woy, when mado into
candlo*, will not gutter or run.

089. To Harden and Whiten Tallow
forSummer Uae. Gently boil tbo tallow

with the addition of a little beeswax, 1 or 2
hours a day for 2 days, in a suitable kettle,

adding weak lye and skimming often; cut it

cut of tbo pot when cold, and scrape off tbo
underneath soft portion, sddiur fresh but
weak lye before the second boiling. The
third day simmer, and skim it, in water con
tabling I pound of alum and I pound saltpe-

tre for each 30 pounds of tallow. When cold

it can be taken off the water for use. Tallow
thus treated will make good haul white can-

dles far summer purpvtoes.

040. To Hardon Tallow for Making
Candles. IJ.o I pound ol alum for each U
pound* of tallow. Dia-olvo tho alum in wa-
ter, then put in the tallow and stir until both
are melted together, then mu in moulds.
Candle i mado in this way will bo os bard and
white os wax.
041. To Harden Tallow with Resin.

To I pouud tallow take | pound common res-

in; melt Ibrm together, and mould tbo can-
dies the usual woy. This will givo a candle
of superior lighting power, end a* hard as a
wax candle; a rast improvement upon the
common tallow caadle, in all respects except

of atcariue. (.See A**. 638.)

030. To Make Lard Candloa. To every

8 pounds of lard add I ounce of nitric acid.

Having carefully weighed the lord, placo it

over a slow fire, or at Ica^t merely melt it;

then odd tho acid, and mould the same n» tal-

low ; this makes a clear, beautiful candle. A
small proportion of beeswax will mako them
harder.

037. To Hardon Tallow Candles.
Tho following mixtures for burdening lallow

caudles are patented in England. Tbo can-

dles ore Kucccssivcly and rapidly dipped, first

in Mixture I., which consists of steanc acid,

50 parts; tallow, 44 parts; camphor, 3 parts;

white resin. 2 part3
; and gam damur, 1 part.

When cool and bard they art-dipped into Mix-
ture II., which consist* of stearic acid, 70
parts; tullow, 24 parts; camphor. 3 parts;
white wax. 2 part*; gum dumar. 1 part; and
finally into Mixture III., which is coaqioscd
of fctcanc acid. 'JO parts; tallow. G parts;

camphor, 3 parts; white wax. 2 parts.

iug hoi between a wooden -lab and u wet table.

Larger wav candle- are m\ie by rolling a wick

into a alieel of wax. in a spiral of gradually increas-

ing diameter.

M'aa lafKtt at* mad* by drawing a string at a

regulated speed through a pm of melted wax.

The Rtfuniutioii greatly decreased the eoiisiimn-

tiun of wax candles and the keeping of bee*. In

the Castle of Wittenberg and it* church 3S.7S0
pound* of w*x light* were burned yearly. In the

u-g.lining of the fourteenth century, wax and tallow

eandlca were uncommon. Philip the Hald, Duke of

n- of the fourteenth century, wax and tallow

Candles are of lewal sarwtie* —
I. A*raj(iw ,- obtained from the distillation of

coal at a low heal, also from lignite, peat, and wood
Frequently combined in candles with apertn and

stearin' 8** P*»*r»l*f
1 Sptmauli. U easily of wax and -jerniaccti.

These are molded.
3. Omyon/u. Miitnre* of spermaceti, tallow,

with a little resin or «.i, in ranou. proportions

4. Snirtnc. In Jnne. 1923. Gay Lassie obtained

a patent in England for candles made of the Se.trsc

aexd af tallow, lard, or cotoannl oil

The fatty acids are saturated from the glycerine

by caiastic lira*, the fat, lime. and water being boiled

and stirred together until th* mature is fully sa-

ponified. The lime is then saturated by agitation

with dilute sulphuric add. which form* a aoiid sul-

phate of lime, and sets the fatty acids at bberty ; the

latter rise to the surface, and are decanted from the

a sediment The usees of lime are remixed by
mg in dilute sulphuric acid and then tn dear

water. The oleic acid u restored by placing the

mass in hag. and subjecting it to heat and prtuuif
in a hydraulic pens. The solid sCcaiic and tuarga-

nc acid* are farther pressed. purified. ashed white

in a heated conditio^ decanted, and run into mold*.
5. Tall**. These are ruoidni or dip]>d
e Polm-ad. This is obtained by bruising and

boiling from the fruit of the od piliu tfiiiu yainurn-

li*). It contain* about M ret cent of a odid white

fat known a. pWug.v. The oil is Uearhcd. com
pressed la woolen hags The solid nutter is melted,

decanted, a link wax added, and run into the molds
in the from-.-!

7. irorcradle* are noteasilymolded, and are there

fore prepared by |«unag w*» on aasfwnded wvks;
the cylindrical fona being afterwards gi«eu by roll-

marga-

run into the molds

Buigundy al-sut 1301, oBrred to St. Antony of

Vienne, foi the restoration of the health of his sick

son, a* rmnli wax as the Utter weighed, and was h-ld

to hare made a iinuiely oil- 1. Iu January. 177#,

II.M0 wax candies were lighted at once in thr cele-

bration of a fcait in the Electoral I'uUr of Dresden
Candle* which require no aniilfnig have slender

wires twisted in with the cotton of the wick. When
burning, the ton of the wick turns outward in such

a way a* to enable the oxygen of the ail to consumt

thr charred aulatanoe, winch it cannot do when in

the middle of the flame.

Night-light* are short thick caudles with »mall,

thin wicks
Machines are used for making candle- with an

inner .ore of soft e>r inferior Materia], such a. ullow,

and a -oatnig of hard or auperior substance, such aa

piiaftnr.

fVr¥r¥r¥rm

Sprout Seeds in

Your Incubator
Popular Mechanics 1925

The value of sprouted oats a* a green

food for poultry ha* long been recog-

niifd. but the difficulty of obtaining or

constructing an efficient tprouter ha* pre-

vented many spare-time noultrymcn from

making use of the knowledge.

Any poultryman who owns an incu-

bator that it not working during the

winter month* has at his command an

efficient device for sprouting oats. The
drawers are removed and extra strips are

temporarily tacked to the sides of the

incubator, on which the trays containing
the oats are placed. The trays are single

wooden frames covered on one side with

screen wire or burlap. About an inch of

space is allowed between each tray to

permit a free circulation of warm air.

The oat* arc moistened and placed in

the trays and the incubator lamp is lighted

and adjusted to maintain a temperature
of about 75® F. To prevent the oats from
drying out, pans of water should be placed

on the floor of the incubator and the
grain sprinkled each day.

If the various trays arc filled at inter-

vals of a day or so, the poultryman will

have a constant supply of green food for

his flock.

In placing the additional strips that are
necessary for supporting the trays, very

small brads or nails should be used, as

there will be very little weight upon the
strips, and their removal will not then be
so likely to mar the appearance of the

incubator.
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EATING GOOD BUT CHEAP
TO SAVE FOR THE MOVE

In this article I will describe two foods

which will save you hundreds of dollars

during your survival preparation year.

First, you must run to your friendly

Natural Food store and buy a

hand cranked grain mill; Corona or

Quaker City are the standards.

Whole grain is the basis for economy in

food. If you don’t cook it whole or sprout

it. you must have your own grinder.

From the Natural Food store you can

buy wheal, corn and rye for about 20c a

pound each. Try one pound of each grain.

Grind it finely and mix all three in one
batch.

This mixture makes fantastically

delicious griddle cakes I recommend first

trying it out as mush.

Put four ounces or one cup full and a

half teaspoon of salt in one cup of cold

water and stir it a minute until there arc
no lumps. This is because if you pour the

dry meal into boiling water it will be
nothing but lumps. Pour the cold mix into

two cups of boiling water and then lower

the heat. Stir it a couple of minutes and
set it off the fire and go do something
else for a few minutes while it thickens

and sets. Ilf you like fried mush, make it

up at night and slice and fry it in the

morning.)

Now you have over a pound of

fantastically nutritious food. It is actually

very tasty and is delicious with milk and
sweetening or with salt, margarine and
spices. It is very filling without being

stuffy and you will have a feeling of

boundless energy until lunchtime. This

one course breakfast also saves time you
can pul to better use. like sleeping.

Such a breakfast costs only 5c. The
average home breakfast costs 75c. or

$273.75 for a year of breakfasts for one.

Saxon's Super Mush, on the other hand,

will give you 365 great breakfasts for

only $18.25. That’s a $255.50 savings.

Think of all the goodies you can buy with

$255.50.

If you have ids. feed them the same
thing. Bribe them with part of the

savings and you'll get little complaint.

Also, since Saxon's Super Mush is more
nutritious than the processed filth

they've probably been eating, they'll feel

belter and do better in school.

Another convenience is sprouted mung
beans. They are mainly associated with

Chinese restaurants. But they are

becoming quite commonplace among

survivalists as they are so easy to work
with, cheap and are more nutritious than

any other vegetable you can buy.

They are not so nutritious as sprouted

soy beans but are much easier to sprout.

Any harried housewife or lazy bachelor

can sprout mung beans in the kitchen

sink, just messing with them a few

seconds every few hours and while they

would be working around the sink,

anyway. And after a few days, from a

shot glass full of mung beans, you'll have

a wealth of tasty green vegetables for

about 10c a pound.

If you made mung beans or other

sprouts your main green vegetable you
would save many dollars over a year.

Also, you can buy ten pounds of mung
beans for about $7.00 and keep them for

months. This is convenient since it means
less groceries to lug home.

To make your sprouters, save a couple

of quart jars. Use cheese cloth, screen

wire or a woman's stocking, held over the

mouth of the jar with a rubber band.

That's all the machinery you need.

Put about an ounce of mung beans in

one jar and secure the screening material

with the rubber band. Then cover the

beans with cool water and set aside for

about eight hours until they swell. Then
pour the water off and rinse the beans
well. Then turn the jar upside down and
leave it in or by the sink.

Every four to six hours, fill the jar with

water through the screen and swish it

gently while pouring it back out. This will

not only irrigate the beans but will

dislodge any mold spores that might have
taken hold among the beans.

Grow them in a comparatively warm
room as cold retards their growth and
may even kill them.

Some people use the sprouts after

three days, before the little leaves

appear. Early sprouts are best eaten raw.

plain or in salads. After five or six days

the little leaves begin and these sprouts

are best for cooking. You don't want to

wait any longer to cal them as they

become woody after the leaves appear.

I grow mine for cooking as five or six

days makes for a much greater volume

and weight of vegetables than if I were
sprouting them for salad.

When they are just the sire you like

them, put them in a bowl and store them
in the refrigerator. This stops their

growth and they will keep very well for

several days.

Depending on how much vegetable

matter you want, you can start a jar

every day or so. That way you will

always have plenty on hand. It will only

take a couple of weeks to learn how often

you should start a jar of sprouta so there

will always be enough.

You may not want to eat the little

green hulls. You can easily get rid of

them by flooding the finished beans in a

bowl. The hulls rise to the top and can be
poured off into the sink.

Pretzels

Make .i dough of lour cups ol flour. I

tablespoon butter. 1/2 teaspoon suit a

rounded teaspoon dry yeast, enough
water tomake a rolling dough l.et rest 20

minutes, then roll out and cut into strips

and let dry a couple minutes Shape into

pretzels pinching ends together Let

stand until they begin to rise

Make a solution ol one level tablespoon of

lye in a hall gallon ol boiling water or 2

tablespoons in a gallon (don't use

aluminum pans) Put the pretzels in the

boiling water As soon as they conic up to

the top take them out Dram, brush with

beaten egg yolk, sprinkle with course

salt or caraway seed Bake on oiled

baking sheet Set oven as high as you

can. 700 if possible and leave in there 2'/i

minutes. ( 10 minutes at 500) Take out of

the oven, turn dow n to400. set them back
in and leave in until they are bone dry.

Drying time varies a lot by how they are

cut out. how thick they are Break into

desired lengths Put into jar with light lid

and they’ll keep

Potpourris
Pronounerd Popurree' (French)

Variate mixture to your liking

1 tablespoon of two fragrant herbs

such as rosemary, bay leaf, marjoram,

cedar, mint or thyme.
2 or 3 teaspoons of cloves, nutmeg or

allspice.

1 slice of lemon or orange peel, dried

A few drops of peppermint oil or rose

oil

A fixative such as gum benzoin or gum
storax purchased at your drug store.

Rose petals and lavender, lilac pinks

or other combinations. The potpourri

should be at least 4/5 of this.

Mix and cork tightly for 2 or 3 weeks.

Now. store in china or pottery with

tight lid. Remove lid when you want to

scent a room. Light deteriorates

potpourri. So do not store in glass.
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Toiletries for Pennies
Brand name family sized toothpaste.

7-oz., costs from 81.07 to $1.51.

Deodorant costs 66c for a 2-oz. stick to

81.99 and more for sprays.

Mennen aftershave. 4 oz.. costs $1.14.

Four ounces of Hi Karate costs $1.69.

Shaving cream, foam, costs on the

average of $1.20 for 7 to I 1-oz. cans.

Men’s hair dressings cost from $1.17

for 6'/i'OZ. to $1.59 and more for 7 oz.

Dippcdy Do hair set costs $1.47 for

Bounces.

If you have a family, a year’s supply of

several of the above really adds up to

quite a bundle. A 7-oz. tube of toothpaste

every week wdl drain from $55.64 to

$78.52 from your survival budget.

The main ingredient of toothpaste is

calcium carbonate—called whiting. You
can order it through any house paint

store. Over a year’s supply of 25 pounds

costs 12 cents a pound or $3.00. Enough
honey to give it the right consistency

would give you at least 30 lbs. of fine

toothpaste for under $10.00. (You don’t

make it all up at the same lime.) Instead of

a toothpaste tube, use a plastic mustard or

catsup squeeze bottle bought at the dime

store. Keep it by the toothbrushes and

upside-down.

Deodorants kill odor causing bacteria

and close the pores to stop perspiration.

To make your own deodorant, just as

good as the brand name stuff, buy a

lfl-OZ. bottle of rubbing alcohol from the

dime store for 46c and a 2V« oz. box of

alum at the grocer's for 20c.

The alum closes the pores and the

alcohol kills the bacteria, all for 9c for an
amount you'd pay over 81.00 for and just

as good. I look an old Secret roll on
bottle. 1.5-oz.. and pried off the roller

unit. 1 then filled it ’/«ths full with alcohol

and filled it the rest of the way with

alum. Works perfectly. Shake well before

THE ARROW CATAPULT—

A

Popular Mechanics 1915

The catapult shown in the sketch
is one I constructed some time ago and
found to be amusing and very inex-

pensive. The catapult consists of a

small piece of dowel or pine, whittled
into the shape of a handle, a screw-
eye, an elastic hand and an arrow. It

is surprising how a well-balanced ar-

row will fly into the sky until lost to

sight when propelled through the eye
of the screw with a medium-strong
clastic. A number of forms of this

simple gun were made, but the one

each use. When the alcohol is used up put

in a bit more alum and refill with alcohol.

You can use any deodorant bottle or even

a window spray bottle or you can use

pads instead of a roll-on or spray.

Aftershave is simply alcohol, which

cools the scraped skin and closes the tiny

nicks and abrasions. If you want to smell

pretty, buy Mennen or Hi Karate. But if

you simply want the job it does, use your

rubbing alcohol. 4 oz. for about 12c as

opposed to 4 oz. of Hi Karate for $1.69.

For years I used plain facial soap for

shaving. It does just as good a job as the

foam types and the cost is not counted as

you always have soap around. I later

changed to an electric shaver, which

doesn’t really require any prep or

aftershave and is more economical than

buying razor blades in the long run.

For my hair. I use water and petroleum

jelly, called vaseline. Eight ounces, a

year’s supply, costs 39c at the dime store.

Why pay more?
Why should a woman use Dippedy Do

or some other expensive hair setting gel

when she has eggs in the refrigerator?

All the stuff is is egg while. The egg
while, separated and beaten with half its

volume of rubbing alcohol, will give you a

fine product, used just like the expensive

brands.

With the above toiletries, you have

been paying someone else to perfume and

mess with some of your basic needs. The

same principles apply to many other

toiletries and cosmetics. Examine what

you use regularly and see if you can’t use

its basic raw materials or substitute some

other cheap compound to arrive at the

same result.

Applying these money-saving hints to

your family budget will save you many
dollars in a year. This can also be a test

to see if you are a serious survivor or just

an empty dreamer.

SIMPLE BUT LETHAL TOY

shown is the simplest and most ef-
fective.

Thr f.e IS. S<f«» S«»*» *. G..1* <m
IS* Airow

Studying Your
Survival Home
From Afar
As a general rule, you should choose a

small town of under 50.000 population.

You may think a village of a few hundred
would lx- even better. Maybe so. but I

would want a pool of talent; manpower
for defense, facilities for a mini civiliza

lion to build up after the crash.

I would avoid tourist areas unless I

were wealthy. Tourism is predatory and
prices are higher as a matter of course.

You will be paying motel rales even

though you intend to stay.

Just bo practical about a location.

Forgot Shangri-la and any romantic

hideaways.
Once you've hit on a location that suits

your finances, temperament and abilities,

go to the phone company and order a

phone book for the town or area of your

choice.

Within a couple of weeks you'll get the

phone book. I«ook up the local newspaper

and send them $10 for a full or partial

year’s subscription.

Write their Chamber of Commerce for

area maps and general descriptive

literature.

If you are religious you should write

the local head of the coven of your choice.

Invest a phone call to a local realtor

and tell about the kind of place you want.

A call from out of state will make that

realtor's day He’ll give your case n lot

more thought than if you dropped in on

him.

In the local newspaper you will

probably come across people who share

your interests. Write to them for advice.

They'll be flattered.

You must assure any contacts that you
are not competing with them. Don’t ask

about jobs Perfect a trade and take it

w ith you. You will be self sufficient and

are bringing something, rather than

attaching yourself to their public tit.

Build up your contacts and your

knowledge of the area for about a year
and moving there will be just like going

home.

HANDMADE PAPERMAKING
• Urtt ItoH leor* »• iKrtW
•’

Moke «»>4»
Ort pep«* Mortal 0Ad "slid

S3 95 ft—

PAHHlMAKt
COVUGTON. VA
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MAKE A ONE OR TWO HORSEPOWER
WINDMILL OUT OF SCRAP

A windmill for developing from *2
to 2 hp. may be constructed at home,
the expense being very small and the

results highly satisfactory.

The hub for the revolving fan wheel

is first constructed. One good way to

get both the hub, lining, shaft and
spokes for the blades, is to go to a

wheelwright’s and purchase the wheel
and axle of some old rig. There are

always a number of discarded carriages,

wagons or parts thereof in the rear of

the average blacksmith’s shop. Some-
times for half a dollar, and often for

nothing, you can get a wheel, an axle,

and connected parts Remove from the

wheel, all but the four spokes needed
for the fans as in Fig. 1 The same hub,

axle and hearings will do. In case you
cannot secure a wheel and 'baft, thr

hub may he made from a piece of hard-
wood, about I in in diameter and in.

long. A 8-in. hole should l»e bored
through for a wooden shaft, or a 1

1 .-in.

hole for a metal shaft. The hub may
be secured by putting two or three

metal pins through huh and sh ift Ad-
just the spokes by boring Iwlcs f. r them
and arrange them »n that tin v extend

from the center A. like It Thi
is then ready for the blade- These

blades should be of sheet metal or thin

hardwood. The sizes may vary accord

ing to the capacity of the wheel and
amount of room for the blade' on the

6pokcs. Each one is tilted so as to

receive the force of the wind at an an-
gle. which adjustment causes the wheel
to revolve when the wind pressure is

strong enough. Secure the blades to

the spokes by using little metal cleats.

C and I). Bend these metal strips to
suit the form of the spokes and flatten

against the blades and then insert the

screws to fasten the cleats to the wood.
If sheet metal blades are used, rivets

should be used for fastening them

From Popular Mechanics 1913

The stand for the wheel shaft i*

shown in Fig. 2. Arrange the base
piece in platform order, (J). This is

more fully shown in Fig. 5, On top of

this base piece, which is about 36 in.

long, place the seat or ring for the re-
volving table. T he circular sear is in-
dicated at I. Fig. 1. This ring is like

an inverted cheese box cover with the
center cut out. It can he made by a

tinner. Sire of ring outside, 35 in. The
shoulders are 4 in. high and made of
tin al«o Form the shoulder by solder-

ing the piece on. Thus we get a smooth
surface with side-, for the mill base lo

turn in so as to receive the wind at each
point to advantage. The X-shaped

form, however, does not show in this
sketch, but in Fig 5. where it is marked
S. This part is made of two pieces of

2-in. plank, about 3 in. wide, arranged
so that the two pieces cross to make a
letter X. When the pieces join, mor-
tise them one into the other so as tq
secure a good joint. Adjust the up-
rights for sustaining the wheel shaft to
the X-pieces as shown at E, E, Fig. 2.

These are 4 by 4 in. pieces of wood,
hard pine preferred, planed and securely
set up in ihe X-pieces by mortising into
the same. Make the bearings for the

wheel shaft in the uprights and insert

the shaft.

The gearing for the transmission of
the power from the wheel shaft to the

shaft calculated for the delivery of the
power at an acccsMble point below must
next be adjusted. The windmill is in-

tended fot installation on top of a build-

ing. and the power may be transmitted
below, or to the top of a stand specially

erected for the purpose. It is a good
plan to visit some of the second-hand
machinery dealers and get four gears,

a pulley and a shaft. Gears about 5 in.

in diameter and beveled will be re-

quired. Adjust ihe first pair of the

beveled gears as at F and G. If the

wheel shaft is metal, the gear may be
set-screwed to the shaft, or keyed to

it. If the shaft is hardwood, it will be
necessary to arrange for a special con-
nection. T he shaft may be wrapped
with sheet metal and this metal fas-

tened on with screws. Then the gear
may be attached by passing a pin
through the set-screw hole and through

the shaft. The upright shaft like the
wheel shaft is best when of metal.
This shaft is shown extending from the
pear, G. to a point below. The object
is to have the shaft reach to the point
where the power is received for the
service below. The shaft is shown cut
off at K. Passing to Fig. 3 the shaft is

again taken up at L. It now passes
through the arrangement shown, which
device is rigged up to hold the shaft
and delivery wheel P in place. This
shaft should’ also he metal. Secure the
beveled gears M and N as shown.
These transmit the power from the up-
right shaft to the lower horizontal
shaft. Provide the wheel or pulley, P,
with the necessary belt to carry the
power from this shaft to the point of
use.

The tail board of the windmill is il-

lustrated in Fig. 4. A good way to

make this board is to use a section of
thin lumber and attach it to the rear
upright, F. of Fig. 2 . This may he
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done by boring a hole in the upright

and inserting the shaft of the tail-piece.

In Fig. 4 is also shown the process of
fastening a gear, R, to the shaft. The
set screws enter the hub from the two
sides and the points are pressed upon

the shaft, thus holding the gear firmly

in place. The platform for the entire

wheel device is shown in Fig. 5. The
X-piece S is bored through in the mid-

dle and the upright shaft passes

through. The tin run-way or ring is

marked T, and the X-piece very readily

revolves in this ring, whenever the

wind alters and causes the wheel's

position to change. The ring and ring

base are secured to the platform, U.
The latter is made of boards nailed to

the timbers of the staging for support-

ing the mill. This staging is shown in

Fig. 6, in a sectional view. The ring
with its X-picce is marked V, the X-
picce is marked VV, and the base for

the part, and the top of the stage is

marked X. The stage is made of 2 by
4-in. stock. The height may vary, ac-

cording to the requirements. If the

affair is set up on a barn or shed, the
staging will be sufficient to support the
device. But if the stage is constructed
direct from the ground, it will be nec-
essary to' use some long timbers to get
the wheel up high enough to receive
the benefit of the force of the wind.
Proceeding on the plan of the derrick
stand, as shown in Fig. 6, a stage of
considerable height can be obtained.

Popular Mechanics 1918

Catching Minnows for Bait

Instead of chasing the little fish up
and down the stream to catch enough
for bait, try putting a clean bit of shell

in a wide-mouth jar and holding it in the
water. The minnows will be attracted
in great numbers, and it is an easy mat-
ter to dip them up. A bit of shell can
be used also in a net. The white, shin-
ing shell seems to be a good lure for the

little fellows.

FAMILY POWER PLANTS:
THE ONLY SOLUTION TO YOUR ENERGY CRISIS

By KURT SAXON
While there is oil in the Middle East or coal In Appalachia, energy

alternatives will only be a popular dream. When oil and coal run out or become
too difficult and expensive to get from the earth, the populace will expect

alternatives. But the promises of development will prove to have been empty.

The news media has been putting out greater amounts of propaganda about
proposed government and industry backed energy alternatives.

Hitler's promises of secret weapons in the offing kept the people hopeful

long after the war was lost. In the same sense, alternative energy propaganda

is calculated to stave off the panic which would arise if the average Joe knew
his way of life was going to grind to a halt within about five years.

When President Ford tells the public that energy alternatives are being

developed, he is only passing on the wishful thinking he and other cloddish

politicos have been given by our industrialists Even Intelligent politicians are

willing to pass on these myths. They know that unless Industry continues to

monopolize the development and sale of energy, their brand of government
cannot endure.

In their case and that of industry, dependence is the name of the game.
A handful of coal, oil and natural gas companies selling us all our energy

ensures the centralization of one of the greatest blocks of wealth In Western
Civilization. They are the sun around which wo all revolve.

Without centralization. Industrial and Political power is impossible. The
Politicians know this and will do their best to keep energy centralized, oven If

it means discouraging private adoption of alternatives

On the one hand. Politicians talk of Industry's efforts to develop

alternatives. Industry's efforts in this line are impractical al best and stupid at

worst. One worst example is atomic energy. An example of impracticality Is

the proposed plans for utilizing geo-thermal energy, feasible only in cortain

areas which have hot springs, volcanos, etc.

Then there is the much publicized mountains of oil-bearing shalo. This 13

located mainly In dry areas with hardly enough water for agriculture.

Extracting oil from shale takes vast amounts of water. No water, no shalo oil.

No matter what their proposals. Industry has no Interest in developing

energy they can't sell. Nor will one major industry put out a product which

would ruin another major industry. This is not because of ethics but because

of the interdependence which keeps the Industrial structure together.

Take the auto Industry for example They are stuck with the Internal

combustion engine. It is dirty, inefficient and dependent on fossil fuel3.

(Methane is not encouraged.) Without the internal combustion ongine.

Standard Oil would have never become a major world power.

The only suggested alternative to the internal combustion engine nas been

the electric auto. Such a beast uses much of its energy carrying all those

heavy batteries. If you want to go farther than about fifty miles, you must
either change the batteries or wait a few hours for recharging. And don't

forget: the recharge energy would have to come from somewhere, probably

from fossil fuels. The e'ectnc will not replace the internal combustion engine.

The internal combustion engine could be adapted to use Methane. That

would just about put thP oil peop'e out of business unless they tapped every

cow lot. sewer and garbage dump in then respective states It still would not

be economical for them or you (unless you generate your own methane) so

don’t expect it.

The auto industries could bring back and improve the Stanley Steamer if

they had tne billions to retool, which they don't. The improved steam car

would be clean, cheaper to buy and run. It would be easier to maintain, putting

most auto mechanics out of business, and last longer, since the steam engine
is not subjected to the internal battering that plagues the internal combustion
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engine.

Steamers would not use gasoline or any other high-test fuel. Kerosene
would do fine but Standard Oil wouldn't last long selling kerosene to Steamer
owners, especially those who preferred Presto-Logs for fuel.

Now we come to the power needed to maintain private homes.
Wind power would save every householder quite a bit over a year. However,

only a few areas are windy enough to provide all of a household’s constant
needs. So the investment by the householder in a commercial wind system Is

limited by its price, which is seldom low enough to compete with the Utility

Company.
A firm In Australia puts out a fine wind-power plant which will electrify your

home and store energy enough, hopefully, to last through calm spells.

This wind-plant costs about $5,000. Although it Is probably worth it, the

cost is too high and will not go down to where the average householder can
afford It.

Yet, this Is the only wind system publicized by the media. It is also the only

type the Politicians and Industry recommend.
Then there Is the solar water heater to be installed on the roof of your home.

This would supply up to 40% of your heating needs, both for your rooms and
for hot water. The prices quoted are from 20 to 30 thousand dollars. The media
ofton describes this cozy home of the future.

You will see in the above two examples of privately owned energy sources
that the prices are described as high. Too high, in fact, for oven the average

fanatical survivalist to afford. These prices are ceriainly not to be considered

by tho gonoral public.

But these ore what the Establishment hacks tell us are the alternatives to

their energy. It's their way of saying that we can't afford alternatives so we had
belter support them in their efforts to develop and sell us energy.

These Inflated quotes on privately owned energy alternatives effectively

discourage the public from planning their own systems. At the same time,

they give the impression that help is on the way as Government and Industry

will finally shoulder the burdens we paupers could never cope with.

There are several reasons why neithor Government nor Industry can

Implement alternative energy systems. First Is cost. Prices quoted on tho

Australian wind system and the solar roof heater are for Union Labor and new
materials. These costs would be mandatory on an official lovol.

A Government project would Include about 20% loss from theft and another

20% loss from inefficiency. Since no private industry could finance a system
which would supply energy to a sizeable town, it would have to be backed by a

Government contract awarded to a private company. So it wouldn't matter

much if the prime contractor considered himself an employee of the Federal

Government or a self-employed contractor.

Our Government project would cost as much as such a system could
possibly cost. I'm sure you can remember the great plane boondoggles where
the estimates started with millions and climbed to billions by the time the

planes were in the air, if they flew at all.

Then there Is the cost to the user of the energy. Abundant fossil fuels are

the cheapest sources of energy and are already too high for many. There would
be no discussion of alternative sources of energy if fossil fuels were still

plentiful and/or easily recovered. It doesn’t matter who supplies your

alternative energy. It would still cost you about double what you're paying

now, If not more.

Climate and weather are very important in alternative energies, whereas with

fossil fuels, this is not a consideration. Installations supplying whole areas

with power would have to have a climate where the weather was consistent.

This would make wind and/or solar energy systems impractical in many parts

of the United States.

Even methane gas production depends on climate. The one-celled

organisms which turn waste matter into methane must be kept warm. Without

Dry-Cleaning Mixture
An emulsion of gasoline and water

is much used by dry cleaners for rc-
moving grease, tar, and paint spots
from clothing. It is in the form of a
thick, white sirup, which evaporates
entirely and is not injurious to any
fabric or color. The directions for pre-
paring this emulsion should be fol-

lowed out carefully.

Dissolve, in 1 qt. of boiling water,

Vz oz. of pure castile soap, and >/i oz.

of gum arable. Allow this to cool, and
then add 1 oz. glycerin, 1 oz. strong
aqua ammonia, 1 oz. chloroform, and
2 oz. sulphuric ether. Shake well, and
pour enough of the mixture into a
quart bottle to fill it for % in. On top
of this, pour not more than \\ in. oi
gasoline, and shake until creamy. Re-
peat the addition of gasoline, shaking
each time, until full. The cleaning
mixture will then be ready for use, and
may be applied with a rag. or small
brush.

If. on adding the first lot of gasoline
and shaking, the mixture docs not be-

come emulsified, it proves that too
much gasoline lias been added. In this

case, allow it to stand for a few min-
utes, and f»our off the excess gasoline
which comes to the top. Shake well,

and add a smaller quantity of gasoline.

When the bottle is half full, larger
quantities of gasoline may be added at

a time.

It is interesting to note that the more
gasoline is added, the thicker the emul-
sion becomes, and if the addition of
gasoline and shaking is prolonged, a
semisolid jelly is formed, which will

not run from a bottle.

If you eliminate the gum Arabic,

glycerin, ammonia, rhtoriform and ether,

you have napalm.
With drycleaning prices so high, this

would be worthwhile to make for

personal use and even lor sale.

Gum Arabic and glycerin can be bought

at any pharmacy. If they refuse to order
chloroform and ether, you can make your
own from simple processes in GRAND
DAIVS WONDERFUL ROOK OK
CHEMISTRY. Nos 4273 and 1280.

Roth formulas call for rectified spirit,

which is alcohol distilled so it has 10%
water or loss. Rubbing alcohol has 30%
water. It can be distilled easily and
should serve the purpose, since the stuff

is to he used as a cleaning agent and not

as an anesthetic. Even so. | don't think

the poisonous substance put in rubbing
alcohol to keep winos from drinking it

would he dangerous as an inhalonl.
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supplementary fuel or cannibalizing methane already generated to maintain the

needed temperature, the output would be too low to be worth the trouble.

Commercial methane production would be greatly reduced or far more

expensive In winter.

Public services, hospitals and larger businesses must have constant energy.

A city can’t just shut down because it’s been drizzling and windless for a week

or so. Nor can cities have backup systems to provide energy when weather is

uncooperative. You have to keep your petroleum powered electric company on

all the time or close it down altogether. You’ve got men working there who

won't be employed by solar or wind power systems. They’re professionals.

They don’t work part-time, being on call for when the wind stops and the

clouds gather.

So, forget alternative energy systems which supply whole areas with power,
j

To the private householder, however, alternative sources of energy are cheap

and eminently practical, no matter where you live. The cost of the materials

would be about a tenth of the inflated quotes given by Industry.

This Is because you are expected to scrounge your materials from the city

dump. There, you can get most of what you need free or for less than half the

cost of new materials.

Instead of paying $5,000 for that undoubtedly fine Australian wind system,

you can make one yourself for about $500. The main cost would be for

batteries and electrical components. These can be picked up at any auto junk

yard for very little, along with the needed gears. If you prefer a propeller type

rather than a series of wldo slats, you can pick up blades from your friendly

used aircraft parts store, situated noar most fields serving private planes.

As for those 20 to 30 thousand dollar roof solar heaters, all they are made of

is 1 /8th Inch sheet plastic or glass, plastic tubing, plywood and odds and

onds found at any junk yard. Two or three hundred dollars would pay for one

just as good as theirs and only a millionaire half-wit would pay more.

For stove gas, three 55 gallon drum methane generators could be kept warm

and odorloss In the kitchen. They would supply all the cooking gas you would

need with enough left over to power a generator on windless, sunless days

You could feed one drum with all the garbage your family accumulates. Tap

your septic tank, follow that cat. scoop up after the dog. use livestock manure,

grass clippings, etc.

Use one drum for collecting. Let one sit with waste and warm water in It. Let

the third one be used until its mothane supply is exhausted. Then attach your

stove hose to the middle drum and pour some warm water In the first drum.

The sludge from the exhausted methane drum is poured on the garden if you

have one. Unlike new sewage, methane waste is all ready to provide plant

nutrients without composting.

When the exhausted drum is emptied It can go to the end of the line and

receive a new batch of waste matter.

My descriptions of wind, solar and methane systems are sketchy and not

meant to be very informative on the subjects. What you need for the details is

the Mother Earth News "Handbook of Homemade Power". $1.95 plus 50c for

postage and handling from Mother’s Bookshelf. P.O. Box 70. Hendersonville,

N.C. 28739. This 374 page book is crammed with dozens of different systems

harnessing every kind of power imaginable.

Most of these systems can be made from scrap and little new material. You

can do the work yourself and you ought to. The reason is that you will have to

maintain these systems so you might as well learn about them by making

them.
With several systems installed at once, there is little chance you will be

caught without energy. Since the systems are yours, y-u can activate or

deactivate them at will.

And once you’ve bought the book on "Homemade Power" you’ll understand

that what is simple for a householder would be impossible for any government

to implement. Government contractors don’t use scrap. Nor do they work their

Pulley and Weight Exerciser

Homemade in the Orient

Finding it difficult to obtain ma-

terials for the making of a evmnastic

exerciser. I made one with makeshift

parts, typical of this locality. I.atcr I

was able to get the necessary hard-

ware and made an exerciser, as shown
in Fig. 1, quite similar to those manu-
factured commercially. The original

arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. I

mounted a bamboo rod on two iron

bracket' fastened to the wall. Small
pegs provided guides for the ropes, and
the smooth surface of the bamboo
caused little wear. Other bamboo rods

were used for the handle and to sup-

port the weights. These were made
by filling cans with sand, and tying

them with cords. This arrangement
was quite practical, but did not give

the desired freedom of movement.

KITCHEN
CHOPPING
BLOCK

Popular Mechanics 1918

Cooks can slice, chop or mince veg-

etables and various other food rapidly

by placing the little device, as shown,

on a chopping board. It is an ordinary

staple, driven in just far enough to

allow a space for the end of an ordi-

nary pointed kitchen knife to fit in it.

The staple is driven in the edge of the

chopping board. The knife can be

raised and lowered with one hand, as

Knife Attached to tho board

the material is passed under the blade

with the other. Great pressure can be

applied and the knife will not slip.
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men in their spare time without pay. Nor can they maintain these systems on
an around-the-clock basis without pay. But to a householder, all these things
would be a matter of course.

It’s part of survival. You can do it but the Government can't. So when the
Government and those who depend on it are gone, you will still be here.

COLLECTING FLIES FOR
FEED & SANITATION

Insect pests him- Ian# been feared and
haled. They have been attacked with
poisons which have often proved to Ik-

more dangerous than the insects.

Ecologists go on about safe, organic
pesticides.

I disagree with both schools.

Insects are high protein and excellent

fi ed for fowl. Where they are numerous
enough to be a problem, they are also

numerous enough to capture in large

quantities. Don't waste them. Use them
as feed.

On page 12 of the SURVIVOR I

described the vacuum cleaner method of

capturing insects Here are methods for

capturing flies. This 1908 article from
"Household Discoveries" tells of a small

boy who trapped about three bushels of

flies in one summer. A man, using these
methods purposely to trap flies, should

double or triple the boy's record.

The flies could be turned into a

screened frog pen if you are in the frog

leg business. The trap can be immersed
in n tub of water and the drowned flics

can be fed to the chickens or even used as

a major food for fish in a fish farm pond.

Extlroatlon of Plica.—A very great

Simple and very successful dp trap tor
a garbage can Cloth curtain turned
up to show cleat i. It catchc* the
flies outside the house. Fites enter
the garbage can through the crack be-
tween the cover and the can. and also
around the edge of the trap placed
over a two or three Inch hole in the

Alter feeding they fly toward
the light and come out this hole in the
cover Into the trap. ( 0 . F. Hodge.)

deal of attention lias been drawn to

this subject by recent scientific in-

vestigations and many practicable

suggestions have been made since the

publication of the first edition of this

volume. The control of the bouse
fly is now regarded as one of the

most important of all sanitary prob-
lem*. A nation-wide campaign to

this end has been set on foot. It has

been shown by actual experience dur-
ing I lie last few years that the

method of excluding flics from horse

manure as elsewhere recommended,
will greatly lessen the number ob-

served In the locality. Several cities

have adopted ordinances providing

that the floors of stables shall be

solid and free from cracks, and that

horse manure shall be collected In

tight cans or barrels, covered so as

t# exclude flies, and removed dally

beyond the city limits. Some such

means of depriving flies of their

natural breeding places Is the most

essential step in the warfare against

these pests. Any householder may
greatly abate this nuisance by proper

sanitary precautions on his own
remises. And such means will be

ound very effective in localities

where dwellings are fairly distant

from one another. But since flics

may come from considerable dis-

tances and bring with them infection

from sources beyond one’s control,

it will still be found necessary to

adopt preventive measures. In addi-

tion to those elsewhere recommended
several ingenious methods of trap-

ping flies in large numbers have re-

cently been devised and may here be

recommended.
Trapping Piles. — Prof. C. K.

Hodge offers a number of practical

suggestions derived from experience

in catching flies in large quantities

to feed bob-white and partridge

chicks. His method is, in substance,

to provide a number of large traps

and either to bait them artificially

with garbage and meat scraps in con-

l

sidcrable quantities or set them at

the flies’ natural feeding grounds.

The working principle of these traps

is that a fly seeks its food entirely

by smell and will crawl to it through
any dark crack. Thence, after feed-

ing, It will fly or crawl toward the

light. Hence, if a suitable trup is

placed over the garbage can or swill

barrel, or In a room or shed in homes,

hotels, restaurants or markets, in

which waste matter Is collected, the

great bulk of the flies which are

drawn to these feeding grounds from
the entire locality can be captured

and disposed of.

Small traps of wire net can be

bought for about 10 cents apiece in

most localities. Or they can be

readily made at home of two pieces

of ordinary wire netting. The outer
may be of any shape und sice de-
sired. The Inner is merely an in-
verted cone with an opening Just
large enough to permit the flies to

crawl In. One or inure of these
traps may be attached to the Ud of
the garbage pail, swill barrel, or hog
trough over a hole through which the
flies may find tliclr way Into the
trap after feeding. Lift the lid or
cover of the receptacle n little way
to admit the flics and Imng some-
thing over the edge so ns to keep out
the light. Or a strip of burlap from
an old potato sack inny be thrown
over the lid to keep the sun out.

Bor fly trap designed by C. F. Hodge.

Or if there is no accumulation of
garbage, swill or other natural feed-

ing ground for flics in the locality,

construct one or more large traps in

the form of a screened box, as shown
in the illustration. Artificially bait

these by placing, in old tomato cans
or other receptacles, meat scraps and
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similar refuse beneath the platform

on which the traps arc located. Bring
the side boards below this platform

nearly to the ground so that the

space benenth, where the bait is

placed, may be dark. The cones in

tire illustration may be readily made

from pieces of ordinary wire netting.

One small boy in Worcester, Mass.,

has a record of rapturing about three

bushels of flies in a trap of this kind

during a single summer.

If the small woven wire traps are

used, the flies may be killed by Im-

mersing them Id boiling water.

Another ingenious method sug-
gested by Prof. Hodge is to attach

a small wire trap to the wire screen

with which windows and doors are

protected against insects in summer.
Two small guide boards tacked on
the screen lead the flies to a small

opening near the top and thence

through a hole in the screen Into the

trap. A similar trap may be at-

tached to the inside of the same or

another window and thus flies may be

caught both "coming and going."

This method is equally well adapted

to tlie house and to the barn and
•table.

Wash Bottle for Lab Use
A large-mouth bottle neck is pro-

vided with a stopper, having three

brass or glass tubes as shown, the

tube A being

fitted with a

thick piece of

rubber tubing.

B. stoppered at

its lower end.

A slit is cut at

C, and allows

the air blown
in through the

tube A to pass

into the bottle,

but will close

automatically and hold the pressure

within the bottle.

If the relief tube D is closed with

the thumb the water is forced out in

a steady stream through the nozzle E.

The water will continue to run for

some time after the lips are removed
from the air tube, but the removal of

the thumb from the tube D will stop

the flow of water instantly.

DUTCH OVEN TYPE INCUBATOR
POWERED BY TWO BUCKETS

OF HOT WATER A DAY
Secrets of Wise Men & Chemists 1898

Experiments with the incubator hero given have been made all over

the country. It is one that is in actual use. and has always givon satis-

faction. Having secured permission from the originator, we here illus-

trate it for the benefit of our readers.

To make this incubator get your tinner to make you a tank 15 inches

wide. 80 inches long, and 12 inches deep, of galvauized iron or zinc, the

iron being preferable. On the top should bo a tube 1 inch in diameter

and 8 inches high. In front should bo another tube, 9 inches long, to

which should be attached a spigot, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Having

made your tank, have what is called the vontilator made, which is a l>ox

with a bottom but no top. The ventilator should be 8 inches deep, and

1 inch smaller all round than the tank, as the tank must reBt on inch

boards. In the ventilator should bo four or six tin tubes V* inch in

diameter and 6 inches long. They should extend through the bottom,

so us to admit air from below, and to within 2 inches of the top or a

little less. Now mako an egg drawer, which is a frarao of wood 8 inches

deep having no top or bottom, except that tho front should bo boxed off

^ •

7i*. ':!.ii!i!

no. 1.—THE UOT-WATEIl INCUBATOR.

and filled with sawdust, which is covered over afterward with a piece of

muslin to keep tho sawdust from spilling. This box in front of tho

drawer exactly fits tho owning in Fig. 3, when tho drawer is in its place.

Of course tho egg drawer must be made longer than tho tank and veuti-

lator, in order to allow for this space which it fills in tho opening, which

no. 2.—THE TANK.

Observe that the tubes on the top and (he spigot are quite long
,
in order

that they may extend through the packing of sawdust which is to

surround it. 77i is tank is to have a close-fitting covering (top and
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Popular Mechanics 1915

A Whistle

Cut a circular piece of tin any con-
venient size, preferably 3 in. in diam-
eter, and bend it across the diameter so

that it will be
in a narrow U-
shapc. Then drill

or punch a hole
through both

... Par,s as shown.
' lace it in the mouth with the open
edges out. being sure to press the lips
on the metal tightly on both upper and
lower pieces outside of the holes and
to rest the tongue against the edge
of the tin, even with the holes, and
blow.

The result of the first attempt may
not be a sound, but with a little prac-
tice any familiar tune may be whistled

Trapping Mosquitoes
Mosquitoes that light on the ceiling

may be easily destroyed with the in-
strument shown in the sketch It con-
sists of a cover,

such as used on
jelly glasses,
nailed to the

end of an old
broom handle
A little kerosene
oil is placed in

the cover and
the device is

passed closely beneath the location of
the mosquitoes. They will be over-
come by the fumes and drop into the
fluid as soon as it comes under them

Floor Push Button
An ordinary electric push button

can he used for a floor push button by
placing it on a bracket or shelf at-

tached to a joist, as shown, and using
a nail for the extension push. A
%-in. hole is bored through the floor,

also through a small piece of wood
fastened beneath the door, at the right

place to direct the nail so that it will

strike directly upon the small black

knob of the push button. The nail

should be just long enough to rest

lightly on the knob.

From Popular Mechanics 1913

sides) of wood, to resist pressure of water. The bottom is not to be
covered.

is the packing all around the incubator. The bottom of tho egg drawor
should be made by nailing a few slats lengthwise to tho under side, or
rather, fitting them in nicely, and over the slats in tho inside of the
drawer a piece of thick, strong muslin should be tightly drawn. On
th is muslin the eggs are placed, in the same position as if laid in a hen’s
nest, and it allows tne air to pass through to the eggs for ventilation.
The eggs can he turned by hand, marked for designation, or an ogg
turner may be made by fastening slats crosswise to one on oach sido

FIO. 3.—DRAWEE OPEN I NO.
Shows the thick packing, which is noticed at the opening. This extends

alt uround. The front of the egg drawer (Fig. 4) Jits in its place in
order to complete the surrounding packing, when the incubator is

closed, as at Fig. /.

running lengthwise, something like a window lattice, and when tho eggsure placed between these slots by merely pushing tho frame the eggo will

pushed' by\ThX°
a

,

ll

‘°

r° Prin
,

cipl° ,hat an wil « roll when ,t ,s

.I , ^
°r anyU,,nK 0,*°; 've believe the method

is Patented, and do not advise infringement.
Having prepared the tank, let it lie covered with n box, but the boxmust not have any bottom. This is to protect the tank against pressure

PIO. 1. THE EGO DUAWEB.
The space just in front of the eggs is the portion partitioned off to tit in

the opening at Fig. 3. The egg drawer is therefore longer than the
tank and ventilator.

of water on the sides, and to assist in retaining heat. Such being done,
place your ventilator first, ogg drawer next, and tank last. Now place
a support under the tank ind the box. or have them rest on rods, and aa
the weight of water will be great in the center, the iron rods should oe
placed crosswiso under the tank every 0 inches. Now fasten the throe
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IMPROVING THE 11

SHOT SHOTGUN
They all laughed when I demonstrated

my notorious 11-shot shotgun. After eight

billows of single ought buckshot went
ripping into the targets a hundred yards
away, the handle tore away the wooden
grip. Well, you can just imagine!

The grip had held up for several dozen
firings but it just didn’t have the

structural strength to keep the gun on
target for rapid firing. My only

consolation was that the targets weren't

shooting back.

The remedy was simple, however. I

merely did away with the wooden grip

and had the metal handle brazed to the

metal slide mechanism the wooden grip

had been attached to.

Also, the gun bucked upward at each

shot, making the handle hard to hold. I

had a metal hand guard welded to the

bottom of the handle and the part brazed

onto the slide mechanism. This holds the

side of the hand so a sweaty palm will not

cause the hand to slip off the handle.

To make the grip sweat proof and
easier to hold. I wrapped it with cloth

bicycle handlebar tape.

From Popular Mechanics 1925

Planting Com
It is much better to plant four rows of

sweet Corn 5 it. long side by side than it is

to plant one row 20 ft long with as many
plants, The former method will produce
more and better corn than the latter, be-
cause there will be a better distribution
of the fertilizing pollen. a>. the rows being
closer together, the wind will carry it

between the rows In a long single row.
the greater portion of the pollen will he
blown away without tailing upon the silk

to fertilize it and produce the corn. Each
silk fertilized means more kernels of corn
on the cob. and failure of proper fertili-

zation causes bare spots upon them.

apartments (ventilator, egg drawer, and tank) together, with boards

uailod to the sides and back and front (of course leaving the opening

for tho egg drawer;, care being taken to drive no nails in the egg

drawer, as it must move in and out, and should have n strong strip to

rest on for that puri>ose. Having completed theso preparations make a

lurger box to
;
o over all three, so that there will be u apace on the sides,

MO. —TUE VENTILATOR.

The tubes admit airfrom Ikloir, which passes into the egg drawer above
through the muslin bottom of the egg drawer to the eggs. The eggs
rest upon the. muslin, which is tightly drawn over narrow slats run-
ning lengthwise the bottom of the drawer.

back, front, and on top; but n*. tho ventilator must be tilled with saw-
dust to within 1 nch of the top of the tubes, it serves for the bottom
packing. Make tho outer box so that there will bo room for filling ull

nround tho inside Dox with sawdust, and also on top, being careful to

let tho tul*o for pouring in the water come through, us also tho spigot in

Fio. 6.

Here we remove the front of the incubator in order to show the position*

of the ventilator, egg drawer, amt tank. First the ventilator, then
the egg drawer (which of course should be longer than the others in
order to Jit in the opening shown at Fig. 3, but which we did not dp
here in order to mark the places ), and on the top is the tank. ]Vhen
the front is completed the incubator is reen at Fig. l.

front. About 4 inches or so thickness of sawdust is sufficient, accord-
ing to preference. Tho front of tho incubator must be packed also, but
an idea of how it should l»e dope may Is* earned by observing tho open-

ing in Fig. 3. which is so constructed that the box in front of the egg
drawer (Fig. 4) exactly fits into it, and completes the packing when the

drawer is shut. The incubator should be raised from tho floor about nn
inch, when completed, to allow tho air to pass umler and thence into

the ventilator tubes.

The incubator being complete, the tank is filled with boiling water.

It must remain untouched for twenty-four hours, as it requires time
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A Garden-Bed Scarecrow
From Popular Mechanics 1915

A very neat and successful scare-
crow for garden beds can be made as
follows: A number of corks are pro-

Mir

T'"

&IMKS *; *“'•«

cured and a feather i> Mink in each
end of them, a- shown. These are tied
to a string, spacing them from I to 3
ft- apart, and the Mring is hung oxer
the hedx. The slightest breeze will
keep them fluttering, and no bird will
conic to rest on the beds.

A Whistling Arrow
From Popular Mechanics 1925

An arrow that will give a sharp and
piercing whistle, when shot into the air.
the tone rising and falling with the speed

S

of the missile, is made
as shown in the draw,
ng. Two stout -wire
prongs are bent as
indicated and tightly

— J bound to the shaft,

yL- / 'he distance between
Vv . JV 'iin 'he points being about

ttox
*.

in- A small roundBJ \ 'in box, of corre-

Ff3 'w.« sponding diameter, is

obtained, and a hole,

h jav about in - '•> diani-

ra CCBO ncr. is drilled through

TTF 'he center, care being
'

' v ab»<w taken to remove any
burs or rough edges

that might be around the holes. The box
is placed between the prongs, to which it

IS held by soldering.—

during which to heat completely through. An it will heat slowly, it
will also cool slowly. Let it cool down to 120 deg., and thon put in the
eggs, or, what is better, ran it without eggs for n day or two in order to
learn it and notice its variation. When the eggs are put in, the drawer

|

W‘U co°l down some. All that is required then is to add about a buckei
' or so of water once or twice a day, but l»e careful about endeavoring to

get up heat suddenly, as the heat does not rise for five hours after the
additional bucket of water is added. The tank radiates the heat down
on the eggs, there being nothing between the iron bottom of the tank
and the eggs, for the wood over and around the tank does not extend
across the bottom of the tank. The cool air comes from below in the
ventilator pipes, passing through the muslin bottom of the egg drawer
to the eggs. The 1 5x30-inch tank incubator holds 100 eggs if turned by
hand, but le^e if the eggs are placed between slats, lay the eggs in tho
same as in a nest—promiscuously.

DIRECTIONS.

Keep tho heat inside the egg drawor as near 103 dog. ns possiblo; the
third week at 101 deg. Avoid opening the egg drawor frequently, as it

allows too much escapo of heat. Be sure your thermometer records
correctly, as half the failures nro due to incorrect thormometore, and
not one in twenty is correct. Place the bulb of tho thermometer even
with the top of tho eggs, that is, when the thermometer is lying down in
tho drawer. Tho upper end should be slightly raised, so us to allow the
mercury to rise, but tho bnlband eggs should bo of tho samo heat, as
the figures record tho heat in the bulb ami not in tho tube. Keep a pie
pan filled with water in tho ventilator for moisturo and keep two or
three moist sponges in the egg drawer, displacing n few eggs for tho
purpose. Turn the eggs half way round twice a day at regular intervals.
Let the eggs cool down for fifteen minutes once every day, but do not
let them cool lower than 70 deg. No sprinkling is required if the
sponges are kept moist. If the heat gets up to 110 deg. or as low ns 60
deg. for a little while it is not necessarily fatal. Too much heat is more
prevalent than too little. A week’s practice in operating the incubator
will surprise one how simple the work is. Tho tank will lx* trouble-
some to fill at first, but tho matter will bo easy after it is done, as it can
b*> kept hot. Heat the water in two or more boilers, ns a large quantity
will bo required, and pour it in through the tube on top of the incubator
boiling hot, using a funnel in the tube for the purpose. Just at tho
time of hatching out do not bo tempted to frequently opon the drawer,
('old draughts are fatal. Patience must lx* exercised.

BROODKR8.

An excellent brooder may be made with a tank of hot water, covered

ZnM ,ncubalor - A of muslin or woolen cloth
should be next the bottom to prevent burning the chicks. Keep the
heat among the chicks at about 90 deg. Let the tank reeton inch boards

for the chicks to run in and out under the tank. A little yard may boconstructed of glass sash, something like a hot-bed. Feed the chicks

vZT “***W °D h“d-b°iled chopped fine, givingthem also a little milk fine screenings, and millet sood. After they are

?!?
Can but never in a rawstates it should be scalded first. Keep a little sand, fine gravel, andbone-meal within reach of them all the time, and see that they are always
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Basic Crossbow
Plus Arrow Sling

(Popular Mechanics 1913)

In the making of this crossbow it is

best to use maple for the stock, but if

this wood cannot be procured, good
straight-grained pine will do. The
material must be 1>/. in. thick. 6 in.

wide and a trifle over 3 ft. long. The
bow is made from straight-grained oak,
ash, or hickory, % in. thick, 1 in. wide
and 3 ft. long. A piece of oak. % in.

thick, 1% in. wide and 6 ft. long, will

be sufficient to make the trigger, spring

and arrows. A piece of tin, some nails

and a good cord will complete the
materials necessary to make the cross-

bow.
The piece of maple or pine selected

for the stock must be planed and sand-
papered on both sides, and then marked
and cut as shown in Fig. 1. A groove

is cut for the arrows in the top straight

edge % in. wide and % in. deep. The
tin is bent and fastened on the wood
at the back end of the groove where
the cord slips out of the notch; this is

to keep the edges from splitting.

A mortise is cut for the bow at a

point 9V6 in. from the end of the stock,

and one for the trigger 12 in. from the

opposite end, which should be slanting

a little as shown by the dotted lines.

A spring, Fig. 2, is made from a good
piece of oak and fastened to the stock

with two screws, l he trigger. Fig. 3,

which is Vi in. thick, is inserted in the

mortise in the position when pulled

back, and adjusted so as to raise the

spring to the proper height, and then

a pin is put through both stock and

trigger, having the latter swing quite

freely. When the trigger is pulled, it

lifts the spring up, which in turn lifts

the cord off the tin notch,

back and down in the notch as shown
in Fig. 6. place the arrow in the groove,

sight and pull the trigger as in shoot-

ing an ordinary gun.

The arrow sling is made from a

branch of ash about in. in diameter,

A Fish Scaler
Popular Mechanics 1919

All kinds of devices, both simple and
complex, have been made and patented
for use in scaling fish, but for a novelty
I found the following, which necessity

compelled mo to improvise on an out-
ing trip, to be as efficient as any of

them. As usual, the commissary, in

making up the outfit, neglected to take
the curry comb to clean the fish, and

dry, clean, and warm. Do not crowd them, as the fewer the number

together the better, and never have different ages together.

This incobator will hatch chicks, ducks, turkeys, or guineas, and we

see no reason why it should not hatch the egg of the ostrich or anything

else as well. Chicks hatched by inenbatore, if rightly cared for, do

better than with hens, and are stronger and more vigorous.

We have endeavored here to embody all the answers to questions that

we suppose may be asked. Should you be in doubt, read the directions

carefully again. We trust that with the help of our illustrations our

readers will have no difficulties in the way.—The Poultry Keeper.

The slick for the bow. Fig. 4, is

dressed down from a point % in. on
each side of the center line to V£ in.

wide at each end. Notches are cut in

the ends for the cord. The bow is not

fastened in the stock, it is wrapped
with a piece of canvas 1% in. wide on
the center line to make a tight fit in

the mortise. A stout cord is now tied

in the notches cut in the ends of the

bow making the cord taut when the

wood is straight.

The design of the arrows is shown
in Fig. 5 and they arc made with the

blades much thinner than the round
part.

To shoot the crossbow, pull the cord

the bark removed and a notch cut in

one end, as shown in Fig. 7. A stout
cord about ft. long is tied in the
notch and a large knot made in the
other or loose end. The arrows are
practically the same as those used on
the crossbow, with the exception of a
small notch which is cut in them as
shown in Fig. 8.

To throw the arrow, insert the cord

near the knot in the notch of the arrow,
then grasping the stick with the right

hand and holding the wipg of the arrow
with the left, as shown in Fig. 9, throw
the arrow with a quick slinging motion.

The arrow may be thrown several

hundred feet after a little practice.—

inexpensive and easily made. The

sketch shows the general appearance,

at the same time remembered to take

a plentiful supply of bottled goods.

Long before it became necessary to

scale any fish enough bottles had been

opened to provide the basis of a tool

for the purpose, which I constructed

by using the small tin bottle caps, a

few being nailed on a block of wood,

about 3 in. wide by 4 in. long, making

a splendid fish scaler, as good and effi-

cient at home as in the camp, and both
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wire, and using a small wire nail, with the

head clipped off, as a plunger. The sole-

noid is mounted on a brass bracket, which
is bent to the shape shown, and screwed to

a wooden base. Through this bracket,

directly under the hole in the spool, a hole

is drilled for the plunger. The spool is

held on the bracket securely by small wood
•crews driven in from underneath. The
height of the bracket should be a little less

than the length of the plunger. A small
brass plate is fastened to the* base so that
the plunger rests on it when in its normal
position, and a thumbnut is provided on
the screw that holds this plate in place. A
second screw and thumbnut are provided
as a separate terminal on the baseband to
this terminal one end of the solenoid coil

is connected, while the other end is sol-

dered to the brass bracket. Connections
are then made to the lighting circuit and to
the killer, as shown in the diagram in the
upper right-hand corner.

The action of the solenoid is as follows:
Current passes through the solenoid and
over the bare wires ol the killer whenever
any two wires of opposite polarity are
brought into electrical contact with each
other, either through the body of the in-
sect or a piece of metal, shorting them.

As soon as the current becomes excessive
as it would naturally be in the latter case,
the plunger is pulled up into the solenoid,
and this breaks the circuit. Of course, the
moment that the current is broken the
solenoid is demagnetised and the plunger
drops again to its normal position, but if

the same current still flows the process is

repeated continually, causing the plunger
to vibrate rapidly. In operation the killer
should, therefore, be set up on a slant so
that every time an insect is killed it

promptly falls off, preventing any long-
continued operation of the circuit breaker.

It is surprising how manv insects will be
killed by this death trap if it is located in
the proper place and baited with some
sweet-smelling substance. The device can
be left connected without any danger to
the house wiring. If desired, a ^5-amp.
fuse can be inserted in the circuit to that
in case the plunger sticks, the small fuse
will be blown before the one in the light-
ing circuit.

Popular Mechanics 1925
As soon as an insect craw ls or alights on

the wired surface of this slab, on which
sugar or other attractive bait is spread as

a lure, it touches two wires of opposite
polarity.and this allows a sufficient amount
of current to flow through its body to kill it

instantly.

It is not advisable to connect the wires

of the slab directly to the lighting circuit

as a small piece of metal, accidentally

dropped on the wires, will blow a fuse. A
small circuit breaker should be provided
to prevent this. The construction of a

simple one is

shown in the
q qlower left- Y/r~"0v0as

hand detail. M
It consists of qJ—
a solenoid ^
made by wind- W
ing an ordi- C-

ary thread HD
ipool full of pp
No. 22 single * <«--

~
-

cotton- co v- I U* fr 1 --i,

ered copper I r
' "

x x mg current is ordinarily not fatal to

the human body, it is very effective for

electrocuting small animals and insects,

because the resistance of these bodies is

much less than that of the human body.
This explains the effectiveness with which
the electric insect killer, shown in the illus-

tration, disposes of roaches, flies, spiders,

and other insects. Once the apparatus is

set up, it requires little or no attention, as
it is automatic in its action, and there is

no danger in having it connected con-
tinually.

The killer consists of a 10 by 12-in. slab
of slate or marble with copper wire wound
on it. The edges are nicked with a file to
hold the wire in place securely. Care must
be taken to get the nicks about Ji in.

apart so that the wires will run close to
each other but will not actually touch.
The wire used for this purpose is prefer-
ably No. 18. and it must, of course, be
bare. Two separate lengths arc wound
side by side so that the alternate wires will
be of opposite polarity when connected to
the circuit. The ends of the wires are se-
curely fastened to a pair of A-m brass
screws at opposite corners of the slab to
prevent the wires from unwinding. The
heads of these screws project far enough
below the slab to prevent the wires from
touching the surface of the table upon
which it is laid, and single screw, arc pro-
vided on the other two corners so that
the slab will rest solidly.

BDAftO .
fcMACKLT

CIRCUIT
tmCAKCM

An BJtCtfk Inuct Killer* WW<h U*ee K : cMinfCM «*d Kit Been T—*4 Vtry A
Circuit BreA«f fV Putrt Cut Too Much Curve*'

How to Make a Flint Arrowhead
Popular Mechanics 1913

If you live where flints abound, pos-
sess the requisite patience and the
knack of making things, you can, with
the crudest of tools and a little prac-
tice, chip out as good arrowheads as
any painted savage that ever drew a
bow.

Select a piece of straight-grained
flint as near the desired shape as pos-
sible. It may be both longer and
wider than the finished arrow but it

should not be any thicker. The side,
edge and end views of a suitable frag-

ment are shown in Fig. 1. Hold the
piece with one edge or end resting on
a block of wood and strike the upper
edge lightly with a hammer, a small
boulder or anything that comes handy
until the piece assumes the shape
shown in Fig. 2.

o* i

'<•> r,»s

The Stone Chipped Into Shepe

The characteristic notches shown in

the completed arrow, Fig. 3, are
chipped out by striking the piece
lightly at the required points with the
edge of an old hatchet or a heavy
flint held at right angles to the edge
of the arrow. These heads can be
made so that they cannot be distin-
guished from the real Indian arrow-
heads.
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YOUR BASIC STEAM
ENGINE

THE STEAM BOILER
What makes a steam engine go? Where

does the power come from? It is all done

by the expansive force of the gas given off

by boiling water. That gas is steam or

water vapor. We have all watched the

boiling of water in a pan over the fire and

seen how, as the water gels hotter and
hotter, little bubbles begin to appear over

the bottom and sides of the pan, and how
presently these bubbles rise and escape

into the air. These little bubbles are also

water, but water turned into a gas called

steam or water vapor. We know that in a

few minutes the water will all escape in

the form of these bubbles—“boil away" is

the way it is commonly described. The
bubbles are as clear and colorless as air,

and perhaps you have known people who
have thought they were bubbles of air.

When these bubbles of clear and colorless

gas escape into the air. you often see a

white cloud appear a little way above the

water, particularly if the surrounding air

is cold: this white cloud is often called

"steam." The white cloud is really a

multitude of minute water globules, for

the clear invisible steam condenses back

into little particles of water when it comes
into contact with the cold air. It is such

while masses of floating water particles,

condensed from water vapor, that we see

in the sky as the beautiful clouds of a

summer day. When light is reflected from

the fine particles of water, they appear

white.

Now how can we get power from this

gas? As it escapes from the pan into the

air. the steam has no more force than the

air. But suppose we put a tight cover on

the pan. and watch what happens;

presently the cover is lifted by the force of

the confined steam. If the cover is fitted

too tight, there might be an explosion.

That is. when steam is confined, it exerts

force in trying to expand. The steam tends

to occupy 1,600 times the volume of the

liquid water, and that is why it exerts

force when it is confined. It is this

expansive force or pressure of confined

steam that is used to run the steam

engine. The water is boiled in a strong

steel tank or boiler. The confined steam

passes through stout pipes to the steam

chest of the engine, where as described

farther along, the expansive force or

pressure is used to drive the piston back

and forth.

There is an opening in the top of the

boiler, kept closed by a metal plug held

THE COMING AGE OF STEAM
By Kurl Saxon

The Industrial revolution was powered by steam. Steam mechanics led to

most of modern industrial technology. Its power, cheapness and simplicity

would have given our modern world a firmer economy and much less pollution.

Underdeveloped nations would have been developed by now. There would
have been no oil crisis, no likelihood ol a third world war over the Middle East.

Petroleum could be better used for the manufacture of fertilizers and other
petro-chomicals than for motor fuel.

The turn from steam engines (external combustion), powered by coal,

kerosene and other low octane fuels, to the Internal Combustion Engine was the

most promising, yet the most socially destructive technological choice In

history. That unhappy choice came about with the discovery of potroleum’s

application as motor fuel and Its cheapness and easy availability.

A hundred years ago. coal was the maior pollutant. Its reloased sulfuric acid

actually ate the buildings away No telling what it did to health. Below is an
article on coal pollution from Harper s New Monthly Magazine, 1870.

DECAY OF CTOXB MlLDISCS IN* CITIES.

Ii hs« frequently keen nk*cnol ih.tr lire »nr-

f.ur« of iunou< kind* of Uixic*. c*|<o..!ly the
limestone*. when ured fire budding puipores in

citie*. in *ho« lime become dimmed and di—
colored, and ai no distant |<tiod dun unmi*-
i.tk.dilc sign* of decay. This it more csjrecial-

ly the n«re here ewol i« ured in ihe Lirce-t <|tian>

lilt
;
and a « .ireful examination In* • liomi ihai

il i» d»c m.unlt lo lire i|HJiilily of sulphuric mid
Idremird l.y lire .ombu.uon of this sub.unce,

iirvainiitn: 10 retcnly (Mind* or more for each

lou ..f cecn ihe inirot quality. Thi* arid formt

•••l|diile*. and u i* on magnesian limtMcire*, or

dolomite-, that the ctle»i»are n»»t marked, tire

rootling sulphate of magne*u being tery c> ideal

in lire scraping* of ibe surface. The caned por-

tion* of ihc Mum. and tliu.c which arrere the dirt

and d»K. Mff« moat, from bolding longer in coo-

tact with the none the acidulated moisture of lhe

air. TV making disintegration of Ihe stone is

also facilitated by ihe erjsiallaaiioo of ihe sul-

phates within its pom.

A careful consideration of Ihe chemical proc-

aasea involved has led lo ihe use of certain sub-

••ore* for the purpoae of preventing ihe com-

bi nation mentioned, and, as il would seem, with

much aoccn* An aqueous solution of super-

phosphate of lime was applied lo the surface of

ihe cleaned Slone, either bv brushing or immer-

sion. and produced an inioluble exterior. The

coat of ihe material h bul trilling, a gallon of

lire solution furnishing two coal* lo about ihreo

hundred square feci of Caen or Portland stone.

Il should not contain any appreciable quantity

of aulphnric acid. For ireatmcnl of dolomites

or magnesian limestones baryta is added lo llio

hardening sail, for the PotpoM of destroying any

sulphate of magnesia already fanned, giving rise

ihe very insoluble sulphate of baryta. When
ihe superphosphate of lime is applied to the

fresh surface of limestone, it has been found to

add nearly fifty per cent, to the strength: nl

least, this was the case with the cubes of stone

on which the experiment was conducted.

A! that timo, steam engines were bulky and Inefficient. That didn’t matter.

Just build them bigger, pour in more coal and get the job done.

Tha coal companies had no Interest In research to make steam more efficient.

The more coal the steam engines wasted, the richer the coal men gol.

If Ihe developers of the Internal Combustion Engine (I.C.) had had to depend

on the coal men to back their research, the I.C. would never have gotten

anywhere. While the I.C. was in Its infancy and no threat to coal, the railroads

actually lobbied against and held up the development of steam engines for
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down by a spring or a weight. If the steam

pressure gets too high for the strength of

the boiler, the plug or valve opens to let

the steam escape. Sometimes this "safety

valve" is neglected; then there is likely to

be an explosion, and the boiler bursts with

great force and destructive effect.

But why does water in the vapor or gas

state, that is steam, exert this great force?

Heating water means giving its molecules

greater motion, and at 212° F. the motion

of the molecules is so great that they no

longer hold together, but fly apart It is

the blows of these flying molecules against

the walls and the piston that produce the

steam pressure. These flying steam

molecules pass along the pipe from the

boiler into the cylinder, as we see in the

next picture.

THE ENGINE
In this picture the piston is hidden, but

we shall see it in a moment. Here we see

the piston-rod. with the rod that connects

it to the fly wheel, and we see. working

from this wheel, the cylinder cord

controlling the governor the two

beautifully balanced balls immediately

above the cylinder. Simple .is this engine

is—the simplest form of engine we can

have— it is wonderful in the smoothness of

its working and the rhythmic balance of

its parts.

THE STEAM-CHEST
From the boiler the gas rushes through

the pipe into the steam chest of the

engine. It flies to the cylinder till it

touches the piston, and here these flying

molecules bombard the steel disk so hard

that the disk flies hack to the other end of

the cylinder. Then the engine does a very

clever thing. As the piston rod flies back,

another rod flies forward. The cylinder

doors are fixed to this other rod; and as

the piston goes back the slide valve goes

forward, so that the door by which the

steam came in is shut. No more steam can

come that way. But as this door shuts

another opens, and through this open door

the steam pours in to drive the piston on

again. Let us call these doors the front

door and the back. They shut and open

hundreds of limes a minute. The front

door opens, the steam rushes through and

drives the piston on; then the front door

shuts and the back door opens, and the

steam through the back door drives the

piston back.

No wizard's chest was ever more

wonderful than this steam chest of an

engine. Inside it is the secret of the engine

that works by steam-power. The

ingenuity of its mechanism is well worth

studying closely, and these pictures and

the picture following make it all quite
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non-rail vehicles.

So beck then, the I.C. was a genuine promise, a real benefit. The oil

companies, making slow progress competing with coal, saw the I.C. as the key

to their survival in the energy field. They weren’t Interested In the steam engine,
however. The unsophisticated steamer could still use their competitor's coal.

Developed, it would never need their more expensive gasoline but would do very

well on cheap kerosene, as it still does today.

Thus, the I.C. was developed and promoted and the steamer was effectively

abandoned.
A few dreamers hung in there, however, developing and improving the steam

auto. At no stage of its development would its backing have been an advantage
to coal men. since such backing would have infuriated rail magnates and the

steamer’s use of coal would have been eliminated by its next improvement.
In our time, oil Is the major pollutant. Our economy is based on it and the

Internal Combustion Engine. It is built into our system just the same as was
coal a hundred years ago.

Now It’s the Internal Combustion Engine which Is bulky, inefficient and a

major polluter. Now Detroit adopts the same attitude against the auto steam
engine as did the old railroad lobbiests.

They use the people's ignorance of steam engines to scare off investments In

steam and the purchase of modern steam autos. They create an Image of the

basic steam engine, described in this issue, and would have you Imagine this

monster under your hood.
Actually, unless you are a mechanic, you probably wouldn’t recognize a

modern auto steam engine if you saw one. Most are the same size as I.C.’s but
weigh less. Tney average 30 MPG on cheap kerosene or Diesel fuel. Methane
could be used to great advantage in steamers, and with no modification of most
engines.

Steam engines are four times quieter than I.C.’s. They are more powerful.

Forty per cent of the I.C.’s fuel is wasted whereas only 10% of the steamer’s
energy is diverted from its actual running.

Freezing Is no longer a problem since antl-freeze products protect the steam
engine in the same way they protect the I.C.'s radiator. And as to the frequency
of filling the engine with water, the modern steamer takes less refilling than
does the modern I.C.’s radiator.

A steam auto takes up to 40 seconds to start when cold. After being parked
while you are at work or shopping it will take about ten seconds to move. Of
course, when in operation, stopping and starling in traffic is the same as with
the I.C.

The Internal Combustion Engine starts from cold in five seconds. But with all

the steamer’s advantages. I can’t see anyone but a nitwit rejecting it because he
has to wait 40 seconds to start up in the morning.

The worst bugaboo about steamers is the likelihood of their boilers

exploding. Such an occurrence is no longer dangerous. The water is in tubes
instead of a pot-like boiler. A broken tube would mean a lot of steam and a
stopped car, just the same as when an I.C.’s radiator blows up.

Steam backers could more alarmingly point to the thousands of people per
year burned to a crisp when high octane gas tanks explode in accidents. Fire

danger from low octane fueled steamers in accidents would be minimal.
Concerning pollution, a major factor is that the steamer gives off less than a

tenth of that released by the I.C. Exhaust from the steamer’s engine is only
water vapor. The fuel burns as completely as in a stove and the pollutants it

releases are not only less in volume but less toxic in their chemical makeup and
so less harmful to the environment.

That the steamer never became popular was largely the fault of its developers.
In the beginning it was a combination of rotten timing and bad business
practices. By the time the Internal Combustion Engine took hold, steam had
lost. The competition from I.C.’s was just too strong.

There was also a lot of naivety In the ranks of the steam developers. Most
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plain. Not only do the doors shut and open
with lightning rapidity and with
marvelous precision, but as the piston flies

to and fro it clears the cylinder of the

used-up gases, driving them into the

exhaust-box through the little black hole

just under the slide valve.

THE SLIDE-VALVE MECHANISM
Here, looking down on the steam

engine, we see how the marvelous

exactness of its movements is obtained.

We see the steam rushing in and driving

the piston through the cylinder. The
piston-rod is joined to the connecting-rod.

which joins the crank of the main shaft so

that, us the piston-rod flies to and fro. the

shaft goes round and round. In the middle

of the shaft is what is called an eccentric

wheel— called eccentric because the

center of the wheel is not the center of the

shaft. The result of this is that the wheel

does not run true but has a kind of

wobbling motion. The wobble affects the

moving of the eccentric rod. which is

joined by another rod to the slide valve.

As the piston flies forward the eccentric

wheel drives the slide valve backward,

shutting the door and cutting off the

steam. As the piston comes one way the

eccentric wheel drives the slide valve the

other way—that is to say, it admits the

steam just when it is wanted and where it

is wanted.

THE ECCENTRIC WHEEL
Here we see the eccentric wheel which

wobbles out of its center and we see also a

top view of the slide valve, or the sliding

doors, as we have called them. These two

pictures below show how. with the

eccentric wheel in one position, the

left-hand door is open and the right hand

closed, while with the wheel reversed the

right-hand door is open and the left hand

closed. The steam drives the piston, the

piston works the shaft, the shaft works

the eccentric wheel, and the eccentric

wheel works the sliding doors, which

control the steam that drives the piston.

That is the "round and round" of a steam

engine, going on faster than we can count,

each part fitting into the other, and each

doing its share of the work with untiring

accuracy.

THE GOVERNOR
These two pictures show one of the

most wonderful pieces of mechanism on

any engine. It is the little instrument with

the hanging halls, and is called the

governor. It is connected with the main

shaft and is made to revolve by two

cog wheels just below the balls. The faster

the main shaft goes around, the faster

these cog-wheels and the spinning balls

revolve. The governor is like the “sense"

actually believed (and some still do) that Detroit would eventually adopt the

steam engine.

An Internal Combustion Engine starts going to hell after about a year. Due to

its simpler construction and the lack of internal battering, a steamer would
outlast at least five I.C.'s. Detroit would far rather sell five engines than one.

Wouldn't you? If this were the only reason, It would be enough for the

permanent rejection of steam engines by Detroit.

The basic reason given for Detroit's rejection is retooling. This would be even

more complex than during WW II when Detroit dropped civilian and commercial

vehicles and converted entirely to tanks, jeeps, etc. At least, the engines were

basically the same, even with all their modifications In size.

War-tlms conversion is by government decree and the public accepts it. But in

peace-time the oil people wouldn't allow the government to order conversion.

Unions would be as violently anti-steam as the oil people. The Internal

Combustion Engine creates more work to employ more people than anything

else In our system. From manufacturing oft-replaced engines, to servicing

them, to selling gas. the Internal Combustion Engine Is the mainstay of our

economy. Conversion to steam would eliminate at least two-thirds of road

vehicle related Jobs. The auto people no more want to be retrained than do the

loggers or you.

So there will be no conversion to steam by government decree. Detroit won’t

convert voluntarily. While there is seemingly plenty of oil, people will contlnuo

to drive big cars. Smaller cars will be the rule only when oil really starts running

out. By that time, there won't be enough energy to use In the conversion from

I.C.’s to steamers.

There will be no conservation of energy In anticipation of real shortages.

Energy people will contlnuo to sell as much as they can today and to hell with

tomorrow. It's their nature.

In Issue M. page 18 of The Mother Earth News, we are told that the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology was conducting experiments recently on

200 autos, substituting wood alcohol for gas. The experiments stopped shortly

after EXXON gave MIT $500,000. MIT officials admitted that EXXON had

opposed the study but said there was no connection between the gift of tho half

million and the stopping of the project.

A reader In New Hampshire sent me the article below, which speaks for Itself.

Gas Pressure
The natural gas industry has quietly blocked me of

a simple device that would save COO minion in

heaung bdb during each winter month, accor&ng to

confidential Senate memos
The mechanism, coating wsfc a few dollars, would

decreaie use of natural gas in lurnances Dy up lo jo

per cent and save the equivalent of halt million bar-

rels of oil a day
The device has been used in Germanyfee 43 years.

In hearings next week by the Senate Anti-Trust
subcommittee, the natural gaa Industry will be asked
why it’s not beme used in the U.S. The fuel-saver Is

called a "vent damper" and prevents heat from
going up the flue In 1972 we revealed how the in

dostry-run American Gas Association (AGA) had
successfully thwarted its widespread use to keep
sales of natural gas from dropping

But Memphis. Tenn
,
among other cities, tried to

give the vent clamper a fair trial. The subcommittee
has now obtained correspondence which shows that

the AGA's industrious president, F.D Hart, "called
i.Memphis officials) three or four times and was
applying pressure" to prevent the vent damper test.

A subcommittee staff report explains AGA’s
success: "For approximately ten years, a small
company attempted to have the AGA promulgate
standards" which are necessary for the device to be
widely installed. The AGA refund

.

.”

As a result, only about 5.000 of the vent dangers
are In use. although there are 30 million pn fur-
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of the engine, and its purpose is to

regulate the supply of steam to the

cylinder.

It is all done by the two balls. We all

remember the old-fashioned merry-go-

rounds on which we used to ride at

country fairs. The faster they went the

farther out the horses swung and the

higher they wore in the air. So it is with a

ball on a piece of string. Spin it round and

round, and the faster you spin it the

higher it will rise. I<ook at the balls in the

left-hand picture-lhey are still and low-

down.- Now look at the right-hand

picture— they are spinning around as fast

as they can go. As they spin they rise, and

as they rise they pull up with them the rod

that connects them with the throttle, so

that the throttle works with the balls,

shutting off steam when the balls are at

their highest, admitting more steam when

the balls slow down.

This delicate piece of mechanism was

invented by James Walt, the inventor of

the modern steam engine, and it is called

"Watt's ball governor." In most engines

now, this governor of Walt's lakes

another form, though it is really the same

in principle. Inside the big fly wheel of the

engine are two big balls or weights

The Steam Boiler

naces.

The subcommittee ha* a bo drttrmmed that the

devices are safe Suffer John Ray »u as* to We

«

Germany to sttfly the device* fir* hud. R* ftuad

I haven't written a line of this to discourage interest in steam. All my negative

arguments have been to show that steam will have to be promoted by Survival

types the same as Solar power, methane, wind. etc.

Beginning with the basic steam engine in this Issue. I will be doing more

articles on steam. This will Include not only automotive steam engines but work

engines for every Job on the farm and In the home.

In time, you mechanics can build your own steam runabouts. When we give

steam the promotion others have given to sun power, wind, etc., the steam car

manufacturers will start selling enough of their engines to successfully

compete with the dying Internal Combustion auto Industry.

Whatever headway we make before the collapse, we Survivors will have much

more to build with than if we waited to apply steam after the I.C. was gone.

Following la a partial listing of books on steam engines you can get a' your

library or order through a book store.

STEAM CARS 1770-1970. Anthony Bird. St. Marlin's Press 1971.

SMOGLESS DAYS. Adventures in ten Stanley Steamers. Stanley W. Ellis,

Howell-North Books 1971.

THE STEAM-POWERED AUTOMOBILE, Andrew Jamison, Indiana University

Press 1970.

A SIMPLE HISTORY OF THE STEAM ENGINE, J.D. Storer, John Baker

Publisher London 1969.

MIDI VAIVI

i t. ft I- (•» it «*<•*#* through

| a*«n* po»t*i through A

The Steam-Chest

The Slide-Valve Mechanism

7 bcgxocotAg rngtrs*. •ith «v»hrvl
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ATLAS'S FIRST l.nd maybe Uat) MOVIF. REVIEW

The Governor

fastened on hinged arms. These weights

fly out toward the rim of the fly-wheel

when the engine is running. Just as in

Watt's ball governor there is a rod from
the arms of these weights joined to the

steam throttle. If the engine runs too fast,

the weights fly out so that the rod closes

the throttle, shutting off part of the

steam, and the engine slows down to the

proper speed.

Mercury, which reaches a temperature
of 1

.
000‘F. at only 180 pounds pressure, is

used instead of water in some turbine

engines. After the mercury vapor has

operated one turbine, it is still hot enough
(about 435°F.| to heat w ater into steam at

•WO pounds pressure, and this water
steam in turn operates another turbine.

The costly mercury is recovered in a

condenser and used over and over.

The Ecceotric Wheel

In my third issue. James Alan asked

for a description of the device the Taxi

Driver used to snap the gun out of his

sleeve and into his hand. I watched the

making of his device, carefully, and am
still uncertain of how ho did it. Anyway,
he had an arrangement built of odds and

ends and it had a track going down his

arm on which the gun carriage was on
rollers. When he snapped his arm to the

firing position, the carriage would rattle

considerably and the gun would slide into

his hand.

It was noisy and it reminded of putting

a coin in a Coke machine and waiting for

it to finally finish its grumbling and shoot

the bottle out. Any police officer I know
is faster on the draw and I think such a

device would only give the wearer a false

sense of security.

Travis, the Taxi Driver, is an

ex Marine and a Viet Nam vet. He can't

sleep and whether he is haunted by war
memories or intestinal parasites picked

up in New York or Viet Nam is not made
clear.

Anyway. Travis applies for night taxi

duty anywhere in New York City. Here.

TAXI DRIVER
the degeneracy of New Yorkers is

revealed to him and he makes contact

with this fantastic, public spirited

salesman who carries about twenty
pistols in two suitcases. Anti-gun
dummies will be offended by the

salesman's Messianic real in so freely

supplying citizens with arms in New
York, the showplace of strict gun control.

The Taxi Driver buys four different

caliber pistols and carries them all.

Travis develops a protective interest in

Iris. A 12 '/» year old hooker, played by
Jodie Foster. She is hardly a turn-on
since anyone would identify her with her
role as the cute little con-artist playing

alongside Christopher Connely in the TV
series. "Paper Moon".

While this is going on. the Taxi Driver

is on the make for an angelic dimwit
campaigning for the presidency of your
typical scummy politician. Travis takes
her to a skinflick and she walks out,

although it showed some footage of

microphotography of sperm cells and
such along with some footage of an orgy.

Iwas surprised at her reaction since the

people in the orgy had more redeeming

characteristics than did the politician she
was campaigning for. and even the Taxi
Driver, for that matter.

The upshot of the movie is that Travis
raids the house Iris works in and kills

everyone but her while stage hands stand
off-camera sloshing buckets of orange
paint on everyone.

Travis survives and gets his name in

the papers as a hero. Iris goes back to

school in Pittsburgh. Don't be upset that

I've told you the plot. If you've seen the

movie you'll thank me for showing you
that it had a plot in the first place.

The message I got from Taxi Driver is

that most New Yorkers are not fit to

survive. Travis shows that casually

gunning down New Yorkers is a public

service, good target practice, and has its

rewards. It's a kind of recruiting film for

Vigilantes. But it probably won't inspire

much zeal in good folk to go there and
help. The Peace Corps fever has largely

died out in our land.

Go see it. but leave the old folks at

home.
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BLACK POWDER
How to Make

the Best
The basic formula for black powder is

(by weight) 15 parts potassium nitrate, 3

parts powdered charcoal and 2 parts

sulfur. One half part powdered dextrine or

one part EePages mucilage or Elmer's

Glue-All should be added to powder mixed

wet. Thus, when it is dry it will remain in

the same sized grains you make it.

Say each part is */i ounce. That would

give you 8'/i ounces of potassium nitrate,

l'/i ounces of powdered charcoal, 1 ounce

of sulfur and '/a ounce of dry dextrine or 1

ounce of wet glue.

Mix the whole mess with enough

rubbing alcohol to make a thick mush.

(Plain water can be used.)

Next, lay a yard of plastic window

screen on a table and rub the mess well

into it. Use a spatula to smooth the mush
into the screen so you can sec. from both

sides, all the screen strands. What you

want are tiny, uniform squares of black

powder.

Hang up the screen and when the

powder is dry just bend, tap and generally

mess with the screen and you'll have the

best black powder ptwsible with the

ingredients — if they are fine enough.

The fineness is what stumps most

people. The finer it is. the better it is.

Also, one ingredient should be as fine as

are the other ingredients. Sulfur is seldom

a problem as it breaks down easily.

Charcoal is pretty easy to pulverize, also.

But potassium nitrate is barely soluble in

water and is very hard to pulverize, even

in u blender.

The best way to pulverize the

ingredients is in a lapidary tumbler. This

is a can partly filled with carborundum or

something else and pretty stones. A motor

turns it something like 20 to 60 rpm's hour
after hour and after a day or so the dull,

rough stones come out shining and smooth

all over.

Such tumblers can be bought in nearly

every town. Just look in the phone book

under "Lapidary Supplies". One handling

about a pound of powder at a time costs

under $20. It will last for years and uses a

negligible amount of energy.

To use, put in about '/« the can's volume

of ballbearings about the size of marbles.

Look under "Bearings” in the phofie book.

Second best is one ounce size round lead

fishing sinkers bought at any bait and

tackle shop.

When you've got your tumbler and balls

you need some ingredients to put into it.

Potassium nitrate can be bought through

most chemical companies. You can even

buy it for about $3.85 a pound from any

drug store if you’re cool. Druggists refuse

to sell it if they suspect it is to be used for

making any sort of explosive. Just tell the

man your brother-in-law gave you some
pork from his farm and vou want to try to

cure some. It's not that important that the

guy's going to give you the third degree. If

he does, to hell with him. Just go to the

next drug store. You can also get pure

potassium nitrate from the nursery and
garden supply store under the name
"Stump Remover", three pounds for $5.

You can also get it from common soil by
following the instructions elsewhere in

this issue.

At the same nursery store you can get

excellent sulfur cheaply in five-pound

bags.

For charcoal, go to the nearest grocery

store. You can buy a 10 pound bag of

charcoal briquettes for about $1.75.

Willow charcoal is best for black powder,

but briquette makers aren't that selective.

If you can't get the best, try briquettes.

They may be willow even though the bag

doesn't name the tree.

Put a few briquettes in a box and pound
them to bits with a hammer. Pour the bits

into a blender, if you have one. and blend

until the powder all goes through a

regular flour sifter. Without a blender it

just takes more pounding.

I would advise you to first pulverize a

pound of potassium nitrate for 24 hours,

then pulverize a half pound of charcoal,

since it is bulkier, for 24 hours.

When the potassium nitrate and
charcoal are pulverized, run them
seperately through a square foot of 100

mesh brass screen. Such a screen can be
bought through any ceramics supply

store. This screen is commonly used for

sifting glazes.

With your 100 mesh potassium nitrate,

charcoal and sulfur (might as well sift it.

too) you've got some fine ingredients.

Mix it with the half ounce dry dextrine

or one ounce liquid glue and the rubbing

alcohol and tumble it for 24 hours. The 24
hour tumbling is arbitrary. It might do

just as well in 12 or six. If you want to

save three cents on your electric bill cut

the lime down. Otherwise, give it as much
time as you have patience.

When you have a nice pile of flaked

black powder you might want to test it.

You can ignite it beside a pile of

commercial black powder for comparison.

If you would rather test it in firecrackers.

the technique for making them is in THE
POOR MAN'S JAMES BOND. The
instructions are general and you can

improvise according to your needs and
materials. One suggestion is to dip the

firecracker in Elmer's Glue-All by the fuse

so all the cracker and part of the fuse is

covered. Hang the cracker or crackers up
by the unglued part of the fuse for maybe
three days and you should have an airtight

cracker to be proud of.

Popular Mechanics 1925
Homemade Barbed-Wire Stretcher

After trying various kinds of barbed-
wire stretchers, none of which proved sat-

isfactory, the stretcher shown in the illus-

tration was con-
structed and gave
excellent results.

It was made from
a piece of 2 by 4-

in. material, about
3 ft. long. One end
was slightly round-
ed to s e r v e as a
handle an(l a ->(-in.

hole was drilled

about 4 in. f ro m
the other end. A
'A- in. slot was
then cut from the

end to this hole to slip over the wire.

After the wire is located in the hole, as
shown, a round tapered wooden peg is

pushed in to keep it there. Then, using
the post as a fulcrum, the wire is pulled
tight by drawing the stretcher up against
one of the barbs. The peg should project
far enough on each side of the hole so
that it can readily he driven in or out

with a sligh t tap of the hammer/

Wind Scoop for Bedroom Window
Popular Mechanics 1925

An adaptation of the porthole wind
scoops of vessels plying in tropical waters

makes it pos-
sible to ilcllect

the breeze in-

to the bed-
room during
hot weather.
A wooden
frame is cov-
c r c d with
stout paper,
and fastened
to the window
frame by wire
hooks that fit

into the tri-

angular open-
ings between

the frame and siding. A wire stay is

hinged to the outside corners of the de-
flector. and it is hooked around the oppo-
site side of the frame, as illustrated in the
drawing. It requires only the work of
a second to set up or take down the
arrangement.
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HOW TO WATERPROOF
BOOK MATCHES

ThLa is a goody I wrote 16 year* ago for

a journalism assignment. After aU that

time I finally found a publication which

would print it.

KURT SAXON

“I’m going camping." said my younger

brother.

“Hurrah!" I shouted. "I'll show you how
to waterproof book matches."

"Don’t bother,” said he. "I've got a

lighter."

He held it up for me to see and I

snatched it and ground it under my heel.

When I set out to show somebody how to

waterproof book matches I let nothing

stand in my way.

He told me it was my own lighter which

he had stolen not a month ago and my
countenance fell; but only for a moment.

For the prospect of waterproofing book

matches kept all petty hates in

momentary check.

I rummaged in the refrigerator and

under the couch and finally found the glob

of wax my mother got for chewing when
the price of tobacco went up. I put it in a

sauce pan and lit a fire under it.

As the flames licked hungrily around

the pan we watched, fascinated, while the

wax melted and burned and smoke rose in

a black pall to the ceiling. Then, from the

den. we heard a fierce sniffing as if from a

snarling hound scenting its prey.

"What are you young’uns doingT'

shouted Mother in a tone that showed

little delight.

We ignored her as she was invariably a

party pooping conservative. She finally

fell her way through the smoke and

turned out the fire.

Coughing from the acrid fumes she said

to me. "Look at this mess! You know how
a woman likes to keep a nice place."

I didn’t but I nodded to humor her.

She set about to clean up but. laughing,

my brother and I hustled her outside and

locked her in the garage.

Then we re-lit the fire and soon the wax

was boiling merrily.

While we covered the striking surfaces

of the match books with Scolcl^ tape I

cautioned my brother to put out the fire

crawling up the curtain. He tore the

curtain down and threw it out the window.

Finally. I dumped the match books into

the boiling wax. watching to see that they

weren't in long enough for the hot wax to

penetrate the Scotch tape. When they

were thoroughly soaked I took them out I showed him a book and ripped off the

and shook off the excess wax. Scotch tape. Then I struck one of the

When this was done we opened them w*Xed match heads on the striking

and let them dry while we discussed surface and beamed triumphantly as it lit.

camping. I told him they were handier He chuckled and said I belonged in the

than slick matches and could even be laughing place. He also said there was no
given away as gifts. He said he would give need for the smoke; I just had the fire on

them away as gifts, since Mother would loo high.

never let him go camping again. I thanked him for the information and

I would have argued with him but the gave him a book of matches. As he walked

sirens of the fire engines drowned me out toward the fire truck he signalled his

A fireman poked his head in through the driver to start the engine by Upping his

window and said. "Where's all the smoke forehead.

coming from?" Then my brother let Mother out of the

"We’re waterproofing book matches!" I garage and gave her a book of matches. I

exclaimed. ran as fast as I could to the bus stop.

Simple Method of Making Candles

Self-Setting Rat Trap

A suburbanite successfully trapped

a bunch of rats by stretching a piece

of stout elastic paper on the top of an

open barrel. Spreading food on this

paper he allowed it to remain until the

suspicions of the rats were allayed,

then he cut two right-angled slashes in

the paper with a raxor. Next morning

Tfc. fij.r Stf«Kft*4 o... iki Piml Top C«il

•fur Ui IUu »i It l#f *•••

he found seven of the pests in the

barrel.

Very serviceable candles, that produce

a flame four or five times as Urge as that

of in ordinary wick candle, can be made
in the following manner: About 1 lb. of

paraffin—such as is used for canning pur-
poses—is melted in a flat pan. A long

sheet of tissue paper, about 6 In. wide, is

grasped at each end, and is slowly passed

through the melted wax several times,

each layer being allowed to cool before

the paper is passed through again. When
the thickness of the wax is about V4 in.,

the sheet is allowed to cool, and is then

cut into pieces from 6 to 12 in. long, de-

pending upon the site of candle desired,

and rolled into cylinders.

When dipping, the wax should not be

too hot. as it would then melt the layers

previously applied, instead of adding a

new one. It is best to melt the wax over

water, at a temperature of about 212* F.

To expose the paper wick for lighting,

revolve the end of the candle in a flame

until some of the paper lights; it is then

ready for use.

A Cheap Charcoal Stove.
I saw the other day at a friend's house one of tho simplest and most

ofToctivo stoves for a small conservatory it is possible to imagine. It

was composed of three 12-inch ordinary flower

t
pi pots. The hole at tho bottom of tho lowest was
1 covered with a small pot, into tho sides of which

had been bored a number of holes. Thepotwus
then three parts filled with charcoal, and lighted

from the top. This is tho furnace. It is covorod

by pots Nos. 2 and 3, nnd a light tin funnel and
chimney carry off the vapor. The draught is

maintained by placing the apparatos on a couple

of bricks, and regulated by closing the inter-

vening space with mud, leaving only a sufficient

aperture to keep the fire burning. This im-

provised stovewill bom without attention for

twenty-four hours, and it is amazing what a

great amount of heat is given off from so small

a surface-—S. J.. in thm Gardener's Chronicle,
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Popular Mechanics 1925

Making Varicolored Flash Paper*

for Sage Effecu

Amateur playj are often produced in
small communities where there is no elec-
tric-lighting current. If

the play calls for fire

scenes, lightning, artil-

lery fire, explosions, etc.,

it is difficult to produce
much of an effect with-
out electric lights. For
just such occasions, a set
of varicolored flash pa-
pers will produce the ef-
fects desired. These pa-

t
rrs can be prepared at
Dme at small cost.
It is well, at this point,

to call attention to the
danger attending the use
of these sheets, as well
as of colored fires, etc.,

in close proximity to
scenery, costumes, and
other "props" that have
not been hreproofed. Sheets of tissue
paper, about 12 in. square, are used;
these are cut in half for small, weak
flashes, while, for longer ones, a whole
sheet can be used. The tissue paper is

Popular Mechanics 1915

An Automatic Blowpipe

A fine-pointed flame can be used to

advantage for certain work, and the

alcohol flame and blowpipe have be-

n
come a necessity,

but these may be
improved upon
so as to make
the apparatus
automatic in ac-

tion and more
efficient in its

work. A bottle or receptacle. A, hav-
ing a large bottom to provide a suffi-

cient heating surface, is supplied with
a cork and a tube. B. bent at right

angles. The receptacle, A. is sup-
ported on a stand so that it may he
heated with a small lamp. C. The light

D may be a candle, alcohol lamp, or
any flame set at the right distance
from the end of the tube B.

The receptacle A is partly filled with
alcohol, and the heating lamp lit. The
heat will turn the alcohol into gas and
cause a pressure, driving it through
the tube B, so that it is ignited by the

flame from D. The flame will have a

fine point with sufficient heat to melt
glass.

soaked in aqua fortis. which should be
bought read> -mixed from the druggist.
The paper is thoroughly soaked, but is

taken out of the solution as soon as pos-
sible, rinsed in running water, and hung
up to dry. A wooden clothespin, or some-
thing of the sort, should be used to re-
move the paper from the acid, which
should be prevented from contact with
the fingers or clothing. When the papers
thus treated have dried, they are pinned
to a stick, held at arm's length and
touched off with a match at one corner.
They will burn with a brilliant white flash.

Colored flashes are made as follows:
In all cases the paper is first treated as
described above, and dried before immer-
sion in the chemical solutioni that pro-
duce the colors.
For red. dip the treated sheets in a

solution of water and nitrate of stron-
tium. Blue is obtained by soaking in
copper-nitrate solution. Green can be
produced from a solution of copper
.LI. 1 « i • < rr

.chloride, while a solution of calcium ni-
trate will produce another red. A bcauti-
ful violet flash is made from a solution of
saltpeter and water.
Be sure to pin the paper to the end

of a stick, which can be held at arm's
length, or else fasten to a tin reflector
before lighting.

Smoking One's Own Pork

Even if one does not raise his own
pork, he can eure it to his own taste

Aa ImarrtMtf SaNiHu la IW Carlas <

caa M a>4 Opo.ud a> P.a.o.aU* Na
HxkarT Wood at Cararata ara Uaad tar Pi

A Dowel-Turning Tool

Popular Mechanics 1918

The owner of a wood or metal lathe
can easily construct a tool that will

turn dowels of any size quickly. This
tool, as described by a correspondent
of Work. London, consists of a block
of wood, shaped as shown at A. and a

plane bit, B. attached with a wood
screw. The hole in the collet C must
be of such si/e that it will admit the
rough stock freely hut also prevent it

from wabbling as the stick turns. The
stock is chucked in the ordinary
manner and the tool is run on the
outer end.

Popular Mechanics 1918

Roses Tinged Blue by Chemicals

Roses may be colored without any
detrimental effect by placing their

stems in a solu-

tion 100 cubic
'

Tr 74
centimeters of
water, 2 grams
of saltpeter, and
2 grams of an
aniline dye. A
centerpiece

j of roses colored— to represent the

national colors

was made in this

X way and proved

I p very effective as

| |
;

a table decora-
tion. A conven-

j

ient way to color

the flowers is to

tj/ place their stems
>n a test tube

containing the mixture.—Contributed
by Chester Keene, Hoboken, N. J.

and satisfaction, all that is required being
a small container. A dry-goods box, or
even a barrel, answers the purpose.
As shown, the container, or smoking

chamber, is elevated above the surface of
the ground, and the fire, which furnishes
the smoke, is built in a tin pail a little to

one side. A stovepipe carries the smoke
from the pall to the smoking box. where
the meat absorbs the characteristic flavor.

A piece of scrap tin is used to cover the
pail, and either corncobs or hardwood is

used for fuel. Hickory is especially de-
sirable. if obtainable, but corncobs will

produce excellently flavored meat. Beech,
and woods that contain resin, should not
be used for smoking meat, as they will

impart a bitter taste to the product.

Th« Tool it Vtir Sim.Uf lo • Pl.o. and it U.fd!
with 8 Lithe for Taming DowcSi
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t
| -r- would be scared off by the price of it and

j
‘ its seeming demand for a professional to

f\ i operate it. In the POOR MAN’S JAMES
se I ' BOND. I break down Ken's elaborate still

ne * to its more basic essentials. But you say

th . you don’t have the flask, alcohol lamp and

ral tubing required? You're afraid the

as d pharmacist will read your mind when you

ry / V M request these items? Poor baby!

re •# f - iHIIH Then I'll go that extra mile and break it

/ I- down ^urlhcr - Observe the photo of my
nt ABBA " "A '* § junk still.

hy ** 1 First is a large coffee can or one

ed • A formerly holding a gallon of tomatoes or

he such and ,hrown aw*y by restaurants,

to fl Inside the can is a quart whiskey bottle,

iut I Plastic tubing leads from the bottle cap,

ed ”
through a child's plastic sand bucket and

!ie down to a jar.

r..- up

E \ J fl from rubbing alc..h..l, uu.k.-

oy extract oils from marijuana and other

iul
Kurt Saxon's Junk StiU herbs ind make loU of other great stuff,

nt lab equipment through his friendly You can gel plastic tubing from any

pharmacist puts him in a panic. hardware or aquarium supply store or

ed So I will proceed to show you how you from your local hobby shop. When you

>m can make many wonderful, and some get your tubing and all the other items

ho forbidden, products in your own home together you should not have spent more

of from junk equipment. It is hoped that than a couple of dollars, if that,

en this will encourage you to go further First, punch two holes in opposite sides

>m (field for better equipment once you have of the top of the can with a nail. These

nastered a few simple techniques. are for a wire, put through one hole und

;ar Observe Ken Russel's still. Even I twisted fast, wrapped once around the

THE JUNK STILL
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neck of the bottle, then out the other hole

and twisted fast. This holds the bottle in

place so it won't fall over.

On the bottom of the can. put some
marbles or evenly shaped stones so the

bottom of the bottle is surrounded with

boiling water rather than sitting directly

on the bottom of the can and so getting

its heat directly from the fire.

With a small knife, drill a hole in the

plastic bottle cap just a bit smaller than

the plastic tubing. (Tin caps are started

with a nail and forced to site with a

ballpoint pen. I Force the tubing a

half inch through the hole in the cap and

seal around the outside of the cap and

tube with epoxy or Silicone adhesive,

bought at any hardware store or hobby

shop.

When screwing the cap on and off the

bottle, don't turn the cap. which might

loosen the tube or twist the tubing.

Instead, twist the bottle itself.

Next, string a piece of cord or wire

over the apparatus so the tubing is held

up straight over the bottle, out of the

way of any heat.

Three or four twists of tubing is curled

around inside of the bucket, with about a

foot coming out of its lower side. (Instead

of a plastic bucket, you can even use

another can.) Just make the exit hole

slightly smaller than the tubing and seal

the outside with epoxy or Silicone

adhesive.

Use some weight, such as a can of food,

to hold the tubing down inside the

bucket. Just make sure the weight
doesn’t crush the tubing shut You can
blow through the cap tube when ready to

start. If it blows freely, it is not blocked
and the setup is completely safe if you
follow directions.

The bucket is filled with water and ice

More ice is added as it melts and the
excess is dipped out as necessary.

If you don’t have a refrigerator you can
buy ice cheaply at most liquor stores. If

you have no stove, you can use a

hotplate.

Now. say you want to extract the 70%
isopropyl or methyl alcohol from the

rubbing alcohol bought at any dime or

larger grocery store. Extracting oils from
herbs demands pure alcohol and this

system gets it pure enough for your
purposes.

Pour the rubbing alcohol into the bottle

and turn the bottle under the cap until it

is tight. Then fill the can nearly full with

water and turn on the fire so it just

covers the bottom of the can.

Put water and ice in the bucket. A few

minutes after the water begins to boil.

pure alcohol will fairly flow out of the
lube and into the jar. If you have aet it up
right, when all the alcohol has boiled out.
the flow will practically stop. This is

because alcohol is a coolant and the water
in the bottle can't bod until most of the
alcohol is out.

For a sight gauge to tell when the
alcohol is almost all out. pour the pint of
rubbing alcohol into the jar and make a
mark on the jar showing about 70% of

the liquids volume. When the alcohol is

about to your mark you can be sure the
process is almost finished.

If you are still uncertain, you can stick
your finger under the flow and taste it.

Isopropyl and methyl alcohols are not fit

to drink, but an occasional touch to the
tongue is harmless. The taste of the pure
alcohol you get at first and the watery
leavings at the end is unmisUkable.
When it stops tasting pure, stop the

process.

As the water boils down in the can.

replace it with more boiling water, as
putting in cold water wdl temporarily
stop the process until the water again
reaches the boiling point.

Make or buy plenty of ice beforehand,
since the process can take up to two
hours. This is done in your spare time, of

course, and it's fun.

Your first project might be to get

brandy from wine.

Buy a fifth of 20% alcohol by volume
wine and screw it up to the cap and tube.
You might use another fifth bottle, with
the 20% mark on its outside, to catch the
brandy in.

Since this is to drink, you stop the

process only when you can taste no
alcohol. The popskull you get this way
will be much stronger than you can buy
and will make you a believer in kitchen

chemistry.

You might also use a bottle of gin or
vodka in place of the wine, in order to get

nearly pure ethyl alcohol for lah use and
ingredients for medicines.

In issue 6 will bo the junk process of

extracting oils from herbs.

Popular Mechanics 1919

Watering Window-Box Flowers

The window box for flowers can be
conveniently watered in the following
manner: Construct a metal box to

receive the box holding the soil and
bore enough holes in its bottom to ad-
mit water to the soil. The inside box
should be supported about 2 in. above
the bottom of the metal box. Sponges
are placed in the bottom to coincide
with the holes in the soil box. A fill-

Th* Soli la X«ol Mont bj> tbt WaUr Pt.dioj ihroarl
Ui« SpoBgea Itobi the Ucdct Side

ing tube is made at the end. The water
is poured into the metal box and the
sponges admit only enough water for

the plants at all times.
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YELLOW ALERT!

T.A. DeMsttls. Editor

T ho Ultimate Social?
P.O. Boi 6

lelehurat, NJ 08733

[> l>
o s i t c \ ! V* **• evenl ol —iMfd— arising from social, political or economic crises,

nd and a U- ' S Imo* »hat to do. or are prepared to face up to the realities of the times. An
Imped piece

•
]--,? ' eaample of what can happeo goes something like this: Our government alerts the

cried*

7

after (Cv U / ’ bureaucracy that the USSR it dispersing ita citizens out of urban and industrial areas as

diich the wire i
\

* ? • rMu| t o( breakdown in SALT talks.

i ii g is at- V J { Recalling the Kenoedy criais with Castro in Cuba, the Washington Hierarchy gets set

nd* a»°indi-
— “ove out 10 Maryland's hiUs where special shelters below and above ground have

ated. In use, the tool is placed over the b*eQ for their reception and protection. This is known as 'Crisis Relocation

Iftm and the can pushed into the ground Planning' |CRP|. stage one-on which our Nation's capitol has priority.

Then the news sharpies get wind of all the commotion, and instead of wailing for

official releases from Dept, of Defense, the Village Voice and other vociferous news rags
on both coasts put out bold headlines that the Russian bear is about to attack. Hell

breaks loose as people buy up all the food and fuel they can manage, load up their

vehicles, and start fleeting helter-skelter out of town.

Stage two— the jig is up. and CRP units makes its formal entry with some boldness

and tries to work out problems by the numbers. In the northeast corridor, where more

than 60 million would live in such cities as New York, Boston. Philadelphia and

Baltimore, the task becomes almost impossible. And on the west roast where another

50 million urbanites reside, the scene becomes chaotic, to say the least.

But all these millions of refugees don’t know where to go! Some lucky lew who
manage to find accommodations in motor inns and private country resorts, soon run out

of money to pay for expensive food and lodgings. And when all the others on the road

run out of food and fuel, they are left stranded on the highways and byways of America.

By the time CRP troops and the oalional guard gets organized, chaos has already set

in -a million times worse than the exodus from Kgypt.

Those who remain in urban centers can’t buy food, fuel or other essentials. Public

utilities (gas, water and electricityl are shut off; police, fire, sanitation and

transportation is crippled .you can't even make a phone call for help. You're on your

own.

City centers may function for a while, provided the forces of martial law are organized

and people huddled into arras where they can be controlled and fed in bread lines. For

certain, banks, insurance companies, supermarkets and stores are all closed up. if not

looted and destroyed. Spending money will be scarce. Checking accounts and credit

cards. . forget it. Infact, all paper money, stocks and bonds will be useless. Only gold

and jewelry and silver coins will be honored in bartering for anything; or you can

Popular Mechanics 1925

A Double-Action Carden Hoc

By cutting out a portion from the cen-

ter of the blade of a hoc and pointing the

projection on each —
side, an ordinary
hoc is converted in-

to a tool that per-

mils cultivating on Wrlr' \
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Popular Mechanics 1925

Drilling Large Holes in Glass

To drill comparatively large holes in
glass, without the aanger ot creaking it.

the arrangement illustrated may be used.
and will pro-
duce a clean,

smooth hole.
A piece of thin
brass or cop-
per tubing. the

outside diam-
eter of which
is the same as

that of the
hole to be
drilled, is

titled with a
wire handle
and a small
wooden pul-
ley. A wood
block with a
hole in the

center to fit the tubing used, is provided,

and is fastened to the glass by running

melted beeswax around the edges. The
lube is placed in the hole in the block,

partly filled with a mixture of emery and
water, and rotated by means of a bow. in

the manner of a fiddle-bow drill, the string

lassing around the pulley. This method
s particularly suitable for drilling holes

ri curved glass, as the underside of the
dock can be shaped to the curvature of

the surface, so that the drill will not slip.

Popular Mechanics 1915

A Paper Drinking Cup

The cup is readily made of a piece

of paper 8 in. square. I.ay the paper
on a flat surface, turn the point A over

Cup* can be Ncatad Together andCaxttd lalbe
l*oekel or Hand Be(

to meet the point B and crease on the

dotted line CD, Fig. 1, then turn the

corner D up to meet the line BC, Fig.

2, making sure that the new edge DE
is parallel with the lower edge and
crease. Turn the corner C in the same
manner, that is, fold it over to the
point E and crease. Fold the two
corners at B outward and down, and
crease, and the cup is complete as

shown in Fig. 3.

now. But instead, they are wasting their time and money reading The Last Days of

Nixon’, or the life of Jacqueline, or other nonsense which neither reveals nor adds to

one's knowledge about survival. Wise people will subscribe to such journals as Mother
Earth News, the Plain Truth, Common Sense, and other pertinent periodicals.

There is much activity going on in preparation for troubled times ahead which many
economists and political analysts describe as inevitable. Sure. . .there is much optimism
in the daily press and highly respected publications, but all of it it» based on the

Bicentennial of America and the old rhubarb from the national political elections. Like
the old song. ‘After the Ball waa over,' well get the impact of all the social/economic/po-

litical problems which have been building up over the past decade of uninhibited

spending, licentious living, and international difficulties. These problems have not been
resolved, and are very much with us. and building up more each day.

Foremost along lines of preparedness are the Crisis Relocation Planners and several

corporate groups who are planning private retreats. In Hutchinson, Kansas, they are

well along in developing a subterranean habitat encompassing a huge cavern of 250

acres, 650 feet below the prairie. These spacious compartments are used to safeguard

industrial/business valuables, such as bank and insurance company records In

microfilm; Bollywoods movie classics; Detroit’s automobile technology; California's

wines and brandy, agricultural seeds, dehydrated and freeze-dried foods, clothing,

medicines, arm* and ammunition. There is room down there for a surviving colony of

10,000 people or more, and you can be sure they will be mostly scientists, technicians,

the wealthy families, disciplined militiamen, and a key group of officers and personnel

necessary to establish and train a new social order of civilization with excellent chances

of survival.

Other survival groups are developing with outdoor resorts and recreational parks

throughout the country. The Mutual Association lor Security A Survival |MASS|,
originators of the idea o( utilizing campgrounds as relocation destinations in the event of

national emergencies, are busily organizing charter groups. As regional chapters are

formed, they are attached to cooperating owners ol farms, ranches and campgrounds
located far out of urban areas. The MASS now has designs on coordinating survival

establishments with campground* from Florida to New England, running along the

famed Appalachia Trail. A prototype retreat i* being made ready in rural area of New
Jersey to be called 'Survival Town.' U.S.A.

Along the Main Street of America |oo the old Route U.S. 66 which ran from Chicago

to L.A.|, are developing retreat loeations going southwest through St. !x>ui*. Joplin.

Mo., the O.K. country through to Albuquerque, N.M., Flagstaff, Az., and into San
Bernardino. Legendary places like the ancient caverns of Meramec, Grand Canyon and

Onandaga Cave, are now off the beaten path of old '66. with rerouting of the National

Highway System. Most of the Rt. 66 motels, service stations and roadside diners have

been closed or abandoned, and make ideal locations for survival encampments.
On the Pacific coast, beginning at North Cascade National Park in Washington, and

meandering along the Rockies down to Turns, Arizona, is more than 1200 miles of near

desolate countryside with nearly 1000 established campgrounds and outdoor resorts

where retreats may be developed, and some actually planned, as one at Millard Canyon
near Palm Spring*. In future issues of this column, we will report how communes or

experimental communities of alternative lifestyles are becoming de-facto retreats by
accidental design. There are well over 2000 such encampments scattered in 40 states,

the British Honduras and Central America.

It is our purpose to examine and report on all these potential survival groups |such as

the United Survival Clubs of L.A.), and relate all there is to know about them. We will

survey those most likely to meet the requirements of people who may be looking for a

convenient place of refuge in the event of social chaos. Although we recognize this is a

subject most people would rather not think about— it is far better to be informed and

ready. A danger foreseen is half avoided.

When we have all the facts from resonsible survival groups and addresses where one

may write to for specific information, we will publish a special directory of refuge

networks and developments. It may well be the first of its kind in the USA. and suggest

»\>u reserve your copy and be sure you get that special edition from Allan.
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Popular Mechanics 1913

L The Eqolpmcoi

Many amateur mechanics who re-

Foundry Work at Home

quire small metal castings in their

work would like to make their own
castings. This can easily be done at

home without going to

any great expense, and
the variety and useful-

ness of the articles pro-

duced will make the

equipment a good in-

vestment.
With the easily made

devices about to be de-

scribed, the young me-
chanic can make his

own telegraph keys and
sounders, battery zincs,

binding posts, engines,

cannons, bearings,

small machinery parts,

models and miniature

objects, ornaments of

various kinds, and du-
plicates of all these, and many other
interesting and useful articles.

The first thing to make is a molding-

bench. as shown in Fig. 1. It is possi-

ble to make molds without a bench, but

it is a mistake to try to do this, as the

sand is sure to get on the floor, whence
it is soon tracked into the house. The
bench will also make the operation of

molding much easier and will prove to

be a great convenience.

The bench should be made of lumber
about 1 in. thick and should be con-

structed in the form of a trough, as

shown. Two cleats, A A, should be
nailed to the front and back to support

the cross-boards, BB, which in turn

support the mold while it is being
made. The object of using the cleats

and removable cross-boards instead of

a stationary shelf is to give access to

the sand, C, when it is being prepared.

About one or two cubic feet of fine

molding-sand will be required, which

may be purchased at the nearest foun-

dry for a small sum. Yellow sand will

be found a little better for the ama-

teur’s work than the black sand gener-

ally used in most foundries, but if no

yellow sand can be obtained the black

kind will do. If there is no foundry

near at hand, try using sand from other

sources, giving preference to the finest

sand and that which clings together in

a cake when compressed between the

hands. Common lake or river sand is

not suitable for the purpose, as it is too
coarse and will not make a good mold.

For mixing and preparing the sand

a small shovel. D. and a sieve, E, will

be required. If desired the sieve may
be homemade. Ordinary wire netting

such as is used in screen doors, is about

the right mesh, and this, nailed to re-

place the bottom of a box, makes a very

good sieve.

The rammer. F. is made of wood, and
is wedge-shaped at one end and flat at
the other, as shown. In foundries each
molder generally uses two rammers,
but for the small work which will be
described one will be sufficient An
old teaspoon, G. will be found useful
in the molding operations and may be
hung on the wall or other convenient
place when not in use

The cloth bag, H, which can be made

of a knitted stocking, is filled with coal-

dust. which is used for a parting me-
dium in making the molds. Take a

small lump of soft coal and reduce to

powder by pounding. Screen out all

the coarse pieces and put the remainder

in the bag. A slight shake of the bag
over the mold will then cause a cloud of

coal-dust to fall on it. thus preventing

the two layers of sand from sticking,

but this operation will be described

more fully later on.

The flask. J. Fig. 1. is shown more
clearly in Fig. 2. It is made of wood
and is in two halves, the "cope," or up-
per half, and the ’‘drag.” or lower part.

A good way to make the flask is to

take a box. say 12 in. by 8 in. by 6
in. high, and saw it in half longitudin-

ally. as shown. If the box is not very
strong, the corners should be braced
with triangular wooden strips. A A.

which should be nailed in. previous to

sawing. The wooden strips B B are

used to hold the sand, which would
otherwise slide out of the flask when
the two halves of the mold are sepa-

rated.

The dowels, CC, are a very impor-

tant part of the flask as upon them de-

pends the matching of the two halves

of the mold. A wedge-shaped piece,

CC, is nailed to each end of the cope,

and the lower pieces, DD, are then

nailed on the drag so that they just

touch C when the flask is closed. The
two halves of the flask will then occupy

exactly the same relative position

whenever they are put together.

After the flask is done make two
boards as shown at K. Fig. 1. a little

larger than the outside of the flask.

A couple of cleats nailed to each, board

will make it easier to pick up the mold
when it is on the floor.

A cast-iron gluc-pot makes a very

good crucible for melting the metal,

which can be cither aluminum, white

metal, zinc or any other metal having
a low melting-point. This completes

the equipment with the exception of

one or two simple devices which will

now be described.

II— How io Mike • Mold

Having finished making the flask and
other equipment, as described, every-

thing will be ready for the operation of

molding. It would be well for those

who have never had any experience in

this line to visit a small brass foundry,

where they can watch the moldcrs at

work, as it is much easier to learn by
observation

; but they must not expect

to make a good mold at the first trial.

The first attempt usually results in the

sand dropping out of the cope when it

is being lifted from the drag, either be-

cause of insufficient ramming around
the edges or because the sand is too

dry.

A good way to tell when the sand is

moist enough is to squeeze it in the

hand. If it forms into a cake and

shows all the finger-marks, it has a suf-

ficient amount of moisture, but if it

1-Cm.hiiI knupMl oI Buu u< ToeU
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crumbles or fails to cake it is too dry.

An ordinary watering-pot will be found
useful in moistening the sand, but care
should be taken not to get it too wet.
°r the hot metal coming in contact
with it when the mold is poured will
cause such rapid evaporation that the
mold will “boil” and make a poor cast-
ing. A little practice in this operation
will soon enable the molder to deter-
mine the correct amount of moisture.
When molding with sand for the first

time it will be necessary to screen it all

before using It, in order to remove
the lumps, and if water is added, the
sand should be thoroughly shoveled
until the moisture is evenly distributed.
The sand is then ready for molding.
The operation of making a mold is

as follows: The lower half of the
flask, or "drag," and the pattern to be
molded arc both placed on the cover
board as shown at A. A quantity of
sand sufficient to completely cover the
pattern is then sifted into the drag,
which is then filled level with the top
with unscreened sand. This is

rammed down slightly with the ram-
mer, and then more sand is added until

it becomes heaped up as shown at B.

It is then rammed again as before.

It is impossible to describe just how
hard a mold should be rammed, but by
observing the results the beginner can
tell when a mold is too hard or too
soft, and thus judge for himself. If

the sand falls out of the flask when
lifting the cope, or if it opens up or
spreads after it is poured, it shows that

the mold has been rammed too little,

and if the surface of the sand next to

the pattern is cracked it shows that the
mold has been rammed too hard. It

will be found that the edges of the
mold can stand a little more ramming
than the middle. In finishing the ram-
ming, pound evenly all over the sur-

face with the blunt end of the rammer.
After ramming, scrape off the sur-

plus sand with a straight-edged stick,

as shown at C, and scatter about ft in.

of loose sand over the surface for a
good bearing. Place another cover
board on top, as shown at D, and by
grasping with both hands, as shown,
turn the drag other side up. Remove
the upper cover board and place the
upper half of the flask, or "cope,” in

position, as shown at E.
In order to prevent the two layers of

sand sticking together, the surface of

the sand at E should be covered with

coal-dust. This is done by shaking the
coal-dust bag over the flask, after

which the dust on the pattern may be

removed by blowing. The cope is then
filled with sand and rammed in exactly
the same manner as in the case of the
drag.

After the ramming is done a number
of vent holes are made, as shown at
F. from the surface of the mold to the
pattern, in order to allow the escape
of air and steam when the mold is be-
ing poured. These vent holes may be
made by pushing a wire about the sire

of a knitting-needle down through the

sand until it touches the pattern. The
"sprue," or pouring-hole, is next cut,

by means of the sprue-cutter shown at

the right, which consists of a piece of
thin brass or steel tubing about % in.
in diameter.

Now comes the critical part of the
molding operation—that of lifting the
cope from the drag It is here that
the amateur often becomes discouraged,
as the sand is liable to fall out of the
cope and spoil the mold; but with a
little practice and patience the molder
can lift the cope every time without
breaking it, as shown at G.
The next operation is that of cutting

the gate, which carries the molten
metal from the sprue to the opening
left by the pattern. This is done with
a spoon, a channel being cut about %
in. wide and about V4 in. deep. The
pattern is then drawn from the mold,
as shown at H, by driving a sharp-
pointed steel rod into the pattern and
lifting it from the sand. When a metal
pattern is used a thread rod is used,
which is screwed into a tapped hole
in the pattern. Before drawing it is

well to tap the drawing-rod lightly

with another and larger rod. striking
it in all directions and thus loosening
the sand slightly from the pattern.

Some molders tap the pattern gently
when withdrawing, as shown at H, in

order to loosen any sand which has a

tendency to stick.

After drawing the pattern, place the

cope back on the drag, as shown at J.

Place a brick or other flat, heavy ob-
ject on top of the mold above the pat-

tern, to prevent the pressure of the

melted metal separating the two halves

of the mold, and then pour.

HI— MclUn« and Pouting

Having prepared one or more molds,
the next operation is that of melting
and pouring. An ordinary cast-iron

glue-pot makes a good crucible and can
be easily handled by a pair of tongs,

made out of steel rod, as shown in the
sketch. In order to hold the tongs to-

gether a small link can be slipped on
over the handle, thus holding the cru-
cible securely.

A second piece of steel rod bent in

the form of a hook at the end is very
useful for supporting the weight of the
crucible and prevents spilling the
molten metal should the tongs slip off
the crucible. The hook is also useful
for removing the crucible from the fire,

which should be done soon after the

P<*. «— Pourti, u* w.ui
metal is entirely melted, in order to
prevent overheating. The metal should
be poured into the mold in a small
stream, to give the air a chance to es-
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cape, and should not be poured di-

rectly into the center of the opening,
as (he metal will then strike the bottom
hard enough to loosen the sand, thus
making a dirty casting.

If, after being poured, the mold sput-
ters and emits large volumes of steam,
it shows that the sand is too wet, and
the castings in such cases will probably
be imperfect and full of holes.

A mold made in the manner pre-

viously described may be poured with
any desired metal, but a metal which is

easily melted will give the least trou-

ble. One of the easiest metals to melt

and one which makes very attractive

castings is pure tin. Tin melts at a

temperature slightly above the melting

point of solder, and, although some-
what expensive, the permanent bright-

ness and silverlike appearance of the

castings is very desirable. A good
"white metal” may be made by mix-

ing 75% tin, 15% lead, 5% line and

5% antimony. The object of adding

antimony to an alloy is to prevent

shrinkage when cooling.

A very economical alloy is made by
melting up all the old type-metal, bab-
bitt, battery zincs, white metal and
other scrap available, and adding a lit-

tle antimony if the metal shrinks too
much in cooling; If a good furnace is

available, aluminum can be melted
without any difficulty, although this

metal melts at a higher temperature
than any of the metals previously men-
tioned.

In casting zincs for batteries a sepa-

rate crucible, used only for zinc, is very

desirable, as the presence of a very

small amount of lead or other impurity

will cause the batteries to polarize. A
very good way to make the binding

posts is to remove the binding posts

from worn-out dry batteries and place

them in the molds in such a way that

the melted zinc will flow around them.

The time required for a casting to

solidify varies with the size and shape

of the casting, but unless the pattern

is a very large one about five minutes

will be ample time for it to set. The

casting is then dumped out of the mold

and the sand brushed off. The gate

can be removed with either a cold

chisel or a hacksaw, and the casting is

then ready for finishing.

Sidecar for a Parcel-Delivery Bicycle
Popular Mechanics 1919

OUICK delivery of smalj packages
within a two-mile radius can be

accomplished with a bicycle by a sturdy

boy. An ordinary bicycle is used, pref-

erably one with coaster brake and mud-

K
ards. Iron braces. % by 1)4 in., are

»pcd to make the framework, and the

ends arc looped to fasten around the

frame of the bicycle and the supporting
fork of the third wheel. This wheel is

a bicycle front wheel with a fork. A
mudguard on the third wheel is desir-

able. Make the iron parts as detailed,

and fasten them into place. The body
is made of %-in. wood, preferably oak.
The upper portion of the body is cut to

receive the top brace, which is not in

the way in loading or unloading the
packages. Fasten the box with >4-in.

carriage bolts, using a spring washer
under the nut wherever a joint is made
between wood and iron. A canvas
cover can be cut to fit the top and
secured at one end only, with three

catch knobs on the sides and corre-

sponding eyelets in the canvas, keep-
ing the dust and rain from the interior

of the body.
It is a good plan to stiffen the body

with corner braces, using by %-in.

should be strongly fastened, tongue-
and-groove boards being used, and the
side corners should be fitted with iron
band iron. The floor of the body
braces at the bottom. The body may
be extended farther over the rear, if

more loading space is required.

One coat of priming and one of paint

finishes the box, and with the name of

the merchant on the front and rear,

the whole makes a neat advertising

feature. Regarding the selection of a

•c* view rnoNi view

As Oidiairy local Bicy.l. ua V. M D.Uv.ry Car by lb. AMItiM el • BoSy

bicycle, since great speed is not essen-

ordinary work, where only small grades
W w W W ff ff

are covered, a gear of about 65 will be cord attached
found efficient. l0 an angular bar, which is pivoted to the

A Window Greenhouse »>de* ** ,n
.
dica,fd « •» uscd *or raisin& °r

~ A t • t • i
lowering the top. .

The drawing shows a simple window A w jn<j0w greenhouse should prefer-
greenhouse that can be easily erected ab , be placed on the south side of the

from ordinary house, so as to get the full benefit of the

B
? window sash, junijght. Shelves and brackets can be

l fi,,ed in*ide for ,he accommodation of

.*

fr. thr tin inn P lam * that have trailing or drooping hab-

: £ its. Sufficient heat will be furnished from

?
f the window

,hc room 10 makc ,hc K.rowin* hardy

- Th. plants an easy matter. Among these are

i rZ*t .i.J l violets, pansies. English daisies, lettuce,

: s a s h. b u t is Pars,cy- ^dishes, and, in fact, any flower

s hinged at the or small vegetable that can be grown in

I back, next to the early spring and late fall in cold

i that i° can be If desired, the greenhouse may be made

l raised in fine *° that ,l can be taken apart and the vari-

: weather. A ous parts stored away during the summer.
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Making Miter Joints

mw*mAMITER joint

is one hav-

ing the joining

ends, or edges, of

the boards bev-
eled at an angle.

Probably the

best example of

the use of these

joints is in the

construction of ftitVLAH HOMECRAFT

picture frames. They arc widely used in

many kind* of frame and box construc-

tion and in the fitting of moldings. One

of the principal advantages of miter

joints is that the grain of the wood Is

matched at the corners, giving a more
pleasing and finished appearance than is

possible with other types of joints

(Fig. 1).

To Determine the Miter Anglo

Usually fromes are made square or

rectangular. The sides of such frames

meet at right angles, and the angle of

their miter cuts is 45 degrees It should be

remembered, however, that frames of

three, five, six or any number of sides

may be joined together with miter joints.

The angle for cutting any miter can be

determined by dividing 180 degrees by
the number of aides of the frame. Thus,

for a triangular frame the cutting angle

180

will bo —
,
or 60 degrees. For n hex-

3 180

Miier Boxes

The cutting of

miters can be
made compara-
tively easy by

the use of a

miter box,
Among the ac-

cessories of a

well equipped
May-Jink. HW shop will be
found a metal miter box. such as shown

in Fig. 2. The swivel arm of such boxes

has a tapered index pin which engages

in holes on the underside of the quadrant.

Thus the saw can be set and rigidly held

at angles which will give three, four,

five. Six. eight, twelve and twenty-four

sided figures. The quadrant is also grad-

uated in degrees so that any angle, from

30 degrees to 90 degrees may be cut.

FIG. 3
liOCOfH M/7CA
SCI /M/ MAY .

MADi AV HOM£ SHOP

agonal frame, the angle will be — or 33

6

degrees. For an octagonal frame, the nn-

180
glc will be —. or 22>4 degrees.

8

The** metal miter boxes are equipped
with a fine tooth bock saw which may
be had in seven lengths, ranging from 20"

to 30". The saws have blades of four,

five or six inch widths Adjustable stops

ore provided for duplicating parts of

equal lengths.

Fig 3 shows a miter box made of hard
wood—one that can be made in the home
workshop. While not so adaptable to the

variety of angles and cuts, it makes a

good substitute for the metal box. Usu-
ally. the home made miter box is made
for only the 45 degree and 90 degree

cuts, altho it is possible to construct it

for other angles. The usefulness of the

box will depend wholly on good con-

struction and absolute accuracy in mark-
ing and sawing the angle cuts. One cheek

for a 45 degree cut is to see that the dis-

tance it runs along the length of the

box is exactly equal to the overall width

..f the box (Fig. 3). A steel framing

square may be used to mark off 45 de-

gree angles, as shown in Fig. 4. Here the

square is placed flat down on the top

edges of the box. Holding equal dis-

tances on both the blade and tongue,

either side of the square will form 45 de-

gree angles with the sides of the box. The
saw cuts must also be mado perfectly

square to the bottom board.

The box shown in Fig. 3 also has a

right angle cut for sawing square ends

on boards.

Even when good miter boxes are used,

poor joints may sometimes be cut, due to

a poorly conditioned saw. If the saw has

more set on one side than the other, or

if the teeth on one side are longer than

on the other, there is a tendency for the

saw to "run" off to one side. Tho result

will be joints that are open oithcr ot tho

top or the bottom.

Mitering to Equal Longths

When mitering the joinU of any frame-

work, the opposite sides of the frame

vhould be of equal lengths. If these pairs

of sides are not exactly equal, at least

one of the joints will not draw tight to-

gether. even though the joints themselves

may be perfectly made. Simply to meas-

ure and mark the pairs equal ond then

attempt to sow exactly to the lines b not

accurate enough to insure tight fits at all

comers. A more positive method of saw-

ing to equal lengths is shown In Fig. 5.

Here a stop block is fastened to an aux-

iliary board. Then after one end of each

side is mitered, the auxiliary board is

clamped, as shown, to one side of the box.

The mitered end of the side Is then held

against the stop block while the other

,-nd is being sawed. In this manner, any
number of parts may be cut to exact

lengths, it being necessary to mark only

the first piece to obtain the proper place

to clamp the stop piece.

The metal box has stop rods which may
be set for various lengths within their

limits. If they arc too short, the steps, as

shown in Fig. 4 may be clamped to the

frame of the metal box.

A miter cut on a board which lies flat

or stands vertical on its edge is called a

“simple miter." One that is cut on a

board that has one edge raised or which

docs not stand vertical is called a "com-

pound miter." Compound miters are

much less used than are simple miters.
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nicy appear lo be complicated, and it is

probable that most craftsmen would find

them very difficult without the aid of a

miter box. If the board is held in the

miter box at the same angle that is to be

used on a frame or structure, the sowing
of a compound cut becomes as simple as

the cutting of any miter joint See Fig. 6.

Fastening Miter Joints

Light frames are often just nailed to-

gether—sometimes glued and nailed.

When nailing, allowance must be made

for slippage. Fig. 7-A. If the two sides

can be clamped firmly while nailing, the

allowance for slippage will, of course, not

he necessary. The joint should be nailed

from both sides, the nails to be placed so

that they will miss each other.

Corrugated fasteners may be used on

joints where their appearance will not

spoil the work (Fig. 7-B).

Fig. 7-C shows how triangular blocks

may be glued to the edges of the sides.

When glue has set. the clamps may be

applied, as shown, while gluing joint.

By clamping the part* together and

making a saw cut as shown In Fig. 7-D, a

thin piece of wood may be glued in the

saw cut. making a fairly strong joint.

Fig. 8 shows the use of joint or clamp

nails. They make a very tight and strong

joint when correctly used. A thin saw

cut must he made in each side of the

joint. These saw cuts must match up and

must he at right angles to the face of the

miter cut. Fig. 8-B shows how one side

of the Joint may Ik* clamped to the other

to use as a guide for the saw, while the

cut is being made These nails nrc wider

at the bottom end, and care must be taken

that these wider ends he started into the

wood instead of the narrow end

The joints described here are the most

commonly used miter joints, although

there arc others which nrc not frequently

used and have not been described.

WATER Popular Mechanics 1919 Popular Mechanics 1915

Homemade Level Frosting Glass

Having need of a level, and there Procure a piece of flat iron similar to
being no place to obtain one within sev- an iron hoop, bend it, as shown in the
eral miles, I constructed one as fol- sketch, to make a piece 3 in. long and
lows: A long medicine bottle was filled 1*4 in. wide and file one edge smooth,
with water and tied to a straight piece Sprinkle some fine lake sand over the

of wood, 2 ft. long. After setting it glass, dampen the sand and rub the
properly by turning the piece end for smooth edge of the iron band over the

. _ glass. It requires only a short time of

TfcaPIkd K4ft on tbe Colled Metal Betaine Ihe Sand
Paitklao aa ll la Rubbed over Ihe Olaaa Buriat.

rubbing to produce a beautiful frosted

surface on the glass.
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Glass Blowing and Forming
Popular Mechanics 1913

Fortunate indeed is the boy who re-

ceives a stock of glass tubing, a Bun-
sen burner, a blowpipe, and some char-

coal for a gift, for he has a great deal

of fun in store for himself. Glass
blowing is a useful art to understand,
if the study of either chemistry or
physics is to be taken up, because much
apparatus can be made at home. And
for itself alone, the forming of glass

into various shapes has not only a good
deal of pleasure in it. but it trains the

hands and the eye.

Glass, ordinarily brittle and hard, be-

comes soft and pliable under heat.

When subjected to the action of a

flame until dull red, it bends as if made
of putty; heated to a bright yellow,

it is so soft that it may be blown,
pulled, pushed or worked into any
shape desired. Hence the necessity for

a Bunsen burner, a device preferred

to all others for this work, because it

gives the hottest flame without soot or

dirt. The Bunsen burner, as shown
in Fig. 1, is attached to any gas bracket

with a rubber tube, but the flame is

blue, instead of yellow, as the burner

introduces air at its base, which mixes
with the gas and so produces an almost

perfect combustion, instead of the par-

tial combustion which results in the

ordinary yellow flame. All gas stoves

have Bunsen burners, and many oil

stoves.

If gas is not available, an alcohol

lamp with a large wick will do almost

as well. The blowpipe, shown in Fig.

2, is merely a tube of brass with the

smaller end at right angles to the pipe,

and a fine tip to reduce the sire of the

blast, which is used to direct a small

flame. Besides these tools, the glass

worker will need some round sticks of

charcoal, sharpened like a pencil, as

shown in Fig. 3, a file, and several

lengths of German glass tubing.

To bend a length of the tubing, let

it be assumed for the purpose of mak-
ing a syphon, it is only necessary to

cork one end of the tube and heat it

near the top of the Bunsen flame, turn-

ing the tubing constantly to make it

heat evenly on all sides, until it is a

dull red in color. It will then bend of

its own weight if held in one hand,

but to allow it to do so is to make a
flat place in the bend. The heating

should be continued until the red color

is quite bright, when the open end of

the tube is put in the mouth and a
little pressure of air made in the tube

by blowing. At the same time, the

tube is bent, steadily but gently. The
compressed air in the tube prevents it

from collapsing during the process.

To make a bulb on the end of a

tube, one end must be closed. This is

easily done by heating as before, and
then pulling the tube apart as shown
in Fig. 4. The hot glass will draw,

just like a piece of taffy, each end
tapering to a point. This point on one
length is successively heated and
pressed toward and into the tube, by
means of a piece of charcoal, until the

end is not only closed, but as thick as

the rest of the tube, as in Fig. 5. An
inch or more is now heated white hot,

the tube being turned continually to

assure even heating and to prevent the

hot end from bending down by its own
weight. When very hot. a sudden puff

into the open end of the tube will cx-

f
md the hot glass into a bulb, as in

ig. 6. These can be made of con-

siderable size, and, if not too thin,

make very good flasks (Fig. 7) for

physical experiments. The base of the

bulb should be flattened by setting it,

still hot. on a flat piece of charcoal, so

that it will stand alone.

To weld two lengths of glass tubing

together, heat the end of a tube and
insert the point of a piece of charcoal

in the opening, and twirl it about until

the end of the tube has a considerable

flare. Do the same to the end of the

other tube, which is to be joined to the

first, and then, heating both to a dull

red, let them touch and press lightly

together as in Fig. 8. As soon as they

are well in contact, heat the two joined

flares together, very hot, and, pulling

slightly, the flares will flatten out and

the tube be perfectly joined. Tubes
joined without previous flaring have a
constricted diameter at the joint.

To make a T-joint in two pieces of
tubing, it is necessary to make a hole

in the side of one piece, as shown at

A in Fig. 9. This is accomplished by
the aid of the principle of physics that

gases expand when heated. Both ends

of the tube, which should be cold, arc
corked tightly. The whole is then
gradually warmed by being held near
the flame. When warm, a small flame
is directed by the blowpipe from the

Bunsen flame to a spot on one side of

by first forming a bulb, then punctur-
ing the bulb at the top. when hot, with
a piece of charcoal, and smoothing

down or flaring the edges. Very small

and fine glass tubes, such as are used

in experiments to demonstrate capillary

attraction, water or other liquid rising

in them when they are plunged into it.

are made by heating as long a section

of tubing as can be handled in the

flame—

2

in. will be found enough—
and, w-hen very hot, giving the ends a

sudden vigorous pull apart. The tube
pulls out and gets smaller and smaller
as it does so, until at last it breaks.
But the fine thread of glass so made
is really a tube, and not a rod. as

might be supposed. This can be dem-
onstrated by blowing through it at

a gas flame, or by immersing it in

the closed tube. As it heals, the air

within the tube expands and becomes
compressed, and as soon as the hot

spot on the side of the tube is soft

enough, the confined air blows out.

pushing the hot glass aside as it docs
so. leaving a small puncture. This is

to be enlarged with |>ointcd charcoal
until it also flares as shown at B. This
flare is then connected to the flared

end of a straight tube, C, and the T-
joint. D, is complete.

Using the blowpipe is not difficult.

The lips and cheeks should be puffed

out with a mouthful of air. which is

ample to blow a flame while the lungs

are being refilled. In this way, it is

possible to use the blowpipe steadily,

and not intermittently, as is necessary

if the lungs alone are the "bellows."

Small glass funnels, such as are used
in many chemical operations, are made
colored liquid. The solution will be
seen to rise some distance within the
tube, the amount depending on the
diameter of the tube.
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The file is for cutting «he glass tub- MINIMAL BRAIN DAMAGE:
m."

d
oi The Greatest Threat of Our Age

medium fineness, and is used simply to By Kurt Saxon
nick the glass at the place it is de- Whether you realize it or not, you know several people with Minimal Brain
sired to cut it. The two thumbs are Damage. This isn't a birth defect. Such a one Isn't retarded and may seem

.r .I''

3
• L

he ,u
.

bc
'
one °n normal in most respects. He may have attitudes which work against his

be,. Is '( H wert p&iic”,£ B;' ""»«'»• ge< hl. ac, ,o8e,he,

lime pulling the hands apart. The tube Tha mosl common s,9n ,hal a Person has Minimal Brain Damage is that he

will break off squarely at the nick, can ’

t read wel1 enouflh to finish a book, or that its subject bores him to

without difficulty. distraction before he’s half way through.

The entire outfit may be purchased His ,ack sustained interest keeps him from holding a Job unless he's In

from any dealer in chemical or physical such a strong union he can't be fired. The same situation holds true in most
apparatus, or any druggist will order Civil Service jobs. You've met the Civil Servant with his "couldn't care less"
it Enough tubing to last many days attitude. Those with Minimal Brain Damage who find their way into Union Shops
the Bunsen burner, blowpipe, file and and Civ |, service mark their presence by low production in the shop and

’ maddeningly slow and bungling service In the office.

These are the leaners of the world. Tho rest of society has to prop them up.

Aside from those whose habit patterns permit them to at least sign up for work,
the majority are on welfare or in prisons. Most of those with jobs would do their

fellows a favor by going on welfare and getting out of the way.
Newsweek. November 10. 1975, reported "More than 23 million American

'

* adults, one out of every live, cannot read, write or compute well onough to
’

or
function effectively In today's world. Forty million more posess just the minimal

methyf"alcohols” boughf }rorrT ny

r
dime sk,lls necessary for survival. These stark statistics were released by the U.S.

store or pharmacy as rubbing alcohol. Office of Education after a four year study of 'Adult Functional Competency' ",

Of course, if you make wine or hard Further along the article stated. "The College Entrance Examination Board

liquor in your home, the junk atill will announced the formation of a special panel that will try to find out why scores
extract the alcohol from that. This is on the Scholastic Aptitude Tests have been falling for the past twelve yoara".

doubly wonderful because after you've Another breakdown showed that only 46% of American adults read
used it to extract herbal oils you can stUI adequately or well. This leaves us with 54%, over half of our adult population,
P^ywithit ... Incompetent In communication skills one must have to function In a complex
The herb I used to test this method was SOcioty such as ours

Japanese red peppers, bought at the ”
NORIiAL • , / ,,Jj r I , U

better supermarkets or through your local NEURONS in the
1

\ ^ "« V M U.TC #

Extracting Oil

From Herbs
With Junk
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called maceration; the steeping at room
temperature of a herb you wish to extract

stuff from.

(If what you want from the herbs are

the alkaloids or salts, you use water

instead of alcohol. Then you use the same
method to distill the water off the salts.)

I macerated the pepper in a small

mustard jar, starting it last month when I

got the alcohol through my first junk still

setup. I put the pepper in the jar, filled

with alcohol and let it set. shaking it every
day to make sure each particle was
equally saturated. In a few hours the

alcohol became red with pepper oil. After

a week, I'm sure there was hardly any oil

left in the pepper but I left it alone until I

was ready for the next process.

Hooks call for all kinds of elaborate

filters and funnels and such to separate

the alcohol and oils from the pulverized

goody. What I did was cut the bottom

corner out of a gallon, plastic milk carton

someone threw away. It could just as well

have been a gallon plastic bleach bottle.

I next marked the lowest point in the

plastic with a half dollar sized circle. Then
with a "Snarl" button with a pin

protruding from its edge. I punched
sovcral dozen small holes through the

plastic.

Then I put the improvised funnel-sieve

on another jar and poured off the

alcohol-pepper oil into it. When it had

gone through I shook out the pulverized

pepper into the thing and pressed with my
thumb and got some more liquid and no

pepper went through.

(Here. I want to tell you about plastic.

There arc ever so many fun things you can

make from it. You can collect oodles of

various sized plastic bottles from the

throwaway bins in laundromats.

This Irreversible decline in adult competency Is not confined to the U.S.

Psychology Today, September 1975, stressed the problem as being world-wide.

Roger Lewin's article titled, "STARVED BRAINS; New Research On Hunger's

Damage", promises "A generation of Clumsy. Feeble Minded Millions".

“An Infant deprived of nutrition or stimulation will never develop to full mental

capacity. There's no second chance. Today. 70 percent of the world's population

seriously risks permanent damage."

The article describes what actually happens to the infant brain when deprived

of proper nutrition or stimulation by the environment.

The only book I know of devoted entirely to Minimal Brain Damage Is,

"SOCIETY PAYS; The High Costs of Minimal Brain Damage In America", by

Camilla Anderson. M.D. Dr. Anderson, a psychiatrist with forty years of

experience In guidance clinics, schools, prisons and welfare agencies,

m&fntains that the answer is Minimal Brain Damage (MBD), a neurological

deficit that she thinks has been seriously underrated, If not neglected, by the

Mental Health establishment."

Although her excellent book has been circulating for the past four years,

Mental Health workers have largely rejected her findings. Psychiatrists naturally

prefer to quiz the MBD on what happened to him during his first six years of life

rather than on what didn't happen to his brain during his first two years of life.

One might just as well quiz a Thalidomide basket case on his oarly attitudes

which kept him from making the football team. Of course, fixing the blamo on

Irreversible brain damage In Infancy would deprive these Freudian hacks of lots

of $50 an hour fees. MBD, a deprivation caused calamity, can no more be treated

by recalling past experiences than can stunted limbs be restored by even total

recall

Mental Health workers practicing Megavltamln and various drug therapies can

reach and strengthen the undamaged portions of the MBD's brain. Their genuine

concern and Intensive treatment of MBD's can bring about notlcoablo

Improvements. Even so. their average efforts contribute more to socially

acceptable behavior than to the development of competitive skills.

Moreover, most of their patients are referred to them as roal social problems,

being dangorous to themselves or others. So the MBDs rocolving treatment are a

tiny minority out of the teeming millions of hopeless, tragic boobs shambling

around In our rapidly collapsing society.

Minimal Brain Damage is not always marked by the Inability to road well. In a

permanent state of arrested development, the MBD is prone to the Infantile

demand for instant gratification. This sets patterns of obsessive behavior where

Instant gratification Is sought by the MBD with no thought of the consoquonces

to the MBD or those he uses.

The person with a mature brain can. with Imagination and foresight, create

mutually satisfying relationships with those around him. The Infantile brain of

the MBD lacks the thought machinery to practice the self-discipline needed to

set up long term, mutually advantageous relationships with individuals and

society.

In the sexually oriented MBD we find the Don Juan, nymphomaniac, rapist,

child molester, male and female homosexual, sadist and most other one-sided,

unproductive and often destructive sexual relationships.

In some MBDs the reading level and I.Q. may be quite high. Yet, arrested

development has affected other critical parts of the brain's machinery. Thus, the

otherwise intelligent MBD will work as a barely passable fry-cook rather than as

the brain surgeon of his fantasies. His Infantile demand for instant success,

coupled with his lack of self-discipline, prevents him from applying himself to

the years of preparation for any far-off goal.

So although he is very bright, he can't seem to finish anything. It's either

instant success or mediocre drudgery. In short, he's a functional moron. Here

we find the fanatic, the paranoid, the terrorist and the professional (as opposed

to the petty) criminal.

With such examples of MBD all around them, the movers and shakers in our
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Plastic is also a fantastic fuel for wood
stoves. It is made from oil and has more
energy than any other fuel you can gather.

Ecologists bitch about how it litters the

highways and is not bio-degradable. Fine.

Collect it and use it for fuel.

It is best used for kindling but can also

be used for heat as a supplement for wood
or coal. It burns fiercely and extremely

hot and I believe it would actually melt

parts of a wood stove if you filled the stove

with it.

But if you collected it to use for kindling

or as a supplement for wood you would be

saving on fuel and also helping the

environment.

To test the potency of the
alcohol-pepper solution I put a drop on my
tongue. It was hotter than any other

popper substance I had ever tasted and it

took several gallons of water to remove
the sting.

(If you usod drinkable alcohol to

macerate flavoring herbs you might

consider using drops of the alcohol herb oil

for flavoring, rather than going further

with the process.)

When I was ready, the next step was to

prepare the mustard jar lid for the

distillery. I punched a nail hole in its

center and at the same time, pushed out

the waxed cardboard disk from inside the

lid. I enlarged the nail hole with a

ballpoint pen. just slightly smaller than
the plastic tubing going into the ice

bucket.

I did the same thing with the waxed
cardboard disk and pushed it firmly back

into the lid. This was tight enough to

recover most of the alcohol. A lid with a

rubber seal around the inside would have

been more convenient, but in kitchen

chemistry one learns to make do.

Then I pushed the plastic tube a half

inch through the lid and the waxed
cardboard disk. Next. I put Silicon

Adhesive around the plastic tubing on the

outside of the lid to further seal it. Then I

poured the alcohol-pepper oil into the

mustard jar and screwed the jar up tightly

into the lid.

society, often MBDs themselves, blame everything but the source problem.
They blame the educational system, as if dropping College Entrance Exam
scores and rising juvenile crime rates (one third of Chicago's murders are
committed by youths under 18) are the teachers' fault.

As I was writing this. ABC. on May 27 at 10:00 p.m., put on a special called
"American Schools: Flunking the Test". An Incredibly stupid and distorted
report. Its focus was against the teachers, the unions, the school system,
budget cuts. etc. But In the whole hour there was no suggestion of Inability due
to a lack of intelligence.

All the students interviewed were dull-faced with speech patterns and
vocabularies that freely displayed their dullness and stupidity. My impression
was that they all had MBD. Had they been interviewed apart from that program,
a viewer would swear that they were all students at a school for mental
defectives.

The program’s prime example, and representative of the one out of five
illiterate high school students, was a wretch they called "Peter Doe". "Of
average intelligence (?). Peter is a product of the San Francisco Public Schools.
He attended class regularly, attracted little attention, and in 1972 graduated
from high school.

“But whan Patar Doe tried to get a |ob It was quickly apparent ho was a
functional illiterate. Despite that high school diploma his reading ability was
barely at a fourth or fifth grade level. Stunned, Peter and his parents went to a
lawyer and sued for 'Educational Malpractice'.

"He comas from a basically middle-class white family. Throughout his

schooling his report cards said he was doing all right.

“ Only now. after two years of tutoring at great expense to his parents. Is Peter

able to read and attond junior college."

Only a vary stupid youth could fail to realize such Incompetence. Only
Indifferent, neglectful and unobservmg parents could fall to recognize such
stupidity in their own child.

Any competent teacher will tell you, and can show proof, that any normal
child with a normal interest in his surroundings will learn to read adequately In

his first eight years of schooling. Any high school student who can’t road
andfor apply himself to a disciplined pursuit of adult skills has MBD. Potor Doe
couldn't rise above the fourth or fifth grade reading level even after twelve years
of steady schooling I Moreover. It took him two more years, with tutoring, just to

qualify for Junior College.

The blame for such turkeys was placed squarely on the teachers because they
pass them on to grade levels they can't handle. But what Is the teacher to do?
Our educational sewer lines must be kept open. The social refuse must move on
to make room for more. The teacher Is simply unable to reach the clod and has
no room for him and his fellows In her next semester's class.

If the MBD Is not a disciplinary problem she can only write polite comments
on his report cards which the parents see as meaning he Is doing all right. What
the teacher means, however, is that he can read well enough to find the right
John, lest he foul himself thereby, and that he can count to eleven without
removing both shoes.

Again, Peter Doe wasn’t exceptional. The program stated that one out of five
high school students are functional Illiterates. The national average for adult
functional Illiterates Is also one out of five. The alarming thing this report shows
is that the figures of one out of five only apply to students actually attending
high school. When you consider the millions and millions of high school
dropouts, just as incompetent, it is quite likely that our upcoming generation
will prove to have one out of four functional Illiterates; far worse than our
present adult generation.

In their turn, many teachers blamed TV. Any harmful effects of TV are because
the young victim of MBD doesn't have the normal brain circuitry which would
depersonalize the boob tube. In cases where the Ignorant parent has plopped
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The next step was to make the distilling

can short enough for the process. The

taller can wouldn't work well with the

little mustard jar so I simply took my tin

snips and cut off about four inches. (You

would be wise to just make up a set of

various sized distilling cans to start with.)

1 again made two nail holes in opposite

sides of the can. (I should have made four

holes, since the squat mustard jar. as it

emptied, tended to rise on its side since

the one wire wound around it met at one

side. Four holes with wire would have

held it in place. As it was. I had to lay a

bar of metal over the setup and across the

lid of the jar to keep it down.)

When the shorter can was ready 1 put a

layer of marble sized stones on its bottom

to keep the jar off the bottom of the can.

lest it get loo much direct heat, which

would cause it to break.

Finally. I put a wire through one hole,

wrapped it around the jar under the lid

and twisted the wire around both nail

holes.

This is to prevent the jar from floating

up on its side when it no longer holds

enough alcohol to weight it down. As I

wrote above, you need four holes.

When all was ready I filled the distilling

can with water up to just below the lid of

the jar. I pul cool water in the ice bucket

and when the water in the can began to

boil I pul in the ice. As the icc melted I

dipped out some water and replaced it

with more ice.

In minutes, the alcohol began to flow

out of the lube leading from the ice bucket

to the receiving jar. It was crystal clear

with neither the taste nor color of the

alcoho!-pep|>er oil in the distilling jar.

As the water boiled down an inch or so

in the distilling can I replaced it with more
boiling water. The replacement water

must be boiling because otherwise the

distilling process will stop until the water

begins to boil again. Also, pouring cold

water in with a hot mustard jar is bound
to break it.

By looking down through the outside of

the jar I could see that there was only

about an ounce of the fluid left. I then
stopped the process by turning out the

fire. Had I waited, only the oil would have

been left and it would have had to be

daubed off the bottom of the jar. With a

little alcohol left, I could just pour it out

into a saucer and let the small amount of

alcohol evaporate.

Actually, this method is not the most
efficient. It's fine for personal use since it's

both cheap and simple and will produce

the same result as more technical

methods. As you learn the principles you
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the undeveloped Infant down In front of the TV as Daby sitter and caretaker, TV
can be a pan of the problem.

To the infant, the TV is simply movement, sound and often color. But It has

no reality except that which his Infantile fancy gives it. It is up to both parents to

constantly stimulate the infant with loving cuddling, play, talking, all of which

demand positive responses from the infant and which causes the brain to reach

out and thus develop normally.

Parents who both work and leave their child's upbringing to an impersonal TV
or an indifferent babysitter or nursery school custodian have no one to blame

but themselves when their tad becomes a cloddish degenerate later on. A
monster or a permanent dependent is too high a price to pay for "the finer things

in life". The mother who stays home giving her Infants loving attention and

making do on her husband's salary will have a far more liberated life than will

the mothers of the Peter Does.

In poverty areas where most parents have MBD the problems are more

obvious. The Infant is usually denied both proper nutrition (mainly through

Ignorance) which the developing brain must have, and sensory stimulation,

which Is just as important as nutrition.

It's widely believed that poor people, with their generally low I.Q.s, pass on
their stupidity through heredity. This is academic. MBD is not a birth defect.

Even If a potential genius Is born to ignorant parents, the poor diot, the

neglect, the life pattern alternating between chaos and boring drabness will

produce a defective nearly every time.

An Infant needs a pleasant routine he can anticipate. He needs his mother's

milk at first, later supplemented by a well balanced diet of natural foods, free

from chemical additives. He needs hours of peekaboo, patty cake and cuddling

every day. preferably from both parents. After six months he needs bright toys

to knock around, blocks to stack, crayons to make pretty marks on walls and an

appreciative audience to applaud his antics and reward his progress. Scoldings

and even an occasional spanking for excesses is still positive attention to his

development. A lot of attention does not mean spoiling.

Ono thing the Infant doesn't need Is wall to wall brothers and slstors. Little

childron do not challenge one another to develop. Childish prattle from others is

not communicative and serves only to remind the Infant that he has a lot of

unfair competition.

Recent studies have shown that one or two children are the most a couple can

have and still give them the Individual stimulation each needs for brain

development. More than two children guarantees neglect and shortchanging of

the whole brood. Another way to look at It Is that if you have four or more
children, the one most aggressive for attention might be smarter, but he may
also be neurotic and anxious. Those less aggressive for attention will usually

become mentally stunted and generally withdrawn and slow.

Having fewer children is a good idea In these times of uncertainty. It Is also

the best guarantee that the one or two you stop with will be brighter and better

human beings.

If you are a parent-to-be or have an infant, Dr. Camilla Anderson's book,

"Society Pays", published by Walker and Company. New York, 1972, Is a must

read. It will tell you what you must do to Insure that your child does not suffer

brain damage due to either nutritional or sensory deprivation. Get it from your

library or order it through a book store.

Your library can also probably dig out a copy of "Psychology Today" for

September 1975. Reprints of Its feature arlicle on "Starved Brains" are available

at 50c each. Minimum order is six reprints. Order from: Psychology Today,

Consumer Service Division, 595 Broadway. New York, N.Y. 10012.

will want better equipment, especially if For a larger operation you could use a

you mean to make stuff in quantity to sell, gallon wine bottle in a bucket instead of

But at least you know now that the the quart whiskey bottle in the large

blessings of kitchen chemistry is available tomato can I used in last issue's article on

to all regardless of means. "The Junk StilT'.'Continued on Next Page)
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The two articles were suggested by a

question, from a friend who wanted to

know how to extract the oil from
marijuana. In trying to satisfy the request

1 went to every pothead in Eureka,
looking for grass. They both said the heat

was on and they couldn't get any. (Maybe
it was because I had on a clean shirt that

day and they thought I was a Nark.)
Anyway, the system would work as well

on marijuana although I've been told that

the amount of oil from a half ounce would
be very small. My informant suggested
using at least an ounce or. better still, a

pound.

A booklet I have says that when one has

the marijuana oil it should be mixed with

an equal amount of butter or margarine.

The fat causes it to be more easily

absorbed by the stomach and intestinal

linings. The booklet doesn't say how many
drops of the marijuana oil makes a dose. It

docs say that twice its volume of flour,

parsley or some other inert ingredient

should be mixed in and the doses put in

gelatin capsules bought at your friendly

natural food store.

(In the last issue I mistakenly implied

that my junk still would make
acrolein tear gas. The only lack in the junk
still would be u pyrex glass still instead of

the whiskey bottle. Since the ingredients

for acrolein and many other products need
greater heat than in distilling water and
alcohol the still must be able to withstand

direct heat from the fire.

Also, on page 55. the receiving bottle

doesn't really need a stopper with a tube

leading outside. At least, not for acrolein.

For a direct heat still you could use the

bottom part of a pyrex coffee percolator.

Just cut the proper sized circle out of an
old lire for a stopper and drill a hole in it

for the tube.

If you are into kitchen chemistry at all.

you are going to get a real flask from your
pharmacy. My methods are examples of

simple principles you are expected to

enlarge on and modify to fit your own
circumstances.

From Popular Mechanics 1915

Varnished Candles Burn Longer

The heated tallow or wax of a candle
runs down the sides and this results

in a considerable waste. This waste
can he stopped by coating the new
candles with white varnish and laying

them aside for a few days to harden.

The varnish will keep the melted tal-

low or wax from running away and it

is used in the wick.
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GUEST EDITORIAL

THE EDGE OF SURVIVAL

T.A. OaMattli. Editor

Tho Ultimata Social;
P.O. Boa 6

Lakahurat. NJO«733

Chris Elms, writing in 'Communities', in the first issue of Dec./72. makes the

observation that suburban America began after WW2. as people; "hassled by all the

blacks, crime and decay in the city, took flight to the suburbs “ But now the people are

taking re-flights from the suburbs to the country. This is happening since the Supreme
Court ruled that slum-prone projects can be built in suburban areas.

Beginning in the early 1970's, affluent people (both black & white), began the exodus
out of city/suburban centers, and for good reasons. But survival was not one of them.
They simply sought peace and contentment, and forgot about less fortunate peoplo

trapped in the ghettos, with all the crime, pollution, and obnoxious behavior of city

dwellers.

We overlook the real reasons causing fragmentation of society in the melting pot.

Decent people are not only escaping crime and decay, but all the disorders and unsocial

habits of minorities seeking equality with the established society. Millions of people who
reside in quiet, orderly communities are naturally disturbed by the Ipud, and raucous

conduct of African and Puerto Rican people. It's fine for them, but don't force it upon
others. Typical are their ways of entertainments with boozo and bongo drums. In an
apartment house, the noise reverberates throughout the building, and when carried on
through the wee hours of the morning, it's enough to cause even the deaf to flee.

Then too. since the Civil Rights Act of 1964. minorities have taken undue liberties to

frustrate and intimidate the kind and gentle people whom they blame for their

short comings. Spreading hate and contempt for the establishment, they resort to

insults, assaults, threats, and actually encourage their criminal elements to rob, rape

and kill the whites. Those they couldn't frighten off (the tough ones), were the cause of

racial strife throughout the land. Society has come to the edge of survival where only

the fit and wise can overcome the chaos.

But perhaps the exercise of crime and violence will seperatc the sheep from the goats

among the people who are to survive. Those who are living on the edges of society in

urban America are better able to survive social disaster. Having an edge on something,

the chances of success are good; a fighter with an extra inch of height or pound of

weight has an advantage over opponents: a hungry person will always find ways and
means of scrounging foe food, and won't be selective in what they eat. Everyone knows
about the 'house edge' in gambling casinos, and also understands the balance of power
between nations.

In these times of worldwide famines, resource shortages, inflation, wars and rumors
of nuclear wars, it is logical to say we're in for some trouble. Wise arc those who realize

this, and are taking measures to protect their right to live in the struggles ahead for

society. One such method is to “Be Prepared". This old scout motto is practiced by the

U.S.S.R. and other communist nations who are on a war footing, and by smart people
who are learning the arts and science of survival.

But for many people, this is a touchy subject they would rather not think about. When
men like Kurt Saxon write that "Our future lies in the past", and other men in academia,

among scientists and social-economic analysts...warn of impending doom—one would
think it sensible to be prepared, or at least learn something about survival. Well, here's

news:

The Department of Defense recently allocated $100 million, and reserving one billion

dollars (out of the $100 billion defense budget) to set up the Crisis Relocation Plan’ by
Defense/Civil Preparedness Agency. Their reasoning is simple...the Russians are doing
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it- What’* more, some wise leaders in Congress and the Administration are beginning to

believe that all is not well in and out of this world. Whether we talk of energy shortages

(gas and oil!, agricultural drought, international conflicts, or of UFO’s (unidentified

flying objects)—the future is filled with a promise of great excitement and worsening of

existing problems.

Now problems are really challenges which society must face. They are definitely

related to the past, and we had better learn about them if we are to survive the future.

One of these ways is to know all about the essential needs for survival—things like

getting back to the land (alternative lifestyles), improvised weaponry, kitchen

chemistry, and cottage industries (making your own houseboat, shelter, food, fiber,

guns and ammunition, steam engine and one horsepower windmill). All these things are

being fully explained in this publication, but if people would rather read about Dick
Tracy or Little Orphan Annie...that's their business. But let them not complain when
the chips are down.

In these columns, each month, we will examine and explain all about the new

survivalists who are making preparations for survival. Among the best organized

groups are communes of hippy and happy adventurers in new life styles—living off the

land. There arc some 200 such organizations living in 40 stales, including Canada.

Mexico, British Honduras. Virgin Islands and Central America. They bear such names
as The Adventure Trails Survival Schools, Brotherhood of the Spirit, Christian

Homesteading Movement. Drop City. Earth People, Fellowship of Friends. Galaxy K
Commune. Healthy. Happy. Holy Organization (3 H's) Institute of Human Abilities,

Jesus Name Lighthouse. KIHK. Love. Magic land. New Earth, Order of Aaron,

People's Temple. Questers. Rcba Place Fellowship, Sky View Acres. The Training

Collective & Twin Oaks (Walden II concepts). United Cooperative Industries, Vocations

for Social Change. Wonderland Civic Association. Yellowhouse Commune, and Zen
Mountain Center. There you have it from A to Z.

very well and distilled water still better.

A Homemade Hydrometer

Popular Mechanics 1915

The hydrometer is an instrument
used in determining the specific gravity

of a liquid, such as acids, etc. The spe-

cific gravity of

any material is

the ratio of the

weights of equal
volumes of the

material and
water. Thus if

a pint of acid

weighs 12 times

a pint of water,

its specific grav-

ity is said to

be 1 .2 .

A very simple and inexpensive hy-
drometer, similar to the one shown in

the sketch, may be easily constructed,
and will give quite satisfactory results,

if the scale on the instrument is care-

fully marked when it is calibrated.

Purchase from the local druggist or
doctor two test tubes, one large enough
to contain the other, as shown. The
smaller tube is to form the hydrometer
proper, while the larger one is to serve

as a containing vessel in which the

liquid to be tested is placed. The large

tube should be mounted in a vertical

position, by placing it in a hole bored
in a small block of wood, or a suitable

metal or wooden frame may be made
that will accommodate on* or more
tubes.

The small tube is loaded at the lower
end with a quantity of shot, or other

heavy metal, in such a way that it

will stand in a vertical position when
it is placed in a vessel of water. The
amount of the loading will depend
upon whether the hydrometer is to

be used in determining the specific

gravity of liquids heavier or lighter

than water. If the liquids are heavier

than water, the loading should l>c such

that the tube is almost entirely im-

mersed when placed in water; if

lighter, only sufficient loading should

be used to make the tube stand upright

in water. After the amount of loading

has been determined it should be fas-

tened in place by means of a small

quantity of calcined plaster. A small
cork should now be placed in the open
end of the tube, and the tube sealed
by coating the end with shellac, or
melting a small quantity of resin or
sealing wax over the top of the cork
with a hot soldering iron.

Now place in the large tube a quan-
tity of as pure water as can be ob-
tained— fresh rain water will answer

Immerse the small tube in the water
in the large tube and allow it to come
to rest. Make a small mark on the

small lube with a file, level with the
surface of the water in the large tube.

If the hydrometer is placed in a liquid

lighter than water and allowed to float,

the mark made on the tube will always
be below the surface of the liquid in

which the instrument is placed, and the

mark will be above the surface of the

liquid when the liquid is heavier than

water.

The hydrometer may be calibrated

by making use of a hydrometer bor-

rowed from the druggist or doctor.

The two hydrometers should be im-

mersed in the same liquid and the

tube of the newly made instrument

marked to correspond with the mark-

ings on the borrowed instrument. If

the liquid is heavier than water to start

with, its specific gravity can be reduced

by adding water, and as the water is

added the hydrometers will both rise.

A WARNING
The American dream is fading fast

And soon will be hidden from view.

So you'd better see things differently

If you want to start anew.

For you'll have to rely upon yourself

And learn new skills and ways
If you want to survive and even thrive

In the bleak oncoming days.

Be it famine or war in days to

Or what if the government fell.

Could you grow your food & handle a gun
To save yourself from a hell

Of society knocked down to its knees
And driven mad with fear.

Or do you sit there smug and say
'That couldn't happen here."

Well it could and it might so be aware
On how to slay alive.

Because self reliance is what it takes

If you expect to survive.

DON LAMPSON - 76
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:in«l a woimI handle attached at one end.

The handle i' made in halves, placed

one on each vide of the blade, and riv-

on an Ordinary Brace

TH« Blidt of th« Knif< it Col from ihe Toothed Sid.
ol a Ductrdvd Saw BUd«

eted together, then the projecting

ntetal is ground off to the shape of the

handle.

As the greater part of the energy re- in this position, locate the hole bored
quired for drilling metal by hand is for the round stick and bore a hole in

used for feeding the drill, I made what the square stick. % in. deep, to coin-
I term a drill box in which the brace cide with it. Place the head of the

is held perfectly true and pressure is brace in the guide and push it up until

applied by a weight. The feed can it touches the top of the box and block

be changed for the different metals it up in this position, then drop the

and sizes of drills, also for drilling the

hard outside of castings and relieving -1

the drill for the softer body. The con- .tt

stant feed will cause the drill to turn III ‘*l>‘

out a long chip, and a number of holes -a-
|]

'*** \ * £may be drilled to a uniform depth by I Wfc ft
using the same feed and counting the lL t I |U|

turns of the brace handle. o i TV U
To build the box, first find the di-

~ c

|J
(Cb

mensions of the brace, as shown in A Hi ;]ji *gr~Y~\
Fig 1 : the diameter ol the head A. the M \ 1 1 W \
clearance B from the top of the head Y
to V4 in. above the top of the handle 'ar : "

C, and the over-all length D when the r»‘ »4i
longest drill is in the brace. Make a t». K^\y • c.«.u.« Pm..... <• u..

box having an inside length equal to
D

.

,*** *“ u EmU'

the dimension D, plus whatever addi- r°
und stick through the hole and rest

tional height may be necessary for 11 on the head of the brace. Place the

the work. Make the inside width twice «**«* ,n *h« 'f/er over the top of the

the distance C. plus 6 in. for clearance; r°u
,

nd 5,,ck
-.

Make a loop. 8 in. long,

and the inside depth the length C. plus °.f
.
h«vy wire and hang it over the

one-half of the dimension A. plus 3 in. ['Khx *>• ,h* ,evc/ »"<• mark the

Use material % in thick and nail the [>°x at the lower end of the loop. Turn
parts together to form a rectangular »n * largc screw in. below this mark

WEIGHT OF GRAIN

AND PRODUCE PER BUSHU
ARTICLE WEIGHT

Al/al/e 60 lb*.

Apple*. Green 48 Ibi.
Apple*. Dried 25 lb*.

U Cru*
rail Seed
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From Popular Mechanic 1925

How to Make a Good Mineral Detector

From Popular Mechanics 1925

Fusible Alloys for Setting Crystals

By F. L BRITOI .

A MINERAL detector should be a part

of every radio amateur’s equipment,
as one never knows when the audion tube
may burn out and this sometimes hap-
pens right in the middle of an important
message; it is then very handy to be able
to switch the mineral detector into the
circuit and continue receiving, A good
mineral detector is a part of almost all

commercial sets, where traffic must go on
regardless of accidents. The detector de-
scribed here is simple to build, and can be
constructed from odds and ends about the
station.

The base is of bakelite, or may be of
any insulating material. •/, by 2 by 5 in.;

the upright post is of %-in. brass rod. the
lower part. 2 in. long, drilled and threaded
at each end to take a Vi-in. brass machine
screw, the upper part being »/

4 in. long,
drilled through to clear the upper binding
screw. This screw is I 'A in. long and
serves to hold the two brass strips in
place in addition to acting as a binding
post, as shown in the drawing.

inc small brass block it drilled to take
a small bolt, which clamps the brats strips
loosely, allowing a side swing to the
block. The block is also drilled and
threaded to take the knurled-head screw
to which the spring wire is soldered; the

,»o aon

Jh-jv —ygss —

~

A Simple but SubtuntUI "Cji WHuber" ot
ThU ebould Be i Put ot E»e»* K.l.o OulAt.

No Mittu Ho- Well

contact point on this spring should be
tipped with platinum, which may be done
by a jeweler if the necessary facilities are

not at hand. The mineral is contained in
a little brass cup. made from the base of
an empty shotgun shell. A small hole is

drilled through the side of the base and
threaded to take a small setscrew, which
holds the mineral rigid. The percussion
cap is removed from the end of the shell
cap. and a short flat-head machine screw
holds the cup in place on the base. This
screw also holds the short brass strip lead-
ing to the other binding post.
The detector is neat and effective, and

may be mounted on the receiving panel.

From Popular Mechanic* 1913

Quartz Electrodes Used in

Receiving Wireless Messages

Wireless messages have Itcen re-

ceived at Washington, I). C.. from Key

D«u>U ot ifc« Been. mg Uaiewaeet

West, Florida, a instance of 9«K) miles,
through a receiving instrument in
which two pieces of quart* of different
composition were used on the clcc.-

trodev In making an instrument of
this kind the quart* can be purchased
from a dealer in minerals. One piece
must contain copper pyrites and the
other zincites. The electrodes are
made cupping to hold the minerals
and each .should have a screw adjust-
ment to press the pieces of quartz in
contact with each other. Connect as
•howrx in the illustration, using a high
resistance receiver.

A Homemade Exerciser

From Popular Mechanics 1915

A weight machine for exercising
the muscles of the arms is easily con-
structed by using two screw hooks. 5
in. long, and two small pulleys, 2\t> in.

in diameter. An awning pulley can
be used for this purpose. The hole
at the top of the hanger will allow
the pulley to freely turn at almost any

angle. A paving brick or a piece of

metal can be used as a weight lor each

Tfc« Yc«« ct th« Pulley U ao Anaaged •• to Make It
la All Potltlooo oo the Mock

Radio-sensitive crystals, such as galena,
silicon, and the like, should be imbedded
in metal to obtain the best results, and
this is done by using an alloy that melts
at a point considerably below the boiling
temperature of water. Heat destroys the
sensitiveness of the best crystals, and for
that reason lead cannot be used.

An alloy which melts at 197® F. iscom-

C
osed of lead, 3 parts; tin, 2 parts, and
ismuth, 5 parts. The melting point of

the metal can be still further reduced by
adding 1 part of warm mercury to the
molten alloy when it is removed from the
fire. The addition of mercury will cause
the alloy to remain liquid at 170* and be-
come a firm solid only at 140°. The boil-

ing point of water is generally taken as
212* F., although the higher the elevation
above sea level the lower this tempera-
ture will be.

From Popular Mechanics 1925

Renewing a Radio Crystal

When the galena crystal of a small
radio set lias become dull and dirty, so
that it is almost impossible to find a sen-
sitive spot, a simple but very effective
method can be used to renew it.

The mounted crystal should he held
over a flame, in an old spoon, until the

metal begins to run. The crystal can
then be turned over with a piece of wire,
thus exposing an entirely new sensitive

area. A mold can be used to keep the
melted metal in the original shape and
sisc. so that it will fit in the detector cup.
Care should be taken not to heat the
metal too much beyond the melting
point, as this will impair the sensitiveness,

of the crystal.

From Popular Mechanics 1915

A Small Torch

A small torch, that will give a very
fine and hot smokeless Hamc, can he
made from a piece of glass tube, alwnit

4 in. long, and -I ft. of rubber tubing.
The glass tube is heated in the center

A Tvrch Made ol Glut and Rubber Tubing, to be
U»ed oo an Otdmary Oaa Jet

until it is red. then the ends drawn
apart so that the tube will have a small
diameter. After the glass has cooled,
make a small scratch with a file on the
thin part and break it. One of the
pointed ends is connected to a straight
piece of glass tube with a short piece
of the rubber tube, as shown in the
sketch. A small hole is cut in the side
of the piece of rubber to admit air to
the gas. The torch is connected to an
ordinary gas jet.
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PRIMITIVE RADIO
electrestriction, the effect is linear in the

/' K223 \ field strength.

/ Hi \ T*1? direc,ion8 in which tension or cora-

/ \ pression develop polarization parallel to the

\ [fiT / strain are called the piezo-electric axes of

\ / , *>e cryaUl -

<

PIU8
.

lhe axi® a hexagonal
\ Y/tA / quartz crystal indicated by the arrows in

Fig. l. Fig. 1 is known as an "X-axis/' and a plate

cut, as shown, with its faces perpendicular
to this direction is an "X-cut"; while one cut with its faces

parallel to the lateral faces of the crystal is a "Y-cut."

The magnitude of the piezoelectric polarization is propor-
tional to the strain and to the corresponding stress, and its

direction is reversed when the strain changes from compres-
sion to tension. The principal piezo-electric constants of a

crystal are the polarizations per unit atreas

along the piezo-electric axes. While these

constants are much greater for Rochelle salt I 0000000 J

than for quarts, the latter is better adapted

to some purposes because of its greater me-
cha meal strength. It is also stable at tem-
perature* over 100* C. C \\^

If a quarts plate is subjected to a rapidly

alternating electric field, the inverse piezo-
i

and silicon carbide. All have the property of paanng cur-
rent in one direction and not in the other, or in some cases
unequally in the two directions. Since demodulation or de-
fection in fundamentally a process of rectification these
crystals may be used as detectors of modulated radio signals.

The pieso-electric crystal has the peculiar property of
giving a voltage across certain faces when a mechanical pres-
sure is applied to other faces. Among crystals exhibiting
this effect are Rochelle salt and quartz, the first being by
far the most active but the second being much stronger
mechanically. These crystals are used in numerous ways in

communications circuits. Rochelle salt is used for mkxo-
pbooes where the sound waves striking the crystal produce
corresponding voltages which are amplified for use, for phono-
graph pickups where the pressure is produced by the needle

linkage (see Cryztal Pickup), for loud-speakers and head-
phones where use is nude of thh reversibility of the process,

i.e.. the voltage is applied and it causes the other faces phys-
ically to move. Quartz is widely used for frequency control

of radio transmitters (see Oscillator), for filters in telephone
carrier circuits and for very sharp tuning in receivers.

CRYSTAL PICKUP. Since piezoelectric crystals produce
electrical voltages when subjected to mechanical stresses they
offer possibilities for various electromechanical processes.

One of these is the phonograph pickup, where the phonograph
needle operating in the groove of the record must transmit
mechanical motion to something which will convert it into

electrical effects so vacuum-tube amplifiers may be used. The
crystal is one of the most sensitive and at the same time one
of the highest fidelity device* for doing this. While many
crystals exhibit the piezo-electric effect, Rochelle salt is the

most sensitive and is used for pickups, microphooes, etc.

Through a mechanical linkage the motion of the needle is

transmitted into mechanical stresses on the crystal and hence
produces electrical effects which may be amplified and then

converted to sound by the loud-speaker.

PIEZO-ELECTRIC EFFECT. The interaction of mccfiam-

cal or electrical stress-strain varisblea in a medium. Thug,

compression of a crystal of quartz or Rochslle salt generates

an electrostatic voltage across it, and conversely, application

of an electric field may cause the crystal to expand or contract

in certain directions. Piezo-clcctricity is only possible in crys-

tal classes which do not possess a center of symmetry. Unlike

electric property causes it to expand and
contract alternately. As an elastic body, the

plate has a certain natural frequency of ex-
pension and contraction in the direction of

the field, and if the field is made to alternate Fig 2
with the same frequency, the plate responds
with a vigorous resonant vibration. This reacts, through the
direct piezo-electric property, to augment the electric oscilla-

tions. A circuit arranged for this purpose, as in Fig. 2, is

known as a piezo-electnc or crystal oscillator, the crystal itself,

P, bong the piezq-dectric resonator; T is the oscillation trans-
former, and C a variable condenser. This device has been
much used as a frequency control in radio transmitters. Both
X-cut and Y-cut quartz platea are subject to changes of fre-

quency with temperature, due to change of clastio modulus;
but certain planes in the crystal have been found, oblique to

both X and Y, such that platea cut parallel to them are nearly
free from the temperature effect.

PIEZOID. A finished piezoelectric crystal product after
the completion of all processes; this may includo electrodes

From Popular Mechanics 1919

A Small Variable Condenser

The condenser shown in the diagram
combines the large capacity of a fixed

condenser with the gradual capacity

variation of a variable one. It is suit-

able for a wireless receiving circuit, or
to shunt around the vibrator of an in-

duction coil, by making the units con-
siderably larger, It is made up of sev-
eral fixed condensers, connected in

parallel, a lever being the means
whereby the capacity is varied. Five
or more units may l>e u*ed, each being
a small condenser, built up of 10 sheets
of waxed paper and nine sheets of tin

foil. A convenient size for the tin foil

is 6 by 4 in., and for the paper, 5*4 by
4*>4 in. The latter should be a good
grade of very thin linen paper and
should he carefully prepared by dipping

it in hot paraffin. The sheets of tin foil

?nd paper in each unit are piled up al-

ternately. allowing about >4 in. on each
tin-foil strip to project beyond the pa-

per for making connections. The pile is

covered with heavy paper, and a heated

flatiron is passed on the top of each
unit until the paraffin begins to melt.
Upon cooling, the units arc compact.
The connections necessary arc shown

in the diagram. The condenser units

C. D, E. F, G, each have one side con-
nected to a common terminal A. The
other sides of the condensers arc con-
nected to the copper strips H, J, K, L,

M. They are >4 in. wide and Vic in.

thick. A copper lever. Ys by */„. by #

in., is pivoted on one end so that it will

connect two or more of the’eondensers
in parallel. The pivoted end is con-
nected to the terminal B. The dotted

line shows different positions of the

lever. The apparatus is mounted in a

wooilen box
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By James Tate

Part I— Flower Boxes and Vases

P ERMANENT flower vast*, urn*, and
boxes of concrete are ca*ily nnde by

the home worker. The materials required
arc not expensive, and. by choosing sim-
ple designs, and exercising reasonable
care, many pleasing effects may be se-

cured.

The easiest method of molding a vim-
le flower box is by using a wooden mold,
'his is built as shown in Fig. I. I -in.

boards being used for the form. The form
is nude like a box without top or bot-
tom, and i* placed on a foundation board,
being held in position bv a cleat screwed
to the board, at each end of the form.
The interior of the form
should be oiled or
greased, or at least well

welted, before any con-
crete is placed in it.

When filling the box
form, first place a I'.-in.

layer of concrete in the
bottom, then put in the

reinforcing: this is
1 -in.

mesh. No, 20 galvanized-
wire lath, and is procur-
able at most hardware
store*. It is bent up on
the sides and ends as in-

dicated. Next fill in more
concrete so that the hot-
torn is about 3 in. thick.

The inside form is then
placed in position, cen-
tered. and filled with sand,
to prevent its collapsing

under the pressure, and
the remainder of the con-
crete poured. The con-
crete used throughout
this job should he a mix-
ture of one part cement
to two parts sand. The
pouring of the cement in v
the stand form is per- ° Th.7...
formed in a similar man- Kifur* z Show« h

shown in Fig. 2, arc made in forms a* de-
scribes! for the making of the box. The
panel* in the upper dc'ign are made, as in-

dicated for the lower one, by blocks of

suitable sue nailed to the form. Molding,
half-round or quarter-round, may also be
utilised in forming rounded sections on
the pieces.

There are several methods of making
vases and urns having curved outlines;
this article will, however, be confined to
the simplest methods and designs, while
more elaborate methods will be taken up
in succeeding articles.

The easiest method of making a vase

Ki of ledunlu Stction Art ifc* brio* F«n
r Cut i.t MaMs. Wtath mar Se UM ft:

—

ner, except that the reinforcing may be
omitted, if desired.

Remove the forms in about 2J hours
and paint t lie pieces all over with a ce-
ment and water mixture. To erect, place
the stands in position at the proper dis-
tance apart, and set the box on them,
using a mortar of cement to bond the
stands to the box bottom.
Simple vases, square or rectangular,

without stands, of designs similar to tbo'c

such as shown in Fig. 3. is by means of a
template, or "sweep." and the first step
consists in making the core that forms
the inside of the vase. The vase itself is

shown half in section and half in eleva-
tion in the upper left-hand corner.

First make the foundation .board. This
should be of 1-in. lumber, well . *aced. and
about 2 ft. 6 in. square. An olu door will

answer, if the suriace is perfectly flat and
the joints light. In the center of the board,

screw a Vs*«n. floor flange, ami into the
flange a length of J4-in. pipe, cut to the

same length as the intended depth of
the core. The top end of the pipe is fitted

with a hardwood bushing, drilled to re-
ceive a pin on the template. The template
is made of 3 j-in. boards, as shown, cut to
the required taper of the core, and faced
with a piece of galvanized iron, project-
ing in. from the edge of the template.
This forms a cutting edge, and the
template is beveled back of it, as shown in

the section A-B. Exactlv at half the core
diameter, as measured from the edge of
the galvanized iron, either drill a hole in

the edge of the template and drive in a
pin to fit the hole in the pipe bushing, or
fasten the pin by means of a strap and by
bending the galvanized iron over it, so
that the center of the pin is exactly on
the edge of the template. The latter is

the belter method, and is the one shown
in the drawing. In order to economize
cement, build up around the pipe, which
is first coated with oil or grease, with
broken rock, bricks, or any similar mate-
rial. bonding them with a little cement, if

necessary. This should form the bulk of
the core. Then mix one part cement with

two parts sand a* before, drop the
template into place, give it a turn to sec
that none of the rough core strikes it any-
where. and proceed to lay on the cement.
This should be liquid enough to per-

colate through the 'tone mas*, but not
thin enough to run all over the board.
Plaster it well over the side*, building
from the bottom upward, and as it comes
near the required diameter, commence
turning the template around: this will

form the surface. The template must be

pressed to the foundation board, which
should be kept clean. During the last

stages, thin the concrete a little, and pour
it over the core from the top. always keep-
ing the template on the move, and keep-
ing the edges of the latter free from hard-
ening cement. The finished core should be
left on the board until thoroughly dry,
and then be given two or three coats of
shellac.

While it is drying, proceed to make the
template for the outside of the vase. This
is made in a similar manner to the one
for the core, half the pattern of the out-
side being used. and. as the galvanized
iron form* the true template, too much
care need not be taken in cutting out the
wooden frame.
Unscrew the pipe from the core and

screw a longer one into place, the exact
length of the vase, lifting off the core, if

necessary, before unscrewing the pipe.
When the shellac has hardened on the
core, give it a coat of paraffin, or heavy
oil. Plaster on concrete until it is as heavy
as half the desired thickness of the wall,
then place the previously prepared rein-
forcing on the concrete. This reinforcing
should be placed so as to support thr

overhanging portions of the vase, such av
the base, and may be prepared in either of
the two ways shown in the drawing. One
side of the reinforcing shown is made of
twisted galvanized wire, the other is made
of wire lath, such as used for the flower
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box in Fig. 1. The drawing is made as Spread the concrete over the reinforc- what finer surface,
shown merely to illustrate the two meth- ing and proceed to build upward, drop- Instead of the pipe as a center support,
ods of reinforcing, and must not be fol- ping the template into place as the diam- a piece of 1-in. square hardwood, tenoned
lowed literally. If wire mesh is used, make eter approaches the desired size, and keep into the base, may be used. This is shown
the entire reinforcing of mesh, bracing it on building and turning the template as in the lower right-hand corner of Fig. 3.
with hoops made of wire, and similarly described for the core. When nearly com- The pipe is a little more substantial; the
with the twisted-wire reinforcing, which pleted, thin down the concrete with water results obtained by using either support
may be held to the hoops as illustrated in until it is more pasty than before; this will, however, be the same,
the enlarged detail. will smooth up better and make a some- If any difficulty is met with in making

the base, that is. if trouble is encountered*

in holding the concrete up while forming,
it may be made separately, as shown in

Fig. 6. The main former or template will

then be as at B. the base template as at C,

Oh «t Foemix tM II.m. WhHi Difliculty
U Kicoufttued la Making ilx V.m in On* Pik*

the hole in the bate being formed by a
circular block of wood, in the center of
which the pin turns. The base and vase
can afterward be joined as shown at A
by a good cement mortar.

Figure 4 shows a number of pleasing,

yet simple, designs. The square bases of
B and C may be cast in a wooden box
mold, being assembled as shown at F.
Another method, especially applicable to

designs such as shown at E, Fig. 4, con-
sists in rotating the work against a sta-

tionary template. A wire-mesh frame is

made, upon which is plastered a roughing
coat of one part cement to two parts sand,
together with some plasterers' hair. The
last can be purchased at any plasterers'

supply house. Do not get the mixture too
wet. just wet enough to squeeze through
the holes in the wire mesh. Cover both
sides and bottom of the frame, leaving the

surface rough; then let the cement set.

A good mixture for the finishing coat

consists of one part cement to two parts

marble dust, mixed to a heavy paste.

The cement-covered form or frame is

placed upon the center of the turntable, as
in Fig. S, and a nail is driven through the
work and into the table; next, the tem-
plate is moved up into contact with the
turntable and fastened by means of pegs,

then the finishing coat is plastered on, all

the while rotating the table, and with it

the work. Before putting on this coat,
rough up the first coat with a sharp-
pointed tool, and wet thoroughly.
When the outer surface has been

formed, a horizontal piece of wood, edged
with galvanized iron, is bolted or screwed

to the template at the proper height, and
the top edge of the vase Jrucd. then an-
other piece, to form the inside of the vase,

is attached to the horizontal strip, as
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apply a thin coal to the vase faces; coat
the clay walls ami foundation boards with

the oil. ihen mix up the plaster. This
should be mixed by hr‘t filling a wide
basin with water, then taking up the plas-

ter in double handfuls and sifting^ be-
tween the fingers into the water. Some
judgment as to the amount mixed and
the proper consistency is necessary; II

cups of plaster to 7 Cups of water is

about the right proportion. Build the
plaster onto the vase, as shown in the
plan, and allow it to harden. When it

has hardened, remove the clay and scrape
two holes, about 1

j in. deep and \j in. in

diameter, on each end face of the half

mold These are known as '’joggles," or

“joggle holes." and when the other half

THE methods of making wooden forms a template working on the edge of a box.
described in Part I, and illustrated A square bottomless box. of the de-

in Figs. I and 2, may also be used in sired sue. is placed upon the foundation
making the vase and pedestal shown in board; a template is cut from galvanized
P'B;/. sheet iron, to the proper shape, and

1 he forms for the top of the pedestal, fastened to a wooden guide, as indicated,
or caintal, and for the base, may be built After the cement has been placed in the
up of molding sections, as shown; these box. the template is moved along each
moldings can he procured from any dealer side in turn, the material scraped off being
in millwork

; some forms of cap molding carefully removed This method may, of
or plate-rail molding come in the shapes course, be applied also to the making of
illustrated; if these are not easily obtain- the caps and base in Fig. 7.

rtieihod of plac-
ing the ped-
estals on the
lawn is in-
dicated at B.

Fig. 8 A hole
is cored in the
base of the ped-
estal; when it

is set in posi-
tion. a post,
driven into the
ground and a
neat fit in the
pedestal hole,
will hold the
unit firmly in

form, will form .1 IV
the grooves. V

1
/The pedestal, i, ri 1

base, and vase
/ J |

1

are prcfcrahlv (J '1... I

reinforced with
wire mesh, and 1

1

1

the pedestal * J
14

may, bv using a

tapered wooden
core, be cast
hollow, thus r„ 7

saving material.

The whole Wo»d<« m„m. Im p<.

piece may be u**°« c*p

cast as a unit,

if desired, but if the cap. base, and
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draw the case carefully. Cover the vase if he is doubtful of his ability to produce
with wet cloths tor two days, then place a neat and harmonious design, to procure
it in a tub. and keep it covered with a wooden baluster or column, shellac it

water for several days. well, and use it as a model on which to
Further instructions in making plaster build his mold. Balusters or columns

molds will be given in the next install- may be purchased, at a very small cost,

ment. from any dealer in millwork, and will save

much work and time. Those who wish to

- n~ -i work out their own designs, however, will

w-— be able to do so by following the instruc-

n>

—

lions given in this article.

The first thing to do is, of course, to

select the design. This should be as sim-

\ / iA— pie as possible, with no undercut portions

l
‘

i I
that would cju%c in withdrawing

^
", - HV Ibr model from either template

f . f
Obtain a piece of galvanized sheet iron,

about 6 in. wider than the largest radius
l |" V

14
the design, and about 3 in. longer than

ycn«off>.r(x«) ',4 height. True up one edge, and, using

-j -zA * this edge as a center line, lay out one-half
” ' l

l | I of the design upon the sheet. With cold

i >tT S}*>SP< ehisel and snips, cut out to the approxi-— mate shape of the design, finishing with

^ ^ f* 10 fine half-round files.^ This sheet -iron template is then
mounted on a backing of 1 -in. lumber, as

H r
SCl shown in Fig. 14, in such a manner that

, — » , £ ~
.

-*y the edge of the sheet iron will projectc ^ ^ m m from % to Vi in. from the wood, which

yy r should follow the outline of the design
r*T closely. This backs up the template. The

[
< latter, with its wooden backing, is then

. | nailed to a stout box. as shown in the

I
l upper right-hand corner of Fig. 14, the

yCJLA box being of sufficient depth to clear the

t * Vr l,r$e»* portion of the design. A spindle,

j L*-- l| which may be either of light iron rod or
pipe, is then made as shots n and provided

“* *— i*i*—4 with collars, which bear against the spin-
*•*"' mJ die supports, or bearings, and prevent end

’•* i* motion.

—WU. w u r.r«.. S. 10. ..a It. Fi,w. The jupports are screwed in

Fig.i, II. Masaiaa i«m> *» ik« TtmpUu position, and holes to fit the spindle bored

taatar MnMa ,n the centers of these holes must
uster Moms

be eK?c|ly
,
ine wi|h , hc edRC oj ,hc

limilar to the process of makine plaster sheet-iron template, and the spindle, when
amp bases, described on page 631 of the inserted, should bear against the template.
\pril

t 1921, issue of Popular Mechanics. When laying out the template, provision
It is better for the amateur, especially should be made for the diameter of the

spindle; that is, as the center of the spin-

Ar<lx>“ &CTt
*" die will be the center of the finished

J |- M’MOU '' I , f
-
r r

n
Lr

model, the edges marked A on the tern-

Ai— -osaart-ar-^x^^Jj- ao.^ plate must be cut back for a distance^ [TV equal to half the diameter of the spindle.

.Se* «he spindle in place, adjusting the

. ,^4
collars, so that, while allowing it to turn
freely, there is no end motion; cut a
piece of burlap, a couple of inches shorter
than the design and about a foot in width.

u-uu-<-«tooNM. diP ,hii in a ,hin P.la'ler mixture, and
wrap around the spindle, tying it with

^''-HAxoLt
pieces of cord if necessary. This affords^ rotate-,
x good foundation for the plaster, and

I
also reinforces it.

."I ! I Sf^* B ' Mix fine casting plaster in water to a
KV [j

thick creamy consistency, and commence

p
^ J pouring over the burlap-wrapped spindle,

a> the same time turning the latter by
means of the crank. As the plaster builds

aecrioMu. view up. it will be shaved off by the template.

,££££ When the model approaches completion,
r» M thin the plaster just a little.

hem Wkkfc ifou. «. b. u.i, TfcU iu«- .
When the model is completed, remove

la » PUtta by Huu o< a icc ;ju it by unscrewing the spindle supports,

ping strips of burlap in a thin plaster
mixture and pasting them over the cor-
ners of the case. These, when hard, will

hold the case firmly. Suspend the core
in the center of the case, by means of the
wood strip, and pour in the concrete.

When this has hardened, remove the bur-
lap strips, pull out the core, and with-
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and set it aside to harden for about 24
hours.

At the end of this period, saw the spin-
dle off close to the ends of the model, shel-

lac the latter, two or three coats, allowing
each coat to dry before applying the next,
and it is ready to be used in making
the mold.
The proper method of dividing a circu-

lar mold is shown in Fig. 15. If the mold
is made in two pieces, one piece is quite

likely to be a little larger than the other;

that is, the division would not be exactly

on the center line of the mold, so that one
piece would embrace somewhat more than
a half circle, making it impossible to with-

draw the model without breaking the
edges of the mold. By making the mold
in three parts, the risk of such damage
is eliminated.

Lay the model, or the wooden baluster,

if this is employed, on its side. Build up,
as shown in Fig. 16, two walls, or dams,

of modeling clay, about 2 in. square and
about 120* apart. When these have set a

little, coat both dams and the surface of
the model between them with lard oil.

then till in between the dams with plaster
to the same height as the clay, smoothing
it off roughly on the outside. If desired,
when the Piaster has been poured on to
about half the desired thickness, pieces
of burlap may be used to reinforce it. as
described for the making of the square-
vase mold in the June installment.

Allow the plaster to harden thoroughly,
then strip oil the clay, build up another
clay dam, 120* farther around, scrape out
the "joggles," ami shellac the exposed
edge of the part of the case already cast.
When dry, oil the dam, model, and edge
of the first section, and pour on plaster to
make the second section. When this, in

its turn, has hardened, strip off the clay,
cut the joggles, shellac and oil the exposed
edges, and pour the third section. The
plaster of each section may be carried
over the end of the model if desired, as
shown in Fig. 18. to form a bottom for
the mold, although, if the mold is to be
used on a good level foundation board,
this is not absolutely necessary. When
thoroughly hard, the mold is well shel-

lacked on all surfaces, and is then ready
to be assembled and filled with the mix-
ture of one part cement, two parts sand,
and three pares clean broken stone or
gravel, which must not be larger than will

pass through a ’ ,-in. screen.

Another method of making molds, par-
ticularly applicable to designs with square
caps or bases, or both, is shown in Figs.

19 to 22. A square base, of the same sire

as the bottom of the model, is first made,
as shown in Pig. 19. Joggle holes, and
a hole in the center for an iron reinforcing

rod, arc cut in this: when hard, it is then
set up against the bottom of the model,
which is laid on its side, and clay dams
arc built along the length of the model
and base, the dams being shaped and
placed as shown in Fig. 20. When the
plaster for the first section has been
poured and has hardened, the model is

turned over, and the opposite side is

treated in the same manner. Joggle holes

r*_7o r.. 1 1

nLUNOint mcxo
f.e

r,» It -O.OOK-UM

are cut in the four exposed edges of the
mold sections, the edges arc shellacked
and oiled, and the remaining sides poured.
The form of two of the completed mold
sections, the base, and reinforcing rod. are
shown in Fig. 21. and the mold set up and
in course of being filled in Fig. 22. When
fastening the mold sections with wire, use
L-shaped pieces of tin at the corners, to
prevent the wire from cutting the mold.

Part IV—Glue Molds

WHEN pieces of elaborate design,

containing portions more or less un-

dercut, are to be cast in concrete, glue

molds are employed.
To the worker who has followed this

series thus far, the making of glue molds
will present little difficulty. In this, as

in the casting of balusters and pedestals.
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it is necessary that the worker procure a
wooden model of the design to be repro-
duced, unless he has sufficient ability as
a modeler to make his own designs in
clay. For one who has not, there is a
wealth of material available in old carved
furniture, or in plaster ornaments, parts
of which may be pressed into service; for
example, the writer has often used old
carved legs of tables as models for the
legs of garden tables; pieces of plaster-
ceiling ornament as decorations for panels
on sundial and other pedestals, and orna-
mental plaster molding as models for
molding to be used in connection with
similar garden pieces; many other carved-
furniture parts and ornaments may be
used with equal facility. The last illus-

tration in this installment shows a
garden table made by using models of this
character, and the making of the legs is

illustrated in the other drawings.
The first step is to shellac and oil the

model. Lay it down on the working
board, as shown in Fig, 23, and draw a
line along each side, in the most con-
venient position for parting.
Obtain two pieces of thin board, about

6 in. wide, and cut one edge of each piece
to fit the model as closely as possible, at

the parting line. Nail blocks on these
boards, as in Fig. 24, to support them so
that their upper face will be exactly a:
the parting line.

Take a sheet of old newspaper, wet it.

and spread it over the upper half of the
model, pressing it down into close con-
tact. Then take some modeling clay, flat-

ten it out into a sheet, about V» in. thick,

and apply it over the newspaper, pressing
the clay down into every detail on
the model surface, and carrying it

down until it rests upon the boards
at each side of the model. Oil the
surface of the clay, then build up upon
it a plaster case about I in. thick. Fig. 24
shows the clay and plaster coating, in sec-
tion. upon the model. When the case has
hardened, turn the model, with its clay
and plaster covering, on its opposite side

•WAT*.* UNC-v |M-||

and remove the boards. This leaves one the glue is so flexible that it will not sup-
half of the model exposed, as in Fig. 25. port either its own weight or the weight
with a straight, clean surface of clay and of the concrete. Oil the interior, assemble
plaster at the parting line. Spread wet the case and base, strap the case firmly,
newspaper over the exposed half, apply and the mold is ready for filling with the

the clay coat. oil. cut joggles in the edge
™K 'U"

°/ A C
?.
menl '? 2

of the plaster case, oil this edge, and pour
tll

*nd
,\

not
-flf

5,1 ate -

the remainder of the case. Allow the TOf'"* .‘hc «lue ',,he
.

r n,<
?
dd or

whole assembly to harden thoroughly, f"?'
pul

,
fil though care-

then cast a plaster base on the case, as ° !* th*.«,ue mold ovcr undercut por-

« v . . . tions; it will come away easily if proper
shown in F.g. 26. tapering the bottom Care it ,aken( and wi„ snip b;ick inl£ ,SCC
edges of the case before pouring the base. when released. Glue molds cannot beWhen bard, remove the base, separate the ule<J for more lhan (our or five casU( but
halves of the case, and carefully clean the old nioId( cu| inlo snu„ piefM
away the clay and the newspaper, both and allowed to dry. may be used again,
from the model and the case, shellac and lhcre U |i,tk Qr no waste. The writer
oil all *u'f«es of the plaster case and hai leen mo |ds made o( luc „,a| ,>ad
base, oil the model and reassemble We bcen uicd for 4eVfra) hundrcd cast#< and
have now the model inside the plaster

,ha| when U4ed with a proporlion o( new
case with a space between, as may be glue> relained al , ils firt| flexibility, repro-
seeniby reference to h.g 26. of the same ducing |he moM de |icalc deligns wilh
thickness as the clay had been. This jrea t fidelity.

space is to be filled with glue. The making and using of glue molds it
The glue used for molds is a good grade a Very interesting process, and is one that

of white glue, obtainable at any dealer wd | T<pay tbc cft0 rt 4pcnt up0l , tl Tlie
in painters or plasterers supplies. It worker should keep hit eyes "peeled" for
must be melted in a regular gluepot. if the

,u i, able subjects and models: many

able for this purpose. When reasonable
care is used, pieces that will be a delight
to the eye may be made from glue molds,
and if simple designs are used, they will

harmonize with almost any surroundings,
Simple designs should, in any case, be
chosen by the beginner, as. with elaborate

M.u - mm.. iw r.\i.« -ns gwU SSo—• No- lS« Glut b»
Mtiua im u>|. r-c.

piece is small, or. if much glue is required,
use two pails, one insijie the other, as
shown in Fig. 27. Support the inner one
upon a block, a few inches high, fill the
outer one about one-third full of water,
put the glue, which has previously been
soaked in water for about 15 minutes, in-

to the inner one. with about a quart of
water, then heat gently. When the glue
is of the proper consistency, pour it into

the space between case and model. The
glue will require about 24 hours to

harden. When hard, remove the plaster
case, and cut the glue carefully along the
slight ridge that marks the parting line
of the case. This makes a glue mold in
two parts. Paint the inside of the glue
mold with the very best grade of dear
varnish, three or four Coats.

When ready to make a cast, place each

section of the glue mold back into its own
half of the case; this is necessary because

TfbW Cm In Concrete THt Un »cf« Cat! In a Olv
Mold Mode by Uiin| a Corvtd Tablt Lig at a Mcdil

ones, the first results arc apt to be some
what disappointing.

Ornamental Pools

HTHE appearance of even the simplest
A garden may be considerably en Inneed

by the addition of an ornamental pool,

of a size suitable to the surroundings.
The construction of the garden pool is

simple, and, with or without the presence
of aquatic plants, a note of dignity and
attractiveness is added to the garden by
the cool, quiet water.
The selection of the site, while gov-

erned, of course, by the space available,
and by consideration of the other details
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of the garden, is important, and should
be given careful thought. The ground
must be firm and well drained, to afford

a good foundation for the walls and floor.

The weight of the water
and concrete in a pool of

fair size is considerable,

and if the ground does
not afford a solid sup-
port, there is some dan-
ger of settlement, with
resulting cracking of the

concrete. The quality
and method of placing

the concrete, the rein-
forcing, the forms used,

and the method of sur-
face finish are all impor-
tant considerations, if the
resulting walls are to be
smooth, dense, and water-
tight.

The foundations, ss
shown in the detailed
illustration, should be

carried down below the
frost line, the drain pipe

being led out underneath
the footing. The forms
should be made, for the rectangular pool,
of l-in. lumber, and, to insure a smooth,
dense face on the wall, should be planed
on both edges and face, curefillv matched,
and water-tight, as a small leak in the
surface of the forms will allow the cement

to run through, thus leaving an air pocket
in the surface of the wall.

Particular attention should be paid to

the bracing of the forms; the best method
is shown in the illustration. In addition
to woven-wire reinforcing, shown by the
dotted line in the cross-sectional view,
%-in. rods are used in the side walls;
three on each side and end will be enough,
spaced about 6 in. apart.
The concrete used is what it known as

a 1.2:4 mix, that is. a mixture of I part
Portland cement, 2 parts clean sharp sand,
and. 4 parts of clean broken stone. An
estimate of the amount of material needed
for a rectangular pool of the dimensions
shown is: cement, 9H bbl. ; sand. 28 cu.
yd.; broken stone, 5.61 cu. yd.; woven
wire, 65 sq. yd., and %-in. rod. 140 ft.

When the outside forms are in place, and
the foundation laid, adjust the woven-
wire reinforcing as shown by the dotted

line, place the inside forms in position,
then fill in the concrete, which must be
of a ‘‘mushy’’ consistency, spading it well

next to the forms, and laying in the **-•"-

rods in the proper positions. Bv spading
is meant the thrusting of a thin paddle
between the newly placed concrete and
the form, to obtain a wall surface free

from pits and voids. A hoe, straightened
out in line with the handle, makes a good
tool for this purpose, or a thin wooden
paddle may be used. The inner forms
may be removed in about 24 hours, and
the face of the walls painted with a
cement and water mixture, to make the
surface more dense.

It should be noted that the inner form
must be set to slope, as shown. This is

necessary because, when winter sets in.

thoroughly, together with the walls, sev-

eral times a day.

At the end of the curing period, the
floor should be covered with about 1 in.

of water, this depth being gradually in-

creased, until, at the end of about 20 days,
the pool is filled with water.

It may not be amiss to give here a list

of aquatic plants best suited for small
pools. Among the nympluraj, or water
lilies, the following varieties give best
results: A'. Groziclla. N. Aurora, N, fulva,

N. fyguaa, N. fygntra, var. hclvola. Par-
rot's feather, water snowflake, water
poppy, and pickerel weed are also suit-

able. while papyrus forms a very attrac-

tive centerpiece around which to group
smaller plants.

Many of the foregoing instructions ap-

ply with equal force to the construction

uf swimming pools, although somewhat
greater care must be used in the selection

of a suitable site, and in the reinforcing

of the walls and flour.

As it is not possible to lay the floor of

a large pool in a single day. joints must
be provided at the end of a day’s work. A

and ice forms in the pool, the ice will

slip up the sides, instead of exerting its

thrust straight against the face of the
walls, as it would if the faces were
vertical.

The following materials will be neces-
sary for the construction of a circular

pool of the dimensions given: cement,

9\<s bbl.; sand. J cu. >d.._broken stone.

5.62 cu. yd.; woven wire. 73 sq. yd., and
};-in. rod. 110 ft. This pool may be
constructed by using silo forms, if these

VW.. «

t

Coo.reU Ctiita Furniture Combing to U.S. . UoM
AttraiQx Eooe-Me: Hot. tix Simple SeouctrcvUr Flower Bed
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vided at the junction of wall and floor,

and V-joints to provide a proper bond
between previously laid material and the
new concrete must be left in the walls.

The fittings for a swimming pool will,

of course, depend upon personal prefer-
ence. A springboard is almost a necessity,

and steps or climb-out ladders, the latter

preferably of U-shaped iron rods, with
the ends imbedded in the walls, should be
provided for convenience of the bathers.
A concrete walk, rough-finished to pre-

vent slipping, should run around the pool

:

this should not be laid until the backfill

around the walls has settled for a period

of several months; this will prevent the
concrete walk from cracking.

Wading pools are a godsend to the
youngsters in hot weather, and will more
than repay the effort of construction.
They may be built with gradually sloping
sides, dispensing with the wall and footing.

and rough-finished with a wood float, to
eliminate the danger of slipping. In these,
as in all other pools, the underlying earth
must be compact and firm, to support the
concrete and prevent cracking.
The various types of garden furniture

described in this series by no means ex-
haust the subject. The illustrations show
what may be accomplished by grouping
several pieces such as vases, pedestals,
benches, etc. Small semicircular flower
beds, set against, or made a part of. the
wall, relieve the monotony of a long wall,
and are very easily made; to the ingenious
reader, many other combinations will sug-
gest themselves. *

In conclusion I may say that the
worker will find the making of garden
furniture in concrete a very interesting
pursuit, and the articles produced are a
permanent addition to the attractiveness
of the home site.

DUnmtiofft and Full Details of Two Eatily Made Garden PooU
If nop«f

Feather. etc
.

Ike RrtulU will Be Very Pleating .. .
Such at Water Lilict. Parrot's

STAKE YOUR CLAIM
BY KURT

Since little land, if any. is available for

homesteading, a 20 acre mining claim may
still give you that refuge hideaway. You
can even stake your claim in one of our
National Forests. Then, when it all hits

the fan. you will have a secure haven in

which to weather the coming storm.
I believe that such claims in our

SAXON
National Forests will benefit both
Survivalist and forest. One family living

on 20 acres constitutes a built-in forest
ranger, ecologist, firefighter and wildlife

protector, all free to the State. Such an
arrangement is also a guarantee that the
best of us will still be around when its all

over for the worst of us.

There is no need to restrict yourself to

gold or silver when considering a claim.

Any mineral for which there is a market is

fair game. So when you find the site you
like, first see what minerals are around
and go by that.

First, locate the Geological Survey
office in your area, usually in the

Courthouse, and ask them to show you
what minerals have been found. Then go
with a pick and shovel and several friends

carrying beer and start digging for pay
dirt.

If you find something worth mining,
your claim is secure and hassle free. If

there are only traces, you may tough it out
for a couple of years if you‘re cool, but the

Foreat Service will do their best to get
you out of there.

If they don’t think your claim is worth
your time, that is, if you can’t earn a living

on it. and then some, they get nasty. They
will charge that you are only a squatter.

Then they will spring the “Prudent Man"
goody on you. Roughly, this is a clause

which says that a serious miner or

“Prudent Man" would not work a claim on
which he wasn't making a profit.

They mean a money profit, of course.

Esthetic considerations such as natural

beauty, tranquility and just plain

happiness cuts no ice with a Civil Servant.

In their opinion, if you can’t afford a lot of

junk you don’t even want, you're a

squatter.

I think that if a mineral is there and you
can get enough of it out to support

yourself in your little paradise, that

should be any "Prudent Man’s" idea of

profit.

The “Prudent Man" clause is so vague
that the Forest Service and the miners
will probably go around and around for a

couple of years. So a person with a really

good claim has no problem. But if he really

can’t show much reward for his labors, he
may have to move.

The inability of the Forest Service to

take quick action against a Survivalist
miner is in your favor. You have to work
your claim long enough to see if it is worth
working. Thus, you at least have time
enough to get established and to learn the
art.

In that time, if you are a prudent man.
you can cast about for a better claim. If

lucky, you can find a fresh claim more
promising than the first. Or you can buy a

claim from another miner.
When you’ve staked your claim it’s up

to you to live there on it or to commute
back and forth. Living on your claim
means you'll need some sort of shelter
which can be taken down when and if you
give up your claim. The idea is to leave the
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claim and the land as natural as you found

it.

Commuting to a claim seems simple.

You just go out there on weekends, dig a

little and you are a miner. This would be

fine if your claim was on a major highway.

But easy to reach claims have already

been taken, worked out and returned to

the Stale long ago. You may have to

backpack ten or more miles, carrying

everything you will need.

If you want a claim but wouldn't

consider living on it now. your best bet is

to buy an established claim. Many such

claims, all over the Southwest, are

advertised in the California Mining

Journal, P.0. Drawer 628. Santa Cruz.

Calif. 95061. The Journal also provides

sources from which to buy the books and
equipment you will need. $5.00 will bring

you a year’s subscription and all the

expertise you will need at the beginning.

In the meantime, you can organize your

resources and get ready to move if your

claim gives you the sense of security

you’re looking for. Then, if you decide to

take the plunge, moving onto your claim

will be as easy as the terrain allows.

Bight now. there is considerable

harassment by the Forest Service

wanting to dispossess people they judge

to be squatters, rather than prudent
miners. Even with such harrassment.

many such miners and their families are

enjoying a wilderness life.

If the system crashes while they are

still there, they will be better able to

survive than any group I know of. They
are hardy, intelligent and love the land.

They grow their own food, create their

own energy, and even with minimal
returns, are thriving. No environmentalist

could find fault with any miner I know.
Their being on the land secures it for

posterity: theirs and yours.

FILING YOUR MINING CLAIM
by Ivan Hess

Any American citizen can stake a 20

acre mining claim on the 450 million acres

of public land presently under the control

of the Bureau of I-and Management. 187

million of these acres are classified

National Forest and control has been

delegated to the National Forest Service.

Staking a mining claim is extremely

simple: holding onto it under the

pressures of the Federal Government is

another thing. The basic right to

establish and work a mining claim is

established by the 1872 Mining I-aws

found in the United Stales Code, Title 30.

Sections 21-54.

To establish a mining claim, the
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procedures are relatively simple:

1) Locate a valuable mineral on
previously unclaimed land and mark
the discovery point.

21 Establish the boundaries to your
twenty acres around the point of

discovery and mark the corners.

3) File a Notice of Location Placer

Claim form with the County Record
cr's Office.

41 Invest a minimum of $100 worth of

labor or materials per year in your
claim and file your annual Proof of

Labor form.

You can also purchase an existing claim, in

which case you must file the Quit Claim
Deed lyour title to the mineral rights! and
pursue the annual assessment work.

LOCATION: I can’t teach you how to

prospect, but you need to find the mineral
before anything else. Panning, sluice work
or dredging are relatively inexpensive and
there are many people out in the woods
and on the streams who will be more than
happy to help you learn. Once you locate

your deposit, place a post dose, to the

point (a piece of 4 x 4. four feet tall) and
affix a small jar by the lid with a sign

indicating the name of the claim and
identifying this as the Point of Discovery.

Place a pioce of paper in the jar with the

name of the claim, location of the claim in

terms of section, township, range and
meridian (this is easily established on a

Geological Survey Map), your name and
address, date, and if possible, a

description of the distances to each
corner. Eventually, you might simply wish

to place a Xerox copy of your notice of

location in the jar which has all this

information.

Next, pace off your boundaries to locate

your corner posts. You want to try and
establish 20 acres, which in rough country

can be a bit difficult. Most common
dimensions which work out well are 600 ft.

x 1320 ft. Place another 4x4 post with jar

at each of these corners with the same
information as the Point of Discovery in

addition to indicating which corner it

represents (NE. NW. SE. SWI.
Incidentally, when you start working out

your boundaries, don’t forget to consider
you’ll want water and possibly a building

site. Try and lay out your corner posts to
include such geological assets.

FILING: Obtain a Notice of Location
form from your local County Recorder’s
Office for approximately $.15 and fill it

out. Make as many copies as you need for
the corner posts and send it in to be
recorded. There is a minimal fee of about
$3.00. If you are buying an existing claim,
you’ll need a Quit Claim Deed and it must
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be notarized when the title is signed over.

Finally you are required to file an annual

Proof of Labor form indicating the amount
and type of work you do each year. Again,

the forms are available at the Recorder’s

Office and are filed there. Work in

California must be filed by September 1st

each year. Basically, this is all that is

necessary to get you started in the mining

business, but if you intend to do any more
than a bit of simple panning or start

thinking about a cabin, you are confronted

with new problems and requirements,

especially if you're on National Forest

Land,

MINING OPERATIONS: There is

generally a permit of some kind required

for any sizable mining operation. If you
keep a low profile, you'll probably be
alright, but if you're thinking in big terms,

you may be looking at Environmental

Impact Reports, filing of Mining
Operation Plans, extra fees and numerous
agencies looking over your shoulder. The
best policy seems to be not to open

Pandora's box. If you're the conscientious

type, contact your local District Ranger's

Office. The Department of Fish and Game
or Bureuu of land Management.

Dredging is usually the more successful

means of placer mining these days and it is

rather hard to camouflage with all the

noise they make. Luckily, it isn't too

difficult to gel set up legally to use one

under 12" diameter. There are specific

seasons for dredging, depending upon
what area you're in. Write your local Fish

and Game Department and they'll send
you a form and regulations. Again, there's

another filing fee, usually around S5.00.

BUILDING: if You have plans on

building a cabin on your claim, you may be

in for problems, especially if you're on
National Forest Land. As soon as you
start any construction, you'll probably be
hassled. Portable homes such as old buses
or trailers are usually allowed, although

they look terrible sitting in the woods.

Whatever you build must bo temporary;

no permanent foundations or utility

hook ups. If you want to tackle the

hassles, it’s a good idea to contact your
local building department and acquire a

Temporary Housing Permit which will

also require a percolation test and
assorted plans being filed again with the

county.

The information above should be

sufficient to get you started. There are

many fine points to learn and a lot

depends upon where you specifically

intend to set up your operation. Sources

for more information are appended and
the following list of incidentals might be
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worth pointing out:

1) Be conscientious about your assess

ment work; don't try and just home
stead, you'll be leaving yourself wide

open.

21 If you're looking into an area for

mining, talk to the locals. Most
miners will bend over backwards to

help you get started and will know
what works in a given area.

3) Don't even think about getting into

mining unless you're serious and

industrious. It’s no easy life and
requires lots of hard work,

determination and ingenuity.

41 Keep track of your productivity and
labors. You may eventually be con

fronted with a validity check on your
daim and be required to prove your
serious intent and efforts. Take
pictures of your operations, keep
receipts of all gold sales and gener
ally cover your back.

For further information on mining
claims, the following State and Federal

offices have pamphlets available:

Bureau of Land Management:
Questions & Answers About the 1872

Act Use Regulations Affecting
Prospecting and Mining in National

Forests

What You Should Know About
Multiple Use Classification of Public

lands in California

Regulations Pertaining to Mining
Claims Under the General Mining
laws of 1872

US. Forest Service

Staking a Mining Claim on Federal
Lands

Patenting a Mining Claim on Federal
lands

California Division of Mines and
Geology

Basic Placer Mining: Special Publica-

tion 41

U-gal Guide for California Prospectors
Miners (a must before you really got
into it)

The Versatile Querl

"Querl" is the German name for a
kitchen utensil which may be used as
an egg-beater, potato-masher or a
lemon-squeezer. For beating up an
*88 »n a glass, mixing flour and water,
or stirring cocoa or chocolate, it is bet-
ter than anything on the market.

This utensil is made of hardwood,
preferably maple or ash. A circular

piece about 2 in. in diameter is cut from
Vz-in. stock and shaped like a star as
shown in Fig. 1, and a %-in. hole bored
in the center for a handle. The handle
should be at least 12 in. in length and
fastened in the star as shown in Fig. 2.

In use, the star is placed in the dish

containing the material to be beaten or
mixed and the handle is rapidly rolled
between the palms of the hands.
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A Burglar Alarm That Shoots BRAIN DAMAGE BEFORE BIRTH
A burglar alarm that will fire blank

cartridges, when operated by the entrance
of an intruder, can easily be made at a

An Oidinuy Spiln* Tup. Con»«md into • »«•-

fl« Alum, Shoot. Blank CuirM1(i. Wh«« ih« Door
or Window to Which It i. Connoted i« Oprnrd

cost of but a few cents, from an ordinary

spring rat trap. To convert the trap into

a burglar alarm, it is only necessary to

drill one or two holes in the base, into

which 22-caliber blank cartridges are in-

serted, in such a manner that the spring

of the trap will strike the rim of the car-

tridges and fire them. A hole is drilled

underneath the trigger arm. and a thread

or wire attached to the arm for releasing

the trap. The burglar alarm is mounted
on a base in the manner shown, the base

being screwed down to the floor or shelf.

The alarm is connected to the door or
window by means of a stout thread or

string, so that the door or window cannot

be opened without giving an alarm.—

Emergency Wireless Condenser

From Popular Mechanics 1925

While operating a high-frequency set.

an amateur wireless operator had the
misfortune to burn out his condenser.

Desiring to re-

sume operation
as soon as pos-
sible, he assembled
the emergency
condenser shown
in the drawing.
An old tin dish-
pan was obtained,

and four ordinary
fruit jars were set

in the pan, which
was filled to with-
in about 2 in. of

the top with strong salt water. Each jar
was also filled with salt water to the same
level. Then a copper strip was placed in

each jar and a connection made to each
strip, the other wire being connected to

the tin pan. This makeshift condenser
was found very efficient and was used for
several months. As the water evaporated,
a fresh supply was added from time to
time.

By KURT SAXON
In my last issue I believed I had covered Minimal Brain Damage due lo mal-

nutrition. Also. I believed that Minimal Brain Damage was not a birth defect. I

meant hereditary bram damage. That is. such MBD was not passed on by the

grandparents to the child. I was right about the hereditary part concerning
MBD but wrong about it happening only as a result of malnutrition after birth.

Since then. I've found that deprivation-caused MBD can happen as early as

six months or more before birth.

On Saturday. June 12, 7:30 p.m.. ABC presented an hour-long report on
"The Unfinished Child".

This program was largely narrated by Patricia Neal, who did such a

fantastic job alongside Gary Cooper in "The Fountainhead".

The Unfinished Child dealt mainly with poverty groups, losers In our so-

ciety, whose children are so stale-linked that their surviving the fall of the

State is almost impossible, regardless of how well-fed they are. No matter.

The point is well made. Before birth, nutrition is just as important as nutri-

tion after birth and sensory stimulation.

The report made only vague references to the child's need for responsible

parents, fewer siblings and a wholesome environment. It was not stressed

that a potential genius born to and raised by clods would probably only be a

more clever clod, wiser in the ways ol clods In getting "his rights".

It was a good report, nonetheless and if you missed It you ought to writo to

ABC TV. 1330 Avenuo of the Americas, Now York, N.Y. 10019, and ask for a

reshowing.

Concerning a poverty preggy who showed up early at a clinic, Miss Neal

said. because, during the last six months of pregnancy and the first two
years of a child's Me. the brain does most of Its growing. Did you know that

by the lime Penny's baby is one day old, its brain will have grown 60% of all

the colls it will ever have? If Penny wasn’t eating enough (during pregnancy)

and didn't feed her baby properly during those (first) two years, the baby's

bram growth could be stunted and might never rocovor."

She went on with genuine concern for those not reached by Federal and

State funded pre and post-natal nutritional guidance programs. "But thero are

thousands out there who can't get into this kind of clinic. There just isn’t

enough money Thousands and thousands of children are born every year in

America suffering from malnutrition They are all part of what the

sociologists call 'The Poverty Cycle'. Now. what that means Is. If your folks

were poor, you're going to be poor. And your baby's going to be poor. It’s a

lousy inheritance And part of that inheritance Includes not getting enough to

e<
*The report properly points out that family planning has gotten the lion's

share of public funding. Prevention is better than cure but unless enforced

sterilization ot public dependents is made law. the taxpayer must shell out

more money now or prepare to slaughter more rampaging morons later. The

following figures should convince you that our society will simply not bo able

to afford an Increasing load of public dependents.

"What you find Is that all the new money that's been provided for women,

in spite of the tact that it's known that there are nearly a million women a

year who need help of some kind, that all the new money in the field is for

family planning. So we are much more interested in stopping pregnancies

than in helping the people who do have pregnancies have a healthy one.

“Even though we are not terribly concerned about the economics of an

Individual baby in our Intensive care nursery, the cost of intensive care for

those babies works out to approximately $5000 a pound to get those babies

from a birth weight ot two pounds up to a weight of four and a half or five

pounds when they’re ready to go home."

Clinically administered programs to prevent pre-natal damage are relatively
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From Popular Mechanics 1915

Locking Several Drawers with One
Lock

A lock for a number of drawers in a
bench or cabinet

may be applied

with a strip of
wood hinged to

the cabinet edge
so that it will

overlap the
drawer fronts, as
shown. A hasp
and staple com-
plete t h c ar-
rangement

f o r

use with a padlock.

From Popular Mechanics 1915

A Furniture Polish

A good pastelike furniture polish,

which is very cheap and keeps indefi-

nitely, can he made as follows: Mix
3 oz. of white wax. 2 ox. of pcarlasli.

commonly known as potassium car-

bonate, and C oz. of water. Heat the

mixture until it becomes dissolved,

then add I oz. of boiled linseed oil and

5 oz. of turpentine. Stir well and pour
into cans to cool. Apply with a cloth

and rub to a polish. The paste is non-

poisonous.

JAVELLE WATER
Javelle water, a solution of so-

dium hypochlorite In water, Is a
bleaching agent, cleanser, and dis-

infectant It Is easily made as fol-

lows:

Add soft water slowly to % lb.

chloride of lime In an enameled
pen. crushing the lumps to make a
nooth paste. Put 3 lb. washing
eoda in a 2-gaL stoneware crock
and add 1 gaL warm water. When
the eoda la dissolved, add the lime
parte and enough water to All the
«odt I^ave covered for several

hours, until the lime settles; then
dip or syphon off the clear liquid.

This La a concentrated solution and
should be diluted with four times
its volume of water before use.

The above quantities therefore
make nearly 10 gal. of solution.

Only soft water should be used
In the above formula. Do not allow

Javelle water to drip on clothes or
other fabrics. Metal fixtures with
which it has come In contact should
be washed Immediately with clear

water and dried.

cheap per Individual case.

“I estimate that il costs $150 per case. That's $150 including the food. And
this is a very low cost when comparing the latest estimates we have on what
it would save the nation if we could prevent one case of mental retardation.

That cost is $900,000!

“Agnes Higgins (a Canadian nutritionist) figures that if a mentally retarded

child can be kept out of an institution by proper feeding during (its mother's)
pregnancy, the Investment of $1.00 could save $6000 or more. Now here's

another statistic. There are 13 times as many mentally retarded children In

the poverty group as in any other group."

A big danger of pre-natal malnutrition is premature birth. Not only Is such
an infant stunted overall, but. as reported above, it costs up to $5000 per

pound for a hospital to bring it up to a normal birth-weight. This can put

most working families on welfare.

A doctor interviewed said, "When you find a child who ought to do well In

school but doesn't, are there any things In that child’s background that would
suggest that problem is a carry-over? And again, you go back and you find

out that there is a higher than expected incidence of small babies who later

have troubles under the heading of learning disabilities."

“There can be direct relationships between low birlh wolght and the diet of

a pregnant woman."
One pathetic drudge who had dropped eleven young said. "On the first date

I had never had no special Interests and I Just ate what I had to. Then after I

went to a diet dispensary and I got the last three. I had a special diet. Thoy
were big babies. The rest were all small. There were a lot of handicaps. Brain

damage in one. three of 'em had epllopsy. They didn't mix well with other

people. They were very, very slow al home and they were much, much harder

lo lake care ol lhan the normal baby. Then the Iasi three, well, thoy grew up
normal, mixed very, very well, no problems In school."

Her standards of doing well In school are probably lower than mine but hor

point is well taken.

Another excellent point stressed In this report was breast feeding. "At a

clinic In Brooklyn. Paula Fishman talks about feeding the newborn. And she

believes Naturo provides the perfect formula.

•The reason that I think It's good, as a nutritionist. Is because we know

now, it Is the best milk for your baby. One of the reasons Is that when you

breast-feed your baby, you pass from your body to the baby, some resistance

to infections and diseases. That you can't do with a formula. Formula Is an

acceptable substitute but the breast milk has something extra!

"Paula's convincing arguments don't work. It's not that simple. Most

women caught in the Poverty Cycle reject breast feeding for a majority of

reasons. Feeding the baby, whether breast or bottle is an Important and

happy time. It should be the beginning of a real relationship between mother

and child.

"Mother and the baby need to get involved with each other and that begins

to happen physically as the mother holds the baby during the feeding. The

baby responds to the mother, the mother responds to the baby, and that’s the

start of communications.

“The baby who is not getting enough to eat may not have the energy or

vitality to be interesting to the mother and if the mother is not getting

enough to eat she may not have the energy to spend on her baby to stimulate

him Into play. When that happens, often the baby ends up flat on his back

with the bottle, unattended. He gets no attention because he’s uninteresting

and undemanding. He is uninteresting and undemanding because he gets no

attention.

"Another of those vicious circles. Vicious because the physical contact and

nutrition are important in getting the baby not only to survive, but to thrive.”

Not only can breast-feeding be critical to the child's future chances, but
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From Popular Mechanics 1915

A Chair Swing

A comfortable porch or lawn swing
can be. easily and quickly made with
a chair as a seat, as follows. Procure
some rope of sufficient strength to bear

Th. Row >. TI»«S to t>>« Cl>ol> *o Thol li will b«
Mflil In • K«<Ilnir.g

the weight of the person, and fasten

one end securely to one of the front

legs of the chair and the other end to
the same side of the back as shown

in the illustration, allowing enough
slack to form a right angle. Another
piece of rope, of the same length, is

then attached to the other side of the

chair. The supporting ropes are tied

to these ropes and to the joist or hold-
ing piece overhead.

From Popular Mechanics 1915

Attractor for Game Fiah

A piece of light wood, shaped as
shown and with four small screweyes
attached, makes a practical attractor

for game fish, such as bass, etc., by its

action when drawn through the water
cr carried by the floW of a stream
Hooks arc attached to three of the
jereweyes and the fourth one. on the

A Dcvic* tor Aimclioc Oim* Ki«h

Which ii Uied is Pi.c. ol Ben

sloping surface, is used for the line.

Ihe closeness between the mother and her child in its first three days can be
extremely important. “Awake", a Jehovah’s Witness bi-weekly publication, in

its July 8, 1976 issue, carried a short piece entitled, "Brainy Babies". It

stressed the importance of closeness between mother and child from the very
beginning.

“Prolonged maternal contact with babies during the first three days after

birth improves their speech and brain power, according to a study conducted
from Case-Western Reserve School of Medicine. Mothers who received the

usual limited hospital contact with their babies were found to have less

interest in and affection for their infants than those who had more contact.
The ’intimate’ mothers went on to spend more time talking to thoir babies as
they grew up. By age five, their babies 'had a richer vocabulary, better com-
prehension. and could understand more complex and mature language’,
noted Dr. Normel Rlngler. ’And they registered higher scores on the IQ
tests."

In most hospitals you will see a roomfull of piteously squalling newborn
babies behind glass. I suppose this Is so their fathers and relatives can see
them. But is this observation by their adult relatives more Important than tho
initial Intimacy between them and their mothers? Mothers should Insist,
before going Into a hospital, that their babies be with them every possible
minute.

Mongoloids and spastics are Images most people have of brain damage.
But these are only the obvious signs of certain types of damage. Brain
damage may not be so easily noticed, the report continued:

Thuso two children probably, at first glance, appear very normal to you.
However, if you take a closer look, they are behind In hoight, weight and
development.

’’This Is probably a result of very poor pre-natal and post-natal feeding. In
addition to a lot of emotional circumstances on the part of the mother and
her whole social history of deprivation.

’’The history of malnutrition does not occur. It Is an end-of-the-line thing.
What you do find is a lot of frail children, small children, an excessive
amount of children, with small head sizes. It’s like an Iceberg. You see only
10% of it. But thore is 90% of it that you cannot see."A body less than it could have been. A mind less than It could have been.
Behind as a baby, behind In school, behind In life. That’s the kind of
sentence that may be handed down by malnutrition."
Reasons for stunted bodies and brains can be quite specific. A major, and

tragically unnecessary cause of damaging malnutrition can be simple Iron
deficiency.

’’It’s very hard to prevent iron deficiency in young Infants when they're
growing very fast. Especially in the first year of life when they triple birth
weight. One good way is to encourage breast-feeding. Breast milk has very
little iron, but that Iron Is well absorbed. However In our society It’s very hard
to maintain breast-feeding for more than two months or so. The only proven
way of preventing iron deficiency In the first year of life In a high risk popula-
tion is by fortifying the Infant formula.

“St. Jude’s Hospital is constantly on the lookout, testing for iron
deficiency anemia, one of the most widespread forms of malnutrition.

“There are some indications that iron deficient children have poor attention
spans and perhaps learn less well. There are some animal studies to Indicate
that iron deficiency early in the growth of the animal can lead to
long-standing changes in the brain.

’’The important thing to realize, of course, is that iron deficiency, like any
nutritional deficiency, is completely preventable. That, although It has been
seen in 25% of the children, at the time the study was begun, this incidence
has been reduced to less than 5% by providing food from the beginning of
the child’s life, containing iron. Initially Iron containing formulas, and then
later on. other Iron containing foods. So this is an important cause of
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nutritional deficiency in America today. It's also a cause which is completely

preventable."

Then of course, there is protein. A nutritionist on the program said: "I try

to get every woman to have a quart of milk and two eggs every day. Forty

grams of the highest quality protein. And we go over the whole concept of

how protein protects the mother’s liver, prevents her from having toxemia

abruption as well as protecting the baby's brain. And when we focus

attention on whole grains, green leafy vegetables, yellow and orange vege-

tables and fruits, what nutritionists call the basic four, and when the doctor

does it. it is so effective.”

The nutritionist went on about drugs: "The other thing I wanted to bring up

was the drugs. When I teach women to eat I say don't take any drug unless

you absolutely need it. And the two drugs that worry me the most are

amphetimines (and diuretics). You wouldn't believe that In the late '40s the

drug industry began to promote amphetimines to hold weight down. And
they put it right into obstetrics so that women got amphetimines, and still get

them In many areas, to keep their weight down.

“The other thing is diuretic pills, and as I mentioned before, up to two

million women a year In this country, out of four million, (preggles, I'm sure

he meant) were given water pills.”

Ideally, those finding themselves pregnant should temporarily swear off

coffee, tea. alcohol, tobacco, marijuana, etc. Not even aspirin or any other

non-prescription medication. A woman with diabetes or any other physical or

mental disability requiring long-term medication will be in bad shape when
the crash comes Regardless of the potential effects of hor medications on

her unborn child, she should leave child bearing to others.

To sum it all up. becoming a diet-nut and avoiding all non-food stimulants

and medications may seem a months’ long drag. Take your mind off It with

some hobby
The little pleasures a preggy gives up for a few months will seem as

nothing if the product is a* healthy, |oyous, lifelong friend. But If. through

stupidity and a lack of self-discipline, she damages the baby while she's still

carrying it. she may later wish the expensive monster, and even she. had

never been born.

Edging Flower Beds From Popular Mechanics 1915

Parachute Drop for a Kite

Every boy likes to drop 3 parachute
from his kite when it is high in the air.

but nearly always he has trouble getting

it to drop when lie wants it to. or else

gets things hopelessly tangled and >poik
the full.

The little device diown in the drawing
can lie placed on the kite string without
breaking the cord. Wire is used for mak-
ing .ill the part', and the completed article

should not be more than about S in. long.

The carnage it Aral foriut I. then another
small piece for the trigger, and a third

for the release.

When formed as shown, llie “drop"
can be hooked over the string, lie a

short piece of string to the parachute just

above the weight, make a loop in the end
to slip over the trigger, and drop the

release over the trigger, as well. The
wind will catch the parachute and pull

it toward the kite, right up the string.

Then, the minute the release strikes the

large button that ha-, already been tied to

the kite string, the former will be raised,

releasing the trigger and liberating the

parachute, while the drop comes sliding

down the string ready for another trip.—

A Pop-Corn Popper

The accompanying sketch shows the

construction of a pop-corn popper for

thoroughly flavoring the corn with the

hot butter or

lard, and at the

same time mix-

ing it with
the necessary
amount of salt.

Procure a metal
bucket that just

fits the bottom
of the frying

pan. The stir-

ring device is

made of heavy
wire bent as shown and provided with
an empty spool for a handle. A brace
is made of tin bent in the shape 'hown
and riveted to the bottom of the
bucket.

To improve the appearance of a

flower bed. it must be edged evenly
and quite often. As this became a

tiresome task. I constructed an edger.

as shown in the sketch. It consists

of a wheel on a 4-ft. length of material.

2 by 4 in. in sire, made tapering and
having a cross handle.- 18 in. long, at-

tached to its end. The wheel is 8 in.

in diameter, and the cutter is attached,
as shown, across the center of the

wheel axle, to make the edger turn

easily on curves and corners. The cut-

ter is 12 in. long and turned under P/fe

in. It is pushed along in the same
manner as a garden cultivator.
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Phonograph as a Banding Wheel

One of the most difficult pieces of work
the decorator of pottery or china has to

do is to make
a continuous
band of color

around an
article so that

it will not
deviate from
the horizontal

but will meet
perfectly at

the ends. The
drawing
shows how a
phonograph

can be used as a banding wheel. The
brush is held firmly at the proper height
and brought in contact with the work as
the latter rotates.

From Popular Mechanics 1915

Substitute for a Rubber Stamp

A large number of coupons had to

be marked, and having no suitable

rubber stamp at band, 1 selected a

§ C

EE
A B D

Initials Cul in • C«rV S»/.«d IS# In II*.

Ati.«n«« el - Kutt.f Stamp

cork with a smooth end and cut the

initials in it. I found that it worked
as well, not to say better, than a rubber

stamp. An ordinary rubber-stamp pad
was u*ed for inking. Angular letters

will cut better than curved ones, as

the cork quickly dulls the edge of any

cutting tool.

A Home-Made Hand Vise

A very useful little hand vise can
easily be made from a hinge and a
bolt carrying a wing nut Get a fast

Hud VIm Mad. Ira. Hu.*.

joint hinge about 2 in. or more long
and a bolt about % in. long that will

fit the holes in the hinge. Put the bolt
through the middle hole of the hinge
and replace the nut as shown in the
drawing. With this device any small
object may be firmly held by simply
placing it between the sides of the
hinge and tightening the nut.

GUEST EOITORIAI.

SURVIVAL SCHOOLS

T.A. OaMattls. Editor
Th« Ultimata Social?

P.O. Boa

«

lakohurat. NJ OS7S3

i
l hooting a survival destination is not something to do casually. A bad location

or poorly organized compound can expose inhabitants to unnecessary risks of priva-
tion. attack by hostile adventurers, or even to fatal accidents with loss of life and
fortune.

Recent surveys by survival experts alerts people to the problems. Of several
installations studied, they lacked sufficient storage of food and other vital necessi-
ties. Some didn't even have medical aide, and their water supply was limited to a
small hand pump barely able to deliver 2 or 3 gallons of water per minute. In one
location, the encampment was close to a highly traveled road, only 25 miles from a
major city. This would be a prime target lor roving bands of hungry refugees, and in

another, they didn’t even have a shotgun to defend themselves. Few in all the places
visited could be considered self-sufficient and safe for any extended slay in the event
of trouble.

A well developed retreat must, first of all. be far out of reach of marauders,
preferably 60 to 100 miles away from urban center*. It must be out of sight from any
interstate highway or main road, and in a defensible position, well hidden in the
contourof surrounding landscape. Its store of supplies should include dehydrated and
Ireexe-dried foods having a shelf Ule of ten years or more, as well as food supple-
ments as vitamins and minerals. Canned foods are prone to spoil alter a lew years ol

storage, and may even be dangerous to consume. There must be adequate water
Istored or available), and proviaions lor sanitary (acilitira.

In addition to essential supplies, a good retreat will have been well organized with
a complement of trained men and women able to take care of sickness and arcidenta;
guard the outpost; prepare rationed portions of meals, and grow or hunt lor food if

necessary. This means having farmers, craftsmen, soldiers, doctors, engineers and
technicians who are versed in the technological arta and crafts. Any group of people
without proper leadership, arms and equipment, cannot long survive in any
circumstance.

There are growing numbers ol survival schools now teaching basic ways one can
live "off the land" in a wilderness environment. Some give complete courses in

extensive survival training by groups who band together because of common
interests, such as social, fraternal, religious, sports, and newly organized ’survival
clubs’. One ol the best schools is the PIONEER SURVIVAL ACADEMY. P.O. Box
547. Hamilton. MT 59MO. and the Carla Emery School in Hendricks. Idaho - an
alternative farmstead that also teaches how to raise food.

Among many interesting subjects taught by PSA is basic automobile survival,
down to earth self defense techniques and weaponry skills, what to do when lost in

the wilderness, guarding against extreme heat and cold, backwoods medicine and
proper first aid "pioneer style", how to locate and purify water, primitive fire making
and cookery, tracking and trapping of animals. fish and fowl, finding edible roots,

avoiding poisonous plants, insect bites, dangerous predators, etc. They also wise you
up to the proper role of government, true American history, the origin and purpose
of the Bill of Rights for all independent people under the U.S. Constitution.

Another good source of guidelines in what to do in the event of trouble is provided
by the JOURNAL OF CIVIL DEFENSE. P.O. Box 910, Starke, FI. 32091. This
bi-monthly magazine, formerly called "Survive" gives you official facts about civilian

defense, and what one must do when social order breaks down. It reveals what really

makes Soviet Civil Defense tick; what guarantees the USSR over 94% survival in a
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How to Make SMALL
GEARWHEELS

Without a Lathe

Popular Mechanics 1913

To make small models sundry small
gears and racks are required, either

cut for the place or by using the parts
from an old clock. With no other tools

than a hacksaw, some tiles, a compass.

fcUklnf Wniili

and with the exercise ol a little pa-

tience and moderate skill, very good
teeth may be cut on blank wheels.

First take the case of a small gear-

wheel, say 1 in. outside diameter and

A in. thick, with twenty-four teeth.

Draw a circle on paper, the same di-

ameter as the wheel. Divide the cir-

cumference into the number of parts

desired, by drawing diameters. Fig. 1.

The distance A 15 will be approxi-
mately the pitch. Now describe a

smaller circle for the base of the teeth

and halfway between these circles may
be taken as the pitch circle.

Now describe a circle the same size

as the largest circle on a piece of i\j-in.

sheet metal, and having cut it out and
filed it up to this circle, fasten the

marked-out paper circle accurately over
it with glue. Saw-cuts can now be

made down the diameters to the
smaller circle with the aid of a saw
guide. Fig. 2, made from A-in. mild
steel or iron. This guide should have
a beveled edge, E, from F to G, to lay
along the line on which the saw-cut
is to be made. The straight-edge, CD.
should be set back one-half the
thickness of the saw-blades, so that the
center of the blade, when flat against
it, will be over the line FG. A small
clearance space, FC, must be made to

allow the teeth of the saw to pass.

The guide should then be placed
along one of the diameters and held in

position until gripped in the vise. Fig.

3. The first tooth may now be cut.

nuclear attack, and exposes the ingredients for Soviet success in "people protection."

There are too many false assumptions about what to do and what is going on
around the world. People are going their merry ways of spending and consuming
vital substances, oblivious of sodal/economic trouble which Ues in the wake of inter-

national problems, and troubles right here at home. One of the most important of

these is economics, or what makes our monetary system work. Right now, paper
dollars can still buy goods, but it has a purchasing power of only 27c on (he doUar. At
the present rate of devaluation, and barring another round ol double-digit inflation, it

will be worth lesa than a niclde by 1985. People are foolishly saving their dollars in

banks, stock, bonds and other paper equities which wouldn’t be worth the

printing in the event general bankruptcies now threatened in tome of our major
citiea.

Wise people are not only conserving on expenditures, but converting their dollars

into gold and silver coins and other tangible assets which can be exchanged lor goods
and services. A trustworthy source ol buying precious coins is CENTRE COIN CO.
P.O. Box 1. Sherman Oaks. CA 91413. Several others are being checked out and will

be reported in future issues of this column. Wise people are not only hedging their

beta with money leverage, but investing in good properties suitable for group
survival a place where they may safely store essential food and other goods, and
be reasonably assured that, comes (rouble, they have their own place of retreat

along with others of like mind and sense. In such unity, there is strength.

SURVIVAL TOW N. USA is but one of these prepared establishments located on
the eastcoast. Julius Rose who ramrods the outfit, can be contacted at Box 188,

Richland, NJ 08350. His project may be primitive and premature, but is starting to

gather adherents to his concept of 'survival', and who knows but that

metropolitanites from N'.Y. & Phils, may need such a place after the fiasco ol the

1976 national elections/conventions and partying.

The Emergency Broadcast System |EBS| is little noted or taken seriously by radio

listeners whenever a test is done by major networks sn order of the FCC. W hen (hst

signal becomes real lone day soon], millions of our people will be caught with their

pants down--you can be sure. Chaos is sure to take place, and wise are those who
prepare and plan in advance. Like insurance, we hope well never need it, but oh,

how good it is to have it when calamity strikes. T.A. DeMatlis

care being taken to keep the blade of

the saw flat up to the guiding edge.

The Model Engineer, London, says if

this is done and the saw-guide well

nude, the cut will be central on the

line, and if the marking-out is cor-

rect the teeth will be quite uniform all

the way round. A small ward file will

be needed to finish off the teeth to their

proper shape and thickness.

In making a worm wheel the cuts
must be taken in a sloping direction,

the slope and pitch depending on the

slope and pitch of the worm thread,

which, though more difficult, may also

be cut with a hacksaw and file.

A bevel wheel should be cut in the

same manner as the spur wheel, but the

cut should be deeper on the side which
has the larger diameter. To cut a

rack the pitch should be marked along
the side, and the guide and saw used

as before (Fig. 4).

Homemade Vaporizer

A simple vaporizer which can be
used by designers to project their col-

ors in a flu idM spray, or by
housekeepers to
disinfect or per-

fume their apart-

m e n t s, can be
made in the fol-

lowing manner:
Tjvo goose quills

are forced
through holes in

a cork at right angles to each other,

as shown. Place the vertical quill in

a bottle containing the fluid to be
sprayed and by blowing through the

horizontal quill a very effective spray
will be produced.
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THE HOME SMELTER
The material for smelting was taken

from Knight's American Mechanical
Dictionary, 1874. I had hoped to come

upon many ingenious methods on how the

homefolk of that day smelted their own
metals. I was disappointed to learn that

people in 1874 left smelting to the

smelting companies. At that time they

weren’t threatened by the breakdown of

those companies and so weren't
interested in doing such basic metallurgy

at home. Grandad wasn't a survivalist.

He was an industrial progressive. As fast

a» big industry took over a home
industry, home industry was abandoned.

If the home industrialist couldn't clean up

his act and compete with the big boys, his

neighbors took their trade elsewhere.

Even so. Grandad had simpler

methods, more applicable to individual

enterprise than are commonly known

today. The basic principals were better

understood and improvisation saved

many a project that would have been

abandoned in our time.

In the case of smelling and other

industrial processes. 1874 methods are

still beyond the resources of individual

survivalisls. But Knight's docs give the

historical methods and principles, seldom

bothered with in technical manuals

written today.

Therefore, once the 1874 methods are

understood, even though they are
inapplicable, the individual can still apply

some of the their improvements to

Knight's descriptions of historical

methods. This will give you the basic

methods of history, the 19th century, and

combined with today's blacksmithing

practices, you should be able to improvise

a system to suit your own needs.

Smelt'lag-fur'nace. A furnace for disengaging

the metal from its gangue or the non-metalliferous

portion* of the ore. The Airtiace* differ much for

treating different metals.

The Miielting-furnace for iron is in the fonn of a
truncute.l ijuadrilateral pyramid about 50 or 55 feet

high. The outer port is of brick or squared atone,

with contrivances to obviate the danger of its crack-
ing by the expansion that takes place when it i*

heated, and it is lined with two course* of fire bricks

having a layer of pounded coke between them to

prevent the escape of the heat. The interior or cav-

ity limy be divided into the following parts from
below upward. First, the hearth, altout two feet

high
;

its base and sides are formed of massive blocks

of coarse, pebbly gritstone, as being the most infusi-

ble of all common building-stones. Upon this I*

erected the crucible, a four-sided cavity between d

and 7 feet high, slightly enlarging upward, so as to

be at top about 2$ feet wide. The part aliove, called

the botha, is in the shape of a funnel nr inverted
cone, about 8 feet high and 12 feet wide at top. On

this is placed the great cavity of the furnace, of an
irregular conical form, about 30 feet high, and grad-
ually narrowing so as to be only about 3 feet in di-

ameter at the top. From this part it enlarges into
u funnel-shaped chimney, about 8 feet high, in which
is cut a large square aperture, through which the

charge is thrown from time to time into the fur-

nace. About two feet above the hearth is an aperture
through which the blast-pipe or tuyere is introduced.

Sometimes then* are two opposite tuyeres, and occa-

sionally even three.

The character of the Iron U affected by the nature of the fuel,

and, by the choice of the latter, metal may be rendered more
suitable for the purpose for which It Is Intended.
The effret In the smelting-furnace U due to the high temper-

ature, and this is produced by the aetlon of the oxvgen of the
atmosphere, which enter* at the tuyere-hole, excite* Interne
beat by combination with the carbonaceous particle* of the
fuel, the other constituent* of the air passing out. ia company
witli certain gases evolved, at the lop of the furnace.

The air may be hot or cold, but is driven by a machine of
aome description. Vari-Ue* of the original forms of blowers
may be found under btUoiot

.
but the larger kinds of blast appa-

ratus are associated under the caption Biuviu (which see). In
a furnace working under high pressure and delivering 6.292
cubic feet per minute (estimated at atmospheric pressure), the

t of the air thrown In is calculated' at titl3.604 pounds,
the charge of roke, ©re, and limestone in the Mine time

amounts to 74.6*8 pounds.
The beat is developed, as has been said, by the combination

of the oxygen of the air with the carbon of the fuel ; but part
of the carbon la required to reduce the magnetic oxide to tho
metallic stale, and some carbon Is also required to unite with
the Iron to form cast-iron, which U a compound of Iron and
carbon. The amount of air required will therefore be tho quan-
tity necessary to combine with the remainder of the carbon of
the fuel, after deductlog the amount of carbon required to re-
duce the oxide, and to unite with the metal.
The charge, placed on top of the furnace, descends gradually,

the Iroo becoming gradually carbonized As the carbon pene-
trateathe fragments of ore. the limestone parts with Itacarbonlo
acid, which off The fuel lose* aome of It* combustible
Ingredients As tbe charge comes under the direct action of
the blast, the reactions are more enctgctlc, the fori burns
rapidly, iu carbon uniting with tbe oxygen and with the metal,
which become* melted, while the lime unites with the earthy
particle* to form a fusible slag ; tbe fused mattere descend from
tbe boshes Into the cruclbie, tbe metal, by Ita superior gravity,
taklug the lower position on the hearth, from whence it Is drawn
off from time to time, either Into ladles to form castings, or Into
furrows made In Mnd, where It ia run into pigs.
Tbe vitreous scoriae or stag Hoots on the iron and overflows

at an aperture.

The appearance of the slag Indicate* the cooking condition of
U>* furnace. Here tbe shill of the smelter will watch the healthy
working of Ms furnace, detect the signs of disorder, and deter-
mine upon the appropriate remedies.
An authority give* the following indications

: If the color of
tbe slag be pale yellow. the sign b favorable. Orren color indi-
cate* oxide of Iroo and a deficiency of lime. Streaks of blue
Indicate protoxide of Iron, and show a deficiency of fuel or ex-
cess of blast.

Dark-colored, heavy slag shows that iron Is going to waxte,
and suggests that the iron produced will he deficient Incarbou.
It Indicate* either a deficiency of fuel or a too rapid working of
the funitre, so that the Iron wns imperfectly carbonized on
arriving within the action of the blast.

Great economy of fuel, with s generally admitted deterioration
of quality of tbe metal. I* effected by using a blast, healed artl-
fieially. Tbe heat attained varie* from 2W> to tiOO^ Fah. This
was iovented by Nellson.
Tbe primitive smelting-furnace by which the *' Iron is taken

out of the e*rth ’ (Job xviii. 2), snd which the Hebrew* learned
to use while In pt. was proUbly like the snrient Indian fur-
nace yet used m Asia, and thus described l»y Dr. Lire : —
••The furnace or Uomam in which the ore i« smelted is

from 4 to 6 feet high : it 1* somewhat pear-shaped. Icing about
6 fret wide at bottom and 1 at top It U built entirely of clay.
There is an opening in front about a foot or more in hlght,
which is filled with elsy at the commencement, and broken
down at the end of ewrh smelting operation. The bellows are
usually made of goaf’s skin, and the nozzles are inserted into
tubes oTclay which p*Xa into the furnace.
“ The furnace is filled with charcoal, and a lighted coal being
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introduced before the uoxxlcs, the bum In the Interior U soon

kindled. As soon aa this is accomplished, a small portion of

the ore, previously moistened with w«t to prevent it from
naming through the charcoal, but without any llux whatever,

I* laid on topof the coals,and covered with rharroal to fill up the

ftiroiwe. In this manner ore aud fuel are supplied, and the bel-

low* urged for three or four hours When the p*>cr.-* !• ‘topped,

and the temporary wall in front broken down, the blcou> i* re-

moved with a pair of tongs from the bottom of tbe furnace.

”

It was said of the land of Canaan (Deuteronomy vill. 9), “ a

land whoae stones are iron, and out of whose hills thou maye*t

dig brass " (copper). The hllU of Palestine fbrnUhed the ore in

tho time of the Judges, and do to' this day. It was used for

making the bedstead of Og, king of Basban (see Bxdstcao), for

the axes and sickles of the Egyptian* from time Immemorial,
and for axes In Palestine iu tho times of Samson and Elisha :

for

chains in the time of Jeremiah
;
harrows in the time of Samuel

and David; for mattocks, Die*, goads, sword*, spears, shares,

colters, forks, etc
,
previous to the time of Saul, aay about

1100 a. C., and no doubt long before.

The Israelites worked In the Iron-furnace* of Egypt during
their captivity. The rigidity aud streugth of irou arford a ba*;.

for several metaphor* lu that moat ancient aud wonderful poem,
tho Book of Job

The iioii-snielling furnace* of Africa are thus tic*

rtcrilwit by Dr. Livingston :
—

" At every third or fourth village (In the regions near Uke
Nyssa) wo saw a kiln-looking structure, about 6 feel high and

21 fret In diameter. It Is a city, llre-hsrdened furnace fur

smelting Iron. No flu* I* used, whether the specular Irou, the
yellow hematite, or magnetic iron ore he used, aud jet capital

metal l* produced- Native manufactured iron Is so good that

the natives declare English Iron •rotten' In romp «riw.n, and
specimens of African lioes were pronounced at Birmingham
nearly equal to the best Swedish Irou."

Dr. Barth make* a similar statement.
The articles produced by these peoples are hammers, tongs,

hoes, adieu, fish-hooks, needles, and spear-heid* The assagais

of tho CafTrrs are made of Iron similarly procured, and of excel-

lent quality. The wools of India Is still produced In the man-
tier partially described bv Aristotle when speaking of India,

and by Diodorus Siculus, referring to the Irou ore* of the Island

of Ethtlia.

The Hottentots, though so far below the average of what may
be cleased as savages, have pottery, Iron menulaclures, shrep,

and oxen.
Their iron-ftirnace la a hole in a raised ground, large enough

to contain a good quantity of Iron stonea, which are plentiful

on the surface In some parts of their country. About 18 loches

from tho upper hole they make a smaller one, connecting with

the former by a narrow channel. A hot fire is made in the

upper hole, sufficiently long to heat the earth thoroughly, and
It Is then charged with fuel and Iron. Fuel U added, and the

fire urged until the metal ruus into the receiver. When it is

cool It is broken Into pieces, heated, and hammered out with

stones. It is almost exclusively used for making weapons.

Fig. 6220 represents a blast-furnace of the Kds, a tribe of
Iron-smelters lu Lower Bengal and Orissa. The men are nomads,

going from place to place, as the abundance of ore ami wood
may prompt them. The charcoal In the furnace being well

Iguited, ore is fed in alternately with charcoal, the fuel resting

on the Inclined tray, so as to be readily raked in. As the metal
sinks to the bottom, slag runs oft at an aperture above tbc
basin, which is occupied by a viscid mass of iron. The Mower*
are two boxes with skin covers, which are alternated depressed

by the feet and raised by the spring-poles. Each skin cover has

a hole in the middle, which I* stopped by the heel as tbe weight

of the person is thrown upon It. and Is left open by withdrawal

of the foot as the cover Is raised

Variously modified in detail and Increased in »iie, these simpU
furnaces are to bo found in several part* of Europe, the Catalan

and Swedish furnaces resembling in all probability those of the

chalybes, so famous in the time of Marathon (490 *. c.|, and

those of the fabnra or military forge established in F.ngland by
Hadrian (a. d. 120) at Path, in the vicinity of iron ore snd wood.

The bmve islanders met their Koman invaders with scythes,

swords, and spears of iron, and the export of that metal froui

thence shortly afterward is mentioned by Strabo.

During the Roman occupation of England some of the richest

beds of iron ore were worked, aud the debris and cinders yet

JTsf Smelling-Fmnnet, Hindustan.

exist to le»tlfy to two !•<•«*, — one, that the amount of material
treated waa immense

;
tbe other, that the plans adopted were

wasteful, as it haa since hern found profitable lu work the cin-

ders over again.
During the 8*xon occupation the furnaces were still In blast,

especially In Gloucestershire.

The direct method of obtaining urought-lron from tho ore
prevailed uutil the comiurnrrmriit of the flftcciilh century, and
then gradually gave way to a less direct process, but one more
eontrnirnl in the handling of large quantities. Furnaces, op-
erating by the aid of a strong blast, to melt the Iron and obtain
east-non. which is carbureted In the process, were in use Iii the
neighborhood of tbe Rhine about 1600. A second process In a
forge hearth was used toellnilnate the carbon and other Impuri-
ties, and tbe result was xrrought-iron

It took several centuries to accomplish this with wood, and
several other centuries to devise mean* for substituting pit-coal
for charcoal.

In tbe reign of Elisabeth blast-furnaces were of sufficient sire

t« preduce from two to three ton* of plg-lron per day by (lieu*
cf charcoal In the small works the iron was made malleable
before briDg withdrawn from the blast-furnace, and In larger
worka was treated by the refinery furnace.

Wood becoming senior. sod a number of furnace* having gouo
out of blast, In 1612 Simon Sturtevnut was granted n intent in

England for 31 year* for the use of pit-coal in smelting Iron.

Failing In his proposed plans, he rendered up hi* patent in the
following year. Successive persons applied fora patent for the
same, the government continuing desirous of encouraging the
development of home resource*. Dudley, in 1619. succeeded in

producing three tons of Iron per week In a small blast-furnace

by the use of coke from pit-cool. The parties w ho yet possessed
plenty of wood, and with whom the production of iron was fast

becoming a monopoly, urged the charcoal-burners to deslroy
the works of Dudley, which was done. Dudley's patent waa
grantrd for 31 year*, which would bring It to DIM*, the time of
the Protectorate, when England had a ruler fit tosucccvd Queen
Bess- Tbe celebrated sUtutc of King James, limiting the dura-
tion of |*tenIs to 14 year*, was passed in 1624. Dudley's peti-

tion for an extension was refused.

Iron of poor quality continued to be made In districts where
wood waa scarce, and of good quality from charcoal in places
where forest* yet remained- The demand for iron continuing
to grow,— a natural effect of adcancingrivilixation,— iron was
Imported from Sweden and Russia in large quantities and of
exceltent quality. Tbe forests of these countries gave them a
natural advantage over England, whose forests had by this time
become thioned out, ao that tbe use of wood for iron smelling
had been forbidden by act of Parliament In 1581 within 22 miles
of tbe metropolis, or 14 miles of the Thames, and eventually
was prohibited altogether.
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The srt of making Iron with pit-coal and of

f iron was revived by Abraham Darby, of Colet

articles

, aboutof iron was revived by Abraham Darby, or Colebrookdale. about

1713, and was perseveringly followed, although it wa. but litUa

noised abroad. In the •• Philosophical Transactions” for 1.47

it is.referred to as a curiosity.

The extension of the iron manufacture datca from the intro-

duction of the ateam -engine, which increased the power of the

blast
;
and the blowing engines, driven by manual, hor*e, or ox

power, were henceforth operated by steam-engines. The di-

mension of the blast apparatus was increased from time to lime,

and about 1760 coke was commonly used in smelting. In 1760

Smeaton erected at the Carroo Works the first large blowingSmeaton erected at the Carroo Works the first large blowing

cylinders, and shortly afterward Boulton and Watt supplied

the steam-engines by which the blower* were drt«en. Neileon. of

Glasgow, Introduced the hot blast In 1828- Aubuloa. in France,

In 1811. and lludd, in England, In 1846. heated the blast b> the

escaping hot gases of the blast-furnace. In the smelting of iron

four tons weight of gaseous products are thrown off into the air

for each ton of iron produced

As a means of estimating by comparison the »alue of the hot

blast, some facts may be mentioned 5lushet states that at the

Clyde Iron Works, before the introduction of the hot blast, the

quantity of material# necessary for the production of one ton

of pig-iron was,—
Calcined ora 11 tons

Coke 3 ton#

Limestone i too.

In IS3I, when the system was coming into use, the blast be-

ing irarm,—
Calcined ora 2 tons

Coke 2 tons

Limestone 1 loo

In 1839. with a hot blast,

-

Calcined ora H ton*

Coke H «o°»

Limestone I 400

the saving In fuel belug nearly one half.

Iu addition may be mvutionrd the fact that anthracite coal

and black baud ore are iutrsctabU under the cold blast, but the

fofmer yields an InUoaa heat, and the latter a rich percentage

of good Iron with the hot blast

The Calder Works, lu 1831, demonstrated the needleeen.es of

coking when the hot blast Is employed.

Experiments In smelling with anthracite coal were tried at

Uauch Chunk In 1820, In France in 1827, and In WaUe suc-

coasfully by the aid of Nellaon’s hot-blast ovens In 1837 The
experiment at Mauch Chunk was repeated, with the addition of

the hot blast, in 1838 - 39. and succeeded In produdog about

two tons per day. The Pioneer furnace at Pottaville was blown

In July, 1839.

The first iron works In America were established near James-

town, Virginia, In 1619. In 1622, however, the wocke were de-

stroy*!, and the workmen, with their fhmUiea, massacred by

the Indians. The next attempt was at Lynn. Massachusetts,

on the banks of the Saugus. In 1648. The ora used was the

bog ore, etill plentiful In that locality. At these works Joesph

Jeuks, a uative of Uammeramitb ,
England, In 1662, by order*

the Province of Massachusetts Bay, coined ailver shilling*, six-

pcncoi'ind tbro«penc«J
f
known aj tho piiw-tw coinage, from

the device of * pine-tree oo one side.

Early in the eighteenth century, a smelting-fur-

nace was erected in Virginia by Sir Alexander Spotts-

wood, governor of Virginia, who lived at the Temple

Farm, near Yorklown, Va. He had been wounded
at Blenheim, where he served with Marlborough.

He was the tiret to cross the Blue Ridge and see the

Shenandoah Valley. He was appointed commander

of the expedition to Carthacena, but died at Annap-

olis, Md., June, 1740, as the troops were about to

embark. He was buried in the mausoleum from

which the Temple Farm derived its name. Iu this

expedition the elder brother of George Washington

served, and on his return named his estate on the

Potomac ‘‘Mount Vernon," after the English ad-

miral.

The blast-furnace for reducing irou from its ores

is shown at Fig. 5221, J.
It eoasisU of ao interior lining of fire-brick* a a, forming a

doubly conical chamber, surrounded by a packing of brokoo

tori* or refractory sand, tDd incased within a construction of

maaonry 6 b, from the upper part of which the charge of fuel

and ore la delivered through a suitable opening into the fur-

The portion from c to </ Is termed the ikaJX ; d to e, the 6ojA-

cj ; the wideel part being the brlty or upper part of the boshes

;

UmJ .kv I

SmiUtnf- Furnorr

.

the narrow part / the throat, below which is the crucible or

hearth g. which receive# the molten mcUl : the lower pert of
this U prolonged toward the front, forming the breast-pan,

which Is eloeed by the dam-etone *, between which and the side

of the furnace wail la a ellt, called the up- hole, eloeed by fire-

clay, which la removed to withdraw (be molten meUI. The
dam-etone la protected by an Iron plate. The top of the open
side of the brarth la formed by a large alab of atone, termed the
lymp, supported by a maaaive piece of iron, termed the lymp-
iron. la one of the tuyeres, usually two Id number, through
which compressed air is forced, to assist combustion and pro-
mote fusion of the metal.

The furnace is charged first with fuel, and as this burnt
down alternate layere of fuel and of mixed ore and limestone or
other flux, according to the nature of the ore employed, are

added (£)
The iron collects oo the hearth, while the slag produced by

the combination of the flux with the foreign matters in the
ore Scats on top end is drawn off over the dam-stone. As the
hearth becomes Oiled with metal, usually about twice in 24
hours, the Up-hole Is opened and the meUI allowed to How.
The Interior of the furnace may be divided into five xones:

the first beating xooe a b (Fig. 6221. C>; the reduction tone
be, the carburation xone td. the meltlug zone d t ; the com-
bustion xone tf. In the first, the materials become thoroughly
dried and are brought to a low red heat ; In the second, the ore
Is reduced to a protoxide, and finally to meUllic iroD, by the
various gases, carbonic oxide, carbureted hydrogen, and hydro-
cyanic-acid gas or vapors of cyanide of potassium

; in a ccrUlo
part of this tone the iron is present in a malleable state. In the
carburation sone the meUI becomes combined with carbon, pro-
ducing a steely and caky Iron, which, on falling into Ibe lower
or melting tone d e, becomes fully charged with carbon, by
which it ia brought into the condition of pig-iron.
The figures indicate the temperatures at the respective parts

of the furnace.
Buitgcobeeb's blast-furnace i» so arranged that the base U
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independent of the
•lack, which Is a
mere shell of fire-

bricks, about equal
in thickness to the
lining of the ordi-

nary blastfurnace.
The base la formed

either of brickwork
with open arcbeo(-4»

or ofcast-iron stand-

ards (fl). In the
first case the shaft

rvsta on a crown-ring
above the tops of

the arches, and in

the latter upon a
cast-iron Hog-plate
supported by the
standards. The
boshes join the stack

just above the base-

ring, and both are

hooped at Intervals

;

they and the tuyeres
are protected by wa-
ter-boxes. The gases
are led off by a cen-

tral tube, and
through lateral

openings, which
communicate with

the hollow columns,
which serve as down,
takes, and also tup
port the gallery.

Fig. 6223 is a
vertical section

of tho smelting-

furnace com-
monly used in

tho P a c i fi c

States.

Four cast-iron

columns, from 8
to 11 feet high,

support a square

cuat-iron jdute d
with a circular

hole shout 4 feet in diameter. On this plate is built

the stack b of the furnace, with an opening c through

which the furnace is charged. Under the plate and

inside the columns is built the cylindrical shaft of

the furnace, filling the space from the plate to the

Sund. d is a tuyere, and « the stirring and dis-

cing hole.

The •melting furnace of Shropshire, Eoglsnd, Is a stone and

brick structure of a truncated

conical
,
66 feet high.

at bottom. Its cost,

there, Is about £ 1 ,900 ; and it re-

quires in its construction ICO.TOO

bricks, 3,900 fire-bricks, and 825
bush-bneks. Iu production is

about 00 tons of iron per week.

The furnaces are built larger and
smaller than the size mentioned
Including thecoal of calcination,

it is estimated that 3J tons of coal

are required to obtain a too of

cast-iron. The proportions of

the materials dumped into the

furnace are 114 ,0D* °f eo '‘e
-
16

of roasted ore, 6i tons of lime-

stone, every 24 hours, producing

ns of pig-iron every 12 hours
an(age is token of a »ide hill

I

Adv

to make a convenient access for

charging and delivering.

in the lllustralion, u repre-

sents the regulating-cylinder, 9
fret in diameter mid hlglil

; \
the fioaUng piston, loaded with
weights, proportionate to the

power of the machine
;

c. a valve Winches long, 11 Inches wide,

by which the air is passed from tho pumplng-cylluder Into the

regulator
; </, the aperture at which the blast U forced lulo the

S
pe leading to the tuyere. The pipe is 18 Inches In diameter;

• wider this can be made, the Icm Is the friction and tho more
powerful the blast ; t is the blowing or pumping cylinder, 9 feet

high, and fifect In diameter, the piston within It haviug a stroko

of from 6 to 7 feet
; /. ths blowing piston, with IU vuivo or

valves, of which there are sometimes several distributed over

the surface of the piston, the area of each being proportioned

to the number
, g is a pier of Mono or masonry supporting tho

regulating-cylinder, to which is atlacbod the flange ami blow •

log-cylinder; K is the safety-valve or cock, by the simple turn-

Ing of which the blast may be admitted to or shut off from the

furnace, passing to a collateral tube on the opposite sldo
; I, tho

tuyere, by which the blast enters the furnace
,
the end of the

taper pipe which approaches the tuyere receives small pipe* of

various diameters, from 2 to 3 Inches, called nose-pipes
,
these

are applied at pleasure, a* the strength and velocity of the blast

may require, k. the bottom of the hearth, 2 feet square
;
f,the

top of the hearth, 2 feel 6 Inches square
;
* I, the bight of tbs

hearth, 6 feet 6 Inches
;

l is also at the bottom of the boshes,
and where they terminate is of the same site as the top of the
hearth, only the former Is round and the Utter square, m, tho
top of the boshes, 12 feet diameter and 8 feet perpendicular
bight- n, the top of tbe furnace, at which the materials are
charged, commonly 3 feet diameter; m n, the Internal cavity
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lending fr«n the respwctiv* rods of

Ihc boi to the fir*. Our illustra-

tioo dors not indicate the *»!*«• in

th' tuhrs to prevrnt rrllui of air,

nor lb* •ir loduction openings. T»t * srtist Iron*
thfm to b* supposed, which ii not di(bruit to do.
Tbs smelting of Ok ferruginous sand of the Non-

krona Volley, on th* confines of Knglish India, ia

»*rr rudely earned on in charcoal fire* blnan by

l« «42.

Uel'lowa (/'

th'illl •>( all, 11*11*

}li I In VS 1 VUfi ilk

Two MKh tkint u»c*J alternately would rive a rontin-

uoaa blaat such -a. the sncirol Roman forge-bel-

Ian.
A pair of hollow cylinders, made of liamboo oe

hollo* logs, and having putona a. lusted by manual

(card, joined by a pine of Irathrr, -u early known
to the (irceks au-l Romans. See Fig. 115

In the Spiri/nlia of Hero, 150 n .
.

i. described

a .tram-boiler from which a hot air blaat. or hot air

lulled with ilea ni, is blown into the fire, and from
which hot water flow*, or cold i* intralmed.
Double foot-bellows. and duplsrat* pijwstothc iron

furnace, with four tuyeres, are shown in th-- paint-

ing* of Kourna. Thebes. The Mow-pipe and tongs
in connection with a smelting-furnace in the same
place.

The mention of the burning of the tellow* in Jere-

miah n. 29, seems to have been in connection with

of Che furnace from th« top of the boshea upward, 30 feet high

;

n 4, total bight of the internal parts of the furnace, 44* feel.

o o, the lining
;
this 1* done In the nicest manner, with flre-

brickji made on purpoao, 13 inches long and 3 inches thick,

pp, a vacancy round the outside of the first Ifbing, 3 inches
broad, and filled with coal-dust; this space is allowed for the

expansion which might tako plaro in consequence of the swell-

ing of the materials by heat when descending to the bottom of
tho furnace, q q, the second lining, similar to the first r,

cast-iron lintel on which the bottom of the arch Is supported,
r i, the rise of the arch ; the arch on the outside Is 14 feet high
and 18 feet wldo. o v are the extremes of the hearth, 10 feel

square ; this and the boah-etones are always mads from a coarse

gritted freestone, whoso fracture presents large rounded grama
of quart*, connected by a cement leas pure
The description by an iron-maau-r, as given by J R. Chapin,

gives a sensible Idea of the proccee :
—

" Vou must know that there are about 140 tons of material

In the furnace, in the proportion of 0) to 76 too* of ore, 60 tons

of coal, and 15 to 20 tons of limestone, fed Into the furnace at

the opeuiog above The furnace Is 40 fert square at bottom,
aud 40 frrt high, with a hollow apace or

M flask " lo the center,

lined with fire-brick, and about 14 feet in diameter. The ma-
terial dumped ioto the furnace becomes melted, and tbe iron,

being the heaviest, sluka to the bo|tom, while the dux, like oil

upon water, Hosts upon the surface, end, haitug au affinity for

the dross of tho coal and Iron, It grasps and holds it separately

from tho metal, until It Is drawn off In wbat Is called ifog. This
U done ©nee every hour. The gases erolvcd pass out at the
chimuey. The trouble la, tbe Iron also has an affinity for tbe
dross, and does, and will, retain some of it, notwithstanding all

wo can do.
M Tho lloor of the building la of fine sand, divided Into two

parts by a track, on either aide of which gutters, or runners, are

formed leading from the mouth of the furnace At equal dte-

tances ure 8 branch gutters, or ion-*, as they are tecboleally

called, which conduct tbe molten ore to feed the pigs in the

bed. All tboe are nicely formed by each set of hand* after tho

previoua cast has teen cooled and removed."
*• Vou see, there are 26 p<gs in a bed, and 4 pigs In the sow

;

that is, they break the sou- into 4 pieces, each tbe site of a pig.

There are 16 beds, and consequently there are 480 pigs, or about

11 tons in each cart. At each of the branch gutters, or sows, a
man Is stationed with a spade, with which he prevents the

cietal flowing into his bed until tbe bed below him is filled,

when be suddenly transplaces it, and, cutting off the flow down-
ward, turns it Into bis own bed. Tbe next man does the same
in succession, and when all the beds on one aide of the track

are filled, tbe flow is turned in the same manner into tbe other

runner, and the process is repeated until all are filled, when the

opening in the flask is closed hr clay prepared for that purpose.

New supplier of coal. ore. and limestone are dumped in above,

and the o|-eralion of smelting goes on for the next 12 hours."

Tbe pig-iron is ured either for casting, or for conversion into

wTought-iron by puddling, etc.

Ilo-ell's furnace for making malleablo Iron direct from the

ore with stone coal, patented In the United States about 1831,

was thus described by the Inventor : " This furnace combines
within itself the advantages of a close furnace and au opcu fire.

In the upper or elore portion, belug all that above the hearth,

with anthracite coal, excited by a proper blast, a degree of beat

Is generated much greater than ran possibly be obtained In the

ordinary fire with charcoal ;
while the lower portion, opening

luto the hearth and permitting the free action of the blast Upon

the burthen, performs all the offices of tbo open or forge fire.

The ore, descending lo tba reglou of the tuyere*, becomes per-

fectly fused, anJ, passing below tbe influence of the blast, a part

Is driven out at the opru front. The buttheii In the furnace

being temporarily supported by hare, tho masses are gathered

into a loop, which is removed by tongs and taken to the forgo-

hammer."

Au*4?ffM BelUtt*,
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worked bv two pertotu, who
railing the

doubU-actioo bellow*, . ,
Und on the machine, railing the Aara with their

Hindi uid expanding them with their feet, a* shown
in the cot There ii neither furnace nor flax tued

in the reduction. The fire ii kindled on one ude of

in upright .tone (like the hcil-itone of i grave). with

• small arched huh* . low U. the ground , new thu

hole the bellows ire suspended ; bamboo label from

<ach of iU rompsrtnw nts meet in i Urgrr one. by

which the draft u directed under the hole in tlre

atone to the fire.

The ore is run into laiutwm l uge ». two fiats, with

l rugged Surface i
th«»e lumps are afterward clelt

nearly in tww to show their purity.

Fig, 443 ahowi > lailu.i eui|>l<ty«l by the FuU*
lah blackunit hi on the w««l coast of Africa. It con-

aula of two colabsah-
FI*. 641. e. connected toweth-

er by two hollow
hauit..« or reeda in-

aerted into llicir aidea

and united at in in-

gle to another which
Inula to the fire. A
large opening i» made
in tile lop of each
calabash,and aeylin-

drieal bug of »4t
goatskin atitched or otherwiae Mured aiooml the
edgea. The workman seal. him^ lfou the gtounj,
and. placing the machine between hi. legs «*.» the
enda of the bogs and by sllrnui.ly rawing each
with tlio mouth on*n and pu.Miig It into lb r.U-
l*»l» when closed. the eontained air ii fci»d into
Ine tubea and a conlinuou. bl i.t maintained

Wooden bellowa were known in Germany in lire

middle of the sixteenth century, but it ia not cer-

uiii by whom they »in invented. lailaingo ..i

Nuremberg 1 1 54M, and -S.I.. Il...n. of schn.ah U.lre.
in Cubing ilWOl. ere cited a. haring intredu-.d

They are dev nlwd in a work by K»yner,
professoral Kkl, 1449. bring •• pneumatic
•he.la," and ua *on.Utiug essentially of a

lid moving in n elowly fitting boa. In an-
other form find that two boar. w-t. UM-d,
one filling cloudy within the other, and the

two, lu liig perhaps i|ua>lrantal wgnreuU of

cylinders, were hinged together ao that the
movable one vibrated on the common an.

Tlie ordinary Ullowa in IU simplest fonn
counda of two flat boards uaually of trian-

gular limp.-, ea.li having a projecting han-
dle

;
and I. tween the boards are two or more

hoops bent to the figure of the brllowa A
niece- of leather is nailed to the edgea of lire

loud., partially infolding the hoops, ami
forming an inclosed dumber, which is en-

larged or contracted by railing the upper
houni while the lower one remains stationary.

The lower board has a metallic pipe attached
and a valve in it. i enter, opening upward,
which rises when the upper board u raised,

admitting air into the 'lumber, which la ex-

pelled through the pip* by deperwing the
upper board

; thia arrangement does not af-

ford a continuous blast, the air idling in

putts, ami a< ti-rdingly the unltha bellows i.

Iui imbed with a third board, of the sent--

shape as the other two, connected to the low-

er board by a piece of leather, and dividing
the bellows into two idmilar chambers con-
nected by a valve opening upward

; the blast-
pipe i» connected to the mid-lie board, isau-

r* 044

ing from the ur>|<r

clumber. The low-
er board ii hrld
down by a weight,

and a weight is also

attached to the uti-

prrtoard. In work-
ing the bellow* the

Freee-Mswi

rw la

.king

A. trrwll* >*. or |-alley with

a(fording a cwntmuowa Idas!.

From Popular Mechanics 1925
A Simple Stump Puller

In upper Wisconsin, where thousands
of acres of cut-over timberland are being
cleared for agricultural purposes, an easily

constructed but
powerful stump
puller is being
largely used with
good effect.

The device re-
sembles a huge
mallet, with a log
for a head and an
iron bean), or piece
of steel rail, for

the handle, the
purpose being to
obtain increased
leverage in pulling
the stump. In use,

the puller is chained to the stump in the
manner shown in the drawing, and a team
of horses is hitched to a chain attached
to the extremity of the handle. The pull
gives a rolling movement to the head that
has a tendency to lift the stump, while
the power of the team, applied to the
handle as a lever, is greatly increased. A
stump puller of this type is a very ef-
fective substitute for the horsepower cap-
stan-type puller, excepting in the case of
very large stumps.—

From Popular Mechanics 1915

Burglar-Alarm Circuit

The burglar-alarm circuit shown in the
drawing cannot be pul out of order with-
out giving an alaitii. The only special
apparatus required are a relay, which may
he of most any type, four coils o( equal
resistance, and the closed-circuit battery.
With the alarm circuit completely con-

nected as shown, the relay will remain in-
operative because both sides of the bat-
tery. positive and negative, arc connected
to each end of the relay winding through
equal amounts of resistance. The relay
i- in a neutral position with respect to the
battery and receives no current. Now,
should the side of the bridge forming the
alarm loop become unbalanced, short-cir-
cuited, or broken, tlie current would Howimparted by lever

-!-l R Z. either through the relay winding, causing it to
operate and ring the bell, or other alarm
device.—C. M. Crouch, Minneapolis, Minn.

»
» 3

•»ll»3TANCia o*
too OWNS tACM

BurgUr-AUim Circuit That i an not be Timprtrd
W.lh without Citing an Alarm; Shoft-Ciroutcd

or Broken WUo Ci.tr th« B«U to King
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BOILER CONDENSER

r *>'>
1IIV4M

COIL

THERMOMETER

TUBE FROM STILL
HOTPLATE OR STOVE

TUBING CONNECTION

BOILER STAND FILTER

The Super Still
ates, arsenic, sodium, potassium, phos-

phorus. silicon, calcium, magnesium,

chlorides, cyanide, chromium, lead, silver,

cadmium, sulphur, nitrates, zinc, iron,

With the natural pollution of rural intelligence but it does block out creativity copper, phenols, pesticides and herbicides,

groundwater from sewage, insecticides, so a person on a new project can feel These inorganic minerals are not

herbicides, inorganic minerals and salts rather stupid, helpless and frustrated needed by the body. As a general rule,

from the earth itself, even back-to-the- when trying to get his act together. inorganic minerals can't be utilized by the

landers need a still. The city dweller. A still was tested by the Food. Chemical body until they have been processed by
however, is actually in danger without it. and Research Laboratories. Inc., in vegetation.

Most city water is fluoridated. Sodium Seattle. Washington. The lest was made Whether such chemicals, unprocessed

fluoride is put into everyone's drinking 0n Up water conuining 0.92 parts per by vegetation, come from springs,

water to protect the teeth of children after million of sodium fluoride. After streams, wells, or the city faucet, they are

they’ve lost their baby teeth and until distillation, the fluoride was less than 0.05 0nly excess baggage at best, and harmful
their permanent teeth are developed.

ppm . A second laboratory distilled water a t worst. They must be flushed out of the
Thus, it is useful to children only from with 9.0 ppm fluoride. After distillation no system lest they cause general debility or

about the ages of from five to seven. trace of fluoride was detected, again less even such things as birth defects, mental
It may be harmful to children s brains than 0.05 ppm. disorders, heart trouble, cancer, etc. Also,

and it is certainly of no value to adults. I it also leaves behind chemicals and salts the already overloaded system cannot be

have had experience with fluoride which commonly found in city water such as properly flushed out with more polluted

proves to me that it dulls the creative chlorine, mercury, sulphates of carbon- water,
faculties of the brain. It doesn’t diminish -

CONNECTION TUBE
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Aside from heallh considerations, there

is always the danger of a water cutoff. In

such an event you could gel water from

various places but it wouldn't be fit to

drink. Boiling it. treating it with clorox or

halazone tablets would spare you only

from living organisms.

A city's water supply comes from their

best source. It has less pollution in it than

any water you might find outside the

water system in that immediate area. So
although you might kill the microK>rgan

isms in standing water, it might be filled

with lethal doses of pesticides, herbicides,

or industrial chemical wastes no one

considered removing since that water was

never meant for human use. anyway.

That’s why a still could save your life.

In storing water, it is best to store

distilled water. First, there are no living

organisms in it. If some get in after

distilling, there is so little mineral content

to feed on that they could not thrive.

Ladies will appreciate this still for the

completely soft water it produces. It is

perfect for washing the hair and for doing

fine washables which break down so

quickly when washed with common tap

water. Soft water is also best for washing

the face, especially before putting on

makeup.
Although the still operates over any

heal source, even a camp fire, it docs give

off some heat of its own. This is cony and

an energy saver in winter. But in summer

you might want to put it in a back room.

Distilled water is sold in stores for from

40c to $1.50 per gallon for irons, car

batteries, photo developing, drinking, etc.

My still makes it for from three to five

cents per gallon. If you do it on a wood

stovo it’s free.

Coffee, tea. alcoholic drinks and food

taste better when prepared with distilled

water. Also, chemists, and even

alchemists, will appreciate the ability to

distill the same water several, or even

hundreds of times for goodies requiring

multi distilled water.

In using this still, too much heat will

cause the liquid to boil beyond the coil's

capacity to distill it. This will cause vapor

to come out the tube. You must turn it

down then because this means the liquid is

escaping and you will not only waste liquid

but get less out of the still, since the vapor

is going elsewhere.

Cheap wine, and of course, any

homemade wine or whisky, will have fusel

oils which taste bitter. It can even be

harmful in large quantities. Dick's 1872

process for removing fusel oil from

alcohol. No. 1445. follows: "To Free

Alcohol from Fusel Oil. This may be

effected by digesting the alcohol with

charcoal. The alcohol is filtered through

alternate layers of sand, wood charcoal,

boiled wheat and broken oyster shells;

this removes all other impurities as well.

The fusel oil can be extracted from small

quantities of alcohol, by adding a few

drops of olive oil to the spirit, agitating

thoroughly in a bottle, and after settling,

decanting. The dive oil dissolves and

retains the fusel oil."

For the real poop on alcohol for its own
sake, get GRANDDAD S WONDERFUL
BOOK OF CHEMISTRY. Alcoholmetry

starts on page 129 and anything else you

want to know about it starts on page 134.

From my bottle of Red Mountain

Burgundy. 1 got almost a quart of about

100 proof aleohd for $2.99 plus tax. A fifth

of 100 proof Vodka costs $6.10 plus lax.

This cheap wine has 12* pure alcohol.

That means it has 24*. or almost a quart,

of 100 proof alcolol after distillation.

If you cut the 100 proof goody with

orange juice or something, you can get

just as merry on half or less, since

stronger stuff does it belter than wine.

This, in itself, would cut your liquor bill by

half or more.

(I wouldn't worry about fusel oil in

commercial wines or even in the

home made stuff. But if you are into

making your own whiskey from mash, you

ought to consider filtering it.)

If you want the alcohol for chemistry or

making extracts, hash oil. flavors, etc.,

you can re distill the aleohd until you've

got the purest stuff going.

The still would work just as well with

whiskey mash. You could fit the still to a

cooker of unlimited size and get at least

eight gallons of alcohol in 24 hours since

alcohol distills faster than water.

There are several manufactured stills

on the market, usually sdd through health

food stores. These are quite expensive so I

wanted one anyone could make cheaply.

I designed a heavy duty still and had

Clyde Barrow build it. It didn't work well

so he redesigned it and now has an

improvised still which works as well as

any commercial still on the market.

The Saxon-Barrow. or Barrow Saxon,

design is high yield production still. It

processes at least a quart of water per

hour and even more alcohol in the same

time. The entire unit can be made for

about $25.00 and assembled with simple

hand tools. The unit is easily disassembled

for storage.

The still has three basic parts. The part

that goes on the fire is the boiler. We used

a five-gallon, square can with a screw-top.

These cans can be bought empty and

unused for about $3.00 at paint stores and
elsewhere. You can also buy a two-gallon,

unused gas can from any auto supply

store.

Either size is cheap enough new that

you should avoid trying to use a can which

had paint, paint thinner, gas, etc. in it

before. A used can may not be dangerous,

but what it had in it could give off volatile

residues which will cause a taste in the

water or booze for the life of the can.

Begin by drilling, or punching, a hole in

the screw-top lid large enough to insert a

two inch long copper tube with an outside

diameter of 3/8ths of an inch. Such copper

tubing can be bought from most hardware

stores for about 59 cents per foot.

Remove the lid’s gasket and epoxy or

silver-solder the tube in place. fSee

drawing) When the tubing is firmly set.

replace the gasket. (If you use solder,

make sure it's silver solder. Lead solder

will break down and poison the distillate.

Thai's why people go blind after drinking

booze made from stills soldered with lead!

If you are using a gas or electric stove,

you ought to buy a candy thermometer
with a six inch metal tube. I got mine at a

restaraunl supply store for $4.00. Most
hardware stores carry them.

Alcohol boils at 173 degrees F. Water boils

at 212 degrees F. If you're distilling

alcohol and want pure stuff, the less water

coming over, the purer the alcohol. So you
want the temperature just above 173 but

considerably below 212.

If you install the thermometer, when
alcohol and water starts coming over you

can lower the temperature. When tho

temperature floats at about 180 degrees

you can make a mark near your burner

knob. Next time you use the still you only

have to set the knob at the mark and leave

it alone. It will not rise above the

temperature you have it set for. (If all you
want to distill is water, or if you just want

to drink the alcohol, or don't mind
redistilling, you don't really need the

thermometer).

To install the thermometer, punch or

drill a hole about three inches from the

bottom of the can. Stick the tube as far in

as you can and still have room enough to

silver-solder or epoxy the thermometer in

place. If silver-solder is used, the

thermometer’s dial should be wrapped in a

damp rag to prevent damage from the

soldering iron's heat.

If you're using a gas stove, the boiler

must be a couple of inches above the

burner. Otherwise the fire will go out. For

a stand which would keep the boiler

elevated over the flame. Clyde used a

steel cake pan about eight inches in
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diameter. I'd want one considerably wider
but that size suits Clyde. Use tin snips to

remove the bottom of the pan and to cut

large, circular holes around the pan. Holes
large enough to start the tin snips can be
made with a drill or a hammer and nail.

The holes in the side of the stand must be
large enough to allow plenty of air to get

to the gas burner.

To test the stand's air intake, place it on
the stove and light the burner. Pul the
boiler on the stand and watch the flame. If

it begins to flicker or pop. the vents must

be enlarged to increase the air supply.

Now we come to the condenser, which is

a round, five gallon paint can. bought used
from any paint contractor for a dollar.

This holds the coil and the cooling water.

It doesn't need to be new or even clean,

since its contents do not come in contact

with whatever is being distilled.

Two holos must be drilled in the

condenser can. The first, abut six inches

from the top. is the drain. It is fitted with

a two inch copper lube, soldered or

epoxied in place. Attach one end of a two
foot length of surgical tubing to this

copper tube. Such tubing. 5/16 of an inch,

inside diameter, can be bought from most
pharmacies for about 48 cents per foot.

The lower end of this drain tube is held

shut with a clothes pin or any convenient

clamp. As the still operates, the water in

the condenser will heat up. with the hotter

water rising to the top. The surface water

can be almost scalding to the touch, while

that a few inches below will be
comparitively cool. Periodically, about a

gallon of this hot surface water is drained

and replaced with cold water, poured in

after the draining.

The second hole is drilled near the

bottom of the can at the point where the

coil rests on the bottom. This is the exit

hole for the bottom end of the coil. The coil

is made by wrapping ten feel of copper
tubing around a can with a smaller

diameter than that of the condenser. Care
should be taken in bending the copper

tubing lest it collapse. A good way to

prevent this is to plug one end. fill the

tubing with fine sand, plug the other end
and then bend it to the shape you want.

When the coil is bent, remove the sand.

(Part of the reason I get so depressed and
crazy in this work is that some of my
readers would leave the sand in and then
write and tell me the still worked poorly).

The coil should have a definite

downward spiral for maximum efficiency.

Any uphill areas in the coil will trap

water. This will cause the still to spit and
sputter as it builds up the necessary

pressure to push the trapped water up

and over these areas.

Next, place the completed coil in the

condenser, with the lower end protruding

from the hole about an inch. Solder or

epoxy the copper tubing in place.

The upper end of the coil is left

protruding free from the top of the

condenser. This allows it to move as it

expands and contracts without the danger
of popping the bottom seal and causing a

leak.

The boiler and condenser are joined

with a removable copper lube about two
feet long. Two two inch long pieces of

surgical tubing are used to join the two
foot length of copper tubing to the

protruding coil and the boiler cap. The
lengths of copper tubing joined by the

surgical tubing should be as closp as

possible so there is little or no surgical

tubing exposed to the hot water vapor
going from the boiler to the condenser.

Exposed surgical tubing imparts a rubber
taste to the distillate.

The surgical tubing leading from the

coil to the collecting vessel will not impart
a taste since the liquid running through it

is cool.

When the distilling process is over, give

the boiler cap a twist just to let the
outside air pressure get in and equalize

the pressure inside the boiler. If you don't

loosen the cap. the greater air pressure
outside the boiler will cause it to collapse.

MATERIALS LIST
New five gallon square can with a

screw on cap. $2.50; !5feetof 3/8lh inch

outside diameter copper tubing. $9.00;

candy thermometer with a five or six inch

projection. $4.00; 8 inch diameter steel

cake pan. $2.00; used five gallon paint

can.$1.00; 3 feet of 5/16lh inch inside

diameter surgical tubing $1.50.

If joints are to be soldered, silver

solder, flux and either a soldering iron or

torch are needed.

If epoxy is used. Duro E POX-E Ribbon
at $1.89 is best. Bought from most
hardware stores. It is molded with the

fingers.

Remove all grease and dirt from the

areas before using epoxy. Press the epoxy
firmly into the open spaces to assure a

watertight seal Epoxy breaks down from
heat and is not as permanent as silver

solder.

If you were a real fanatic about it and
kept this still working throughout a 24
hour period you could make at least 36

quarts of at least 100 proof alcohol. A
quart of 100 proof gin or vodka would cost

at least $8.00 in the liquor store. If you

sold your alcohol for only $5.00 a quart you

could lake in $180 per day.

Cartridge Sheila Used for Electrical

Contacts

In making small switchboards, rheo-
stats. and other electrical devices. I

found a good use for old center-fire

cartridge shells as shown in the

sketch. A hole a little smaller than
the diameter of the shell is made in

the board and the shell is forced in.

The proper wires are then soldered to

the metal on the inside, or the wire
may be placed inside of the shell and

Tb* "uli *1 lb. C.|I>.4|. Ih.lH M.k. G<*>4
CoAUcU (of A Swiub Lever

held in contact by driving a wood plug
in as indicated.

Homemade Electric Whipper

From Popular Mechanics 1925

A homemaue electric whipper, resem-
bling those used on soda fountains, has
been found useful as an egg beater, cake-
batter mixer, and cream whipper. It

consists of a small electric-fan motor, a
length of %-in. nickel-plated pipe, a
clamp, and a hardwood base, arranged as
shown in the
illustration.

The length
of pipe, which
serves as a

standard lor
holding t h e

motor, is
held by a
floor flange,

screwed to
the base. The
motor is fas-
tened to the
standard
by means of a
sheet- metal
clamp, riveted to the motor, and clamped
on the standard with a bolt and wingnut.
A short length of steel rod, of the

same diameter as the motor shaft, is

threaded on one end, a nut run on, and
the end of the rod riveted over, to pre-
vent the nut from unscrewing. The rod
is attached to the shaft by means of a
brass sleeve, made of tubing and sol-
dered in place.
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The Hunter’s Woman
The hunter's woman, tended the flame

While he went out to hunt the game
Out in an early winter storm

His woman kept the cabin warm
She didn't know how far he'd go

As darkness fell, just like the snow

The fear She fell was for his life

Deep in the heart of the hunter's wife

The cold sind howled, and the snow^grcw

deep
Without her man she could not sleep

Then the night sky cleared, the

temperature dropped

As she burned wood the hunter chopped

The fear grew worse, and her tears

began

She begged the cold. "Don't Kill my
mun!"
Then all of a sudden, her man appeared

And on his back, a fresh slain deer

She sighed relief for her man's life

Rejoicement filled the hunter’s wife

She knew that he again would roam

Hut now her man was safe at home
Don I jmpson

An Improvised Heater

A very satisfactory heater for taking
the early-morning chill from the kitchen
can he made
from an old
c a n. A m e-

diuni • sired
can is selected,

punched .villi

holes, and in-

verted over
one of the
burners of the

I

:a» Stove, or
iot plate. A
small room
can be wa rmed
very quickly
by a heater of

this sort.—

A Glass Breaker

After cutting glass, and especially

where a small strip is to be removed,
the part must be broken away in small

Tht Nut it 5rt io TM<Vn»tt of Iht Clan
• nil Used to Bre«k Pi«e«* Aw*y

pieces. The accompanying sketch
shows a very useful toul for this pur-
pose. The tool is made of a piece of
metal having a bolt fastened to it at

one end whose nut can be adjusted
to the thickness of the glass.

You Can’t Change the Channel
By KURT SAXON

A while back l saw a funny and tragic cartoon in a magazine. It showed a car
pulled over to the side ol the road A harried and exhausted mother was inside,

flanked by some miserable children who plainly didn't like Ihe situation at all.

The father was outside, trying to pump up a flat tire.

While hard at work trying to save their vacation, the father was saying, "But
kids, this is real. This is life We can't change the channel".
The cartoon showed the absurdity of the children's confusion between

reality and TV. I got a charge out ol if because it paralleled the American
adult's confusion between real world conditions and pure entertainment.
Now. I don't mean to imply that the American adult is so moronic as to

mistake real news fooiage of the carnage in Beirut with the fictional cops-and-
robbers carnage on the next channel However, waichmg TV has become the
maior occupation of the average American, especially city folk. This can't be
discounted when considering their inability, or downright refusal, to accept
the warnings so apparent to Survivalists.

Before TV. movies were certainly an influence. Bui you had to leave home to

see a movie You chose what you wanted to see and accepted the fact that you
were being entertained After the delightful fantasy was over, you walked out
into the cold night There were the derelicts, shambling up to the movie loavors

to beg for booze money A couple in an upstairs room screaming obscenities
at each other. A firetruck barreling around the corner to save somo wretched
smoker from an ignited mattress.

All this broke the mood Unpleasantly, of course, bul H al least helped to puf
things back m their proper perspective.

Tha viewer of TV can go from Boob-tube to beddy-by without his fantasy
mood being broken in fact, with several channels, he can maintain his

fantasies from the time he gets home from his boring job until he goes to
sleep.

Over the years, the average American has selected a set of fantasios and
maintained them for hours each day Mood breaking roality is avoided. An
excellent example ol this is a commercial for CARE. If shows children In

Darkest Somewhere or Other, with their pot bellies. Pitiful. A child viewer
whines. ' Why do we have to watch this?" The father figure then reads from his
script that we must help these people Of course, the poor littlo tykes in Ihe
film had probably died before the footage was shown, but the commercial still

points out the reality avoidance of the average viewer,

This was also shown during the coverage of Ihe Democratic Convention. All

it really amounted to was the posturing and ranting ol a lot of political pigs
wanting to get at the public trough. But it did give a pretty thorough rundown
of the ills besetting our nation The networks reponed that during this

coverage, they lost about two-thirds of their viewers to other channels.

Moneysworth. July 19. reported that even In Russia the TV viewers tune out
socially relevant programs in favor ot movies, quiz and variety shows.

Most people are bored with their daily routine They are also anxious about
the future. Such a combination of boredom and anxiety creates stresses that

only hours of fantasizing can relieve.

Since most of today's problems can't be solved by the individual as long as
he stays in his rut. he marks time on his job until he can go home to his own
Disneyland. During the day he will talk about sports and other programs he
watched on TV. He tries to recreate the dream world he finds most secure.

II you intrude on his daydreaming he is likely to try to change your channel
and get you to echo his own fantasies. Failing this, he will become grumpy
and tune you out entirely.

Thus, few Americans communicate today apart from routine specifics or

comparisons of whatever highs they experienced last night in front of the tube.
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How to Make a Blowgun
From Popular Mechanics 1915

Either a 12-in. length of a small cur-

tain-rod tubing or a straight piece of
small bamboo pole, cut off between the

joints, can he used for the gun part

of this simple device. If bamboo is

used, see that it is cleaned out smoothly
on the inside.

The dart used in the gun is shown
at A in the illustration. It is made by
threading the eye of a darning needle

full of yarn, clipping all the strands

off to a uniform length of about % in.,

and then picking out the libers into

a brushlike mass above the needle's

eye. Another needle or pin can be
used for fuzzing the threads. The
point to observe is that the brush is of

somewhat larger diameter than the

bore of the gun, so that when the

needle is pushed into the mouth end

the brush will be compressed and make
an air-tight plug.

After thus inserting the dart, bold

it as shown and give a «|iiick. slurp

blast of the breath into the gun. The
dart will travel with great speed and

accuracy for 2u ft or mure, ami slick

wherever it strikes The point being

so small, it can be u«cd in the bouse
for shooting at a paper target pinned
to the wall without injury to the plas-
ter or woodwork

Cutting Sod around Trees

From Popular Mechanics 1925

To cut the sod from around the trunks
of trees, and at the same time form a cir-

cle. is a little more
difficult than is

E
rnvrally realized.

owever, by the
method shown in

the <lrawing it is

possible to de-
scribe a circle and
cut the sod at the

same time. A loop
of rope is tied

around the tree
and the spade is

inserted into the
opposite end. A
circle of any de-

sired diameter
may be obtained by increasing or dimin-
ishing the radius, represented by the

length of the loop of rope.—

They are increasingly hard to reach with reality subjects which seem to

threaten the continuance of their routine or their fantasy world.

Meanwhile at home, the women lead fantasy lives, identifying with their

soap opera queens and their oh. so very sophisticated problems. Women’s

fantasy involvement with soap operas has been covered quite well without my
help But it is increasingly evident that reality in the home is less important to

the female than the fantasy world of her soaps.

A perfect example is Mary Hartman-Mary Hartman Mary is the Typical

Consumer Housewife. She can deal with waxy buildup and other problems

solved by TV commercials Many social problems have their answers In TV

characters who have also been there.

But does “As The World Turns" tell what to do when Leroy drowns in a bowl
ol chickensoup forced on him by Mary? Does "Somerset" tell how to deal with

the troubled lad who massacred the live-member Lombardi family, their two

goats and eight chickens?

M»e gave Tom VD He gave it to Mary Looking lor love and appreciation,

Mary then made out with Sergeant Foley m his hospital bed while he was
resting up from a heart attack All this would have been duck soup had only
"General Hospital" handled it first. But it didn’t, so what had poor Mary to go

on? She was shattered.

Confused wretch that she is. she’s picked as the Typical American

Consumer Housewife. Her selection is based on the fact that she Is

representative of most American housewives. She has no hobbies, interests or

ambition. On the night of the award presentation she goes crazy on the David

Susklnd Show and we leave her In the nuthouse until September. You soo,

confronted with real-life problems. Mary couldn't change the channel, so she

came apart

Mary Hartman-Mary Hartman is believed to be a takeoff on soap operas. But

I see it as a takeoff on the American housewife, so caught up in soap oporas,

commercials and other mass media that she can’t function without their

direction.

In a sense, men are worse off than women when it comes to problem solving

through TV. Sports are no help. Sports heroes (?) are Inspirational only to

mentally defective youngsters. When Jack Nicklaus hunkers before First Base,

pitches the ball past the forty-yard line and sinks it in the basket, only a

no-hoper would take heart. But there are a lot of no-hopers out there, friend.

Men so devoid of intellect, so crushed by their own mediocrity, that a gum
chewing, flank-scratching cretin symbolizes all that's manly and heroic.

In sports, the only enemy is the opposing player. In Westerns and war

movies the enemy is long dead or fictional. Besides, the movio hero always

wins. A heady, but harmless drug, when taken sparingly.

Before TV these entertainments were usually strung out over weekends with

a Saturday night movie and a Sunday game. The mind could come awake

between fantasies wherein the fantasizer is shooting at the Clantons at the OK
Corral or playing football with the Giants.

The American male's identification with infantile sports and their players

and with movie stars was simply recreation before TV. But with TV, one can

immerse himself in fantasies the whole weekend and for hours and hours each

evening. And the average man does, because he can't cope with the real world

anymore. Instead of trying to cope with today's problems, he has taken to

fantasizing every waking, non-working hour.

This barrage of heroic imagery gives a person little lime to adjust to his own
reality. Alter an evening of mastering all his fantasy foes the dreamer goes to

bed. then wakes up and is brutally thrust into the real world.

Still feeling heroic, he is forced Into the wrong lane by some hot-rodding

punk. Then his boss snaps at him. Normal setbacks and irritations, easily

handled before TV are now too much for him.

Joe Namath or Burt Lancaster could handle such problems. But a man
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in. long, ami a quantity of 8-penny
nails.

The short piece of wood is fitted be-
tween the two long pieces with tenon-
ami-mortise joints to serve as a handle
at one end and the roller is fastened be-

tween the side pieces at the opposite
end to revolve on the lag screws The

Sl«*« M.d« of •« 014 O.li.o «-.th E.uoJinc Wn (M«<5 with S.od
for UM OQ a Fi%h.»4 Bmi IliMs the Vmrl Safely in a Sea

A Canoe Stove
From Popular Mechanics 1915

Limited space and the rocking mo- The main rcaso
on of salnioii-tishing boats in a heavy for making tli

Popular Mechanics 1915

A Hanging Vase

A very neat and attractive hanging
corner vase can be made
of a colored bottle. The
bottom is broken out or
cut off as desired and a

wire hanger attached as

shown. The opening in

the neck of the bottle is

well corked. Rectangu-
lar shaped bottles lilted

with hangers can be
used on walls.

Popular Mechanics 1915

A Garden Roller

A garden roller for digging the earth
and crushing clods is easily made of the
following material: One round piece
of wood. 10 in. in diameter and 18 in

long; two pieces of wood, each 5G in.

long, 21/^ in. wide -and 1*4 in. thick;
one piece. 21 in. long. 2 in. wide and
1 in. thick; two */_.-in. lag screws, 6

fantasizing their roles finds himself more helpless in such situations than he

used to be when he handled them alone. Muscles and hot lead win the day on
the screen but not on the highway or in the shop or office.

Since our TV addict spends more time in his fantasy world than away from it.

he finds himself avoiding unpleasantness, rather than confronting it. Last

night he was tuned into a program on famine and saw that he couldn’t resolve

the problem by clever footwork or a fast draw so he changed the channel.

Today ha saw an old lady being mugged by two punks half his size. But he'd

left his gun and football shoes at home in the TV so he couldn't get involved. In

the case of the old lady he could change the channel simply by walking on. But

in his own life situation he can't change the channel except by quitting his |Ob

or by slugging someone and getting fired. Barring this, he simply becomes
more withdrawn.

Hla fantasy world is so much better than his real world that he increasingly

shuts the real world out. In a limited sense, he can change the channel in this

way. In only a few hours he will be back in front of the tube and be rid of this

irritation. Thus, he will not become involved. He will accept no more
responsibility. He won't stand up to a bullying foreman. After all, in a few

hours he will gun the oaf down, along with the Clantons.

The American male has increasingly given up his responsibilities to the

police, unions and politicians. He regards these forces as necessary evils and
gives his off-TV hours up to their direction. In short, most Americans have
turned into gutless, daydreaming sheep

That's why. when you urge them to act toward their own survival, they give

you the brushoff. They won't be awakened. They will leave thoir protection to

overworked, thinly spread cops. Their jobs, which they do so poorly now. aro

secured by corrupt labor union officials, more Interested in pension funds than

production. They will gladly leave their political responsibilities up to the mosl
personable political hack on the tube After all. they seem to think, if

conditions get worse under their political hero, they can always chango Iho

channel But they can't At least, not for long.

A Kollo lor CrUtkina Clodt .nd t»|«ln« lb.
in irdfn Mafcin*

ii.uo .nt mi I? in iniu me ruucr mai
they project about 1 in.

From Popular Mechanics 1915

Filing Soft Metals

It is well known to mechanics that

when lead, tin, soft solder or alum-
inum are Bled, the file is soon filled

with the metal and it will not cut. It

cannot he cleaned like the wood rasp

by dipping it into hot water or pour-

ing boiling water over it, but if the

file and the work are kept wet with
water, there will be no trouble what-
ever. Both file and work must be kept
thoroughly wet at all times.

non oi sainioii-iisning ixuis hi a ncavy
sea on the Pacific coast brought about

the construction of the canoe stove

shown in the illustration. It is made
of a discarded kerosene can whose form
is square. A draft hole is cut in one
side of the can. 4 or 5 in. from the bot-

tom. and a layer of sand placed

on the bottom. Two holes arc

punched through opposite sides, par-

allel with the draft hole and about
3 in. from the top edge. Rods are

run through these boles to provide a

support for the cooking utensil. The
smoke from the fire passes out at the

corners around the vessel.

taking
stove in this manner is to hold the

cooking vessel within the sides extend-
ing above the rods. No amount of

rocking can cause the vessel to slide

from the stove top, and as the stove is

weighted with the sand, it cannot be
easily moved from the place where it

is set in the canoe.
The use of such a stove in a canoe

has the advantage that the stove can
be cleaned quickly, as the ashes and
fire can be dumped into the water and
the stove used for a storage box. The
whole thing may he tossed overboard
and a new one made for another trip.
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A Kraut and Root Grinder

From Popular Mechanics 1915

The grinder is intended mainly for

chopping cabbage when making sauer-

kraut, but it is also of much service in

grinding vegetables and roots to be

cooked for poultry.

The base A is made of a plank, at

least 1 ft. wide and 4 ft. long, with a

9^4 by 9'/j-in, hole cut in the center

The grinding part, or cylinder, is

made of wood, .1 in. in diameter and 9

in. long, with 8-penny nails, spaced A
in. apart, driven partly into it and then

cut off so as to leave V\ in. projecting.

The cylinder is turned by means of a

crank attached to the end of the shaft.

A hopper, B, is constructed, I by 9»,4

in. inside measurement at the bottom,

and as large as necessary at the top.

A space is provided at the bottom as

shown to receive the concave C, which
consists of a 1-in. board, 3 to 4 in. wide
and 9 in. long, with nails driven in and

cut off as described for the cylinder.

The hopper is securely fastened on

top of the baseboard and over the

cylinder. The concave is slipped into

place and held with wedges or by driv-

ing two nails in just far enough to

fasten it temporarily. The concave

can be adjusted for grinding the dif-

ferent vegetable products, or replaced

at any time with a new one.

The ends of the base are supported

on boxes, or legs may be provided if

desired. When grinding cabbage, cut

the heads into quarters and remove

the hearts. I'ress the cabbage on the

Tht Grinder will R««»ly Reduce Cabbage MeaJa
to Bite Suitable for Sauerkraut

cylinder and turn the crank. Fine bits

of cabbage, suitable for sauerkraut,

will be the result.
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GUEST EDITORIAL

UNITED WE SURVIVE, DIVIDED WE FAIL

T. A. DeMattis. Editor

The Ultimate Society

P.O. Box 6

Lakehurst. NJ 08733

Few people in New York City are lully aware ol its economic eriaea, and fewer are

prepared lor aurvivaJ with the outbreak ol social chaoa resulting from bankruptcy.

They are going about their daily business oblivious ol deteriorating municipal

services, such as police and fire protection, sanitation and utilities Igas, electric, water

and sewage). There are other essential services closing down or going to

pots -hospitals, asylums, prisons, courts and social agencies. Then there are cultural

institutions phasing out -schools, libraries, museums, parks and look, music and art

centers. Although many are still functioning, but bravely, the signs of bad times are

obvious to any intelligent person living in or visiting New York, or other major cities

in the Nation.

Crime and economics are the two principal causes of havoc. Since passage of Liberal

civil rights legislation by Congress, people appear to have gone berserk with

licentiousness. Rich and poor, black and white. Christian or heathen are taking undue

advantage of liberties to do as they damn well pleaae. Evidence of this is found in

littered parks and streets, subways and public buildings: all the noise and air pollution,

wanton graffiti and juvenile delinquency in the extreme, not to mention brastlaiily

and violence among apartment dwellera. Murder, rape and robberies go on with

impunity discharged by criminal justice.

Rising crime rales, along with inflationary economics by business, industry and

labor, are out of control. Money, the love of which is the root ol all evils, is rearing its

ugly head among the people. There in so much of it in circulation, it is losing its value

each year (and soon each month |
until we reach the inevitable point of no return.

Consumers may notice that a 3c stamp now cotta 13c: gas at 15c a gallon sells for 75c; a

5c can of beans is now 35c. ad infinitum. These inflated prices arc on the brink of

acceleration according to leading economists, and to find out what it means, just take

time off from watching TV nonsense, and read the books and newsletters

recommended by this publication.

Of course, there are other extenuating factors besides crime and economics which

cause social chaos: the population explosion, diminishing natural resources |coal. oil.

forests and croplands!, climatic upsets retarding food producUon. wars and rumors of

nuclear holocaust, famines, disease and pestilence. But most people pay no attention.

Threats of runaway inflation, population growth, incessant crime and social pressures

is very much like the threat of an atomic war. All these threats are not being

understood or believed. There is no question in the minds of economists and social

analysts that unless these problems are dealt with forthrightly, the American era of

happiness and prosperity will come to a close.

But who's the god that will save us? Nothing short of an almighty effort can turn the

trick. It becomes the responsibility of each person to do what is right for themselves,

and start thinking in terms of survival of the Gtlest and wisest. Those who think they

can escape by stocking their country- cottages and vacation homes with life’s essentials

and live out the holocaust, are sadly mistaken. Survival, like civilization, requires

cooperation between people, their cultures and industry. The lone hunter in

prehistoric times soon discovered it was better to forage for food with companions.

These groups became tribes, and later got together to form slates and nations. No one

person could possibly do it alone, and yet there are people who think they can survive

by themselves.

The necessity to band together is a proven practice by such diverse groups as

campers, hunters, motorists, fraternities, sororities, religionists, politicians, criminals
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THE BOW DRILL

Bow drills have been used for

thousands of years by many cultures.

They* arc simple and capable of extreme

accuracy. They will never compete with

the power drill for speed. But in craft and

metal work they are unexcelled. If you

have ever used one of those 4000 rpm
hand drills you will remember many a

fine piece being ruined because the drill’s

speed was so much faster than your

reflexes in pulling it away before the

work was overdone or shattered.

Modern bits are fine for use in the bow
drill. Jewelry bits in a bow drill will

ensure much better control on fine work
and every craftsman should have one.
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and anarchists. We've all heard of the Mafia, KKK, AAA, Elks, Moose,Tammany Hall,

the Salvation Army and numerous associations. Good or bad, they all had one thing in

common—a spirit of fellowship and cooperation. Who's to sit in judgement and call (he
o

Until recently, few ever heard of *Survival Clubs', thinking it was something for boy

or girl scouts. The media simply ignores them until they make news, and then it's too

late. Once the iron is in the fire, you either cast to mold or go fishing. This is what is

called separating the sheep from the goats. Let each one Uke his choice.

There are grow ing numbers of survival groups forming quietly around the country.

Their purpose is group survival in the face of social chaos. Leading these groups are

the federal government with installations in the Maryland hills providing a place of

retreat for bureaucrats. The President and his cabinet. Congress and the Supreme
Court are non-expendable. Then there are retreats organized by business and

industry; one that we know of in the salt mines of Hutchinson, Kansas. The labor-union

empire is believed to be planning their own retreats, and corporate interests are in (he

early stage of preparing for the worse, and hoping for the best.

What about the people? They are mostly believing what they read in the daily press

and on radio and TV. All's well that ends well, they say. And this is a fact. ..if it ends
well. But some think differently and are preparing for the worst. Ron Whipple aaid it

best in hia masthead: Those who will not read have no advantage over those who
cannot read. Ignorance ia bliss, and (hr meek shall inherit (he earth. If you believe

(his. God bless you. Social chaoa has befallen other countries in the historical past but

it can't happen over here. Civil Rights guarantees that all will be fed. clothed and

housed, with equal opportunities to the geese and ganders.
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of the way. A hinge of this kind is

very strong For a light box. the parts
can be cut from tin.

Removing Old Putty

A very effective way to remove old
putty from window panes or other
articles is to apply a red-hot iron, as
f How*: The iron should he made of
a broken file or cold chisel and the
point heated quite hot. This is run
over the surface of the putty, which
tvill crack and fall off. Be careful not
to- let the hot iron touch the glass, as
the heat may cause the latter to break.

York llUtocical Society's Muwiim Thr mbit col-
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DISARMING THE LETTER BOMB
At various times of the year, probably

during full moons, letter bombers go into

their act. Too cowardly to confront their

enemy, even through a rifle scope, they
send their pitiful attempts at destruction

through the mail.

As there is status among criminals,

there ia also status among political

fanatics and others who use violence to

register protest. Among any prison

population, the lowest group includes

child molesters and all those who use

helpless children to work out their

pathetic fantasies.

The letter bomber has the same status.

You can't get any lower. In fact. I see a

similarity. I wouldn't say that all child

molesters are letter bombers, but all

letter bombers would have the same
degree of social inadequacy. So if the cops

ran a complete workup on a captured

letter bomber I'll bet they could solve

every case of child molestation in his

neighborhood.

I have two basic objections to letter

bombs. The first is that there is such a

tiny chance that the addressee will

actually open it. This is especially true in

the cases of official types, most of whom
have secretaries who open the mail and

give only the important stuff to the boss.

Often, it doesn't even get to the

addressee's office. More postal workers

gel their hands blown off than do

secretaries. So the letter bomb is an

inefficient way to deliver harm to an

enemy.

My second objection is that these bombs
usually only maim people. They blow off

fingers and hands. They blind. A thus

crippled enemy has nothing to do for the

rest of his life but work on who sent it. He
has the cooperation of all those around

him. The case is never closed.

The only fatal letter bomb I know of

concerned an Israeli official in New York.

His secretary was probably on a coffee

break and he opened the mail himself. He
was sitting up close to his desk. Holding

the bomb just over the edge of that

wooden desk, he opened it and it went off.

All hough a letter bomb has a blast, or

shattering, radius of only a couple inches,

it blasted off the edge of the desk, sending

fragments into his abdomen.

There are two main aspects to any

bomb. The first and most important is the

blast radius. This is the area directly

around the explosive itself as it

disintegrates. This shatters flesh, bends

metal and pulverizes paper, etc.

Next is the concussion. This is simply

air being pushed out from the blast area.

Concussion is slight in the case of letter

bombs but can push out bits of matter
from the mechanism and its container,

which can be blown into the eyes, but is

otherwise usually harmless.

A letter bomb is often heavier chan
other letters and is usually about a

quarter inch thick. Only the best made
letter bombs last long enough to get to the

target's office. If one gets that far it is

usually safe to assume that it will not go
off unless opened.

A secretary can't afford to get paranoid

about this and call the Bomb Squad to

open every bulky letter. Most such bulky
mail is usually stuffed with pamphlets of

one kind or another. But my system is so
simple that all mail which might be
suspect can be handled in relative safely.

The equipment is simple and cheap. You
need a pair of gloves; quilted cloth, leather

or canvas. Clear plastic goggles,
completely covering the eyes, will keep
any fragments of paper or bits of meUl
out of your eyes. Any auto supply store

has them. You'll also want vegetable

tongs, with flattened ends, bought at any
dime store. Then you'll need scissors and a

heavy book, maybe five or more inches

thick. Ear plugs are optional.

If a letter bomb gels past the Post

Office, it's probably safe to handle

unopened. Even so. in any handling of

suspect mail you should wear goggles and
gloves and carry it with the tongs.

First, copy the return address. It's

usually phony but even a phony address is

often relevant to investigators, especially

with the postmark and city of origin. It is

best to Xerox it if you have a copying

machine. The address, whether typed or

hand written, can provide many clues to

experts.

Put the suspect piece of mail at the edge

of a heavy table or desk with the end of

the envelope protruding slightly over the

edge. Put the book over the letter and

stand to the side of the desk at point "X".

Next, you must secure the envelope to

the table or desk. Otherwise, if the

contents of the envelope are stuffed in

tightly, pulling on the contents would just

pull the envelope and the book off the

table.

To secure the envelope just put a few

drops of Elmer's Glue-All on the table and

lay the envelope on the glue. This glue

dries completely in 30 minutes and it sets

up and becomes tacky in less than five

minutes. So just wait three or four

minutes and the envelope will be secure

enough to allow the contents to be pulled

out.

You can set up several envelopes in a

line this way. When finished, the

envelopes are pulled off and the glue is

wiped away with a damp cloth.

The bomb could go off under the book.

The book would absorb the blast and there

would be little damage except to it and the

desk.

When everything is in place, snip off the

end of the envelope. If nothing happens

you can sidle around and peek in the end

of the envelope. If the contents look

metallic or are of thick pasteboard you
have cause for alarm. Call the Bomb
Squad.

If the contents appear to be only folded

paper, they probably arc. Even so, reach

in with the vegetable tongs and pull them
out. An explosion then would cause no

damage except for coronaries and such.

Since the shattering range is only a couple

of inches, the blast would dissipate before

it even reached your hand, except for

small bits of debris.

Any office subject to crank letters

should employ this method. It should also

be publicized that any potential target of

such bombs never opens the mail. Letter

bombers are loo far gone to feel remorse
over an innocent victim. But as a matter of

simple practicality, the bomb would not be
sent if it were known that the potential

victim never opened his own mail.

I'm not saying my method is perfectly

safe. After all. a bomb is a bomb. But il

you work for someone who is a potential

target, it is only sensible to set up such a

system.

Chances are. you'll never open a letter

bomb. But if your boss is any kind of prime

target and you play your cards right, you

might put in for hazard pay and get it.
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AL APPELMAN

Exactly one week from yesterday at

9:30 p.m. in Anytown. U.S.A.. after the

third straight day of miserable, stormy
weather, the electric lights went out. The
60 families of Doolittle Terrace were not

perturbed by this failure of electricity, it

had happened a few times before and
never over an hour at a time. The children

were put to bed a little earlier than usual

and the parents followed suit as the

blackout continued. It was rather
comfortable and snug lying there in total

darkness with the storm whipping up a

fury outside.

With grayish morning coming on the

people in Doolittle Terrace started

stirring. The electricity was still off. The
parents reluctantly crawled out of their

warm beds, into a cold clammy room. The
all electric homes lacked heat. Cooking
was impossible, no hot water. Actually

there was no water as the cities water

supply depended on electric pumps.
Without water, the toilets wouldn’t

function and even with water the sewage
plant would require electricity for its

operation.

The children were roused and dressed

in warm clothing. What for breakfast?

Some bread and butter and jam. a bottle

of milk, some cold cereal and some water

drained from the hot water healer. A tub

was placed out in the rain to catch some

rain water. Life is starting to be

complicated and a little miserable.

Mr. Anyone decided to go to his favorite

Super Market and get some candles, some
briquettes, and some food. Down to the

market to discover that everyone else had

the same idea. Everything for light or fire

was gone. All the bakery products were
gone, no fresh meat or milk. Still some
canned goods and vegetables that were
starting to wilt. In desperation, he
purchased whatever edibles he could haul

out and place in his car. He was not

permitted back into the long line for more
food.

Back home the seriousness of the

situation started to register. He was ablu

to dig out the camping stove from the

garage. An incomplete but warm meal

was whipped together for dinner. The
bathroom was starling to smell from the

unflushcd toilet. The odor was nauseating.

Early to bed for warmth and because lack

of light. Another gray cold morning, the

rooms gelling clammier with cold and

moisture. No newspaper, no radio, no TV.

What caused the power failure? Is it local

or area wide? How much longer will it

Not onough gasoline In the car to go to the folks plac
In the country and no more gas because the pumpa ar
electric operated. No power means no bakery goods, n
refrigerated goods, no transportation, no heat, no li*tt „
water. The homes !n Doolittle Terrace have changed f^ot
ha vone of security and peace. They hare now become abode
of doepalr. Panic la starling u> appoar.

It Could Be Better

cupe eliminated dlahwaahlng. Thoy had sufficient water and
some warmth. Their homo was their caatle. Just like camp-
ing out. They dosed off all the rooma they didn't need. The
front room with Its wall to wall rug covering would bo quite
comfortable. The children In their slocptng bags lying on the
rug floor would be comfortable. Who could ask for more?
The windows were covered with either blankets or black
plastic sheeting. This kept tho place warmor and avoldod
display of the well being of these people.

AcroBB the town 47 families live In Doomore Plaoe. It
Is not as now and stylleh as Doolltlle Terrace. It consists of
a llttler older sot of people and a few retired people. When
tho lights went out the poople of Doomore Place also put the
children to bed. They lit up a friendly kerosene lamp, which
was available, and relaxed. Some of the homes had fireplaces
or supplementary wood stoves. These soon became warm with
fires built from tholr supply of wood stored In the garage.

In tho morning those people got up and dressed In warm
clothes. Those equipped with wood stoves or flreplaoos soon
had tnem going merrily and others lit up their gasoline or
butane camp stoves. Thoy had all put the use of the toilets
oil limit* and had brought out their portable toilet with
plastic bags. As these were filled, a little Clorox or Pure*
would be added, the nock securely tied and placed into the
bathtub for future disposal. Garbage was placed In large
plastic bags and treated the same way.

The emergency two week ration and water supply was
Upped for a good hot nourishing breakfast. Everything In

the refrigerator that might spoil was prepared for consump-
tion. Mr. and Mrs. Everyone and family from Doomore
Place were quite content. Hot meals would be available, soft

light broke the bleakness of the long night, paper plates and

This day with the Cltlxen Band operators ferreting oul
Information over the air waves, they became aware that thoro
had been extensive area wide sabotage and that powor would
be off for possibly 7 to 10 days.

The people of Doomore Place now pot Into action, plans
which had been workedout long before. Families without wood
fireplaces or wood stoves moved Into pro-assigned homes so
equipped. Their supplies of food, water, kerosene, sleeping
bags, etc., were moved with them. A 24 hour watch was set
up manned by the men, assisted by the teenage youngsters,
both boys and girls. The retired captain organlred and super-
vised this operation. All firearms were cleaned and pre-
pared for defensive action In protection of lives and property
If necessary. These people were aware that within three days
all food would disappear from the markets. That panic might
ensue and people, from pure fear and desperation would do
anything for food. In numbers there is strength.

The people from Doomore Place were comfortable,
their children warm, they would have sufficient drinking
water, warm food and enough light to shatter the stygian
daixr.ess. Sanitation would present no problem. These
people would weather the crisis with hardly a ripple to
upset them.
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Our modem America la dependent on electricity. With

widespread sabotage or an area-wide natural disaster, a

crisis can be quickly precipitated. With a little preparation

and foresight this crisis could be no worse than a camping
trip. Within two weeks the 'Wheels can be rolling again' —
supplies will be coming Into the region, transportation and

distribution can be restored, communications opened up and

a fairly normal life can be resumed. However, these two

weeks could be the most terrifying of your life. The decision

to BE PREPARED or NOT is your responsibility. You must
prepare to feed and care for your children yourself.

Prepare
The preparation is rather simple, the oost very little,

the feeling of satisfaction In being able to protect yourself

and family la very satisfying and rewarding.

Our forefather didn’t have aupor markets handy to sup-
ply all their needs. They canned food, dried fruits, salted

and smoked meat, ralaed a garden, a few chickens, s goat or
oow, a couple of porkers and a few fiah and wild game filled

their larder. They had a well or creek water and an outhouse

served the other end.
Today - the situation has changed, however, the needs

are the same.

Water
In evaluating the needs to survive, we must place water

as the indi sponsible object. A & GALLON CONTAINER FOR
EACH PERSON should b« the minimum. This can be stored

In glass, suitable plastic containers, etc. Water that Is con-
taminated may be made safe for human consumption by boil-

ing for two minutes or by putting 3 drops of Iodine or 4 drops
Clorox or Purox per quart of water and shake well. Let stand

for 6 minutes. If cloudy or dirty water Is used, double the

amount. (For short time survival you do not need one Item
othor than water. Any average person can go 30
days without eating a morael of food and have no
111 effects. If o..e Is aware of this slmplo bit of
knowledge, he should havo no need to perish from
fear or panic. Your tody is well oqulppud lo see

you through 30 foodlese days).

FOOD
Eating Is a habit which we all enjoy and lack of It can

be rather tough, especially on the children. Your food sup-
ply should be based upon two normal weeks usage. Keep a
DETAILED LIST of all food consumed for s TWO WEEK
PERIOD. Now study your list csrefully. The regular
canned foods such as fruits, vegetables. Juices, mists,
fish, soups, etc. can bo listed as Is for your survival re-

serve. Eresh meats, fish and fowl should be replaced with

equivalent canned products and or slows, hash. etc. Fresh
milk should be replaced with cannod or dried milk. Fresh
fruit and vegetables and frozen food should be replaced with

canned or dehydrated products, butter and oleo with peanut
butter and Jams. Bakery goods will have to be replaced with

Blsqulck, pancake mixes, flour etc. These proAids and
dried cereals must be used on s rotation basis. Take these

products out of the survival kit as you need them in your
regular locker as soon as you have purchased replacements.
Now add coffee, cocoa, tea. poatum, sugar, salt and pepper,

dried milk, baking soda, dry yeast and learn to use them, and
matches, and you are in business. The new dehydrated foods
take very little space and have excellent keeping qualities.

A good idea Is to replace your canned goods every year or
two. A Jar of rock candy will sweeten up the children.

LITE
For light, a few candles and a kerosene lamp and a gal-

Water

Ion of kerosene will do the Job. Kerosene gives a soft

pleasant light, a quart lasts about 40 hours. It is not ex-
plosive like gasoline, and it gives off a little heat. A gasoline
or propane light la also excellent If you have sufficient fuel
for them and they do give off some heat. NOTICE: Always

have some ventilation when you use any light that Is exposed,
as they burn up oxygen and give off some carbonmonoxlde.
Adjust the flames of ga9 or butane so that they bum blue.
Flashlights are fine but they have a limited life and stould
be used sparingly. (Save for outdoors).

InlSM COOBOING PftOflCVOON
For heat, warmth, and cooking, a flreplaoe or wood

heater and sufficient fuel for two weeks can hardly be beat.
For cooking, a gasoline camp stove, kerosene stove, or butane
camp stove Is excellent. Acoordlng to how much uso of these
stoves and If they will also be used for healing will determine
your fuel supply. Probably five gallonsof gas. or five gallons
of kerosene, and 5 to 10 gallons of butane will do the Job.
NOTICE: Proper ventilation Is absolutely necesary. Crack
that window a bit at the top.

A barbecue or habachl Is dangorous If uaed Inside.
Better use It outside or open the door of the garage and use
them in there.

Have enough clothing to keep comfortably warm. The
average family will have no problem here. Sufficient bed-
ding and or sloeping bags for the purpoae la necessary.

Keep your normal supply of medicines, with maybe a
few extras Inasmuch as a doctor may not be available. Bed-
sheets or pillow cases will make emergency bandages and
•lings. If you have prescriptions which you m ist have — then
make It a habit to renew when It reaches a two week eupply.

Place blankets or black plastic sheeting over your
window* to retain heat which will dlsalpato from radiation
from your windows and also lo black-out your place. A place
that Is 111 up Is more apt to draw dangerous or desperate
people who have not provided for thomselvea. If you have
weapons - be sure they are clean and In good working order
and you have a eupply of ammunition. Loam proper uae of
firearms and safetly with same. Keep your tome securely
locked. Ball bats, knives, pick handles, heavy frying pans,
etc. make pretty good defensive weapons. Have them handy.

Sanitation <?&rtc5-=-~==

For your sanitation problems, there mist be tome
method of disposal of body waste. Plastic bags securely
tied at the nock Is one method. Place a few drope of Clorox
or Pure* in the bag. (A hole in the back yard In which a

shovelful of dirt Is thrown will also work). For garbage dis-
posal the large plastic bags will prove suitable.

Now add a gallon of bleach (Clorox. Purox, etc. has
many uses for purifying water, sterilizing waste products, etc.).

Paper plates and cups (preferable tot and cold) will

simplify s lot of problems.

A box of large kitchen matches. That’s about It.

Tomorrow morning start listing your food usage, and
Immediately start getting your short term survival plan In

operation. You cannot start this program after a crisis
has hit. If you do get caught with ‘Your pants down', then
use the water from your hot water heater or snow or rain
water and please remember that you can go 30 days without
a morsel of food. Don’t panic, please, because If you try to
get some oi your neighbors survival supplies you may get a
deadly reception.
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How to Lay Out a Sun Dial
(From Popular Mechanics 1913)

The sundial is an instrument for
measuring time by using the shadow of
the sun. They were quite common in
ancient times before clocks and watches
were invented. At the present time
they are used more as an ornamenta-
tion than as a means of measuring of the line BC. or the style, is the base
time, although they arc quite accurate (5 «" this case) times the tangent
if properly constructed. There are of the degree of latitude. Draw the
several different designs of sundials. ''nc AD . »"<! ‘he angle BAD is the

but the most common, and the one we correct angle for the style for the given
shall describe in this article, is the ^
horizontal dial. It consists of a flat / r*.i n.

circular table, placed firmly on a solid o / \
pedestal and having a triangular plate 5r \ S* Jl/

of metal. Fig. 1. called the gnomon, ris- \~ -l ']
ing from its center and inclined toward

*'X /' 1 /the meridian line of the dial at an angle \ ! 7
I

equal to the latitude "i the place w here . / **\ T-l X*^»al at Ary
the dial is to he used. The shadow of ( . j

01

the edge of the triangular plate moves *

around the northern part of the dial
from morning to afternoon, and thus latitude. Its thickness, if of metal, may
supplies a rough measurement of the ,,c conveniently from % to in.; or if

hour of the day. of stone, an inch or two. or more, ac-

The style or gnomon, as it always cording to the size of the dial. Usually
equals the latitude of the place, can be f"r ncatncs«> of appearance the back of
laid out as fnlluws; Draw a line \D, ‘he style is hollowed as shown. The
Fig. I, 5 in. long and at the one end upper edges which cast the shadows
erect a perpendicular BC, the height must he ‘harp and straight, and for this
of which is taken from table No. 1. It size dial (10 in in diameter) they
may he necessary to should be about 7*£ in. long,
interpolate for a To lay out the hour circle, draw two
given latitude, as for parallel lines All and CD. Fig. 2. which
example, lat. 41°-.’I0'. will represent the base in length and
From table No. I lat. thickness. Draw two semi-circles, us-
•12° is 4.5 in. and for ing the points A and
lat. 40°, the next C as centers, with a

smallest, it is 4.2 in. radius of 5 in. The
Their difference is .3 points of intersection

in. for 2°, and for 1° with the lines AB and
it would be .15 in. CD will be the 12-

For 30' it would be o'clock marks. A line

*4 of 1° or .075 in. F.F drawn through
All added to the les- the points A and C.
ser or 40°, we have and perpendicular to

Table NO/ ‘he base or style, and
Height ofSh/c m inches for a 5m TABLENo 2.
base, for various latitudes CtsnrMt „ in-

)ut a Sun Dial
jchanics 1913) .

o’clock points. The
4.2 -f .15 + .075 in.= point marked X is to
4.42 in. as the height be used as the center
of the line BC for laL of the dial. The in-

41 °-30'. If you have termediatc hour and
a Uble of natural half-hour lines can be
functions, the height plotted by using table

of the line BC. or the style, is the base No. 2 for given lati-

(5 in. in this case) times the tangent tudes, placing them to the right or left
of the degree of latitude. Draw the of the 12-o’clock points. For latitudes
line AD. and the angle BAD is the not given, interpolate in the same man-
correct angle for the style for the given „er as for the height of the' style. The

"N. Vi-hour and the 5 and 10-minute divi-
/' \ sions may be spaced with the eye or

c
yP / \ they may be computed.

j IT When placing the dial in position,

'•i/ carc musl l,c *" Kc * '* perfectly

J\ f\ jf \1S level and have the style at right angles

sf \! I J vX/ *° ,,lc ,l ' aI *acc - w*' 1 ' *‘«* sloping side

Y 1 lSi pointing to the North Pole. Ail ordi-L—»*—— J nary compass, after allowing for the

dm^hd-i will citable one to set the

latitude. Its thickness, if of metal, may dial - "r ** ,na >’ ,,tf sc * placing it as

be conveniently from to •/* in.
;
or if !

,rar a '"l as one may
of stone, an inch or two. or more, ac- JIK, k'

c • 1,(1 “‘"'paring with a watch set

cording to the size of the dial. Usually at slandaid lime. The dial lime and
for neatness of appearance the back of * ,,c " a *c, ‘ '»"•* should agree after the

the style is hollowed as shown. The has been Corrrt ted fiir tile «qtU-
upper edges which cast the shadows ‘d ‘i'»c from table No. 3, and for

must he sharp and straight, and for this ‘l ,c difference between standard and lo-

o/e dial (10 in. in diameter) they cal time, dunging the position of the
should be about 7«,fc in. long. d»al until an agreement is reached.

To lay out the hour circle, draw two Sun *""c and Standard time agree only

Lah N<k

25°

tietght

2 33

Latitude.

42°

Height

450

260 244 44° 483
27° 255 46° 518

2Q° 266 4Q° 555

30
° 289 50° 596

32° 312 52u 640
34“ 337 54° 688
36° 363 56° 74/

38° 391 56° 800
40° 420 60• 866

parallel lines All and CD. Fig. 2. which «'*ur I

will represent the base in length and Sept. I

thickness. Draw two semi-circles, us- ‘he di;

ing the |»oint$ A and rectioi

C as centers, with a month
radius of 5 in. The + me
|*.ints of intersection the —
with the lines AB and than t

CD will be the 12- must
o'clock marks. A line cadi i

F.F drawn through .

the points A and C. iV*
and perpendicular to

l'r

9
the base or style, and ‘‘°

re J

TableNo 2.

Chords in inches for a /Om circle Sundial

Houns or Day
3

9

/ 99|249i3 II I
387

2 65 3

501101

IEEE

357 316 381

177.337 282 342 407

102 / 93 246 303

368

163 319 3 77|337

171 330 389 3S9.4IO

four tunes a year. April l«i, June 15,

Sept 2 and Dec. 25. ami on these dates
the dial need- no correction. The cor-
rections for the various days of the
month can be taken from Table 3. The
-F means that the clock is faster, and
the — means that the dial is faster
than the sun. Still another correction
must bc made which is constant for
each given locality. Standard time is

the correct time for longitude 75° New
York, 90° Chicago. 105° Denver and
120° for San Francisco. Ascertain in

degrees of longitude how far your dial

is cast or west of the
undial nearest standard me-

ridian and divide this

by 15, reducing the

answer to minutes and
seconds, which will be
the correction in min-
utes and seconds of

time. If the dial is

east of the meridian
chosen, then the

watch is slower; if

west, it will bc faster.

This correction can be
added to the values in

2E]3D2Dmm
4 97 5 68 639

5/2 5 79 646

534 587m
5342222
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Saw Driven by an Automobile

From Popular Mechanics 1925

A comparatively simple arrangement

when it is cast oi the

standard meridian

and faster when it is west.

The style or gnomon with its base

can he made in cement and set on a

cement pedestal which has sufficient

base placed in the ground to make it

solid.

The design of the sundial is left to

the ingenuity of the maker.

Table No 3
Corrections in minutes to change
Sun time to local mean time.- odd
those marked +, Subtract those
marked— from Sundial time

Day of month 1 10
1
20 30

January + 3 + 13

February + 14 + 14 + 14

March + 13 + 1 1 + 8 + 5

April + 4 + 2 -1 -3

May -3
|

-4 -4 “3

Juno ^3 - 1
4- 1 + 3

July + 3 + 5_ + 6 + 6

August + 6 + 5~

-3
+ 3 + 1

September + 0 -6 -10

October Jl!9
~s' -16

Novcmbi ' -16 -16 -14 -II

December -
1

1

1

» 2

Holding Wood in a SawbucK

Popular Mechanics 1915

Anyone who has used a sawhuck
knows how inconvenient it is to have

is pulled hack for the next cut. With
the supplementary device, shown in

the sketch, which can he easily at-

tached to the sawhuck. these troubles

will be eliminated. It consists of two
crosspieces hinged to the hack uprights

of the sawhuck ami a foot-pressure

stirrup fastened to their front ends as
shown. Spikes arc driven through the

crosspieces so that their protruding

ends will gouge into the stick of wood
being sawed. The stirrup is easily

thrown hack for laying a piece of wood
in the crotch.

for operating a circular saw. for cutting

up cordwood. and for similar purposes,

can be operated by any automobile. A
lVi-in. shaft, having two 8-in. pulleys per-

manently attached and spaced such a dis-

tance apart as to line up with the rear

wheels of the car. is attached to the rear

axle by two wrought-iron brackets pro-

vided with bearings.

The shaft bearings are secured with
strap or U-bolts. passing through slots so

as to permit moving the pulleys back or

forth, as may be desired. The right end
of the shaft is Ailed with a collar and
thread for mounting a circular saw of

about 24-in. diameter. From each bracket
a Win. round rod runs to the spring

supports of the car to give additional

rigidity. The engine is controlled front

the rear of the car by a cord attached to

the throttle on the carburetor, a spring

being attached to the throttle to keep it

normally closed, or at normal speed. This

is to prevent racing of the motor.

The saw table is of the swinging type,

with an extension on which is placed the

vertical supports onto which the car is

jacked. This arrangement keeps the table

steady and in line with the saw. In use,

the car is driven to the scene of opera-

tions. the rear wheels are jacked up and

let down on the supports, the brackets

and braces attached, and the bearings ad-

justed »o that the pulleys will be in con-

tact with the tires.

Such an outfit can be made up very

simply, as no belt is needed, and the ma-
terials required arc quite generally obtain-

able at slight cost.

A AruMtMM %o ih« Awto to Ui*d it a DfWmg Medium
• CiitaJi Sj* No Almiiiiai itt Mode to iKe Cor. and ih« Dtvtca

«*ar ft« AttatMd of Deta.Md in a Vtty Shot! T.m« and No U«a it Nuta-
u*

y

at li Hat a Fikum

A Simple Steamboat Model ^C.r

3

following manner: A small steam
boiler, A. is supported by two braces
over an alcohol lamp in the middle of

the boat. A small pipe is fastened to

the top of the boiler in such a way that

the open cud will be opposite the open

end of another pipe, B, somewhat
larger in si*c. The pipe B opens into
the stern of the boat at C, as shown in

big. 1. The steam, coming through
the small pipe A. is driven forcibly
through the larger pipe B, and carries
with it a certain amount of air out
through the opening C into the water.
As the lioat is driven forward by this
force, the steam arises to the surface
in the form of bubbles. The boat soon
attains considerable speed, leaving a
long wake behind.

The small boat shown in the accom-
panying sketch may have a length of

12 to 18 in. and is constructed in the
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From Popular Mechanics 1925 POLITICS AND POLITICIANS
Magnifier for Close Work

Retouchers, artists, and draftsmen who
need a magnifier while using a pencil,
will avoid the inconvenience of using
both hands by mak-
ing the simple attach-
ment shown in the

drawing Solder a

short strip of brass to

a pencil holder, or to

a metal lead holder.

Obtain a small high-

power magniiymg
glass, and attach it to

the brass strip by
means of a screw, to allow adjustment.

The result is a complete tool that can be

held in one hand, the magnifier always

being in focus for the work.

By Kurl Saxon
Every lour year* our Silly Season comes around. It Is then that the American

public Is given the responsibility of either keeping competent politicians In

office or sweeping the rascals out In favor of better men.
In a small town, where people know their politicos, the system works fairly

well. If a campaign promise is not kept, the one using it to get elected faces

impeachment at worst and non-reelection at best. To save his career he must
prove an unforeseen obstacle prevented him from acting as he said he would.

In a local Issue, his excuse is easily checked. He can’t fool enough people

to stay in office. Thus, most junior politicos are sincere.

Bui as his scope widens, he comes up against people who use politicians to

further their own interests. The Highway Commissioner promises him the

votes of all those who would benefit by the highway system If he enlarges It.

These include construction workers, truckers, sellers of road building materials,

businesses along the route, etc.

From Popular Mechanics 1925

Heater Made from Old Tank

The illustration iltows how a discarded
steel tank was pul into service for heat-
ing a room on r .

the second LSS°C™SVMoor 01 4

dwelling.
Four I c e % „ M :

* ’
*1

were riveted H
to the tank

*w00*

a n d a I. .. I
.•

was cut into

each end just '.in

large enough U j,
J fv’fl

IO adinn 1 1 I . M. ^1

stovepipe c«mi- J XX if

ducted the *
heat and £[
smoke into the I IjSN
lank from the
stove below,
the pipe being inserted to within a few
inches of the top. The smoke escaped
through the second stovepipe which «as
inserted through the hole in the top of

the tank, a. Indicated.

r'rom Popular Mechanics 1915

Needle for Sewing Burlap

A needle fur sewing hurhp can be
easily matte of the ordinary opener
that ci lines with sardine cans. All that

is necessary to convert this tool into a

needle is to grind the Idunt end to a

sharp point. .as shown in the sketch.

If the new system was really needed the politico has earned his votes to a

higher office Too often, however, it Is just a stopgap measure. There Is

temporary employment, a lot of money is spread around but the result Is more
arable land covered with concrete, more forests butchered. It is another

ecological disaster.

The taxpayers are left holding the bag and property taxes go up again. The

construction worker is unemployed again. Businesses along the route fail

during a fuel shortage. Little old ladies lose their crackorbox homes because
thoy can’t pay tho Increased taxes.

The politico who backed the program finds It very easy to blame overyono
concerned and plead Ignorance Politicians have become so good al ploadlng
ignorance that ignorance has become their hallmark.

The higher up he goes in politics the less control the politician has over the

programs ho backs Thero are so many Interested persons telling him things

they only hope are true, that he and the voters are easily taken In.

So this sincere politico goes from local issues which he can control to state

issues, too complex and with too many vested interests lor him to be expected

to control. But by the time his promised benefits have failed to materialize, he
Is on the next rung of the political ladder. His past mistakes are now far

behind and his future ones are close ahead. He now vows that with the

support of tho voters, he and they will never be swindled again.

Had he stayed where he was. he might have learned tho pitfalls of that level,

and some do. But up he goes and the public is shafted again. Relying on the

political amnesia of the public, he now runs as a popular friend of all. He Is

ignorant but well-meaning. But with your support, everything is possible.

Since this dummy is not able to knew everything, he makes Ignorance a

virtue, often implying that those.really qualified are suspect. If they do know
what’s happening they must be on the inside, with the enemy. So you are

actually encouraged to vote against the most able. Any competence is suspect
since it smacks of inside knowledge. So the most ignorant, the dreamers, the

wishful thinkers, leave the “eggheads" far behind in most political races.

Of course, most of the eggheads are simply a little more intelligent. This

doesn’t mean they know enough to come in out of the rain. Actually, the

intellectual politico is simply the one who can read without moving his lips.

He usually surrounds himself with degree holders whose only abilities lie in

sneering down any practical approach to a problem. The degree holders,

politicos who court them, and their numerous hangers-on are called "Liberals"

and their only concern is with impoverished no-hopers.

The Liberal is so insecure in his real value that he must reduce the value of

all so that he looks better by comparison. Hence, the idealistic social
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and bee trap. Unit with full heads or

old meal, A Heads insects, keeps them

off food. Trapped inside screen, they dir

Fly Irap collapse* for transport To as-

seinble, fit dotrrh in itnod rings, lack

screen. !., ave 1
j
-inch hole »r« top of rone

A Fruit-Jar Opener

The accompanying sketch shows a

handy device (or turning up and un-
screwing the covers on glass fruit jars.

The loop is slipped over the cover and
the handle turned in the direction of

the arrow. To unscrew the cover, the

tool is turned over and the handle
turned in the opposite direction.

The h>op should be just large

enough to slip over the cover easily.

n»« Loop in tb« Lexhf r Grip* the C»p Ti«htly When
the Handle Ift Torn*! •• «h« Arrow Indicates

It is made of leather and fastened to the

wood handle with screws.

programs that fail right along with the roads that go nowhere and the dams
that break and the publicly subsidized industries which loot the wage-earners.

It doesn’t really matter if the dummy is ignorant or actually stupid, whether

he calls himself a Liberal. Conservative or a Moderate. They are all political

pigs wanting only to get up to the public trough, and stay there.

They all plead ignorance, in one way or another. They need the support of

the American people, as it that support will somehow put the stamp of validity

on their incompetent efforts toward a better life for all.

That’s why they all say. "Even if you don't vote for me, vote." They know

your vote is a vote for their own way of life. It insures that if they lose this

election, they’ll still have a goal to shoot for next time. It’s a vote to keep

those places at the public trough available tor creeps who have nothing to sell

but themselves.

And since they have nothing to sell but themselves, the accent is on

personality and agreeableness. They parade oul their usually pretty wiles and

homely children and read speeches written by others. Most such speeches are

written by Madison Avenue types whose works sound like commercials written

for kiddie shows. "Vote for Captain Monster. More sugar to the spoonful."

The speeches are usually geared to pleasing everybody, no matter what

opposite ambitions the voters have. They generally promise a paradise for bolh

the dog and the flea. It’s all an illogical, wasteful and often cruel circus.

Our society is collapsing due to over-population, mental cripples, pollulion,

changing climate and a scarcity of resources All any politician can do is

manipulate scarce resources and divert them to the loudest rabblo or tho most
influential industries and away from the wage-earners.

Nothing these turkeys promise will really change things. A person who
believes it will is only delaying urgent action toward his own survival.

This month, the results of a voter rebellion poll came out. It predicts that 70
percent of Americans old enough to vote will not go to tho polls this

November. That’s more than the combined vote totals for Lyndon Johnson and
Barry Goldwater in 1%4

In the last two national elections, tho survoy found, up to 10 million poople
have dropped out. The possibility exists that come November, for the first lime
in over 50 years, a majority of eligible voters will not choose who their

president is to be.

Most of the dropouts are college educated and reasonably afflGent. One
well-dressed young protester interviewed as a potential voter said. "Look at

the whole thing. We re going to get screwed one way or the other. We're gonna
get it. And no one’s really looking out for our benefit.”

There was still another disturbing statistic (to the pollster). Of tho 87 percent

of non-voters who said they could be turned back on by a candidate in which
they could place their faith, only one percent mentioned the name of President

Ford or Jerry Carter. This is no real hope for those wanting a third party such
as the American Independent. Libertarian, etc. Also, chances are still no bettor

for the gutter politicians of the radical Right and Left.

The American political system is the instrument of Business and Labor. The
Republican politico favors Business and acknowledges Labor. The Democrat
favors Labor and acknowledges Business. Business and Labor are completely
interdependent and neither could survive if either were favored beyond a

certain point, or if another interest were favored to any effectual degree.

Business and Labor are the two largest power blocks, each having a greater

concentration of voters. The self-employed, unemployed, the farmers,

students and racial minorities, have no common ground on which to come
together in the alliance it would take to gam a majority.

So both parlies give lip service to the needs of small business, farmers and
minorities. These groups have sincere spokesmen in both parties. But this Is
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arranged, don’t you see? Fewer people are (ooled.

Over hall the people have given up on politics and politicians. Over
two-thirds agree with the statement that candidates say they will do one thing

and then do the opposite. This is true because both Republican and Democrat
need the votes ol Small Business. Farmers and racial minorities. Even if they
are sincere, when they gam office, they find that their party's basic interests

must be served even if that means making a liar out of the winner.

As more people catch on to the fraud of voting in national elections, only
the simple-minded continue to vote. I was listening to the complaints of a

registrar of voters on a TV news show. He was saying that a certain sample
ballot was too complex His point was that the average voter reads at a sixth

grade level Are you surprised? Aren't most political appeals made to morons?

But the fact that the ballots were too complex had nothing to do with
intelligence. The issues on sample ballots are usually written in single, long

sentences, vague and impossible to understand without prior briefing. If you
haven't studied the issues on your own. the ballot will often cause you to vote

opposite to your real intentions.

You probably remember issues on which the ballot tells you to vote "yes" If

you are against it and "no" if you are for it. This seems to bo a snare set up by
the overall political machine. If you are among the intelligent minority and
know what you're voting for. you will not be deceived. But you will still have
wasted your time voting.

A case in point is Proposition 13 in California which called for a study of atomic
power with the view to shutting down the power plants. So a yes vote was against

atomic power and a no vote was for It. The intelligent voter who was against

atomic power voted yes. The less aware voter who was also against atomic
power voted no. meaning he didn't want it. Atomic power won with a two-thirds
majority.

Survivalists don't involve themsolves in national politics at all. They don’t

want to be dependent on either Big Business or Labor Unions, the
Tweedle-Dee and Tweedle-Dum of our political system. They know that, as
part of an intelligent minority, their votes will be cancelled, several to one. by
the ignorant.

Only a fool, nowadays says. "If you don't vote, you have no right to

Criticize." Actually. Just the reverse is true If you voto for either Tweedle-Dum
or Tweedle-Dee you are endorsing a dual-monopoly. Either side is just ono
side of the same com Every vote for either side is an endorsement lor the

monster. The non-voter is the only one qualified to criticize that monster.

If a majority refuses to vote in national elections, the dual-monopoly will be
shattered. Politics will become regional. Thus, most of the people in an area

will be catered to instead of just those affiliated with Big Business and Labor

Unions. Smaller parties will have a chance for the first time to address

themselves to neglected interests.

Your non-vota in the national election will be a vote for whatever chance this

(From Popular Mechanics 19131

A Jelly-Making Stand

Every Imticcwifc who makes jelly is

only ton well acquainted with the in-

convenience anil danger of uj>'<ets when
using the old method of balancing a

Cliou.luh SxilBd vo Sun

J

jelly-hag on a cnujilc of chairs stood on
the kitchen table, with the additional

inconvenience of having a couple of

chairs on the kitchen table out of com-
mission for micIi a length of time.

'1
lie accompanying sketch shows

how a stand can he made from a few
pieces of boards that will help jelly

makers and prevent the old-time dan-
gers and disadvantages T lie stand can

be stood in the corner of the kitchen, or

under tie kitchen table where it will

he out of danger of being u|iset.

From Popular Mechanics 1915

Catching Bugs Attracted by Light

Bugs, moths, and insects attracted

by lights on summer evenings can be

caught by means of sticky fly paper.

suspended as
shades around
the lamps. Cuts
in the shade al-

low the greater

portion of the
light to pass
through and at-

tract the bugs,

which will sure-

ly be caught as
they travel about

the light onto
the sticky paper. It is advisable to
make two shades at the same time
from a double sheet of the sticky pa-
per, pasted, as when bought, with the
sticky faces together so that the shades
may be cut and handled easier

country still has.

Cheap Soap for Mechanics

Scraps of soap are put into a metal
container with water and reduced to a

paste by boiling. While the mass is in a

semiliquid condition, a quantity of fine

sawdust, or finely powdered pumice stone,

is added and thoroughly mixed. When
cool, this soap will be found excellent

for removing grease and stains from the
hands.

BISCUITS, Hard.—Warm two

ounces of butter in as much skimmed
milk as will make a pound of flour into

a very stiff paste, beat it with a rolling-

pin. and work it very smooth. Roll it

thin and cut it into round biscuits ;
prick

them full of holes with a fork. About

six minutes will bake them.
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How to Cane Chairs
(From Popular Mechanics 1913)

There are but few households that

do not have at least one or two chairs

without a seat or back. The same
households may have some one who
would enjoy recaning the chairs if he
only knew how to do it. and also make
considerable pin money by repairing

chairs for the neighbors. If the fol-

lowing directions are carried out, new
cane seats and backs can easily be put

in chairs where they are broken or
sagged to an uncomfortable position.

The first thing necessary is to re-

move the old cane. This can be done
by turning the chair upside down and.

with the aid of a sharp knife or chisel,

cutting the cane between the holes.

After this is done the old bottom can be

pulled out. If plugs are found in any
of the holes, they should be knocked
out. If the beginner is in doubt about

finding which holes along any curved
sides should be used for the cane run-

ning nearly parallel to the edge, he may
find it to his advantage to mark the

holes on the under side of the frame
before removing the old cane.

The worker should be provided with

a small sample of the old cane. At
any first-class hardware store a bundle

of similar material may be secured.

The cane usually comes in lengths of

about 15 ft. and each bundle contains

enough to reseat several chairs. In

addition to the cane, the worker should
provide himself with a piece of bacon
rind, a square pointed wedge, as shown
in Fig. 1, and 8 or 10 round wood plugs,

which arc used for temporarily hold-

ing the ends of the cane in the holes.

•'•a.
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A bucket of water should be supplied
in which to soak the cane just before
weaving it. Several minutes before you
are ready to begin work, take four or
five strands of the cane, and, after hav-
ing doubled them up singly into con-
venient lengths and tied each qnc into

a single knot, put them info the water
to soak. The cane is much more pli-

able and is less liable to crack in bend-
ing when worked while wet. As fast

as the soaked cane is used, more of it

should be put into the water.

Untie one of the strands which has

been well soaked, put about 3 or 4 in.

down through the hole at one end of

what is to be the outside strand of

one side and secure it in this hole by
means of one of the small plugs men-
tioned. The plug should not be forced

in too hard nor cut off. as it must be re-

moved again. The other end of the

strand should be made pointed and

passed down through the hole at the

opposite side. and. after having been

pulled tight, held there by inserting

another plug. Pass the end up through

the next hole, then across and down,
and hold while the second plug is

moved to the last hole through which

m.« t»« ia n«i

the cane was drawn. In the same man-
ner proceed across the chair bottom.

Whenever the end of one strand is

reached, it should be held by a plug,

and a new one started in the next hole

as in the beginning. No plugs should

be permanently removed until another

strand of cane is through the same hole

to hold the first strand in place. After

laying the strands across the seat in

one direction, pul in another layer at

right angles and lying entirely above
the first layer. Both of these layers

when in place appear as shown in one
of iHe illustrations.

After completing the second layer,

stretch the third one, using the same

holes as for the first layer. This will

make three layers, the first being
hidden by the third while the second
layer is at right angles to and between
the first and third. No weaving has
been done up to this time, nothing but
stretching and threading the cane
through the holes. The cane will have
the appearance shown in Fig. 3. The
next thing to do is to start the cane
across in the same direction as the

second layer and begin the weaving.

The top or third layer strands should
be pushed toward the end from which
the weaving starts, so that the strand

being woven may be pushed down be-
tween the first and third layers and up
again between pairs. The two first

strands of the fourth layer arc shown
woven in Fig. 3. During the weaving,
the strands should be lubricated with
the rind of bacon to make them pass
through with case. Even with this

lubrication, one can seldom weave more
than half way across the seat with the

pointed end before finding it advisable
to pull the remainder of the strand
through. After finishing this fourth
layer of strands, it is quite probable
that each strand will be about midway
between its two neighbors instead of

lying close to its mate as desired, and
here is where the square and pointed
wedge is used. The wedge is driven
down between the proper strands to

move them into place.

Start at one corner and weave diag-
onally. as shown in Fig. 4, making sure
that the strand will slip in between the
two which form the corner of the square
in each case. One more weave across

on the diagonal and the seat will be
finished except for the binding, as

shown in Fig. 5. The binding consists
of one strand that covers the row of
holes while it is held down with an-
other strand, a loop over the first being
made every second or third hole as de-
sired. It will be of great assistance

to keep another chair with a cane
bottom at hand to examine while re-

caning the first chair.

Thfcc Siftget of We«rb|
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SURVIVAL AMMUNITION
by Clyde Barrow

Anyone preparing for survival in these

uncertain times should be sure that he

will have adequate ammunition for any

guns he might own. Ammo prices are

already outrageous. 7 to 14 dollars per 60

rd box of pistol ammo and rifle cartridges

ar« often 6 to 8 dollars for 20 rounds.

Many gun stores are often out of even the

mdst popular calibers, claiming "ammo is

becoming hard to get."

All ammunition will probably disappear

from dealers' ahelves damn fast when

things really start to go to hell.

Even though ammo is currently

available, it is so expensive that few gun

owners are really proficient with their

weapons. Practice makes perfect, but

practice costs money.

There are three solutions to the

problem:

Om—

B

uy ammo now in case lots,

cheap military surplus if possible, but at

least try for a discount. One can buy at

wholesale prices if he has a Federal

Firearm License.

Factory ammo is oil and

water resistant and will keep for years. It

is an excellent investment and will

probably become a major medium of

exchange.

Tww—You can get into reloading on a

large scale basis. This can become quite

costly, several hundred dollars worth,

and is practical only if one intends to do a

lot of shooting or wishes to have an

underground ammunition factory when

the crunch comes.

Tlwee—The practical solution for most

gun owners is the compact reloading kit

known as the Lee Loader, manufactured

by Lee Custom Engineering Inc. Lee

produces loaders for all popular calibers

of pistols, rifles, and shotguns.

The basic kit costs about 11 dollars,

comes with complete instructions and is

very easy for anyone to use. The only

necessary items not included are a large

plastic hammer, about 5 dollars at

hardware stores, and some parafin or

commercial case lube for resizing. Of
course you still need cases, primers,

powder and bullets. Primers and powder

can be purchased at most gun shops.

Bullets can be nought ready-made or can

be cast at home in bullet molds available

from Lee and similar companies. Cases

can be bought new or empties from fired

factory ammo can be used. Cases can be

reloaded many times if they are handled

carefully.

Several inexpensive accessories are

also available from Lee and while they

are not necessary, they do simplify and

speed up the process. The one fault of the

Lee Loader is that it is rather slow and

tedious work. An item that really helps is

the Lee Priming Tool. This handy little

devil doubles the production rate and

only costs 3 dollars, with individual shell

holders for each caliber an additional 2

dollars each.

The Lee Loader system is not only

inexpensive, but also very portable, the

whole works fits in a shoebox and can be

taken anywhere. If you cant find a loader

at your local dealer write to the factory

for more information.

Lee Custom Engineering Inc. Hartford.

Wisconsin 53707.

Another item that is hard to find lately

is shot for reloading shotgun shells. Shot

can be improvised by melting down old

bullets or other lead scrap and pouring it

through a seive into a bucket of cold

water. When the droplets of lead hit the

water, they cool and solidify into perfect

round balls. The correct size shot <or your

needs can be obtained by regulating the

size of the holes in the sieve. Thu is a

simplification of the commercial process

and should work very well. (That's why

they call it chilled shot).

Boomerangs and

How to Make Them
(From Popular Mechanics 1913)

A boomerang is a weapon invented

and used by the native Australians,

who seemed to have the least intelli-

gence of any race of mankind. The

boomerang is a curved stick of hard-

wood, Fig. 1, about 5/16 in. thick, 2%
ire in. wide and 2 ft. long, flat on one side,

ley with the ends and the other side round-

md ing- One *nd °* ,he s,ick is Rasped

the in one hand with the convex edge for-

jnd ward and ,hc flal side UP and thrown

i is
upward. After going some distance

jje
and ascending slowly to a great height

^ in the air with a quick rotary motion,

jell
'* 9udden,y returns in an elliptical orbit

12
to a spot near the starting point. If

thrown down on the ground the boom-
erang rebounds in a straight line, pur-

n 'y suing a ricochet motion until the object

is struck at which it was thrown.
“ Two other types of boomerangs are

jj” illustrated herewith and they can be
made as described. The materials

necessary for the T-shapcd boomerang
,rd

* are: One piece of hard maple 5/16 in.

thick, 2 V4 in. wide, and 3 ft. long; five

••y
•/fc-in. flat-headed screws. Cut the

hot
p jece 0 f hard maple into two pieces,

old one 11 V4 «"• and the other 18 in. long.

8 it The corners arc cut from these pieces

:old as shown in Fig. 2, taking care to cut

the exactly the same amount from each

red corner. Bevel both sides of the pieces,

our making the edges very thin so they

the will cut the air better. Find the exact

m a center of the long piece and make a

•ess line 1% in. on each side of the center

vhy and fasten the short length between
the lines with the screws as shown in

Fig. 3. The short piece should be
fastened perfectly square and at right

angles to the long one.

The materials necessary for the

cross-shaped boomerang are one piece
11 hard maple 5/16 in. thick, 2 in. wide

and 30 in. long and five %-in. flat-

headed screws. Cut the maple into

ited two 14-in. pieces and plane the edges
ins, of these pieces so the ends will be 1 /-&

rlli- in. wide, as shown in Fig. 4. Bevel

The these pieces the same as the ones for

—-i the T-shaped boomerang. The two

Tj pieces arc fastened together as shown
in Fig. 5. All of the boomerangs when

7T completed should be given several

coats of linseed oil and thoroughly

dried. This will keep the wood from
absorbing water and becoming heavy.

The last two boomerangs are thrown
in a similar way to the first one, ex-

cept that one of the pieces is grasped

[£ in the hand and the throw given with

1 a quick underhand motion. A little

practice is all that is necessary for one
to become skillful in throwing them.

Dmita ot TOim
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‘Now Who’s
By .Marc Ridenour

Ever since I'd first brought up the

subject of survival, my father had
scornfully rejected anything I had to say.

He was one of those with the "it can't and
won't happen here" attitude. He reminded
me of the brass in the U.S. high command
prior to Pearl Harbor. December 7. 1941.

That evening, as I sat reading my latest

issue of "The Survivor" in my room, my
younger brother Jeff, who is a carbon
copy of the old man. stuck his head
through the door. "Whatcha doin7“ he
demanded.
"Gel out. Himmler." I barked.

He stuck out his tongue at me. “Don't

have to."

Laying aside the paper. I got up and
went for him. Turning, he fled for the
stairs. Closing the door. I locked it. and
then sat back down and resumed reading.

Presently I heard heavy footsteps on
the stairs, and my father’s voice

demanded. "Are you reading that idiotic

paper again? Cluttering up your mind
with that survival rubbish?"

I didn't reply.

"Answer me!" he demanded.
"Open that door this instant!" came a

second demand.
Again I paid no attention.

Muttering ubout "worthless whelps”
and other things, he stomped away, and
went back downstairs. He. the runt and
my mother would all agree how impudent,
disrespectful and no good I was and how I

ought to be punished.

Hut. by maintaining as low a profile as

possible. I could get by without too much
trouble.

Sighing. I finished reading the copy of

"The Survivor" and laid it aside with the

others I kept. My parents couldn't invade

my room because I kept it locked all the

time. Besides "The Survivor" copies my
father would love to burn, there were
other books and equipment he'd enjoy
disposing of.

But unless they wanted to break the

door down or send for a locksmith, two
expensive propositions, they couldn't get

in. And my gear stayed secure.

When I first read "The Survivor” and
other like papers and magazines, I was
smart enough to realize they were telling

the truth—my father's opinions notwith-

standing.

So, since it wasn't possible to persuade
him or anyone else—Mom or the brat. I

decided to concentrate on saving my own
hide when and if the Crunch came.
Stowing the latest issue of "The

Survivor", I was about to begin reading a
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Stupid, Dad?’
sci-fi novel when the lights went out. I

swore, then got up and broke out my
calcium carbide lamp. This had happened
before, my father cutting off power to my
room at the breaker box to demonstrate
his authority or show off his machismo or
something—to strike bark at me.
The carbide lamp hissed and burned,

casting a soft white light that burned
away the darkness and let me read. A
knock came at the door, and I called. "Who
is iir

“Can I borrow a flashlight?” asked Jeff.

"Bug the old man to put the circuit

breakers back in." I replied. "Then you'll

have light a plenty.”

'The power's off all over town—even
the streetlights!"

My first impulse was distrust. I trust

my father and brother to knife me in the
back whenever they can. so I looked out

the window, and sure enough, the power
was off

Finding my AM FM portable radio. I

switched it on and listened. The local

station was off the air as well! For the first

time, unease began to gnaw at me.
Digging out my CB walkietalkie. I

switched it on and began to rail. This is

KI.'/.A I50S to anyone with their ears on.

Come in please. Over."

I was transmitting on Ch. II. the

"monitor" channel, that almost everyone

listens to. Within minutes I had a reply.

"KI.ZA 1508 this is KNH 1234. alias

Coconut Pete. I copy you."
"What's the problem? The lights are off

everywhere."

"That's a big 10 4. by golly. The radio

station's off the air. loo. It must be
serious."

“10 4." I agreed. "I'm gonna monitor 9

(the distress channel). KI.ZA 1508 clear

and on the side."

Switching to Channel 9. I heard a

jumble of transmissions. This is Unit #8.

I've just arrived at the light plant- man. it

looks like somebody dropped a

bomb—everything's down or really blown
up! "Better call out the Emergency Corps
and the Sheriffs Posse.”

“Any fireT
"Negatory— there isn't enough left to

burn!"

Keying my transmit switch I cut in.

"Breaker 9.“

“Go breaker."

This is KLZA 1508. Is that the

Southland light plant east of town?"
“10 4. Are you official?"

"Negatory. Is the plant totally

destroyed?"
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"Looks like it—and clear this channel,

motormouth!"

"Ten four, hotroek." I replied and
clicked to channel 11 again. By now the

wavelengths were getting crowded. The
news the light plant had exploded and was
totally destroyed was just starting to get

around. Someone was yelling the Russians
had bombed us. while someone else with a

stronger transmitter was overriding him
and claiming one of the huge boilers had
blown. Each of those boilers was as big as

a small building, and if one of them had
blown, it would be as devastating as a

bomb.

Besides M'town. the Southland plant

supplied other areas with power. With the

plant it self gone, it would be days, at least,

before we'd have any power, let alone full

service. And without electricity, a city is a

dead hunk of iron, concrete, asphalt and
plastic.

Flicking to channel 22. I began to

transmit again. 'KLZA 1508 to KRA0
2345. Do you copy?" The reply was almost
instantaneous.

TO 4 KLZA 1508. We copy."

"Of buddy, the balloon just went
up Southland blew a boiler, and that

pretty well leveled the whole joint. I'm

beginning my Emergency Contingency
Plan, and am activating Stage One. Do
you copy?"
Ten four. Will meet you at the

rendezvous site.”

"Roger. KLZA 1508 clear and on the

side."

Laying aside my walkietalkie. I dragged
out the huge backpack and frame I'd had

built for me by a tentmaker and welder.

The frame measured 2'/j feet wide by 4

feet long. The great pack could take a lot.

and it was possible to strap a dufflebag or

two. along with a sleeping bag. tarp and

groundcloth onto the frame itself. I'd

designed it with that in mind. After

clearing it from the closet. 1 began to pack,

working as fast as I could, without making

any mistakes. By the time I was finished, I

had everything I'd need— from basic

survival gear to books, magazines and

newspapers and tools that would come in

handy for long term survival.

The fully loaded pack weighed almost

half as much as I did. hut I got it on at last.

Then, picking up my shotgun and donning

my hardhal with the calcium carbide lamp

on it. I walked out my room's door after

unlocking it. relockod it behind me. and

headed for the stairs.

They nad candles lit when I stepped into

the living room, and Dad started when he

saw me. “What are you doing with all of

that stuff.’" he demanded.

Tx-aving.” I told him.
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"Where?'' he demanded.
"You wouldn't care." I told him.
"Are you going on that survival kick

again? Do you think the Crunch, as you
call it, has arrived?"

"It'll do until one comes along.” I told

him.

"You stay right here—this won't last

long—they’ll have repairs completed by
morning."

"No they won't—the whole plant is

gone."

"Where'd you hear that? Over that

stupid CB radio you play with?" he

sneered.

Ignoring him. I turned and opened the

front door and walked out. “Why was I

given such a stupid son?" was the last

thing I heard him say
Walking down the totally darkened

street, my carbide lamp lighting the way.

I heard the sound of glass shattering and
suddenly running men appeared in my
light's beam. "Hey! There's one get him!"

My shotgun leaped to my shoulder,

finger squeezing the trigger. BOOM! the

flash and roar were tremendous, and the

charging figures vanished as if by
magic— except for the one who lay

sprawled on the street ten feel from
me . .

.

Walking hard. I reached the rendezvous
point, grateful I'd spent $2 for that MASS
info packet, that had put me in touch with

an M'town sportsman's club that was also

a survivalist association.

Presently, a station wagon towing a

trailer came slowly idling up to the spot,

and I walked up to it. halting when a

flashlight squirted light into my face.

"Hi—ready to go?" asked a cheerful

female voice.

"Ready." I murmured, shrugging off my
pack and loading it in first, and then

climbing into the crowded rear seat,

holding my gun carefully.

The station wagon look off. cruising

slowly. The woman at the wheel, and her

three kids, were quiet and alert, looking

around.

“Where's Jack?" I asked.

"He's still at home— securing it."

"Good. My family'll still be there." I

grimaced. "My father called me stupid

whenever I tried to warn him.”

"Your family isn't coming?" she asked,

and I nodded.

"The brat, my folks-they wouldn't

believe me. 'It can't happen here.' I’m the

'stupid son’."

"Stupid like a fox." she replied crisply.

Grinning. I relaxed. It was curious, but I

found myself not caring loo much what

happened to them. 1 guess they'd killed

any love I'd had for them over the years

with their picking, belittling and nagging
and bitching.

We left the city limits behind us. and
drove down the asphalt. Reaching a gravel

turnoff, we pursued that until it came to

an intersection. Hanging a left, we drove
along that road until wc came to a small

farmhouse and outbuildings. Several cars

were parked there, and lights were on
inside.

"Our wind generator gives us enough
power for some light after dark." said

Wanda, as she slopped the car. Helping

her with their gear, wc were soon inside

with everything—kids, gear and us.

Everyone else who belonged to the

survival association was already there,

save for Jack, but soon, he too arrived,

and then (he chairman began to call the

roll.

Everyone was present, and after that

was taken care of. the chairman asked for

a report from each of us. When he got to

me. I told of my conversations on and
monitoring of. the CB channels, and my
encounter with the looter gang.

"The situation seems dear— if grim."

the chairman stated boldly. "With power
gone, the rest of the public utilities will go
loo and in a few days, the city will be a

pigpen. Erom what we know also, law and
order are breaking down inside the

city—the looter gang that one of us ran

into was probably just one of many. So. we
h.ul best prepare for a long, long

slay— perhaps as long a* two months. In

view of the fact lawlessness is starting to

appear, we shall mount guard in case

nighlriders come our way. Tomorrow,
we'll decide what shall be done in the way
of long term preparations, but for now. we
shall mount guard and turn in. I have a

duty roster drawn up. As I call out your

names, stand up and get ready

I didn't draw guard duty that night. But
the following morning I did wind up on
wood gathering detail. Armed with my
machete, folding saw and hatchet. I

ventured into the woodlands around the

small farmsile. and with three other
fellows proceeded to cut and gather up
dead wood.

Upon returning with our sizable load,

we then split up the bigger pieces, and

then kept breaking up the smaller ones

until all we had left were sticks about as big

and long as corncobs and lingers. Small

slicks burn better than big ones.

The Franklin stoves we had wouldn't be

necessary yet—except for food prepara-

tion. The large garden out back would

provide enough food to see us through the

winter, if it came to that. All in all, we
numbered some forty people— men.
women and kids. It was a bit crowded, but

we were glad for the company. We had
well water, and for sanitation, a crude

septic tank affair—that was hooked up to a

methane gas generator. The methane gas

was in turn piped to either storage tanks,

or burned by the small light plant we had
set up along with our wind charger.

A week went by. and we marked our

first week with a celebration— wc sang
songs-played games and had a shooting

contest with non firearm weapons. I did

so so with my slingshot, but one guy with

a longbow made everyone look

sick—except for another guy with a

crossbow, who made the longbowman look

sick.

Wc monitored CB channels and listened

to the local radio station, which was back
on the air. For the first time we found out

what had actually happened. A boiler had
exploded at the Southland plant—due to a

structural flaw that had passed unnoticed

by all until heavy pressure had been built

up in it. The plant had indeed been almost

gutted by the blast, and the loss of life had

been heavy. It was not yet known just

when electrical power would be
restored-although vital public utilities

should be restored in another week or

so scant consolation for the thousands

» ho hadn’t prepared at all for the debacle.

And so we stayed out at the retreat,

working, playing, taking turns tutoring

the kiddies, and all in all. we had a decent

lime of it.

The second week went, and then the

third. By then I was adjusting to the

routine, and for the first lime in my life, I

was a contributing member of a

community. 1 was respected, and people

listened to me. and didn't call me a

dummy, either.

On the third day of the fourth week we
were there, a Tuesday, one of the kids was
fooling around with one of the radios, and

suddenly the local station, which had been
broadcasting a pretty weak signal via

standby generators, came through like a

21 -gun salute.

1 was helping with the washing that

day, and I'd struck up a friendly

relationship with one of the girls -a pretty

dark haired brown eyed senorita named
Consuelo. We'd just hung up the laundry
when Jack came dusting around to tell us

the news. Electrical power had been
restored. The city had full power again, all

public utilities were operating at capacity.

We held a meeting late that afternoon,

and the consensus was that with things

getting back to normal in the city, we
could all head on back tomorrow.

That evening, sitting around the small

Franklin stove. Consuelo beside mo.
everyone else singing, laughing, talking.
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having a good lime. I was sad Tomorrow
I’d have lo go hack to my family and
revert to being "the stupid son.” Back to
the nagging, bitching, belittling. Out here

I'd been somebody with respect. Td been a
good man to handle many chores—cutting
wood, washing clothes by hand, hoeing in

the garden, doing other chores that need
to be done—I'd won myself respect and
was esteemed by my fellow survivalists as
a man they could trust. But tomorrow— it

would end. I'd go home—and catch hell for

having ducked out. But after all. they
hadn't believed me—just like most people
hadn't listened to Noah. Only when it was
too late did they try to get aboard the
Ark— but by then. God had shut the door.
And noone else could get aboard. It was
much the same way with the survival
community.
"What's wrong?", asked Consuelo

softly.

I told her—all of it. And ended with. “I

don't want to go back— but what else is

there?"

She smiled. "Maybe they'll change their

tune when they see you. "Stand up for

yourself."

“I plan to. honey." I told her.

The next morning. Wednesday, we all

piled into our vehicles and rode back to
town.

Jack and Wanda were kind enough lo

drop me off at my place—which was
outwardly okay. The front door was wide
open, and I entered with my gun at
ready-and found no^one else at home.
Nothing looked disturbed, so I began lo

explore—and found a note on the kitchen
table.

It said. 'We have gone south to stay
with some friends of your father's. We'U
be back after things get back to normal.
I-ove. Mom.”
Laying the note down. I turned on the

living room light and sat down in my
father's recliner chair. Footsteps sounded
on the porch, and two Army or National
Guard MB's stalked inside, both in fatigue
battledress, .15*s drawn and ready.

"Hey-what is this?" I demanded,
rising.

"Who're you?" snapped the senior MP. a

tall, husky man with grim planes on his
face.

"I live here. What's the deal?”
"Let's see your ID." demanded the

second MP. Carefully. I dug out my wallet
and tossed it to him. He caught it. flipped

it open and scanned my papers—driver’s
license, social security card, draft card and
gun club membership card and my
sportsman's club card.

Tossing it back to me. he lowered his
gun. "Sorry—we've had reports looters

were still in this area."

"u
Fe lhey?~ 1 a5ked

- a start.
"We aren't sure-but they were real

bad on the south side of town up until just
awhile ago-after power was restored."

Yeah -the gangs were really having a
tune of il-ambushmg the refugees trying
to leave the city by the south roads."

I gulped. "My folks said they were
cutting out by the south roads. "This
note's dated a week ago."

"Then they're dead-those gangs killed
everyone they got their hands on. buddy.
What’s their names?” asked the MP. I

gave them, feeling a funny, empty space
appear in my gut all of a sudden.
The MP looked at his partner and

nodded. “We'U check it oul-the bodies
have been mostly identified by now. Some
got through, but not many. I hale to be
gloomy, but but it looks like your folks
are dead."

They turned and marched out. as I went
to the phone. Lifting it. I heard a dial tone,
leaded City Hall and they referred me to
Civil Defense.

I called them, and asked if

they knew whether my folks were dead or
alive.

A CD clerk checked and then got back,
to me. "Your little brother's at the
pediatrics ward at MACH East hospital.
I'm sorry, but your parents are
dead-killed by looters when they tried to
crash a roadblock."

'Thank you." I murmured, and slowly
hung up. Gazing at the picture of my
parents on the buffet in back of me. I

murmured softly. "Dad. you said I was
stupid, lazy, ignorant, dumb-ever since I

was a kid. you said it. Well, who's the
dummy now. Dad? Who's the dummy
now?"

From Popular Mechanics 1913

An Emergency Glass Funnel

Secure a glass bottle having a small
neck and tie a string saturated in kero-

sene around
the outside

at A and B
as shown in

t h c sketch.

Light the

string and
allow it t o
burn until

the glass is

heated, then plunge the bottle quickly
into water. The top or neck will then
conic off easily. The sharp edges are
ground or filed off smooth, 'This will
make a good emergency funnel which
serves the purpose well for filling wide
necked bottles-

(From Popular Mechanics 19131

A Quickly Made Lamp

A very simple lamp can be made
from materials which are available in

practically every household in the fol-

lowing manner:
A cheap glass

tumbler is partly

filled with water
and then about

Vs in. of safe,

light burning oil.

placed on the
water. Cut a

thin strip from
an ordinary cork
and make a hole
in the center to

carry a short

S
'ccc of wick,

he wick should
be of such a length as to dip into the
oil. but not long enough to reach the
water. The upper surface of the cork
may be protected from the tlamc with
a small piece of tin bent over the edges

and a ho!c punched in the center for

the wick. The weight of the tin will

force the cork down into the oil. The
level of the oil should be such as to

make the flame below the top of the

tumbler and the light then will not be
blown out with draughts. The ar-

rangement is quite safe as. should the

glass happen to upset, the water at

once extinguishes the flame.-

How to Make a Flutter Ring

The flutter ring is for inclosing in
an envelope and to surprise the per-
son opening it by the revolving of the

ring. The main part is made of a
piece of wire. A, bent so that the
depth will be about 2 in. and the
length 4 in Procure or make a ring,
* in. in diameter. The ring should
be open like a key ring. Use two
rubber bands. ISIS, in connecting the
ring to the wire.

I o use it, turn the ring over re-
peatedly. until the rubber bands are
twisted tightly, then lay it flat in a
paper folded like a letter. Hand it

to someone in this shape or after first

putting it into an envelope. When
the paper is opened up. the ring will

do the re‘t.
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IntanvAfinn RnKi/ TntU 00 tilc chiM as well begins point- n°t allowed to developmierprenng DOOy I OIK ^ objects Mothere introduce a fa- own little world as he

What do an infant's cries mean? miliar pattern: 1 )
pointing to an object; confined to his crib.

Hunger, usually, or discomfort, or fear. 2) putting the question to the child, intelligent. But his intt

But they also reveal a slowr process of "What (or who. or where) is that?"; and he ™'8ht use it for may

learning how to communicate. Within 3) labeling the object, person or place
When he fails to rela

a few months the baby's noises already ("That's a hat," "That’s Grandma." slubborn - He )us

show signs of patterns: a cry followed "That's the bedroom"). concept of cooperation

by a pause to listen for reactions, then Without knowing it. the mother haa
c
f'
pp,e and may never

,

>

another cry. already set in motion the process of foa-
,

**me
.

,ndc Pend<

So reports Jerome Bruner. 60, long- tering the four basic skills that Bruner
^tupiaity oi a cat. a

time Harvard psychologist now teaching considers essential for making sentences .

*
.

0|" “ ’ °°p<
:

ra '

at Oxford and author of such pioneer- later on:
h« immediate wants,

ing works as A Study of Thinking (1956) "Well-formedness." when the
,J °“ may w™der wh

and The Process ofEducation (I960). In motherdemands a closer approximation Twvin » v ivnw

'

a recent address to the 2 1st International to the correct pronunciation of a word m '

Congress of Psychology in Puis. Bn,- »ilh ««h repel,lion. Zilv ne^ hf Zl
ner challenged the popular view that in- 'Truth functionality" generally

slraflger will be a fanu
fants are born egocentric and Acquire begun after the first year, when she Survival'situation
language merely through some innate corrects a mistake: "That's not a dog. so when your infant
skill Tf you look at the child's bchav- it's a cat." you hear . u s |eeps n

ior as he develops procedures of com- "Felicity." which means that the anyway. The little time
munication," said Bruner, "you cannot manner of speech must be appropriate only opportunity to tei

help but be struck by the fact that from to the situation you. If you wait un

the start the child is sociocenlric. The "Verisimilitude," when she allows developed fixed patter

child communicates not only because it a child to place a box on his head and not relating, to others,

is alive but because it is stressful for pretends it is a hat, but does not en- Your pressuring it afte

the child to be in a noncommunicalive courage him to do the same thing with, will only cause it to des

situation." say. a ball

Adult Vicars. Learning to talk is Step by step, in a steady series of ac-

no sudden discovery, according to Bru- crelions of meaning, these lessons lead

ner. It takes about two years of dogged toward acquiring the gift of speech Says

practice—by the mother as well as the Bruner "Man realizes his full heritage

child. (Bruner means not necessarily the when he reaches language But he is do-

child’s natural mother, but someone who ing things along the way which arc also

acts as "vicar" of the adult community.) quite remarkable.”

Every word the vicar uses is a lesson in

The above article from TIME. Aug.
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shoWS lhal a baby
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make a cry that demands or one that re- atlemptsalaclualcommunication No cry
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r^POnSe shouW »* Every cry should be

from Uw mother. Mother talk, corre- answered, either by a reassuring voice or

spending to "baby talk. * tells the child by pjcking up and talking to the infant. It

that its request will be met and gives the infant is ignored its brain will stop

the child signs of the consequences of reaching out for communication. It will, in

his requests. Says Bruner "Linguistic time, learn to lie quietly and think its own
competence is developing before lan- thoughts. You may believe you have

guage proper." trained it and kept it from being such a

In addition to making sounds, moth- bother. Actually, without a constant

er and child use their eyes as part of change of communication between

the communication process A mother ,nfanl
,

and »h* br*'n wdl

spends much of her time during the
s,u" ,ed “ ,u areaa
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comm“rucalMM
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chUd's first four to nine months, says
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Bruner, simply trying to discover what your
.

Ian*?«e you w,l ‘ w
?
ndcr *hy hc
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2°% of table, can be induced lo fW-

you '
,k your raL

I°w Ihcir mother’s gaze, and by one W,U- [hc kid cou ,d never get lhrough
year 70% can do thc same thing, even

in babyhood. His physics! needs were
if she is looking at an object behind protobly met but whe„ h(. wanlcd l0
the baby.

^ # , communicate you shut him out.
She begins pointing out objects and Consequently, his brain areas associating

giving them names. From ten months his own wanls wil j, those of others were

Window Shelf for Flower Pots

(From Popular Mechanics 19!.’!)

On thc ledge formed by the lop part
of thc lower sash of l lie window I lined
a board ? in. wide into each side of

the casing, by culling away the ends.
I placed a small bracket at each end of
•be shelf, so lhal it would lit solidly

against ihe lower window sash to sup-
port thc weight of the plants.

StfW lit WirvJow

One of the brackets I nailed to the
shelf and the other I belli in place with
a hinge, the reason being lhal if li..th

were solid, thc shelf could not be pul
on the window, as one end must be
dropped in place before the other. Such
a shelf will hold all thc plants a person
can put on ii. W hen not in use. it eau
l>c removed without marring thc cas-
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(From Popular Mechanics 1915)

How to Make a Cartridge Belt

Procure a leather belt, about 2V>
in. wide and long enough to reach

about the waist, also a piece of leather,

1 in. wide and twice as long as the
belt. Attach a buckle to one end of
the belt and rivet one end of the nar-

row piece to the belt near the buckle.

Cut two slits in the belt, a distance

apart equal to the diameter of the car-

tridge. Pass the narrow leather piece

through one slit and back through the

other, thus forming a loop on the belt

to receive a cartridge. About Vi in.

from the first loop form another by
cutting two more slits and passing the
leather through them as described, and

PETflat tm'i • -i

T~o Hu««« ol Lr«h«r at Difftrani Wuilv* Fain-log
Ball III Holding C.M.Idga.

so on, until the belt has loops along its

whole length.

The end of the narrow leather can
he riveted to the belt or used in the

buckle as desired, the latter way pro-
viding an adjustment for cartridges of

different sizes.—

From Popular Mechanics 1915

A Vegetable Slicer

A tin bucket or can makes a good
slicer for vegetables when no other
slicer is at hand. A
number of slots are cut ‘"'N

across one side of the s

can, and the lower edge -

of each slot slightly ^ I

turned out to form a

cutting edge. The vege-

table is placed against V. J
the top of the can and
pushed down over the

slots. Each slot will cut off a slice

which falls inside of the can.

To Prevent Baking Ovens
from Scorching

From Popular Mechanics 1915

A good method to prevent baking

ovens from scorching or burning
pastry is to sprinkle a mixture of sand
and salt on the lrnttom where the pans
arc placed. This affords a way of
radiating the heat evenly. The mix-
ture also absorbs fruit juices, which
may be spilled in the course of cook-
ing. The covering is easily changed,
which keeps the oven clean. The licst

proportion is half salt ami half sand.

SURVIVAL GROUPS AND THE INDIVIDUAL
by Kurt Saxon

Survival, to the average person, is walking away from a plane crash or

finding his way out of the woods after a camping trip that went wrong.

To some others, survival is escaping the divine retribution soon to be

visited upon a sinful planet.

Still others see survival as overcoming the evil manipulations of alien

socio-political enemies.

Then there are those who fear a nuclear holocaust or social upheaval and to

them a place of temporary refuge is the answer.

Very few want to look at the overall picture.

The overall picture was illustrated a few years ago by some social scientists.

They created a paradise for rats. The rats were pul into an environment of good
weather, abundant food and adequate space. Following Iheir instincts, the rals

bred like rats.

After a time, the only scarcity was space. This created In the rats a demand
tor Identification with some rats and a rejection ol other rats. Gangs formed,

with each rat considering the rat in his own gang an ally and the rat from

another gang an enemy.
As territory decreased, it was fought over by the gangs. Females of rival

gangs were actually gang-raped. As little rats became more numerous they

received less care. Mothers would often abuse and even kill Iheir own
nestlings.

As conditions became even more crowded, territory became less Important.

Pairing off for mating decreased. Any female became an object for

gratification for any male. Finally, any rat was game. Some rals even came to

prelor homosexuality.

In time, Ihe experiment was completed and I suppose the soclal-sclontlsts

simply destroyed all those rats. But was that divine retribution? Was there a
sinner among them? And could the smartest rat, a political rat. have solved

their problems?

Even In this chaos there were some rats who were closo to their matos, who
still protected and showed affection to Iheir nestlings. Could a rat with some
sense of morality have benefitted them by preaching the coming of a perfect

rat who would save the moral rals?

Nothing short of a system of enforced control of fertility could have held off

the rats’ doom. And unless it were applied long before fhelr situation

degenerated. Ihe average rat would live out the remainder of Its days a

confused, perverted, human-like creature.

We have nearly reached fhe point at which the rat experiment was
completed. The average human is a confused, perverted, mental defective.

Social and environmental pressures are building up to the point where the

outwardly stable will break and head straight up the wall along with those rats.

Alter several years ol freakishly good weather, our planet's normal climate is

returning. It will blight the tender hybrid food plants which have sustained our

crowded cities. Unrenewable resources are running out and becoming higher

priced as they do. Thus, fewer people can maintain a life of gentility and

consequent morality.

The average person on our planet feels the effects of the mounting

pressures. But he has no way of getting the whole picture. Without the whole

picture, he can't be expected to understand what's really happening and to

prepare accordingly. He must be content to accept the popular opinions given

out by whatever news media serves him.

Although network television will run a special on climate changes, a special

on mental defectives, a special on crime, a special on population growth, etc.,

not one network station will wrap them all up into one disaster special. The

average person will not see all these specials. Spaced apart as they are. even if

he should see them all. without survival orientation, he can't be expected to
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THE SURVIVAL
GUNSMITH

by Clyde Barrow

As our society continues to deteriorate

and we return to simpler times, very few

present occupations will have any value

or importance. The barter system will

soon prevail as the medium of exchange.

Unless you expect to be able to provide

all of the needed goods and services for

yourself and your family, you need the

means to trade for these necessities.

As a professional gunsmith, you are in

an excellent position to guarantee your
survival during any economic or social

crisis. The gunsmith will become a vital

member of any survival group or

community. Your services will be sought

by everyone owning or using a firearm.

Gun sales have increased greatly in

recent years. The majority of these new
gun owners have neither the skill nor the

facilities to repair their weapons.

If you aren't already a gunsmith, you
will need & Federal Firearms License to

freely practice the trade. See issue three,

page 24.

When the availability of manufactured
goods begins to slow and possibly ceases,

you will be the sole source of supply for

all firearms related items in your

immediate area.

A supply of replacement parts and

accessories, along with a small manufact-

uring and repair facility, will enable you

to write your own ticket. You can trade

your valuable services for virtually any

need you may have; food, medicine, fuel,

etc.

You must prepare now to assure that

you will have sufficient supplies to meet
these future needs. While the stockpiling

of items like coffee, sugar and gasoline in

limes of inflation and general shortages is

looked upon as hoarding, the prudent

gunsmith should engage in precautionary

buying of gunsmithing supplies. Many of

these specialized materials may soon

become scarce or unobtainable. I suggest

that you sell whatever surplus posses
sions you now have and invest in the
following items:

REPLACEMENT PARTS
While it is impossible to stock parts for

all makes of firearms, a determination of

the most popular guns in your immediate
area will help to focus your efforts. You
should also collect an adequate stock of

parts to maintain all of your personal
guns.

ACCESSORIES
The key here is bulk buying.
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combine their findings into a whole picture of coming disaster.

So a person who is survival oriented can indeed feel alone. There is a natural

urge to seek allies or refuge to help him to survive. Taking unfair advantage of

this are survival hucksters. They are all doom shouters but all most of them

really offer is an address where you can send them your money. Some promise

you their own brand of political action. Some promise to pray for you, since

you don't know God's language but they do.

Others buy a section of land out in the boondocks. They say that for X

amount of dollars you can come there and find refuge when conditions in your

area become intolerable.

For my part. I can exclude the political gangs and the "Divinely Inspired"

from THE SURVIVOR. I can provide my findings and opinions and even a

forum for the findings and opinions of others. I may unwittingly even promote

the survival programs of fools or even frauds. So when you boil it all down,

you are your only real hope.

The end of civilization, as we know it. may be worse than you can imagine.

But living through the coming chaos and then helping to build a bettor system

will be worth all the hardships ahead.

If that's your goal, as it is mine, you will choose your survival mates

carefully. Just as carefully as you would choose a mate with whom to spend
the rest of your life. Choose your survival mates, not for their agreement with
your Ideas, but their value to you in survival situations.

Say your political opinions are leftist and you are a chemist who can make
excellent gunpowder. You meet a rightist who is a gunsmith. He knows a

deeply religious person who is an expert at reloading. You three need each
other.

Will you reject them because they disagree with you? Can you find two
others with their skills who share your Ideals? Can they? It's possiblo. but not
probable, and you know it.

When you get together, oxpress your philosophy. Hear theirs. Next, agroo to

disagree and then drop It. I don't mean shut up. I just mean you should novor

consider their agreement with you to be more important than their usefulness.

This attitude will Insure that you will not be stuck with any lovablo, parasitic

dummies who happily agree with you completely but can't do or won’t learn a

damn thing.

Groupa who band together because of a common philosophy break apart for

lack of mutually helpful skills. So forget Christian Communes. Marxist

Collectives or Aryan Valhallas. In fact, the more divergent philosophies your
members entertain, the less chance they will have to form little cliques and

factions. Besides, you will be happily surprised to find how differing political

ideas cease to matter when you are with people who can actually do
something.
Aside from the consideration of survival mates, there is the consideration of

the area and the type of area in which your chances of survival would be best.

Should you pay S10.000 or more to someone who promises to provide shelter

in some sort of survival camp when conditions in your area become
intolerable? (If you have some money set aside, possibly for just such a
situation, keep it at least until you've read my next editorial, "How to Become
a Disaster Profiteer".)

Should you run for the hills, buy a farm, move to a small town or the

suburbs? Or should you make your stand in the city?

Before running for the hills you should realize that there Is no more
habitable virgin territory on this planet. Wherever you are. any hunter you

know will tell you that last season he had to go farther out for game than he

did the previous hunting season. As things worsen, there will be more
poaching, more game will be killed off and the surviving game will move
further from inhabited areas.

The remaining game anywhere would just be a supplement to a poor garden

plot scratched out in some clearing. Even Larry Dean Olsen would starve if he
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had to practice his woodcratt expertise on a permanent basis.

So woodcraft is only a temporary stopgap at best. Learn it if you can. but

don't plan to depend on it.

I would advise you to buy a small farm. That is. if you know how to work.

You do your job eight hours a day, five days a week, fifty weeks a year and call

that work? If that’s your idea of work, stay right where you are.

On a farm, you are a servant to your livestock. Nature is your boss. Your

hours are determined by the weather and the seasons. If you know how to

work, if you can toil around the clock to beat a coming storm, you can thrive

on a farm and be happy. But before buying a farm, you ought first to learn

how to succeed with a garden and a few rabbit hutches in your back yard.

If you are the average survival-oriented type. 1 would recommend a move to a

small town. Take some marketable craft or skill wilh you. Try for a house with

about an acre of land.

A suburban home with a quarter-acre of land would be chancy but would

leave you with access to city benefits, while they last.

It you have to stay in a city. I would recommend a fireproof building which

can be easily defended Don't worry about neighbors. If they prove predatory

you can eventually turn on them and secure the building for yourself and the

people you need.

Stock up with weapons, trade goods and survival foods, whether whole
grains or commercial survival packs.

If you locate on a farm or In a small town, your neighbors, regardless of

their beliefs, will stand with you against invading outsiders.

In the suburbs or city, however, you can’t depend on anyone but picked follow
survlvalists. You start by picking someone of your acquaintance you know can
be of use to you. He also knows someone, and so on. Got together with a lew of

these men and women who share your concern for the future and make it a
regular thing, maybe one night a week. Hopofully, you can find from six to ton
useful types in you r neighborhood. If one or two live across town, arrango for a
move when the time comes.
Even such a small group would make its presence foil when the rest of your

neighbors were running around looking for leadership. In the moantime, be
cool.

Assign one to collect arms. Let another collect reloading equipment and
ammunition components. Another could stock trade goods. Even if you are in

a wheel-chair, you could collect how-to books and be your group’s survival
librarian.

All you really have to be is needed. But if you don’t fill a need, you'll be a
liability.

Ammunition, cleaning materials, gun oil.

reloading components, springs, screws,

and other often needed materials can and
should be bought in wholesale quantities.

These can be sold or traded off in smaller

units as needed.

Even if no true crisis occurs, it is an
economic certainty that prices will only

go higher, so bulk buying now is a wise
business investment, at worst, and at

best could prove to be your means of

survival.

Some accessories, rifle scopes, reload-

ing presses, etc., are too expensive for

the average gunsmith to buy in bulk. I

advise you to buy as many as possible at

wholesale prices, and later trade them for

other items you may need. Kifle scopes
will bo in great demand because they will

help conserve ammunition which will

soon become a scarce and precious

commodity.

MANUFACTURING AND REPAIR
MATERIALS
Often it will be necessary to repair an

existing part or fabricate one completely

from scratch. Gunsmith suppliers sell

bulk units of assorted spring stock,

high carbon steel rod and gun steel.

Huy these raw material now in the
largest, cheapest quantities you can. Any
excess can always be traded off to

mechanics, tool makers and farmers who
will also need these materials for their

prospective activities.

Thieves and looters may steal all of

your guns. But they will probably leave

individual parts and materials. And they
can never steal your skills and
knowledge.

From Popular Mechanics 1915

New Method for Making Rag Rugs

A beautiful rug. similar in appearance
to the old-fashioned drawn rugs, but de-
manding far less work, can easily be made
at home.

The only tools needed are a sewing
machine and a long wire loop bent into
the shape of a hairpin. The loop can be
made from a piece of stiff wire, bent so
that the sides will be an inch or so apart,
this distance depending upon the appear-
ance desired in the completed rug. A
piece of strong denim, burlap; ticking, or
similar material, is also needed for the
foundation of the rug; if ticking is used,
have the strips run crosswise, and if the
foundation has no strips, it will need to
be marked wiifi parallel lines, about 1 in.

apart, wilh a heavy pencil.

The rags used are torn into strips, as
for carpet rag*, although somewhat nar-
rower. and they need not be sewed to-

!

ether. Take one of the rag strips and.
astening it to the rounded end of the
wire loop with a safety pin. weave the
strip around the wire, as shown in the
drawing, so that the separate loops will

be as close together as possible. Then
take the foundation that has already been
prepared, place the pin on the middle
line, and sew the strip on in the sewing
machine, running the seam through the
middle, as shown by the dotted line in

the drawing. When the strip has been
sewed, the loop is drawn out and the re-

sult it a double row of cloth loops across
the middle of the rug. This operation is

repeated, first on one side and then on
the other of the center row until the rug
ii completed. If one pinful of the woven
•trips does not reach all the way across,
stop at the end. withdraw the wire, refill

and finish the row.

After the rug has been entirely covered,
the rows of loops are cui open with the
shears. After a hard shaking, the rug
will has-e all the appearance of the tedi-
ously hand-drawn article.
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LaDilicape Drawing; Made Easy

From Popular Mechanics 1913

With this device anyone, no matter
how little his artistic ability may be,

can draw accurately and ouickly any
little bit of scenery or other subject

and get everything in the true perspec-

tive and in the correct proportion.

Drawing »ilh (ha Aid of R«f!«Ctmg OI>u«

No lens is required for making this

camera—just a plain mirror set at an
angle of 45 deg., with a piece of ordi-
nary glass underneath, a screen with a
peek hole and a board for holding the
drawing paper. The different parts
may be fastened together by means of
a box frame, or may be hinged together
to allow folding up when carrying and
a good tripod of heavy design should
be used for supporting it. In order to

How to Make Small Coil Spring*

From Popular Mechanics 1915

Procure a nut, having a small thread
that will admit the size of the wire to
be used in making the spring. Cut a

OLD REFRIGERATOR UNIT SUPPLIES AIR

Tlu TbMidt in «h« Nul Will Giiid* • Wall at
Ceil l»» Spdig ••alp

small notch to the depth of the thread
where the thread starts, and procure a

smooth rod that will pass snugly
through the threads of the nut Shape
one end of the rod to fit a carpenter's
brace, if there is no drill chuck at hand,
and drill a hole in the other end to

admit one end of the spring wire.

Bend the wire at right angles and
insert the end in the hole. Place the

end of the rod in the nut. which should
be gripped in a vise, and turn the rod,

at the same time seeing that the wire
is guided into the notch cut at the start

of the thread. The wire will follow the

thread of the nut and make a perfect

spring of an even opening throughout

its length. Closed or open coils can be
made by using a nut having the proper
number of threads.—

Drawing Made Easy

pVERY home workshop cn-
thusiast can find many uses

for a ready supply of com-
pressed air. From parts that are

probably available in your local

power company’s junk pile, a
serviceable compressor and stor-

age tank can be made. This old
refrigerator unit was purchased
for five dollars and an old pump
tank and control from a junk
yard for three dollars. The
pressure gauge and pressure re-

lief valve are not essential, but
make a better job.

Although the compressor
shown is a twin, a single will

do. Take the compressor apart,

tighten the bearings if they are

loose, and reassemble. The
valves on most domestic com-
pressors arc located on a plate in the head.

Polish the seats of the discharge and suc-

tion valves by rubbing the valve plate on
a pieces of 400 emery paper lying on a flat

surface. Put in new valve reeds and gas-

kets. and reassemble the head. Light mo-
tor oil should be used in the compressor.

If the bearings in the motor are bad.

E
in new ones. New brushes often

i motor and. if you have access to a

the commutator should be turned
down and palishcd. If you true up the

commutator, cut out about 1/16 in. of the

Ho- tb« (Btlro outfit li let op; 4ataiW of
t!»o fitt>o(( and itaod; asd a wmnj diagram

mica between the strips. The motor and
compressor shown in the photograph are
mounted on a board with pipe legs, but a
frame made out of angle iron and strap
iron is better. Slot the holes for the motor
bolts so the belt may be tightened.
Most tanks have at least three holes;

the one shown had three fS-in. holes. With
a bushing, reduce the size of the inlet

and outlet so that a tf-in. pipe by ^-in.
flare fitting can be screwed into them.
On the third hole use a H by 6-in. nip-
ple. and tap two holes into it to take
J»-in. pipe threads. These holes arc for
the pressure gauge and the pressure con-
trol. The relief valve is screwed on the
end of the nipple. Use litharge and gly-

cerine on all joints.

Connect the discharge port of the com-
pressor to the air inlet of the tank by a
Ji-in piece of copper tubing The suction
port of the compressor is left open.

Start the motor to find at what pressure
the control shuts off the engine. On most
controls, adjustment is nude bv turning
a nut which varies the tension of a spring.
Adjust the control to shut off at a conven-
ient pressure, which in this case is SO
lb. The relief valve should be set to blow
off at a pressure less than the rated work-
ing pressure pf the tank.

No dimensions have been given because
they can be arranged to suit the equipment
at hand. After a little experimenting, you
will be able to adjust the control to suit

your requirements.

e
t the best results the screen should
blackened on the inside and the eye-

piece should be blackened on the side
next to the eye. A piece of black card-
board placed over the end of the eye-

piece and perforated with a pin makes
on excellent peek hole.

In operation the rays of light com-
ing from any given object, such as the
arrow AB, strike the inclined mirror

and are reflected downward. On strik-

ing the inclined glass a portion of the

light is again reflected and the rays en-

tering the eye of the operutor produce

the virtual image on the paper as

shown. The general outlines may be

sketched in quickly, leaving the details

to be worked up later. This arrange-

ment may be used for interior work
when the illumination i3 good.
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nice little profit while insuring that they

have in their little hands a lovely

instrument of mayhem—should they need

it.

I suggest two "finishing up" procedures

that will make your Yawara stick a

completely professional item . .

.

a. file down the ends of the bar so that

there is no rough edge, following the

hacksaw job.

b. use some attractive plastic tape to

wrap the bar for a good <rrio.

Don't cover the ends of t he i awara stick.

Note: people witn very small hands

might find a 5" or 5Vi" stick more
comfortable. The important thing is that,

when the Yawara stick is held properly

(see illustration) a slight end protrudes at

both ends of the closed hand.

If you hold the stick very firmly, and if

you know how to punch, you can deliver a

wallop like a sledge hammer blow! Unless

you really do have some boxing or karate

experience, however. I'd suggest you

limit first-blows with the Yawara stick to

two basic types

1. Punch into the solar plexus (hitting

hard, with a twisting of your entire body

used as I shall describe

1. The "home made Yawara stick”

2. The "umbrella bayonet"

tf. ’I no "surprise in the twg’ twhich I

just love to teach to the lady of the house

who is afraid to walk the streets withoui

her husband and brother along for

protection!!

In my experience of teaching personal

defense and physical conditioning I have

found that the most intelligent and alert

people are immediately aware of the

advantage in having SOME SOKT OF
WEAPON ALWAYS AVAILABLE.
Especially is this true in such

vermin-infested sewers and toilets as

New York, where bongo beating, drunk

en. screaming jungle savages rule the

streets, apartment dwellings and the

social order.

I must add this, too: even with a high

degree of skill in unarmed combat (which

I think is a MUST thing for every

Survivor to have) the advantage of bcinv

armoa is great. The rule of Survival

Karate (my method) is this: use any
available weapon first. Rely upon teeth,

feel, elbows and hands last. Leave the

gallantry for the movies.

in scii-aeieiise, as in any form of war.

he who fights fair is lost. In defending

against the unprovoked onslaught of

some stinking pile of human excrement

who happens to think you’re an “easy

mark" because you live and behave like a

human being among the "tribes", he who
fights fair is a horse's ass.

(I)

«•* f— vU'V.n

BEYOND THE
SINKER-BASHER

By BRADLEY J. STEINER
There’re more ways than one to skin a

cat—or to stop an attacker. And if you
are serious about your and your family’s

survival, you’ll make it your business to

learn these ways. Learn them before yot

need them. Be prepared

The Kurt Saxon "sinker-basher" is a

dandy, inexpensive, easily-concealed, and

highly efficient personal defense weapon.

Alas, with gun laws as they are ‘and

worse, as trie)* are getting) the aware,
survival-conscious individual must ofte'

uVpenil upon ilnpiovtscd weapons.

(This will apply only until The Day. when
he can bring out all of his cached
goodies!). In (his article I am going to go
beyond the sinker basher, and give my
fellow Survivors some tips on improvised

weaponry based upon my experience in

unarmed and hand to^hand combat—
SELF DEFENSE!

These little gems are all quite deadly,

and each is very, very effective, when

THE HOME-MADE YAWARA STICK
You don’t need to spend over $10 for a

good, killing Yawara-slick weapon. You
can make one. with the help of a hacksaw,

that costs about $1.50. It is superior to

the best of the commercially-available

models.

Go to a sporting goods store and buy a

standard five-fool or six-foot steel Isolid

steel only, not pipe!) barbell bar. Don’t

spend extra for the wrench and collars, or

for the cylindrical tube (the "sleeve”) that

is available with such bars. Tell the

salesman you want the plain bar only.

When you take the bar home mark off

six inch segments using a tape me-.sure

or ruler. Tape is handy to mark 'he bar.

Now get your hacksaw and cut your bar

down into six inch pieces. Each is a

perfectly proportioned Yawara stick.

Barbell bars are machined at t.*e factory

to be the right thicknes for a

comfortable grip.

If you saw well you should be through

the bar in about five minutes’ time. A
five foot bar gives you ten Yawara sticks,

and a six foot bar gives you a dozen! Sell

’em to friends at $3 each and you make a
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into the blow as you direct the force

upward into the opponent’s body). This is

a hook-type blow.

2. Punch into the groin and testicles.

Essentially, the Yawara stick ought to

be used to JAR, employing either of the

protruding ends. Keep the little darling

concealed if you expect trouble, and don’t

let the creature who starts with you
know that you're armed. (A good idea is

to stand with arms folded—stick ready,

but hidden from view.) Always stand
slightly turned toward an opponent to

protect your groin.

These are the best "jab points";

Temples, eyes, bridge-of-the nose. sides

of neck, solar plexus, groin, also, spine,

nape of neck, kidney or scapula (if the

opponent’s back offers itself).

Without serious training over an
extended period of lime, no attempt
should be made to use the Yawara stick

against a knife-wielder. Since many of our
city-dwelling skels carry blades, I suggest

the following as a workable "last-ditch”

defense:

Throw the Yawara stick—HARDI—
right into the lout's face or upper body
(stomach) us he approaches. The stick is a

full pound of solid steel, and he’ll feel it.

Then kick him as hard as you can in the

testicles, then, kick him again. Then, get

away.
in future SURVIVOR issues I'll talk

about unarmed defense at greater length;

but for now. just remember that simple

tactic.

In using the Yawara stick generally,

employ fast, chopping motions, from the
elbow down— never wide, swinging
blows. Most of the street rata are
experienced in fighting, and wide
swinging blows that begin at a distance
ere easy to block.

THE UMBRELLA BAYONET
If you live in a city where scum rules,

don't let your loved ones venture forth
without their umbrella. Just in case it

rains—or in case they're attacked.

The use of an umbrella is taught by
some ju jitsu and karate teachers, but
I've done them all one better, by teaching
it in my own, special "ultimate" form! In

BELOW THE BELT! UNARMED
COMBAT FOR WOMEN (my first

hardback book on self defense tactics and
skills; available through Paladin Press) I

urge the ladies to do the following

a. Get a good, stout man's umbrella, and
b. File the metal tip until it’s sharp as

an ice pick.

Need I say more?
With such an umbrella in his hands,

anyone—even a slight 90 pound girl like

my wife—can put a speedy end to any

barrel chested skel who decides to put his
mils where they don't belong.

The umbrella bayonet is a fine
implement of protection to carry when
for some reason you cannot carry a
loaded gun.

Don’t worry about the cops giving you
any trouble. No one’s ever been stopped
because his umbrella looked suspicious!
Use of the umbrella sequence is taught

in my book, but here is a fundamental
attack that provides defense in many
situations. .

.

SEE ILLUSTRATIONS

The umbrella bayonet, like any weapon,
must be used with maximum speed, the
element of surprise, accuracy, and total

rulhlessness.

In addition to the throat, the

solar plexus is a nice portion of the

enemy's anatomy to pierce.

A final word of warning; When you're

standing alone with your umbcrlla don’t

forget yourself and try to balance the end
in your palm. Most unrewarding.

THE SURPRISE IN THE BAG
Another invention of mine described in

BELOW THE BELT!
For this tactic I recommend that you

purchase a good, double edged British

Commando knife or. if you can afford it.

the superior Gerber Mark II Survival
(Combat) Knife. You should have one of

these little "punk-jabbers" anyway, as

standard Survival Gear!

Get a paper bag large enough to hold

the knife, but not so large as to be
cumbersome. A bag big enough to allow

plenty of room for a nice sized dictionary

is good.

Take the knife out of the sheath, when

you want it with you for protection, and
place it inside the bag. Close the opening
of the bag around the handle, and hold
the knife. For all practical purposes, you
are now fully prepared for action! The
bag serves to conceal your weapon, but
will in no way obstruct the blade's
passage through your surprised oppon-
ent's guts.

I highly recommend this little gambit
for women returning home alone late at
night. What a blessing to enter a dim-lit

elevator with your "trusty" pointed
friend! Especially when some sack of
vomit shows up beside you in the

elevator and would like to get to "know"
you better. By all means, acquaint him
forcefully with your little bag! He'll never
know (literally!) what stabbed him!

Note: a well-made fighting knife In

skilled hands is second only to a

heavy duty sidearm as a defensive piece.

But please. USE IT PROPERLY! The
blade must be thrust in deep-right up to

the hilt—and NOT withdrawn. Rather, it

should be wrenched and twisted violently

around inside the enemy’s body. This is

akin to performing careless surgory
without bothering to use an anesthetic. It

is very, very unpleasant to be the

recipient of such an attack.

More will be said about knife-work in

future issues of the SURVIVOR, but this

little trick should keep you delighted for

months on end. (Be sure to change paper
bags frequently after use. for sanitary

reasons.)

Persons sharing my interest in close-

combat survival skills, and COMBAT-
oriented martial arts studies should
follow this column. You can't begin to

imagine what goodies I have in store for

thee!!
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SURVIVAL RADIO
By RON LANK

I guess you know about the Japanese
holdouts who continued to hang in there

in the jungle for decades after World War
If was over. What I'm trying to

accomplish with this article is to prevent
some well meaning Survivalist from
killing an innocent woodcutter some time
after the time of crisis has passed and the
time of rebuilding has begun.

The only sensible way to keep in touch
with the outside world would be by
stuffing a small Japanese transistor radio

into your packsack. along with some
spare batteries.

We are now living in the period of

quiet before the storm. Followng this will

be the time of panic, for those who are
not prepared. This will be followed by the

lime of rebuilding.

The problem for the individual
Survivor hiding up in the rocks will be to

learn when the panic people have finished

using their lack of forethought to phase
themselves out. It will then be lime for

the Survivor to come down and use his or
her knowledge to help others with the
rebuilding.

Trying to mukc contact on foot could be
suicidal, as those whom you meet may be
no better informed than you are and they
may suspect your motives!

Some of the small town radio stations

are bound to be missed by the
checkerboard pattern of disaster. Give
them a couple of weeks to get their
standby gear into operation.

From up in the rocks, try when the sun
is highest to catch their noon news
program. At other times they may play

music to help people like you to find their

stations. Don't waste your batteries

listening to music. News is what's

important to you. If a noon search of your
radio dial fails to turn up anything, try
again long after sunset to catch a more
distant radio station. If this fails, shut
your radio off. remove the batteries, for a
week or two and then try again.
Remember that you are not the only

intelligent Survivor. There will be others.
Different people will try different ways.
Some of us will succeed. The better
organized and financed Survival groups
will enter the rebuilding phase in need of
your assistance. When the time comes, go
to them so that you may be given a
lifetime career rebuilding the world.

If you know the manager of a local

radio shop to be a reputable person, tell

him you want a small, powerful radio so
that you can catch the weather forecasts

while you are on a planned long distance
bicycle, motorcycle, or canoe trip. If you
tell him of your real intentions, he may
feel jealous because he doesn't expect to
survive, so he doesn't want you to either.
So he may sell you a piece of junk,
expecting you to stash it away without
trying it out first. On the other hand, he
may decide that you may become his
savior and plan to lag along too.

Let it be believed that you are going to
give the radio a real workout soon under
circumstances where it had better
perform, or he will have a justifiably

infuriated former customer come in and
give him a severe verbal thrashing in

front of potential customers.
The vast assortment of good quality

Japanese transistor radios which have
been available since shortly after the end
of World War II throw salt into the pain
and suffering endured by those jungle
postwar holdouts. If the Japanese had
begun their production of transistor
radios a few years earlier, a tremendous
amount of unnecessary misery would
have been prevented.

ARCHERY-
ANCIENT SURVIVAL

WEAPON
By Alfred Norton

For thousands of years man has used
the bow for hunting, fishing and defense.

Even the gods, such as. Diana, goddess of

the hunt, and Eroe. god of love, found this

weapon ueefuL Today many primitive

tribes in South America and Africa still

employ this survival tool.

Archery equipment is cheaper than
guns and ammunition. Although wood
bows are adequate, fiberglass is beet. For
a beginning male archer, a 30 to 36 pound
bow should be purchased. For a lady, a 24
to SO lb. bow is appropriate. Aluminum
arrows are not only stronger than wooden
ooee, but also more accurate. A bracer, or

arm guard, protects one's arm after the
bow string is released. Finger labs are

also ueefuL Both of these items are made
of leather. A quiver simplifies carrying
arrows. Finally, a doth bag should cover

the bow when it is not in use. Store the

bow in a dry place to prevent warping.

When ooe hunts, one uses broadhead
arrow tips. There are more than forty
different kinds. The basic broadhead has a

flat side with two cutting edges. The
arrow kills game by severing the arteries.
One often has to be within thirty yards of

the target. One should have a bow that
ooe can eootroL The average hunting bow

is 60 to 66 inches long. One can either use

a bow sight or three different colored pins

Indicating 20. 30, and 40 ycards range.

Carp is the easiest fish caught when
angling with the bow. Of course, one can

catch a variety of fish, induding shark.

Shallow water is necessary for bowfishing
due to light distortion by the angle of

refraction. Fishing tackle, reel. line, and
fish arrow, can be purchased for less than
ten dollars The best fishing arrow is solid

fiberglass. Since the target is within short

range, feathers are not needed for the

fishing arrows. One will have 1 or 2 barbs
on the end of the arrow. Often regular

fishing reels can be used on the bow. For
fresh water fishing one should have a

twenty pound line.

The bow has long been a weapon for

English speaking people. Henry VIII of

England had compulsory archery practice

for all males up to sixty years old.

Benjamin Franklin wished that the

American armed forces used bows. In the

fourteenth century the English beat the

French by using longbows against

crossbows. Roger Ascham. author of

Toxophilus (1544), a book praising

archery, received a lifetime pension from
Henry VIII.

For all people planning to survive the

coming fall, a longbow and Uckle should
be seriously considered. Not only is the

bow a source of game and fish, but also

protection for oneself and fnmily.

From Popular Mechanics 1915

An Easy Way to Make a Shelf

Procure an ordinary packing box
and mark a line from corner to corner
on both ends, as shown, from A to B
in Fig. 1. Pull out all the nails from
the corners that may cross the line.
Nail the top to the box and saw it on
the lines marked and two shelves will

Two Sh.l.f. Mode of On. Do.

be formed which may be used as
shown in Fig. 2. Boxes dovetailed at
the corners will make excellent shelves
and look neat if painted.
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(From Popular Mechanics 1913)

How to Make a Miniature Windmill

of the wheel lo lessen the friction.

The bed plate D, Fig. 1, was 2 ft.

long. 3 in. wide and 1 in. thick and was
tapered from the rear bearing to the

slot in which the fan E was nailed.

This fan was made of %-in. pine 18 by
12 in. and was cut the shape shown.

I

r+* Swivel
Deonog

from points on the ground forming an
8-ft. square to the board 1* at the top
of the tower. This board was 12 in.

square and the corners were notched
to admit the strips as shown, Fig. 1.

Laths were nailed diagonally between
the strips to strengthen the tower later-

ally. Each strip was screwed to a stake
in the ground so that by disconnecting
two of them the other two could be
used as binges and the tower could be

tipped over and lowered to the (pound,
as. for instance, when the windmill
needed oiling. Bearings for the shaft

G were placed 5 ft. apart in the tower.
The power was put to various uses.

The following description is how a
miniature windmill was made, which
gave considerable power for its size,

even in a light breeze. Its smaller

parts, such as blades and pulleys, were
constructed of 1 -in. sugar pine on ac-

count of its softness.

The eight blades were made from
piece? 1 by 1 VI* by 12 in. Two opposite

edges were cut away until the blade

was about % in. thick. Two inches

Wiodmill

r...

were left uncut at the hub cud. They
wore thou nailed to the circular face

plate A, Fig. 1. which was 0 in. in di-

ameter and I in. thick. The center of

the hub was lengthened by tbc wooden
disk, B, Fig. 1, which was nailed to

the face plate. The shaft C, big. 1,

was Vi-in. iron rod, 2 ft. long, and
turned in the hearings detailed in Fig.

2. J was a mil from a wagon holt and
was placed in the bearing t.<> insure easy

running. The hearing blocks were :t

in. wide, I in. thick and 3 in. high with-

out the upper half. Both hearings

were made in this manner.
The shaft C was keyed to the hub of

the wheel, by the method shown in

Fig. .'t. A staple, K. Iieid the - ’* • f
• from

revolving in tile hub. This method won
also applied in keying liio •“•-in. pulley

F, lo tile shaft, G, Fig. I, which ex-

tended to the ground. The 2' .-in. pul-

ley, 1, Fig. 1, was keyed to shaft C, as

shown in Fig. <1. The wire L was put

through the hole in the axle and the

two ends curved so as to pass through

the two holes in the pulley, after which

they were given a linal bend to keep

the pulley in place. The method by
which the shaft C was kept from work-

ing forward is shown in Fig. 5. The
washer M intervened between the

bearing block and the wire N, which
was passed through the axle and then

bent to prevent its falling out. Two
washers were placed on shall C, be-

tween the forward bearing and the hub

The two small iron pulleys with
screw bases, II, l ig. 1, were obtained
for a small turn from a hardware dealer.

Their diameter was 1V4 in. The belt

which transferred tlic power from shaft

C to shaft (i was top string, with a

section of rubber iii it to take up slack.

To prevent it from slipping on the two

wooden pulleys a rubber band was
placed in the grooves of each.

The |>oint for the swivel bearing war
determined by balancing the bed plate,

with all parts in place, across tbc thin

edge of a board. There a Vi-in. hole

was bored in which shaft G turned. To
lessen the friction here, washers were
placed under pulley F. The swivel

bearing was made from two lids of

baking powder cans. A section was cut

out of one to permit its being enlarged
enough to admit the other. The smaller

one, O, Fig. 6. was nailed top down,
with the sharp edge to the underside

of the bed plate, so that the Vi-in. hole

for the shaft G was in the center. The
other lid. G, was tacked, top down also,

in the center of the board P. with brass

headed furniture tacks, R, Fig. G. which
acted as a smooth surface for the other

tin to revolve upon. Holes for shaft

G were cut through both lids. Shaft

G was but Vi in. in diameter, but to

keep it from rubbing against the board

P, a V£-in. Ik>!- was bored for it.

through the latter.

The tower was made of four 1 by 1-

in. strips, 25 ft. long. They converged

How to Make a Small Electric Furnace

From Popular Mechanics 1915

The furnace consists of a large
flower pot containing an ordinary clay
crucible about 6 in. in height, the space
between the two being packed with
fireclay. Two Vi-in. holes are bored
through the sides of the crucible about
half way between the top and the bot-
tom. Holes corresponding to these

holes are molded in the fireclay, which
should extend several inches above the

top of the flower pot. A smaller cru-

cible is placed inside of the large one
for use in melting such metals as cop-
per, brass and aluminum. With metals
that will melt at a low degree of heat,

KImUM CmmMdi 10 Puinoco

such as tin, lead or zinc, the large
crucible can be used alone. Each cru-

cible should be provided with a cover
to confine the heat and keep out the

air. The electrodes are ordinary arc-
light carbons.

The furnace is run on an ordinary
110-volt lighting circuit and it is neces-
sary to have a rheostat connected in

series with it. A water rheostat as

shown in the sketch will serve to reg-

ulate the current for this furnace.
Small quantities of brass or aluminum
can be melted in about 10 minutes in

the furnace.—
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Preserving Flowers

in Color and Form
From Popular Mechanics 191&

One of the most distressing sides of
botanical study is the short life of the

colors in flowers. Those who have

found the usual method of preserving

the cardboard insert a number of steel

pins, one for each of the flowers to be
preserved. Take the dry blossoms and
press the stalk of each on a steel pin

so that it is held in an upright position.

When the cardboard is thus filled.

place it in the box.

The warm sand is put in a bag or

H»clii lha ®i» III* Su.l PUi

plants by pressure between paper un-

satisfactory will be interested to learn

of a treatment whereby many kinds of

flowers may be dried so that they retain

a great deal of their natural form and
color.

The flowers should be gathered as
soon as the blossoms have fully

opened. It is important that they

should be unite dry, and in order to

free them of drops of rain nr dew. they

may be suspended with heads down-
ward for a few hours in a warm place.

It is well to begin with some simple

form of flower.

A large, strongly made wooden box
—one of tm is better—will be neces-

sary. together with a sufficient amount
of sand to fill it. If possible, the sand

should be of the kind known as "silver

sand,” which is very fine The best

that can be procured will be found far

from clean, and it must, therefore, be
thoroughly washed. The sand should
be poured into a bowl of clean water

Much of the dirt will float on the sur-

face. This is skimmed off and thrown
away, and clean water added. The
sand should be washed in this manner
at least a dozen times, or until nothing

remains but pure white grains of sand

The clean sand is spread out to dry on

a cloth in a thin layer. When thor-

oughly dry, it should be placed in a

heavy earthenware vessel and further

dried in a hot oven. Allow it to re-

main in the oven for some lime until

it is completely warmed through so
that one can scarcely hold the bare
hands in it.

Obtain a piece of heavy cardboard

and cut it to fit easily in the bottom
of the box. Through the bottom of

•4 Ik. o,r mu tw-
some other receptacle from which it

can be easily poured. J’our the sand
into the box gently, allowing it to

trickle slowly in so that it spreads

evenly. Keep on pouring sand until

the heads of the flowers are reached,

taking care that all of them stand in a

vertical position. The utmost care

must be taken, when the heads are

reached, to see that all the petals are in

their right order. Remember that any
crumpled flowers will be pressed into

any position they may assume by the

weight of the sand. When the box is

filled it should be covered and set

aside in a dry place.

The box should be allowed to stand

at least 48 hours. After the first day.
if only a small amount of sand has
been used, the material may have
cooled off to some extent, and the box
must be set in a moderately heated
oven for a short time, but no great

amount of warmth is advisable. Af-

ter 48 hours the box may be uncovered

and the sand carefully poured off. As
the flowers are now in a very brittle

condition, any rough handling will

cause serious damage. When all the

sand has been emptied, the cardboard
should be removed from the box and
each blossom taken from its pin. In
the case of succulent specimens, the
stems will have shrunk considerably,
but the thinner petals will be in an al-

most natural condition. The colors

will be bright and attractive. Some
tints will have kept belter than others,
but most of the results will be surpris-
ingly good. Whatever state the flow-
ers are in when they are taken from
the box. if the drying process has been
thorough, they will keep almost indefi-

nitely.

Flowers preserved in this manner
are admirable for the decoration of
homes. If they arc exposed to light,

care should be taken to see that the di-

rect sunshine does not strike them, as
it will Tadc the colors. Sprigs with
leaves attached may he dried in this

way. but it has been found that much
of the intensity of the green is lost in

the process.

A Home-Made Rabbit Trap

(From Popular Mechanics 19131

A good serviceable rabbit trap can he
made by sinking a common dry goods
box in the ground to within C in. of its

top. A hole C or 7 in. square is cut in

each end level with the earth’s sur-

face and boxes 18 in. long that will

just fit arc set in, hung on pivots, with
the longest end outside, so they will

lie horizontal. A rabbit may now look

through the two tubes, says the Ameri-
can Thrcshcrman. The bait is hung
on a string from the top of the large

box so that it may he seen and smelled

from the outside. The rabbit naturally

goes into the holes and in this trap

Rabbit ia thi Trap

there is nothing to awaken his suspi-

cion. He smells the bait, squeezes
along past the center of the tube, when
it tilts down and the game is shot into

the pit, the tube righting itself at once
for another catch. The top and sides

of the large box may he covered with
leaves, snow or anything to hide it.

A door placed in the top will enable

the trapjier to take out the animals. I'-y

placing a little hay or other food in the

bottom of the box the trap need not be

visited oftener than once a week.
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An Economy ‘Boot Knife’ & Some
In-Fighting Survival Tricks

By Bradley J. Steiner

Americans have a cultural thin* about

knives as weapons. They don’t, as a rule,

generally care for them. Despite the few

rare exceptions in our history (like James
Bowie!, bladed weapons were never

especially popular with Yankees.

This is all very unfortunate, since good
bladed weapons that have been designed
for hand-to-hand combat are truly fine

implements of personal defense. Not

nearly as efficient as shoulder weapons or

as the big-bore and combat handguns. I'll

certainly concede—but still. VERY, very

efficient.

The best choice (in my judgement) of an
individual personal defensive arm would

be. in the following order of preference,

one of these weapons

.

1. A well made police riot type pump
shotgun, in 12 gauge, and loaded with 00
BuckShot loads. The shotgun is, I feel,

number ONE as a defensive arm.
providing (here is sufficient warning

before trouble strikes to get the weapon,

und of course providing that you do not

need a concealed weapon.

2. A Colt .45 caliber auto pistol loaded

with good hardball ammo. The Mk. IV. the

old 1911 A 1 and the Combat Commander
are equally effective in trained hands

Unless you have a Gold Cup “Target”

Auto already. I'd steer clear of that model

for purely DEFENSIVE purposes.

3. A good fighting knife: I recommend
loveless and Randall for those who want
knives that are works of art. as well as

being fine weapons. Also, anyone
purchasing a custom fighting knife must

have plenty of $$$. These blades cost!

The best PRACTICAL choice for a fine

fighting knife in full size is the Gerber

Mark II Combat/Survival knife. Next is

the Fairbairn-Sykes British Commando
knife.

4. A strong hardwood stick, between
24” and 48" in length, and about 1“ l'/i"

thick.

So. as far as DEFENSE is concerned,

the rule is this: get hold of a good, reliable

combat firearm if possible. Otherwise, get

a knife.

Carrying a stick for personal defense is

not a bad idea, except

a. to employ it effectively you need to

devote considerable time to practice

(much more than is necessary with a

knife!—and it is not concealable.

b. if you are physically under-par or if

there is a significant difference between

the size and strength of you and your

assailant (and there almost always is

)

then the liklihood of your opponent
getting you is greater—even though
you’ve got a “weapon”.

c. the use of a stick is much less likely

to really SHOCK and STOP an attacker.

Remember that we are speaking about the

use of improvised weapons in the most
CRITICAL of EMERGENCIES—not in

police use for controlling student
demonstrators, or for scaring kids off your
lawn. If the bastard who attacks you or

some member of your family is not

stopped AT ONCE, you’re in pretty

serious trouble.

The right use of a knife by the defender

creates a chilling fear in any but the most

seasoned combat experts and fighting

masters. There is a psychological
advantage to boldly confronting an

attacker with cold steel in your hand and

murder in your eye.

There remains but one valid reason for

you not to have a stout “skel slicker” with

you constantly, after I assure you that you

need not spend upwards of $60 for one:

that is. they lend, in their full length sires,

to be hard to conceal. Well. I’ve solved the

price and the sire problem for you.

Here is a method of acquiring a fine

combat boot knife, dirt cheap:

THE PERNA VERSION
OF THE FAIRBAIRN SYKES

My close friend. Bob Perna. shares my
interest in mayhem, and its various forms.

One day I remarked to him that I thoqght

the old WWII Fairbairn Sykes Commando
Fighting Knife would make a dandy “boot
knife". IF it was about 2" shorter in the

blade. I let it go at that, not thinking any
more about the subject. But I had planted
the seed in Bob's fertile mind. Several
weeks later Bob showed me a beautiful

’bool knife” version of the FAS. Bob had
cut one down himself, and. with a file,

honed the blade to original sharpness.

Bob worked the blade down by using a
file—nothing more. He first, as he
explained it to me. made cuts into the
sides of the blade, then worked at

gradually filing right through, until about
2” was removed. Like this

The blade is important, and it should be
fairly sharp. But the key thing is the TIP.
The fighting knife is primarily a

THRUSTING weapon. In sentry assault it

is used on occasion to slash the

throat—but this is a rare DEFENSIVE
application of the knife in combat! The
point must be stout and very sharp. If the

rat you engage tries to grab the blade, in

desperation, then you JERK it back,

suddenly, and slice a few of his fingers,

before piercing his heart or throat.

A hacksaw would probably make the

cutting go faster through the blade, but

Bob assures me that a file, and a few hours

patient work will do the whole job nicely.

One nice thing about carrying the

cheaper Perna-Version of the FAS. as

opposed to carrying some high priced

Loveless or Randall boot knife is that you
needn't be paranoid about losing it. And it

matters little if you dirty the blade with

some bongo beater's syph laden blood.

You have a purely functional weapon-not
a show-piece, like the true custom-made
beauties that cost an arm and a leg.

You can purchase the modern-made
version of the FAS through many
mail-order houses generally under $15. or

through large sport shops that carry a

good line of hunting knives. lx>ok for the

stamp on the knife’s cross guurd that

says: SHEFFIELD, since that assures you

of purchasing a genuine British-made

blade. There is a cheaper model made here

in the U.S.A. and it is doubtful whether it

is reliable even as a letter opener.

By cutting down the sheath that comes
with your knife and re-stitching the

bottom you can make a nice concealable

holster. I have made an insidc-t he pants

holster for my boot knife (since I favor the

waist as a carrying place, and I don't wear

boots in New York). Bob. the "handyman”
of leather work, has designed a beautiful

shoulder holster for the boot knife. No
need to get fancy, though. Just carry your
blade as is comfortable for you. and in a

spot that will make it FAST into action. If

you need a knife for combat, you need it

FAST!

SOME "POINTS" ABOUT
KNIFE WORK

1. Grip the knife as though it were a

fencing foil—not a hammer or an ice pick.

2. DON’T square-off for a knife fight or

let your opponent know that you're

armed. GO FOR THE PIG! Fast, hard and
with utter ruthless fury! GIVE NO
WARNING.

3. Straight thrusting is always the

rule Wide, swinging arcs and slashes

only expose you to a block, dodge or

parry.
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4. Thrust hard. The human body (even

a punk’s body) is surprisingly tough, as

your first experience of piercing one will

teach you. Thrust as though you were

trying to put a dull stick, instead of a

sharp knife, through the rat's carcass; this

will give you that added "oomph.".

5. Do NOT make—or try to make—re-

peated stabs. Once the thrust is made,

PLUNGE that damn blade into the skel

right up to the hilt! Then twist and turn

and wrench the blade around inside of

him. He will either drop down dead within

a second, or drop down unconscious in a

second from the agony.

6. Main targets for a knife:

STOMACH
CHEST IHEART!
THROAT

The side of the neck is sometimes a good

target, and I’ll not fault you if you push

your dirk into your opponent’s groin; but

by and large, the three HIT POINTS
given above arc where your thrusts

should be directed.

I have no quarrel with anyone whose

experience has taught him that it’a a good

idea to rub some poison into his blade, but

I don’t generally recommend it. After all.

there’s always the chance that you might

nick yourself, and then whal?77? Also,

keep this in mind:

The main thing is always to STOP the

assailant dead, INSTANTLY. There is

hardly any satisfaction in having him die

three days or a week later, from his

wounds—especially if he succeeds in

making you die from yours. Unarmed and

hand to hand combat is not a “match”. It

must be over before the turd who
attacked you realizes that there’s going to

be any resistance at all from you.

One Two!!! I always advocate: Finish the

job within 30 seconds. That’s for

beginners. The goal is to start—and

finish— any combative action within the

very second it occurs.*

The initial thrust/stab/twist action

should also be the terminating movement

of your personal defensive encounter.

Don’t aim for a twelve round Tight when
your life or the life of your loved ones

hangs in the balance. The longer any fight

lasts the greater is the chance that you

will lose it.

•Here, of course, I refer to the

PRINCIPLE OF SPEED. I recommend
THE PRINCIPLES OF PERSONAL
DEFENSE by Jeff Cooper (published by
Paladin Press) for an excellent

dissertation on some base laws of combat

survival.

In future articles we shall deal with

more combat weaponry (improvised and

standard firearm type stuff). Also. I have

so many unarmed combat goodies for you

that it makes my skin tingle. And more
knife work., and mugging defenses .

and soon.

Let me leave you now with one brief,

but I think extremely important point, for

the Survivor to fully understand. That is:

ONE SHOULD NEVER CARRY ANY
WEAPON UNLESS HE (A.) KNOWS
HOW' TO USE IT PROPERLY, and (B.)

WILL UNHESITATINGLY USE IT. IF
HE MUST. If you “wouldn’t ever really

use” yi.ur weapon, then don’t carry it.

Carrying a weapon as a show of force

helps very little when circumstances make
you actually NEED TO USE THAT
FORCE. And permitting yourself to

asininely “feel like a big, bad dangerous

man” because you’re armed (yet are

inwardly determined not to engage in

combat ) is just to fool yourself. There are

ways of developing confidence and
determination in self defense and combat

weaponry employment. They must be

utilized if you are reluctant to truly fight

to save yourself. Be honest with

yourself.

Proper mental conditioning for combat

is AT LEAST AS IMPORTANT as

physical conditioning through the learning

of skills.

A New Yorker’s

Suggestion
by Bradley J. Steiner

Our Voice Crying in the Wilderness

Whether or not this Country

ultimately faces Crisis Day (read:

“Collapse Day” > hinges. I think in large

part, upon a critical decision that now

rests (God help us) with our Federal

Government. That decision is whether or

not to provide financial (i.e. tax

appropriated) aid to the rapidly

crumbling, once great City. New York.

If aid is provided by the Federal

Government, then you’d better start

looking - fast! • for a Survival Group to

join up with. Thereafter. I can almost

swear to you. chaos and tragic collapse

will be not long in coming.

I Uve in New York. I will, hopefully by

the time this issue of THE SURVIVOR
reaches you. be living far from this

“sewer”. Twenty years ago New York

was the only place for a writer/instrucl-

or like myself to Uve. Today, it is the

last place on earth for any productive

man to Uve. The Uving conditions in New
York are so PROFOUNDLY TERRIBLE
that, unless you’ve recently Uved here

for some months, or unless you have ties

with others who live here, and who are

very close to you, you simply cannot

comprehend these conditions. Even if

you (crazily) subscribed to. and received

in the mail every day. the New York

Daily News, you could not begin to

fathom the unspeakable pig-sty/trash

heap that New York has turned into.

The root cause of the collapse and

disintegration of New York into a

sewage-dump of crawling excrement is

WELFARE. Welfare, and EVERY
SINGLE “welfare related” thing. Like

drug programs, day care centers (that

encourage unwed mothers to get free

lax-funded education), City Universities

and community colleges that sponsor

“open admissions”, etc. etc. Consider,

when you hear ape-brains like New
York's Mayor Beame ask for YOU to be

taxed so that the “Federal Government"

can “help" New York: DURING THE
FINANCIAL CRISIS OF OUR CITY.

MANY. MANY POLICE OFFICERS
AND FIREMAN WERE LAID OFF
THEIR JOBS. NOT ONE SINGLE
CREATURE ON WELFARE WAS
TAKEN OFF THE ROLLS. AND NOT
ONE CENT WAS CUT FROM THE
WELFARE BUDGET! Men who risk

their lives in apprehending human scum
and criminals are regarded as "expend-

able". but skel-fillh is considered

INDISPENSABLE. It is all right for a

police officer's or a fireman’s children to

live in hardship, and for a working man's

family to be crushed financially, but it is

not. according to the welfare-oriented

growing police state philosophy of New
York, all right to take some of the puke

off the “welfare band wagon” and let

them FIND WORK to feed their

worthless bodies!

Impudently, the political scum in New
York and the human ballast that it

represents turns to the rest of this great

Country and DEMANDS that the

working people of America be knocked

to their economic knees to help

perpetuate a system that is morally

indefensible and economically reprehen-

sible.

In addition to WELFARE, the Civil

Rights Act is the other malignancy

causing New York to slip into the

swamps. Skels whose aim in life is to be

“slick”, “cool" and to "keep on truckin’"

are regarded (now, LEGALLY ) as being

equal to normal, decent human beings

whose aim in life is to live peaceful,

quiet, secure and productive lives. A
middle aged and hard working storekeep-

er who puls in twelve hours a day, six

days a week EARNING his living, is

remanded as "equal" to the swiny scum
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from the gutter that "bops" into his

store from the street and harrasses and

steals from him. Living, noisy, arrogant,

putrid filth from jungles, sewers and

swamps come to New York now in

DROVES to “present their demands" for

their "rightful cut" of the booty which is

exacted from honest working people by a

sub animal bureaucratic turd that would

better have never been born. The
hard-working little businessman must
"do without" so that each member of the

herd of vermin can "do with".

New York is America's tragic,

unnecessary living proof that WEL-
FARE DOES NOT WORK, and that one

cannot magically make animals equal to

people by passing a law that sajs:

"Animals are equal to people".

Now the Federal Government is

"under pressure" to "help" New York.

What does that mean?

It means that the fine and good people

throughout America's lovely towns,

communities, cities and states will be

burdened with the bill for New York's

atrocities. The farmer, the merchant, the

housekeeper, the tradesman, the profes-

sional man—EVERYONE— will be drain-

ed and whipped into submission by Big

Brother, so that creatures incapable of

holding jobs as conscientious dishwash-

ers can live on a "free” income, live in

"free" luxury housing, and enjoy color

TV's and new cars—ALL at the

American worker's expensel

It moans that WELFARE, the social

cancer, and the rot that Uvea on it. wi'l

become an integral part of EVERY
COMMUNITY-not just New York, once

Federal aid is approved.

It means that human beings every-

where in our Nation will be forced to

carry the weight of the human trash and

ballast.

It means that when you need to sleep

at night, so that you can arise early the

next morning to go to work, the scum

that YOUR TAX DOLLARS SUPPORT,

and who are now YOUR NEIGHBORS,

will keep you up all night with their

raucous, senseless, blaring, crashing

jungle music, and their stomping,

leaping, jerking, bouncing, that, in the

huts and jungle clearings of the dark

corners of the earth, passes for

"partying".

It means that polite, happy, bright and

eager children-YOUR CHILDREN -will

grow up in an atmosphere of drugs,

knife fights, street gang wars, burglar-

ies. rapes, muggings and arson— i' Burn

baby, burn!")—not to mention a gutter

philosophy called “Machismo", which was

imported from a culture recently

emerged from the jungle, and that, as its

basic tenet, worships indiscriminate sex

fist-fighting and intoxication as “Manli

ness", instead of those "foolish Americai

virtues" called HONEST WORK. CHEAT
IVITY. SELF RELIANCE, and SELF

RESPECT born of SELF-SUFFICIENCY

It means hell and despair and much

much, much worse. Don't let it happen

I can offer the following as a sane

alternative to our Government's helping

New York to perpetuate the welfare stale

it started ..

Let the United States President:

Offer ZERO aid and support of a

financial/economic nature to New York.

Let the welfare sUte reach, finally, the

dead end it was inevitably headed for. in

New York.

Then. PROMISE NEW YORK'S

MAYOR AND GOVERNOR THAT IF.

AND ONLY IF. THE SYSTEM IS

DROPPED TOTALLY. New York will

receive immediate troop assistance from

the Army and Marine Corps. TO
WHATEVER EXTENT IS REQUIRED
and FOR AS LONG AS IS NECESSARY.
to suppress the inevitable uprising of the

savages who will, expectedly, protest the

end of their frecloading ride.

Help New York to return to being the

Capitalistic center and Free City of

Opportunity that, a hundred years ago. it

was. But offer no help, not even a kind

word, in support of the perpetuation of the

welfare stale.

That is my suggestion. And, even as a

New Yorker who knows that it is the best

answer. I understand that it has no chance

of gaining even a hearing.

UNARMED DEFENSE SKILLS
By BRADLEY J. STEINER

If you have a weapon-any weapon— it

should be used against an attacker in favor

of resorting to unarmed combat. Only in

novels and movies do we find fighters

disregarding or ignoring their firearms,

bludgeoning instruments or knives to

engage a foe with their bare hands.

If your opponent has no weapon and you

do. take advantage of your superior

%c U, kick

situation and ATTACK! Brutal as my
philosophy may sound, it nonetheless

remains the only effective one for critical

survival emergencies, when your life and

the safety of your loved ones hinges upon

what you do in the face of aggression.

DONT FIGHT FAIR. STOP THINKING
IN TERMS OF "DEFEATING" AN
OPPONENT. AND START THINKING

G)
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IN TERMS OF DESTROYING HIM.
WHEN YOU ARE CONFRONTED WITH
UNPROVOKEDVIOLENCE.
Unarmed combat is “last-ditch" defense.

It is what you do when you have no means
of offering armed resistance, and when
resistance must be offered. It is not the
"gentle art" of sport judo, and it is not the

“classical way" of traditional karate-do. It

is desperate, barehanded savagery aimed
at obliterating an immediate violent threat
to your existence.

1 call my eclectic method of hand-to-hand

combat "COMBATO”. It is a compilation of

skills derived from these basic sources:

KENPO-KARATE. WESTERN BOXING.
JUJITSU, and MILITARY CLOSE
COMBAT TECHNIQUES. I won’t engage
in senseless debates about classical

"proper" method, about Oriental termino-

logy. or about the idea of how “right" or

how “wrong" a conglomerate art is. and the

usual idiotic ramblings that present-day

"martial artists" enjoy beating their gums
about, in order to convince each other that

they really know their stuff. COMBATO is

effective, simple, practical infighting

designed for SURVIVAL. It works. It’s

worked for me, and it's worked for others,

and it offers EFFECTIVETECHNIQUES.
Now. about what you can learn NOW to

be better prepared to protect yourself and
those you love. In this article I shall cover
several extremely practical and efficient

skills that could easily save your life some
day if you’ll spend a little time learning

them. HOW TO KICK
If you learn this one single basic method

of kicking you will be better-prepared than
most people to protect yourself—in certain

instances, even against a man with a club
or a knife. This kicking manuever is

applicable any time an opponent is in front

of you or to your side. It is simple, direct,

requires no stretching to achieve height,

and it depends upon no martial arts

experience or expertise. Nor do you have
to be a superbly-conditioned acrobat to

execute it. I will suggest a few effective

methods of perfecting and practicing this

simple kick, but first, let me explain its

basic execution. .

.

Assuming the opponent is directly in

front of you. PIVOT to. say. your left, by
shifting bodyweight onto your left foot, as
you turn and bend—opposite to the
opponent. Draw your right knee up. to

about the height of your waist, and let the

bottom ofyour foot face downward, toward
the opponent’s kneecap. Now lash out
hard—with the full thrust of your hips and
thigh muscles—and let your foot crash

through the opponent's knee.

Throughout the kick, which should be

withdrawn instantly following contact, the

supporting leg has its knee bent slightly, to

aid balance. Your body is bent back and
away from the opponent, so you are both
strongly balanced, and out of immediate
harm’s way of a hand blow or knife attack.

You might catch a sub or slash on the arm.
but hell, that beats getting a lung or your
throat perforated.

This trick was taught to and used by the

British Commandos. as well as our own
Special Forces people. It is so effective and
practical that it comes close to being a
foolproof defensive technique, when
executed correctly, with speed, force,

accuracy and the element of surprise. All

these things can be achieved by practicing

the kick five minutes every day. 1 suggest

you do so. alternating kicks with the left

and then the right foot. You can practice in

the air by just imagining an opponent.

Don’t worry about effectiveness, either. It

Ukes little force to break the knee. Only
about 70 pounds of violent pressure

brought to bear in a direction opposite to

the one that the knee joint was intended to

bend. A child can exert such force easily. A
grown man in reasonable shape can

probably generate a good 200 -250 pounds

of force after mastering this kick.

Practice kicking with the full bottom ot

the foot, and later progress to kicking with

II

the foot-edge, as you perfect the move.
Ideally, the kicking point should be the foot

edge, close to the heel, for maximum
penetration and destructive force.

However, a kick that comes from a shoed
foot, delivered with the full bottom of the
fool, will do ample damage, be assured!
The best way to really develop an

effective side kick is by kicking a tree or a

brick wall. Wear shoes when you do this,

incidentally, or sturdy sneakers. Kick low.

aiming for an imaginary knee. Never kick
above groin height, incidentally, if you
want the kick to always be practical and
efficient in real combat. Think of the knees

and the groin as forming the body’s

low -area TARGET TRIANGLE. One
healthy power kick landing on either knee
or in the testicles will put bully-boy down
for the count.

When the point is reached where you can
kick a solid wall or a tree full-force, without

losing your balance, you've developed a

kick that will down Mr. Universe if it has

to.

Combine your simple kick practice by
kicking in the air— to develop control,

form, and to learn the technique—and by
kicking a solid object (tree, etc.) to develop
confidence and power. NEVER actually

kick anyone in practice. People take having
their knee broken very unkindly, and the

*
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close to the animal and kick him WITH
YOUR KNEE. REPEATEDLY. IN THE
TESTICLES, while holding securely to his

arm where you grabbed him.

I cannot stress too strongly that

UTMOST care must be applied when
practicing these skills with a partner.

Carelessness leads only to the chance of

serious, permanent injury. DON'T
PRACTICE FULL FORCE. AND DONT
TRY TO SHOW-OFF. A woman who was
well into her fifties almost knocked me
unconscious once, when she reviewed the

Popular Mechanics 1925
Camp Stove Made from Three Hinges

The novel camp stove shown in the

drawing is made from three common strap

hinges. The hinges
are fastened to-

get her at the

center ends with a

small bolt, and the

other ends are

sunk into the

ground. The holt

should be Hat-

headed. and should
be screwed up
tightly to make the /
hinge supports as rigid at possible. This
stove may be folded up when not in use.

and occupies but little space in the canto-

ing equipment.

SMALL ELECTRICAL GENERATOR
Popular Mechanics 1913

liklihood is that your "partner" would be
unwilling to consent to future "workouts".

Spend some time considering how this

beautifully simple and effective technique

can be utilized. You will find that it can be
applied even while sitting. Experiment.
Practice.

There are of course more kicks than this

one in COMBATO. and naturally I believe

in rigorous training to develop profiency

all-around; but anyone mastering the

simple SIDE KICK, as I’ve described (not

in formal karate fashion) will increase his

basic readiness considerably.

FUNDAMENTALCHOKE DEFENSE
NEVER attempt to pry someone's

fingers off your throat. You'll be dead
before you can get a secure hold on
them ... if he really intends to kill you.

NEVER attempt to break a front choke

by using a double arm "wedge" as taught in

many martial arts courses, you have a
leverage DISudvantage here, if the

attacker is strong.

As soon as contact is made— the second

you are conscious of those hands starting to

grip your throat—PIVOT to either side,

and raise the arm opposite to the side

which you turn, HIGH. Now. using the full

force of your swinging body weight and the

leverage of your arm against his fingers.

CRASH your arm down. HARD, across his

hands (see pictures) and break free of the

hold. It is your entire bodyweight and the

force of your sudden pivot vs. his fingers.

He won't be able to hold.

As soon as the hold is broken. SNAP the

arm you used to break the hold BACK, and
whip the edge of your hand across either

his nose bridge or his throat— whichever

offers itself at the moment. As soon as that

blow "connects", shift your bodyweight

onto the leg farthest from the opponent
and smash his knee with a hard side kick.

KICK AGAINI
The key to learning effective escapes

from holds and attacks is to LEARN TO
APPLY THEM IMMEDIATELY, not

after your adversary has had time to put

his full power into applying his hold. I have

dealt in this article with the choke hold

because it certainly is one of the most

dangerous attacks if you don't know what
to do when it comes.

QUESTION:
"What can I do if I'm pressed up against a

wall and I can’t turn or pivot to apply the

defense you described?"

ANSWER:
Grab hold of one of the opponent's arms

at the elbow with one hand, as you bring

your .other hand up BETWEEN his

attacking arms, and ram the fingers of that

hand sharply into his eyes. DIG HIS EYES
OUT. As the choke hold gives way. drive in

A small hydrogen generator may be

made from a fruit jar. A (sec sketch),

with two tubes. B and C, soldered in

the top. The plates E can be made of

tin or galvanized iron, and should be

separated about % in. by small pieces

of wood. One of these plates is con-

nected to metal top, and the wire from
the other passes through the tube B,

which is filled with melted rosin or

wax, to make it airtight. This wire

connects to one side of a battery of two
cells, the other wire being soldered to

the metal top of the jar. as shown. The
jar is partly filled with a very dilute

solution of sulphuric acid, about 1 part

of acid to 20 of water.
When the current of electricity

basic choke defense I had taught her. She
caught herself a fraction of a second too

late, and I was (fortunately) fast enough
to duck away in time to catch only a

minimal blow across the head—which,
believe me. didn't tickle.

I was struck even though I knew exactly

what to expect, and even though she
(partially) pulled back. Your opponent
won't know what to expect, and you won't,

unless you're an imbecile, pull back at all.

So I leave it to you to decide how effective

your moves wili be.

Protecting Trees from Insects

In summer, when it is desired that no
ants, caterpillars, or other crawling in-

sects, should climb the trees, some kinl
of s barrier is necessary.
The simplest, and one of the cheapest,

methods is to place a wide band of cotton
batting around the tree at some con-

venient height, fastening it to the tree

with wire The edges oi the batting, pro-

truding from underneath the wire, when
Huffed, present an impassable barrier to

any type of crawling insect or small ani-

mal, the cotton not affording a foothold
for the latter.

passes between the plates E, hydrogen
gas is generated, which rises and passes

through the rubber hose D, into the

receiver G. This is a wide-moulh bot-

tle. which is filled with water and in-

verted over a pan of water, F. The gas

bubbling up displaces the water and
fills the bottle.

If the receiver is removed when half

full of gas. the remaining space will be

filled with air. which will mix with the

gas and form an explosive mixture. If

a lighted match is then held near the

mouth of the bottle a sharp report will

be heard.

If the bottle is fitted with a cork

containing two wires nearly touching,

and the apparatus connected with an

induction coil, in such a manner that a

spark will be produced inside the bot-

tle, the explosion will blow out the cork

or possibly break the bottle. Caution

should be used to avoid being struck

by pieces of flying glass if this experi-

ment is tried, and under no condition

should a lighted match or spark be

brought near the end of the rubber

hose D, as the presence of a little air

in the generator will make an explosive

mixture which would probably break

the jar.
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Popular Mechanics 1919

An Interesting Water Telescope

A water telescope is easy to make

and will afford much pleasure in ex-

ploring plant or

animal life in

compara-
tively shallow

water. The de-

vice is made by
fitting a heavy
glass disk into

the end of a

round metal
tube, about 2 in.

in diameter. The
glass is fitted be-

tween two rings

of metal, prefer-

ably with a small

flange set against

the glass. A wa-
terproof cement
is used to fix the

glass between
the rings. To use

the "telescope."

rest it on the side

of a boat or other

convenient place

at the water, and
set the lower

end, containing the glass, under the

water. Remarkably clear views may
be had in this way.

From Popular Mechanics 1925

An Effective Cherry Picker

For picking cherries rapidly with a

minimum of climbing, an effective imple-

ment can easily be made. A frame is

made of stiff

wire or light

iron rod. the

ends being
brought to-

gether and
forced tightly

into a handle
of the proper
length. On
the front of

the frame a

series of pick-

ing fingers, or

hooks, are
fastened,
about V* in.

apart, so that the fruit cannot pass be-

tween them. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate

two methods of attaching the hooks.

Solder should be used in both cases, to

make the fingers rigid. The device is com-

plcteU by attaching a bag of close-woven
fish netting to catch the fruit as it is

plucked from the tree.

HOW TO BE A DISASTER PROFITEER
By KURT SAXON

Planning lo profit rrom a disaster will give you an edge over those who

simply plan to survive It. Attitude is of primary Importance in determining if

you will succeed with class and style or will just struggle along with the herd.

The Improvident will shrug off the warnings. The paranoids will fix blame

and do little else. Those with a backpack mentality will run for the hills.

Anxious types will cast around for groups who will take them in on the basis

of their goodness or because they have some cash money. These are losers

and if they survive it will be by sheer luck.

But the one with the right attitude toward survival will start now to fit

htmsell with an essential trade. He will gather the critical commodities, tools,

and raw materials needed to establish himself In a position of importance. The

disaster profiteer will prepare, nol only to prevail, but to make his mark amid

the ruins and to forge his dynasty for ages to come. That's the kind of thinking

which will bring us through the coming storm.

The common Image of a disaster profiteer Is a person who corners the

market on some critical commodity and then charges outrageous prices.

Throughout history, people have laken unfair advaniage of their less provident

fellows. However, as bad as the disaster profiteers might have been, their

foresight and/or greed often meant the survival of many who would have

perished without them.

The breakdown of our society will soe Ihe rise of many such profiteers. Bui

if you prepare lo be such a profiteer, no matter how wealthy you become after

Ihe disaster, you may still be a person ol honor and respectability.

To be a disaster profiteer you must fill an essential need If all you have now

Is money, you might buy up critical commodities you know will be neither

Imported nor manufactured for some time after our present civilization onds.

Critical commodities will fall Into throe basic categories ol Importance. First

are absolute necessities. Pharmaceuticals will head this list. Antl-blotlcs,

anesthetics, narcotics and medicines will mean life or death and will command

Ihe highest prices. Any pharmacist would do well to hoard such absolute

necessities while they are still In good supply.

II you are a pharmacist or a physician and have access to bulk

pharmaceuticals, you must prepare to be well armed and with a stable group

who will help you to defend your supplies. Your main danger will come from

addicts, any one of whom would kill you and destroy your supplies just to get

one lousy fix.

Next highest In value comes ammunition and weapons components. Whole

bullets, bullet components, loaders, gun parts, rifle scopes, etc., would Insuro

your security. A gunsmith would do well to mortgage his home and buy up all

the gun-related items he can get.

Just consider: pharmaceuticals, weapon components and just about every

other critical commodity you can think of will only rise in price. You won’t bo

caught with a supply of goods you can't sell, either to private parties or to an

established dealer. Hoarding is like having money In the bank, its interest

growing through Inflation. (This does not include gold, silver, diamonds, etc.,

unless you are equipped to put them to some industrial use).

Ualng the examples of pharmaceuticals and weaponry, we come to the

difference between the professional disaster profiteer and the amateur. Say

you manage to clean out a pharmacy but know little or nothing about

medicine. Anyone who knows more about medicine would consider you

incompetent to manage their useful distribution or trade and would take them

from you. even if that meant shooting you. You might be safer by cleaning out

a gun store with its weaponry and spare parts. But aside from the easily

tradable guns, unless you were a gunsmith you couldn't make proper use of

the valuable spare parts.
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So boing a dlustar profiteer is not simply amassing a pile of essential

goods. You must be needed just as much for your ability to properly use such

materials as much as for their possession.

You should begin now to become a professional concerning any line you

want to profit from. You should also organize, or become a part of, a local

survival group. In this way, your specialty will be appreciated by people who
will protect you and your goods. Anyone trying to rip you off would have to

fight the whole group in order to get what you have without paying your price.

The average survivallst will not want to hold the Immediate power of life and

death over his fellows. I know I wouldn’t. Happily, my library of formulas and

processes and my knowledge of their use will make me a valued and protected

member of any sizable grouo. In this way, knowledge alone would ensure me
the best that any group had to oner.

So knowledge is the second critical commodity. Most modern knowledge

will be useless when our civilization collapses and our level of applicable

technology drops to about what it was a nundred years ago. Skills of the 19th

century will be far more valuable in a few years than will the skills of any

surviving nuclear physicist.

THE SURVIVOR should give you many ideas of 19th century technology you

could Stan learning now. The science of a hundred years ago will bo the

science of the future.

The third category of critical commodities is simple trade goods anyone con

buy and store. Walk through your local dime store and you will see hundrods

of items, seldom considered now. which will be impossible to duplicate for

some time after the fall.

Needles, thread, first aid supplies, knives, hatchets, ball-point pons, popor.

cosmetics, etc., will be worth more Jhan their weight In gold when they aro no
longer available. The investment of a few hundred dollars In such commodities

would set you up as a survival group storekeeper.

When considering commodities, don’t be put off by their prosent

abundance. Your local dime store or supermarket, along with the other stores

In your area, will be wrecked after looters go through them. Most of their

contents will be lost through trampling, fire and being picked ovor by looters.

Your best assurance of having what you need is by buying in wholesale

quantities now.

You should see by now, that becoming a disaster profiteer does not require

wealth. Nor does It require that you be grasping and groody, demanding
Impoverishment as the price for your goods and services.

You can stay just as good and gentle and sympathetic as you aro now. In

fact, your good character and sincerity will keep you safe, even when you must
drive a pretty hard bargain.

In future Issues of THE SURVIVOR, easily learned survival trades will be
outlined. Any such trade will make you Indispensable to your group. That Is

the key to being a disaster profiteer. If you aren’t needed, along with your

goods, the temptation will be just too great to shove you aside and take your

goods, even if this means killing you.

To Make Transparent Paper

Home-Made Hand Drill

From Popular Mechanics 1VI13

In the old kitchen tool box I found a

rusty egg beater of the type shown
in Fig. 1. A shoemaker friend do-

DcUila of >4and Drill Ooiulrycllon

nated a pegging awl, Fig. 2. discarded

by him due to a broken handle. With
these two pieces of apparatus I made a

hand drill for light work in wood or

metal. By referring to Fig. 3 the

chuck, A, with stem, B, were taken

from the awl. The long wire beater

was taken from tho beater frame and
o wire nail, C, soldered to the frame,

D, in the place of the wire. Tho Hat

arms were cut off anil shaped aa shown
by E. The hole in the small gear, 0,
was drilled out and a tube, F, fitted

and soldered to both tho gear and the

arm* E. This tube, with the gear and
arms, was slipped over the nail, C,

then n washer and, after cutting to the

proper length tho nail was riveted to

make a loose yet neat fit for the small

gear. Tho hand drill was then com-
pleted by soldering the stem, B, of the

chuck to the ends of the flat arms E.

Drills were made by breaking off sew-

ing-machine needles above the eye as

shown in Fig. 4 at A, and (he end

ground to a drill point.

Popular Mechanics 1913

Vegetable Slicer

The slicer is made of a knife blade,

screw and pin handle. The screw is

soldered into the end of the knife blade.

As the screw feeds into the vegetable

or fruit, the blade will slice it in a curl

oi even thickness.

From Popular Mechanics 1915
Transparent paper of parchmentlike

appearance and strength, which can be
dyed with almost all kinds of aniline

dyes and assumes much more brilliant

hues than ordinary colored glass, can
be made in the following manner: Pro-
cure a white paper, made of cotton or
linen rags, and put it in soak in a sat-

urated solution of camphor in alcohol.
When dry. the paper so treated can be
cut up into any forms suitable for

parts of lamp shades, etc.

Stones Broken by Hot Water

Any large stone whose presence is un-
desirable in the field or yard, may be
broken up without the aid of explosives.
The earth is dug away around the stone
until about three-fourths of it is exposed.
A fire is built against the stone and al-
lowed to bum until the latter is thor-
oughly heated throughout. When a

temperature approximating red-hot is

reached, pails of cold water arc thrown
on the hot stone, which will crack open
in pieces that one person will be able to
remove without difficulty.
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Survival Strength
and Health

by Mike Brown
(Hero of Wheels of Rage)

IMPROVISED WEIGHT LIFTING
EQUIPMENT
You've probably seen Ihc weight-train-

ing and muscle building magazines with
the Mr. America winners and their

tremendous physiques. As works of art

or for aesthetic value, I am as much an
admirer of them as the next fellow

interested in physical culture. Unfortun
ately. in purely survival situations, such

physiques serve little practical purpose.

First, a tremendous physique requires

a tremendous amount of food to keep it

going. Have you ever seen one of those

guys eat?

Second, the "showy" muscles that win

contests aren't the important ones like feet,

lower legs and grip.

For an illustration, suppose three of

you are walking across country packing

rations and weapons. One 240 lb.

monster, to keep his strength up. will

require enough food to feed several 170

pounders. Who is going to carry it? And
where are you going to get more? Of
course, if the weather is cold and the

monster is carrying a bit of body fat

(Most contest winners train to eliminate

body fat) he'll need less food, because

the fat forms an insulation.

In my own case, compared to my
partner. I can stand in weather in a

T-shirt, that he shivers in with a jacket.

I’m short and fat. 62". 220 lbs. He's tall

and thin. 6’8“. 230 lbs. This is not an
individual case illustration; when I got

out of the Army in 1964 I weighed 160.

and any temperature under 50 degrees

made my teeth rattle.

So. decide whether you want to be a

cold weather fatty or a warm weather

beanpole and I'll show you how to go on
from there.

In the meantime, let’s set up some
basic equipment and exercises. For
openers, you’ll want to strengthen your

internal organs, feet and hands, in that

order. Building endurance and strength

serves a two-fold purpose; you can keep

going longer and have a better chance of

"making it" if you get hurt.

Probably the most famous example of

"making it" was the 19th trapper,

severely mauled by a bear and left for

dead by his companions. Elating leaves,

grass and berries, he crawled several

hundred miles back to civilization.

In our own day. watch Japanese

prizefighters on the Glass Toilet (TV).

Their physical conditioning is so superb

they shrug off punches that would

hospitalize an ordinary man for a week.

To start your own training program,

first gel a pair of tennis shoes. Don't jog.

RUN. Alternate wind sprints with

crosscountry runs. Twice a week you

should work up to an hour of this type of

exercise. If you start off slowly and

increase speed, distance, etc., you'll soon

notice your energy and reflexes pick up.

Don’t run on concrete. You'll crack the

bones in your feel and ankles. Most
prizefighters run in sand if it's handy.

Over 13 years ago. my regiment (50th

Infantry. 82nd Airborne Division) had an

“exercise" against the Special Forces in

South Carolina. Most of the Special

forces we were up against had just

completed a year of demolitions,

weapons or whatever. Really knew their

stuff. Most of us had simply been

running four miles every morning in

regimental P.T.

Most of the manuevers I participated

in consisted of a platoon of us. wearing

steel pots and full combat gear, charging

after Special Forces troops. Usually they

"ran out of gas" within a few hundred

yards, and we just ran right over the top

of them.

So in your beginning exercises,

strengthen your calves and feet. If

you're trying to get cross country with a

heavy load on. you can't afford to have

them go out on you.

Try this exercise:

1. Grip staircase with bare toes.

2. Stretch as far up and as far down
as possible. Failure to stretch sufficiently

can shorten your achilles tendons.

3. Grasp railing with one hand and
place foot behind calf (illustration).

4. When you work up to thirty (30)

times with each foot, get a bucket and

gradually fill it with rocks, sand, or

whatever, to increase the resistance

(weight).

The next exercise is primarily to

strengthen your internal organs, though

it appears to be a leg exercise. This is

the deep knee bend.

2. »

shoulder. Get into the squatting position.

Stand up. Do this 30 times. You should

be puffing like a steam engine on

completion.

Keep your heud up and your back

straight and your tail down. Do this like

you would imagine a West Point cadet

Using the same pipe, drilled for

buckets, pick it up off the floor and lift it

overhead 30 times. Try to use a pipe

with 2Vj" to 3" diameter. It will increase

your grip strength enormously.

Don't be in any big hurry to fill up the

buckets and don't do the exerAse fast.

Remember, you’re training for survival,

not sex appeal. Also, don’t do more than

one set of this scries of exercises more
than once every 48 hours. Give your
body a chance to recuperate. If you still

feel groggy at the end of a workout or

on off days, do situps and leg raises.

One final note; if you’ve never lifted

weights before, start out with only 10

repetitions of each exercise. Then jump
five at a lime until you hit 30. Then start

increasing weight. If you do 30 squats
and then aren't able to move the next

day. remember, you were warned.
NEXT: A portable exercise device

better than anything on the market.

Also, how to gain or lose weight.
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GAINING OR LOSING WEIGHT AND
A PORTABLE EXERCISE DEVICE
By MIKE BROWN

Losing weight is fairly simple so we’ll

start with that subject first. All you have to

do is quit eating. I don't mean smaller

quantities; I don't mean diet; I mean quit

eating. This may sound a little extreme but

there is a two-fold reason for it.

1. It will give your body a chance to

"clean itselfout" and

2. It is good training for survival. A
halfway healthy human being can function

quite a few days on no food at all—hunger

panic is more mental than anything else. A
doctor during the Civil War found that by
not feeding his wounded patients they

healed much more rapidly and none of his

patients died of starvation.

Start going a day or two without eating

and gradually work into longer periods.

Break all of your fasts gently don't goon a

ten-day fast and then sit down to a

seven course meal. Your body can't handle

it.

Once your weight is down to where you

want it the fun begins. Trying to keep it

there. Your body has a regulatory

mechanism that will return your physique

to "normal" almost immediately. And if

you weigh 300 lbs. that's "normal”. If you

reduce to 200 lbs. and slay there for a year

then that weight becomes "normal". In

other words, if you go from 300 lbs. to 200

lbs. in six months and start eating normally

for a 200 pounder you will -because of that

mechanism—immediately start gaining

weight until you’re back to 300 lbs.

Now here is where a lot of people are

going to hate me— overweight <fat) is more

than just a physical problem. It is a

character defect. People get fat because

they cannot control an urge for

self-gratification. No self control, no
discipline. Basically, fat people are selfish.

I don’t mean burly people, I mean
FAT— pot bellies, double chins, the works.

And people whose whole trip is

self gratification aren't going to do

anything resulting in any sort of

inconvenience. Like fasting.

GAINING WEIGHT
There are so many misconceptions about

gaining (muscular) weight that it’s hard to

know where to start. Therefore. I'll list a

few of them and try to dispel them one by

one:

1.

Exercise does not build muscle—it

tears it down. The food you eat and the rest

you get builds it back up with a little 'extra'

for the next time.

2. Pure protein will not put weight on

you. Protein, to be utilized, must burn one

and one/third its own weight in fat. If

bodyfat is all that's available you will lose

weight.

3. It's not how much, but what you eat: if

you eat a lot of starch (bread, pancakes,

etc.) you will eventually gel to the point

where you start having headaches. The
starch gets into the bloodstream and clogs

the smallest blood vessels in the body—the
capillaries in the brain. Eliminate all starch

from your diet and your endurance will

increase thirty per cent.

4. It’s not how much of what you eat. but

how you eat it. Slowly. A 5-9" 220 lb. friend

of mine (Mr. Hawaii 1964) maintained his

weight for several months on one banana
and a quart of skim milk a day. It took him
two hours to polish his meal off.

5. Calories don't mean a thing. Anyone
who figures on gaining (or losing) weight

by counting calories is acting from a

serious misunderstanding of fact. If the

calorie criteria was valid then a food

extremely high in calorics that could be

absorbed directly into the bloodstream
would make you big as a house, right?

Such a 'food' with extremely high calorie

content is pure alcohol.

Now that you understand what doesn't

work; let's examine what does and the

reasons why:
1. Muscles convert chemical energy into

mechanical energy.

2. The energy sources of muscle

contraction are sugars and fats.

3. The secondary function of muscle is to

maintain constant body temperature; a

source of heat. Muscle behaves like rubber,

giving out heat when stretched,

reabsorbing heat when released.

4. Muscular heal comes from oxidation of

carbohydrates.

So here is how you gain weight:

Drink whole milk (FATS)
Eat an orange with each meal and glass

of milk. The orange (CARBOHYDRATES)
also acts as a super digestive aid and the

vitamin C it contains is crucial to building

everything from blood vessels to new
muscle tissue.

Sip honey throughout the day in small

amounts (SUGARS).
I went from 185 to 215 in three months

eating like this so I presume it will work for

you too. I am a hard gainer. I am not one of

those fellows with a ‘cast iron' stomach

capable of making bodyweight gains on

almost any swill.

A PORTABLE EXERCISE DEVICE
This is known as a 'cable set' or chest

expander. The ones you see in the Sporting

Goods Stores are usually either made of

spring steel and very bulky and
inconvenient or of rubber that wears out in

a few weeks or months. This one here is

made of surgical rubber, normally used for

veins or arteries and good for a lifetime.

Surgical rubber is over $.30 a foot and each

cable should be 34“ for the normal adult

male so buy them only as you need them.

The drawing should be self-explanatory.

Leather Handles
or Iron Rings
(for hands)

Plug is PVC or part of a wooden dowel or

pencil.

Glue dowel inside tubing and then glue

rubber halves together-use Tire Patch

Cement

s

From Popular Mechanics 1919

Corn Popper Made from Coffee Can
and Broom Handle

With an old coffee can. or similar
tin receptacle, and a piece of a broom
handle. 2% or 3 ft. long, it is easy
to make a corn popper that is prefer-

able in many ways to a wire one. Take
a strip of wood a little shorter than the

height of the can to he used, and after

boring two holes in it to prevent its

splitting, nail it to the end of the han-
dle. The latter is then fastened to

the side of the can with two wire sta-

ples. as shown. Holes are made in

A **•**” M«d« *'•»"> • CoR«. Coo. 01 Similai
Ta* Receptacle. and a Piece of a Broom Handle

the can top to admit air to the corn
while it is popping.
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SURVIVAL AND MENTAL HEALTH
by Cyrus Dickenson

Do you or a loved one have depression,

neurosis, hyperactivity, learning disorder,

mental confusion, chronic irritability,

explosive behavior, migraine headache or

short term memory loss? If you do suffer

from one of these problems and are

maintained by one or more of the many
medications developed, manufactured and

distributed by the existing social order,

you might wonder how you or your loved

one can survive a social collapse and an end

to your supply of miracle drugs. Read on

my friend; there is a way out.

In 1952 there were two revolutionary

developments towards mental health

discovered in North America. One was to

be praised by the established leaders of

psychiatric medicine, and the relatives of

those afflicted with serious mental

disorders, and even some of the ill

themselves. The other development was

doomed to obscurity, condemnation, and

some laughs (except for those who were

fortunate enough to be exposed to this

development ). The first, of course, were

the phenolhiazines; miracle drugs. And

they were, as they replaced physical

restraints and locked wards with chemical

Straightjackets. Freest last from a cell but.

for most, a life of slow motion, little

imagination, interest, or drive. In short, a

life of reduced effectiveness and of reduced

survival capabilities.

The second development, as obscure as

its discoverers was a laugher. What was
this discovery by Abram Hoffer and
Humphry Osmond, while working in a

Canadian government hospital in Saska
loon Sascatchewan? Vitamins! Vitamins?
Yup, that's it. Hoffer and Osmond
fortunately did not have training as

psychiatrists so did not try to ''talk” their

patients out of their illness. They
considered that mental disorders were like

any other illness, to be treated like chicken

pox. cancer, etc., and to not "blame" the

patient or his relatives as if they wanted to

be sick. They found that people suffering

from perceptual distortions, such as in

schizophrenia, had faulty adrenal glands

which, under stress, produced the wrong
chemical (Adrenochrome). This chemical

has properties nearly similar to L.S.D. and

causes mild to severe psychedelic
distortions in taste, time, sight, sound,

touch, etc. They also discovered that by
giving niacin or niacinimidc (vitamin B3) in

very large doses on a daily basis the

dangerous manufacture of adrenochrome
by the adrenal gland was arrested,

returning one's brain to normal
functioning.

They then discovered that by giving

equally large amounts of ascorbic acid

(vitamin C) that this aided the recovery, as
this natural substance acts in the body and

brain as a detoxifyer. Thus, any

adrenochrome that lingered in the brain, or

was still being produced, would be broken

down into harmless substances. This
approach, unlike the use of phenolhiazines,

completely corrected the mental illness (so

long as one stayed on these vitamins)

restoring previous functioning, or. as it

often was reported, even better than any

previous functioning.

Three important steps are accomplished

by weaning one's self off of his or her

medications and onto mega vitamins.

Number one; The level of functioning will

be greatly increased. Number two; A great

leap away from dependency on Big Brother

will have been achieved. Medications are

controlled by physicians and the drug

industry. Patent rights control the

manufacture, distribution, and accessabil-

ily of these drugs. Vitamins, on the other

hand, cannot be controlled by physicians

(they tried passing laws to gain control but

failed). They can be purchased over the

counter or through the mail from

thousands of outlets. The drug industry

has no patent rights as they are natural

substances found throughout nature.

Actually, this is one of the biggest

reasons vitamins are rarely prescribed by

physicians. The drug companies don't push

them on the doctors as they do their own

brand name medications, for which they

can charge anything they want. So. you ran

stockpile vitamins easier. Number three:

There are virtually no serious side affects

when taking vitamins in concentrated

forms (with the exception of synthetic

vitamin D. the kind found in milk, and

vitamin A when taken at levels of 100.000

I.U. and greater for long periods of time)

Prescription drugs, on the other hand, can

cause side effects at times, worse than the

disease to be corrected. Many times, a

person has to take extra medication to

reduce the side effects of the primary drug.

I want to talk about “stress" at this

point, because understanding stress, what

it means to us. and how it affects our

survival, can give an individual the best

chance of survival with his or her

individual mental and physical capabilities.

Stress is not something to be avoided. The

only way to avoid stress would be to do

nothing at all. All human activity involves

stress, from a game of tiddleywinks to a

passionate embrace. But this can be

defined as the stress of pleasure, challenge,

fulfillment. What we all want is the right
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kind of stress for the right length of time,

at the level that is best for us. What we
don't want is distress! Excessive or

unvaried stress, particularly frustration,

becomes distress. And this, in turn, can

lead to ulcers, hypertension, and mental or

physical breakdown.

One of man's greatest mistakes is to only

look "outward" for the cause of his distress.

He often fails to consider looking inward,

so 1 want to make the distinction. Many of

us. when in distress on a day to day, long

term basis, (sometimes a whole lifetime)

deal with it only by blaming other people.

Often the distressed gives up on his goals,

desires, and ambitions. His expectations

arc not met. He may have to move out of a

city or large population center where his

family, friends, job or educational

opportunities abound and to settle for a

quieter (if not more boring) rural world of

people and events. He knows something is

very wrong but just what it is may be

vague. He may become more and more
embittered at others for causing him to

have to retreat into a less interesting, less

secure lifestyle.

If. on the other hand, it was safe for him

to look inward (as well as outward) for

what has been distressing him. his

approach towards dealing with his overall

survival could be quite different. For

example, if he looked inward (for

physiological distress) and recognized that

he was not crazy but that his brain was not

working at full efficiency (poor or

unpredictable memory, confusion, irritat-

ing hallucinations, periodic blank mind,

distracting headache, unexplained leth-

argy. etc.) he then might direct his coping

skills towards strengthening, fortifying,

and balancing his body chemistry (internal

environment) so as to correct those

disorders.

That is to say. if now his mind is working

at its best, his whole mental outlook will

brighten. If my memory doesn't fail me I

can be confident, even authoritative,

around others. If I'm not confused I can

absorb information in a logical clear way

and of course I can use this information

towards my survival. I can become a useful

resource to others. This will give me
confidence, uplift my spirits, pull me out of

depression and despair, lower my fears

that I might not survive a social crisis. So

this is important.

If I cat. somehow correct these internal

imbalances I can halt my retreat from the

rest of the world, can become somebody,

can take pleasure in knowing I'm capable of

not only caring for myself but for others,

can tackle stress (the problems of life) not

just as obstacles but because it feels good

to solve problems. I'd be able to do more
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lhan one thing at a time instead of hanging

on to just one objective at a time. I would

be capable of maintaining my job. caring

for my family, helping my neighbor, and

putting extra lime into a hobby, all at once
and enjoying it. So, if we can fortify our
physical body, we can handle ( 1 ) more
kinds of stress. (2) for longer periods of

time. (3) at a higher level.

But I stated earlier, ‘‘if it were safe to

look inward" one could do so and so. Those
who have mental problems such as those

mentioned would be foolhardy to tell just

anyone about them. First, they would
probably misunderstand. Secondly, they

might assign the wrong reason leg. blame

the person for his illness and tell him to do
the wrong thing for it.) Sometimes they

just won't believe you. They might say
"Oh, there’s nothing wrong with you but

your attitude," or. “keep your chin up.”

After a few responses like those, one learns

not to share his inner fears.

Now one can learn how to correct these

biochemical imbalances that can so reduce

his capabilities of coping successfully. And
he can be confident if he needs assistance

from a physician (often he would not need

one), for there are now over one-thousand

doctors and psychiatrists who have broken

away from traditional American medical

practice towards one of prevention

through nutrition and meganutrient
therapy. They have recognized emotional

disorders to be caused by imbalances in the

body chemistry and that they can be

corrected by taking the right natural

substances, at the correct amount for each

individual’s special needs. He will listen to

your complaints, believe and respect you.

and prescribe vitamins, minerals, amino
acids (protein) and a special diet. Little or

no emphasis will be placed on any
emotional “hang ups” as he knows that as

the chemistry in the brain comes into

balance any twisted thinking will

straighten itself out in time without

psychoanalysis or digging into one’s past or

childhood. They even feel that to do this

would work against the patient’s recovery.

I have mentioned a special dipt and if our

government took the responsibility of

restricting the use of refined sugar,

artificial colors, flavors, binders, fillers,

preservatives, and all the other chemicals

in our foods we wouldn't need a special

diet. But of coursewe do. If you do. or even

if you don’t feel you suffer from inefficient

or malfunctioning brain chemistry, the

first and nicest thing you should do for

yourself is to stop eating refined foods. The
absolutely critical one s are white sugar,

brown sugar, powdered sugar, alcohol,

coffee, white flour, and all white bread,

white rice, or any other foods that are

stripped of their vitamins and minerals.

These empty foods rob our bodies of

vitamins and minerals already’ in our

system which are needed to fuel, build, and

repair each individual celL Ealing and

drinking these so called foods on a daily

basis are the cause of the degenerative

diseases more and more prevalent today in

most industrial societies. I'm talking about

cancer, heart disease, diabetes, and
alcoholism just for starters.

Getting back to our topic of emotional

disorders, these same “foods” can cause

any of the possible symptoms of mental

distress including schizophrenia, neurosis,

and psychotic behavior as well as any

lesser degree of distress in cerUin

individuals.

We now need to replace what we’ve

taken away. Replace refined foods with

whole foods. For example, eat whole grain

cooked cereal. Eat whole grain breads. Eat

whole fresh fruit instead of concentrated

juices, especially when sugar is added.

Stick to cooking from scratch. Don’t rely on
special packaged convenience foods. Learn

to think your way through periods of low

energy. That is. think protein instead of

relying on a craving for sweets. Eat lots of

small protein snacks throughout the day

instead of relying on coffee, candy, cakes,

smoking, and other refined or sweet foods

to keep your blood sugar or energy up.

Ifyou eat a lot of these nutrition stripped

foods I know you don’t feel your best. You

may not even know what feeling good is all

about. I also say you will feel belter in two

weeks or less if you will completely leave

these items out of your diet and replace

them with whole foods and several small

protein meals throughout the day. Of
course I assume you will round out your
diet with the other essential foods such as

lots of fresh and steamed vegetables,

vegetable and animal fats, and the whole

grains or carbohydrates. I must add that

for some people there will be further

obstacles which may interfere with your

highest mental functioning such as poor

intestinal absorption or assimilation, and

allergies. Improving the diet may help

these problems as well.

I recommend that before one starts out

on this approach, begin a serious

educational program to learn the

nutritional path towards good health such

as what and where to buy wholesome

foods. How to prepare, store, and cook

them. And to learn better than anyone else

how your specific body metabolism works.

It’s easier than you think.

With the accumulation of that
knowledge you can supplement your diet

with vitamins, minerals or other nutritive

substances that your particular body may

need in excess of what you can get in your
diet. If you are now on prescription

medications, do not stop taking them.
First, study up from the book list to follow.

Then ask your doctor to slowly reduce your
medication after you are well into your diet

and supplement program. If he doesn’t

believe in preventive medicine through

diet and supplementation, or if he tells you
that sugar and white bread is good for you I

would certainly find another doctor. If you
believe you have serious mental distress

but have not had a mental breakdown or

have not had one recently you can safely

try the meganutrienl approach.

The following is a partial but excellent

list of recommended reading to start you
on your way to better health and a more
secure and enjoyable life regardless of the
social order.

Abrahamaon, E.M. and Peut, A.W.
Body. Mind, and Sugar. New York:
Pyramid Publications. 1971.

Adam.. R. and Murray, F. Megavilamin
Therapy, (on low blood sugar) New York:

Larchmont Books. 1973.

Cheraakin, Ringadorf and Clark. Diet

and Disease. Emmaus, Pa.: Rodale Press.

1968.

Fredericks, C. Ealing Right For You.

New York: Grosset and Dunlap. 1972.

Holier & Osmond. How To Live With
Schizophrenia. Secaucus, N.J.: University

Books. Inc., 1974.

Newbold, H.L. Mega-Nutrients for your
nerves. New York:Perter H. Wyden/Pub-
lisher.

Pfeiffer, Carl C. Mental and Elemental

Nutrients. New Canaan, Conn. The
Publication Committee of the Brain Bio

Center. Princeton. N.J.: Keats Publishing,

Inc., 1975.

Pauling, Linus. Vitamin C and the

Common Cold. New York: Bantam Books.

1971.

Porter, J.W.G. and Rolls B.A.,eds.

Proteins in Human Nutrition. New
York: Academic Press. 1973.

Rodale. J.l. and staff. The Health

Finder. Emmaus. Pa.: Rodale Books. 1954.

Rodale. J.l. Prevention Magazine.
Emmaus. Pa.:Rodale Press. Inc.

Selye, Hans. Stress Without Distress.

New York: The New American Library

Inc.. 1974.

Stone. Irwin. The Healing Factor

Vitamin C Against Disease. New York:

Grosset & Dunlap. 1972.

Yudkin. John. Sweet and Dangerous.

New York: Peter H. Wyden. 1972.

Colt, A. Orthomolecular Treatment: A
Biochemical Approach to Treatment of

Schizophrenia.

Holler. A. Megavitamin B-3 Therapy fer

Schizophrenia.
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THE END AND THE BEGINNING
By MARTIN DONNELLY

There was no mushroom cloud. Nothing
exploded, or crashed. There was no

dramatic detonation, thunderclaps did not

occur nor did the heavens open, rivers kept

their banks. The telephone dialing systems
continued to click automatically, the

electric lights burned. Nobody knew, at

first, that anything was happening.

I didn't know either. I'm an old man, and

old men arc supposed to be full of wisdom,

but I was no wiser than anybody else that

day. I dozed comfortably in my armchair,

secure in the certainty that my
granddaughter would be home soon to fix

my supper. And she was. and she did.

Nothing was happening.

But it had begun to happen, and I began

to learn that it had. The next morning Mrs.
Phillips, our neighbor, came to borrow
some aspirin for her arthritis because the

drug store had unaccountably run out of it.

That evening my granddaughter was late

in getting homo from work because her

regular bus had never showed up and she

had had to wait for another. My favorite

television program was replaced by an old

movie. As we were getting ready to go to

bod, the lights flickered two or three times.

I began to get a feeling in my old bones that

something was going wrong.
But it all took place very gradually. So

slowly that no one was alarmed at first, me
included. Life went on. It was only that

everything slowed down. Mrs. Phillips

never did gel any aspirin from the

drugstore. My granddaughter began to

ride her bicycle to work because she

couldn't depend on the bus. There was an
announcement on the radio that because of

a temporary power shortage all radio and
television stations would go off the air at

nine o'clock in the evening.

On the third day my granddaughter
came back home an hour after she had left

for work and said. "There’s nobody at my
office. The building is locked up and I

couldn’t even get fn.“

While we were talking about this, Mrs.

Phillips came to the door and said. "May I

use your telephone? Mine is out of order

and I have to call my doctor. My
arthritis. .

." But our telephone was out of

order too.

And at last my old brain, clogged though
it was with age and torpor, began to

function. I began to add things up. The
commodity distribution system failing.

Power going out. Communications cut. It

was all coming apart. Not dramatically.

gloriously, in one big blinding flash. Slowly

and grindingly. The system was creaking

to a stop.

There had come to be too many people,

we were all of us too greedy, we had

scourged the earth of its good things, taken

the ton off of life and called it civilization,

forgotten that the essence of living is

simply surviving.

I said to the two women. “Pack up. Take
what you can carry. We are leaving here."

They looked at me incredulously but

they moved. I went to the basement and

got my survival equipment. It was pitifully

inadequate and I was ashamed of myself

for having left it lying there for ten years

unchecked. It wouldn't be much use. I was

afraid. I had myself become complacent,

lulled into thinking that it wouldn't really

happen in my lifetime. But now it had

happened. Now an old man had to try to

begin to live again, with whatever tools he

had or could find or could make.
We went to the ranch, and had just

enough gas in the pickup truck to make it.

We walked from there to the cave. I was

pleasantly surprised to find that the

sleeping bags so long in storage were still

comfortable and warm. And. the next

morning, that canned dried fruit and

un dehydrated coffee made a good

breakfast.

But I was feeling a growing sense of

hopelessness just the same. At I looked at

the supplies in the cave I found them
pitifully inadequate, and cursed myself at

not having added to them as I had planned

to do. Moreover. I had only the two women
to help me carry what we had to the lake

over the mountain. My granddaughter
Cynthia was a good girl but frail. Mrs.

Phillips was almost as old as I.

We had to try. though. I made up packs

for us all. thinking disconsolately that I

would have to come back at least twice

more, and we set forth. It took us until four

in the afternoon to get over the mountain
and down into the valley, and when we got

to the lake my chest was hurting.

There was good news. Cynthia cried.

"Oh. look! The Wilsons are here!” And
indeed the Wilson family was there waiting

for us. having come over the ridge on the

other side of the lake. There was bad news:

they were standing there, two adults ar.d

four children, with the clothes they had on
their backs and nothing else.

"Hijacked." Rob Wilson said bitterly.

“They took our truck and didn't even

bother to shoot us."
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More bad news: the portable generator I

had stowed under the floor of the cabin was
ruined. My fault: I hadn’t packed it

properly, hadn't been there to check. The
packing had been chewed away by
varmints, and what was left was a corroded

mass of copper. No power. No radio. No
pump.
The next day we scored a modest

success, in that Rob Wilson and I made it to

the cave and brought back more than half

of the remaining canned goods. But the

next day Rob sprained his ankle going

down the mountain, and I had to leave him
to hobble back while I went on alone. To see

the smoke from the burning ranch house.

And to make a mistake. Thinking they

had not found the cave, I went in. There
were two men there. The big bearded one

said. “You're not going to try to shoot us.

are you. Dad? With that scattergun you've

got hung on your shoulder?” and raised his

rifle.

No. I wasn't going to try to shoot them
with the 12-gauge slung over my shoulder.

I shot them with the .44 Magnum I drew
from my belt. 1 had handloaded the

cartridges myself, and a little loo hot; the

concussion in the confined space of the cave

nearly collapsed my eardrums. The
240 grain slugs from the Model 29 blew
holes the size of golf halls in the chests of

the two men.
I emptied the contents of my stomach on

the floor of the cave at sight of what I hud

done. There was no strength in me to pack

the other supplies I had meant to get. I only

managed to snatch the hand-cranked radio

transmitter from where I had hidden it.

The effort of stepping over one of the

bodies to get the radio was almost too much
for me. and I left the cave empty handed
otherwise.

The trek back to the lake was a

nightmare I scarcely remember. When I

got there at last my chest was on fire. I

knew finally that I was an old man and
useless. Everything I had done had been
wrong. I had not prepared properly for

survival, and neither I nor any of the

people who had trusted me would survive.

And 1 had killed two fellow human beings,

no matter what manner of men they were. I

had failed.

Dimly I remember that Cynthia looked

anxiously at my gray face and heaving

chest, and guided me stumbling to my
sleeping bag in the cabin. After that,

consciousness was like a flickering candle

and 1 lost all track of time. Cynthia was
always there. Mrs. Phillips loo. I

remember seeing Rob Wilson leaning on a

cane once or twice; he brought with him a

small boy who looked at me with round

eyes and said, “Don't be sick any more.
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please get all well."

I still find it hard to believe that a full

week passed before I became fully aware
again. But Cynthia told me so. She was
looking healthy and fit and not frail at all.

Even more astonishing, Mrs. Phillips was
there too and seemed to have grown
twenty years younger. And there was a

young man with a doctor's stethoscope

around his neck. They were all smiling at

me.
"Look out the window," Cynthia said,

helpingme to sit up. "See what we got after

we cranked up the radio you brought."

I looked out the window. There were
people everywhere, all busy doing things.

A helicopter stood at rest by the shore of

tho lake. There was a truck— I wondered

how it had got there until I saw the new
corduroy road it had traveled—and men
were unloading things from the truck. Two
small prefab buildings were going up
nearby.

Out of the corner of my eye I saw that

Mrs. Phillips was approaching and holding

out a bowl of soup, and smiling at me. I

could smell the soup and it smelled good. I

would eat it with pleasure, I knew. But for

tho moment I turned my eyes back to look

out the window. I wanted to see everything

while I still could. For despite all the

smiling faces around me. ! knew that I was
an old man and that the fluttering

sensation I now fell in my chest would

grow and grow.

What I wanted to see out the window,

what I took a dying man's final joy in

seeing, was the beginning of a new
civilization. What I saw was survival.

From Popular Mechanics 1913

Permlog Colls to Make Flexible

Wire Connections

When connections are made to bells

and batteries with small copper wires

covered with cotton or silk, it is neces-

sary to have a coil in a short piece of

the line to make it flexible. A good
way to do this is to provide a short rod

about A in. in diameter cut with a
slit in one end to hold the wire and a

loop made on the other end to turn with

the fingers. The end of the wire is

placed in the slit and the coil made
around the rod by turning with Uif

loop end.

A PHILOSOPHY FOR SURVIVALISTS
by Kurt Saxon

You need a specific set of attitudes to keep you on course toward any goal. You
must feel right about what you're doing. Otherwise, you might feel guilty about
going your own way while people around you are united in doing nothing, and
suffering from it.

But why should you survive, and even prosper, when your fellows are dealing
with a standard of living which gets lower all the time? Why shouldn't you share
their situation and even deprive yourself of your survival program sothat a'fow
others might have a little more comfort in the hard times ahead?

Alter all, things might change for the better. Those who maintain confidence In
their appointed leaders might be right.

The climate is said to be changing but there are still bumper crops here and
there. Fuel is said to be getting scarcer but the big gas guz2lers are even more In
demand. The population is still growing but the welfare system seems to be
keeping up with it.

Pollution is getting worse. Herds are dying or being slaughtered because of
chemicals misapplied. Resorts are being closed because fish caught by
vacationers can't be eaten. Whole populations of people are endangered and
many groups sicken who work at certain factories.

But the government is cracking down. Laws are being written and penalties aro
being applied.

If wo only stand together In common trust
,
our leaders can turn us toward a now

era of progress. All they really ask for is our trust. II we could only drop our selfish

egos for a whilewe could pull together and solve our problems. But without trust
and submission to the social ideal, we are to blame tor any lack of success in iho
system.

The abovo are common reassurances and admonitions fed to the public by tho
politicians and their stooges in the news modla. Most people swallow such
garbage by the bucket Alter all. It’s a lot easier to put your faith in someone
besides yourself if you don't have much of a self to begin with.

But if you havo a woll-devoloped feeling of solf-worth you will reject any
plea to unite around anyone, especially those urging you to sacrifice your own
Interests to those of the majority.

as any system begins to decline, there are always those who aro ready to take It

over "for the common good". Their appeal Is always to the poor, the
disenfranchised, the helpless, the weak. They plead for your trust and
cooperation and while you tighten your belt, they tighten tholr stranglehold on
the economy.

After all their public assurances that they are working on the problems, you
notice that they aren't really doing anything. But they share a philosophy you
haven't been let In on and the philosophy they have dosed out to you just makes
you feel guilty for not trusting them more.
You've got to have a philosophy which combats theirs. You’ve got to stop

feeling guilty tor their failures. You’ve got to see where they're taking the

sheep-like populace so you can head in the opposite direction.
l have my own philosophy of life and, of course, you have yours. Our

philosophies seldom deal with the whole picture. So it is convenient to borrow a
philosophy which puts us in the picture concerning how we will, or will not. be
used by our political and bureaucratic manipulators.
A dandy philosophy I chanced on a few years ago was that bv Ayn Rand. This

philosophy was beautifully expressed in her story. "Atlas Shrugged". The title

illustrates Atlas, holding the world on his shoulders. He finally gets led up with
the dummies he is supporting and so simply shrugs, sending the world crashing
to the floor.

Atlas Shrugged is 1168 pages long. I don't say this to discourage you from
tackling it. Actually, once you get into it and find you like it. you’ll be overjoyed
that you have so much good stuff ahead to read. And fine reading it is. I’m into my
fifth reading and find I get more out of it every time. Bradley Steiner, our
self-defense expert, has also read it several times.

Atlas Shrugged concerns the total breakdown of society due to the demanding
parasites allowed to thrive as a system becomes more affluent. Those bringing
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From Popular Mechanics 1919

Starting Garden Plants

In starting small plants to get them
hardy and ready to plant in the early

spring provide separate receptacles of

paper, then the plant can be set out

without trouble and it will grow as if

it had never been moved. Procure
some heavy paper and make the cups
as shown in the sketch.

The paper is cut into squares, the

size depending on the plant, ami each
square is folded on the dotted line

All. This forms a triangle of a double
thicknc'S. The next fold i* made on
the line Cl), bringing the point K
over to F. Then the paper i* folded

over on the line FC», bringing the

point II over to C. This will leave a

double-pointed end at J. The parts
of this point arc separated and folded
down on the sides which form the cup
as shown.
These cups arc filled with earth and

«ct into earth placed in a box. The
seed* are planted within the cups.
When it comes time for transplanting,

the cup with the plant is lifted out and
'ct in the garden without damage to

the plant roots. The paper soon rots

away and gives no trouble to the grow-
ing plant.

An Emergency Pencil Compass

The need of a compass when none
was at hand caused me to quickly

devise a substitute for the work.

A piece of stiff wire, about the

V\ length of the pencil, was pro-

\\ cured, and several turns were

\\ made around the pencil, as

\\ shown. The lower straight

end was filed to a point.

y\\ The wire can be bent to

// \\ obtain the radius dis-

// \\ ,ance -

// \\ Popular Mechanics 1915

about the affluence in the first place, are condemned for having a higher standard

of living than thosewho do nothing to deserve any living at all

.

As pressure mounts for the producing class to share the wealth, more
producers are put out ol business. Then the hero. John Galt, goes visiting the

most productive members of society. He assures them that it is useless to fight

people who have nothing but needs and the socialistic laws to force their betters

to cater to those needs. They are advised to drop out of the system and retire, even

if all they take with them is their ability to begin again once the parasites’ game
has collapsed.

Well, able people in critical areas of the economy start dropping out

nationwide They close their factories and the Liberals In control find that they

and their parasitic constituents can’t make the factories go. Poor babies!

Then the rule of the Liberals becomes even more oppressive and they begin

trying to force the able to stay and produce. Drop-outs are considered criminals

and enemiesof the people.

The most able of the drop-outs are hidden in a super-secrel hideaway known as

"Galt's Gulch". It is a neat village with all the comlorts ol a metropolis. All the

best people are there The smartest . the most skilled, the most fun to be with

Galt’s Gulch is located somewhere in Colorado. It has some sort of refraction

shield emanating from it From the air. it looks like just another part ol the tores!

.

But a pilot actually seeing Galt's Gulch and trying to land there would only fetch

up In the branches of some tall tree. Galt's Gulch would be about seven miles

away from Its refracted image.

Most of the characters In Atlas Shrugged are sort of overblown composltos of

types. They are either totally good or totally evil, refreshing In those times of

lovable rapists, gentle child abusers and well-meaning politicians.

One of my favorite characters Is Ragnar Daneskjold. He Is a pirate who
highjacks aid ships carrying goodies to this or that Peoples' State. He Is generally

misunderstood.
Anyway. Atlas Shrugged is the only book which describes the completo

collapse of a system, with all the details. This alone, makos Atlas Shruggod

highly Instructive to Survivallsts who know little about how our socio-economic

system Is balanced.

As you read the story, published twenty years ago. you will realize lhat Iho

government-imposed terrorism of Atlas Shrugged Is being Implemented all

around us today. You'll recognize our modern politicians In action page after

page, as If they had memorized the book and adopted the villain's roles.

You don’t have to believe long-range forecasts of shortages, bad weather,

over-population and other calamities In THE SURVIVOR. You don't havo to bo

far-sighted to compare the chaos of Atlas Shrugged with the chaos we seo even

today.
You don't have to be a social scientist to see how penalizing the productive on

behalf of the non-achievers leads a system to ruin. You can see It happen In

example after example and compare Ayn Rand’s descriptions with what comes
over your nightly TV news.

After reading Atlas Shrugged, you will know why you should survive and

prosper regardless of the suffering going on around you. You won’t share a crust

with someonewho thinks your sacrifice Is his due.

You will stop looking for morality and ability In politicians or seeing them as

leaders In any sense. Forget climate change, if that doesn’t register with you.

You'll see food production being cut by Inefficiency and government Interference.

It doesn't really matter whether or not our planet Is really running out of fuel.

Shortages are guaranteed by political manipulations we see today which could

have been copied from Atlas Shrugged.
Government restrictions against business and Industry "for the common good"

and to break up monopolies, is strangling our economy and even now. putting it

In the hands of the least competent. Atlas Shrugged details how such things

happen. Now you can look around you and see how these very same practices are

costing the jobs and livelihoods of millions today.

You will also see how uniting in, trust around a grinning do-gooder will put you

in lock-step with a bunch of morons, marching Into an economic abyss.

Submitting to the common will, today, is the same as walking up the

slaughterhouse ramp after the Judas goat.

You may not be as neurotic as I or share some of my more extreme anxieties.
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This is probably (or the best. But you should at least know what is going on
around you and relate it to what (orces are shaping your own future.

Atlas Shrugged will tell you what those (orces are and show you, by
fictionalized examples, just what happens when they are applied.

When you finish the book you won't have a new philosophy, necessarily. It will

be your own philosophy, but clarified and put Into a useable pattern by one of the

greatest social philosophers of our century. You can then put yourown words and
observations to some of the most rational Ideas of our age.
You will then find not only comfort, but purpose, in knowing that your

motivation toward survival is the greatest strength in our nation today. If you’ve

ever had fantasies of being great and extremely worthwhile, they will be realities

long before you've finished Atlas Shrugged.
Although Atlas Shrugged Is an Indictment of our whole parasitic system,

libraries have not gotten around to banning It. It seems too long for the average

reader to tackle so they let it be. I don't think It would be banned, anyway, but I'm

sure It won't be on the"recommended books” list of any Federally funded library.

THE SURVIVOR Vol. I

CALVES, STEERS,
AND OXEN

by Ron Lank
One of the most useful animals ever to

come under man’s domestication has been
the ox. You've heard the saying, "Strong as

an ox", many times, probably never
stopping to think of the massive strength
that those words imply. What they imply
will be of immense value to the survivalist.

“Strong as an ox," or a team of oxen can
become extreme massive strength directly

under your personal control, to do the

heavy jobs which have been presently,

temporarily taken over by machines.

A bull calf is a young male of any of the
cattle family, or a male cow. After a bull

calf has been castrated he becomes a steer.

With his sexual potency no longer able to
develop he becomes increasingly muscular
instead of horny. If you don't have a job for

him, he becomes a meaty candidate for

your dinner table.

If you take him to your plough and hitch

him to It, instead of to your dinner table, he

is now an ox.

An ox is a castrated bull with a lifetime of

hard labor in his immediate future. A steer
is a castrated bull which has no
employment in his future, other than a trip

to your dinner table.

When the coming setback hits, many
farmers will be unable to prevent their

more fleet footed cattle from escaping. In

the forefront of the panicky hordes will be

these cattle fleeing from their human
pursuers. Most of these cattle will be

overtaken and shot during the chase. With
occasional gunfire to spur them on. the

fleeter fooled cattle, particularly the beef
breeds, will remain in front.

Able to live off the land to a degree
unmatched by their untrained human
counterparts, these refugee cattle will be
able to outdistance everyone except you.

Those people who were unprepared, who
cut loose with a volley of shots at a slow
moving cow will suffer their inevitable

fate.

Left behind will be the strong fast

moving cattle and you. Soon it will become
time for you to chase these cattle toward
large snares which you have made from
salvaged power lines, and other wire and
rope which you have been able to procure.
These snares will be tied to stout trees and
placed to intercept the woodland trails.

Some cattle will be caught. Also caught will

be horses which have eluded everyone
except you, for you arc by now an
experienced trapper.

You are about to start a farm, or perhaps
you prefer to re start an industry. You will

need oxen to help you with your heavy
labor. You may also want a horse or two to

help you with the jobs requiring less

strength but greater speed. You. your
oxen, and horses have a great deal of work
to do. Get busy.

Build Your Own
Blacksmith Shop

by Ron Lank

AfUr the impending crisis has hit. and

the immediate effects have passed, the

rebuilding era will have to begin with

the blacksmith shop. The blacksmith

shop will become the basic form of

industry from which the tools for all

other forms of industry, and farming will

originate. Virtually every tool used will

be either salvaged from our present era,

or built by the blacksmith.

The blacksmith will have plenty of

material to work with in the form of

wrecked ears and material brought to

him from garbage dumps for reworking
into something useful. In many cases the

tools and goods forged by the blacksmith

will be superior to their counterparts
available today. With all the essential

work which he will be given, the

blacksmith will have no time for planned

obsolescence.

In other cases, the blacksmith's
products will be adequate. A knife built

by the blacksmith will be contemptibly

inferior to that produced by today's knife

makers. It will, however, serve
adequately in the hands of a farmer who
needs it to butcher a steer. An axe built

by the same blacksmith will provide

BE SURE YOU HAVE A GOOD CHIMNEY

FROM AN OPERATING FORGE AT
UPPER CANADA VILLAGE NEAR
MORRISBURG, ONTARIO, CANADA
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firewood for its owner and his family.

I have included a drawing showing

how a forge is built. I have not included

a scale because I'm leaving it up to the

blacksmith to decide on the dimensions

of his forge. In this drawing the

blacksmith himself operates the bellows,

using a lever and two ropes.

The work load will be such that it will

probably be necessary to replete this

with a forge so large that an employee

or a desperate customer will have to be

put to work continually operating a

much larger bellows.

The operation of the forge will remain
the same. Air brought in through the

bellows will blast upward through the

hearth which will consist of an iron grate

overlaid with burning coals. As more
heat is required, the bellows will have to

be worked faster and faster, bringing

the piece of meUl on lop of the coals up

to the desired working temperature.

Behind the blacksmith will be his anvil

and hammer. He will then place the

heated metal on the anvil and pound it

toward the desired shape. When the

metal cools too much to be worked
further it will have to be reheated for

another pounding. If an employee is

continually operating the bellows,
several pieces of metal may lie on the

hearth while each one in turn is being

pounded.

Just be sure you've got a good

chimney that draws well, to keep the

fumes out of your shop.

The best fuel for the hearth is coal

with a high sulfur content. At present

this sulfur coal is deliberately bypassed

because of the air pollution it creates.

This accidental conservation will work
for your benefit.

If you can’t get sulfur coal, or ordinary

coal, you can try using charcoal or

tamarack.

Tamarack, also known as Larch, is the

best wood to burn. Tamarack puls out

such extreme heat that it is unsafe to

use in an ordinary wood stove. A
blacksmith’s stone and mortar hearth is

built to withstand such heat, so for

everyone concerned it will be best to

give the local blacksmith a monopoly on
the available tamarack.

The blacksmith will have more
important things to do with his time

than gather scrap metal and tamarack. It

will have to be up to his customers to

supply it to the blacksmith, along with

food and trade goods in exchange for the

work which the blacksmith will perform

for them.
To the right of the hearth is the water

trough. Iron can be tempered by

spearing it into the water, then moving
it quickly in a figure eight pattern.

Iron can be hardened by spearing it

into the water and holding it still.

Files may be made by first pounding

the iron to the desired shape. Let it cool,

exposed to the open air. so that it will be
soft. Scratch lines in it with a piece of

hardened iron. Reheat it. and spear it

into your water trough, holding it still

until it hardens.

Iron may be case hardened by heavily

saturating moist clay with chimney soot

or charred wood until you have a black

putty. Place the healed iron on one slab

of this compound, then bury it under a

second. Remove it sometime later, after

you know it has cooled. In so doing, you
have increased the carbon content of the

outer surface of your iron.

This is the traditional method that the

Japanese have used for hardening their

Samurai swords. It will work quite

nicely on your customer's butcher knife.

I suggest that you sharpen the blade

while air dried soft before you case

harden it.

From Popular Mechanics 1925

A Cheap and Serviceable Windmill

In localities where the prevailing wind

blows Irons one direction, the windmill

Wl.It Dm P.«.aUia( W.*4. Bln. Uom it. S.m.
DifMiMa for Mott el tHc Yc4f. Th.« Staple Wi»4m*U

b* Ba.U «td OMrnt4 •« Pr^ucdlr No E.ptn*

vanes are made of corrugated iron held in

flat-iron frames which are bolted to the
hexagonal axle, made by shaving down a
log. The power of the windm ill is con-
veyed to the pump, as illustrated in the
detail drawing, by means of a crank in

the end of the axle, winch operates the

wooden beam connected to it and the top
of the pump rod.—
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From Popular Mechanics 1919

Electric Rat Exterminator

Some time ago we were troubled by
numerous large rats around the shop,

particularly in a storehouse about 100

ft. distant, where they often did con-
siderable damage. One of the boys
thought he would try a plan of electri-

cal extermination, and in order to carry
nut his plan lie picked up an old zinc

floor plate that had been used under a

stove and mounted a wooden disk G in.

in diameter in the center. On this disk

he placed a small tin pan about G in. in

diameter, being careful that none of the
fastening nails made an electrical con*
ncction between the zinc plate and the

tin pan.

This apparatus was placed on the

floor of the warehouse where it was
plainly visible from a window in the

shop where wc worked and a wire was
run from the pan and another from the

zinc plate through the intervening yard

and into the shop. A good sized induc-

tion coil was through connected with

these wires and about six dry batteries

were used to run the induction coil

whenever a push button was manipu-

lated.

It is quite evident that when a rat

put its two fore feet on the edge of the

pan in order to cal the mush which it

contained, that an electrical connection

would be made through the body of

the rat. and when wc pushed the button

up in the shop the rat would be thrown

U.CU.C kUl Trap

2 or 3 ft. in the air and let out a terrific

squeak. The arrangement proved quite

too effective, for after a week the rats

all departed and the boys all regretted

that their fun was at an end.
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it a* possible into the clay pipe ana then

cover with several layers of asbestos mois-
tened with water glass to insulute against

loss of heal in the upper part of the bowl.
Then bring the bowl to a low, red heat

over the bunsen burner and hold at this

temperature for 15 min. At the end of

this time, raise the flame to bring the bowl
to a bright red or white heat for an addi-

tional 15 min. Then allow the pipe to

cool slowly. After this treatment the

chemicals will have changed their form
and must be re-ground to a fine powder
and sifted as before.

To make an easy-brushing paint, the

luminous powder cun be mixed with either

a water or spirit varnish. Gum arable dis-

solved in water to the consistency of var-

nish makes a suitable vehicle where the
paint in to be applied indoors. A more
flexible and durable vehicle is u spirit

copal varnish, which can be bought ready
prepared or mixed as in Fig. 5.

You’ll find many uses for the paint. For
example, brush it on the back of adhesive
tape and then cut the tupc in smull squares
or disks. It will stick practically any-
where. Pull-chain pendants can be made
by painting the inside of a short piece of
glass tubing, allowing it to dry, then plug-
ging the ends and adding a screw eye. For
novelty efTects, amateur theatricals and
the like, you can make gowns anil other
garments of cheesecloth and coot them
with the luminous paint. Remember that
if garments or masks have been packed
away for some time, they must be hung up
before using so that the paint can "drink
in” light. To make the luminescent quality
serve more practical purposes, paint it on
corks or labels of bottles containing poi-
son. Clock hands and numerals also can
be given an application with a small cam-
el's-hair brush. By coating the inside of

the lid of a fishing-tackle box you can al-
ways find just the plug, spinner, or leader

you want, even though it is quite dark.
Sometimes it’s handy to have the numer-
als on a yardstick, rule or flexible tape
show in dark comers. If you use this

paint on walls, reduce the solution to an
easy brushing consistency so that you can
be sure of a uniform application. It should
be remembered also that luminous paint
gradually loses its effectiveness.

Novel and practical uses

for this paint make it

a profitable sales item

V'OU can make luminous paint

in any quantity- even enough
for covering the walls and ceiling

of n den or workshop is no more
expensive than good wall paint.

At night the room will glow with
o soft, mysterious light. Small
quantities con bo made with very
simple equipment, n clny pipe and
bunsen burner as shown in Fig. 1.

being the only equipment needed
The chemical ingredients must

be ground thoroughly as in Fig. 3.

then mixed by repeated sifting.

Fig. 4. The formula given in Fig.

2 is sufficient for making up a

number of 2-n*. batches. Use only
the chemically pure grade of cal-

cium oxide. Should there be a

trace of iron present, it will cause
unsatisfactory results. To mix the

bismuth nitrate with the other
chemicals, dissolve in water, 5

grains, and then use only one-fifth
of the solution. After the com-
pound has dried, pack as much of

CAICIUM OllDt. IOQI

otstAio arriNb to
MIX OUMVCAlS
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HOMEMADE WORKBENCH
bench is to be used for large work.
The main top board M. Fig. 2. may

be either made from one piece of 2 by
12-in. plank, 3% ft. long. or made up
of 14 strips of maple, % in. thick by 2
in. wide and 3^ ft. long, set on edge,
each strip glued and screwed to its
neighbor. When building up a top
like this he careful to put the stria* tn-

boy's workshop is a workbench. The
average boy that desires to construct
his own apparatus as much as possible
can make the bench as described here-
in. Four pieces of 2 by 4-in. pine are
cut 23 in. long for the legs, and a tenon
made on each end of them, >/• in. thick,.

3& <n - wide and lVfe in. long, as shown

Dauda ol Caoaieuenoo ol

at A and B, Fig. 1. The crosspieces
at the top rfiid bottom of the legs are
made from the same material and cut
20 in. long. A mortise is made tyA in.

from each end of these pieces and in
the narrow edge of them, as shown at
C and D, Fig. l. The corners are then
cut sloping from the edge of the leg
out and to the middle of the piece, as
shown. When each pair of legs are
fitted tS a pair of crosspieces they will
form the two supports for the bench.
These supports are held together and
braced with two braces or connecting

K
‘ ces of 2 by 4-in. pine. 24 in. long

e joints are made between the ends
of these pieces and the legs by boring
a hole through each leg and into the
center of each end of the braces to a
depth of 4 in., as shown at J, Fig. 2.

On the back side of the braces bore
holes, intersecting the other holes, for
a place to insert the nut of a bolt, as
shown at HH. Four % by 6-in. bolts

are placed in the holes bored, and the
joints are drawn together as shown at

J. The ends of the two braces must
be sawed off perfectly square to make
the supports stand up straight.

In making this part of the bench be
sure to have the joints fit closely and
to draw the bolts up tight on the

stretchers. There is nothing quite so
annoying as to have the bench support
sway while work is being done on its
top. It would be well to add a cross
brace on the l.ack side to prevent any
rocking while planing boards, if the

gether with the grain running in the
same direction so the top may be
planed smooth. The back board N is
the same length as the main top board
M, 814 »n - wide and only % in. thick,
which is fitted into a */6-in. rabbet in
the back of the board M. These boards
form the top of the bench, and are

fastened to the top piece* of the sup-

port* with long screw*. The board E
is 10 in. wide and nailed to the back

of the bench. On top of this board
and at rieht angles with it is fastened

a 22-in. board, P. Th«*e two board*

are 2 in. thick and 32 ft long. Hole*

are bored or notches are cut in the pro-

jecting board. F, to hold tools.

Details of the vise are shown in Fig.

3, which is composed of a 2 by 6-in.

block 12 in. long, into which is fast-

ened an iron bench screw, S. Two
ids rails, GO, 2 by 1| in. and 20 in.

are fastened into mortise* of the

block as shown at KK, and they slide

in corresponding mortises in a piece of

2 by 4-in. pine bolted to the under aide

of the main top board as shown at L.

The bench screw nut is fastened in the

2 by 4-in. piece, L, between the two

mortised hole*. This piece, L, is se-

curely nailed to one of the top cross

pieces, C, of the supports and to a piece

line, P, that is bolted toof 2 by 4-in. pine, J

the under side* of the top boards at
the end of the bench. The bolts and
the bench screw can be purchased from
any hardware store for less than oneany ni

dollar.

(From Popular Mechanics 1913)

A Novel Rat Trap

A boy, while playing in the yard close

to a grain house, dug a hole and buried
an old-fashioned fruit jug or jar that

- —- his mother
> had thrown

ILL' TI away, says

f / ‘.'Cm I the Iowa

^ TI
° mCS,Ca^‘

r^LteSlJ a hole was
• v ' ... . broken in

it just above
the ground.

The boy then placed some shelled corn
in the bottom, put a board on top, and
weighted it with a heavy stone.

The jug had been forgotten for sev-

eral days when a farmer found it, and,

wondering what it was, he raised the

board and found nine full-grown rats

and four mice in the bottom. The
trap has been in use for some time and
is opened cvcrv day or two and never
fails to have from one to six rats or
mice in it.

From Popular Mechanics 1913

Homemade Mariner's Compasa

Magnetize an ordinary knitting
needle. A. and push it through a cork,

B. and place the cork exactly in the

middle of the needle. Thrust a pin,

C, through the cork at right angles to

the needle and stick two sharpened
matches in the sides of the cork so that

they will project downward as shown.
The whole arrangement is balanced on
a thimble with balls of wax stuck on
the heads of the matches. If the needle

is not horizontal, pull it through the

cork to one side or the other, or change

Magsained Needle Revolving on a Pm

the wax balls. The whole device is

placed in a glass berry dish and cov-
ered with a pane of glass.
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SOME NOTES ON CRYSTAL RADIOS
By JOHN NIX

Crystal radio parts: Modern Radio Labs., designed to react to much smaller

P.0. Box 1477. Garden Grove. Calif. 92642 currents: as much as 500 limes smaller.

(Catalogue 25c) Philmore Mfg. Co.. Inc.. Low Impedence Earphones are marked
Inwood. N.Y. 11696 (No catalogue info.) 4. 8. or 16 Ohms. High Impedence

Real antique parts: Bill Baker. Rt.3. Box Earphones are marked 1000 or 2000 Ohms.
1134, Troutdale. Ore. 97060 (No catalogue Sometimes the word. Ohms, is replaced by

info.) Kilbourne & Clark Crystal Detector ihe Greek letter Omega (A). Sometimes
Stands. 1920's era: Art Trauffer. 120 4th the earphones are marked IkA or 2k A.
St.. Council Bluffs. Ia. 51501. (Has other That means they are one and two kilo

From Popular Mechanics 1913

Rear Seat for Motorcycle or Bicycle

A rear scat mounted on a light sup-

port that can be quickly attached to a

stuff but again, no catalogue info. Ed.)

Note: Crystal sets can be used on short

wave bands.

(thousand) Ohm earphones, respectively.

In the past, some 10kA and 20kA
headsets (earphones) were made. They are

Antennas are important. The longer the rather rare,

antenna, the belter. Or. as the old-timers Detectors: The following materials may
put it, “If your antenna didn’t blow down be used as detectors: Galena (a Lead

last winter, it was too short." Sulphide ore). Iron Pyrites, fool’s gold

MO.C OHxCO I I UNOWO.UAM I

One of the best antennas for crystal sets (Ferrous Sulphide). Coal. Carborundum (a

is the inverted L antenna. It looks like this: synthetic abrasive).

•101 Vltw fit AM ViiM

Insulators

To
Support

To Receiver

Earth rfl Ground

The telephone line antenna: Solder a

ora This is by no means a complete list of

what can be used. But as a general rule, any
-* T° small chunk of metal ore might have a spot
Support

t|,at would serve as a detector. Finding it

_ ’
. . will be the fun part.

To Broadcast The delecloran be mounted in a blob of
Station Wood., MeU , u me |ling .Hoy, or

(slightly a cup of Mercury. Or you could fit it in a

directional) shotgun shell base and hold it in place with

crumpled metal foil.

older a Another crystal set was theWW II G.I.’s

Insulators

MOTION AT A

piece of copper wire to a 4“ x 8” piece of Foxhole radio. It used a coil of wire from a

copper foil and sandwich between two 5” x tl0 |en earphone wrapped on an empty
9“ pieces of cardboard. Connect the lead to loUe t paper tube. A bayonet stuck in the

the antenna post and place the sandwich
difl was its gTound. while the detector was

under your telephone. a blue rarer blade and a piece of pencil lead

Antennas work by capacitively coupling wircd to the pointed part of a bent safety

the radio to the telephone lines which act as
p in

a long wire antenna. It may not work with a Sli|| another detector was the
crystal set. electrolytic detector in which a hair fine

One reason you may be disappointed platinum wire just touched the surface of a

with crystal radios is that you may have sma|| cup Q f Nitric Acid. when the current

used a set of "Low Impedance Earphones'. nowed in lhe wrong direction. a small
These are often used on small transistor bubble of gas was formed, blocking the

radios when the speaker is not desired, flow ofcurrent.

These earphones were designed to Finally, a last form of detector, the
generate the necessary magnetic fields microphonic detector, exists in which a

from relatively large currents. steel needle is balanced across two knife

High Impedence Earphones are

Tinning R.bbit Skin. Ah.f .h« tapedi.*.After the ingredients have been thor-

Rabbit furs can be made up into gar- and ,h e hides placed in it. The container
ments or used for garment linings, as

well as for the trimmings on muffs and
other fur pieces. Most attempts at tan-

ning these skins have not been very suc-

cessful, but the following process has
been found to give satisfactory results:

First, the flesh side of the hide is gone
over and all possible flesh is removed by
scraping, great care being exercised

against cutting through the skin. After
scraping, rub in salt, roll up the pelts, and
put them away for 24 hours. A solution
of ’A oz. of sulphuric acid. 2 lb. common
table salt. 4 oz. powdered alum, and 5 gal.

water is mixed in a large container.

oughly dissolved, the mixture is stirred

and the hides placed in it. The container

is covered and set away. The hides are

allowed to remain in the solution for nine

or ten days and should be stirred around
two or three times a day during this

period. When the hides are removed,

they are washed with warm water and
soap, this process being repeated two or
three times. The hides are then tacked

out and stretched, and the flesh side

wiped dry with woolen cloths. When dry,

the flesh side is gone over with fine sand-

paper. using care against rubbing too

deeply. This completes the process, and
the hides are ready to be cut and worked
as desired.—

ThM Lifki • w.i.fci H»aia*4t k..t-S..i ti.i.r, I.
• Caaxaiaaia Im • Sweat Hurtle 01 Molaxycla

strong bicycle or a motorcycle is handy,
and one like that shown in the sketch
can be made in the home workshop.

The supporting frame, consisting ol

two main sections forming a fork ovei

the rear axle, and a brace extending to

the bicycle frame, arc made of V4 by
l*4*in. strap iron. The scat and the

handlebars arc supported on posts of
the usual type, flattened at their lower
ends, and riveted to the fixture. The
lower ends of the fork arc bent to form
foot rests. The detailed construction
of the seat post and the method of

clamping the brace at A are shown in

the smaller sketches. The fastenings of

the seat and handlebar posts are made
with rivets or bolts.

Binding Magazines

To bind magazines for rough serv-

ice. proceed as follows: Place the

magazines carefully one on top of the

other in order,

f an<* 5Pace * h *

V' ) upper one, near

'
’ for two rivets.

marking off
three equal distances, or, perhaps, the

center space longer than the other two.
Make two holes through all the maga-
zines on the marks with an awl. or
drill, then drive nails of the right length
through them. Use small washers on
both ends of the nails under the head
and at the point, which is cut off and
riveted over. This makes a good, serv-

iceable binding for rough use.
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A Nut-Cracking Block

From Popular Mechanics 1913

In the sketch herewith is shown an
appliance for cracking nuts which will

prevent many a bruised thumb. To

M.l" In Dick <0. N«u

anyone who has ever tried to crack but-

ternuts it needs no further recommen-
dation. The device is nothing more
than a Rood block of hardwood with a

few holes bored in it to tit the different

si/ed nuts. There is no need of holding
the nut with the lingers, and as hard
a blow may be struck a> desired. Make
the depth of the hole two-thirds the

height of the nut and the broken pieces

will not scatter.—

Paintbrushes Made from Feathers

From Popular Mechanics 1925

The method one lady used to keep her
children supplied with brushes for their
water-color work, in the absence of ‘'regu-

lar" brushes, is

shown in the
drawing.
A feather of the

desired site is

selected, and all

but one inch is

stripped from the
midrib, or stem.
The hollow quill

at the larger end
of the stem is cut
off and cleaned

out with a piece
of wire, and is then slipped over the

feather to form a ferrule. Glue mav be
used to hold the feather in place, if de-

sired.

An ordinary fruit press, or potato ricer,

can be used for making fuel briquettes

« •> 0<<-.«y MlrJ FlMI Pres* Of

PSMU RK(f

from sawdust, or other combustible ref-

use, by compressing it together with
kerosene. The bottom of the press is cut
out. leaving a flange about Vi in. around
the edge, and a loosely fitting false bot-
tom. made of a disk of sheet metal, is

placed inside over the opening. The ma-
terial to be compressed is mixed with
kerosene in a pail, and the oil-saturated
material is filled into the press and pres-
sure applied, the surplus oil running off

into a suitable container, as indicated in

the drawing. After the briquette has
been compressed, it is pushed out by pres-
sure against the false bottom. The bri-

queues are set aside to dry. and may be
used alone or in combination with other

Popular Mechanics 1915

Planting Seeds in Egg Shells

When growing flower plants from
seeds, start them in halves of shells

from hard-boiled eggs. When the time

comes to transplant them, they can be

easily removed by allowing the din in

the shell to become hard and then
breaking off the shell, whereupon the

plant is placed in the ground.

A pasteboard box provided with
holes large enough to support the egg
shells can be used to hold them, un-

less egg crates arc at hand. Two
large seeds such as nastuniurns and
sweet peas can he planted in one shell,

and four seeds of the smaller varie-

ties.

Fuel from Garbage and Sawdust

From Popular Mechanics 1925

(From Popular Mechanics 1913)

Home-Made Small Chum
Many people living in a small town

or in the suburbs of a city own one

Making ButUf

cow that supplies the family table with
milk and cream. Sometimes the cream
will accumulate, hut not in sufficient

quantities to be made into butter in a

large churn. A fruit jar usually takes

the place of a churn and the work is

exceedingly hard, the jar being shaken
so the cream will heat against the ends
in the process of butter-making. The
accompanying sketch shows clearly

how one boy rigged up a device having
a driving wheel which is turned with

a crank, and a driven wheel attached

to an axle having a crank on the inner

end. This crank is connected to a

swinging cradle with a wire pitman of

such a sire as to slightly bend or spring

at each end of the stroke. The cradle

is made with a cleat fastened to each

end, between which is placed the fruit

jar, partially filled with cream. The
jar is wedged in between the cleats and
the churning effected by turning the

crank.-

To Remove Grease from Machinery

A good way to remove grease or oil

from machinery before painting is to

brush slaked lime and water over the

surface, leaving the solution on over
night. After washing, the iron is dried

and the paint will stick to it readily.

In removing grease from wood, com-
mon whitewash may be left on for a

few hours and then washed off with
warm water, after which the paint will

adhere permanently.
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TOYS FOR A CASHLESS
CHRISTMAS by Kurt Saxon

Survival U family occupation and th«

aooncr you get your kida caught up in it,

the better. Homemade toy*. aa oppoeed to

plaatic junk, will promote a baaic aenae of

values in your child. To lay the

groundwork for thin sense of values, you

can start by putting Santa Claus back into

Christmas.

Christmas used to be the time to give

the kids their supply of toys for the year.

Such toys were made to last; sturdy,

usually handmade and highly individualis-

ed. They were often made by the parents.

In villages, the clockmaker. blacksmith,

carpenter and other tradesmen would

make toys for sale around Christmas.

Children of the last century loved such

toys. Many have been passed down to

collectors today after having been played

with by generations of your elders when
they were children. Those handcrafted

toys were easily credited to the

workmanship of Santa and his helpers.

In the last few decades, toys have

Become so commercial that you would be

hard put to find a chUd who actually

believes that SanU made them. They are

advertised on TV every day. aU year, with

the manufacturer’s name written and

spoken in every commercial. And before

Christmas, the stores hire a lot of winos to

impersonate SanU Claus, who would

never have allowed his troops to turn out

such rubbish.

With toys being promoted all year

round, there’s really no season for them
any more. So Christmas toys are made to

be all used up during the holiday season.

It’s a kind of orgiastic sacrifice to the

commercial toy companies. The toys

aren't made to last for more than a few

days and they don’t. Moat of them are

plastic with battery-driven insides. Only

in rare occasions does such a toy last long

enough to renew iu batteries.

Such toys, apart from the thrillingly

dramatized TV commercials, are boring.

They leave nothing to the imagination.

Sure a little girl's dolls now urinate,

defecate, throw-up and go into hysterics.

But so does the little girl. So how can she

fit the disgustingly real doll into her

beautiful fantasies? After all. a cornhusk
doll can be a princess, but a Betsy WeUy
doll is just a slob.

Concerning the Six-Million Dollar-Man.

Mr. Spock and other bendable, super hero

dolls for boys. Well they come apart a lot

faster than the writers of TV commercials

would have you believe. So such toys are

usually broken within a week, mainly due
to carelessness caused by sheer boredom.

The same goes for the elaborate plastic

battleships, missiles, helicopters, etc.

Kids are fascinated by these things.

There's no denying that. They've also

been led to expect them and if they don’t

get them they're going to scream and yell.

I know I did the first time I didn’t get a

pile of popular toys for Christmas. Around
Christmas of 1941 Dad was laid off and his

employer brought a Christmas basket

with a ham and such. Mom gave me a 10

cent onion bag of odd-sized colored blocks

and a 10 cent modeling clay set. (The same
deal would cost about $3.00 today)

I naturally raged and stormed, but

when I settled down that afternoon. I

found them to be more fun than anything

rd gotten the last Christmas. Kids love to

get elaborate toys, but they only really

play with simple toys. That clay lasted for

months and I kept and played with those

blocks for years.

You might explain to your kids that this

year their toys will come from Santa.

They won't be the mass-produced garbage

the poor kids on the block gel. They will

be fun toys that are made especially for

them and no one else will have toys like

them.
For about $10.00 you can get from the

dime store a scroll saw. small hand saw,

small hammer, nails, hobby paints and
whatever else you need. When you've

finished making all the toys, you can wrap
the tools as a gift for one of the kids.

You can find scrap wood down any alley

and thin, orange crate wood behind any

supermarket, free for the taking.

With this, you can make blocks, fort*,

boats, a doll house and furniture, animals,

etc. Any mother can mukc scrap dolls

which are much cuddlier and friendlier

than any Barbie doll or whimpering,

clicking robot.

Don't worry about your children’s

acceptance of homemade toys. Next issue,

I'll write a story explaining how SanU is

coming out of retirement only for the

children of survivalisls. In the meantime,
get the tools, collect the odds and ends of

scrap wood, cloth, etc., and start work on

some of the stuff here. Next issue will also

carry more samples of easily made toys

from the past.

Your first project might be blocks. Just

cut some scrap lumber into several dozen

odd-sized squares, triangles, etc., sand off

the splinters and paint the blocks. Collect

different sized tin cans, wash and paint

them. Gather up thread spools. They're

great for wheels, tops, shooting toys. etc.

In this volume of THE SURVIVOR is

the crossbow, arrow sling and catapult on

page 44. Page 41 has a good whistle. On
page 62 is a level for the tool kit. Also for

the tool kit. pagel03, figure 840. you can

make a bow drill just like the Indians used

to drill holes in wampum. Also on page 100

is a keen blowgun. The flutter ring on
pageli6would be worked on every visitor

to your home for weeks.

If you are at all handy, the steamboat on

pagel 08wou)d make your boy the envy of

all his friends. And the paddleboat on this

page would get your kids in the tub at the

drop of a hat.
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Then there arc boomerangs on page 19

For the little weight lifter, there is an

exercise outfit on page22and dumbbells on

page 155. The emergency magnifying

glass on page 153. along with a few flies,

seeds, salt and other specimens will help

keep a little scientist fascinated for hours.

The lensless microscope in this issue can

be made using cellophane instead of

celluloid or mica, both hard to gel these

days. If you have some glass tubing you

can make a permanent microscope for

nothing, (page 157) pretty much like the

first microscopes ever made.

On page 154 there is a spool bow. A set

of these, painted different colors, could

make your child a real success among his

friends.

While waiting for the next issue, watch

those toy commercials. If you make it

through one Saturday morning, you'll

probably feel that kids shouldn't have

such fragile trash in the first place. And
the prices on that junk! 1 think it’s bad for

a kid. knowing a toy costs quite a bit of

money, yet accepting its destruction so

soon after he gets it. It's a wasteful

attitude at best, and to a survivalist it’s

suicidal.

So u few spare evenings making your

childrens' toys will also do a lot for you. It

will save you a lot of money, best spent on

necessities It will improve skills, although

most of these toys can be made by an

amateur who has never made anything

is also the pride you will see in

the eyes of your children. Those old

enough to know you actually made their

toys will really appreciate you. Kids are so

used to parents who only buy things, that

in their eyes you will be a creative genius
who really loves them. You'll be special

and a super parent in the eyes of the

neighborhood kids.

So get your scrap and tools and paints

together and set aside a few evenings to

use them. After the initial disappointment

of not getting the expected breakables has

passed, your kids will settle down to really

playing with real toys.

and 113 Making a Cycling Monkey
Popular Mechanics 1925 By L H BUTCHER

AFEW ordinary tools and a little
skill are all that is required to enable

any boy to make the animated toy shown
in the illustration; this will not only
make a splendid toy for little brother or
sister, but any boy. or group of boys,
ean make a sufficient number to earn
quite a little pocket money, if the work
is well done and attractively finished.
Any good soft wood. I in. thick, and

free from knots or other imperfections,

can be used for the body. A vertical
center line should be marked on the
stock first, and all measurements for lay-
ing out the body made from this line.
It is not at all necessary to follow these
dimensions closely; the body can be
made as much larger or smaller as de-
sired. while keeping to the same general
proportions.
Each arm is made in one piece, each

leg in two. 20-gauge sheet metal being

used. Blue-annealed sheet steel is bet-
terror this purpose than galvanized iron,
which does not hold paint well. Almost
any kind of scrap metal can be used

—

strips cut from an old auto body, for ex-
ample. are excellent for the purpose.
The wheel may either be made from

one piece. I in. thick, or built up; the
one-piece construction is the stronger,
and should be used whenever possible.
This is a wood-lathe job. but if no lathe

is available, any woodworker will turn
one out at very slight cost. The groove
around the wheel accommodates the
wheel supports; there is no axle.

Round iron or cold-rolled steel. Vi in.

in diameter, is used for the wheel sup-
ports. One end of each support is flat-

tened and drilled for screws for attach-
ment to the body, the remainder being
curved to fit in the wheel groove.

The toy is assembled by first fastening

the wheel in place, allowing n slight plav
between wheel and supports. The wheel
should be placed a little in front of the

center line of

‘i

w • . I
TEntH at a distance

• ymm ,, f

i i from

i
|
K w hen one

- '*
|
T leg is c x -

Eg—«aJ
j

I i tended, theK .
• IT 3~_L-7-r=B other IS

|H MM railed

m. j
/4Aj Ordinary^ tinncis ’

as for
the knee

joints, and screws at the points where
the legs and arms are attached to the
body. The end of each arm is linked,
by a short piece of wire with an eye bent
at each end. to the knee joint, causing
the arms to move up and down as the
toy is pushed forward. Two pieces of
heavy wire, twisted together and attached
to the rear of the body, form the tail and
the handle to push the toy.

The maker may use his own taste in
painting the tov, but whatever color
scheme he decides to follow, the face
should be strongly marked. The com-
pleted toy is very sturdy, in fact almost
unbreakable, and will please any child.
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THE RETURN OF SANTA CLAUS
by Kurl Saxon

SanU sal in fronl of his TV set and

grumbled. He had been grumbling for

thirty years and was not (it to live with at

all.

He had a fresh bump on his head he got

from grumbling at his wife. He had smears
of blue all down his front because he had

grumbled at his helpers and one had

dumped a bucket of blue paint on him.

The trouble was that Santa and what

helpers he had left had nothing to do. So he

grumbled and his helpers grumbled and
paint got spilled and everything was a

mess.

The TV showed just lots and lots of toys

made of plastic and metal with batteries

and everything. Dolls had voice boxes and

said silly things children got tired of

hearing. Everything broke or was boring

after only a little while.

Of course. Santa hadn't made those

junky toys and wouldn't make them if he

could. So when junky toys came out. Santa

had gone on strike and wouldn’t do
anything except grumble.

The toy companies could make ever so

many toys just by pouring melted plastic

into molds. Such toys weren't fun for long

and they broke in a week or so but they

were pretty and children thought Santa

brought them. When Santa grumbled and

refused to deliver such junky toys, the toy

stores hired people to wear his same
clothes and say they were him.

Then Santa stopped delivering even the

toys he and his helpers made. This was

because the Army got radar and in 1947 he

and his sleigh were identified as an Unidcn

lifted Flying Object and he was shot down
over Toledo. This didn't hurl him because

he is magic. But it made him so mad he just

gave up and went home.
So for thirty long years he had just sat

watching TV and grumbling. Most of his

helpers left him to work at McDonalds or

the Alaska Pipeline.

Then all the toys were made by the big

toy companies who made the same toys for

every kid in town. There were Spock dolls

and G.I. Joe dolls and Betsy Wetsy dolls.

And no child had any toys that were
different. They were no fun.

The men who wore Santa's clothes stood

on the corners and asked the children what

they wanted. The children said they

wanted the junk they saw on TV. because

they didn't know any belter, you see.

Their parents heard what toys they

wanted and bought them from the store

instead of ordering them from Santa.

Parents don't know much about toys any

more. When they were children the junky

toys started coming out so they never had

any good toys themselves.

Then the letters started coming to

Santa. Most letters to Santa had been

going to the Fire Department or the

Salvation Army. They had done a good job

giving toys to children since Santa retired

so he hadn't gotten any for years.

The new letters were from children

whose parents had no money to spend on

junk. They weren't poor or anything. They

just spent their money on things the family

needed. They wcreSurvivalists.

Most of the letters asked for toys that
would last a long lime. Or if l hey did break,

they could be fixed instead of having to be
thrown away. Mainly, they wanted toys
that were different and which everyone
would know were t heirs.

This all made Santa very happy. He
rounded up all his helpers and got to work
making some real toys. Then he loaded his

sleigh and took off for the homes the letters

came from.

It was fun for Santa to be flying around

delivering toys like in the old days. He
didn't even mind flying over Military

bases. He had seen an Errol Flynn war
movie once where they threw out strips of

aluminum foil when they were over their

targets. The aluminum foil showed up on
the radar screens as lots of things up there

instead of just one sleigh. This way. the

gunners didn't know what to shoot at.

Then the Air Force sent up jet fighters

to see what was causing the disturbance. A
squadron made a pass over Santa and he

waved and some of the pilots waved back.

Their captain on the ground radioed the

head pilot and asked what was up there.

The pilot said. “It's Santa Claus and a

sleigh and reindeer and everything.

They're moving right along. Sir".

The captain said, "Johnson, there isn’t

anySanU Claus. Whatever you think you

see. shoot it down."
Johnson said, "You’re out of your tree.

Sir. We’re none of us going to shoot down
Santa Claus. Besides, he's just landed on a

house roof.

They argued back and forth and Santa

just went on his way. From then on. he flew

close to the ground so the radars didn't

show him on their screens. He also had to

fly low so he wouldn’t scare pilots of

private planes and airliners.

Things are different in the air since

Santa flew thirty years ago. What with

Military planes. TWA. private planes,

missiles and even Flying Saucers. Santa

has to do a lot of dodging and so can't

deliver to everyone any more.

So now he only delivers to children of

Survivalists. So if your toys are hand made
and different from the TV toys, you can be

sure Santa himself brought them.
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TOY-MAKING
From Our Wonder World 1914

But the making of “ things that work” is

even belter fun than the making of things

that can be worked. This plate shows amus-
ing toys made by German school children.

i. A hobby-horse may be made from
three pieces of thin wood, or one piece of thin

wood and two pieces of cardboard. The cen-

tral piece is cut of! at A-B. a and j are two

forms of a see-saw. The construction a evi-

dent. The weight may be made from sheet

lead. 4 is a jumping-jack similar to that

described below. 5, Two PiAvrut tua
should be made of thick wood. When the

legs are pivoted to two flat rods. G-H and

F-J as indicated, the heads of the kids will

butt. 6, 7, and 8 arc chotksouks. The
parrot will balance on a string.

A colon Witr.rL like the above can be made

if cardboard or of very thin wood. Two and

inc-half inches is a good diameter; have the

string holes just 14' from the center, and loop

a four-foot length of very flexible cord through

them. With the compasses mark of! three

rings and color them with crayons or water-

colors. having two or three different colors in

each ring. When the wheel is spun, the colors

will mis and form new
colors. A more ambitious

wheel, like the one in the

large illustration, may be

cut from 14' basswood

or soft pine or cigar-

bos cedar. You can

either paste colored seg-

ments of paper on the

wood, or paste while paper

on and color it. The
wheel is kept whirling by
starling with it as in Fig. j

and alternately taut-

ening and loosening the

strings. A three-inch di-

ameter works w«U. Color

discs like the one below

may also be spun on a top.

To make the top. select a

spool with deep flanges;

whittle a slick to fit tight-

ly in the hole. Drive

in the slick and saw

the spool of! W inside

the flange at a. Drive the

slick in a quarter inch

cut the whole

down as shown at b . Cut off the stick above

to leave a Ji' spindle. Square the spindle

so that the color disc, when fitted over it, will

not slip. Make the disc of cardboard, two

inches in diameter. If you follow the dia-

gram and use black and white as the colors,

you will get several gradations of gray.

punch holes with
COMPkbPOtNTKT

fs M4D B

Rv PIECE OF SOFT CORO
2*' LONG IS PASSED
THR.UWDTIEDFIG3
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Before we go farther we ought to learn

•omething more about the scboix saw. A

saw like that in the diagram may be bought

for twenty cent*, the blades selling for about

ten cents a dozen. It will pay you, however,

to get a more expensive saw, for the work is

much easier if the crook of the saw is long. In

fact, the longer it is, the better. It should

reach back far enough to rest against the

upper arm, because it is conveniently steadied

when resting there. Scroll-saw blades are very

delicate, and must be treated with consid-

eration. The best rule b to keep a light

grip on the handle, and never on any provo-

cation to force the saw when it does not want

to go. Remember that a new blade b very

sharp, so that if it refuses to cut, the fault

b yours: you have twisted it so that it binds

in the groove. Cutting along a straight line

b easiest of all. You need only see that the

blade moves straight up and down with as little

wavering from lide to

side as poaaible, and that

the wood b moved by the

left hand towards the

saw, instead of the saw

being pushed forward.

Cutting large circles b
about as easy as straight-

line cutting. As an ex-

periment, begin with the

simpler parti of the chuu-
rUL uoNxr. v that adorns

this page. The plan here

given b complete
;
but it

b hardly large enough for

a really respectable jump-

ing-jack. The first thing

then b to enlarge the parts

either with a pantograph

or by the method de-

scribed on page jj8.

Doubling the size would

be about right. Enlarge the parts on fairly

heavy brown paper, cut them out carefully,

and paste them on the wood that is to be used,

making sure to reverse one of the arms and one

of the legs. Be sure about this— the reversing —
it will save trouble. If you then simply cut

around the patterns, the paper will form an

excellent finishing surface for the wood. When
you lay the patterns on for justing, have long

parts like the arms run with the grain. They

will be very weak and breakable if they run

across the fibers of the wood and not with them.

Begin by cutting out the back piece. Then try

an arm. If you start down the comparatively

straight side of the arm you will be safe until

you come to the crook of the wrist. At this

comparatively sharp curve let the blade do a

good deal of moving and the wood very little.

That b, keep the saw going as usual, but move

the wood slowly. Particularly must thb be

done as you saw around the finger tips. When

you saw out the front body piece and come to

where the head meets the body you will have

to move the wood around almost a full turn

while the blade stays in one place. To make

the turn as sharp as possible, let the back of

the blade bear oo the wood, rather than the

teeth. If at any point in a curve your saw

sticks, it b either because you have turned too

fast Of because you have failed to keep the

blade vertical. When the pans are all cut out,

bore holes in them, as shown in the diagram,

with a bradawl. Then fasten heavy black

thread to the inside ends of the limbs and tail,

tying and arranging them so that when the

toy b completed, and the limbs are hanging
down, the threads will lie as do the dotted
line*. Small brass-headed nails should

be run through the holes and bent to bind the
parts together,— not too tightly, though. The
last touch b to tale pen and ink or brush
and paints and create the most monkey-like
grin you can for the big eared little fellow.

When we come to Aim.

Doll and little Mbs Doll

seated in their own little

chairs and at their own little table, we enter

a real fairyland of delight Models of brats.

if we have made the models ourselves how
mueh more we shall like

them.

If we were makers of

real full-size rvBKiTVRC,
the first thing we should

have to do would be to

lay in a supply of wood;

and the second thing, I

suppose, would be to get

orders for our wares. Let

us be model workmen, and
go at our work in the

most approved style. We undoubtedly have
sundry pieces of basswood left over from the
making of previous toys, and these will

very useful. We ought also to have on hand
a goodly stock of cigar-box cedar; in fact »c
should keep our eyes open for all the dear-

grained thin wood that comes our way. We
should in addition obtain some of the very

smallest brads, and either a bottle of ready-to-

use glue, or a glue-pot. In case there b a
good deal of gluing to be done, the glue-

pot is best. Now, you cannot be too care-

ful to have a good glue-pot. It b a sort

of small iron double boiler, with an outer

pot for boiling water — to be kept boiling

over the fire — and an inner pot in which
the glue b kept at just the right heat all the
time. The hardware dealer sells dry chips

of glue; buy a quarter-pound, half-fill the |>ot

with chips, and pour in water enough to cover
them. More water may be added if the glue

proves to be very thick when it melts. It

is an excellent thing to have a glue-pot in the

house. Once every four months you should
put the glue-pot on to boil and gather all the
chairs and other wooden ankles that need to

be tightened in the joints. As said before, glue

should be allowed to set two days l>eforc the

ankles arc put to any strain.

So much for the manufacturer's stock. Now
for the orders: The best way
to secure a flourishing demand
for furniture is to build a

house, — in thb case a doll's

house. The house may be

very satisfactorily made of a

sir. .g grocer's box that is

not too deep. Brforc setting

in the one or two floors, de-

cide where thr stairs arc to

come and cut ofwning* for

them. Handsome stairs may
be made of a piece of straight

narrow board with treads

glued upon It. Material for

the treads you can get if

you will go to a wood-work-
ing shop and ask In magic

phrase for some "strips cham-
fered off of planking." The
wood-worker will look at you
curiously, wondering where

you learned the terms of his

trade, and then he will point

you to the pile of waste, where

you can find length* of wood
"triangular in cross-section"

(this b geometrical magic).

You will sec how short pieces

of thb wood may be glued on
the slanting board to nuke
very real stairs. It pays,

by the way, to be on neigh-

borly terms with the wood-
worker who lives nearest your

home,— ana for that matter with the painter

and the blacksmith too. These men won’t

mind your quirlly watching them; and they

will be glad to help you with advice and va-

rious materials,— if you don't " pester 'em."

You know what 1 mean by that. Perhaps we
cannot be too certain that you fully under-

stand this. A man's work is so important

that he may have to scold even you.

The house may be top|>cd off with a slant-

roofed attic, with partitions; with windows of

glass or oiled paj>cr, paper window-bars being

pasted across, with leather-hinged doors; with

real wall-paper put on with flour paste (or

tube paste thinned with water); with bits

of carpet; with rag- rugs that your mother will
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them- you how lo make;
with coats o| white paint

and shellac; and so on and
bo on.

The illustrations on
these pages will suggest

patterns for several styles

of furniture. It is to h«

desired that each room
should have a complete

set in some one style. You
will notice how attractive

the set on this page looks

because it is all •( one

kind. If you should want
more ideas for chairs,

tables, and the rest, you
could write to some of

the large furniture manu-
facturers who advertise

nd who will send you
catalogues full of pictures.

When once you have decided on a particular

pattern, draw it out on heavy japer, al-

lowing a piece of |>attern for each piece of

wood, unless, of course, two |>arts of the
furniture are just alike, as in the cave of most
chair sides and table ends. In making the

pattern for a table end like that in the picture

above, you will find it handy to fold the pa|«r,

draw a i^ttern as if for onc-half of the end. cut
the double sheet, and then lay it out fiat.

Hy drawing the |>attcm in su.h a way as to

bring the fold in the center of the completed

object, you will get both sides of i» just alike.

When the various pieces have been cut out,

and the carvings or decorations added, they

should be sand|>a|ierrd wherever necessary.

Decorations like those above may be cut with

the scroll saw or with a round edged chivel

called a gouge. The convenient thing about

small furniture is the fact that its p*m need

not be jointed one into another, it being enough

simply to use glue, making what a carpenter

would call a butt joint. — that is. a joint in

which the bull of one piece simply rests flat

against the piece it is nailed or glued to Be-

fore setting about the gluing, mark with a pencil

where the various |*ar(& arc to go. marking

on the sides of a chair, for example, where

the seat is to rest. Then, when you apply

the glue and put the parts together, there will

be no awkward mistake.

Some kinds of wood will look very presentable

if simply given a coat of brown or green or red

water-color. If you do not like the "dull fin-

ish" that results from water colors, add a coat

of shellac. Shellac is almost colorless, and just

adds a water-proof coating to the color be-

neath. Varnish might be used, but it is far

less convenient than shellac. You will not

want to use ordinary paint, as shellac and

stains and water-colors are thinner and Utter

suited to such small objects. You might u>c

the tube oil-colors, but they are costly.
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THE “LAME DUCK”
By LOWELL 8. BUTCHER

Popular Mechanics 1915

THE “lame duck" is a toy that will de-

light the heart of any child. When
pulled across the door by the lead string,

the duck will do a number of amusing
things. It will wobble back and forth,

sidewise, and will sometimes combine the

two movements at t lie same time. By
placing the four wheels that support the

toy off center, a number of surprising ac-

tions are made possible.

The body of the toy is made of 2-in.

material; 1-in. finished lumber may be
used instead, but the 2-in. thickness will

[

dace the wheels farther apart, and there is

css danger of upsetting the finished toy.

Unless several of the toys are desired, in

ferring to the illustration,

hole saw is best for sawing out the body
shai

A scroll or key-
body

Four wheels of H-in. material are sawed

which case it is best to cut out a cardboard

pattern, the body can be laid out directly

on the board chosen for that purpose.

The toy shown
In the photograph
was made from a
block of wood 5 in.

wide, 9 in. long
'•nl approximately

2 in. hick. liv

marking the block

off into 1 - i n

.

squArcs, as shown
in the diagram, the

shape of the duck
can easily be
sketched in by re-
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or turned to an outside
diameter of Ip4 in.

The holes for the
wood screws that fas-

ten the wheels to the
body are drilled '/t in.

from the center of the
wheels. The location
of the pivot points of

the wheels on the body
is shown in the dia-

Cin. Naturally, the
c» through the

wheels should be
slightly larger in diameter than the screw's
to lie used.

In assembling the toy. a thin washer
should lie placed between the body and
each of the wheels. Likewise, a washer
should be placed between the wheel and
the screw head to prevent needles* friction.

A yen
duck

all lm r <1

It Use to; > 15

tll< CVC', WII

low* » le.vl

|>aintc<

r

«

A Vtiy Rimplr sett Sturdy Tt

OtOMin* Younftter with
w lh.it Will Prov»l« tht
KmlkM AmuKHWBt

d in the bill of the
uring to l>e attached,
with some care, and

I leathers, etc. made
,
the resem-

omoleled tov
darker than l

Mince will be better. Tl

is sturdy, with no complicated mechanism
to go wrong, and the "rollicking" action
given by the eccentric wheels is amusing to
the old as well as the young.

Emergency Magnifying Glass

(From Popular Mechanics 1913)

When in need of a microscope in

the study of iHitauy. one may l>e marie

in the following manner: Rcnrf'a small
wire or the stem of a leaf so as to form
a small loop not larger than the ordi-

Loep laclsriag 4 Drop of Walir

nary drop of water. When this is

done place a drop of clear water in the
loop and the microscope is complete.
’I his temporary device will prove val-
uable where a .strong magnifying glass
is not at hand

From Popular Mechanics 1925

Beads from Rose Petals

Necklaces made from rose-petal beads

are not only attractive in appearance but

have a delightful rose odor. The petals

are gathered, and chopped finely with a

knife; if a food chopper is available, the

results are better. The chopped petals

are placed in an iron vessel of some sort.

Should this be somewhat rusty it is really

an advantage, since the rust (iron oxide)

tends to make the beads a richer black in

color. The petals should be allowed to

stand for about a week after they have

been chopped. Do not allow them to be-

Popular Mechanics 1913

An AuatrijLn Top

All part* of the top are of wood and
they are airaple to make. The handle
ia a piece of pine, 5Vi in. long, 1 Vi in.

wide and % in. thick. A handle. % in.

in diameter, is formed on one end, al-

lowing only 1 Vi in. of the other end
to remain rectangular in shape. Bore
a %-in. hole in this end for the top.

A 1/16-in. hole is bored in the edge to
enter the large hole as shown. The
top can be cut from a broom handle or
a round stick of hardwood.

To spin the top, take a piece of stout
cord about 2 ft. long, pass one end
’hrough the 1/16-in. hole and wind it

•n the small part of the top in the
dual way, starting at (he bottom and
winding upward. When the shank is

covered, set the top in the %-in. hole.

Take hold of the handle with the left

hand and the end of the cord wilh the

right hand, give a good quick pull on
the cord and the top will jump clear of

the handle and spin vigorously.

Top Spins by Whipping

A top that will keep spinning as long
as it is "whipped" is easily made from

a piece of hard wood
by following the di-

mensions shown in

the drawing. For a

whip, use any piece

of soft cord about 2

ft long, tying one end
of it to a stick of

about the same
length. Wrap the
cord around the top
and carelessly toss it

out, to make it spin.

When it has almost stopped, "whip" it

gently; the cord will wrap itself around
the top, and drawing the whip away gives
the top a new start.

come dry; it there is any tendency toward
this, a little water may be sprinkled over

the mass. At the end of the week, suffi-

cient water is stirred in with the petals to

make a soft ma«s. The beads are made
by rolling bits of this mass between the
thumb and finger. While still soft, each
bead is pushed onto a piece of wire or a

hatpin and allowed to stand for several
days until quite hard.-
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shape of each gore are shown in Fig. 2. Popular Mechanics 1913

The balloon is made up of 13 gores
tI _

pasted together, using about %-in. lap Hand S,ed Made ° { PlP* and F,lt,nSs

on' the edges. Any good paste will The accompanying sketch shows
da-one that is made up of flour and how an ordinary hand sled can be
water well cooked will serve the pur- ma de of ?i-in. pipe and fittings. Each
pose. If the gores have been put to- rU nner is made of one piece of pipe
gether right, the pointed ends will bent to the proper shape. This can
close up the top entirely and the wider be accomplished by filling the pipe

• bottom ends will leave an opening with melted rosin or lead, then bend-
• about 20 in. in diameter. A light wood ing to the shape desired, and afterward

5 hoop having the same diameter as the removing the rosin or lead by heating.

• opening is pasted to the bottom end Fach j°>"* ' s turned up tightly and
! of the gores. Two cross wires are pinned or brazed. One of the top

|
fastened to the hoop, as shown in Fig. crosspieces should have right-hand

: 3. These are to hold the wick ball; and left-hand threads or he fitted with
• Fig. 4, so it will hang as shown in * union. Also, one of the top pieces
® Fig. 5. The wick ball is made by wind- connecting the rear part to the front

! ing wicking around a wire, having the part of each runner must be fitted in

• ends bent into hooks as shown. the same way. The top is fastened to
'

. „ ......... . .
the two crosspieces.

The balloon is filled with hot air in Such a hand sled can he made in a
1 a manner similar to that used with the

;
ordinary cloth balloon. A small trench ...

! or fireplace is made of brick having a tL
• chimney over which the mouth of the

; paper balloon is placed. Use fuel that ^
1 1
" '

will make heat with very little smoke. jfy >r ‘ * IQ
Hold the balloon so it will not catch
fire from the flames coming out of the Jj

chimney. Have some alcohol ready to ^

—

:
—;

pour on the wick ball, saturating it p«m Mad. •! Pi|« r.uin*.
thoroughly. When the balloon is well

filled carry it away from the fireplace, few hours' time and, when complete,
attach the wick ball to the cross wires is much better than a wood sled,

and light it.

In starting the balloon on its flight,

take care that it leaves the ground as
nearly upright as possible.

From Popular Mechanics 1913

How to Make Paper Balloons

Balloons made spherical, or designed
after the regular aeronaut’s hot-air bal-

loon, are the best kind to make. Those
having an odd or unusual shape will

not make good ascensions, and in most

cases the paper will catch fire from the

torch and burn before they liave flown
very far. The following description is

for making a tissue-paper balloon about
11 ft. high.

The paper may be selected in several

colors, and the gores cut from these,

pasted in alternately, will produce a

pretty array of colors when the balloon

is in flight. The shape of a good bal-

loon is shown in Fig. I. The gores
for a 6-ft. balloon should be about 8 ft.

long or about one-third longer than

the height of the balloon. The widest

part of each gore is 10 in. The widest

place should be 53% in. from the bot-

tom end. or a little over half way from
the bottom to the top. The bottom of
the gore is one-third the width of the

widest point. The dimensions and

Wild Indian” Top
Popular Mechanics 1925

From Popular Mechanics 1925

Spool Bow for Shooting Darts

A good substitute for a bow and ar-

rows. and one that is much easier to

make and use. is made from a large
spool and a wide
rubber band. The

< JW rubber band it

cut in the center

and a piece of

leather. *,* in.

*****
band, is slilled at

~ ** each end. This—" “*"* piece of leather isV— slipped over the
rnhher band, as

shown in the drawing; then the ends of

the band are bound to opposite sides of

the spool with fine wire or strong cord.

The darts are made from small, round
sticks with an old phonograph needle for

a point. The darts should fit loosely in

the hole of the spool. If available,

butcher's skewers may be used instead of

the needle-tipped darts, and the trouble

of making them will be saved.

A wooden top that will Imp across the
floor and howl like an I ndiaii in lull cry
after a ’'paleface” scalp, can he easily

-o«u>w VMote made by llic ania-
teur wood turner.

/
~ * ,IC ,0|> coll *,'*ts

/ A \ of a hollow, two-
V ‘ piece w ooden hall.

.wooes is 'billed through
MAN "U ', ' V »''<• ' Kl1 of the

/icjt \ ball at one of the
s

I

center mirks mid

y A fitted witii a Said-

/ / <, wood peg having

we***.. l a 'J'r.hliy rounded
end, as shown. At

f-jhi angW to the peg. a %-iu. hole is
drilled. l*o spin this top. a wooden han-
«lj< such as the one shown, is required.
The »•>!• i ing is wound around the peg.
and the end is brought through (he hole
in (be handle, a- indicated. A quick
j<rk .>n the string «ct" the lop in motion
and pulls it free of the handle.Pattern and Paiu to Make Balloon
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diameters, or 64 times. (The area

would appear 64 times as large.) But
an object in. from the eye appears so

blurred that none of the details are dis-

cernible, and it is for this reason that

the pin-hole is employed.
Viewed through this microscope, a

fly's wing appears as large as a per-

son's hand, held at arm's length, and
has the general appearance shown in

Fig. 3. The mother of vinegar exam-
ined in the same nay is seen to be
swarming with a mass of wriggling
little worms, and may possibly cause
the observer to abstain from all salads
forever after. An innocent-looking

drop of water, in which hay has been
soaking for several days, reveals hun-
dreds of little infusoria, darting acioss
the field in every direction. These and
hundreds of other interesting objects

may be observed in this little instru-

ment. which costs little or nothing to

make.

A Microscope Without a Lens

Nearly everyone has heard of the

pin-hole camera, but the fact that the

same principle can be used to make a

microscope, having a magnifying
power of 8 diameters (64 times) will

perhaps be new to some readers. '

To make this lenslcss microscope,

procure a wooden spool, A (a short

spool, say Yi or % in. long, produces a

higher magnifying power), and enlarge

the bore a little at one end. Then
blacken the inside with india ink and
allow it to dry. From a piece of thin

A Simple Aerial Toy

An interesting little toy that involves

no more than a small piece of tin and
an empty thread spool can be made in a

few minutes. Two small wire brads are

driven into one end of the spool, at

diametrically opposite points, and the

- - . heads are clipped
off, leaving studs,

Yt i.n. long. A
,i "whirler" is made

from a piece of

tin in the form of

an airplane pro-
peller, the blades

''**>- being bent in op-
posite directions,

1

as indicated.
Holes to permit the propeller to make an
easy fit on the studs are provided at the
proper points. In use, the spool is placed

on a shouldered stick, slightly smaller

than the hole of the spool; then about 4

ft. of strong twine is wrapped around the

spool and the propeller is placed on the

studs. Holding the spool by its shaft,

in one hand, the siring is given a sharp

pull, and the propeller flies off into space.

From Popular Mechanics 1925
Popular Mechanic* 1915

A Merry-Co-Round Pole

An inexpensive merry-go-round can
be made of a single pole set in the

ground where there is Sufficient vacant

Dumb- Bella Made of Cement

Dumb-bells of any weight and sire may
be made with little trouble from ordinary
cement. Two mold boxes are made and

. filled with moist

^ . sand, into which

1>«U»I ct Lenelea* Mxttttcp*

transparent celluloid or mica, cut out a

small disk, B, and fasten to the end

having the enlarged bore, by means of

brads. On the other end glue a piece

of thin black cardboard. C. and at the

center, I), make a small hole with the

point of a fine needle. It is very im-

portant that the hole I) should be very
small, otherwise the image will be

blurred.

To use this microscope, place a small

object on the transparent disk, which
may he moistened to make the object

adhere, and look through the hole I>.

It is necessary to have a strong light

to get good results, and. as in all micro-
scopes of any power, the object should
be of a transparent nature.

The principle on which this instru-

ment works is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The apparent diameter of an object is

inversely proportional to its distance
from the eye, i. c., if the distance is

reduced to onc-half. the diameter will
appear twice as large; if the distance is

reduced to one-third, the diameter will

appear three times as large, and so on.
As the nearest distance at which the
average person can see an object clearly

is about 6 in., it follows that the di-

ameter of an object % in. from the eye
would appear 8 times the normal size.

The object would then be magnified 8

Tfc« Hop., b.i.. TU4 lo ih« Wh..l Rim -ill K..ilr
T utm wound th« P«lt

space for the turning of the ropes. The
pole may be of gas pipe or wood, long
enough to extend about 12 ft. above
the ground. An iron wheel is attached

on the upper end so that it will revolve

easily on an axle, which may be an iron

pin driven into the post. A few iron

washers placed on the pin under the

wheel will reduce the friction.

Ropes of varying lengths arc tied to

the rim of the wheel. The rider takes

hold of a rope and runs around the

pole to start the wheel in motion, then
he swings clear of the ground. Stream-

ers of different colors and flowers for

special occasions may be attached to

make a pretty display.

DwabB.lli C..I ia S.-4 MsM. m.» b. W.lght.4
lo Mm I«Ji*i4«uI Riiimmiii ol

A|. l"« Su«o|ib

the pattern is pressed After removing the
pattern, the mold is thoroughly greased
with heavy oil or light grease, to prevent
the sand from sticking to the cement.
The mold is then filled with cement mor-
tar. Before the cement has completely
hardened, a small iron rod is placed on
the lower mold, as a reinforcement for

the handle. The molds are then placed
together, until the cement has completely
hardened.
A dumb-bell made to the dimensions

given will weigh approximately 10 lb.

Heavier or lighter belli may be made by

imbedding suitable-sized pieces of wood
or metal in the ends.

—
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Toy Machine Gun Fires Wooden Bullets
Popular Mechanics 1915

TK* M«chmc Cun it Fifed by Turninc the Cr««k •*

the Wheel, the Pine on the Lotter Drawing Beck the
Himmtf. Which ie Hooked Up with e Rubber Bend

wood and braced strongly at the base.
"

The gun proper is set into the top of

the vertical piece, as shown, and the for action. A quick pul , on tll

magazine, which is bent from a piece cause the wing to leave I

of tin to the shape detailed in the sec- an <! soar upward for a hundre.

tional view, fits on top of the breach more. After a little experi

of the gun. The hammer, which drives twisting the wing the opera

the bullets, is made of a piece of stiff Icarn the proper shape to get

wire bent to the shape shown. The results.

lower curved end is connected to a very careful in making !

small nail set on a block at the shaft before the wings are turned

of the wheel. To fire the gun. the ProPcr shape, as the directio.

hammer is drawn back by contact with fl,er cannot be controlled and s

the small nails set into the side of the n"S ht be injured by ns flight

“Moving-Picture”

Toy for Children

Popular Mechanics 1925

A very interesting "moving-picture" toy
for the small child can be made of cigar

A "MrrtM.Wtliuj" Toy lor thr Small Child, Tlul I.In.Uoulx . W.H < Amg.nr. .mt Th.i t.n
«* V.ry billy Made Irom Scrap

boxes, some wire, babbitt or lead, and a

few pieces of pipe cane,

A rectangular opening is cut in the bot-

tom of a cigar box, of the size made to

contain 100 cigars, and a piece of window
glass, cut to fit, is placed behind the open-
ing and held in place by tacks. A frame,

shown at the upper right, made of cigar-
box wood, fits neatly into the box; this

holds the picture ribbon against the glass

and carries the spool* on which the rib-

bon is wound. A piece of pipe canc is

mounted at each corner of the frame, to

serve as a roller.

The spindle*, one of which has a crank
formed on one end, arc made of No. 9

galvanized wire, and are provided with

babbitt or lead "keys" to turn the wooden
spools on which the ribbon is wound. To
make these keys, a portion of the wire

should be flattened, as shown. A cork
stopper is then taken, and. after a groove
is cut in the top and a hole drilled

through the center, it is pushed on the

wire directly underneath the flattened por-

tion. By wrapping heavy paper around
this cork, a cup is formed, into which the

babbitt can be poured. The wooden
spools upon which the ribbon is wound
can be made from old film spools, cut at

one end to fit the babbitt key.

Children can be amused for hours with

this little toy. which can be made instruc-

tive as well as amusing. Pictures cut

from the comic or rotogravure sections of

newspapers, and pasted to the ribbon in

order, make very interesting moving
pictures of this kind, although, of course,

any suitable pictures may be used.
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From Popular Mechanics 1926

Seesaw Built for One

A single child, seeking means of enter-
taining itself, has a hard time in getting

any pleasure out of the ordinary seesaw.

The drawing shows a combination of
seesaw and rocking-horse that can be
used by one child. The construction is

quite simple, the dimensions and weight
of the counterweight being varied to meet
different requirements. The seat is sup-
ported on an iron axle by a pair of strap
hinges, one end of each hinge being bent

to fit around the axle. The counter-
weight, which may be an iron casting, or

How to Make a Monorail Sled
Popular Mechanics 1915

rail sled, having a simple too. the steering is effected much more
angement of the runners, is easily. Instead of dragging the feet, a

/
constructed as follows: slight turn of the front runner with a

rs are cut from 1 -in. plank corresponding movement of the body
is sufficient to change the direction or

j
to res,ore l^e balance. This latter is,

tmk&T
course - maintained quite mechan-

ically. as everyone who rides a bicycle

^ well knows.

From Popular Mechanics 1925

nODSl

Toy Donkey Nods and Wags Its Tail

The most popular toys are those that
move in imitation of some well-known

weiOMti

Aa lihilariliaf Olid* Accompanied by a Baayaat
Seen of K<«edom OnlrObUioc* la

iba Moaorul Typo ’

of the size and shape given in the

sketch, and are shod with strap iron,

1 in. wide and Va thick. Round iron

or half-round iron should not be used,

as these are liable to skid. The square,

sharp edges of the strap iron prevent

this and grip the surface just as a

skate.

The top is a board 6 ft. long and 1

in. thick, securely fastened to the run-

ners as follows: Blocks are nailed, or

bolted, on cither side of the upper edge
of the rear runner and the top is

fastened to them with screws. The
runner is also braced with strap iron,

as shown. The same method applies

to the front runner, except that only

one pair of blocks are used at the cen-

ter and a thin piece of wood fastened

to their tops to serve as the fifth wheel.

The hole for the steering post should

r~
r
~l

* C©*tVI«Mk»n ©f )(©bt»vh©vM tnd Smmw TKtl Mah«a
• ^ f ,

*•>.*•
J

I« loc • l-o* c Youngttcr to Kntfriam Him
1/7 '-KWl • ' i* ,,: A C*amcwt4fl! «• Provided lor Balancing <h«

* * WrsgM of the Child and Scat

\ I '< * M<>ck of cement, is attached to a curved

(/ )l/ \\
f (

* iron roil fastened under the front end of

\jf
Ml iSSS- the seat. The counterweight should be

I. S a trifle heavier than the combined weight

/H )\\ |

' of child and board, and a little experi-
CTT . . )» menting will be necessary to strike the

•i -^ M correct balance. The exact mass of theL -p*1*/- 1 weight can be found by first attaching ax

y

—

Y

bucket or bag of sand to the end of the
rod. and adding or removing sand until

a Toy Dof-s.y tk. 1 w.,, |u t..i .-.a Ho4t in the proper weight has been found.
Head. When D(*«*a •<•••• • Table. Mao a Simple
Mohat-in Thai MiUi ll Eoay to Cmowiki —

object, and the donkey, shown in the Popular Mechanic* 1913
drawing, that wags its tail and nods its .... «
head, is a good example of these. The H <>w **> Make a Small Microacopc
outline is drawn on a %-in. block and Theoretically a simple microscopesawed out with a scroll, band, or coping ___ . m(l j r

t

saw. and the head is sawed off. as mdi «*" b
f^ “ powerful as a com-

catcd. A slot is then sawed up through P?un<3 microscope, but in practice the

the legs and part way into the body. A minute size required by the simple lens

similar, but narrower, slot is cut in the to give the highest power makes it al-

back of the head, and a strip of tin is used most impossible to be used. However,
to connect the head to the body, as shown a | en s having a reasonable magnifyingA piece of tin. cut to the shape of a tail.

r can be madc jn a jcw
-

J fo
*

IS similarly attached in the slot behind; ^ ^ c .

both the tail and the tin strip which con-
f

1™51 no,hin K- T»ke a piece of glass

nects the head to the body are pivoted to Jubiug, heal one place in a hot flame.

Tho CoaatjucUoo U Much Mocc Simple Thai
Mahiaf * Double- Kudoci BobaU4

be 6 in. from the front end and a little

larger in diameter than the steering

post. The latter should be rounded
where it passes through the hole, but

square on the upper end to receive the

steering bar, which must be tightly

fitted in place.

In coasting, the rider lies full length

on the board with his hands on the

steering bar. This makes the ccntci

of gravity so low that there is no neces-

sity for lateral steadying runners, and

aside from the exhilarating glide ol

the ordinary sled, the rider experiences

a buoyant sense of freedom and a zest

peculiar to the monorail type. Then.
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K !:fl wire sltaft, on which ft cork pulley,
.ihoiit *4 in. in diameter, i* forced, the
wheel assembly Mnf mounted amid-
ships. The ]iullcy-aiui-shaft assembly,

Lmi Forra.d by Hut uoara, or diock. ana tnc other in front

. . . . . t .. «
of the rear one.

tha-Z' k .

° C
th £

3 U
.

H e Four 'riangular pieces are fastened

whirh U fnreiiS °nf °n «ch corner
-
«> that the heel

*h.ch .3 forced into the hole. Fig. 3 and loe of lhe shoe wi„ fil belween
you can use this mounted lens in or- th em. and# i( desired> a crosspiece can
dinary daylight. In this case a mirror K . . , . . .

must be used to reflect the light up
*"a ',ed

h
m

, I™! a
b* f

ed

1

S
'I
aps

through the lens. It is difficult to see
art a,Uched *° ,he s,des ,or a,,4ch *"K

anything at first, as the lens must be
|

'I I I J l

held very close to the eye. but in prac-
)

. i I J \
tice you will soon learn to see the oh- G- vrd> • V

ject as it appears enlarged.
J

1

|
\

If you soak a little dried grass or
j

hay in water for a few days and look / l

at a drop of this water, germs in vari-

ous life forms can be seen. The water ^must be put on the lens. One thing to
I**remember is that the smaller the lens, Ji

the greater the magnifying power. ^

Skate. Made of Wood
Popular Mechanic. 1915

Skates that will take the place of .
^-"'1

. f *i £ iiMinw
the usual steel-runner kind and which ^ “*4 “4 *"~4A*W"
will prevent spraining of the ankles, the skate to the shoe. Both skates
can be made of a few pieces of ii-in. are made alike.

hardwood boards.
"

—

“
Four runners are cut out, 2 in wide Spang- Propelled Toy Boat

at the back and !>>fc in. wide at the From Popular Mechanic* 15*25

front, the length to be 2 in. longer A length of shade-roller .prior forrai

than the shoe The top edges of a motive power for a model tide-wheel

pair of runners are then nailed to the
boa,

-

l

*“* h“ 11 ol " h,ch *>“••« ‘long the

under side of a board 4 in. wide, at its “ tk. 'I'J /,

or *»eh
.
er**«-

edgc5
The paddle wheel, are mounted on a

How to Make a Miniature Stage
A good smooth box, say 8 in. wide, tide of theae openings. Fit an axle

10 in. high and 12 in. long, will serve in tho screw eyes and fasten a spool to

tho purpose for the main part of this the middle of the axle. On one of the

small theater. Cut two rectangular two epoola attach another smaller spool,

holes, Fig. 1, one in each end and ex- Fig. 2, to be used aa a driving pulley,

actly opposite each other. Place a screw Cut out the front part of the box down
eye about J in. from the edge on each to a level with the top of the spools.

I Popular Mechanics 1913

A Spilni -rioiallcd Toy lion Th.1 cm b« E*nly
lor VtoUMiinmiBi of ihe Children Thtre

Are F*w Pent to Break or Get Out ol Order

mounted at ilic 'tern, consist* of a grooved
pulley tacked to the end of a spool, the
whole revolving smoothly oil a shaft

made from a wire nail.

The spring i' cnl to such n length that,

when one cud i' secured at the stem, the
other will reach halfway to the pulley axle

at the stern. One end of a ‘tout string is

tied to the five end of the spring, the
cud being fastened to the spool

with a small brad. Power is transmitted
to the paddle wheels by means of a string

belt,

Tlic craft i* “wound up" by turning the
paddles backward, until the spring has
neen stretched to double its length. By
UMiig two or more pulleys, to increase the
ratio "f revolutions «>f the paddles to the
drive pulley, such a boat can he made to
develop considerable speed and make
unite extended voyages.

Rubber-Band Gun Shoots Arrow
Several Hundred Feet

Detail, of th. Mlnl.tur. Mechanical 5us.

Connect the spools with a belt made dogs- A painted scenery can be made
from tape about j in. wide. On this in behind the movable tape. The front

belt fasten figures cut from heavy pa- part of the box may be draped with cur-

per and made in the form of people, tains, making the appearance of the

automobiles, trolley cars, horses and ordinary stage, as shown in Fig. 3.

Making fA«#* guns im and smiling thsn
msrrAaafi +*•'« IA* <ra/(sman m nsot profit

Easily produced in quantities, these guns
offer the home craftsman a chance at
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spare-time profits by making them up and
selling them to merchants and manufac-
turers for prizes with their products. Cut-
ting eight at a time, you can turn out a

large number an hour on the average band
saw. White pine is used, and a ?#-in. piece

11 in. long is sawed to the shape shown
and drilled, after which it is ripped into

four >i#-in. strips on the band saw. Then
the strips are stacked, the slots for the

rubber band made and the stack cut in

half. The arrows, which are also 11 in.

long, can be sawed out a number at a time
by stacking several thicknesses of the
stock, and it’s merely a matter of seconds
to tip them with inch lengths of rubber
tubing.

PRACTICAL

By Florence C. Drake
Popular Science Monthly

(From Popular Mechanics 1913)

How to Make a Child’s Rolling Toy

Secure a tin can, or a pasteboard box,
about 2 in. in diameter and 2 in. or
more in height. Punch two holes A,
Fig. 1, in the cover and the bottom, V4
in. from the center and opposite each
other. Then cut a curved line from one
hole to the other, as shown at B. A

(

iece of lead, which can be procured
rom a plumber, is cut in the shape
shown in Fig. 2, the size being 1 by
by 1 V« in- An ordinary rubber band is

secured around the neck of the piece of

A simple and inexpensive way to

prepare puppets ... Two types of

controls . . How to tie strings

spool of carj -t thread, a spool
of tine copjx- wire, wooden
dowels, sheet leador shot, paints
and colored ink. The tools arc
simply scissors, pliers, copint
saw, drill, and a paper punch
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and wider hip piece (these may be 3/8

or 1/4 in. thick), and a round tapered
stick about 2*A in. long to stiffen the
head.
To assembly the puppet, punch holes

where indicated by the dots on the
patterns and cut the various slits. Then
slip the arrowhead ends of the various
parts into the corresponding slits (D to

D and E to E». The holes A A. B B. and
C C are to be laced together with thin

wire, carpet thread, or thongs of

rubber.

Attach pieces of lead to the soles w ith

wire (or use shot sewn in cloth). Then
slit the upper part of each foot as
indicated by the crossed lines and lace

it to the sole. Lace the foot to the leg by-

means of the three holes marked F in

each of the leg pieces.

Draw (he features with black ink and
add spots of red as desired. Sew face and
back of head together, leaving an opening
at base of neck. Fill with soft cotton,
push in the round, tapered stick as indi.

cated by the dotted lines, and drive in

wire nails to hold it in place.

Put a screw eye in the end of the head
Mick. Draw a 7-in. length of copper wire
through the screw rye and bend together
at both end*. Slip the ends through the
hole in the ruliber at C. then through the
wood shoulder piece. Fjch end is then

of the type used for punching tickets

First cut a piece of inner tube of suf-

ficient size and clean it carefully with soap
and water. While the rubber is drying,
you can make the patterns. Draw the full-

size designs of the various rubber parts on
stiff paper, place these on the material,

(race around (he patterns, and cut the
pieces out of rubber.

cur ooumi ranis rue

*

or oooos is wot nv
- II" LONG. GATMinOh
I OOTItO UNIS r

lacked to the undersid wood.

Grotesque heed made entirely of rubber with
fur for the hair and muatache. Intidc. a

targe spool fills It out from ear to ear.

At light: Mrs. Drake operating the clown

The body, arms, and thighs of the down
arc all in one piece. There are two leg

pieces, two upper and two lower foot

pieces, two hands, and the front and back
of the head. These are cut from the inner

tul»e with the exception of the hands and
head covering, which are thin white rubber.

Three wooden parts are also required
— a shoulder piece whittled to a blunt

point at each end us shown, a shorter

A 1. m
IN lU .

- ~

2‘SQUAfUS

-
i

Allow enough wire to give free move-

ment to the head. Two screw eyes

are inserted through the rubber inio

the wood shoulder piece near the ends

at the points indicated by dots; these

are for the shoulder strings.

The simplest way to make the

down's suit is to follow the pattern

given. It is cut double and lakes two

pieces of goods 16 in. wide and 12 in long.

Gather the doth where indicated by the

dotted lines, and add a neck ruff and sleeve

frills of red netting or other suitable ma-
terial.

Two dowel sticks 9 in. long may be

used to control the puppet. Slight inci-

sions are made '/£ in. from the ends on both

rods, and two extra ones Syi in. from the

ends. To the outer ends of one rod are

tied the leg strings, and to the inner in-

cisions are fastened the arm sitings. The
other control rod supports the head and
body, the outer incisions carrying the head

strings. If a back sliing is desired, notch

the center of the stick in the exact middle.

A more elaborate type of control is

shown in one of the diagrams. Experienced
puppeteers now prefer a small, light con-

tiol about the length of the hand und as

wide as the span of the thumb and little

finger—usually about & by 9 in. Cigar box
w ood cut in strips is excellent for the pur-

pose. Small holes are drilled in the ends

through which strings arc passed and se-

curely lied.

Large holes are made in the piece marked
No. 4 to hold a thong of rubber tubing

that slips over the hand am! supports the

control and puppet, leaving the fingers

free for working special strings.

For the hand strings, wire loops arc

inserted in. or fastened to. the front of

piece No. 1 so that they project a liille,

making it easier to lift the string. This

string is continuous and runs through a

loose brass ring between the two wire

loops The leg piece (No. 21 is

detachable, and should slip easily over

a nail projecting about I in. from piece

No. I. Pieces I. 3. and 4 arc lacked and

glued together. The control may be

hung by wire, leather, or any strong

material. It is best to keep the puppet

hanging up. Never lay a puppet dow n

without winding the strings around the

control

The length of the strings varies It

depends upon the individual puppeteer

and the particular stage. Cut the
snouicier in react J in. longer than double
the distance from the control to (he

marionette’s shoulder. Hold the

marionette upright with its feel on the

floor, tie one end securely to the

marionettes left shoulder, lie the other

end to the right shoulder, cut the string

exactly in half, pass one end through
the left hole in piece No. 4 of the control,

tie securely, and do thesame with right

string

Tie a string to the head back of the
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left ear. measure double ihe distance

from that point to the control with head
erect, allow 3 in. extra, and cut the

string. Cut in half, pass left string

through hole in left side of No. 3. and tie

Repeat on right side.

Be sure the weight of the body hangs

from the shoulder strings. It these are

slack, the head strings arc supporting the

marionette, and the head movement will

l>c stiff. If the head strings arc too far

forward, the head will be drawn back too

much; if they are placed too far back, the

head will fall forward. For a pompous,
strutting character, place the strings for-

*
ward. For old age, or

a hunchback. set the

strings far back.

Next, lie a string to

the left hand through

palm and thumb, mcas*

;
ure up to the control

and luck, allow 3 in.,

cut and pass the free

end through the left

loop of the main con-

trol, then through the

brass ring, down
through the right loop,

and tic to the right

I

T hand. Tie a string to

Yt Ihe marionette’s back.

a little above the waist-

U line. Use a needle to

draw it through the cos-

K tumc if necessary. Draw
r- the string through the

U . hole in the back of the

lMr'4 main control bar and

I Wj tic securely. In the

I « same manner, tie strings
I to left and right legs

I above the knee joints,

and tic through holes in

the detached bar
marked No. 2.

hack o»
HEAD

By Florence Felherston Drake

Popular Science Monthly — Dec. 1935

Wfird jll-rubb«r pupprl for
novelty act* «nd. below, the

recommended type of control

WITH a clown ami a comical

animal or two. a whole puppet
show may be staged. Animals
always delight audiences, and.

if made frankly humorous, they require

less skill to operate than any other type
of marionette.
How lit ni;ik« .i clown u;i> told in .«

JMVVMIIIS I.VMIV ll'ilgc IT Ol VICTORIA)
and here arc performing seals, a lion, an

elephant, a dachshund, and other amus-

ing beasts, all nude from discarded inner

tubes. In some cases the joints arc formed
with arrowhead cut-outs and -Jits, m other?

by stitcho or wire Spools or hollow-

cylinders of proper size are used in heads

and bodies, and through these :he string'

arc drawn. Where stuffing is necessary.

cotton, excelsior, or crushed tissue paper

may be used. The parts of the bodies

can be sewed (overseamed) together,

using large stitches so as not to tear (he

rubber, or they may be held with thongs

cut from tubinc and drawn through holes

about '/t in. from the edge and Y\ in.

apart, made with a paper punch of the

type used by conductors.

The materials required arc as follows:

Discarded inner tubes (the rough side is

used outward in most cases), old bathing

caps, colored rubber balls, old hot-watcr

bottles, and any other available scraps of

rubber; bits of fur and feathers; spools;

cigar boxes from which to make con-

trollers. carpet thread for stringing pup-

pets; material for stuffing, such as cotton

AIRPLANE
CONTROL

aL'
II

T^Bi

—

tat
ftUGOtft IOC* KXU 1/1/ r

HDVONG ISO /

KANG4N6 I A* .
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wadding, excelsior, and
crushed tissue paper;

buttons, beads, and
spangles for eyes and

harness ornaments;
rubber pencil ends in

various colors from

which to cut ring- for

eyes; lead shot, sheet

lead, or sand to weight

parts; nails, brads,

and small screw eyes.

Few tools are
needed. A drill, scis-

sors, ruler, kniic,
punch, hammer, cop-

ing saw, and large

needle are sufficient.

Performing seals

are the simplest to

make, as they require

only four main pieces

each, M shown in the

drawings Cut slit* in

the body for the tin*.

Attach eyes which
may be either beads

or rings; then sew
the hotly along the

back except for about

I in. of the head ami

? in. at the tail. Sew
the underside for a

similar distance, from
head to tail, after

pushing the padding

he hall will bounce up and down
nr nose to the other in the mog

able to wax all threads. Not
nuke them stronger, but alsosheet lead, which r

sewing through t hi

i at |>Ut on rxrty kmc,
• her pointed tool will

The second control i» 12 in.

t hi* i.* tied the two string-

through the hole jn the wnnr

end of <me of these string'

the nose of one seal; the m

nose of the other seal By
stick, which should be held

inMirr

he nailed hrouch tbr

tail (where the trad it) to a board or to the
Hoot of the tface. preferably about JO in.

apart, other woe they will bob about when
the ball * worked. They ran aHo In- fixed
lo i wo cones from *h»ch the tops have hem
cut if these are weighted with sand or
slono. the* lull bold their |dace% You have
seen Nimlar stand, at the emus Pa.ntcd in

Performing it*U th*t

lot* the ball from ore
to another in an imui-
injly realistic manner.
All the puppeteer Ha*

to io to manipulate
the riRht-han-J stick Wuh

I All. TV* «•-!

ht\*

rfrjwtnz*

ittachcrl
.ir rowht'K
tkr>.itrtli

*• *. .r. i.- rvrw—

ind mtu»

Ly .?MtK »
,

I

T A k A i w 1 A

Itieee land lees,

heated -n the

The head is

>>• 1 in with
end t* »hpjvd

ii|| m

1lhroti-h a

icyrlrv) i

i ^u T in luc ih«]\ \

••• a |
g

1 Tl

n rul in V re 1

RMh "I < .11 |H t

t lire.ol through robber and spool for fasten*

mg lo tlM* coni roller.

Tin- conlrollrf for the lion or any four-

I" >tcd .loon oi.iy <-'t»i't "I a main slick

al*ooi l
' ; in wide and the length of animal.

’d a cr •».;*iei « ' or in in font! Tlu- cr**.*

-’it i. la -t'lied about
I in front one end of

ti main -ml lo ll two hol.-i m the front

corner, of Hit mailt -ink. two more at the

eil.s- aU.ut : in. Isuk. awl two other*

to from the from end The latter are to

bold t).- rubber shone beneath Which the
I and is -hppcl wlten manipulating the pup-

|W» and bv which the plipiWl i* bung when
*"•' oi u- I >rilt another hole in the middle
back end and two more 2/ in. from this

end Attach the string, as shown.
The-- x/es and s|iaees, of course, arc

approximate The -ire and shape of the

aninul determine, the placing of holes and
strings No two figures arc exactly the same
Balance and flexibility arc very important.

* study of the illustration, will show how
the elephant and other animals are assembled.

One example of wooden construction—a frog

-i» also gnen for those who wish to at-

tempt that more difficult type of animal

puppet.

The acrobatic tomcat all ready to perform
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THE ART OF MAKING is 15 in., ihc Stale is 2'/s in. equals 1

fl.; if 12 in., the stale is 2 in. equals

FIGURE IS

6 HEADS HIGH

WIRE LOOPJOINS
II EA I'TO BODY

BODY
(2 HEADS)

HIPS DIVIDE

FIGURE IN
/

IIALP

HAND
LENGTH
OF

FACE LOOS
O HEADS)

I 1/2 HEADS

Lifelike

Marionette
Bodies

Materials and tools . . . Various types of

joints . . . Costuming . . . How to string

puppets . . . Hints on their manipulation

l ft.

The size of a puppet depends

u|mn where it is to In* shown. One
third the height of the proscenium

is good. From 15 to 24 in. is

the averace height. When pup-

pets are larger, much of the ijlu-

Mon i> lost and they liecome difti-

iuIi and awkward to operate.

Make a rough sketch of the fi-

fty Florence Fcthcrston Drake

Popular Science Monthly — Feb. 1934

Marionette bodies may dc

made in several ways for

use with heads of the type

described next month.

1. Sewed and Huffed with kapok or cot-

ton. and weighted

2. Pabitr-michc shell bodies, filled and
weighted.

S. Of wood (scrap pieces and dowel
sticks) whittled to shape.

4. Rest of all, carved from softwood,

hut this takes more knowledge and art is-

B thun the others and therefore should

ow experiments with one of the sim-

pler methods.
In this article the third method will lie

described. It is a practical way to make
the average puppet, but. of course not all

puppets. Every puppet is an individual

problem and should be regarded as such.

Give it the characteristics called for in

its part in the play. Consider the pro-

portions. weight, and gestures Do not be
too realistic, however; poor imitation is

not art. Elimination of nonessentials is

important. Simplify everything.

For the normal figure, puppets are about

six heads tall The body is two heads long,

and from hips to feet is three heads. This
one-two-three proportion is easily remem-
bered. The hips divide the figure in half.

Hands and feet are equal to the length of

Ihc lace from trie hair line on the

forehead to the chin. Legs arc di-

vided into three parts: thigh. leg, foot.

Leg and thigh arc about the same
length—one and a half head' long. Up-
per arm and forearm are practically

similar. The width of the hips is more
than the width of the shoulders in wom-
en’s figures; less in men s figures In

making a lean figure, exaggerate the

W.lfU "WUird cl <>«"

gurc you intend to copy—iront and side views.
No mailer how crude this may be. il will help.

Soft white pine is the wood to use. At almost any
lumberyard you can buy, for a dime or two. odds
and ends of w ood that serve I he purpose admira-
bly. You will also need W- and >6-tn, dowels; small
and medium lacks, brads, and niils; very small
and medium screw eyes, commonly designated as

71" Yi and 21 SYj- fine and medium sandpaper a
sharpening stone or emery for keeping a keen edge
on your knife; adhesive tape; narrow tap* for the
back of knee joints to prevent the legs from bend-
ing forward; spools of No. 20 copper and No. 16
tinned wire, smali pieces of thin tin or brass for
hinges; muslin for joining hip and shoulder pieces

and legs to hip piece; and sheet lead dress weights,

thinness: in a tai one. exaggerate tnc

width A glance ar any group of Tony
fare’s figures will -how what is meant.

Since all properties and
or sinkcrs t0 wcij,h| fieiircs .

lings must l< made to the same scale •* *

as that used lor ihc puppets. it is im
l*irtant to adhere to a certain scale

I* an 15-in. pupjxt is used to rc-pre

sent a figure 6 ft. tali

ouslv. j in equals I

The essentia] tools are: coping or fret saw, small

and medium sire hammers, pockctknifc, chisel,

awl. small gimlet or hand drill, flat and round-
is. ol.vi. nosed pliers, flat and round files, razor blade and

1: >h puppet holder, scissors, ruler, vise, and clamps.
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old broom handle; these will be helpful in finishing

.•our work. Hold .

the wooden |«arts firmly in the use while
- •

.

Sy'-iHfB rlri tinif . I with i.- .\f:li.in than

ii you i
* > lo hold 1 lie parts.

Ski'ulJ'i'. Whi I lie this piece from .1 block

as w ide as the shoulders and as thick as the

body through the che»t. It should extendV “lightly below the armpits. Slope the shoulders

and cut quite a hollow (or the tick, leaving

I n high in the tuck but sloping well down on
the chc-t tFis. In the middle towaid the

1 luck, drill hole through which the wire may
1 In drawn. Leave a bmp at the 1"|» to winch

i 1 t»»e Head i> attached It.nd H* ends the wire

k J
Ini k and ta< k firmly ( Fig. * 1 . Length of nc k

m sliould aceonl with character of figure

lhf> Viet. Whit'le according t" your sketch

« to depth and width (fin. 1 I'm muslin "i

the ribbed i«p n( a stocking to join .ltd and

hip pieces, tacking •> ••• neccwiarx (Fig *> Ii

Is umniim.s ailvi v.i I ile to weight the hip piece

a* in Fig. 0. A puppet *0 Weighted will Mt

dowel to length and wliit-

>e, tapering tow.inl ankle

: tin' hinge you prefer to

a tape strip in ha.k The
in .1 short piece o! dowel

ul 1 in wide and ‘ in deep,

muslin is tack.d to iinder»ide

PU. ICO
ocrao-to
turn

Stomo

TACK

W-lTTUO
^rrtOM

wooo

0*« ^
The wooden parts need not be finished too care-

fully except in cases where the arms, calves of

legs, or perhaps the neck are exposed. All parts

should have the edges rounded and be sandpapered

to prevent cutting through the costume and to

assure smooth action. Tack a piece of sandpaper

around the end of a block of wood about I by 2

by S in., and another piece around a portion of an

Ducheti and baby itom Mrs. Drake’r set ot matio-
Mini representing characters "A’lce ir Wonder-
land “ The heads are modeled from ne*»pif«r pulp

• t described »n in jrticle put.ithe<t last mrnth. The
body construction is as illustrated by the sketch™
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The till may be modeled on the leg with
|i;i|«cf pulp a- in Fig. •> or whittled from wood
like Fiji. 10. If modeled, it i> necessary to cut
tlun wooden ami nail them to the lower
let: dowels. When dry. buots or shoes may be
Simulated by lusting on |>aper. cloth, or leath-

er, or by inintinu. Feet of wood are excellent,

e-|K'Ciall> if hardwood is used, as it wrichts
lie part'. Be Mire to them large enough
The drawing show different ways of joining
them to the legs An ankle joint b not always
netv-Niry (see . 1 , Fig. T| Women's figures

rarely need them; and if long skirts are worn,
even lea strings are omitted.

.Ir«t». Only the forearm need be stiff. The
Upper arm is a hollow lube of muslin, slightly
stuffed ( Fig. HI. Hands modeled of paper
pulp arc satisfactory If the character is to
wield a tool or weapon of any kind, a hole is

left through which handle can be thrust (Fig.
I - 1 Hands should be expressive in stupe as

well as in action. A hand can do marvelous
things when controlled by a clever manipula-
tor. It can show shaky old age, nervous ex-
cuement. ralrn repose, strength or weakness.
It can fence, spar, draw a sword, swing a
hammer on an anvil. A rhythmic song sung
at the same time helps the action.

Hands may also be shaped in fine wire as in

Fig. I < and wrapped with adhesive tape, mus-
lin. or mV paper, later being painted and
shellacked. A piece of JJ-m. tape about 4 It

long may be used to wrap each hand, fingers,
and arm, leasing a loop of wire exposed at
the elbow for connection Instead of tape,
hands may be wrapped with narrow strips of
tlesh-colored crV paper. Wind tightly and
u c paste whenever necessary (Fig ll». Sew
thO forearm and hand to the upper arm. and
tack this part to the shoulder Finger tips

should reach halfway between hips and knees.

Coitumr i. It is great fun looking up native
costumes for your marionette actors Make
clothing of soft materials; thick or stiff fabrics

hamper the puppet's work. Keep the clothing
loose so that the puppet moves easily. Use*gay
colors where possible and characteristic caps
and heaiidrcs*c*.

Conlrolltrt. Experienced orators now
often simplify them, preferring two sticks 0
in long niadr of tf-in. dowels. To one is at-
tached, by means of grooves or notches uwed
near each end and in the middle, the two head
•trines and the string to center back. To :he
second stick the leg strings are tied near the
ends, and V/j in. farther in. are tied th« hand
firing*.

If a T-shapcd contiollcr b preferred, cut
-ja-in. wide strips from cigar-box wood, the
mam piece being (he length of the operator's
hand and the fro> -piece equal to the span of
the hand—approximately 7 by o in. An extra
piece in. long is needed for the leg strings.
It requires a small hole in the center to slip
over a wire nail or peg on the mam piece. Cut
a >4 •in. wide strip from an old innrr tube, and
draw it through holes drilled in the crosspiece
to form a loop for supi-irting the puppet.
This leaves the operator's fingers free for man-
ipulation. When not in use, the puppet b hung
by this loop.

Stringing ,i Jforion-Ue. This is don- after
the puppet is dressed. When stringing, hang
the puppet about *0 in from the floor. The
string is run taut to every place but the hark
and legs, which should be a hit slack so that
the control ma. be slipped over a brad with-
out disturbing the feet when they are c«. rc-

NECK HOLLOW
I.ESS SLOPE FOR MEN LIGHT WIRE

SIIOl LDEK \
PIECE •]

HIP PIECE

FRONT

MG. 2 *. : MG. 3 STOCKING
I • /'• *vJ»

I

NARROW *1 FRONT
FOR MEN *1 _>

MG. 4 FIG. 6

STRIPOF
TAPE .

GLUE D

TIN ; 1

STRIP / A

r :A

'[/) SMALL
,* 1/ I SCREW
A EYE

FIG. 5

HIP PIECE

V c

nG 7

4, 0
FIG. 8

7ioat and ill< view* »l

maul motionless or when the puppet b seated
t*< heavy black linen thread or any strong
waxed thread

There are hve screw eyes lo be put on the
body before the puppet b dressed, and two on
the head, as follows: Two for the shoulder
strings; one on the back, just above or just
below the waist ; one on each leg just above
the knee joint

; and one back of each ear. The
screw eyes for the head are usually just above
the ears, but they must be placed so that the
greater weight of the head is in front. When
the shoulder strings are pulled, the head then
bends forward instead of back. For a pompous
strutting character, place the xrrw eyes for-
ward; for old age or a hunchback, set them
ur lack. Betwrm th«* two extreme? b the
normal place.

The strings are sewn through the clothes,
never fastened directly to them. The hand
strings are fastened tMween thumb and first

TV length of the strings depends on the
height of the puppeteers' bridge above the
puppet stage. About SO in. b an average length
from the control stick to the feet of the pup-
pet. First suspend the controller at the exact
height from the floor that the combined height
of the marionette and the strings b to be To
find this dstance, measure the puppeteer from
waist to feet, and to that length add the ele-
vation of the bridge from the Mace floor, if it

b raised.

Cut a piece of thread 3 in. longer than dou-
ble the distance from the controller to the
marionette's shoulder, as the marionette is

held upright with its feet on the floor Tie one
end securely to the marionette's left shoulder
and the other to the right shoulder. Cut the
thread in half and attach these ends to their
places on the controller. TV marionette is
now supported upright. Tie a thread to the

screw eye in its head near the lett ear, n.
urc double the distance from thb point to •>.

controller, with the head erect; allow 3 in.

* typical maiicnrttr body.

extra and cut the thread. Tie the other end to
the right ear loop, cut the thrrad in half, and
fasten the ends to the controller.

TV head is now supported. Be careful that
the weight of (he body hangs from the shoul-
der strings; if these are slack, the head strings
are supporting the whole marionette and head
movements will be stifl or impossible.

Next, lie a string

to the left hand, measure up to the controller
and back, and allow 3 in. extra, cut. pass the
free end of the string through the proper con-
* roller hole, and tie to tV right hand This
string or thread is continuous Arms are raised
by placing a finger under Ihe string and lifting
it A ring may be slipped over the string at
this »*omt so that it may V lifted more con-
veniently.

Tie a thread to tV back screw eye, using a
needle to draw it through the clothing if nee-
exsary. Draw this thread up to the hole in the
hack of the main control bar; cut and tie se-
curely. By lifting this string, which b slack,
tV puppet can be made to bow.

In the same manner, secure the strings to
the knee screw eyes, and tie them to the extra
crosspiece of the controller Vgs and arms
should hang limp when not in use. To make
the puppet walk, tip the leg rod of the con-
trol up and down.

The marionette is now strung and ready to
manipulate For strings to work tricks or (o
control extra movements, extra holes may V
drilled in the controller where required

It is best to keep pupjiets hanging up. Never
lay a puppet down without first winding the
strings around the control to prevent tangling.

Manipulation. Hold the controller in the
feit hand by the stock, close to the crosspiece,
“ 11 “ T*Vj*pcd. Tip and tilt th- control, and
also pull the shoulder strings with the first

finger. In other words, learn to do all you can
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with lhe left hand before using the right hand
at all. The right hand is used for the leg con-
trol (or walking stick i and for the hand
strings. Manipulate all strings close to the con-
troller; never reach down under. The puppet
who is supposed to be speaking should be in
movement while doing so: the others must be
Mill.

Puppets are limited in action If they arc
overtaxed, they soon become ridiculous There
are certain things they do well, (lying, for in-
stance They grieve and die with heartrending
realism. Their head and arms make the most
expressive movements. They should all kneel
and sit well

Avoid long speeches; they arc rarely suc-
cessful. Fairy talcs, no matter how worn out
the plot may be. take on new life when acted
by puppets. Heller have but few characters in

the play, u only two or three can be well
managed on the stage at one time
Hue to the difficulty of restringing, it is nec-

essary to make two puppets alike if it happens
that the costume must be changed
Try to have nothing on the stage in which

the strings will become entangled, and don't
forget to keep everything as simple aa possible

Stnngs that get tangled, stage properties that
fall or move about, back drops too detailed
in treatment, all these distract attention from
the characters
The curtain should rise and fall many times

Have puppets enter and leave often A puppet
can leap twice his height in thr air when sur-
prised I.el another go out dancing a horn,
pipe. In a two. nun show, an animal, creeping
up behind another figure, is always

Front .»nd »i<fc views of as Mejl hej H
it fh® foundation for motichr.* -v

tatinn

PuppetHi
I

MODKI.KI) I- ROM NRWSI Al
I

Thr secret of making good fiafiier-md

It's also useful for decorations, ini

carvings, and modeI scenery mid accessories

Bv Florence I'ethcrstonf I )rak

Popular Science Monthly — 1936

B
V FAR the rastol ami most prac-

ticable method (or the beginner

to make marionette heads is

I rum pupne.nrJcAr—newspaper*
soaked in water and ntiml with wall-pa-

per paste Tht* material is. mdccd. some-

thing with whuh every home worker

should be (ansilur. It costs next to noth-

ing. is easily modeled or cast into almost

any form, takes paint well, and is light in

weight \rt almost indestructible.

The examples illustrated are all heads

or masks (or pufiprls of the conventional

type. Uy the same method, however, you

can make dciorat ivc heath, or masks to

hang on the wall, heads (or character

dolls, ornaments of various kink, imita-

tion t.irxmg- tor furniture and uotalwotk.

scenery tor model railway*, accessories

inf chip !*'.« ,i i«
;
v tl triU f t %!•*••! rnmk H

CJ*

consistency. Crumple single sheet * of

newspaper one at a time (about seven

sheets for a head* and soak in uater If

convenient, use hot mater and soak over-

night. Tear the paper into shreds nr rub
it on a dashboard until it is as line as

possible. Dram all the mater you can

without pressing or squeezinc it. Thrn
you are ready to mix it math the paste.

I m* wallpaper paMc preferably; it costs

.ilniut fifteen tents a pound in the form
of a powder Otherwise, make paste by
mixing Hour anil mater to a thin creamy
consistency. Pour on Innling water and

stir constantly Let it boil for two or

three minutes. It is cooked like starch

and uhrn cold should he as thick ns

custard While »t is f.iirlv sitisfactorv the
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Commcrci.il wall-paper paste is better.

Now mix the paste and paper pulp in

the nr«i|H»ni«ms tit approximately one part

of the paste to two of pulp. Pre" the «.>

ter out liv squeezing the mixture in a

heavy stocking. When ready lor model-

ing. it should look and feel like cLiy It

it sticks to a hoard or the hands, it is in

no condition to model Work it in a

heavy cloth until it could he handled with

gloves and not 'tain them.

Here are the tests for Rond p>ipi>'

1 it there arc H
able when you press your ringer into it.

squeeze the pulp more: it i' !<•«• wet

2 If it cracks open when you press

your lingers into the pulp, i' is too dry

and need* more (laste

a. If there are lump' in it, pull them

npan or discard them.

4. If it adheres to the hand it should

be worked more thoroughly

5. Paper pulp that i' in tlu proper

condition will not shrink appreclablx It

i» the cvupiif.il toil of cto'* water that

causes shrinkage and rxir»'iv'e roughness

Nothing If mow futib th in to u •

which is not just right You might

well model a head of mud it it is slimy

or with soap if it t* too hard or too tlrv

The first step in handling a portion of the

pulp is to make it Into a lull and work

it When right, it will instantly obey the

pressure of your ringers, and you will lie

able easily to mold eyes nose mouth,

and all details of a head It will lx- found

ns responsive n medium as clay, if these

suggestions arc followed.

The juste •HnuM not be worked m ut'd
•liorfl) Indore

|
slip i- to be uH*d The U lcer

(ho |u|trr i(m 1 | Miuk* in wattff tin* hittor ft

Momi So ripen My own practice al\%\t>> (•*

lu%*p a pan of it on hsir.il I* remain* *w»*t

in it

I'uppctH shouM bo niadr Individually. and
i lio lio'lh • varkd to th<* * • »d* It

is, t hofeforc. .idvisiliU* t •* fiuiLo roir^h if r i v\

in*: of the whole Ikurr Width of *bmil«!«frt.

Iinyth *»l |or>o* •mil teniMli of arm* an«l Ice*

vary with difftrvnt iyjw% (*harjii«*r i* «iiv>

>hown in the h.imls and thr sue of frrt. which
shoulil lie made to correspond with the head

and body*
Tlx* hum.w i Wad about .1 seventh uf the

height of the whole figure That it' character

may l*? mtij. tin.* puppet head i> centrally

larger -one sixlti of the height If larver than

this i* may dwarf the body divine the effect

of 0 nuduet If. e»n the other hard, it •> madt

lew than one seventh of the height, the figure

will appear heroically broad and tall

For a large audience in an auditorium. 24-

in puppets are large enough Fur living-room

groups, the figures should lie smaller, detail

greater, and coloring mure delicate Large

puppets must lie broadly treated, colors vivid

and every detail emphasized. Reduce the face

to fewest and simplest lines. Eliminate all

nonesscntials. Then the face will wm to

change cxprrsson with proper lighting and

the mood of the play Only extreme vmpiieity

can achieve this result.

The foundation for the head, or “arma-

ture" as it is called, is a slick, such a> the end

of a broomstick, with a wad of paper tied

around the end While modeling, it is ad-
visable to fix the end of stick xn a vise at an
angle. Even better is a heavy block of wood
about 0 by o by o in. with a hole bored in
xt at an ancle, jus; off the vertical, to hold

the stick A cross section of a log of wood
answers the purpose.

Any one should be able to mold an egg-
'haj>cd mass, small cr.d down, on the stick.

The better this oval is shajed. the easier it

will be to model a good looking head With
a pencil or |<ointed stick, lightly score a line

lengthwise from top to point. Another line

at right angles to this and halfway down
marks the place for the eye sockets, the tops
of the ears, and beginnings of the npse. Divid-

ing the space between eyes and chin gives a
line for end >•( r»*se and lobes «f ear*. Halfway
between the* and the chin i' marked for tlie

mouth The throat i» the length uf the face

and almost as wide >' the laic. Famibanzc
yoorvrlf with these |«oportiut,<. winch are
iioimjl. then depart from them a' necessary 4

.

A head is five eyes aid, and three nows
One* thumb, car. and nose are all the

•4111c loath. Ihe thumli plu* the ear plus tie*

nose are equal to tie length of the face llaee

yutM thumb on >»ur n»sr with the second
joint of lie thumb at thr tip of tlir nose.

V«ur thumb nail will touch ju«t above bridge

of your nor Unuirr your ear with your

thumb; it » tlx- -amr length Place tlie hot
of vour him) tin yi«rr chin and lay thr hand
over the hue, you tan nearly tuudi your
lair N-ile tlu' the land is the same length

as the lare. IJhervt •!« iliHrmKr between
thr heads of nirn and women, of age aisd «•!

youth Study the nine in the fmwt view,

quarter tide view, and jirntiU IImic are

about si\ hinds ot uoso Eyes may be placed

straight, may d"(e u|> or down. I»e sunken or

jirntruding. ami round, oval, or triangular

Ears al-o vary greatly The ear* of old men
ji.iM-.if \rf\ Urvv Oust die D^xnul, project*

inc. mtthni:. |*un(r«i. »r round Faro »n

ultm nrruu *ki<»** (orrbjil and bfiu<t acr«'>

ii«v itf v kt vrrvi. il fto| normal

M«hM> rv rf\ \% here • K\riy human Icin'; 1*

a ru-WI C»f a Look .at the outline

Im<% ectatty thr ja* line N«»tur tin*

lUfve ol r>rU<)H^ Note the iiban thai

catch tlie light and those that cad tlie shad-

ows. Watch the shape <4 faces under differ-

%n! emotion*

Start uith an avcrate Iwail. Ilavtns farmed

a fond oval and marked thr hnr*. |*rc*» with

thr thumb' to f»»cm '-•cket* lor W, nuking

both at oii(i* Prc** move drrj4y toward thr

no*c Next make >moll each ude

of the mouth Une. adding pull* to *ro4d thr

ti|*. Add a tump of pulp Ic* the noc and

model it. I! neer^ary. add ro«*rr julp to brow

and check ;
thiv depend.' upo thr fair you

are copying Work a little ore side ami

then on the *>tber. keeping v<>ur form bal-

anced Never finish one *nle or une feature at

a time The chin will pcnbaUv need more

pulp. In adding jiKCes ol pulp, work and
(irrv them -<n well

.
also lie -are that they

are of the same eor.sisiency. because ‘malt

amount- >f pulp dry out more quickly than

does the hrad Very large roses may be

modeled over beads at noils In Pmocchiu,

for instance, a straight 2- in brad i> driven

in and the jmlp worked around'it.

When the modeling & fairly satisfactory,

give the face a coat of flesh-color paint. Use

distemper, kalsomtnc. tempera, or poster

paint, never oil colors, which shine and re-

fleet light and give •» texture A jar of tan

color, one of orange jruster paint, and a box

of ordinary water colors or set of tcmjnra

colors answer every purpose. Ecru oi cream

forms a bettor base than white. Mixed
with a touch of orange, it gives a good
general flesh color.

A miriun, lie i«j>rc»«ntin* the character ol

Ma>|i«lhwi<lih,*d m. ili'li il Itom pupirr-micM

the Color Will give an effect uf nature and
show up some <4 the faults in the modelinc

nut evident m tlw au pulp Correct tl

faults. Ect the head dry a day; il will still

lie in a moldablc condition Give it another

Coat of paint, after which model the nerexsary

finishing touche* Keep all broad and simple.

Three or four coats of paint may be neces-

sary. D> not apply paint thickly; let it soak

weil into the pufp and so retain the texture.

A slight roughness is to lie drairnl.

Should the head appear too rough when
dry, or if a smoother, more finished effect

is desired, it is a simple matter to cover the

head with a layer .>1 |taper. Paper toweling,

wraps -mg paper, or note |w|»r will serve.

Wet the sheet and sop up the excess water.

With a flat brush or a S“>ngc. cover both

side* of the patter with juste. Tear—do nut

cut— it in |netr* about the si/e id a postage

stamp and cover tlie face and throat with

these, overlajijong them When dry. this cov-

ering forms an excellent surface fur painting.

Dry the head for a day or two. preferably

in the sun Should the flesh color not lx

satisfactory, retinI A touch t

darker flesh, appropriate to men; gray indi-

cates age When tin* coat dries, the features

may Ik put in Avoid dark spots "f Color,

because the* .ipjK-at to lie holes. Now add

mauve and green brow:, shadows for the eye

sockets. Paint the eyeballs white and, when
dry. add s]» i- of blur-brown or black, ac-

cording to your mi"lei For certain effects

eyes arc r-.imetime* outlined with dark line'

around Hie entire oval, but shadows east by

the modeling arc usually to lie preferred. Do
not attempt to paint eyelashes

Hair i* a great improvement It may be

made uf yarn, cloth, fur. or frayed rope.

Crepe hair sold by the yard at theatrical 'hops
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will lx found urfful It <omc> in many colors
at about forty cents a yard. A quarter of a

yard will make many wip. Shellac is better
than Blue for attachinc the hair Sometimes
it is necessary to make a sort of skull cap of

slocking and sew the hair to this, after which
it can be tasted on the head

When all is finished, the »liek and part of

threat must be siwrd off on a diagonal line

In our nest article will lx shown how this

is attached to the shoulder piece of the body
at the proper ancle to tive best action. Vari-
ous joints will he desenhed. as well as the

assemhlinR of all parts of the body.

A JUGGLER, A DWARF

Mean at the nano. Hit hands ate ©t aheel lead, covered wlih two layer. o( muittn

'Marionettes
WILL ENLIVEN

YOUR PUPPET SHOWS
ARIOXETTE dcot uni). Ball tossing, for in-

stance. is a simple trick. Then
there is the skeleton that dis-

joints his limbs and throws his head into
thcoir, and the dwarf who grows into a
giant. Various adventures of Alice in

I w I suits ol at utng
tricks can be made

without difixoily, once the Se-

cret of their construction is un-

Alice ooer.t out like a telescope and gives
bet audience another stunt to wonder about
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Wonderland also can he portrayed.

For ball tossing, drill a hole through a

wooden ball and run Ixilh strings through

it, passing the ends through the palms oi

the marionette’s hands and knotting the

ends, as in Fig. 1 of the drawings. Tic the

other ends to an extra 12-in stick. By till-

ing the ends of the slick alternately, the

ball will fly up and down. There is less

friction if the string is waxed and the hole

in the hall is burned through with a red-

hot wire, instead of being drilled.

Two balls may he used—one on each

hand, or on one hand and the opposite

foot. A puppet lying on the floor, with

strings attached In each toe and passing

through a ball, can kick the lull up in the

air from foot to foot, as shown in fig

Instead of a plain hall a 10-in. bar with a

ball at cm h end i an lie used a* shown in

Fig. 3. The strings pass through the har

near the ends and through the puppet *

hands, with a small knot between each

hand and the bar. When I he puppet car-

ries the bar, the outside string'

are pulled tight, while either

hand *an In- lifted from the lull

l>y pulling llu in*iili Mnntg*

A skeleton, the bones of

which fall apart at will, re

i linres mure string' than U'ual

(Fig. 4). The No. I string'

support the body and are at-

Another "Alice in Wonderland" trick. Father

William shows his son how young he is by scan

ding on his head Two extra strings are hed to

his heels.

tached to the shoulders, then passed

through small screw eyes on each side oi

the skull to prevent the head from turn-

ing; No. 2 strings control the leg*; No. 3

strings control the hands; No. 4 strings

are fixed to the top of the arms and passed

through holes in the collar bone; and No.

5 strings are attached to the top of the

legs and passed through small holes at the

hips. The No. 6 string is fixed In the top

of the skull by means of a small *crew

eye, and paws through another small

screw eye in the controller A Then it is

tied to "a ring, button, or small piece of

wood that may be easily grasped.

Figure 5 shows a side view of the skull.

The jaw is separate from the rest of the

skull and is held loosely in place by a

'mall screw at each side A vertical hole

halfway through the skull allows it to rest

on top of the spinal «olumn A suitable

hole is made with a rrd hot wire ju*t large

enough foe the siring to |«" through, I lu-

string Iteing fastened to the lop of the

spine with a small screw eye.

By shaking the skull slightly, the jaw is

math- to move as though chaltering. The
skeleton can be danced around Ihc stage,

suddenly stopped, and the bead lifted out

of sight into the flies by pulling No. 6

string by the ring. If the controller B. to

which the No. 4 and 5 strings are attached,

is lowered, the arms and legs fall away

from the body. They can be made to do

shivering, shaking movements in mid-air

as far away from the body as the length

of the strings permit.

When these evolutions are finished, the

limbs join with the body again, the skull

falls down on the spine, and the figure

dances off. Make the marionette dance
over the stage in a low light against a dark

background By alternately raising the

ends of B. the skeleton waves its arms am!

legs about Pul! up the center siring that

supports the head so it will float and then

drop it back into place.

The ribs, feet, hands, arms, and legs

are made of firm cardboard. The jaw can

also be made of cardboard, and the rest

of the head and figure carved out of woud

or cork. If the entire head is made of

wood, the jaw will click as it shuts. The

ribs can be made of covered wire if that

seems easier to do. Several coats of dead

white paint are needed, and luminous or

phosphorescent paint may be used, if de-

sired, to give a still more uncanny effect.

It is unnecessary to have this figure ana-

tomically correct; instead, strive to make

an effective, entertaining puppet.

An amusing figure called the "giant

dwarf" is shown in Fig. 6. There is no
body inside the costume except the shoul-

ders. The strings attached to controller

A pass through screw eyes in the shoul-

ders. are drawn through the costume, and
tied to screw ryes in the feet. From con-

troller B. strings are attached to the head
behind the ears and a second set to the

hands. The feet are cut from wootl and
at each heel a lead dress weight i> held in

place by a screw eye. These are covered
with two disks of felt, and the trousers

are then sewed to the felt to hold them in

place.

Sketches showing how to construct a number of trick marionettes. The strings hive been drawn lomothjf
thicker and shorter than they actually are t order that their arrangement tnd manipulation would be cleared
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By raising the leg control A.

the figure will fold up and be-

come a dwarf; by lowering the

Mick, it becomes a giant. An
effective use of this idea is as

a jack-in-the-box. A box. large

enough to hold the figure when
dwarfed and gayly painted, has

a string attached to the front

of the Hd. Pulling this string

lifts tbe lid, and out jumps the

dwarf, who can be made to

hop about in an engaging way
and suddenly loom up as big

and important as a giant The
head of the clown (Fig. 7) is

hollow, being made like a mask.
It reaches only a bit below the

mouth so as to leave a large

opening. This permits free

movement over the point of the

throat, where there is a screw
eye through which a wire pass-

es. It is looped back of each

ear as shown.
Whenever a puppet's hand

must be drawn to any special

place, an extra string is usually

passed through the hand and
through a hook or ring at the
desired spot. To place hands

on hips, akimlx). sew a small
metal ring to each hip (Fig. 8).

Tic one extra hand string to the tips of

each hand, not through the palms, run it

through each ring, and draw it up above
the controller. Let the hands hang straight

down at the sides and tie the string* to

gel her. Put a thumb tack in the center id

the main rod anil slip the string over t hi*

when not in use. When this loop is raised,

the hands will tly to the hips When the
regular hand string* are raised they will

lly out again.

On the same
principle, » gallant may be made to put his

hand on his heart as he bows, by attaching a

ring to his chest and passing the hand string

through it (Fig. 9) A deaf man will cup his

hand behind his ear if a ring or screw eye is

placed to direct the movement (Fig 11). and
a child appears to be crying if his hand' arc
brought up to the eyes (Fig. 10).

One ol the photograph* shows a knight

drawiQX his sword from its scabbard A siting

pissing through a band and attached to an
object will draw it out, as in this ca»e In the

same way, a handkerchief can he pulled out
to wave as occasion demands.

TWO scenes from Ali<r in IVonJttlind are
shown in the photographs. Alice may be

made to “open out like the largest telescope
.“

If you already have a modeled head you can
use, just glue aMnp of firm cardboard around
the throat, paste muslin over this, and paint a
flesh color. Cut a piece of soft white fabric to
fit the body and nail it to the shoulders, taper-

ing it to fit the throat above and making a
small turnover for a collar. Glue or paste this

around the cardboard and drive in a few tacks

for extra security. Tie an extra string to a screw
eye driven in the top of the head and attach
this to the center of the stick that control
the string fastened near the ears This struy
must be longer than the others; in fact, very

by attaching a string to each heel and tying
these to an extra control stick If an airplane

control is used (Fig. 12). drive a nail through
Mick No. 1 just back of No 2 to hold the

regular leg stick, and one just in front of No.
2 for the heel Mick, so it can be slipped over
the nail when not in u-e and thus be out of

the way.
The manonctie piano player shown in an-

other of the photographs is made exactly like

those described in previous articles in iho
series (see note at end of tbi< artMlei no-pt
that the hands are made more carrfully in fit

them for pounding the keys. The hand* from
the wrut down are of sheet lead, each firm
and thumb cut separately; then the hands are

covered with two layers of muslin, glued on
Between the first and second layers, the land*
are "built out a bit with cotton to give them
the required thickness They are attached to

wooden lower arms with wire loops, which
should have mudin glued over to form a

hinge Finally the hands are given a coal of

lledi-color taint

l»raw the hand string* through the cetitcr

of each palm and bend the lead fingers at an
angle to the middle joint so the hammer touch
can be given. In manipulating, u is imjioriant

for the puppet to sit firmly on a bene h or stool

Ghosts and phantom figures, made as sug-

gested in Fig \i, are always entertaining
Fuse copper wire n used to form tin- frame
work for the head Two pearl bead* an-
sirung on the wires to lorm eyes, and the Kaik
of the head is covered with a triangular bit of

orange -eolored cellulose. A 'quire pwxc of

chiBon or some other diaphanous material is

folded to form a triangle, the muldle part he
ing attached to the head Wire covered hand*
are sewed to the two upper imints Ldlwav
from the throat. Only one controller is nminl

Constructing Simple
Marionette Stages

floor Clamps arc needed to bold the
front and back upright parts firmly to the
tabic.

From the top of the
the top of proscenium,
kind is needed (Fig 9)

window shade or a drape

should Ih- used from th<

floor.

The stage curtain may be drop, draw,
or draped as you prefer (Figs. 2. 4. anti

7). The drawings show the details of the
two former. The draped curtain is so
rarely used, no description of it is given.
Draw curtains are those hanging in

folds and separating in the tenter. What-
ever material you use should be light in

oorway to below
screen of some
This may be a

v. A similar one

table top to the

drawings). It

secnium. back
a bridge formi

designed t
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Sketches show»ng; the central arrangement of a marionette srafe for use ia a doorway: a bridge. various curtains and drapes, and an outdoor stage
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weight and lightprooi If not the latter,

they will need to be lined—an unneces-
sary trouble.

I f properly dyed and brushed, unbleached
muslin makes a delightful curtain, having
the effect of rich old velvet. Never, how-
ever, use real velvet, as it deadens the

sound of the speakers' voices. The fabric

chosen should harmonize in color with the

proscenium. Cut two pieces about 10 in.

mure than half the width of proscenium

opening and about 4 in. longer. Allow a

few extra inches for hems on all sides.

Eight or nine rings are sewed to the

top of each curtain where pleats arc made.
The rod or wire on which the curtain

hangs is held by a screw eye at each end.

and one in the center. Place the rod 2 in

above the arch so that the rings will not

he seen by the audience The ring? should

slide f vely. therefore if wire is used, it

must he very taut. A small lurnbuckle at

one side may be necessary.

'TMIE teaser, or valance strip, if used.
should be cut about 6 in. deep, and

long enough to he cither gathered or

pleated It is tacked across the top arch

of the proscenium so that about i'A in.

show. This i>. nf course, immovable and
should In* fixed in place before the curtain

is arranged.

To rig a draw curtain, cut a piece of

stout iord about two and a half times (hr
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height of the proscenium, and wax it

thoroughly with paraffin. Tie one end. for

the time being, to a nail at the lower left

Side of the back of the proscenium; then

thread the free end through screw eye A
in Fig. 4, pull the cord tight and sew it

to curtain ring B. Be careful not to pull

the curtain away from the center. Pass

the cord through screw eye C. then bring

it over lu D and sew it to the ring, which

also should be at the center of the pro-

scenium. In othrr words, the curtain should

bo entirely closed. Now pull the cord

tight. These two center ring- should meet

very closely in the middle F inally, carry

the cord through screw eye E
Now that the curtain is rigged free the

end of the cord from the nail, and attach a

small sinker or other weight here and at

the other end of the string The curtain

then should ojk-ii when G is pulled and

dose when F is pulled.

Marionettes are operated by strings

from an elevated platform behind the

buck drop, called the bridge. It should

have a rail in front, on which the opera-

tor leans and rest* hi* arms when working

the puppets (Fig »t. \nnlhrr rail at the

back prevents operators from inadvertent-

ly stepping off the bridge. It also give*

a place to hang pup|>ets when not on stage

by mean* of S-slu|»cd wire. The back

drop, which should, where possible lie

higher than the proscenium and broader

a* well, .screens the pupprteertMiodic* and

legs The floor of the bridge should In-

10 to 20 in. higher than the stage floor

and about IS in wider il possible It mas
be formed from two or three apple boxes

nailed to a plank, or by two small step

ladders held together by wide boards and
braced.

A stage set up in a double doorway i*

shown in one of the photograph*. It can

also be used independently, with screen*

or draperies forming the sides and (op.

The proscenium arch is cut from three-

ply wood and braced by strip* of wood in

back. Chinese gold paper covers the front,

and a decorative mask adorns the center.

The wooden floor is covered with grayish

tan duvet vn drawn tightly over all edges

Its neutral color makes a good ground

color, and the fabric has the advantage of

deadening sound, so the marionettes move
over it noiselessly.

The curtains arc made of a closely wo-

ven soft silk fabric—a warm tan color. Its

sheen gives it a pleasing metallic light.

At either side of the stage floor at the

front i> a plug for a small standing stage

lamp, called "olivette." A reflector, 6 in.

in diameter, on an extension

cord can Ik* used from the

top or lower part of the stage,

as desired. Footlights arc no
longer used on the real stage,

and few marionette theaters

have them. They arc consid-

ered to be old fashioned and
inartistic.

STAGE CURTAINS. Tl\exe screen

the proscenium opening,

STAGE APRON. Part ol stage
Poor, usually curved, that pro-

tect* in front ol curtain. It is

not always used

WINGS. Sidepieces or narrow
strip* set at an angle, attached

to the stage Hoot with clamps

or suspended Irom above, and
painted to accord with the

stage sets

CYC. or CYCLORAMA. A curved

hack drop, usually colored sky

blue.

PUPPET RACK. Contrivance lor

holding the marionettes that

are to be used in perlormance ».

The back part ol the bridge is

usually used lot this purpose.

In smaller theaters, clothes

trees serve the purpose.

IN THE
Language of

Puppeteers ...

PROSCENIUM. The picture Itame
or srage opening.

FLY RAILS Rails on the upper
stage Irom which hanging scen-

ery is suspended.

BACK DROP. Screen ol wall board
or hangings (drapery) about 2

It. back ol the proscenium.

BRIDGE Section where puppet-
eers stand when working the

marionettes

TEASER Narrow valance above
stage curtain. It it Used and
forms a straight line across the

proscenium opening.

Mending threefold screen makes a line back

drop—one not i"" tall for the operators to

».>rk over. A bridge lamp may he connect-

ed to give the nccc*»ary lighting effects.

Excellent stage* can he made of wooden
packing Ikixc- *u<h a* large radios or refrig

era!nr* are shipped in (Fig. JO. The top is

taken oil ami the sides knocked away, at

!. invtlall) \n mm nit i < m from the
fi-nt rid then braced Strip- of wood mak-

loth i fool <«r two hlghet should lie

.led "i Aiiol tier *tnp can lie nailed to the

and chicken netting are nailed

to the trunks to support the

framing In the netting are

woven branches (preferably

hemlock) above the prosce-

nium and at the side*. Have an opening

45 in. high and at least 7 It. 6 in long if

possible. This height it three times that

of a 15 in marionette, but 24-in. puppets

may also be used. The floor, which is

made of tongue-and-grooved

boards, should be about 2

ft. high and 2 ft. deep No
matter how long or high you

make your stage, it must

never be over 27 in. deep,

which is about the length of

the operator's reach.

Outdoor effects are easily

achieved in a theater of this

kind. Rocks, small bushes,

ferns, m®*. mushroom*, and
flower* pve lovely eflexts

Have the Mage face the setting

*un so that the light will not

shine in the eyes ol the au-

dience.
The sides of marionette

stage* should always tie kit

open and dear foe the easy

entrance and exit of mario-

nettc* and their string*

An ingenious theater devised

by one of my pupiK is in a hall

opposite the top of a flight of

stairs. The batuMrade across

the landing screen* the fro of

the puppeteers, ami a valance

from the ceding hides their

bead* and armv The audience,

limited to between ten and

sixteen, sits on the n*mg stairs

A small stage may be easily arranged in a

window—nor ofiening upon a i>oech. tor in-

stance The ujHier sash b curtained (or the

shade [lulled down), leasing the lower part

with its sa*h ratsed for the stage and pro-

•cenium opening. Any table the height of the

window sill Will serve lor the Mage floor. A

i-*e, protecting at least .1 foot on

On tin* i* Imng or placed the

km amount ol flnlili <» decora*

In- willed

'tippet theater needs a i.arden scene,

tv. wood scent', and interior *ei*

making these will be given in u fob

Side view showing
wings and back drop
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Mu Drake dcmontlr.ttt the ease with whuk her portable n.« .an be

tarried around when .loaed At the lelt ta the aame ata«e aet up (oe u»e

tut before the cuttaina. tack drop, and varloua accetaorie* are added

Florence Fetherston Drake gives hints

on making and painting hack drops, trees.

Slag* li»c «*cor>**y dreorated proicc*

mum. (Hitiifit. Htnci <in«J back drop

and Scenery
for MARIONETTE

SHOWS
Popular Science Monthly . April 1936

rn
y <
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buildings, and interiors . . . How to get

professional effects with simple

A LL sets for marionette shows shoulJ

/\ Ik simple, with as few distracting

/“% details as possible Only what is

X .A essential to the play should Ik

put in. Let both the color and the design

he bold and definite so that they may Ik

clearly seen from a distance lay t hi audi-

ence.

Every setting must give the actor,

enough room to move about in and have
the necessary exits. It

should Ik- a well-composed
picture and related, if pos-

sible. to f he scene that fol-

lows. This can be achieved,

for example, by mean, of

an exit into a ca.ilc or

house to carry the interest

of the audience info the

next scene. Doorways that

open upon courtyard> or

give glimpses oi distant

landscapes, and windows
that open upon gardens

are charming details.

As practically all types
of sets and scenery require

painting, a few hints on

materials

colors and ihcir use will

be given before the actual

cim.trustKHi of the sealery • » taken up.

Aniline dvrs arc excellent brcau*c they

an* »o strong that wry little give* a rich

color. They can be bought by the ounce

and mixed as necessary with wain. Avoid
the more expensive varkiic* and those

that arc cnlublc only in almhul.

Dry tempera colors, which arc -old by
the pound in treat variety, are also good

A quarter pound of each

spectrum color is all you will

need. These colors generally

haw enough adheviw in them
to work well; should any lie

found to rub off when dry.

add a little paste.

Never use ordinary oil

paints for stage work because
Ihcir shiny surface is objec-

tionable. If. however, they

are thinned with turpentine or
gasoline until they Income
stains, they give a dull sur-

face and can be used

Mixing colors beforehand
is likely to give a muddy re-

sult. The first coat should be
|Mirc. flat color, and the sec-

ond mat should hr pul on in

stripes or spatters so that the
other color show* through.
Under proper light ing. this

gives whal arlists call "vibra-

tion" and makes the color
“live " For instance, a bright

orange coat with short strokes

of brown over it gives a bril-

liant golden brown. In the

spatter method, a brush full

of color is held in one hand
and I hr ferrule is struck against the palm of

the other hand, thus flinging the paint from
the brush over the body color. Sky effects

are obtained in (his way. Another method
is to soak a sponge in color, wring it out, and
pat it over the body color. The application
of color with a commercial sprayer also has
its uses.

T’OLORS may be toned down by using
V_/ black, gray, or white with them. Adding
black gives a shade of a color; adding white,
a tint. Combining one color with a small
quantity of andther color makes a hue. We
speak of an orange hue of red or a greenish

hur of blue Harmony of values cjn be ob-
tained by using a variety of lints and shade-'

one >-l..r or -everal hues of different colors

arranged at a fixed level Stage sets and
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properties arc usually better it painted ur.«ir:

the livthlin^ conditions in which they will In*

seen

For the bark drop, walls, and wings >»m

may uv heavy pj;xr. fiber wall board, or can

>as or muslin stiffened by a thin cna^ul sue

Even better than thev in an insulating c«»n»

position board with a Mirfacc like rough un
vas. It docs not warp noticeably and is

The castle scene shown
at the n*hi w*» made by
M r% Dr«hc Irom woaden
jm! cardboard panels an
which yardage goods arc

wrapped, pasteboard cyl-

inders, tm cans ogar
botes, corrugated b*»ard,

• hade sticks, and adver-
tising yardsticks The
laity setting below is

another raamplc. .»n*l thj

a curtain s'»'nc through, and fasten each rod
lo hocks or ruth at the side ol the stage. Tic

a lew inches ol cord at each ci>d ol the
spong and make loojw to lie *hp|ird over the

hoob
II the crayon decoration is too laint and

delicate lor your purpose, try decorating the

muslin with oil colon diluted w-ith gasoline

House paint will do. Commence with the

lightest tint and work up lo the darkest
shades Test the colon on extra pieces ol

muslin kept lor the purpose. This paint will

not crack, and no sire is necessary.

Leg drops, which are single side drops (Fig.

4) and valances may be used with the backlight that a picture wire stretched (rum >d.
10 side ol the Mage will uip|mrt it It' vir

lace is such that the (arther away one is. t •

greater the apparent depth of the scent

painted on it

Measure the height and width ol the back
drop and wing frames ol your Mage With
charcoal lightly sketch the dc-ugn on wrap
ping puper. Step bark about ten Icet to see

11 the general arrangement, |ier»pcetive. and
pro|iortions are correct. Make correction'

lay Ihe sketch Hal on a table, and complete it

With white chalk or charcoal draw tl .

ground plan on llte stags Hum towers, wall.,

and the like. Perspective is obtained by dif-

ferences in sue arid color value

When this preliminary planning ha» been
done, you can go to work making and paini

ing the scenery as suggested in the accompany-
ing drawings

II muslin is to be' used lor the hack drop,
thumb tack a pine the sire of the back stage
on the wall or a drawing board, transfer tlu-

design you have prepared, and color it with

crayons. When finished, spread newspapers
on the floor or a table, place the muslin lace

down, and pass a hot iron light Is over it

svithout pressing heavily This will he found
easier, as a rolr. than sizing the muslin and
painting the scene with tempera color- but

either method may he used

TWO strips of wood (thin battens) are
fastened together with screws along the

bottom of the back drop, with the muslin he-
tween them. For the top make a hem. run

IOOH'

Tl
. )
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drops. A ground row (Fig. 1) b a set piece
of wall board or cardboard resting on the
Mage floor between the acting zone and the
back drop. It is often seen as a hedge or as a
row of distant hills. Profile flats (Fig. 2) are
screens with irregular tops and sides, made by
forming a rectangular screen and then cutting
the shape out of

cardboard and attaching it. Formal trees

(Fig. 3) can be made by cutting the sil-

houette in cardboard, adding paper or felt

leaves, and painting all green A decorative
tree may have silver leaves and golden fruit.

Scenery is of three kinds: I. Hanging scen-
ery, including draperies, leg pieces, eyes.,
drops, borders, and ceilings. The Iasi are not
often used in puppet theatres because they
interfere with strings. 2. Scenery to bear
weight. Except for occasional two- or three-
step stairs (Fig, '), scenery to bear weight is

seldom used. 3. Standing scenery. About half

of all scenery now stands on its own feet, and
most of this consists of flats, the elements
used for walls. One frame is a flat; two
frames lashed together makes what is called
a "book" (Fig, o).

The scale of everything on the stage should
be a bit enlarged rather than diminished

A setting with a picturesque picket fence
end a gate that een be opened by the puppets

I )r.«pnl curtain settings have great artistic

possibilities; they can suggest columns, treo.
and other things. For foreground trees, the
material must be twisted in order to sagged
the main tree trunks, and garlands of twisted
material used to indicate the slender branches
The foliage consists of several layers of cur-
tains with the edges cut out in layers and
scallops.

Structural sets of blocks, cylinders, cones,
and "books" give a very modem effect (Figs
7. S. and 0).

Columns and towers arc easily made by
rolling a form from stiff paper and pasting
gray, white, or cream-colored paper around
them. Brownish paper towels are fine for

this. It is sometimes necessary to weight the
forms with sand.

Sheets of green blotting paper are admir-
able for lawns. It need not be new; the ink
lines and spots, with a few lines in crayon
added, improve the effect.

The castle scene » Fig. JO) is made entirely
of corrugated board cartons, with oatmeal
boxes for the towers (Fig. 11). (The cor-
rugated side of single-surfaced corrugated
board makes good roofs, and log cabins for

smal! stages can be made of it.) The castle painted green with black handle and hinges,
and walls are given a coat of grayish brown The walk vou can color as you prefer,
tempera color and. when dry. touched up
with accents of dark colors to suggest blocks A garden usually needs a wall, and this

of stone, and with green for vines and bushes may also be made of the corrugated board,
at the base. A mountain may be cut out of Do not have it too high as it is better to have
cardboard and pinned to the sky drop, if a pretty landscape on your back drop that

desired. may be seen above the wall. A large tree in

Squared paper will be found helpful in back with limbs overhanging, and some
making your rough sketches. By dividing in bushes and smaller trees in the foreground,

to squares a picture to be copied, one can are desirable Natural vines can be trailed

easily repeat it on squared paper, enlarging over the wall the day you give your play,

it to any degree necessary, even though one Branches from natural bushes make fine

is not an artist. trees. An opening in the wall gives variety

It is easy ,o see just what part and which
*" for a p,f"y ea"W*y ’

lines go into each square. Divide the >|>acc HpREES may lie made from hits of un-
on the piper into the same number ..! squares 1 twisted rope for trunks, with the strands
as those drawn on the original. They may be divided at the top to make the branches. A
twice, three times, or four times as large, ar- und effect for stone castle walls and roads is

cording to one’s requirements. Number each obtained by covering the (arts with thin
square, borh on the picture itself and un the liquid glue and, belore it dries, sifting sand
paper Beginning at the upper left-hand thickly over it. later shaking off the excess,
square, number them across; then start draw For rocks, crumple some gray or tan color
mg on the same square of the copy and re- juier and then pull it slightly apart till you
peat from square to square lu.se a mass such as you wish, and sand it as

just suggested A few lines with crayon may
IT MAY happen that the picture one wishes improve it Colored wrapping papers may
* to copy cannot be marred by pencil lines, be used in various ways, so salvage every
in which case *quare off a piece of tracing variety you get.
paper and attach it firmly over the picture One ol the photographs on the o|iening
Another method which does not damage the page of this article shows a fairy hack drop
original illustration u to use a pantograph. with the (arts cul out of wrapping paper
if available colored in rainbow- hues and then applied by
A garden scene is useful in ever many sewing with long basting stitches to blue

plays. Make two sides of a house by bead- tarlatan (transparent inuslin or net), which
ing a piece of corrugated board, mark a door forms (lie face of the drop. It is touched up
and some windows, and. if desired, add a with lines and dots of silver paint. Eight
little porch with rote sines and a bench near shining back of the trees and mountains and
by Thi* houw is to lie placed at left side of through live cut-out windows gives a delight-

stage With a sharp knife wore the v»de-s ..f ful effect. A ground jow is placed a few inches

the windows and cut throsi.h Hie top and in front of the drop, back of which (vuppets

bottom line, also on a vertical line drawn in may be made to walk,
the middle By folding the-w pan* lock Those drawing* not heretofore referred to

against the wilt part, you will fuse solid are self-explanatory. Figure 12 is n window
shutter These will look urll (united apple grating of heavy black thread held with
,rcen IMr strips ..f ,up<r on the lock of gummed paper; Fig. 13. a window in a stone
the opening to imitate the small pani' I u-1 it

wall; Fig. 14. a lattice window pane; Fig. IS,

ng through at right (ha gives a real- a fireplace; Fig 16. a Dutch door in two
istic effect If the d«*or is cut around top. parts with a workable latch and string; ami
one sidr, and bottom and xored on the other Fig- 17, a blue cyclorama,
side, it will open and shut. Tins. too. may lie

Benjamin
W. Hicks

ttlh

Howto Miniature
' l̂t Stage

Scleo** MmiiN, _ April INI

TO achieve the mot icatitfJc el - previous articles (P S M., Feb. ’34, p. 57,
feet with any miniature stage, you colors—red. blue, and either amber or
should install lighting equipment clear. Of course, if vour stage is an exact

similar to that used on a regular stage. model of any particular stage, choose the
Complete control of the light is essential. ^mc colors that arc used on that stage,
and each circuit should be provided with The accompanving illustrations and fol-
separate dimmers or rheostats. The border lowing instructions are intended to apply
and footlights should be wired for three to the miniature stage described in two
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A border light (in oval). • <»••!« «*t

copied (tom • picture with a blue •'eye"

in the background, and a light aochet

trip before being (aliened In it* trough

One of the three color circuiti it wired

and Mar., p. 73). which was built on the

scale of 1 in. equals I ft., but the same
principles can be used for a model
of any size or design.

Good stage lighting does four

things, namely: Illuminate the St3ge;

show the time of day and the season
of the year: give the stage depth with

light and shade; and provide the

proper psychological effect with color

lighting. Blue represents co'd or
night; red, fire and hate; green,

spring and hope; black or a dark
stage, death, night, or crime.

The equipment necessary includes

(wo border lights, footlights, and a

switchboard Flood lights and other

small lighting fixtures can be added
from lime to time as needed.

Most of the materials (see list on
page S7) can be purchased from a

local supply house or electrical dealer.

The tin work can he done at the

neighborhood tinner's foe a reasonable

sum if one is not equipped to do it

at home
Footlights give a continuous strip

of light across the front of the stage

and should be constructed so as not

in obstruct the \iew from
the Iron! They are made
a» iollows HrM. bend
the 1 touch as shown in

the drawing from a

piece of ga vanned iron

M by l.’Jfc in Make
the ends and so'der them
in place The 36 in. long

inside strip lor holding
the sign sockets is next
made. Be sure it fits

properly before inserting

the sockets Remove the
retaining rings from the
sockets and fasten them in place, making cer-
tain the sockets will r. X turn Wire every
third socket as shown in one of the photo-
graphs. using asbestos-covered wire. When
all three circuits arc wired, solder all ter-

minab so there will be no loose connections.

Tape the wires where they come through the
tin, and use insulating bushings to keep the
tin from cutting the wire.

With the light strip in place, drill four holes
through the trough and through the edge of
the light strip, being careful not to hit the
sockets and wire with the drill, and fasten in
place with JJ-in. sheet metal .screws, which
will cut their own thread as they arc screwed
in. Instead of using the screws, you may
solder the strip in place. Next solder small
hangers so that the footlights will not fall

through the hole made in the lloor of the
Mage when the trough is set in place. A strip
cut from the stage floor about 4 by 36)4 In.,

as close to the front as possible, is necessary
to set the footlights In.

Thr border light (see drawing) is hung
from the top of (he stage. It is made like

the footlights, except that (hr trough is of n
different shape The small flood light shown
'* simple to make and will lie useful for light-

ing scenes from the side, as

well as fur special effects.

The switchboard is nude
of while pine lined with Mi-
in. asbestos board. The front

and back panels are made of

asbestos wood J4 in. thick.
The box is 4 by \i'/, by 17
in., and the front and back
are each 13 by 16)4 in. The
switches and rheostats are

mounted directly on the
iron! panel. The receptacles

supplying current to the dif-

ferent pieces of equipment
are mounted in the top edge
of the box These receptacles

can be purchased at the ten-
cent store and arc the type
•wed for floor plugs They
are ihMallcd through holes
I % in. in diameter. All wir-
ing is inclosed. The back
should be drilled full of )4-
in holes for proper ventila-

tion, as the rheostats gel quite warm when
in use for any groat length of time. The
wiring inside the switchboard should be done
only with asbestos covered wire, and aTTcon-
nrctio.vs should be carefully soldered. The
wiring diagram on page 76 shows how the

wiring is done, and one of the photos gives a
picture of the switchboard with the back
removed.

Splice (he lamp cord carefully to the projtcr

wires coming out of the border and footlight-

Sotder each joint, then tape it fust with rub-

ber tajie and linish with regular friction tape

Next, fasten a regular drop-cord plug on the

other end and mark each one. Plug into the

switchboard and then plug the switchboard
inio (he house supply. When all lights arc on,

only 540 waits of elect ricily at 110 volts are

used. A heavy drop cord will carry the load

safely, 'ever overload the rheostats, as they

burn out quite easily. Never connect more
chan 60 watts to each rheostat.
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The moxf important thine in regard to

Maw lighting is the effect o| colored light*

upon painted surfaces. Because of the lack

of pure color in both lamp dyes and pigment*,
one must carefully consider the action of light

on the painting so as not to spoil the effect

desired. Blue light on buff, anil red on green
give a muddy and undesirable color. Recau*.
of the variation in color pigments and dye',
it is difficult to describe the effect of lights

on painted objects; therefore it i* pebble
only through experiment amt experience to
obtain the desired results.

On the switchboard, the red, blue, and clear

circuits have a separate switch, which can
be used to turn out the colors not wanted ir

any special scene. Another switch is used tu
control all the lights.

Three useful sets are illustrated—an interior

set, a castle set, and an outdoor scene u«mg a
simple set house

and set tree, both being quite easy to make.
The interior set is one of the most interest-

ing to make. The walls are cut from a single

piece of wall board, laid out as shown in one
of the drawings. The doors are cut out and
hung with cloth (or hinges. The walls arc
painted a light tan and spattered with red
and blue. The spattering a done by filling a

Miff brush with paint and drawing a knife
blade across it so as to throw off a spray of

small spots. Woodwork and doors should be
painted brown A border is necessary to
mask off thr top of the set and give the ef-

fect of a ceiling The furniture can be made
Or purchased at the hve-and-ten-cent store
and repainted brown. Pictures for the walls

may be prepared by mounting old cards and
magarme pictures on cardboard and painting

a frame of gold or black. Windows in such

The castle set illustrated on page 76 was
copied from a picture to show that stage

settings may be adapted from illustrations in

magarine* or catalogues. A blue cyclorama
forms the background. The castle and hedge
are cut outs made of wall board. The steps,

wall, and posts are made of wood These

Inr<ex are interchangeable with any other set.

The other outdoor scene contains only two
new pieces, a <et house painted on pressed

wood composition board and a set tree of wall

board. The other pieces—the “eye," wall, and
wood wings— were used in other sets.

Siiice's in anv line of work or play comes
from practice. Stagecraft is perfected in the

•jrr.- wav Only by experiment with the min-
lature Mage is il possible to become really

efficient in its use.

door* ct this set ar* cut to ih,» „„
t< opened: tke window is tacked wnh gauje

a set may be cut out and covered on the
back with gaure.

The walls of the In-

terior sn are cut out

of s single piece of

will board at ahown in

a drawing near the
end of this article.

Toga repainted brown
aic used as furniture.
The outdoor acene be-
low contains a houae of

pressed wood composi-
tion bond anil treea

lut from wall board

List of Materials

S4 Intermediate base sign sockets ($641).

$4 Intermediate base S-ll sign lamps, 10
walls, 110 soils, in colors as Inllou.
IX red, 18 blue, IX dear or amber (SI 31.

4 Toggle switches of type illustrated (Si).

9 Receptacles and plugs ($1.35)

9 Rheostats, each 110 volts. 60 watt*

(SIS. 34).

60 ft. No. IX asbestos-covered wire for In-

side of liKitlights ami border light- I i

ft. No. ,34 axbestox-coxered wire lor ir

side of switchboard: and 75 ft No. IX

lamp cord to carry current from —itch-
board to borders and footlights Hi)

5 Insulating bushings Vt in. in diameter
and I bushing '/. in. (10 cents).

Wood for switchboard |«. V, by 4 by 17

in., and 2 pc. V* by 4 by \i'/, in. (10
cents).

Asbestos wood (or switchboard 2 pc. 3/16
in. by 13 by \6'/i in. <7X tents).

Tin, No. 26 gage: 3 |*. 36 by 2 Vi in. fnr

socket strips: 2 pc. 36 by III* in. for

making border trough: I pc. 36 by IJ!
in. (or font light trough: I pc I? by Is

in for ends I S3, including bending).

Snider (10 cents).

I’.imt Hat white for in«idr reflectors. ll.it

black for outside switchboard and bor-

ders. color lo match stage floor for out-
>ide footlights.

N’nrr
; The prices in parenthe-es are »hat tK-

Aultn* (laid in Omaha. Nebr
.
and are into only

In >hnw the apprniimate <i»t. There will tw run
Miler.ible variation depending ui»m the iiualuy "I
equipment purthavd and local trade practice.

Switchboard with back removed to ahow
rheostats main (witch, and color switches

Footlights, border lights, flood light, and switchboard
four switches, rheostat ktsobs. and receptacles in
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Plan view and upper edge of the and thcithei »l*>wi«* horn iH* foeil><h'i. border

lllhu. 4ml rtood l.|l«l 4ff made Compare lM». with the ph««*.*ph» *1 the bottom ol P«(C •*

Lighting the Miniature Stage
FLORENCE FKTHKRSTON DRAKE

Tells How to (.'recre Atmosphere

raw,isar/o/n

Popular Science Monthly — July 1936

L
IGHT—vibrant, pulsation, atmospher-

ic—is the heart of any surc pic-

. turc. Much has been slid about

the intricacy of stage lighting,

but it is not really difficult The funda-

mentals may be learned in jn evening and

so far as the miniature or marionette stage

is concerned, the necessary equipment

costs little and is easily assembled.

Before considering the practical sid< it

is necessary to ask just what does light d<»

in the theater First, it illuminates stage

and actors. Second, it indicates, through

suggestion, effects of nature, hour, season.

Oneni.l nine with lootlifhi*

her Third, it hcl|»s

the stage picture

heightened culor

ul.it ion ot masses of light

and shnlow fourth it

lends relief to the a. tors

and to the pfj'lic rirmrnts

of the scene Fifth, it helps

act the play by symbolizing its meanings

and reenforcing its psychology One light

may combine several nr all of these func-

lions.

The lighting of a play is a psychological

and temperamental matter a' tar as the

audience is concerned Its effects are as

subtle as music Until recently practical*

lyall lighting was direct, the light' being

used full blast for comedies and dimmed
for tragedies, but stage lighting has be-

come an art and today is one of the most

imjiortant factors of stage design

There are two methods ol stage light-

i"g direct and indirect With the latter

there is no glaring illumination, and at-

mosphere effects can be obtained much
more effectively than with the direct sys-

tem
If the light is too intense, too brilliant,

every illusion of depth is destroyed and

under it actors and stage sets appear flat.

Depth and solidity are obtained by con-

trast of light and shadow, bight can ob-

scure any parts of the stage and reveal

what it will If we know how to use it.

there is no end to the effects light can

achieve.

Light nwi from a definite direction,

determined outdoors by the position of

the sun; in-

doors, by windows and lamps Hence in a

stage setting the light must have a definite

direction While there may be more than one

direction, only one should be obvious.

Stripped to es'rntials, -tage lighting is hut a

multiplication ol a single unit— a housed bulb,

a dimmer to control its intensity, and a

switch For the manonette theater almost any

lamp with a reflector that concentrates the

rays will serve lor stage lighting

One type ol flood lamp or “olivette," as it

it called, is shown in Fig. 1 It is a sturdy,

portable, open hoc affair. The reflector is a

small muffin tin. and the lamp is a tiny 15-

candle power automobile headlight Current

is supplied through a small transformer

One ol thr«e flood lamps is used on each

side of the prosremum o)>cning. plugged In an

outlet at l

I

k* side ol the »tagc floor The

standards ar, made ol sheet metal I galvanized

iron). A strip V/i in wide is doubled over to

form a slot into which .1 slightly narrower
strip is tele-coped on the principle of an ail

Justablc brass curtain rod; in fact, such a rod

might be used A ‘-in disk of lead •<£ in

thick forms the base to which the strips arc
secured All parts arc painted dull black with
the exception of the inside ol the muffin tin.

which is the reflecting surface

Colored gelatin screens can be slipfied in

back ol the crossed wires shown in Fig. 1.

These colored xrcens arc fairly durable and
quite inexpensive.

THE flood light and the spotlight are often
used together, the latter to light the cen-

ter ol stage, the former to give a sort of hall

light for atmosphere. These lamps may be
standing or they may be clamped to bars

above the stage or at the side Such portable
lamps are sufficient on our small Stages The
bulbs can be permanently fixed as in Fig 2.

if desired.

An effective set of footlights (Fig. 3) can
be made by bending a strip of tut about a

long block of wood to form a trough in which
lo set small elect .-ic lamps, or a string of
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Ham* mil* light dmnti lor BtiiMtilt (tag*

black (such at black ground in Japan drier)
wuh (he exception of ihe back end. which
serves at a reflector. Color slide* are tlipped
into hori/onlal grooves as indicated.

Fipire 8 thows another l>pe made lo stand
on the stage floor. Sheet tin and wood are
used in its construction. The toppiece of wood

I1«K)«ATI
•OO VI NT}

*oo©
inew <nsg«

04*11to mi*
V« S'lXA

SV«tch«i of various >TP<s of equipment used by Mrs. Drake. It is essential, of course, that all wiring be well insulated to avoid fire harards

Christmas-tree lights may be uwd satisfactor-

ily.

Spotlights and flood lights can be construct-

ed from discarded tin cans. It is advisable to

make several of these, using a can large enough
to hold a JO- or 60-watt lamp when the lid is

placed on. With an ordinary can opener cut

a square hole in the lid of the can (Fig. J)

Stretch several elastic bands over the lid be-
fore it is replaced; they are used for holding

the gelatin screens.

The socket, if

metal, must be covered with lape lo present

a short circuit Push the socket through the

hole in the cun and screw a lamp into the

socket, thus preventing it from slipping out of

place. A block of wood nailed to the side of

the can will keep it from rolling and hold it

to the stage floor (Fig. S'. For ventilation a

few holes should be punched in the bottom
Lights of this type may be hung from dif-

ferent parts of the stage if wires are attached

to ihe cans.

Another kind of light is shown in Figs o

and ’, made from a |>ound coiiee im from

which the printing has been removed V l"Ie

is cut In Ihe lid, a yoke and a porcelain socket
attached, and you have a spotlight Remove
the lid, and you have a flood. The socket,
having a piece of friction tape put over the

screws to prevent a short circuit, is fitted

tightly into one side, leaving the base outside
This raises the bulb so that the light is di-

rectly in line with the opening in the lid. A
SO-watt clear lamp of the P-10 type is used
It is the same sire and shape as an ordinary
25-walt frosted bulb. Paint the inside of the
enn and lid with a good, heat-resisting flat

should be covered with tin lo avoid scorching.
Individual bmps are generally better than

footlights and borders except occasionally
when it may be necessary to light a sky doth
evenly for a ground row.

The primary colors of lighting are red, yel-

low. and green. By combining these in the

right proportions, any color light can be pro-
duced. This applies to light, not to pigment
colors.

Colored lights may be produced by lamps,

the bulbs of which have been dipped into col-

ored dyes, or by silk or gelatin screens. The
latter today b the more popular method. The
screens are easily made by cutting frames of

cardboard just large enough to cover the

opening in the spot or flood. Two frames are

needed for each color, between which a square

from a sheet of gelatin of the desired color

b put; paper dips hold all together. Electric
bulbs of ’5 or JO watts may also be coated
directly with dyes sold for the purpose. The
lighted bulb is dips*d in the liquid and left

alight until the dye coat has thoroughly dried.
Color lighting may take several hours of

experimenting for a single scene. Ask your-
self if the scene takes place outdoors or in,

also the time of day and season ol year. For
outdoor effects use yellow, amber, and while

r wilh an occasional red or blue. The
ol sunset b more colorful and interesting

than the garish light of noon. For indoors
in a simple cottage or a medieval interior,

the lighting should be soft to suggest candles
or torches; yellow and blue overhead with
red. blue, white, and amber in footlights. A
gay scene needs bright lighting. Fireplaces call

for a warm light.

w.SSI

III311
i£3\m

y,8 7 xs a
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MYSTERY is suggested by blue and vio-

let lights. An interesting effect is a dark
tree that in fancy turns into a white ghost or

into a silvery fairy. This may be achieved
easily by using two slides, one with the gaunt
tree, one with the figure, and slipping these,

one after the other, in front of the lamp that

floods the light background.
If in a dance you wish large grotesque

shadows on the background, use only foot-

lights. These may, if used with discretion,

give effects of charm and mystery.
In modern interiors table lamps and wall-

bracket lights are often needed. Tiny Christ-

mas tree bulbs may be connected and used
under shades made as suggested in Fig. 0.

Note the suction cup on the wall to hold the
lantern. These may be had for five cents each.
A homemade dimmer, shown in Fig. 10.

may be built from a 5-gal. oil can,-' wo pieces

of sheet metal, an iron bar. and odd bits of

wood The top is cut from the oil can and
a wood base built to set it in. Two wood
uprights support a light windlass to raise and
lower the electrode unit By means of a

thumb nut the windlass can be clamped ir

any position. A pulley is used to permit

finer adjustment than if the windlass cord
were tied directly to the electrode unit.

The two electrodes taper down from the
top. and the ends are bent out from the cen-
ter, so that as they are lowered into the weak
salt solution more surface is afforded for con-
ductance at a gradually decreasing distance,
thus increasing the current. The best method
to obtain the solution is to start with plain
water and keep adding table salt a very little

at a time until the desired effect is obtained.

SHORT CUTS
IN MAKING Properties for
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To enable quick Kent ehinje. to be made. Il it well
lo arrange the pioprrtica beloielianj on boanli rut loM lhe iujc floor. .« »bu«vn ol the led. The draw-
inga above llluairale Iho method of molding will) paper

F
OR making properties lor a mario-

nette stage there is nothing better,

simpler, or quicker than paper moil

eling, Anything from a bird to a

large dragon, from a teacup to a throne,

can be imitated in this material. The cost

is nothing, and the tools requited arc few.

This method can be combined with the

paper-pulp process fully described in a

previous article in this series (I’.S.M
.
Jan.

’36, p. 57). The equipment necessary is

two piles of newspa|>er. one of white and
one of colored sheets, a bowl of thin wall-

paper or flour paste, another bowl of wa-

ter, and a soft flat brush large enough to

paint the paste on quickly. The advantage
of using alternate white and colored paper
is that you can determine how many layers

have been applied.

Some kind of support is needed for the

wet paper while it is being built up. One
plan is to build up a rough armature or

skeleton of folded paper, metal, or card-
board, which acts as a support for the
object being made. Later it can be removed
or not, as desired. The chairs and bench

illustrated were made in this

way, the cardboard and
paper skeleton being re-

tained. Another idea is to

use bowls, (rays, bottles,

boxes, and the like for the

foundation. Jars for an
Aladdin setting may be made
in this way over jars of ap-

propriate size and shape as

shown in Fig. I of the draw-
ings.

The moist paper can lie

made to take the shape of

any object upon which ir is

placed. By laying on other

strips of pasted paper, tin-

shape will lie retained II

forms a stiff substance !*kc

cardboard. When dry. the
whole iseasily removed from
the mold. Should the objects

used as a mold be of a shape
from which the shell cannot

be removed without hreak-

,
- PASTS wet •

TOW/ELUUO
> oven chair

I board. Brncbcs are un
ing. it may be cut where necessary. These
cuts should be made when only two or
three layers of paper are in place and
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when the paper is perfectly dry. Lift it

from the mold and carefully join the cuts

with pasted paper; then make the shell as
thick as necessary, adding perhaps three
more layers.

To make the jars needed in an All Baba
scene, for example, you will require a vase
of simple shape about 10 in. high for 12-

or 15-in. puppets (sec Fig. 1 ). The news-
paper is torn into pieces about the size of
the thumb joint. Have a pile of white and
one of tinted newspaper so they may be
pasted on alternately. Turn the vase upside
down and cover the bottom first

.
working

down. The first paper layer is applied wet.
but not pasted, so that it will not stick to

the shell when it has to be removed later,

and it should cover the entire form. Now,
with the tip of the paste brush, lift a bit of
white paper and apply it to the base of

the jar. pasting it lightly. Add another

piece overlapping the first, and continue

until the entire surface is covered. Start
again, this time using the colored paper,

and cover the entire surface. Be sure the
paste goes on the piece of paper already on
the iar. Other dry pieces arc added and
arc brushed with paste when in position

until three layers have been applied. It

should then lie srt aside to dry thoroughly,

after which it is cut in several places and
removed from the mold.

Several other layers are pasted on; three

or four should be enough. When dry. the
edges of the jar are trimmed and sand-

papered. If a rim is desired, it can be
made by using a soft, heavy cord, pasted

in position around the top. Finally color

with red and brown poster paints to give

an Oriental effect. Shellac if you wish,

though this is not essential. When using

these jars, attach them firmly to a plank

or to the floor, or weight them with sand.
Chairs and garden benches may be made

of corrugated pasteboard, then covered
with three layers of pasted paper toweling

and painted (see Fig. 2).

Molds, when needed, may be articles

found around the house or shop, pans or

plaster forms, or they may be built of

clay, wax. or soap. For larger objects, the

frames may be made of cigar-box wood.
Balls of paper tied together work out well

for certain forms—a pumpkin for Cinder-

ella, for instance.

Corn* for the c ifcut Kent tkown
it fight. The backdrop is white,

with strips »nd disks of brifht
/•!/ j.f j red muslin sewn on. The clown is

able to give a ball-juggling act

It sometimes happens
that small objects should

be hollow, in which case

bags of sand are used, the

sand being emptied when
the article is finished.

In making animal
heads, full-size drawings

should first be made,
showing front and side

views, as was described
in an earlier article on
making marionette heads.

Paper is then crumpled
into the general shape and
tied. After binding strips

have been pasted on to

hold the mass, the paper
and then the fabric (usu-

ally Canton flannel for

animals) is pasted on.

The goose in the circus

set illustrated in one of

the photographs was
made in this way To
make the neck flexible,

small spools were strung

noser res ako
Cut-out LCAVtS
rwsrxo c*

Tli* n«f» m IhU iccne
Of II. I ilUka with ciren
paper paiud on, .nil ih«
pool ii m*i«ly . ih««l
ol im Tho bird ball) Ii

mad* «il bo* lido, a imI
on which ionon had bten
wound, and a round minor

rr03i.CS.
TISSUE.
^ MOSS of dowels or wire; web

feel and bill of wood col-

ored orange.

Wooden furniture is

easily constructed from
cigar-box wood, cheese
boxes, or thin plywood.

Use a coping or jig saw to cut the curved
portions (Fig. 4). Toy furniture from the
five-and-ten-ernt stores may he used if of
the right proportions, but not otherwise.

Actual chair seats arc about 17 in. high
and table lops 50 in., so if your puppets are
12 in. tall, for example, which is approxi-
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shown in the photograph of 4 formal garden

set are flat disks covered with green paper

pasted on and lined with darker color, and a

few rosette flowers arc added (see Fig. 5).

The decorative hedge foliage is made in the

same way.
An irregular circle of sheet tin (Fig 6)

forms the pool in this set. It is outlined on

Ihe edges with 'null stones, pebbles, and thin

green moss. The fountain is made of various

shaped bones and reels glued together, all sil-

vered and draped with Christmas tree tinsel.

The bird bath consists of two round box

lids glued together on a cotton reel, then

covered with pasted paper and painted (Fig.

7). A round mirror set in the bowl resem-

bles water and reflects the paper birds.

The coloring of this set is brilliant. The
trees, leaves, and hedges are •upphire blue

outlined in black; tree trunk', violet, flower

rosettes, cerise; all against a silver screen

background. This threefold screen i* covered

with Chinese silver paper. Put paste on the

screen, not on the paper, to prevent the

screen from being pulled out of shape

Stained glass windows, which are often

necessary for settings of certain period', are

easily made of architects’ tracing paper. If

the outline of the deign is painted with wa-

terproof ink, the colors can be added in the

spaces. The black ink outlines give the ap-

pearance of leaded glass.

Palm trees (Fig. *> are nude with piper

tubes for trunks, a cork being inserted in Ihe

top. A .’-in, wide strip of tan crip* paper i'

wound diagonally around the tube \ dozen

or so wires are cut the length of the leaves,

and long slashed leaves of green crepe pifxr

are folded over and pasted on the wire', the

ends of the wires are pushed

into the cork, and the leaves

are then bent into the re-

quired shape. Another cork

can be pinned to the floor

of the stage and the tube

trunk slip|ied over it.

Peach trees are made of

branches dipped in glue and
then rolled in wheat flakes,

dyed pink. Care must be

Diagram ihowing how to arrange a fountain

that wilt aurprlaa tha audience by working

taken, however, that they be placed where
puppet strings do not catch Yew trees are

constructed of sponges, dyed green.

In the diagram marked Fig. 9 is shows
a working fountain that requires only a cake
tin, a funnel, and a length of rubber tubing

put through a hole in floor.

Fireplaces arc of many types. A red bulb
on an extension cord let down the chimney
gives a satisfactory effect of fire, and can be

nvouen
TvOC

CAKl
TIM

Day b« mad* by wrapping
•r around mailing tubes,
iih ff*to paptr and wirt

^ J/9.4
TABLE MADE FROM
CIGAR- BOX WOOD

OR PLYWOOD

used between logs o* among chunks of coal.

Figure 10 illustrates the construction of

bookshelves. To fill them, cut strips of cor-

rugated pasteboard \'/t in. wide and as long

as the case and apply with the grooved side

out. Paste paper toweling over the corruga-

tions. pressing it down between them, first in

consecutive grooves, then skipping one. two.
or three to represent book backs of different

thicknesses. Paint in gay reds, greens, and
other colors.

Old-fashioned rag rugs are easily imitated

by marking the design with crayons on coarse

sandpaper. The same idea can be used for

overmantel pictures.

objects of this type, popier-mdcW is bes

shellacked before painting

A stock outside scene may be given vanc-
tv bv introducing a house, which will greatly
chance the eficct Window boxes are charm-
ingly effective. Glue a long cardboard box.

cut in half, under the sill; then fill it with
wav or soap in which to stick the wires of

artificial flower' These, like all else, must
be kept to scale

Pot-cover knobs make fine feel for bu-
reaus, chests, and similar pieces. Large brass

paper fasteners are satisfactory door knobs.

Old fashioned clothestunv cut to suitable

length may be used for Iwdstead legs as well

*v for other pieces. Miniature glass botllo

nuke good lamp bases.

When stage furniture is made of cardboard
boxes, choose cardboard that is so tough and

firm it will bend readily without breaking,

pjiie fanout binding is useful in this wo
Always draw an exact pattern first, cut this

out and lay it on cardboard, then draw
around it. A piece of glass is useful on which

to score the lines. Keep your knife sharp.

Commercial paste of the so-called "gluey"
type 0 excellent, being easier and cleaner to
use than glue and stronger than ordinary li-

brary paste Many pieces ran be held
gether with brass paper fasteners.

TM» .I«w Illustrates one way 10 make a gar-
J«n lain attractive Not* lit* window box
Th« foliage is itn.irc l«m and pa^er

Z‘9 "

In representing metallx surfaces, do no
cover them with metal, but paint the ob

jects brown for gold, gray for silver, blue

gray for steel, red-brown for copper. The

apply metallic paint foe the high-hghts onl>

Scrumble high-lights over a dark base. Fo



Hand Puppets
1‘opular Science Monthly
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1

Head and arms move when you

wriggle your fingers, and your wrist

serves as a very flexible waistline

HOW TO MAKE AND
MANIPULATE THEM

By
Florence Fetherston Drake

& f|
iif, -w 7
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break in the shrublxry outdoors.

The body of this kind of pup|x-t or

guignol is really the hand of the puppet-

eer inclosed in a cloth bat. Arms and lees,

if any, are attached to the lug. The short-

ness oi the arms and the queer anatomy,
which must be disguised by drapery, are

handicaps, to be sure but anyone who in-

tends to take up puppetry seriously should

try both types before deciding which suit'

him the Intter.

Even \cry young children can lie taught
to make hand pupixl- from pa|>cr pulp
or rags and produce entertaining little

plays. In fact no matter how they arc

made, hand puppet' seem to Ik* Irorn a>

it were, with a genius for acting

Their si/c, which i> determined by the

human hand over which they are stretched,

varies but little. The usual height i« IS-in

—the lencth oi the operator ' forearm and
hand plus half the length of the pupiHi’s
head. The heads are generally -4-in long
including the neck. The width of the

shoulders is the space lietween the- ojH-ra-

lOr's thumb and middle linger. Hi* wrist

is the puppet’s waist.

Heads for hand pupixts are mails* in

various ways, but in

all cases it Is nice*-
i*aryiopreparc rough
sketches, actual 'i/e,

for both profile and
lull lace I’aper pulp
may be used as de-

scribed for m.irio-

nette» in a previous
article ( |*„s M .Jan
‘-'6. p.5 7 ). The stick

which forms what is called the

armature must Ik* a t title larger

than the operator’s forefinger, »o
that when it is removed and dis-

carded. the head will fit on the
finger easily and comfortably In
this «;asr no extra lulrc is needed
Wooden heads may lx- made

ns shpwn in the drawing ol Mr.
Punch The confer is cut from
soft wood with a fret saw. and
Ihc (our thicker pieces for the
sides of the head and the cheek
and ears are whittled to shape,
sandpapered, and then glued or

nailed to the centerpiece De-
ire "inns arc* filler I with rot ton

tailing or similar material soaked
n paste, or with paper pulp, and
finally cowred with stockinet

drawn lightly over the whole
face. Stitches to accent the fea-

tures are sewed here and there-

with a large needle and stout

thread, and these also hold the centring.

Choose a brmvni-h tksh-color stockinet
for Mr. Punch. When rouge is rubbed on
the nose and chicks, anil a few lino of
black crayon are added, this will give the
desired effect. The cap is made of felt

and the costume of gjylv colored fabric-.

The head can. of course, be whittled
from a single block of wood, in which

case* the hole for the foretinru i> gouge.!
out. It mu>« reach halfway up the head.

Another ilcligbtful and -irnplc merhod
is to carve the head from a laig. jxitato
or turnip. Cut the feature- luridly

. ex-
aggerate them. Large noses are cut srpa-
rately jnd held on by pins. All will Ire

greatly softened when com ml urh pa-n -

soaked paper toweling (*r. I‘ S M May
M6. p :o» Fixe layers of pjjx-r will b
found surtWienl. Alternate the bycr- first

a l;y*r or -ofi unr^d|ier, tb«n one of

tough p'.jier toweling. The toweling sHmimI
l-e the tin- 1 l.u-r Igraux
surface f*»r .’jinnng u|x»n

dried ihofMJghly. w hie Si

may take •« cer.l day-
the potato is careful 1

:

dug our. leaving thr Y .1-

low hr ad. Fill the foot
with sawdust mixed with

a li'de whiting and glue,
then plaster fh** entire

inside of head with this

mixture and while it is

still soft, insert a suit-

able tube, letting it reach

Brlow .Pohtenia.iwohit ailed

head and lcaiher hand*. Tcby
it* 4og. and a doctor with
stuffed rsg head and hands oi

felt TheHkctches at light ll-

}y»tr«tc a variety of methods

to •iikhii ihc eves,
w hi. hare in t he middle
of the noimal head.

A luln* foundation

is iweckcl for other

lypC' of hanil |Kjp|K*t

heads. Simply make
a cylinder of lough,

flexible card boa rd
from 2 to i in. long
i.r lit loosely over the

index tingci Wrapnnd
lie the luln- with

slrong suing, and
cm er it with sexual
layers of paste -soaked

paper (toweling I un-

til it tits snugly into

the neck of th< head
When dry. h will I*-

found securely an-
chored. Around the*

base of the tube is it

advisable to add a

At right above art a v purp,, alter lhf
<a»«4 t-am balsa wood: V.mar character with an
napee!*.! potato !-• a head S.arairoo.h with a potato
ead co«*t»d w.-h paper palp; and in the loierround.
pcta.c.taxed head plant.cj «,.h jane-ioaked paper
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may l>e necessary.

eyebrows and lips. Add last a touch of shel-

lac or pluc to eyes and teeth to make them
jrlisten.

For a hand-puppet theater three thine*

only arc essential: a screen or a curtain to

hide the operator, a background (curtain or

back drop) t > maVs the figure > and faces

stand out, and a strong light arrange above
and in front to shine directly <>n stage and
puppets. Whil- a makeshift theater can be

arranged in window or a doorway, it is

advisable to have a well-planned Mage on
which various ex|*riments in scenic and
lighting effects may be tried out.

Nothing is better suited to this type theater

than a threefold screen. For the uprights,

get six lengths of % by I in. by 6 ft. 6 in.

pine or cypress, dressed on all four sides. For
the crosspieces of the two end frames, you
need four similar strips 2 ft. long; and for

the crosspieces of the center frame, obtain

four pieces ) ft. Ion:. Make a full-si/c draw-

ing of I lie ornamental toppiccc ,! and the
ft

i

hit-
i mkc »helf b. both of which should he

cut from

come entangled. For jeweled headdresses,

use colored gum drops pinched and cut to

form the jewels of the crown. Rub the

sugar coating on a bit so is to show the

rich color beneath.

Hands, too. arc made from a variety of

materials: Carved wood for wooden-headed
puppets as in the drawing of Mr. Punch.
Wood pulp or cardboard, either covered

with cloth or left uncovered. Wire covered
with tape (sec P.S.M., Feb.. '36. p. 64).

Felt or leather, folded and sewed as shown
in an accompanying drawing

All hands should lie fastened into card-

board tubes from

I to I '/, in. long, made to fit the thumb and
linger tip. Finally, the hand, must be firmly
fastened into the sleeves of the costume.
I’uinin arms nu\ be elongated by mean,
of additional cardboard tubes pined over the
finger..

For finisliing the various parts, tempera
paint it preferable to oil paint because it dries

without any gloss; |«»trr paints an.wrr well,

too. If chI paint it used, mu U with turpen-
tine to dull its gk*s. Two or three coats

«IK«B
HOlf

ClNTtS
PlECt

NICK
WIAil

St* COSruMt TO
GeufOON aO'-STf*#iS R»lUlON)

h{AO PASTS

cUasiUs
(WOOD) thick Wood. These, as

shown in tlir di.living, arc made to c«mc off
•

> that iln Mrcni will fold il.it. Si\ double-
swing *cr«vn hinge, hold the | Kinds togetherHow ihc pant lot Punch * Hoa.l ar. cut »»»•-> * ' •«

and afevte•tmblci. shelchcs to aid in carving 1m hand*

o photograph «( Punch. Juily, and lh« bahy tcady t. perform

FElTOB KlDMANO
(XWIO)

PAPtO-WQAbPtD
WIRE MAUD —

I /\

Suggenion* for making characteristic head-
drrose to represent various hiitoric period!

Tlte side |iancb and the lower part of the
r load aay be tilled in mih a light-

weight filter wall hoard or with sateen gath-
**«d "n lua-- n*l- .if top anil bottom I’M1

your taMc regarding the color scltctnc. The
frame sliould. uf cuiirsc, be |iainlvd in har-
mony with the covering. Three screw eyes
are uxd at each side of the top strip of the
side lands to lake metal roils <>r heavy wire.
These wire braces hold the wings rigidly and
also support the back drop and ilra|>es for
tither a deep oi a shallow stage, as need Ik*.

In hand-puppet booths, where most of the
floor is trapdoor, furniture, when used, must
»< prevented from falling through. It should
•* mounted on thin piece* of wood and at-
tached to the apron (shelf H) or to a strip of

roll of soft muslin. This is sewed to the

tube with a large needle and carpet
thread. To this the garment is to be at-

tached.

Hair, and the headdress as well, can be
modeled on with pulp or carved in wood.
Cotton or rags wet with paste give good
effects. Wigs and beards can be made
from almost anything—frayed rope,
fringe, zephyr, raffia, cloth, and even metal
pot cleaners. Anything, in fact, is better
than human hair. Heroic personages de-

mand sculptured hair. With hand puppets,
the most elaborate headdresses can be
used because there arc no strings to bc-

IINGEQmOiC in
DOTTED HUES

Coloring can give as much expression as
modeling. In emphasizing expression, make
sure that it. as well as the color, carries arrow
the room. White, yellow ocher, and a touch
of vermilion give a normal complexion, with
accents of red added to the corners of eyes,

noslnb, and ears. Use blue or violet shadows
in eye sockets, and sweeping dark lines for
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wood aeries the luck <•( ilu \i with iron
(urn buttons or small wing nuts, which can lie

screwed lo lhe slave flour in convenient
place*. Il lake, only a moment lo lurn these

fastenings over the edge of ihe thin wood.
The costume should be large and Ion?

enough so the ojierator's hand is not crowded
for room nr his wri't left exposed. The bend-
ing of the wrist (the puppet'* waistline) is

flexible enough to represent a variety of

mov imenl*
The Clothe* and body of a hand puppet

are, of covrte. one ar 1 the same thing. The
foundation garment i. .1 straight skirt or .hirt

about II in long and I* in wide, doubled
Gather or ideal the material around the neck,

and then sew- nr

187

A simple way le ctmtirw, a suitable booth,
and l»o methods of op«<aii»« hand puppets

tack it about the throat of the puppet Be-
fore dome this, sew m the righ* ibrve 1 in.
down from the neck and the left sleeve 2 in.

down, because the middle firmer forms the
r.ttht arm and the thumb, the left. Thh. ol
course, must be reversed if the puppet it

THE SURVIVOR Vol. 1

Used on the left hand.
A small cushion or block of wood is often

hune by lajws to the puppet’s neck in front
so that it can be held firmly by the puppet-
eer's two unused fingers. This contrivance
holds the puppet's head and body more
firmly and also makes its chest more shapely
Capes, collars, and scarfs improve the effect
of the arms, disguising their short length.

Headdresses are very important They can
add distinction and character, as well as in
dicate the country and period

Gestures must flow smoothly one into the
other, without haste. Study gestures before
a mirror. Time must be given to study, ex-
periment, and rehearsal. Only the puppet who
is s

|
leaking should move. Let there be no

movement lacking in meaning. A serious
fault is to hold the |tuppeU too low; let them
enter with all Ihe body visible. The action
should tie down stage, and the puppet must
be held vertically.

The length of the play should !>e from ten
to twenty minutes Have no monologue over
fifteen or twenty words. Appropriate music is

the salvation of many a |>crformancc.
The height of the platform determines

whether you operate standing, kneeling, or
sitting Many now arc experimenting with
the latter position and find it less tiring A
semitransparent back drop is used, and
through this it is quite easy to see the puppets
although the manipulator himself cannot lie

seen. There should never be any light back
stage.

Most holiday production* N, . </ /#*/ Itrafityrr « thar. txi lb. rkMrtu
thnr inni pup/u tx-for llrir fill uni. *'i,rir*—HHil l/irir fJitlfs will ban t/arial a,ip, al

1 hc.se arc

finger-tip pnppds

Sunset — Dec. 1960

Small children enjoy iierforming nt home
X'llh these linger puppets mnl miniature
Mage as much ns they delight in acting
in Christmas school play*.

'I he Mage
i s just a cardboard carton from

the grocery Mure with its top rut off. It

rests upside dow n on four •'‘

4 -inch dowel
legs, so the operator's arm will have
ample km mi t„ Si.

1
1
de

,l " lc*N up tin- ShkiIc edges ..I 1

1

>. j„«.
‘ ll,r "P-'imc lie froul „f
Ihe Ih.\ will) 'ha ip knife, mid ivinfnr.v

ih,- with n glued .in pieev
.d yanlsIieL. I'ainl (he ii.m.Ic „f 1 1„. |M(%
Idaek. and (.hit ill, I«ide wi|h Inirliip
«i nil,, , fi,|„„ \ chilli drajK*. .Ihpfe.l io
the front .mil In,. .Mite., hide' Ihe slage
k g' and I fa- .pei:,|„r\

KoiKest of Ihe pnppi I ' are nl.lained from
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I In* |M*trlu>ar«l « % lh.it 1

1

m*«

I

a*

Hiring or from rolk~il-n|i ;iimI

.« (kii *,

I

nuns i*t nniMrih lnui iwirr I’ainl

Puppets tt

oil on l»air

Hcjdt j Other mat mol* arr doth strap** P'P4
' drovers

t
rot -

loh. tequila, tiny bellt. four poppet* ran be operated on one hand— uith practice

To tirmHed Heod a lifelike took, moke

shallow cult to form feature*: round off

maned id'le« with aide of knife blade

If'* eoty to decorate the puppets’ wax-covered heads: there’s no need to use glue

These are paraffin puppets
Sunset — December 1968

Puppets like thi* twosome make nice ml-

ililion* to any |>it|»|M*t theater ami are sur-

prisingly «|iiick ami o.n-\\ to make, (iood

“stocking stutters'* for small children, thev

rr«|Mire mile more linn st rapscii yam ami

fabric. *tyrmc foam lulU (available ill

iini^I variety inntllin. an avM»ri

-

mriit »f buttons ami l»eaiU—ami. of
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• unpVlfly rnnovc nml \v:iit n

frn minute- for wax |„

dipping .Irving until 1 1«>,it
|

n(i,i,irr«

" ,l,; ' L X'lf-t'-c (siImiiiC >i\ „r *even

\tlnHi >.uii I,.ui him) Imi inn eye* in | hr
l»".l mill uin'teii mix. MM iimiy ||h-„, in
|il.nv nilli pin. until wiix i. M.|.

< ill ••ill ;iinl >1 ilali m-;i 1
1

1 . ,,f the imi ii

•0 . 1111110
,

ll ipcnillg ,.| | up llllgo

enough fur emilloiml neck.

V piece of full pi.it n,ding from ll., I,use
«'i the brad nukr< ctmvenicnt Ink for
Hitching i o»l miir In I mol. To make a |w |,.

,l " rrolw of In, III Mile* of a Ml
“l"'"v •'•'III d Ho llo, square) Mill, while

card cylinder fnim head
i* 1'"*- Mf *«, iinio over one end: push

,l "'w""I «*d into hole. Let stand until
glno M*i. (nIhmii :io minute*).

Hip <«•.! nine over the neck ami Hitch it

to the felt tali.

Impolc puppet head on a pencil )*nut for

• <>*!/ dipping in mu. Spin p.neil between
fin'jerf In eren mix coating, ha>t,n drying

toil* nml at tm h I hem » ill, moll, „ wax n.

ii fiiiidiing touch to your pnp|H‘l )

M,li u l>i,t ill paudliu m tin top ,.f .,
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'mall |«ine ..f orange crayon. stirring wax
until it »..»,mo. an even flr»h lint.

Dip I In’ lio.nl in wax. ••.iking »nrr it i.

ion shape, hake,

paint bakers day
Sunset - December 196*

B«k«r‘i cloy, nn illegible dough, in n mate-

rial tineil ill the very ohl art of orna-

mental baking Fainted mth water color*

ami sprayed with clear plastic or lacquer

.

it make* Christum* ornament* that have
great charm.

To make the ela.v
.
combine I cup* of nn

.sifted Hour. I nip of salt, and I'* rups
of water in n howl. Mix well to form a

slilf dough |add more water if neremry).
thru remove to a lionrd and knead for

nlHiut .» minute*.

IV a rolling pin to roll the dough out to

%-ineli thieknr*. Idon’t make the orna-

ments too thin), then cut the *Iim|h** with

a knife or i.okv cutter l.ift each our to

a rooky slieet and decorate with little

Iwll* or ro|ir» of dough or uw any handy
kitchen tool to rrrate texture*—for ex-

ample. dough pu*hr<l through a garlic

pre.v* for hair or evergreen hnuiHira.
Finally, make a hole with a |Kiicil joint

at the top of the ornament for a hanger.

Bake the ornament* in a preheated SJO*
oven for about I hour or until hanl—»i*r

a te*ter to l»c sure they are dun#—then
remove from the oven and transfer to a

rack to cool. To finish, paint the orna-

ments with water colors or poster paint,

then give them a mat of dear varnish,

lacquer, or plastic. This will prevent their

getting soft and qoilmg None Don't

f'V to double the dough reripe, and me
il up within about l hourt.
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HOW TO CUT YOUR

FOOD Bill BY

HALF OR

MORE
by Kurt Saxon

I've had feelings of insecurity about food
for as long as I can remember It was my jerky
dad’s fault Me left our volley and our won
derful peasant heritage to join the wretched
ranks of the proletariat

I was a Depression baby, born Marche. 1932
in Wichita. Dad was a peanut roaster at Jett
and Wood’s. The place naturally went bank-
rupt. Then Dad packed the family from one
town to another doing what factory work was
to be done before each place folded
This went on until 1938 when Dad sent

Mama. Winnie. Billy and me to Grandma
Dodson’s farm somew here in Darkest Arkan-
sas. It was night when we got there and I

remember I was yelling and screaming about
something and generally out of sorts.
Grandma stoked up the wood stove and pre-

pared us a quick meal ofcorn pancakes They
were made of eggs, real butter and whole
corn meal. She soon had a pile of them so
high I couldn't see over them. I couldn’t
remember seeing more food on the table than
we could eat so this was amazing.
Those corn pancakes were as big as plates

and covered with butter. I never tasted any-
thing so delicious and was never so happy.
1 went to sleep somewhere in mid-bite and
even dreamed of corn pancakes.
For breakfast there was a big plate at my

place with biscuits opened and covered with
good flour gravy. There were all the eggs I

could eat and pounds and pounds of bacon
and big glasses ofchurned buttermilk. There
was also lots of oatmeal w hich I managed
to not have room for. being quite used to
plenty of that.

Alter breakfast 1 lore outside to be further

amazed at all the food running loose. There
were chickens in the yard, real ones with

feathers on. not like those at the butcher's,
hanging upside down and all naked.
Grandma went out with a hatchet and

chopped the heads off two big ones for
dinner. She served them Southern fried in

a way that would have made the old Colonel
hide his head. And with the chicken were
big blocks of steaming hot corn bread. I

would crumble it up and ladle out great dips

of pinto beans in lots of rich bean soup on
the corn bread and watch it soak in and the

steam rise. Fantastic!

That afternoon I went out and killed six

chickens We had chicken in every way
Grandma knew how to fix it for several meals.
I was delighted.
A few days later we went down the road

to visit Mama's brother. George. He had a

lot of goats; an animal I didn't know existed.
My little cousin. Jenny, led one up a ramp

and milked it into a tin cup. 1 tasted the milk
and liked it. I asked her, "Jenny, what kind
of dog is that?" She answered. “This here’s

a goat."
Later. I called my older brother aside; he

was eight. I said. “Billy, these here goat dogs
are great. Ain't nobody in Brooklyn ever
heard ofthem. What we gotta do is take some
back We can corner the market in dog milk."
After Mama got finished visiting herpeople

we went seven miles away to my Granddad
Saxon’s valley He seemed to ow n the whole
world. He had his own flour mill, saw mill,

blacksmith shop, country store, post office,

winery and even something brewing up the
hill in the forest.
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Naturally, he had his own farm with lots

of every farm animal known to man. He
raised every bit of his own food and only

bought things like salt, sugar, spices, etc. And
what he bought, he got wholesale from his

own personal country store.

Grandma baked all the bread and canned
all the food for winter. She still had time to

mess with us kids. For awhile she couldn't

understand Brooklyn and we couldn’t handle
much Southern. But we made out pretty well

by pointing and grabbing.
The place that fascinated me most was the

storm cellar. This was a great concrete
bunker about ten feet by ten feet inside. It

was lined all about from floor to ceiling with

Shelves of double rows ofquart jars of food.

There were even bedrolls and a lamp so
people could stay all night there. It was used
mainly for storing food. As a storm cellar,

it was naturally used for stayingduring heavy
storms and was used also by the hired hands
and my cousin Valerie.

I will never forget the oodles of quart jars

of sausage patties on the shelves. There was
every other kind of food down there but it

was the sausage patties that really grabbed
me.
They were half cooked and put in jars and

covered with fat. That way they would keep
for years and when fully cooked they tasted

like they had been put up the day before
Their aroma would really wake us up and

get us out of bed. Their quality was so great

that there is nothing on the market today that

I would care to eat. Such a comparison is

not just an exaggerated childhood memory,
cither.
Modern sausage is mostly fat and the lean

is scraps and garbage. It is either tasteless

or over-spiced because the pork is inferior.

Even the best advertized is rubbery and over-

spiced

HOMEMADE
SAUSAGE

Mrs. Curtis’ Cookbook, first published in

1908, gives this recipe forsausage: "Take lean

young pork IVz pounds tenderloin, the rest

any lean cut. 4 pounds, and fat. 2 pounds:
put it through a sausage grinder — twice,

perhaps three times, until ofthedesired fine-

ness. Use for each pound of meat 1 teaspoon-
ful powdered, dried leaf sage. 1 teaspoonful
salt, 1/3 tcaspoonful pepper and 1/3 nutmeg:
nutmeg may be omitted if preferred. A quan-

tity of sausage may be made at a time and
preserved for regular use if one has a cold
storeroom in which to keep it. It should be
packed in jars and covered an inch thick with

melted lard, which will preserve it.*'

Grandma used the same recipe as Mrs. Cur-

tis and omitted the nutmeg.
To Mrs. Curtis and my grandma, young pork

was from eight to ten months old, as opposed
to a rutting boar or a farrowing sow. In 1960
the average age of a butchering hog was five

months. Today the average age is only tour

months. This is simply not long enough for

pork to acquire a decent flavor.

Economy prevents modern sausage makers
from matching the cuts in the recipe. Even
if one tried, the pork is too young to have
good fiavor. Hence, the spice pollution.

My grandma would have destroyed the best
pork sausage you can buy. She wouldn’t even
have fed it to her own pigs. The pig in the

modern sausage was injected with growth
inducing hormones. The grain, while in the
field, was sprayed with insecticides even
while it was absorbing last year's insec-
ticides from the soil. Chemicals from every
angle. Yech!

While I’m on underaged, tasteless, pol-

luted meat I'm going to level on chicken.
American chicken is marketed at only eight
weeks. No wonder the Colonel needs eleven
herbs and spices! According to James
Trager’s "Foodbook", in France it is against

the law to market chicken before twelve
weeks. There, some poultrymen feed their

flock for up to ten months. These, they adver-
tise as top quality.full P<n mil birds

Our chickens get an even greater amount
per pound of growth forcing hormones and
chemicals than do our pigs. Until the growers
shape up. you should boycott chicken in all

its tasteless forms. You should especially
keep your kids from eating it.

Another food that has been ruined is hot

dogs When I was a child in Brooklyn Mama
would buy us each a nickel hot dog every
Sunday after church. They were indescrib-

ably delicious But real hot dogs. too. arc a
thing of the past.

The ones they make now- are tasteless and
nobody's idea of a treat anymore. They also
average a ridiculous cost of 87 f a pound. 1

can remember their taste declining even in

the past five years.

Modern hot dogs are only 13% protein and
they are 26'! fat. Modern hamburger is only
19^ protein and not much tastier.

In "The Chemical Formulary”, copyright
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1941. the general formula for frankfurter
sausage is:

“Boneless Bullmeat 60 lb
Pork Trimmings <9Sft lean) ...20 lb
Regular Pork Trimmings 20 lb"

It is obvious that the Boneless Bullmeat
'and the Regular Pork Trimmings were also

very lean when you compare it with the next
recipe. This is for "Griddle Franks: Sausage
manufacturers have a demand forfrankfurts
for the griddle’ from lunch stands and
rcstaraunts. The main difference between
the formula for this product and any other
frankfurt is that there must be sufficient fat

to keep the sausage from sticking to the hot
griddle. To make such a frankfurter, use
about:

Boneless Bullmeat 60 lb.

Pork Cheek Meat 20 lb.

Pork Trimmings 20 1b.

(Not Too Lean)"

Can you imagine a modern frank maker
having to be cautioned against using too
much lean?

I’ll bet their “Griddle Franks" didn’t even
have the 26% fat our regular franks have.
As you can see. again, my memory of child-

hood hot dogs being delicious was not an
exaggerated childhood memory. The quality
was definitely better.
A general cure for these real hot dogs was

"2 l

/z lbs. of fine salt. 2 oz. granulated sugar.
2oz. dextrose (corn sugar),2 oz. nitrate of soda,
and '/*•>: sodium nitrite for each 100 lbs. ofmeat."

Ill bet there was as much as V* oz. ofsodium
nitrate in a 1V4 pound can of beef stew I dis-
cuss further on.
On keeping the product germ free:

"Sliming usually follows sweating, since the
moist surface of the sausage provides a good
field for bacterial growth. Careful handling
aftercooking and maintainceof sanitary con-
ditions in sausage rooms and coolers will
prevent bacterial infection of the product."
To avoid the trouble of proper sanitation,

modern hot dog makers just fill their garbage
with sodium nitrate and sodium nitrite. Some

replace the sodium nitrite with sodium
ascorbate.

Concerning the color of the real hot«iog
of my childhood: "Interior discoloration of
the sausage is generally due to contamina-
tion of the meat, development of which may
be traced to ’short’ or under-cured materials,
heating during processing, poor sausage
room conditions and low interior tempera-
tures during cooking and smoking."

In those days a good color was maintained
by proper sanitation and careful processing
methods. Today they maintain the color by
filling the franks with sodium erythorbate,
a red dye and preservative.
As you may have noted, the ”2 oz. nitrate of

soda and V* oz. sodium nitrite for each 100 lbs.

of meat" was for curing. No chemicals were
added either as preservatives or dyes.
Now let s get on to plant products. Before

they leave the field or orchard, grains, veget-
ables and fruits are subjected to ever
increasing dosages of insecticides.

The spraying kills most of the bugs on a
given crop. A few of the bugs, however, are
strong enough to tolerate this dosage. With
their inferiors killed off. these stronger bugs
multiply and fill the field next season.
Since last year’s dosage is simply treats and

goodies to this year's brood the dosage must
be raised This year’s dosage will kill most
of the stronger bugs but they too will have
produced a few even hardier offspring. And
on and on.

In a few short years, maybe two or three,

the bugs will be so immune that the dose it

takes to kill them will also kill the plants.

Soon, if you don't thoroughly wash a head
of lettuce, the residue on it may kill your
whole family.

Even today, the tissues of this year’s plants
have absorbed last year’s insecticides from
the soil. Their outsides are coated with this
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year’s insecticides. The benefits are natur-

ally passed on to the consumer.
Now for a quickie on the chemicals pur-

posely put in food.

Foods are messed with and chemicalized
mostly as a convenience to the processors.
For instance, grinding grains by steel grin-

ders is fasterthan bystone grinders. The furi-

ously whirring steel grinder generates heat

which destroys a lot of the nutrition.

If there is a choice between a saving in

time-money and nutrition, nutrition is .sac-

rificed. The processor believes you are stuck

with his product anyway so it’s no skin off

his nose.
This book will show you how you are not

stuck with his garbage.
After convenience processing comes

cosmetic processing for appeal.
Flour is further damaged by bleaching.

Bread in Britain and Germany is grayish -

unbleached and better nutritionally. But
American bread looks nicer.

To replace the vitamins destroyed by steel

milling and bleaching, processors put in

synthetic "vitamins”, chemical compounds
of little proven value and possibly harmful.

They call this worthless stuff "enriched"
bread.

Luncheon meats and many other foods are

dyed to make them prettier. The dyes are
often harmful and many are actually poison.

But these poisons are not thought to be
strong enough to be harmful in small
quantities.
A third processing atrocity is the poisons

they put in foods to retard spoilage. Bread,
cookies, cakes, bagged,and boxed snacks and
again, luncheon meats.
These aren't poisoned for you. They are

poisoned to increase their shelf life. This is

done so they won t rot before your eyes in

the store. Otherwise the store owner would
have to send the garbage back to the proces-

sor and demand a refund.
A sick example is instant mashed potatoes,

which, if properly packaged in moisture
proof plastic, should keep indefinitely. Yet.

look what they put in them "Ingredients:
Idaho Potato Flakes, mono and di-

glycersodium Sulphites, citric acid and B1IA
to preserve quality."

And what about the preservatives in

canned foods? Canned foods are supposed
to be heated to a certain temperature and
maintained at that temperature until there
is no possibility of any germ being left alive

in there. The processor s responsibility ends
when you open the can.

When the can is opened you normally use

the contents in the present meal and put
any leftovers in the refrigerator. Where is

the need for preservatives at any point of this
cycle? How come sodium nitrate, sodium nit-

rite. sodium ervthorbate, etc.? Could it be
that potentially harmful chemicals are
cheaper than the amount of fuel it takes to

guarantee a thorough job of sanitary can-
ning?

I remember once using a l'£ pound can of

beef stew. I put it in a frying pan and heated
it up. I then ate half and put the other half

in a jar for lunch.

When I came home that night I was shocked
at what I saw in the unwashed pan. Across
the bottom there was a thick crust of crystals.

It was just like heavy frost patterns on a win-
ter's window. I never ate any of that polluted
swill again.

And then there are the canned foods,
mostly beans, which have no preservatives.

This is promising but then they say.
"Disodium EDTA added to preserve color".
But who needs it? I’ve seen a lot of home
canning and I’ve yet to see any color change
so drastic as to justify the addition of chemi-
cal fixatives or dyes.
Food processors have been using preserva-

tives and dyes for a hundred years and more.
The difference between the old days and now
is that Grandma prepared most of her
family's food and used very little processed
foods.
She occasionally got the same, or worse,

garbage when she opened a can but she
opened so few cans that her family ate very
little non-food matter,
Further on is a section from Mrs. Curtis’

book which tells about preservatives in foods
in 1908. It gives methods of testing for preser-
vatives and dyes with the obvious intention
of not buying any more of the polluted pro-
ducts. If homemakers rejected relatively
mild preservatives in 1908. why should you
tolerate the real poisons in today’s foods?
Today, everything you eat is messed with.

It is chemically treated while it is being
grown and processed. Then it is preserved
for shelf life and even when it is canned.
Any one chemical, by itself, in a serving,

should be as safe as the processors claim.
But coming at you all at once, in everything
you eat. there can be no guarantee for your
safety.

Since I am on chemicals I will include the
sodium fluoride put in our drinking water.
Thisstuffwas used mainly for rat poison until

better rat poisons were developed.
Sodium fluoride is a waste product from

various chemical manufacturing processes.
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Faced with the choice of polluting the
streams with it or selling it to ignorant city

councilmen. the manufacturers naturally
chose to sell it. That’s their idea of recycling
waste matter.

They created an emotional issue concern-
ing a planetary crisis caused by children's
teeth cavities. They fed this to a lot ofgullible
types. These people sincerely believe that

it is worth polluting everybody's drinking
water in order to save the teeth of a tiny per-

centage of children too lazy to brush.
Sodium fluoride. even at one part per mil-

lion. dulls the creative part of the mind. It

has also been proven bad for older people.
It is of no benefit to anyone over seven or
eight whose teeth have stopped growing. And
finally, it could be dispensed by pill to the
children whose parents want them to have
it. The cost would be only about S3. 00 per
year for each child.

But you pay for it. you drink it and you are
gettingsickerand sicker. This is a good exam-
ple of the polluters using the loving types
to further enrich themselves at the expense
of our health.

The fact that you take in a few doses of
these chemicals and don't drop dead doesn't
mean they are harmless. They work on most
people over a long period of time.

J.I. Kodale, in his book. "Food and Nutri-
tion", says, "Diseases unknown a hundred,
or even twenty-five years ago are now so pre-
valent that foundations have been estab-
lished to study them".
These ailments have appeared and grown

too rapidly to be blamed on heredity or even
on living longer. The only explanation is the

polluted garbage sold as food
Possibly due to the growth hormones in

most meats, kids grow faster these days but
they are dumber and more neurotic than
their parents were at the same age. Also,
many kids are too shook up to take advantage
of a college education.
To a large number ofour youth, the college

is only a platform for some idiotic protest

of some issue over which they have
absolutely no control. Hundreds of
thousands have wasted whole semesters,
dropped out. taken to drugs and become
unemployable bums.
Another thing you might consider is the

adults’ heavy use of prescription drugs.
Adults of twenty years ago didn't need them
to the extent that they do now These adults
have been blamed for setting a bad example
which has caused young people to turn to
illegal drugs to help them face their own
problems.

I'm convinced that the greater part of the
drug problem, both foradultsand ouryouth,
is the food additives. They have induced a
nationwide anxiety neurosis. It is anxiety
which causes the adult to get a prescription
for tranquilizers and his child to go to pot.
If the kid still feels ooky and out of it he goes
to the hard stuff. For the same reason, his
parents become drunks.

Heredity is no answer to the epidemic of
mental and emotional problems which have
hit us. It is impossible for a w-hole generation
to change that much through genetics.

This entire century has been one of war
and social strife and my generation was
naturally fearful ofthe biggy, atomic war and
its fallout. But this present generation is the
only one which has come apart.
All we can do about the food pollution is

to boycott and yell. But by vigorous protesting
we should be able to keep the processors
from putting more chemicals in the finished
food. Protest to store managers about the
unnecessary dying, color preservi ng and pre-
servatives in canned foods and chemicals put
in for shelf life.

Let the food processors come out and
advertize that they don't use chemicals to

color or preserve their product and they will

sweep their competition into the sewer. If

they can't do it. boycott them.
Aside from complaining to your store man-

ager. the only way to avoid most chemical

additives is to prepare all your food from the
basic grains, legumes, vegetables and what-
ever cuts of meat you can afford.

I've stressed health first because you
already want to save money or you wouldn't
have bought this book. Now you have two
good reasons for preparing your own food.
Even so. I will now discuss your possible
resistance to anychange in your eating habits
and how others, w-ho would not change, died.
The Irish adopted the potato as their main

food. It was to them, what rice is to the Orien-
tal and what bread is to Americans. In the
1840's a blight struck the potatos and
thousands actually starved to death. A lot
migrated over here and some muddled
through.
James Trager. in his "Foodbook" tells how

the farmhands grew wheat, oats and barley
for their landlords. Yet. they starved to death
because they didn't know enough to grind
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those grains and make bread or even to boil

and eat them whole.
During the First World War the French and

Belgians were dying of malnutrition.They had
only white flour and not enough of that.

The Americans sent them several ship-

loads of corn. There is nothing better, as you
know. Anyway, they rejected the corn, calling

it fit only for livestock. A lot more of them
died. That’s called natural selection and is

the common fate of those who can’t adapt.

In 1932-33 the Russians wanted the I'krani-

ans to stop being peasants and become
hired hands of the Russian government. The
Ukranians wanted none of that so the Rus-

sians destroyed their crops. Then they
Starved up to ten million of them to death.

Again, even though their barns had plenty
of millet and other grains, the stuff wasn't

touched. It would not have saved them for

long but the point is. they didn’t know enough
to eat it.

People today are faced with starvation due
to impossible food prices and pollution Buy-

ing grains and preparing your own foods will

solve a big part of your problem.

Common sense in shopping is another way
of attacking the problem. Before I get into

preparation I’ll cover shopping because I

feel you are becoming frightened at the
thought of doing something for yourself.

The first step in shopping begins before
you leave the house. Never go shopping on
an empty stomach. Everything looks good
when you are hungry and you will buy the
wildest garbage.
Next day you will regret many of your

purchases. You will have paid too much for

some and you won't even eat some others.

Research studies have shown that a shopper
spends from 9% to 17*7c more than he had
planned to spend when he is hungry.
Another thing you should consider is bulk

buying. Buy allyourcanned foods by the case.

Any store will sell you food by the case and
most will give you a 5 mark off.

Usually, even before you are half finished
with the case the price has been raised. This
makes buying by the case an even greater
saving.
Also, the tuna in tne case you ouy louay

is sure to have less mercury and filth in it

than the case you buy six months from now.
A good stock of food on hand, of everything

you are used to eating, has several advan-
tages. You have a greater sense of security,

for one thing. You know exactly what you
have and can plan a week’s menus at one
time. That alone will save hours each week,
not to mention shopping time.

Buy everything in as big a package as they
have. You may have to use a little more
thought about getting the product eaten
before it spoils but the saving is worth the
effort.

FAMINE
AHEAD

With the steady rise in prices, actual hun-
ger will hit many people within a few years.

More polluted foods will be taken on me
shelves. Immune bugs will be wiping out
whole crops. Blights will take out hybrid

crops, identical field after field close toget-

her. To top it all. our government is selling
our grain reserves to the Russians and the

Chinese. Not only will this cause higher food
prices but if we have a year of bad weather
the famine is on.

Most people associate famine with India
Many nations send food to India. And even

with all their aid from foreign countries the
folks in India get hungrier every day.

When famine hits here we will get no help
from the outside. The crops of Canada and
Australia are committed to Britian, Russia
and China for years to come. Besides, what-
ever hits us will hit Canada at the same time.
Since our famine will only last a few

months, a closet stocked with several
hundred pounds of grains will see you
through the wforst. A hundred pounds each
of wheat, rice, assorted beans and corn and
two hundred pounds of soybeans would do
the trick All but the rice could be sprouted,
givingyou several times their weight in fresh,

tender greens. The grains could also be
cooked whole or ground for bread.
Cases of tuna, cooking oil. baking powder

and other staples would make living easy.
The idea is to buy and use grains and

restock them continually so you will always
have sproutable grains as long as they are
available.

Grains treated with dry ice in five gallon
cans may be stored for years. The cans are
bought through any auto supply store. Look
up dry ice in the business section of your
phone book.
The cap is put on loosely so the gas can

escape. When the smokey looking carbon
dioxide stops pouring out around the cap, it

is tightened so no kind of insect can get in.

It should go without saying that if you arc
timid and unarmed you had better keep your
food supply a big secret. If your neighbors
refuse to stock up they will demand a share
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One man in this line is Louis Joseph
Rapacilo. He owns the Sun Harvest Natural
Foods store at 404 T St., in Eureka.
His business is in an old. two story.

Addams Family type house. Visiting his store
is like a trip into the past. It is fun from the
minute you see its outside until you leave.
The main room is lined with barrels and

bags of loose foods; grains, flours, etc. There
are heaps of squash and other vegetables on
tables and in boxes.
Behind the counter are jars ofwhole.spices

r
~= which give the place a terrific aroma. It has— a lot of the atmosphere of my granddad's

•country store.

Louis promotes good quality foods at
reasonable prices; organic and inorganic.

“-.Most natural food stores do not carry meat— :or meat products. This is the case at Sun Har-
vest in Eureka.
Being almost totally organic, a lot of his

prices are higher than at the supermarket.
But even so. if you should buy all your food
from his store and from the health food store
and prepare it all yourself, you would still

cut your food bill in half.

Starting such a business as the Sun Harvest
Natural Foods store takes effort but not busi-
ness genius The five elements you must deal
with are space, licenses, sources of supply,
profit and energy.
For space, any area where you can main-

tain proper sanitation for food handling is

acceptable to most health departments. You
will also have to conform to zoning laws con-
cerning such a store
As mentioned before, ifvou mean to oper-

ate at a profit you must get a permit from
the State Board of Equalization. If you are
selling only food you may not have to pay
any taxes on it but you must register with
them anyway.

Ifyour store is to be outside the city limits
you will have to get a county business license.
If you set it up in town you must go to your
City Hall fora business permit and a license.
You must also go to the County Health
Department for their permit.
Ifvou expect to take Food Stamps, you will

have togel a permit from the Federal Depart-
ment of Agriculture in your area.
You can't accept Food stamps if you are

a Co-op. That is. if you pay cash to the
wholesaler and break down the bulk order
for friends, you can't take Food Stamps in
payment. Of course, Food Stamps are
accepted at the Natural Foods and the health
food store as well as at grocery stores. Only
retail food stores can accept Food Stamps.
You can still have a dandy Co-op ifvou ar

when the famine comes. If you have a big
mouth, unless you stock enough for everyone
you tell, you will learn that starving
neighbors are worse than no neighbors at all.

GROUP
BUYING

Groups can also buy in bulk Get a group
of your neighbors together, read this book
to them and plan some bulk sharing You may
not want to buy a hundred pounds of corn
meal for your family. But if the group buys
a hundred pounds for$13.75and splits it into

say. five shares, your share will cost only
$2.75 for 20 pounds or 13'

a

pound for whole
corn meal.

Ifyou mean to buy in bulk and then break
it down and sell it for a profit you must get

a retail number. This is like a state license.

For this you go to your local State Board of
Equalization. You give them an estimate of
how much profit you expect to make and they
will give you a' retail number. They require
a deposit ofmaybe a hundred dollars to make
sure you pay whatever taxes you will owe.
Ifyou go out of business they will refund your
deposit.

With your retail number the food whole
salers will give you many special deals, like

credit and such which you couldn't get ifyou
were a private co-op. Ofcourse, credit comes
with knowing you. so don't expect it right
away.

Individuals and small groups all over the
country are going in for cut-rate food stores.
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using Food Stamps and buying in bulk from
your local stores Your only restriction isthat

you can't pay wholesalers with Food Stamps
as they will only accept cash. You won't make
quite the savings buying retail but you won't

need any licenses, either.

For a retail food business, your third con-
sideration is sources of supply. Look up
"Food Products" and "Grocers - Wholesale"
in the business section of your phone book.
Read all the listings and check off all those
that interest you. Then call around and
choose the ones best suited to your interests.

You might also look up "Grain Dealers"
and "Feed Dealers". Some grain dealers sell

mainly to bakeries but they should deal with
you. Feed dealers earn.' grains for livestock.
Grains for stock feed are rock bottom cheap

but there is no guarantee that they are free
from insecticides. Washing is pretty effective
but even so. I would rather pay a couple of
dollars more for bulk grains raised for
humans.
When you have space, licenses and

supplies squared away you must consider
profit. Without profit you won't stay in busi-

ness.

Most such stores fail because of the owner's
feeling guilty about making a profit. Whether
you provide cheap food or pure food or both,

merely introducing people to a better diet

justifies a decent profit.

Louis follows some general rules for figur-

ing a profit Ifyou order fifty pounds or more
of any one product he has for sale there is

only a 1 2% handling charge plus an
approximate $2.00 freight charge for each
fifty pounds, plus the wholesale price.

He will do a higher markup on foods that

he has to ladle out and measure and espe-
cially those he has to package in small lots.

He may have to figure as high as 30*7 profit

on perishables and items that may stay
around taking up space for months.
Louis has his own truck. He goes to the Bay

Area and buys across the counter. With his
retail number he gets the best prices going
that day. Bringing the food back in his truck
makes his shipping charges lower than eiher
mail or freight.

To figure costs, take for instance 50 pounds
of soy beans. Ifyou live in Los Angeles County
and drive to the El Molino Mill you can buy
50 pounds of soy beans for S9.60 But. if you
order the same quantity from F.l Molino
through Eureka's health food store you will

have to pay the prevailing freight rate all the
way from Alhambra, plus a higher handling
charge since they are not geared for bulk
orders. So from S9.60 the price shoots up to

about $15.35.

Ifyou order 50 pounds of soy beans from
Louis, he will buy a 100 pound bag from
Gieustos in San Francisco for $12.75. (Most
likely, El Molino would sell for about the
same price if they carried 100 pound bags
of soy beans.) Instead of dropping the price
down to $9.60 for 50 pounds. Louis cuts it

exactly in half and charges only $2.00 for
freight plus 75' for handling. This way you
get 50 pounds of soy beans for $9.14 instead
of $15.35.

$12.75 100 lbs.

153 12V, handling

14.28

4.00 fre ight

1828
•914 hal f

9.14 total for 50 pounds

This is not to compare the health food store

unfavorably with the natural foods store. The
health food store must carry the complete

line of health foods, vitamins, supplements
and books. Whereas they will order in bulk
for you mainly out of courtesy, such orders
are not their bread and butter as they are

to the Natural Foods store.

Besides. Louis is more into staple foods

than is the health food store so bulk orders
are just a part of his service. He specifies

bulk orders in his advertisements. Ifyou are

looking for such a service look under "Health
Foods" in the business section of the phone
book.
Those two examples are just to show you

how bulk foods are handled. Such stores in

your area may use a different system. At any
rate, you should have a better idea of how
to get staples in bulk.

The main consideration when ordering
food in bulk is how much it will have cost

you when it is finally in your possession. For
instance, the Whole Earth Catalogue lists

Arrowhead Mills, Inc.. P.O. Box 866,
Hereford. Texas 79045. as selling by mail, 50

pounds of soy beans for $5.00. This is fine

ifyou live in Texas, but the postage to Eureka
would wipe out the savings in the base price.

So even if they were giving it away free in,

say. Florida, and I only had to pay the freight,

it would still be cheaper for me to buy it out

of San Francisco.
It almost goes without saying that conveni-

ence is a big factor. If I lived in Los Angeles
County I would rather go to El Molino and
pay S9.60 than have someone else get it for

me slightly cheaper. The reason for this is

that I will be buying other food items which
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are better buys than I would from the other
firm. It all balances out.

To sum it up. go get it yourself if it is at
all practical. Also, generally, the nearer the
source, the lower the final price.

Just to give you an idea of the wonderful
foods you can buy in bulk, I will reproduce
part of El Molino's price list. Elsewhere,
some of these items are cheaper and some
are more expensive; but none are better. The
prices here are general and will fluctuate.
Their list is longer but the following are

the staples in their line with which I am
familiar.

25lbs 50 lbs 100 lbs

Carob Powder $13 85 $24 05 $44 75
Corn (white) 408 II 00
Corn Meal (white) 480 13 75
Corn (yellow) 390 11 00
Corn Meal (yellow) 450 740 12 50
Pop Corn (yellow i 655 1080
Potato Meal 880 27 00
Rice. Brown (Innit) 6.60 II 10 18 70
Rice Polish 5 85 75 lbs 15 10

Sesame Seed (hulled) 14 10 47 50
Soy Bruns 585 980
Soy Flour (raw) 6 55 75 lbs 13 55
Sunflower Seed ( Bulled

>

17 25 31 30
Wheat. Hard Red 3 56 565 8 95
Wheal derm 7 3!) 12 50

DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCTS OF EL
MOLINO MILLS

CAROB POWDER "St. John’s Bread".
"Honey Locust". "Locust Bean", etc. Finely
ground select Carob pods from budded trees.

Ideally suited for confections, hot or cold
milk drinks, cakes, icing, cookies, fudge, high
in natural sugars, low in starch, low fat (2%
fat as compared to 52% fat in chocolate), and
is delicious used with equal parts of pow-
dered skim milk for all kinds of“Confections
without Objections”.

CORN (WHOLE) — White or Yellow — Mid-
western selected corn for home grinding.

sprouts, hominy or parching. Ottered in vari-

ous grinds for every use.

POP CORN. Yellow - Highest quality. Pops
large and tender.

POTATO MEAL — A Tine grind meal from
whole Idaho potatoes. Excellent for breading
and thickening of gravies, soups, etc.,

wherever the flavor of potato is desired.

NATURAL BROWN RICE — Finest quality,
California Pearl rice. Hulled by a special
technique to fully preserve all the germ. (The
germ at the tipend of the kernel is often dam-
aged in hulling by common methods used.)
All the polish and bran as well as the rice

germ remains for maximum natural good-
ness. Unsurpassed when properly cooked.
Unpolished rice used in place of potatoes
is a welcomed change. The protein is of high
quality.

LONG GRAIN NATURAL BROWN RICE —
I-ong. slim rice grains with a delicious flavor.
Contains many times the nutrition of white
rice.

SHORT GRAIN NATURAL BROWN RICE —
Prized for its great vegetable protein, vita-

min and mineral content. One of the most
"complete" foods know n to man.

RICE POLISH — Inner bran layers from
brown rice. A by-product from polishing
natural rice into white rice. Contains high

concentration of minerals and vitamins often
absent from refined foods. Add to practically
all foods you would wheat germ. Particularly
popular in "health cocktails". Extremely val-

uable in calcium in a form easily assimilated.

HULLED SESAME SEED — Untreated,
freshly hulled white Seasamc Seed. Add to
oiled bread pans and muffin tins before add-
ing dough or batter. Sprinkle on top of moist
pancakes, waffles, breads, muffins, cookies
w hen batter or dough is first put in container
for baking. Also use in liquifiers for health
drinks.

SOY BEANS Easy cooking Table variety.
The Soy Bean combines more concentrated
food elements than any other common food.
Note these features: extreme high protein,
40 to 45' i; low starch, less than 2%; easily
digestible oils; rich in lecithin; "contains all

essential Amino Acids" (Osborn & Mendel);
has an alkaline ash and tends to balance the
acid ash of acid forming cereals. The Soy
Bean is concentrated, wholesome, nourish-
ing and economical. It is rich in and is also

a cheap source of protein of high quality,

oil. minerals and practically all the known
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vitamins when prepared in various forms.

Serve: cooked, baked, toasted, as milk,

sprouted, in soups and a thousand taste
tempting ways.

SOY BEAN FLOUR — (Raw) Select whole
raw soy beans reduced to flour.

HULLED SUNFLOWER SEED — Large,

tasty meats from giant size, select sunflowers,

freshly hulled. Can’t be beat as appetizers,

just as it comes from the bag. May be toasted

with oil or butter and salted, for appetizers.

Add to cereals while cooking, cookies, salads.

patties, etc. After pouring waffle batter on
iron, sprinkle sunflower seeds on top before

closing the lid. A rich food for as little as

62* a pound in bulk.

RED CEREAL WHEAT — Select quality,
hard Montana and North Dakota Spring
wheat. Grown in healthy soils ofhigh mineral
composition where the land is allowed to

rebuild through a long range rotation plan.

In discing under summer fallow, natural
organic processes take place and humus is

conserved. All El Molino hard wheat pro-
ducts are made with this wheat. The price
of wheat is governed mostly by its protein
content. Note the premium protein of El
Molino wheat as compared with the high pro-
tein spring wheat listed by the U S. Dept, of
Agriculture in "Composition ofFoods" chart.

Its premium quality is evidenced by its

Alkaline ash. (For chart, see El Molino Best
Recipes)

WHEAT GERM — Untreated, natural
embryo of select wheat - ready to eat. Espe-

cially delicious for breading fish and other
meats; omelets, or in cookies. Add wheat
germ to practically all foods for your best

source of valuable natural vitamins. Re-
frigerate after opening bag. A,

'Av-
e*

J

Before you dash out and order 100 pounds
>f each of the above I suggest you buy a

smaller quantity at the health food store so

you know you like it.

Now I will get to some commonly eaten
foods you should cut out of your diet. Not
*nly are they bad for you but you can sub-
titute other, cheaper foods for them.

MILK

First is milk. They oughl to put that
watered whitewash back in the cow. except
that the chemicals in it might kill her.
Milk is for the babies «> f all.mummal

species. When the young are weaned nature
no longer provides any kind of milk. Doesn't
that tell you something*'
Adults. especially. are harmed by milk The

mature body can't properly handle the cal
ciuin in milk. It goes to the joints, contribut-
ing to arthritis Ifyou have any arthritis, cut
out all milk products for a week and see if

you don't notice a decrease in pain. Milk also
causes constipation and even anemia in
many people, and also hardening of the
arteries.

The consumption of milk in America has
been declining. It is too expensive and too
contaminated That's why the milk industry
is putting on all those TV ads. Dairying is

the greatest single food industry and can
afford the most advertising. They pollute the
airwaves Of course, those big industty types
slip up once in a while and someone on our
side slips in a zinger.
Notice lovely Vickie Carr and lovely

Karen Valentine going on like as if they
would be downright puny and weird looking
without milk Then comes Phyllis Diller
going on about drinking the same slop and
if that isn’t a before and aftergoody I've never
seen one. The ad man who brought Phyllis
into the picture has to be honest and on our
side. II you meet him on the street, buy a
pencil from him.
Milk is certainly not a brain food. In one

of h i ^ 30 second milk commercials. Mark
Spitz says the meaningless and distracting
"y'know " live times. In another, he says
"y'know" eight times!
Milk is an expensive item which you have

been led to believe is needed by everybody
but which is not. However, there is a cheap
substitute for milk for those with a sublimi-
nal mammary fixation.

Soya flour makes an excellent substitute
for milk and only costs about 8‘ a quart. Soya
flour costs as little as 22* a pound when
bought in bulk at 25 pounds for $5.50.

Directions for making soy milk are found
further on.
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It is even good for infants. Kodale. in his
book "Food and Nutrition" page 540. gives
a comparison chart between cow's and soy
milk. He writes of soy bean milk for infants
and suggests adding bone meal and brewer's
yeast to the soy milk and omitting the salt.

You might also drop breakfast drinks as
they too have been brutalized. Read the label
on a bottle of popular orange drink powder
Sodium Citrate, Tricalcium Phosphate. Arti-

ficial Color, BHA - Preservative.
Why? How come they can't just combine

citric acid, flavoring and sugar, vacuum pack
the product and then leave it alone?
Fresh orange juice and many frozen juice

products are free of additives and are all

right. There is no reason to buy the polluted
kinds.
Better still, why not make your own soft

drinks? The main element in orange juice,

soft drinks. Kool-Aid, etc is citric acid Citric
acid is bought at any drug store for about
$2.50 a pound.
You can make your own soft drinks by using

citric acid, sugar, syrup or honey and flavor-

ing. The flavoring can be cake flavoring from
the grocery store or spices like cinnamon,
ginger, etc The best drinks however, are
made by putting fruit, spices, honey and Ice

cubes In a blender
You can't make substitutes for everything

but if you are hooked on certain garbage you
might as well forget the commercials and buy
the cheapest 1 fyou insist on using margarine
buy the specials at five pounds for $1 00. It

is no worse for you than the margarine that

makes that TV clown feel like a king He will

more likely turn into a queen if ho doesn't
improve his diet.

Another economy is bacon ends They sell

generally for about $1.08 for three pounds.
Although today's bacon isn't fit to eat. you
may really want it but if you are poor you
probably buy the cheapest brand.
Bacon ends are not only the cheapest bacon

you can buy. but they are usually from better

brands than the cheaper sliced bacon. You
can slice the bigger hunks pretty well your
self. Also, you can chop up hunks of bacon
ends for beans.

A worthless item of food, but one which
I remember as being very tasty was bacon
grease and green onions Mama would heat

up a batch of bacon grease and pour it into

a bowl.The familywould then sit around with
green onions, dipping and salting. It was
really good.

If there is a damaged freight — freight sal-

vage store in your area you can pick up
excellent bargains in dented cans, etc.

PET FOODS NOT FIT FOR A DOG
While on the subject of general shopping

economy, let me warn you against pet foods.

James Trager in his "Foodbook" tells of a

speculation that 20G of the pet food sold is

eaten by the buyers. This is backed up by
an account of a Chicago supermarket which
sells oodles of dog food to people living in

a nearby public housing project where pets

are not allowed.
Many older people with pets get the habit

from accidental tastes of the pet foods they
are handling If they are also very poor it

is convenient to rationalize that they
wouldn't want to feed their darling pet any-
thing they wouldn't cat themselves.
What they don't realize is that aside from

aesthetic factors, pet food is often dangerous
for humans. Dog food, especially, can have
particles of bone which a dog can handle but

is harmful to human stomachs and intestines.

Pet food is even more subject to higher con-

cent rations ofchemical additives. Since your
pets can't tell you about taste, except by out-
right refusal, they can be eating great
amounts ofawful stuff The only way you can
tell ifyour pet's food is bad is ifhe dies young
or becomes more neurotic. Even the average
German shepherd has become a regular
dingaling.

You have no doubt seen that stupid TV
commercial for all meat dog food. They imply
that cereal grains and soy products are
inadaquate for your pet's diet.

Actually, the gristle, blood, bone and very

low quality meat scraps used in most pet

foods is far inferior in nutritional value to

soy beans or even whole grains and cereals.

Also, an all meat diet is unnatural to your
pet. The big cats and wolves constantly nib-

ble grass and leaves for roughage and miner-
als they need. Or else, they get these from
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the intestines ofthe vegetarian animals they

kill.

The nearest thing to an all meat diet I

would see as fit for a pet would be the pet

foods sold a generation ago. Then they used

horse meat and good cuts of it. They also left

the chemicals out.

I remember in the early fifties when I

attended the yearly dog shows in Chicago.

Pet food pushers would hand out opened
cans of their product to be given to the pets

in the show. When I got hungry I would just

take a can of horse meat and go to it. It was
chunks of pure meat and very tasty and nut-

ritious. 1 never ate any outside the dog shows

but when I heard of others buying and eating

canned horsemeat it didn't bother me.

The horses that went into that dog food

were wild Mustangs and just about extinct

now. What you get for pets now are scraps

of beef. pork, sheep and chicken which can't

be sold for humans even in the cheapest cuts.

This makes it pretty clear that what is left

for pets is 1 iteral ly putrid garbage. That's why
they must use all those chemicals.

If you have been alarmed about the chemi-

cals in your food, think about what Karen

feeds Buttons. Read the label on the can of

“all meat" dog food. There is Potassium

Chloride, Choline Chloride. D1 Alpha
Tocophery! Acetate. Pyridoxine Hyd-

rochloride. BUT. Zinc Oxide. Cobalt Car-

bonate. Iron Sulphate. Copper Oxide.
Ethyline Diamine Dihydroiodide. Mag-

nesium Oxide. Manganous Oxide and Sodium
Nitrite.

Would you want that fed to your little var-

mint? Or even your old mother?
You'll save money and your pet by sharing

your own diet with him.

GRAY
PANTHERS
ALERT
Concerning poor diets for elderly people;

I am aware of this, having lived around
retired people for years. I know that most
of them eat poorly.

“In the Midst of Plenty" is a bookon poverty
by Ben H. Bogdikian; copyright 1964. He tells

of one 74 year old man who was limited to

$11.50 per month for food and chewing
tobacco. His complete daily diet was three

hardboiled eggs, a small can ofV-8 vegetable
juice, three ounces of Spam and one ounce
or a little over of dry cereal. With a little

tobacco that finished off his $11.50.

Using my information, even at today’s

prices, he could have eaten much better for

much less.

The book says he boiled the eggs so I guess

he had at least a hotplate. He could have
bought a secondhand hotplate for $1.00-$1.50

at a Salvation Army Store.

Being an old man. he couldn't eat much.

So he could have put two ounces of wheat
and a pint of boiling water in a thermos bottle

each night and in the morning he would have

a yummy, nine ounce, high vitamin-

mineral-energy breakfast each morning for

only 75' a month.

A pound of sprouted soy beans each day
would cost 13' or $3.90 a month. This, his only
green vegetable, would more than meet his

minimum daily vegetable requirements.
Both the wheat and soy beans could be

bought in five pound bags from the health
or natural food store.

A ten pound bag ofCal -rose rice would give

him all the rice he would want in a month.
Fifteen cans of Crown Prince brand Mac-

kerel at 26' a 15 ounce can would cost $3.90.

At half a can a day this would give him 6^
ounces of fish (less water and oil) each day.

I eat this Mackerel all the time and have
seven cans at this writing.

Daily Diet Cost Monthly
nine ounces of wheat $ .75

one pound soy bean sprouts 3.90
one and a half pounds rice 1.50

six and a half ounces fish 3.90

The above diet would cost him only $10.15

per month.

I challenge any dietician to prove that this

diet would not provide all the nutritional

needs of an elderly person. I wouldn't want
to live on this but it is certainly better than

the diet he had.
The setup for raising his bean sprouts

(shown further on) wouldn't cost a penny.

Crate wood from a few blocks of an alley

would supply the frames and nails. His land-

lady could give him a couple of old sheets

from the rag bag. Anyone can find a piece

of plastic.

An elderly person, mentally alert and not

crippled, can build and maintain such a soy

bean sprout setup.
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Commercial candy is purely an ilem of
pleasure and is not considered for its nutri-

tional value. Children yell for it. though,
because like all young animals they crave
quick energy foods.

Commercial candy can't be sanitary. There
is no way. After the melted sugar solidifies

it is molded, layered, sprinkled and pack-

aged. From its initial molding, it goes through
several steps, none of which can he warm
enough to melt the sugar or kill any of the

germs which are naturally floating all over
the place.

Either the machinery must be sprayed with
deadly bacteriacides or the candy must be
filled with enough preservatives to make it

dangerous. But nothing can protect your
child from the human filth most commercial
candies are subjected to.

1 worked in a candy factory in Melrose
Park. Illinois. 1 will describe the manufac-
ture of jelly beans, a favorite of Governor
Ronald Reagan.

The lightly tinted cores of the jelly beans
were sprinkled with starch and stored, by

color, on trays. Since each tray was used for

one color after another it was not labeled.

When searching for a certain color, the

candy maker would take a jelly bean core

from a tray, lick it to see its shade and then

put it back. After licking and putting back

several jelly bean cores he would finally find

the shade he was licking for

He would then take the tray of jelly bean

cores and dump them into one of six large,

revolving drums. Then he poured in sugar,
flavoring and dye. The revolving drum would
cause this to coat the jelly beansvery prettily.

It was a very good feeling to put one’s hand
into a drum and feel the jelly beans flow
through the fingers. I did this and although
my hands were washed, they weren't all iluii

clean.

Those drums were in the room leading to
the men s toilet. Nearly every guy that came
out of the john would dip a hand into one
or more of the drums. Most ofthem came out
buttoning their flys, indicating that they
hadn’t washed.

I noted this and other things and wrote a
one page plea for worker .sanitation. I showed
it to one of the managers and suggested it

be copied and posted around the factory. The
manager thanked me for my concern and I

was fired a half hour later.

Since sanitation is impossible, anyway,
bringing up the subject at all is taboo.

I also worked at a bakery supply company
in Melrose Park in 1952. They put out pastry
fillings, flours, flavorings, etc. They had
pretty much the same attitude about sanita-
tion but they carried their practices over to
fraud.

I remember this incident because it was
the first time 1 had come up against a rejec-
tion of chemical food additives.
One or more states had banned a certain

chemical in common use as a preservative.
Where I worked, this chemical was put in
just about everything. I was putting tables
on some five gallon cans of jellyroll filling
and was handed a different set of labels to
put on about twenty-five cans going out of
state. The labels I had been using listed this
chemical. The new labels for the out-of-state
cans omitted it. Even so. all the cans were
from the same batch and the whole batch had
that preservative.

I believe that if there were laws against
such additives the manufacturers would sim-
ply fail to list the illegal stuff in the cans.
Ou r cand ics and bakery good s a re pol 1 u ted

.

You should train your children to avoid com-
mercial candy.

Any complete cookbook has a section on
making your own candy. All candy making
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amount* to is melting sugar and adding
flavors, colors, nuts, sesame or sunflower
seeds, etc. For five dollars and an afternoon's

play, you can make a large variety ofcandies

which should last the whole family a year.

Of course. I recommend honey instead of

sugar and carob powder instead of choco-

late.

You can put these candies in your child's

lunch box and let him take them to the
movies. You should even sell them to him.

Why not?
You could sell them to him on the basis

that at the end ofeach month you would give

him half his money back That would give

you a profit on your raw materials and insure

that he wouldn’t spend any of his money on
commercial candies.

The ideal thing would betoweanyourchild
away from candy altogether. A super vit-

aminized candy substitute is sunflower
seeds. You want the hulls left on or they are
eaten too fast to be used like at movies, in

school or while watching TV.
Keep the seeds in a side pocket. Pop one

into your mouth, crack it with your teeth and
when you have it hulled, transfer the hulls

to another pocket or throw them on the floor

if you are a slob.

Kids like them and once they get used to

eating them they automatically fill a pocket

before they leave the house.

Munching sunflower seeds all day keeps

a child’s or adult's hunger level down so he

doesn’t care to cram with useless and-or
harmful snacks. Yet they leave lots of room
for meals and also make up a constant vita-

min and mineral intake.

Sunflower seeds with the hulls on can be

bought cheaply from any pet store.

DEEP FAT FRIED

Another item you should drop from your

diet is commercial foods fried in deep fat.

These include French fries, potato chips,

deep fat fried chicken, fish'n chips and
peanut butter.

J.I. Rodale, in his book “Food and Nutri-

tion" says "The continual heating and re-

heating of the fat in which salted peanuts
are prepared make it one of ilie most dangerous

ofallfoods, for it has been shown by competent
authorities that reheated fats deteriorate

into unhealthful and very probably cancer-
causingsubstances. This is one of the reasons
why we protest so sharply against French-
fried foods. Judging from their rancid taste,

most peanuts are cooked in oils that are
never changed or replaced."
Aside from the health erosion from these

commercial deep fat fried foods, their prices

are outrageous. Check the price per ounce
of potato chips, corn tasties and other light-

weight bagged goodies.
Since Dad worked roasting peanuts in

candy factories he could make anything. He
would square away on a Saturday and make
peanut brittle, donuts, potato chips, corn
crunchies. etc. In one afternoon he would
make enough kiddy garbage to last us for

weeks.
Anyone can make potato chips like Dad

did. First you peel some large potatoes with

one of the floating potato peelers with a slit

in it. Next you use the peeler to reduce the

potato to thin slices. Then you swirl in a pan
of water to remove the excess starch. Then
put the slices on a towel and pat them dry
with another towel.

A large frying pan is filled with cooking
oil from a health food store. The oil is heated
as hot as it will get. about 400 degrees F.

With a pair of tongs you drop the slices

in one-by-one. As each turns the creamy tan

you want you take it out with the tongs and
lay it on a paper towel or even newspaper
to absorb the excess oil.

In a few minutes you will be putting a slice

in and taking a chip out. really quite fast.

When you Finish, salt the chips and you are
ready for a party.

Chips cost from 10‘ an ounce in a 1 'a ounce
bag for 15' to .073' in a 10 ounce bag for
73 r

. You can get large potatoes for as little

as 5‘ a pound if you buy a 20 pound bag. Con-
sidering the oil they will absorb you can
make just as good chips for about 20' a pound
as compared to at least SI. 15a pound for com-
mercial chips.
Deep fat frying is not as bad at home as

by the commercial method. For one thingyou
are using up most of the oil. This is because
you use a shallow frying or even sauce pan.
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Thus, it is no economic strain to dispose of
the leftover oil or if you add to it and use
it a couple or three times that is all right,

too.

This doesn’t compare to the commercial
methods of oil use. I was a fry cook in two
all-nightgreasy spoons in San Francisco. The
cookers in which we made French-fries and
cooked breaded chicken and fish were
changed every two or three weeks. The
change was because of the darkness of the

oil.

Oil was added as it was absorbed by the

food. This wasn't much and also, the cooker
was left on 24 hours a day.

In 1939 Dad got a pretty secure job and sent

for us to live with him. He went to work
overtime one Sunday afternoon and took me
along.

A frantic seven year old loose in a candy
factory isn’t like in the movies. A candy fac-

tory is drab. Besides, candy was too common
for us so we didn't like it much and so we
ate less of it than other kids.

I was fascinated by the great vat of hot oil

in which Dad roasted peanuts. I tried to skip

cookies off its surface like I’d learned to do
with rocks in the streams in Arkansas.
After a couple ofdozen vanilla wafers sank

to join the ages-old debris at the bottom of

the vat, Dad sent me elsewhere. He gave me
a pound carton of jawbreakers to play with;

certainly not to eat. I spent the rest of the

afternoon using the jawbreakers to clobber

rats.

I remember that the vat's oil was pretty

clear but that the bottom was covered with

rubbish. Dad would lower in great baskets

of peanuts which he would cook and either

put aside for salted peanuts or grind up as

peanut butter. It was obvious that they never

changed the oil. only added to it 1 don't think

today’s peanut butter is made any better.

COST
OF

COMMERCIALLY
PREPARED

FOOD
It’s hard for a person to realize just how

much he is wasting when he buys commer-

cially prepared foods. I did a survey around
town of what people pay for food in restaur-

ants. Then I went to the supermarket and
priced the makings. Some general compari-
sons follow.

Say you are a student or worker and eat
breakfast and lunch out. For breakfast you
have the usual two eggs, bacon, hash browns,
toast and coffee. It will cost you from $1.15

to $1.35 unless you are eating at some fancy
place. But if you had bought and prepared
it yourself that same meal would have cost

you only 25 c
.

Large grade AA eggs are 50‘ a dozen. That’s

4V4* each or 9* for two. Good quality bacon
is 80* a pound of 20 slices. That’s 4* a slice

or 8' for two. Bread is 40* a loaf of 20 slices.

That makes2* a slice and 4* foryour breakfast
toast At 20 pounds for a dollar, potatoes are
5' a pound. Your breakfast servi ng is V* pound
at 1 Vt

r
. Ten ounces of instant coffee costs

$1.50 and at eight strong cups per ounce,
black coffee is only 1.8*. Sugar and cream
will bring it up to 2V»r at the most. Total: 25*;

maybe less.

It wouldn’t take you ten minutes to make
your own breakfast. You are paying someone
something like $6.00 an hour to do it for you.

A hot plate, frying pan, cooking pot and
a second hand toaster would give you about
a jS5.00 a week pay raise just for cooking your
own breakfast.

For lunch, say you buy a V

»

pound hambur-
ger for 60'. French fries. 25* and coffee, 15*:

total: $1.00. Hamburger is 66* a pound or 16&*
for a Va pound patty. Buns cost 43* for eight
or 5.3* each. Mustard, tomatoes, onions, etc.,

say 3* each burger. Total for burger: 25*. Fries
are still W for a V• pound serving, coffee
still 2^*; total for dollar lunch: 29*.

You can figure this way with whatever you
select to eat out. It will come out about the
same. Of course, you wouldn’t want to take
cold fries for lunch or even a cold hamburger,
but that’s not the point. The point is that if

you eat out you are paying at least two thirds
of the price of the meal to have someone else
prepare it for you.

Can't you see that it’s downright stupid to

eat out as a steady thing? Ifyou are ofmodest
means, you plain can’t afford it Take a lunch.

Other comparisons: Cheapie hamburgers
at 20* each. They are made of% pound patties
and smaller buns. Ifyou could get the smaller
buns the burger would cost 13* each. Even
though they are a better buy than the bigger
ones, they are mostly bread and still no bar-

gain.
Hot dogs are from 25* to 40* generally for
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the regular size. Packages of ten for 68' are,

say, 7' each. Buns are eight for 43* or 5.3*

each and say 3' for mustard, onions, relish,

etc., you can make your own, just as trashy,

for 15 e each.
Pizzas are made of white flour and a little

baking powder and salt. You want to add an
egg; fine. Then you put on some frills like

cheese and pepperoni or sausage or hambur-
ger and lots of pepper.
For a one person pizza at a pizza parlor

you start at about $1.30. You can get some-
thing just as horrible at the supermarket for

77* for a 13& ounce pizza or 98* for one weigh-
ing a pound.
To make one yourself, you mix 5* worth of

white flour, aW egg and V4' worth of baking
powder and salt. Put on 2 ounces, or 12' worth

of $1.00 a pound cheese. Add 2 ounces, or
32' worth of pepperoni, which costs 98' for

6 ounces. Then 2 ounces, or 6 2/3' worth of

tomato paste at 40' for a 10 ounce can.

This way a pizza which would cost at least

$1.30 in a pizza parlor or 98' in a supermarket
costs 61' to make yourself. You can substitute

four ounces of hamburger for the pepperoni

and the pizza will cost you only 45'.

Consider canned beans as opposed to dry

beans. Beans of all kinds average 20' a can.

Stores usually have a deal going at five cans

for $1.00. This way you can usually buy five

varieties of beans of the same brand in the

$1.00 deal. They sound cheap but they are

not.

Dry beans in 2 to 4 pound packages average
20‘ a pound. A pound of dry beans, cooked,

equals four cans or 5' a c?n. The only differ-

ence in the canned beans is that they usually

have Disodium EDTA added to preserve
color. This way, instead of cooking your
beans for 5' a can you are paying some slob

15' a can just to pollute them.

Another comparison is wholewheat bread
(white bread isn't worth discussing). A
popular brand of wholewheat bread sells for

52' for a pound and half loaf, or 35' a pound.
If you buy wheat in bulk and grind it in

the cheap hand mill described further on,

the fiour will cost you 9' a pound or less.

If you use the El Molino recipe for
wholewheat bread you will need six ounces,
or 30' worth of honey at 75' a pound. You
can substitute six ounces, or 5' worth of
sugar at $1.30 for a ten pound bag. Five and
a halfcups ofyourown wholewheat flour will

cost you 13'. Two packets of yeast will cost

you 10'. The three tablespoons of safflower

oil will cost 4Vfe'. I use soy milk instead of

cow’s milk at a cost of 4*.

The store bread costs 35' a pound. The El

Molino recipe bread, with honey, will cost
21' a pound. With sugar it will cost only 13'

a pound. Prices by the 1V4 pound loaf are.

respectively, 52', 31 Vt' and 19Vfe'.

I never made bread before and it took me
only 15 minutes of work to make 2.8 pounds
of as good bread as I’ve ever eaten. I could
have doubled the recipe for five minutes
more labor.
What homemaker can’t spare 20 minutes

to save from 74' (honey) to $1.40 (sugar) on
the bread bill? The savings through making
your own bread amount to the same as earn-

ing $4.20 an hour (sugar) or $2.22 an hour
(honey).

I don’t consider the time on the grinder.

A woman can turn the grinder while watching
"As the World Turns". During one program
she can grind a week’s fiour. If all the wives

in America should grind flour while watch-

ing their soap operas, their families would
be better fed and more cheaply, although

those women would be no less addled.

BABY FOOD
One item you can save a fortune on is baby

food. Baby food costs from 9' to 29' for a 3Vz

ounce jar. Any of the vegetables can be pre-
pared in a blender or baby food grinder for
less than 5' for 3V6 ounces.
The turkey, veal. beef, chicken and their

broths are a real gyp. I doubt if there is a
full ounce ofmeat in any 316 ounce jar. These
sell for 29' for. at the most. 6* worth of meat.
Their combination meals are questionable

at best. "Vegetables and Chicken" lists wheat
fiour. modified corn starch, salt, onion pow-
der. garlic powder, sugar, celery extract,
thyme and marjoram extracts. The flour and
starch are for body. Why not use meat for
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body? They charge enough.
The other ingredients I have listed are

flavorings. Maybe they aren’t even goot/ for
babies. At any rate, a baby isn’t much
interested in taste until he is about six

months old. The flavorings are put in to
impress the mother.
You should feed your baby only what you

are sure of. Prepare it all yourselfand it will

be cheaper and cleaner.
You should, by all means, get a Happy Baby

Food Grinder, if you have a baby to feed. It

is described in the Whole Earth Catalog:
"When it comes to tools for child rearing, this

is second only to the human breast insolving
feeding problems. Better than a blender, it

can easily be carried wherever parents go,
to grind up table foods to proper consistency
for small infants through toddlers".

Its price is only $4.95. You can order it from
Dolly Lundberg. 4036 Waterhouse Road, Oak-
land, Calif. 94602. Across the Rockies it is

sold by Bowland-Jacobs Mfg. Co.. 9 Oakdale
Road, Spring Valley. III. 61362.
Al ready, you have seen the economy of pre-

paring your own food even ifyou stick to your

present diet. Preparing your own food is also

the only way you can be sure it’s free ofother

people’s filth and of all the potentially dan-

gerous chemicals.
You can furthercut your food bill by adopt-

ing some cheaper items of food. Of course,

you must also make sure that you keep proper
nutrition in mind for every meal.

Americans get most of their protein from
meat. Meat is getting too expensive for the
average person to buy so Americans are
starving.
Mexicans get most of their protein from

corn and beans. They don’t do so well on it,

do they?
Orientals get most of their protein from soy

beans. They also eat a lot ofgreen vegetables.

What meat and fish they eat is used as flavor-

ing. An ounce or two of meat cut up on the
rice or in the vegetables gives the meal the
impression of having a lot more meat than

there really is.

The thing to do is buy. say. a five pound
pork or beef roast. Slice it up in strips and
put it in your refrigerator’s freeze box. It

will go a long, long way as flavoring. Espe-
cially with Chinese gravy.

What you should do is go with your family
to an Oriental restaurant and really pay
attention to the dishes. Better to get the Sun-
set Oriental Cook book and take it with you.

That way you can take notes before you go.

about various foods you want to try. espe-

cially tofu and sprouts.

The atmosphere ofthe Oriental restaurant
will charm the kids. This will make them
more willing to accept new dishes than ifyou
had introduced them yourself.
I’m not tryingtogetyou to adopt an Oriental

diet. Three elements of their diet, however,
should be considered as regulars on your
table. These three are polished rice, soy bean
sprouts and tofu; sometimes called soy
cheese.
A lot of people say that polished rice is

not a good food. 1 agree; but neither are
mashed potatoes or white bread.

Polished rice is simply rice that has had
a lot of the vitamins and minerals removed
from the outside. If you are worried by its

nutritional lack you can buy rice polish,
which is what they took off.

El Molino lists Rice Polish at 75 pounds
for $15.10 and you can buy it from the health
food store for 50' a pound. A couple ofspoons
full of it mixed in a health drink each day
should kill any guilt feelings you have from
eating polished rice.

I don’t care what anyone says, I don’t like

brown rice. It takes much longer to cook, it

is coarse. I don’t like its taste and it costs
at least 50% more than polished rice. Since
it is hardly processed at all and only has the
hull knocked off it should be much cheaper
than polished rice.

You can buy 50 pounds ofTownhouse, U.S.
No. 1 Calrose rice for only $7.00 at any Safe-
way supermarket. This breaks down to only
14' a pound when you buy it in bulk. Rice
starts at 22' for a one pound bag and
decreases in price the more you buy.

I chose rice over bread or potatoes because
rice is the cheapest of the three main car-

bohydrates and it tastes great with just about
anything. It is easier to prepare than bread
and is very easy to digest.

Below is a comparison chart between com-
mon carbohydrate foods, their food values
and their costs per pound ready to eat. Of
course, the nutritional units per slice and
half cup are not to be confused with the
prices per pound of cooked foods; or Cost
P.P. The nutritional units would be several
times more per pound.

Calories Protein Fat Carb. Cost P.P.

1 slice white bread 63
GRAM

2

S

.7 11.9 SO-
4 cup rice 100 2.1 .1 22 S'

4cup mashed potatoes 80 2 1 .9 16 5'

4 cup cooked oatmeal 74 2.9 1.4 13 14'

4 cup cooked wheat 55 2.1 .6 11.3 54'
4 cup cooked beans 107 6.6 .5 19.5 7'

24x24x14 inch
cornbread 103 3.5 2.7 16.7 12'
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Another way of looking at the above is to

figure that when you buy a pound of white
bread you get one pound offood for 30r

. When
you buy a pound of potatoes, at 20 pounds
for $1.00, you get a pound of food for 5*. But
when you buy a pound of rice, at 50 pounds
for $7.00 and cook it. you get five pounds of

food for 3' a pound.
You would save a lot on white bread if you

baked it yourself. Of course. I should think

ifyou still want to eat bread you would bake
wholewheat.

SOY BEANS
Soy beans are quickly losing their Oriental

image. You should no more think of Chinese
dishes when you think ofsoy beans than you
think of St. Patrick's day when you eat (Irish)

potatoes.

The following is from El Molino and they
say it so well I got their permission to
reproduce their views on soy beans.
“To stretch that food budget without

stretching the waist line serve El Molino new
'Cook's Best' Vegetable Soy Beanseach week.
(Why not every day?)
“So much emphasis is on the importance

ofa high protein diet these days that soy bean
products prepared dozens of different ways
should head the list of required eating.
“Soy beans are the richest in protein, vita-

mins and minerals of practically all foods
known to man. and yet costs but a fraction
of other foods when considered in terms of
nutrition per serving.

“Hundreds of varieties of soy beans are
grown. However only recently the 'break-
through' was accomplished in developing a
new strain proclaimed to be the most deli-

cious of all legumes. You'll agree when you
serve your family the new ‘Cook’s Best' Vege-
tables Soy Bean by El Molino." (Most soy
beans sold as human food arc of high quality.)
Following is El Molino’s comparison chart:

"MRS. SMITH PAID S5.40 EACH for

.
4Va lbs. BEEF and 25 lbs. SOY BEANS

MRS. SMITH RECEIVED:
from BEEF from SOY BEANS

6 SERVINGS 13®
13 l»AYS PROTEIN- i«o
355 TOTAL PROTEIN (tframM 4540
3.659 CALORIES 37 5®
204 CALCIUM imii 25 765
3.841 PHOSPHORUS <mu> «31l
53 IKON ink)
0 VITAMIN AO V i 15*90
2 VITAMIN Bl (mg’ 121
3 VITAMIN R2 <m*i 35

“THE SOY BEAN IS IN so ma:
RESPECTS THE MOST VALUABLE OF ALL
PLANT FOODS." — (U.S. Office of Health
Education)

The EL MOLINO BEST RECIPE book has a
dozen fine recipes for soy bean use. The
SOYBEAN COOKBOOK has over 350 and
between them you should be able to fit soy
beans in as a staple item ofyour family's diet.

SOY BEAN SPROUTS
One hundred grams, about a cup. of soy

bean sprouts contain:

Calories 46
Protein 6.2*
Fal 1.4*
Carbohydrates 5.3*

Calcium 48 me
Phosphorus 67 me
Iron 1 mu
Vitamin A 180 Ini. Units
Vitamin C 13 mu
B Vitamins:
Thiamin 23 me
Riboflavin 20 mg
Niacin 8 me

This makes soy bean sprouts the most nut-
ritious of all the green vegetables used as
staple foods. It is also unique in that its vita-
min C content increases daily in the
refrigerator until at least a week, when it

begins to decline.

Ifyou buy soy beans in bulk, say 50 pounds
for $9 14. or 18' a pound, soy bean sprouts
will cost you only 8' a pound. This makes
them the lowest in price and highest in food
value of any green vegetable you can buy.
Current vegetable prices per pound in the

supermarket are: zucchini. 23'; cabbage. 1 1';

chard. 23': broccoli. 25'; Brussels sprouts,
28': okra. 48'; asparagus. 78'; lettuce. 26'; cel-
ery. 20'; string beans. 38'.

Soy bean sprouts are delicious alone, raw
with oil. vinegar and salt and with other veg-
etables in salads. They are also a taste thrill

cooked 10 or 20 minutes. The bean parts have
a chewy texture and at first you may not think
they are done but they are. Anyway, they have
a peanut taste that makes them very yummy.
A couple of months ago I persuaded a stu-

dent to try soy bean sprouts. He liked them
so much he set up a perpetual sprouting sys-
tem which gives him two and a half pounds
of sprouts a day.

When I met him he had a pair of rabbits,
a German shepherd and a vicious, ten year
old. tom cat name of Lamarr-Jean. They were
eating him out of house and home and my
suggestions were a Great Pumkinsend.
He sprouts soy beans, corn and wheat. He

eats them himself, gives nothing else to his
growing herd of rabbits and cooks them for
his dog and cat.

With oatmeal and tablescraps. the newdiet
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for the animals cost him 25' a day as opposed
to the $1.50 a day he had been spending.

The animals thrive on the diet and Lamarr-
Jean has become so virile he comes home
chewed to pieces every morning. The student

has gotten him sewed up by a vet twice. He
says he is either going to cut out the cat's

soy bean sprouts or have him altered.

There is some work to raising sprouts but

it soon becomes a part of the daily routine.

I’d say it's a fifteen minutes a day job. even

ifyou grow a couple of pounds. It is not heavy

work and no talent is involved so a six year

old could take over the project.

SOY BUTTER

Soy beans are about 407c protein as com-
pared to 26% in peanuts. Both seeds have
oodles of the same vitamins but peanuts have
a greater percentage of each vitamin. Even
so, a diet rich in soy beans will most likely

give you all those vitamins you need.

My recipe for soy butter has an added
bonus for cholesterol concious types. This is

safflower oil which contains about 80%
linoleic acid. This is the most important of

the unsaturated fatty acids.

Linoleic acid combines with cholesterol

and makes a useful goody which aids in the

formation of cell membranes and connective

tissue. This way, if you eat a substantial

amount of safflower oil you don’t need to be
afraid of foods with cholesterol. In short, saf-

flower oil, in itself, is a thoroughly useful

and good food.

Peanut butter sells for as much as 76' for

a one pound two ounce jar, down to 47' a

pound in a plastic jar of eight pounds. If you
buy soy powder for $5.50 for 25 pounds and
use safflower oil at 50' a pound from the

health food store you can make soy butter

for 35' a pound. You will be using the soy

powder for many other things so the bulk
order will be convenient.
Of course, you can cut the price even more

by buying 50 pounds of soy beans and grind-

ing them to powder and toasting them your-
self.

Even if the soy powder has been toasted

by the mill I put it on a tray and heat it for

20 minutes in the oven at 350 degrees. Then
I mix safflower oil with it and add salt and
poultry spice. You can put in any spice, bacon
bits, or any flavoring you like, even sweeten-
ing such as honey.

To 9V* ounces of soy powder I add 6^
ounces of safflower oil. This makes one
pound of possibly the most nutritious food

you can eat for 35' a pound. Children love

it and it even sticks to the roof of the mouth
like peanut butter. After a couple of bites

it even tastes remarkably like the best brand
of peanut butter.

The first batch of the above I worked out
was perfect. The next batch was a disaster.

1 used a different brand of soy flour and
it had a different texture. It took longer in

the oven and required a higher heat.

I used the same brand of safflower oil but

it was rancid or something and tasted strong.

The same amount of oil made the different

textured soy flour runny.
I threw the mess out and made the next

batch with a common vegetable oil. Deli-

cious!
Workout your own heat and mix in enough

of an oil of your choice until you get it right.

Don’t try to stick too close to the figures

in these recipes. Useyour head and give them
a little leeway.

BEAN PASTE
This is a wonderful rich food anybody can

prepare for pennies a pound. I put cooked

soy beans through my Squeezo strainer to

separate the skins from the pulp. This makes
a paste the consistency of peanut butter.

I put in garlic powder, bacon bits, and some
Schilling Barbequc Spice. You could add
onions, chopped hard boiled eggs, peppers,

etc. Yummy and cheap!
This bean paste, spread thickly on crackers

or sandwiches is delicious, rich and filling.

It is great for lunches, picnics and parties.

I use soy beans but you can use any other

bean although your product won’t be so rich.

If you don’t have a Squeezo you can use
a food grinder, although you will still have

the skins. You can even mash the beans with

aspoon ifyou are just makingsmall helpings.

SOY BEANS
Beans are well known to Americans but

few know how to use them. Beans are high
protein and hard to digest unless well
cooked.
Beans are fine in salads, soups and mixed

with rice or macaroni. Where the trouble
comes in is when you eat beans mainly by
themselves like in pork and beans or chili.

A lot of people have such ruined digestive

tracts that they can’t handle beans in any
quantity. If you have trouble with beans, I

recommend garlic capsules. With capsules
you won’t give off any odor and they will

help you to use cheap foods you may have
left out of your diet because of poor diges-

tion. You can get them at the health food

store for $4.00 for 250 with cash or food
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stamps. Six a day at two each meal should

have you straightened out within a week or

ten days.
A half cup of cooked beans at each meal

would give you 20 grams of protein each day

for only 5'. If you mix them with your rice,

salad, etc. you will get the most from them
and they are tasty.

COOKED SOY BEAN FLOUR
This is a lot like bean paste but lighter and

more fluffy. It can be cut into slabs and fried

or mixed with garlic powder, bacon bits,

poultry spice, salt, etc., and used for sand-

wiches. It is very filling and nutritious and
you will think of lots of ways to use it. Like
tofU, it only costs 9‘ a pound.

It is also moron simple to make. Put four

cups of water into a mixing bowl. Then stir

in three cups of soy bean flour. Let it soak
a couple of hours and mix in your favorite

flavorings, salt. etc. Grease the 1*4 quart
stainless steel bowl and pour the mess in.

Next, put the cooking rack and a couple
of inches of water in the pressure cooker.

Then cook the soy bean flour for one hour
under pressure.

I chop up an eight ounce slab of this cooked
soy bean Hour and scramble an egg with it.

I put salt and other flavors on it and it is

my breakfast. 1 eat it because I like and it

fills me up and keeps me going until lunch.

It costs me under 10
r for a high protein, very

yummy breakfast.

I recommend a pressure cooker because
it saves on fuel and makes up its cost in a

short time. It also cooks things better, which
would take forever and maybe even burn,
otherwise.

I guess you could bake soyflour in a cas-

serole but I never needed to bother with bak-

ing it. Don't let me limit you. however, in

the ways you prepare these foods. I'm not

a real cook and don't pretend to be. I just

do what works best for me.

BREWER S YEAST
Brewer’s yeast is the richest known source

of B vitamins and is 457< protein. It sells for

from SI. 19 to SI.65 a pound, making it the
cheapest source of concentrated, instantly

available protein.

For a guarantee that you are getting all you
need of the B vitamins, most minerals and
18 gramsoftop grade protein, you should take

40 grams of brewer's yeast a day. This would
be one tablespoon ofyeast powder four times
each day.
Since there are 448 grams in a pound, one

pound should last you twelve days.

I like the taste of yeast in just plain water.

You can mix it with juice or food if you like

it that way.
Before you reject brewer’s yeast as a reg-

ular part of your diet, you should read up
on it in Rodale’s FOOD AND NUTRITION.
A word of caution is in order about yeast.

You should never eat the yeast cakes or dried

yeast used for baking. This is alive. It will

live inside you for days, taking the B vitamins

from your system. Brewer’s yeast has been
treated and so is not alive. Therefore, it gives

up its B vitamins instead of taking them.

OTHER FOODS
Throughout the book I've recommended

several inexpensive foods you should adopt
as staples. There is a bounty of other foods

you can prepare to dress up your cheap
staples and you can put out meals that look

very classy.

Once you learn to prepare fresh, raw vege-

tables as side dishes and salads, you will not

miss the garbage you ate before. You will

also be fitter.

Surveys show that people eat less today
than twenty years ago but they are fatter. This
is due to less protein and more starches.
There are also more fat people among the

poor for the same reason.
Part of the poor nutrition is due to the 207#

rise in the consumption of snack foods since

1950. Better to carry a sack of lunch you have
prepared for pennies than to waste a buck
at the franchise ptomaine parlor.

Instead of buying snack foods you should

buy okra, asparagus, eggplant. Brussels
sprouts, etc. and include some small portions

of each in your lunch Cheaper xegetables

you can use in quantity are carrots, squash,
cabbage and pumpkin. These are good raw
for lunch.
Also eat plenty ofeggs. Ifyou use safflower

oil in your diet it will take care of tile choles-

terol in the eggs. This way. you can take
advantage of this cheap, high protein food

One thing you should avoid with eggs is eat

ing the whites raw. The type who likes his

eggs sunny side up not only disgusts everyone

watching but is in for a morning of indiges-

tion.

Egg whites have to be cooked to be digest-

able. If you like eggs in drinks and eggnog,

separate the yellows from the whites, put the

raw- yellows in the drink as they are fine, and
use the whites for some cooked dish.

Healthful treat foods and still reasonably
cheap are apples, bananas, cantaloupes,
dates, figs and nuts. If you begin preparing
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all your own food you can afiord all the treat

foods vou can eat.

COOKING
TOOLS

You don’t need to be set up like the French
Chef to prepare your own foods. In my selec-
tion I have tried to pick the simplest, cheap-
est and most durable utensils.

One of the cleverest and handiest cooking
tools is a one-quart thermos bottle,
bought cheaply from any dime store. This is

wonderful for a single person living in a
sleeping room with no stove. It is still practi-
cal for one who has a good kitchen.
Ifyou boil water and pour it into a thermos

bottle and cap the thing tightly, the water
will stay almost boiling for hours, cooling
gradually. This will cook food just as surely
as if you had it on a low fire all night. And
it only takes about five minutes of fuel, as
opposed to several hours stove cooking over
low heat.
While attending Long Beach City College

in I960, I had a $6.00 a week sleeping room
at the Wino Arms. I worked in the kitchen
of the Seaside Hospital, part time. I got only
$27.00 per week take-home but I still lived
pretty high.

I got a meal a day at the hospital but mainly
I did my cooking in a thermos bottle. At night
I would put four ounces of wheat in a pan
of water and heat it to boiling. Then I would
pour it into the thermos bottle, cap it. and
lay it on it’s side. This is because the wheat
swells and would clog up uncooked at the
bottom. Laying the bottle down spreads out
the contents so it cooks right and doesn't
bunch up.

When I awoke in the morning the wheat
would be all cooked and fluffy. From four
ounces of wheat I would get one pound, two
ounces of multi-vitaminized high energy
food.

I would put margarine and salt on it and
sometimes hot green peppers. It can be
dressed up all kinds of ways.

I ate that for breakfast for two semesters.
I would buy wheat in five-pound bags from
the health food store and the breakdown
price was 3( per breakfast. Inflation has dri-
ven the price up to 5*.

I figured, rightly, that such a breakfast was
more nutritious than anything I could buy
in a restaurant. Besides, the money I saved
went for partying and tearing around.
In another quart thermos I had beans or

stew going. I would soak dry beans overnight
and boil them up and put them in the thermos
to be ready for me that night.

To sum up thermos cookery: It is the cheap-
est on fuel consumption. No food value lost

through steam. Food can’t burn. It is con-
venient because ifyou open it 24 hours later

instead of eight, it is still warm. It is also

tastier as the flavor has no place to go. It

is great for camping as you can start it at

home and eat it hot hours along the trail.

It is great again for camping as it takes very

little wood to start the process and after hav-

ing a fire for five minutes you can proceed
along the trail carrying your cooking foods
as you march. Further for camping, a couple
of thermos bottles on the trail would allow

you to pack light grains for food instead of

bulky cans and such.

Since I’ve been on wheat, let me suggest
it for your children. Also oatmeal. These two
breakfast foods are wonderful. They give
quick and lasting energy. A big helping of
either, or mixed together, will help your kid

through the morning.
There are at least 2800 artificial fixatives

and colors put in commercial processed
foods. Breakfast cereals are loaded with
them. Ifyour child has turned into a neurotic
little swine, it is most likely from the cere-
als Captain Monster advertises on the kids’

Saturday morning stupids.
Give your child wheat and oatmeal and a

dose of brewer’s yeast with its B vitamins
for breakfast. That will settle him down and
build him up.
The garbage they sell to kids is bad for

them. It is also very expensive if you figure

how much an ounce you are paying for those
over-processed and messed up cereals.

Electric Hotplates ... so
compact,
portable and easy to clean
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Both units have tame heating element uvo! in

big ranges Infinite-heat control toset tempera
lure anywhere within range Brushed chrome
plated steel body and black plastic trim &foot
cord

Double Burner One side heats to 300 watts

other side to 1100 watt* IO*IOOS in high
Shipping weight tOlhs $3195

Smgie Burner Variable healing from 0 to 1100
watts inches high Shipping weight

3 lbs SIS 95

HOTPLATES
If you live in a sleeping room a hotplate

will give you a much wider range of foods
and save a lot more money. Most landladies
look the other way when they find you are

cooking in your room. Ifyours doesn't. I have

found that loud threats of physical violence

makes most landladies go off and bother
someone else.
Sears has single burner hotplates for $15.95

and doubles for $21.95. Unlike most hot-

plates, these have heat controls. This makes
them so much easier to work with that I

recommend them over the cheaper, one heat
types.

You can get cheaper hotplates in most

hardware and appliance stores the most com-
mon are the Liberty, single burner at $3.99

and a double for $14.69.

The biggest drawback for the non-control
hotplates is that you can't turn them down
for pressure cooking. This problem is solved

by sliding the cookerover so that just a small
edge rests on the hot burner. Ifyou have only
a single burner, use a brick or a book
alongside the hotplate for the cooker to rest

on.
I taught a wino house painter a lot of this

material. He has a sleeping room and he's

to the thermos-hot-plate-steamer stage.

He has a frying pan and is crazy for corn
pancakes. He also uses his frying pan to roast

soy flour. He puts about a cupful into the

clean frying pan and jiggles it and messes
with it until it is a few shades darker. Then
he mixes it with safflower oil and spices like

chili and spreads it on his corn cakes. He
takes these for lunch along with a jar of rice

and beans and such.

He says he eats better now than he ever
did before. Also, he has risen from cheap
sweet wine to peach brandy because he can
afford it now. Thanks to me has hasgraduated
from a wino to an alcoholic.

PRESSURE COOKER
When heat can’t escape, pressure builds

up and forces the hot steam or liquid into

the food from all sides at once. Also, since

the heat can't escape, little fuel is needed
to maintain the super heated condition
inside a pressure cooker.

A pressure cooker is a real necessity at

high altitudes where water boils at lower
temperatures. If you are in. say, Taos, New
Mexico, (an awful place) which is 7000 feet

up. water boils at about 180 degrees instead

of 212 It won't get any hotter and you can
boil meat all day before it finally gets done
unless you use a pressure cooker.

At sea level the pressure cooker saves time

and fuel. It is simple once you get used to

it.

If you don't have a book for your pressure

cooker, buy one from a hardware store or
send 60' to National Presto Industries. Ine.,

Eau Claire. Wise. 547701. Ask for their pres-

sure cooker recipe book.

Ifyou leave water in an aluminum pot for.

say 24 hours, you will see crystals forming
on the metal under the water. These
aluminum salts are released in small quan-
tities in everything cooked in aluminum
where water is* used. This also holds true for

frying in aluminum pans as the salt in the

food reacts with the aluminum.
Stainless Steel is so much easier to clean

than aluminum. I think this alone would jus-

tify the switch away from aluminum.
Sears and Montgomery Ward have stain-

less steel pressure cookers for $21.59 for a

4-quart and $25.69 for a 6-quart. A pressure
cooker will last a lifetime so you should get

the best and so I recommend the 6-quart
size.

1 quote from their book: "Pressure cooking
is the modern way to provide your family with

nutritious flavorful meals in less time, with

less work. Your cooker saves you time, cooks

foods 3 to 10 times faster. It helps with your
food budget, too. by turning inexpensive cuts

of meat into tender, juicy meals. Pressure
cooking retains the vitamins and minerals
in food, gives you more nutritious meals than
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ordinary cooking methods. And the natural
flavors of all foods are preserved in pressure
cooking to provide rich, appetizing, interest-
ing meals for your entire family.
"The modern pressure cooker is the

ultimate in cooking convenience. By using
the basic recipes in this bookyou soon devise
your own recipes and complete Pressure
Cooked menus. All of the recipes in this book
were tested in a 4-quart Cooker "

Aluminum cookers are cheaper but they
corrode and are probably unsafe. The local
health food store people won’t carry any
aluminum cookware and their judgement on
that is good enough for me.

L
STEAMING

Steaming is my favorite way of cooking.
Next to the thermos bottle, steaming retains
more vitamins and mineral than any other
cooking method.
The best thing about steaming is that it

makes the food tastier. When the heat comes
mainly from the bottom, like in frying, the
juices and flavor are forced out the top In
boiling, the food is agitated and broken down.
The moving water goes into and out of the
pores, carrying the flavors into surrounding
liquid.

But in steaming, the heat hits the food
evenly, from all sides. The food is not agitated
or broken down. No juices or flavors are
carried anywhere.

With steaming you can put two or more
foods together without an exchange of
flavors. Since there is no agitation, nothing
gets mixed up
For instance. I put into my bowl some rice.

On lop and at one side I put some soy bean
sprouts. On the other side I put a slab of tofu.

On top of the sprouts and tofu I put some
strips of beef or pork. Atop that. I put some
carrot slices.

I then put three cups ofwater in the bottom
part of the steamer. I put the bowl of food
in the top part and turn the fire down to just
boiling and set the timer for 20 minutes. Then
I go about messing and goofing until I hear
the timer's ping.

Still another thing I like about steaming;
you can’t burn the food. With a timer, you
just put everything in there and go on about
your business. You don’t have to watch it or
fool with it. Even if you don’t hear the timer
and the water boils away, no harm is done.
When the timer pings I turn off the fire

and take off the lid. Then 1 wait a couple
of seconds for most of the steam to gush out
and then I reach in with a pair of pliers and
take out the hot enameled bowl.

It sometimes happens that drops form on
the underside of the steamer’s lid and fall

into the bowl. To prevent this, bend some-
thing like an aluminum TV dinner tray so
you can stand it over the bowl and the drops
will be deflected from the bowl.
To cook rice in the steamer I put two cups,

or one pound, of Calrose rice in a strainer.
I move this under the water faucet until all

the talc is washed from the rice. Rice without
talc doesn't need washing.

I put 4Y« cups of water in the steamer pot
and put in the steamer. This is just enough
water to reach the steamer's bottom. Then
I put in a large cloth to keep the rice from
going through the streamer holes.
The cloth should be just big enough so the

edges come out over the top. to be folded
out and held down by the lid When the cloth
is in place I put in the rice and add four cups
of water and set the timer for 35 minutes.
This gives me enough rice for several meals

and I store it in the refrigerator. Kecooking
by steaming makes it just as moist and fluffy
as any I’ve seen.

Steamers come in several varieties. The
first I tried was the second to the largest size
Mitsubishi rice cooker. This is a very handy
electric steamer which goes off when the
cooking time is over, yet keeps the food warm
until it is unplugged.

CHINESE GRAVY, one serving

At this point I feel I must give you a recipe
for Chinese gravy. This is the gravy put in
and on just about everything in a Chinese
meal. It’s not very nutritious but it is tasty,
cheap and only takes about three minutes
to make A serving of Chinese gravy put over
my rice. tofu, sprouts and meat strips gives
me as good a meal as I could buy and for
only 25'

Mix two tablespoons of soy sauce, one tab-
lespoon of molasses and one teaspoonful of
flour or starch. Heat cup of water and add
one beef bouillon cube.
Mix in the soy sauce, flour and molasses

and stiroverthe fire until the mixture clears
to a brown syrup. Fantastic!
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Its only drawback is that its pot is
aluminum I used it only a couple of months
before the aluminum pot got so corroded I

didn't want it any more. If the Mitsubishi
company would change to stainless steel pots
they would really have a winner in automatic
steamers.
The steamer I use now is the Steam-Well

7-quart steamer put out by the Cookware
Group. These sell for $4.49 at both Wards and
Sears. Wards has a 20 quart family steamer
for only $9.99.

STAINLESS STEEL COOKWARE
You might as well breakdown and get your-

self a whole set of stainless steel cookware
It will last a lifetime, it is easy to clean and
it doesn't corrode.
Sears and Wards offer a set of eight pieces

for $20.00

They have snug fitting lids and are perfect

for waterless cooking. This is where you put
just a little water in and cook a long time
over low heat. This method is reputed to save
more vitamins and minerals than pressure
cooking.

The set includes a 1-quart covered
saucepan; a 2 quart covered double boiler
(includes insert saucepan); 5 quart covered
dutch oven (cover fits skillet); 10V4 inch open
skillet.

Aside from this, you should also buy their
three piece stainless steel bowl set for $3 49.
These bowls range in sizes from % to 1^ and
3-quart capacity. They are very useful and
their price will go up and up so you should
buy them now.

CANNER
Canning is line ifyou can get a large supply

ol perishable food cheap. If you are into
canning get a book on it I bought my canner
to make booze in.

It is porcelain covered and holds 36 quarts.
It costs $7.50 from Wards and Scars.
Naturally. I dropped it right away and

broke some porcelain loose from the bottom
of the inside. I then lined the canner with
a large plastic bag. Since contents were not
to be heated 1 don’t fear any deterioration
of the plastic.

In the big pot line is a porcelain 16-quart
kettle from Wards for only $2.79. This comes
in handy for cooking large batches of food.

FOOD GRINDER
This is usually called a meat grinder or

sausage maker. There are rinkvdink. tinny
toys on the market and advertised on TV
around Christmas. This junk soundsgreat but
they don't hold up or work well.
What you want is a strong grinder that will

do a big job quickly and last forever.
A food grinder is for grinding meat. Also

it is good as a pre-grinder to break down
foods you mean to put in the blender. I

burned a blender out once grinding coconut.
If I had first put the coconut through the grin-
der the blender would still be alive today.
A grinder is also good for making bean

paste.
I bought a meat grinder from Sears for

$18.00 It is heavy duty and from Austria. It

has five plates with different sized holes for
the goody to be pushed through. It also has
a nozzle to fit sausage casings on.

If you want the plainest one. you can get
it from Wards for $5.80. It has three plates
and no nozzle but if you are really hurting
I'd say you can get by with this one.
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"SQUEEZO" STRAINER
This is very good for people who can't han-

dle seeds or vegetable skins or fiber in their
diet. It is also great for making bean paste
as it leaves out the bean skins, making a
smoother, richer product.
The “Squeezo" Strainer is a simple, hand

operated goody for making puree from veget-
ables and fruits. By turning the handle the
strainer separates the pulp from the skin,
seeds and fibers of vegetables and fruits. It

is what you need for making tomato paste,
ketchup, fruit jellies, applesauce, etc.

Wards sells it for $16.79. It is made by the

Berarducci Brothers Mfg. Co.. Inc., McKees-
port, Penn. 15132.

GRAIN GRINDER
Grains are much cheaper than Hour. Also,

they keep longer than Hour. Another unpor
tant thing is that freshly ground Hour has a

lot more nutrition than that which has been
ground for weeks or months.
With a grain grinder you can grind your

Hour fresh each day or make up a week's sup-
ply.

The Corona Grain Grinder is Dy far
the best hand grinder made. Its burrs
are steel and the unit is made to last
a lifetime. It weighs 10 pounds. It's
the most valuable tool in your survival
program. $45.00 includes shipping. (The
1992 price). Send to Atlan Formularies,
P.O. Box 95, Alpena, AR 72611.

Include your delivery address.
Your natural food store may have it. I use

about three adjustments for fineness,
depending on the grain I am grinding. Fiddle
with the adjustments until you learn to get
what you want. A little practice does it.

TIMER
A timer is needed by everybody. It saves

standing and watching things cook. When you
put your food in the steamer or pressure
cooker you don't want to be fretting and
watching the clock. With a timer you can go
on about your business and wait for the ping.

You can get one from the dime store or

Wards or Sears for about $4.00.
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Thi! Hyqienic Cookbook

1876
(INDEX PAGE

INTRODUCTORY.

^OOD AND JDlET

Since the most excellent culinary preparation

cannot convert substances which are absolutely

unwholesome and innutritious into good, whole-

some food, it is obvious that the selection of

proper material is a matter of the first impor-

tance in all matters pertaining to cookery. A
few inquiries, then, respecting the nature of

healthful food and soino of the articles erroneously

considered as such, may not bo out of place as

an introduction to that portion of this little

work which treats more especially of the prepa-

ration of food for the table. We will first

inquire,

What Is Food?

As relating to tho diet of man, food may l>c

defined os being any substance which is suscepti-

ble of being taken into the system and there

assimilated, or mode to take part in tho forma-

tion of some of tho tissues or structures. It is

by this process of assimilation that tho growth
and maintenance of the body is effected. The
l<est food. then, is that by moAns of which tho

desired end may be most readily and perfectly

attained. Experience shows conclusively, actual

experiment having again and again demonstrated

the fact, that man can obtain nourishment from
such substances only as are tho product of the

vegetable kingdom. The plant, through the

agency of a mysterious force called vitality, so
transforms the various elements of the mineral
world as to prejxaro them for the sustenance of

man and the animal kingdom in general. This
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change is nn indispensable one, as all intelligent

physiologists agree, and os the facts of every-day
life abundantly attest.

Man's Natural Diet.*

While admitting that it is essential that the
inorganic elements of tho earth and air should
undergo a process of organization through the
medium of tho vegetable kingdom Ik. fore they
can servo as fool for man, it is claimed by many
that food is still better propared to meet the
wants of tho human system after it has under-
gone tho further process of assimilation by the
animal kingdom. On this ground it Is claimed
that llcsh is the proj*cr food for man. and that
lie cannot bo deprived of it without suffering
material injury thereby. As indicated, liowevcr.
by liis organs of mastication ami •digestion, the

kind of food most suitable to his nature, and the
lie.st calculated to supply all the wants of Ids

system, would seem to consist exclusively of
fruits and grains.

So great, however, are the capabilities of the

human system, in being able to nccoinnux late itself

to n wonderful variety of circumstances, it may
dorivo nourishment from a largo mimlicr of sub-
stances, many of which appear to ls> quite dif-

7 ferent in character from those designed by the
Creator to bo used for this purpose

;
consequently,

wo find that man may subsist upon several classes

of root* and many other vcgetablo productions.

So, also, life may bo sustained by a diet almost

exclusively composed of flesh. These facts do
not conflict in tho least, however, with tho state-

ments nlrcady male. As previously intimated,

they only indicate tho wonderful capability of
adaptation to circumstances which man |>osseHses.

The character of his proj>er food must Is* deter-

mined from ovidences of a more sulwtantial nature
than acquired habits and |*crvcrtcd appetences

ERVERTED ^PPETITES.

Possessing tho power of cultivating the taste

to an almost unlimited extent, men have unfor-

tunately acquired many unwholesome and perni-

cious habits. Their appetites have thus lieeome

so depraved that they are enabled to relish arti-

cles which uro tho most obnoxious to a natural,

un|>orvcrted taste. Among the various substan-

ces for which an unnatural taste has thus been

acquired, we may mention as tho most common,
flesh food, butter and all kinds of animal fat, tine

flour, spices, pungent roots, as radish, celery, etc.,

sugar, vinegar, pickles, preserves, tea. coffee, wino
and all other stimulants, salt, soda, saleratus, and

tho various other mineral substances employed
in cooking.

Animal Food.

As already remarked, there is the most conclu-
sive evidence that meat is not the most natural

8 food of man. It is equally well shown that the
use of flesh as food is detrimental to longevity,

and prejudicial to tho attainment of the highest

degree of physical, mental, and moral develop-
ment, More than this, it has many times been
rnado evident to the most strenuous* advocates of
flesh diet that eating of the flesh of animals is

an act attended with no inconsiderable amount
of immediate danger to life. C’attlo and sheep
are well known to be subject to various diseases,

just as Is man. Hogs are notablv liablo to dis-

ease. How many jicoplo sutler all the agonies of
death a hundred times from loathsome tapo worms
which originated in measly pork ’ And, if pos-

sible, how much keener suffering is endured by
tho |K>or victims of those horrid creatures, tri-

china*. which at* to be found in unnumbered
multitudes, according to reliable authorities, in

one out of every ten of those scrofulous scaven-

gers which supply our cities with ham and sausage.

Kish nro also subject to disease, epidemics re-

sembling epizootic diseases often destroying them
in vast multitudes. When nol affected by dis-

ease. they are less nutritious than hoof
;
and, upon

the whole, they aro quite as injurious when used
as food as any other kind of flesh.

Notwithstanding the above facts, it cannot be
denied that animal fowl contains tho elements of

nutrition, although in much smaller proportion
than many vcgetablo productions. This is fully

shown in the following tablo of comparative iju-

tritivc values of different articles of fowl, which
is compiled from tho most recent scientific works,

and chiefly from Dr. Smith's excellent work on
'•Foods'':—

AftTICLBI OF FOOD.
• KVr.rt.

articui or roop.
Amnnnl M
Ni iiiwi .•
In liil|.«n«

B**r. 27.0
2C.4

I.rulili, 77.0

w«i>. Potatoes 26 0

«**if

Fish

20.3

2;..c

22.0

Turnip"
Carrots,

I'AFflOtp*

0.0

17.0

18.0

"belt
(Ml,
Mtit*

86.0

88.0

93.0

ntfta

Cabbage
Applffl. tuuuiam

16.fl

6.0

16.0

n%rl*T 80.0 Pear* HO
Ky*.

Millet

BoftDI,

I’ea* .....

86.0

8T.0
87.0

86.0

85.0

Peaches
Strawberries, ...

Fip
Cherries

Dates

16.0

12.7

81.3

23.7

7C.0

Thus it will be olwcrved that a pound of beef

contains len than one-third as tnucli nourishment
as a pound of wheat or corn, while other kinds
of flesh aro still less nutritious. Tho popular

notion that animal food is more nourishing tlinn

vegetable is thus shown to l>c wholly without
foundation.

When animal food must be used, as its use is

sometimes required as a temporary expedient, it

should bo carefully selected, so that it may be os

free from disease as possible. Wild game is often

tho most wholesome. It must also be cooked in
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such a manner a3 to make it the least objection-

able possible. To this end, the Hesh should be
thoroughly washed, so that the blood retained in

it may be removed
;
fatty portions should be re-

moved, and the flesh should bo broiled, rather

than fried.

10 Eggs.
Many vegetarians, so-called, make large use of

cggM, apparently overlooking their animal char-
acter. They are oxciting and stimulating in their

nature at tho best, and are usually made still

worse by improper cooking. When boiled hard,
or fried in grease and eaten with pepper and
•salt, they are very indigestible. For this reason
the uso of eggs in cakes and custards is very ob-
jectionable. Tho less thoy are used tho tatter.

Milk.
Although somewhat less objectionable than

llcsh, milk is animal food, and is open to most of
the objections urged against the use of meat. It

is doubtless tho bust food for young animals, as

each class of warm-blooded animals is provided
with this kind of food, which is just adapted to
the alimentary wants of tho animal for which it

is designed. In nrcordanco with this principle,
an orror is made when wo attcrtq.t to sustain one
class nr species of animals on food c*|>ccially

adapted to another. Cows' milk is excellent f..r

calves, hut cannot ta so well ndapted to the use
"f man, because tho requireincut* of his system
arc of a different character from llioso of a ••all'.

K.von cows’ milk is much tatter for tho uso of
children than for adults, as certain changes take
place in tho digestivo organs during tho pnxv.ss
of growth which render milk and all kinds of
lluid nutriment objcctionnblo, as they cease to ta
suited to tho condition of the individual to ta
nourished.

Milk is quite liable to ta freighted with the
product* of disease. Many cases have been re-
ported in which there was the tast of evidence

II that typhoid fever was communicated through
tho medium of milk. In somo instances the germs
of discaso were introduced into the milk through
water which was fraudulently added to it. or
which was used in cleansing the vessels contain-
ing it. In other cases, there were good grounds
for believing that the typhoid |H>ison was intro-

duced into tho circulation of tho animals with
their food, and tbenco transmitted to tho milk.
It is thought by somo medical authorities of emi-
nence that tubercular consumption, which is a
very common discaso in cows, is communicable
to human beings through tho medium of the
milk. It is also a well established fact that when
tho period of lactation in animals is unnaturally
prolonged, the lacteal secretion becomes largely
of the character of an excretory product. If used
at all, it should be with great moderation. The
less the tatter for adults.

Cheoso.
Old cheese Is one of the .most injurious of die-

tetic abominations. The notion that it aids di-
gestion is a monstrous fallacy. It is itself very
indigestible, and it impairs and retards tho diges-
tion of other food. In tho process of ripening,
or maturing, tho cheese undergoes putrefactive
changes which givo riso to noxious acids and
gases, to which the pungent taste of old checso
is due. Only when new. is it at all fit to ta
eaten

;
and then much risk is often incurred, as

various poisons are frequently introduced as col-
oring material. Pot-cheese is less objectionable,
when properly mado, than old checso niado at
the factories

;

yet this is by no means an entirely
wholesome article of food.

12 Buttor.
Butter is not materially different from other

animal fat* and oils, in its effects upon the sys-
tem. at least; neither is its comjiosition much
different from tallow, lard, etc. Indeed, a very
large proportion of tho butter now used in largo
cities is manufactured directly from suet. Many
who have partially adopted tho hygienic mode
of living have mado a very gravo mistako in
their manner of using butter. Learning of its

injurious character, they havo ceased to plneo it

"I*on the tablo in its solid form, to ta used, as
formerly, with bread, etc.; but they continuo to
put butter in their food os seasoning, and, possi-
bly, ineccaso the quantity a littlo to supply tho
deficiency felt from tanuhing it from tho tablo
as a separate dish. They doubtless go upon tho
principle that if tho butter is only out of sight it

ran do no liann. Tho truth is that this is tho
very worst po^iblo way of using butter or any
other kind of fat. When cooked with tho food,

it thoroughly permeates tho wholo mass, ami
renders it next to ini|»o.ssiblo of digestion. When
simply spread upon bread, it is much more easily
disposed of. But there is no necessity whntcver
for the uso of any kind of animal fat, any more
than there is for the use of flesh. Tho various
kinds of nuts, and the rich grains and seeds, as
com, beans, nnd peas, are wholly adequate to
supply nil that tho system demands in tho lino

of oil. When we remember, also, that in animals
a large amount of fat is invariably the result of
disease, this becomes a very undesirable article

of food.

13 Pmo Flour.

The invention of tho process of " bolting ” flour
was a most unfortunate occurrence for humanity.
It has l»cen the direct cause of an incalculable
amount of injury to health, fino flour being a
most fruitful source of disease. It has also been
prexl-’ctive of enormous waste, independent of
the w jrse than useless labor bestowed upon the
process itself; for by removing from the kernel
of wheat the outer layers, called bran, coarse and
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fino middlings, etc., the grain is deprived of its

most nutrient portions, which are fed to hogs or
other domestic animals who thrive upon the best

portion of the wheat while man contents himself

with the impoverished residue.

Fine Hour should never be used only in excep-

tional cases. It is barely possible that some in-

valids who have morbidly sensitive stomachs

may find the coarsest portion of graham Hour

somewhat irritating. In such cases the coarse

bran can be removed with a sieve, or a quantity

of fine Hour may sometimes bo mixed with the

graham for a timo, until the system becomes ac-

customed to its use.

8picoa.

All pungent, acrid substances shook! be wholly
discorded by hygienists. They vitiate and de-

stroy the delicacy of the sense of taste, and aro

active ami potent agents in producing dyspepsia
and all tho attendant evils of that hydra-headed
malady. Pepper, nutmeg, cinnamon, and the re-

mainder of the list of savory, though pernicious,

condiment*, do not add anything of value to the

food, hut obecure it* natural flavors, and destroy

tho relish for siinplo, unstimulating foods.

14 Suit, Soda, and Other Minora!*.

Suit is said to be an indi'|>ensablo article of

food by many eminent physiologist*. Nothing
can be more untruo than this statement, notwith-

standing tho eminent character of it* champions

as men of learning and integrity. They doubt-

less have what appears to them to l« evidence of

the truth of their position. However this may
bo, the evidence that salt is an iiijuiiotix article

of diet in any quantities, either large or small, is

of tho most conclusive character. It contain* n«*

element essential to nutrition
;
in fact, it cannot

bo used by tho system in any useful manner
whatever. When taken into the l*xly, it is hur-

ried out by the most accessible channel; hence it*

stimulating character
;
for stimulation is simply

the result of tho defensive action of the system.

It is inorganic in its nature, and, consequently,

cannot bo assimilated by the organs of nutrition,

but is rejected like any other poison. The cx-

jKirience of hundreds—wo may even say thou-

sands—of individuals demonstrates, in spite of

all the theories about hydrochloric acid, etc., that

salt is not only useless, hut harmful as an article

of diet. It is an irritant, n caustic, on antiseptic

;

and it produces a feverish condition of the sys-

tem, irritates tho digestive organ*, and, in any
considerable quantity, greatly retards the diges-

tion of tho food.

All that has been *aid with reference to salt

will apply with still greater force to soda, salcra-

tus, cream tartar, ami the other minerals with

which modern cookery contrives to spoil our food

and ruin our health. AH are worse than useless.

Discard them at once, if possible; if not, be sure

15

to cultivate a dislike for them as rapidly a* may
be, by gradually diminishing tho quantity used.

Sugar.
Under this head, we shall include all the va-

rious forms of saccharino matter—sugar, sirup,

molasses, maplo sugar, honey, otc. It has been
claimed by somo that sugar was an inorganic

substance liko sand, salt, powdered glass, etc.

This statement will not l»car the scrutiny of sci-

ence, however, and could not be honestly made
by a person who understood all tho scientific and
chemical facts bearing on the subject Sugar is,

properly speaking, neither an inorganic nor an
organized substance. It is on intermediate sub-
stance. It is one of those curious products which
i* formed in tho laboratory of naturo in the proc-

ess of converting dead, inert, inorganic matter

into living, active, organized structure. In othor
words, it is a partially organized substanco. It*

E
incipal uso in tho economy of naturo seems to

to render palatablo, food which would other-

wise bo tasteless or unpleasant. For this purpose,

it Is. with rare exception*, provided in just tho

right form and proportions m tho substances de-

signed for the dietetic uso of man. In somo arti-

cles, as very sour fruit*, it seems to bo doficicnt;

but tho want i* supplied by a superabundance in

such sweet fruit* as dates, figs, and raisins.

Tho sweet oloment of these fruit* is doubtloas

essentially tho saino as what is commonly tonnod
sugar; at least, it bocomos so by tho processes of
drying and cooking to which it is usually sub-
jected. Tho question at c*nco arises. Why may
wo not uso sugar, then, as frooly as wo may use
sweet fruit I Tho objoctiona to tho uso of sugar

aro two ;

—

16 1. It is exceedingly liable to adulteration with
wry |oisonous substances in tho process of man-
ufacture ; sulphuric acid, nitric acid or aqua for-

tis, and bi-acetate of lead— a potent causo of lead

paralysis arc frequently employed for various

purposes.

2. On account of it* condensed form, it is ut-

most certain to bo used in excess, when it be-

comes a very cflcctivo cause of dyspepsia, liver

complaint, and a host of evils. With sweet fruits,

this is much less liable to occur, although it is nut

at all iui|K<ssiblc. On this account, sweet fruit*

aro preferable to pure sugar, and honco wo have
usually recommended their uso in place of the

sugar of commerce.
When sweet fruit* cannot be obtained, or when

their use may be very objectionable for other rea-

sons, a very moderate quantity of sugar may l»0

used. Always buy the best white sugar. Brown
sugar is seldom fit to use. Its dark color is due
to the dirt it contains

;
and, worse than that, it

i.» often filled with minute animals which arc tho

cause of a disease known as grocer’s itch. Maplo
sugar i' no better than good coflco sugar. Tho
simps are hardly safe to use at all, as-they arc so
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largely adulterated. About onc-lialf of tliat in

market i-s spurious, being manufactured front cot-

ton, old rags, sawdust, refuse starch, nnd sulphu-

ric acid. About the only justifiable use of sugar
is for tendering more palatable sour fruits.

Be careful to avoid excess in the use of sweet-

ening; and, best of all. acquire, os soon as |->s.si-

ble, a simple taste which will relish food l*cst

when nearest its nalmal condition, and without

the addition of any condiment,

17 Vinegar, Pickles, and Preserve*.

It would seem that nothing need he said to

convince any candid, observing person that these

articles nro wholly unfit for fond, as his own sen-

sations must often have hinted to him their indi-

gestible character. Vinegar is really more inju-

rious than alcohol. This is not strange, since it

is ono more step advanced in tho process of de-
composition which ultimately converts sugar in-

to carbonic acid and water. Vinegar is always
formed by tho fermentation of alcohol by means
of yeast or something equivalent. Pickles aro
wholly intolerable, nnd aro almost devoid of
nourishment. Preserves aro about espial with
them in this respect Converting good, whole-
some vegetables and fruits into pickles and pro
serves is a very wasteful practice, to say nothing
of its detrimental influence upon the health,

which is simply enormous. They should never
ho eaten under any ordinary circumstances.

Ton and Cofloo.

Although these cannot bo called food in any
Mnso, they aio so often taken with tho fowl that
we will consider them hero. The objections to

tho use of tea. coffee, cocoa,and choeolato, aro the
threo following:

—

1. They aro stimulating. This implies that

they contain dements which are recognized by
tho system as poisons, and aro treated as such,

being turned out of tho body as quickly as possi-

ble after being introduced. Chemical analysis

reveals the'feet that each of the articles men-
tionod contains a poison which is very fatal to

animal life when taken in any but the most mi-

18 nute quantities. Tea, coffee, chocolate,and cocoa
differ somewhat in their poisonous qualities, but
the difference is principally in degree, n<>t in

kind, sinco tho element which gives to them
their peculiar properties i.s essentially the same
in each.

2. All drinks are objcctionablo when taken
with tho food, ns they render digestion difficult,

nnd imposo a severe task upon the digestive or-

gans before the work of digestion proper can be-
gin, sinco all superabundant liquid must be ab-
sorbed from the food before the gastric juice can
perform its proper function. Drinking with
meals in a very pernicious habit, and makes
thousands of dyspeptics. It encourages rapid
eating, and, consequently, insufficient mastication

and defective insalivation.

3.

Tea and coffee are taken hot; and many
people become so accustomed to the unnatu-
ral temperature that they are able to take into

their mouths without pain that which would
nearly scald their hands. Although no pain is

felt, the injury is nevertheless accomplished.
The fino sensibility of tho nerves of taste is de-

stroyed. and the whole mucous memhrano of the

nviiith, throat, and stomach. Incomes congested,

debilitated, and subject to almost any disturbing

influence.

Many pcoplo who call themselves hygienists

use burned bran and molasses, burned bread, rye,

barley, acorns, etc .in place of ordinary coffee;

some use hot water only. Although the practice

is not as objectionable as that of using worse ar-

ticles, it is open to the full force of tlio last two
objections, and when tho roasting is carried bo-

yond tho point of simply browning tho nrticlo

19 employed, bo it bread, bran, or rye. it becomes
somewhat poisonou* am) injurious. If it is

thought that something wann must bo taken to

warm up tho stomach," a cup of wann water
may bo taken ten or fifteen minutes before tho

meal with no injury, as tho fluid will then l« ab-

sorlied before the food i.s taken.

Wlno.
Without hero entering into a discussion of tho

question which involves tho medicinal uso of
wino. wo can unhesitatingly stnto that its habit-

ual uso as a beverago is a habit worthy of tho

most unqualified condemnation. It is productive
of an untold amount of suffering, sin, and crimo.

Nor is moderate drinking less deserving of cen-

sure than absolute drunkenness. Moderate drink-
ers are more dangerous enemies to tcmperanco
than drunkards. Stimulation means poisoning I

and it is tho gratification of tho desire for artifi-

cial stimulus that constitutes tho crimo of using

alcoholic liquors rather than tho simple act of
drinking wine, brandy, rum, whisky, or beer. All

the virtue which wino is supposed to possess is

duo to the alcohol uhich it contain*. lienee the
only real difference between wino and ruin,

brandy, whisky, or other liquor is in tho strength,

and consequently tho use of wine is open to tho
same objection as the use of those other liquors.

Time for Hoala.

But two meals per day aro far preferable to

more than that number. The stomach needs
rest as wall as the other organs of the body.
Meals should never be eaten with less than five

hours’ intermission, by adulta With small

shildito, this role may be varied somewhat ao*

2° cording to the age of the child. Probably tho
beat hours for meals, considered from a physiolog-
naJ standpoint, are 8 a. m. vd 2* p. M. Those
who find these hours inconvenient nmy take
breakfast at 7 a. m. and dinner at 1 J r. m. Some
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cannot make these hours convenient, and such
may breakfast at 6J a. m. and dine at 12 m. with-
out suffering particular inconvenience from not
taking the third meal, after having become accus-

tomed to the chango. For almost all persons,
two meals are vastly Utter than three; but if

the third meal is taken, it should 1* very light,

and should not be eaten later than 5 »\ m.'

Chango of Diet.

Perhaps the greatest obstacle in the way of a
reform in diet is the difficulty which people find

in breaking up old habits and establishing now
ones. When this crisis is once safely passed. no
further difficulty is experienced; and what was
at first a hardship, is transformed into a pleasure
such os was never before experienced. This is the
uniform testimony of all who hnvo persevered
until new tastes and appetites were fully formed.
But how to get over the unpleasant j>criod dur-
ing which changes are being made, is tho prob-
lem. By observing tho following suggestions,
littlo difficulty will bo experienced :

—

1. Make the change gradually. Unless you
can dovote your timo to tho matter, suspending,
in a measure, at least, your usual avocations, do
not attempt to abandon oven* thing not purely

aenic at once. When tho change is raado thus
enly, tho individual making it sutlers more

or less derangement of his system. Ho feels lan-

guid, weak, perhaps somewhat ill-tcmpcrcd, and

21 may suitor somewhat from indigestion. These
unpleasant sensations discourage him and weaken
his will power, so that he is quite likely to aban-
don tho attempt at reform ; and it may Iks that

ho will lose confidence in tho wholo system. A
gradual chango will obviate all of these difficul-

ties.

2.

Be sure to make constant progress. The
strongest argumont which oxtremo and ultra

hygienist* aro able.to urge against this method
of effecting a chango from bad dietetic habits to

good ones is tho fact that many persons who
make tho attempt in this manner forget tho im-
portance of constant, prolonged, and persevering

efforts, and allow themselves to rest contented

after taking only tho initiatory steps toward a
reformation.

3.

Use common sense. It is very frequently

the case that pooplo who attempt a reform in

diet only excliango ono bed habit for another

;

and sometimes, indeed, tho second habit is far

more injurious than tho first. Exchanging light,

sweet, tine-flour bread for heavy, perhaps sour,

graham bread, is not reformation. Substituting

largo quantities of sugar, sirup, or molasses for

meat is a terrible retrograde, rather than advance-

ment. Banishing batter from tho table, and then
saturating the potatoes, gems, pie crust, and grid-

dle cakes with suet, is no improvement ! How
many would-be health reformers have made thero-

Beves dyspeptics by attempting to reform in so

unphiloeophical, not to say absurd and ridiculous,

away!
4

.

Do not attempt to live on an impoverished
diet. In other words, do not exclude from your
dietar)’ meat, butter, eggs, milk, sugar, and salt,

22 and then attempt to live on tho residue of your
former bill of fare. As each of tho injurious arti-

cles mentioned is abandoned, supply its placo
with some new, palatable, and tasty hygienic
dish. An impoverished diet is not ono which ex-

cludes meat, butter, sugar, salt, spices, and other
unhygienic articles

;
it is one which is lacking in

tho clement* of nutrition, or which is not adapted
to tho ]>articular conditions of tho system. That
which would bo an impoverished diet for one
might amply supply all tho alimentary wont* of
another. Individual tem|*crament* vary, ami
circumstances vary equally os much, so that set

rules cannot bo laid down which will bo equally
well adapted to all cases. Kadi individual must
apply general principles to his own special ease.

In commencing tho chango, discard tho worst
articles of diet first. Spices, vinegar, pickles,

preserves, mustard, poppersauco, old cheese, ami
similar articles, may bo discontinued at once and
forever. Pork and all it* products may be aban-
doned equally as promptly. Excliango lino flour

for graham bread. Next attack the tea ami cof-

fee habit, reducing tho quantity for a few weeks
at first, if nocossary, but being suro to rout tho
cnciny. Curtail tho butter and salt, and uso only
a moderate quantity of meat. By degrees thoso
may l«o relinquished. Nut* may bo freely used
instead of butter. Swoot fruit* may also l>o

largely substituted for sugar. In tho course of a
few months, a person may thus easily become a
thorough hygienist if ho will constantly keep in
view tho ideal standard of a tnio reformer, which
demands ultimate freedom from every habit
which is tho result of iicrvcrted taste, or depart-
ure of any kind from the strict observance of tho

23 laws of nature. Ono important element which is

usually necessary to success is a thorough appre-
ciation of the fact that so intimate is tho relation

between moral and physical laws that tho latter

cannot be knowingly disregarded without doing
violence to the former. " It is a ain to be sick

;

and every law relating to health should bo scru-
pulously and conscientiously observed.

It is quite possible that there may lie found
aged persons who have so long boon accustomed
to tho uso of flesh that an entire abstinence from
that kind of food might bo attended with more
injury to them than the continuance of it* mod-
erate use. But this argue* nothing in favor of

animal food as tho best diet for man. Young
people and persons of middle ago may make tho

chango with impunity
;
and it is very doubtful

if a return to tho use of animal food can in such
cases ever become necessary after tho appetite
for it ha* been once fully overcome.
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24 OOOKEKY.

Tho Art of Cooking.

Good cookery may justly be classed among the

lino arts
;
but in regard to that which is usually

called good cookery, which consists in so com-
pounding lard, butter, sugar, salcratus, cream, and
spices, with tho various fruits, grains, and vege-

tables as to not only completely conceal or destroy
the natural and proper flavors of those articles,

but. to make them next to inqiossilile of digestion

and lit for nothing but tho com|»ost heap— such

cookery might much more properly be called tl>c

black art. Indeed, if wo except drug medication,

we shall bo perfectly safe in saying that modern
cookery is tho greatest l«no of civilization at the

[

•resent time. Men and women are subject to

ew diseases whose origin may not be traced t<»

tho kitchen. Closely following diseased physical

natures come mental and moral inefficiency origi-

nating in tho samo prolific cause. This being

tho case, tho importance of a thorough under-

standing of tho principles of nutrition, and of
tho nature of alimentary substances by those who
attend to this branch of tho domestic economy.

Women very apparent. Tho |H«ition of cook,

instead of being considered of a menial nature,

should ho looked upon as ono of great impor-

tance and responsibility, and ono which should

bo intrusted to none but intelligent ami trust-

worthy imrsons. Especially is this true of hygienic

cookery. Many liavo been discouraged and dis-

heartened in attempting to make a reformation

25 in their dietetic habits by bad cooking alone. In

tho old methods of cooking it made littlo differ-

ence if tho bread did sour in making ;
aluui and

salcratua would make it all right. If tho meat
bccamo tainted by long standing, pungent and
savory spices and condiments would effectually

conceal tho putrescent taste and odor. But in

hygienic cookery, sinco nature’s seasonings are

tho only ones allowed, the greatest caro is neces-

sary to preserve the delicato natural flavors of

tho articles used for food. In this direction there

is a broad hold open for skilful experiment.

Ono of tho chief requisites for a good cook is

perscveranco. If the first attempt is not fully

succossful, do not denounco the recipe a failure,

and tho Rystem a humbug, but try again and
again until success, which is certain, is secured.

Make the art of cookery a study, and utilize all

your scientific knowledge, as well as your natural

ingenuity, in your efforts to provide healthful

and palatable food for those depending on you
for those essentials of life.

READ.

This articlo of food, in various forms, consti-

tutes a very large proj»ortion of the diet of nearly

all civilized nations. Yet it is a fact that a really

good specimen of bread is seldom found, at least

in this country. Very few cooks know how to

make good bread, notwithstanding their acknowl-

edged dexterity in compounding various mixtures

to which they attach tho name of that article.

What, then, are tho qualifications essential to

26 Porfoct Broad ?

1. It must contain as many as possible of the
elements necessary to sustain life.

2. It must be light and porous, so that it may
be thoroughly and easily insalivated and di-

gested.

3. It must be i<alatnblc.

4. It must bo of such consistency ns to require
sufficient mastication to cnablo it to become
thoroughly permeated by the saliva.

5. It must not contain nny ingredient which
will be in any way injurious to tho system if

taken into it
G. Tho material of which it is inado must bo

preserved uninjured by the process of making.

Unwholosomo Broad.

I*ct us briefly consider, in tho light of tho

aU.vc principles, tho coal character of tlio bread
which constitutes a staple nrticlo in tho diet of
the great majority of Americans, if wo except the
ml-skinn.-d natives of tho West.

1. In ordinary bread, made from bolted flour,

we have just the opposite of what is required for

perfect bread, viz., ‘'as mutiy as pos«iblc of the
elements necessary to sustain life." Instead, wo
have almost nothing but starch, which, nlono, is

no more competent to sustain tho life of nniinals

than pure water. It has been proved by actual

experiment that dogs, when fed exclusively upon
starch, or super-lino flour, will die almost ns soon
as when left wholly without food.

2. Although it is claimed by thoso who arc

prejudiced in favor of " raised " bread that in re-

spect to the second requirement it has a decided
preference over “unleavened" bread, which is

27 usually believed to bo synonymous with hoavy
bread, yet if wo may believe tho testimony of
most authors of popular cook books, as well os
that of our own experience, it is not a thing at
all uncommon for the good housowife, in tho midst
of her cares and burdens, to neglect her “ sponge,"
which is undergoing the process of “raising," un-
til putrefaction has so far advanced that heavy,
sour, "soggy " bread is tho result.

3. To be well assimilated, bread, as well as all

other food, must be relished. To perfectly healthy
tastes, the bread which is usually presented on
our tables is far from palatable. It will bear no
comparison with tho sweetness and natural flavor

of well-made unleavened bread. All are ready
to grant tho unrivalled superiority of the famous
“hoe-cake," formerly so common in the South,
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and yet ita sole ingredients were corn-meal and

water.

4. The eating of too large a proportion of soft

food, which requires no mastication to allow it to

bo swallowed, is very injurious to the teeth.

Liko all other organs, they require exercise to

preserve their integrity; hence, a large portion

of the bread eaton should bo in the form of crisps,

crackere. or cracknels. Any ono whose teeth are

not in total ruins will find himself amply repaid

for tho trouble which ho may experience in ac-

customing himself to the use of hard food. There

is no hotter remedy for sore teeth and tender

gums than eating food which requires vigorous

and thorough mastication.

5. Not only is ordinary leavened bread, whether
domestic or made at the baker’s, almost totally

deficient in some of tho moat important nutrient

elemonts found in the grain and in unbolted Hour,

28 but it contains many foreign elements which arc

decidedly injurious in their nature. These may
l»e considered under tho following heads:

—

a. Elements which are used for tho pur|Mm» of
" raising.” In ordinary homc-modo bread, no
"raising” material is added to tho dough. In

this case, the putrefactive process, for such it is,

is commenced by the introduction into the latter,

from the air, of certain microscopic germs which

are always tho chief agents in originating the

process of decay, and which are always present

in putrefying matter. Hop yeast, Itcsides con-

taining tho noxious elements just mentioned,

contains an alkaloid which is peculiar to the hop

plant, and which is a powerful narcotic poison

when used in a concentrated form. It is due to

tho action of this |Hiison that a hop |K>ultice is

often used to relieve local pain. Brewer's or

liakor’s yeast is also a vile product of tho process

of putrefaction. It is simply the fi>ul matter

which rises to the surface of tho vat as scum, or

sinks to tho bottom ns sediment, in the fermenta-

tation of beer. Bad as arc tho articles already

mentioned, there is n class still more injurious;

via, the soda, saloratus, cream of tartar, and tho

various compounds known as baking powder*.

They are all extremely pernicious, and have

wrought much mischief upon human stomach*.

It is useless to arguo that a harmless salt is

produced by the combination of these elements,

for tho salt itself is a caustic, irritating chemical,

and a poison.

b. Changes which are tho results of fermenta-

tion. The first, and that ujum which the value of

the process dermis, is the production of carbonic

acid. This well-known poison jicrmcatcs the

29 whole loaf. The same is also tho case when
chemicals arc used. Again, it bar been proven

by chemical analysis that a considerable portion

of alcohol is formed in tho " raising” of fermented

bread, and that so much of this is retained in

the bread that a person would take as much al-

cohol into bis system by eating a few loaves of

fermented bread, as by drinking a glass of beer,

lastly, if tho process of fermentation is allowed

to progress a little too long, truo putrefaction be-

gins, and acetic, butyric, and other unwholesome
acids are formed, which often givo to bread a

very unpleasant taste ami odor.

c. In addition to all these unwholesome ele-

ments, to which ordinary domestic bread is liable,

baker's bread contains numerous other harmful

ingredients, which are mb led either for tho pur-

pose of hiding tho poor quality of his materials,

increasing tho weight of his loaves, or otherwise

increasing his gains. Conspicuous in this list arc

blue vitriol, ammonia or sal ammoniac, alum,

chalk, and magnesia. Sundry other chemicals,

Iv-sidcs various filthy compounds sold as fruit

essences, are also used in cakes and pics.

0. Tho production of carbonic acid and alcohol

is at the expenso of Itoth starch and sugar, two
of tho chief nutrient elements of tho grain, and
also of tho peculiarly grateful aroma which gives

to each s|*ccicH ol gram its characteristic flavor.

This is ono of the reasons why fermented bread

can bear no comparison in sweetness with un-
leavened. The various chemicals which are em-
ployed in " raising

w
broad, through chemical ac-

tion upon the ingredient of tho grain, not only

destroy sorao of them entirely, converting them

30

into harmful agents, but they render the whole
less palatable ami less nourishing.

Directions for Making Wholosomo Broad.

Incredible as it may seem to ono who has nov-

er seen the matter demonstrated, it is neverthe-

less a fact that bread possessing all the qualities

of lightness and porosity may lm produced with-

out the introduction of any such deleterious sub-
stances as yeast, soda, salcratus, or cream of tartar.

Neither will it bo found necessary to allow the
batter to stand until tho process ol' decay is spon-
taneously induced. Atmospheric air and soft

viler are the only materials necessary to render
bread as light as can I* desired. These harmless

agents are incorporated into the meal by proper
mixing, and when heat is applied, the air ex-
pands. and tho water is converted into steam, so
that tho bread is effectually raised without un-
dergoing the process *»f decay, or being contam-
inated by any villainous chemical compounds.

Selection* ok Matkhials.—

O

ne of the most
im|x>rtant requisites is the selection of the proper
kind of material. Good bread cannot be pro-

duced from jKX>r flour by tho most expert manip-
ulations of a professional cook. Especially is

good material important in making hygienic

bread, since its excellence depends so largely

upon the natural properties of the grain,.and de-

ficiencies and unpleasant properties cannot be
obscured by the addition of foreign materials so

frequently employed in the old methods of bread-
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making. First-class Hour must jiossess each of

tho following qualities :

—

1. It must bo prepared from grain which has

been fully matured, and which has not suffered

deterioration from rust or mold, or from being

exposed to moisture and heat.

2. Tho grain should be thoroughly purified

from all foreign substances before grinding.

3. Tho flour must not bo deprived of any of

tho nutritious elements of the grain by the proc-

ess of ‘‘bolting" which is so generally resorted

to, and which results in ruining the teeth and

constitutions of thousands of persons every year,

and involves tho reckless waste of by far the

most nutritious portions of our nutrient grains.

In other words, fino flour should never be used.

Wheat meal or graham flour, com meal, oatmeal,

barley meal, and ryo meal can now bo readily

obtained in nearly all localities; and they should

always bo used instead of bolted flour.

4. The meal should bo properly ground— nei-

ther too coarse nor too fino. If too coamo, the

hulls of tho grain will bo imitating to tho deli-

cate digestive organs, especially to those whine

stomachs are rendered morbidly sensitive by dis-

ease. If too fino, tho bread made from it will ho

loss likoly to bo ns light ns desirable.

5. Lastly, when water is used for making the

Utter, pure soft water only should bo selected.

Hard water toughens tho dough and greatly di-

minishes tho tenderness of tho broad. No salt

should over bo added to the water. Ncithor

should any chemical bo added for the purpooo of

“ softening " tho water, as tho evil will only bo

increased.

Directions for Makino.—

A

fter having se-

lected tho proper materials, much care and oven

dexterity is needed to prodneo good bread. The
following general directions must bo carefully at-

Care’"must lie exercised to select just the

right proportion of tho ingredients for the partic-

ular art iclo to he produced. • Whenever conven-

ient, accurate measurement should bo resorted

to. But it must U borno in mind that different

kinds of grain possess different al .sorbing quali-

ties, and different qualities or grades of the same

kind of grain will also vary in this rcs|»ect.

Henco tho amount of water or other fluid to be

incorporated with a certain quantity of flour

must be subject to certain variations. But a lit-

tlo careful experimenting will readily fix the

proper amount in all cases.

2. Since tho lightness of unleavened bread de-

pends so largely uj*on tho expansion of atmos-

pheric air, it is, evidently, quite important that

care should \>o taken to incorporate into tho bat-

ter as much of this harmless “ raising ” agent as

possible.

3. Much also depends upon tho condition of

tho oven, which must receive a duo share of at-

tention. Tho terms quick oven and slow oven

are of frequent occurrence in tho technology

of cookery, but are often quite loosely employed.

A quick oven is ono which is so hot that the

hand can l>o held in it but a very few seconds. A

n

oven in which the hand can bo held for a full half

minute Is termed a xUno oven. These definitions

are obviously not quite satisfactory, but perhaps

they arc as precise as can well 1)0 given without

resorting to tho thermometer which is not always

at hand.

4 . All utensils employed must of course l>c kept

scrupulously clean in order to preservo unim-
paired the natural sweetness of tho grain.

5. Do not bo discouraged even after repeated

S3 failures. Still persevere, and final success is cer-

tain. Tho making of good, wholesome, hygienic

bread is tho very highest triumph of the culinary

art; and when accomplished, ono of tho most

efficient means of restoring and preserving health

has been acquired. Bad bread is probably re-

sponsible for more despondent feelings, more ill-

tempers, more crimes, perhaps more suicides,

than any other articlo of food. And good bread

is equally efficient in promoting health, cheer-

fulness, amiability, and even piety ; for wo fully

credit the statement that there is “ religion in a

loaf of bread." Is not such a triumph, then,

worth working for ?

C. If it is desired that the bread should bo ten-

der and moist, it should be made with hot water.

If dryness and brittleness are the qualities de-

sired. cold water should be used, and tho colder

the better.

It is important that the meal should always bo

perfectly fresh, as all kinds of flour deteriorate

very rapidly after grinding, especially whon ex-

posed to warmth and moisture. Tho host and

cleanest grain should he selected.

8oft Biscuit, or Goms.

We give thus first as being tho simplest and

most quickly made of any form of bread. It is,

consequently, a very convenient articlo for break-

fast* Although but a short time has elapsed

sinco this kind of bread was introduced into

cookery, it has become a very general favorite

among all claasoa, even those who are not hygien-

ist*. It is to bo lamented, however, that too

often the delicate natural flavor and sweetness of

34 the grain is destroyed by tho caustic action of

such questionable articles as soda, salcratus, bak-

ing powders, etc. Nothing but pure water and
meal are needed in its composition.

Into ono part of cold soft water stir two parts

of rather coarsely ground graham flour male from
the best white wheat. Sift slowly in with one
hand while stirring with the other, thus endeav-

oring to get in as much air as possible. If tho

flour Ls male from red wheat, a littlo more than
two parts of meal will bo required. The batter

,

should always be thick enough so that it will not c

.settle flat. If it is too thin, the biscuit will l>e f
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likely to be Hat and blistered; if too thick, they

will bo tough and heavy. In the first case, the

batter is not of sufficient firmness to retain the

air, and in the second, it is too stiff and unyield-

ing. Beating the batter after mixing does not

materially increase its lightness. No salt should

be used.

Bakin'O.—

T

ho loaves must bo small, like bis-

cuit. Cast-iron gem pans or patty pans are

most convenient tor baking in. The pans should

be heated very hot before dropping the 1-atter

in. A verv hot oven is required, and the gems
should be baked on the top first, to prevent the

escape of the air and steam. The heat should

not l>e sufficient to brown them in less than fif-

teen minutes, and they are better to bake twen-

ty-five or thirty minutes
;
a longer time toughens

tho crust,

In order to prevent sticking, many people arc

in tho habit of placing in the pans so large an
amount of grease that the biscuits arc rather

fried than baked. This is a most pernicious prac-

tice, and is wholly useless. To prevent sticking,

5ft smear the baking iron with sweet oil or fresh

butter. Heat it thoroughly, and then carefully

wino away as much as possible of the oil. This

will leavo the iron smooth ; and if it is carefuljy

wiped after each baking, and then laid away in

a dry placo without washing, no difficulty will bo

experienced from sticking, and it will require oil-

ing only at long intervals. The |>an must always

bo very hot when tho batter is placed in it

By combining othor grain* in variou* proportion*, a

Kreat many different kind* of Rem* may bo made. A
mixture of oipial part* of graham dour and com meal
makoa a very nice article. Itoilod rico may al*o be used.

Take one part boiled rico k> three part* of water, and
atir in Krahain flour *urticient t«> make a batter a little

thicker than when tho meal i* u»o.l alone. Hominy and
pearl-barley may be u*ed in tho *ame manner. Thu will

bo fouml a very convenient method of utilizing portion*

of food which might otherwise be wasted.

Corn-Moal Goins.

Upon ono part of fino corn-meal, pour two
parts of boiling water, and mix well. Bake in

gem pans, in a quick oven. This makes the sim-

plest and sweetest corn cake that can be made.
A favorite method with some is to allow the

batter to stand over night after mixing; but it

is liablo to injury from souring.

Another Method.—

P

our boiling water upon
a pint of sweet, evenly-ground com meal, stirring

briskly until all is scalded. Then thin the bat-

ter with cold water, and add half a pint of fine or
graham flour. Bake until slightly brown. Hot
stewed pumpkin may bo used instead of hot wa-

ag
’ Oatmoal Gems.

Make a thin batter of nice oatmeal and cold

water. Let it stand over night, and in the
morning add a little graham Hour if too thin.

Bake as wheat- meal gems.

Rye-Meal Gems.

Use rye meal instead of wheat meal, and mix

and lake as directed for soft biscuit. The Ivatter

should be a little thicker.

Byo-and-Indian Gems.

Take one pint com meal and twice as much
rye meal. Scald the corn meal with boiling

water, stirring it well. Then add the rye meal

with sufficient warm 'not hot) water to make a

thick 1 latter. Beat, or stir with a spoon, a few
minutes, and bake in a moderate oven.

Graham-and-Indian Gems.

Scald one- half pint of com meal. Add one-

half pint cold water. Beat out all tho lumps.

Add another half pint of cold water, anil sift and

*tir in about a quart of graham Hour. Bake on
the top for forty i>r fifty minutes. If tho crust

is too hard, cover in a dish for a few minutes

after baking.

Green-Corn Gems.

Take one part grated green com and two parts

of water. Thicken with graham llonr, a little

thicker than for soft biscuit. This makes very

tender and jialatalde gems.

Drop Cako.

Mix wheat or rye meal with cold water toft

nUir dnugk Mining until well mixed, find drop

57 with a spoon upon a hot Uking tin in n hot
oven. Bake until well cooked and brown. Eat
while warm.

Johnny Cako.

Prepare the batter an for corn- meal gems, and
hake in a common baking tin. This is known
in tho South and West as "hoc-cake," "corn-
dodger." etc. In the days of open ranges and
fireplaces, the baiter was commonly baked upon
a l«oard before the fire.

Mixed Johnny Cako.

Take equal parts of wheat meal and coaisc

com meal. Scald the latter, and add the wheat
meal with only sufficient water to leavo the bat-

ter stiff enough to need smoothing with a spoon.

Make one or two inches thick, and bake nn hour.

Let it stand covered a few minutes after baking.

Snow Cake.

Take one part of com meal and two part** dry
snow. If the snow is moist, use less. Mix well

in a cold room. Bake in gem pans, filling the

jians rounding full. Placo quickly in a very hot
oven. If the cakes are raw, or too dry, more
snow was required. If they are heavy, too much
snow was used.

Oatmeal Breakfast Cako.

Saturate oatmeal of medium fineness with
water. Pour the batter into a shallow baking
dish, and shake down level- It should be wet
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enough so that when this is done a little water
will stand on the top. Bake twenty minutes in

a quick oven. It may also be baked in fifteen

minutes on the top of the stove in a covered dish.

3y Rico Cako.

Thin well-boiled rice, while hot, with water.
After cooling, work in wheat meal until a pretty
stiff dough is formed. Bake in any desired form.

Pudding Biscuit.

Any kind of cold mush may bo made into ex-
cellent biscuit by working into it graham Hour,

and kneading well Bake with moderate heat.

Griddle Cakes.

No. 1. Make a thin batter by slowly stirring

buckwheat Hour into cold water. Bake ui>on a
smooth iron or soapstone griddle. Rub the grid-
dle well as soon as each cake is removed, and it

will require no greasing, Hat as soon as baked.

No. ± A mixture of com meal and graham
Hour makes very excellent griddle cakes. Tho
griddlo may l>o placed in the oven, and the cakes

baked crisp, if desired.

No. 8. Very nico cakes can also be made by
mixing graham Ilour with grated sweet com to a
proper consistency.

Ilard Biscuit.

Pour upon the Hour to bo used, boiling water
enough to wot it. About one part water to two
of Hour is the quantity usually required. Stir

with a spoon just enough to mix it well without
much working. Then roll or press it with the
hand upon a bread board, with plenty of flour,

to the thickness of one-half or throe-fourths of
an inch. Cut into convenient sha|>c, and l>ako

in a moderate oven for twenty minutes. They
arc very tender if not baked too long.

30 Holla.

Make a stiff batter with cold water, work in

as much flour as will knead well, and then knead
for twenty minutes or half an hour. Make into

rolls one-half inch to two inches in thickness,

and bake in a hot oven on a grate or taking pan

dusted with flour, laying them a little distance

apart. Excellent rolls may bo made by kneading

flour into cold graham, corn-meal, or oatmeal

pudding.

Scalded Rolls.

These are made like tho preceding with tho

exception that the batter is firet made with hot,

instead of cold, water. They do not require so

much heat as the soft biscuit.

Corn Rolls.

Take com meal, rather fine, scald with boiling

water, stirring well. Add a little cold water and
beat out all lumps ;

then add more water and
stir in graham flour sufficient to make a batter

somewhat thicker than for soft biscuit. Bake in

rolls.

40

LOAF BREAD
Graham Broad.

Make a stiff dough with rather coarse wheat
meal. Knead a long time, and hako in quart

dishes.

Potato Bread.

Boil and thoroughly mash mealy potatoes.

Add the desired quantity of graham flour, and

mix with water, making a batter sufficiently

thick to knead on the board. Bake in any form
preferred. May use equal quantities of potatoes

and meal, or two parts of tho meal to one of po-

tatoes.

Sweot Potato Bread.

Steam or boil without ]*ecling, a sufficient

number of sweet potatoes. Peel and mash fine.

Add a sufficient quantity of graham flour to give

the desired consistency. Mix and knead quickly,

and bake in small loaves or rolls.

Cocoanut Brood.

To each quart of graham flour add three table-

spoonfuls of grated cocbanut. Mix cither with
water or tho milk of the nut, knead until tho

dough is spongy, and hako as directed for other
bread.

Snow Bread.

Mix one part of com meal with two parts of

dry snow, stirring woll. Pour into a pun, round-
ing in tho middle to n thickness of about two
inches. Bake in a hot oven twenty or thirty

minutes. When properly made, this bread is

very light anti sweet.

Oatmeal Broad.

1. Stir oatmeal slowly into boiling water, mak-
ing quito a thick latter. Pour into a deep dish

and l«ko in a hot oven till brown.
2. Knead dry oatmeal into oatmeal mush.

Kurm the dough into a small loaf and bako with
a moderate heat Tho dough may l»o relied thin
—one-fourth inch—and cut with a cake cutter.

Makes very nice cakes.

41 Mixed Bread-

Take three parte of com meal, and one part

each of wheat meal, oatmeal, and rye meal.

Scald with boiling water alter mixing thor-

oughly. Steam six hours, and bako half an hour.

Rye-and-Indian Loaf.

No. 1. Take equal parte of rye and com meal.

Scald tho latter with enough boiling water to

wet it thoroughly. Add the rye meal and suffi-

cient water to admit of stirring with a large iron

spoon. The loaf should bo about three or four

inches thick. Smooth it over with the wet
hand, and place on the top of tho stovo where
tho heat is not quite sufficient to bum it, and let

it simmer an hour or two until cracks appear on
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the surface. Then bake with a moderate heat

for three or four hours. To prevent too thick a
crust, it may be steamed three hours and then

baked one. If the bread proves sticky and

heavy, the batter was too thin, or the meal was

too line; if it is hard, it was not wet enough.

No. 2. Take one part rye meal, or coarse wheat

meal, and two parts corn meal; pour boiling

water over the corn meal, and stir it till the

whole Is sufficiently wot to work in the meal

without adding any more water, and then, when
about milk warm, work in the meal Should

the dough be too stiff, add as much warm, but

not hot, water as may be necessary ; bako in a

round iron dish from three to live hours. This

bread, when new, or a day or two old, may be

sliced and toasted
;

it is very sweet and whole-

some. The crust is apt to fall off ; this may be

wet in water and put in a stone jar with some

42 modorately tart apples, peoled and sliced, nicely

covering the apples with tho crust
;
then add a

little water, and cover the dish with a tightly-

fitting cover; set it on tho stove till the apples

are cooked, and then take tho crust off into

plates
;
sweeten the apples to suit the ta^tc, and

spread over tho crust. Or, the crust may l»c

broken and stirred into the apples, thus making
a very excellent dish.

Brown Bread.

Several good recipes for making this excellent

New England bread are recommended by suc-

cessful cooks. Wc give a number to suit various

tastes.

No. 1. Take four cups corn meal, four cu|«

rye meal, and one cup wheat biun or middling*.

Mix with warm water, making a pretty stitf)«t-

tcr. Bako in covered dishes in a moderate oven

three hours.

No. 2. Take equal quantities of rye and com
meal, and mix with water, making a dough that

can bo kneaded. Work with the hands until it

loses its stickiness, and will readily cleave from

the lingers. Let it stand several hours, or over
night, and bake in loaves, in covered dishes, in a
moderate oven, from three to live hours. Or, it

may bo steamed three hours, and baked one.

Coarsely-ground meal is better than fine for this

kind of bread.

No. 3. Take such proportions of com and rye

meal as desirable, and one-eighth to one-fourth

of wheat bran or shorts. Mix with cither warm
or cold water, and not too thick to be easily

stirred with a spoon. Bake slowly at first.

Wheat meal may be used in place of the rye

43 meal
;
in which case the batter should be some-

what thinner.

Pumpkin Brown Bread.

Equal parte of sifted pumpkin and rye and
com meal may be made into very excellent bread

by treating according to almost any of the above
recipes.

Apple Brown Bread.

Pare and core a few juicy apples, either sweet
or mildly sour, stew and thoroughly raasli. Then
work in equal parte of com and rye meal until

the batter is of proper consistency, and the whole
is thoroughly mixed. Bake as directed for other

kinds of brown bread.

Busk.
Bread or crackers of any kind may be mado

into rusk by first drying till brown and then
grinding in a coffee or band mill This is a very
serviceable article for thickening puddings, soups,

etc.

Graham Crackers.

Mix graham flour and cold water into a very
stiff dough. Knead, and roll a quarter of an inch

or leas thick. Cut into any desired form, prick
with a fork to prevent blistering, and bake in a
hot oven fifteen or twenty minutes.

Graham Crispa.

No. 1. Mix same as above. Roll very thin,

and bako quickly in a hot oven. Excellent food

for dyspeptic*.

No. 2. Make a thin batter of any kind of meal,

44

pour into any convenient linking dish, onc-cighth

of on inch deep. Bako until crisp. Very tender

when warm, but become tough by standing.

Oatmeal Crackors.

Mix finely-ground oatmeal with water suffi-

cient to wet it thoroughly, usually one part of
water to two of meal. Roll about one-fourth of

an inch thick. Bake carefully, as they will be

liable to bum. These aro excellent crackers to

eat with mushes of all kinds. They have a pe-

culiar nutty flavor which makes them very pal-

atable.

Oatmeal Crisps.

Into oatmeal mush, or scalded oatmeal, knead
a small quantity of graham flour. Roll very

thin, prick with a fork, and bako upon a grate.

Be careful that they do not bum. They aro

very tender and crisp when warm. If they aro

kept several days, place in the oven a few min-
utes just before they are to be eaten.

Corn-Meal Crackors.

Scald com meal with boiling water, and with

the hand wet in cold water form the dough into

small cakes one-fourth of an inch in thickness.

Bake until somewhat brown.

Graham and Oatmeal Crackors.

No. 1. Equal parte of graham flour and oat-

meal made as directed for graham crackers are
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very tender.

No. 2. Work graham Hour 'into oatmeal pud-
ding. forming a pretty stiff dough, and kneading
well. Bake until nicely brown in a moderate
oven.

Graham and Corn-Moal Crackers.

No. 1. Excellent crackers may bo made by
using one-third corn meal and two-thirds graham
flour. The com meal should be scalded before

adding the graham flour.

No. 2. Work graham flour into cold corn-meal

pudding. Knead thoroughly, roll thin, and cut

into square cakes. Are very tender when warm.

A large variety of crackers may be made by

combining graham flour, oatmeal, com meal, and

rye meal, in various proj*ortion*.

Those who havo not become fully weaned from

fermented bread and soda biscuit will find the

following recipes an improvement upon many of

the old methods; we do not recommend them,

however, and advise all, especially invalids, to

use only the more strictly hygienic kinds of bread

already described:

—

Leavened Graham Broad.

No. 1, Into threo pints of warm water, stir

graham flour sufficient to mako a batter alwut as

thick as can bo well stirred with a spoom To
this, add two largo spoonfuls of hop yeast. Cover,

and set in a warm placo to rise. When light,

stir again, and lot it rise the second time. This

will mako two ordinary loaves of bread. Put

into tins, and sot in a warm placo about ten min-

utes, or till it begins to rise the third timo. Bake
about one hour.

Non.— If mixed too thick, th. bread will be dry and

hard ; or if it jreU too light before baking, it ia not §o

good
;
but mado juit right, it will be nearly aa fine

grained and apongy aa the beat fine-flour bread.

4G No. 2. Make a thin batter of flour and warm

water (some prefer tine flour to graham). The

water should be alsmt 100’ tein|»crature. The

batter should be just thick enough so that it will

not separate by standing. Place the latter in a

wan ii place for about six hour-, at the end of

which time it will V* found to be light. It should

not be allowed to stand h>ng enough to acquire

any unpleasant smell. Thin with warm water

and stir in enough graham flour to make a dough

thick enough to mold. Mold thoroughly, and

place in baking tins, allowing it to stand an hour

or two until it becomes light. Some use milk.

Sweet Brown Bread.

Take one quart of rye flour, two quarts of

coarse com meal, -me pint wheat meal, half a tea-

cupful of molasses or good sugar, and one gill

of potato yeast. Mingle the ingredients into as

stiff a dough as can be stirred with a spoon,

using warm water for wetting. Let it rise sev-

47

eral hours, or over night; then put it in a largo,

deep ]*an. and lake five or six hours.

Gems.
The addition of milk and eggs to gems made

from the various grains as previously directed, is

thought by some to make them more palatable.

They are less healthful, for reasons already ex-

plained
;

still they are much better than soda or

saleratiis biscuit, and if either mu>l be used, by
all means employ eggs and milk instead of soda,

saleratus, cream tartar, or sour milk.

Buckwheat Griddle Cakos.

Make one quart of flour into a thin batter with
lukewarm water. Add a handful of Indian meal
and half a teacupful of yeast Keep in a warm
place over night, and bake in the morning.

Rico Griddlo Cakes.

Soak over night one quart of cold, boiled head

rico, in a pint of milk or water; the next morn-
ing add ono quart of milk and stir in nearly as

much flour and two well-beaten eggs. Bako on
a soapstone griddle. Fine bread crumbs or rusked
breau, mixed with rieo, improvo this cake.

Pumpkin Griddlo Cakos.

Take equal uuantities of strained pumpkin and
sweet milk. Thicken with com meal. Allow it

to stand over night, and bake slowly on a soap-

stone griddle.

TOAST.
Fruit Toast.

Slice thin and toast cold soft biscuit Placo in

a proper dish and pour over the slices hot canned

whortleberries, raspl-Tries, or similar fruit, with

much juice. Hat with oatmeal cracknels. Some
cooks soften the toast with hot water before add-
ing the fruit

Peach Toast.

Cut into halves soft biscuit, and brown nicely.

Pour some of the juice of canned peaches into nn
earthen taking dish. lay in the slices, and place

upon each a piece of peach. Place in an oven,

and bake twenty minutes.

Tomato Toast.

Nicely brown tender bread, and placo in tho

dish in which the toast is to bo servod. Pour

43 over it a proper quantity of tomatoes stewed as

directed elsewhere.

Dry Toast.

Any kind of graham bread when toasted is an
excellent article for dyspeptics. It has several
advantages; the most iin|>ortant are, 1. It re-

quires sufficient mastication to thoroughly insali-

vate it; 2. It undergoes a change during the

process of toasting which renders it more easy of
digestion. Simply drying is not sufficient. The
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bread must bo browned
; but care should be ex-

ercised not to bum it.

Milk Toast.

Scald sweet milk, and thicken it with a very
little flour or wheat meal. Carefully toast both
sides of either brown or white bread stale bread

i't best), cracker, or biscuit, till its color becomes
yellowish brown

;
then put it in the dish for

the table, just covered with the thickened milk

gr. y. Add no butter.

This recipe is not strictly hygienic ; but we can

heartily recommend it in preference to butter

toast, which is one of the very worst articles of

food, notwithstanding the fact that it is so fre-

quently provided for sick people.

^RUlT-Jll^EAD AND £aICE.

Tho contrivances usually designated by these

names are the most prolific sources of dyspepsia

and " biliousness” of which so many pcoplo com-

plain. Kvcn those who arc the most careless

49 with reference to everything that pertains to hy-

K
‘

*ne seem to learn this fact after having ruined
eir health by indulgence in every savor}’ com-

pound of lino flour, sugar or molasses, lard, sour

milk anil salcratus, which ingenious but ignorant
cooks could invent. For this reason, most chronic
dyspeptics stand in mortal fear of anything that
looks like a cake; but we would assure them
that tho cakes wo recommend arc such that even
tho dyspeptic may partake w ithout fear of harm ;

at least, unless ho is so badly diseased that “ noth-

ing agrees with him."

Fruit Goms.

Make a hatter as for gems. Add a few whor-
tleberries, chopped apples, dates, raisins, or any
other fruit desired. Bake in gem pans as direct-

ed for gems.

Fruit Cako.

Stew anil mash any kind of fruit desired, either

fresh or dried
;
as apples, pears, or berries. Have

plenty ofjuice. While boiling hot, pour it upon
wheat meal with which a few cut raisins have
been previously mixed. Form into loaves with
slight kneading on a board with plenty of flour.

Bake in rather small cake dishee, one to two
hours. The oven should not be excessively hot,

and should be quite moderate toward the last.

Swoot Potato Fruit Cake.

Make a dough as directed for sweet potato
bread. A-|fl a sufficient quantity of grated co-
coanut and chopjicd fruit, as dates, raisins, and
figs. Roll thin, cut with a cake cutter, and lake
in a quick oven.

Form a thick latter by mixing graham flour

with cold sweet apple sauce. Form into biscuits

without kneading, and lake.

Fruit Crackors.

Make a dough as for fruit cake, mixing in

chopped dates. Roll thin, form info crackers,

and bake.

Strawborry Short Cake.

Make a thin baiter of fine oatmeal. Let it

stand over night. In the morning, add an equal
quantity of graham flour, and grated cocoanut in

proportion of a teacupful to each quart of flour.

Bake in gem-pans in a quick oven. When cold,

cut in halves, and cover each half with ripo

strawberries. Raspberries, whortleberries, black-

berries. or stewed cranberries, may be served in

the same way. If the fruit is quite sour, date
sauce may be added.

Rico Cako.

To two parts of well boiled rico, add one part
each of com meal and stoned dates or seedless
raisins chopped fine. Make into a soft dough
with water, r<>ll one-third of an inch thick, cut
into small cakes, and lake in a moderate oven.
Dust the pan with meal to prevent sticking.

Cocoanut Cako.

No. 1 . With a pint of boiled craved wheat
mix a grated cocoanut, a half pint of cocoanut
milk, half a pint of dried currants or other dried
berries, a quart of stewed sweet apples or boiled
figs, and sufficient wheat meal to moke a modcr-

5 I
ately still dough. Bako, in loaves, an hour and
a .half to two hours.

No. 2. Make a latter of about tho thickness
required for gems, by mixing graham flour with

equal parts of water and cocoanut milk. Add
grated cocoanut in any desired quantity.

Corn-Moal Fruit Goms.

Make batter as usual for com gems. Add one-
third berries or chopped apples. Bake in gem
pans.

Whortleberry Johnny Cako.

Make a stiff dough of com meal and boiling

water. Add one-half ripe whortleberries. Form
an inch thick upon a flat baking tin with tho

hand wet in cold water. Bake until brown.

Popped-Corn Fruit Cake.

Grind and brown in the oven a quantity of

popped com. Reduce to a pulp some kind of
fruit, and mix with the popped com to a moder-
ately stiff doueb. Form into molds and allow to

stand for a half hour.

By combining the various fruits in different

proportions with the several grains, a great vari-

ety of fruit cakes can be made.

60 Applo Biscuit.
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Tho following recipes for cakes we cannot
recommend, and would advise invalids to avoid

using ;
but they are comparatively harmless be-

side the cakes too often used :

—

Currant Bread.

Take three pounds of dour; one pound of

raisins
;
two pounds of currants

;
one pint and a

52 half of new milk; and one gill of yeast Warm
the milk and mix it with the Hour and yeast;

cover with a cloth, and set it by the fire. When
risen sufficiently,add the fruit, and mold it; then

put it into a baking tin, or deep dish, rubbed
with sweet oil, or dusted with flour; after it has

risen for half an hour longer, bake in a moder-
ately hot oven.

Fruit Loaf.

( >nc and a half cups of bread crumbs—or soaked
batter bread—one cup of wheat meal, one cup of
sugar, two cups of chopped apple, and two-thirds

of a cup of currants. Mix intimately, And lake
till the apples are tender. This may 1« oaten

with or without a dressing.

Whortlobcrry Journey Coko.

Take one pint of whortleberries, one small tea-

cupful sugar, one pint corn meal, one tablespoon-

ful of Hour. Wot the whole with I*>1liny water,

and bake in small, round cakes in a ln>f oven
twenty minutes.

Cocoa nut Cookies.

One cup gnnd wheat meal, mic-lialf cup ginted

eocoonut, and one-half cup sugar Itub these

thoroughly together, then wet with a scant half

cup of water just enough to make a dough as

soft n« can l>e readily worked. Hull out to one-
third of nn inch, cut into slinjics, and lake in a
pretty quick oven about fifteen minutes. Some
care is required not to bake them too hard.

Currunt Cookies.

Substitute Xante currants for the cm-oanut in

the above, and proceed iu the same manner. Or

53 if preferred, chopped raisins or dried whortle-

berries may be used.

Cream Cako.

One pint sweet cream, one cup white sugar,

one cup raisins or currants, one egg if desired

;

graham Hour for rather a thin batter. Bake in

bread pans. Or the same may be made into a
dough, molded and cut into cakes or formed
into rolls. Bake in a quick oven.

Puddings.

Puddings arc among the staple articles of diet

with hygienists; but they become the cause of

mueh mischief to tho digestive apparatus. This

is due to the improper manner in which they are

eaten. Many people eat pudding very much as

they would soup, without the slightest attempt
at mastication Of course mastication is not nec-

essary to soften this kind of food, as is the case

with many other articles; but simply breaking
up or comminuting the food is not the sole object

of mastication. Ono most important object is to

secure the thorough admixture of tho saliva with
every particle of food taken into tho stomach.

This is especially necessary with farinaceous foods,

of which puddings are usually made. When this

does not occur, digestion is rendered much more
difficult, and is likely to liecomo impaired. To
obviate this difficulty, some kind of dry food

should always be eaten with puddings and soups
of all kinds. Crackers made according to the rec-

ipes already given arc the best for this purpose.

54 This will insure thorough chewing. Puddings
will be relished better if eaten with broad or
crackers made from some other kind of grrfin.

They are almost always made too thin.

General Directions.

1. Too violent heat is a thing to be carefully

avoided at all times. Gentle heat will cook nil

kinds of grains and vegetables much more effi-

ciently than violent heat.

2. Soft water should always ho employed. No
-Jilt is needed after a person has learned to ap-
preciate the delicate flavors of the natural grains.

3. Much stirring is also damaging to puddings,
ns it makes them less light than they would
otherwise be, and many times makes them more
likely to burn. This is particularly true of samp.

4. Wl»en fruit of any kind is added to pud-
dings while they are cooking, it should bo pre-

viously cooked, and then added just before tho

pudding is done. Otherwise it will bo likely to

settle to the bottom and bum. Oatrncal, corn

meal, graham, and farina puddings, are rendered

much more palatable by tho addition of some
kind of fruit, or grated cocoanut,

Graham Pudding.

Sift tho meal slowly into boiling water, stirring
constantly until it is a little too thick to .settle

flat If made from coarse rncal, it will ho as

thick when dono as when first mixed
;
but if the

meal is fine, it will U’como somewhat thinner.

Allowance can easily l»o male for this when fine

meal is used, by making a little thicker at first

After stirring in the proper amount of meal, set

the kettle upon a part or the stove where it will

M dmmar without burning. Let it remain thirty

or forty, minntoe without stirring. -By this

method the podding is made light, and is thor-

oughly cooked. ft may be melded in cups

dipped in cold water, and allowed to cool, if de-

sired.

Oatmeal Pudding.
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Sift one part of coarsely ground oatmeal into

three or four parte of boiling water, stirring five

minutes or until it seta. Cover closely and put

it where it will only simmer fora half hour. Do
not stir after it sets, and take up carefully. It is

somewhat improved by cooking three quartern of

an hour.

Corn-Moal or Hasty Pudding.

The meal should be sifted, when wanted for

use, with an oat serve, thus removing the coarsest

of the bran. Stir into boiling water rapidly

enough to be ablo to beat out the lumpe which
may form before they are cooked hard. If the

meal is fine, rqake it as thick as desired to be

when done. If it is rather coarse, use one part

meal to about two and one-half parte of water.

Stir frequently until it sets; then cook gently

without stirring for one or two hours. To pre-

vent burning, remove the kettle to a part of the

stove where the heat is barely sufficient to keep

it simmering.

Cracked Wheat.

Take one part of the wheat to four or five

parte of water. In making, follow the directions

!

;iven for oatmeal pudding, allowing it to simmer

our or five hours. It will cook quite as fast

when only simmering as when boiling hard, and

5 G will bo much less likely to bum. It in a very

healthful dish.

Crushod Wheat.

This is an articlo recently introduced into the

market. It is commonly sold in small packages

by grocers. Use two |*arts of water to one of

the wheat. Moke as directed for graham pud-

ding, and allow it to sifnmer an hour or an hour

and a quarter.

Farina.

The proportions required are the same as f^r

oatmeal pudding. Boil the water in a kettle.

Into one-eighth as much cold water stir tw«»-

thirds of the" farina to bo used. Pour the mix-

ture into the boiling water, stirring well, and

then stir in the remaining third of dry farina.

Cook as directed for oatmeal pudding.

Boiled Rice.

No. 1. Select good, plump, unbroken grains

;

after washing, pour into about eight |*arts of wa-

ter. Let it boil rapidly until the kernels are

thoroughly softened. Then strain off the water

through a colander. This is the method com-
monly employed in India, where this article of

food is called bhat. The water may be saved,

and used for all purposes for which rice water is

serviceable.

No. 2. Some recommend soaking the rice an
hour or two in cold water before Veiling. Then
boil twenty minutes, stirring very little

;
and aft-

erward place it where it will simmer for a half

hour longer. When this method is followed, as

little water as possible should be employed, so

that the rice may merely steam at the lash

57 Raisins previously soaked in cold water for

several hours, are a great addition to boiled rice.

Graham and Rico Pudding.

No. 1. Boil a gill of rice in three or four pints

of water for twenty or thirty minutes. Stir in

sufficient wheat meal to make as thick as desired,

and allow it to cook slowly for half or three

quarters of an hour longer.

No. 2. Cold boiled rice may also be used in the

same way. Take ono part rice to threo of water.

Carefully beat out the lumps, add the meal, and
cook as directed for No. 1.

Boiled Samp.

Sift with an oat seive to remove the hulls; or

if this useful utensil is not at hand, wash two or

three times in water. Pour one part into three

or four parts of boiling water and stir until it

seta, but no longer. Cook slowly, as directed for

other kinds of pudding, for two or threo hours.

Is sweetest when made from new corn meal.

M

Small Hominy.

Pour ono part hominy into three parts of water

and stir for about five minutes, or nntil it sets.

Then allow it to simmer for three-fourths of an
hour. When cold, it may la- sliced and browned

upon a soapstone griddle.

Hulled Corn.

Hulled corn or "great hominy " makes a very

palatable article of food when cooked until ton-

dor. It requites cooking for several hours, and

rare should 1* exercised that it docs not bum.
The addition of a little green com cream after it

is cooked is beneficial.

Hbrainy and BoanS.

A good dish Is made by adding one part beans

to three parte of hominy when the latter is about
half cooked. Cook until both arc tender. Serve
warm.

Millet Pudding.

Look carefully over and wash the desired quan-

tity of millet kernels. Scald in two successive

waters and then boil in three times its measure

of water. Cover close and cook slowly for an

hour or more.

Boiled Wheat.

Select clean, plump, white wheat. Pick over

and wash carefully. Soak over night and boil

five or six hour*.

Pearl Barley.

Prepare in the same manner as wheat, and boil

six houra.

Tapioca.

Soak in a small quantity of warm water an
hour or so. Add a littlo water and bake slowly.
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stirring frequently. Add fruit after removing
from the oven. Manioca may be cooked in the

same way.

Rico and Apple Pudding.

No. 1. Pare nice apples and remove the core
without dividing them. Cover the bottom of a
dish with moist boiled rice, and place upon it

the apples with their centers filled with chopped
dates and raisins. Cover with the rice and bake
in a closed dish until well done.

No. 2. Prepare the apples in the same way.

5® Spread the rice upon a thick pieoe of cloth pre-

viously wet in cold water. In the center of the
cloth place an apple which baa been filled with
dates, and carefully bring the edgoe of the doth
together, enveloping tho apple. Tie with a string.

The apple should bo wholly covered with rice.

Boil or steam an hour. Immerse in cold water
as soon as taken from tho kettle, and remove the

cloth.

No. 3. Select the beet ripe cooking apples.

Pare, core, and cut into small pieces. Put into a
saucepan and mix in a sufficient quantity of
sweet fruit to sweeten. Scatter in about one
part of uncooked rice to four parte apple. Fill

with water, cover doee, and bake two hours in a
moderate oven.

Christmas Pudding.

No. 1. Place a layer of partially boiled rice in

a deep basin or nappy. Place upon it a layer of
sliced apples, raisins, and chopped dates. Add
another layer of rice, and so alternate until tha

dish is full Cover and bake half an hour.

Berries or fruit of any other kind may be
served in tho same way.

No. 2. Boil one pint of pearl barley in five

times as much water, for five or six hours, until

tho kernels are soft. To three cupe of the barley
add two cups of chopped apple, one cup of raisins

previously boiled until tender, a few curraots,

and a cup of chopped dates. The juice cf a
lemon may bo added if desired. Mix, and bake
one hour and a half. Servo warm or cold.

Corn-Meal Prult Pudding.

Mix com meal to a stiff dough with boiling

water. Add one half as much fruit as dough,

60 stir well together, and bake one to two hours in

a pudding dish.

Bread Pudding.

No. I. Stew cither given or dried apples un-
til very soft. Thoroughly mash and strain if

necessary. Sweeten by adding a sufficient quan-
tity of dates prepared in the same way. Slice
good graham bread or gems and soak until soft
in a hot mixture of three parts water with one
of lemon, orange, grape, pie-plant, or other
fruit, juice. Place in the bottom of the baking
dish a layer of the apple, and then of the bread,
alternating until the dish is full, placing fruit

on the top. Bake half or three quarters of an
hour.

No. 2. Soak rusk, bread crumlts, or broken
bread of any kind, until soft. Stew dried ap-

ple* in as little water as possible, leaving the
pieces unbroken. Mix with the bread and lake
moderately two hours. Dates may be added if

desired.

Steamed Bread aud Fruit Pudding.

Cut into small pieces bread or crackers. Add
one third each of sour apples and raisins or dates
chopped fine. Mix well, and add a little water.

Steam for four hours.

Tapioca Apple Pudding.

Soak a sufficient quantity of tapioca in a
proper amount of water until soft. Prepare nice

ri|>e apples, either sweet or sub-neid, and pare

and core without dividing. Place a portion of

the tapioca in a pro|*or dish. Plteo upon it the

apples with the centers filled with chopj^ed rais-

ins and dates, if sour; cover with the remainder

61 of the tapioca and bake until tho apples are well
dono. Tho dish should bo covered closely, and
the heat should be moderate.

Sweet Potato Pudding.

Grate six medium-sized, raw sweet potatoes,

Add two quarts of cold sweet cider, one cup of
grated cocoanut, and an equal quantity of raisins.

Thicken with graham flour, Imat tho batter well,

and l»akc in a moderate oven.

Bird's Nest Pudding.

Prepare applos as directed in tho preceding

recipe. If the apnlcs are sweet, place in tho cen-
ter of each a few dried currants ; if sour, chopped
dates or raisins should Ik* used. Take a few
s|M>oDfuls of graham or white flour, wet with
cold water until smooth, and add boiling water
Miflicicnt t«» reduce it to tho thickness of cream.
Fill the dish and l>akc until done.

Applo Pudding.

Mix one part of ripe currants with eight or ten
parts of graham flour. Mix with boiling water
Mifficient to make as * moist a dough as can bo
easily handled. Roll out three-fourths of an
inch thick and place on a baking tin. Pare,

core, and quarter ri|*e, sub-acid apples. Divide
the quarters lengthwise and press the pieces into

the dough. Bake three quarters of an hour, and
serve warm with some sweet sauce.

Gooseberry Pudding.

Boil one cup of rice in six of water for half an
hour. Prepare two ccps of gooseberries and mix
with an equal quantity of graham flour. Add
the boiling rice, mix quickly, and steam throe

62 quarters of an hour. Serve with some sweet
sauce.

Chestnut Pudding.
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Boil, peel, and pound chestnuts, and rub them
through a seive. Pare and grate ripe, sub-acid
apples. To one part of the chestnut add two
parts of apples, a little lemon juice, and sufficient

date sauce to sweeten. Bake slightly.

Fig Pudding.

Soak a half pound of figs until soft. Scald a

I
jart ot graham flour, and make it into a stitf

jugh. Fill full of the soft figs, and bake or
steam an hour and a half. Serve with lemon,
plum, or pic-plant sauce, as preferred. A few
tart apples, chopped fine, may be added to the
pudding in place of the sauce.

Tomato Pudding.

No. 1. Slice thin good graham bread or gems.
Place in a baking dish with an abundance of
sliced tomatoes, arranging in alternate layers

Cover closo and bake an hour. Serve with sweet
sauco.

No. 2. Peel and slice thin line, ri[*j tomatoes
Place in a baking dish in layers, strewing be-
tween the layers equal parts of ric.- and chopped
dates. Cover closely and bake in a moderate
oven for two or three hours. Serve as preferred.

Oroon Corn Custard.

No. 1. Peel and shred sweet, mellow peaches.

Add an equal quantity of grated sweet corn, ami
4 1 . ..... . a? a 4* s i • • «« tat
the same quantity of water. Mix well, and Uko
in an earthen or porcelain baking dish for twenty
minutes or half on hour. A little com starch

may bo added for thickening, if necessary. Ex-
cellent without dreasing of any kind.

No. 2. Another cuBtard can bo made by using
one part com to two parts juicy tomatoes, peeled
and aliced.

Grated apples, sliced plums, or almost any kind
of fruit may bo thus used with green com.

Applo Custard.

Grato sweet, or pleasant sour, apples, or both
together. Mix a small quantity oi dry flour, al-

lowing a spoonful for each pio. Cover a deep
pie dish with crust. Spread in a half cup of
chopped raisins or dates, fill with the apple, and
bake. Must not bo allowed to stand before bak-
ing.

Oatmeal Jelly.

Soak two part* of oatmeal in three part* water
over night. In the morning, drain on the water
and add to it an equal quantity of hot water.

Boil over a quick fire. Stir until it boils, then
moderate tho beat and let it simmer ten minutes
and turn into molds. It will set in a short time
and may be served warm, in saucers, with fruit

juice of some kind.

No sugar or milk has been recommended in

any of the foregoing recipes for puddings, for

reasons fully explained in the introductory por-

tion of the book. The use of a small quantity of

sugar, however, is not wholly condemned, if tho

beet is selected, and if it is mainly confined to

such purposes as sweetening sour fruit*. If the

milk is obtained from healtny animals, it may be

even less objectionable than sugar
;
yet it can be

almost wholly dispensed with by using sweet
com milk and cream, which is much more health-corn miiK ana cream, wmcri is much more health-

ful. Sugar or milk can be added to such of tho

above recipes as seem to require them by thou
whose tastes refuse to be satisfied without. Such
persons may also mako use of tho following rec-

ipes, though doubtless with some detriment to

health

Bread Pudding.

Four a quart of boiling milk on as much bread,
bbciiit, «.r crackers, broken or cut into small
pieces, as will absorb it; cover it, and let it 're-

main till quite cool; then sweeten, and bako an
hour and a half.

Rusk Pudding.

One and one-third cups rusk, half a cup sugar,
two cups sweet apples, sliced, two (marts milk.
Stir together and bake two hours and a half.

Bakod Applo Pudding.

Fare. core, and slice about two quart* nice tart
apples. Add to them one teacupful of Indian
meal, one cup graham flour, and stir together.

Pour over them three-fourths of a cup of sugar
dissolved in one cup cold water, or sweet milk,
stirring till all tho flour is wot. Butter or flour

a deep basin or pan to prevent sticking, and turn
the mixture into it, smoothing it evenly over the
top. Then - : r < a<l smoothly over it a hatter mode
by stirring together half a cup of cold water, or
-woct milk, three Ubles|>oonfiils of Indian meal,
three ditto of graham flour, and one tablespoonful
sugar. Bake about two hours and a half.

Nor*.—This is to bo r»t«n with swootonod cream or a
tauoe made by stirring into one quart boiling milk,. two
heaping tableapoonfula of corn atarch, rnoiatenod with

cold milk, lotting it boil for fir© or ton ininutoa after-

ward. Sweeten according to taate.

Oroen Corn Pudding.

To one quart of grated ears of sweet corn, add
a teacupful of cream, one gill of milk, a table-

spoonful of flour, and two ounces of sugar
;
mix

all together, and bake an hour and a half.

Cracked Wheat Pudding.

Boil wheaten grits till quite soft, then dilute

with milk to the proper consistency. It should

be rather tbin; sweeten, and bake one hour.

Baked Bice Pudding.

A small teacup of rice carefully washed, half

a teacup of sugar, two quarts of new milk. Stir

well together, and let it bake two hours or more
in a moderate oven. It is well to stir it once or
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twice at first, that it may mix well with the
milk when swelled.

Tapioca Pudding.

Soak the tapioca in warm water or milk an
hour or two. Then add milk, or milk and water,
and a little sugar. Bake slowly, stirring fre-

quently. When done, add fruit About one cup-
ful of tapioca is required to make four quarts ot

pudding.

Corn-Starch Pudding.

Beat together ono egg, two spoonfuls of com
starch, and two spoonfuls of sugar, with a little

milk. Set on to boil, one pint each of milk and
water. When boiling, add the beaten mixturo,

66 and cook ono minute. Dish up, and ornament
with drops ofjelly.

Amorican Plum Pudding.

Take ono pint each of graham Hour and com
meal. Scald the com me«3. then add the wheat
meal, with two thirds of a pint of Malaga raisins

—more or less to suit the taste— with water suf-

ficient to make a batter just firm enough to hold
a stout spoon upright. Mix thoroughly, and put
it into a pudding Doiler, or any auitablo covered
dish, ami boil or stcain three and a half or four

hours. If tho corn meal is coarse, and the mix-
ture of the right consistency, the pudding will bo
perfectly light. Tho long cooking makes tho
raisins rarely delicious. Other fruits may lie used
in their place, as prunes, prunellas, dried cher-
ries, dried pears, etc.; but the fresh and tho more
tender fruits will not endure the long cooking.
Serve warm with fruit sauce.

f ASTRAY.

Pie is a word which to the dyspeptic is a syn-
onym for every pang and torment of indigestion.

This fearful significance, however, is not due to

any inherent evil in the articlo itself, but rather

to its various usual concomitants which are added
by tho cook under tho name of shortening, fla-

voring, etc. But pics made according to the

methods wc shall recommend arc wholly harm-
less, even to the poor victims of weak stomachs
and impaired digestion. The chief mischief-

making element of the ordinary pie is the crust,

67 which is usually a conglomerate mixturo of a
very mall quantity of superhno flour with lard

in abundance, and sometimes with tho addition

of sour milk, soda, saleratus, etc. Such a com-
pound might very justly inspire dread in the
stoutest stomach, to say nothing of a diseased

one.

But the contents of pies are usually by no
means free from objection The spices and vari-

ous condiments, together with the large quanti-
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ties of sugar employed, are entirely inimical to

health. All of these may be wisely discarded,

and that without any loss of palatable qualities,

and a gTeat increase of nutritive value. The
natural flavor of our native fruits is quite sufli-

cient when presented in shape to bo appreciated ;

and for sweetening, we have the various kinds of
sweet fruits, as sweet apples, dates, raisins, figs,

etc. By combination of various foreign and do-
mestic fruits, as great a variety of healthful and
palatable pies may be made as could be desired.

No one need entertain the slightest apprehen-
sions regarding the healthfulness of pies made
according to the following recipes.

Oatmoal Pio Crust.

Scald two parts of oatmeal with ono part of
hot water. Roll thin. It bakos very quickly, so
that fruit which requires much cooking must bo
cooked before making into tho pie. ' This remark,
however, applies only to pies which are baked
with an upper crust. This crust is very tendor,
and possesses all the desirable qualities of short-

ened pio crusts, with none of their doloterious

properties,
polato pj0 crust.

Boil <»ne quart dry. mealy potatoes. Tho mo-
ment they are done, mash them, and sift through
a colander. Rub them evenly through two cups
of graham flour in the same manner as tho short-
ening in common pio crust. Have ready ono cup
corn meal; pour over it one and one-third cups
boiling water, stirring it till all the meal is wet,
then add it to the potatoes and flour, mixing
only until thoroughly incorporated together. No
more flour should l»o added. Tho molding board
should !*• well covered with dry flour, however,
t ‘ is slightly difficult to roll out. It should bo
roll d very thin, end bake in a moderate oven.

.oir ll i* very i vu nlml that tho above condition"
•t .uld alt bo complied with. Hear in mind that the po-
t .ioc» must bo A -, and mixed iimnodiitoly with tho
flour; tho water b. poured, while hiVinp, upon the corn
meal, and the whole mixed together very quickly, and
Uk.-d :>n mediately. Inattention to any of thcio requi-
site® will be quite apt to insure a failure.

Graham Pio Crust.

Make a stiff dough. by pouring boiling water
upon graham flour. Roll thin with plenty of
flour upon tho roller and board, and without
kneading.

Bean Pio Crust.

Boil white beans until soft with plenty of
water. Rub through a colander or sieve, and
add sufficient graham flour or corn meal to make
a pretty stiff dough. Roll out thin.

Mixed Pio Crust.

No. 1. Equal parts of graham flour and com
nu-al or oatmeal, or two-thirds graham flour to
one-third of either of the ot hers, mixed with cold
water to a stiff dough, make very excellent and
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C
rfectly hygienic pie crusts. The dough should

rolled thin, and the pie should be covered

closely with a thick napkin immediately upon

taking from the oven.

No. 2. To oatmeal, com meal, or graham pud-

ding. add a little graham flour. Knead well,

and roll thin. Oatmeal with graham flour is

perhaps the best combination. It is very tender

when warm.

Cocoanut Pie Cruet.

Two cups graham flour, one cup grated cocoa-

nut. Make into a atitT dough with cold water

and knead well. Add one cupful of well l*oiled

rice. Mix well and roll thin. This crust is very

excellent.

Corn-Moal Pio Cruat.

A very tender crust for squash, pumpkin, and

custard pies may Isj made by simply placing ill

the bottom of the baking tin dry com meal to

tho depth of about ono- third of an inch, and then

placing carefully upon it the hot squash or cus-

tard, as tho case may be. Tho grttUeat objection

to this crust is that it is so tender that it la

somewhat difficult to remove it from the baking

tin without considerable breaking.

If pie crust made according to any of the

abovo methods cannot bo tolerated, and if pies

must be used, notwithstanding, a littlo cream or

milk may bo added to the crust, but butter

should never be usod under any consideration.
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Neither should soda or sour milk l*e employed.

Tho following recipes may 1* used

Cronm-Pio Crust.

No. 1. Take equal quantities of graham flour,

white flour, and Indian meal; rub evenly t*»-

gether. and wet with very thin sweet cream. It

should he rolled thin nnd baked in an oven a*

hot as for common pie crust.

No. 2. Mix graham flour with sweet cream,

and proceed as above. Fine middlings may be

used in the place of graham flour if preferred.

Apple Pie.

Parc, wire, and slice nice ripe apples of pleas-

ant flavor, l’rofiaro the crust by any of the

metho<ls described. Kill the under crust with

the prepared apples, adding a little flour, and
.sprinkling on the whole a little water. < 'ut a

few holes in the upper crust for the esea|»c of

steam, and place it upon the pie, wetting the

edge to make it adhere closely to the lower crust

and so prevent tho escape of the juice. Bake
until thoroughly done. It is well to moderate

the heat a little for a few minutes before taking

out. so that the exuded juices may In- re-aK^.rlcd.

If the apples are very hard, they should be

stewed before making into the pie. Sour apples

may 1-c rendered more palatable l>y mixing with

an *<-qiial quantity of sweet apply* or by the ad-

dition of rai -.in's or dates. When raisins arc

u-cd, they should first W stewed a short time.

Applo Custard Pic.

(irate •
I

<
- -

.

• i a mixture of sweet (uul

jrtir, if preferred. Add and mix one spoonful of

71 dry flour for each pie. Cover a deep pie plate

with crust, and add the apples. Cover the top

with chopped raisins, dates, or figs.

Berry Pies.

Whortleberries, blackberries, raspberries, straw-

berries, cranberries, and, in fact, all tho cdiblo

wild and cultivated berries, make excellent pics,

either when fresh or after having been canned

or dried. The sour berries may l>o improved by
adding sweet fruits of various kinds, os dates,

figs, raisins, etc.

Cranborry Pio.

With stewed cranberries, mix an equal quan-

tity of chopped dates. Bako between two crusts.

The upper crust may be made by laying strips of

thin pie crust across in two directions, leaving

open spaces lietwcen.

Currant, rhubarb, gooseberry, and chcny pioB

may be made in the same manner; or, if pre-

ferred, sweet apple* may bo substituod for dates.

Raapborry and 8trawborry Piets.

These berries are of such delicate'structure and
flavor that baking greatly injures them, almost

destroying their finest qualities. On this ac-

count. it is better to prepare the crust of just

the right size,* and hake it separately. Bako tho

bottom crust in tho pio plato or tin, and tho up-

per crust upon a flat surfaco, pricking it to pre-

vent blistering. After baking, place tho ripo

lierries in tho dish containing the bottom crust

while still hot. Cover with the uppor crust, and
return to tho oven for a very few minutes. A
very short time is sulficicnt to steam tho fruit.

72 Dried Fruit Pies.

Prejiaro the dried fruit by first washing very
quickly, and then allowing it to soak over night

in cold water, cooking in the morning until ten-

der in the same water in which it has been
soaked. Each kind may lie used alone, or sev-

eral kinds may be mixed, as preferred. Dried
apples and whortleberries are very good mixed.
Berries require littlo more than scalding after

thoroughly soaking, and should he placed in

crusts while hot.

Baisin Pio.

No 1. Soak good raisins over night in cold

water. Stew slowly until tender. Dredge well

with flour, adding a few slices of tart apples or
lc-inon if desired. Bake with two crusts.

No. 2. Chop a sufficient quantity of nice; large
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raisins. Mix a spoonful of Hour or com *tarch

with a cup of water, and add to each pie. Bake
with two crusts.

Lemon Pie.

Two cups sweet anple sauce; two sliced Uni-
ons; one teacup of chopped raisins; one raw po-
tato, grated

;
a very little corn starch and Hour.

Bake with two crusts after properly mixing.

Tomato Pio.

Scald smooth, ripe tomatoes, peel and slice, and
make as directed for apple pie.

Peach Pio.

I ’aro, and cut into thin piece* nice, ripe | teaches

;

sprinkle with water if Dot sullicumtly juicy, and
dredge with Hour.

73

Sweet apples and pcara may l«e made into ex-
cellent pica in tho same manner.

Batter Pio.

Stir wheat meal, or a mixture of wheat and
corn meal, into water, making a batter a little too

thick to settlo flat. With this, cover a pio tin or
nappy, and place upon it a layer of small fn/it,

unbroken. Then place batter on tho sides of tho
dish, and mid another layer of fruit, covering the
whole with a thin layer of batter. If the fruit*

are very juicy, a littlo flour should bo sprinkled
upon each lavor to absorb tho superfluous juice.

Bake from forty to sixty minute*. Care must
bo taken that tho juices do not boil over and es-

cape into tho oven.

Pumpkin Pio.

Bare, cut, and stow a ripe, sweet pumpkin,
using as littlo water as possible, and preserving
all of tho juico. Rub through a colander or sieve,

and mix with it a littlo flour, about one gill to a
quart of the stewed pumpkin. If too still, add a
little water. Bako in ono crust A few chop|>ed
dates may be addod for sweetening.

Custard Pio.

No. 1. A very good substitute for custard pie

may bo made even without the use of cither

milk or eggs. Boil Iceland moss in water until

it will mako a nice jelly. Flavor it with any
kind of berry juice, lemon, or grated cocoanut.
Do not ubo the flavoring extracts to be obtained

at the stores, however, as most of them ore spu-
rious articles, and are sometimes abnolutely poi-

sonous.
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No. 2. Prepare crust as usual for custard pie.

Prepare filling as elsewhere directed for green
com custard.

Applo Dumplings.

No. 1 . Make a crust of graham flour and com
meal, two parts of the former to one of the latter.

Roll one-fourth of an inch thick. Select, and
pare and core without dividing, a number of

nice, rijie, sub-acid apples. Kill the center with
chopped dates or raisins, and envelop in the
crust. Bake until both fruit and crust arc well
cooked. They require a quick oven at first, but
the heat should be moderated after the crust is

browned.
No. 2. Make a batter a-s for gems, and with it

cover the bottom of a patty pan to a depth of a
quarter of an inch or a littlo more. Lay in half
of a ri|*e, sub-arid apple which has been previ-
ously pared and cored. Cover with batter, ami
l*akc as directed in the preceding recipe.

Crunbcrry Dumpling.

Thoroughly mix two parts of cranberries ami
one of chopped dates. Spread in an even layer
n|K>ii a crust previously prepared. Connnenco
at one side and carefully form tho whole into a
roll. • ut the roll into pieces aliout two inches
long; cover the cut ends of each piece with crust,

after wetting it to make it stick, and bake. If
the dumplings require any further sweetening,
they may be eaten with sweet applo sauce. May
be cither baked or steamed.

Cherry Dumpling.
< 'over the lioUora and sides of a basin or deep

taking dish with latter made ns for gems. Cover
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tho bottom with a layer of cherries and chopped
dates or raisins in abundance. Sprinkle on a
little Hour, and form anotbor layer in tho same
way. Two or three layers should bo thus mado,
with no batter between them. Cover the whole
with a crust and t«ko in a moderate ovon, first

on tho top until brown, and then on the bottom.
May be eaten either warm or cold. In order to
save the juice, do not till the dish quite full.

Rasplcrries, blackberries, grajies, and nearly
all kinds of berries, may be served in a similar
manner.

Snitz and Dumplings.

Boil a quantity of dried sweet apples in four
«>r live times as much water, uptil tender. Then
make a small quantity of batter as for gems, and

a into the boiling fruit with a small spoon,
a few minutes longer to cook the batter.

Tarts.

No. 1 . Cover gem pans with cocoanut pic crust.

Place in a quick oven. When nearly done, add
a few ripe sweet berries of any kind.* Let them
remain in the oven a few minutes longer to soften
the berries.

No. 2. Make a stitT dough of equal quantities
of graham Hour and grated cocoanut, with cold
water. Roll very thin and cut into cakes two
and one-half inches in diameter. Make rings of
most of the cakes by removing the centers. Then
place three or four of these rings upon each one
of the remaining pieces, wetting them to cause
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them to stick together. Prick the center piece

with a fork, and bake in a hot oven. Be careful

-
6

not to brown them. Add any kind of sauco when

they are desired for use.

Grapo Tarts.

Strain canned graj^s to remove seeds and

skiits. Add bread crumbs and thoroughly mix.

Make a dough of oatmeal as directed for crack-

nels; roll tliin, and bake in gem pans. After

removing from tho oven, add to each a spoonful

of tho prepared grape sauce.

No sugar has been employed in the above rec-

ipes
;
but if it is considered indispensable, or if

sweet fruits canilot be readily obtained, it may
bo used when considered desirable, always in

moderation, however. None hut tho host cotree

or majilc sugar should over be employed. The

following recipes are not so injurious as less hy-

gienic ones, but they are far inferior to the pre-

ceding. and cannot l« employed without a certain

amount of detriment to the system. Their prin-

cipal use should bo to assist in making the change

from bail habits to better ones.

Custard Pio.

One pint nnd a half of milk, three eggs well

beaten, and a large tablespoonful of sugar. Ikko

only slightly, ns hard baked eggs are hird of di-

gestion.

Rico Pie.

To one pint boiled Carolina rice, add one pint

mu! a half of milk, ami hall a cut* of sugar.

Flavor with extract lemon, and Uko in an

under crust. Raisins may bo added if preferred.
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An egg adds to it* attractiveness with some, but

detract* from it* healthfulnctw.

Pumpkin Pio without Eggs.

Those who have never tried it will be aston-

ished to see how palatable a pumpkin pie may
bo made without eggs or spices. Select for tbo

purpose a pumpkin of firm texture, deep color,

and perfectly ripe. Stew and sift in the ordin-

ary manner, and add boiling milk to make it

somewhat thicker than when eggs aro used.

Sweeten to suit, with equal part* of sugar and

molasses. Some add pounded cracker or a spoon-

ful of flour. Bake in a hot oven, on a single

crust.

J

7 l\U ITS.

To an unperverted taste, nothing is more pal-

atable and delicious than the natural flavors of
the various domestic and foreign fruit* which
constitute so important a portion of a genuine
hygienist’s bill offere. They are certainly tooth-

some enough, and much more wholesome, with-

out the irritating condiments too often mingled

with them by fashionable cooks. Even sugar,

which in moderate quantities is the most harm-

less of all tho condiment*, may be wholly dis-

pensed with by the exercise of a little ingenuity

of mingling sweet with sour and sub-acid fruit*.

By this method, the many evils which arise from

the use of large quantities of sugar, to which so

many people aro strongly inclined, will be wholly

avoided, and yet all the requirement* of taste

and nutrition be fully met
78 Unripe fruit should never be eaten when ripe

can be obtained, and then only when well cooked.

Most ripe fruit* require no cooking. In cooking

fruits, none but stone or porcelain-lined vessels

should ever be used. Brass and copper aro dan-

gerous. The same is often true of tin on account

of it* adulteration with lead.

Bakod Applos.

Moderately tart apples, or very juicy sweet ap-

ples, are best for liking. Select good ripe ap-

ples, free from imperfections, and of nearly equal

sixe. Wipe carefully to remove all dirt, nnd bnko

an hour in a dish containing a littlo water.

Sweet apples require a littlo longer baking,

Bakod Applos and Datos.

No. 1. Select fine, largo, sour applos. Paro and

eoro them without dividing. Fill tho center with

dates. Place them in tho baking dish, adding a

littlo water, and bake until well done.

No 2. Pare, coro, and cut into small pieces a

sufficient number of sour apples. Chop fine onc-

third the quantity of stoned dates or raisins.

Place a layer of the apples in a deep baking dish.

Add a layer of the dates. Alternate thus until

the dish is full. Add a little water if much juice

is desired. Bake slowly.

Steamed Applos.

Apples may Ik? steamed cither whole or when

pared and divided. More time is required than

for baking, and the latter method is usually pref-

erable.

Green Applo Sauco.

By green apples is not meant unripe ones, but

79 undried onos. Select ripe, juicy, well-flavored

apples, either sweet or sour, or both. Pare, quar-

ter, and core quickly, not allowing thorn to stand

after preparing them, to prevent their becoming

dark. Boil with a littJo water until tender.

They may be flavored, if desired, with lemon or

with other fruit or juices. Sour applo sauce is

very well sweetened with dates and raisins. The

sauce is rioher if the apples are cooked with the

skins on.

Dried Apple 8auce.

Wash good dried apples and boil slowly in

sufficient water to cover them. If preferred, the
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sauce may be flavored with lemon, dried quince,

peach, dates, or any other fruit.

Baked Pear*.

Pears should be baked as directed for baked
applee. They are very excellent.

Pear Banco.

Pears may be pared and cored as applee, or

they may be boiled whole. They are delicious

either way. Being quite sweet, pear sauce is an
excellent articlo to serve with dishee which would
seem to require sugar. Figs may be added if de-

sired.

Peach Sauoe.

Peaches hardly ripe enough to eat uncooked,
make very good sauce when pared and boiled.

The stonce should not be removed. When ripe,

or nearly so, the skins can be conveniently re-

moved by immersing the peaches in boiling wa-
ter for about two minutes, and then rubbing
them with a ooaree towel. Moderate heat only

should be employed in cooking peaches ax they
do not stand but very little heat. Figs make the
best seasoning.

Driod Poach Sauco.

Dried peaches should be stowed in the same
manner as dried apples.

Apricots.

This is not a very abundant fruit. It .should

bo cooked according to the directions given for

cooking pcaclies.

Pincapplo.

This is a tropical fruit, and is seldom seen here

in ite perfection. Its chief value is as a flavor

for other fruit. It may ho preserved for use in

this way by canning.

Quincos.

Tlicso are of little valuo of themselves, hut

8

ivo an excellent flavor to many other kinds of

ruit. They may l»o preserved for this purpose
by canning.

Orapo Sauco.

Stew ripe grapes in as little water as possible.

Some sweet fruit will he required with them by
most people.

Cranberry Sauce.

Cranberries make very excellent sauce when
mixed with a considerable quantity of sweet ap-

ples or dates.

Stewed Rospborrics.

Nice, ripe raspberries are quite as good fresh as

when stewed
;
but if they are cooked, care must

bo used to avoid cooking too long, as they are
very delicate, and lose some of their best quali-

ties when subjected to long cooking. Simply
scalding is all that ia required. A few dates may

be added if sweetening is desired.

Strawborries.

These berries are so delicate that, for tho tasto

of many people, they are greatly injured by cook-
ing. When ripe, they need no addition to their

own natural, delicious flavors.

Currants, blackberries, gooseberries, whortle-
berries, and cherries mako excellent sauco, and
may bo prepared much the same as other small

fruita.

English Currants.

This is a very useful fruit as an addition to

other fruits and to puddings of various kinds.

It also makoa an excellent dish when stowed
alono liko other driod fruit.

Plums.
Of the many varieties of plums, somo are edi-

ble raw, being sweet and wholesomo, whilo oth-
ers require cooking and tho addition of sweet
fruit of some kind to render them palatable.

Datos.
Dates are mostly employed to sweeten sour

fruits. They may bo oaten alone, howover, eithor

raw or cookod
;
but only small quantities should

be eaten, as they arc too sweet to bo very whole-

some.

Bananas.

Tins is a very nourishing tropical fruit. It is

beet oaten raw. It should bo pooled aud sliced,

and may be eaten with bread or puddings. Somo
prefer to add orange or lemon juice. It may bo
hakod with the skin on, or may bo mado into

piee or puddings. It may be canned like other

fruit, and makes an excellent addition to pud-
dings.

Rhubarb.

Peel tho stalks and cut them into thin slices.

Stew in a small quantity of water with a sufli-

cicnt quantity of dates to sweeten to the taste.

Oranges and Lemons.

These are mostly used to flavor other food. Or-
anges may be eaten alone. They are seldom ob-

tained here in perfection.

8toamed Figs.

These make a very ‘delicate and showy dish

for dessert They should be placed in a steamer
and steamed until tender.

Raisins and prunes may be cooked in the same
way.

Stewed Prunes.

Prunes make excellent sauce. They should bo

first hastily washed and then cooked gently until

tender.

Sugar has purposely been wholly omitted from
the above recipes for the benefit of those who
may wish to exclude that article from their bill

of fare, which is really a very desirable tiling

when it can be done without any disadvantage.
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Those who find the use of a certain amount of
su^ar desirable, have only to omit the sweet

fruits and substitute sugar in moderate quanti-

ties. Excess is very injurious. A little cannot
l>c considered hormfuL

83 8te&med 8qua8h.

Steamed squash is much nicer and sweeter than

boiled. The squash should be cut into several

nieces, freed from seeds, and placed in a steamer.

The heat should be moderate. Mash if desired.

If boiling is more convenient, use only suffi-

cient water to prevent burning, and reduce the

juice to a sirup by the time the squash is suffi-

ciently oooked.

Baked 8quaah.

Baking is a still better method of cooking

squash. It retains all the original sweetness of

the vegetable. Select a good, ripe squash, wipe

thoroughly, and free from seeds. Cut into pieces

of convenient si/a, and lake without removing

the shell.

Pumpkin.
Pumpkin may be cooked in the same way as

squash, but requires a littlo longer time. I.ong

cooking improves it.

Btowod Tomatoes.

Scald until the skins wrinkle, and then peel.

Slico thin, and stew with a moderate heat for

half an hour. Thicken with rusk, graham bread

crumbs, pounded crackers, or oatmeal. Grated

green com is another excellent material for thick-

ening. Cook a few minutes longer after adding
thickening. Tomatoes are richer if cooked two
hours.

Applo and Tomato Sauco.

( 'ook tomatoes as directed above, and add sliced

apples when half done. < 'ook until the apples

are tender.

84 Stewed tomatoes may be mixed with various

other fruits and vegetables, forming a great vari-

ety of palatable dishes.

Nuts.
Many kinds of nuts are both wholesome and

palatable. When eaten in moderation, they are

objectionable for very few. Among the bettor

varieties are almonds, chestnuts, tilberts, hickory

nuts, walnuts. Brazil nuts, pecans, jK-anuts, and

cocoanuts. Chestnuts and peanuts are improved

by roasting. Chestnuts are excellent when boiled

or steamed.

Nuts are often a verv pleasant addition to cake

and some puddings. They should always be eat-

en at the regular meal, constituting a jurt of it

Molons.

These are wholesome when ripe. They should

never be gathered until they are fully matured

;

are best when fresh. Cooking cannot improve

them.

Sauces

Dato Sauce.

Chop nice, clean dates and boil with a small

quantity of water until very soft Hub through

a sieve to remove the stones. Thin slightly with
hot water, add a littlo lemon juice, and boil a mo-
ment longer. This is an excellent dressing for

dishes which require sweetening.

Grapo and App!o Sauco.

Stew together equal parts of grapes and sweet

apples. Stiain through a thin doth, and thicken

85 with a littlo flour. Use for puddings. Sour

apples and dates may Is- used, if preferred, in-

stead of sweet apples.

Pear Sauce.

Flavor the juice of stewed pears with lemon

or lime juice, or place in it, while hot, a few slices

of lemon.

Orango Sauco.

Add grated orango j>eol and orango juico to

dato sauce prepared without the addition of lem-

on, unless the orange is very sweet.

Sweot Applo Sirup.

A vary nieo dressing for puddings inay be

mado by boiling new sweet-apple cider to the

consistency of thin simp. If sufficiently concen-

trated. it will keep without canning. It may ho

simply scalded and then canned for uso in pies

and sauces. The cider should bo made of selected

apples, and should bo boiled the samo day that

it is made, so that fermentation may not begin.

Other sauces can be prepared from tho juices

of almost any kind of fruit. Some will lie im-

proved by thickening a little with flour or com
starch.

yEOETADLES.

The usual methods of cooking vegetables render

some of the most nutritious ofthem almost wholly

worthless as food, and. in fact, next to impossible

of digestion. But if the following directions are

carefully observed, many excellent and whole-

86 some dishes may bo prepared from tho largo

class of roots, seeds, etc., known as vegetables.

General Directions.

1. Tho remark with reference to the cooking
of grains by gentle heat, is equally true with veg-

etables, as a general rule. The cook should bear

in mind that when water is boiling, it cannot lie

ix-ndcn-d any hotter, no matter how much the lire

may be increased, without closely confining tho

>U?arn.

With only one or two exceptions, all veg-

etables are much richer and more nutritious when
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served in their own juices. A great amount of

nutriment is wasted by cooks who throw away
the water in which vegetables have been boiled.

To avoid such waste, and render the food as nu-

tritious as possible, always cook vegetables with

just sufficient water to keep them from burning

until done, so that there will bo little left une-

vaporated by the time the food is sufficiently

cooked.

3. l)o not add any condiment of any kind.

Grease of all kinds is especially objectionable, as

the process of cooking produces certain changes

which render tenfold worse an article which is

very objectionable at tho best. The reason why
many dyspeptics cannot eat vegetables without

intenso suffering, is that these otherwise harm-
less articles of food have been poisoned by the

admixture of such irritating and indigestible

things as butter, pepper, -salt, mustard, etc.

+. Vegetables should be well cooked, but over-

cooking is very damaging.
5. All vessels used in cooking vegetables should

bo kept scrupulously clean. When brightly pol-

87 ished, they will not only corrode less rapidly, but
will impart less of their substance to the articles

cooked in thorn. Brass and copper vessels should

receive especial attention, as they become sources

of poisoning, when mingled with the food.

Boiled Potatoes.

Select potatoes of nearly equal size, wash thor-

oughly, cutting them as little as possible. Put

them into boiling water nearly sufficient in quan-

tity to cover them. Boil with a gentle heat until

soft, being careful to keep them boiling; then

turn off tho water and lot them stand j«artially

covered for fivo minutes in a moderate heat.

They should not be covered close after being

cooked either by boiling or in any other way.

If it is desirable to retain tho heat, they may he

covered by a napkin folded once or twice, or the

dish containing them may be set, uncovered, in

tho oven.

If tho potatoes are old and withered, they

may bo soaked in cold water for a few hours be-

fore cooking.

Some excellent cooks place the potatoes upon
tho stove to cook in cold water instead of placing

them immediately in boiling water.

Potatoes may also be steamed, or cut in slices

and cooked in just sufficient water to keep them
from burning. The latter method is a very ex-

peditious one.

Stoamod Potatoes.

Prepare the potatoes as for boiling. Place them

in the steamer after tho water is boiling well.

When done, allow them to stand in the steamer

uncovered for a few minutes, or remove them to

the oven, to render them dry and mealy.

88 Mashed Potatoes.

Potatoes may be cooked as directed in either of

the preceding recipes and then quickly peeled

and mashed. By this method very little of the

most valuable portion of the potato, which lies

close to the akin, is removed. If more conven-

ient, the potatoes may be pared before cooking,

care being taken to pare as thinly as possible.

The same precautions to prevent their becoming
watery should be observed as already directed.

Season with green com cream.

Baked Potatoes.

Baking or roasting potatoes are by far tho best

methods of cooking them. They should bo care-

fully washed and buried in hot ashes or placed

in a hot oven. Remove as soon as done, and

break open the skin to allow the steam to escape,

so that they may not be watery. Potatoes of

nearly equal size should always l*c selected.

Browned Potatoes.

Slice cold potatoes. Place the slices upon a

soapstone griddle, or upon a baking tin in a hot

oven. Remove when nicely browned. Eat whilo

warm.' Mashed potatoes may bo browned by
making into small cakes and placing in tho oven

on tins.

Swoet Potatooa.

Thcso may bo cookod in tho same manner ns

tho common potato. Baking after partial boil-

ing is an excellent method of preparing thorn.

They are excellent sliced and browned.

Bakod Boots.

Like potatoes, and, in fact, almost all roots and
tubers, beets are much sweeter baked than when
prepared in any other way, as by this method of

cooking all of the rich juices are retained. Tho
baking should bo performed slowly and carefully.

Several hours arc usually required.

Boilod Boots.

Wash carefully without cutting or breaking

the roots so that the juice may not escape. Boil

until sufficiently soft to yield to pressure, but do
not puncture them. Place in cold water for a

few minutes after removal from the kettle, and
the skin can bo easily nibbed off with tho hand.

If any seasoning is required, lemon juice may bo

used.

Boots and Tomatoes.

Mix equal quantities of cooked tomatoes and

well boiled beets chopped fine. Boil a few min-

utes, and serve warm.

Boiled ParsnlpB.

Parsnips should be boiled as directed for beets,

except that there is no objection to puncturing

them with a fork to ascertain when they are done.

Small ones may bo cooked whole, but large ones

should usually be divided. They may be cut in
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slices and stewed when haste is necessary. The
water should all be evaporated when they are
done, and they are much improved by being al-

lowed to brown slightly in the kettle. Parsnips
may be steamed as well as potatoes.

90 Mashed Parsnips.

Wash and scrape, carefully removing the skin.

Boil until tender and mash as directed for pota-

toes.

BrOwnod Parsnips.

Slice cold parsnips into rather thick pieces and
brown as directed for browned potatoes.

Carrots.
Cook as directed for parsnips and beets.

Stowod Turnips.

After washing and paring the requisite num-
ber of turnips, slice them thin, and place them
in sufficient water to cook them. Cover close

and boil until the water is all evaporated.

Boilod Turnips.

Wash clean, wipe, and peel. Considerable of
their sweetness is lost if they arc allowed to re-

main in water after peeling. Boil whole in a
closely covered kettle and servo in the water
which remains when they are done. Only suffi-

cient water should be used to keep them from
burning, and this should bo reduced to the con-

sistency of sirup by the tirao the turnips are
done. Bo careful to remove as soon as done.

Mashed Turnips.

Cook turnips as directed in tho last recipe.

Mash until entirely free from lumps, and stir a
few minutes l»eforo removing from the firo.

Boilod Cabbago.

Select a well-developed head of cabbage, re-

movo the coarser outside leaves, and if there are

signs of insects, lay in water to which a little salt

91 has been added for an hour or two to drive them
out Rinso away tho salt water and place the
cabbage in just enough water so that when it is

done there will bo only sufficient to keep it from
burning. Do not drain off the water onco or
twico as many recommend, but preserve the
juice. Cover close and boil vigorously until ten-

der, and then let it simmer for awhile. If it is

likely to bum before sufficiently cooked, add
water. If there is too much water, remove the
cover so that evaporation may go on more rap-
idly. The condensed juice will bo very sweet,
and should be served with the cabbage. ' An ex
cellent sauce to be eaten with cabbage may be
made from stewed tomatoes by adding rusk, bread
crumbs, or thickening with a little graham Hour.
Some consider it a good plan to inclose the cab-
bage in a napkin while boiling. This prevents
falling in pieces.

Cabbage and Tomatoes.

Boil in a very little water a finely chopped
cabbage. When nearly done, add half the quan-
tity of cooked tomatoes. Cook well, hut be care-
ful to avoid burning.

Steamed Cauliflower.

Select a large cauliflower and place it in salt
water to drive away the bugs which may be
hidden in it> and which it is undesirable to cook.
Carefully wash to free from the salt, and wrap
carefully in a napkin. Place in a steamer and
cook until the stalk is soft and yielding to gentle
pressure. Twenty or thirty minutes are usually
required. Serve with green com white sauce.

92 If steaming is not convenient, the cauliflower

may be boiled tho samo as cabbage.
An excellent dish may l*e prepared by remov-

ing tho cauliflower from tho •steamer when it is

about half done, picking to pieces, and placing it

in a sauce pan with the juico of cranberry or

plum sauce. Cover close and stew until tender.
Serve cold.

Boilod Croon Corn.

No. 1. Remove tho husks and silk from greon
com, in its prime. Place in a kettlo containing n

small quantity of boiling water, taking care to
lay tho largo cars at the bottom so as to keen as

mucli out of the water as possible. Cook from
ten to twenty minutes according to tho ago of
tho com. Too much cooking hardens it. All it

requires is thorough scalding, (.’over with a nap-
kin upon removing from tho kettlo. Corn cooked
in this way and eaten without butter and salt is

more palatable if eaten from the cob. .Steaming
requires a little more time than boiling.

No. 2. Shavo half of the com to be cooked,
and grate and sora|>c tho remainder. Boil tho
shaved com for five minutes in just enough water
to cover it. Then add tho grated corn and cook
ten minutes longer.

Boasted Croon Corn.

No. 1. Remove tho husk and silk and placo
before an open grate until the kernels burst open.

No. 2. Bury in hot ashes without removing
the husks. Sweet com prepared in this way is

very palatable.

Succotash.

Cook green beans until nearly done ; add on

93 equal quantity of shaved com and cook fifteen or
twenty minutes longer. The juice will l>o richer
if some of the com is grated. Com cooked in
this way sours very readily.

Greon Corn Cream.

Equal oarts of grated green com and water,
strained through a sieve or cloth, roako a fluid
which very much resembles cream, and which
may be used for many of the purposes for which
cream is usually employed. It makes a very ex-
cellent dressing for puddings, vegetables of va-
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nous sorts, and even for peaches, and similar

fruits. Two parts of water lo one of com make
a thinner fluid which might be called green com
milk.

Green Corn White Sauce.

Place the milk, prepared as directed in the pre-

ceding recipe, in a saucepan, and stir until it boils.

Add sufficient graham flour to make it of the

desired thickness and boil five minutes longer.

This is an excellent dressing for cabbage, cauli-

flower, potatoes, and other vegetables.

Boilod Boans.

Pick the beans over carefully, wash them per-

fectly clean, cover them about three inches deep

with cold wator, and let them soak all night.

Early in the morning place them over the lire,

leaving upon them all the water that may remain

unabtorbod, and adding enough more to cook

them in. Lot them simmer slowly all the fore-

noon, but do not allow them to boil. Some cooks

consider the addition of raisins to boiled beans

an excellent plan. Try it. Sliced cabbago may
bo addod when tho beans are half done.

Baked Boans.

No. 1. Prepare and cook as directed in tho

preceding recipe
;
but remove them from the fire

as soon ns they are soil, and bako for an hour in

a very hot oven. They may bo mashed fine be-

fore baking.

No. 2. After carefully preparing the proper

quantity <»f beans, soak them over night and in

tho morning parboil until they crack, and then

•lace in the oven and lake in the same water,

he addition of a little water may be necessary.

Baku all day, adding water when required, but

allowing it to become nearly evaporated just be-

fore removing the beans from the oven unless

much juice is desired.

String Boans.

Select tender bean pods and string, wash, and
cut or break them into short pieces. Boil with

gentle heat in a small quantity of water until

tender. Add a sufficient quantity of green corn

cream to make a good soup, and immediately re-

move from the fire. Cooked tomatoes arc con-

sidered an addition by some.

Dry Poas.

Cook according to the methods already de-

scribed for dry beans; less time is required.

Peas Cake.

Boil one part of dry peas in four parts of wa-

ter until reduced to tho condition of a paste.

>r

Then rub through a sieve and mold.

95

When cold.

cut in slices and cat with some kind of sour

sauce. The slices may be browned if preferred.

Green Poas.

Pick and shell green peas, being careful to

avoid dirt as the peas are injured by washing.

Put into water enough to cover them. Cover
close and cook gently fifteen to twenty minutes.

Some boil the pods about twenty (minutes and

then skim them out and boil the peas in the same
water. A few young potatoes or beets may bo

cooked with the peas if desired.

Green Boans.

These may be cooked as directed for green pens.

A good seasoning is found in green com milk or

cream if it has been prepared.

Asparagus.
No. 1. Place the young and tender shoots in a

napkin, or tie them in bundles, and cook as di-

rected for cauliflower, and serve as greens.

No. 2. Cut the tender portion of the stems in-

to small pieces and cook ns peas. Season with
green com milk or cream.

Groons.
This kind of food contains littlo nourishment,

but is well relished by some people. Spinkch,
cabbage sprouts, and beet tons, make very good
greens. They should bo thoroughly washed.
Cowslips, dandelions, mustard leaves, turnip
leaves, and radish leaves, are also used; but
they should be fimt scalded. Boil in just enough
water to cover. Tho addition of young beets or

potatoes improves tho flavor.

Boiled Onions.

For healthy stomachs, boiled onions aro not
very objectionable unless tho odor is offensive.

To prevent smarting of tho eyes in preparation,

they may bo peeled under water. Boil in a small

quantity of water. They may also bo roasted.

Cucumbers.

Cucumbers, if eaten when fresh, and without
any condiments, arc not particularly objectiona-

ble as food, although they contain littlo nutri-

ment Soaking in water hardens them, and ren-

ders them less easily digestible.

Those who are making the change of diet, and
have not yet become accustomed to food seasoned

with nothing but its own natural flavors, as in

tho above recipes, may add moderate quantities

of salt, milk, or sugar, but never more than just

sufficient to make the food palatable.

96 jSOUPS. ^TEWS, AND jjRUELS.

These articles of food, although much used,

and usually considered the most easily digested

of all kinds of food, arc really quite objectionable

when viewed from a physiological standpoint.

As a general tiling, they arc not very nourishing

on account of the large proportion of water which
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they contain. The huge amount of water also
makes them more difficult of digestion than more
solid kinds of food, since it must be absorbed be-
fore the process of digestion can be carried on, as

C
rcviously explained. Crackers should always
3 eaten with soups and gruels so as to insure

thorough insalivation. Gruels are often proper

97 food for sick |>eople, bccauso they have consider-
able bulk, with little aliment, it being usually
the case that very little nutriment can be appro-
printed by the system when n person is suffer-

ing from acute disease.

No butter, milk, cream, salt, or other condi-
ments, havo been recommended in the following
recipes. Those who do not find them palatable
can add a little milk and salt at first, gradually
learning to do without them entirely.

Potato Soup.

Pare and slice potatoes, put them in cold water,
and boil until soft. Add a small quantity of solt-

Imiled rice, barley, or millet. Thicken with a
little grahatn tlour first mixed with water and
beaten smooth. Crackers or soft biscuit may bo
added to tho soup if desired.

Vogotablo Soup.

Five quarts of water; one teacup of rice or
pearl barley (soaked over night); ono teacup of
dried Wans or two of fresh

;
six potatoes sliced

;

ono teacup each of turnip, paranip, and onions,
chopped fine. Tho barley and dries! beans re-

quire two hours for cooking; tho other vegeta-
bles, half an hour.

Doan Soup.

Tako half a pint of cooked l>cans for a quart of
soup. Mash them, ami boil until they are very
soft and well mixed with tho water, and then, if

preferred, strain to removo tho skins. Thicken
with a little graham Hour, and boil a few min-
utes longer.

•jj Green Dean Soup.

Take one quart of garden or kidney beans,

one ounce of spinach, and one ounce of parsley.

Boil the beans; .skin, and bruise them in a bowl
till quite smooth

;
put them in a pan with two

quarts of vegetable broth
; dredge in a little Hour;

stir it on the fire till it boils, and put in the spin-

ach and parsley (previously boiled and rubbed
through a sieve).

Split-Poa Soup.

Take one-eighth as many peas as the quantity

of soup required. Boil gently in a small quantity

of water until soft enough to be rubbed through
a coarse sieve or colander, or until they fall to

pieces. Strain, add sufficient water to make the

requisite amount ofsoup, and boil again. Thicken
with graham flour and boil again a few minutes.

Eithor split or whole peas may be used if they
are strained. The white marrowfat is the best.

but the blue pea is also excellent. Some scald

the latter and turn olf the water before cooking.

Dry beans may "bo made into a soup in the

same manner, but double the quantity is required

for the same amount of soup.

Tomato Soup.

Scald and peed good, ripe tomatoes, add a little

water, stew them one hour, and strain through
a coarse siovo; stir in a littlo flour, or crumb in

toasted biscuit, and then l>oil fivo minutes.

Vogotablo Oyster Soup.

Slice and boil until tender; thicken with gra-

ham flour and pour over toasted bread or crackers.

Parsnip Stow.

Wash, pare, and slice parsnips and an equal
quantity of pared potatoes,and cook gently with
a small quantity of water, and closely covered.

Add a few bits of dough inado from graham flour

and boiling water. Thicken with boiled pearland boiling water,

barley.

Vogotablo 8tew.

In a large sauoepan with a tightly fitting cover,

place a pint of water. Add a half pint of sliced

onions, ono pint of shred cabbago, and a pint of
sliced turnip. Cover closely and stew with mod-
erate heat for forty-five minutes. Then add a

Cj-t of potatoes of medium siro, and cook until

potatoes are dono. Mash and thoroughly
mix. If there is too much juico when dono, drain
it off and boil down to a sufficient quantity to

mako the whole of proper consistency. This dish
with the addition of pork, is a vorv favorite ono
with tho Irish, but needs no such addition for

hygienists.

Onion 8tow.

Cook ono pint of onions three-fourths of an
hour (or more, if largo), then put in ono quart of
potatoes, and, when boiling, cover tho surface
with scalded whoat-meal dough. Lift when tho
potatoes are done, and add to tho liquid one-half
pint of cooked rice, and cook ten minutes. Then
pour it over tho other ingredients, mix slightly

together, and servo hot.

Vegetable Droth.

To equal quantities of turnips and carrots, add
an onion. Chop fine, and odd a littlo lentil flour.

Boil until well cooked in water sufficient to make
a thin soup.

Graham Gruel.

Mix two t&blesnoonfuls of wheat meal smoothly
with a gill of cold water

;
stir the mixture into a

quart of boiling water
;
boil about fifteen minutes,

taking off whatever scum forms on tho top.

Oatmeal Gruel.

Mix a tablespoonful of oatmeal with a littlo

cold water; pour on the mixture a quart of boil-

ing water, stirring it well ; let it scttlo two or
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three minutes
;
then pour it into the pan care-

fully, leaving the coarser part of the meal at the

bottom of the vessel
;
set it on the fire and stir it

till it boils; then let it boil about five minutes,

anil skim.

Corn-Meal Gruol.

.Slowly stir into a quart of boiling water two
tablespoonfuls of corn meal. Boil gently twenty

minutes or half an hour.

Farina Gruel.

Mix two tablespoonfuls of farina in a cup of

water, and pour slowly upon the mixture about

a quart of boiling water, stirring briskly. Boil

ten minutes.

Milk Porridgo.

Place over' the fire equal parts of milk and
water. Just before it boils, add a small quantity

of graham Hour, oatmeal, or corn meal, previously

rubbed with water, and lx*il a minute longer.

This reoipo is not recommended as hygienic.

101 Bill of Faro for Each Month.

The appetite craven variety of food. Especial-

ly is this tho case with those whose tastes have

once been perverted and depraved
;
and frequent

change in the kind of food, or in tho manner of

its preparation, is a very important auxiliary in

effecting a reform in diet I^ong-continuod same-

ness begets disgust for articles of food which may
have been well relished at first. Perfectly healthy

tastes do not manifest this desiro for change in

nearly so marked a degree, and yet there can be
no doubt that thero is in nature a demand for

variety of food which should bo gratified. We
desire, howovor, to impress with distinctness tho

fact that, contrary to tho supposition of many, it

is not at all necessary to depart in any degreo

from the strictest rules of dietetics in order to

obtain all the needful variety in articles of diet

By variety is not meant a great number of

dishes at one meal, but a change in tho dishes

prepared from day to day. Three or four kinds

are usually enough for a singlo meal. Dyspeptic

stomachs tolorat© better but one or two kinds.

Persons whose digestive organs are impaired

should avoid tho use of fruita and vegetables at

the saino meal. Fruit should be eaten very free-

ly with inPals, but not between meals.

Tho following bill of fare may be found useful

to those housekeepers who are anxious to provide

their families with a variety of healthful food,

but are often sorely troubled to know " what to

get next”
JATOJARV.

Sunday.—Breakfast: Baked poUUx*, browned parsnip®,

anew broad, oatmeal gruel, dried apple aauce, with npe
apples.

102 Dinner: Rico and applo pudding, canned torn*toe*,
mashed potato**, graham rolls, and oatmeal crisp*,
fri'*h grapes, steamed figs, apples.

Monday.

—

Breakfast: Browned potato cakes, tomato

toast, graham pudding with dates, graham and Indian

gem*, ripe sour apple*.

Dinner

:

Boiled potatoes, baked beans, cranberry

sauce, pudding biscuit, parched corn, apple pie.

Tuesday.

—

Breakfast: Baked potatoes, baked squash,

bean *oup (mado with oold beans), oatmeal breakfast
cake, canned fruit.

Dinner: Vegetable stow, baked apples and datos,

rice cake, graham cracker*, berry aauce.

Wednesday.—Breakfast: Baked sweet potatoes, dried

aweet com (stowed), crushed wheat or farina, stowed
prunes, Johnny cako, apples.

Dinner: Boiled dry peas, steamed potatoes, sweet-

potato bread, canned peaches, boiled samp, custard pic.

TbueaoaY.— Breakfast

:

Pea aoup, browned potatoes,

graham and oatmeal cracker*, corn-meal gems, canned
peaches.

Dinner: Boiled rice, apple dumpling, hard biscuit,

apple brown bread, canned whortlobome*, apple*.

Friday. —Breakfast

:

Baked potatoes, graham pudding,

rice cake, com-roeal cracker*, driod apple sauce, date*.

Dinner

:

Boiled sweet potato**, stowed turnip*,

baked squash, small hominy, English currants, applo*.

8*Yt<HDAY. Ilrrtilfut

:

Browned sweet potatoes and
turnips, fruit toast, graham or com-raeol gruel, oat-

meal cracker*, brown bread, raisin*, apples.

Dinner: Kioo and apple pudding, small hominy-
cold, sliced and brownod, graham rolls, fruit gems,

cranberry "Alice or catincd fruit, dates, apples.

FBDnUAItY.
For this and tho succeeding months we have not made

out tho complete bill of fare for a week, a* for January,

but leave the reader to use his discretion in selecting for

each day such a* ho may choose of tho articles suggested.

Breakeast.—Baked Irish potatoos, baked sweet potatoes,

browned potatoes, peas cake, browned turnip ; graham

Cling, oatmeal pudding, crushed wheat, farina, gra-

, com•meal, or oatmeal gruel
;
tomato toast, fruit

toast, dry toast
;
breakfast cake, rolls, gems, crackers,

crisps
;
canned fruit, cranberry, dried apple*, peach,

whortleberry, or cherry sauce, dates, prunes, raisins,

Xhwnaa -Boiled or stoamed Irish and sweet potatoes,
mashed potatoos, boiled turnips, baked squash, boiled

or bakod beans or peas, hominy and Imans, hominy,
tapioca, He#, com-inaal pudding, bread pudding, rice
and apple pudding, sweet potato pudding, steamod
bread and fruit pudding

;
potato aoup, split-pea soup,

bean soup.dried sweet corn ; brown broad, gems, rolls,

mow cako, crackers, applo broad, fruit cake, fruit

orackere, aweet potato fruit cake, popped corn fruitcrackers, sweet potato fruit cake, popped corn fruit

cake
;
dned fruit aauoo, canned fruit, bakod apples,

dates, fig*, raisins, apples, grapes, nuts.

MAIK’H.
Break ract.— Baked or browned potatoos, browned pars-

nip* or turnip, baked sqnaah, baked beets, cold boiled
beets—sliced, cabbage and tomatoes, boots and toma-beet#—sliced, cabbage and tomatoes, beets and toma-
toes

;
gruels

;
puddings

; griddle cakes, rolls, goms,
crackers, toast ; canned and dried fruit, apples, date*.
inwee.—Boiled pot*toes, turnips, beets, parsnips, cab-

bage ; mashed potatoes, turnips, parsnips
; boiled and

baked peas and beans, parsnip stew, vegetable stew,
small hominy, farina, rioe, fig pudding, tapioca applo
pudding, bird’s nest pudding, apple custard

;
bean,

pea, and potato soup ; oatmeal bread, scalded rolls,

mixed loaf, graham and corn-meal crackers, cocoanut
bread, oocoanut cake, corn-meal fruitgems, dried fruit
pies, tarts, raisin pie ; dried and canned fruit, dates,
figs, apples.

apiiid.
Breakeast.—Peach toast, canned cherries, rhubarb and

plums.

DiNNEE. —Vegetable oyster stew, greens, pearl barley,
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boiled wheat, tapioca pudding, baked rice pudding,
com-sUrch pudding, American plum pudding

; lemon
pie, rhubarb and other aour fruita.

Add to the above the bill of faro for March.

MA V.
Balin'AST.—Same ai for April ; in some aectiona, rhu-

barb and green currant* may be added.
Dm* kb.—About the samo aa for March and April.

104
TNew Disnus.—Rhubarb, green currants, young beets,
asparagus. Beans and tho van*us preparations from
Indian com should bo exchanged for such grains as
rico and oatmeal during tho warm months.

JPI-V.
NEW Dishes.—Summer squashes, boots, onions, green

l«a soup, string boan soup, early potatoes, cucuiuUrs,
strawberries, strawberry shortcake, cherries, cherry
dumpling, currants, raspberries, bananas, pineapples,
whortleberries, whortleberry Johunv cake, oranges,
lemons, lemon pie, orange sauce. Use chiefly fruits
and grams during tho summer months.

iUOUHT.
N*w Dihiiiw.—

N

ew potatoes, green com, green com
cream, green corn custard, green beans, succotash, to-

matoes, tomato soup, early apples, apples and tomatoes,
tom.it>> pudding, water melons, musk melons, blackber-
ries.

HKITKMHEE.
New Dishes. I’oaclio*. greencom custard, pears, plums,
baked apples am! pear., green applo sauce and stewed
poors, slow, peachM, apple and poach pirs. green
com gems, roasted green com.

OOTOIIKIt.
New Dmhm.—

B

oilod beets, bceta and tomatoes, early
cabbago, vegetable stow, grajus, grape aaucc, grape and
apple sauce, steamed cauliflower, grape tarts, „-.H*«bcr-
nea, gooseberry pudding,

EOVKUnRR,
New Dishes. —Steamed pumpkin and aquoih, inimrAin

pie, pumpkin bread, baked •quash, chestnuu, chest-
nut pudding, carrots. 1k,iIciI turnips, awed potatoes.

her.
New Dishes. -llullcJ corn, l> tiled samp, |a»ppcd com,

custard pic, boiled, atoamod. ami browned parsnip*,
cranberry sauce, cranberry dumpling, cranlH<rry pie,
custard pie, Christmas pudding, hickory nuts, walnuU,
Iteanuts, and tho various foreign nuts.

105 BEVERAGES.

Summer Drinks.

Many people indulge in the very pernicious
habit of drinking iced water during tho hot sum-
mer months, no matter what may be the condi-
tion of tho system. This practice often leads to

serious results, and should be regarded as decid-
edly unhealthfuL Soda water is another summer
boverage of very auspicious character. It is not
injurious on acsount of containing soda, for there
is no soda in it, notwithstanding its name. Its

effervescence is caused by the escape of carbonic
acid which has been mechanically pressed into it.

Its injurious properties are duo to the sirup em-
ployed, which is very rarely pure. Pine-applo
sirup seldom contains the slightest trace of pine-
apple juice. It is made from coal tar and vari-

ous other similar commodities. Tho same is true

of the other sirups employed, and tho more thor-

oughly they are let alone, tho less damage will

be done tho health.

Excellent and wholesome drinks may bo pre-

pared from lemons, oranges, currants, and almost
all the different kinds of terries, by diluting

their juices with water and adding a very little

sugar w'hon required.

A very pleasant drink can be made from rhu-
barb. Prepare the stems as for stewing. As
soon as the water boils, drain oil' the juico and
dilute it with an equal quantity of cold water.

Add a little sugar, and pineapple if desired.

106 A beverage can bo madofrom apples ina man-
ner similar to the above.

The juices of fruits are harmless and wholesomo
if used in moderation. They arc by some con-
sidered superior to water only. It being thought
that they quench thirst moro readily. At all

events, they are infinitely superior to tea, coffco,

wine, beer, and tho various other mixtures which
are generally so largely employed during tho hot
months.

To Kcop Water Cool.

Ico is almost universally depended upon as a
means of cooling drinking water iy summer. Tho
free use of iced water is harmful for sovcral rea-

sons. 1. It is so intensely cold that it often

works serious mischief by too suddenly reducing
tho temperature of tho internal organs ; 2. Tho
ico often contains organic impurities—tho scum
and slime from stagnant water, which render tho
water to which it is added very unwholesome.
If taken at all, it should only bo in very small
sips.

Tho tetter way i* to drink nono at all
;
and

by making use of the following means, tho wa-
ter may te* kept sufficiently cool to answer all

tho real demands of nature
;
in fact, it may bo

kept nearly at freezing temperature:—
l'ia< o between two sheets of thick hrown pa-

per, a layer of cotton half an inch thick. Fasti n
the ends «.f the sheets together so ns to form n
roll. .Sew in a bottom made <<f similar material,

making it nearly air-tight, if possible. Fill a
piteller with cool water, and cover it with the

cylindrical box hv inverting it over the pitcher.

If the box is kept constantly wet with water,

107 evaporation will go on bo rapidly that the water
in the pitcher will be kept very cool for a long
time.

Water may also be kept cool by placing it in
jugs and wrapping them with wet cloths.

Filtered Wator.

The best of all drinks is pure soft water. But
absolutely pure water is very difficult to obtain.
In fact, it never occura in nature. Filtered rain
water is tho nearest approximation to it which
people generally can obtain, and a good filter is
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necessary to procure this. Peoplo living in dis-

tricts where hard water only can be obtained

from wells and springs cannot afford to live with-

out a filter. In using hard water, they are con-

stantly imposing upon their systems a task which
must sooner or later, result in serious damage to

their health. Unfiltered rain water is not fit to

drink, at least after it has been standing a day or

two.

How to Mako a Filter.

An excellent filter can be obtained at reason-

able rates at this Office. See advertisement on
last-pago. Those who think they cannot afford

to purchaso this valuable articlo, can construct a
very good ono at a very small expense, in the

following manner:

—

Take a largo flower pot or earthen vessel, make
a hole one-half inch in diameter in the bottom,

and insert in it a sponge. Placo in the bottom

of the vessel a number of clean atones of sizes

varying from that of an egg to an apple. Place

upon this a layei; of much smaller stones and
coarao gravel. 'Then fill the jar within two inchra

108 of the top. with e«|itnl parts of pulverized • bar-

coal and sharp sand, well mixed. Place |©»scly

over the top of the jar white flannel cloth, allow-

ing it to form n hollow in the middle of the jar.

into which t ho water can !«• poured. Secure the

edges by tying a stout cord around the outsido

of the jar. By keeping a suitable vessel under

the filter thus made, and supplying rain water

when needed, very pure water can bo obtained.

It can bo kept in a cool place in the summer
time. It will require to l>c renewed occasionally

by exchanging the old sand and charcoal for

fresh. The flannel and spongo must be fre-

quently cleansed.

How to Make a Cistorn.

In many localities, soft water can only bo ob-

tained by preserving, in some way, that which

nature distills from the clouds. Cisterns built in

the ground are commonly employed for this pur-

pose ; and every family should be provided with

this convenience when necessary. But it often

happens that, through some defect in construc-

tion. a cistern liccomea a . ource of disease rather

than a means of health; hence the necessity I r

proper care in construction. The main thing is

to make it perfectly impervious to tho entrance

of worms or vermin of any kind. It should be

covered above, as well os upon the :.ides, with

water-lime cement.

But for drinking and cooking piiq^rscs. rain

water is wholly unlit, even w lien it is kept in as

good condition a-* when it falls fioin the clouds,

in its passage through the air, it gathers dust,

nnd becomes colored with smoke and tainted

with foul gases. Before it enters the cistern,

109 also, it washes from the roof a great quantity

of impurity—decayed wood, accumulated dust.

and the offal of birds. A cistern should be so

constructed that, if possible, these impurities may
be entirely excluded from it.

This may be readily accomplished by construct-

ing a filter in such connection with the cistern

that all the water from the roof must pass

through it before entering the cistern. A large,

water-tight cask should be selected for tho pur-

pose. Sink this into the ground close to tho cis-

tern, establishing connection between tho latter

and the bottom of the cask. Place in the bottom
of the cask a few clean, smooth, hard stones of

the size of a man's fist, to serve as a support.

Placo upon these a perforated sheet of zinc mado
so as to nearly fit the cask. Upon this, place a
Iayor of two or three inches of coarso gravel,

thoroughly cleansed
;
then a thin layer of lino

gravel. Upon this, placo about a foot of fine,

sharp, clean sand, thoroughly mixed with an
equal quantity of freshly-burned and pulvorizcd

charcoal. Cover this with clean gravel to a
depth of two or three inches, and tho wholo
with another sheet of jHirfurated zinc, and tho

filter is complete. There will bo sufficient room
left in the upper part of the cask to allow tho

accumulation of water when it is running in rap-

idly, as during a rain storm. The cask should bo
largo enough to allow this.

Another method of purifying the water of cis-

terns. which is in some respects superior to tho
above, is tho following : Build tho cistern ns al-

ready directed, and then divido it into two por-

tions by means ot a partition mado of porous

brick, laid in water- lime. Allow the water to

I in enter the cistern upon one side of this partition,

nnd withdraw it by incans of n pump from the
opposite side. It will bo found that very com-
plete purification will b«* effected by its filtration

through tho brick. Of course, tho partition

should lie so tight that water can pass through
only bv soaking through the porous brick.

Hard-burned or glazed brick must not bo pm-

Still another means is to inclose tho end of tho

pipe through which the water is withdrawn from
the cistern, in a tight chamber of porous brick.

The water will become nearly pure in passing

into this chamber through the brick.

Those who have tried the two latter methods
described, pronounce them to l*e very efficient

moans of purifying water, if properly employed.
The first lucthi *! has one advantage, however, in

that the gravel and chare- al can be removed and
renewed as frequently as desirable w ith but little

trouble or cX|Kmse.

Lend PipeB.

Water intended for drinking purposes should
never l>e allowed to pass through load pipes, as

in so doing it becomes impregnated with tho

metal, and thus often becomes a source of dan-
gerous. even fatal, poisoning. Paralysis and
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colic arc among the most prominent ejects of

poisoning by lead. Water pipes should be of
galvanized iron, zinc, or block tin.

111 ^RESERVING ^RUITS AND yEGETADLES-

Canning and drying are the only ready meth-
ods of preserving fruits and vegetables which arc

at all hygienic. Pickling in salt, alcohol, or vin-

egar, and saturating with sugar, are eminently
unhygienic methods, as they render the article

preserved wholly unfit for food. Refrigeration
is an excellent method, but it cannot well be
practiced on a small scale.

Canning Fruit.

Canning fruit is a very efficient means of pre-
serving it in a wholesome condition, but it is a
process which demands careful management to

mako it a success. Tin cans are sometimes used,

but glass cans arc now so cheap and are so much
better that they should always be preferred. In
tho end they ore cheaper, as they last much longer
than tin cans. Tin cans arc liable to injure tho
flavor also. There are several excellent kinds of
fruit cans in tho market

In canning fruit two things must be most care-

fully attended to or failure ia certain :

—

1. Tho fruit must bo sufficiently cooked.
2. Tho air must bo excluded and tho can her-

metically scaled.

The bent fruit should bo selected, and that
which is not overripe. It should bo kept as clean
as possible so that littlo or no washing will bo
required, as this is injurious to many fruits. Pick
over carefully, and wash quickly if washing is

necessary. Either steam or stow, adding as little

water as possible, and as littlo sugar as will suf-

fice to mako tho sauco palatable. Sweet fruits

1 12 require none nt nil. and none is necessary to the

preservation of tho fruit. Steaming is rather
preferable to stewing or boiling as the fruit is

less broken and its natural flavors arc better pre-

boivimI. A porcelain-lined kettle should be used,

as all kinds of motal kettles arc likely to be cor-

roded by the acids of tho fruit.

The fruit need not bo cooked so much that it

will fall to pieces, but it should bo so thoroughly
scalded that every part of it will be subjected to

a high degree of heat, in order that ail of tho

E
rins from which fermentation originates may
destroyed. Simply heating is not sufficient.

Some kinds of fruit require longer cooking
than others. .The length of time varies about as
follows: Boil whortleberries and cherries, five

minutes; raspberries, blackberries, and rij>e cur-

rents, six to eight minutes
;

halved peaches,

gooseberries, and grapes, eight to ten minutes;
sliced pineapple and quince, and halved j>can>,

fifteen to twenty minutes. Tomatoes, thirty

minutes to two hours.

While the fruit is cooking, prepare tho cans in

113

which it is to bo placed. Thoroughly scald them
so that there may be in them nothing which will

induce decay. To prevent breaking when tho

hot fruit is placed in the can, it may la* heated

by pouring into it hot water and quickly shaking
it so that all parts may bo heated equally, or tlio

can may be placed in coo! water and gradually
heated l*» the requisite degree. Dry heat is

equally efficient, and may be applied by keeping
the cans in a moderately hot oven while tho fruit

is cooking. Some place tho cold can upon a
folded towel wet in cold water, which cools the

bottom and so prevents cracking. This method
is very convenient
When the fruit is properly cooked and tho

cans are in readiness, first place in tho can a

quantity of juice, so that ns tho fruit is put in, no
vacant places will bo left for air, which is some-

times nuito troublesome when this precaution is

not taken. Then add tho fruit itself. If any
bubbles of air chance to bo left still, work them
out with a fork, spoon handlo, or straw. Fill tho

can full, and immediately put on tho covor and
screw tightly op. If tho can is unpleasantly hot,

it may be securely held by passing a towol around
it and twisting the ends together. Ah tho fruit

cools, tho cover can bo tightened, and this should

be promptly done, so that no air may bo allowed

to enter. Sometimes tho fruit will settle so that

a littlo spaco will appear at tho top. If you are

sure the can is tight, do not open to refill, as you
will be unable to mako the can quite as tight

again unless you reheat the fruit, in which caso

you would bo liablo to havo tho samo thing occur

again.

Somo allow the fruit to cool about ten minutes
before adjusting tho cover. This gives time for

the fruit to cool and settle somo. Tho can is

then filled with hot sirup and tho can tightly

sealed.

After filling and tightly sealing, place the cans

in a cool placo and watch them closoly for two
or three weeks, when they may bo set away if

there are no signs of fermentation. Should any
such signs apjtear, open the can immediately,

scald the fruit thoroughly, and seal as before, be-

ing very careful to examino the cover sod so© if

there is not some imperfection which prevents

the perfect exclusion of air.

Small fruit* and tomatoes may lx) preserved

in bottles or jugs by sealing with wax. Thor-

oughly heat the bottle or jug, and put in tho

fruit, first putting in juice as when using cans.

Shake down well, and refill. Then place two

thicknesses of cloth over the moutli, insert a

tightly-fitting cork, and thoroughly cover tho

whole with melted wax made according to tho

following or somo equally good recipe: Ono
pound resin, two ounces becs-wax, and one and

one-balf ounces of tallow
;
melt and mix.

When canning in glass vessels, care must be

used to protect the vessels from draughts of cold
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air, or they will be liable to break.

Apples, pears, quinces, and peaches, should be

pared and cut into pieces small enough to can

conveniently. In canning, they may be arranged

in the can with a fork, if desired, the juice being

afterward added, but care must be exercised to

get out all air bubbles which are very liable to

occur when this method is adopted. The skins

may be very expeditiously removed from peaches

by immersing them in boiling water for a min-

ute or two, and then rubbing with a coarse towel.

This is best done when they have just reached

maturity, but have not become very mellow.

Strawberries require boiling thirty minutes.

Canning Vegetables.

In canning pumpkin or squash, the suno gen-

eral rules should lie followed as in canning fruit*.

They may often be placed in the came cans in

which fruit has been kept, after the canned fruit

1 16 has boon used, as they will keep without canning

until January, or ovon later, with care.

Many people fail in their attempt* to can green

com. The principal cauco of failure is too alight

oooking. Moroly Hcalding is not sufficient for

green com. It must bo thoroughly cooked, and

then there is no greater difficulty in keeping it

than in kooping any kind of fruit With thor-

ough cooking, glass cans are just as good as tin,

although tho latter may bo used for vegetable*,

and are preferred by some. Tomatoes are also

improvod by long cooking. Drying is usually

considered a better mothod of preserving green

com, peas, and similar articles, than canning.

Drying Fruits and Vogotablos.

Tho great secret in drying fruits and vegeta-

bles is to dry ns quickly as possible without sub-

jecting them to so violont a heat as to bum them

or injure their flavor. A little ingenuity will

onablo a person to doviae many convenient and

inexpensive methods by which artificial heat can

bo appliod at once to a large quantity of fruit

or prepared vegetables, such as pew. beans, or

swoot com. Drying undor glass in the sun is a

very good method. Juicy fruit, like cherries

and small fruit, can bo more quickly dried after

being scalded. Green com should be scalded so

as to " set tho milk,” after which it shoald be eut

from the cob. A very excellent way of removing

it from the cob is to shave off the tops of the ker-

nels with a sharp knifo, and then scrape the ear

with the back of the knifo
;
the kernels will thus

be pressed out, leaving tho hull behind, adhering

to the oob.

"The most expeditious mode of drying is by

116 means of the oven; but tho drawbacks are in-

terference with cooking operations, and danger

of scorching; a little forgetfulness, or lack of

closo attention, and the whole is spoiled. Per-

haps the best arrangement for drying on a small

scale, is by means of a rack, made for the pur-

117

pose, and placed by or over the kitchen stove.

Any one of a little ingenuity can make it, and

the shape and size will be governed by t he place

where it is to be used. A light frame constructed

so as to hold a series of trays, from six to twenty

in number, is a very convenient arrangement.

The trays may ho made of strips of wood, a suffi-

cient distance apart to allow the circulation of

air between them.
“ For the quick drying of .small fruits, green

com, etc., a frame may be made t<i stand directly

over the stove, and constructed in the following

manner: Nail together a square or oblong frame,

and attach to it four legs or.supports, long enough

when standing on the floor to rai'c it alnnita foot

from tho lop ' ! 1 1->- fttOVQ. Across this, stretch

mosquito netting, supporting it in tho renter by

cross- l«rs. running each way. If the framo is

large, several supports will Iks required, or tho

netting will ‘ hag,’ and the drying will he uneven.
- Fruit drift w iy quickly upon this and will

need watching to prevent scorching. It may ho

partially dried upon this, and finbbed fat tho sun,

if desired, to make room for more.
“ Another method of drying, and ono which is

often practicable among fruit growers and gar-

deners, is by the employment of the hot-bed,

which is generally unused for other purposes in

the ;ca*on of fruit drying. All tho change noc-

c>sary in it* structure, is the laying of a floor on

which to spread tho fruit. The sash should ho

raised two or three inches to prevent tho fruit

from becoming scorched under tho rays of tho

sun.”

To preserve dried fruit* and vegetables, boat

them thoroughly just before putting away, and

then hang up in paper bags in a dry place.

Prosorving Frosh Grapes.

Pick carefully tho later kinds of grapes. Se-

lect such bunches as aro |»orfect, rejecting all

upon which tbero are any bruised grapes. or

from which a grape has fallen. Spread them
upon shelves in a cool place for a week or two.

Then pack them in boxes in saw dust which has
recently liccn thoroughly dried in an oven. Bran
which has been well dried may also bo used.

Dry cotton is employed by some. Keep in a

cool place. In this way, grapes may bo kept un-

til long after Now Year’s with case.

Another method still more efficient is to select

perfect bunches, as already directed, and dip tho

broken end of the stem of each bunch in melted

sealing wax. The bunches may then be wrapped
in tissue paper and placed in layers, or hung in

a cool place, or they may he packed in saw dust.

How to Keep Apples and Pears.

Of the numerous varieties of fruits which are
grown in this country, apples and pears are about
the only ones that can be kept for more than a
few days after they are ripe without the employ.
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raent of artificial means. And, fortunately, these

fruits arc the very ones which, upon the whola,
are in all other respects the best adapted to meet
the wants of man. But even these fruits mav
lie preserved in better condition, and for a much
longer tinio by the employment of certain means,
and by attention to a few prac tical points. The
best methods of preserving fruit are always those
which change its natural condition as little as

possible.

Preserving fruit in ice-houses has been prac-

ticed quite extensively, and with very satisfac-

tory results. But many people have not the

means to invest in an expensive fruit house.

They can derive great advantage from observing

the following rules

:

1. If the fruit is of a late variety, allow it to

remain upon the trees as long as |M«siblo with-

out freezing.

*2. Always pick tho fruit by hand and handle
with tho greatest care.

Gather the fruit on a dry, cool day, and
place it in heaps or bins for two or three weeks.

k Then carefully par k in IvarreU. after assort-

ing, head them up, and place them in a cool pine.

Upon tiie approach of freezing weather, the

fruit should Is* removed t<» the collar or winter
fmlt liMxa Tho Ind temperature for keeping
fruit well is about M l’.. or Ikabovo freezing.

The cellar in which ordinary vegetables arc kept
is too warm and damp for apples. Thorough
ventilation is nl>o essential, es[«ciaUy in the au-
tumn and early spring.

Before packing away for tho winter, fruit should

ho carefully aborted. That which has nearly

reached maturity should l»e placed where it will

bo easy of access. The different kinds ripen at
different times. They should, on this m ount,

b© carefully watched, that they may »<c used

when in their primo, as they rapidly deteriorate

in quality after reaching that period.

Applee of good quality may be canned in tho

latter part of tho season if they ripen faster than

they can bo used.

Many find it advantageous to keep their ap-

ples in thin layers upon broad shelves in a cool

place. This plan allows frequent and thorough

inspection without disturbance of the fruit. It

also permits the removal of affected fruit as soon

as it shows symptoms of decay.

Warmth and moisture are the two things which
favor decay, and should be especially guarded

against.

Kooping Lemons and Oranges.

It is often desirable to preservo these fruits

which are of excellent service as flavors for other

fruits. During the summer there are always

times when they can be bought very cheaply in

small lots. Then is the time to buy. Place

them at onco in a vessel of cool water, which

should bo kept in the cellar, or ice-house. Change

the water every day, and they may bo kept per-

fectly fresh for weeks.

These fruits will dry without decaying if they
are kept in a perfectly dry place.

Cranberries can also be preserved in water for

a long timo if tho water is often changed.

To Keep Swoot Potatoes.

Little difficulty is usually experienced in keep-
ing the common Irish potato as long as deairablo;

but the sweet potato requires much more careful

treatment for its preservation. The beat plan is

the following: Select fine, cloan sand. Dry it

I in thoroughly in the oven, and bury the potatoes in

it, packing them so that tho sand will surround
each one. Keep them in a place which will lie

very dry and moderately warm, and they will

keep a long time. Irish potatoes require a cool

place.

The same plan is an excellent ono for keeping
parsnips, except that tho earth used need not bo
dried, and a cool placo is bettor than a warm ono.

HOUSEHOLD HINTS.

By the cxerciso of n little ingenuity and care,

in many of the affairs of domestic life, much may
l*o saved which would otherwiso bo wasted.

Broken lamps and dishes may bo mended by tho

employment of n little cement; a littlu glue will

repair a broken piece of furniture when tho

breakage first occurs; heron nail or tack, and
there a littlo putty, paint, or varnish, will wtvo

many dollars in the course of a year which may
be used in tho circulation of reform literature.

Some of tho following hints and recipes may bo
found useful:

—

How t»> Remove Hi st prom Clotiiiko.—

O

x-

alic acid will take rust or any other stain out of
white goods. Dissolve a small quantity In boil-

ing water and dip the spots in. The acid can l>o

got at any drug store. Another way is to satu-

intc the spots with lemon juice anil spread the

•doth in the sun
;
if it don’t take out all tho rust

the first time, repeat the application. Another
method is to wet the cloth with yellow sulphide

121 of ammonia, by which it will be immediately
blackened. After allowing it a minute or two to

penetrate, the excess of sulphide is to be washed
out and the black spot treated with diluted chlo-

rohydric add, by which it iB at once removed.
Finally, wash well with water.

Scourino Silver.—

N

ever put a partielo of

soap about your silver if you would have it re-

tain its original luster. When it wants polish

take a piece of soft leather and whiting and rub
bard. The proprietor of ono of the oldest silver

establishments in tho city of Philadelphia says
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that houaekoepore ruin their silver by washing
it in soap-suds, as it makes it look like pewter.

Cement for Stoneware.—

T

o a cold solution

of alum add plaster of Paris sufficient to make
a rather thick paste. Use at once. It seta rath-

er slowly, but is an excellent cement for mending
broken crockery, eventually becoming as hard as

stone.

Cement for Iron.—

T

ake equal parts of sul-

phur and white lead, with about a sixth of borax,

mixing them so as to form a homogeneous mass.

When about to apply it, wet it with sulphuric

acid and place a thin layer of it between the two
pieces of iron, which should then be pressed to-

gether. In a week it will be perfectly solid, and
no traces of the cement will be apparent This
cement is said to be so strong that it will resist

the blows of a sledge hammer.

Paste.—

T

ho adhesiveness of paste may be« increased by adding to it a small propor-

powdercd alum. The alum also greatly

delays its (touring.

122 Cement fop. Glass.—'

T

oko an ounce of pure
white lead in oil, and ton grains of finely pow-
dorod acetate of lead, mixing thoroughly. Apply
immediately, and allow the mended article to

dry for two weeks before using.

Cement for Wood and Metals. To common
glue add powdered chalk. A little borax, adJe.l,

will preservo tho gluo for some time.

Cement for Laiikia—

T

ake equal parts of
gum tragaoanth mucilage, ami one part flour.

This cement is especially good for attaching la-

bels to metals, and resists damp very well.

Durable Whitewash.—

S

lack, with abun-
dance of hot water, halfa bushel of lime, stirring

briskly meanwhile. When completely slacked,

add sufficient water to dissolve. To this add
two pounds of sulphate of since (white vitriol)

and one pound of common salt. The last-named

ingredients cau.so tho wash to harden, and pre-

vent cracking. If acrcain color is desired, add
yellow ochre. For stone color, add raw uinl«r

ami lampblack.

Kalsomixinu Fluid.—

T

he following is well

recommended for walls: White glue, 1 lb.; white

zinc, 10 lbs.; Paris white, 3 lbs. Soak the glue

over night in qts. of water. Add an equal

quantity of water, and heat on a water Ixxth un-

til the glue is dissolved. Put tho two powders
into another vessel. Pour on hot water while stir-

ring, until of tho consistency of thick milk. Mix
the two liquids thoroughly, and applj* to the

wall with a whitewash brush.

Hints for House Cleaning.—

R

emember the

closets and ganct as well as the sitting room and
parlor.

133 Mix with the whitewash a considerable pro-
portion of pulverized copperas. It will disinfect

tho moldy walls, and destroy the eggs of various

kinds of vermin.

Never put new paper upon the walls without
removing the old. Much harm has often resulted
from a neglect of this precaution.

Be careful to avoid arsenical colore in selecting

wall paper. Green is the most likely to bo dan-
gerous.

A little whiting and a few old newspapers are

almost indispensable for polishing the windows
and mirrors.

A hot iron applied to old putty will soften it

almost instantly.

.Matting can be cleaned easily by thorough
sweeping alter sprinkling salt or moist com meal
or sawdust upon it.

To cleanse tho drain pipe, pour down a strong
solution of copperas.

Disinfect the cellar by ventilation, whitewash-
ing and scattering chloride of limn or copperas

about*

The cistern should also lie noticed. Draw out
the water and cleanse it thoroughly, if possible,

twice a year. If there is only a slight taint to

the water, it may bo removed by letting down
into the cistern a coarse. sack containing ono or
two bushels of powdered charcoal.

. Rats and mice may bo driven away by placing

in their holes or runway* caustic potash or un-
slacked limo (powdered).

A oition of corro.iw sublimate will kill bed
bugs and cockroaches itutauter.

I’aint < in bj removed by applying n strong
solution of oxalic acid.
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An Herbal
Tranquilizer

BY Kurt Saxon

Depression, anxiety, anger and hostility

are natural emotions under varying

situations of stress. Where such emotions
are felt, but are unwarranted by any

stressful situation, the body's mechanism
for processing the B vitamins is probably
not working properly.

This may be temporary, due to a run-

down condition. Just in case, go to a health

food store and ask for a complete selection

of B vitamins and eat them like candy for a

few days. At least, take the recommended
dosage three times a day instead of once

If you smoke, and-or drink, try to stop

for awhile. Alcohol and tobacco is

notorious for robbing the body of B
vitamins.

If you symptoms disappear, you have
found their cause But instead of cram
ming down the vitamins, try to organize a

more healthful diet. This may be all you
need.

Long term stress may have damaged
your body’s ability to process the nutrients

in food. In this case, you may be on
vitamins from now on.

Worse, the shocks and stresses of a
harried lifestyle may have caused per-

manent damage to your nervous system,

especially if they led to a nervous break

down If this is the case, you may need
tranquilizers from now on.

Such tranquilizers as Valium.
Thorazine. Librium, etc arc narcotic and
habit forming Like all narcotic use. the

body gradually builds up a tolerance so

that more must be used to achieve the

needed relief from the condition for which

they were prescribed

Literally millions of people, especially

women have become habituated to these

narcotics. This has often happened
because they simply lacked the self control

to cope with everyday annoyances. Rowdy
children, a surly mate or job difficulties

have often turned otherwise stable people

into addicts. Regardless of the reasons,

whether failure to simply cope, or actual

damage to the nervous system, addiction

is a one way street leading to eventual

insanity.

There is also the real probability that

with worsening economic conditions,

leading to the collapse of our social

system, your medications might become
unavailable. Or else, they might be with-

drawn from the market as the dangerous
narcotics they are.

SOYBEANS FOR SURVIVAL

Soybeans for

Survival
by Kurt Saxon

Pound for pound, soybeans are the least expensive, most nutritious and
most versatile food you can buy For instance any homemaker can make
soy milk for 22 cents per gallon as compared lo cow's milk for $2 29 Soy
cheese or Tofu, can be made for 19 cents a pound as compared to Si 29 per
pound in the supermarket Then there are soybean sprouts at 19 cents per
oound You pay about three times as much for any green vegetable and with

much less nutritional value

Although soybean products may bo new to you. they have been the
mainstay of oriental families for hur jreds of years Good foods, like good
music, prove themselves by being accepted by succeeding generations,
Soybean products have become a staple all over the orient and are fast

becoming accepted here
I don't much like to promote soybeans as a survival food That might

make you think that buying a hundred pounds or more was admitting that

your family was on the verge of bankruptcy or something
People who think like that keep buying $6 00 a pound steak to prove

they're well off until they go to sign up for welfare But if they had the

survivalist attitude that the better they could live at the least expense the

further away from bankruptcy they'd be
Food is the biggest pan of the average family budget The adoption of

soybeans and other foods I'll write about in succeeding editions of

VICTORIA will cut your food bill by half or more
Soybeans can be ordered through your local health food store at about

$22 00 for 50 pounds, or 44 cents per pound They keep for years, like any
other dried seeds You don't have to buy in bulk at the start A purchase of

five pounds would give you enough to prove out all the products in this

article Of course, you get them cheaper by buying 50 pound bags
Let's start with soy milk It tastes different from cow's milk, like lamb

tastes different from beef It has a slightly nutty taste and some say it tastes
sort of chalky, although it has less calcium than cow's milk Even so. the
chalky taste doesn’t make it unpleasant If a milk drinker remarks that it

tastes different, just tell him it’s another brand
As the table below shows, soy milk has less calcium phoshorous and

riboflavin than cow s milk If milk is your only source of calcium buy a big

bottle of calcium tablets at the health food store They sell for very little so
get a year's supply for a few dollars and take as directed

Soy Milk Cows Milk
Protein 3.4% 3.5%
Fat 1 5% 3.9%
Carbohydrates 2 1% 4.9%
Calcium 21 mg 118 mg.
Phosphorus 47 mg 93 mg.
Iron .7 mg. 1 mg
Thiamin .09 mg. .04 mg.
Riboflavin .04 mg. .17 mg.
Niacm 3. mg .1 mg

Aside from milk for drinking, soy milk can be used for cooking just like

cow's milk.

I don't know of anyone nowadays who isn't already set up to make soy
milk All you need is a blender or fine grinder Then you'll need two cooking
pots of a gallon or more capcity. a collander and two foot square of cotton
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Either way, you ought to kick the habit.

Of course, if they are really needed,

kicking the habit would only put you back

in the same condition for which they were
prescribed. So later on I’ll describe the

substitute.

Quitting cold turkey, or simply stopping,

if you've been on them for a long while

may bring on withdrawal symptoms. The
most common symptoms are the un-

comfortable desire to draw yourself up

into a round ball. This is inconvenient,

however, unless your mate is a fanatic

bowler.

Even in mild cases you’ll want to ball

your fists and scrunch in your toes, con-

stantly. You may even get the sniffles,

making you think you have a cold. The
latter symptom can last for months, even

after the more common symptoms have

left.

For the first symptoms described, the

best relief is simply to keep busy, or at

least, distracted by your favorite TV
shows. It's hardest at night, however,

when you’re trying to relax and go to sleep

These symptoms should leave in a couple

of weeks.

In case you get what seems like terminal

sniffles, don’t take a lot of cold remedies,

like Contac or the green goody you drink

from the plastic shot glass. These arc

narcotics, also, so they will simply prolong

the first symptoms. Instead, buy straight

antihistamine from the drug store and
take as much as you need.

If you can’t face any withdrawal symp-
toms, you might try cutting the dosage of

your medication in half for the first week
Meanwhile you are taking the substitute so

although you should experience little, if

any withdrawal symptoms, your nervous

condition should be under control. Next
week, cut your dosage in half again and so

on week by week This should get you past

the worst of the withdrawal symptoms by
the time you are off the original

medication. You may still develop sniffles,

but those are the breaks.

The substitute is simply one oz.

Chamomile, one oz. Seullcap. one oz Hops

and one oz. Valerian. These are all com-

mon herbs bought at or ordered through

any health food store.

You can buy in bulk much cheaper from

the San Francisco Herb Co., 367 Ninth

St.. San Francisco, Ca. W103. 1 suggest you

call TOLL FREE in the U S. 800-227-4530

and order five pounds of each.

5 lb. Chamomile. $18.75; 5 lb. Hops.

$13.05; 5 lb. Seullcap. t24.95. and 5 lbs

Valerian root (powdered) $17 80 which

adds up to $74.45. plus U P S. fee. Just caU

them and pay on delivery.

When you get the herbs, put the

cloth to strain the milk through so none of the soy meat gets in.

First soak eight ounces of soybeans over night in a quart of water. Then
pour away the water If you have a Vita Mix blender, put all the beans in. plus

one quart of water T urn it on and let it run for maybe three minutes or until

the beans are pulverized

It you have a regular blender, put in three cups of water and one and one
half cups of presoaked beans, which should be half Then push the slowest

button on up to the fastest. When liauified. pour the contents into one of the

pans Then repeat with the other one and one half cups of beans and three

more cups of water.

Rinse the blender out with two more cups of water and pour it into the

pan Now you will have twoquarts of water plus the liquified beans T o make

for faster straining, pour two more quarts of water in the beans and milk.

Now you strain the milk out. Put the two square foot piece of cotton cloth in

the collander and place the collander over the other pan. The collander

must be higher than the liquid will be Otherwise it won’t strain quickly. If

your collander sinks down into the pan. just take a wire coat hanger and
bend it out slightly, put it across the pan and rest the collander in it.

Pour In the gallon-plus of liquid and soy dregs When the dripping stops,

take a spoon and scrape the dregs down toward the middle. T hen gather the

edges and twist into a ball and twist out the remainder of the milk.

Mow you have soy milk, but it needs to be cooked Set the pan on the

stove at medium heat. When the milk gets hot put the heat on high and

watch until it starts to boil. You must be quick and take the pan off or it will

foam up and spill all over the stove

Anyway, when you have it really hot. put the heat down and put the pan

back and let it get to a simmer or rolling boil Keep it there for 10 minutes

Don’t scrape the bottom It shouldn’t burn, but if it does, scraping will only

let burned milk flavor the rest Some will stick to the bottom anyway but not

enough to bother

Save the dregs to cook up in stew or soup You can also mix it with pet

food as it is very nutritious and pets accept it readily It makes pet food go
twice as far.

M your family simply won't accept the slightly different taste, mix in some
carob powder, bought from the health food store It will then taste like

chocolate milk and will be enjoyed by the most finicky child

If you are trying to lose weight, soy milk will do it effortlessly. It's very

filling One glass full will really dull your appetite. Better give the kiddies a

smaller glass full or they won’t finish their other food.

TOFU

Tofu has the appearance of cream cheese and the consistency of jello. It

has a very bland flavor but absorbs the flavor of whatever food it’s mixed
with.

It has as much or more protein as most meats It is not only highly

nutritious but is easily digested and very filling T o test the acceptability you
might make some scrambled eggs But only use half the eggs and half tofu. I

don't thing your family would notice any difference.

Still, there’s no need to sneak around Let the family know what they’re

eating and I’m sure they’ll take to it right away It's not as if it tastes bad.

Actually it has too little taste of its own to be a problem even if the taste of it

plain was not enjoyable.

Tofu is commonly cut up into small squares and added to soups, stews,

casseroles, salads, etc It lends itself equally to deserts as well as to meat
dishes It is also an excellent diet food, being filling, nutritious and taking on
the flavor of the more fattening foods it’s mixed with. If you are dieting, just

mix half tofu with a normal portion of any food and you'll cut down on the
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Chamomile. Hops and Scullcap in the

blender and (urn it into a powder
separately. Mix as needed

There are two ways of taking this

ombination of herbs. One way is by
making a tea. An ounce of each herb is

stirred into two quarts of boiling water. As
the water resumes boiling after the herbs

are stirred in. the pot is taken off the heal,

covered and allowed to set for an hour to

steep.

Have another pot ready with a collander

Put a muslin cloth in the collander and
pour the tea in After the straining has
stopped, twist the cloth so the herbs are in

a ball and most of the liquid is out.

The spent herbs can be combined with
the next spent batch and re-boiled and
steeped Twice as much of the tea is

needed, but it makes the herbs go 50
percent further.

The first dose should be eight ounces.

After that, four ounces every few hours
will keep you tranquil, with no side effects

In the day time the nerves are smoothed
so you ure very alert At night, the nerves
arc soothed so you’ll sleep soundly. If you
take sleeping pills, substitute the herbs

If you arc really down, the first dose will

give you an actual high After that you'll

level off and from then on, if you take it

regularly, you’ll Just bo normal On the

other hand, four ounces given to a person
who doesn’t need it will have no effect at

all.

(A pregnant woman must omit the

Chamomile and substitute Black Cohosh)
The hops gives the tea a rather bitter

taste, which some people can't stand

Others learn to like it

If you hate the taste you can take it as a

powder. Actually, in the powder form the

herb goes much, much further The only

difference is that the tea takes effect in

from three to five minutes, whereas the

powder takes effect in about twenty

minutes The tea is better for getting back
to sleep if you awaken in the middle of the

night.

To use the powder, use a rounded
teaspoon and dump it on the tongue behind
the teeth. (Don’t breath in or you'll get a

coughing fit ). As soon as you get it in. wash
it down with water or juice.

Aside from going further, the powder is

also more portable so you can easily take a

packet to work or on trips.

This combination of herbs also cures

alcoholism. People are always saying that

alcoholism is a disease. Not so. The
alcoholic is a depressive.

Alcohol relieves the depression. It takes
more B vitamins from the system, causing
greater depression. Drinking, even in the

daytime is preferable to the awful
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carbohydrates and feel just as full and cozy as if you’d gone off your diet

completely
Nearly every recipe I've read on making tofu has not only been

complicated, but wrong I think most of the writers just took some recipe,

didn't understand it. rewrote it so as not to vioiam copyright laws and
presented it as fact without even trying to make it isn't that tacky?
Anyway. I kept on trying and improvising until I can make it just as well as

anyone and so can you Once you've got it right you can make it in just a few
minutes and your 19 cents a pound tofu will be even better than the Si .29 a

pound tofu bought at the supermarket

Since you've read this far. you've got most of the process mastered All

you do to make tofu from soy milk is curdle it Some people curdle soy milk

with lemon juice or vinegar Lemon juice is quite expensive and like vinegar,

leaves a taste You don t want any taste, except that of the pure tofu l use
epsom salts You can buy five pounds of it for about Si 50 in any
supermarket At one heaping teaspoon for each batch, five pounds will last

for months and months
While your gallon of soy milk is cooking, take one cup of hot tap water

and stir in one heaping teaspoonful of epsom salts Stir until it dissolves

When the soy milk is done, turn off the heat and stir in the cup of water and
epsom salts It will begin tocurdle immediately Epsom salts is a laxative To
avoid any laxative remaining in the tofu, pour an additional two quarts of

water in the now curdled milk This will dilute the epsom salts

Next, put the cloth in a sieve over the sink and slowly pour in the six quarts
of water and bean curds When the dripping stops, turn the finished tofu in

the cloth and sieve into a container of the same size One batch gives at least

one and one quarter pound of tofu

To maintain its original form and consistency, fill the container with tresh

cold water Otherwise the weight of the tofu would only press more water

out. causing it to become leathery It will keep this way in the refrigerator for

at least a week You need only cut and lift out slices with a spatula as

needed

SOYBEAN SPROUTS

Soybean sprouts are not to be confused with the commonly known bean
sprouts sold at supermarkets and used in oriental dishes. These are from

mung beans and are far more expensive

As the table below shows, cooked soybeans are very nutritious Their

sprouts, although not as rich as cooked soybeans, are still the most
nutritious and inexpensive green vegetable available

Soybeans
Sprouted
Soybeans

Calories 331 46
Protein 34 9% 6.2%
Fat (vegetable fat) good
food for you 18 1% 1.4%

Carbohydrate 334.0% 5.3%
Calcium 227 mg 48 mg.
Phosphorus 586 mg. 67 mg.
Iron 8 mg. 1 mg.
Potassium 1900 mg.
Sodium 4 mg
Vitamin A 110 International Units
Vitamin C trace 13 mg.
B Vitamins

Thiamin 1.07 mg. .23 mg.
Ribollavm .31 mg. .20 mg.
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depression.

The herbs lake away the depression and
even nullify ihe effects of the alcohol. One
can drink socially after a shot of herb tea

or spoonful of powder.

To prove this, take four ounces of your

favorite liquor mixed with four ounces of

the tea Sip it along as you do normally.

You might get a little mellow, but you
won’t stagger, even after twelve ounces of

whisky mixed half and half. It works, but

it’s a waste of good booze.

If you want to test the formula, but your

health food store doesn’t stock all the

herbs send $10.00 to Allan Formularies for

four ounces of the powder.

Ozark Biscuits

And Gravy
You’ll get a big "At-A-Girl" every’

morning with these At first it takes a few
extra minutes, but you'll soon begin to

have them ready for the oven in no time,

with a little practice. Serve up a generous

bowl of sausage gravy to spoon over in-

dividual biscuits, and this warm, filling

breakfast supplement is worth those extra

few minutes a day! Inexpensive, too.

3 cups unbleached flour

4 teaspoons baking powder
1 tablespoon sugar

a good dash or two of salt

cup shortening

2 eggs slightly beaten

two-thirds cup milk
Cut shortening into dry ingredients.

Combine egg and mil!;, then add to mix-
ture. Stir quickly. Turn dough onto floured

surface. Knead a few strokes with enough
flour that the dough does not feel sticky.

Cut out biscuits with biscuit cutter or

drinking glass turned up-side-down. Bake
at 450 degrees til lightly browned 10 to 15

minutes. Makes about 18.

Potato Chips

Pare the potatoes and slice into thin

shavings with a vegetable cutter Let

them soak in ice water for an hour, drain

and dry in a towel. Have ready your

heated deep fat and fry until they curl

and are lightly brown. Pul them in a wire

frying basket to immerse in the fat and
shake them as free of fat as possible

before lifting from the kettle, then put to

drain on absorbent paper. Dust with salt.

Keeps a week or more.

Niacin 2.3 mg .8 mg.

Choline 300-340 mg.
Pantothenic Acid 1800 meg.

Vitamin K 190 meg
Mixed Tocopherols 140 mg
(Vitamin E included in this)

Every— e needs vegetables for roughage and crunchiness and vitamins

and the like Since you get at least a pound and a quarter of sprouts

from eight ounces of soybeans it amounts to about 19 cents a pound You
can't get any green vegetable in the market place as nutritious or so
inexpensive.

Most Instructions for making soybean sprouts are almost as

complicated as those for making tofu My system is easy and sure even for

the beginner All you do is pour eight ounces of dried soybeans in a one

gallon glass jar with it's metal lid punched with about a dozen nail holes.

There is no need to pick over the beans for broken ones as many are broken

just under the hull and many are infertile anyway T hey are easily left behind

when the sprouts are grown
P—r about a quart of fresh water over the beans and let them set over

night Next morning dram off the water, remove the lid and gently wash the

beans in the jar.

Drain the beans again through the lid and stand the jar upside down in a

bowl with a bottle cap or something under it to help any excess water to

dram and also to permit air to get in

After about four hours remove the lid and again gently flood the beans
with fresh water I say gently because after the beans begin to sprout their

little sproutlets are very brittle and if handled roughly they will break off and

the beans will die Flood and dram at least three times each day. for four to

six days, depending on the temperature The sprouts are done when the

bean parts are green and before the white tails are coverd with little rootlets.

If you let them grow much longer they’ll become woody and tough.

When Ihe sprouts are about three inches long pour the whole bunch out

into the sink Fill it with warm water and swirl the sprouts around, breaking

loose any hulls that remain attached Then spread your fingers and scoop
out all the good green beans with sprouts attached This just takes a couple

of minutes and it's no trouble to leave the hulls and dead beans behind

Now wash your sproutsand store them in the refrigerator They are good
raw. as snacks or in salads They are also delicious cooked lightly and
served like any other green vegetable.

Once you see how easy they are to grow and serve, you'll really

appreciate them tor their goodness and economy They could serve as your

only green vegetable, although we hope you'll always have a good variety

{Juick casserole

Sunset - 1962

For i quickly prepared supper try this main

ilisli that vow just heat and serve. It is

a ca.»M-role of canned refried lieans. frank-

furter*. and cbcr*e topjied with dropped

green anion* A green salad, hot French

bread, and fre.-h fruit might complete

the meal

Grca*c a iVj-nuart casserole and >prrad

1 can ( I lb l refried beans evenly in the

bottom Arrange S frankfurter*, split

lengthwise, on !.»p of i'oan* and sprinkle

»ith ll2 cups shredded American or jack

cheese. Bake in a moderate oven (330°)

for 10 to 15 minute* or until the cheese

melts and bean* are hot. Slice green on-

ions l
with tops) and pass them in a small

bowl for each jierson to sprinkle on his

serving Makes about » servings.
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Bake Your Own
Staff of Life

By next year you will probably not

be able to buy any brand ol bread for

under one dollar a loaf. Yet. the

ingredients will still remain
comparatively cheap, especially if

you have your own grain grinder.

But even if you have to buy the flour

from the grocery, the total outlay

will be less than one quarter of the

price of store bread.

Bread baking is a chore only if you
think of baking it a loat at a time

However; those who bake their own
bread usually do a week’s supply at

one baking. This is usually from

three to six loaves at a time. Six

loaves can all be baked at once in

the average oven

To the beginner, a large baking

project can seem like a lot of work

But like any new effort, you can

expect a routine to set in quickly as

you become familiar with the

various steps After two or three

bakings you’ll find the time and any

mess cut in half. If you establish a

weekly time to do your baking you'll

soon come to accept baking as an

easily manageable part of your

weekly routine which you might

even come to look forward to

The plusses of doing your own
baking are many The savings are

obvious Learning a new skill is ful-

filling. Don’t discount your added
prestige among your friends The

smell of new baked bread
throughout your home will be a joy

to the whole family. If you’ve never

tasted hot buttered bread fresh from

the oven you may come to think that

alone is worth the effort

From baking loaves of bread you
may wish to go on to rolls and

pastries, not to mention pies and so

many other items you can sell or use

as gifts. Also, once you’ve gotten

used to baking, you can bake break-

fast biscuits, cornbread and such

and never buy commercial breads

again.

Guest Editorial
Nancy Tappan has written the finest editorial I have ever read on relocating. She takes out

all the wishful thinking which clutters publications such as The Mother Earth News and

various other publications catering to urban clerical types fantasizing about being gentlemen

and lady farmers.

However, while pointing out the hardships encountered in relocating, she also describes the

possibilities of success in breaking loose from the establshment. For al too many the choice

wH be between relocating now. with all It's hardships, and the real possibility of relocation

later as a refugee.

SOME THOUGHTS ON RELOCATING

by Nancy Tappan

Making a Living In a Small Town

The concept most fundomentol to Mel’s view of long term survival wos that

of relocating to o small rural community (see P.S. LETTERS 3 and 6). As thoso of

you who hove picked up ond moved know, that experience is troumatic in-

deed. Not only must you endure the severe emotional stress that such o move
engenders, but you must also face the problem of earning a living. And that is

not on eosy task in a small town.

Without exception everyone that I know who hos moved to the country

(ourselves included) has been plagued by three troublesome misconceptions:

on unrealistic ideo of whot living in the country or a smoll town is like, on ovon

more unreolistic idea of the finonciol cost involved ond o gross miscalculation

of the amount of time thot it tokes to get settled and established in the com-

munity.

Unfortunotely, most of us who have never lived in the country have a roman-

tic vision of the bucolic life, one spowned by reading Mother Earth Nows and

back-to-the-land books. We see ourselves living off of our five acres and still

hoving enough produce and livestock left over to barter or soil onough to buy o

few necessary stoples. The hard truth is that farming, especially on small

ocreoge. is difficult, even if you hove experience ond know-how, and impossi-

ble if you hove neither, so forget the idea thot your little patch of Eden can fur-

nish you with any appreciable amount of food right away. During our first year

here, for example, my garden wos demolished by grosshoppers, two of our

pigs were run over becouse our fences weren’t secure ond we got stuck with

two of the poorest excuses for cattle that you hovo ever soon. Moreover,

unless you ore very lucky, your expenses will be staggering — your ploce will

need repoirs you will need tools and equipment, you will find livestock oxpon-

sive and goods no cheoper than they oro in the city.

Disillusioning os it moy bo to discover thot your refuge is not paradise, it is

even more disillusioning to examine the job market in the town you oro in or

near Most small communities hove little, if ony. industry ond whot does exist

is sensitive to the stole of the country's economy. We ore in o lumber area and

becauso of the slump in the housing industry, many of the mills ore shut down:

consequently we hove widespread unemployment omong the unskilled. In ad-

dition there ore mony retired in the area who are willing to work part-time for

low wages. In short, we hove on employer's market.

Many service businesses do not exist in rural areas because of the low

population density people must travel to the nearest medium-sized town

(20.000 or more) or do without. Professional services ore of a minimum and

even the medium-sized towns do not hove the highly specialized professional

such as a copyright attorney or nephrologist. What you do find are an abun-

dance of people with basic skills (those most valuable in a post-holocaust

world) — plumbing, carpentry, welding, etc. — ond a few businesses such os

hardware stores, morkets. ond drug stores that onswer a need and do very

well iJnlike the suburbs or an area with a 20.000 plus population you do not
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The article on bread baking, here,

recommends all purpose Hour.

Unbleached flour should be
substituted. If you want to make
wholewheat bread you’ll have to use
more water. You should make white

bread until you learn how. Then you
will be knowledgeable enough to

experiment without any total

disasters.

“ EEEAD
BAKING
SUVSIT J A N U \ R V «)•}•»

Is hi in huiiy world, home-made bread

ha* become largely a subject for fond

recollection. Which i* *ad, we say, !»«•-

cause bread making is easy, and fun. In

fact, few tasks give m> much satisfaction

in return for so little effort.

We know of no liuppier season to re

vivo this gentle art. Some of the old-

fashioned spirit which Christmas bring*

still lingers: the time i» ripe for New
Year’s resolutions, of which regular

"linking days" might well lie one. Hut,

let the fragrant <• of 1

1

..- fi.-,hlv buked
loaves »|M*ak for itself

wiiirt;

4 cvpr (t quori) milk

'/ cvp ruflor

4 lootpoont roll

2 loblsrpooni ihorl*iw*<J

I pockoge dry granular y»ot», pt I

cok» tomprarred yoorl

Vi <up lultaworm woWr
12 <upr tlll*d all-pvrpor* *Ou* (obout)

Scald milk; add sugar, salt ami short-

ening. Cool to lukewarm. Add yeast,

which has l»een softened in lukewarm
water. Add flour gradually, mixing

it in thoroughly. When just enough

flour has been added so that dough i?

Stiff enough to be bundled easily, turn

out onto lightly floured l*oard and knead
until smooth ami satiny. (Fig. I.) Knead-
ing consists of folding the dough over

on it self, pushing it lightly with it Mlfl

of rocking motion, folding it over. pu«l>

ing it. and rc|x-ntiiig this process rhytl.

micully for about H to 10 minutes or un-

til dough looks satiny and feels smimth.

Shape kneaded dough into a smooth
hall, and place in n lightly greased howl.

Brush surface lightly with melted fat.

cover, and let rise in a warm place (80°

to 85° F.) until doubled in hulk or light.

find ipeciolty shops of any kind. So you con see that if you wont to work in an
existing business in your immediate area, your choices ore severely limited.

Further. you ore an outsider ond, os such, are regarded with suspicion. Con-
trary to popular myth, neither country people nor small town residents are the
salt-of-the-eorth, friendly sort who will drop everything to help a neighbor. Of
course, there are exceptions, but mony ore benighted souls who distrust
anyone and anything that they hove not known all their lives ond many take
great delight in seeing city slickers foil flat on their foces. You must also be
wary of those who hove recently moved to the area - with a convert's zeal
they wonfto keep others from following them ond overpopulating their sylvan
hoven. And if you not only come from the city but from onother port of the
country or ore different in any woy — becouse of color, physicol handicap,
religion or whatever — you hove onother strike ogoinst you. Prejudice agoinst
the unfomilior is far greofer than in o metropolitan area. And gossiping ond
rumormongering are fovorite pastimes.

Just how do you go obout earning o living in such an environment? In short,
by being odaptoble — willing to accommodote to the eccentricities of small
town life ond willing to chonge your ideas obout work. First, look around you
ond try to blend in — the locals are sensitive ond will spot anyone who “purs
on oirs“ immediately. The fact that you belonged to the L A. Country Club or
hove a Ph.D. or were president of your Kiwanis choptor in Hoboken cuts no ice
ond your bruiting your post obout simply serves to mako you more of an out-
sider. If you enjoy peoplo — worts ond oil ond have o sense of humor. I con
assure you thot living in a smoll town con be on enlightening — and onjoyablo— experience since you meet ond become friends with a cross-section thot you
would never encounter in o lorge city. As Mel used to soy. "It increases your
existential amplitude."

For many, especially men, changing their ideas obout work is oven moro dif-

ficult than odjusting to smoll town life. First you must jettison oil your
preconceived notions obout the kind of work you will do. the way you will
work ond the poy you will accept. When you first relocato. you will probably
hove to toke whatever jobs come your way at the wagos offored ond if you
opon your own business, charge much less than you could in o city.

The willingness to chonge attitudes toward work is but one aspect of a
revolution occurring in this country today the move from whot Alvin Tofflor

colls Second Wove production modes to Third Wave ones. It is interesting thot
tho chonges this shift is offecting in people’s work pattorns porallol those thot

the survivolist must moke when ho docides to relocote Working in o convon-
tionol office, keeping standard hours ond receiving company benefits may
soon be the exception rother than the rulo not just for the survivolist but for
the majority of this country More and more people are opting for floxtime,
they ore toking part-time |obs so thot they con produce rother than purchase
more of whot they consume, ond rigid family roles ore softening os husbands,
wives and children work together ond traditional jobs are intorchonged. The
self-help movement, do-it-yourselfing ond borloring ore also a port of this

revolution — ond on integral port of survivolism. But working in this woy —
either at home or in o smoll office neor your house, performing two or more
jobs ot once, toking lower wages, trying to got your refuge set up. working
long and slronge hours is extromely difficult at first becouse of the mental
juggling that it requires. In o traditionol office environment or sales job you
gear yourself to cope with one related set of problems during a given time
period, but this new approoch to work precludes such tidy compartmentaliz-
ing. Unless you ore flexible, you moy well lose your mind.

I know, because
many o P.S. LETTER paste up has been interrupted by the birth of a calf, a beef
customer, or Robin's mooing to inform me that she wishes to be milked. And
everyone around here must be willing to do every kind of job. One minute Mel
would be writing a column ond the next giving o heifer o selenium shot. Can-
dy. who is responsible for the new efficiency thot you see in P.S. LETTER, has
scrubbed the kitchen floor on more than one occasion, ond I acn by now o pro
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ol scooping manure.
Although you moy think that I've over emphasized the importance of mak-

ing these attitude changes, they are the key to your being successful in making

o living after relocating. Specificolly, your best opportunity by far is to start

your own business (preferably one that will be needed in o post-crunch socie-

ty). but before you do. you must be realistic obout the omount of time that It

will take to get it going and. if possible, set enough money aside to cushion

you through the lean startup period (obout two years). If you can’t do this, be

prepared to moonlight in order to make ends meet and consider renting rather

than buying a home until you get established.

If you decide to start your own business, be aware that most of the people

with brains and initiative leave to seek their fortune in the city or are currently

operating the few successful businesses in town: therefore, do not try and

compete with the locol hardware store, for exomple, if it is providing good ser-

vice and merchandise. On the other hand, if you wont to practice o trade such

as plumbing, ore good at what you do. ond obove all. will show up whon you

say you will and work during odd hours, you will do boftor in time than tho

other four plumbers listed in the phone book. Why? Although their skill may
be commensurote to yours, chances are they will hove caught the infectious

nobody’s going to tell me when, what or how to do it" attitude that permoates

the locol chot ond chew parlors ond ruins many o good man.
Poke oround your immediate community and also around the nearest city

with o 15-20.000 population, where you will find moro opportunities, talk to

tho locals ond determine what services are needod. Thoso who hovo boen suc-

cessful in this area hove done oxoctly that. In fact, most of the new businesses

in the Grants Pass areo during tho post few years hove been startod by

newcomors. A good friend of Mol’s moved here five yeors ago not knowing
what he would do. He swept chimneys, raised boos, and somehow kept his

wife ond two childien fod while he studied for his real estate license. Today ho
has his own office, which is tho most successful in a town lull of real estate

firms because he Imd tho foresight to specialize in rofugo proporty. Anothor

mon loft the »»^rl >•£ business ond ononed a gun shop ond I've lo>? track of tho

number whe hivf ,/urrcd mail-order businesses. I know of a Jawy*i who i«

now running a ftostourant and loving it ond o couple who had |usl enough
capital to buy a roto-rootor but sow os thoy went around cleaning drains that

there wos o need for a business maintenance sorvico. They now oporoto tho
roto-rootor business by day ond the mointenonce service ot night. A former
engineer is now designing solar greenhouses ond fleshing out his income by
building fences Although this oreo has many printers. the man who prints P.S.

LETTERS hos more business than he con handle becauso he doe: careful work.
A survivolist. he olso hos a manual printing press in his bosomont. Lost week I

talked to o couple who with $1000 started producing high technology clocks in

a remote areo of Southern Washington Contrary to popular thinking, they say
thot manufacturing in a small town «s feasible if you can uso unskilled labor,

ond are willing to worn until you droo ot night.

These ore the successes — unfortunately, tho failures ore many but thoy all

stom from the some root — on unrealistic estimate of both the time and the

capital it tokes to begin a business Many who didn't make it got corriod away
buying their refuge property ond didn’t hove any capital left to fall back on;

some lunged into businesses without realizing how much hard work and
responsibility being your own boss entails and how difficult it can be to

discipline yourself.

Without some capital, there is no easy answer. You will certainly not earn
anything comparable to whot you con in o city nor do you have the variety of

job markets open to you: however, living costs are lower ond if you are
persevering, you con make out by taking whatever work comes olong and by
taking advantage of opportunities to learn. Three years ago friends of ours, o
heavy equipment solesmon and his wife, moved here, knowing that he would
have to moke a career chonge. By cutting out every frill and doing odd jobs,

they managed to scrape by and. during thot time, acquire two very marketable

rttlined Uy prLightness cull *•«

the dough p ull

iinprcsdnn lent;

(Fig. *>.> Punch

hunil into the

edges toward tin* renter. (I*ig

hall of doilgll Mliootll sldr lip. cov

rise again, and when light, pnnrli

a M’rond titnr Divide dough into l
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Flatten (he halt of dough with the hand

/

Stretch dough In thru time- length of /"it

>-.Q

skills: he bos learned cabinet making from a superb craftsman and she will

soon be proficient on both an IBM composer and a phototypesetting machine.
If you are a professional, such os an engineer, doctor, lowyer or architect,

you should investigate with great care the demographics of an area before
moving there. In mony coses, these findings will be the deciding factor in your
choice of location if you want to continue a career in the some field. If, for ex-

ample. you are a doctor and want to move to Oregon, you would be well advis-

ed to pick another state, for we hove a surfeit of physicians, so much so that

the State Boord is discouraging doctors from taking the exams qualifying them
to practice in the state and. in addition, moking those exams very difficult. The
Rogue Valley also has a glut of attorneys; on the other hand, this area is only
now reaching tho saturation point for architects ond engineers.

As a professional practicing in a small to medium-sized community, neither

your pay scale, the equipment available to you. nor in many cases, the caliber

of your peers will be equal to that in a city. You will find a dichotomy existing

between the old timers who hove been practicing in the area for yoars and
have more or less stopped learning ond the newcomers who are attuned to the

latest research ond developments in your fiold. Finolly, your ego will suffer

severe damage for the idea prevails in rural areas thot working with your
hands is somehow nobler than working with your broins and book learning is

definitely suspect.

The professional con ot least relocate ond continuo in his samo fiold but If

you are currently working ot some level in corporate manogomont or if your
job involves the use of expensive scientific equipment, your only onswor is to

change careors. There ore few companies large onough to afford management
personnel in smoll towns ond there are certainly no Johnson Space Centers
around. But then one of the tenets of the survivolist is to bocomo os indopon-

dent of the system os possible, to be his own boss.

When thinking obout where, ond how you wont to oorn o living, do not

overlook the whole now orray of work possibilities that tho homo computer
makes feasible to those in while collar, technical and professional fields. More
and more salesmen, designers, consultants, psychologists. Investment
counselors, insurance agents, certoin kinds of researchers ond offlco wofkors
con now work of home, communicating and receiving information by plugging
into computer terminals. Toffler sees "a return to cottage industry on a new,
higher electronic bosis (which is very energy efficient, by the woy), and with It

a new emphasis on the home os the center of society."

You con relocate from the city to a small town ond make a living. Those who
hove made the transition grocefully hove had vision, flexibility, patience, and
o good sense of humor. Not thot it isn’t a difficult and trying task. I know, I’ve

never worked so hard, cried so much — or toughed so often.

unmmmmmmmmmmmmmtmi

?. Oterlap the end*: prt** the edge, to tea! s. f.Jd Irngthwue: W the nlgr*. Hepeat HUi the loaf under the hand to round it
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259 BAKING BREAD

10, I'Iiuy loaf in pan uit/i xtam mu/ernralh

It. 1st loa.ex rixr in pan* before hit mg

I Cool (hr baked linnet Ixfirrt timing them

t. tan Vane are tinpa layernl ami *licnl

HOT ROLLS

The >iiuplc*t of incuts Ink' «m a fes-

tive :iir with I lie aiMition ill a |mn of

piping hot koine*made roll*.

IMNMH HOI.I>

1 DO(»OQf dry qtomAoe yeoit, or 1 coke

yeotl

% Cup We*o»m wotet

I ^4 cvpi

6 fob’eipoovi wgoc
1% f*otpoo«w *ol»

6 tobVipoom
1 eoq
6 cup* Wlted *ov* (ofcxxrf)

Sift.fl YIU'I in Inlcwarm water. S aid

milk, add Mlgar. *alt. ami 4t*»rt ruing.

WIk ii lukewurtu. add one ciiji Hour and

lira! tlpiniitfUv. \«kl ami yeast:

U-al well. \«kl em*ugh more Hour to

isKike a M.ft .tough Turn mil on a lightly

tLmml l-afil ami km-.ul mild smooth
and satiny (alMnit 10 minute*). Place in

a grravd Im»wI. rover* ami let rise in a

warm (ilarr (Hu toW* F.) until doukhsl

in bulk Punch ilown. m-Jd (sec ImIow).

and |mi t in jcrrasr'l miitlin pans t* on a

gnaM-.l linking sheet, l-rt rise until

douUni. Hake in a moderately hot oven
(liV K ) la to Hi minutes. Yield: 3 1

*

ilo/cu •mall n4U.
|{%4ls « an lie im»l«lr«l in a imtuUr of

intriguing wavs, including:

I Pan I ans Itoll dough into a very

thin rectangular sheet. Brunli with

melle«l Imltcr. t\lt m strips aImmiI Much
wklr Pile 0 or 7 strips togetlier. Cut into

pic es I
1

. inrlies long and plat c on end
ill greasrtl mutliii pans.

• (lovrrlenf Itoll*. P«*nn ilougli into

• IimII IsilU I bp hulls into mrllcl hutter

ami plan* It halls m each seel ion tif a

mutlin pan.

are rolled. tuned triangle*

3J ( reMrnts: Roll hall of dough into a
1

1-inch thick circle. Cut in pie-*hapcd

piece*. Ilrn-dt with melted hutter and
roll up. beginning at the wide end. Curve
into crescents on a greased Imking sheet.

•

4 llowknols: li- .11 dough with the hand

to 1 .-inch thickness. Cut in pieces about

•I im lie. long. Tie in knot*. Clnco on
greased linking sheet.

You may prefer Imke a few roll' at

a time and store the remaining dough ill

the refrigerator. The followmg procedure

vH xnanmlco you a fresh butch <>f UrIiI

roll- ex eu four or five days after the

dou;*h is miked:

First, increase the amount of yeast in

till- iiImivc ns i|M. to ‘i packages of dry.

granular veast. or 2 rake* of •ompressed

\ east .
Then mix the ingredients ii» di-

rected aUixe. knead until smooth and

satiny, wixer. and let rise until doubled

in I nilk I'uiieh down, break oil’ a« illiieh

as xx ill Im- needed for that day. and form
the remainder into a smooth hall, (irease

the surface of the hall lightly, cover, and
put in the refrigerator. When you are

read' for the next hatch of rolls, remove
the dough from the refrigerator and
punch dow n. Itreak otr ns inneh as xx ill

l«' needed and replace remainder in re-

frigeralor. Mold at once into mix de-

sired shape I’luee in gri'Used pans and
let rise until douhlcd Hake as above.

i. HawkmJ* urr 1ini from '.-on h lunjth ,v

While breads today are more nutri-

tious than ever. thanks to enriched

flour. This » the same line while Hour

xx e liaxe always known and used. Imt

to il have lieen adileil some of the li-

x itamin.s and iron. Enriched Hour look*,

tastes, and hakes exactly like any other

white flour, hut breads made with it

contain important added food values.
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SPROUTING SEEDS
For Health Enjoyment, & Economy

By D. R. Hiatt

Long ago we d iscovered that there is no neces-

sity of importing citrus fruit from hundreds of miles

away in order to maintain optimum health during winter

months when acceptable fresh green vegetables are dif-

ficult or impossible to come by. Neither did we feel

that the Lord intertded us poor vegetarians to take

fish liver oil, nor us poor all-natural fooders to bolster

our diets with expensive laboratory products.

For years however, we were without much actual

proof of the validity of that notion until after we dis-

covered the high food potency of fresh sprouts. Not

until then did we understand how to secure an abund-

ance of superior quality vitamins, including the much

sought D and other even more shy or fugitive vitamins,

all at a fantastically low cost well within scope of the

most restricted income The practice of sprouting has

since become so habitual and commonplace with us we

marvel that we failed to institute it in our home many

years sooner than we did. We knew of it all along, but

didn't do*anything about it. much to our preynt shame

Scarcely any productive endeavoi could possibly be

more simple than the sprouting of seeds There are but

two basic requirements, namely: warmth and moi?:ure:

supply these to viable seeds and it is found to be im-

possible to keep them from sprouting. On the other

hand of course, improper or capricious control of these

fundamentals would inhibit germination or kill :he em-
bryos outright.

Indeed if you wished to do so you could, after

thoroughly mastering all the details and installing con-

venient facilities, cam a handsome profit right in your

own home by growing sprouts for sale to those who

can easily be taught to want them but who shirk the

very negligible labor involved. A lady we know made

an increasingly fat income in this way. and finally

wound up* with a prospering business establishment

"down town.”

For Sprouting vessels, ’most anything will do at

the outset. There are a number of different manufac-

tured units offered for sale, fashioned of various ma-

terials, and some of them featuring handy and quite

attractive cabinets and receptacles.

Some folk however, and we were of this class at

first, feel reluctant to lay out the price for such a de-

vice Nevertheless, the lack of a factory-made job

need not deter anyone from making a start; and we

do mean anyone, absolutely.

For instance, it is easier if you have trays with
drainage through the bottom;; but actually any dish,

plate or platter may be utilized for the purpose, pro-
viding the unit is always thoroughly drained of excels
water after each flushing. Any seeds remaining im-
mersed in water will sour. The idea therefore is to

keep the seeds moist but not wet.

Now let's get going. About a tablespoonful of al-

falfa seeds are required to "plant" 25 or 30 square

inches of space, and will produce nearly a quart of suc-

culent 2 or 3 inch sprouts in about the same time ilia:

lonah stayed in the whale.—three days and three nights

Two or three times that amount of beans or peas will

•* required to cover the same space and produce a

comparable crop, and these larger seeds should first be
soaked overnight in cool water. The tiny seeds such as
alfalfa may be put to sprout without preliminary soak-

ing.

Place two thicknesses of clean cloth to cover the

bottom of the vessel you have chosen. Scalier your
readied seeds on this cloth, not over two seeds t'ecp.

('over snuglv with two mo^c thicknesses of clo’li. and
flood gently with pure water, allow excess water to

drain off and set aside in a warm, dark spot. They seem

to germinate more readily in the dark, and the vitamin

C develops more briskly. Be sure to rinse ami drain

at intervals, three or four times each 24 hours, never

allowing them either to stand in water or to become
too thirsty. The more comfortably warm and cozy they

are. the faster they will grow, and the more water they

will drink.

Generally speaking, most sprouts are at peak pal-

atability and highest vitamin potency at between 60
and 80 hours after planting. Soybeans, peas, and alfalfa

are about right when the sprouts arc two to three

inches in length.

In sprouting grains, the foregoing procedure is

followed, but these are more palatable when the sprouts

are much sliortcr. scarcely longer than the original seed

itself. If combined in salads, soups or with fruits,

however, they are quite acceptable up to one or tw*>

inches in length.

Sunflower seeds also develop a rather unpleasant
tangy fa,tc when the sprout exceeds the length of the

seed.

Whenever a tray of sprouts have come to the stage

of growth most acceptable to your taste, .they may be
popped into the bvdr.itor compartment under refriger-

ation. where they will remain about as is for a few days.

Some people pluck the seed wreckage off the sprouts
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before serving. but we have never bothered to do so.

as we can detect no difference in taste.—only in appear-

ance.

Chlorophyll content may be induced in the sprouts

by exposing them to light.preferably indirect sunlight,

during the final several hours before harvesting. This

chlorophyll constitutes another miracle of nature, and

is apparently closely linked with the secret of life it-

self. Marvelous arc the qualities and virtues attributed

to this substance and what a blesing that we may pro-

duce it near any sunny window. Many people main-

tain a sizable flower pot or soil box at such a window,

in which they plant a variety of seeds and harvest the

leaves regularly as a tasty addition to the salad bowl.

But that is another story, altogether.

Now just by wav of illustration, here are two or

three of the literally hundreds of ways in which you

can serve the daily' harvest from your kitchen sprout

garden.

A delicious and nourishing "quick-pick-up'* beverage

may be made in a jiffy by liquefying a cup of alfalfa

sprouts along with two cups of unsweetened pineapple

or orange juice, two or three tablespoons raw almond

or nut butter, and with a bit of honey to taste.

A healthful "you name it" dessert tidbit L made by

grinding together a cup of sprouted wheat or other

cereal, one cup of almonds or cashews and a cup of

seeded raisins. Add a pinch of salt and mix well. Form

into inch "marbles" and roll in unsweetened or fresh

grated cocoanut.

A "sudden salad" of very high merit is made with

a pint or more of chopped fresh alfalfa sprouts, a diced

avocado, a diced cucumber, and three diced tomatoes

Toss and serve with your favorite dressing.

Add finely chopped soy, mung bean or other sprout-

ed seeds when making potato patties, for a tantalizing

aroma and unusually zestful taste thrill.

Delicious savory sprouts are achieved by combining

with various herbs, sweet basil, summer savory or

your favorite herb seasoning. Any of the legume sprouts

fit into this recipe. Add seasoning and a pinch of health

salt, then steam or vapor cook to desired tenderness.

Inexhaustible variety may be introduced by the us?

of sauted onions and peppers, and/or tomato pulp or

juice.

In fact, you can add sprouts to just about any other

vegetable item with a genuine boost to both taste and

nutrition The jaded appetite responds to sprouted seeds

with a new interest in nourishing food.

Over and above the nutritional and gastronomical

advantages of sprouts, the housewife and mother who
take*: delight in her cooking ingenuity, and even you

meniolk who like to don the high chef’s cap at times,

can derive a lot of rich enjoyment in experimenting
wit'i tl.e culture of the various seeds, and their many
scores of potential uses in the round of family meals.

It is said that sprouts may be served every day in a

calendar year without once duplicating a recipe. The
family of this writer very soon fell into a general rui

of habit and preference, and wc just jog a.ong. not

having the time to think up and execute surprises. Any-
one anywhere can do better than we have done with

our sprouties, but we cannot see how anyone can afford

to exclude the practice from their home We think also

that it would afford a most interesting and educational

"nature demonstration" for any classroom.

Remember, there are hundreds of kinds and varieties

of seeds to experiment with; and the sprout of any food

plant is edible with the possible exception of tomato and

potato. Each sort of seed has its own characteristic

flavor; certain ones will appeal to the taste of one per-

son or family, while others will not. Work out the com-

binations you like best. Any sprouted seed can whip

its weight in wildcats so far as food energy and cell-

building material are concerned.

Now. don't wait another minute!

WHAT TO SPROUT
The question will rise as to what seeds may be sprout-

ed for food. The answer is that almost any grain or

legume will lend its merits to this age-old technique.

Among the best for the purpose arc alfalfa,, soy-

beans, mung beans, lentils, garden peas, garbanros, an«l

the cereal grasses, wheat, oats, barley and rye.

At just the right stage of development the legumes

are palatable both raw or steamed. While some fam-

ilies relish the cereal sprouts raw. most prefer to grind
them for incorporation into their breads along with the

usual ingredients. Even here, too large a proportion

of sprouts tends toward a slight bitter taste.

KING ALFALFA
Since we lave already confessed that to our way of

thinking, alfalfa seed is the Number One choice for

sprouting, we may as well point out also that it is tops

in nutrition. We gleaned the following points from a

Paul Bragg Newsletter.

Alfalfa is another herb which has been found to

contain valuable nutritive elements. This has been known
to cattle breeders for a long time And in South Africa

the ostriches produced more beautiful feathers and
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stronger young when ted alfalfa.

The Arabs too. centuries ago. fed it to their horses

to make them strong and swift. They tried it out on

themselves and found that it worked. It made them so

lithe that they could spring to a distance of 29 feet.

Before that Alfalfa was simply grass. But they gave it

a new name: AL-FAL-FA, meaning Father of all Foods.

Now scientists arc discovering that alfalfa contains

all the known vitamins, including Vitamin K. the blood-

clotting vitamin, and Vitamin B8. the valuable addition

to the B complex which is common in all green leaves.

Also it is rich in potassium, which some dietitians call

the Elixir of Life; phosphorus which speeds up the brain

vibrations; calcium, the bone and teeth building ma-
terial.

The most valuable nutrient that Alfalfa has to give

ns is chlorophyll. Chlorophyll is the life blood of al-

falfa. It is very similar to human blood, as only a few

atoms of chemicals keep it from being biological per-

fect blood. Chlorophyll in plants not only is important

because of its photosyuthetic value but because it is a

most powerful oxidation catalyst

• • •

EASY AND CHEAP

Do you know that you can produce palatable anJ

highly nutritious food more quickly, easily, and eco-

nomically by germinating seeds for the edible sprouts

than in any other way in this -work!?

Nowhere else under the sun is such productive power

stored anil available as in seeds. And in no other form

can so much nourishment be purchased for so little

money. A dime’s worth of seeds sprouted will feed an

entire family to satiety with live, protective, cell-build-

ing food.

A one minute Hushing with water, three or four

times daily for three to four days constitutes the total

time and “labor" involved in raising a crop ready to

harvest, and serve.

Sprouted seeds arc food fit for a king, yet they are

within the means of the veriest pauper. We have never

seen anyone too poor to have them in abundance every

day. To the rich and poor alike, you could giv* no

better gift than the knowledge of sprouting seeds f«'r

food.—D.R.H.

SPROUTS AND EDUCATION

We’d dearly love to see some progressive school

teacher try a brand new approach to education on hci

roomful of wriggling, posing, shirking, aggravating

little animals.

What we have in mind is that the harried shepherd

might not only provide better grazing for her little

"lambs" but also give them a start on the very most

fundamental piece of knowledge available to the human

race.

And how? Very simply indeed. By inciting them

to start and maintain an increasing number of little

sprouting trays as a practical "nature project” or demon-

stration. That's half of it. The other half is to en-

courage the unruly little rascals to eat the sprouts along

with their lunch.

The three to four day production period makes a

strong appeal to the juvenile mind which demands quick

action and spectacular results. The introduction of a

l>ouquet of live sprouts to the daily dietary of an average

or sub-average child may well transform him or her to

a downright intellectual. It may also make a magnifi-

cent change for the better in the personality traits and

behavior. The chores of starting, flushing, and har-

vesting may be assgined as special awards of merit.

The surplus sprouts may be sold to raise funds for

school projects of various kinds. Amazing indeed would
be the bng arxl- beneficial line of chain reaction develop-

ments voder the guidance and encouragement of an alert

and enterprising teacher. And a daily salad of sprouts

will do Die teacher good too!—D.R.H.

GERIATRICS

We are reminded of one Ma Huang of whom we
made mention in one of the earlier issues of our Journ-

al of Natural Living. He was a remarkable Chinese

chap who closed his history several centuries before the

western world began to show signs of life. He is said

to have possessed documentary evidence to the effect

that he attained the ripe age of 257 years and to have

retained to the last the use of his faculties and zest for

living.

In that connection, it may be worth noting that his

frugal diet consisted almost entirely of whole grains,

fresh or dried oriental fruits, and sprouted seeds to-

gether with a few green herbs. Any diet which is cap-

able of sustaining life to any degree for so long a span

would surely be apt to aid us now to maintain a state

of vitality sufficient to make our days enjoyable and

productive. Ma Huang was a famous educator who
enjoyed the good life for a long time!—D.R.H.
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Sprouts and Food Economy
An Anonymous Contribution

(Reprinted from JOURNAL OF NATURAL LIVING)

Hear ye! Hear ye! Hear ye! Are you of the

millions of Americans dependent wholly upon outside

sources of supply for your food ? Are you of ilio-.e

who raise small gardens but who do not liegin to raise

enough food to last you throughout the year? Arc you
of those who Spend much time and more effort in the

“sweatshop", canning this, preserving that and freez-

ing the other until you don’t care much whether you eat

the following winter or not? Well listen! Here •*

good news for you:

When sprouts are mentioned as food, grains and

legumes are usually referred to; although, nutritionally

speaking, all sprouts arc “loaded" with life. Some,

however, are nut palatable, and therefore not practical

as foods. Others arc very palatable, van be used in a

variety of ways, are low in cost and high in nutritional

value. Sprouted legumes and grains contain "com-

plete" protein;. They are also a good source of quick

energy, much of the starch having been converted to

simple sugars during germination.

Immediately, they begin to swell Very soon, tinv

sprouts appear ami will grow to a length of two and

one-half to four inches by the end of 72 hours At
this point, from one pound of beans thus treated, four

to six pounds of fresh province is ready for consumption.

Moncywise, that reduces our cost per pound to some-

where around three to five cents!

Now here is the "payoff": the?* sprouts arc fan-

tastically high in Vitamin C and the IS complex vita-

mins. One-half cup of soy sprouts is equal in Vita-

min C to six glasses of orange juice'

Sec what I mean about food economy? It takes

much less of this type of food to supply the needs of

our bodies. This is fresh food. This is live food

—

indeed, it is growing food until the moment it is con-

sumed, providing you use the sprouts raw as in a

salad or a sandwich
They can also lie quick-cooked or lightly steamed

and made into a delicious vegetable dish in just five

minutes, without losing too much of that increase-1

vitamin content. Sprouts can be used in bread, soups,

pancakes—almost anywhere!

Delicious bread can be made from sprouted wheat

and rye. By "de-sprouting" the soy beans, and using

the sprouts as a raw or cooked vegetable, one can then

use the bean (ground up) with the whole wheat flour

to make a nourishing bread. Generally speaking, the

more kinds of grains employed, the more delicious the

bread.

All sprouts produce about the same general r3te of

increase: foodwisc, they are most practical to use after

sixty to eighty hours of growth. Beyond that, most

tend to become unpalatable because of root-hairs, leaves,

and changes in flavor. During the germinating period,

the Vitamins C and B complex are reaching very high

points. In the dry soy bean, there is no Vitamin C.

Volume for volume at 72 hours, the sprout is ju;t

about the most concentrated source of Vitamin C known.

The record for peas. oats. corn, wheat, etc., is equally

impressive.

Scientific Testimony
Catharyn Fllwood, famous nutritionist, lecturer, and

author of the popular book "Feel Like a Million." states

that in her opinion sprouted seeds easily head the dietary

list as one of the most perfect foods. One may be sure

that they arc the most living food known to man. She

points out that it is in seeds that Mother Nature has

lucked away the precious procreative power necessary

for continuation of life on this planet.

She further states on page 252 of her book that

"One of the chief advantages lies in the fact that sprout

ing seeds can give us a new crop of delicious food every

two to four days—a crop that needs no thought to soil

conditions, composting techniques, blight, bugs, weed*.,

storms, sprays. One that can be grown at any season

and in any climate and is simple to harvest and store

for future use . . . and no wastes."

Sprouted seeds, she goes on to say possess miracle

nutritive factors not imparted when consumed other-

wise without first germinating them The earliest known

historical mention of these virtues appears in a book

said to have been written by the reigning emperor of

China nearly 3000 years B C.

Somewhat more recently. World War I in fact,

a w ise army d'-tor fed sprouted legumes to both white

and East Indian i:«<ops in the Near Fast in order *«>

dear up scurvy among them About the same time,

another army officer divided his troops into two 1

having about the usual symptoms of scurvy. Of one

group each man received his ration of 4 ounces of lemon
juice, while those ol the oilier group got four ounces
of sprouted Leans, The latter, at the end of the ex-

pvriment. were 20 per cent more free from spongy and
bleeding gums. etc., than the former.

There is practically no vitamin C whatsoever in the

dry seeds. Dr. Pauline Berry Mack, at U. of Pa. found

that when the sprouts first peeped out of soybeans the.

tested 10S milligrams of Vitamin C. By the end of 72

hours they had stepped up to 706 milligrams. After

that, though better lor eating purposes, the C drops olf
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some—heing used to nourish the growing plants. So.

the trick is to stop them at the high point, refrigerating

if necessary until eaten.

With respect to the B-Complcx. Dr. Bailey of

Minnesota University found that B-i. niacin and panto-

thenic acid doubled in the sprouting process. Pyr:-

doxine and biotin increased about 150 per cent, but B -2

and folic acid hit the jack pot at near 500 and 450 per

cent respectively.

Two doctors at President College at Calcutta. Bom-

bay, found the important constituent choline of black-

eyed peas and wheat climbed 20 and 30 per cent re-

spectively during four days of sprouting.

While admittedly not the most potent source of

Vitamin F. the mting bean was found to increase by

one-third in this respect during the same length of time.

At tltc U S A" Experiment station in Beltsville. Mary-

land. and elsewhere, the feeding of as little as five pounds

daily of five-day sprouted oats, spectacularly increased

the fertility of breedng animals of both sexes, even re-

storing confirmed failures to usefulness

Now here is a word of hope for those who like a

mess of beans but dislike the abundant gas they gener-

ate. By sprouting beforehand their nourishment is in-

creased and their explosive nature is quieted at the

same operation And that’s nothing to sneeze at. fo\

us folk who enjoy beans.

And lor those who "need a little something to pick

them up." here’s a word irom Dr. I-oa oi Yenching U.

at Peiping, who states that in sprouting much of the

original starch content is converted into simple sug.ir>

This means quick energy, as the monoaccarides enter

the blood stream almost at once without requiring

any digestive alteration, and no subsequent let-down.

It all seems to add up to a whale of a lot of stick-to-

the-rihs nutrition, along with minerals, vitamins unsatur-

ated fatty acids, etc., commonly held in high esteem and

at uncommonly high prices in the corner drug store, all

practically "for free’’ from now on. fresh and succulent

from your own kitchen garden. The orientals have had

nearly 5000 years start on us in this significant knowl-

edge. and it’s time we climbed onto the gravy train here

in the Western Hemisphere.

Expert Approval

For Sprouts
I). K. Hiatt

Scientific researchers have finally got around to plac-

ing their •.Trivia! stamp «>i approval upon a dietetic prac-

tice which iuis at least three thousand years uf success-

ful history to support it.

Better late than never, however, and the experts are

now affirming that the sprouts of various food seeds

contain a spectacular assortment of the vitamins requir-

ed in human nutrition.

Tliev tell us that by the simple process of sprouting

seeds, one may produce at will an abundance of A, B.

and C vitamins. It said indeed that one salad serving

of sprouted x>\hc;.n> ur other similar legume can fur-

nish lull the daily requirement of C. It seems more-
over that alfalfa sprouts arc an excellent source of D.

K. G. K and l' While the seeds themselves may pro-

vide little or in sonic cases none at all of certain vita-

mins. yet tlu*M- are developed or generated amazing 1)*

during the ‘punning period

In our humble opinion, alfalfa is the king of sprout-

my seeds Scared) an) da) is nllitwcd to pasuj in which
these do not np|H'.ir on our family table in some form,

Ikii untnllv raw—os in tossed lafcul We are trhl th :
tbev contain tlrvc indispensable cell-building airitnn

acids such as arginine, lyscnc. theroninc. tryptophane

(Isn’t it i'"d,.»l that these beni -n substances must make

their way under the handicap 01 such outlandish and for-

bidding names?)

In addition to the aminos are found such organic

mineral essential? as calcium, magnesium, phosphorus

chlorine. potas>ium. sodium, silicon and others, all in a

form which the ljody can readily assimilate for health

and vigor We wish that space here would permit u»

to make mention of the definite contribution these or-

ganic minerals are able to make toward healthy bodies,

healthy minds and stable emotions.

laboratory research indicates that up to 150 per cent

more protein constituents arc found in alfalfa sprouts

than in such grains as wheat, oats and corn. The Mgh

chlorophyll content, induced when the sprouts arc ex-

posed to sunlight for a few hours, exerts a sweetening

effect on the foul breath which is so common nowadays,

and leaves a clean, fresh taste in the mouth. The chlo-

rophyll contributes also to the remarkable and well

known healing qualities of this versatile legume. If

you are looking for a perfect fool, you mav consider

alfalfa sprouts as one of the strong contenders for that

title Nutritionist Catharyn Ellwood refers to them

as "the most living food on earth
"

The late Frank W. Bovver, renowned nutritionist,

spoke of alfalfa as a "wonderful plant with unlimited

possibilities for good." Among his most significant

discoveries is the fact that alfalfa contains at least

eight essential enzymes required in the digestion and
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assimilation of foods. It is thus a nutritional "gold

mine” for health prospectors. The sprouted seeds ar;

a natural, readily supplied food supplement of great

potency.

But after all these assurances that sprouted seeds

are good for you. still some may inquire suspiciously

"VVliat do they taste li!;c?" And the answer to that i»

a welcome surprise, for they arc succulent and luscious,

used in any wise you would employ lettuce, parsley, etc

.

in salad making. They are an unsurpassed addition for

your favorite green salad. In sandwiches, they remain

fresh and crisp for many hours. They may be finely

chopped and stirred into soups and sauces just befor-:

serving. You may liquefy them in vegetable or fruit

juices. They even add rare beauty as well as unusual

flavor to fruit salads.

Why Starve?
Overwhelming evidence is available to the effect

that there is little excuse for anyone to be cither hungry

or malnourished, even on the tiniest income.

Whole grains, and other seeds, with all their life

and goodness in them may be purchased almost any-
where for a few cents per pound. When properly

prepared, a very few ounces of such will satisfy the

lustiest appetite.

People who currently pay from twenty-five to sev-

enty-five cents or more per pound for robbed, devital-

ized, lifeless foods have no right to complain of hard
times, for it is possible to enjoy the blessing of a stomach
well filled with top quality nutrition on less than five

cents per day per person!

"What utter nonsense." you exclaim. But the fact

remains, proven, established, demonstrated. And the

secret may be compressed into very few words, thus:

Viable seeds may be grown into palatable and nour-

ishing sprouts of hiHi vitamin and mineral potency ip

3 or j days, wherever warmth and moisture are avail-

able. The same seeds may he crusher! or soaked whole

overnight to be eaten raw or cooked into a porrdgc.

making full use of seeds thus rweparH to form the

stap'e. filling portion of the diet, with such . minn-

additions as one U able to obtain for varie'v and tas’e.

hunger rnav be banished and a good s'ate of health main-

tained indefinitely at astonishingly low cost.

If you kno.i of anyone to whom it is a problem t >

satisfy food requirement; on a meager income, wliat

greater boon could you bestow than that of imparting
such information?

—

V. R. Hiatt. Journal of Natural

Safe Food In A,
Dangerous World

In her excellent article appearing in the February

issue of Natural Pood and Fanning, our old time friend

Lottie K. Stewart. R.N.. remarks as follows:

“The part played by food in the maintenance of good

health and in the prevention of epidemics has long been

known to the public, but we have relied— for the pro-

tection of this food—too much upon the E-'cderal Food

and Drug laws and upon the Medical and Dental pro-

fessions. who have failed to oppose the wholesale adul-

teration of our food supply and have permitted the in-

.idious extension into our food culture of processed

foods, whose nutritional value is not questioned until

after the damage is done.

“For years, many substances have been added

routinely to fod> in the interest of flavor and the post-

ponement of spoilage, which were later discovered to

be harmful to the human system. . . . Each of these

additatives nr adulterants may contribute ‘just a little

hit of poison*, but the sum total may spell disaster for

our bodies.”

Our late friend Anton Jensen, in his book How To
/./:«* Safety In a Paitbncd World, points out the fact

•hat there i» presently very little food to be purchased

in the super market or the roadside stand which has

not been treated to a generous lacing with one cr more

of the thousand and one life-destroying substances em-

ployed on the growing, lundling and processing phases

ol the tood inuustry.

With more than thirty million people oi this nation

chronically ill. and with debilitating epidemics frequent-

ly sweeping like waves over large or small sections of

this population, tins problem ol obtaining unrobbed and

unpoisoued foodstuffs has become alarmingly acute.

Against such a somber background, the simple prac-

tice ot sprouting seeds for food shines lorth with pe-

culiar importance and lustrous magnificence.

It is true that brash men and government bureau;

arc now recklessly tampering with the virgin status of

certain groups of seeds, but the fact remains that if any-

thing on earth. escajied or survived the recklessness

and greed of the age it would be the embryo in the scixli

of our edible plants Indeed; if God had not by special

providence contrived to spare the seeds from the genera!

contamination, there might be left to us not one viable

seed today.

In any case, those alert individuals and families who
recognize the forces oi race extermination at work
among us will do well to turn a bit of attention to the

art of growing sprouts in order to maintain a constant

supply of fresh, succulent, appetizing and nutritious

food It would seem the better part of wisdom to in-

troduce the practice now, rather than wait to be force I

ov unco ipromising circumstances into a crash program
for which we shall be ill prepared.—D.R.H.
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YOU CAN SURVIVE

THE
NUCLEAR WINTER

OR

HOW TO BUILD A FOOD FACTORY

by Kurt Saxon

Four years ago I sent to a Hollywood producer friend a

collection of all my editorials in the five volume set of
THE SURVIVOR. His idea was that they could serve as a scena-
rio for a motion picture about WW III and its survivors.

He worked very hard promoting it to studio heads but with
no results. The common response was that the subject was too
frightening and would only depress the viewers.

Then came "The Day After", followed shortly by "Testa-
ment". Were these not frightening and depressing? There was
even much fanfare before the showing of "The Day After" that
it might traumatize children. Many stations even announced
warnings against letting children watch before they aired
the picture.

All this made for great publicity and the ratings were
high. More people watched "The Day After" than would have
watched otherwise. Also, the viewers were far more attentive
to the picture's message.

And the message was simple. Every viewer was convinced
that every character in the picture soon died.

"Testament" was shown without much fanfare. But its mes-
sage, although subdued, was just as hopeless and final; ev-
erybody will die in the event of a nuclear war.

In the meantime, long documentaries on "defense" systems
were aired continuously. As each system was described by the
hopeful, wiser heads, according to the media, debunked them.
Nothing could stave off the inevitable, nor could any mea-
sures save the populace.

For the past year, "Star Wars" has been debated, for and
against, often enough to insure its exposure to everyone.
The idea is that it is purely defensive and only to shoot
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down incoming missies. Its detractors say, even so, at least
ten percent of the enemy missies would get through and des-
troy the major population centers.

Wholly defensive as it may be, its threat lies in its
supposed ability to shoot down incoming missies while the
Pentagon lobs missies at the Kremlin with impunity. Reagan
stupidly offered to share the technology with Gorbachev. Not
only would the knowledge of how America's defense systems
work enable the Russians to override our systems, but it
would also free their superior conventional war machine to
take over Europe. America would then override the Russian
defenses and nuclear war would rage ftill scale.

As if this often-aired scenario wasn't enough to kill all
hope of individual survival, Carl Sagan and other scientists
have gone public with their theories of a nuclear winter. It
seems that all that radioactive dust thrown up by thousands
of ground-zeros will blot out the sun. So for years there
will be only darkness over the face of the Earth.

Then Gwynne Dyer's series on War was played at least two
times on PBS so no one need miss it. It was a dramatic work,
indeed. It reinforced the barrage of propaganda which, in
effect, has made the American public accept the idea of nuc-
lear doom.

So the media has been enthusiastically airing every kind
of doomsday scenario that anyone can come up with. But Sur-
vival ism, which holds out hope for those who would prepare,
has been discredited as somehow evil. Whomever would save
himself and his loved ones has been branded antisocial at
best and a camouflaged, armed predator at worst.

I don't think the media people got around a table and de-
liberately planned to convince the average person that he
was doomed. But it all fits a pattern of resignation and ap-
athy.

Urbanites realize that in the event of a nuclear war they
would be doomed. Most of them are too establ ishment-1 inked
to move to rural areas. Also, a sizeable portion of them mo-
ving out of the cities has already caused the erosion of ma-
ny urban tax bases.

So the unspoken plan is to indoctrinate the public with
the idea that their only salvation lies in disarmament. This
will eventually come about, they hope, and possibly genuine-
ly believe. The alternative, the Establishment preaches, is
a devastating nuclear war, followed by an unsurvivable ice
age. In the meantime, the urban populace is to continue at
their jobs, thus keeping the system going.

It should be obvious to all that nuclear war is indeed
inevitable. There is also the great possibility that several
thousand nuclear warheads would cause a change in the plan-
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et's weather. But there aren't enough nuclear warheads, and
won't be, to make the sky black.

Most of the debris would hit the ground in from a few
hours to a few weeks, depending on the weight of the parti-
cles. A certain amount of fine dust would indeed go up into
the stratosphere. It could hang there for months or even
years, before the sky was back to full clarity.

Of course, there would be some blockage of sunlight. That
might cause, at worst, a ten percent drop in the temperature
worldwide. This would mean winter would last a month longer
and begin a month earlier.

A natural consequence would be that normal agriculture
would be over for some time. But on the plus side, there
would be no large urban populations to feed and so there
would be little market for agribusiness, anyway.

The radioactivity in the rural areas would die down in a
few weeks as the urban slag heaps smouldered on. Also, weath-
er under the hazy skies may not even permit full -season veg-
etable gardens for a couple of years.

Even so, there is no reason to believe that every nuclear
warhead will be fired. Nor will every urban area be hit. Nor
will fallout kill every person with the sense to stay inside
for a couple of weeks after the war ends.

So what if twenty years after the war a lot of people may
develop cancer? Hiroshima and Nagasaki have proved that the
threat of every survivor's contracting radiation poisoning
and giving birth to mutants is a myth spread by those who
would have us surrender to the Russians.

So, taking all things into consideration, if you don't
live at ground-zero you will have a good chance to survive.
Of course, you will have to prepare. But this doesn't mean
you will have to spend the rest of your life in a hole in
the ground or face an altogether sunless future.

Surviving a nuclear holocaust brings to mind Max Shul-
man's opening line in his book, "Sleep "Til Noon". "Bang!
Bang! Bang! Bang! Four shots ripped into my groin and I was
off on the greatest adventure of my life". And it will be an
adventure. But a rather horrible adventure which will select
out of our species all the genetic corruption which should
not have been nurtured in the first place. Maybe what is to
come is simply Nature's way of doing for us what our species
was too immature to do for itself.

If you can't face up to the adventure, you have the op-
tion of stocking up on cyanide capsules, as a group of uni-
versity students requested- of their faculty. They were turn-
ed down. But I have them for sale at two for. $1.00.

But let's say you are the dynamic type who intends to
make it through come hell or high water. You want to be a
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part of the future and also want your line to survive and
prosper.

Unless you live in a definite high risk area, a simple
greenhouse will insure you and several neighbors all the
fresh food you need. This greenhouse need be only 20 by 20
feet square and will accommodate hydrophonic tanks, a ground
level intensive gardening space, rabbits, chickens and
earthworms.

You may think that 400 square feet would not produce much
food and you'd be right if you are limited by conventional
ideas of typical outdoor gardens. But 67 square feet of hy-
droponic garden can supply all the vegetables needed by a

family of five, all year 'round, as described in "Hydroponic
Gardening". And with my methods, the yield of such a small
space can be more than doubled.

Hydroponics is simply a method of growing plants in plas-
tic-lined wooden tanks, partially filled with peanut-sized
gravel. The nutrients are simple, easily available chemicals
added to water poured into the tanks.

The organic garden area at ground level would be worked by
the French intensive method as described in "Success With
Small Food Gardens". Your yield would be over twice as much
as with a conventional garden.

Moreover, with my methods you can get up to twelve crops
per year! This is accomplished by planting the seeds in ord-
inary No. 15 tin cans with the bottoms cut out. These are
lined up on paper on the cinder blocks bordering the garden
area. When each plant has been growing for a month or six
weeks and needs more room as it matures, its can is set in a

hole in the garden or hydroponic tank to complete its growth.
In this way you can get twelve crops per year from most

plants. Especially since the controlled environment of a
greenhouse knocks off an average of fifteen growing days.

On one side of the greenhouse, under the hydroponic tanks,
would be 20 rabbit cages with simple trays under each to
catch their droppings and urine. Two bucks and eight does
would supply at least 800 pounds of meat and 200 warm rabbit
skins per year.

On the other side would be 20 cages of chickens, with
three layers per four square foot cage. At least three happy
roosters would be put in with the hens periodically for fer-
tile eggs to hatch. Overall, the 57 hens should lay about
10,000 eggs per year, at four each per week, or about 833
dozen. As you hatched the eggs to renew your flock you could
get about 800 pounds of chicken meat per year.

Both chickens and rabbits could be fed from the green-
house produce.

The droppings and urine from the rabbits and the chicken
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droppings would go into simple methane generators from which
would come gas for light and heat. After the gas stopped
coming from a 55 gallon drum methane generator, the sludge
would go to feed earthworms in plastic lined boxes under the
cages on both sides of the greenhouse.

Earthworms double their populations every three months so

there would be plenty of worms to supplement the chickens'
feed and also to put in the organic garden area. The worms'

castings could also be sold for up to a dollar a pound for

indoor plants.
Concerning energy from methane; gasoline generators to

provide electricity can be adapted to work on methane. In

this way, you could have an inexhaustible supply of electri-
city for lighting the greenhouse through the darker days.

Such a home food factory (less commercial generator and

frills) would cost under $1,000. It would consist of a sim-
ple frame of bent metal tubing covered with inexpensive
plastic. Such plastic only lasts about two years. The cor-
rugated fiberglass sheets used on many commercial green-
houses costs considerably more but is permanent.

The greenhouse could be built onto that side of your
house which permits the most sun. Even if a new door had to

be cut into the house, it would be well worth the cost.
Your home food factory would pay for itself in the first

few months through savings at the supermarket and sale to

neighbors. Moreover, neighbor ladies would be glad to work
in it for food alone. You could get all the comparatively
free labor you wanted. Say you offered the neighbor ladies
$5.00 per hour. But instead of money, they would be paid in

produce as priced in the supermarket.
Another plus to this system would come during the chaos

of war and its aftermath. Your neighbors would not only not

loot you, but they would protect your family and greenhouse
vfith their lives.

Aside from the diagrams of the greenhouse, I will explain
the step-by-step operations of its various functions in fol-

lowing issues. In the meantime, I advise you to buy all the

books I've listed on food and food raising and processing so

you can study the subjects in greater detail.
Incidentally, putting up such food factories would make

a profitable business for someone with investment capital. I

would be glad to form a corporation for selling such pre-
fabricated greenhouses nationwide. Contact me if you are in-

terested .

In the meantime, write for the most complete seed

catalogue, free. You can get it from Gurney's Seed & Nursery
Co., Yankton, SD 57079
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GREENHOUSE

The greenhouse on the facing page is simple,
inexpensive and can be assembled by any builder
who is handy. It is entirely composed of metal
tubing, plastic and cinder blocks. The hydropo-

cages can be bought cheaply from most farm sup-
ply stores or you can make them yourself from
materials bought through any hardware store.

In later issues I'll give diagrams and in-
structions for each item. Even so, depending on
your space requirements, you could have a larg-
er or smaller setup built from the illustration
of the ground plan and end view.
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FROM THE
GROUND UP

by Kurt Saxon

In a further clarification of my food fac-

tory in a greenhouse, I will start from the
ground up, which will be the raising of the
earthworms.

Earthworms are a very valuable asset to

any greenhouse. They not only reduce the or-
ganic waste into the best compost available
but they can be fed to chickens or sold to

f ishermcn.
It's true that those who get rich from

selling worms are selling them to people who
want to get rich selling worms. So forget
about big profits for now.

You should start out with only a few thou-
sand and keep your operation small. This is
only a basic course teaching you the princip-
les of raising worms. When you know more ab-
out them and gain the proper perspective, you
can expand to whatever volume you can handle
with ease.

Even before you build your greenhouse, you
can learn the art of raising worms and maybe
sell enough of their castings to pay for your
investment. Worm castings are sold mainly for
house plants and bring up to $1.00 per pound.
You might find a local greenhouse owner who
would buy all you can produce for resale to
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their customers. Even if you don’t market the
castings, you can dry and save it for potting
your own greenhouse plants.

Your surplus worms can be sold to pet
shops to feed the fish and birds. They can
also be put up in easily available plactic
cartons with covers in batches of a dozen big
worms and a handful of their growing media.
These can be placed with any business cater-
ing to fishermen.

The main thing is getting started. This
involves collecting the worms, boxes and worm
food.

First, write the sources below for infor-
mation on prices of worms and the sellers’
own ideas on raising and selling them.

Next, make four wooden boxes from 3/4 to
one inch thick lumber, scrap or from a build-
ing supply store. The boxes should be two by
two foot square and five inches high. If you
are not at all handy, anyone working in a
lumber yard can mako them for you for a few
dollars.

Then you will need two more of the same
size boxes but with 1/4 and 1/8 mesh screens
nailed to the bottoms of the boxes instead of
wood. These are shaker boxes used in separa-
ting the bedding, castings and worms.

To start, buy a bag of black Michigan
peat moss at a garden store. With the 1/4
inch screen shaker box, fill two of the boxes
to within 1/2 inch from the top. Any peat
which won’t go through should be discarded
unless you can shred it finer.

Then put 1,000 worms on top of the peat
in each box. When they have burrowed under,
fill the boxes with dried cattle manure which
has not boon chemically treated. You can buy
this at any garden store, also. Then, using a
garden sprinkling can, sprinkle one gallon of
water evenly in each box.

Next, store the boxes in a cool place, not
below 50 degrees, and not touching the ground
if it is wet. Put the two extra boxes bottom
side down on the full boxes as covers. Then
let everything alone for ten days.

After 10 days fill one of the extra boxes
to within a half inch of its top with more
black Michigan peat sifted through the 1/4
inch screen. The worms will pretty well dig-
ested the contents of the two boxes as well
as reproducing quite a few more worms. Aside
from the worms, all that will be left will be
little pellets of worm castinqs and some un-

eaten black Michigan peat.
To separate the castings from the worms

and peat you’ll need the 1/8 inch screen box
and a table to shake the castings onto. Take
a few handful is of worms, peat and castings
at a time and put them in the screen box.
Shake over the table until most of the cast-
ings have fallen through. Dump the worms and
peat into a dishpan or other large container.

When you’ve emptied both boxes give the
worms time to burrow down to the bottom of
whatever peat is left. Then scrape the peat
off the worms and put it in the empty box.
Next, put more peat into that box until it,

too, is refilled to within a half inch of the
top. Then separate the worms into two piles
and divide them between the two boxes as be-
fore. Again cover them with cattle manure and
sprinkle a gallon of water on each.

After the next ten days you may have
enough extra worms to start another box. Even
so, your first ton days should give you from
24 to 28 quarts of castings.

As you perfect your techniques and gain a
complete understanding of the process, you
can branch out to a profit-making enterprise.

By tho time you have your greenhouse est-
ablished, you will be ready with plenty of
worms. Then, instead of commercial black
Michigan peat moss for bedding, you can uso
plant waste shredded by a mechanical shredder
you will soon be able to afford.

Bedding can also bo supplemented by finely
shredded newspaper, corrugated cardboard,
grass, leaves or any other organic waste mat-
ter. Just so it’s fine enough to go throuqh a
1/4 inch screen, helping it to hold moisture
more uniformly, is easier for tho worms to
move throuqh and oat and also because it's
easier to work with.
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THE HOME WORKSHOP MANUAL

THE HOME WORKSHOP MANUAL 1930
SMALL WOODWORKING

MACHINERY

MACHINERY is remaking all our

home workshops. More than

anything else, the introduction

of compact, efficient, and reasonably

priced woodworking machines has helped

to popularise the hobby of making

things with tools. Why? Because ma-

chinea lend new seat to the work, they

take away the drudgery, and they make
it possible for the beginner as well as

the trained craftsman to turn out satis-

factory projects.

It is the purpose of this chapter to

show the amateur how to make beauti-

ful, useful, and substantial pieces of

furniture almost entirely with these mo-

torised home workshops, and do it more
easily and accurately than by hand.

COLONIAL FOOTSTOOL

The first project, a footstool of Co-
lonial design (Figs. I, 2, and 3), allows

a variety of machine operations to be

learned. Obviously, any similar small

piece of furniture will involve the same
methods.
Mexican mahogany is an excellent

material to use for the visible parts, al-

though other woods such as birch or

maple may be substituted and stained

to imitate mahogany, if desired.

Step No. I—Getting Out the Slock for

the Hails. On the circular saw cut the

four rails (two side and two end pieces)

to the approximate sixes to make it

easier to handle them on the planer. Pine

or whitewood will serve for them if they

are to bo covered with upholstery. Plano

one surface smooth and true and mark
it with an X on all pieces to indicate

the working face. Hold this face against

the planer fence and joint (plane) one

edge smooth and true. This edge on each

piece should be marked with an X in

order to identify it as the working edge.

FRONT-VIEW 3IDL-VILW

A few suggestions may well be offered 1

~

parenthetically in regard to jointers (Fig. TT Tf "
1

6). The 4-in. jointer about a, .mall a.

is practical and works very well on all W* •T W-A
general work. The best type jointers arc .W nT*
made with three knives or cutters, which r,T n I

are securely fastened in a cylindrical t-jb *hv , A I
head. The cutters must face the opera- tyiyn ^Alft|-Tr

tor, since the machine revolves toward* l
io'

*
->| /

him. There need be no fear about work- top virw

a at this machine as jointers are care-
, , , ......... I

y guarded; however, a few safety (Htl/'
)

rules must be observed in order to avoid H vTIT. . (irt - 7 /
the likelihood of any accidents.

I PvtuT //
Before starting any machine, try all 4~Hl if'^F—

H

adjustments to make sure that no parts ft I
-Ar-f!(

are loose. Revolve the machine by hand I 1 li IT » \ \
to see that the knives swing clear of the ii f 'l/f ' \ \
throat. All three knives must be set ex- 4

|
i /

|
Vltw \_\

actly the same distance out so as to
11,11

make a smooth cut. free from ridges. STJZ
Never run any wood over the jointer iu<m«i©o ©f it# down*,

smaller than Vi by I by 10 in. For all of each piece has been planed:
thin pieces use a block set on top of your On the circular saw hold the working
work to push the material across the cut- edge against the fence and rip all pieces

ters. Never rest the hand or a finger on to the width of 2'/,* in.
( V»

o

in. being

the extreme rear end of the wood. allowed for planing). In like manner cut

When stock is pushed across the «J>e four pieces (if necessary) to the

jointer, the pressure is placed on the thickness of « S/Ifl «n. (•/,«, in. extra for

of ....... planing). Now cut one end of each piece

££aS5S3S5S -js
over the throat portion of the machine

, |h^ and cu
[* thc olhcr Cnd of cacll .

with the hands, moving forward as you P |a„c the raining surfaces and edges
go along. Do not take too coarse a cut; m)00th 8nd true on the planiT (Fig. 6).
it is better to make several finer ones, step No. t—Lcgs. Draw and cut out
as it will lessen the chance of the wood's an accurate cardbonrd pattern. Use it to
getting away from you. \\ hen making mark the wood. To avoid splitting, bore
any adjustments, always be sure to turn %.j n . holes for the handles or cross
the power off. spmdles before sawing thc curves. On
To return to the operations m making

the jig saw (Fig. 5) cut thc design out
the footstool continue as follows after carefully, keeping just outside the lines,

the working face and the working edge Be sure to make “safetv” cuts in the
irracvfuJ de
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scrap of wood under the clamp to avoid

bruising the legs. Put plenty of glue into

the holes and on the dowel pins; then
clamp the work together lightly. Use
only a liquid glue of the best quality or

a tested brand of flake hide glue. Sight

across the legs for any twist. Allow at

least five hours for the glue to dry.

Next assemble the project completely,

being sure that all four legs rest on a

true surface, that the frame is square,

and that the tops of all rails are in line.

It is a good idea to have some fine saw-

dust on hand when gluing to sprinkle

over the glue that oosea out; this will

absorb it sufficiently to allow it to be

peeled off like gum immediately after-

wards with a chisel. When the glue has

set, glue the corner blocks in place.

a
I Af e*rb pWv i* pMne«l

;
\hrm

fbu l» hrM ac»to«t th«*

or of fbr
• B«J rdcr h Joifttr'l

i aut)r tree) a* «bo«n. TW
ibr bat <i» I* itn

i p*-r?ant. A •mlnnnj raard
J pfv««r4 (Ik

Step No. 7—Cleaning Up Remove all

excess glue with a sharp chisel, cutting,
wherever possible, across the grain.
Sandpaper thoroughly all parts with No.
Vz. 0, and (X) paper, rubbing with the

disk gander true up and smooth all flat

surfaces and convex curves. For concave
curves uso n drum gander, if available

(Fig. 7); otherwise turn a cylinder to

3 in. in diameter and fasten a sheet of

No. lft sandpaper to it.

Step No. 5-Joints. locate accurately

all centers for the dowel hole*—two in

each end of each of the four rails and
corresponding holes in the legs. By
means of the lathe and a chuck, bore all

the holes. If you use u short auger dowel
bit, which is advisable, first file off the

threads on the point (leave the point

•/», u, ana w paper, ruDDing with the
grain. Round the corners slightly.

Step No. S—Finishing. There are
many ways ol finishing mahogany. One
of my favorite methods is as follows:
Buy a high grade mahogany water stain
powder and dissolve according to direc-
tions, or obtain a prepared wood 6tain
or dye of first-class quality. Use lib-

erally and let it dry. Brush on very thin

itself I to prevent the bit from pulling

too fast.

Step No. 6—Assembling. Make a trial

fitting of all parts between clamps but

without glue. Mark the joints of mating

members No. 1 and No. 1, No. 2 and
No. 2, and so on. Two separate gluing

operations arc necessary. First glue the

long rails and legs together. Place a

no. How ti> tioKI III* rail**

whi'ia cutting ihrm fo on lb#

circular mw,

waste stock where necessary to avoid

having to back out the saw at acute cor-

ner curves and perhaps cause the blade

to break.

Step No. 5—Spindles. The stock

should be lft by 1ft in.; this allows

ft in. for truing up on the lathe. Locate

tho center of each end by drawing diag-

onal lines. Bore small holes to receive

the points of tho lathe centers. Hough
the corners off with a gouge and then

turn to tho largest diameter. Next cut

down a short distance to give the exact

length from shoulder to shoulder -8 in.

Turn the spindle to the design (Fig. 8)

and sandpaper it in the lathe. Turn the

dowels at the ends to exactly % in. in

diameter and 1 ft in. long, and ns you cut
•.lie work free, round up the ends with
a small skew chisel.

Step No. i—Sandpapering. On the

white shellac and sandpaper when dry

with No. 00 paper. Apply two coats of

paste wood filler, following the direc-

tions on the can. Allow at least two full

days for the filler to harden. Apply three

thin coats of white shellac, rubbing each

coat when dry with No. 00 sandpaper,

and the last coat with crude oil (or light

machine oil) and fine pumice stone

powder. If you have n spraying outfit,

spray clear lacquer on instead of shellac.

PK1SCII.LA 8EWIXO CABINET

Roomy as is (lie Priscilla sewing enhi-

net shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11, it has

the advantage of being easy to curry

Kio. ?t.—4Vf all vvili** tin*

Oili I* fM'rlfttl* «!»•* M»**MW» iM-a-.tUM* of III*

iVlnbUl

about the house from place to

place. As is customary, it con-

tains u sliding tray, divided

into four compartments, for

buttons, needles, and small ac-

cessories.

Mexican mahogany is per-

haps the best material for this

project, although you may sub-

stitute cheaper woods and stain

them to imitate mahogany.
Step No. 1—Getting Out the

Stock. On the planer dress one

surface of each piece smooth

and true and mark it with an

X; this is known as the work-

ing face. Hold the marked sur-

face against the fence of tlTe

planer and plane one edge at

right angles to the working

face. Mark this edge with an

X; this is called the working

edge. There are only two sur-

faces to mark.

Now go to the circular saw and, hold-
ing the working edge against the fence,

rip the stock to the correct width, al-

lowing ylt in. extra for the final plan-

ing (Fig. 12). In like manner, obtain the
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is thick enough, one cut will be suffi-
;

cient. Now take the sidepieces and cut .

the tongues or tenons to fit these grooves
just made. The cut should be made in

two operations to insure a perfect fit. !

Use the cardboard pattern for laying out
;

the curves at the bottom of the end i

pieces and cut the curves on the power
f

5

jig saw. ' C
Step No. 5—The Handle. The jig saw A

is a real help in the construction of the >
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•Itlfldl bn illtt III II*

Uiho. Cull pent 4n- um*«1
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roSDpMrit iHm*—l<-<~« work log Uru«lntf».

fastened to the top strip by screws from
beneath, as indicated. Glue the hooper
with high grade liquid glue or flake hide

Ke. The work should bo allowed to set
ween clamps until the gluo is hard.

Step No. 7—Dowel Joint*. Put the

chuck in the lathe, use the correct
sue auger bit lor the dowels (in the
case >/* in.) and, while the power is

on, very carefully file the threads
off the screw end to prevent the bit

from pulling into the wood too fast;
do not, however, remove the point.

1-ocate accurately all centers of all

handle. Bore a V*-in. hole in each corner
of the cut-out portion, insert a saw blade
in one hole, and saw out the grip part

( Fig. 16). Next cut out tlie outside curve.

Return to the drum sander and smooth
all curved edges. A smooth finish is im-
portant.

Step No. 6—Atiembly. The handle is

thickness, if not already correct. Return
to the planer and dress all surfaces

smooth and true.

Follow this method for getting out all

stock. At this point it is advisable to

cut out cardboard patterns of all curved

parts to insure the required accuracy of

sue and shape.

Step No. 2—Turned Ugs. The stock

should be at least Yi in. longer than

needed to allow for turning the bottom

end without striking the point of the

dead center. Draw diagonal lines on both

ends of the stock to locate the centers.

Drill small holes at these points to re-

ceive the center pins of the centers.

Square lines around the stock, locating

the portions that are to remain square.

Rough the stock with u gouge and turn

to the design (Fig. 14). Sandpaper thor-

oughly while in the lathe.

Step No. S—Curved Feet. On the jig

saw cut out the curved outline. On the

drum sunder smooth the edges just

sawed. Use the disk sander for the flat

edges at the top and oottom (Fig. 13).

If you are not already accustomed to

these machines, you will be agreeably

surprised at their speed and accuracy.

Step No. 4—Hopper Fart. The end

dado or box joints (see the detail draw-

ing of the corner joints) can be made
easily on the circular saw as follows:

Set the circular saw a little over % in.

above the saw table, and set the rip-

ping g«ge at the proper distance from
the saw blade, so as to make the four

grooves on the end pieces. If your blade
• PritnlU r:> :nK an.t .? the ^o*Dta at the comor*

aud brtntm tfe* Jr.-s alid «int pk*c*.
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holes and bore the holes in the

lathe as illustrated in Fig. 15.

Make sure by carelul test that the Yz by

2/ in. cross brace is exactly the right

length to suit the length of the hopper.

Step No. 8—Assembly. Glue the legs

and curved feet first; then glue the cross

brace. When dry, this entire bottom unit

is fastened to the hopper with screws.

Glue a false strip over the center of the

hopper to make the leg ap|>ear as if it

continued all the way up. Next screw the

bottom in place and fit the

covers and hinges.

Step No. 9 — Tray. On
the various machines, work

out the tray in the same
way as the other parts.

Step No. 10 — Cleaning

up. Remove all cxccs > glue

with a sharp chisel, cutting

where possible across the

grain. Sandpaper thor-

oughly all parts with Nos.

Vi. 0, and 00 paper, always

rubbing with the grain if

practicable. Round the cor-

ners slightly.

SttD No, II

it is simple in construction.

Mexican mahogany is one of the best

materials for this table, unless you in-

tend to finish it with colored brushing

lacquer, perhaps in some brilliant tone

to make the pi*"e individual and out-

standing. in which case birch or maple

is suitable. Because of the delicate pro-r~

oortions. a hard wood must be used.

J1« I' (nhovcl.— Iti.r-

ill • I lie do^el liuli'H.

Kt*HlM bi»l** luvo to he

all tlu* w 4y
the flock. .1

u tmr^l and rtifcd

<»ver fit- tull'iock

tile to wvp i lie tilt from
lUmise.

Step No. I—Getting Out Stock. Using

the planer and circular saw, get out,

all the stock in the following manner:

On the planer, dress one surface

smooth and true; mark this with an X
to indicate the working face. Hold this

face against the fence of the planer

ami plane one edge at right angles to

the working face. Murk this edge also

with an X to identify it.

Hold the working edge against the
fence of the circular saw and rip the

'tuck to the correct width, allowing / n

in. for planing. In like manner obtain

the thickness Return to the planer I Fig.

I9i and dret- all rawed surface® smooth
and true. Follow this method for pre-

paring all the pieces. Cut out cardboard

patterns of all curved parts,

Step No. t—Turned Legs. The 'took

for the legs should be at least Vi in.

longer than the finished measurement,

to nllow for turning the bottom end with-

out striking the j»oint of the dead center.

Draw diagonal lines on both ends of

the stock to locate the centers. Bore

small holes at these points to receive

the center pins. Square lines around the

stork to locate the portions that arc

to remain square.

Rough the stock with n gouge and
turn to the design. Sandpaper tlior-

Finiahing.

There arc many ways of finish-

ing mahogany. One requires the

use of bichromate of potash, which

can be purchases! at any drug store.

Make a saturated solution of the

crystals and water and apply a

coot of one part saturated solution

and four part® of water. When dry,

sandpaper lightly with No. 00 sandpa-

per; then give an even coat of ready-

mixed penetrating mahogany wood stain.

Follow with paste wood filler and finish

with several coats of shellac, varnish, or
clear lacquer.

MARYLAND END TABLE

In learning to use small woodworking
machinery or a motorized home work-

shop, you will find the Maryland end
tubie shown in Figs. 17, 18, and 19 is a
particularly instructive and desirable

piece of furniture to build. Because of

its delicate proportions and graceful

lines, it is a little gem; at the same time

DOAtLJOINT

FRONT-VIEW IDE- VIEW

*1" 2— * •

-i v
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mighty while in the lathe.

Step No. 3—Curved Feet. Cut out the

curved outline on the jig saw and smooth

the edges on the drum sander. Use the
disk sander for the flat bottom and top
edges as in step No. 5.

Step A’o. 4— Top Brace. On the jig

saw cut out the outlines of the braces;
on the drum sander, true and smooth
the outline.

Step A’o. 5—Joints. True the top and
bottom flat edge* of the curved feet on
the disk sander. Carefully locate all the

dowel holes. Place the chuck and dowel

bit in the lathe and bore alt the holes

the correct depth.

Step No. 6—Sandpapering. Before as-

sembling the table, thoroughly sand*

K
tpcr all parts with No. I followed by
o. and 0 paper.

Step A'o. 7

—

Assembly. Make a trial

fitting between clamp* without glue.

First, glue the curved feet to the logs;

then assemble the entire project, using

plenty of first-class liouid glue or hide

flake glue of good quality. The top* of

the legs are held together by gluing a
•trip on each side of the leg. After this

is done fasten the top to the brace*
with acrew*.

Step iVo. 8—Cleaning Up. Remove all

excess glue with a sharp chisel, work-

ing across the grain where pos-ible. Thor-
oughly sandpaper nil parts with No. %,
0, and 00 paper, always rubbing with

the grain where possible, and rounding
the corners slightly.

Step A’o. 9—Finishing. If a lacquer
finish in to be used, first apply
two coats of white shellac,

rubbing each coat when dry
with 00 sandpaper. Apply the
lacquer according to directions

on the can.

If you have used mahogany
or walnut or a wood which is

to imitate them, brush on water

stain or a prepared wood stain

or dye of the desired color, and

after it is thoroughly dry apply a very
thin coat of shellac. Water stain has a

tendency to ruise the grain, and the

shellac will stiffen these fibers and make
them brittle. Sandpapering lightly with

No. 00 or finer paper will rut them down
clean and smooth.
Apply two coats of good quality paste

wood filler (unless you have used some
close-grained wood) according to direc-

tions you will usually find on the can
containing the paste. Allow at least two
full days—u longer time is even mon-
desirable— for the filler to harden. Then
brush on three coats of white shellac,

rub*'''"' c'lfl, roat when drv with No. 0O

or finer sandpaper am! the last coat wi,h

rubbing oil, light machine oil, or crude

oil and fine pumice stone |>owdcr.

With a spraying outfit, you can spray-

on clear lacquer instead of using >licllac.

CHIPPENDALE MIKKOIt

The motor-driven saw is the greatest

aid a woodworker has. Skillfully han-
dled, it will perform wonders in cut-

ting up stock quirk!)* and accu-

rately, in making joints of many
different varieties, and in doing with

ease and speed the preliminary oper-

ations which are most common in

building furniture and most tedious

to do by hand.

As an object lesson for demon-
strating in greater detail than here-

tofore the u*e of tlie circular saw,

the Chippendale mirror illustrated in

Figs. 20 ami 21 is excellent. Aside

from the handwork needed in as-

sembling and finishing, tlic frame of

this graceful piece can be made al-

most entirely with the law and its

attachments. Tlie operations arc

simple and the finished product is

useful; so, in making the mirror, not

only will a good-looking piece of

work result, hut excellent practice

will be given in machine sawing.

As to stock, mahogany and maple

are two approbate woods to use.

Extreme care should be taken in se-

lecting the piece* for the top and

bottom to see that tlie grain form*

an attractive figure.

Step A'o. I—Making the Patterns.

From the working drawing (Fig. 21)

lay out full size -quarts on heavy
pajier. such as wrapping paper or

cardboard; then plot the curve*. Cut
these patterns out in trinplatc form. It

will be necessary to make only half pat-

terns of the top and bottom, as the half

can be used for both sides. For the top

and bottom it is advisable to use fivc-ply

laminated stock to avoid possible split-

ting.

Step No. S—The Frame. Although the

design as it is given for the molding is a

good one to follow, you can substitute

any suitable stock picture molding of

about the same size.

Circular saws are made in three dif-

ferent types—rip, crosscut, and combina-
tion or miter. The rip saw is used to

rut with the grain. The teeth are rather

large and. as with a hand saw. are filed

at right angles to the blade. The cut is

like that made with a chisel. The cross-

cut saw has much smaller teeth and,

as with a hand saw, the teeth are filed

at an angle. This saw is used on all

general work except ripping. Both of

these saws arc set to give clearance. The
combination or miter saw, as the name
implies, is made up of both crosscut and
rip teeth and is usually hollow ground,

requiring no setting. The cut made with

a good sharp blade of this type will l>c

very smooth, oftentimes good enough

for a joint without the slightest neces-

sity of planing.

If you purchase only one blade, the

best advice is to buy a combination snw.

Thero is one disadvantage, however, in

using tins type of blnde, it often binds

and will need frequent pointing up with

a file.

For this work we shall use the com-
bination or miter saw (Fig. 22 1. Set the

cutting-off fence so ns to make n 45*

cut (Fig. 23). To do this, make n trial

cut on two scrap pieces of wood and
place them together; if they test square,

the cut is at exactly forty-five degrees.

With a slow stroke mnkc all the miter
cuts. Next, cut the grooves for the splines

by lowering the blndu to about t/j in.

high and holding the miter flat on the

table. A* a guide for this operation, use

Pk. is—

A

znc*<i\ Marrta
mlrh rli* a!4 <A
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angles of 45° each and one of Step .Vo. 5—Cutting the Grooves. Cut
90° a» shown in the sketch. the groove on the top and bottom edges

Allow the glue at least four^nd part way on both sides, to receive

or five limirs to set Next, as-the head and bottom pieces (Fig. 26).
scmblc the entire frame, using
plenty of tlic best glue. Test
the corners to be *ure that tlicy ^9Pp
are square and that there is no
twist to the frame. lie certain

that tlie grain in the splines ' m®.' i|I|

rims the short way, as shown;
this adds much to the strength '

of tlie frame. Make the splines
.

a little wide at first and cut YA
tliein to shajie after *he glue MvS '»£*—•'

'

h.is hardened ,

Step Xo. Cleaning Up the

Frame. By means of the sand- ^ "Jr
ing di«k. clean up the corner*,
especially where the ears were t. li llVH

}
\

fastened nnd where the spline* projected. Jlita
Having thus obtained the Ih ?1 result, you l

*

"

ore now ready to turn tc the next step.

tv. 21 -Outline mit-r« by tilling 'S'* lnM<- at «
ibpr^n miuI pt.x'lns fli* iKihllfig on tin

Step No. 6—Cutting Out the Curved
Designs. With the template, transfer

your curved design to the wood. Next,

cut just outside the lines with a jig or

band saw. If you arc working with a

small machine, it will bo necessary to

place the design on both sides of the

wood, to be able to work from each side.

Step No. 7—Truing Up the Edges. Use

a drum sender on all of the curved edges

possible; tho inaccessible curves will

v • „ spline fyfT- ftfc, s& > m

the ripping fence. The upper sketch of

Fig. 25 should be consulted for the form

nnd application of the spline

Step No. 8—Assembly of Frame Glue

tcm|K>rnry ears (triangular block' of

wood) on all the corners, so a* to have

something on which to get a grip when

MITER JOINT
WITH GROOVE
FOR SPLINESEND OF SPUN!

r«e:o off—•Pi Ik* ofwfllwf

r»*~t ii'j
,, Ri'(0O’TC<* HAND SCREW

*eiv
M°<« l»'»C EARS GLUED AT THE ^4 CORNERS^

U5F 4 MAUD SCREWS ANO GLUE ALL
Cl THE FRAME AT ONE TIME

PORTION
Of SCROLL

’« PLATE MIRROR

/CARDBOARD

no. 21.—Half patterns of rh» eorriHl ontlin-*

bj plotting them on h.-ary rraf.plnj pa[*r
1-in. square*.

clamping up the frame. By
temporary cars, in cabinet-

work, we mean pieces of soft

wood that are cut so that the

grain in them runs the long

way and are glued in place.

The ears should have two

LAMINATED BACK J
SCREWED ON- —

^

Flc
:

ZS—The •pllne Joint, tho -’e«r»" U -»<1
to r.c.llt.tc clarapine. and ctom nrrtlon

of the frame.
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good choice would be a cheerful color of

lacquer, agreeing with the color scheme
of the room in which the shelves are to

hang. \Yhitcwood, or even wood
taken from packing cases, may be

used, if close grain.

Step No. /—Making the Pat-
terns. On a sheet of heavy card-

board 5 by 31 / in., lay off 2-in.

squares, and from the working
drawing (Fig. 28) plot the curves.

Cut along the outline with scis-

sors. In like manner lay out and
cut the headpiece on a sheet of

cardboard 5 by 10% in.

Step No. t—Getting Out the

Stock. On the jointer, join all

edges of the various pieces—the

two sides, the headpiece, and the

have to be cleaned up with a file and
sandpaper. If you have done the sawing

carefully, there will be very little sand-

ing to do.

Step No. 8—Asiemfcfu of Scrolls. First,

put plenty of glue in the groove and on
the edges to be glued; then, force the

various parts together. Be careful to

wipe away all of the excess glue after

the parts are assembled

Step No. 9—('leaning Up the Work.

If there is any ex.-e-s glue on the work,

remove it with a sharp chisel. Sandpaper

all of the parts thoroughly first with
No. 0, then with No. 00 sundpaper.
Round off all of the edges slightly

Step No. I(b—Finishing. For mahog-
any: Apply either a mahogany water
slain powder or a prepared dye or wood
stain of first-class quulity. Bru-h on a

very thin coat of white shellac When it

is dry, sand with No. 00 sandpaper In

order to fill the grain in the wn«id. i

paste wood filler must be applied. Shel-

lacking IS the next proms. Apply then

three thin coats of shellac. After the tii-t

and second arc dry, rub each with No
00 sandpaper, but for the la>t coat u-c

a mixture of powdered pumice *tone

mid crude or machine oil If you have

a spraying outfit available, spray on u

clear laequer instead of the application

of shellac.

For an antique finish on maple There

arc two good methods One i-. quite si

lar to the method stated above for ma-
hogany except that an amber stain is

other cases.

HANGING BOOKSHELVES

The curved outlines of the attractive

hanging bookslielves shown in Figs. 27

and 28 make an ideal problem for a

more detailed study of the use of the

motor-driven jig saw. The bookslielves

will prove an addition to the living room

used. Since maple is a close-grained
wood, no tiller need lie applied, the shel-

lac will fill any small pores that may be
present. The other method is to use an

oil walnut stain, and after it dries rub

the high-light- almost through to the

hare wood with No 00 sandpaper in

order to give the effect of a worn sur-

face. The finish then is applied as in the

>*a id-wt >*|«-*. Sit aiil 00.—Two of Jilt m«-hnnl»m*. At

J!C *ow ibr l»'t •• «t*c «r»»k Bi.it Ion and at tlic rltflit ilie horl-... .
,

, . (oatal motion nm-tiauUni.
nr den, or, indeed, may be placed in the

breakfast room to hold artistic pieces of three llielves.

china or pottery. Step No. 8—Using the Circular

In choosing the type of wood to be Saw. On the circular saw, rip the

used, much depends on the finish. One pieces to the correct width and again join
these edges on the jointer. Cut the ends
off square, making all the shelves the

same length. If you have a shaper
(shaping machine), use it for putting
any desired molded edge on the front

of all shelves. Of course, you can
easily round these edges, as shown,
with a hand plane.

Sfcp No. 4— Using the Jig Saw.
Jig taws arc constructed on two dif-

ferent principles. The one type works
on a cum or eccentric, with a little

handle or crank on the side of the

wheel connected with the saw; and
as this wheel revolves, the handle
pushes the saw frame up and down
(Fig. 29). The second type (Fig. 30)

is constructed with a horizontal slid-

ing block or crosshead, which moves
the saw frame up and down by
means of a crank mechanism.
The table of the jig saw is set to

an angle of 90 degrees in order to

make a square cut. Insert a rather

coarse blade in the frame, seeing

that the teeth point down. Now ad-
jus'. the finger for holding down the
work to the proper thickness.
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You will hove to work in from
both ends on account of the length

of the sides; it may oven be neces-

sary to do a littlo handwork if your ma-
chine will not reach to the center from

both ends. It will pay you to do the jig-

sawing with tlie greatest possible care,

as it will eliminate a great deal of hand-
work.

Step No. 5—Smoothing Up the Edges.

Use a drum sunder on all possible curves.

Curves that arc too abrupt for the zan-

der must be smoothed with a cabinet

file, followed with sandpaper. For some
of the curves, a small spoke-have will

help a great deal; and on the convex

curves and flat pieces, a sharp chisel is

the best tool to use. A goal, careful cabi-

netmaker tries to use the file as little

ns possible.

Step No. 6—Cutting the Dado Joints.

Place the two sides together, being sure

to have a right ami ’ ft side. With a try-

squaro, mark the nlion of the three

shelves. U*0 a (NO Of the proper sixe

and fasten this in , circular raw,

in. above the saw Ic. Groove out both

sides. Note that ' groove* do not run

to the front edg this means that you

must raise the k up ro ns to start

cutting at the r mark. A little hand-

work will be essnry at this point.

The end can lx >c cleaned out by bor-

ing a Vi-in. I. with a

Forstncr type bit ike the

holes Tm in. d . The
rounded front cd, >f the

shelf will fit the . ncr-

fcctly. A simpler ‘hod,

though not ro good, .
fas-

tening the side* U ''e

shelves, is to make
joints and screw the job .

gether with round-hcadeu

screws.

Step No. 7— Turning the

Ornament. Glue two pieces

of stock together with u

sheet of pnper between,

making a piece V/z in. square, and turn

the ornament in the lathe. The purpose

of the paper is to allow the splitting

apart of the two piece? after the turn-

ing operation is completed.

Step No. 8—.Sandpapering. Using No.

% sandpaper, thoroughly sand all parts.

Repeat with No. 0 sandpaper.

Step No. 9—Assembling. Make n trial

fitting between damns to make sure that

all joints fit. Mark the companion pieces

as they are to go together. Use plenty

of the best glue and clamp the work

tightly. Clean off all of the excess glue

by throwing fine sawdust over the glue

that oozes out of the joints and then
scraping it off at once with your chisel.

Step No. 10—Cleaning Up. After al-

lowing the glue to harden for at least

the saw fonn an ellipse. Place your
feet on the blade ami give the hand-
a twi-t inward m> a* to make the teeth
above the fret point in Ward; drop the

MW blade and you will find it in the
three lo»*ps.

In putting the 14 tile in place, lower
the top Wheel a- far a- it will go or
Milliner,tly to allow the blade to lx*

slipped over the wIm-H*. Place I be
saw on the top wheel fu-t and «r licit

the tilth point forward nml down,
liien wolk it on the IhiIIoiii wheel,
revolving the wheel* hv hand. Next
ndji:-t tllf upp‘1 wheel, working the

handwheel with the left hand and
feeling for the tin-ion with the right

hand.

Revolve the wheel a dozen time*
to -ee if the -aw blade i- running in

the renter of the wheel I'iin*. If it doe*
not run true, if i- mi ca*v matter to

lilt the top wheel in either ilirccliilll

bv turning the adju-ting knob in the
renter of the top wheel. When the
blade not- tine. >>e that the guide*
are Mipjxxtiug the blade.

The table on mo*t hand saw* can lie

tilled lit nn angle when Here-'..
i v hv a

few turn* on the machine screw under
the table in the hark part of the ma-
chine. See that the table is firmly fas-

ter' d Ik fore 'tinting work. Set the snw
guide to the proper height to allow tho
wood to pa** under.

There arc only a few safetv precau-
tion- to oh-erve in running n band saw.
Fir-t of all. have a good guard on the
machine. Always spin the saw nround a
few- times by hand to make certain that

everything i- a* it should be. Do not

allow anvonc to stand nt the side of the

five hours, carefully remove any excess

glue that may still remain. Then sand-

paper with No. 0 sandpaper, round-

ing all sharp edges. The piece will

then be ready

for the fini-hing

operation. *

Step No. 11— Wg r

finishing. Ap- - *

ply one coat of Jft

thin white shellac to all part*. When tlii*

is linrd and dry, ?aiid|(.-i|Kr thoroughly
with No 0-iind|Ki|irr. Now apply the «lr-

•ired color of lacquer, using n -prayer if

available.

S.MAI.I. UAXII SAWS

Anotlier u-eful machine, although ik

illustrated, is a -mall hand saw. It

especially helpful for curved cutting lik

that required in making n graceful chai
After a little practicing has Ixvn don
the back legs of a chair can be sawc
out almost as easily as a woman sew?

seam on a sewing machine.
Many woodworkers who have ha

some experience in the u-c of band saw

do not know how to twi-t the saw Ida*

into three loojw, which is the usual

w ay of storing or shipping tin *i. Hold
the saw in the palms of your hands,

teeth pointing outward, and allow a
portion of it to n>t on the floor. U-t

F 33 —Son;* of frtuhlo Jlc Mtv motors
* _r, be n»11j »*: -itiaotJitl and asod a* electric blind
dr,IK f**r rv>w L»h- making bo)«0 for

n^rtinc a jt: nv, and other Light work.

Fic. 53 fin drelel.—1

1

• Ion Of tfcr Mill# of ;lalt mi
Hum oa,Pn rjf) l»* i l* ,i** •*

l

UC a at lb-

* • w %
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machine while it is running. Be sure to

keep the machine well oiled at all times.

The actual sawing on this machine re-

quires little practice. No matter what

happens, never back out of a cut ; to do

so may nqll the saw blade off. It you get

off the line, tlo not twist the wood but

pull it towards you and start that por-

tion of the cut over again.

The itinnliiir woodworker will soon

msi'tvr the u*e of the hand saw if he fol-

lows the direction* carefully and prac-

tices on some of the furniture designs.

CATCIIIXO SAWDUST

With sonic types of small combina-
tion woodworking machine* it i* possible

to use a bag for catching the sawdust

from the circular saw and prevent it

from being scattered about the room
and over the clothes of the operator.

Figure 31 shows a saw with a sawdust
chute which loms a doable purpose—
to guard the blade under the saw table

Pin. 34.—The* hac In pU<** ittprf

vlrwi; «mJ li»«w lh»* h»l*» Cvf III*

ftf* t/rllltU.

and to catch and discharge the sawdust

in one direction. A sugar bag lining is

slipped under this chute and fastened

to the sides of the saw table with four

S-hooks.

The S-hooks hang in holes drilled in

the sides of the saw table. How these

holes may be drilled is also illustrated.

The tool rest is adjusted to support the

saw table at the right height and the

work is then fed to the dull by means of

the faceplate mounted on the threaded

spindle of the tailstock.

A revolving circular saw causes con-

siderable wind, and it is this air in mo-

tion which whirls the sawdust about the

room. A sugar bag lining acts like a

vacuum cleaner bag. for it allows the

nir to escape but catches the dust. In

arranging a bag about a saw that is not

shielded under the table, there may be

sonic danger of the bag's becoming en-

tangled in the whirling saw. This should

be carefully guarded against.

IIOW TO REPAIR
1 ruxrrriiK

THE patching of wood is an art.

Every liamiy man has frequent

occasion to practiec it. When done

artistically, it is a credit to the me-
chanic; hut done slovenly and middy,
it may be worse than tlic original de-

fects which it re-places.

Patching, as described licrc, is for the

purpose of preserving parts of valuable

antique furniture, and, a* the patches

add to the percentage of new material

in the piece, they should l»e ns small as

possible. The same principles, of course,

apply to the patching of modem furni-

ture and interior woodwork or trim of

the hotter kind

If it defect is caused hv winddiake,

insert dowels arms tl*c grain, if pos-

sible, and patch tlie surface: if doweling

is not possible, a d.vlo i groove t may
l*e cut across flic bark of the Imsird and

a spline or flip of wood inserted and

glued.

If the hlemi-h i* a nail or screw hole,

patch it. Don't use plug*, as they show

end grain, which is undesirable in face

work. Don't use bung* or face-grain

plugs put into boles liorrd wilh an auger

hit; this is all right in rough work,

which can he pinned after the plugs arc

set, but in furniture repairing tbc spur

of the bit will tear the wood enough to

allow nn ugly circle in the finished work.

In nearly all old handmade pieces that

have drawers, the parting rails between

the drawers arc from two to five times

as wide as is really necessary. Enough

material usually can be obtained from

this extra width to do all the patching

required; this wood will always match
lictlcr than new wood. In patching fine

furniture, obviously we should make the

inserts of material which matches the

wood and not be content with fillers,

putties or waxes such as are satisfactory

on less important work that is to I*

painted and not left in the natural color

of the wood.

PATCHING OR “otATIXO”

Patching wood i> commonly called

“graving"; the name comes from the fact

that a grave is cut out for the patch.

The edges for the patch and the side

of the grave should be slightly beveled

as illustrated in Fig 1. The patch should

be slightly thicker than the grave is deep

so that when the clamps arc removed

the patch will be higher than the face

of the work. It can then be dressed down
flush.

To lay out patch and grave, a tem-

plate should be made from cardboard.

Lay the template in place and mark the

grave wilh a sharp pointed knife, not a

><ribc, which will tear the wood. To
lay out the patch, use the same template,

but mark with a pencil. In cutting out

the grave, work to the knife line; in cut-

ting ;hc patch, leave the pencil mark on.

In doing graving, chisels with extra

long hovels should be used. Bevel edged

chisels are the best, for they can he

used in closer corners than square edged

one*.

Graving should never be done at right

angles to the grain of the wood. Several

form* for patches arc suggested in Fig. 1.

A is wrong as it rro**c* the grain at

right angle*; the others me satisfactory.

There i» nn limit to the number of de-

sign- possible. After some proficiency is

acquired,* patches may he made in the

Pm 1.—How to aiaki' |.nirlir*. a chl«f| for

cuttiDS rpcwws*. and two bomonmde cloinji-.

.-!in|*c of heart*, shamrocks, the leave- of

different trees and almo-l anything the

imagination may suggest— in elTeet. line

inlnv work. The more complicated de-

signs should be made of veneer about

L.* in. thick.

An aid in graving if boring out the

renter of the grave with wood hit and

bit gage set to the proper depth; this

give- the grave a flat floor. If a commer-

« i ll hit gage is not obtainable, one can

lie improvised ns shown in Fig. 2. It

i- a block of hardwood '/h by % by I'/g

in., with n
r;i,.-in hole bored about %
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lens! three hours for the glue to set be-

fore removing the clamp.
Although hand screws or iron C-

clatnps arc ordinarily used for applying

pressure, it is a simple matter to make
damps in various sizes u? shown in Fig

I. The dowels through the head and tail

in. from one end and a 1',-in. hole in the
ceider at right angles to the ?,„-iu hole

The block is split through the first nole

and across the second. Hold the two
pieces over the bit shank with a V4*in.

stove bolt, nut and two washers. Insert

a piece of wire, bent back at the lower

end to prevent scratching, between the

two blocks and tighten the stove bolt

with a screw driver.

Use a good grade of glue for patching.

Apply it to both grave and patch. Insert

the patch ami clamp it in place with
considerable pro-sure.

A block of wood should be placed be-
twcon the damp head and the patch to
distribute the pressure evenly. Allow at

Pia, !!.— Usliiff a Imm-mai* Oil for borln*
uut tUr rvceni or "uravV for a lartfc pauti

.1.—Applying: itrvssun* !> a pul.!i n-lrh an

tavxpeoaivc woodon damp ami w-C

blocks in the smaller clamp should be
near cnougn to the end for the screws
to pierce them; the screws will Itold bet-

ter than if driven only into the end
grain of the jaws. Tite filling piece used

in the larger clamp may I»c removed by
drawing the pin through the tenon. Sev-
eral filling bars of different lengths may
be made so that the damp can quickly
he adju-ted to the size of the work in

hand, ns illu-t rated in Eig. 3.

l’ATCIIINM VF.XLKB
Many have the mistaken idea that all

veneered furniture is modern. Veneering
wa- done liv Chip|M*ndalc. one of the

first of tlte famous old furniture mas-
ters lie did not veneer his furniture to
deceive the |Kirchascr and make him
believe it to be made of solid wood, but

Itreatise it was |»ossib1e to obtain more
beautiful grain ami a wider range of

figures in veneer.

Most veneer, it should be borne in

mind. i* nut sawed, but cut from the

lug with knives a* the log revolves in

a huge lathe. The veneer routes from
I lie log like ribbon from a roll ami re-

veal* the full beauty of the wood tigure.

A visit to any well appointed museum
will make it clear that many valuable
pieces of old furniture are veneered.

This being true, we are justified in
going to great lengths to preserve all

the original veneer of antique furniture,
especially a* it is more difficult to give

veneer an artificial appearance of ago
than it is to antique solid boards.

In veneered furniture the veneer is the
original surface, »o any veneer which
is renewed is considered just that much
new material, in spite of the fact that
the wood beneath it is old. If a veneered
board should be replaced by a solid

board, that much of the original con-
struction is regarded as having been
altered and the value of the antique is

accordingly reduced.

You may find pieces in which the
material was mahogany but which arc
also veneered in mahogany to obtain
the advantage of a more decorative
grain. In some cases the veneer may look

hopeless, but to retain the originality of

the piece you can almost always devise
ways and means of preserving at least

ninety percent of the veneer.

The veneer frequently will be found
in small splinters, narrow strips, wide
strips, small and large pieces. For the

piece to retain its value, this must all

be put back. A piece in this condition,

provided it is worth restoring, should
be sent to an expert; the repairing is so

difficult that the beginner, without ex-

perience or equipment, cannot hope to

do more than make bad matters worse.
Ordinary work of this kind, however, is

no more difficult than other common

repairs.

To replace pieces of veneer, lay them
flat, glue side up, and scrape off all the
old glue. Do not wet the veneer, as it

will expand to a greater size and be too
big for its original place. Remove all

old glue from the surface on which the
veneer is to be replaced and make All

preparations for clamping. Use cold glue,

that is, liquid glue; this work requires
speed, but it calls for more speed with
hot glue than with cold, as the veneer,
being very thin, will expand much faster
when hot glue is used. Apply a coating
of glue to the board only, not to the
veneer. Put the veneer in place and
clamp quickly.

Ever)’ gluing job is worth exactly what
the clamping makes it worth. The
amount of glue used has not as much to

do with the quality of the joint, as a
very thin coating of glue in a properly
clamped joint is better than many times

the amount of glue in a joint that is im-

properly clamped. A positive glue joint,

made with a good grade of glue, may
have the fibers of the wood broken all

around it, but the joint itself will not

Flo. 4—Uli-n flintHurt r-m,.
r I. or

*’•"'** «»'•"'« Imii-Iiiii- „r rrifillir
»*ill u-mill? ftiuir ir.

part or break, unless subjected to damp-
ness or conditions such as glue, from its
very nature, cannot withstand.

Blisters in veneer arc caused when
the glue gives way in places and air

pockets form under the veneer. To heal

a blister is a simple operation. With the

point of a very sharp knife, make an
incision at or near the side of the blister

where the glue still holds, and lift the

edge of the blistered veneer. Be careful
not to make the incision too far from
the side where the glue still holds, or

the edges will lap when clamped, and
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claraped-up work in a warm, dry place

and allow it to dry thoroughly.
In drying, the boards will .shrink con-

siderably. The clamps exert most of

their pressure on the edges, and when
the boards shrink, the shrinkage will

occur at the point where there is least

pressure, or the center of the boards.

To prevent this shrinkage from splitting

the boards down their centers it is neces-

Os, NAll OR SCREW HOLES n
TO BE PATCHED nT

"SPLIT"OR CRACK '
IRON RUST FROM
SCREWS TO BE PATCME

HI NOE SEAT PATCH
”2 FACE /^ PATCH', /

GRAVE CROSS SECTION OF
HINGE SCAT AND
FACE PATCH

ROUND OF
RULE JOINT

l*io. 7.—T»plf«l Ublc top defect*, ami on

•K. <_Oa«Lp. of l»arb “twoV-foarv* for .•thud of palcMni tW old blofe OMtl.

littrUM voter MVcd table top* ®r ki'«.

"two-by-four*" und bulf-incb bolts, with sary, in a moderately warm room, to

n nut and two washers to each bolL (Kig- loosen the clamps about twice a day.

6». Hurt the wooden pieces in pairs. This allows the bourds to shrink iintu-

Now let’s get to work on the frame, rally. When more thun one board is

Take out oil nails. If the frame is pinned clamped up at a time, narrow strips of

5.- R**raldnr nnflqw* furoitnre Is <n«* of tho rao*t

and yoinr^Me of l»n«ihir»*. Kv*n tin«lly vcarpnl
• if.N •• r.*tn ;ii*-ii«.| (ti tim* hy tin* atilt |.cut toll vt

wood should ho placed between the

boards at each clamp; the air space

allows them to dry more quickly.

When the top and leaves are thor-

oughly dry, lake them from the damps.
They'will have flat surfaces once more,
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but if there are any cracks or splits that
cannot be glued up successfully, remove
them by ripping out a piece wide enough
to include the defects, as above. Joint
(plane) the new edges, rip and joint a
piece of new material wide enough to

replace the part removed, and glue up
the boards into the original shape and
sire.

Leaves and ton are now ready for

patching. Patch all nail and screw holes

as suggested before. The old hinge seats,

however, must be patched all the way
through, and, ns a good job cannot be
done where the grave for the patch is

cut u!l the way through the board, those

must be patched from both sides. The
patch on the underside must come all

the way to the edge of the hoard so as

to renew the damaged part of the rule
joint. In Fig. 7 is shown a satisfactory

method, the grave for the face patch
being cut through to the hinge seat

patch. The hinge scat patch is allowed
to project out past the edge of the leaf

or top. After the glue lias set, trim the

patch to conform to shape of the rule

joint of which it is a part.

All patching completed, you now have
new wood in which to cut new hinge

seats. Apply new hinges and resurface

the face of the work with sandpaper and
fine steel wool. Oil the wood as you oiled

the finme. The final finish is discussed

in Chapter XIII.
A word of warning: Ho sure that the

top is not narrower than its original

width or the leaves will Maud out at un
angle, giving the table a hoop-skirl ap-

pearance. This always can l>c avoided by
inserting a strip of suitable width in

the top before gluing the boards to-

gether, or, if this is not desired, by cut-

ting back slightly the shoulder* of the

tenons on the end piorcs of the apron.

WHAT 18 AX AXTIQt’K ?

Before continuing the repair of old

furniture; it might be well to explain

what const itutes an original antique. It

is, in a general way, anything at least

100 years old and ninety |icrccnt origi-

nal. Our Government recognizes ns an-

tique, and allows to enter the country
free of duty, anything shipped from

nbroad that can be proved, to the satis-

faction of the customs officials, to be
more than 100 years old.

Collertors of antiques who are par-
ticular in regard to their purchases are

very careful to buy nothing that is more
than ten percent restored; this rule ap-
plies to American antiques as well as

foreign. So, according to this standard,

n piece of furniture 150 or even 200
years old, if more than ten percent re-

newed with material not in it originally,
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is not entitled to be called antique.

The original size and shaj>e must be
also considered. One may have, for ex-
ample, a corner cupboard or a secretary
with a straight molding at the top and
plain feet under it and replace the

straight molding with a broken arch top,

and the plain feet with more elaborate
ones. The piece in its original form may
have been centuries old. and probably
the changes and replacements made do
not affect more than two or three per-

cent of the whole. But the design has
been changed, so in its new form the age
dates from the time the changes were
made, and to all intent and purposes it

is a secondhand piece of furniture.

Anything in which the doign or size

has been changed is not an antique.

not even 100 years or more after the

changes arc made, for it ran never agnin

be original. To substitute wood panels

for glass, or glass for wood; drawer
handles for knobs, or knobs for Itnnd'es;

to change tl»c number of panes of glass

in a door, say from eight or ten to thir-

teen—any of tlicsc slight changes de-

stroy the originality of an antique and
prevent its ever becoming valuable ns

an antique.

One supposed connoivctir bought a
very fine old snake- foot round table

(commonly called candlcdand* bv tlio*c

who don’t know the difference). Two of

the feet were split, but eould he glued

back and the piece would have lieen

100 percent original. It was undoubtedly

many years past the 100 mark, but the

lady insisted that the repair man make
two new feet and discard the damaged
ones.

He went aliead according to ind ruc-

tion*. but before be had progressed far

the lady returned to say that she did

not like the design of the turned post.

Couldn't lie make her n new post, turned

to her own design? Sure! So a new post

was turned, but then she decided the

top was not large enough for the spread
of the feet. Couldn't she have a new top

a little larger? She got it! The tabic can't

be regarded a* a year old vet, but the

lady boasts of her '•antique" candle-

stand she "bought up in the mountains."

Tlte repair man had more than ninety

B
rcent of the tabic left un bis bands.

e made one new foot, repaired the

two damaged ones, reas-cinblcd the

table, and sold it as an original antique

table, which it was, witl»out question.

All this is to warn against changes
which destroy originality. You can't pos-

sibly have antiques made to order. Of
course, where several are missing and
can’t be duplicated, wood knobs may be

changed for glass knobs ami vice versa,

or one design of handles may 1k> change*!

for another, but wherever possible to do

so. every part of the piece that is origi-

nal should lie preserved, although to pre-

serve it may take inurh more time and
work than to replace it with new mate-
rial. The size ami every detail of design

should be preserved, regardless of tho

desire to change it.

REPAIRING DRAWERS

In repairing a piece with drawers,

where the drawer slides have worn be-

yond their usefulness, they may often

be used by turning them end for end

and putting the bottom side up, or shift-

I'lw. How u limit* nnrn drnnvr mar be bull!

up by Cluing a atrip lo Ilia buttom.

ing them from one end of the drawer

to the other.

The end of the drawer being worn
down so that the bottom of the drawer

chafes on the parting rail, the drawn
end should lie built up by gluing a strip

to it, and then refitted to the opening

Figure 8 shows a drawer repaired in

this manner.
Figure 9 is u clamp made from 1

by 3 in. oak (crating lumber). It may
be made for a few cents, but is worth

many dollar*. It can l>e of any size to

suit the particular needs of the maker,

so no dimensions arc given. This was

used to clamp up the drawer end in Fig.

8. but several other ends were clamped

at the same time.

In Fig. 10 is shown the same clump
with the work glued up in it. Note that

irregular work may hr glued up, nml
.it pressure i* exerted by driving pairs

Fic. 1> —A frame f«.r clomping ouch a* th<*«
HJu.tr* ti»l In Kir*- IO Ain! II. U l» zuadc of

tfatlrg lutaUcr.
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Ft<; !>.—A framework or cmsb l.ich-r
u*<*0 for .-Inrapine foraitura part*. Note rhe
cro.* iMmlvr* ahkli k«p ih* work Hit.
They «n> N-I'l in plans with Ccfn

of wooden wedges between one side rail

and the work. For nurrow work, part of

the clamp is filled in with pieces of

hoard. The wedge away from the work

is set in place and nailed to a crosspiece

PM. II.—V framework -Imllnr t* that

«bi>wn In Mr l<>. bo« wlih enwplrw* whlrk
arc prrn«U asrimsi tin* flat urra«’« of ih*

Biu«. I »iock by menin or

to avoid slipping, and the work is

clumped to the crosspiece to avoid buck-

ling.

Figure 11 shows the same type of

work clamped without using metal

clomps. A clamp of this kind may seem
slow and unwieldy to one who has never

used it, but it is not. They save time and
money, especially in the home workshop.

HINTS ON NAILING

Old dovetailed joints will become loose

and “rickety." These should not be
nailed until every joint has been disas-

sembled, cleaned of accumulated dust

and dirt, and glued. If the old joints are

loose enough to require nailing as well

as gluing, use cut nails to a length not

more than three times the thickness of

the board being nailed. Cut nails hold

better and longer and also drive straight-

cr than finishing nails.

Where nails are found to have been

driven in the face of the work, they

should be removed without marring the

piece, if possible. Some may be backed

out with a nail set, others removed with
a claw hammer or pincers. If this can-
not be done, they should be set deep
enough to allow a small patch to be
placed over them.

AH woodworking mechanics know that

nails should not be driven in the face of

food cabinetwork, if it can be avoided.

Wherever possible, face material should

l«c fastened from the back with screws,

but where it become? necessary to do
face nailing, secret nailing should be

employed. One method of secret face

nailing is as follows:

Drive a chisel of medium width and
with an extra long bevel and razor edge
into the wood about >4 in. deep at an
angle of about 45 degree? to the face of

the work. Lift a wedge-shaped piece of

the wood high enough to allow a nail

to be driven under it. Be careful not to

tear the piece out. Remove the ehi'el

and drive the nail in the incision; put
a little glue in the cut and press the piece

back in place.

If the chisel has been properly ground
and the work carefully done, no clamp-
ing will lie nece<«ary. With ordinary care

this kind of nailing may be done in the

face of line work and be invisible in the
finished job. but it requires a certain

amount of skill, therefore it i* good poli-

cy to keep in practice on scrap material.

HOMEMADE BAR CLAMPS

Another inexpensive but valuable

rlamp that the home worker can make
for himself i* shown in Fig. 12. Every

fldtUM for rr*nUr ciwa.ia.icr? damp*.

shop needs at least three clamps of this

kind. They may be made in many sizes,

but a good heavy-duty bar is of 1*4 by
2 in. stock. Yellow pine, maple, and oak

are excellent materials to use for the

construction of this kind of damp.
The head block construction shown at

A i? for the use of wedges, but the sec-

ond method of head block construction,

indicated at If. is for a Nut. which passes

through a countersunk nut. If the second
method is u^cd. tliv hole for the bolt

should he the same size as the bolt, so

:r- to keep the bolt in a straight line with
the clamp bar.

Clamps of this hind may be made with
4 by 4 in. bars and set on legs the same
:t~ saw horse'. These hinds of dumps aie

for the heaviest of work.

CrilOLSTEHlNG OLD CHAIRS
Discarded chairs, whether modern or

antique, can l*r salvaged in many cases
by replacing the upholstery or by sub-

Pio. 11 ir tit* choir in ili. left coulil lx* mull« ,i ,.i„. *, dial nhn»n it lln>
rtB&i. In nor chair wutiuut hope?

stituting upholstery for rush, splint, or

other types of scats.

It is surprising what can be done with
an apparently hom10M*looking chair.

Some can be made fully ns good as new;
others, less attractive in their original

design, can, nevertheless, be made com-
fortable and serviceable for use in n

spare room, a child's room, or other room
where extra rents arc needed.

The chair shown at the left in Fig. 13

was junked until the writer salvaged it

to serve as an illustration of what cm*
be accomplished in repairing n particu-

larly poor specimen. At the right is the

ramo chair with all nf the old willow

removed and tin* old back replaced by a
••>l:it and spindle" buck. The new scat

I- ol Hie bar and spring type, piece* hav-
ing Iktii added to form an apron to pre-

vent the spring* from showing under-

Kio 34.—TU* Iur si n«l spring mtcfcoi! of

Ojibo!.*
t £ a s*ot. Note huu tlif 5prioff*

nr* ilpJ.
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ne.'ith. Note in Fig. 14 how the .-pring-

lire lied lo keep them in position.

In Fig. 15 i? shown a very important
»nrt in the reconstruction of seat'. Two
nyers of the be?t grade of burlap have
icon stretched over the springs and
tacked to the apron. A a

, -in. wooden rod
is nailed to the top of the apron to form
a "roll," which holds the seat filling in

position and retains the shape given the

new seat. This “roll" also may lie made
with rope or with flux tow twisted into

a roll and similarly nailed.

The next step is to fill the seat with a
good grade of flax tow. There are a

number of materials with which seats

may ho filled, but tow serves the purpo-e

very well. Indeed, few fillings will re-

main in good condition for so muny
years of hard service as tow.

Kill the rent well and evenly; don’t

skimp (lie filling. The reason for all

chain is the scat, whit lid be com-
fortable.

Three pounds of tow were required to

fill the seat as shown in Fig. 13. Stretch

burlap or any kind of cloth over the

filled sent and tack it to the apron; this

gives the Beat the form desired.

Now is the time to clean and refinish

the elw'r. If this part of the job were
the first to be done, it would more than
likely have to be done ow again after

so much handling. The chair illustrated

originally had u clear varnish finish; it

was refinished with mahogany varnish

stain. Figure 13 shows it a better and
more comfortable chair than when new.

iilthoiigh with thi> particular kind of

chair it is hard to deride where it be-

long*; it i* being used now hi a bedroom.

After the job is rcfini'hed, the final

covering is put on A good layer of sheet

Fro 1!>,—T?i*» *pr1nSA jr«* with
lujrrs uC IhjiIjii* ««J a r«**l U add**! ' *

form a *'roll.
,#

cotton must Ih* spread over the ?lotl*

which covers the filling, and all irregu-

larities filled out with cotton. Then the

ophobtrring material is stretched Over
ihi* anal tacked underneath.

All uplioLtering over springs is done

in a similar manner In many rases the

bar and spring method is replaced by

webbing and springs, the webbing being

tacked to the underside of the frame-
work, as shown in Fig. 16. Coil springs

are sewn to the crosses, then tied as

before. The bar and spring method is

more durable and should be used when
possible.

In many old pieces where the wqpd
has been badly weakened by tack holes,

the webbing is replaced by bars and

n«. !C.-Wfe.<b«r «r • 111. beard la

I® MW • fo<Mulatlra ti>r apMItlro m •
flat a«al 11Am*. II U a^Urd mi U. M.U.r.ld*.

springs. As each bar is suspended from
•lie top of the frame, it is not likely to
give way.

Springs should be used with webbing
only where the seat frame is of the apron
type and forms a box in which to set

the sprinp At the left of Fig. 16 is

illustrated the flat type of seat, in which
burlap should be tacked directly over

the webbing, then the seat filling ap-
plied. and the upholstering completed as

described.

At the right of Fig. 16 is shown an-
other and more economical, only not

quite so comfortable, a way of renewing
worn-out seats. In this instance a board
of suitable size and thickness is nailed

or screwed to the underside of the seat,

then filled and upholstered as just sug-

gested. Tlie dotted line shows the edges
of the board.

Figure 16 represents excellent way*
of renewing cane, splint, or rush seat*.

Anyone can make this type of uphol-
stered seat, but it is almost impossible

to find a man who can or will renew the

seats as they originally were.

Any of the materials whose use is

recommended here may be obtained from
upholsterers and repair men, as, ordi-

narily. they cam- them in stock. Pieces
of upholstery materials may also be
found at the same places. Many uphol-

sterers stock a goodly supply of samples
and remnants of tapestry, velvets,

velour*, mohairs, plushes, imitation

leather, and other materials. These are

kept for sale and may be had for from

one twentieth to one quarter of the regu-

lar price a yard.

There is one kind of upholstering

which no one should ever try to dupli-

cate; and when a piece which has this

kind of upholstery on it is gone over,

it should be changed to plain filling.

This kind is called "biscuit tufting"; it

consists of wads of tow or other filling

with the covering drawn down between

the wads with buttons. This method not
only catches dirt and dust, but it holds

all it catches.

Upholstering, as such, is actually a

trade in itself; for those who have hud
no experience at all, a visit to some re-

pair shop might prove of value. Repair

men as a rule are genial fellows. They
are usually willing to show others how
to do anything they can do themselves.

RESEATING A CHAIR WITH CANE
The materials and tools necessary to

reseat a chair with cane webbing are a9

follows:

Cane webbing, either open or close

woven; splines, preferably of reed, if the

groove in the chair is curved; glue, and
* sponge or cloth, and water.

Machine-woven cane webbing may l>o

obtained in either open or close weave,
in various widths by the running foot,

and in several sizes of canes and meshes.
Open-woven cane webbing of "fine-fine”

cane is the kind and size generally used
for reseating chairs.

Splines arc narrow wcdgQ-ihapod
lengths of reed or wood. They are forced

into grooves with the webbing, and their

function is to hold the cane securely in

place. Those are sold in lengths of about

10 ft. each and in three sizes. The
medium size should be used with fine-

fine cane webbing.

The tools required are n mullet or
hammer; %-, and %-in. chisels;

wooden wedges (to be made); a pair of
heavy scissors or tinner's snips, and a

jackknife.

To prepare the seat frame for caning:

1. Cut off the webbing with a knife next

to the spline. 3. Remove the spline with
chisel and mallet (see Fig. 17, A). 3.

Clean out the canc ends and glue with

a chisel. 4. Wash the frame with soap

Fjo. 17.

—

Sttpt So machine n ipUnr, cuttliic tbc
cab*, ft&d otrklor and tefctiog a gmove.
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and water. Scrape the inner surface of

the frame if necessary.

Next prepare the materials for use as

follows:

1. Make about five wedges of Vi -in.

hardwood in several widths varying from
1 to 2 in. Taper them at one end to

in. in thickness.

2. Lay the webbing over the frame
and with scissors or snips cut the piece

so that it extends over the groove about
1 in. all around.

3. Soak spline and webbing in water
until thoroughly pliable. Warm water
will speed the softening process.

4. Fit the spline loosely in the groove,

if the groove is a curved one, and cut

it to length. Make the joint at the back
of the frame. If the corners are angular,

cut miters on the splines.

The actual caning of the seat involves

these steps:

1. Place the webbing over the seat

frame, allowing the parallel strands of

cane to run parallel with the front edge
of the frame. Drive the webbing into the

front groove with a wedge. Let the wedge
remain.

2. Drive the webbing in with a wedge
in the opposite groove.

3. Repeat the process with two more
wedges at the other two grooves.

4. With another wedge force the web-

bing in the groove entirely around tho

frame. Remove the fixed wedges as the

work progresses.

fi. Cutoff all ends of the webbing with

a chisel in the bottom of the groove at

the outer corner (see Fig 17, B),

6. Run glue into the groove and dis-

tribute it over the cane and side of the

groove.

7. Drive the spline in with a mallet,

protecting it with a block of wood. Be
careful that the curved edge of the spline

is not driven below the surface of the

frame (Fig. 18).

To finish the enne:

1. Sponge off all excess glue.

2. When the webbing is nearly dry, the

hairlike projections, if any, may be re-

moved by passing the webbing over a

gas flatne. Be careful not to burn the

canc.

3. When the cane webbing is to be left

a natural color, it will look better and

Fig. 19.—A of a fmm** which
wobtrinc trimmest at .4 4ml *f4U*

In^rtnU At B.

last longer if it is given a coat of tough,
elastic varnish.

When hand-woven seats are to be re-
placed with machine webbing, tl»e proc-
ess is as follows:

1. Cut off the old seat with a knife,

clean out all ends of cane from the holes,

and then wash the frame thoroughly
with soap and water.

2. File the spur of a marking gage
to a knife edge. Set the spur to coincide

with the inner edges of the holes, and
gage entirely around the seat frame. Re-
peat the process several times so as to

make the scoring reasonably deep. Con-
tinue the scoring in inaccessible places
with a knife.

3. Increase the gage setting y, e in.

and again score entirely around the
frame (Fig. 17, C).

4. Cut the groove V4 deep with a
chisel in the same manner as spline is

removed (Fig. 17, A). It is advisable to
make a simple depth gage (D). A router
plane may be used to finish the cut if

available. Clean out the groove thor-
oughly. Round the comer* slightly with
a chisel or sandpaper.

5. Proceed with Use reseating as pre-
viously explained.

WOOD TURNING
SIMPLIFIED

YOU can add grcatlv to your enjoy-

ment in making tilings and at the

same time improve your craft

work in quality and variety by learning

how to do wood turning. And this is not

hard to do, es|>ccial!y now that such ex-

cellent motor-driven lathes arc available

at reasonable prices.

There is an uncscnpable fascination

about wood turning. The shape* seem to

form by mugic under one’s gouge and
chisel. Perhaps that is why kings and

princes and even queens and Indies of

ingh rank amused themselves by prac-

ticing wood turning during the seven-

teenth century. Examples of their hand-
work are to be found in many European
museums.
Simple as wood turning is, the begin-

ner will make much faster progress if

be takes tlie pains to observe some pre-

liminary suggestions.

Much that is called wood turning is

in reality what may be termed more ac-

curately “wood scraping.” This can be

mastered more quickly and. generally

speaking, is more exact than orthodox
wood turning. While it is not quite so

fast, this is a matter of small impor-
tance from the standpoint of the ama-
teur. Almost anyone can do scraping at

once without the many discouraging and
disheartening slips of the tool and con-

sequent spoilage of work so character-

istic of wood turning practice.

Those who have learned or taught

wood turning in the generally accepted

way may disapprove of this method. In

its' justification, however, it may be

stated that pattern makers do all turned

work on wooden patterns by means of

scraping. If the method is effective in

such accurate work, why is it not equally

useful in producing turned parts for

other purposes? Many manual training

teachers will permit scraping in difficult

places and on what is called faceplate

work. Why not then be frank ubout it

Km 1— A Spiral twil turning Utli* All

Ulbr* fell* »ul'»t4tjllull> Ifer Mlluv |*4H*

and tcacli a method that will give the

mo-
1
pleasure and profit to the learner?

It is with this need in view that the

following instructions, which have

proved successful in actual school work,

arc given. The procedure is the same

whatever the sire of the lathe and

whether you arc turning a candlestick

on a null motorised homo workshop

outfit or a table Ug on a larger laths

muIi a- llmt diown in Fig. 1. Note well

the name, of the various part*, for they

will he mentioned repeatedly.

CHOOSING A I.ATIIK

Selecting a lathe depends, of course,

on several factors, such ns the type of

work to he done, the space available and
the price. The majority of the many
small lathes now on the market suitable

for home work are equipped with attach-

ment* for sawing, boring, grinding, huff-

ing, sanding and the like. A surprising

amount of work can be done on such an
outfit.

For general woodworking and furni-

ture making, it is well to select a lathe

that is at least 30 in. long between cen-

ters- the standard length of a table leg

—and has a swing of at least 9 in. The
height of the lathe center over the bed
indicates the swing; that is the diameter
of the stock which can he turned. If it is

6 in. above the bed, the lathe has a 12-in.

swing. Lathe beds of extra length can
usually be obtained at a slight additional

cost.
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A motor-head lathe, that is, one with

a variable speed motor mounted directly

on the headstock, is the most convenient

to use and takes up the least space. The
more common type of lathe shown in

Fig. 1 is driven by means of a cone

C
ulley belted to a countershaft, which

as a similar cone pulley and also a tight

and loose pulley. The countershaft is

generally fastened to the ceiling beams
above the lathe. A small motor drives

the countershaft and this in turn drives

the lathe. By means of a belt-shifting

device, generally consisting of an iron

fork to which a wooden handle is fas-

tened, the belt is moved from the loose

to the tight pulley when it is desired to

start the lathe. Sometime* a special

motor is furnished with the lathe and is

fastened to the legs below the headstock.

This makes the countershaft unnecessary.

A lathe should run at a speed of about

2500 revolutions a minute when the belt

is on the smallest step of the cone pulley.

If it is necessary to buy new pulleys

when installing a lathe, their diameters

can be easily calculated if it is remem-
bered that the diameter of the driven

pulley times the number of revolutions

it makes is always equal to the diumeter

of the driving pulley times the number

of revolutions it makes.

Suppose we buy a lathe with its corre-

sponding countershaft and the cone pul-

leys have three steps, the smallest being

3 in. in diameter and the largest 9 in.

The tight and loose pulleys measure 6

in. in diameter. Wc have a */
4
-II 1’.

motor with a speed of 1200 revolutions

a minute. The motor is equipped with

a pulley 4 in. in diameter. Will this

motor drive the lathe ut the proi*cr

speed?
It is first necessary to find the speed

at which the countershaft will revolve

when it is Wiled to the motor.

The revolutions of the motor multi-

plied by the diameter of the pulley equal

the revolutions of the countershaft mul-

tiplied by the diameter of the lowe

pulley.

1200 X 4 = rev. of countershaft X 6

4800 = 800 X 6
4800 = 4800

The countershaft makes 800 R.P.M.,
therefore the cone pulley on the counter-

shaft also makes 800 R.IVM. The prob-

lem now is to find how many revolutions

the lathe spindle makes.
The revolutions of the countersliaft

multiplied by the diameter of the large

cone pulley equal the revolutions of the

live spindle multiplied by the diameter

of the small cone pulley.

800 X 9 = rev. of live spindle X 3
7200 = 2400 X 3
7200 = 7200

Stock not more than 3 in. in diameter
can be turned at the highest speed of

the lathe (2500 R.P.M.); stock from 3

in. to 6 in. in diameter should be turned
at a medium speed with the belt on the

second step of the cone pulley, and stock

over 6 in. in diameter should be turned

at the slowest speed of the lathe.

Before the stock is rounded off and
runs true in the lathe, it causes a good
deal of vibration. The lathe should,

therefore, l>e run at a lower speed until

this process has been completed, as ex-

cessive vibration may eausc the stock

to be thrown violently from the lathe.

For the first lathe work, the following

tools (see Fig. 2l arc sufficient: 1-in,

gouge, %-in. square-nose chisel, '^-in.

skew chisel, Vfe-in. parting tool, V£*in.

round-nose chisel, Yi-in. diamond-point

chisel, 6-in. outside spring caliper, 6-in.

inside spring caliper. 8-in. wing dividers,

rule, oilstone and slip stone.

The gouge is ground to semicircular

shape with the bevel extending well

around to the sides so ns to leave no
sharp corners as on tl»e cnn*mtcr'a
gouge. Tlic bevel should be about twice

as long as the gouge is thick. It is ground

on a sandstone or an emery wheel. If no
water or kerosene runs over the stone,

care should Ik* taken to dip the tool fre-

quently during the grinding process to

prevent overheating ami drawing the

temper of the steel.

Grasp the handle with the right hand,
hold tlic blade to the surface of the stone

with the left hand ami move the gouge

acron the face of the stone with a roll-

ing motion.

When ground, tlic gouge is wlicttcd on
an oilstone. The bevel i« brought in con-

tact with the stone ami tlie gouge moved
bark and forth and simultaneously

rolled from one side to the other. The
wire edge, which is bent towards tlie

in>idc by this process, is removed by
nibbing tlie rounded edge of a slip stone

back and forth over it. Keep tlic whole

edge of the slip stone in contact with

the inside of the gouge during this opera-

tion.

While the squarc-nnsc turning chisel

is longer than an ordinary chisel, any

common chisel can be used in place of

it if it has a long blade and is fairly

heavy. To sharpen this type of chisel,

place the bevel in contact with the oil-

stone, raise the chisel and slowly move

it back and forth, pressing on
the blade with tlic left hand.

Reverse the chisel, place it ab-

solutely Hat on tlic oilstone,

press on it with the left hand,
and move it back and forth a
few times. Repeat the process

until the wire edge is removed.

Test the sharpness of the iron

on the thumb nail as in Fig. 3.

If the iron is sharp it "takes
liold;" if it is not sharp, the

nail slides over it.

The skew chisel is ground so

that two bevels arc formed in-

stead of one. Tlie cutting edge should be
at an angle of about 65 degrees to tlic

side of tlie chisel. While grinding, grasp

the handle firmly in the right hand, press

down on tlie blade with the left, and
hold the chisel at such an angle that the

Pm. S.—Thumb n.ll l».l r«>r n cl.l.rt
:
It It ‘'Inks*

bold.*' II I* trail; khnrp.

Fn; *» Thr rdi^« t>f Hcn|*lmr tool n nr** •omi'tliBOH
tura#*l ov#r with a hun\i*hor to form a burr .»r

fllmo>t m U-r« hook.

cutting edge is parallel with the axis of

the grindstone or emery wheel as in Fig.

5. Whet the chisel on the oilstone.

The parting or cutting-off tool has two
bevels, which should be of equal length

and meet in the ridge that runs through

the center of the blade. If they do not

meet at this jioiiit the tool will bind and
stick in the wood.
The round-nose chisel is ground in

much the same way as a gouge, and the

diamond-point or spear-point chisel is

held on the stone at an angle so that its7200
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scltinK it up and proviso a net of the
more esM-ntial tool*, hut the actual op-
eration has to be lenrned by experience.
O. ... 4 l . . • i* * •« *. t

IWom)
m A m.

KtDCtstta

end of the headslock. Drive the center
with a mallet into that end of the wood
on which the diagonals were sawed, so

each end. The center of the piece lies in

their |>oint of intersection. If the stock
is irregularly shaped, set a pair of
dividers to approximately half the thick-
ness of the piece, hold one of the legs of

the dividers against one of the edges, and
scratch a line parallel to it. Repeat on
the other three edges. The center then
may be determined. A murking gage
may be used instead of the dividers (sec

Fig. 7). If the wood is very hard, make
a saw cut on the two diagonals on one

edge is parallel to the axis as shown in

Fig. 5. The method of grinding the vari-
ous chisels used in work is very simple
and will be easily mastered.

Kin. 5.—A CM-rl I. h*M In
II insular pu.ttluu Cur zHimIhx

When a tool is used for scraping, it*

cutting edge dulls more ouickly than
when it is used for cutting. To overcome
this disadvantage and also to make the
tool cut better, the edge is sometime*
turned with n burnisher so that it forms
a sort of miniature hook or burr. This is

'lone after the tool has been sharpened
ns explained above. A good wav to turn

the edge is to clamp the tool in n vise

and stroke its edge with a burni*lior.

The first stroke should be nt about the

sumo angle as the bevel. In the follow-

ing strokes the burnisher is gradually
raised, so that at the ln*t stroke it is

held almost in a horizontal position (see

Fig. -It. It may be of advantage to turn
the edge of square- ami round-nose
chisels ami diamond-point chisels. The
gouge and skew chi»c! arc cutting tools

and should not have their edges turned,

neither should the parting tool, which
has two bevels. The burnisher illustrated

in Fig. I was made by grinding the teeth

off a triangular saw lile.

The oilstone and slip stone arc hard,

smooth stones used for whetting tools.

Machine oil thinned with kerosene is a
good lubricant to use on them.

FIRST STEPS IN TURNING

W|icn a lathe is purchased, the manu-
facturer usually gives directions for

\7\
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square or rectangular, draw diagonals «m that the prongs enter a saw cut. Do not
end, and bore n small hole in the center drive the wood on the live center while

of the otltcr cn«i. it i« in the lathe if it can be avoided.
Remove the live center from the bead- Turn the other end of the wood up

•dock of tin- lathe. I'-ually this is done and drip
;

machine oil on it. Allow the oil

by pushing it out with an iron rod, to soak in. If the wood is not oiled or if

which can lie inserted fr«>m the opposite the oil has dried, the friction on the dead
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center will cause the wood to burn.
Replace (be live center in the head-

stock and press the wood against it. so

that its spurs enter the depressions pre-

viously formed in the wood. Clamp the

tailstock firmly so that the point of the

dead center is a couple of inches away
from the end of the wood; then turn the

handwheel until the dead renter enters

the end wood so deeplv tlmt the wood
cannot bo revolved by hand. Loosen the

handwheel a little until the wood can be
revolved quite freely by hand. Clamp
the dead center in this position.

Adjust and clamp the tool rot so that

it is about >* in. away from the edge of

the wood that is nearest to it when the

stock is revolved. Fasten the T-rc-t at

the correct height, which varies some-
what with the height of ||| i, || ||

never below the center of the piece, bow-

Rio. 1H I'ht * parting »••*>! iihI miller* f»r»«»vr

I Ik* work to dir rt'i(ilr« >1 tlUntrtrr at (mmoi* oL.wit

1 io. apart. Tho irwvt* orrve n« ani
mniiV It 1*11 tu turn a inn* «*)lin«kr.

ever. It is generally from «/„ to Vi in

above the center. Turn the pulley by
hand and make sure that the wood has

sufficient clearance. See that the clamps

are all tight before turning on the power.

If the stock is well centered and not

over 2 in. square, the lathe may be

started with the belt running on the

smallest step of the cone pulley—that is,

at full speed. Suppose you wish to turn

a cylinder (Fig. 8(. Use the gouge for

the first cut. Cni|l then the handle near

the end with the right hand; hold (ho

blade firmly agsiin-t the T-rest with the

loft hand, so that the palm of (he hand

Fig. JO.—Smooth the cylimVr with
turning cl»l>r| ..i* 4 rtreu-r will

near (he wrist and also the little finger

are in contact with tlie T-rest. Hold the
handle of (lie gouge well down and roll

the gouge a little towards the right. This
will throw the sliavings awav from you.
Raising the hand liolding the handle will

start the gouge cutting (Fig. 17).

Start cutting a couple of inches from
the dead center and move the gouge
away from you towards the dead center.
Begin the next cut a couple of inches
farther to the left and continue making
similar cuts until only an inch or so is

left. Roll the gouge towards you and
move it towards the live center to round
off the last part of the stock. When too
long a cut is taken while rounding off the
corner*, large chips arc liable to fly off

and injure the operator.

Move the gouge freely from one end
of the piece to another until it is per-

fectly cylindrical and a little larger in
size than actually needed. Stop the lathe
and move the T-rcst closer to the stock.

Set the outside caliper* to about ft*
in more than the finished diameter.
Grasp the parting tool in the right hand
and the calipers in the left. Cut into the
wood with the parting tool while hold-
ing the calipers in the groove being cut

Fir. a dlwf to
**•!«. B. ofrfal

to oil tw» »>>*f to III** lit*, rvtl^r.

to aroi4 diiuxibC llio tcwl.

until the calipers slip over the cylinder
(Fig. 18). Make several cuts about 1 in.

apart.

Smooth the cylinder with a square-
nose turning chisel or an ordinary* firmer

chisel with a long blade. Hold the bev-

eled side down and place the chisel flat

on the T-rest fFigs. 16 and 19). Cut to

the bottom of the grooves made with the

parting tool until the cylinder is smooth
and of the same diameter through-

out. Test it by placing a straightedge
along it.

Square the end running on the dead
center with the parting tool. If the hole

left by the dead center will be unsightly
in the finished object, this cut should be

made about y2 in. from the end. Cut
down to about Vi in. on both ends. When
the piece is removed from the lathe, the

ends can then be sawed off with a back
saw- and smoothed with a chisel. The
ends can also be squared with a skew
chisel; it is placed on its side, flat on the

T-rcst, and the cutting is done with the

too, where the cutting edge makes an
acute angle with the side (Fig. 20). Test

for squareness by holding the side of the

tool against the end (Fig. 21). Measure
the length and make a cut on the other

end.

To make shoulder cuts, proceed ns

follows: You may use the cylinder just

turned or make a similar one, laying it

out according to Fig. 9. Place a rule on

it and mark all the points without mov-

ing the rule. Steady the pencil on the

T-rcst and press its point against one

of the marks on the cylinder. Revolve

the cone pulley with the left hand so

that the pencil scores a hue nil mound
the cylinder. Repeat at all the other

|K>ints.

Set the calipers to a little more than

1 in. in diameter and cut with the part-

ing tool on the inside of the lines indi-

cating the 1-in. divisions (Fig. 18),

Lenvc a little stock for finishing.

Remove the wood liotwccn the ruts

with the square-nose chisel, mnking that

F
irt of the cylinder I in. in diameter.

inish the shoulder cuts with the part-

ing tool or skew chisel. Cut off the pro-

jections on both ends.

Two other problems arc suggested in

Figs. 13 and 14. Any lumber may bo

Ft«. 21.—T«**i tlic *n«l for ^(jar^iu^i by
rt -f inc He sMc ttu* Iflul a^aliisl Ike

It fils lijltl It ll 111* *4***ll

tb** f*K*l ati'l III- tin* tHlfC* must l»tf

ntjuurr.

used and the dimensions changed a* nec-

essary. However, start out with a draw-
ing and definite dimensions. Sec bow
closely you arc able to follow them. A
good plan is to make two turned pieces

from each drawing and compare them.

Lay off the measurements as explained

before. Cut down to the proper diam-

eters with the parting tool, but allow l/it
in. more than the diameters needed on
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skew chisel. For a second exercise (Fig.

25 at bottom) lay out a cylinder as

shown and cut down to the smallest

diameter with the parting tool; then

round off the corners with the diamond-
point (see Fig. 23) or the skew chisel.

Beads of different diameters, such as

the ones shown in Fig. 25 and on the

supplementary exercise. Fig. 26 at top,

arc used extensively on turned work.
It is therefore important to be able to

make smooth and well -rounded beads.

Specially shaped turning chisels, called

beading tools, from Vs to % in. in width,

can also be obtained and used for this

purpose.

the taper cuts. Finish the square sec-

tions on the ends with a square-nose

chisel.

With a V2-in. gouge or a round-nose

chisel, remove the wood on the tapers

almost down to the cuts made by the

parting tool. The round-nose chisel, like

the other scraping tools, should be held

flat on the tool rest with the bevel down.

Finish the tapers with a square-nose

chisel, a diamond-point chisel or a skew

chisel as shown in the remaining draw-

ings.

Two supplementary drawings (tigs.

12 and 15) are given for practice pur-

poses on page 147.

CONCAVE AND CONVEX CUTS

As soon as the amateur wood turner

has learned how to turn a cylinder and

make shoulder and taper cuts, he is

ready to undertake ornamental work

that requires concuvc and convex cuts.

lay out measurements according to Fig.

25 at top. Make small V-cuts with the

Km. 22—Two .Imp!* r*.rcWn In nuUIn* J-U'* ,•
,
M

fOfir«>v cm*. Oner •tor'll lli»j cl.* ih- I*** * • * • *‘ *

wootl turner puwtr to do ornamriiul nurfc.
|

To practice making concave cuts, firs*. Pm. ji—

a

smu aUcti (mHm the t*» *>*r

turn a cylinder 1 % in. in diameter and u *’*

8 in. long and luy it out as shown in

Fig. 22 at the top. Set the calipers to diamond-point chisel. Round off the

>/,„ in. more tlmn the smallest finished *harP cornfr* diamond-point or

diameter and cut down with the parting rnrnT7TTTTTT7TlTr
tool at the center of the curves. Use the d

[ | [ [ [ [ [ [
I

[
I

( [ , P'-f
round-nose chisel for making the con-
cave cuts and hold it perfectly flat on *T

thei T-rcst (W« Fig. S3). Begin the cuts TT^T
a little inside the lines and gradually

~

work down to the bottom of the cuts

made with the parting tool.

Another exercise is shown at the bot-

tom of Fig. 22. Use a cylinder with
shoulder cuts made as suggested in Fig. I—sLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL P'ff
9 and lay off the measurements indi-

—L

ented in Fig. 22. Make the concave cuts _ T
with the round-nose chisel. The supple- Off

|

fl \ 1‘TTTTTTTT^ i- -«
mentary exercise, Fig. 24, is designed to UUJlkJJ-JJ-j-J-J\J\>J-J*J i L I
give practice on curves of longer and [ J

shorter sweep.
Convex cuts come next. Turn a cyl-

F" ; 23

indcr V/j in. in diameter and 8 in. long,

Kio. 27.—A llmv-hno*
©r*d mood turnluK proj.M -• itwllnc damrr
mllli a •prtnjry otrcl

ciimp for boldlog lie
•toi'kiu* In place.

Kic AUnr: Another ri;erel*» In turning
1^ low : A luprrrj Lui.UIr for a ticket cbUad.
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«nl'l- wltli a tnniril
•vlumn. Tli* op i. will an |n loi.I

ami hurilrr,

the lathe centers or in n vise while the
hole is being bored. In any rase it is well
to have someone "watch” the bit to see
that it is held horizontally and parallel

to the ends of the mallet head.
Meforc joining the pieces, the end of

Fia 2S — A f*r • bkkarr mIM.
•blrk *111 (l.» kaclnnor. pradlc* la

•coinit linUc
ess. If the ends of the spring are heated,

they may be bent as shown. The edges

should be smoothed with file and emery

mallet, Fig. 28, is a serviceable

tool for any woodworker. It is made in

two pieces. The end of the handle enter-
ing the mallet head should be turned
very accurately to the diameter indi-
cated. To do this, a gage is made by
boring a *%«-in. hole in a thin piece of
wood. This gage may be hung on the

dead center while the handle is being
turned, so that it is not necessary to re-
move the stock when testing.

When the head has been turned to

eiie, the exact center between the ends is

measured and a line marked around the
head at this point. Wrap a narrow strip

of paper around the mallet head on this

center line and cut it so that the two
ends just meet. Remove the paper and

'

fold it once. Wrap it around the mallet

head again and mark a point on the
center line at each extremity of the
folded paper. These points, directly op-
posite each other, indicate the centers of

the hole to be bored for the handle. The
hole should be bored halfway from each .

side in order to get it true. If the halves
should not meet exactly in the center,

any unevenness may be removed with an
inside-bevel gouge. „
The mallet head may be held between

cai/MN

Klovotlon and pnnlil lop view of Iliam :d Fir. 2!r; d-lnlls ,u,* Irg Joint
and lop brace.

It should be remembered that the
smaller end of all turned work should be
run on the dead center, so that the end
may be squared or rounded more easily

and safely. In this case, therefore, the

tapered end of the handle should run on
the dead center. As the hole made by
the dead center will not be objectionable

in the finished product, it is better not

to cut it away.

For the purposes of illustration, each

of the preceding exercises has been de-

signed to deal with only one type of cut.

In most turned work, however,

two or more of these cuts are

combined, as in the simple

projects illustrated at the bot-

tom of Fig. 26 and in Figs. 27
and 28.

Chisel bundles ure of two
kinds. One type, illustrated in

Fig. 26, is tapered to fit into

the socket of a chisel. As these

tapers vary, it is necessary to

verify or change the dimensions of the

taper, ns the cuse mav lie.

It is recommended to turn the taper

first. The stoek may l>e removed from
the lathe and tried as often as necessary,

until it fils the socket The rest of the
handle is then finished in the usual way,
the concave part with the round-no'C
chisels and the convex part with the
diamond-point or the skew chisel. The

three lines on the hnndlc near the end

arc cut for ornamentation. They arc

made with the point of the skew chisel.

The other kind of chisel handle is for

tho tang type of wood chisel. Each han-
dle is fitted with a brass ring called a
"ferrule," which prevents the wood from
splitting when the tang of the chisel is

driven into the handle. Ferrules can be
bought in different diameters, according

to the size of the chisel. They should fit

so tightly on the chisel handle that they

must be driven in place with a mallet.

All handles should be sandpapered as

smooth as possible.

When sanding in the lathe, it is best to

remove the T-rest. The sandpaper is

folded into narrow strips and moved
rapidly back and forth over the work. If

it is held in one place, rings will appear

on the object being sanded. Care should

be taken not to round sharp edges. When
the tools are kept sharp very little sand-

ing is needed. Ordinarily sandpaper No.
»/2 or 0 and No. 00 should be used.

Stocking darners are made in many
different shapes. The one illustrated in

Fig. 27 may be made in either one or

two pieces. A clamp may be made out of

an old clock or phonograph spring and
fitted around the head of the darner.

This will hold the stocking tightly over

the convex face during the darning proc-

*7
i.
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narrowest point. They may be fastened

to the turned column either with a mor-
tise and tenon joint or with dowels. The
latter method ia the easier and, indeed,

gives a stronger joint than a poorly

made mortise and tenon.

First cut the legs with a turning saw
or on a band saw, square the ends, and
round the outer edges with spokeshave,

scraper, and sandpaper. The part of the

legs that fits the column must be curved.

This can be done easily by turning a
cylinder a little less in diameter than the

column— in this case about V/4 in. Clue
a piece of No. I or 2 sandpaper to it.

When dry, put the cylinder in the lathe

and hold the end of the legs against it

until a curve of else proper shape has

been formed (Fig. 32).

Locate tlie centers for the dowels as

Fit,. 31.—Tim* -fci- In tumlne tb<* tltt-io? UU*
tfurr-ct »l«*i>lln, s» smlouilj il—nM. an!

the Imndlc should be split along the cen-

ter with u hack saw. When the handle
and head are ready to be glued together,

a wedge is made and driven into this

saw cut. The end of the handle inuy be

allowed to project a little, or it may be

cut oil Hush with the head. Hickory is

the best of the commonly available

woods for this project.

Gr«rfcr*% ir^ Ar*? t

cuui** tb* laltlitf
timed fo th®

SMALL TABLE

The stand or small table illustrated in

Figs. 29 and 30 is un example of what
the woodworker can accomplish in the

line of furniture making when he has an

elementary knowledge of wood turning.

From the wood turner's point of view,

this project is very simple, as there is

only one turned piece. The turning of

this piece, moreover, docs not involve

any particular difficulties. The method
of procedure is clearly shown in Fig 31.

A cardboard pattern should be made
for the three legs according to the

method of laying out shown in Fig. 30.

In placing the pattern on the wood, see

that the grain runs the long way, other-

wise the legs arc likely to snap at their

EEI

Fl'i. 32. r«lnc n wnitrup-r-cororoil "Under to
>!i.i|i- 111.- Ifljw >o 01 !li<- turned .mIlira.

Fic. 3.“.—On*- or the Ices aim >V>i»li in>rrr«-i. ;I1

ivudj to t— d-.-l i* th- lam— I njama.

follow#: Wrap a piece of paper around
the column and cut it so that the ends
just meet. Fold it into three equal parts

and lay off these divisions on the col-

umn Place each of these marks level

with the top of the tool rest and draw
horizontal lines on the column.
Mark the corresponding center lines

on the legs with a marking gage and lay

out the points for the dowels. Set the

marking gage to 1 in. and, holding the

block ol the gage against the lower end
of the column and against the corre-

sponding edge of the legs, mark Iine9

crossing the six center lines already

marked. Set the gage to 2V2 in. and from

the same edges mark another 6et of lines

crossing the center lines. Bore for dowrels

at these twelve points (Fig. 33) and fit

each leg to the column.

Glue one leg at a time as shown in

Fig 34, using three hand screws. One of

these is clamped firmly to the leg to be
glued, and the other two force it tightly

aguinst the column.
The top may be octagonal, round, el-

liptical, or kidney shaped; it may be
embellished w ith inlays or painted deco-

31 —Our Ire at a time l« (fined to the column
•ii. I li'ld itrtnlr with thrve Imml screws.

stv ncr»*.««rj to moon'
table if Uia top Is to (tit-

. .

rations, or it may be left plain. If it is

to be fixed firmly to the base, a piece
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1 by 4 by 18 in. with a 1 '/--in. hole bored
in the center, is screwed to its under-

side. The top is then fastened to the

base.

If the top is to be made to tilt, two
strips % by 1 by 18 in. and a block 1 by
6 by 6 in., as shown in Fig. 35, provide

the tilting mechanism. A IVfc-in. hole is

bored in the center of the block, which

is later glued to the top of the column.

Two dowels are also glued into one end

of the block, and corresponding holes are

bored in the side strips. The upper rear

end of the block is rounded off so that

the top can move freely.

It should be remembered to glue the

block to the column in such a way that

one leg is perpendicular to the surface

of the top when the latter is tilted to a

vertical position, as otherwise the stand
would be unstable. A brass catch, called

a table catch, is screwed to the under-

side of the top and locks it to the block

when in a horiiontal position.

OBNAMKNTAL KOOT8TOO!.

The footstool illustrated in Fig 36 is

a simple project from the standpoint of

both wood turning and joinery. Notice

that the upper parts of the four legs arc

Fin. 3-i.-L.-fr: A oeutl* Oni-V-I f—
vlt-ir*. Cop »low <'f IS* fraui*w»r». anil

square, and that the rails are joined with

dowels to this square part in such a way
that the outside faces of the legs and
rails are flush.

When getting out the 6tock for the

legs, cut it somewhat larger, say 1 in.

square, so as to allow for the final squar-

ing after the legs have been turned. In

this way any unevenness in centering or

any slightly broken-off corners can be

remedied.

When beginning the turning, lay off

the square part by squaring a pencil line

all around on the four sides of the piece.

Start cutting a little outside the lines

with a very sharp skew chisel; rest its

edge on the T-rest and bring the point

gradually in contact with the wood. This

will nick the corners of the square piece.

After a light cut with the skew chisel,

cut down to the same depth with the

parting tool. Then repeat the process

until the parting tool is in contact with
the wood at all points. Round off the

rest of the piece with a gouge and finish

to the proper diameter as described in

previous articles.

Finish the square cut with the skew
chisel, as shown in Fig. 37. If by accident

the square corners should be broken off

beyond repair, turn this part of the stock

down to form a round tenon % in. in

diameter and I in. long. Blocks 1% in.

square and 1% in. long then may bo cut,

a 3-.in. hole I in. deep bored in the
center of one end of each, and the turned
legs afterwards glued to them.

If you succeed in turning the legs in

one piece, the square part is planed
down to l l

/j in. so that the turned part

is perfectly centered. The rails arc then

squared to dimensions. Be careful to see

that all the ends are square and that

each pair of rails are exactly the same
length.

Mark the outside faces of the legs

and rails and set a marking gage to half

the thickness of the rails. Gage a lino

through the center of the ends of each
rail, and corresponding lines (two) on

each leg. holding the block of the mark-
ing gage against the outside faces of the

. J

-nil mr»;oe» RlfM ; M.»* «*4 «i4
4rtaU* «.< (k I- ao-l <b»l»l j-luU.

legs and rails. Next set the gage to */, in.

and mark lines from the top edges of

Kit 3J —K>ol»kl*c IV* »V<»jl4.r K4

III* iQtjir- nl oo tar Irfi.

legs and rails crossing tlie line# already

marked. Then set the gage to I Vt in. and
mark another set of lines also from the

top edges, crossing the vertical lines

first marked. Bore holes % in. in diam-

eter and % in. deep at all points of in-

tersection. If the work has been accu-

rately done, the rails and legs when
joined will be flush both on the top and
on the sides. If it is found that a hole

has been bored inaccurately, glue a %-
in. dowel into it, cut off the dowel flush,

and bore a new hole after the glue has

set.

When all joints fit perfectly, the legs

and rails may be glued together. It is

best to glue either two ends or two sides

first and let the glue set, rather than
attempt to glue the whole stool together

at once.

The stool may l>e upholstered very
easily as follows; Smooth off any little

unevenness from the joints, nail a piece

of (4-in. plywood to the top, and plane

it flush with the sides of the stool. Plane

a bevel on the plywood top cm nil four

aides and tack a piece of webbing or

burlap about 3 in. wide to it so that the

tacks are driven into the center of the

bevel and the burlap bangs over the

sides of the stool.

Buy U/z lb. of fine tow from an up-
holsterer and form it into an even roll

Vfc in. in diameter. Place it on the bevel

and fold the burlap over it, tacking the

burlap to the plywood top so that a hurd
roll is formed all around the top edges of

the stool.

Place a layer of low evenly over the

top of the stool, picking or separating it

well so that it becomes light and fluffy.

Stretch a piece of muslin over the tow
and tack it to the sides of the rails near
the lower edge. Drive the tacks only
part way into the wood, because the

muslin must be rcstrctchcd several times
and the tow manipulated until the scat

is smooth.

Hair is an excellent material to use

for this purpose, but more expensive
than tow. A layer of hair or moss on
top of the tow will improve the scat.

After the muslin has been finally

tacked in place, it is covered with a piece
of upholsterers’ blue cotton wadding,
after which the covering, such as tap-

estry or leather, is stretched over it and
tacked. The edges arc trimmed with a

pair of scissors and covered with a nar-
row band or "gimp" made of the same

MATKRIAIS KOll FOOTSTOOL
No
IV*. T. w. V* Tort

4 1(4 1(4 0

2 \ Hi •
< Rails

2 Hi I Rails

1 y* 10 it Top
1 • a 15 21 Muslin

1 12 16 Colton wudding

1 • • 15 21 Covering

I lt>. fine low, taiks, and u|du>LUrcrs’ nulls.

All dimensions arc in inches.
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material or bought ready-made to

match. This is nailed in place with up-
holsterers’ fancy nails.

The legs should be stained and fin-

ished before the covering is tacked in

place.

TABLES WITH TURNED LEGS

In no other way can you turn your
wood turning to better advantage than
in making legs for decorative tables

Rarely has a home too many small

tables
;

there is always room for a

graceful occasional table like that illus-

trated in Fig. 39 or a book-trough end
table such as is shown in Fig. 40.

The occasional table with its folding

top may be used, as its name implies,

for different purposes and in a room
with almost any type ot furniture. \\ hen

folded, it takes up the minimum space

but still remains an ornament. Because

of its adaptability, it is particularly

suited to modern requirements.

Three turned parts are required: two

Flo. SS.—Front, lop, on, I rn<] *le*« of 11,0 ocra«l-n<l loti- oiJ of Hi* nprlcbto.

r»*t. •IH’1.1«f aaO

uprights exactly alike, which nre gluid

into the feet, and one stretcher connect-

ing them (Fig. 38 1 . The upright*

two square parts and the stretcher three.

As to the method of turning, refer to the

directions given for the footstool. After

those portions which are to be turned
are finished and the cuts at the square
parts have been made, round the cor-

ners slightly with a skew chi-el held flat

on the T-rest. I.ay off the distance of

the rounding—about % in.—by squar-
ing lines on all sides of the square pieces.

Proceed cautiously with the cutting as

shown in one of the views ot Fig. 42.

A plain square rail, the same length as

the stretcher, is used between the legs at

the top. The joints may be made with

either dowels or mortises and tenons. To
this upper rail tlie top is hinged. Be-
tween the rail and the stretcher is piv-

oted the winglike tabic top support.

Notches are cut on opposite sides of the

rail to receive the projections at the

upper part of the wing when it is turned

parallel to the rail. The wing sup|>ort is

cut from V-r or %-in. plywood and a

%-in. dowel is glued into each end to

enter corresponding holes in the centers

of the top rail and the stretcher. If de-

sired, an additional turned rod may be

inserted in the wing as suggested in Fig.

39. Obviously, the wing must be put in

place before the table is glued together.

If, for the sake of simplicity, it is de-

sired to omit the wing, u table catch may
be bought and fastened to the underside

of the top in such a way as to lock the

top to the upper rail when the top is in

the horizontal position.

A line of inlay near the edge of the

top and an insert in the center will add
to the decorative quality of the table if

it is to be stained and varnished. Simi-
larly, an art transfer (dccalcomanial

can be used in the center of the top if

the table is finished with brushing lac-

quer or enamel.

The end table. Figs. 40, 41, and 42,

requires the turning of four legs. Care
must be taken to have them exactly

alike. In making the ornamental book-

trough end pieces, it is well to square

them and cut the dadoes (grooves) be-

fore shuping the edges. Remember to

I it l'i._n„,.i tmnffh rna 'ahl<> mn-lr
,I|H* «»»•! a rlfli iniit|ii'«

uijitwr ewior*

plane and sandpaper the two boards
which form the trough before laying out
the dadoes into winch they are to fit,

so as to insure tight, workmanlike joints.

The shaped ends, as well ns the upper
rails, may be joined to the legs with

dowels. (Jlue up the two ends ol the
table separately. When the glue is dry,
complete the assembly of the frame-

work by joining the two ends, the two
long rails, and the two book-trough
boards.

The top is fastened by means of cleats

about ~/n in. square, screwed to the inside

of the rails flush with their upper edges.

The choice of lumber and of the finish

for both these projects is a matter of

individual preference. The end table il-

lustrated in Fig. 10 was made of maple
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MATERIALS FOR TABLES
Vo.
I’c. T. w. I. Purl

2 1*4 W, IR%
Tor Occulooal T.bl*

L*(M
2 1'A I Vi 18V. Stretchers (plain and

2 1*4 3 10

turned)

Fool

t Vj 14 14 Support

1 H 25 25 Top
1 pair 2 Fart joint butt hirges

4 I'A 1*4 26V.

Ter Bed ?.bl«

Leg*
2 V* 2 10 Rails

2 V. 2Vi 21 Rails

1 *4 13 27 Top
2 V. 8',* 8 Sidcpiecc*

1 V, 4 24 Tiouah
1 V, *V, 24 Trough

All <!iin*n»ions »ro to iocht*.

and given an amber stain to imitate the

color of antique maple. The stain was
followed by a thin coat of shellac, which,

when dry, was rubbed with No. 00 steel

wool, A coat of clear brushing lacquer

Flfl. 41.—Look Ine <l««it on tli*> latnl.l l»|t

of llm *ii<1 totilr. Thi* «.»xl I* hlfil'* '><'

maple, b-nuclf illy nifurnl.

was next applied, and this was rubbed
smooth with powdered pumice stone and
crude oil. A coat of liquid wax wa9
finally applied and nibbed to a soft
sheen. The result was perfect.

TURNING CANDLESTICKS

Faceplate turning, the next phase of
the work, is no more difficult than spin-

dle turning; and no set of exercises need

be mastered before real work can be
attempted.

The tools are the same as those de-
scribed in the beginning of this chapter,

and thp methods of using them do not
differ materially from the ones employed
in spindle turning.

By mastering faceplate turning, you
can make candlesticks, lamps, smoking
stands, frames, rings, boxes, trays, and
bowls. These projects can be turned only
by the use of chucks and faceplates.

A candlestick (Figs. 43 and 44) con-
sists of two parts, the upright and the
base. Let us turn the upright first. One
end of it has a round tenon fitting into
the base. The other end must be bored
for the candle. Bore this hole with an
auger bit before putting the stock in the

lathe. As candle ends vary in diameter
from % to % in., it is best to bore a hole

*%• in. in diameter and of about the

same depth. A quick boring auger, that

is, one with few threads on the spur, is

the most satisfactory for end-wood
boring.

Turn a plug or short cylinder to fit

this hole accurately. It shouh* be about
in. long, but in cutting it off be

careful not to cut away the end with the
hole made by the dead center. The plug

should fit so that it cun be forced with
the hands into the hole in the candle-
stick. If too tight, it is likely to split the
wood when it is turned down to site; if

too loose, it may have a piece of paper
wrapped around it.

When the plug is placed in the hole,

the end having the mark of the dead
center should project 60 that it can run
on the dead center of the lathe (Fig.

44). In this manner the hole bored for
the candle will be accurately centered
when the stock is turned. Turn the up-
right according to either of the designs

given in Fig. 43.

Get out the stock for the base, piano
it flat and true on one side, and cut the
sharp corners ofT it. Screw a faceplate to

the planed side of the piece, centering
the plate as well as possible. The screws
should be rather heavy, and their length

depends upon where the screw holes in

the faceplate arc placed; there must be
no danger of cutting into them.

If a small enough faceplate is not
available, it will be necessary to uso a
-crew chuck, which is merely u small
faceplate with a screw in the center.

In hardwoods small holes must be bored

for the screws, und soap put on the
threads of the screws will act as a lubri-

cant and make it easier to drive them.

After the stock has been securely
screwed to the faceplate, the live center

is removed from the hcadstock of the

lathe, und the faceplate is screwed on
the end of the live spindle.

Adjust the T-rest so that it is parallel

to the face of the disk (at right angles
to the lathe bed), at a height a littlo

below the center of the stock and Vi
in. away from it. See that the work
revolves freely and start the lathe at

its medium speed.

With the toe of a skew chisel held

at right angles to the face of the base,

Pic. 4S —Mak.ac tlir liaw- olo-ulur by remo»lni:
-•-*1 fr**2u T

!.*• ••.Ijj* witli U»r to- t>f a chi**!.

Note liif portion of tbo T rwL
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skew chisel or a round-nose chisel (fig.

47, upper view). Cut the hole so that the

tenon fits snugly.

Leave the base as it is in the lathe,

put a little thin glue on the tenon and
in the hole, and fit the tenon in place.

Clamp the base and the upright together

in the lathe by pressing the dead center

into the plug in the end of the upright.
Wipe off any surplus glue with a piece

of waste moistened with hot water, and
leave the candlestick to dry in the lathe.

Sandpaper and stain the candlestick

to the desired color. If a water stain is

used, it is well to wet the wood before

applying the stain. The water raises the

Fio. «<!.—Af(*r (Ilf lm«* hi* b**o

with NMtoOwd chisel and
tv* 1 1 1 1 a t**»l. Il

clcs, when only one circle will be marked
(Fig. 47, lower view).

The second method is more exact and

remove enough of the material from the

edge to make the base circular (Fig. 45).

This will diminish the vibration caused
by uneven centering. The cut should be
stopped about

*/k in. from the rear face

of the base, for the wood may split if

the cut is extended all the way across
the edge of the base.

If the face of the base is rough or

much material has to be removed, first

use a round-nose chisel, holding it flat

upon the T-rest and at right angles to

the base. Move the chisel across the face

of the base from the front to the center

and back again. Smooth the face with a
square-nose chisel and test for flatness

with a try-square as in Fig. 46.

Mark the diameter of the base by
setting a pair of dividers to a distance

equal to the radius. Place one leg on
the center and scribe the circle with the

other leg while the stock is revolving.

Another way is to set the dividers to

the required diavwter. Rest one leg of

the dividers on the T-rcst and place it

in contact with the revolving stock.

Bring the other leg of the dividers grad-

ually in contact with the stock. If two
circles ure marked, shift the dividers so

that the points come in contact with

base.

Next mark a pencil line all around the

base to represent the thickness of the
part which is to be of the greatest diam-
eter. To make the explanation simpler
to follow, the base of the candlestick
shown at the left in Fig. 43 will be used

as an example. The line just mentioned
will accordingly be % in. from the rear
face of the base (see Fig. 44).

Change the T-rest to its first position

(parallel to the face of the base); set

the calipers to 3% in. and mark another
circle with the dividers as described
above. Cut down to the pencil line with
tlie skew chisel on this diameter (3%
in.). Set the dividers to % in., mark the

circle, and cut the eonrave curve be-

tween this circle and the one previously
marked (3}J, in ). To do this, adjust the

T-rest at an angle ami as near to the

surface being turned as possible. Cut
the square bead and round off the cor-
ners on the 4% in. part with a skew or
square-nose chisel.

With the dividers, mark the diameter
of the hole in which the tenon of the up-
right piece is to fit. Cut on the inside

of the line with the toe of n '/*-in. skew
chisel and remove tlie center with the

and it is therefore necessary to sand the

candlestick again when it is dry. It will

be found that the wood will dry more
rapidly if the lathe is running. A second
wetting of the wood with water stain

will not raise the grain.

If the wood is very porous, such as oak
or Philippine mahogany, it should be

filled with paste wood filler thinned with
turpentine until of the consistency of

cream. Apply it to the candlestick with

a brush. After a little while it will lose

its luster and become flat. The lathe then

should be run at its slowest speed while

the filler is rubbed into the pores of

the wood with a cloth. Wipe clean with

a piece of waste, and ullow the filler

to dry for twenty-four hours.

A thin coat of shellac as an undercoat

for the finish next should be applied with

a brush. On relatively close-grained

woods, such as birch or Santo Domingo
mahogany, the filler coat may be

omitted and the shellac coat applied

directly after the stain has dried.

The shellac should be allowed to dry
for several hours. The lathe then may
be started and this coat rubbed down
with No. 00 steel wool. Be careful not

to rub through the stain on sharp edges
and beads.

Next a coat of clear lacquer may be

brushed on e%-cnly. Do not brush twice
over the saints place. The Incquur, which

dries very quickly (within an hour),

may bo rubbed down with No. 5/0
waterproof sundpaper or powdered
pumice stone sprinkled on n rag dip|»ed

in soapsuds or rubbing oil (crude oil).

If a higher gloss is desired, two coats of

lacquer may be applied, only the second

been cut away. It is very quickly mas-
tered.

Reduce the base to the required diam-
eter as explained before. Then adjust the

T-reBt parallel to the lathe bed and to

the edges of the base, and with the

square-nose chisel remove the thin piece

of material left on the rear edge of the

Pt«; 4*_Gra«-*4ultr turor^l tnbU> lamp of

A tjl** any home worker ran mak* oa a
stnatl lathe.

coat being rubbed. Do not use an oil

stain or oil in any form under a lacquer

finish.

A thin coat of liquid wax also adds to

grain, making it feel rough to the touch, the luster. This is applied with a piece
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of cotton waste or a rag and polished
with a flannel cloth while the work is

revolving in the lathe.

The candlestick is now finished. The
plug is removed from its upper end (a

pair of ga3 pliers may be helpful for this

purpose), and the faceplate is unscrewed
from the base. The holes left by the

screws may be plugged by filling them
with wood cement or stick shellac. This
is sold in all colors; it looks like sealing

wax and is melted in the same way.
A piece of thin felt may be glued to

the base. Apply the glue to the bottom
of the base, not to the cloth, press the

cloth in place, and set away to dry. The
edges of the cloth may be trimmed later

with a pair of scissors.

Another method of turning the base, so
as to uvoid the screw holes, will be ex-
plained in the following section.

TABLE LAMP

The turned table lamp illustrated in

Figs. 48 and 49 consists of two parts,

the upright and the base. Before the

upright can be turned, a hole must be
made lengthwise through its center for

the electric wires. This hole may lie

mado either by boring through a solid

piece of wood or by gluing two pieces

together after first cutting a groove in

each.

In the first method the advantage of

having a solid piece of wood is offset by

Fic. !!>.—Th«* of i He* Uiti|> 1> in

i% HiiMtrii chuck at In Fii» 50.

the difficulties encountered in boring the
hole. The auger bit to be used should

have a spur for end-wood boring, and,

as the ordinary auger bit is not long

enough, a hole must be bored from each
end. If the ends are squared accurately

with the sides and the holes started on a

drill press, there is a good chance to

have them meet in the center; moreover,

any little unevenness may be readily

removed by inserting a red-hot iron rod.

The only difficulty about the second
method is to plane the faces of the two
pieces accurately, so that they will make
a perfect joint. A groove Vi* in. deep
and % in. wide should be cut in the

center of each piece before gluing.

When turning the upright, block the

hole in the end running on the live cen-

ter (the tenon) with a piece of soft wood.

The hole in the other end is left the way
it is and runs on the dead center.

The base may be turned so as to avoid

screw holes in the bottom. Get out the

stock, plane one side, and screw it to

the faceplate as explained in the pre-

ceding section.

Reduce the wood to the thickness and
diameter required and cut a little de-

pression in its center about */,« in. deep

and about 1 in. less in diameter than
the total diameter of the base (Fig 50).

This is the bottom of the base, and the

depression is cut to make it stand well.

llorc a hole with a %-in. auger bit

into the edge of tlie base and well past
its center. Sandpaper the bottom and
edge of the base and remove it.

A device called a "chuck” is now made
from a piece of wood, preferably soft

and at least 1 in. larger in diameter than
the base. This is screwed to the face-

plate. faced off. and turned to its largest

possible diameter.

Caliper the diameter of the lamp base
carefully, mark this diameter on the soft

wooden disk, and cut a recess into it

about Vi in. deep. Tl* base sliould fit

Kic. 61* —Tfcr b,w 1* roocSnl Ifec U«-
|Utr (Mi). Ih*a floufcrrf la a •eufea ctuk

•US a mllabla rrcr.. (rlchtl.

very tightly in this recess. To begin with,

cut well within the line marked and
gradually enlarge the recess until the

right diameter has been reached.

If the recess should be too large, place

a piece of paper over it and drive the

base in place. If this should not hold
the base tightly, face the disk off and try

again. When the base fits properly and

is driven tightly up against the bottom

of the recess so that it runs true, it may
be turned in the usual manner without

danger of coming loose. This operation

is called "chucking.” To remove the base

from the chuck, grasp it firmly with one
hand and tap the face of the chuck with

a hammer.
It is best to stain and finish thtf up-

right and the base separately. A %-in.
metal bushing is screwed into the hole

bored into the side of the base, and a

%-in. brass nipple about 2 in. long is

screwed into the top of the upright so

Fie r.l This raoklnc .land In on Inter-
«*•** prvert frini lh» turner' • .UndMnt

ou4 auto, a flue *lfl.

as to project ubout % in. From the lower
end of the upright, remove the wooden

C
jg; pull the lamp cord through the
lc, and glue the upright to the base.

The lamp may be bold in the lathe until
the glue lias set, the base fitting in the
chuck and the brass nipple over the dead
center.

A two-light fixture, such as shown in

Fig. 49, is screwed to the nipple. It is

fitted with two pull sockets to which
the proper wire connections are made.
The other end of the lump cord is fitted

with a plug.

The shape, color, nnd fabric of the

shade is a matter of individual taste.
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fit over the neck of the bottle. Step No.
4— Rechuck and turn the outside of the

cover to design Stain and polish in the

lathe. Step No. 5—Make the base and

screw into the box part from the bottom.

Glue felt to bottom.
Boudoir Watch Case. Purchase the

watch first; a cheap one with rodiolite

face will be satisfactory. Step No. 1

—

Turn the face portion first, rechucking

and turning the back to fit the watch.

Step No. 2—Turn the back portion, fit-

ting it to the fuce portion.

Sewing Set. Step No. 1—Ruse: Turn
the bottom side. Rechuck and turn the

face side to design. Step No. 2—Turn

SMOKING STAND

Similar problems in wood turning are

involved in making the smoking stand

shown in Fig. 51. It consists of three

main parts—the base, the upright, and
the top. First turn the upright.

The base should be turned without

chucking it, as it is not important to

hide the screw holts. When the three

little feet are screwed to its underside,

it will stand firmly. Rcforc turning these,

bore yie-in. holes for the screws through

the center of the stock. The feet arc

turned exactly ns in one of the exercises

given under convex turning (sec Fig. 25).

Unlike the base, tho top must be

chucked before being turned to avoid

unsightly screw holes. Instead of fitting

inside the chuck, ns in the case of the

baso for the table lump, it tits over
it and ngninst a shoulder turned on it

(see Fig 52). The recess cut in the top

is for u gluss or metal tray. The diam-
eter and depth of this recess, therefore,

will vary according to the dimensions

of the ash tray.

Glue the parts together and finish the

stand as previously suggested.

SIX DESIGN’S FOR GIFTS

A variety of attractive objects is

suggested in Fig. 53. They were selected

because of their suitability as gifts and

also because they are small and simple.

In making them, the following outline

of the processes will be of assistance to

the inexperienced wood-turner:
Flower Holder. Step No. 1—Base:

Stock l-% in. thick and 3‘,4-in. in diam-

eter. Turn on a screw chuck. Work the

bottom side to correct form. Rechuck

and turn face. Step No. 2—Shaft: Bore

hole for test tube, plug hole, and turn

around this hole. Fit the shaft dowel

into the base. Step No. 3—Stain and
polish in the lathe.

Teapot Stands. Step No. I—Turn the

bottom to shape and rechuck. This

operation may be omitted, if desired, to

simplify the turning. Step No. 2—Turn
the face side. Step No. 3—Stain and pol-

ish in the lathe. Step No. 4— Fasten an

etched co|*pcr or German silver top to

the stand.

Future Frame ,\foldings. Step No. 1

—Turn the face side or molding design.

Step No 2—Slain and polish in the

lathe. Step No. 3— Rechuck and turn the

rebate for the picture and glass. Five

designs are given below.

Lady's Writing Set. I-ook around the

house for a small ink bottle of about

the size shown on the drawing. Step No.
I— Box part: Turn out the inside of the

box to fit the bottle. Step No. 2—Re-
chuck and turn the outside. Step No. 3—
Cover: Turn the inside of the cover to

Fin. 54.—Afl a gift fur any muitan. wliat

could b* mure apr»riM>rlair ctian Him *nu*lul
•rmlftir

the disk on both sides. Step No. 3—Turn
the cushion holder. Stop No 4—Turn the

shaft between centers. Step No. 6—When
gluing tho parts together, do not fasten

the disk; it should he free to revolve.

Cement the brass dowels in place. (Sec

above illustration, Fig. 54.)

TI'RNINO RINGS

The turning of a solid ring of wood
represent* an advance in the line of fucc-

plnte work previously discussed. An ex-

ample of ring turning is the napkin
holder illustrated in Fig. 55 at A and H.

This is turned partly between centers

and partly on the faceplate.

If it is desired to turn two napkin
rings, cut a piece of wood at least >4

in. thicker and wider than the finished

outside diameter of the ring and about
2 in. longer than the combined length

of two rings. For two rings of the di-

mensions indicated at A, the rough slock

should be 2K by 2 l/4 by 6 in.

Square one end of the piece carefully

with the sides, an operation which may
be done conveniently by sawing the stock

in a miter box. Locate the center by
drawing diagonals and bore a %«-in.
hole about in. deep and a gimlet or

twist bit. Fasten the piece to a screw

chuck, which is simply a small faceplate

with a single heavy screw in the center.

If a screw chuck is not a part of the

lathe equipment, an ordinary faceplate
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may be used. Screw a piece of wood to

the faceplate and turn a circular disk.

Mark the center on the disk while it is

revolving in the lathe and bore a % a-in.

hale, countersinking it on the side which
i9 against the faceplate. Insert a heavy
lint-head screw of the proper length (de-

pending upon the thickness of the disk)

and fasten the piece to be turned firmly

to the disk as at C.
The dead center is now run against

the free end of the 2‘4-by-2«4-by-6-in.

piece, which is rounded off and smoothed
in the usual manner. The napkin rings

are then laid out, turned, and sanded as

explained in previous articles.

When the outside shape of the rings

lias been formed, the dead center is

moved out of the way and the tool rest

placed close to the end of the piece and
at right angles to the lathe bed. Mark
the diameter of the 1^-in hole with a

pair of dividers (use the second method
described in the section on candlesticks)

and start the boring of the hole with a

very sharp round-nose chisel. Begin in

thu center and gradually work out

towards the edge. Alternate with n V4**n
skew chisel, which should ho held so that

it cuts with the toe (sec Fig. 47, upper
view). Test the diameter of the hole with

a pair of inside calipers. Then round the

301

edges and sandpaper the work.
The dead center should now be moved

up again, so that its point bears against

the wood at the bottom of the hole just

cut. This added support is needed for

cutting the first napkin ring away with

the parting tool. The remaining one is

then bored and cut off in the very same
manner.

The remaining end of tlie 6-in. piece

is now turned until it is equal to the

diameter of the holes which have just

been cut halfway through the two nap-

kin rings. The length should be a little

less than the depth of the hole, so that
the napkin rings will butt up against
the square shoulder formed on the piece
as at 8.

While turning this chuck, try the fit of
both napkin rings frequently, because

the hole cut in one napkin ring is likely

to be slightly larger than the hole cut
in the other. Finish the larger one first

and then cut down the chuck to fit tho

smaller one. Do not force the rings too

tightly on the chuck or they may split.

Bare the other half of tl>e hole in each
ring as explained above. Then stain and
polish the rings.

When a ring having a circular cross

section is to be turned from a solid piece
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of wood, the stock, after being faced off,

should have the same thickness us the

diameter of the cross section of the ring,

as indicated at I). A piece of V$-in. ply-

wood is placed between the screw chuck
and the material to be turned und pre-

vents the screw in the chuck from pene-

trating the *i-in. disk.

After facing off the disk and turning

it to the required outside diameter—in
in this case 4 in.— it is cut down us

shown at D. The square corners are then

cut off (£), after which the ring is

rounded as shown at F.

A tcmplutc may be made of a piece

of strong cardboard or veneer about 2

in. square. Proceed as follows; Draw a

straight pencil line about in the center

of t lie piece of cardbourd. Tack it to a

piece of wood, place the screw of an
auger bit of the desired diameter—in

this ruse 'j in.—on the center line, and
bore n hole. Cut on the line with u knife,

thus dividing the cardboard in two
pieces. Use half of it us a template as

atC.
Chuck the partly turned ring ns shown

at F. The wood used in muking the chuck
im.y be soft, and it is well to Imvo it

thick in case the recess cut in it should

be too large; in that case it may he faced

off again and another recess cut. The
center is now cut uwny and the turning

of the ring completed.
Such rings may be used for the hang-

ing of curtains or portieres, or as towel

or necktie rings. A necktie holder is

shown at II. It fits into another turned

piece, which is screwed to tho wall or to

a closet door.

A small section is cut out of the ring,

thus permitting it to be sprung a little

and slipped into a hole bored in each side

of the turned piece. Tho center of these

holes is found by wrapping n strip of

paper % in. wide around the piece. Cut
the ends of the paper so that they just

meet. Remove the paper and fold it once

in the center. Draw a pencil line length-

wise through the center of the paper,

wrap it again around the wood, and
pr.rk a hole on the center line where the

ends of the paper meet and another
where the pencil line crosses the fold as

at /. Bore these holes while the turned

C
ec is in the lathe and before the ends
vc been cut off.

A towel ring should be a little larger.

It may be flattened slightly on one side

and fastened ut right angles to a wall

or a door with a round-head screw as in

the upper drawing of Fig. 56.

These rings may be made stronger and
more interesting if they are made of

three or more layers of wood, preferably

of contrasting colors, such as walnut and

birch. Thin layers of ebonized wood
about s in. thick will appear as black

PlO. 31.—Anj nuud lururr *6o camatm I6«me two mad tboae »So»o In F*c -* »KI I— mMr la

du l*r*» amrlrty ut dmliar *•**!•> rtntf wars.
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mended: Course in Wood Turning, Mil-
ton and Wohlers; Art and Education in

Hood Turning, William W. Klenke;
Wood Turning, George A. Ross.

To obtain the best results, a close

grained wood such as birch, maple, ma-
hogany, or walnut should be used for

rings and frames.

inlaid lines. The layers should always

be an uneven number. If three are used,

the inside layer should run at right

angles to the two outside layers (see the

sectional view). It is obvious that the

layers should be glued up into a solid

block or disk before the ring is turned.

The turned picture or mirror frame

(Fig. 56, lower drawing) is simply an-

other type of ring. Make a full site draw-

ing of the frame and screw a piece of

wood of the required dimensions to a

small faceplate. Face off and turn the

piece to the desired diameter. Cut the

recess for the picture, glass, and backing
as shown at A. If the frame is going to

be thinner than the one shown, it will

then be necessary to back it up with a

B
cre of plywood as shown in Fig 55 at

' to prevent cutting into the screws.

Remove the disk from the faceplate

and turn a chuck as shown in Fig. 56 at

B. The disk is now fitted to the chuck,

its center cut away, and the design of

the molding turned.

Some wood turners prefer first to turn

and polish the face of the frame, then

to chuck it. and finally to cut the recess

for the glass. The method described

above permits the molding to be finished

and polished after all the cutting has

been done and prevents it from being

marred by chucking.

Other designs for picture frame mold-
ings arc shown in Fig 53 Book* on wood

turning having many attractive designs

may also be consulted in most public

libraries. The following are to be recom-

TtKNKIl AND IN LAID THAYS

In turning and inlaying trays, the tool

processes involved are only a step in

advance of those previously described.

The tray illustrated in Fig. 57 at A
is turned from a solid circular disk not
less than in. thick and in. in

diameter A circle f>\\ in. in diameter is

scribed on the wood with a pair of di-

viders. The wood is then sawed as nearly

round as possible and screwed to a face-

plate.

Its outside shone is first turned. For
this work it is advisable to' use a tem-
plate of cardboard or thin wood such us

shown at H. If it is to be guided prop-

erly, the template should hear against a

Hut surface- in this case the underside

of the tray. The recess in this surface is

therefore cut after the outside shape of

the tray has been completed. Obviously,

the purpose of this bottom recess is to

make the tray stand well on n Hat sur-

face.

The tray is now unscrewed from the

faceplate and chucked ns at C. It is well

to Mipport it during the hollowing-out
proci -s by running the dead center up
against it When the tray has been hol-

lowed to the extent shown at C, the tail-

stock i' moved out of the wav and tlm

central par 1

| mtd down level with the

rest of the bottom.

On the half plan at A is shown a

circular inset, which is inlaid in the bot-

tom of the tray. Such insets arc sold by

manufacturers of marquetry and are in-

expensive. They are made up of many
separate small pieces of wood about V>n
in thick, which are glued to a piece of

brow n paper A piece of veneer surrounds
the inset for protection; it should be
carefully cut away with a pocketknife.

A shallow’ recess of the correct diam-
eter to receive the inset is cut with a
skew chisel in the bottom of the tray.

The inset is glued into this recess face

down, that is, with the ,papercd surface

towards the top of the tray. If glue were
applied to the papered surface, a good
bond would not be made, because the

paper might split and parts of the inset

come loose.

The gluing may be done by clamping
a block of wood over the inset, which
should be allowed to dry for at least six

hours. Then the bottom of the tray is

fared off and sandpapered smooth. The

TOWtl BIN

PCTUBt rKAMt
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brown paper is removed by this process

and the inset now stands out clearly and
beautifully.

The tray shown at D is turned by a
process known as "gluing to waste
stock." This is done as follows:

Turn a circular disk of the proper

diameter and face it. off very carefully,

so that it is absolutely flat and level

Prepare the stock from which the tray

is to be turned. Plane one of its surfaces

true and level and saw the stock to the

required diameter.

Glue the planed surface of the tray

to the waste stock, but place a piece of
paper between the two glued surfaces.

n order to center tin* 'took fur the tn\

Kin. f(».—How III" it.—I (it i inn I* #1 i.-l lo •

|>lco«« of w/)*tr ivu*fc with i fhrrt

fu fjriMciii* 'pUrtlnir tb**tn Apart.

accurately, hrst glue the paper to the
waste stock and then murk the diameter
of the tray on this papered surface with
a pencil. This is easily done while the
waste stock is revolving in the lathe. Re-
move it from the lathe and glue and
clamp the stock for the tray securely
to it as shown in Fig. 58 When the glue
is thoroughly dry, turn the tray as shown
in Fig. 57 at E.

Besides an inset in the center, which is

inlaid in the manner described above,
this tray also has a line inlay. Ordinary
straight lines of inlay cannot be bent
to form a circle of such a 'mall diam-
eter.’ This line is therefore turned from
a piece of veneer in the form of a ring.
To accomplish this, a piece of ^-in-

veneer is glued to a circular disk with
a piece of cardboard between the disk
and the veneer as at F. When the glue
is dry a ring of the desired width and
diameter is turned from the veneer. Use
two pairs of dividers with very sharp
points, one pair to mark the inside diam-

Fio 6» !>««(.• f»r • powdrr boi aid a *rwrt boi. aad tow the lower |-rt o( ,»cb I.ol

la «I»*I la -aal* •tort lo fartlliala lurolo*.

eter of the ring, and the other pair to
mark its outside diameter. Mark lightly,

then cut on these lines with the toe of a
very sharp Vi -in. skew chisel. The ring
can now be separated from the card-
board layer.

Mark tbc bottom of the tray without
resetting the dividers, turn a recess for

the ring, and glue it in place. When the

glue is dry, face off and sandpaper the

inlaid bottom, and then stain and polish

the tray.

The tray is removed from the waste
stock by driving a sharp chisel into the

latter Vis in. back of the glue joint. This
will cause the paper between the tray

and the waste stock to split. The tray
may now be chucked as shown at O lor

the purpose of cutting the recess on its

underside. The chuck may be made from
the waste stock.

A supplementary design for a pin tray,

which is turned by the same method, is

given in Fig. 57 for those who wish
further practice in wood turning.

BOXES AND BOWLS

Making small boxes is one of the most
interesting and fascinating types of work
that can be done on a lathe.

The cover of the powder box, Fig. 59
at A, is turned from a piece of wood at
least I in. more in diameter than the

finished dimensions call for. This piece

of wood is securely screwed to n face-

plate or screw chuck, after which it is

turned to diameter and leveled. It is best

to turn the inside of the cover first, and
then to cut the recess which fits into the
lower part of the box. Use a template for
this work. When the outside of the cover
has been turned, it is cut off with n part-

ing tool or ske w chisel as near to the line

as possible. Hold the parting tool with
the right hand und grasp the lid with the

left when it is cut away from the waste.

The lower part of the box is turned in

the same manner as the tray shown in

Fig. 57 at I). It is cut to approximate
site, glued to waste stock (Fig. 59, B),

and turned in the usual manner.
Particular care must be taken to turn

the diameter of the opening so that tho

cover will fit snugly and yet not so

lightly that it must be forced in place.

The site of the ojiening should be tried

while it is being turned by fitting the

cover to it.

The lower part of the box may be

used as a chuck for the lid, which must
be smoothed off and sanded at the cen-

tral point where it was cut with the part-
ing tool. The whole box is now stained

and polished, after which its lower part

is removed from the waste stock bv driv-
ing a sharp chisel into the latter ‘/

l0 in.

behind the glued joint. A recess may be
cut on the underside of the box' by
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chucking it ns shown in Fit 57 nt O'.

The jewel box, Fig. 59, C, is turned in
cxnctly the same manner ns the powder
box; but as it is inlaid, the stork must
bo prepared in n different way. The lines

of inlay are produced by gluing different
colored woods together in layers. The
lowest layer, for example, may bo a
dark-colored piece of wood, such as
black walnut or imitation ebony, Ms in.

in thickness. Thu next layer is a light-
colored wood, such as maple or birch,

Ms in. thick. This is followed by a dark
layer Ms in. in thickness, and this again
by a layer of light colored wood 1M* in.

thick.

If these layers can be had in the thick-
nesses required, they may be glued up
in one solid block as shown in Fig. 61.
The block is then prepared and turned
in the usual manner. If this is not pos-
sible, the following slower method is

recommended: The lower part of the
box may be built up by gluing a piece

Fl<i. 6!.—Hon lajcr* of woods of d!!T»r»a«
color, are rIuo.I together for oatln; on

Iclai'I box.

of dark wood to the waste stock as ex-
plained above. When the glue is dry. it

it turned down to Ms in. in thickness
and made perfectly level and flat. The
next layer of light wood is glued in place
and faced off, followed by the dark layer
and then the final light layer. When the
required layers, reduced to the proper
thicknesses, have been glued together in
this way, the stock is ready to be turned.
The cover for the box is built up in the
tame manner. The first lay of light
wood is 2 in. thick and is screwed di-
rectly to a faceplate. This is faced off
and followed by a dark layer, this in

turn by a light layer, and this by a dark
layer.

As the cover must be of exactly the
same diameter as the lower part of the
box. these two parts are put together
as shown in Fig. 59 at E. smoothed, and
sanded The dead center is run into that
part of the cover from which the knob
is turned. This adds to the stability of
the box during the final smoothing and
sanding.

The knob is the last part of the box
to be turned This is easily done while
the whole box is mounted between cen-
ters as shown at E. Enough material
should be left on tlie knob when the
cover is cut off so that the mark made
by the dead center may be entirely cut
away.

In all inlay work it is well to remem-
ber not to have too violent a contrast
between the inlay and the inlaid surface.
If, for example, imitation ebony (ebon-
iied wood) and maple arc used for the
jewel box, the maple should be stained
a darker color such as amber, which re-
sembles antique maple.

After completing the trays and boxes,
the woodworker who has followed this
series of articles should be able to

analyze and determine for himself the

best way to do any ordinary job in

spindle and faceplate turning.

The nut bowl, Fig. 60, is turned by the

“gluc-to-wa6te-stock" method as ex-

plained before. The design may be modi-
fied so that a small circular block is left

in the center similar to the one shown
in Fig. 57 at C. In this case, however,

the block is not removed Instead, small

boles are bored in it for receiving the

nut picks when not in use.

The fruit dish, Fig 60, consists of two
parts. The base is turned between cen-

ters in the usual way. The top may be

turned in the way the covers of the boxes
were turned (see Fig. 59, /)). It has to

be chucked so that a hole may be bored

in its underside for the Ms »>' 1 V6 in.

tenon on the base. In gluing the parts,

leave the upper part in the chuck and
center the lower part by running up the

dead center.

RADIO TABLE AND MIRROR

Split turning is a form of furniture

decoration that came into vogue in the

early part of the seventeenth century
during the Jacobean period. Jacobean
furniture has again become popular and
reproductions adapted to modern needs

arc made by many high-class fiirnituro

manufacturers.

As the name implies, split turning
means that ordinary turned work ia split
or divided into two or more parts, which
in turn are glued to flat wood surface*
(sec Figs. 62. 63, and 6-1). Obviously, it

would be impracticable to split or divide
a solid turned column; split turnings aro
made from separate pieces of stock fas-
tened together before they are turned.

If turned halves, such as those used
to decorate the radio table and the mir-
ror frame, are to be made, the method
of procedure is as follows:

Prepare two pieces of stock, making
them a little wider than the greatest
diameter of the turned pieces, and about
3 in. longer. The thickness of these two
pieces should be equal to half their

width, and they should be planed so that

their faces fit accurately against each
other. They may be fastened by screw-
ing their ends together in the manner
suggested in Fig. 65, at A, by gluing
their ends together for a distance of
about 1% in., by gluing them through-
out their entire length with a piece of

paper placed between the joint, by bolt-

ing them together as at B, or by driving

corrugated fasteners into the end wood
at both ends. The work of fastening

them together must be carefully and se-

curely done.
The pieces are now set up in the lathe

and turned between centers in the usual

way. When the turning is completed,
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•waraar* j.l U parllnWtlr Mnt lo lual*.

then get out the Bide rails and stretchers

and join them to the legs with mortise
. and tenon joint*. The two sides are next

connected by means of a central

stretcher mortised into the side stretch-

... era, a rear rail, and two front rails. The

DETAIL OP APRON

DETAIL OF
DRAWER FRONT

«•* furniture i|r*lcn. Nutt? st
rSat «.? tL«* drawer frvur.

the pieces are removed, and the two
ends holding them together are cut off

with a saw.
When quarter sections are wanted,

four pieces are fastened together

as shown at li, Fig. 65. At D is in-

dicated how a quarter section may
be used in a corner. Turned quar-

ter sections are often used on
chests of drawers, clock cases,

mirror frames, and other pieces

of furniture.

Sometimes it is desired to fit a

turned column over a square cor-

ner as at E. In this case a quarter

section is sawed out of the solid

piece from which the column is to

be turned. On account of the

waste in sawing, this piece can-

not be used, but another piece of

the proper dimensions is prepared

and glued in its place with a piece

of paper dividing the joint, as at

C. When the turning has been

completed, the glued piece can be

easily removed by forcing the

blade of a chisel into the joint,

thereby causing the paper to split.

Tho remainder of the paper and glue is

now removed from the column, after

which it may be glued in place.

Turned moldings, which are decora-

tive and easy to make, should be of

especial interest to amnteur wood-
workers who have difficulty in working

out molding* by hand The variou* steps

in the procedure of turning moldings are

illustrated at F. Step No. 1 chows the

end of a souare piece of stock, to the

aides of which four pieces of wood are

glued. A piece of pnper is placed be-

tween the joints, so that the finished

strips of molding may be separated

cattily from the square stock.

It is very important to center the

square piece accurately in the lathe;

otherwise the four strips of molding will

not be uniform in cite. It is well to cut

into the square piece near each end with

a parting tool nntil the tool is in con-

tact with the wood all around. If it is

found that the parting tool has cut

deeper into one or two sides than into

the others, these sides should be planed

until the cut of the parting tool is uni-

form on all four sides.

The stock is now rounded off as shown

in Step No. 2, after which the design

of the molding is laid out and turned.

The four strips of molding are then sepa-

rated from the square core by forcing

the blade of a thin, sharp chisel into the

joint at either end. This causes the

paper to split. The molding may be

glued to a backing of any desired shape

as shown in Step No. 3.

The radio table, Figs. 62 and 63, is a
typical adaptation of Jacobean furni-

ture design to modem needs. Although
the piece is ornate in appearance, the
construction is really simple.

First lay out and turn the four legs;

upper front rail is joined to the legs with

a half-lap dovetail joint as shown on

the plan view, and the lower rail or

apron is joined to the legs with dowels

as shown in the detail. This completes

the framework.

The drawer front consists of a Vfc-in.

piece to which four \/£ by 4 in. blocks,

shaped as shown at A in the drawer
front detail, are glued at each end, and

a block B,Vz by 4 by 4 in., in the center.

A suitable molding is fitted and glued

around these blocks and along the top

and bottom edges. The drawer is then
constructed and fitted in place.

The split turning is applied to the

front legs as shown, after which the top

is made and then screwed to the rails

by means of cleats. Two pear-shaped

drawer pulls (and a lock, if desired)

should be applied and then removed until

the table has been sandpapered nnd fin-

ished. Any good cabinet wood is suitable

for this table.

In the mirror frame, Fig. 64, split

turnings again form the decoration. The
frame itself consists of two side pieces, a

lop piece, n bottom piece, and a narrow
central piece. These pieces, which arc

all rabbeted to receive the glass nnd
back, may be joined with dowels. After
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being glued, the frame is planed level

and smooth.
The two half columns then are made

and glued in place. Each column con-

tests of the reeded central part, two
turned caps, and two rectangular blocks.

The columns may be turned in a single

piece or they may be made in several

parts; that is, the rectangular blocks,

the caps, the bases, and the central part

may be made separately, fitted together,

and glued to the sides of the frame. A
simple molding is now made and fitted

around the top part of the frame as

shown in the plan view. A top and a

bottom piece screwed or doweled in place

complete the frame. A turned molding

may be used instead of the one shown,

if the top piece is made plain like the

bottom piece. The process of reeding will

be explained in a following section.

It is advisable to place a piece of

paper between the mirror and the back-

ing. The backing itself is of plywood. If

the frame is constructed of thinner stock

or the rabbet is made more shallow, the

backing may be made in one piece and
screwed to the outside of the frame.

OVAL AND IRRF.CtlI.AR TURNING

A knowledge of oval turning occa-

sionally may lie found useful, although

No. 1. Fig. 65, G). The larger center line,

that is. the longest axis of the oval, is

marked all around the stock as shown.

The other center line is then marked and

the centers determined and laid out on

both ends. Small holes should be bored

in the ends at these points.

Mount the stock in the lathe, using a

pair of centers nearest to the operator,

as in Step No. 2. Run the lathe at slow

speed and turn the stock until the center

lines marked along it are reached. Slop

the lathe frequently and inspect the

work, as it is impossible to take any

caliper measurements.

Next mount the stock on the pair of

centers farthest from the operator and

turn as before (Step No. 3). The stock

is finally mounted on the true centers

and the sharp points cut away (Step No.

I) ; then it is sanded until it is smooth.

Pieces that are not straight, such as

the rear leg of a chair, may be turned

as shown at // A piece of wood is glued

at one end of the piece so that there

will be the same weight of material on

each side of the centers An uneven

weight would cause excessive vibration

and make the turning difficult. The block

is removed as soon as the turning is

completed.

BILL OF MATERIALS
I\» Part T. W. L

r*c a»4».MU
4 Leo 1% IX 28V.

1 Side rails X 5 12

2 Side atretekera X IX 12

I Rear rail X 5 2*

I Froat rail X Hi M
I Apron X 2X 24*
I Center stretcher X IX 26X
I Drawer front X 4 2IX
1 Drawer front block X 4 4

2 Drawer front block*. ... X IX 4

1 Molding X X 8»

2 Drawer sale* X 4 12

I Drawer back X 3X 24

1 Drawer botlora X 12 21

2 Split turning* X I CX
1 Top X 18 M
2 Drawer pull*

I Lock wilh escutcheon

r*i Miner

Ku. C4.—Split turnlnp. In the form of

rceilctl column* form the prliiclpal orna-

ment* of Hit* mirror.

it is hardly worth while to turn such

things as a hammer handle, which can
be bought so cheaply. As a matter of

interest, however, the process deserves

description. The shape of the oval is

laid out on the end of a piece of 6tock

of slightly larger dimensions (see Step

2 Sides for frame . % IX 33%
1 Top foe frame . X 3X nx
1 Bottom for frame . X 2 1IX
1 Center for frame . X 1 nx
2 Lower column block*.. . 1 2 2

2 Upper column block... . 1 2 ax
2 Column cap. . X IX IX
2 Column b**e*

• > IX X
2 Column* tw X 26%
1 Top . s 9 18

I Bottom . X 2X 16

1 Back . X 8X 12X
1 Back . X 20X I2X

1 Molding X
1 Minor M
1 Minor % 20*;

AH dxieo«ioti3 irr in iwhw

* TV*»t»Qe*A*lU>

Kic t* How Hi# tork U prrptrrtl tor

wt,rk. !%! low os*\ aiid ImguUr pl*ct« *rt

turned.

HERDING AND FLUTING

Turned work may be decorated by a

few simple forms of wood carving. Al-

though such curving greatly enhances

the beauty as well a- the intrinsic value

of the piece, it requires little practice

and no outlay for new tools.

Reeding may bo described as the proc-

ess of carving beads or astragals on a

turned column. rir>» make the sides and

ends of a box <uc!i as would be needed if

the columu hud to be packed and shipped

(Figs. 66 and 67). Remember that this

box has neither cover nor bottom.
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stands, tables of many kinds, mirrors

(see Fig. 64), and the edges of table

tops.

The tables shown in Figs. 68 and 69
(which differ in respect to the shape
of the top) are typical of how turned

work may be decorated by reeding.

To make the round top and the apron,

as in Fig. 68, draw a full size layout on
a plywood panel or a piece of heavy
paper. Templates should be made from
this full size drawing, from which the

four pieces forming the apron may be

cut. As the apron is only 2 in. wide, it

may be cut from a 2-in. plunk. These

pieces should be sanded in the lathe by

the method illustrated in Fig. 70.

The segments must be fitted together

and joined with %-in. dowels. To mark
for the dowel holes, gage a vertical cen-

ter line on both ends of each of the four

B-» forming the apron. Db this by

ing the block of the marking gage

%in*t the convex sides of the pieces.

n set the marking gage to Vi in. and
gage horizontal lines on both ends of

each piece. With a setting of H/o in. gage

another set of horizontul lines on the

ends of the four pieces. The intersection

between tho two horizontal gage lines

and the vertical lines are the points

where the holes for the dowels are to bo

Itorcd.

Glue the four pieces of the apron to-

gether by wrapping a piece of wish cord

twice around them and twisting it tightly

with a small stick. Clam > the apron to

a flat surface while the g uc is drying—
the tabic top will do. W cn the glue is

dry, sand on the unevenness at the joints

on the disk sander. Finish by hand sand-

ing, and screw the apron to the under-

side of the top.

The column is reeded ns expluined
above. The method of sawing out the

legs and fitting and gluing them to tho

ter line on the because the turned piece is of a larger

lace the turned diameter at one end than at the other;

l the surface to and in order to bring the surface to be
with the upper reeded level with the top of the box, the

here the centers end having the greater diameter must be
e should be lo- lower than the other,

iter lines drawn The column is now divided into the

x. Bore deaired number of divisions. Wrap a
insert ordinary strip of paper around the column at any
i 2 in. long, and point, cut it so that the ends just meet,

ts of the turned remove it, and lay out the divisions. For

an even number like sixteen, this may
t) the screw at be done by folding the paper; for an un-

thc top of the even number, the divisions should be

her end. This is stepped off with a pair of dividers. Wrap
' the paper around the column again, hold

i— it firmly in place, and transfer the di-

• Fij visions to the column with a |»cncil as

t,j shown in Fig. 66.

/// Now set a marking gage to half the

/V outside width of the box, and gage lines

along the entire length of the portion

to be reeded at all the division points

laid out from the strip of paper as shown
^=.-=p-.r T at the left of Fig. 67. Let the point of

~

f
the marking gage project about Vi in.

. V, and hold the block firmly against one
~~ £

I side of the box.

Begin chiseling V-cuts on the lines

just gaged as indicated at the right of

Fig 67. Use an ordinary %-in. paring

chisel, preferably with a long blade that

is beveled along its sides. Fasten the

box holding the turned piece in a bench

vise and dnve a small wedge between

the side of the box and the turned piece

so as to hold it firmly during the carving

process.

Be careful to note the direction of the

grain, and do not make too deep or too

large cuts, thereby losing control of the

chisel. Gradually deepen the V-cuts and
then round the edges slightly. Finish

with a scraper and sandpaper.

Reeds may be applied to advantage

to a number of projects such as lamps,

Kir,. 68.— A srni ful n I- with a lura*d

nod reeded column and band -a » • l »u-l r*«d*d Pit.. A c3ovrr l*~f tor. a reeded column, and
Cuietl icza arc Ite feature* of tbU little table.
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.
70.—Iiow sum an flic sc^nmr* of t

proo multr a drcuUr tab!* top ar»* *an*J?*J

A Ijuuj: ••«*» I'lrnmc*. At l I* »t>nun a connor
feliH h lm»* II. Ml liW«* filial 01 c.tt Upfrttl »pirsl
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Kl« 71-—T«roir*r* nt,z <nx% ju*I flir

»K<ul to*#l m«| im makia? at

record. He calls it a "Congo cup" be-

cause it recalls those African oelles who
wear rings around their necks.

The requirements are a block of thor-

oughly seasoned pear, apple, orange,

or lemon wood, a double-ended tool

(Fig. 75). and a steady hand. Turn the

outside of the bowl of the cup with the

I'm. 72.—(Uneli* •1‘iral (iiruiiis i«i MO i U|«-r».l

luiltilr (ivnl.ri
;
hollow .plr-l l«t nun

I Fig. 71, (’), but in this case, as in otliei

double spirals, the major divisions are

subdivided only in two.

The colfee table, Fig. 73, is a typical

example of the use of spiral turning in

furniture construction. The shaped

stretchers cross each other and arc

joined with a cross-lap joint.

TRICK TURNING

To turn the curious "Congo cup" il-

lustrated in Fig. 7-1 from a single block

would seem a difficult problem; yet any-

one who owns a lathe cun do it when

the principle is understood The example

shown, made by E. T. Armstrong, of

Pasadena, Calif., contains twenty-five

rings and is considered bv him to be the

stretches

two rings which encircle it, before hol-

lowing the inside. Cut the rings halfway
through with one end of the tool and

finish with the other end. In cutting the

rings around the stem, be sure to turn

the top one first.

BORING TRUE SOCKET8 IN LONG
TURNED WORK

By using the simple homemade steady

rest illustrated in Fig. 76, it is possible

to bore holes for the tenons of a three-

piece floor lamp standard or similar

parts in the lathe with certainty that the

joints will be perfectly aligned.

The framework of the steady rest is a

piece of plywood, cut as shown and
screwed to a block that can be clamped

Ki«. 7C Tl"- Misuli K--I liotil* ll.« »lo.k

CHI Ita true renter tin* nntl Iniurr* a orn*
feretl Imte.

to the lathe bed The three guides are

I Vi in wide, each being provided with

a .-lot wide enough to take a Vfc-in. mu-
ehine screw. One is placed at the bottom,

and the others arc spaced at 120° apart.

In preparing the stock to be bored, it

is necessary to nail n piece of %-in. ply-

wood to the end which i.* to receive the

screw center at tbo hcadstock. Tlio pur-

pose of this piece, which is lurnotl down
with till- stock, is to give II good grip

for the screw center so that the stock

Will not slip during the boring opera-

tion.

After the stock lias been thus prepared

and turned to shape, the steady rest is

mounted on the lid, and the tnilstock is

g«il .
lit up and engaged with tllB

dead center Tins insure* that the work

is lined up with the centers, and the

•
i

tn -nit. snugly

b it not too tight A little oil or grease is

next applied to the guides to allow

smooth tin Hi dead center then

can !>o removed and the hole bored with

great accuracy.

: AIXTIXG AXD
DECORATING

THANKS to the great popular inter-

est in home painting and decorat-
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ing which has developed in recent

years, all the ordinary problems are rea-

sonably well understood. Indeed, the

paint manufacturers distribute such ex-

cellent literature on all phases of the

household use of paints, varnishes,

enamels, and lacquers, that there is little

excuse for repeating the information in a
book of this type. What follows in this

chapter, therefore, are a number of sug-

gestions on processes and treatments

with which the average amateur is not

so familiar or upon which no complete,

practical information is readily avail-

able elsewhere.

RK.FIN’ISHIN’ti AN AUTOMOBILE WITH
I.ACQtKK

If modern methods are employed, it

is not difficult to refinish an automobile
at home. Quick-acting chemical paint
removers and electrically operated paint

sprayers are rapidly replacing tedious

•craning and brushing operations.

The cost of a small motor-driven
spraying outfit enn be more than saved
by doing the job in one’s own garage, and

the outfit remains to become a perma-
nent and valuable addition to the home
workshop equipment. Several reliable,

ruggedly built outfits arc now on the

market, priced under fifty dollars.

Although not bard, the work takes

time—for a novice, about forty hours of

actual working time. With lacquer fin-

ishing there is no waiting for paint to

dry, as one side of the car will dry while

the other is being sprayed. The car

therefore need not be out of commission
more than a week or ten days, which is

about the time required by a profes-

sional finishing shop.

Before the work is undertaken, the

following materials should be assembled.

The quantities listed arc sufficient for a

sedan having a 120-in. wheel base and
will cost about twenty dollars.

3 quarts paint remover

2 quarts red oxnle of iron primer

2 quarts umlerfoal (color .-itiular 10 finL-h)

2 quarts finuliiiiK lacquer for final «lo* (some-
times called •’relardir thinner”; il contain'

approximately 80 per cent thinner and 20

I

er cent body material

)

on lacquer dotal for one or more colors)

& its I Ions lacquer thinner

1 tube flaring putty
I gallon high teat gasoline

I gallon benrole
I steel scraper
2 steel scratch braslim. one 2 by 6 in. and one

\ by ft in

6 sheets No. 2/0 emery cloth

6 sheet* No 28) waterproof sandpaper (also

numbered 8'0l

6 sheets So 400 waterproof sandpaper (also

numbered 10/0)

2 rolls masking tape (if two colors are to be
used)

Sufficient tin to be cut into 3-in. atrips for

holding paper over the windows.

First, have the running gear washed All the usual precautions should be
at a garage under high pressure water observed in regard to fire. There must
and specify that the wheels be washed be no smoking nor open flames in the
with gasoline to remove all grease. Then vicinity of highly volatile liquids, such
remove all easily detachable accessories, as the gasoline, benzole, and thinner,

plated side lamps, and door handle*. Good ventilation is also essential, for,

The engine hood should be taken off and although the furnes of lacquer solvents

used to experiment with; that is, every have a pleasant banana odor, continued
unfamiliar operation should be tried first breathing of the atomized material itself

on this part. Cover the wheels, engine, might cause dizziness to anyone unused
tires, and top with paper or rags ’( Fig I >.' to it. Keep a window and the main door

Proceed to remove the finish as fol- ot ,hf 8ar »ee open unless the breeze ia

lows: Brush a coat of paint remover *°° Wrong. If one is especially sensitive

on the hood and allow it to stand until ,0 9tr°ng fumes, a small respirator, coat-

F». I.—Cover Ife solor. «fcr*W. a Ixl fop with
fwp-r or oM rioiO-. bel.ro apHilaf tfa# i-mi

the finish crinkles up; then scrape the

loos* material off with the steel scraper

(Fig. 2). As some patches will be harder

to loosen than others, another brushing
should be given and the remover allowed

to stand twenty minutes while a part of

the body is being brudicd over. The sec-

ond treatment will loosen all but a few

traces of paint in the corners and along

the edges of the metal. Hcmove the thor-

oughly softened residue by scrubbing

with the larger steel brush (Fig 3». Con-
tinue this process over all the steel parts,

not overlooking the underside of the

hood, but under no circumstances allow

the remover to come in contact with any
of the wooilen parts

All the steel should now be rubbed
with the emery cloth until bright and
clean, special attention being given to
corners around windows and pressed in

or raised parts of the body and scams
which form any sort of decoration

If the wheels are to be rvfinished. they
may he removed and the tires taken
off. but this b usually done after the
body is finished, as the process is much
simpler.

Before proceeding further, run tho

car out and sweep up the dried finish

scraped from the body. Also sweep down
the walls of the garage and remove any-
thing that would be injured by spots of

)*IQ 2 — R.T»rIne off iho old rtnl.h Tli- crlnkleU
|mh*U “T efi'ii)1

by iIm*

essential in the actual application of tho
priming coate and the finishing lacquer.

Start with the hood, which should bo
set up on an old table or box and given
another good washing with benzol, Do
not run over the surface hurriedly, but
rub it hard. After it seems as though
nothing could possibly be left, rub the

whole surface with a lintless cloth damp-
ened with thinner. During the cleaning,

remember that the edges and scams re-

quire the most attention.

Mix a pint of rust inhibitive red oxide

of iron with a pint of thinner and fill

the jar of the spray gun three quarters
full. Start the motor and try the spray
against a piece of tin. If the mixture is

of the right consistency, a smooth, even
coat will be deposited. A lumpy or pitted
surface indicates that the liquid is too
heavy and should be cautiously thinned
further. If it sags or runs, it is too thin
and more primer should be added. Now
spray the hood all over the outside,
keeping the spray constantly in motion
and held about 8 in. from the surface.
Move the spray at an even speed back

and forth horizontally and keep it

pointed directly at the surface at all

times. Start the gun in operation away
from the work and swing it on while



line and with waterproof sandpaper, just

enough to smooth the old finish unless

the coating is badly flaked off, in which
case the entire finish should he removed.

'he home workshop manual

Flo. 3.—Yhinniigliljr clean llu* hotly uf all <»M palnr

l>y It utrii a *nfT m in* bru«b

spraying. I.np each parallel deposit

about one quarter over the previous

stroke. Never stop the gun abruptly on
the work; swing it away so that any
necessary joining of sprayed surfaces

Will be "lent In a

Do not be startled by the apimarancc,

ns the correct color is bright orange
Allow the primer to dry one hour and
inspect for "wet spots." If there are only

a few small shiny places (V4 in. in diam-

eter or so), they may be overlooked be-

cause they will disappear as more of the

finish is applied. If there are many spots

or streaks, or one or two large sj»ots,

wash ofT the whole coat of primer with
the thinner and scrub again with benxole

and thinner. When judgment of cleanli-

ness has been developed, apply the

primer over the entire body.
Between each filling of the paint jar

it should be half filled with thinner,

shaken, and operated a few seconds to

flush out the tubes and noxtle. If the

gun does not discharge freely, partly

clogged tubes are to blame; do not turn

it against the car ngnin until a full spray

is delivered. It i“ well to have three or
four extra mason jars on hand, one for

clear thinner and the others for different

colors.

Do not apply a heavy coat of primer,

just enough to cover the metal thor-

oughly. Allow it to dry at least an hour
and sandpaper lightly with the No. 280

er or equivalent, using the paper dry.

he hood may now be given three

coats of surfacer, each coat following the

other at intervals of at least twenty
minutes. The surfacer behaves somewhat
differently und is harder to lay evenly

on account of its quicker drying quali-

ties. Special pains must be taken to di-

lute it sufficiently to prevent the forma-
tion of a rough "orange peel" surface.

A little over fifty per cent of thinner will

be required.

It is advisable not to stop the gun
until the jar of material is completely
sprayed, oilierwise the tubes will clog
slightly. If this happens, spray some
thinner through the gun. After learning
how on the hood, proceed with the body.
Do not be disturbed if the coat looks

somewhat rough in spots; the sanding
operations will eliminate all traces of

such unevenness. However, it saves labor

to lay the coat on smoothly in the first

place.

Now go over the surface for visible

file marks or depressions and fill them
with glaxing putty. This should be al-

lowed to set overnight and then scraped

and sanded flush with the surface. The
car should now be given a water sand-
ing with waterproof sandpaper. Under
the paper hold a piece of folded cloth,

and keep it well soaked with water. Hub
rather gently, making only three or four
passes over any one spot. To check the

smoothness of the surface, rub the fingers

along the sanded parts as the work pro-
ceeds and resand all places that do not
fed glass smooth. If any spots arc

rubbed through, the place should be re-

sprayed after washing with gasoline and
wiping with a cloth dampened (not wet)
with thinner.

The whole car should now be washed
with gasoline and wiped with a lintless

cloth to prepare it for the lacquer finish

coats (Fig. 4 ). Three coats are required,
using a fifty per cent dilution.

If two colors arc being used, spray the

upper one first ami then cover it with
paper bound on with masking ta|>e.

Spray, the other color in the same man-
ner as the first. If a molding strip is to

be still another color, cover the surface

on each side with the tape before spray-
ing. Do not attempt to |iecl the tape off

for at least two hours after the Inst

spraying, and then only after thoroughly
soaking it with water applied with a

paint brush. This will prevent any of

the finish being lifted off with the tape.
The whole car is now to be sanded

again with No. 280 paper soaked in

gasoline and held over a cloth pad as

before. Sand gently and make strokes

“every which way" until a glasslikc sur-
face is obtained. Wash thoroughly with
gasoline and give another sanding, using
the No. 400 paper. Wash again with
gasoline and wipe clean of all free color

which has been sanded off. Spray on
two coats of retarder thinner. This will

smooth all traces of unevenness in tone
and leave a natural gloss, which may be
further heightened with any of the

standard auto polishes compounded for

lacquer finishes.

To refinish the wheels, sand with gaso-

Fl<2 « Th* -|ifAr*r •fcoilltl bfl tai»l<1 At about H In

from tb«* work ai>«l krpt In motion tif nil tlm**.

Spray on three coal* of finishing enamel,
several varieties of which nro available

in quart sites.

To complete the work, spray the un-
dcrpnrts of the fenders with two coats
of black lacquer; an inexpensive enamel
will do if diluted with turpentine. The
top should bo painted with a brush in

the regular way; that is, brushing length-

wise and using the dressing just as it

coincs from the can. If any work is re-

quired on the inside of the car, use a

brushing lacquer on the instrument
board and spar varnish for the molding
around the windows. If any striping is

required, the car should be taken to u
profcs'ional striper, os a steady, experi-

enced hand is necessary for this finishing

touch.

As a precaution against the chinning

of the finish, run a safety raxor Undo
along the edge of all metal moldings be-

fore the finish has thoroughly s6t. Cut-
ting down to the metal in this way will

prevent any slight movement of the

parts from breaking the glass-hard lac-

quer surface. Save any small portions

of material left over as it will come in

handy for the purpose of retouching

scratches or scraped fenders.

WHAT UNDERCOATS TO USE

The question of what undercoat to

apply fur acme specific painting job is

one that generally bothers the amateur
painter, but tie selection of the proper

priming coat is little more than following

a few common sense rules.

For all general purposes undercoats

can be divided into four classes: for use

under enamel, varnish, lacquer, and flat
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wall paint.

In enameling, the procedure is to build

up a foundation of flat undercoats before

the final finishing coat or coats of full

enamel is applied. The process is sub-

stantially the same regardless of the sur-

faces being finished. However, where new

woods of the open-grain type are to be

finished, the pores should be filled with

paste filler. This also should be done on

previously finished o|ien-gruin woods

from which the old coatings have been

removed with paint and varnish re-

mover.

The material generally u«cd for

enamel undercoats is a prepared “enamel

undercoatcr,” sold at most paint stores

for the purpose. White lead and oil paint

is also used, but the home craftsman

usually avoids mixing hi* own paint

Flat wall paint also make* a good enamel

undercoat. While it is softer than the

specially prepared undercoatcr* and

therefore doe* not make quite so hard

and firm n foundation, it has the advan-

tage of coming in a variety of colors

The prepared undercoatcr* generally

come in white only and are adapted for

use under white enamel and the light

tint* of ivory, cream, and gray. The
amateur painter will find it better when

enameling in stronger and brighter

colors, to use flit Will paint of a color

closely approximating the enamel finish

Any skipped or too thinly spread-out

places will not be so apparent when there

is not so great a contrast between the

undercoat ing and the finishing coats

The surface should he rubbed down
with fine sandpaper (No. 00) to platelike

smoothness before the first coat, and
lightly between coats, to remove bru»h
marks and level off nibs, bit* of grit, ami
dust. The loose particles must be dusted
off thoroughly.

Just a word about the application of

enamel undercoats. A three-coat j*>b is

generally used for white and the light

tints, us follows: first coat, flat under-

coatcr; second coat, a mixture of equal

parts of flat undercoatcr and enamel;

third coat, full enamel.
Yellow pine, cellar, cypress, and simi-

lar pitchy, resinous, or oily woods, should

be scaled over with a coat or two of

thinned shellac before starling to build

up the enamel foundation, as it prevents

the pitch or oily substance from coming
through and discoloring the finish.

In the refinishing of mahogany and
other dark, stain-finished, woods with

light colored enamels, a sealing coat ol

shellac should be applied before the fir-t

undercoats; this will prevent the stain

from bleeding through in the majority

of cases. It is, however, almost impos-

sible to apply a light enamel finish satis-

factorily over some types of penetrating

red mahogany and cherry stains.

The most practical way to build up
a varnish foundation, especially for the

home finisher, is to apply as many coats

of varnish as necessary over a founda-

tion provided by the use of paste filler,

if tlte wood is of the open-grain type.

The filler, which ordinarily comes in

paste form either in a light or “natural”

color, or stained dark, is reduced with

benzine or turpentine to about the con-

sistency of heavy cream, and is applied

to the surface with a brush. After stand-

ing a few minutes until it commences to

set—this is indicated hv a dulling out

or loss of glow—it should be vigorously

wiped off with a cloth, across the grain.

Care should he taken that every bit of

the filler is removed except that which

has entered the pores. Allow the work to

stand for at least twenty-four hours,

until the filler in the pores has dried.

The surface is now ready for tins hnUli-

ing coals of varnish.

Liquid fillers are used to some extent

on close-grain wood*, where pa-te filler

cannot be forced into the jores. Although

it is a general practice in the varnish

finishing of interior woodwork and floors

of elo'C-grain woods to start applying

the varnish directly over the wood with-

out any undercoat material of any
kind, a liquid filler may lie u«cd to

advantage on furniture and other sur-

faces where the finest finish is desired.

Some finishers a!*o apply a coat of

liquid filler to open-grain woods after

the paste filler has dried thoroughly

hard, to fill the tiny wood cells that arc

not filled by the paste filler, thus giving

an absolutely smooth surface and per-

mitting a finish of mirrorlike appear-

ance. Liquid filler is applied with a brush

ami after it is thoroughly dry is nibbed

down close to the wood with fine sai.d-

paper or steel wool.

A brushing lacquer, which dries a few

minutes after application, is somewhat
different from other finishing materials.

It is reasonably satisfactory without un-

dercoats. In the first place, though it

does not have any wood-filling properties

to speak of. Us make-up is such that it

seals over the surface, very much ns

shellac, instead of soaking into it as do

painting materials made with oil and

turpentine. Therefore it will stand out

on the surface fairly well without the

use of an undercoating. It also has better

biding power than the transparent

enamels; henre. surface discolorations

are usually hidden and a solid covering

finish obtained with two coats of lac-

quer without the use of undercoats.

For the finest possible Inequer finish

on new work, however, open-grain woods
should be filled with paste filler (as pre-

viously described for varnish under-

coats). Close-grain woods also may be

brought to a better finish if liquid filler

is employed to fill the small pores.

A practice favored by many is to

apply a wash coat of thinned shellac

(regular four-pound cut shellac reduced

with about an equal part of denatured

alcohol) as a primary coat. Since larmier

can be applied perfectly over shellac,

this method may be regarded as good

general practice for the ainutcur finisher.

Of course, the advantage of this sealer

coat is much greater in the rase of the

softer wood*, and with the extremely soft

woods the use of shellac is almost neces-

sary for satisfactory results, unless sev-

eral extra coats of lacquer arc applied.

The use of shellac as a first coater in

refinishing old painted, varnished, enam-
eled, and stained surfaces with brushing

lacquer also renders the use of the lac-

quer more satisfactory.

Prepared umlercontcrs fur use under

lacquer are sold by some manufacturers.

They combine the qualities of a scaler

with a higher solid content than the lac-

quer itself, thus adding fullness and
richness to the finish. These should bo

used according to the directions accom-

panying the particular make of under-

coatcr that is being used.

In conclusion, a word should be said

about undercoats on interior walls. It

is absolutely necessary that bare plaster

walls which have never been previously

painted bo given a sizing coat to seal

over the extremely porous plaster. If

this is not done, an indefinite number of

coats could be applied to the surface,

soaking in as fast as applied, without

producing a satisfactory finish.

Regular wall site or varnish >ize (sold

at all paint Mores), mixed with equal

parts of the wall paint being used for

the work, is extensively employed for

the sizing coat. Prepared wall primers

also are now available in most localities;

in these the size is already incorporated,

making a very convenient form of ma-
terial to use. Either type of material is

thoroughly satisfactory.

FOt’R-HOl'R FINISHES

The utility of the quick-drying brush-
ing lacquer* is well known to amateur
painters, but the relatively new var-

nishes and enamels that dry in four

hours appear U> he less familiar, perhaps
because they are a later development in

painting materials. With them you can
rcfinisli a floor or other woodwork in the

evening and use it the next morning, or

you can apply one coat in the morning
and a second in the afternoon.

These exceptionally -convenient and
durable finishes can be obtained at all

up-to-date paint Mores in the larger

cities, and in the course of time they

will be available everywhere.
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As they undoubtedly mark another

great step forward m finishing materials,

especially from the standpoint of the

home owner and amateur painter, a word

about their manufacture will not be
amiss. They are not merely old-line var-

nishes and enamels with the drying
forced by driers to the impairment of

their durability, bill an entirely different

product, made jiossiblc through the use

of a new form of synthetic re-in. This

is produced from formaldehyde and
phenol and is closely allied In bnkclilc.

It is used in making the four-hour vur-

nislies in place of fossilized varnish

gums. After being incorporated with lin-

seed oil, china wood oil, and other ma-
terials in accordance with the formula

of the particular varnish being made, it

is cooked over varnish fire.* of the stand-

ard type. The enamels, of course, arc a

combination of four-hour drying vnrni-h

witli the necessary pigment# to give the

desired coloring.

Let ns now compare these new quick-

drying materials with ordinary varm-hw
and enamels. Which is preferable i* en-

tirely a matter of whether or not quick-

ness of drying is of importance. If there

is ample time for drying, there i> no rea-

son for using llio new type materials. In

most homes, however, quick drying is a

great convenience, if not of extreme im-

portance. This is true where there are

children in the household, especially in

the varnishing of floors, from which it is

next to impossible to keep the little folks

until the varnish has dried.

Even with varnishes that normally dry

overnight, the weather and the tempera-

ture of the room have so much to do

with their drying that often they arc

still tacky or sticky the next day; and
sometimes under unusually unfavorable

conditions, it is at least forty-eight hours

before the finish has become thoroughly

hardened. With the four-hour drying

mnlci'iuls there is never the least ques-

tion about the finish drying overnight.

As to appearance, there is no differ-

ence between the finish produced by the

new and old materials. The four-hour

materials also arc quite as easily applied

as other varnishes and enamel*.

Now let us compare the four-hour fin-

ishes with the cellulose brushing lacquers

which came in with almost startling sud-

denness a little more than two years ago

and have since enjoyed great popularity.

It is not likely that four-hour varnishes

nnd enamels will l>e used to any great

extent in the field in which brushing lac-

quers have been almost exclusively used

up to this time; their field is one in

which the brushing lacquers have never

been extensively used. Lacquer has been

used largely for finishing unpainted nov-

elty furniture, such as magazine racks.

tilt top tables, and the like, and for

refinishing chairs and other small pieces

of furniture about the l*>use. For such

work it is seemingly best adapted. Tlierc

is a very definite advantage in being

able to go right over tl*c surface with

a second coat almost immediately after

finishing the first coat and al-o in ap-

plying the trimming colors ami finishing

the piece at one time. There is a fascina-

tion in using materials that dry before

your eyes. Besides, the scmidull sheen

of lacquer finishes is very pleasing to the

majority of people and currcsjioiidi

with the sprayed lacquer finishes of the

highest-class furniture. With the im-

provements that have been effected in

brushing lacquer during recent years,

the home worker as a rule ha* no dif-

ficulty in using them for the finishing

of small pieces.

When it comes to comparing the four-

hour varnishes and enamels with lacquer

for such requirement* n* the finishing of

floors and interior woo. Iwork, the advan-

tage* arc in favor of the newer mate-

rials The varnishing of a floor, for in-

atance. is a different matter from doing

a small end table or a sewing cabinet.

It is not *o easy to apply the cellulose-

type lacquers on a large surface of this

kind ami handle the brush so deftly that

lap* will not show. This also is true of

interior woodwork. Very little biushmg

lacquer ha* been used for this purpose

by home decorators, although profes-

sional painters have made effective use

of lacquer finishes in some public build-

ing work of the latter das*.

The durable new four-lamr varnishes

and enamel*, mi tlic other hand, arc fust

the thing for lloois and woodwork. They

ran !>c u^l easily on large surface*

by the amateur painter a* the ordinary

varnishes ami enamels which he has been

nrru-tomed to use.

In summarizing, the best eurrent prac-

tice fur amateur- seem* to I"* as follow*:

Brushing Lacquers Use for unpainted

furniture and woodenwnre novelties, for

refinishing furniture, ami for all similar

decorative requirements.

Four-Hour Varnishes and Enamels.

l’*e for floors, interim woodwork and

otlicr architectural requirements.

Standard Varnishes and Enamels. Use

for all purposes where a varnish or an

enamel finish is desired and there is

ample time for the surfaces to dry before

use.

It should be remembered, of course,

that there will always be those who have

a decided preference for eUlicr an enam-

eled or a lacquered finish, as well as cer-

tain individual requirements which may
make one or tlie other wa> more suit-

able. The preceding classification is

purely for the convenience of those who

have had little or no oxiwricnre with the

various finishes; those who have used

them to a reasonable extent- will under-

stand the differences from actual cxjieii-

enre and can use their own judgment.

Four-hour varnishes and enamels may
be applied over either new wood or pre-

viously painted, varnished, enameled, or

lacquered surface* Prepare the work in

the usual way in respect to cleaning,

sandpapering, and dusting.

Generally speaking, the handling of

the new materials is the same as the old-

line varnishes and enamels; however, a

few precautions should be taken. Being

generally of a heavier nature than the

ordinary varnishes and enamels, they
should be flowed out in a thinner coat

ihun ha* been the usual practice. The
surface cannot be brushed for a* long a

time and a closer watch must be kept for

sags, runs, and other defects. Formerly
some painters made it a practice to coat

a considerable amount of surface before

going back and "picking up" runs with

a corner of the brush, but it will bo found

that this cannot !><• satisfactorily done
with the four-hour drying materials.

While durability was sacrificed to

some extent in the first finishes of this

type placed on the market, improve-

ments have been discovered, until now
many of the high-grade makes of four-

hour drying floor varnishes have prac-

tically the same durability under hard
wear on floors a* long-oil and spar var-

nishes of well-proved quality.

NOVELTY FINISHES FOK AKT WARES

The vogue for home painting nnd
decorating offers many ojiport unities for

making smart gift* at a cost far less

than their actual worth and market
value. Because of their individuality,

such gifts are far more appreciated than

ones that are bought. Boxes, book racks,

book ends, and novelties finished in the

modernistic fashion and in coloring* to

correspond with the decoration nnd fur-

nishings in the home of the recipient, are

gifts of real personality.

New treatments and fashions are being

constantly brought into popularity. At
this time the trend is toward the mod-
ernistic-angles, triangles, rectangles,

and geometrical forms. The use of pure

color in the dceorution of furniture, nc-

ce-sorics, and art wares is a prevailing

characteristic, as is the use of rich gold

and silver for edgings.

After objects have been finished in

the usual manner with enamel, lacquer,

or ot her painting materials, wc can deco-

rate them in any of the following ways.

First, with art transfer patterns (dc-

calcominias). Modernistic designs have

been develojicd by transfer manufac-
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turers, and many decorative require-

ments, therefore, can be easily met from
patterns available at up-to-date paint

stores. The method of applying tranters

will be described in detail in a. following

section. Usually the manufacturer 'up-

plies brief instructions with the trans-

fers.

Stencils are also obtainable in nearly

every locality. Since the advent of

sprayers, stenciling has •• n used exten-

sively for the decoration of furniture

novelties and acres-mrie* The stencil*

should he held very tightly against the

Km. »— il«*i«n nrpli'ii i« p.or.i

plan! hi«Mrr In ili» n«<w ami vary -l m :•!- n • lt>»|

of llalntf inn.kin.- U|*. aa llluilracrt lu i\{ T

surface to guuid ngaln-t blurred or
ragged edge*.

rliu ..r tacks eanaot l>« put into fine

art wares and furniture, but a stencil
usually cun be held down with weights
around the CdgUk or Met can be made
in the stencil at intervals around the
edges and gummed paper or pieces of
tape placed over the holes and pressed
through onto the surface being deco-
rated. Ordinarily this will not leave any
mark on the surface, but in case it does,
the remaining adhesive can be readily
removed with a cloth moistened with
w’ater or a mild mixture of half gasoline
and half water.

When stenciling is done with a spray-
er, any type of material may be used-
enamel, lacquer, or paint. The surface

surrounding the stencil design must, of
course, be protected from the spray. Cut
a hole a little larger than the design part
of the stencil in wrapping paper or news-
paper and place the mask on the sur-
face you are decorating. Then fasten the

stencil in position over the hole, letting

its edges overlap the mask.
When stenciling is done by pouncing

with a brush, lacquer has a tendency to
pick up the undercoatings; if carefully

•lone, however, it can be put on through
the stencil openings with a soft camei'i-

hair brush.

Oil colors reduced with turpentine are

ideal for stenciling, but. of course, give

a Mat finish The design can be bright-

ened up, however, with a coat of clear

varnish or lacquer applied with a small
brush over the design part only, or as a

protective coating over the entire sur-

face.

Another method of obtaining mod-
ernistic designs, and one which permits

more individual treatment. i» to take a

suitable design in the new dress goods or

dfn|>crirs or from a magazine illustra-

tion, trace it on a sheet of oiled paper,

am! cut a stencil with a sharp knife or

razor blade, leaving tlie necessary "ties"

at frequent intervals to prevent portions

of tin* design from dropping out.

Those with a talent for free-hand

drawing can make original designs for

stencils or paint directly on the piece

Iwing decorated In modern art, the ex-

pro'ion of one’s personality is unham-
pered by precedent or traditions; and
motifs, while taken largely from nature,

are rendered in cubist style, or geomet-
rically, or in other novel ways.

The use of "masking tape” often helps

in painting modernistic angular orna-

mentation l Fig*. 6. 6. and 7). The tape

temporarily covers portions of the sur-

face to keep them from being coated

with the eolors you are applying.

Regular masking tape is sold by deal-

ers in the large cities who sell supplies

to automobile paint shops. However,

gumnird craft paper tape used for WT«p-

ping packages makes one of the best

kinds of masking tape It has a straight

edge, it tough and durable, and comes

off easily without disfiguring the surface.

Cruft tm|»e can be obtained in cities from

large commercial stationers and whole-

sale paper houses. It comes in various

widths and costs little. In smaller towns

it usually can be had al some factory- or

Fir.. *.

—

Atirr It ha« prv.trftU ®»» f»n
wlulf asotber i« t+la; pauiinl tli«- ixufcnu:

tape It pretal vff.

store that uses tape for wrapping.

Angular designs of various forms can

be produced by pasting strips of tape

on the surface so tightly that there will

be no opportunity for the paint to run

under the edges. When the paint has

dried, the paper will generally peel off

readily, but in case it does stick, it can

be soaked off with water.

Masking tape also will be found useful

for striping borders. Along the edge of

the table top or whatever is being deco-

rated, coat a strip about an inch wide

with the color desired for the border

stripe. Then cut a piece of tape the width

of the stripe and of the necessary length.

Cut it with a knife and straightedge to

be sure the edges are absolutely straight.

Paate this down and then coat the entire

surface with the body color. When tho

color ia dry, peel off the tape to expose

the airtight, even atripc of border color.

The use of gold and silver for edging

and othenvise ornamenting furniture and

art objects ia effective with any type of

liitnnirsl
I
line In trust to nuiUv

•tik’ltHn* ^rfnlii p*rl« of IIh*
i •••(« »r •• jmintliii.

decoration While the most widely used

method of gilding ia to brush on a mix-

ture of gold bronze powder and a bronz-

ing liquid ("banana oil” or some other

type), a much stronger, brighter color

with greater depth and richness ia ob-

tained by coating the surface with japan
gold size, and. as soon as it gets tacky,

pouncing on the gold or silver brome
with a chamois or soft cloth (Fig. 8).

Surplus particles should be blown off.

Tho very finest gilding, of course, is

r. * —D< -'in? *'! tin.mine P'-wdcr «n »

.U..I ux prcvl.Ki.lr cnotcl with J«P*n *olJ

•lie.
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out practically dry; then dip it, flat side Another novelty treatment that pro-

down. into the stippling mixture, which duces a remarkable blending of colors

can be poured out on a plate, saucer, is as follows: Fill a deep dish with water

or even a p:eee of paper folded to several and drop a little of each of three or four

thicknesses. Tap the sponge a few times colors of enamel on the surface of the

on a sheet of paper to remove the excess; water. Run them together somewhat
then tap it lightly on the surface to be with a spoon or small paddle to form a

decorated. pattern like marble.

It is often desirable to go over the The object to be decorated, as for in-

Mirface two or more times to even up stance the candlestick in Fig. 10, is then

the efTect. A second or third stipple color let down into the water by means of a

wire loop, and pulled up slowly through

A :

.
the fi,m of ‘‘na,nt'

1 floating on top of

I
' the water. This coats the surface with a

‘ay! > finish of unusual beauty.

S jMF With a few practice dippings, anyone
* J/**v_**sJj can get the knack of the operation. Un-

satisfactory attempts can be wiped off

kflttkx with gasoline. After being dipped, theK
.

object should be allowed to drip and
Bah dry. Suspend it over a newspaper by

PS means of n hook formed on

.
end of the loop of wire.

.is J Now that *e ht«t covered various

fi* 'str'AC • Y»^fj
Methods of L«n»e paint. i.g and *'.«-«>rat-

ing, we shall take up the art of preparing

gilts at low cost.^ OUTS AT LOW COST

’ E' Artistic and genuinely desirable gifts

* can be prepared at absurdly little cx-

n, i.. .(i*» - s fmi.h pensc if you know the secret. It^ is just
,-..u S) .ir - e ii i*r ith . n.B «>t this: Buy well designed but cheaply fin-

„ Ished novelties and art wares, or else get
may be applied by cleaning out the entirc |y un finUhcd articles, and deco-
sponge with lacquer thinner or using an- rate tlicm yourse|( by the methods just

other sponge, and going over the surface described or by any of those to be out-
again in the same way. lined in this section.

Another type of treatment particularly All manner of things may be deco-
suited for gift wares is what is generally ra tcd (Fig. 11). Vases, candlesticks,

termed "spatter" finishing. Small spat- flower holders, bowls, book ends, plaques,

ters of color arc flecked onto a plain- boxes, door stops, suit and pepper sets,

color background by dipping a brush cake boards, wooden spoon ami fork

into the spatter color, wiping it off on rets and the like may be found in ten-

the edge of the container until only scant cent stores, variety shop.- and hardware

full, and thrn striking it against a stick and Itousc furnishing stores. Wooden-

or the back of the hand to jar off count- ware, glass, pottery, china and metal

less tiny specks of color onto the sur- articles may be purchased unfinished

face being decorated. in artists’ supply and department stores.

Two or more spatter colors may be And in every home there are already

applied, one following the other. A fine many objects waiting to be redecorated,

or coarse brush may be used, according l’olychroming is one simple and effec-

to the effect desired. and a little prac- live method of decoration. It is the ap-

tice will soon develop uniform workman- plication of a plastic composition, which

ship. Hither one or two stroke* should is stippled into textured or relief effects

always be made again>t a sheet of paper and then colored, bronzed, and wiped off

or other trial surface to make sure the to produce a multicolored surface,

brush is not too heavily loaded with Various plastic materials urc em-

paint or enamel. ployed. Gesso clay or Italian clay, told

An enamel finish is generally used for in small cans, is extensively used, as is

the background and enamel of a bar- plastic wall paint. A gesso preparation

monizing or contrasting color for the may be made by mixing together about

spatter work. The spatter color should Vs pt- whiting. Vi P«- liquid glue, and 3

be thinned a little If applied while the teaspoons each of varnish and linseed

foundation coat is still wet, the spatters oil. The proportions may be varied

will sink level with the surface, but slightly as necessary to produce a corn-

if the ground coat has become dry, they position of good working consistency;

will lie on top of the surface in a raised it must be sufficiently stiff to stay put

or pebbled effect. when modeled into relief effects.

done with pure gold leaf. This may bt
applied by the home decorator if done
with extreme care, although it is really

a job for the skilled craftsman.

Metal leaf, gold and silver, and sub-

stitutes for them come in small sheet*

with thin paper between. The surface to

be gilded is coated with japan gold size

put on evenly and onlv where the leaf

is to adhere. Necessarily, the size must
be applied over a well sealed surface so
that it will not soak into the wood.

As soon as the size becomes sticky or

tacky to the proper degree, a sheet of the

leaf is removed from the box, lifted

P 10. U.—Chlni'Hi* r^l •fNMB*
»llp|il«'ij Midi k'"M 4ii«l hrlclit i?r»iM» tml

U-ojfauM will* ifnnifrfs.

gently by a corner, and laid on the tacky

size. It is then smoothed out with cotton
batting and patted down.
Where small or narrow surfaces arc

being gilded, the leaf may be cut to the

desired size with a razor blade. Wher-
ever one piece of leaf overlaps another,

the laps arc allowed to remain until the

size has dried hard, when all surplus por-

tions of the leaf are wiped off.

The gilded surfaces, if not to be sub-

jected to much handling or wear, may
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more definitely streaked effect. Still

different blend's can be made by those

with freehand or china-painting

experience by pouring on one or

two colors and working up scrolls

and other designs. Vases, cruets and

bottles of artistic shapes also are

sometimes decorated by pouring the

lacquer into the object and twirling

until the entire inside is colored, the

excess lacquer is then poured out. By
pouring in two colors, a unique

streaked effect is obtained. The pour

finish is not wasteful; surplus lac-

quer is poured back into the can.

Vases so decorated cannot be used lor

flowers; standing water may loosen the

paint.

Spraying allows the amateur to pro-

duce many shaded and stippled effects.

Inexpensive sprayers for the purpose are

sold by some paint dealers, and an ordi-

nary insecticide spray gun may be used.

Regular brushing lacquer may be

sprayed quite satisfactorily with this

equipment by reducing it from % to VS

thinner, which must, however, be made
by the same manufacturer as the lac-

quer. Some practicing should be dono

to learn the manipulation of the sprayer,

FiS. It.—Wall
mad* trmm a coter pr.nl.
Oikrfnl Vill r iwr^-

chlh !&•! •fcrlUrtrJ -»

liMt U tn oil

pamtlaj TVr fraaf la

low :
-

pr~rrc jar*, ear with
a trj&.frr *tvd
0€krr ametre boejrbt

f-r |r* rra(» each Ibj
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tlic colon- in the print and causes them
to run a little, hut this is seldom objec-

tionable. The colors generally seem to

blend together so that the effect under

the meshing is quite delightful. If the

picture docs not show through plainly

enough, apply a second coat of shellac.

AHT TRANSFERS

So popular has become the use of

transfer patterns on commercial furni-

ture and art wares that it is surprising

more home workers have not taken ad-
vantage of this decorative vogue. Manv,
of course, do not understand how easily

transfers are applied and stiff fewer

amateur decorators appreciate the va-

riety of brilliant effects made possible

liv these designs.

The decalcomania lile-knl-ko-mania)
transfers, as they nrc called, have been

used in the furniture trade for years to

give expensive pieces the artistic finish-

ing touches they need. Now they are
available, too, in almost all department
stores (usually in the paint or art ma-
terial* departments!, as well as in many
neighborhood hardware, wall pajier, and
paint stores; and they are carried by the
larger mail order houses An almost end-
lc*s variety of designs, motifs, colorings,

shapes and sizes can be thus obtained.
A transfer is nothing more or los- than

a paint film attached temporarily to a

paper backing. W hen applied to enam-
eled or lacquered furniture or other fin-

ished surfaces, the paper backing is

moistened and removed, the paint film

being left attached to the surface.

.Some transfers are quite flat, while

others have a texture and depth that

IW’ike them appear almost as if hand

PlO 13 —Tit application of a rran-f-r J-
•lB« of (Uli «jpr will slv* a piw* Of painlnl

fumlluro • rralij nrtiotlc lou«S.

pnirted. The best types have virtually

t tic appearance of hand painting; you
can see the brush marks!
The main use of transfers is, of course,

on painted furniture, that is. on pieces
which have already been finished with
white or colored enamel or lacquer. They
arr> used less often, but frequently with
striking effect, upon natural finished fur-

niture—pieces that have been stained

serving closely good <

class furniture store.

Among the most f

/oral designs, which ;

almost every decorat

are much in vogue at

their use is more rest

and fruit designs. Mai

purpose. snips
resent, although
led. as are bird
colorful nursery

pictures can ue oqtameo; these work
wonders in brightening up both the fur-
niture and permanent woodwork in chil-
dren's rooms. Silhouette transfers fiil the
reed for a contrasty, posterlike style of

.reatment (Fig. 131. Medallions arc use-

ful for more formal decorative work.
Other classifications from which one can
choose are

Hi* a pr»«*rt* Jar or any ln*i|wu*lvr plrc*
in** i»c a**orai«'«i pouring liniurr over it.

are for the more formal pieces; oriental
designs resembling the work of Chinese
and Japanese artists, especially desirable
for red or black la uered radio cabi-
nets, secretaries, chests, telephone stands
and so-called occasional pieces in orien-
tal color schemes; landscapes, for rather
ornate painted furniture in period de-
signs, and Colonial designs, which arc
now enjoying great popularity.

If you decide which of these classifica-
tions is mot appropriate for the piece
you wish to decorate, you will find the
process of choosing appropriate trans-

fers will be much easier than if you
make a hasty and haphazard hunt
through the large variety of samples

les© cia**i neat ions,

oi transfer intended
it it

In addition to t

there is another type
especially for use over natural finished

furniture, which gives tl»c effect of inlaid

bandings an*! inserts. So perfect are some
of these that it is almost impossible to

tell then fr.* •. actual inlays, although

they can be *htained for a fraction of

the cost and require none of the skill

which genuine inlaying calls for.

When you have decided upon the type
of design you .vish. make up your mind

as to the approximate size. It should be
proportionate to the surface on which it

is to be applied. The tendency is to select

a design * at is too small. The shape.

Tig. I * VjrnUh «*r OClirr u|i<

pUfd Co tli* turner «ii«l a I
Urn rtf to aim!

until "larty/"

too, fhoulc correspond to the surface on
which the transfer is to be used.

Your good taste will govern in select-

ing the coloring. If you can take n small

•ample of the background color with you
when buying transfers, it. is a simple

matter to choose.

Sonic articles can be decorated with

almost any type of pattern. A magazine
rack, for instance, would be in good form
decorated with any motif with the ex-

ception, perhaps, of fruit. Breakfast sets

are generally done with four corner de-

signs. Card tables and other small tables

often have a central design combined
with comer pieces arid occasionally a

narrow border is run entirely around the

'.able top or connected with the corner,

designs. Lineal borders nrc obtainable

.
lengths.

•it the back of eachYou will llliu Uli

transfer usually is marked with vertical

and horizontal guide lines. These are to_

aid you in centering tnc design and ap-
plying it exactly horizontal or vertical

'Fig. 14|. If there are no guide lines,

trim the top of the transfer paper to a

straight edge just above the d.sign and
mark the vertical center line.

Make careful measurements Lcfore
applying transfer and do not rely merely
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upon your eye. The best design wi'.l not

be satisfactory if off center or crooked.

A thin, quick-drying varnish is an
idea! adhesive for transfers, as it is cla--

tic and does not cause puckering. The
various proprietary adhesive cements

made on a varnish ba'e also are usually

excellent. A good grade of liquid glue is

fin. 111.— Till’ IMn*f«r i* l>r.— •! il.-** •».

fn»in llii* »>ni»r umu.irl*. «iia a
fuller or a cloth.

often used by home decorators because
it is so convenient; its adhesive prop-

erties are entirely satisfactory, but
there is some tendency for glued trans-

fers to draw and pucker up while dry-
ing.

Apply a thin, even coat of the adhe-
sive selected to the face of the trnn»-

for. covering every bit of design (Fig.

15). Allow to stand until the adhesive

is "tacky" or sticky. Place th«> transfer

on the surface to he decorated and rub

down hard with a cloth or, preferably,

with a rubber roller such ns » used fur

fin. I?.—Aft<r brine nniuratfU -hi. w.ur.
‘O'* Wl*T bjckiuif I. rlllirr llfls.l hi. ur

«ir.

mounting photographs I Fig. 1»> • . W ork

from the center outwards to avoid

wrinkling.

Next saturate the paper backing with

lukewarm water. Wait about thir.v min-

utes before doing this, however, if glue

has been used ns an adhesive. If any
air bubbles are seen after applying the

water, smooth them with the roller. Then
lift or slide off the paper backing as

shown in Fig. 17.

Clean the surface immediately by
sponging with water iFie. 18 >. In case

the transfer has been applied with var-

nish, the wafer will not remove surplus

deposits of varnish, so go over the en-

tire surface a second time with gasoline

diluted about. 50 per cent with water. N*n

hesitation need he felt in doing thi* if

the surface, whether paint, enamel, lac-

quer or varnish, is thoroughly dry. as it

had any experience in art

ative painting, it is often

ich up designs with artist's

as to bring out the high

will not appreciably affect its appear-
ance. Even should the finish become
streaked for some reason or other during
the application of the transfers, it can be
polished with furniture polish or wax to

restore the luster.

It is important to wash up the surface

at once after removing the paper back-
ing because the eum remaining on the

face of the transfer is otherwise almost

certain to pucker and crack the design.

Even the best of transfers sometimes
seem a bit tcm|>cramcntal and occasion-

ally one may go wrong, but if reasonable

aed. there will rarely be any

lights an«l shadows and tone down or

ch’.ngc the

bring the d
colors, wl»ere nectary, to

t*ign more in harmony with

the bodv ctjlor. If wel! done, this makes
the design appear whoilv hand painted.

It is frvqiu

sional furm
Whether

til UlU ft... A

ntly resorted to by profes-

turc decorator#,

a protective coat of varnish

the individual piece, how
i*ed. and the effect desired,

ng to have any hard wear

*r« Him do a
rv'rwU ttTYin1 'X II* '4

1
v 1

1

• t •••111

If it i* gni

over tiic fir

stance, in tl

or the back

klift irn a> 1/ ,e « •
,
_

,/cL of . [»wo
of a chair, the transfer must

he Drolcrtfrd: otherwise the hand-
• » ijntrii ct will be most fully pro-

Flo. 1*.—Tt* turfar* ft* rieamed ir*l wfttb

m*ttf. with ci**liar 4J)tf 1rJ «1tb
water.

Varnish, when used as a protective
coating is generally applied with a small
crush, following the outline as closelv
as Possible. This gives a glossy luster
to the design and changes the effect con-
siderably. Clear brushing lacquer mav
be used and, as it has not so high a
glow, gives a more artistic effect than
vanush; indeed, it is an ideal coating
for this purpose. Clear lacquer does not.
as one might expect without trying it,

"pick up” the transfer colors or cause

them to “bleed." Flat varnish also may
be used; it dries without gloss, but has

little wearing qualities.

Sometimes a pleasing effect is ob-

tained by coating the entire surface of

lacquered articles with clear lacquer. One
should always make sure of the effect in

advance, however, by trying a amall

sample, as this treatment will change

considerably the appearance of a colored

lacquer finish. If the piece had been fin-

ished with enamel instead of colored lac-

quer, do not conclude that varnish can be

similarly used over the entire surface,

because it gives a distinctly yellow tone,

especially over light and delicate tints.

After making a few experiments with

decalcomania transfers, you will find you
have at your command one of the most

inexpensive and attractive methods of

decoration ever developed for furniture

and craft work.

ENAMELING FRONT DOORS

Although we expect much of the front

doors of our homes, wo pay scant atten-

tion to them once they have been se-

lected to give the right atmosphere and

architectural detail. There is. however,

somethin* else besides the character und
design of the front door that conveys

to guests their first impression of the

home, and that is its state of preserva-

tion.

Too many fine doors with outside ex-

posure have come to be a source of an-

noyance because the finish bn* crumbled

away, faded or blistered in the sun, or

because they have warped badly or even

ahow signs of falling apart on their

hinges.

For tha exacting service of finishing

doors it must be remembered that only

the finest paint, enamel, varnish, or lac-

quer should be used. Furthermore, every

inch of the door must be protected, not

merely the front and back faces and

the lock edge. Even painters, in their

rush to finish a job taken on a price

basis, often fail to coat the top and
bottom edges of doors to seal the sur-

face against moisture. And what is the

use of sealing the front and back if we
leave the top and bottom edges to draw
up water like a sponge?
Some doors, particularly those of the

flush-panel type, consist of a soft wood

core of many small pieces glued together

and veneer glued on the exposed sur-

faces. Even if waterproof glue has been

used in the construction of a door of this

kind, it will be affected by moisture un-

less well protected with a waterproof fin-

ish, and if ordinary' glue has been used, it

has about as much chance to hold to-

gether in the presence of moisture as a

Japanese lantern.
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Doors made of planks or of solid wood
stiles with solid panels will withstand

water reasonably well, but they are

likely to warp aa much as or in.

out of lino unless well protected. Doors
are made from very dry wood, and it

is well known that unless they are given

a coating of some protective material

the minute they arrive at a new build-

ing they are likely to absorb enough
moisture, if only from the damp air, to

cause them to warp.

This section will describe in detail the

application of enamels of the varnish-

base type (not brushing lacquers).

Be sure to choose an enamel made
specifically for exterior wear. It will cost

from 15 to 18 a gallon, but you will need
only about one quart for a door. Ex-
terior enamel usually comes in white

alone, but sometimes it can be obtained

in light tinta. White enamel can be tinted

by adding to it a little of the desired

color ground in japan—that is. in var-

nish. If only a smalj amount of color is

needed for a very light tint, it is pos-

sible to use the more common and easily

obtained tinting colors ground in oil. In

either case, thin a little of the color with

turpentine and break up the lumps, if

any, of course; then strain it through
cheesecloth before adding it to the whit*
enamel.

Before the enamel is applied, how-
ever. a new door should havo at least

two coats of enamel undercoater. This
also must be of n type made for exterior

use. An enamel undercoater for interior

wear may turn gray or black when ex-

posed outside. In place of a prepared

2*10. 111.—Ap|hil? ih*
on a front

undercoater, you can use a coat of white

lead thinned with a mixture of three

parts turpentine and one part boiled lin-

seed oil.

An old door that has been varnished

should first be sandpapered well with
No. 1 paper to cut the gloss. If the old

varnish is simply dull or shows fine hair-
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line cracks, there is no need to remove
it. If, however, it is scaling off, sand-
paper hard enough to take off all the

varnish. Unless it comes off easily, use
a liquid varnish remover, which will

hasten the work.

If you have to finish an old door from
which all the varnish has been removed,
use as a first coat the enamel under-
coater as it comes from the can (Fig.

19). If some of the varnish remains,

however, the first coat of enamel under-

coater should have a few ounces of the

enamel added to it to make it take a

firmer hold on the old surface. For the

second coat, use the straight under-
coater.

One of the best brushes for applying
both the undercoats and the enamel is a
2- or 2Vi-in. flat varnish brush. You
must have a good one,

A convenient procedure is to remove
the door and stand it on the front or
back edge. Paint else top and bottom
edges, hang the door again, and paint
the front and back edges. Then paint
the front and back faces. In the case of

a four- or six- or eight-panel door it is

well to paint the edges, then the mold-
ings on the edges of the panels, front

and back, then the panel faces, and
finally the remainder of the face sur-
faces.

As to the handling of llie brush, avoid
stretching the enamel undercoater out
too much. While it sliould be firmly

brushed into contact with the surface,
it should not be spread to make a very
thin film, as is done with outside paints.
Applying the enamel is a bit more diffi-

cult. Fill the brush well and, except on
the edges, apply the enamel with the
idea of covering about one square foot
with a brushful. Just flow it on and do
not brush it any more than you must
to distribute it evenly. Repeat with a
second brushful and do not work over
the first area until you have coated in

about a square yard.

Then wipe the brush on the side of the
pot until all surplus enamel has been
worked out. and brush over the surface
which you have coated. This is to dis-

tribute the enamel finally and to pick

up any excess Repeat this series of
operations until the whole surface has
been coated. Watch closely for about
twenty minutes. If too much enamel has
been put on in places, it will *-ag or

"curtain." If you act quickly you can
brush out the enamel evenly'again and
eliminate any defects.

In enameling the panels or in working
around lights of glass in a door, as in
Fig. 19, be careful to avoid leaving too
much enamel on the edges of moldings
and in the corners.

Each coat of enamel undercoater
should be rubbed lightly with No. 00

sandpaper—merely to cut off any dust
and dirt nibs. Then wash the surfaces
clean with a sponge and water and let

them dry before painting again.

If a hand-rubbed effect is wanted on
gloss enamel, wait two or three days
until the second coat of enamel is hard
and then rub it with fine powdered
pumice atone and water on a piece of
soft felt tacked to a block of wood us in

Fig. 20. Fold the felt over the ends of

PlO. 20 - for ttr flic*! rffrrt oil A ffAlil

4mr. tin* fk.imrl in rutitwO avbihuIi wall
l«aniUv Mom* ami watvr.

the block and place the tacks in the

ends; otherwise they would scratch the

surface. Wet the enamel with water, wet

the felt, and pick up some of the dry
puinicc stone. Rub with an even pressure

up and down, that is, lengthwise of the

boards, and do the same amount of rub-
bing on each division of the area.

Do not rub the moldings and door
edges, as it is very easy to cut through

the enamel at such places. At most give

these places one or two strokes with the

rubbing pad, or use a short stiff bristle

brush.

If a noticeable amount of dust collects

on the first coal of enamel, it is well to

watcr-rub it instead of merely sand-

papering it lightly. Do not rub any more
than is necessary to cut off the gloss.

The task of rubbing enamel is not
nearly as hard as amateur painters are
likely to imagine. By stroking off the

sludge with one’s thumb and inspecting

the surface, it is easy to see just how fur

the rubbing process should be continued
to give the smooth, satiny appearance
which is so greatly prized nml is always
indicative of the highest grade enamel
work.

A satisfactory effect ran be obtained
without nibbing through the use of a

special semiflat drying enamel instead
of a high gloss enamel. The last coat of

this type of enamel does not. require to

be rubbed.

There is something to be said, too, in

favor of using high glo»s enamel and
letting the last coat stand without rub-
bing. It is claimed that an unrubbed
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gloss enamel resists the elements a little

better than one which has been rubbed
because it presents such a tough, smooth,
and unbroken film. Furthermore, the

shiny glare of a newly enameled door,

even if it is not rubbed, becomes soft-

ened quickly enough in most localities

because of the dust and soot in the at-

mosphere and the consequent necessity

of frequent washings.

OIL RUBBING FURNITURE

When all the necessary patching and
repairing have been done to a piece

of antique furniture and the old finish

has been removed, one of the beat waya
to refinish it is by rubbing it with oil and
polishing it with wax.
You rnay wonder why the removal of

tho old finish should be delayed until

after the patching has been done. That
is because it is not the best practice to

wash off surplus glue from newly made
joints. If the gluing is done before the

old finish is removed, the surplus glue

comes off with the old finish. If the finish

were removed first, the surplus glue

would have to bo scraped off, and the

scraping would mar the surfaces.

Genuine boiled linseed oil is the best

agent for giving a deep, lustrous appear-
ance to old wood. Brush the oil out thin

so as to apply no more than will be ab-
sorbed by the wood. The oil will require

from twenty-four to seventy-two hours

to dry thoroughly, the tune varying with
the temperature.

There are a number of opinions as to
how linseed oil should be applied—
whether full strength or diluted, whether
boiled or raw. A very hard wood will not
absorb as much oil as a softer one, so it

is well to examine the wood and dilute

the oil enough so that all will be ab-
sorbed. A good practice is to use one part
boiled oil and one part turpentine for all

wood, but to apply more than one coat if

the first coat sinks in so that it is clear
the wood will absorb more. If too much
oil is applied, the surplus will dry on the
surface and must be removed with steel

wool—a very tedious and annoying job.

It should, therefore, be avoided.

The accepted method for refinishing

antique furniture is to leave it in the

nuturul wood, that is, to polish the wood
without the use of stains or varnish. If

this finish is desired, allow the piece to

stand a day after removing the old finish

so that the varnish remover will evapo-
rate entirely; then oil the wood and
allow ample time for drying.

If the patches appear new and of a

lighter color than the surrounding wood

there are a number of ways in which
they may now be treated:*

1.

Make a paste of dehydrated lime
and water, the consistency of thick

cream. Apply this paste about Via >n.

thick to the new wood, let it stand for

a day, and remove it carefully with a

scraper and steel wool. If the wood still

does not look old enough, repeat the

process.

2. Dilute nitric acid with an equal

amount of water and apply with a fine

brush or a small swab to the new wood.
Allow a day for the action of the acid

and then wash it off with alcohol. This
method is convenient and is u?ed by
many, but has several serious disadvan-
tages. The acid is dangerous in the
hands of those who are not accustomed
to using it; and, further-

more, it often seems to give

the wood an unnatural ap-

pearance.
3. Commercial wood dyea

of the alcohol type, or spirit

stains, as they are sometimes
called, can be diluted with

alcohol to the desired shade.

These dye the wood a fast

color and con be given a

rubbed oil finish without dif-

ficulty.

When the new wood
matches the old and the en-
tire piece has been well oiled,

polishing can be started

(Fig. 24). Use any eood
grade of floor wax. Apply it

with cotton cloth that has
been washed and is perfectly

free from lint. Rub the wax
back and forth across tlie grain or use a

circular movement. Continue rubbing
until the wax baa been rubbed in and
both the surface and the cloth arc almost
drv. Apply more wax and repeat the

rubbing. Continue until the grain of the

wood is thoroughly filled.

Let the piece stand until the turpen-
tine in the wax has evaporated and then
give a final polish. A good rubber for

this purpose may be made from a piece

of wood 2 by 2 by 8 in., padded on one
aide and over all of the face edges with

a layer of cotton from % to Vz in. thick,

and covered with strong cloth. Tack the
cover to the block halfway up the edges
and ends. Place over the rubber a loose
cloth.

You will find the rubbing is strenuous
exercise, but the result will be a polish
to delight those who appreciate a beauti-
ful patina.

“White grain" is easily eliminated by
rubbing the piece down with either raw
or boiled linseed oil or with a good fur-

niture polish. The use of a polish does
not remove the wax from the grain.

There are also times when wood that

has had undue exposure to tho weather
will look “sick” and lifeless after it is

oiled. The life, or deep luster, which the

wood should have, may be restored by
a modification of the French polish.

To apply this polish, make a rubber

(large enough not to cramp the hand)

from cotton cloth and apply a good
grade of clear varnish to the rubber with

i * ^ . —

.

•x *

l*«o 51 Tb» ar.nl |o>|l>h Is ffltrn t<» Ihc ailed and waiwl tor
of • low box will, a ruMilnc block.

a small brush or swab as shown in Fie.

25. With the finger tips or a very small

brush or swab, add a few- drops of raw
linseed oil to the center of the varnish

already applied. Then rub the wood with

a circular or across-thc-grain stroke. Re-

peat the application of varnish and oil

as often an necessary and rub well until

a good coat of varnish has been applied.

It will be noted that the fine color is

FURNITURE POLISHING SECRETS

After a piece of old furniture has been
oiled and waxed, the grajn of the wood,
especially in dark wood, may appear
white. This is nothing to be discouraged
over; it proves that the grain has been
well filled with the wax, as should Le
the case.

Klu. 25.—Applying clear vnroltli lo a rub-
ber lued* of elofli tor use Id a modified

Fnj.h poIUhlDj jiroceM.
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returning to the wood because, with the

aid of the oil, the varnish is being rubbed
into the wood instead of onto it.

When the color has been restored, time

must be allowed for thp varnish to dry,

and the presence of the oil will probably

prolong the process. When dry, the piece

will appear cloudy because of the oil.

This cloudiness may be removed by rub-

bing with wood or denatured alcohol.

If a dull rubbed natural wood finish

is desired, the piece should be sand-

papered with No. 0 or sandpaper,

then rubbed down well with No. 0 steel

wool (this will remove some of the var-

nish but not the restored color), and
waxed and rubbed as previously ex-

plained.

If a highly polished surface is desired,

the polish is carried to a finish by sand-
ing lightly with No. 00 sandpaper the

first coat of oil nnd varnish, after the

alcohol rub; then adding two or more
conts in the same manner, treating all

coats alike except the last, which is

given only the alcohol treatment and a
thorough rubbing with a good furniture

polish or polishing oil.

The French polish docs not change the

color of the wood; it merely brings out
the nnturnl color nnd shows it to best

advantage. In many instances, however,
it is desired to make a walnut or ma-
hogany piece darker to match other
pieces with which it is to lie used. This
must be done with the first application

of oil.

In using the penetrating wood dyes
previously mentioned (brown mahogany
is best for walnut and dark mahogany
for mahogany

;
the other colors as recom-

mended on the manufacturers’ labels),

add enough of the reouired color to the

linseed oil, diluted ns before, to give the

wood the shade desired. Try it out on
some unexposed part of the niece to be
sure it is the right tone. Apply this col-

ored oil as a first cunt ami the wood dye
will dry in with the oil, imparting a

permanent color which will take a rub
finish. Carry out the finish as before.

Boiled linseed oil diluted with equal

parts of turpentine is excellent for all

wood except old curly maple, which it

darkens loo much. This is one wood on
which gasoline or benzine should lie used,

in the proportions of one part linseed oil

to three parts of the other. These liquids

are highly inflammable.

A great number of antique pieces are

found which have black spots and rings

on their tops. Some would rather have
these marks, while others will not allow

them at all.

If it is desired to remove them, pro-

ceed in the usual way as far as the first

coat of oil. After this is dry, use a cabi-

net scraper to scraf* out the spots and
enough of the surrounding surface so

that the scraped places do not show as

holes dug in the wood. Apply the diluted

boiled oil frequently to the parts being

scraped. After the spots are removed,
apply the modified French polish de-
scribed above to the places scraped, and
finish as before.

PLASTIC PAINT FOR WALL
DECORATION

The rough textured walls that have
become increasingly popular in recent

years are produced with what is known
as "plastic paint.” Ordinarily this is sold

under various trade names in the form
of a white powder. Only water and color

need to be added The mixture is applied
with a large brush, and while it still is

ri<l. S'Inc •.M'.l In rh» pla.llc palnl.
IS- listInf l. nn-l Ini— a pa.tr -Mb m.trr

Perhaps the best way to learn to use

this remarkable finishing material is to

buy a 10-lb package and practice on a

piece of wall board. Usually a booklet
of instructions is furnished with the
paint.

In experimenting with the paint, fol-

low directions exactly. First, clean the
surface thoroughly and apply a coat of

size. The size comes in powdered form
separate from the plastic paint and is
mixed with water. The size should be
allowed to dry for at least six hours. -

Later, when doing an entire room, use
pails for mixing the plastic paint, but
for the test job a kitchen mixing bowl
will serve. The proportions of the mix
will probably be about one pint of water
to one pound of plastic paint. This
usually gives a consistency of heavy
cream. Next, mix the tint in a separate
pan. If. for example, you have decided

i
' -

F 10. 27 —TUf S|innUt» U»Xfiir» t» oU-

catoed by troklote tb* wet paint with
IIt born ! of a cunmun kltcheu ipoon.

on a buff color and a rough texture

adapted from Spanish style architecture,

use dry yellow ochre mixed with water

to the consistency of a paste. Add the

color to the plastic paint and stir the

whole until the color is evenly dis-

tributed (Fig. 20). The plastic paint

conics out a very little lighter on the

walls than in the paint, nnd this must
be allowed for.

For applying the paint, use a Dutch
kalsomine brush nnd lay the material

on from Me to % in. thick. When it

3ns to "set up” slightly, try the dc-

pment of the Spanish texture. The
tool to use is an ordinary kitchen spoon,

and all that is required is to move the

back of the spoon across the paint in

short, partially curved strokes (Fig. 27).

It is now necessary only to repeat the

performance on the walls nnd to observe

the one extra precaution of mixing

fio. -S —Semicircular *w*rt»* of u

4-in. wait brush DfOtlilCf tlio Mi-rnllnl

“nona&tlc” texture.

enough material to cover the entire wall
area. If two or more batches have to

be mixed, it will be difficult to match
the color exactly.

If you are decorating over a painted
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ened it is sandpapered with No. \Vz

sandpaper and the stones are marked
wall it is not necessary to apply a coat

of sire; but where the paint is scaling or

loose, it must be scraped off. Small

»G 31.- -Urv+luiitbtf a trawrnnr finihU. Grv*n»|Qr
Mown ol ili«- |»»nt «fWT U In- t*vn

off with a common file bent at right

angle* at the tang or handle end. A
yardstick and ruler are used to keep
the scoring straight. A coat of sire com-
plete# the iob.

All the finishes ao far mentioned are

what may be called plain plastic paint.

Since, however, these textured finishes

arc esjx'Cinlly well adapted for poly-

and similar places, an excellent texture to enhance their beauty by glaring them

to use is what is known as imitation with special glaring colors. The mate-

travertine marble. This is often seen as rials for glaring can be purchased at

the background of store windows and tny well-stocked paint store, but the

in public buildings. As expensive as it success of their application is largely a

looks, it is, nevertheless, simple to pro- matter of individual taste. The chosen

duce. Each step in this development is colors arc applied irregularly and then

shown in Fig. 31, except the blowing in blended with a cloth to give whatever

of the gTecnspar—a sand from Florida's type of variegated effect is desired,

beaches. When a room has been wallpapered,

First, the plastic paint is tinted with it is always best to remove the paper

raw sienna to approximately a deep before attempting to apply plastic paint,

cream. It is then applied to the walls
.

- ..
!

and stippled with a stippling brush.
\
,

. ' .>
i

Next, the grcensp&r is blown in simply rf. ^ .*
’> 5Yt\\

bv placing a little of it on a sheet of // / S * - -V’nSy^ A
paper, holding the paper about a foot /// 7 '

.

from the wall, and blowing the powder % /
[
/ /

1

' j\ I ) ,

off the paper and on to the wall.
j (W i ,{/

T

' :

A draftsman’s celluloid triangle or a AVyA\4mE?3P '
‘

special celluloid tool furnished by some -iV
plastic paint manufacturers is drawn

across the surface in such a way as to jftfKu
smooth down most of the stipple. The ^ -mi.!n. ,a i~ ot.iaii.«i

pits that remain complete the effect of *!*a is- finc<*r«. o» in it»- «impl* scroll

true travertine stone. Then wash the entire surface with a

After the wall has thoroughly hard- solution of sal soda and hot water.

30,—l*v«U,pni' 4* CmI.iui.s4 *0!»p|* ftuUU Tl«

bril»b I* known a* a painter's ‘ JtlppUnr block
*

give the walls and ceiling a coat of size.

The finished uppearance is practically

certain to exceed your anticipation-*. The
walls and ceilings will be of different but

harmonious tints. The rough textures

will break up the light waves and diffuse

a soft glow through the room. And the

furniture will have an interesting and
effective background.

The possible textures are almost un-

limited. Indeed, the handbooks dis-

tributed by the various manufacturers of
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Cracks in the wall can be filled with the

joint finisher (or patching plaster) used
with plaster wall board, and then sand-
papered. It is not necessary to apply a

coat of size if the plaster appears to

be well filled with the original size.

When a kalsomincd wall is to be re-

finished with plastic paint, it is essen-

tial to wash off all the old color. Be
particular to leave no color in the cor-

ners or around the trim. If the cleaned

surface turns out to be glossy, wash it

down with steel wool and a strong solu-

tion of hot sal soda water. Another wash-
ing with clean water will be necessary

to remove all traces of alkali and steel

wool. Let the surface dry and then

scratch it thoroughly in every direction

in order to give a reasonably rough tooth

for the application of the plastic paint.

PLASTIC PAINT NOVELTIES

Plastic paint can be used for decorat-

ing novelties of many kinds and for such
object* as imitation fireplaces and treas-

ure chests.

It has become quite customary in

small modern homes and apartments to

install fireplaces which have

The chest shown in Fig. 35 was sug-

gested by an illustration in the picture

» . 5 section of a Sunday newspaper. This

illustration showed a movie scene in

^ Tr w which a pirate was standing on a sea

X beach beside an old brass-bound chest.B&g Till- chest was SO picturesque that it

’ vfC **eraed a promising subject for a living

- room or hall ornament.
The box can be constructed in any con-

£ venient way from any available wood,
but after it is made all the joints should

be treated with the same reinforcement
used in building the fireplace. The next

?»3fl thing is to cover i whole, except the

Hg^%£/9 bottom, with a (hick coat of uncolored
RgjSggl plastic paint. This is streaked and

twirled with the brush I- :c|.n. Inn- (he

|gn
[
M *:.'•••• 1 • ahd kiml- •>!«! unnd After the

9 -USIBBnKHlI lightly.

pi- .t-i - , -m*., ..,i ao.ru. S ‘cn“>» * r
.
c ««* »» common stencil pa-

r |M .r 1 .,,11 a-., .. It. B»»M per for the hinges, flanges, and locks, and
• '-"T. p -1 m.n MradM with the plastic paint is applied through them

lion in the plaque aod\he fleur-de-lis in
• 4-»n serniflexible putty knife to a

the two to? cornerstones and out near gto* of about ^ in. To give these

the edges of the fireplace on a line with nmtation lunges, flanges and locks the

the plaque. These arc made with uncol- W®"***' 1,1 hammered iron, tup them

ored plastic paint aPJ dicd through sten- * »"dom with the end of a pencil or

cils bought at a paint store. Then the “TP 1* tlia-m with a stippling brush,

joint* are scored with a file to produce
,

To make the corner bands, bottom

the effect of stones as in the case of Janls, and surface bands, stick on ad-
travertine stones. iicsjve tope to denno exactly where the

After a day has been allowed for dry- hmds Brc l0 be. This will give a straight

ing. the surface should be sandpapered or gage. I hen apply the p aatic

lightly with No IK aandoaper to re- P™™ a putty knife to a thlcknc*#

move all rough «k« Mb one-half of ft in. and repeat the imitation ham-
pound each of rottenstone and site with process. W lien the bunds arc dry

water and apply with a Dutch kaUomine »|*d have been lightly sandpapered, pull

brush. As the mixture is brushed on with off the adhesive tape,

the right hand, wipe it off with a soft To complete the realistic appearance

cloth held in the left. It will stay in the of the ironwork, place brass-headed mi-

depressions and joints but will be re-
holstcry nails in a vise and dent the

moved from the high spots, and the re- !*“d* with n hammer; then nail them

»ult will be a rich finish like old stones. f
nt0 the imitation iron. Wormholes can

This completes the process except for
bc ,f desired; an ice pick is a

. f
good tool for making them.

•> »tr . .
.

For the front hinges, break a lend

'I S>1\ pencil into three parts, dip each part in

7 ~~’vV ^ ^ T *~T -T^' t,,e P,aslic paint, and stick it on the

box. Sandpaper them lightly and score

them to complete their shape and give

them the correct appearance.
Give the box a coat of oak stain,

which should be wiped off lightly with
a cloth to produce high light’s and
shadows. When this is dry. apply a coat

of clear varnish. While the varnish is

Still "tacky." du*t the box with rotten-

stone and wipe off the excess. The sur-

face will now resemble old wood.

The next step is finishing the iron

work. Apply a coat of aluminum paint

to the flanges and similar parts. When
this is dry. mix lampblack with a small
quantity of varnish and brush it on the

parts supposed to be iron, but w'ipc it off

install nrcplncca winch have no connec-

tion with n chimney and cannot be used

for heating purposes—fireplaces intended

purely ns ornaments. One of these can
be mado without difficulty and at small

expense if plastic paint is used for the

finish. An cxumpic is shown in Fig. 33.

The first step is to make the frame-
work from uny scrap lumber as shown
in Fig. 34. The framework then is cov-

ered with gypsum (plaster) wall board.

The joints between the various pieces

of wall board must bc reinforced with

strips of strong fabric, which usually

can be purchased with the wall board.

Plastic paint is used to cement the joints.

First the joint is "buttered" with a thick

mixture of plastic paint. Then the fabric

is pressed lightly along the joint and a

semiflcxiblc putty knife i* drawn down
the joint with sufficient pressure to force

the plastic paint through the mesh of the

fabric. Nailheads should be spotted with

plastic paint. Then, after the whole has

dried, the joints and nailheads should be

lightly sandpapered.

The plastic paint is mixed in the usual

way, applied over all surfaces, and stip-

pled with a stippling brush. A drafts-

man’s triangle is dragged lightly down
the surface to flatten 60 ine of the stipple,

as in preparing the travertine finish pre-

viously described. The keystone, corner

stones, and the plaque (the rectangle
with the lion on it; you can see it if you
look closely at Fig. 33) are smoothed
down with the triangle and the whole is

allowed to dry.

The next step is the application of the

coloring the lion in the plaque, wmen
can be done several days later with raw
umber (artists’ oil colon, wiped partly
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the earliest possible time. Plain white
plaster walls are not very inviting, yet it

Pic. 35.—Tetter op tfc* krr-
M- oT tf>* IMnr* Am *llb
black. Tbo hick plain, hlocn. and

ccrapt in oT pU-tlc paial.

immediately with a soft cloth in such a »• generally known that to paint new
way to leave the black only in the «lc- pla'ter immediately is risky because of

pressions. ' so-called "hot spots .** which arc apt to

For those who are interested in metal f«de oil colors and burn the life out of

work, it in a simple job to make suitable the oil or varnish binder, causing dead,

handles. Those shown in Fig. 35 were flat looking blotches. Furthermore, new
handmade. However, handles of many plaster is expected to >ottle .»nd prob-

lorts, antique and otherwise, may be •bly «ack in places during the first win-

purchased, and they will serve the pur- «fr. For these reasons it is desirable to

pose very well. decorate the walls and ceilings in the

Many other decorative articles can Irast expensive manner, and kalsomine

be prepared with the aid of plastic paint serves well.

—candlesticks, vases, bowls, trays, Kalsomine is to be recommended, too.

«-.ll mn.mchi. .ml I he like A »hen a frequent change of color is

PAINTING WITH KALSOMINE

Kalsomine may be the most suitable

finish for the walls and ceilings of your
home, or perhaps for the ceilings alone.

"But how can I decide that?’’ you
ask.

Well, take the case of a new house.

Usually the owner wants to occupy it at

wanted, and also when it is desirable to

get the decoration done in the quickest

possible time. Kalsomine gives artistic,

plain, absolutely flat or pastel coloring

and merits consideration for that rea-

son, aside from its inexpensive char-

acter.

On the other side of the account we
should consider the limitations. While
good kalsomine today does not rub off

like whitewash and as kalsomine did

years ago, it is not washable. It is ap-

plied in one coat over a size coat on
either new or old walls. While you save

in the first place by decorating with

kalsomine, a part of what you save will

have to be paid when redecorating at a
later date, for the old finish must bo
washed off before redecorating with kal-
sominc, with paint, with wall paper or
wall fabrics, or with lacquer.

There was a time when professional
decorators mixed up their own kalsomine
from whiting, glue, dry colors, and water,

but little of that kind of kalsomine is

used today by anyone. The bulk of the

kalsomine is made in factories. After the

addition of water, the dry prepared kul-

sominc is ready for the brush.

Prepared kalsomine can be had at any
paint store in small and large packages
and in one or two dozen delicate tints

and shades. In a majority of cases the

desired color can be selected from the

color card; all you have to do is to add

the water and mix up the material. When
some unusual tint is needed, buy one of

the available tints that is very near to

what you want and then add to it a little

of one of the other colors on the color

card to give Ihc exact tint desired.

New plaster of the smooth type to be
knlsomincd calls for little preparation

aside from sizing and clipping off any
splashes of plaster. It is best to cut off

such splashes or fins with a putty knife

rather than with sandpaper, although

fine sandpaper can be used. The trowel-

ing of the plaster produces a hard glaze

or shell on the surface and it is better

not to cut through that if it can be
avoided.

Sand-finish plaster, if new, usually re-

quires to be swept down with a broom
to remove loose sand.
Old kalsomine finished walla must be

well washed (Fig. 37). Use two pails of

warm water and a good sponge. Some
painters first take a kalsomine brush and
wet three or four square yards of the

old kalsomine with some water. Then the

sponge is soaked and used to wipe off

the kalsomine. And when the sponge is

loaded with kalsomine, rinse it out in

one pail and wipe the wall again until

the surface is clean. The final wiping
should be with the clean water in the

other pail, alter the sponge has been
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rinsed out as well as possible.

If old kalsomined walls have had a
varnish or gloss oil gize on them, that

size will not be removed by the wash-

ing and it will not be necessary to size

again before applying the new kalso-

mine. Gloss oil size serves well enough

for kalsomine, but it is decidedly out of

favor, because later on it may be desir-

able to use paint, wall paper, or wall

fabric, and none of these decorations ad-

here well to this kind of size. Wall paper

and fabrics will not stick unless a spe-

cial treatment consisting of a coat of Hat

paint and a size of sugar or molasses

and glue is first applied. If the size under

the old kalsomine was a glue size, it will

be largely removed with the kalsomine,

and the wall should be sized again.

Kalsomine on a sand-finish wall can-

not be removed completely, but the new
size coat binds in place what kalsomine

is left in the low pores of the plaster. A
stiff brush aids in washing off the kal-

somine from a rough surface.

When papered walls are to be refin-

ished in katooinine, it is best for sanitary

as well as practical reasons to remove

the old wall paper by soaking it off with

water and scraping with broad scraping

knives. Occasionally ingrain and plain

wall papers arc sized and kalsomined,

but the job is not generally satisfactory

for a very long time.

Kalsomine can be applied over painted

walls. If the paint is dead flat, simply

size it like new plastrr; if it has some
gloss, wash it down with hot water and
a washing powder or sal soda to cut the

surface a bit and then size it.

Old walls that are very dirty should

be washed before the application of kal-

somine, or the kalsomine will loosen the

dirt, which will be smeared around,

making dark streaks in the finish. Some-
times it is easier and cheaper to apply

a coat of flat paint than to wash a very

dirty wall.

Anv holes or cracks in the old walls

should be cut out witn the putty knife

to remove loose edges. Undercut the

edges so the filling will wedge itself in

place. Wet the cracks or holes with
water and fill with a patching plaster

or with ordinary plaster of Paris,

smoothed over with a putty knife or soft

wood paddle. When dry, coat the fillings

with shellac to stop suction.

Various sizes are suitable for kalso-

minc finishes, but glue size is most com-
monly used. It is made by soaking flake

sizing glue—say a pound—in a little

cold water overnight. In the morning add
one pail of hot water and stir the glue

until dissolved, or work it with your
fingers. If you are not sure that the glue

is of a good strong grade, use a little

less water. Some like to add also about

a pint of table vinegar to make the size

penetrate better.

Apply this size freely to the walls
and ceilings with a kalsomine brush,
taking care to catch up any runs or
puddles in the corners. Let *it dry at
least overnight and longer if possible.

If a varnish size is wanted, make it

by mixing together equal parts, by vol-

ume. of first-class floor varnish and tur-
pentine. Then add a handful of fine

E
mice stone to give it a "tooth.’' Some
e to add also a little flat paint to give

color and thus help hide the surface to

a limited extent.

Prepared kalsomines are sold in five-

pound and larger packages. On an aver-
age one pound will cover about 100
square feel. Consequently, a five-pound
package will cover with one coat an
average room about ten by twelve feet

with the usual eight-foot-six-inch ceiling

height.

follow the directions on the package
in mixing the kalsomine. They may call

for hot water or for cold. Lukewarm
water is better for the so-called cold

water kalsomines. If the directions call

for boiling water, be sure to have it boil-

ing hot, not just warm.
One of the first-cla»* kalsomines is

to be mixed in the proportion of four

pints of boiling water to five pounds

of the dry kalsomine. The water pocs

into the pail first in all cases of dry
pigment mixing, and the dry pigment
is then poured a little at a time into

the water while the mixture is stirred

well. Then, after dissolving, the kal-

somine is allowed to stand until cold.

Such a mixture will be about as
thick as cream when first prepared. It

should be strained through cheesecloth
while hot. When cool it will be thicker.

It will “jell,” as they say. and is ready

to be brushed in that condition wlien

the walls also are cold. In hot weather

any kalsomine with a glue binder, if

used in the cold jell condition, is apt
to run or sag because of the heated
condition of the walls. In order to

avoid that trouble, it is best to use
the kalsomine while it is still warm
and before it has jelled.

When you want to mix two kalso-

mine colors together, it may be done

while they are in the dry powder state
or by mixing each color separately
and then adding one to the other. Keep
in mind that you cannot tell what color
kalsomine is until it has been applied
and is dry. It looks darker while wet
than when dry. By mixing a little of the
second color into the first, dipping a
piece of cardboard in, and drying it over
a stove or other source of heat you can
test the color. Strain the mixed kalso-
mine while warm.

It is in the brushing that amateurs are
most likely to get into trouble with kal-

somine. This is because they are likely
to try to brush it out to stretch it out,
like oil paint. A good kalsomine brush
of the standard type or of the Dutch
type is necessary, and it must be dry
when you start to use it (Fig. 38). A
wet brush is too soft and flabby to work
well.

Kalsomine should be flowed on freely

and brushed as little as possible (Fig.

39). Flow it on evenly keeping the brush
well filled. Take up a bruajiful, apply
it to about one square foot, and let it

alone. Follow with another brushful and
join up the second patch with the first

with a light stroke or two, using the

bristle tips. Then let it alone. Do not

go back and brush over the firet patch.

Repeat this action until the surface is

coated. Use semicircular strokes. Start at

the upper left-hand top of the wall and
carry a stretch down the wall uboul one
yard wide. After reaching the bottom,

return to the top and carry down another

stretch. Coat the ceiling first and use

the same method.
As a rule only one coat of kalsomine

is applied. A skillful brush hand can
often “top over," as it is called, with a

thinner second coat ufter the fi'st is dry

Sometimes it is necessary to apply a

second coat of size on top of the first

coat of kalsomine before topping over.

The trouble is that the application of n

second coat is apt to lift the first coat

and reveal the bare wall unless the cor-

rect brush action is U9cd—thin kalso-

mine and light strokes with the tip of

the brush. Where good covering has not

been gained, it usually is best to wash off

the first coat and try again.

COLD WATHR PAINT

"What shall I use for painting the
basement walls?" is a question often
asked. One of the most convenient ma-
terials is cold water paint, especially in

the typical basement or cellar with a fur-

nace in the middle of the floor, laundry
tubs, a washing machine, and perhaps
also a workbench in the corner—

a

reg’lar basement, and not one of the
nicely finished and furnished basement
rooms one sometimes sees.
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Cold water paint 19 not kalsomine, al-

t hough kalsomine is mixed with water.

Kalsomine is not satisfactory for use on
basement walls where there is the least

bit of dampness or moisture, for it is

made w ith a glue binder, and when it

CHART FOR TINTING WHITE PAINT
T* Mate— TUI VMl wit b—
Ivory Chron;^ yellow medium or

Cream Yellow ochre (with a touch

of Venetian red and wbste,

if desired).

Buff Yellow ochre.

Colonial Raw Henna and chrome yrl-

yellow low medium (about equal

parta).

French gray Raw umber with a little

lampblack added

Steel gray Lampblack with a touch of

ultramarine blue

Warm gray Yellow ochre wilh a touch

of lampblack and Venetian

Yellow ochre and raw umber
(about equal part*).

Lampblack
Chrome green medium and
chrome yellow (about equal
parla).

Ultramanor blue (a very

little, added cautioualy).

Burnt umber, burnt aienna.

and raw umu (about two
part, of the umber and one
part each of the aienna).

Burnt umber and about one
third aa much burnt aienna

with a touch of chrome yel-

low medium added.

Yellow ochre with a little

Veoetiao red.

Pro, .10 —K^Unvilf** lf» flrtwrU on ?r*rly with • bmo*
ltru»h m«»lH f.*r thl« purpo#*. Only «***

l« it <*iary

gets wet it runs -and you have a terrible

mess. Of course, if the basement is thor-

oughly dry all the year through, and no
water gels on the walls from the weekly
wash or from cleaning the floors, kalso-

mine will la? entirely satisfactory, as it

adheres well to any kind of surface-
concrete, brick, or wood.
There is no similarity, either, between

cold water paint and the old-time white-
wash made with lime and water, which
used to be the popular coaling for base-

ment wall surfaces, whenever they were

painted at all. Whitewash is a tempo-

rary finish. It has nothing to hold it to-

gether and soon disintegrates and scales

off; before long it begins lo look very

unsightly.

Cold water paint is a distinct type;

most paint stores sell it and any of them

can get it for you. A dry powder, it has

to be mixed with water immediately be-

fore use. It is made with a special type
of binder that has the property of ab-

sorbing and taking up water and giving

it off again, so that when wet it dries

out to its original condition without
running or discoloration.

This paint, of course, is not better

than the oil paints and concrete wall fin-

ishes. If you have a de luie basement
room where the finest finish is wanted

—

or if money is no particular object—the

oil paints and concrete finishes are

among the highest types of finish obtain-

able. However, the average idea of a

paint for walls of an ordinary basement

is the kind that will answer the purpose

with thorough satisfaction and at the

same time not cost much.

Cold water paint is cheap. For a dol-

lar or two you can do the whole base-

ment. It is durable, stands being wet,

and covers well; one coat produces a

fine job. You can turn the hose on it.

Prc. 40.—on.* ox*t ««f colii wnr*r
tn*Vrw an excellent anil ia«*x*

and it will dry’ out nicely. It can be used
on wood surfaces as well as concrete,

cement, brick, or stone. When you want
to repaint, you can cover over it, while

with kalsomine, for instance, it is hard

lo do a satisfactory job of refinishing

without removing the old coating. Cold
water paint is usually made in white

only, but it may be tinted 89 desired

with dry colors, sold by most paint stores

for all tinting purposes of this nature.

To make a good French gray, for ex-

ample, proceed as follows: Mix some
raw umber and just a little lampblack

with the white cold water paint—say

about a quarter pound of the raw umber
to five pounds of white paint. You can

ftart with a small amount of the tinting

color and udd slowly until you get just

the shade you want. Or if you would

rather have more of a steel gray, use

lampblack instead of raw’ umber- prob-

ably a little less than a quarter of a

pound will do—and add just a touch of

ultramarine blue.

The dry color should be mixed with a

little water and stirred thoroughly, then

poured into the previously made mixture

of cold water paint and water. This will

prevent any tendency toward streaking

caused by undissolved particles of dry

color. Each color, as. for instance, the

raw umber and the lampblack, should

be mixed and added separately, and then

the paint is ready for use.

The accompanying tinting chart in-

dicates what colors to use for tinting

white to different popular shades. The
same tinting colors can be used, of

course, for tinting regular oil painting

materials—only oil colors should bo

used for tinting, instead of dry colors.

PAINT 8PKAYIN0

Manv handy men and amateur paint-

ers and decorators arc asking just how
much of the painting and decorating

about the house and workshop can be
done with spray guns of the hand pump,
foot pump, or small motor-operated
types. They wish to know also what
methods are required and if really first-

class finishing can be done with this

new tool.

Perhaps answers to these questions by

one who has done finishing with most of

these tools of various typos, as well as

with the larger outfits employed by pro-

fessional finishers on furniture and auto-

mobiles, will be helpful.

In the first place, it should be remem-
bered that the spray gun is a tool and,

like any other tool, calls for a certain

amount of practice and knowledge of its

use before the best results can be gained.

There is more to it than putting in the

material and starting the machine. It is

not an automatic machine. To learn its
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effective use, however, is not difficult-

The first step is to study carefully

the manufacturer’s directions. Take it

for granted that the manufacturers know
more about their products than anyone
else.

The smaller types of spray guns oper-

ated with air by hand or foot or by a

small motor are capable of doing good
work with sufficient speed on the sur-

faces for which they are designed— fur-

niture, wicker chairs, radiators in homes,
and all small articles such as picture

frames. They are also useful for touching
up automobiles. With these guns diffi-

cult work, such as finishing radiators

and wicker furniture, can be done in a
fraction of the time required by the most
rapid brushing.

After some experience, perfectly

smooth finishes can be obtained with
these tools on furniture and cabinetwork
with lacquer, paint, enamel, or varnish.

The size of the round or llat spray pro-

jected by such small spray guns i». how-
ever. too small to make them practically

useful on large surfaces or for painting
bouses and barns.

One finds many odd uses for sprayers
For instance, when removing kalsomine
or wall paper it helps greatly to -pray
the surfaces with water When it comes
to the Application of glue size coats to
wall paper in preparation for varnishing

them to make them waterproof, these

guns are superior to the brush because
with the latter there is a tendency for

some of the colors to run under the

brush, whereas the spray does not affect

the colors Varnish or lacquer coats on

wall paper also can be applied with the

small spray guns, especially in bath-

room? and halls where the areas are ,iot

large. Shingle stains arc easily applied

with these guns and with fair speed even

on the moderately large surfaces of

garages and small houses.

In operating a sprayer successfully it

is necessary to consider the material to

be sprayed; that is, taking it for grunted

that the surface has been made clean

ami tit to receive the finish.

The mixing of the material is very im-
portant. The color pigments of lacquer,

enamel, and paint settle to the bottom
of the can, and unless they are com-
pletely mixed into the liquid, the color

will not be correct, the opaquenr's or

ability of the coating to bide the surface

will be less than you expect, and the

material is sure to clog up the small

portholes in the gun, making it necessary

to clean them frequently. Therefore,

pour most of the liquid off the lacquer,

enamel, or paint, and break up the pig-

ment thoroughly. Then add the liquid

to it a little at a time as you mix.

When you think the mixing is done,

strain the material through cheesecloth

tied over the top of a can. and you are

likely to find some skin, grit, or lumps
of pigment on the cloth. This straining

also helps to mix the material belter.

Thick liquids like lacquer, enamel,
and paint are more easily handled by
the spray gun it thinned from ten to
twenty-five percent with the proper thin-

ning liquid. For lacquers, use only the
special thinner provided for use with the
same brand. For enamels, use turpen-
tine; for varnishes, use a very little tur-
pentine; for shellac, alcohol. As a rule it

is not necessary to thin stains at all.

Thin liquids atomize more easily and
with less air pressure than thick liquids.

Thin coat* dry more quiekly; and while
they do not hide the surface so well,

more coats can be put on in less time
because of the rapid drying of each coat.
Thick lacquers are apt to run or sag,

and thick paints are slow to dry. It is

much better to apply two or three thin

coaU evenly distributed than to try to

hide the surface in one thick coat.
Handling the spray gun i* the next

consideration. Load the material cup on
any siphon-feed style of gun (such as

the hand pump, foot pump, and small
motor types) only about two thirds full.

Hold the gun as far as practical in a

horizontal position and always exactly

at right angles to the surface. Take par-

ticular care not to tip the gun to one

side or the other and never turn it

upside down.
Work the pump or turn on the motor

while holding the gun faring some sur-

face of no account in order to try out
the adjustment of the nozzle. Go at it

cautiously at first ami turn the nozzle-

adjusting screw until n solid stream of

material comes out. Then turn it in the

op|kt?ite direction until the material is

atomized and conies out in a solid, uni-

form spray, not in spatters Having ob-

tained this adjustment, set the nozzle

in that position by backing up the lock-

nut or using whatever device is provided
on the gun to hold the adjustment con-
stant.

You are now ready to begin spraying.

Keep the gun about ten inches from the

surface, but never hold it still in one
place. Once you start spraying, the gun
must be kept moving at a slow and
steady pace.

Spraying, like brushing, is done bv a

sweeping movement. If you stop the

movement for an instant while tlic spray

is being projected, you an* apt to flood

the surface with paint, lacquer, or what-
ever you are using; ami then a run will

occur at that point. In that event, have
handy a camel's-hair or soft badger
brush, one or two incites wide, and use

it to smooth over the run. In the case of

lacquer it may be necessary to dip the

brush in lacquer thinner to dissolve the

lacquer run long enough to let you
smooth it nut

If runs or spatters cannot l>0 avoided

by the adjustment you have, alter it.

Possibly, too, you have on the gun a

nozzle that is too large. Most guns arc

furnished with two or more nozzles hav-

ing holes of different sires. The larger

holes are for thick, heavy liquids; the

smaller for the thinner liouids.

Until you are experienced, it is well to

turn the surface down to a horizontal

position ns soon as you have finished

coating it. especially with lacquer. Then,
even if you have applied too much in

one or two places, it will not run. The
rule is to apply a thin coat, evenly dis-

tributed over the whole surface, and let

it dry before the next coat is applied.

It is better to use two or more thin coats

than one thick rout. Thus you avoid

runs, and the drying is faster.

If you want to spray part of a surface

and not all of it, mask the part not to

bv sprayed with wrapping paper, adhe-

sive tape, or the gummed ta|»c used in

shipping department!. There is also u

special masking tape made for this pur-

now. Hurts not to be coated also may
be protected by a coaling of vaseline or

other grease, but you must be very cure-

ful not to get grease on the part to bo

finished or the lacquer, enamel, varnish,

or paint will not stick.

Having finished a job, pour the mate-

rial out of the gun and put clear thinner

into it and shoot it through to clean the

screen and the small tube and nozzle of

the gun Empty it again and put clean

thinner in a second time to make sure

of leaving a clean tool for the next job.

PAINT BRUSHES

Skillful handling of u brush and thor-
ough brushing-in of the painting mate-
rials are the fundamentals of painting.

To these the amateur should give close
attention, because they largely deter-

mine the success of the work; provided,

of course, tliut high-grade paint and
first-class brushes are being used.

To bold and use a paint brush im-
properly wears off the bristles and de-
stroys or damages the shape. Generally
speaking, a brush should be held lightly

and firmly with the narrow part of the
handle between the thumb and the first

two fingers, much as a pencil is held in

drawing lines with a rule. It should he

used in such a way that it wears down
uniformly and keeps its original shape.
I)o not grip a brush by the stock with
the thumb or fingers extending over the
bristles, and do not bear down too hard
on it.

Use a moderate, even pressure in

spreading the paint, and a light, even
pressure in finishing. The muscles of the
wrist, which do most of the work, can
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be relieved by those of the shoulder.

While the brush is being drawn back

and forth across the surface, do not let

the hand lead, but keep it directly over

the brush. Lift the brush from the sur-

face before starting a return stroke.

Poking or jabbing the brush into corners

or cracks breaks off the valuable flag or

split ends and ruins the bristles.

The Hug ends are what makes a brush

valuable (Fig. 41). One unfailing test

used by practically all professional

painters in judging the qualjiy of bristle

in a brush is to spread the bristle stock

into a fan shape, bold it up to the light,

mid look for the flag ends on individual

bristles. The professional knows that

Afln 0« Ktff
IHO# fttftkJ

Pm. 41 Tit#* i»ri*rl*»i

Ml 4 Ki**h| lfH*l* lilt
flntf rml«

only n good brush has these valuable

ling ends.

When a fine Chinese bog bristle paint

brush lias these flng ends, it is an ideal

tool for brushing, but the amateur must
use it properly so as to accomplish six

results, as follows:

Penetration. Work the paint thor-

oughly into every fissure and crevice.

Let the flags dig down into the surface,

securing deep penetration of the paint-

ing material.

Surface Moisture. Every surface has a
certain amount of surface moisture that

must be thoroughly rubbed out.

Surface Tension. Because of contrac-

tion and expansion caused by changes

in temperature, there is always a certain

amount of surface tension. The strokes

of a good bristle brush relieve this and

the finishing material does not crack or

wrinkle.

Air Bubbles. These must be thor-

oughly brushed out if a smooth, mirror-

like surface is to be obtained.

Coverage. Only when the brush digs

down into the pores of a surface—not

merely slides across it—can proper cov-

erage be obtained.

Adhesion. When well brushed, the

paint becomes an integral part of the

surface itself— not merely a "paint film

which will eventually crack and peel off.

The professional painter knows from

experience that paint materials will pro-

duce a better surface and last longer professional painter depends upon the

when thoroughly rubbed into the sur- judgment of the paint dealer or the reli-

face. This applies to everything but lac- ability of a brush manufacturer,

quer, which should be flowed on the It is quite as important to select

surface with a very full brush. lacquer brushes adapted for the work you are

should never be either backstroked or doing. Varnishing and enameling require

leveled off. on* type .of brush, floor work another

Too thick paint, varnish, or other ma- type. Wall painting calls for regular wall

terials will not harden properly and will brushes. Dutside puinting is done with

tend to leave blisters instead of a smooth, house painting brushes,

glossv surface. Paint must thoroughly For varnish, enamel and the new
wet the surface to which it is applied, brushing lacquers, brushes of the soft

and the combined thickness of all coats bristle type are best. Fitch, bear-hair

should be just sufficient to harden and and ox-hair are all used. Professional

protect the surface. auto finishers and some others like

Experience quickly points out the fatal camcl's-hair, but if is better for the

mistake of attempting to paint with a amateur to use one of the other types,

brush that is not of good quality, abso- A 2-in. or 3-in. flat brush, preferably the

lutelv clean, and the right sire. The latter, is a good sire for average re-

question therefore arises as to how to quirements. You also ought to have a

select a good brush. Paint brushes are of 1-in. or 1 Win. brush for small surfaces,

such a nature that thev can be easily as well as a very small brush such as a

"doped"; that is, the mixture of bristle pencil brush or a Win. square-cornered

slock used may be blended with various brush of soft bristle,

adulterants, such as horsehair or vege- For walls and ceiling* a flat wall brush

table fiber. The average person, when should be used, preferably 4 in. wide,

selecting a paint brush, will rely upon For floors, you will have a choice bc-

thc recommendations of a dependable
twcen a 2>£-in. round or oval brush or a

hardware or paint store. 4-in. flat brush. While some painters pre-
Whcn a painter is selecting a paint fcr a fl al brush, it is generally consid-

er varnish brush, he bends the bristle ercd that the round type produces best

stock over the back of his hand to judge results, especially in the hands of an
the flexibility of the brush and whether amateur.
the bristle- are springy and full of nat- When doing outside pninting, either

oral "oily life," as they should be. Next, a flat or a round brush may be used. The
he con-iders the length of the bristle advantage of the round brush is that it

stock, for that is one of the primary carries more paint and compels one to

differences between a cheap brush and brush the paint well into the surface,

a good quality brush. The greater the especially on siding. The sixes most cx-

amount of bristle stock, the more paint- tensively used arc 2 Vi in. and 4 in. for

ing material it will bold and spread with- r0und and flat brushes, respectively. A
out redipping in the paint can, thus flat or 0Val sash tool, which is a small,

making the work easier. long-handled brush, is needed for win-

Bristles make up. by far, the big- dow sash and small trimming. A duster,

Mt single item in the cost of brushes, preferably of the 4-in. flat type, is useful.

or the bristles alone cost anywhere from

two to fifteen times the cost of the next

largest component of which the brush is

made. Bristle* used in cheap brushes are

usually left-overs after the best grades

have been selected tor the better brushes.

Next to the bristles, the most impor-

tant construction feature of a brush is

its setting. This is the trickiest feature

of a brush to judge, and often even a

ri*. 43 — Tli i • vnr.Mi pan wa* cut from flii*

toMf.m a MBr nllott can It lift# a removable
nir.* for the
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Bristles are set in rubber, glue or ce-

ment. Glue-set brushes never should be
put in water. Cement-set brushes are not

to be used in shellac or anything con-

taining alcohol. Rubber-set brushes can

be used in practically any material.

Even the best new brushes have a few

loose bristles. They can be worked out

with the fingers after wetting the brush

with oil or turpentine, or by dipping the

brush in oil or paint and brushing it on
a clean board. The brush cart b; very
well cleaned, simply by striking the dry

bristles across the extended fingers, as a
boy runs a stick ulong a picket fence.

The best way to keep your brushes in

good condition is to clean them thor-

oughly after each painting operation.

Gasoline is the most economical cleanser,

although turpentine, benzine and
naphtha are all good.

For brushes used in enamel, varnish

or paint mixtures, a good cleanser may
be made by mixing two parts of gasoline

and one part turpentine.

Brushes that have been used in shellac

must be cleaned with wood or denatured

alcohol, or if hardened, with varnish re-

mover followed by alcohol The cleaning

process may be carried further by wash-
ing brushes with warm water and soap,

hut do nut make the mistake of some
amateurs who take all the life out of

their brushes by using a cheap soap,

strong in alkali.

Hang the clean brush up by the handle
until dry, then wrap it in paper folded

Hat so us to keep the bristles properly
shaped and protect them from dust I)o

not store brushes in a hot, dry place, as

the block may shrink or the bristles be-

come loose.

When brushes arc used rarely, that

is ut intervals of a month or more, it is

best to treat bristles with vaseline or
paraffine oil. and wash them out with

S
solinc just before using. This keeps
e bristles straight and full of life.

Some painters prefer to keep brushes
in a receptacle of oil or some prepara-
tion such as one purt oil and one part

turpentine, which they term a ‘‘brush

keeper.” This is an excellent method if

one remembers to renew* the liquid as it

evaporates. Provide a cover for the con-
tainer. Either drive u tack into each
brush handle and suspend it from the

edge of the receptacle, or hang it from a

wire or stick across the top. If the

brushes are allowed to stand on the bot-

tom "of the container, the bristles are

certain to curl.

Small bru«h keepers may be made
from carefully opened vegetable cans as

shown in Fig. 42. The varnish pan at left

of Fig. 42 was cut from the bottom of a

one-gallon can. It has a removable wire

rest for the brush.
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One excellent type of permanent brush
keeper is illustrated in Fig. 43. A cross
wire runs through the brush handles and
rests in stirrups soldered inside the can,
as can be seen in the empty container.

The cans, which are 4*,£ by 6^ by
H Vs in., may be made from a standard
sheet of tin, 20 by 28 in The top of
each container slants slightly so that
nothing will be piled on it. The hinges
and hasps arc made of brass.

TOOLS FOR WOOD
AND METAL

TOOI.S. like fine weapons, are very
wonderful things when you come
to know them well. They have

made history. Every time we pick up a

saw or an automatic drill or our ‘‘mikes,”

we are taking advantage of tool-building

discoveries and achievements that run

all the way back to the Age of Bronze.

Little excuse exists for any home
workshop enthusiast who docs not have
his tools always in good condition. There
i» not much more excuse, in these -days

when the choice of tools is so large and

their cost relatively to small, in hw not

having sufficient high-grade equipment
to accomplish any task lie sets out to

do. And yel how many times have you
seen a handy man laboriously hacking a

shelf or whatnot out of a hoard with a

dull and rusty saw! No wonder he miwea.
the satisfaction in his work always felt

hv those who have the true craftsman’s

attitude toward tools—pride in their

good condition.

There are a few pointers which should

recommend themselves to the home
worker, whether he is inclined towards
woodwork or metalwork, whether he has

an elaborate sliop or wi*hes to do merely
a few odd useful jobs around the houn*.

Buy only the best tools; they may be

a little more expensive at first but they

are true economy in the end.

Be sure to get the tools you really

need. Only the expert mechanic can do
good work with makeshifts, and he

usually will not try, for often the time
and material wasted on a single job are

worth more than the cost of the proper
tool. If, however, you have only a
limited amount to spend on tools, choose

a few good ones rather than a number
of cheap and second-grade tools.

No matter how excellent the tools may
be, their effective use depends largely

upon the skill of the workman. There-
fore learn to use them with the utmost
precision so that your work will always
be finely done. The beet waj invariably

is the easiest, the simplest, and the

quickest in the long run.

To maintain edge lords in proper con-

dition, notice the cutting angles that

have been given to them by the manu-
facturers and, as nearly as possible, pre-

serve the same angles through the life

of the tool. The angles may range all

the way from those of a penknife to a

heavy lathe tool. It is always a matter

of selecting an edge that will be sharp

and reduce friction and at the same time
be strong and permanent enough to

stand up under the work to be done.

You may be sure the toolmaker has

worked out the angles very carefully, so

that all you have to do is to use your
grindstone and oilstone constantly to

keep those angles right. Having edge

tools well sharpened and well lubricated

is half the battle.

Tools in what may be termed, roughly

•peaking, the hammer, punch, trowel,

and wrench class will not trouble you
much, but the tools you use for making
and testing measurements deserve your
utmost consideration Even a heavy steel

>quarc or a try-square cun be spoiled

in no time by n little carelessness; and
rub', gages, calipers, surface plates, pro-

tractors. levels, and the like, require the

last of treatment if they nrc to retain

their accuracy. Protect these tools in

every way from being strained, warped,

nicked, or damaged.

T001.S FOR WOODWORKING

As the amateur mechanic gains ex-

perience. ho does not need much advice
as to what tools to buy. This is deter-

mined by the sort of ^ork he is doing,

his own special interests, the space avail-

able for his workshop, and other indi-

vidual factors. The beginner, however, is

very likely to make the mistake of buy-
ing the wrong tools if be does not havo
some advice at the outset. Yet it is not

at all easy to tell the beginner what tools

lie is likely to find most useful, any more
than it is a simple matter to advise the

man who has never owned an automo-
bile as to what car will prove the most
satisfactory for his own family use.

In order to avoid the prejudices of

any one man, six expert craftsmen who
contribute to the Horne Workshop De-
partment of Popular Science Monthly
were asked to act as a jury to select a

small household tool assortment, a small

home workshop set of tools, and a com-
plete, ideal home workshop outfit.

For the first and smallest assortment
they selected tools which they thought

best for doing repair jobs about the

bouse and garden and for simple wood-
working—a typical handy man's set that

no household should be without.

HOUSEHOLD TOOL ASSORTMENT
Nail (or daw) hammer. bell face preferred

Cro«cul (or hand) saw, 21 in. or 26 in, 8
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points to the inch

Carpenter'* chisel, socket firmer, bevel edge,

1 in.

Carpenter’s chisel, square edge. *4 in.

Bit brace, 8-in. sweep, ratchet preferred

Auger bits. %. V*. and T* in.

bit-stock drills for metal, V* »nJ Vi in. (use-

ful also for wood)
Screw driven, 4 in and 8 or 10 in.

Combination pliers. 6 or 8 in

Files—saw files. 6 or 7 in ;
fiat or mil)

bastard, 8, 10. or 12 in., auger bit file

Jack plane

Try-square. 6 or 8 in.

Steel (framing) squar.-

Zigzug folding rule, I ft.

Marking gage

Pipe wrench. 10 in.

Monkey wrench, 10 in

Miter box
Wrecking bar. mull
Oilstone, artificial, combination

Nail set. Ms in.

Oil can

Half hatchet

Cold chisel, S in

Putty knife

Several of the game jurymen wished

additional tools included m tins n >«»rt-

mont. Three of them thought Hint it np-
miw was necessary but di-ogrecd u' to

the sire, one voting for ;i 22* in., another

for u 24-in., and a third for a 26
ripsuw. The remaining jurymen, how-
ever, felt that whatever ripping had to

be done in connection with the average

small repair job could be aceomplislied

satisfactorily with n 24- or 26-in cross-

cut saw, provided it was sharpened for

general work and was not finer than 8

t
oints to (he ineh The always useful

and drill, with its assortment of drill

points, also received three votes.

The next assortment selected was for

the home worker who wishes to do a

certain amount of simple bench work

and make furniture, toys, household

utilities, sporting equipment, and the

like. The tools selected and the number

of votes cast for each were as follows:

SMALL HOME WORKSHOP OUTFIT

Nail hsmmcr, bell face preferred <6 vol»s)

Machinist'* hall pern hammer, I 1
, lb. <»

Round mallet, hickory or lignum vitae tS)

Croweut »w. 22 or 24 in. or 26 in. 16). See

note following this list

Ripmw. 7A or 26 in (6)

Hack mw. 10 or 12 in. (4)

Hack saw frame and blades (5)

Coping (fret) saw frame and blades or

bracket MW frame and blades (6)

Compass sow (6)

Ratchet brace (6)

block plane <6)

Smooth plane (5)

Jack plane (5)

Fore plane or jointer (4)

Rabbet plane, % or I in. <3)

Chise la— mortise. Vi or V* in. (5); socket

firmer. Vi. %. Vi. Vi. and 1 in. «V
Gouge, firmer, beveled ouUide. V, or

in. (0)

Auger b:l*. Vi. *•. Vi. S. Vi. and "» in. (1 or

more votes each)

Expansive bit. H to 3 in. (41

Rose countersink (4>

Screw driver bit. V» in or Vs in. (6)

Bit stock drill, fur metal. Vt, Vis. *i. and S
in. (4 or more votes rich)

Automatic drill with drill point* (4)

Hand dull with dull poioU (4)

Screw drivers. 4 in. sod 8 or 10 in. (61

Pliers—combination. 6 or 8 in (6); round
nose. 5 in <5>

File*—Saw file*, j and 6 in (4); fl.t or mill

bastard. 8. 10 or 12 in <6> ; round bastard. 6 or

8 in 16); hal( round tu-urd 6 or 8 in <5>;

cabinet or woud file. 8 or 10 in (3); cabinet

ra>p, 8 or 10 in (5)
.
auger bit tile t5>

Try-oquare, 6 or 8 in. or combination

square (6)

Steel (framing) .quire (4)

Sliding T-brvel. 6 m (6)

boxwood fohlmg rule. 2 ft. (5)

Zigzag rule, I (t. (S>

Cabmrt *er»|<r. 3 by 5 in (6>

Marking gagr, wooden, or mortiw- gage (6)

Dowel plate (5)

Scritrf or divider with pencil jaunt. 6 m <6>

Bench. Sloyd. o» pocket knife (4»

Spoke.have (4)

Drawllifr. 8 Of 10 in (4)

Pipe wrench. 10 in t4>. 16 in (2i

Monkey wreach. 10 in <5>. 12 in. (I)

Tinner * »nq« <6)

Level .nd plumb. 21 in. (4)

Miter box. wooden of metal (4)

Glam cutter (6)

Tool grinder (5)

Hand screw*, one pair, 10 in. (6>

Cabinetmaker's clamj-, one pur 3 ft. or S

ft. (6)

Burov*her for scraper (4)

Saw art (4)

Wrecking Ur. small (4)

File card or cleaner (S>

OiUtooe. artificial combination (4», Arkan-

sas (a natural .tooe) (3)

Nail w-ta. Vis and 'i m <6*

CM ran 16)

Hall hatchet (Si

Cold churl. S. in. (6)

Saw ire (4)

Whirling rnpjicr. I Vi lb 14). Vi lb. (3)

Polly kndr t6)

Glue pot and bru-b (4)

bench with quick-acting woodworker » »i*c t6)

One point of interest in regard to this

li'l is the fart that a wide difference
of opinion dfvdoptd as to the lie!

lengths of saws Two of the junirs

thought that both a 22-in. and a 24-in.
cro«cut saw should be included in the

list; two of the jurors held out for a

26-in. crosscut saw. and the remaining
two gave a vote apiece for a 22- and a

24-tn. saw.
In the ripsaw classification one vote

was cast for a 22-in. saw. two for a 24-

in saw. and three for a 26-in. saw. The
difference of opinion, of course, was due
to the belief of some of our jurors that

the amateur mechanic should follow the

example of the professional woodworker

and select a large saw so as to get the

benefit of a long stroke, mid if he wishes

to do fine and delicate work, obtain u

saw specially designed for fine cutting

and sharpen it accordingly. The oppos-

ing view was that in doing small work,

which comprises the majority of home
workshop jobs, the amateur usually finds

it easier to control a shorter saw. Boiled

down, it is largely i matter of personal

preference, provided the time element

does not enter into consideration; for

fa -1 work a large saw should be tiled.

Finally the jury was asked to name
the ideal home workshop outfit—a com-
plete equipment, such as will take care

r>f the needs of the amateur mechanic

interested alike in house repairs, general

woodwork, and all the many varieties

of cabinetmaking.

THE IDEAL HOME WORKSHOP OUTFIT

All the tools mentioned in the preceding Ii*t

and—
Tick hsiiinier (4 votes)

Light bell-fscrd nail hammer, about 13 o*.

TM> «' m addiiion to n hammer wishing a

pound or a litilc more for ordinary work (3)

Riveting hammer. 8 at. (2)

Upholsterer's hummer. Vm. face (3)

Sob mallet, rawhide or rubber (3>

Crosscut »*«»*. 22 and 20 in in place of l he

singh* eioaarut mw menhoned m the preceding

list (4)

Dovetail saw. 8 in. (2)

Turning «», 18 in (3)

Comb.nation plan*- (6)

Rabbet and iillctslcr plane (31

Router (3)

ChivU socket firmer, % in (3); beveled

edge bull. IV. in. <31

Coug> - -firmer beveled outside. Vs. V(i. mid

Vi m. (4); beveled inside, Vi In 15)

Auger bit*—complete set up to \ in.

Bit—gimlet, No. 2 to 8 (3)

.Square rruoirr (3)

Screw driver bit. V4 in. (3)

Automatic (spiral) screw driver (4)

Jewelers screw driver (5)

Phcra- flat nose, 6 in. <41

Files—saw. 4 in (3); Hat or mill bustard, 8

and 12 in. (6); hand file, smooth, 10 in. <3>;

square. 6, 8. or 10 in. 13)

Combination (quart* (5) (as well ris try-

square)

Mortise marking gage (2)

Bit depth gage (4)

Pincenr. carpenter's, G or 8 in. (4)

Bradawl (4)

Pipe wrenches. 10 in. (5>, 16 in. <3>

Adjustable iron miter box (4)

Cabinetmaker's miter block (2)

Doweling jig (5)

Bench duller (3)

Plumb bob and line (3)

Hand screw*, at least a p»»e each, 4 and 10

io. <6)

Cabinet maker's clomps, one pair 3 ft. (5),

one pair 5 ft (4)

1 aside caliper*. 6 or 8 in. (3)

Outa.de calipers. 6 or 8 in. (3)

Oil-tones— Ark*n*»s (4), India combination
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«), assorted ilipatonc* H)
Carving chisel*—*t of 6 or 12 (3)

Prick punch (4>

Scratch awl (3)

Center punch <5)

Machinist's vi*e. 3'4-in. jaw* (6)

Cabinetmaker's bench with two wooden vise*

ami bench stops, or bench mentioned in the
preceding list (6)

Blowtorch (5)

Pipe vine, if machinist's vise does not have
pi|* jaws (31

Tap« and dies, small set (6)

Sandpaper block, cork or rubber faced,

homemade or purchased Id)

chest, but will be of service from tlie

outset.

Tools in this classification are:

Edge trimming plane, scraper plane,

dado plane, curve rabbet plane, dovetail

plane, tonguc-and-groove plane, slioot-

ing board and plane, various special

cabinetmaker’s planes, corner chisel,

many types of files and bits, butt gage,

bull clipper, special duty pliers, picture

frame and other special types of vises,

bench brackets and bench dogs, panel

nnd cutting gages, beam compass, bit

and square level, cornering tool, plug

Km. 1.—S<ep« In nharprnlne ohl.-l*. pirn® Iron*. vn-t nrh-r —i-i_->.i eatl-r- Haw lb® keenness
th»* k<\z~ i b** oq tb** tbsob oalL

Many other woodworking tools, of

course, were given consideration. It was
conceded by the jurors that additional
tools often came in useful for special
work, but the consensus of opinion was
that the wisest plan for the average
home worker is to purchase such tools as
the need for them arises, so that they
will not merely lie around in his tool-

cutting bit, dowel sharpener, extension

bit holder, circular glass cutter.

The tools listed are mainly for wood-
working; for what might be called a
“home machine shop” tlie assortments

would be altogether different.

It is becoming generally believed, of

course, that no liomc work'liop can be

regarded as complete witliout a bench

lathe and several motorized machines or

a combination electric workshop such as

those illustrated in Chapter III. A lathe,

a circular saw, a grinding and polishing

head, and an electric drill are now almost
as much a part of a well-equipped shop
as chisels and planes.

SHARPENING Cll ISEI.S AND PLANKS

Better and faster work cun he done
when plane irons and chisels are kept
sharp. The first stop in sharpening is to

test the edge for squareness with a trv-

squarc as shown at A, Fig. 1. Grind the

cutting edge straight and &quure by hold-

ing it against the side of a tool-grinding

wheel as at B. A power grinder, small

hand wheel, or common grindstone may
be used for sharpening the bevel as at

C. The tool can be held with or without

the aid of a support. The bevel angle

ranges from 15 degrees for soft wood to

20 degrees for hard wood.
The fine "wire edge" left by grinding

bevel flat on the stone nnd rub either

with a circular or a back-nnd-forth

stroke as Ml 1). Turn the plane iron or

chisel over and lay it perfectly Hat on
the stone as shown at E. Take a few

strokes back and forth to remove the

fine “wire edge." Stroking the edge

may be pulled off by making a slanting

cut in a bit of soft wood. The finishing is

done on a fine oilstone, upon which a few

drops of oil have been placed. Hold the

through a piece of 6oft wood may again

be necessary, and sometimes the entire

whetting process will havo to be re-

peated for best results.

Test the tool for sharpness by letting

it bite on the thumb nail ns at F. If it

does not catch on the nail when resting

with only it* own weight, it i* not prop-
erly sharpened. The final stropping is

sometimes given on leather. Mechanics
often strop the edge u few times in the

palm of the hand in order to give a

last keen finish.

HOW TO t'll.K A HANDSAW

First true up the edge with n saw
jointer or a flat file held on a block of

wood as shown at A. Fig. 2. Take smooth,
forward strokes. The edge should be a

trifle convex or crowned.
Using a properly adjusted saw set,

bend out every alternate tooth slightly

for not more than half its depth as shown
at B. Then reverse the saw and set the

remaining teeth the opposite way.

A crosscut saw may be filed either

against the cutting edge of the teeth or

with the teeth. The first method is illus-

trated at C, with the file pointing toward
the handle. (Many experts use this

method, but it is perhaps easier and un-

doubtedly more common to point the file
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Turn the saw in the saw vise and file

the remaining teeth. The file is horizon-

tal, but points back toward the handle
as shown at F. Watch the points and
stop filing when they are sharp.

When the teeth arc sharp, lay the saw
on « flat surface and take a stroke or

two on each side with a fine oilstone as

shown at D.
To file u ripsaw, hold the file at right

angles to the blade as shown at E. Each

toward the end of the saw.) Run the file

in front of every tooth that points out
toward you.

tooth must be perpendicular on the front

edge. Some mechanics prefer to lower

the file handle a trifle. In either case it

well to file every alternate tooth from
i side and then turn the saw. This
npensates for errors.

How to straighten a kink with block

1 mallet is shown at G. Beginners will

1 it a good plan to leave a few teeth

tlic extreme handle end of tin? blade

ouchcd. It is these few teeth that will

ve as a standard guide for setting

I filing the saw.

FlC. 1*.—IIow Io AN- * buniKiw ^Anting ih*

teeth, w'ttn£ tb^m, fi&M an»J
rip*an*. ami mnovliig kuik*.

SHARPENING AUGER HITS

The auger bit is one of the most deli-

cate tools in the woodworker’s kit. It

must l>c of high-grade manufacture to

begin with; even so, it will stand little

abuse, and if it is not kept in first-class

condition there is no pleasure in using it.

Cutting into nails with a bit is prob-

ably the most common cause of damage.
In many instances, however, n bit that
has apparently been ruined cun be re-

stored by proper treatment.

Auger bits of various types may be
had for different kinds of work, but the

principal specification in which the aver-

age user is interested concerns the speed
with which the bit is drawn into the

wood. The boring speed depends upon
the pitch or twist of the thread at the
screw jKiint. In this regard auger bits

usually arc classified ns slow screw,

medium screw, and fact screw. For all

ordinary work the medium screw is most
satisfactory, but it is well to get advice
from the tool dealer before making the

purchase.

It is well to remember also that the

original cost of an auger bit, or nny
other tool, is not the sole consideration,

but thut it is more important to obtain
a tool thut will "stand up" und give sat-

isfactory service.

There are three principal parts of the

auger hit (Fig. 3) that may receive in-

jury through contact with foreign sub-

stances in the wood—

(

1 ) the screw point

ft he screw thut feeds the bit); (2 ) the

lips (horizontal cutting surfaces); (3)

the spdrs (vertical cutting edges). All of
these can be reconditioned, provided the

damage done has not been too greut.

For sharpening auger bits, either a file

or a small sharpening stone may bo used.

A suitable file is one about 4 in. long,

very fine cut ("deud smooth"), and half

round in shape. It is better, however, to

u-e a special auger bit file (Fig. 3),

which can be obtained in any large hard-

ware store. Such a file is made with

"-life” edges adjacent to the cutting sur-

faces. and there is no dunger of filing

in the wrong place.

The lips are filed or sharpened with a

stone on the top side, the bit being held

in the position indicated in Fig. 4. The
edge must be kept thin, and filing should

not be carried beyond the point where
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a fine wire edge or burr appears. If a
small sharpening stone is available, it

should be used for a very light stroke
or two on the underside of the lip in

order to remove the wire edge; if no
stone is at hand, the file may be used
for the same purpose. For this delicate
operation, the bit is turned with the
spurs upward and laid against the edge
of the workbench. Care must be taken
not to file too much and to follow the

original surfaces.

The spurs nre sharpened with the bit

in the left hand and held against the
edge of the bench as shown in Fig. 5 It

should be kept in mind that the spurs

must be long enough to cut deeper into

the wood than the lips when the bit it

in operation, hence no wasteful stroke*

should be made at this |>oinl. If they are
worn too short, the lips probably can
be filed back in order to relieve the diffi-

CUlty. Needless to say, all tiling on the

spurs must take place on the inside, ex-

cept the smoothing up or removing the

burr, ns previously described.

Sometimes, after striking a nail at a

certain uiigle, the spurs are bent inward
very decidedly. In such ca^cs, instead ol

removing all the distorted metal with th»

file and thus losing a large part of the

nibs, it is possible to reshape the bit by
bending the point back into position with
a pair of small pliers. In doing this care
must lie taken not to brerk oft any part.
After the tip is put into position, it is

sharpened in the usual way.
The screw point is probably the most

difficult part to put into condition after

it has been injured. Patient work with a

special oilstone having a very thin edge
as shown in Fig. 6 will usually give sat-

isfactory' results. If considerable injury

has been received at this point, the bit

may afterwards require a slight pressure
to assist the screw in feeding; but since

that requirement can be met with in all

ordinary' work, its efficiency is not mate-
rially reduced.

An auger bit which has been bent out

of shape may be straightened as in Fig.

7. A block of wood, preferably some hard
variety, is used as a support, and a

wooden block, held on end. makes con-
tact from above. A smooth-faced wooden
mallet may take the place of both ham-
mer and block. A good way to test an
auger bit for straightness h to lay it on
a straight surface and revolve it slowly

while watching for irregularity in the

space between the bit and the surface
at various points.

SHARPENING A CABINET SCRAPES

If the scraper is of the usual square-

edged type, first drawfile it with strokes

taken horizontally away from you as

shown in Fig 8 at A. Lift tlx* file when
it i> pulled bark on tlte return stroke.

Continue until there i» a burr on the
cutting edges.

Lay the scraper flat on an oilstone

as shown at B, and smooth it. Use a fine

stone and one that is straight on the

surface. Do not lift the outer edge of

the scraper while doing this. Alternate
between this position and that shown
at C until the burr or wire edge is re-

moved. A square piece of wood may be

placed against the steel blade, if neces-

sary, to help to hold the scraper upright.

Hold a burnisher (the tool sold for bur-

nishing >ora|«er?» or a nail set at about
75 degrees to tlte flat side of the scraper

as show n at D. PiCM haul a ini pu*h
away from you. One firm stroke should

be sufficient If accidentally turned too

FlU. * < above*.—How tlir lip* o4 (hr
Me 4fr nt» t<i|i !»> ir.ran* of

an duller hit tilr.

far, the cutting edge can be raised with
the burnisher point as shown at E.

Knife-edge or beveled scrapers are
sharpened like plane irons and the edge
is then turned with b burnisher in the

same way as a square-edged scraper.

How the cabinet scraper is held and
pushed is shown ut F. It should be keen
enough to cut fine shavings when held at

an angle of from 60 to 45 degrees.

HOW TO KEEP YOUR KNIFE KEEN

Take out your pockctknifc, open the

most used blade, and hold it vertically

before you as illustrated in Fig. 9. Your

back should be toward a strong light.

Scan the edge carefully from tip to

base. Is it one long, bluish, indistinct

line, so thin that it seems more imagi-

nary than real? Or is the edge in places

quite clear and distinct, like a white

line? If it is, the blade has lost its keen-

ness. To what extent, you can judge by
the width of the white line.

Test it further by drawing the ball of

the thumb lightly at right angles arrow
the edge. If you notice a slight clinging

effect, the blade is sharp. If it slips over

the flesh very easily, it is dull.

Next, draw the edge of the thumb
nail along the blade (Fig. lOi. A
sense of friction indicates that the

blade is keen. If there is the most
minute nick, the test will reveal it.

There is still another test—one
especially valuable when you buy
a new knife. Take along u small
hardwood block, say beech or ma-
ple, and, after lucking out the style

of knife you want, ask the salesman
for permission to cut a thin shaving

across the end grain. If the blade is

too soft, it will bend over along
the edge and a sort of hook will be
felt when the thumb is drawn
across one side or the other of the

blade. If, on the other hand, it is

too hard, small particles are apt to

break off the edge, leaving it

ragged. If the blade is correctly

tempered, lough and hard, the edge will

remain keen and undamaged.
The best of knives, however, will not

long give good service unless they are
kept sharp. Deep nicks should be ground
out on a grindstone or an emery wheel.

Lay the blade flat upon the tool rest

so that the edge will come squarely
against the wheel. Press lightly arid draw
the blade slowly and evenly back and
forth across the stone.

When you are satisfied that the edge
is true, set the rest at the proper bevel-

ing angle, or hold the knife freely in the

hand at this angle, and grind down both
sides, moving the blade constantly across

the face of the wheel while so doing.



Exert very light pressure so as not to

overheat the edge. Water should be

poured on a grindstone during this proc-

ess, and, in the case of an emery wheel,

upon which water is never applied, the

tool should be dipped frequently in water

to cool it off.

Blades need to be reground only when
very dull. Ordinarily it is sufficient to

hone than on an oilstone. Indeed, even

when they have been ground, the sharp-

ening must be fini-hed on a stone.

Slight nicks cun be removed by plac-

ing the edge down squarely on the oil-

stone and working it back and forth.

Clamp the stone in a vise or otherwise

fasten it down, if possible, and lubricate

the surface with clear oil, kerosene, or a

mixture of olive oil and kerosene.

One method of honing is to place the

"^"^anOHRB I'll. » <nf li'ftl.—

ui, ih»»il i

hh.i r|mt«*h

blade across the center of the stone in

such a way ns to give the longest pos-

sible bearing upon the cutting bevel and
lay the tips of two fingers of the left

•t knife*, t akn Ions
rj file* ftim*
'4:* ami
r xv..nK lb? cut I lug

rwaril
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hand upon the upper side of the blade

< Fig. Ill; work the steel back und forth

from end to end of the stone, keeping

the angle as shown in Fig. 12. While it

requires considerable practice to do prop-

erly, some experts, instead of holding

the blade flat, lift the point slightly

above the stone and draw the knife with

a slanting stroke so that it is sharp-

ened from heel to point by contact with

the stone along a relatively narrow

path near the edge of the stone. This is
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easier lo do than describe, and l- so
effective that a stroke or two, exjiertly

given, will sharpen the edge to factory-

like perfection.

After honing both sides of the blade,

wijH* off tin- surplus nil und te*t for wire

edge by drawing the side.-- slantwise
across the ball of the thumb. If con-

siderable honing has lawn

done, one or the other side

of the blade will have a sort

of hooked roughness where /\
the exceedingly thin edge

lias been bent over This f9
wire edge cun In- removed in

two ways. One met hod, u H ft
rough ami ready one. is to I
hone it down with lighter

|

pressure The other, for finer LJ
results, is to strop it off by
"wiping” the blade upon a
piece of oiled leather or an
oiled basswood block. A , - -

meebanie sometimes strops

tin- blade on the palm of his

left hand.
Kl. 13 „

Oil the blades and joints t

lightly with a go of
thin machine oil Avoid cutting apples,

oranges and lemons with the knife, hut.

if it must be done, la- sure to wipe the

juice off with a dry cloth If water i •

into the knife, dry the blades and the

interior at once.

To remove rust or discoloration from
the blades, rub them with fine emery
cloth moistened with kerosene.

Incidentally, notice the uses to which
you commonly put your pocketknifc so

that when you go to buy a new one you
Will bU able to select the Stic and
blades that will best serve your purpose*

For ordinary whittling and all-arouml

cutting the »|M-ar point blade, called a

pen point la I onrid-
ered the best. The clip point is useful

for working in recesses and for curving.

The bevel point is excellent for cutting

paper, cardboard and cloth, und it is

also u good vcincr and chip|>er for carv-

ing. The sheep* foot point i> useful for

sharpening pencils, scribing, ami sonu
types of carving. The Whurncliffe can
be used for the same work, but |*os'C5'« *

a slimmer point. The vurioti.* saber

points me for heavier cutting Farmers,
nurserymen and those interested in gar-

dening will find a pruning blade of ad
vantage, and a budding blade lias no

superior for grafting purposes.

Another important consideration i* to

buy a pocketknifc that will oi>en easily,

yet with blades that will spring shut

when about two thirds closed.

CARK OF JACK KNIVES

Row long does a jackknife last? Sta-
tistics show' the average knife carried by

man abides with him only ten months.
This period can be lengthened if rea-

sonable care is taken and if the fol-
lowing suggestions are observed for
overcoming the general run of knife
troubles By adopting them you can
make your own jackknife stand by you

can make the graver from an old chisel

or any good piece of tool steel. Grind
the chisel or blade down to the dimen-
sions given at A, Fig. 13. and hone the

cutting edge or point on an oilstone until

it is keen. Whittle out a short handle, as

at B. Outline the initials with a soft

a longer period of time than the average, pencil or a sharpeped piece of soap. Set

Initialing a Knife If your initials are ,hc Reaver *t C and push it forward,

while, ul the same time, you roll your

\ / \ A hand from side to side. The rocking crc-

\ f\ \ I \ l \ ales a spr *es " f V-shaped cuts, as at />

\ f x \ |
\ I 1 1 \_ Projecting Blade Points. To remedyB OB tel these it i- necessary only to grind or fileH 9 off the projecting nub of the blade tang.

Repainting a Broken Made. At F are

-| 1
|

1
f

I 1 .
\

*hown four different |>oints you can pro-

u ,. ..oxer «*< m ^ duce by grinding and boning a broken
8 ^ a~°"'

blade lip You mtV find that you will

- y like one oi iIwm better Ilian you did

teitWapa * the original one Be careful not to draw

1 f
I the temper of the blade during the grind-

J )\ ' uowtw. ing process.

' -*«o io * hi . «. *.« 'mm** holding .Srrne Driver. When a pen-
-t Ik* **• .'•Ml far ixakrlkill* aiJ blade has Ikhii broken off too hojic-

- "* **^ ,rtft<**1 ** J * tereljr for redemption u .i cutting toul

as at 0, it can be transformed into u
on your knife, it is more likely to be Mat folding rerew driver for light work,
returned to you in case you lose it You Grind off the broken end until it is

•CVU !#t

***** •****' » m. mr*i * cu*

Km; 12 *-••• i*# w**r+ for o..J
Juikknifr tU4<o . U .» |# MDotr alrt» o< 4 frcrlbj at* J tube *

itS'ATL.
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" "* • l*-‘ k*U* r. ih* mrib-l Of Itnr d..»n a ,.rv}*.-i
'•** -* Ik* Had. lair; y. .an..*. i-dut. i.k, mlilrli a lirul*n Mads
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square as at H, taper the cutting edge
and the hack edge as at /. and .'lightly

bevel the sides of the blade at J
Stiffening n Wobbly Blade. After &

knife has been in use for some time, es-

pecially in heavy whittling, the heads of

the rivets upon which the blades arc
pivoted often crumble off. The simplest

remedy is to countersink the hole

slightly at the loose end, then rehead the

rivet in the cavity bv using a nail set

or blunt punch us at K. Another method
consists in withdrawing the rivet and
inserting a slightly larger one made from
a piece of brass wire or a wire brad as

at /-. This should then be hraded at both
ends by tapping while the knife rests on
a piece of iron.

Providing a Thumb-and-Finger Grip.
Sometimes it is desirable to provide a
way of lifting the blade of a knife by

I

ripping it with the thumb and fore-

nger ns at At With a round file, make
a curving notch about 1 in. wide in the

handle of the knife, reducing both wood
and lining plates.

Believing Sticking Bladen. You can
usually renew the easy action of a blade
that sticks by putting a few drops of

kerosene oil between the bolsters ami the

blade as at <V and working the blade

back and forth for a few moments. Re-
peat the process if necessary.

TOOI.S FOR DECORATIVE METAL
WORKING

Much decorative metal work— ham-
mered copper and brass, jewelry und
models—can be made at the bench with

the tools shown in Figs. 14 ami 15. Some
of these you may already have, par-

ticularly if you do radio or model work.

While seme of the special tools must
be purchased at a jewelers' tool supply

house, others may be obtained from any
well-stocked hardware store or large

mail-order firm.

The tools shown, which are the essen-

tial ones for bench use, arc numbered in

order to corresjiond with the list which is

subjoined:

.Vo. I. Snipi or Shear*. For very .mail

work at the bench, light snips. 8 in long over

•II, are best If only one pair is purchased to

start with, get u pair o( IO-io snips Tin- ideal

equipment is one pair of 8-in. snips, one pair

of 10- or 12-in
.
and one pair of heavy bench

shears with a 6-in cut and a length of perhaps

21 in.

So. {. Jewelers Saw Frame. For general

bench work this should be ubout 5 or 6 in. deep

from the saw blade to the back of the frame.

Fitted with an appropriate mcUl-piercing or

jeweler's saw blade, this saw is used to eut out

shapes from flat sheet metal. A large variety

of work may be done with jeweler’s siw- blades

held in a coping-saw fiumc of the better grade.

The writer uses one about 8 in. deep for large

work For very small jewelry or similar work,

a jewelera light saw frame 4 in. or even 2 :n.

deep i* useful; these frames may be obtained
from 2 to IS in. deep.

So. S. Jeweler, Saw Hlal.i. These are
sold in bundles of one doxon or by the gro=j.

which is the cheaper way to buy them. They
should not be confuted with coping or scroll

saw blades for wood; they are very hard and
made like tiny hack saw* There are eighteen

sites running from Nos. 8 0 to 12, the largest.

No. 4 is a good aixe to begin with, and al least

two or three doxen should be purchased if you
are far from a source of these supplies Some
of the finer aixrs may be purchased later on
for very small work; Nos. 0 and I are much
used.

So. i. Hoad Drill. This should have an
accurate chuck for holding twist drill* at lea*t

up to H in. in diameter and it should be rather

small and compact in design for bench work.
As you will have much use for it. it should be

a good one.

So. 6. Twist Dnll* These are made for

drilling hole* in metal The fluted dnll. usually

furnidied with hand drills are not hard enough
for drilling metal To start with, drills Hi. Ha.
Hi. and H m in diameter should be purchased
and perhaps ooe or two larger ©net. if your
hand dnll will take them Several each of the

•mailer sixes .hould be obtamed a* they will

break now and then The Ha-*n. diameter sue

is much used to pierce metal when sawing in-

side work.

So 0. Center /WA. The .mall cone-
shaped point is used to make a alight depres-

sion in which the pom* of a drill it ruled when
Martmg to drill The metal to be center

punched ia placed oa a steel or iron anvil

So. 7. Flat F.U. An 8- or 10-in flat file

about IH m. "«de. rough or bastard cut. is

used for filing work roughly to shape before

the smoother file# are used.

So. 8. MUI Fite. An S-a single cut amooth

mill file, about I in. w,de. h «a*d to .month

up all sortn of metal work and particularly

to round or chamfer edges. The wooden
handles for these files arc sold separately and
should be purchased for them.

So. 9. Croising File. A 6-in. crossing 61c,

cut No. 2 or No. 4 (fairly smooth) ia useful for

a variety of work such a. smoothing up the

inside of curves. Pointed half-round files are

more common and are almost as good.

.Vos. 10-13. Needle Files. These aro used
for finishing small work. Al least four should
be purchased, one knife shape, one round, one
half-round or crowing (elliptical), and one

three-square (triangular) in section These fils*

are very slender, from 4H to 5 in. long, and

each is provided with a smooth round shank

and doe# not require a wooden handle. It ia

worth while to get a doxen assorted shapes.

Smaller files much like these are called escape-

ment file* and are most useful for very small

jewelry and model work.

Vo. 14- Wooden Mullet. Much used for

flattening out aud shaping sheet metal. A good
thing to remember 1- "Do it with wood, on
wood, when you can." The mallet may bo pur-
charcd or made al home. It should be of

beech or hard maple with a head about 2H
in in diameter and 4 in. long, either square or

round Carpenter's mallet# ate ruthor clumsy
for metal work. Sometimes hardware stores
carry lighter ones, as the jcwclrm* supply
house* always do.

So. 16. .Machinist') Light Hall Been Ham-
mer. The head should weigh H lb. or slightly

le»« Tina tool should be of a very high grade.

So. 16. Chasing Hammer, This has n

broad, flat face aud an elongated ball pcen,

and is mounted ou a peculiarly shaped handle,

which is thin in the shank. The handles are

sexaped or filed down to the individual crafbi-

man'e liking Hammers such aa this arc used

for repouaU work or metal modeling. While

decora: I rr m«.l worllog: shear*. Jeweler's taw,
r». burnisher, dividers, acrlher. scraper, drawplals.
Irons slate, aad rule.
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not absolutely eaMotial for some beginners'

work, it ia well worth purchasing. If you arc to

do any aiual) work, particularly jewelry nuk-
ing, you are ture to need one. A chasing ham-
mer with a l*io. face ia suitable for light work.

Both the hammer and the handle must be pur-

chased at a jewelers or silversmith's supply

house.

plirlMtilni hammer* A shiwmafetv’a *•»
mer will •erve for pUul»htn*. anil a brtc*

batnt&rr ouhn ao ncvllrnl baninirr fur

railing ofvralloaa.

No. 17. Plat-noted PlUre. Thia lool should

be from 3Vi to 4 10 . in length over all without
aide cutler* or deep acoring ou the java. It

il belter if the point* of the jaws taper down
to rather thio end*, to get into trnall placea.

No. 18. Round-noted Phtrt. The jawa of

noM are round in arction and should Uper

down to ruther fine point*

No. 19. Ckoin-noie PlUrt Thro* have

jaw* which are half round or D-ahape in eeo-

tion and taper to fine poinla. They ahould be

or 4 in. in length, and if the jaw* *re long

and slender. *o much the better. For profea-

ional work thcae and the other type* of pliero

mentioned may be obtained with long note*,

which are uotful for many delicate operation*,

but they ahould not be purchased at firot

No. tO. Srde Cutting A'ippera. It ia gener-

ally better to have a separate pair of aide

cutting nipper*. The other type* of plier* are

ao much uaed for forming raeul ahapea that

cutter* are apt to gel in the way or mar the

metal. The nipper* illuatrated are provided

with jawa that cut right up to the enda, making

it easy to reach in small plactu and amp off

cxccna metal or wire.

No. tl. Tueetert. These are much used by

the metal worker for picking up tiny bits of

silver aolder and email part*. They ahould be

of spring ateel m. long and taper down to

very fine point*. They usually have to be

purchased at a jeweler's supply house

No. U. Oval Sitel Bumiehtr, Curved Blade.

These burnisher*, which are made with hard,

polished steel blades, are uaed tor smoothing

the edges of betels or baodlike forma which

nre used to act prectoua or semiprecious atones.

They are necessary if you are to do any of this

work. Burnishers are also used for smoothing

or polishing certain portions of metal work.

The blade ahould be 1*4 or 2 in long Many-

other types of burnishers ore sold under the

name of silversmiths burnishers.

long, ia much used by jewelers and

craftsmen for light work. One horn

ia round and the other square in

section. An old flatiron with the

handle removed makes an excel-

lent bench anvil for fiat work. The

heads of large round steel nails

may be cut off and the nails

gripped firmly in the vise ao that

the shanks can be used as anvils. Small round

or square iron or steel bar* or nails may be

filed tapering ul the ends to make anvils or

mandrels

No. 81. Borax Stole. A thick piece of aisle

about 3 in. square with a circular hollow

ground in it is indispensable for hard or silver

soldering A little water ia placed in the hollow

aod a lump of especially prepared borax is

rubbed in it to make a creamy bore* solution

for use as a flux.

No. St. Embouing Nammen. For raising

and embossing the larger pieces of meUl work

ouch aa bowls, tray* and lantern*, specially

shaped hammer* and atakea or anvils are re-

quired. Emboroing hammer* are usually for

inaide woik; that is. work placed over a hol-

low form or cuahion and hammered to deepen

it one way or another. The lightest one weigh*

about 3 os. snd the heaviest one 2% lb*.;

they vary in length from 3 to 0 in. It i* handy

to have at least five of them, but if only one

ia to be purchased, il should weigh from V, to

I lb A good blackamilh cun forge excellent

h aunter* of this kind from mild or tool steel,

providrd a suitable model is furnished him.

Sometimes a tsek hammer with a long head

can be used as a small emboasiug hammer for

light work. The edges of the head must be well

rounded over, or the head filed slightly dome
shape and polished with emery cloth.

No. S3. Stakee and Anvih. This is a good

set of stakes for a beginner. They are of

No. ts. Spring Dividers. These f

important part of the metal worker's equip-

ment lor scribing circles in the metsl sod for
accurately spacing division marks.

No. tl Machmuti or Engraver', Scriber

or Marker. Throe tool* are like a thick

needle and some of the best ocei have one end
bent over at nght angle* to enable tbe user to

reach difficult place* A common ice peck of

the shorter variety makes an excellent scriber

and a common steel kmtiiog needle may be
ground to a sharp point aod uaed. Large ateel

•ewmg needle*, provided with a wooden handle
made of a short length of dowel atick. are use-

ful in laying out extremely small work.

No. tS Hollow Scraper. The 2ft or 3 in.

long blade is three aided or bayonet shaped,

each ude being hollowed out and each edge for

the entire length of the blade being ground
•harp. Scraper* are used to brighten up metal
beforg soldering and foe other purpose*. Many
mechanic* make their own scraper* by grind-

ing triangular file* month and sharp A kmfe
blade make* a fairly good scraper, but it ia

handier to have a real one. if you do much
work.

No. td. Rourti-koU Drovylati. Drew-
platen are uaed re making wire and tube*.

While copper, brew, silver, and gold wire may
be purchased re practically any deaired diam-
eter. it ia often occeaaary to draw down a wire

to a smaller diameter, or to take a length of

flat sheet metal and drew it out into smooth
round wire. Then. too. if you have a draw-

plate you can make thin sheet metal into very

accurate small tubes for hinge work and clasp*.

Aa a model marker you will find many uare

for drmwplaue It ia not rreeolial that a be-

ginner own ooe. but most well equipped shops

have ooe. The hole* in drewplate* are made
re many shape*—round, square, triangular,

•tar shape and so oa. For general use a draw-
plate having from twenty to forty bole*, from

9ta ia. in diameter to a mere pinhole, are best

No. rr. Engluk Draw Tonge. Three special

looga are uaed to grip the rod of the wire as

it ia pulled through the drewpUte. Common
plier* are of ao uac. ao if you get ooe or more
drawplates you had better buy a pair of 8-in.

drew tongs specially designed for the work.

No. tS Ring Clamp, Double
End Thu tool, which work*

much like a hand vise, u made of

two binged piece* of wood faced

with leather jaws; one end is

over sod the other ia

pushed in one end to force the

opposite jaws together. Thu tool

is much used by craftsmen when
making jewelry, particularly silver

or gold ring*

So. t9. Steel Rule. A good

6-in. steel rule u splendid for lay-

ing out design* on metal, as it is

more accurate than the cheaper

wooden rule* For larger opera-

tions. a steel rule 12 in in lengih

is useful. Thin flexible conet

steels, or piece* of dock spring,

make excellent rulers for bending

•bout cylindrical or curved work

aa a guide for scribing Imre.

No. SO. Anvil with Bate. Thu
liny bench anvil, about 3% in

I'M. tv.—An "raining** hammer nmtlc from
common brick hammer.
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malleable iron or cut eteel and all the working

surfaces are highly polished. The object of the

olrangc ahapeg ia to provide a number of

curved or flat aurfacea for supporting metal

while it ia being hammered with a raising

hammer (quite different from an emboeaing

hammer). The cra/taman may find material at

junk yard# or about the acrap heaps of plumb-

ing or machine shops that will aerve as stake*.

No. Si. Tinner's Blov-kom Stakt. The
long horn or mandrel is about 18 in in length

and tapers to a fine point. The other end is

half cone shape and cornea in handy when
making lantern top* A blow-horn stake may
be obtained from dealers in tinners' tools; any
plumber can tell you where to get one.

No. 36. Tinner's Halehet Slake. The
craftsman will find this stake with its 10-m.

blade a help when making sharp angles or

bends in sheet metal, aa when making lanterns.

A length of hard maple board with a sharply

beveled edge may be used for making angle* m
light sheet metal.

No. 36. Hairing Hammer. Strictly speak-

ing, "raiaing" means in metal cruft work the

placing of a disk of aheet metal over a stake

and hammering around and around on it with

a raiaing hammer. By this procr-ui the metal i*

raised up into bowl or other form* Thi*

hammer is made of tool steel with the ends

tempered for hard use. It ia A in. long, I in.

wide, % in. high or thick; one end is in.

thick and the other end is about *i« in. thick.

The enda of there hammers are must carefully

formed. First they are filed or ground off

square across with the lower aide of each end
,

slanted in alighlly toward the handle Then
.

which the handle a firmly act-, decided ad-
vantage in a raising hammer. A good drop
forged shoemaker a hammer serves well as a

plsnu-hing hammer. After work has been
shaped up with the raising hammer, planishing

hammers are used to flatten the marks
the beautiful glittering facet* seen in fine

per and silverware.

.Vo. 38. Sthenmtth'i Planuhing Hammer.
One end i* flat and the other slightly rounded
or dome shape One weighing H or 94 lb. ia

commonly used A machinist's hammer with a
smoothly poluhed face may well be used for

planishing Illustration* showing how various
hammer* for metal work are held appear on
pages 189. 193. KM. 211. and 212.

TOOLS FROM OLD HACK SAWS

Many useful tods for the home work-
shop can be made from dull or broken

blade hardened evenly throughout arid

'he other with hard teeth but a soft back.
The former make the best tools, but
either kind may be used. Be sure there

are no cracks in the blades you are to

use.

To soften the blades (Fig. 17), heat
them in the flame of a blowtorch or in a

forge or stove to a dull red, so that they
show red 6uf no more. Lay them on a

brick to cool slowly, or, better still,

thrust them under warm, dry wood or

coal ashes and leave them for two or

three hours.

When the blades are soft, put them
in a vise and use a fine file to remove
the teeth, or grind the teeth off before

softening if you prefer.

The tweezers D, Fig. 18, are made
from two 10-in. hark saw blades, with

a rivet through the holes already in the

end*. Plnce the riveted pieces in a vise,

cut ofT the free ends just above the

bole* in them, nnd file the ends to long,

tapering points. Make the bends with

Fill. 17.—Old back saw blad-, b. h._,
ml and cooling them m dry

all sharp edges and corners at each end are
carefully rounded off. but the face itself re-

mama quite flat. Theae may be forged by a

good blacksmith or purchased of a dealer in

metal craftsmen's tools.

No. 81. Homemade Hammen. A common
brick hammer, such as used by mason*, makes
an excellent raising hammer. (See also Fig. X6 >

Grind back the chisel-likc end until this part
of the hammer is about 9is in. thick; then
round off the edges and the corner* Grind the
other hammer end square across and round
over the edges and corners. Then you will have
a fine planishing hammer, as well as a railing

hammer. Brick hammer* have a large eye in

Inc tfc to

hack saw blades. These blades are of fine

tool steel and very hard; it is necessary

only to heat them to a dull red and
allow them to cool slowly, when the

steel will be found soft enough to be
tiled and bent into various tools, which
then may be hardened, tempered, and
ground. For tweezers and saws, however,

the steel remains just hard and springy
enough after softening; in fact, no fur-

ther hardening and tempering need be
done except on cutting tools.

There are two kinds of hack saw
blades in common use, one with the

flat-nosed pliers. Smooth up the edges

with emery cloth nnd, if you wish, apply
aluminum paint, which prevents rusting

and mokes the tweezers easy to find on
the bench.

Tweezers B are made from a single

10-in. blade, which is softened and then

heated again in the center bo that the

two ends may be bent.

Tweezers E arc useful for picking up
small objects. The blades are filed down,
ns shown, to the holes, and the rounded
ends squared off.

Two short pieces of blade are riveted

together tb make tweezers F. The ends

are left blunt and domed out from the

inside with a center punch over a block

of end-grain wood. These are for picking

up ball bearings, silver balls in jewelry

making, or other small round objects.

Tweezers C, with in- bent square

ends, will be found useful in

pulling.

Calipers G and dividers A are
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terns for block printing, and in ••mm.* f<# r*»r- . t o- pat.** r o<bcr ui%

delicate craft work of various kinds. ^ «• •i»IUr

The knile blade* K and II are made *™ or soft steel about Ha >n.

from unsoftened hack *aw blades. Grind “‘if*-. ...
off the teeth and shape the ends; then. * piece of steel strep ujed on packing

as a preliminary to tempering the steel, ease* will serve for the back. Scribe a

grind one side bright or polish it with !**»? «w» th* ««"*» of each side place

emery cloth. Heat a Hat iron bar red >t »" th« vise and bend the steel over

at a slight angle along the center line.

a™:MT ?l *Dt
Move the strip along and bend the re-

^ mainder. Then repeat the process, bend-

MMC -T"
V

•
“» •h0to '™‘,h 0V" “ *

CA?*A TCCTMU
I'm. 20.— Klih.r «P old h««h «aw bti>> «r

n •xiainiun paring Snlfr mn b- «>n**n«f
into » i<">l for mahU* ll«m n.

r»|>r**>>Di plunklr.c on «hlp om-lrl Bull-

hot. Pick up a knife blade with tongs

or pliers at the handle unci or tang and
rub the blade over the hot iron until the

polished surface turns a very light. brown
for its entire length. At once plunge it

vertically into water to cool. The blade

then may be ground and sharpened

Ordinary tool handles may be used

for these tools. Drill a row of very small

holes across the end of the handle, grip

the tool or blade in an iron vise, and
drive the handle on it.

When grinding thin tools be careful

not to draw the temper. If you use an

emery wheel, keep the work cool by dip-

ping it frequently in water. An ol«l-fa>li-

ioned grindstone with water is really best

for this kind of work.

The palette knife jV is made in the

same wav except that it is ground thin

toward the point to make it springy. It

is softened to u dull straw color as just

described. The short saw J does not re-

S
iire tempering. Left soft, it is about

e hardness of most saws for wood. The
keyhole saw 0 is made similarly except

that the back is ground or tiled to a
taper towards the point. These saws

may be filed and set when they become
dull.

For the back saw L the blade is left

hard, if it is to be used for metal. It is

a 6-in. length of blade with a back of

Lay it on a flat anvil and bend (o a
trough shape by hammering along the
upper edge. Insert the blade and squeeze
the back hard against it in the vis*. The
back, being left 2 in. Linger than the

blade, forms the tang.

At M is slmwn a tool for making slight

I

roovcs to represent tlw plunking on the

lulls of slop models. It may lie made
from either a huck saw blade or a ten-

rent kitchen knife In the first case, u>c

the rounded end of the blade, grind the

sides to the desired tliirkm-n, soften the

blade by heating, then file in several

more teeth until they extend up on the

curve of the rounded end Then use a

fine flat file to dull the points of all the

teeth at this end slightly (see Fig. 20i.

To use the tool, plunking line* are first

drawn on the wool, then the tool is

moved back and forth with a light pres-

sure as in Fig. 21. For straight lines a
ruler may be used to guide the tool.

The blade sliown at H. Fig 19. is used
as a scraper-

HOMEMADE CARVING TOOLS

Wood-carving tools, always expensive

to buy. can be made in a similar way
from old hark saw blades.

One of the most necessary tools in

wood carving is the “grounder" or flat

gouge shown second from the right in

Fig. 22 and in Fig. 23. It can be made

from a 3-in. length of hack saw blade.

The blade is first softened as previously

described. After it has been allowed to

cool, the teeth are removed by filing.

J IO. 23 —Tin. jmiiniW or .liort flat

c< o«<- caiio..i i- i.uMki—,1 >.>t u a mom
u^fol turrlnif tout.

The gouge shape is obtained bv Bet-

ting the vise at the proper width and
driving the blade into the opening with

a hammer, a» shown in Fig. 24 at A.

Another and more efficient method is to

use a wooden swage block cut to lit the

shape of (lie tool as at H
In order to stiffen the otherwise

springy blade, the channel must run the

length of the tool. The edge of the tool,

CLAW

veooni
SrvAGI
etocn

n«. .4 —The* tthiiff »»f tin* "trroiiiiijcr** hit
I* mailt* *Mf** t.j ?lQft1»rltiff tltllrr

vf Cb** methods illUdtratf'J.

which has an outside and an inside bevel

the inner one being about one-third as

long as the outer bevel, is shaped and

partly sharpened before being hardened.

Heat the tool to a dull red for about

1 in. of its length; then, holding it ver-

tically, plunge it into cold water. To
temper it, brighten about 1 in. at the

point and hold il over the flame so that

the tool is heated in about the middle.

Watch the cleaned part for the appear-

ance of colors. As soon as a light brown

or straw color appears, plunge the tool

into the water. Here again the tool

should be held vertically while plunging.
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Hack saw steel, if treated in this way,

will hold a very keen edge. The beginner

is apt to soften the metal too much dur-

ing this tempering process. Should the

tool prove too soft, the hardening and
tempering can be repeated.

All of the gouge-shaped tools shown
in Fig. 22 are made in the same manner.
When making a flat chisel, the end of

the blade is, of course, left flat, but the

stem is made trough shape to add to the

stiffness of the tool. The cutting edge is

formed by two bevels of the same length,

each side of the tool having a bevel.

The tools arc ground and sharpened

in the usual way, preferably using a

water-wet grindstone for the grinding

Care must be taken if an erncry wheel

is used, as it is very easy to remove the

temper from these thin tools.

Slip stones with round edges can be

obtained in various sites for sharpening

the inside of the gouges. The finish edge

is applied by using a leather strop

charged with crocus or rouge.

If cure is taken in making, shaping,

and heat-treating these tools, a fine set

of wood-carving chisels and gouges,

large enough for almost any work ordi-

narily undertaken by amateurs, can be

prepared at very little expense.

LACK of space for a workshop or

even for a workbench it proving

more and more to Ik* a serious

difficulty in the average small home. The
modern flat or apartment is planned
without any thought of giving the handy
man a chance to express himself in me-
chanical work.

The apartment dweller who wishes to

use tools does not need to give up in

despair, however, nor does anyone else

who is deprived of access to a regular

workshop or to a workbench. In almost

every household there is a kitchen table

or other sturdy small tabic available and
if not, one can be bought at a very low

price. And in a few minutes' time such

a table can be converted into a satisfac-

tory workbench for ordinary work,

through the use of a simple, detachable

bench top like one of those shown in

Figs. 1-8. When the work is completed,

the top may be removed quickly and the

table returned to the housewife for its

customary uses.

KITCHEN TAEI.E BENCH

Such a bench top consists chiefly of a

piece of plank 2 by 12 in. and about 8 in.

longer than the length of the table top.

Southern pine, Douglas fir, cypress or
any other soft wood that is not too ex-

pensive is satisfactory for this. It :s ad-
visable to get the best grade available

and to insist that the piece be dry in

order to prevent warpage I f it is ordered

surfaced on four sides (S4S). its dimen-
sions will be 1% by about 11 in., which

is satisfactory. The exact sire, however,
is of no especial importance.

This plank is fastened to the table with
two large C-clamps, one at each end, so

placed as to be out of the way as much
as possible. It is well to screw two cleats

rjc. < —Till- n? attacfalne tin* Imnd «rr*wn
>' « UKful 03 *- Uht-o l».-ar<l* Pro to b* ripiMSl.

One edge of each of the two wedge-
shaped pieces is beveled to prevent the

clamping piece from rising when pres-

sure is applied. If enough taper is put

on the pieces, the stop will grip stock

varying in thickness from V4 to iVfe in.

Many a home worker undoubtedly
will wish to increase the possibilities of

this outfit by using a metal stop and a

small metal vise. Both of these usually

may be obtained at the hardware store.

If not, they can be had on special order.

lop piece clear of cumbersome perma-
nent attachments and makes it easier to

store in a small space when not in use.

In addition, the hand screws arc of fre-

quent use in clamping together work that

has been glued, especially furniture.

Figure 2 shows how the hand screws
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To do smooth surface planing, it k
important that the table be rigid. It can

be braced by cutting a stick of wood
to reach diagonally from under the left

Because of the bulkiness for storage,

it may be better in some cases to omit

the apron and use instead a special sup-

port constructed like an old-fashioned

window stick, having a number of

notches to suit boards of various widths.

The completed top with metal stop

and vise and with an apron containing

Pic 9 .—Thr cublart
«r**rkt»rnch rrndy for un (aborH aiul

rni*wi oo <At left*, it can b«
rollfO away lutl •torv'J la a clticl.

There are several excellent types of

stops available, but the kind that is ad-

justed with a screw driver is preferred

by many because it stays "put." To fit in

such a stop, first bore a hole large enough
to allow the bar to move freely. Then
place the stop in position and mark
around the horizontal surface with a

knife or awl. The cutting is completed
with a chisel, until the top of the plate

lies flush with the bench top. The stop

is fastened with screws as illustrated in

Fig. 6.

The rapid-ucting type of vise prob-

ably is preferable for a small bench. It

may be only 4 in. in length, but one

beveled part forms a V-notch into which

one end of a board may be pushed when
it is to be planed. The board is further

supported by two pins inserted into holes

in the apron.

When thin stock is to be planed on
the surface and you have not fitted a

regulation bench stop, you can nail a

strip of wood temporarily across the face

of the bench board to act as a stop. If

you prefer, you can make a removable
stop by nailing or screwing a block Vi
by 1% by 4 in. across one end of a thin

piece of hardwood Vi by 4 by 12 in. To
use this stop, the block at the end is

gripped in the vise in such a way that

_*i
•lap far plauiac. Pi«* * («i»r) — I'axtainr •» *****

rapiilmitnr *!•* »• #««**! Tb* mb* U .how* lo »•*

In n«. I.

the thin board lies flat across the benchwith 6-in. jaws will prove more satis-

factory in the long run. These vises are

made for tops of 2Vi-in. thickness, so

for this job it is necessaiy to build up
the thickness by using a Vi-in. piece of

wood as a filler.

To fit the vise in place, turn the plank end of the bench top to the juncture

over as shown in Fig. 7. Detach the free 0 f the floor and wall of the kitchen or to

jaw of the vise temporarily for conven- any convenient stop on the floor. This

ience in working; then fit the stationary*

part to the top. Cut back in the edge

of the top for the thickness of the jaw,

and also make allowance for screwing a

thin piece of wood to each of the inside

surfaces of the jaws to prevent marring

the work.

If an "apron" piece is to be used to

hold up long boards as shown in Figs. 1

and 8, the thickness of it must be taken

into account so that it will come flush

with the jaw of the vise. Such an at

brace will resist the tendency of the

,C-CLAMM3

can be nailed to the edge of the plank table to sway when the plane is pushed

or under the edge, according to the con-

struction decided upon; the former is

the easier method.
A substitute for a vise that is some-

times used is a block about 1% by 3 by
8 in., which is cut on a long bevel for

3 or 4 in. on one of the flat faces and
screwed against the upper left-hand cor-

ner of the apron in such a way that the

a series of holes for supporting long

boards is shown in Figs. 1 und 8. With
such a convenience the handy man is not

prohibited from doing small jobs in re-

pair and construction even though mod-
ern civilization has forced him into

restricted quarters in which to work.

A PORTABLE WORKBENCH

How one "home workshopper" over-

came the obstacle of having no place

to work in a small modern apartment is

shown in Fig. 9. Lumber from

old boxes and crates was used;

in fact, the only materials pur-

chased were four hmges 2% in.

wide, four handles for drawers,

four casters, five cents’ worth of

2%-in. round-headed screws,

and % lb- sixpenny nails, cost-

ingaltogcthcr sixty-r.ine cents.

The tools used were a ham-
mer, crosscut and rip saws,

try-square, plane, ruler, screw

driver, and drill.

First the two sides Vi by 11% by 30
in. were cut, and a piece Vi by 1% by Hi

in. was nailed across the front end of

these at the top, and a piece Vi by 3Va
by IV in. across the bottom und extend-

ing Vi in- lower than the ends of the

side*—to allow for the thickness of the

bottom. Two vertical pieces Vi by 1%
by 25% in. were then nailed to the sides

to complete the frame of the front.

The bottom, Vi by 11% by 19 in., was
nailed under the sides, the ends of it

being flush with the sides. The back, %
by 19 by 30Vi in., was then nailed on.

Before the slides for the drawers were at-

tached, the depth of the drawers was
figured out to suit exactly what was in-

tended to be kept in each.

The top was made of Vi-in. stock. One
piece 15 by 20% in. was cut to run from
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front to back, extending 2*4 in. over the that is likely to be carried out by a

front and % in. over each side. The other handy man or an amateur cabinetmaker,
section or layer of the top was made In addition, it can be moved from place

15 by 19 in., thereby allowing % in, on to place as easily as a piece of furniture,

each end for a piece of quarter-round A workbench must be strong and
molding 15 in. long. The first board was rigid. The errors of the inexperienced
nailed to the sides, front, and back, and home worker in constructing a temporary
then the skeleton of the cabinet was bench and the later disappointments

inverted on the other board, the grain of from inaccurate and unsatisfactory

which runs at right angles to the grain work are too common to be needlessly

of the first one; after an allowance repeated. After all, il takes nearly as

of 3
/i in. had been made on each side for much material and time to make a poor

the molding, the first board was screwed bench as a good one; the difference ia

to the second. When the cabinet was chiefly in the design and the care with

right end up, it had a smooth top without which the work is done. No really expert

visible screws or nails. The molding at mechanical ability is required. Accuracy

the ends of the top was next -,n taking and working to measurements

nailed with 1 -in. brads.

Now for the most inter-

esting part—the method of

mounting the casters on

pieces of wood 3Vz by 12*4 ' v

in. that are fastened to the i

bottom of the bench with n *

hinges set % in. from the \ M
ends. The of these y
pieces is of great impor- >’ '

’v I
lance; it ha« to be exactly

. I SflU
3*4 in. so that when the ^ x
cabinet '••d each will - iJr
flip outward of its own mo* WflBhr
mentum mid not hit the hT'
Ilnor. If they were to., wide. IB

" " > .

QBBUnK .vSvttS' -

wM? -fm
y*

w~- • •

! : . • • ' :

o;w n«-l to < a; *. •*.
* j*.

The casters arc ball

bearing and have flat tops

fn *25? r» ... ...I ..... N... b~ . ......
in. With four screw holes. liU p.n ,, 4nmn ogt lo wmmx t*. te.c t-*r*
They are set in 1 in. from

each side and 1 *4 in. from the end of the U necessary for the bench must be square

hinged pieces to which they are attached, and level, but this requires care rather

This simple device works perfectly, than skill.

When filled with tools, including the

heavy vise, it takes all the strength of

two men to lift the cabinet, yet when the

casters arc set in place under it, the yl
bench can be moved wherever desired N^sO
with one finger.

SMALL CABINET WORKBENCH
j

)\

It is all right to do model making or I

' *2^
other light work on the kitchen table N
or at a makeshift bench, but sooner or KJJ 4J

>

later every amateur mechanic feels the AU \
need for a real workbench. \ •- .</
Although not large, the bench illus- \ •

i.

trated in Figs. 10 and 11 will serve ordi-

nary needs for cabinetwork on a small Z.lt .aat lkU
scale, model making, toy building, and "VI. £ *£££
household repairs—in fact, all the work p«uu, nIum* tor • .e*u i~*. wwt»a«».

The wood to be used depends some-

what upon what your lumber dealer has

in stock. It is advisable to use hardwood
for the top piece; but, if the bench is

not to have excessive use, hard pine or

even Douglas fir will lust u long time.

All parts except the top can well be of

soft wood; indeed, it is perhaps better

for the beginner not to attempt to make
the framework of hardwood. Your lum-

ber dealer will be glad to suggest the

most economical and serviceable woods
he has on hand for this purpose. Ask his

advice.

Your order, as you will give it to the

lumber dealer, will be practically as fol-

lows:

Douglas fir (or equivalent), clear, 843 (that

ia, surfaced on lour aides)— 1 pc. 3 by 3 in. by

12 It. lor legs; 1 pc. 2 by 3 in. by IA It., lor

nub; I pc. I by 3 in. by 10 It., Ior three rail*

lor drawers; 2 pea. I by Hi in. by 12 It. (or

blind-stop) lor runa lor drawers; I pc. 1 by A

in by IA It
,
lor drawer Ironta and backs; I pc.

I by A in by 14 It. lor ends and bottom ol

tool rrceiw at the hark ol the bench top.

M»ple or birch, clear 848—1 pc. 2 by 14 in.

by 4 It., and 1 pc. 1V4 by 2 in. by 8 It., for the

lieaded ceiling, 30 ho. ft. H by 4 in. for en.la

and hack.

Quarter rouud, 1 pc. Vk in
.
for tool trough

and lega.

Plywood, pine or poplar. 3 pee. V» by 18 in

by 3 ft, for drawer bottoms.

The thicknesses and widths mentioned

are nominal sires and represent the Hires

of the boards before they arc dressed

at the planing mill. When delivered, 1-in.

boards will be a scant % in. thick, and

the width will be ubout V* in. less than

that specified.

If the 2 by 3 in. material and the 1*4

by 2 in. hardwood or any of the other

sires are not in stock, purchase a shorter

piece of greater width, from which the

required parts can be ripped without

much extra labor.

The hardware and metal fittings

should be purchased at the same time as

the lumber. Some of these may have to

be ordered, and it is well to allow time

for shipment. The following will be

needed:

Twcnty*two No. 14 flat-head bright screws,

3Hi in. long, and 8 No. 12. 2 V* in. long.

Sixpenny finishing nails, 1 lb.

Four small iron brackets for fastening bench

to floor.

Eight fasteners for fastening top to frame.

Six drawer pulls (wooden ones will do if

desired).

Vise, 7-m. jaws, rapid acting, or continuous

screw.

Bench stop.

When the lumber has been delivered,

the first step is to cut the pieces roughly

to the length in which they will be used.
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Remember that haste makes waste. It

is a wise plan to lay out and label each
of the pieces before doing any cutting.

This ‘is the cutting list:

Ia'kh. 4 |K» 3 by 3 by 33 in.

End mils R, 4 pcs. 2 by 3 by 18 in

Back rails and lower from rail. 3 pcs 2 by

3 by 36 in. Other front rails F. 3 pcs 1 by 3

by 36 in.

Top, O, 1 pc. 2 by 14 by 48 in. (probably

already cut to sire).

End cleats for top, 2 i<c*. lb bv 2 by 20 in.

Back edge piece for lop, 1 pc lb by 2 b,
48 io.

Bottom for tool trough. I pc. I by 6 by 48 in.

Drawer fronts J. 3 pcs I by 6 by 31 in.

Drawer backs //, 3 pcs. 1 by 6 by 30 io.

Drawer ends K. 6 pcs. I by 6 by 18 in

Drawer bottoms L. 3 pcs H by 18 by 36 in

Runs for drawers St, 8 pcs l by 2* by 16 in

Guides for drawer. N, 6 pcs. I by l by I2'.i

In.

Ends and back 18 pcs. rnling. 20 in long

If you can visualite the work so

clearly that you know just what each
piece of lumber is for, it is not ncce*>ary

to cut out all the pieces at once; in fact,

n workman of experience probably pay*
little attention to then* suggestions and
will prepare only the matcrinl for the

frame. However, it pays a beginner to

lay out the pieces in MVnm .. *
•

guard against discovering during the

course of the work that some boards
have been ruined for their purpose by
Unwise cutting.

In the method of procedure, too. the

expert and the amateur do not follow

the same *te|w. One good method to use

in making the bench from this point is

as follows:

Check up on the legs for squareness

If two adjacent sides can be found that

are straight and reasonably square to

each other, it is not necessary to do
any planing, except possibly to clean the

surfaces. II they are not square, it is

better to plane them down in order to

avoid future trouble.

Mark the two face sides of each leg

thus selected and plane the other sides

until all are the same sire, working from

the face corner.

Cut the legs to 31*4 in. in length, if

the height of 33 in. has been accepted. A
rather short person may like 32 in bet-

ter, and in that case the legs will be

30*/4 in. The job then will be carried out

exactly as shown in the drawing above,

except that the distunce below the lower

rail will be 8% in.

It will probably be found that the legs

are very nearly 2% in. square. If not, it

is easier to make allowances in the plans

than to reduce the legs to the exact size

indicated.

True up the 2 by 3 in. rails on one
side and both edges, if necessary, and
mark the true face and one edge. Next,

if a plow plane is available, run grooves

the thickness of the ceiling, as shown in

Fig. 13, on one edge of all of them except

the lower front rail. Place the groove as

in detail No. 1 of Fig. 12. If no plow

plane is at hand, strips can be nailed on
to receive the ceiling after the joints

have been made. Cut the rails to such a

length that 1% in. is allowed for a tenon

• %4 It# Jr* »»rv

on each end Similarly prepare the three
light rails for the fraul.

I.ay out the mortises on the legs. Take
care to calculate the reduction required
on account of the depth of the groover as

shown in Fig. II. The upper mortise must
not come closer than Vi «n. from the top
of the leg. Use Vfc*in. mortises, placed as
illustrated in detail No. 2 of the above
drawing, Fig. 12.

Bore out the mortises with a V£-in.
auger bit. making holes as close togethci
as possible and the entire length of the
mortise Then clean out the hole along
the sides with a wide chisel, and at the
ends with one Vj in. wide. In boring, care
must be taken not to cut through the leg.

A bit gage is a convenient tool to use

for regulating depth One can be made
by boring a hole through a piece of wood
of the right length and sliding it onto

the bit. Lay out and cut open mortises
in each leg to receive the drawer rails

and runs as in detail No. 3 of Fig. 12.

Lay out the tenous to fit the mortises,

using knife, square, and marking gage.

Then cut exactly to the lines with a rip

saw for end grain cutting and a crosscut

saw for side grain rutting. Some workers
prefer to cut a distance from the line

with the saw and then chisel to the line.

Now assemble the ends and back with-
out using glue, and nail in pieces by
l
/z in., or quarter-round molding, on the

legs as shown in Fig. 15. to receive the
ceiling. These strips can be left off until

the entire job is assembled.

Cut the pieces of ceiling to length,

allowing not less than V6 in. for clear-

ance. Also trim the last piece to correct

width so that no delay will occur in the

final gluing.

The upper rail on the front is fitted

with a dovetail joint as shown in Fig. 16.

This is easy to make and adds strength

I'm 13.— L'oric u «wmM Batina rlai'c to |duw

it, Iiio rail* Strum eon l*> nailed on
Inaiead of making croovru.

to the bench.

Cut tenon* on the ends of the drawer
rails to fit the mortises in the legs ns

shown in detail No. 3 of Fig. 12.

Assemble the ends first, using glue on
the tenons but not on the paneling. A
good grade of liquid glue is satisfactory.

Pull the joints together with bnrclninps,

if available, and be sure to test the frame
for squareness.

It is better to let the ends dry before

assembling the whole frame, but if the

joints are tight, or if clamps can be kept
on the ends, there is no need to wait. Put
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the two back rails in place, insert the all around, as at A' to make a seat lor

paneling as before; then put the front the bottom, and thus eliminate the

rails in and set the second end in place, groove. Or, if there is a commercial

Again, if clamps can be used, the joints woodworking establishment in the ncigh-

can be drawn up tighter. Put the top rail borhood, you can get the work done
on in front after the frame has been put there.

together. The joints at the front corners are

Now make the top as shown in Fig. usually the half butt or rabbeted type

11 . The end pieces arc glued and screwed a« at B, while those at the back can be
on with 3V^-in. screws. The bottom of „
the tool trough ia fitted into the frame

and fastened with screws for nails) on . *

one edge and the ends, and a piece of BU'K *'
.

quarter-round molding is laid around it A jy,
’

to close the joint. A more substantial job jf-'
would result from making the top piece - -mm
from narrow strips and running long -

bolts through from edge to edge, but the W <4.

treatment shown here is much easier and

makes a strong bench top. Attach the

vise before the top is fastened. ffljfrfr,,,

Kit and nail the 2' .-in drawer runs in

place against the end ami back ceding; flBffBRul I.

nail through tin ceiling u indicated in jBpat¥
detail No 3 of Fig 12 Fast. n the I -in

guides between the legs und nail Bn
them into the runs. SL * .3

Attach the top by driving 2| ,
ht No —

12 screws as in detail of Fig 12. r»
n tgOSS.

In front, tun terewa up through the urn*

rail. There should be no tendency for this plain butt joints as at C. The back pieces

top to pull loose, vo nil ' eds to be usually are not grooved, but* arc cut off

done is to hold It in plat >n wMw «> tba* bottom slides under

Fit the bench stop. In doing this, first as at D. The bottom w then nailed to

bore n hole for the main part, insert the the edge of the back. Since plywood does

bench stop, scribe around it, and chisel not shrink, many workers now make

to the lines. grooves all around and simply insert the

The drawers arc easy to make, for now bottom before the drawer is nailed up.

you have a bench to work on. Indeed. Fasten the bench to the floor with

the making of the drawers can be po>t- angle braces and put in some hooks on

poned, if necessary, fur more urgent the ends to take care of the bench hook,

work, but it is strongly advised to make cutting boards, dusting brush, and other

them at once in order to have a storage articles that cannot be placed conve-

plncc for tools and materials. They will nicntly in the drawers. Also |vartition the

also serve us &upi>orl* lor wide material drawers and make definite places tor the

that i- held for planing as in Fig. 10 tools that are to be kept there.

A coat or two of varnish or clear

. _

:rr
I* j.hirg Will Sclp Ifp lh»

i Ur . t. u»l pimat g > w,ifed
b B dirt from discoloring it.

II KAVY*DUTY WORKBENCH
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BENCH SAW TABLE

The raw table support illustrated in

Figa. 19-21 is designed to overcome some
of the ills attendant upon the operation

of a bench saw driven by a separate

motor. Where such an outfit—now to be
found in many home workshops—is

mounted on a heavy plank or the like,

it is difficult to move the assembly about

the shop, to prevent the belt from slip-

ping, and, if the table has the tilting

feature, to place the saw so that long

stock will clear the bench when cutting
angles.

A satisfactory home workshop saw rig

requires some means of tightening the

belt quickly and effectively without hav-
ing to looben the bolts holding either

motor or saw frame; a mounting that is

absolutely solid and permanently rigid,

especially that part which supports the

motor (for a firm base will eliminate in-

jurious vibration and add years to its

life) ; and an arrangement of parts that

is economical of space.

Any man who owns a bench outfit

driven by a separate motor will find a

notable improvement in the capacity of

his saw if he will take the time to con-
struct a mount after the design shown.
The entire cost of the original table,

side of this opening, making them also

support the top at these points. Before
fastening these boards, nail on them the
slats which form supports for the drawer.

11. Fit the shelves in the ends, nailing

them to the under edge of the cross rails

or against these rails as may be deter-

mined by the width of the boards and
the distance the aprons extend.

12. Joint (plane the edges I and glue

up the two planks for the top. Use four

i/s-in. dowels for the joint. Care must be
tuken to mark accurately for the dowels;

use a marking gage, knife, and square.

13. Trim the top to the length of the

aprons and fasten it with 2V(j-in. No. 12

flrtthcad screws. First bore a V? inch hole

the tool trough for length and also for

width, if necessary. Nail this in place

and nail on the strip along its outer

edge.

15. Form the vise jaw to required

shape, making it about 7 in. at the top

and 4Vz »n. at the bottom. Plane a bevel*

on the outer edges of this, but do not

attempt to finish the top end of it until

after the vise screw and the follower

have been fitted.

16. Clamp the vise jaw in place with

the upper end protruding slightly above
the top. Locate center of vise screw to

coincide with the flanged nut center;

bore a hole to allow screw to pass freely,

and fasten collar.

17. Now tighten up the vise and bore

a scries of holes through both jaw and
leg in one operation for the follower or

"lock strip." These holes should form a

slot nearly the full sise of the cross sec-

tion of the follower, that is, by 3

in. Then chisel out for a light fit in the

jaw and a sliding fit in the leg

18. Bore a series of holes % in. >n

diameter through the follower in a sig-" tag pattern about 1 in. apart, as shown.
_ 19. Glue and dowel the follower into

I
the vise jaw, being particular that it is

I

put in square with the jaw.

20. Tighten up the vise, plane off the

end of the jaw, and run a bevel on the

front side of it.

Rj 21. Make the drawer as required by
9 the site of the opening.

1 22. Cut out a slot in the apron so
‘ that the drawer may be opened without

using handles.

.7 23. Bor* holes in the apron and
perhaps one or two in the rear leg where
pegs tay be placed to support wide
boards on edge for planing.

24. Fit an iron bench stop, placing it

about 3 in. from the frdht edge of the

bench top and not nearer than 6 in. from
the left end.

Tli" rlflit *I<1- and front of tiie bench
Note l lie rntmaclnnu mid n-atnts* of

including a high-grade brushing lucquer

finish, was found to be slightly less than

three dollars.

The motor is fixed permanently on a

[—Li »I7 » y
Top. front, and and rUw of the h*«r»dulj «roctb»acb. and a detail of tb*

latloeary Jaw of lb* carpoaf*r*a fiat.
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The dust chute must be a close fit,

secured with glue and screws at a suffi-

cient slant to facilitate the escape of the
sawdust and chips from the dado head,
if one is used. The dust opening in the

platform shown in the drawings should

be located to suit the saw and should be
smaller than the opening in the fixed

portion below, so that a piece of heavy
tin neatly tacked in the upper opening
will conduct the dust into the chute with-

out allowing it to get between the hinged
pieces when the platform is raised.

Attention is called to the center sup-
port under the motor shelf, which ex-
tends clear through, it should be a good
fit and well glued. This thwarts any
tendency to spring under the motor’s
weight and prevents lateral vibration.

Before fastening the sides of the col-

umn, it is well to level a place on the

floor both ways with the spirit level,

place the mount upon it, and level the

motor base true with the top which is

to sup|>ort the platform, planing out any
discrepancy.

In one of the drawings at the top of

Fig 21 -the one showing the handwheel
—the dotted line is the apron on the op-
posite side of the platform. This longer

apron is represented in position in the

sketch which shows the top raised. These
apron?, which fit fairly tight over the
fixed piece of the hinged part, arc to pre-
vent any side sway when the platform
is raised

Two fairly heavy friction hinges are
used. These must be let into both pieces

with some care so that when dropped flat

the tabic will be level both ways. Ordi-
nary butt hinges might be used if very
carefully fitted, but they will not as

effectively overcome the slight vibration

resulting from the high-speed operation
of the saw\

If the tabic has the tilting featuic,

care should be taken not to get the plat-

form so wide as to interfere with the

stock when tilted to a full 45 degrees.

The dimensions given are arbitrary and
should be adapted to the saw table used.

The action of the handwheel is to raise

and lower the saw and the upper half

of the platform to which it is bolted,

thus tightening or slackening the belt

at will. In this case the wheel and screw

arc made of wood, threaded in a %-in.
screw box The spindle carrying the

thread was turned from a piece of maple
with a by % in. round dowel or tenon

left on the end as shown. The wheel was
turned and drilled separately, driven on
the tenon in glue, and keyed as shown
with a %«-in. dowel rod. A similar

thread was tapped through the fixed sec-

tion of the platform, after a piece of

%-in. maple had been let into the plat-

form to receive the tapped hole. The

MATERIALS FOR HEAVY-DUTY BENCH
What Lumber to Order

So.
K».r Pc.. T. W. L

Top (pine or tn.ple). 12 8 14 ft.

Bottom for trough .cd
lower cross rails.... 118 16 ft.

Aprons > 1 12 l«ft.

Shelve., upper cross

rails, and stretcher. 1 1 12 19 ft.

Drawer 1 1 6 8 ft.

Legs I 2 4 6 ft.

Le*a 1 2 10 4 ft.

Vire jaw (maple) I 2 8 2 ft 6 m.
Follower (maple) ... I I 4 2ft 6 in

Back for vise (maple) I I 8 2 It 9 m
Strip for tool trough.. I I It* 12 ft.

Drawer bottom O-ply) I *21 21

Dowels (birch) I *dm 18 m.

All dimensions are m inches (and all ma-
terial is hard pine, dressed four aidea) ex-

cept as noted. This lumber, because of the

waste in planing, will be less in thickness

and width than stated here, 1 -iu. boards

D48 are about «fcs in. thick, for example.

Steel of Fmuhtd Fiteei

in board) 3 •*, 3* 21*
Drawer rails 2 9 21*
Shelves’ 2 8 21*
Stretcher (cut after

bench ia nailed up) I 9* 6 ft.

Legs 2 1* 3* 2 ft 6in.

Bsckmg for «»•
(maple) 1 »*, 7* 2 ft 8 in.

Vise jaw (maple; cut

top end after lilting

vis. screw I 1 1* 7* 2 ft Sin.

Follower for vise

(maple) I >*« 3 2 ft.

Drawer front (pine). 1 «*. 6 2 ft 4 in.

Drawer aides 2 6 20
Drawer back 1 'ft, S* 26*
SlaU to support

draaer 4 '),« I* 20 in.

Drawer bottom (cut as needed from 3-ply),

in inches eaccpt as noted.

Hotiwrt

1 lb. eightpenny box nails.

* lb. sixpenny box nails

1 screw for vise.

I bench stop.

I small machinist's vire (if desired).

I dos 2*-in. No. 12 flslh.sd bright sere

All dimensions are

solid, immovable support yet mny be re-

moved when desired. The floor space oc-

cupied is but 16 by 20 in The sawdust

is delivered through u chute to the back
of tho machine, where it may be caught

in a bag. The outfit is easily moved, ns it

rests on sliding custcra; and, owing to

the distribution of the weight, it will not

tin cither way. Disagreeable vibration is

eliminated. Lastly and most important

of all, the belt tension is always adjust-

able, even when the machine is running,

by the action of a conveniently located

handwheel.

The drawings should be sufficient for

any handy man to work from. If any
one feature of the construction requires

further comment, it is the care necessary

in fitting the separate parts. Only simple

butt joinery is called for. but unless the

surface fits true and tight the strength

of the glue is largely lost and the joints

arc likely to loosen after a time—a pos-

sibility to be guarded against when
solidity is the main virtue.

A liberal application of glue should be

used on all joining surfaces save the 6 by
6 in. piece marked A and also the one
marked ti in Fig. 21

;
these are fastened

with screws only as provision must be

made for removing the shelf. When in

position the support is held rigidly by
screws. Flathead 1%-in. screws are

used, the heads being countersunk flush.
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thread will last indefinitely if greased efficient form, of the cam arrangement

occasionally. commonly employed to lift movabla
If the worker doea not have a acrew typewriter stands and the like. Pushing

box and docs not care to invest the very rfnwn the four cam levers lifts the table

tion with an iron handwheel and nut,

tho nut being let into the wood and
the end of the threaded part bearing

against n piece of metal fastened to the

lower side of the platform.

With tho exception of pine and the

other very soft woods, which will not

do at all, the selection among the hard
and near-hard woods is a matter of

choice. Sound gumwood is a good wood
because it presents a better than average
surface to the glue, holds the screws

well, and, when thoroughly sandpapered

nominal sum required for a good one.

and given two coats of brushing lacquer
over a suitable primer, it presents the

nearest appearunce to metal that may
be had. Two I by 12 in. by 12 ft. gum
boards, or an equivalent amount, will

be ample.

HEAVY-DUTY BENCH SAW TABLE

Some woodworkers may wish a larger

and heavier table and one on which other
machines than a saw can be mounted
when necessary. Such a table is illus-

trated in Figs. 22-24. Being very easily

moved, the table allows a bench saw
to be set up in the middle of a small

shop to get room for handling long

boards, yet the entire floor space of the

shop can be cleared when necessary for

assembling such work as a screen door,

a kiddie coop, or a garden seat.

The table is nothing more nor less than

an adaptation, in simple but highly

onto ball bearing casters, and it can be
easily rolled where you wish. When the
levers are lifted, the table drops down
solidly on its legs—so solidly that it

would carry a 4-H.P. outfit, instead of
the %-H.P. saw it now has

Obviously, the table would serve as
well for mounting a lathe, or any qther
bench machine, or a combination of ma-
chines.

The bill of material lists so-called four
by fours for the legs. Actually these are

3 Vs by 3V£ in. nowadays. Legs 3 in.

amounted to $0.41, including rather ex-

pensive brushing Incquer finish.

Pine, either yellow or white, and
Douglas fir are satisfactory* woods for

such a job. Hardwood for the top, maple,

birch or oak, is splendid if you wish to

go to the extra expense. For a less ex-

pensive finish than lacquer, use a good
floor paint or varnish.

The top dimensions, 24 by 32 in., were
selected because they fit in un out-of-

the-way corner of the shop, between a

door and a window. They give extra

room to mount a small bench band saw
on one back corner of the table, and a

bench jointer on the other corner, the

machines being driven from a counter-

shaft fixed to underside of table.

One point to watch for trouble is the

height of the casters. It would be a good
idea to get them and screw them to the

castor bedplates (pieces of two by four

with a tenon 1 in. wide and % in. deep
formed on each end). Then measure the

actual height and notch the legs to bring

the cam rails Vfe in. higher than this.

Another variable detail is the height

of the middle stringers that support the

motor shelf. Bench saw outfits usually

include an endless belt, and if you want
to use the one that comes with your
outfit, check up on the center- to-ccn ter

distance. If you use a laced belt, of

course, it can be made to suit the shelf
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square would be heavy enough, but if

you want them, the only way to get
them is to buy four by fours and then
pay as much more to have them sawed
and planed down to 3 in. So with all

the material listed; the bill names the

common designations, and the drawing
shows the actual thickness you will prob-
ably get.

The total cost of all the lumber in

this bench, which is built of good hard
yellow pine, was $1.68; the entire cost.
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location shown.
Belt slip is a most exasperating trouble

with small bench machines. This can be
largely overcome by the method of ad-
justment shown in the front elevation,

Fig. 24. The middle screw hole in one
leaf of a strap hinge is elongated with a

small round file until it will admit a hack
saw blade. It is then easy to saw the

% in. wide slot down to the end screw
hole, and smooth it up with a file. If

the butt hinges on the other end of shelf

arc of the loose pin type used <*n doors,

removing the two adjuster bolts and
pulling these pins will permit the motor
and shelf to be taken out.

It is possible to screw the motor and
saw temporarily on a heavy plank while

making all the saw cuts* in building the

table. That was done by the amateur

mechanic who designed the table and
was a striking demonstration of what
heavy work n '4-H.P. outfit will do.

Iron screw clamps are invaluable to

hold the parts rigidly together while bor-

ing. Use the steel squure to check all

corners before you bore. Assemble the

sides first, with cam rails and aprons;

then join the aide assemblies with the

top and middle stringers across the ends.

The motor shelf is next fitted in, and
then the top screwed on.

The shape of the cams is very im-

portant. On a piece of stiff, smooth card-

board lay out radii spaced at 30 degrees,

and from the center lay off the measure-

ments given. This will give you a series

of points through which a smooth curve

can be drawn. Cut out the cardboard
and uso it for a pattern. Note particu-

larly that the lowest point of the cam,

when the lever is pushed down to the

stop (which is simply a stout wire nail

C
at through the cam rails)

,
comes Va in.

•yond the vertical center line. This
unikea the cam entirely self-locking.

As shown, the cam consists of a center
section with two cheek pieces glued on,

the grain crossing at right angles. The
purpose in this construction was to guard
against splitting. It would be less work
and probably safe enough to cut them
all in one piece out of oak or other

hardwood 1% in. thick, if you can get it.

They should be cut on a band saw, and
the face smoothed on a sanding disk.

It is imperative that the hole should

be exactly where indicated and abso-

lutely squaro in relation to the sides.

That means boring in a drill f»ress. It

is safest to put through a pilot hole first,

on the exact center, with a small drill

(say in.) at very high speed. The
larger bit will follow this pilot.

It is also important to get the bolt

holes through the cam rails accurately

located and square. Cams and rails

should be painted and dry before as-

**» 21 — Jri.i.n of tfc* UMw Compirv with fig*. 23 an<l 2V
Tt* caa >».(•«>• ..t l« aaplf atrewf. aaJ rr«<M«n la naOa for llibli-i.lntf III* bolt—

»• iMCvCttfet pflDK M IMli |«0*fr »A«A

scmbly. Ureas© the cam bolt, also the

working face of the cam. Then grease

the bedplate tenons and their grooves,

tilt up one side of the table, and blip the

bedplate in place. Do the same on the

other side.

Incidentally, do not forget the %-in.
clearance between the bedplate and rails

or omit the sheet metal wearing strips.

The electrical work is very simple.

Motor wires are run to a porcelain fuse

cut-out block screwed to the underside

of table, one wire passing through a

tumbler switch mounted on the front

of bench. The 10-ft. extension cord con-

nects to the fuse block.

The framework is finished in gray and
the top, including aprons, in buff. It is

MATERIALS FOR SAW TABLE
Lumber—

I
pc 2 by 4 io by 12 ft; 1 pc 4

by 4 in by 10 fl ; I pc 2 by 8 in by 8 ft; I

pc 1 by 4 in by 18 ft.; 1 pc. 2 by 12 is. by

2 ft.; I pc. 4 by S io. act by 4 ft- (mu*t be

hardwood).

Hardware—18 ^a-by-4-in camajr bolta;

8 fca-by-A-ia carnage holla; 4 Vby-4-in
carriage bolta; 2 X-by-2-io. machine bolta;

12 2fe-io. No. 14 flatbead acre**; 8 lfc-m.

No. 12 flatbead arreww; I pair i-m. looae pm
butt hinge*; 1 pair 5-in. atrap hinges; 1 set

(4) ball-bearing truck caster*. 2'n-ia. wheels

Electrical— 1 porcelain fuse cut-out block,

2 10-amp fuses. I porcelain bane tumbler

switch. 5 ft. No. 12 wire. Extension cord and

plug, if not included with motor.

Finish— pt. buff and V, pt gray brush-

ing lacquer or floor varnish.

well to finish the top of any worktable
(if not to be used for very dirty work)
in a light color. There is Jess strain on
the eyes, and small objects arc more
easily seen.

BENCH LATHE TABLE

The usual method of driving small

lathes seems to involve the use of an
overhead countershaft, and this was not

desired. As the outfit shown in Figs.

25-28 was intended to be used in a city

apartment, compactness and neat ap-

pearance were essential; it had to be
quiet in operation and all possible parts

inclosed. There was also required stor-

age space for lathe attachments, hand
tools and miscellaneous small supplies.

The dimensions indicated are suitable

for a bench lathe taking work 12 in.

long between centers, and driven by a

one-quarter-horsepower motor of aver-

age sixe. Needless to say, these dimen-
sions must be checked for other installa-

tions.

The table top is of sufficient size to

accommodate also a grinding head and
a small drill press, which are mounted
so as to be easily portable. These are

not shown in the photographs.

Any suitable hardwood may be used
for the construction. Oak is possibly the

best. Yellow pine costs less and will be

found somewhat easier to work; it is

entirely suitable. Be sure to get well-

seasoned lumber. The panels, doors and

divisions in the locker space, and the
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Vm. 28 —TUI- compii.turo *ol <-f mu t#a#b l»lb« (»M» *rr

«lile'*d by flliutnillntf lb# u*i«l o<»rh#«J fauBlernbifi. Thcr* l»

roinn at the n<bt *c«l fur a mmD JnU or *rt»<Wr.

drawers (except the fronts) may be of

soft wood, such as white pine. The
drawer bottoms arc of plywood, V4 in.

thick.

The finish of the table is a matter of

taste. The writer stained his with wal-

nut oil stain and applied three

coats of varnish. The interior

part* were given three coata of

shellac.

If the dimensions shown do
not meet your requirements, it

will be ncccasary to prepare a

dimensioned drawing. Then you
may order the material from the

mill finished four sides. Many
of the pieces may be combined

Kn. J4 -KiJ
•a

of the pi

and ordered in long lengths. Be
sure to ullow for tenons and
squaring up. The top, which is

I >4 in. thick, is shown in two
pieces with a spline in the joint.

All the principal joints arc

mortised and tenoned, and fas-

tened with No. 12 wood screws,

Y'Yi in. long. The screw holes are

counterbored to receive the

heads of the screws and filled

with wood plugs. These joint*

are easier to make and stronger
tliau concealed fastenings, and
in an article of this nature it is

immaterial whether or not the

plugs show. On a painted job, of

course, the plugs would not be

seen.

Because the left end of the

bench is shown so clearly in Fig.

26, a sectional view through the

locker and motor compartment
(Fig. 28) is used in the draw-
ings instead of a left-hand ele-

vation. The left end is similar

to the right except that the upper rail

is 1*4 by 3Yz by 18*6 in. and there is a

dividing piece 1 by iy2 by I8V2 in. (1*6

in. allowed for tenons) between the

upper and lower rail. At the left of this

piece is a door V, by 8 by 17 in., and at

the right is a solid panel. There is an-

other door, 11 by I4V4 in.. »t the rear of

the motor compartment The right-hand

end of the compartment is paneled. The
rails may be laid out first and the tenons
cut Be sure sll joint* are square and
each piece is of correct length. Then
square up the legs and lay off and cut

the mortises. Fit the tenons to their re-

spective mortises and mark each for

identification. Locate the fastenings and

bore V4-*n. hole* about % in. deep and
then bore for the screws.

After thi* part of the work is finished,

it will be well to sandpaper all piece*.

Assemble the two end* first, using s

good glue in all the joints. Draw up with

th# screws and then wipe off the excess

glue with a wet rag. The front and back
rails come next; then the motor com-
partment and foundation. After the fas-

tenings are all set up, the holes may be
plugged with Vfe-in. wood bungs.
Now fit the hangers for the inter-

mediate shaft bearings and bore for the

bearing bolts. Locate the motor and bore

holes for the bolts.

Put in the panels and finish up the

locker. Then fit a block for the fuse base.

Make the drawers and fit the drawer

slides. The doors may be fitted and the

hinges located, but do not hang them
until after finishing.

Locale the receptacle and switch and
fit them in place, also the fuse base and

«!»• of ib# mill# -Hi# momr, ifeart

la 1 hr rr,t ..n 4 In thick rubber lt» retlue*

«it>ration to tbr lulultnnin.

an outlet for the motor and another for

the light The scheme of wiring is shown
in one of the drawings. Notice that the
witch controls the motor only. Use
heavy stranded copper wire well insu-

lated, and solder and tape all joints. The
fuses are of ten amperes.
Now you are ready to fit the top, and

if this is in one piece, so much the bet-

ter. Countersink for the screws and drill

the holes at s slight angle so as to draw
the joints tight when the 6crcws are

driven up. Use No. 12 screws 2*6 in.

long for the top. After planing and
sanding the top smooth, fit the hangers

for the countershaft bearings.

You can now set the lathe in place

and bore holes for fastening it. Locate
and cut holes in the top for the belt to

pass through. Fasten *4 in. thick rub-

ber on the bottom end of each bench
leg, and put % in. thick rubber under

the motor, all bearings and the lathe.

Sandpaper smooth and finish as desired;

then hang the doors, put on the drawer
pulls, and the plates for the rc-

ptacle and switch.

bearings, four in number,
are of the conventional pillow

block type. In this instance they
were made of Babbitt metal.

The shaft* are of steel, % in. in

diameter.

The speed of the motor is

1,750 R.P.M. It is fitted with a

grooved 2*4-in. pulley. Two
pulleys 5 in. in diameter and one
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2 in. in diameter, grooved for a
round belt and bored for a %-in.
shaft, were bought and arranged
as shown. The countershaft

speed ia 315 R.P.M. A cone
pulley having the same diame-

ters B9 the lathe cone waa fitted

FlO 28.—A sectional view of tbe
bench lath* cable through the locber

bd <1 motor o>mp*nnirQt«.

od the countershaft; this ar-

rangement give* the lathe apindle apeeda

of 100, 315, and 670 R.P.M. without

using the black gears. The flexibility and
convenience of thia arrangement makes
model making a pleasure.

TOOL CABINET, BENCH HOOK, AND
DOWELINQ JIG

Aa the home worker adds to hia col-

lection of tools, the problem of keeping
them in order and at the same time in-

stantly available for use becomes more
pressing. To leave them scattered about
the bench ia hard on the tools and harder

on the temper; yet if they are put away
in a box or even in drawers, they are

not bo accessible. The happy solution is

a wall tool cabinet of ample size, and
this the home worker can build for him-
self with little difficulty and with small
expense.

The cabinet illustrated in Fig9. 29-31
is especially roomy. It will hold a set of
at least 50 tools so that any one can be
selected without hunting for it. It will,

therefore, take care of the equipment
of hand tools found in the average home
workshop.
The main compartment is 6 by 24 in.

by 2 ft. 6 in.
;
the door compartments are

5 by 12 in. by 2 ft. 6 in. Chestnut or

oak is excellent wood lor the cabinet,

but the builder can use almost any other

well-seasoned wood available.

The type of joint illustrated in Fig. 31

is strong and workmanlike; but simpler

joints can be used, such as a plain rab-

beted joint, or even a butt joint. The
corners are greatly strengthened by the

use of angles bent up from sheet brass.

Commercial tool clips can be used for

supporting the tools, or metal clips may
be made, or wooden racks provided in

the way shown in the foregoing drawing.

The materials for the tool cabinet arc

given in the following list. The first num-
ber identifies the part as shown in 1'igs.

30 and 31.

1. B»ck center, plywood or solid, *4 by 24 by

30 id . I required.

2. Backs for door*, plywood or solid. H by 13

by 30 in, 3 required.

3 End* of cabinet center, *4 by fi*4 by 30

in. 2 required.

4. Ends of doors, *4 by IS by 30 in , 4 re-

quired.

6 Top and bottom renter, lumrued, *4 by
5S by 2314 in.. 2 rrquirrd.

6 Top and bottom doom, longued, *4 by

4*4 by II Vi in. 4 required

7. Center ahrlf, * by 6*4 by 23 in. 1 re-

quired.

8 I>oor shelves, % by 4S by II in. 2 re-

quired

0

Center drswrr front. % by 3*4 by 22*4 in

.

1 required

10 Drawer front* for doors, *4 by 3V, by

10*4 in
, 2 required,

II. Drawer aides, renter. Vi by 3% by 6*4 in.

2 required

12 Drawer Uck. center, V. hy 3*4 by 21*4

in
,

I required.

13 Drawer bottom, center, Vi by 5V4 by

21*4 in. I required.

14 Drawer guides. center, V4 by V4 by 6*4

in. 2 required.

15 Tray ades. V. by 1*4 by 16*4 in
.
2 re-

quired.

18.

Tray end. and division*. *4 by 1*4 by I

in . 6 required.

17. Tray bottom, *4 by 4*4 by 16*4 in., 1 re-

quired.

18. Drawer aides for doors, *4 by 3*4 by 3*4

in , 4 required

19. Drawer barks for doors. *4 by 3*4 by 9*4

in. 2 required

20. Drawer bottoms for doors, *4 by 3 by 9*4

in. 2 required.

21 Rack* for biU, etc. 1*4 by 2 by 10*4 in,

2 required,

22. Rack for chiaela, etc. 1*4 by 1*4 by 22 in,

1 required.

23. Brass hinges. 3 in. long. 6 required.
24. Brass corners for doors, *)» by 3*4 by 5

in. long. 8 required

25. Brass comers for centers Ms by 3*4 by 6

in . 4 required.

26 Brass screw eye and hook, or elbow catch,

2 in. 1 required.

27. Lock, cupboard. 1*4 in. to pin. 1 required.

28 Escutcheona. 2 by 1*4 in, 1 required.

29. Hooka and clips for tools, as necessary.



upper part of the bench hook is kwuhr
up on the hinges and supported at 45
degrees by means of two triangular

to* to. to to.

FlD. 29.—Tb* w*ll cool <*bln*t o|*o to ttuw iht

duo. lu Ibe largo 4r«*#r I. * rvcuuvatac alMU*
fault loot* or a^rrma.

«r*i tor

30. Drawer guide* (wood). \ by V* by 3Vi
in., 4 required

31. Tray aJidm (wood). Vi by V4 by 31 'A i».

2 required.

32. Flush ring pull*. IV* by IV* id . * re-

quired.

Kin 31.—How i.» *ar1«aa part* at tb*
rmtlt'l are l*,vtb»r.

flush. This lop piece carries ihe ueu.l

bench hook hc.dblock, marked No. 3,

Another pifee of shop equipment
which is well worth making is the com-
hinution hcncli hook, miter block, ami

but the block, instead of being plain,

ha* two miter cut*, which should be

Cn, miter, and the long-miter shooting
rd shown in Fig* 32 and 33 Timhoard shown in Figs 32 and 33 This

ingenious fixture could well supplement

the ordinary bench hook on every home
workshop bench The base, marked No.
1

,
has fastened to it a top piece, marked

No. 2, by means of two hinges let in

baa two miter cuts, which should be

most carefully made to insure accuracy

and squareness.

A removable miter block I No. 5», tri-

angular in shape, which is rut from a

piece l*?i by 5 by 10 in. in such n way

that the gram runs parallel to the long

edge, can bo fastened to ll»c bench hookedge, can be fastened to llie bench hook
when necessary by means of dowels The
dowels arc glued in the miter block and

rn». SO- IMataaluan] drawln(a of lb*
taoftuf loo) ratlofC Tfce uutaUrn roior

10 lb» p«rts llittd li tbt UK.

fit snugly into hole* in the top piece of

the bench hook proinr This attachmentthe bench hook proper This attachment

is for planing the ends of miter cuts such

as in making picture frames or preparing

moldings to be mitered around cabinet

work, as in the sketch in the uj>pcr right-

hand comer.
There is still another use for the fix-

ture. That is when long miters have to

be planed, as sometimes in cabinet work
involving long mitered joints. The whole

fie SS.—ivuila tor Ibe coo.lrucllon of Ibc Cvnt

blaallcn brocb boob, niltrr blixk. and alioollui’

board abowu lit M*. S3.

braces (No. 7). These blocks have
tongues that slip into grooves, hs shown.
The edges of the stock can then bo trued

up moil accurately by "shooting" them
with a fine-set plane.

The parts for the bench hook, which
should be made entirely of hardwood
such as maple or birch, arc given in the

following list:

1 lla*r. Vs by 10 by 16 in
.

I required.

2 Top of bare. % by 7 by 18 in., 1 required.

3 llradblock, l\ by 2 Is by 7 in
,

I required.

i. Tail block. % by 2 by 7 in. I required.

S AdjuiUblc miter block, l Vi by S by 10 in,

I required

0 Dowels. V4 by iVi in. 2 required.

7. Lon* nuler brace*. % by 6Vi by « in
,
2

required

6. Uroad biii«ca. 3 in Ion*, 2 required.

0. Screws. 3 sites

Note particularly that at No. 5 the

dowels are not glued in No. 2.

Another useful fixture is the guide,

gage, or jig shown in Fig. 34. It is for

boring holes for dowels or preparatory

io cutting mortises. The ordinary ivouden

gage of this type is difficult to make
because the hole through it must be

THE HOME WORKSHOP MANUAL
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A. Square the edges with extreme ac-

curacy as shown at B.
The % in. thick sidepieces, preferably

of hardwood, may be held together in

the vise for planing to one size as shown
at C. Gage the sidepieces for width. As-

semble so the marked faces of all pieces

are turned in. Apply a small quantity
of liquid glue to the joints and nail as

shown at D with eightpenny box nails,

or use screws.

Knife mark 45-degree lines with car-

penter's square as sliown at E, placed
so that the same readings (as 9 in.) on
tongue and blade fall in corresponding

positions on the same edge ot one side

of box. Mark lines down the sides, inside

and out, from the extremities of the
angular lines as shown at F. These are

to guide the saw cuts. As in all particu-

lar work, it is advisable to make the

marks with a bench knife.

Saw both edges at once, as shown at

G, with the saw that is to bo used with
the box. An additional square cut at one

end it an aid in cutting olT squarely stock

of small dimensions.

to guide tne saw cuts. As in all particu-

lar work, it is advisable to make the

marks with a bench knife.

Saw both edges at once, as shown at

G, with the saw that is to bo used with
the box. An additional square cut at one

end is an aid in cutting olT squarely stock

of small dimensions.

TWO FOBTABLE TOOL CA8KS

Handy men who do a number of re-

pair jobs inside and outside the house,

as well as carpenters engaged in framing
new buildings and similar work, find it

desirable to have a box for carrying
around the necessary tools. The ono
illustrated in Fig. 36 answers this pur-
pose better than most, yet it is of the

simplest construction. Among ita advan-
tageous features arc a separate compart-
ment for saws and steel square, plenty

of space for planes, level, bit brace, and

other large tools, and two drawers for

small tools.

The materials needed are Ms- and
%-in. thick white pine or other soft

wood stock, two drawer knobs or pulls,

a catch for holding the drawers in place,

and a broom handle or other long, round

tio. Si.—Slept In maklo* a toUtr bo* of wood. TS- work silt b
C«W should 6* nude with It* mw which li lo b*

bored with absolute accuracy. There is
nothing difficult in msking the gage
shown, however, for the hole is formed
not by boring, but by means of two
thin wooden pieces and two spacer
blocks that can be planed true and
square before assembling. Furthermore,
it is a simple matter to change the blocks
for use in boring holes of various sizes.
The dimensions suggested as being

most generally useful for the boring gage
are as follows:

1. Stay block. % by 2V, by 4% in, b.rdwood.

2. Division atrip*. K by 1H* by 2Vm in
.

hardwood, 2 required.

3 Back aad front c*j*. Vi by 2*U by 2V4 in,

hardwood. 2 required.

4. Screw*. 2 in. long with point* cut off, 4

required.

WOODEN MITER BOX

To make a wood miter box, proceed
as shown in Fig. 35.

Plane and face mark one side and edge
of the l*4-in. (or thicker) bottom piece;

then gage the width with due care as at

1 ic. 30. Till* •‘SIVfiDfly compact and «v»n-
i^nlrat portaMi* tool box bus iflvIMots tor

end plane* al*o two drawer* forctils*ln
I Man II t»li.

rod of sufficient strength to support the

weight.

The bottom piece is set into a rabbet

in the ends, and the front and back

f
';eces also are set in rabbets tFig. 37).

his construction is strong enough to

withstand hard usage and even abuse.

Most boxes of this sort, not being
stained or painted, soon become grimy.
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A LARGE TOOL CRIB

Plywood packing cases are an excel-

lent source of material for the home
craftsman. The stock seems mainly to

be oak, maple, birch, and poplar. While
the plywood is not made quite as well

as regular cabinet stock of this kind,

nevertheless careful selection will pro-

duce some really good sides that will

TOPvtv ceive the % in. thick side panels flush.

0> Qgf.ta Giue U p the top, bottom and end pieces

mmmmml and use three screws from both direc-

-1 tions, being sure that the case is square.

Square one side and the end of the side

panels and cut them to sire; then glue

. and screw them in place. One side, of

CCM~WTv;m tea sa»37«y:?Kj tC-aats.E tc

L 14 'co«,<0 AIMITKMD 60TT0U. tSO^.
ow.tPfcoo'^15 rcacwus.ans, otAHtMtxri**
AKO OtSIONE AMD rut St«5 0"<E2 SKXK ’V

rio. 37.—Tin- fr..ni anil red rt*wt of lb* l**>l

carrying hot (Iowa In Pie. 30. and lb* drawer

If you wish to keep the box the natural

color of the wood, by all means give it

a thin coat or two of white shellac. The
pleusure of having a clean, neat looking
tool box will more than repay you for

this slight trouble.

The popularity of the type of tool case

shown in Figs. 38 and 39 is sufficient

proof of its many merits. Although used
primarily by the carpenter, it is a fine

case for the handy man with his infor-

mal set of tools. Its ease of portability

makes it useful even to the mechanic
who already possesses one or more large

chests or cabinets.

The materials needed are: 1 pc. oak
*V4 by 8 in. by 8 ft. ; 2 pcs. oak (3 ply) %
by 16 by 30 in.; 1 pc. white pine % by
6 in. by 6 ft.; 1 tool box lock, 2 tool box
clasps, 8 box corners, 3 hinges, 1 leather

sample case handle; 42 No. 5—V£-in.

screws, 40 No. 6— 1-in. screws and 28
No. 6— lVi-in. screws, all of the round-
headed type; 2 doi. % by 1 in.

machine screws; 1 package twopenny

1-1.1 40—n.l. IKLl nhlnrt. oinilr from •
parklnx can-. In tn.^n.lnl from Hi* rtrnl

**» la rhr l>tt*inrut.

answer many purposes. One good use for

a case is to form a large tool crib as

shown in Fig. 40.

It might be added in this connection

that when it is necessary’ to remove the

plywood from the frame of a packing

case, a fine saw should be used to cut

around the frame on the inside. Sacrifice

the little plywood left on the frame in

order to get out the sheet in good shape.

In selecting cases at the store, look for

sides which are as free from imperfec-

tions as possible and those whose grain

markings are most pleasing. l«et tho light

fall slantingly on the side under exami-

nation and look for smooth surfaces, free

from many waves.

In the construction of particular work,

it is best to use regular cabinet plywood

for the exposed surfaces that are to re-

ceive a fine polished finish. For the

backs, drawer bottoms, partitions, and

any less conspicuous sections, the cases

provide far less expensive plywood.

A few hints on handling plywood:

Keep it in a dry place; for although

much of it is made with waterproof

(casein) glue, it will curve and buckle

and the plies may separate if left in a

damp place. It is well upon acquiring a

plywood ease to saw the sides out und

lay the sheets flat, one on top of the

other, in a warm, dry place, with a few

flat boards upon them for weight. Do
not attempt to use a warped piece of

plywood in a cabinet unless the frame
which supports it can lie braced to over-

come this, which is usually not possible.

In 6awing plywood place it on a wide,

flat surface, like a large, smooth-top box
free from nails, and make the start and
finish of the cut by cutting into the box
as well as the plywood, in such a way as

to prevent splintering the plies.

eourae, will hare to be cut out for the
door.

Perhaps it will be beat to leave the
tray to the ideas and needs of the in-
dividual, but it is made to rest on cleats
placed on the ends and at the middle of
the bqx so that its upper edge will be
flush with the joint of the door. It should
be a little narrower than the inside meas-
urements of the box to allow room for

the steel square, which will be kept in

the back of the box.

Cleats should be arranged in the door
to carry the saws. Hooks and other cleats

can be installed for holding other tools.

Stain or merely oil the case with pure
boiled linseed oil, as preferred. When
the wood is dry, use two coats of shellac,

rubbing each down with fine sandpaper.
Follow with two coats of varnish (on
the outside only)

; rub the first with fine

sandpaper and leave the second as ap-
plied or rub it with fine powdered pumice
and oil. according to whether a dull or

glossy finish is desired. For a finish that
can be applied more quickly, use stain,

one coat of thin shellac, and two coats
of high grade, clear brushing lacquer.

Mark the location of the hardware.

Use the Vfc-in. round-headed screws for

the binges and corner clips and the %
by 1 in. brass machine screws for the
locks, snaps and handle. Rivet the inside

ends to make it impossible to open the

box merely by turning out the screws.

Pio. 38. — Aaottu'r
IIP* i>f tool 111**,

which can b* *nrrl<»l

*«»llr fron> i*n* Ji*

•o om-lhir. It l« mi*

Hi* nio*l popular
il**ltfn» among m*.

chanIn —

brads. All hardware should be of solid

brass.

Cut the 16 in. long end pieces from

the % by 8 in. piece of oak and the 3lVfc

in. long top and bottom pieces from the

same stock. Rabbet the ends of the top

and bottom % by % in. as shown for

the joints. Mark the end pieces and the

top for the door and saw out with fine

saws very carefully. Plane down the

other pieces to make up for the saw kerf.

Rabbet the long edges of the top, bot-

tom and end pieces % by % in. to re-
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ii oCMK KfOt ra U-rtT *i> (QOU
P la b* Jt'MfJ lo f rmf I work Id m«l*l. Tba

but « nuj «be »n*«ll b*udi »«*oul4

for storing rivets, screws, drills and the Generally, the top of tho vine jaws

like. Supplies such as lump or powdered should be on A leva! with tho elbow or

pumice, charcoal, pitch, rosin and chem- slightly below it. A bench top from 28

Seals are best kept in labeled boxes. It to 30 in. from the floor will usually give

is also a good plan to mako a rack of this height, depending on the vise

some sort for sheet copper and brass, mounted on it. As the vise is also used

The high, narrow boxes used for glass for many filing operations, wire draw-

by glaziers form excellent racks for flat ing. and many other things, tho height

sheet copper. of the jaws from the floor should be carc-

On the extreme left of Fig. 42 will be fully considered,
noted the soldering bench, the top cov- The „jx |,g, are made of 4 by 4 in.

ered with a layer of brick. On this bench lumber; the rest of the framework may
stands the soldering box, in which rests be mndc of from 1 to 1 Vi »»>• thick

the soldering stand or turntable. boards, 6 or 8 in. wide. If the bench is

Near by is the blowtorch, held by a to be a short one, say 3 or 4 ft. long,

special hook fastened to the bench. From four legs will be enough. The top should
the blowtorch runs a rubber hose to the be of hardwood, beech or maple if pos-
fool bellows for the air supply; the other ,jb!c, and 2 in., or at least 1 Vfe in. thick,

hose goes to a cock on the gas line. A A strong bench will result if it is

pair of tongs hangs on a nail near the simply nailed together with heavy
blowtorch for use in handling hot work, spikes; or the frame may be bolted to-

The pickle and water crocks : A gether, the top being held with tountcr-

the floor. A small gas plate is available 6unk lag screws. If you are fond of wood-
for heating pickle, drying out work for working you may make the whole affair

hard soldering, and even for soldering, with mortise and tenon joints, but it is

The arrangement of this beach would not at all necessary,

be practically the sumc if a gasoline Each of the legs is firmly fastened to

blowtorch were used. the floor with angle irons, and the bench
One amateur metal worker utilizes an should be also held firmly to the wall

old kitchen stove for a soldering bench, with angle irons, if possible,
the large fiat iron top making an excel- The planks forming the top should be
lent place for soldering operations. The fitted together as lightly as possible and
top of a sheet steel oil stove could be planed smooth. When the bench is fin-

used in the same way after the stove
had outlived its usefulness in the kitchen.

On a shelf above the soldering bench
is a forge for light work. It is set down
on the bench for supplementing the heat
of the blowtorch when soldering or an-
nealing large work or melting metal.

The bench for hammered work (Fig.

43) should be constructed very solidly.

Fro. <1 —The purp.->» of im« cabin#! t«
protect tuiDd *a«« (rura run ami Ojauk'e.

RUSTPROOF SAW CASE

Tho case illustrated in Fig. 41 was
designed to protect saws from dampnesa
in a basement shop that was none too

dry. It is hung on tho wall, and a dish

of keroseno is kept in the bottom.

Another advantage of a cabinet of

this type is that the teeth arc not ex-

posed to accidental damage os when the

saws are hung on nails in the open shop.

The box can be built of waste lumber

% in. thick. It is 12 in. deep, 14 '/4 m.

wide, and 42 in. high. The saw holder is

I2V4 by 11 in. with Plots 2Vfr in. apart,

running with tho grain. There should

be a reinforcing cleat 4 by 12>/j in. across

the underside of the saw holder, ut the

back. The doors, too, should be well

clcatcd to prevent warping, and hung

with three hinges.

Finish the case with stain and var-

nish, or paint, as preferred.

EQUIPPING A SHOP FOR DECORATIVE
METAL WORK

The individual craftsman who takes

up decorative metal work will, of course,

adapt his shop layout to the space avail-

able, be it large or small. He may use

benches and other equipment already in

his possession provided they are in a

good light. If, for example, there is only

one window facing north, the best place

should be given to the jeweler's or light

workbench where one sits down to do
the more delicate operations.

A layout such as the one shown in

Fig. 42, where the benches arc all along

Vic v

one wall, makes for convenience when Although suitable dimensions are sug-

trnnsferring the work from one bench to gested. the width and length should be

another. made to suit the space available. The
Plenty of closet and shelf room is height of the top of the bench from the

needed. A small case filled with sliding floor should be so planned that when a

drawers, such ns the one shown above stake is in the vise you may do ham-
43—A roeUt working bench for
ot*r*ti<*LA. Lt*lnr • l*Uctbinilh"» vlte.
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work painted some attractive color.

The leg of the blacksmith’s box vise

extends into a hole in a block of wood
firmly fastened to the bench leg and
iloor. The vise should be fastened to the

bench top with heavy bolts, the front

edge of the bench being notched out. if

necessary, to receive a part of the back
leg of the vise. A bench drill is a useful

tool to have on this bench.

Notice thut the shop layout is planned
so that there is room between the two
benches; one may work at the end of

the vise, standing between the two
benches, as one often finds it convenient

to do when engaged in hammering out
bowls and trays.

The advantage of a blacksmith’s vise

is that it is made of wrought steel and is

very strong. Considerable pressure must
be put on vise jaws to hold a stake

firmly under repeated hammer blows,

and the more finely made machinists'

vises, while they may be used, will not

usually stand up under the work, being

made of cast steel or iron. There are

many other uses for a heavy vise in the

shop as will he noted later on.

Vises arc usually sold and listed by
the width of the jaw- (parallel with the

handle). If you buy a vise of the black-

smith’s type, gel one with at least 4-in.

jaws; one with 5-in. jaws is better, and
one with fi-in. jaws best of all. This kind

of vise, if not sold by your hardware

dealer, can be obtumed reasonably from

uny of the large general mail order

houses.

Of course, if you already have a ma-
chimt's vise of good sire, you may use

this, or devise some other method of

holding the stakes as shown in Fig. 44.

At A is a tinsmith’s bench plate such as

you imiy have seen in a tinner's or cop-

persmith's shop. This is a heavy slotted

iron plate with a number of rectangular

holes or slots. It is let into the bench
top, and the wood underneath each slot

is cut out to correspond with the taper of

these slots, so that the tapering ends of

the stakes or anvils are held very firmly.

This is a very old and satisfactory meth-
od of holding stakes. Bench plates of

««.—Fcjr w«j. lo bold itakn for
rred work. Th*( «hown *t U U tt*

Iran oolij.

this sort may be obtained from dealers the bench top or bench plate or held in

in tinsmiths’ supplies. It is well to get the vise. Above the bench shears is a

the catalog of such a firm, as you will large pair of hand shears or tinner’s

find many stakes, anvils and other spe- snipe.

cial tools for the use of metal workers Two wooden mallets also will be seen.

Another method of holding stakes is One is an ordinary wooden mallet of

shown at B. Fig 44. It is perhaps the hardwood, one face being fiat and the

oldest and best method of all, if you other dome shape or round for omboss-

have room for it. A large log or stump mg or raising. The other mallet, or rais-

of hardwood—maple or beech—is fa*- mg hammer, is square in section and

tened to the floor of the shop with angle |
rtf

irons. In the top of this log, which is

about 30 in. up from the floor, is cut one ^
or several tapering slots to fit the taptrid

i

ends of the stakes and hold them firmly
‘ t v

for hammer work. This is the least noisy

and most inexpensive way of holding

stakes for making bowls and travs.

Many metal workers who live in the

country have several of the logs set in

the ground in some pleasant location

outside the shop, where they work in

the summer. Shallow hollows may also

be carved in the top of the logs for em-
bossing bowls, forming spoons and so on.

At C, Fig. 44, is shown the common
method of holding stakes or anvils in a

heavy vise. This method has the one
advantage of allowing the worker to tip

his stakes at various angles to suit the

work.

Iron pipe or steel bars of different

lengths and diameters may also be held

in the vise and used as anviL or stakes.

You will find a collection of short lengths

of pipe and round or square steel bars

obtained from the junk yard extremely

useful.

A regular stake bolder mounted on the

bench top is shown at I). Fig 44. Then?
holders are often sold with sets of stakes.

A piece of thin leather slipped between
the slake and the holder tends to make
the stake hold more firmly and lessens

the noise somewhat.
Returning to Fig 42. you will see u

rack for stakes back of the bench for

heavy work and just under the window.
If the stakes are to be hung on a flat

surface, such as in a closet or on a

wooden wall, heavy harness hooks form
excellent holders, two being used for each
stake, just as a hammer is hung on two
nails. Another excellent method of hold-

ing stakes is to screw a length of old

leather or rubber belting, about 1V6 in.

wide, to the wall so that loops are

formed. Metal washers should be placed

under each screw head.

On the bench for heavy work is a

small bench anvil. An old flatiron with

the handle broken off makes an excellent

substitute.

Between the benches for heavy and
light work, mounted on the wall, is a

K
ir of large bench shears for cutting

ivy sheet metal. The end of the lower

handle or leg may be set in a slot in

«. A lunicti tiifb M Ibli It tulUM* l

llffbt wort lo turttlft and for mahlor Jrwrlry

tapered to a blunt point at one end. This
form is much used in the preliminary
stages of raising certain types of copper
bowls and trays.

It is worth remembering that wooden
tools are much used by the professional

metal worker, as they leave no marks
that can not be easily removed or

worked out later on.

Above the mallets arc mounted special

forms of silversmiths' or coppersmiths'
hammers for embossed and raised work.

The bench for light work or jewelry

making (Fig 45) should be built solidly,

although it is of much lighter construc-

tion than the other bench. The site can
be varied to suit the shop space. The
height from the floor to the bench top is

planned to suit the convenience of the

worker when seated at tho bench—
usually between 29 and 31 in.

The four legs may be made of 2 by 4

in. lumber, the other members of the

frame being 1 by 6 or I by 8 in. boards.

The top preferably should be of hard-

wood such as maple or beech, 2 in. thick.

A semicircular piece is usually cut out

of the front edge of the bench top, about

5 in. deep and 16 in. long. This allows

a bench pin (refer to Fig. 50) to he

mounted, as shown, conveniently over a
leather apron or “skin.” which catches

silver or gold filings. Sometimes a rinc-

lined drawer is arranged to slide in and

out under the bench pin to catch filings,

but many jewelry makers prefer the

leather skin. This may be of genuine

skin or of one of the durable, smooth

leather substitutes used for chair or auto-

mobile cushions. Small hooks are ar-

ranged under the bench so that the skin

will hang baglike under the bench pin
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and yet not interfere with sawing the

work.

On top of the bench at the left (Fig.

42) are two gas connections (cocks with
rubber hose attachments), one being
connected to a Bunsen burner and the

other to a mouth or “combined" blow-

pipe. If you have no gas in your shop,

you may use an alcohol chafing dish

lamp instead of a Bunsen burner and an
alcohol blowtorch in plan- of the gas

blowpipe.

A very small pair of jeweler's snips or

shears is hung on the front right leg of

the bench. It is a good plan to have a
small bench vise of the demountable
kind, which may be clamped to the front

edge of the bench when needed.

The tool rack at the back of the licnrh

is simply a piece of soft wood a, in.

thick, 2 or 3 in. wide and as long as the

bench. Slots nre made in it for lilts, ami
holes arc made for the other small tools

such as scriber, dividers, pliers, and
tweezers. When the bench is finished, the

top should be oiled and the underpart
painted.
A foot power polishing machine is

shown on the extreme right On the wall

back of it arc bung the various emery
wheels, polishing and bulling whi els, and
wire scratch brushes. The polishing ma-
chine should have a good working light.

Although not shown, or absolutely

necessary, a blacksmith’s anvil weighing
from 75 to ISO lbs

,
solidly mounted on

a heavy wooden block, is useful. Such
anvils nre best mounted on a heavy sec-

tion of a tree trunk, the lower part of

which is sunk solidly in the floor, if the

floor is of earth M in most blacksmiths'

shops. If this is not possible, the anvil
block should be hold to the floor with
heavy angle irons. A skilled metal
worker can make almost anything on
such an anvil.

If you cannot manage to have a real

blacksmith’s anvil, you may care to in-

vest n few dollars in one of the very rea-

sonably priced cast steel farm anvils sold
by hardware dealers and mail order
houses. These cast anvils range from 50
to 100 lbs.

If your shop is a small one, you may
get along perfectly well with an impro-
vised flatiron for an anvil, or a small
bench anvil and pipe or steel bars held
in the vise. If you really want to do a
thing badly enough, you will manage it

somehow. In metal working or any other
craft, the secret is to know just what
you want to do and how to do it; then
you may improvise many ways of doing
it and adapt the tools of one trade to

another.

If bowl and tray making are to be a
part of your work, locate the shop in
the cellar or outside the house. If you

are to do the heavier work and the noise

proves to be a problem, here is a sug-
gestion worked out by one enthusiastic

metal-worker. He simply set each bench
leg in a box of sawdust. This deadens
the noise transmitted to the floor.

A north light is usually considered
the best. Direct sunlight on the bench
is very annoying and bad for the eyes.

For night work at least .two lights are

needed, one on the right hand one on
the left, so that there are as few shadows
as possible. It helpa greatly if each of
these lights is adjustable.

The soldering apparatus is beat lo-

cated in a rather dark corner, especially

if you do any amount of silver soldering.

You will be better able to tee the glow
of the metal and the solder. This is more
important than it may sound.
When copper, brass, silver and most

other metals are heated much, as for
hard soldering or annealing, a scale or
oxide forms on the surface of the metal.
This must be removed each time the
metal is heated. 'Hie usual method is to
dip the hot metal in “pickle," which is

a mixture of water and acid usually kept
,n an earthen crock near the heating and
soldering apparatus. The pickle pot
should have a tight cover.

Urge pieces arc best annealed and
soldered (if the blowtorch is used) in a
soldering box. which consists of two sides
and a bottom as shown in Fig. 46 at A.
This may be made entirely of fire brick
as shown at H. The purpose of the sol-

dering box is to conserve and reflect the
heat about the work and at the same
time confine the flame safely.

Sometimes a pan of cinders, lump
pumice stone, broken fire brick, asbestos,
or charcoal is placed in the soldering box
to hold the work and reflect the heat
evenly. It is not a bnd plan to cover that
part of the bench to be devoted to heat-
ing ami soldering with fire brick or even
common brick.

The soldering box also provides an ex-
cellent place for a turntable, as shown
at the bottom of Fig. 46. The up|»er part
of the left-hand turntable consists of a
shallow pan filled with refractory mate-
rials on which the work to be soldered
is placed and turned about to best ad-
vantage for soldering. Two old machine
pulleys that fit the same shaft may he
ii-ed ns a base, the upper pulley turning
on a short piece of shaft A tin pan may
be riveted or bolted to tl»e upper pulley.
The uutomobile junk yard will usually

yield plenty of materials for making a
turntable. Two brake drums may be ar-
ranged, or a wheel hub and a brake
drum, as in the right-hand turntable.

You will find many uses for a small
polishing head or lathe, driven by either
a foot wheel or an eleetric motor, to-

gether with several small polishing and
bulling wheels and an emery wheel or
two. Hand buffing or polishing sticks also
arc valuable. These arc made by gluing
leather to strips of wood and charging
the surface with various polishing com-
pounds. They are used like files.

Drilling, grinding and polishing may
be quickly done with a small polishing
head, if the work is small, as these in-

expensive tools are fitted with a drill

chuck, a taper polishing spindle for buff-
ing wheels, and nut and collars for a

small emery wheel. Do not make the
mistake, however, of thinking that von
can polish large bowls or other bulkv
pieces on a small foot-driven machine or
that you can use large grinding or pol-
ishing wheels on a small head. Polishing
takes power, and large work Ls best pol-

ished by hand or on u power driven head.
A small polishing head may be

mounted on the base of an old sewing
machine and belted to the foot wheel,

or it may be fastened on one end of the

bench, with the bell passing through the
holes in the bench to a Knit wheel on the
floor. Such foot wheels may be pur-

chased, but it is often possible to pick

up a suitable wheel at the junk yard and
rig up a treadle for it. The wheel should

be quite heavy and well mounted und
balanced.

While a fairly high speed inay he ob-
tained from a polishing head mounted
on a 6ewing machine base, far better

work can be done if u countershaft is

placed between the foot wheel und the

polishing head, as shown in Fig. 47. The
writer has such a rig in his shop for

small work. The ball-bearing counter-
shaft was made of an old bicycle wheel

hub on which were mounted two wooden
pulleys. The spoke boles in the flanges

on each side of the hub were used for

the screws which hold the split pulleys

to the hub (Fig. 48). The foot wheel is

18 in., the small wheel on the counter-
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shaft 3 in., and the large wheel on the

countershaft, which runs to the pulley

of the spindle, is 7 in. in diameter. The

no. 48—A blrjcl* "b**l bub U *ir*U«al
for lb* (vuaifrehaft Tb* apllt t>utl*»a at"
hfld Id plac* b/ .cr... a* I Id apot* holt*.

it is best to try several points in relation

to the distance from the hinge end of

the treadle before finally screwing it in

place.

When an old balance wheel is used,

some sort of u shaft and crank must be
rigged up. One way is to obtain a piece

of shafting slightly larger than the hole

in the wheel and forge or have forged a
crank at the end, and then mount the

piece in a lathe and turn down the shaft

to fit the wheel (<4, Fig. 47). Another
method is to find or buy a disk crank
(if

j
to fit the wheel shaft and drill a hole

for a bolt. Two nuts, one on each side

4
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of the disk, hold the bolt, while the head
of the bolt holds the connecting rod. Per-

haps a regular crank-shaped piece may
be obtained and held to the shaft with
set screws.

The simplest method probably is to

drill a hole on one side of the hub of

the wheel (D

)

and tap it for a bolt.

A piece of iron pipe is used for a bushing
to keep the connecting rod from striking

the wheel.

Kio. 47.—A polKblo* ataoj Tb* bleb
aplbtllo *p**d nrvOrJ for polliblo* can 6*
obtalnnl by lb* u.o of a tall b»*r>n<

counitrabafl 10 oj( down lb« frtctloo.

pulley on the spindle is 1% in. in diam-
eter, a common sire.

If vou make1 up such a rig as this, you
will find that the construction of the foot

treadle is important. Two suggestions are

illustrated. The location of the connect-

ing rod on the side of the treadle has

much to do with the case of operation;

rto SO—

A

brarb p4a *ortla*d «*•

froat *«d of lb* b*«(b la **K*I for May
II abould b* sa«* ot baiMwood

The crank and roller bearings sold for

mounting grindstones sometimes make
an excellent mounting for a foot wheel.

It is quite important not to have too

great a throw between the center of the

shaft and the crank pin. A large throw
will result in an exaggerated foot mo-
tion. The distance of the throw of the

crank shown in Fig. 47 is 1% in., which
is ample for an I8-in. wheel.

'cFsogf* v ^
MSI
*4"'

Pio SI.—If li la a« ******l*«l l*
lb* b*a*b pi a t, •rtwiiaf. II

*cf*»»d dlrtctly oo lb* b*arh.

Much work may be done with a %-
H.P. polishing motor. Larger work re-
quires a motor of from / to I II P. or

more. For very large bowls and trays,
you will find that you will need at least

a V£-H.P. motor, although much depends
on the size of the polishing wheel used
and the skill of the operator.
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u**d aa a rrtadia*. butBo*. poiiabu* baa. motor about the shop, say a Vs'H.P., you

may rig up an excellent little polishing

head by mounting the motor and the

head on a board or on the bench and
connecting them with a suitable length

of round sewing machine belt.

When a foot- or power-driven lathe

fitted with a drill chuck is available, you
may use this as a polishing head, or as

a grinder, for that matter. The head

may be sawed off a lurge wood screw and

the shank of the screw held in the drill

chuck on the lathe; then, using a flat lilc

or a lathe tool, turn off a part of the

screw threads in a taper so that just a

part of the original thread shows at the

point of the screw’ and the full thread

is left at the shank (see Fig. 49). On this

you may screw polishing wheels or buffs,

and the taper thread will hold them in

place as they revolve.

Also, it is quite possible to get attach-

ments which fit on the end of small

motor shafts, one for holding emery
wheels and another with a taper thread

for polishing wheels. These convert a

plain motor into a polishing motor at

small expense.

If you have gas piped to your shop,

you will find it most convenient for u

soldering blowtorch driven by a foot

bellows, for Bunsen burners, and for a

small gas plate. The gas should be piped,

if possible, along the soldering bench,
with three outlets or rocks for hose con-

nections. At your smaller bench for light

work, if you have one, two connections

will prove useful, one for a small gas

blowpipe and the other for a small Bun-
sen burner.

If you live in the country, you will

find that a plumber's gasoline blowtorch
is an excellent source of heat for large
work properly set up in the soldering

box. For small soldering, you may use an

alcohol blowtorch, and for this the cur-

rent of air is furnished by blowing

through a tube.

When fitting up a shop for metal

workiug, you should provide some place

for scrubbing your work. Almost all

work that is annealed or hard soldered is

scrubbed with a brush wet with water
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and charged with powdered pumice atone

to remove all traces of the pickle and
any dirt. A piece of flat board may be

laid on the bench and the work scrubbed

on it, or a wooden box may be placed

near the sink, if you have running water
in your shop. The reason a scrubbing

board, box or bench is needed is because

you must have some place where the
spatter from the scrubbing brush will not

fly on your tools or work, for wet pumice
very quickly rusts steel and stains cop-
per.

The construction of the simple but
commonly used bench pin is shown in

Fig. 50. This is made of hardwood. It

may fit in a mortise in the front of the

bench or it may be a single piece of

fairly thin hardwood screwed to the

bench as shown in Fig. 51. The use of

the pin is shown in Fig. 52 and also in

Fig. 29 of Chapter VIII (page 199).
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Antique, what is? 285
Auqer bits, sharpening .. 232
Auto, refinishinq 310
Bench hook 350
Bench, kitchen table .... 340
Bench lathe table 340
Bench saw table 345
Bookshelves, hanqinq . . . . 280
Borinq turned work 309
Bowls, turned 303
Boxes, turned 303
Cabinet scraper, sharpeninq

333
Candlesticks, turning ... 297
Carving tools, homemade. 339
Chairs, upholstering old286
Chisles, sharpeninq 331
Clamps, homemade bar.... 286
Cuts, concave and convex292
Doewl inq jiq 350
Drawers, repairing 285
Enameling front doors... 318
Fluting 306
Footstool, colonial 274
Footstool, ornamental ... 295
Furniture repair 282
Four-hour finishes 312
Gifts at low cost 315
Gifts, turned 300
G raving 282
Hacksaws, tools from.... 338
Handsaw, filing .331
Jacknivos 335
Kal somine 324
Knife, keeping keen 323
I.amp, table 298
Lathe, choosinq 288
Metal work, decorative .. 354
Metalworking tools 336
Mirror 304
Mirror, Chippendale 278
Miter box, wooden 352
Nailing 286
Novelty finishes 313
Novelties 323
Oil-rubbing furniture. .. 320

Paint brushes 327

Paint, cold water 325
Painting 309
Paint, plastic 321

Paint spraying 326
Patching, graving 282
Planes, sharpening 331

Polishing furni ture 320

Reeding 306
Rings, turning 300

Saw case, rustproof 354
Sawdust

,
catching 282

Saws, band 281

Sewing cabinet 275
Stand, smoking .299
Table, end 277
Table, loaf 307
Table, radio 304
Table, round 307
Table, small 294
Tables, warped 284
Table, tilt top 293
Tables, turned legs 19.6

Trays, turned and inlaid302
Tool cabinet. 350
Tool cases, portable* • •• 352
Tool crib, larqe 353
Tools for household 329
Tools for wood and metal 329
Tools for woodworking . . . 329
Transfers, art 317
Turning, first steps*. • .290
Turninq, oval and irregular

306
Turning , spiral 308
Turning, trick 309
Undercoats 311
Veneer, patching 283
Wood turninq 288
Woodworking machinery. . .274
Work bench, heavy duty.. 344
Work bench, portable .... 341
Work bench, small cabinet..

342
Workshop tools 330
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A

Chambers’ Encyclopaedia 1891
The following feature will be very

useful lo those who want to become
accustomed to the 19th Century terms

and technical writing style. In this section

will be all of the chemical, herbal and cdd

goodies from Chambers' with the great

bulk of the rest of this fine encyclopaedia

like history, biography, etc., loft out.

It will be some time and even several

subscriptions before the whole selection

has been included in THE SURVIVOR.
No matter. Each issue will contain some
bit of old knowledge you can use.

The difference between this 1891

encyclopaedia and the modern ones is

that back then, the layman was
considered a potential expert. Science

was written so that any literate person

could understand it. Nowadays, science is

written only for those majoring in a
certain subject. It is believed by modern
science writers that the intelligent

layman should confine his interests to

subjects authorized by his teacher,

employer, etc. They are so hung up on

the belief that a little knowledge is a
dangerous thing that they effectively bar
the intelligent layman front knowledge
not controlled by our corporate system.

In every way possible. Allan will strive

to give the intelligent layman the

knowledge he needs to cut loose from the

common herd. Nineteenth Century
scientific language was the intelligent

layman’s language. It was the language of

opportunity and multiple choice. Today's

scientific language is so specialized as to

bar the intelligent layman from its

mysteries as effectively as Feudalism
barred intelligent serfs from opportunity

during the Dark Ages.

Chambers' Encyclopaedia was gene
rously donated to Atlan by Hruce
Schnciderman.
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drnscl in that sulwtanre ,k-1s w ilh tiut I'nt'ij;' on

the spirit, and aolir acid evolved in vaisuu.
Here the whole idlice of the platinum i- to <fctcl

mine the oxygen of the air and tie- hydno-n of

the almhi'l to unite. In tlx- n«nimn-i.il j>r>

for mannfarturin^ vim-^ar. vej^-talde sub
stance containing nitrogen l.uie the tlbiiniinus
principles t takes the |daer of the jJatinum Ma« U.

and detertnines the sane- elian-r I‘ure neetic

Acid i* a crystalline vdi.l at unlinui' t»*m|era

lures. It is ohtaine.1 hy ilistillin- dry a.vtate of

potassium and sulphuric acid

SKC-II.U, ll.-SH; : 2110,11,0, • K rst»,

The anhydride of acetic arid (see A NHYIiHII)F_S

I

i' formed hy the artioii »i cfilori.ie of acetyl on
acetate of potassium. It has tlie 0**11]. .-ition

1 C-llAi^.i. and unites with water to l<nn acetic

acnl. Hie salts of acetic and. called At'Kr.tTKs,
are numerou* and importnut in I lie arts. The most
iin].)rtant is acetate 01 sugar of lead <sce I,i:.vit).

For the conmtereial pmce.ses of tnannfaciiiriiig

acetic acid, see VlNKOAll.

Acetones, or Kn<i\»>. are the aldehydes of

secondary alcohol*
1
%.-e Am ohoi.). Thus secondary

n\l alcohol, wlieri oxidised, loses two atoms of

•sen. and give* dimethyl ketone, ordinarily
kuoun as "trl'nif.

Vr«*t»lar>' l*lh«|^f *1 A<v!mii«*.

CM, rnoif m, II, (|| >
ro ril,.

A mth * of ;i<vtMiir* i> kimwii, »•( w htrli »r/v%

fo/M ih (ypii.tl. It max Ih* |irr|i;urtl b\

in* !. tit- •»! • tlfiiim. It a li«|iii«l, Ikimiik 1

1

UUU likf th. t*. ..I |
-f

|
unfit

.

Mul U mill)' UMlllbla
in silcoltol, Hlirr, .xml x\ Ih .pofiliv ^i.i\ it

v

- .iImmiI TO, it- Iniilm^ pmiil bfin^ I Mu K. ( AH < >.

It I. «* n • rif
I % . i| m Amftrittt « lint uiAiiti

l.u tnrr of chlttvttftMiii, which in tiliiuiiuMl from it by
ili-1 ill.it i«Mi with M« ichiife^jHiwiU-r. It u Hujvciit

b«f |^lll»» iiritl ir>m^, uh wrif llH for JJIIH rotbMl.

A cetyl in •o^.irni* livlkul not yd UoI.xUnI,
but whirl* mi|»|»*»m’»I to rxist in wertir tichl mul
it*» «U-r iv.'tli % ••*•

;
llir rational fmimila for acrtii*

iifiil Uin^ on t bi^ hy|M*t)ic*»i» it 11,01011. Sit*

•hi.iv: 1 1 ri i u n uMtn fn unmmliiK tli4

rxUlfiior of tln*»
l oliral m thr mrtic coiii|ioUImIn

i«, that tl»«* foiniiila to which it IcimU lUbinln llir

xiiii|*lr-t f\|il.mation of thn inonl i:ii|inrtiM»t rr-

a* tm?M of ,f.*ti. nci*l. riiUH, wlu-ri metu- ari<l ih

tr. it. J with i iiiHaIIio hy*li itc. tl»o Iwir
ntom of hyilrx^ni i- ie|*liw^<l by n indal, uvmI an
arA*t.it4 * ni t hr mrUl, n ( jllJ ) >M, proiluoxwl. The
trrni r r/y/ w .» formerly a|i|*H»*il to tin* i.ulicul <

’,11

,

Irltllincf r> the detennination of the jkt*

cental *f rral netil eonuinnl in a nam]»le nf *
hy«lratri| Rfol, tv* Mllfihurie or nitric krill. In inoet

ca^*- t if wr know that no foreign hmly in nrrxciit,

it i- |M««iMh)c to <lrW»rniinr tin* ih-ici* iiIjij:m by iiicmiih

.* f the *»p*.-dllc imlicatfil hy the llj<lro*

mi s*r (m v
)

l viinlly, however, other Milmtance'-,

wIiMi alter the n|ireilVc iTailty, may bo |»rwienl,

ami Mcmir-f in tlien had to *iHn of the following
nietlnMb

ill I tv vnlniiietnc Ankl\>U, m the mannor
ilrKYilird under Alkalimetry

i
'2 • H\ the gravimetric Tliii may be

cooliicte*! in two way*, which will Ik* I-*m under
»t'*od hv in fv iiiij.le of each, Siilhhnrle acid forum
•ewrnl iti>o|tib|f tit**, the Milpiiate of barium
n*f.i-ni|* in do dvr, not only in ordinary IIiiuIh,

but even in »(rori£ aeiiU. When chloride of l^irioni

i fc eldest
t

v a li*|Uid r«»i)tainiiiur *nl|iluirie m id, the
-ulfdiate ni barium i*. j»H*rij»iiatiNl, and aft4»r due
|»o*.mi mux hav« be**i» taken to iiiMire iln purity

ami to avoid eiioneoit** coiir|ii-ion*<, it may 1 k»

wri^bf.l and the am*Mint of sulphuric acid calcu-
latr<l thrrrfn*i»i.

\ more rapid method iohsHs in id.liri;; lo the
Muupie Mm ! t. ihiI noilnif the
amount of I. ltdMini* *

a* id disvlioaxed This ih

r.iidy a* < ou>)di-lied bv ]*»• rfoi inm^ the operation
in i weighed tl.v-k, and determinin'* the Ions of

weight :ift«*r the carbonic a»id lists linen lil»e

rat'd of course many precaution- are i^entiul.
Se4* hI»* Analysis

Adds, An acid i** a <*lieii»icjil compound dis

1 1 uidied i*\ i
bo pro|H*rt\ of combining with Imim'h

in *>*imt 4
'
proportion- to form Salts The

ne»>t striking characteristics of acids are a sour
tiistc and the pro|H'rt\ « »t reddmine \t*^etable

blues. They ire aUo mostly o\ id is<*d ^KKlies
;
mid

at .vnc time oxygen w as thought to Ik? essential to

an acid, the name *$xy*p** (the acnl j>ro*lucer
)

iudicat <•.*-. Sulwsi'ipnl experience has extended
the delitution. There is ail iinpnilmit class of

«nc! t-. contain no oxy^«?n; and nilex,

or rl.nt. which, Win" insoluble, neither tastes Hour

m.r reddens liiriiU"-]*apcr. ih hel*l to lie an acid

because it combines with bases and form* com-
p*umU like a* snow led^ed acids. I he oxygen
arid*, which an* hy far the most numerous cJa**,

arc formed of element* (sulphur, nitrogen,
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•' '>oc of the most |-it< nt poison*

chromium. »Vc.) with two or more equivalent*
of oxygen. The element)* that form the strongest

acids with oxygen arc the non metallic, and moat
of them have more than one stage of acid oxid*

tion. Thus sulphur unites with oxygen to form
two oxides, SO, and SO,, which, iu combination

with water, yield respectively sulphurous and
sulphuric acid Similarly, arsenic forms two
oxides, A8,0, and A*,<>,. corresponding to anwni
cius and arsenic acids. The higher stage of oxida
tion forms the stronger and more stable acid All

metals, except arsenic, that form acid- with
oxygen, have also, at a lower stage of oxidation,

one or more oxides. To these inorganic arid- con

tainiug oxygen must lie added the organic acid*.

Ciuiipo'ed of carlion, hydrogen, and oxygen
Belonging to this extensive group arc oxalic acid,

H.C’.O,
; acetic acid, HC,H,0, ; and formic acid.

llWlO, There are also aei<ls found in animal

llutda. or resulting from their decomposition, which
contain nitiogen in addition to the three elements
above named; such i- uric aeid, H,C,H,N,0,.
The hwlfuqtn wall are formed of hydrogen and a
radical, either simple or compound. The most

important of these. anti the type of it» class, i*

hydrochloric nr muriatic acid, 1ICI ; other* are

In drimlic I II I > ami hydrocyanic
(
HCN ) aciil*. As

all acid-, however, even oxygen acids, passes* acid

|ini|M'i ties— i.o. combine with 1
• "iih «hn in

enmliinnlion with water, a new view of the con-li

tntion of acids now prevails, which makes hydro
gen the leal acidifying element in all aeid*. Thus.

instead of considering vitriol it> a pound of

.sulphuric acid and wafer, NO, - II .O. the hydrated
acid i* held to he the real sulphuric acid, ami its

rational formula to !-• II,NO,. It thus become*
analogous to hydrochloric acid, IICI. This view

has not only the advantage of bringing all acids

into one doss, but make- the theory of their com
hlnntlon with hose, and of their capacity of salura

and simple, lienee haa ari-en Ike
uio—t general definition of an acid vi/ that 'acids

nil* salts Ilf hydrogen ' A more intelligible defini

turn to oidinary reader* i» that which i* adopted by

Frmikland, in which an acid i* describe.! as a
compound contoinlr- — -*

MookS boss! Mroarlsax mipelhul
.

a, tent ; ». root.

helmet sepal The fmit nuuat* «rf 3-5

follicle-. A. Ilie roiutnon Wolf-Lne
••r Monk'* lend, often cultivated in flower-gardens

for the -ake of it* erect ramnr* of blue flower*. is

a doubtful native of Kngland, but cunmo* i* some
part* of Europe. Tlie root* are forifomi and
rlu-tere.1. The r«-i< and wliole plant are very

poisonous. Containing an alkaloid, called Atomhn,
tq. < l An aconite, sometimes railed A. Storrrh

mhum. but generally regarded a- a variety of A.
(»m»i»sM. wa- brouglit into groat repute on the
Continent during ln*t centuryL l»r Sterrek, an
Austrian phy-ician, and t« still cultivated for

medicinal use Hie virulent Wi prison of India,

equally fatal in it» effect, whether introduced into

wound* or taken into tL stomach. is prejuired

from llk* ru.it- of several species. A. uitsw, or

white flowered monk's lend, a native of the Levant,

and A. Ivto'lonnm, yellow dowered monk's-hood,
or wolfs bane, a native of Um Alp*. are not in-
frequent in our flower gardens.

Aconltin. the active principle of the aconite

r^.att ' m
latter I- lepr — . . .

of a hydrate.* I'hus nitric arid and sodium hydrate

yield nitrate of soda and water :

N.trio Acl'l. »<slluiii lt>*lr»le KIWsdMi »V*r
UNO, I Nallo - NaNO, 11,0.

iii which reaction the hydrogen of the nitric add
i* replaced l«v the -odinrn of the -odium hydrate

for soda), and a- only one atom of hydrogen i-

leiilaccil. nitric acid i- said to lie m»n>A«iu<.
When nil iui.* admits of the di-plaoimcnt of two
atoms of hydrogen, it i- termed Ail-itir a- tar

Uric, oxalic, and sulphuric acid| and wh*» IkiM
atoms can In- replaced as in ronimon plio-phoric

acid. H,T0„ in which H, may L replaced by K,
or Ags ,

the acid is termed tribniir. The mon
important acids arc included in the following hsi

Adds containing no oxygen Hydro.

HOI; hydrobromic, II Hr: hydriodic. HI: hydro
cyanic. HON ;

hydrosulplniric or sulphuretted
hydrogen, II,

N

Inorganic acids containing oxygen Boraric,

11,110.1 rarlmuic, H.OO, ; chromic, H.CrO,;
lty|Kiphoaphorou8, HTH,0. ; nitric. HNO,; plios

i.hnric. 11,1*0, s
phosi.norous. H.TIIO, ;

sulphuric,

ll NO.
;
sulphurous, H.SO,

.
4

•
1 •

i I up ti t \Organic acids; Acetic, Hr,H,0
HO-H.O, : citric. H,0,H,O

:
: gallic. 11,0,11,0..;

lactic. HO.H.O, ;
salicylic, 110.11,0, :

tartaric.

HjC,H,0„
The most characteristic inorganic acids (hydro-

chloric, nitric, phosphoric, sulphuric) are used in

medicine in a very dilute condition os tonics and

astringents, ami to allay tliiist in fevers. They
corrode the teeth, however, and if long administered

tend to disorder digestion ; so they must be used

with caution. Most of the group have special,

some (as hydrocyanic, oxalic) extremely poisonous

actions, The stronger acids, when concentrated,

are powerful caustics.

Aconite (Acom'fKWI. a genus of Kanuneulacew

having live petaloid sepals, of which the

upper one is helmet-shaped ; and two hammer
headed petals I nectaries) concealed within the

recognition in poisoning case* i* a matter of diffi-

culty , owing to the small amount nrce*«arv for the
puri-ne. hut there are te*t* by which it may
readily be recognised. It was the drug employed
by lb Lamson in tL murder by poison for which
he was executed in April IKK2. When applied to
the eye in even very dilute solution, it cau»* a
-n-atioa of intolerable heat and tingling, the pupil
at trie same time contracting. Thi* tingling,
associated with numbnrw-, is felt when a niece
of aconite root i* chewed, and on account of this
l--vuli-r property, aconltin. or a preparation of
aconite, i* extensively u*ed in the treatment of
neuralgia, rheumatism, and toothache.

Adipic Add. C.lljCOOHb. i. a dibasic acid
of the oxalic sene*, having the general formula
C'.H^,0, ; and b obtained in tlie funn of white.
Op*T'C. hemispherical mulules

f
which are proliahly

aggregation* of small crystal.), by the oxidising
action of mine Arid on oleic acid, suri, spermaceti,
an- 1 other fatty l— lie*. It derives its name from
the Latin at/ept, fat.

Aerated Water* is the name applied to the
large class of beverages which are rendered spark-

ling by dissolving in them carbonic acid under
pressure. The term doe* not include champagne
or fermented ginger l*er, or any other carbonated
beverage in which the carbonic acid gas is produced
by the natural process of fermentation. Carbonic
acid dissolves readily in water, that liquid ab-
sorbing at the ordinary atmospheric pressure and
temperature about in* own volume of the gas.
I'nder pressure, however, as when the gas is forced
into a strong vessel containing tlie water, it »Wrl*
many time* it* own volume; and when the pres
-ure is released, tlie extra amount of carbonic acid
escapes, rendering it sparkling or effervescent. The
water does not. however, give off all the extra gas at
once; hence tlie well-known experiment of dropping
a piece of cork into a tumblerful of lemonade, when
immediate effervescence take* place, and carbonic
acid is given off. All agitation, or the presence of

particle* of dust, layouts the disengagement of the

gas, and so it U that in drawing lemonade from a
fifihon (see below), the tumbler is filled with froth

to an extent not noticed in pouring from n bottle.

In this case, the rapidity of discharge through a

narrow tube cause- immediate liberation of a largo

volume of the gas, producing the froth referred to.

The vary ing solubility of carLnir arid at different

temperature- and pressures explains why siphons

or bottle* which have been kept in a cold place

appear to I— deficient in ga», when in reality the

gas is only kept in solution by the low tempera-

ture of the water.

It would lie beyond the scope of this article to

describe the various forms of apparatus used in

the production on the large scale of uerated water,

for in no branch of industry ha- more ingenuity been

expended than in the devising of labour-saving

apparatus for aerated water. Essentially, the

process consist* in the production of Carbonic Acid

iii.v. )
trim whiting or chalk, by the action of sul-

phuric acid. The refuse, consisting of piaster of

Paris, is thrown away, while the gas, after being

purified by washing with water, i» stored iu a copper
iwll or gasometer. Thence it is pumped along with
water into copper or gun-metal vessels lined with«.pper
pure tin, being made to dissolve in the water either

by agitation or by other appliances. When the
pressure inside these vessels reaches about 100 lb.

|ier square inch, the water contains almut seven

time* it* volume of gas, and is ready to be filled

into bottle*. The bottling is accomplished with
great SJM-.-. 1 , Ml e-xpert Lit tier Ling able to fill

fro... thirty to fifty doian of corked bottles per

hour; ^hile, when patent (i c. ball-stoppered)

Littles are used, from forty to seventy doiton may
be AIM. I'p till comparatively recent yearn, only
cork* were used for closing the bottles; but It

s computed that botween ‘200 uml 300 forma of

patent Little* have liecn recently introduced,

which all depend on the internal )iresaure of the
gas furring a ball of glass, wood, or other material

against a rubber ring placed in the nock, and thus

sealing the bottle The M/iAon i- n glass Little,sealing the bottle Tlie riphon is a glass Little,

fitted with a metal top, and furnished with a lever

or handle, which enables a portion of the contents
to L drawn off without difficulty, Tito head

of the aerated water Formerly there was risk of

lead poisoning by aerated waters, on they readily
dissolve lead, but all manufacturers of any repute
now make it a point to use no lead piping what-
eve. in their machinery, pure tin pipa Ling alone
admissible.

TL Liter known kinds of aerated water* are;

(I) I’ofa.h awl Sola renter*. which. when of full

medicinal st rengt h, contain fifteen grains of the hi-

carl-male «*f jiotaab or -<-la in each Little; uaunlly,

however, much less is put in, and the amount
ranges from one to -even or ten grains; (2) AtraUd
tca/cr. which n frequently sold for ""da-water, but
is a simple solution of carbonic acid, and contains

no admixture: (3) StUtfr iratrr. (Liter SeUtri

water. Ling named from Seltem, in Nassau,
where natural mineral water nf this composition is

obtained 1 . which conuins tho cldoridns of sodium,

calcium, and magnrwium. along with phosphate

and >u Iphate of sodium
;
14) Mdlii-inal water*, con-

taining varying promotions of chemicals, as, for

in-tancc. lime. caiLmate of iron, citrate of lithift,

or bromide of potassium.
Tlie temperance drinks, which include such

favourites a- lemonade, ginger lx-cr, ginger-ale,

ami tonic hitters, are all made by putting the

requisite quantity of flavouring syrup into a bottle,

ami filling up with simple as-rated water
;
and the

zoning qiiafitiwt in the market correspond to the

variety in the receipts from which they are made.

On the small *CAlr, iuuI for family umj. carbonic

acid water may lie conveniently prepawl in the

apparatus known a* the yazontnt or stltzoghlt*

It usually consist* of two global, one above th<

time carbonic acid i* riven ofT, ^nd descending the

tube into the lower globe, dissolves in the water

contained therein. Occasionally, bbmlphate of

potash is used instead of tartaric acid, to save the

greater expense of the latter. AtraUd fruit bever-

age* are produced when the water charged with

carbonic acid i» received in a glass containing
about a table-spoonful of any of the fruit-syrup*.

A well-known effervescing draught is made from
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«>f N. j.tl ( \\ HtMUi J. Ilalso iv.|iiire* inoisim,-. In

MS™, i* «W"I esdurfvrly confined to the
eastern coast

; and llie extension ol •li.iin.i->' luus

tendered agues l,u inuri' rai
•no

I Olivo Cromwell died
l/oroloii Tin- I’oiitine Marshes to the soiilli of
Home have long t»ccn m.turimi- us a source of aguish
fever*. I Vat l.tg, or iif-o., is nol productive •>(

malaria. a- |H seen in parl-of Ireland and Scotland.
Neither is ague c«ci seen among the inhabitant. of
the Hi-iii,

.

1 Swamp ., moist tract of latl.tMMI acre*
on tin- frontiers of Virginia and Norlli Cui.dina in

«• llian l^furi* •l.iiitc* I.

••f ague contracted in

Aga’vl, n genua of plant* of remarkable and
beautiful appearance, belon-'ing to the natural
order Amaryllidea- (n.v,|. There are a number of

•untie*, all natives of Mexico ami Central Aiurrica.
They are often popularly confounded with Aloes
(i| v.|j and Aj}<u* iDuentaHii n* generally known
by the name of Amerivan Aloe. The aga’ve» bate

tjjr ^ l ''r treatment of ague must be considered
nn.U-i two heads—during tbc paroxysm, and inA a
JJ*

'interval.' If i. carried out generally na
a? I if follows A, ague is n specific disease, lit lie van
l*. afco' I iln done .luring tbc pumxy.ni, nave by applying

'jf
J V®* external warmth to the lady .Ini in- the .obi stage,

J \ I al" 1 by administering restorative, should collapse

"I \AJS *•?*•« ‘be en.l of the hot -tag* During the
b Iff ' interval,

-

after purgative* have lwcti administered,

_,k| Jr ouirune must !«• Liven with the object of breakingW Jf HK '«“»*"«« “< the paroxysm, uml thus. if p.».

T, Y<v *»be. preventing grave degeneration of the organ.
and iiinlanal earhexia. Arsenic l. also sometime*

Common Ajnmoay (Xynamta r./ot rt«k UhC,‘ «** alUin tin. object.

and other part* of Kuropr. growing in lionlere of
held., »n way.nl™ &c. It ha. an upright habit,
atUirm a height of * feet or more. and ban inter
runted!) pinnate leave., with tbc IcaltrL Morale
an. towny beneath The Hower. are .mall and
yellow, m ebwe raceme.. The whole |.laot U*.
a pleasant, -rightly aromatic -mell, and i» bitter
and -typtic, and wa- mud! valued in dorne-tic
medicine . a decoction of it king u-d a. a gargle,
the dried leave- a. a kind of herb lea. and the root

a« a vermifuge

Air-Engine. a form Ilf heat engine in which
air t« the working .nb-tiiiicc,

It m a well known law. applicable to all bent,
engine., that (presupposing the merely meelianical
part of the niacliinc to Ur perfect) the heal eon-
verted into work knr* the same proportion to ||,c
total heat given to the working «i|l»laiicu jut the
range of tempeiaiiur kar. t«» the <r/W«f« tempom-
tuic of (III- .Oil ICC of IlC.vt, Tliun, Mlppo.mg All
engine to receive -team (nrul the law,. t|„.
lor -team, air, or <i~y olfirr tuUttniict u huhro•) ut
the temperature ol 27V K„ uml «li(iclmrge it ut
that of 120 F., the fraction of heal which it cun

convert into work will
, .J,‘"

nr nUml 21

l^r cent, of tile total heat of llm fluid. Till, pro-
l-.rtion would lie. of roume, greatly re.lii.cd in

C.rtice. owing to imncifeclinn- in tlm niaclnui-rv
i

; tb..c king euiiaDy likely to occur in nil prime
mover., wa need nut emwidar tliem here. Thu
fiiuv./ limit of temperature available being piae
lieally cor.-Unt, lixt-il eillicr by the leiurn'mlure
of the atm.mi.bci.. o, t Imt obtainable in u com-
deriver. it follow, that greater economy ran only
k looked lor in the ilirCcUun of ittOMMOf initial
tcinj-'iaturv. In ordinary -team engine*, in which
tin- prUMUfU and t.-nip.-mture increoae tilllullAllU'
oo-lv. lb.- latter i. limited by the foimi-i, which
ill Its turn is kept, by consideration, of .nfety
comparatively low. When. I.nwcver,
•team (.team to which additional heat lia> been
imparted without the cm icsj.aiding addition of
pressure

| nr heated air i- UMid. the tem|icrutiire
i. Iiniitod only by the power ..f the metaU cmi-
l*>si(ig the macliim- to ic.i.t the destructive action
of hc.it. or the chemical action of the lluid at that
tciojKialurc. ll' itcd ,.ir pob.ei.wH the advantago
ov.-r superheated btcum a. a motive power, that
with it an explosion, in the usual sense of the
w.,rd is rendered almost im|**»ihle, and that, if
< 11 ..- were to occur, it would 1 .- comparatively harm-
less It also, of Course, enable the boiler to 1 m;

drsi- nwd with.

Air engines, in their princijuil working joirUs,

are very similar to ordinary bleam-engines. The
heatevl air i. inlroilm.d into a cylinder, in which
Work, a tightly fitting piston, which is thus com-
l*lb‘ , l "I 1 «"d down, and transfers its

motion to a revolving shaft by means of a piston
and connecting rod m the usual manner, Thu
motion of the piston results in all ciLM!* from the
expansion of tin- healed air; the air is heated by
ruc.uis -,f a furnace, i. iniioduccd below the piston,
raises it. and then is allowed to escape into the
aUrrc-pl.t-rc. Air ciigm.-s me almost invariably
.inglr-artitig

; they arc volui-tiiues worked .imply
bv heated air. and - limes with the air which.
Ii.ivmg plVo*d tl.iongh the furnace, is mixed with

1 1..- gascoiw piv.turl.of eoml.u-tion The Inltvr
luetlHKt hint the immense ,ul vantage that it utilise*
ti«e beat whieli would otherwise be rejected into

» *crnunige. -»erv similar 10 llil.

a native ol tlnr Viiitcsl Stale*. It low a very
agreeable fragrance A. i’ftlMl i. cmiimon in the
Southern Atlantic Stains
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the barrel, am! ll*: two o-iiiiaufiicate by a valve

opening
j
u>l behind wlrerc the ballet i* }d*ced. Uv

ineiutiuf a^rin-t in (Ik* Mock. I Ik* air ouulrnwl
in the chamber. On lulling the Iri^fr tl*c valve

open*. ami immediately thclsiUct i> projected with
c*»n>i*tcrAhlc iocte liy the cUaiicity .»f the com
pre»c»l air Main*! it. In air gnu*. the reservoir of

CttndetMil air is usually very large in iif«j|**tioa to

the tnlie which cocilaiii* the lull, so that it* elastic

force i* nut greatly diminidicd by cx)»*u*iing

through it. Tilde gut* enuiinmly j*n>pcl a hullct

U» a distance nf fr«MH 6*» t» HU yard* One (<mn of

air gun contain* Kvcnl bullet* in a rtctfUrh *>r

channel tinder the barrel; by the mot nun) t of a
oick or lever, one of the* bullet* can readily be
shifted into the larirl ; and llm* aevcial uiccrodvc
ilix lur^ei can 1* made after one binding- on a
principle somewhat analogous to that of tl*c revolv-

ing pistol. Sour varieties «d air-gun* lanve the

roudeming »yringe detarhed, by which mean*
greater CuftMUtloi of air may 1* cd

;
this

•lone, tin: nirdminler I* again attached to tl»e

Urrel. A pre^ure m* much At 500 nUiM»|ibtitf«

h;v let'll attained with a |«i*riftil omdenser, hut

••veil thin i* only aUmt half tin? clastic Ime of

fired gunpowder. Thd air gun* wliirla jnm»t
t

I

k* external appearance -if stout walking-stick*,

ma I are thence railed air cane*. Iiavc a cliambrr

within the handle foe containing cun«lrn*l air,

which can I* un^fewrd. ami subjected to the
art mu of the ruD'Irlhi^ nri*^. Tin: ail gUM wan
known in France mum Ihm two criiturit** a^i

;

Imii the ancient* were acquainted with MiMr Lind

of apjKM.itn* by which an w*» made to art upon
tin* »hortcr aim of a lever, while thr larger arm
impelled a ballet thr Kttglidi jiMrntt

which hue leva Uhii out (mi |*c*iiIUi form* »4

nu gim* in rmu|*w»linly recent year* arc tin?

following V Oirtaid in la7» : A. I’opr (II. M.
tltiarhenlMidO in 1*74; <•. li. Itnuwy in 1870 ; and
F Wirtli (M. Wrier) in 1877- lavnitUn for

U«iag r»ai||ire**c4 air to lirr large dull with |»lccc<t

of on I iianr\* have liceu l«y lk**ciiK,r(lfW7|

l.iciitrn.uif /alin-li of tin- I'nitrd State* Aftil

Im invented in IHOC a large • pneunintic gun

f.* throw ii»g shell* containing wair of tin- verv

iliMnirliiv exphoiiv*. such a* nil to gelatine. I m«

iiir entering the cylinder for the next *liohr u
cun i| tl led to jaw tat tbinugfi tin* tjvmmlie,
and aWtiiU't*- from it the licnt left in it. In tin*

way it due* not icqniiv to receive >4. much hv.it in

the furnace an wimM uthurwluu be tto m. ana

tlitiH ecniiniuisc* fuel

The figure »liow> one of Stirling - uii engine*

E in the phmgei which work* in lh»- receiver t \ l»

Thin receiver i* double,
the Inner lining Iwing
pierced with small Imien

to admit of cm itmica- ^
tioii Ik'Iween the uniiithir

r

space and I he inCciioi
^

a _ c
^ _

The regenerator i* placed —« * ur^
in the space At'. By r» [I/JaT
the motion of the plunder 4

, vip r I 4

the air in alternately ml ^
milted to the upper and
tinder pm lion* **f the 4 r^-x|Jefp! I *

receiver. pushing through

the lagenemtor, The V.M X/
upper |H>rtlnn i* alway*
in coininnnication with

(I. the cylinder, ill Wlileh the |i|*twCl II • tkv At
I M* placed the * lefrip uitm.' a coil « f iop,H»r ink
thimi^h which odd water pm*n> rbi> iefritfcral«r

liUtraetH the heat wanted thion*h imp it ct action

of the iv^enerator.

Till li i iInmI of p waste ••*
Iwot waa

lirwl dircove it'll bv the He* 1 it Stirling, who

obtained n patent for it in \HHi. In working with

air at the ordinary prelim* of the atno^plore

however, the engine wan found to KN|uiie to U' d

large riillientdon* a* compared with \ te.un eiigirie

of the same power; and in order to obviate thi*

objection. c»uopK»ed tin wa* ucd. tbe idea

originating with Mr Jnniv* Stirling, t‘ K Sc%«-tal

other dillicultiiH were HiKcmritillv fUiiiiMMinted hv

the Me.nsm Stirling, and eventnaltv two impnu»*d

engines were constructed, on** of which w,i t«**t»*l

to fully 40 hurtie power. This lattei engine did

all the work of the I hinder Foundry (Nunpaav

regularly for apwanl* "f ibf

periml tlicy einhloyed no other motor At tl..* end

of this peril m

I

it wa* laid aside, principally owing

to the repeated failure of on« of the heating

vessels.

Captain Bricjumn. in his attempt to intr.-U.e

his caloric engine in the ship which *-mc Iiis name
experienced precisely the Mine ditticultiv^ and di*

appoint menu, and tnc<l nearly the Mine remedies

its the Mcssm Stirling. But in the Fri * ^on engines

the regenerator was used in ;i ditferent way. The
temperature of the air working it was . I.angvd hv

]ULsiing through the regenerator, while tin* p*»*^ire

remained constant. Nu refrigerator ww employ • d.

but the air on it^ «s*cajie p.i»ed through tlw? re

C
nerator, to which it imparted much of it> heat.

ie causes of hi* failure were the burning up of

the heating surface-, ami the iiwUBfieorj of thdf

areas. Eric-snnn lias mucc invetiteil a smaller and

verv useful air engine, suitable f*»r light maehiiieiy.

There are also several other successful mventim ^

of a similar character

For a very different kind of air engine, see < «»>!-

PKk^sKD-AiK Motors.

Air-gun. There are several forms of this weapon,
hut it is commonly made like a fowling-piece «*r

musket, with lock, stock, anil barrel In oii»* «>t the
simplest kinds there is an air chain I placed above

Air-pump.
nil a ' rase I.

receiver, with odges ground sinootli, and smeared

with Uni, on a flat, smooth plate or table. When
the pistuu i> at the Uittom (*f the harrel, and is

then drawn up, it lifts out the air from the barrel,

and a portion of the air under the receiver, by its

ow n expaiiHoii.
j

thiough the connecting tube,

and occupk> the space IwImw the piston, which
would otherwise !«• a vaciiiini. The air in the
receiver and bamd i* lint* ninjii'd. The piston i«

m»w forced down. Slid the olivet of this is to close

a \id%« placed at the mouth of the connecting

tube, and opening inwnnU into the lttrrcl. The
an in the 1-invl i> thu- cut «dl fioin returning

iiit.. ti.. aiul, aa »t Imhiniiw condensed,
f .n.N tip a v.ihr in tin pUtoli. which open* out-

»anh, aml tlm* c-iapo** into the atmosphere.

Wl.iii tin pi-toll ic.mIics till* Uatoin, and l^gilii

to a-vend again, this valve dosc.%: and the ante
JCtCCM I- n pi.itc.l as at the lu-t JUWIlt* Kadi
atrttka ibu* diininblMh the ^maiktity of air In the
ri« river: hut from the nature of the priM'fss, it is

(M.lcul that the c\liAU»tioh i.m never i*e complete.

Fv eli them i lic.dlv. then mii-t always he A por-

tion left, though that poitiou iiiav he Tendered
!«•>» than any i

--ign.ilde •|imntity
;
and practically

tlu pioce^ i* limit* d b> th* picture of the re-

maining air U-ing no lon-ci -ulliciviii to open the

v.dvcc. The degree o! laiefiti tioti indlcttttxl

by a ./«#«.;« on the principle of I hr Imtoineter. By
means of the pail ml vacuum formed hv il*e air-

pump, i great many inter* -ting cxpci iments can
u- pcifovmed, illustrating the ellects **f atui«»spheiiti

pie—me. and **thei uiechatiieal i«i**|n'MU's **l gaxea.

The aii pump w.u invented l*y Otto (iucricko

(i| v.i, lhV|; and though many improvement* and
varieties of structure have been since devised, the
principle of all i* the same. Two barrel* are

generally used. m> as to double thr rlleel of one
Mfoke In Mime air puiiijm, stop clicks turned hy
the hand take the place of valves; and ill others,

the entrance the connecting lube into the

cylinder i* mi contrived that thr valve, through the

piston is not required.

Al cohol ( Arab, at koh'l, originally dMvignatlog

mi, /v very Bno powder of untinamy for

Staining the evchds; after w ards •essence, • •smnta ).

Ordinary or rfAyf alcohol is a limpid. Colour lew

li'iuid, of a hot pungent taste, and having a slight

hut agreeable smell. It is the characteristic in-

gredient of fermcnUxI drinks, gives, them their

inhixicatirig Quality, and i^ obtaintxl from litem by

distillation If we look At the extraoi*linar>' con-

sumption uf these li<|Ut»m for various purpose, it is

seen to lie one of the moat important auUUDCM
produced by art.

Alcohol occurs in nature in several growing

plants, and must therefore las regarded as an

occasional constituent of plant*juiom which have

n*»t undergone fermentation. It has l-een found in

the fruit and pedicels of HeraeUuin giganUum,

the fruit of the parsnip, and the unripe fruit of

AnUtrucu* ccrtftdiuM. For practical pur|joeea
#

there i», however, only one s«furce of alcohol—

namely, the fcmicntalion of sugar or other aacchar-

in- matter. Sugar is the produce of tlio vegetable

world. Some planU contain free sugar, and still

more contain sUrvli. which can I*j converted into

sugar. The U*t vegetable subsUncee, then, for

v ielding alcohol are those that contain the greatest

abundance of sugur or of starch See DlASTASK,

KeRM CNTATIOX
,
and DjsTIU.ATION.

Owing U> the attraction of alcohol for w ater it

in impo^aible to procure pure alcohol by distilla-

tion alone. Common spirits, such as brandy,

ui.iMk ..main 60 or 58 per cent, of Meohols

iu otlici words, they are ataut half alcohol, half

water. Pmf tvirit] which is the standard by

means of which all mixture* of alcohol and water

are Judgirl. CWUilR MT cent, bv vrdume,

and 49*50 per cent, by weight of alcohol. The

•pecit: of proof spirit 1$ -9186; and when

a spirit in called *i6otY proof, it denote* that it

contains an exccee of alcohol ;
thus, *f>*rxt of \rtnc

or rcetifit>i spirit, with specific gravity *8:«. w o4

u> 58 overproof and requires 5* u» 58 per cent, of

water to be added to it to bring the strength down

U* that of proof-spirit ;
whilst the term under-

proof has reference to a 1«* strong spirit than

the standard i *ce HYDROMETER ». The most primi-

tive method **f learning the strength of alcohol
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wa* to drench gunpowder with it. »et hrr to the
»pmt, and if it inHamod the cunpowdtr a* it died
out, then the alcohol stood the u»l or proof, and
was called proof Bpirit. The highest conrrntration

possible by dUtiNation <;ivt* 90 per cent, of alcohol,

still leaving 10 per cent, of water. In order to

remove this, fused chloride of calc mm, quiekliine.

nr fused carls mate of potash, is added to the alco-

holic liquid, the whole allowed to *tnnd for twelve

hours, and then the spirit may 1* distilled «H prac-

tically free from water. Spirit of winr may also

he deprived of its rrinaining water by »itHi*odmg it

in a bladder in a warm place ; the bladder allows

much of the water to pa through and evaporate,

hut little uf the alcohol. The latter method is

called Soemmering*# pr#icf*>. and drprmU on the

di Here lit decrees of rapidity with which the hUdder
admits of water and alcohol t»a>s in*; through it.

Thus, introduce into one bladder ei^lit ounce* «>f

water, and int*» it second eight mince* of alcohol,

arid allow both Madders to 1** similarly e\j- -. «1

on a sandbath till all the water ha* evaporated

through the pore# of the membrane, which will !*•

accomplished in about four day>: and it will then
bi oltfirvcd that whilst eight ouuco of water

latve made their exit from the bladder, only one
ounce of alcohol ha* tl»u> evaporated. and seven
ounce# still remain in the bladder

Absolute or anhydrous ultohol has a *|*nhr
gravity of 7M at the Umperatnre of Ho I. < I.V.v c

>.

It hoiUnt IT.** I ("H I f hand has not Men frozen
by liliy cohl hitherto produced. Kishiced to a
t4un)M!ratiirn of I3U I* i T2 <\ ), alcohol M-eom.
of an oily and greasy consistence • ar I |i» K.

|
HI (\ ), it assumes the aspect of melted wax;

MM al IM f H CikU pH* Mill tUt kurv kni
dm** not congeal at the lowest att.unabl. t«*iii)*m
lure. This pro|N’rty of non freezing at any degree
of cohl to which th< ; earth i* siihieettsl, ha> hsf to
the employment of alcohol colonnd red by. <*'hin«*u!

in the thermometers sent nut to the an tic tegi«ut'

It is highly inflammable, It# eonihiiHtion yiehliog
only earlNMiie acid and water It hit* a very strong
attraction for water, and when mixed with it.

much heat is evolved and a con t nution in volume
takes place Thus gallons of alcohol and I of
water nieaaiire Its*# limn 3 gallons Its |*>iM»nnn«
action when taken internally in huge ipmntitv

Jm bttn referred to tl him kk i

Mnp that it removes water from lie tis»u»*«, and
thus destroy* them The formula of aholed is

C,l Id >H. In HMt pound*, therefore. ill alrulml.
*•»>»»« A3 mo rnrlnn. I.'t hydrogen. «ml ;tl ox.vi.vn
lli'«ii|i«- the alcohol consumed in winr, l-er, and
Hiiiritn. it. U inin li in phurtmicy nml in
In** nrt*. It in n powerful -olvrnt for r»«in- nml
nil.n; uinl hence i- employed in ihr prciwiiatian
o( varnidie*. In livrninnv. n cheati spirit mmlr
from potatoes i* min li used for king nn a small
wale.

Muring recent yean*, nur knowledge of tl > pro
jmrlli'n of ordinary alcohol. nml of the i>cm>r»l

cine* of ImnHc* u» whirli t In* term Al.iolpiis i-

Applied. In coiMc§U9itee of their mmMim, in
certain chemical reaction*. to ordinary abolml.
him l«n v r iv much enlarged Tin* alcohols

»r* all compoll iuIh of rarlmn. hydrogen. nml oxy

K
n, ami arc perfectly neutral to tent -paper*.
any of them me produced along with on I nary

alcohol in the pmcew of fermentation, anil alter
llic flavour of t ill- resulting 1-peerage

.
such arc

limy lie (fuael oil) nml butylic alcohol. Th-v
are i-liicllv characterised by yielding, on treat-

ment with acid*. neutral lodie* called ether*,
the fonnntion of water being a part of the
reaction. According to the theory of chemical tvpi*
(»w under Ciikmisirv, vol. iii p. i.hii. the abolml*
aie divided into atomic (comprising the im-
portant scric* of methyl, ethyl, propyl, ami other
alcohols, winch an* referred to further below) and
polyatomic. According to their behavior on oxida
tmn, they arc further divided into primary, second-
aiy, and tertiary.

In a nearly anhydrous »tate, alcohol ha* little
tendency u» oxidation, but when freely diluted,
and exposed to the air. it rapidly becomes oxidised
into acetic and. This conversion is. however, not
a direct one, an intermediate compound, termed
Aldehyde f<j.v). being fimt formed, which is
rapidly oxidised into acetic acid. The oxidation
of alcohol into aldehyde is represented bv the
equation,

Alcohol. AHeh>»1». Water.

CHjCH.OH * 0 = CH,(. OH t- H,0

;

and the funlier oxidation of aklrbvde into acetic
acid is repn-sentcl by

AMthjet. Atttu acid.

CHjCOH » O a ncsH J0P
In the fim reaction, alcohol lo«-» two atoms of
hydrogen, water »winK forme.

|

: in the second,
aldehyde takes up .me atom of oxygen.

EvefX' alcohol which like ordinart alcohol yields
on oxidation an aldehyde, and ..n furtlier nxidalion
an aval h*'ing the same mii.il.-r of earhoa atoms
a» the alcohol ilw-lf. i- termed a primary alcohol.
To lake aaoctier example, primary pronvl alrolml.
t,ll-OII. is ox idbed hrst into propyl aldehyde.
r.M.Oll, are I then into propionic acid. Ilf.H.U.
I niuary aleoh.d. are -uh.livi.ic1 into normal anil
iso-aleohob. fail it would lead us t.» far to explain
the meaning of thi> di-tinetion.
Sreiuidaiy ak-nlsi|s ..n oxklatHNi k.-e two atomsd hydrogen, and are r..nvrrtc| i,,i„ i.slir, kimwn

a-s aeet.rnes or ketone*. Whirl, differ ft... aklehvde.
inasmneh a. they are am eonvrrtrd ,m uxblalion
into acels liaving the name aumlwr ol rail-n
atoiij.. hut are mJit B). into acids having a •mailer
number of ra.hon atonic Tk.c seemdary pr.-.vl
alcohol ». ..xrdiMsI into aeet.me, .xml .m funUr
oxidation, aret.UM' •plits np into formic ami acetic

See. -I«. I . 1} | AlevVJ. |M.» *,|rt
(CHj^'H-oll *00 iCII.ijiro . II,O;

r-ww ArM Aret< Ar.I

« • *> * HCllo, f

It will I* olnervnl tlial |<rn|iyl aleok.J ami ^eoml
ary pr.q.vl aleoh.4. |«upvl akl.l.yde ami acetone,
are fesj-vtivelr I—neri. Iwe ImiMKRIKM k

r.-Miurv aksJ.d. an oxidation give neither akle
hvd.-. m.r ketones. I.rt >,4it up into a.-id« having a
maljri nuinlwr of earl-m atom. Thu- te,t„ry
l-ityl almhnl, (< II,),* 1 Ml. wl.irli i- i-unene, will,
rninarv ami with <ee.m.lao »'«tvl akmlsd. .pliu
up on oxi.lnti.in into ncetie ami fonmc acids. Only
a euniparatively -mall numler of M-cndary anil
tertiary alcdmls are at present known, and their
properties and reactions hn«e not leen
ihor.sighly slndie.1 a* those of tlie nmrh more
nurnrr.ui* claw of primary alrohols. The.,reUral
mu-derations, however, lead to the I -l.rf that
their nuniltrr will I- largely |nrrea«ed.
Ordinary oc ethyl alndiol is monatomic -i.e. it

may reganlnl a. l-ing derived from the typo
HUH. by the -nhullntion «f it* radieal ethyl. r,H„
for one atom <d hylr.o n Thi« view is expressed
hv the formula <r

ill,OH.
The n..a.i/w.iru/oddr are more abundant than

all -le potvatomic aboled- put t.«etlwr There
ar- several -nr- of them, of which the in—

t

important are alcohol- »le— radical U .d the
formula ( r , H„.

,
(an methyl. «H,s ethyl.

propyl, r.ll-. tee I. and which are re|we—nt«l hv
the formula If. II.., I III! They are intimately
related to tie- fatty acid-, wh.ee general fonmila
is C, and which may funio-i from the
aleoh.d* by oxidation, II, being repUce.1 by ft.

The three highrst aleoh.d- <d this «et. cetvlic,
cerx-lic. ami melbsylie alrohols. have tlie fomiulie
, ’i*H„«». f-Hw°. «"l <'*.H«°. *ml are nolid,
waxv. or fattv inalters.

Ill the /"Jyitvmir n/nds/.. din/.wir alrohols
belong to the -wondaiy watei type. |II.((L «

Thu* the hrei ini|s>rtant dintomic alco.
hoi. glycol. • -ll,t»j. i» rej.re-ent*’l. ace.ii.ling to the
the..ry of typos by the f.wmula MMI.ro.H,, it*
rmlical, f.H,, Iwing marked Hllll Un to
indicate that it replace* two at— .d liydrogen.
So al-o there are In. Wm. ami A alcohols
corre-i-UHling to 3. *. and «i nmleeiak-* .4 water,
examples .4 whirh are glv.-eiim-. <f,ll,l'”0,H > ;

crythrite (obtained fr..m fitn.n*i. tr.H.rO.II,:
and mannite \ from mama I. tC«ll.>- 'Ojlv
Ify chlorine and absolute ak-de.l rear* on each

other in a singular manner the linn! jw>-luet l*ing
a -did compound .4 alcded with a «erv rrmark-
nlde eidonrle— oily fluid, called chloral, having
a peculiar penetrating and irritating idmr, ami
having the formula <V‘LOH. By treatroent with
etrong sulphuric acid, the* • hkoal K -rt Irce. ami
may Is: changed into chkuofimn lo- warming with
an alkali. Ihlute alcde.l, distilled will, chloride
of lime ( bleaching- pow.ler I, yields ehlorofomi

; and
this i- the neot eeon.soical lT.<e*> for obtaining
this invaluable compound. Heated w ith an excess
of sulphuric arid, alcohol k.-e* all it* oxvgen in
the form .4 water, ami U roavertcl .into ethylene,
the result bring shown h\ 1

1

if eunatkin.

AIc.CimI. Kih)bnr. Wall*.

C.II^I = f,H, * ll-o.

A less eornpl. ic deliydrution. iin.ler i he action of
sulphuric acid, convert* alcohol into ether. The
process is a complicated .utv, but llm linal result is
expressed by the c.|uation,

Krlirr. H'Alrr.

•2r,ii 4o ir.iiji'O t ii,o.

Thr l»evt UM* feu «li*<xivrrin^ ill#* |ih>v*ii«'0 *»f

M^-M *** (U It** hot |>tiii};«'rit
I
j«hN». ii# ..flour,

***' «i* ITWt volatility.
<

4
2 ) AI^.iUnI in h#In«Mu#,

it Ijiiiii-. with a pak hl.tr llami*. uhirli •h’lHwit# no
carUm <»n wliin* |MhnN*Uin

;
an. I wlirn Inirric.l in tin*

niMUih .»f an im^rt^l t.*>i tul..-, o.nuinin^ a f.’>v
ilr.i|«n i.f dilution *»f har\u, it i.ro-liirfH a wi ll

raarkn*5 .lr|#.*it of <*arUmatc of Wvta vMlmnic
an.l ari.l watrr U in- the prmlin Is of iiw ^MinlaiiMinvi.

^ l»»;n U.ilf.l with sulplmrir ari.l, nn«l a few
Hroj.w .,j

| u H u«,
I NiKuiam ••? UrkmiuMo **f

i-’t.i'h. it rafm «ii jo jemm auliihaui of
ckriiniiniii Tl.#* cliniiiiinin tr#t, ori^naily din

l#\ l»r Mion.sun in IftlH, is that on Vliittji
the rrrneli i«li\ 'i..l..^is|H Jeftllfinarnl, iVirili. an<l
!>iiro> relied in tlieii u»w^tioat ions rotfariliiiL' t ho
pr-wnre of aleohul in the bl.NsI, urine, expiml
air. %Vc. <41 Tlie least (rare of alcnliol in an auiieotiN
iMdutiui. can W detor to. I l.y adding a little ehlurido
of U-ii/nv !. and then :. little ivuiatie potash; U*h
/dhuteof ethvl, a liquid having a very rhararteriHio
animat n- #idnur. is at mice foiined, and efmhle#
one tl.MUsundth jhjirt of alcohol in ,» leaBisHMiful of
water to In- del.*, i—l

Alcohol i. ol „ .louhle riM* to the cl.cliii-t. (iiah.
murli a- it funiishiK a cleanly and valuable fuel
wdien ii-cl in the -pirit lainp. and remark
able solvent |m.wciw with in general exerting
chernteal action on the dl—olvel >I|I»UIIC4>H. It
diawrlvr. many of the gnam more freely l Inti water,
ns. for example, nitrous oxide, earl-.uie neid, plmtt.
phurrtlcl hydrogen. c.vMMrgen, and the hvdrocar.
bon-, as, for instance, etliylene, Atimngnt the

minei.xl sul-t.xin-e- whirli it dissolve* max Is- men.
turned oslirie. bromine. Is>nu<i< acid, the liydrates
"< |-'la*li and *mln, the chloride- of calcium', strnn-
«•**"»- magne-mni, /me. platinum, nml gohl, the
per. blonde ot iron, corrosive mi bhmale. the nitrates
of lime, magne-n. ,Ve, : whilst amongst organic
matter-, it dissadves many orgunii- im ids. Ui-es, and
neutral bodies, the rewln-. the *0111*, and the fat*.
The latter di—dvi fr.-elv m ether than in
alcohol. The tleoholir sohltioris

i f substance- ||>ed
in medicine are •ailed «yifci/., and loiC'
(“"*• BltAMrt. NVltlHKV

,
Hr*KI, Otl„ AMVI.

A*TIH>* A Nir I'-Ks (>»• Ai.niilot.. The only
alcohols which ii*|nire to In> taken Into con-idem
lion are those belonging to the niethvl, ethyl,
propyl, butyl, ami amyl series. It is of mtrre.t t'i

oloerve that these nk*o||o|s iliwuw in .V'tivilV ill

dim-

1

i.io|-rtion til their rise in atomie weight;
an.ylnhoh.d or |siuto M.int. for in-tane.

,
i. al.mt

live lime, as |.overful as ethyl alcohol or spirit
«»f winr.

Aldrhydr, rH,roll. is a votatilc* llukl pro-

ilucfil l»v tin* oxi.lah«*n and dtMmctivf dislillati.ui

uf alcihol .ml .itlur •*i^ani«* coiii|niiiimI#. TIh'Ki

ar#* many ninlr# *»f ..Uiainin*: it; tli#* folltiwili^

i# tin’ ntrt l|4#l drMcrilinl l»y -\ iiitMurt*

of *2 Ik. #trc*n^ nlrolml
.

:2 IN. of water, nml

Ik. of wiilplnirir arid, in «listilU*>l into a m*riv«*r

krj*t r*#ol liy Ah hakih tin* distillate

rwilrrn litmus paper, the operation is #top)MKl.

The pfodu. t in the rrceiver, wei^liiliK aliout :* lb.,

i * then twirr- rectifieil over ehlnride «.f e&lriuin,

I»ein^ rtHhii A’d kv t o|H*r;ition> t«. alnuit \'2 oz.

Tit s then mi\«’.l with twice its volume of other,
and saturated %%tth aininonia ^hh. After moling,
rnstaU ..f aMeliv.le ammonia. fMl^lNHj, me
formed, whirli an* mixed with dilute #ulpliiiric
.arid, and distill.s) at a low temperature. Tlie
hydrated aldehyde thus obtained i< dried with

ckbiode .4 cvlciuni and again i-ctilied bv distilla-
tion

I lie Ildeliy de thu* prx'|c,r«| i* thin. Inins-
p:i , <'i"

.
' olourl. s* I.., nid. very mllanimablo. burning

*'V'
Ml "'

:i'" 1 having a spec. gr. .4 -»0O. a
-.1 tng point of A1..U, :.» I

.
21 - C. |. and a pungent,

-alio..ting in r. It mixes i„ all proportion- withwat-r alcohol, and ether, and dissolve* sultdiur,
pl.ospl.onis. and imlme A- is shown in the articleA I" •!(< It.. ron-ututes an inlermesliatc stage in
He- oxidation <4 alcohol into acetic acid. When
pota—mui i* gently healed with aldehyde one
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atom of II U rojJawl by one **t K. the resulting

being akbrhvdatr of potash, CH>COK.
Various 1*0111 jmiii lid* of tlii^ kind may 1*? formed, of

which the important i> aldehydate of am
oionia, or aldehyde-ammonia. (\JI 4ONH,. which is

obtains l in transparent shining crystals, and i* a
compound that ha* led chemist* to the discovery of

a lari'* immlwr of very remarkable derivatives.

Al.PKII SDKs are a dfe* of organic compounds
imoriiU’diHte between primary alcohol* and acid*
Kadi ahlchvdc i* derived from the corresponding
alcohol l»y tlie abstraction of two atoms ot hydro
gen, and each aldehvde is converted into it** corre

sponding acid by the addition of one atom of

oxygen.
Ten aldehydes of the serie* <\HJ>, corre-

sponding to m = l. 2. 3, 4, 5, 7, fi, 11. 12, and 16,

are at present known, the simplest being formic

aldohvue, CII.O, and the highest being palmitic
aldehyde, ).

Amongst aldehyde* not connected will* the pre
ceding group may la? mentioned various organic
compound* which have l>een recently shown to

belong to tbi* class thus, acrolein. (’,11,0, i-

aerylie aldehyde; camphor, Cj fII| 40, i* cmrupholic

aldehyde ;
hitter almond oil, C

7 HgO, is l*n/oie
abb*b s ile ; oil of cumin. is curninic aide

liyde
;

oil of cinnamon, r,||„0. i* cinnamic aide

hvde. M<*t of these aldehydes are obtained
directly from plants, anti either exist in them ready
formed, or at* given otf as volatile oil* on dUtilla

tioti with water Owing to their great tendency to

oxidise into their corresponding acid*, the aide

liyde-* are powerful reducing agent* They reduce
the silver in silver salts to the metallic state. On
the other hand, by the action of iiA.-M-mt hydrogen
upon the aldehyde-, the «orre*ponding alcolioU

are regenerated Thus ordinary alcohol may he
obtained from ordinary aldehyde

Arvflc AMrti>«l«’. Ktnyt Alr»t *1

C,H
4
o • II,, C,H

4
0.

With the acid *nlphtt** of the alkali** the aide

hydi i" n paiingly soluble i rystalliitc com*
d When ic alkali, many

of the aldehydes arc converted into the correspond

Uig alooltobs and tie* putawdarn nail m Urn
corresponding acid. Thus l»en/.oie aldehyde yields

heii/yl alcohol ami Wn/.onte of |*>t.vdi

:

2Cy
H«o » KM*

»

r.Il.o f KCrll ft
Or

The aldehyde* have a great tendency to form
polymeric compound* Thus ordinary aldehyde
passes readily Into two polymeric modification*
• *4*e IKOMKRHM) i

1
1

I'ar aldehvde, a liquid which
IhuIh at 2JkV F. 1 1*2-1 “ r

I ; <21 Metaldehyde. a solid

body which sublime* at 24* F. <120* i\). and is

converted hack into ordinary aldehyde by heating

to 239* F. (115* C. ) for a few hours in a closed

vivmel.

tlgln. On lie* surface of certain *peci*s of

seaweed notably of those belonging to the genus
Laminaria there i* *omctiinc* seen a jelly.like

material, which is partly formed of a substance

called algin, arid may Is* drawn out by the finger*

in long tenacious strings. The cell walls of our
common brown -raweed* M uch- and laminaria)
arc, in fact. »«ry mucilaginous ami all contain

algin, which hits somewhat remarkable properties
This HiiUstance wo> discovered in |HK| by Mr K. C.

f \ Stanford of Glasgow. If the leaf like thalji of a
Laminaria arc immersed in water containing a
little carl-matr of soda. the whole cellular fabric

of the plant Ikjcoiii« broken up in the course of

twenty four lioufts forming a thick gelatinous mass
containing aln>ut 2 per cent, of algin. This maw.
after being cautiously heated, is filtered through
coarse linen, and the cellulose which is left behind
amounts, when dry. to from 10 to 15 t>er cent, of

the air-dried plant. The solution which passes

through the filter contains, in addition to the algin

in the form of alginate of soda, wme mucilage and

dextrine. When sulphuric nr hydrochloric and is

added, the algin, or. more rorrectly speaking, the

alginir acid, separate* in Hocks, and i* easily

washed and preyed in a filter-prcw In thi* con

•lition it forms a compact cake not unlike new
cheese. Chemically. it is a nitrogenous organic

acid, and is the insoluble form of algin. W hen

required for u*e in a soluble state, it i* wlissolvcd

to saturation in solution of carl-mate of soda,

when alginatn «»i *oda i> again formed.

The properties of algin in the soluble form are

tlre*e of a very vmwh gum. drying up to a

transparent elastic film. A* a sire or dressing

lor textile fabric^, experiments have shown that

algin goes further and doe* more work than

starch or any of tin* ordinary gmn*. ami it has

the advantage of being easily rendered insoluble in

water. Algin make* on excellent thickening for

soup*, and with tin- addition of a little gelatine or

i>ingla». U serviceable for jellic*. The insoluble

form of algin. in the dry state, re

*cmb|e* h.*n. and can be turned

and p»4i*hed. Different compounds
oi algin 4te now being exj-eriiuented

with for vario*» other purpose* in

the arts.

Alizarin, the colouring matter mI in the dye-
ing of Turkey red. exist* in thr madder r»**l as a
gliic««5*ide. whirh. when Imiled with acids or alkalies,

gives glucitft* and alizarin. Hut in lv»2 (irtcle
amt LielwriiMiin di«oo*crcd a method of manufac-
turing it from the c«a) tar product anthracene ;

tbi* *yntla-*i* being the lir*t in*unce of the artifi-

cial pr«*liirliiKi ii! a iutlnr.il robotring matter. The
manufacture of .ili/airin i* now «anr of ! lie

important hfiimdie* id flic r*d Ur r«d«aftring in-

dustry. ami threat* n« to pm an end to the growing
•4 madder vim*. For tin* ten year* preceding thi*

ilft*co%erv, kIr* annual impirt* of madder into Itrit

ai». .Herage* I oicr ti.OOU.W); ten years later, they

had Mink to t’24.i««’ The 14.00(1 ion* of alizarin
pna|iir«**| in IKVI wne reckoned e«|ual in ctdmmng

C
»wrr to I26.0tni Ion* of nodilar. Tl»e value ot the
rmer was £I.56H.W0; that of the ma-lder would

have lieen £5.670.000; that it. the artificial dye
emt* less than a third of the pnee of tire natural.

Hut the artificial dye w interior to the natural
in iwrmanrncr. Alizarin it represented hv the

formula, CltH tOa (Ol| ir See ANTIIRACKNK.

Al kalirst, .»c Ai/'amksT, the universal solvent

of the alcheuiista See ALOIM4 Y.

llknlles. Tire won! o//o/i m of Arabic origin,

kali lieing the name of the plant from the ashes n

wlik’h an alkaline substance was first procured.

Tlw* name now denotes a class of »ul»tances having

similar properties. The alkalies i.rojs-r are four in

number—|sitaaba %**la. litliia. and ammonia. The
IiisI three are oxide* of metals

; tire last is a com*

tsiuml «d nitregen. hydrogen, and oxygen, and,
• **ing in the ^•rnl *4 a gas. is called the volatile

alk.ili l**»tash. Iieing largely mesent in tire ashes
••f plants, ft* call**! the vegetable alkali ; and soda.

predMtinn.it ing in tire mineral kingdom, is ilesignated

ih- mineral alkali The alkaltmt a* they are

called—lime, rnAgne*ia, laryia. and *trontia -are

di*linguidre*l fr«4n the former bv their carUmates
not 1-ring soluble ^ water. The distinguishing
pnrperty alkalir* i* that of turning vegetable
blues green, and vrgetalde yellow* reddftdt brown.

Illue* rr*k!efw*l Ky an acid are restore*! by an alkali.

The alkali*** haw great affinity for acids, and com-
bine with tle'io, f- »imng valts. in which the |-k uliar

•iiiahti*** of Isttli alkali arsl acid are gtmerally
•le^tnrye*I ;

hence they are haid Ur neutrali*-* one
another. In a pure *tat*\ alkaln-* are extremely

cau*tic, an*l act a* c*•endive piis»n* Cnmlurred

with carl*»nic acid. *>|iecially as hi* arlsmates. they
are n^4**l to correct aci«lity in the stomach

;
Imt the

iniutlici-m* and continued ii*e them is attended

with great evil. Tie- alkalies and m.ihc of their

*alt* <e.g. eitrates. tartrates) are aI*o u*e*l Ui

increase tire secrete.n of urine, and (ammonia
rxcri*te| ) to «liniini*h it* acidity. Ammonia in

small d***en i* a i-*werful -tiniulant An account

of the several alkali*-* will lie t*»un«l under the

head* <f r*»r.%*n, s*hia # Lithia. and Ammonia;
an*l of the alkalitre earth*, uieier LtML, MaGNEMA,
Hakyta. ami STRO.VTIA.

Alkalim etry, fommemal |-.tad« an*l so«la

a! wav* c*»ntam greater or le^* .ju intitie* of foreign

so Istances, sucli as sulphate of potadi. c«»mmon salt,

silicate-*, oxide of ir*4i. water. Sc. which «liminish

tlie |>erceniage of real alkali in a given weight. It

i* important, then, for the manufacturer U> have

-..me -iniple an*l rearly means of determimag the
pnrportion of pure i-arl*mate «rf prtash or *«*ln con-

t.une»l in any <unple, that he may l«c able to juilge

of it* value. Ordinary elicniical analysis takes n-i

much time. The alkaliatctcr server thi* inirpose.

It consists of a graihiate*! gla** tube, filled with

diluted -ulphuric next, ami containing a* much
al dilute sulphuric acid as would neutralise a given

weight, say 100 grains, of carl»onate of potash. 100

giains of thr article to Ire judged of is then dissolved

in water, and as much acid i# gradually added hr it

frxnn the tube as to neutralise the solution, that ia,

take up all the alkali. The purer the article, the

more of the acid will W required
;
and if the tube,

w hich is divided into 100 degrees, has l»eeii emptied
to the SO , the impure article contain* SO per cent,

of pure carl-mate of potash. The point at which
neutralisation is complete i* determined by means
of coloured tebts. Formerly, the two vegetable

colours, litrnUM and turmeric, were alone used for

this pun-**, mldition of an alkali rendering litmus

blue and turmeric reddish brown ; while tinder the
influence of acid** the former change* to a ns 1, the

latter to a yellow (red in the cuae of lmracic acid).

It is not. however, always ea*v to recognise the
neutral j-unt. and other indicators |n* these colour-

ing matters are called i
have coins into um*. The

cm -I (fate arc inrthvhorange and phenol-

phthalcin. A mixture of t he alcoholic solutions of

thrM- milsunri’n imparls a pale yellow colour to

felrictly neutral liquid*, which i* ehangwl to deep
re»l hy the least trace <»f alkali, and to pink by a

trace of arid.

Thi* method of determining the strength of

alkalies i* called the atkafuactric prows

:

hut
the alkalimeier i* not confined in its use to

the estimation of the strength of alkaline sub*

stance*. It i- likewise euiidoy<*l in the <let4*r-

inmat ion of the strength of acids, such oh sul-

phuric acid, hydvxK’lihirie acid, nitric acid, and
.n otic acid ( vinegar >. For this end. the graduated

in*tniiiient is charged with a solution of an alkali

of known strvngtli. *ucli as n given weight of

cry -ta!U-ed carlsmat# of mmU
{
washing s, H )a),

di**oln-d in water, and according to the nuiiiW
of divisions of the liquid j-.iired from the alka-

limeter, the strength of the acid into which the

alkaline liquid bos been decanted is calculated.

The latter application of this instrument i- called

fry. Again, the same graduated gloss tul*
has U^n recently employed in many oilier wavs,

such o* the determination of the strength of a

snlotina nl rflv^r. bv cknrjfing the limtruiutnl with

a known or -tandnrd solution of common salt
;
ami

for this purtmse it is used largely by the ossajer*

to the Koval Mint, and other metallnrgtc chemists.

Thi* im-le of analysis is even dav Wcoming of

more and more importance, and, in fact, has given

ri*«- to a new department of nmilytical i liennstry

,

w hich ha* Item designutrsl r

W

wimz/Wc analysis.

Alkaloids form an important clA*iof stilistatices

<lif covered by mmlern chemistry. They aredivide^l

into two classes namely, nalitml and at ftfinal.

The natural alkaloid* are found in plants and

animal*, and nre often designated aryanir Imiacs.

Tlmse obtained from plants are freipieiitlv their

rr.-f«/r
t

hut it must not therefore l*i

attuned that when a plant contain* an rdkalohl it

1* of necessity the active principle, which may
rather »- a r* -in. gluco-ide, volatile oil. i»r vege-

table acid Most of the natural alkaloids consist

of car!*»n. hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, and are

solid 1—lie* at the ordinary temiieralure. A few,

h<mvvor. only contain earl-m, hy drogen, and nitro-

gen. ami Um ut iu * purl llijuhla which

ran I-* di*tilh*l without decnriipo-itinii. The more
important of thi* class are coniine and nicotine.

The alk.ihiida liave genexally an energetic octton on

the animal system, and lienee are every day ent.

phtved in small doses a* im-licine
;
whilst in com-

parativclv large dose* they are powerful poison*.

Many of them have an alkaline reaction on vege-

table colours, and are hence termed vegetable

alkalies ; but in the greater number this pnijierty is

only poe^reoed in a very faint degree, and it U by

analogic, based on other properties, that they are

ail classed under one title. There is only on*

property cormuou to all alkaloids, natural and
artificial— namely, that they combine directly with

acids to form more or Ions stable salts, capable of

undergoing double decomposition ; as, for example,
sulphate of quinine, muriate of morphine, &c*
Most of the alkaloid* have an acrid, bitter taste,

and are sparingly soluble in water, more freely so
in alooboL To describe the mcthc-d* of obtaining
alkaloids from plants or animal matter* would be

beyond the scope of this article ; but, in general, it
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different radical* Hence their genera! formula finally opens of iu own accord. Tho almond-tree
is RR'HN, where R and R’ mav W the same or (

A

mygdalus communis) is very similar to the peach-
different radical*. |C,W,1,HN. diethyl-amine, and tree, and is about 2W30 feet high, a native of the
(CH,|(C,H,)HS. are examples <-f these. In ter- East and of Africa, but ha* now become completely
furey mosaminn tlie three atoms of hydrogen are wild in the whole south of Europe. Even in the
replaced by three atoms <d the same or different more northern parts of Germany and of Britain it

radicals; their formula therefore is BU R N, when is planted for the sake of iin beautiful (lowers,

R. R’, R' may or mav not differ fium one another. which are produced in great abundance, and
Trimethyl amine I Clf,kS.ami methyl-ethyl phenyl- resemble those of the peach in form and oftgn in

amine (CH.|<C,H,Slt,H,fN. afford example. of colour, although generally paler and sometimes
the radicals being all the same, and of tlieir being white- The blossoms appear before tho leaves, and
all different. *r* v«y ornamental in shrubberies in March and

(2) Although all attempts at forming in the l-W Apnl. The wood of the almond tree is hard, and
rmtory th<»e alkaloidi that naturally exist in plants, “f » reddish colour, and is used by cabinet-makers,

such as morphia, quinia. and strychnia, have hither But it is chiefly valued on account of the kernel of

to failed, a large number of organic base* have Wen *u fniit. which forms an important article of corn-

prepared by artificial means, such a. a. Hv the ‘lie wmondtree u ofteu referred to in

destructive distillation of organic l-.lie* containing ‘hf ,-,‘d Testament, and tho woid translated haul
nitrogen. Thus, io the preparation .d cal gas. “ supposed to be another name for the almond,

four at least of tho* compounds are obtained—via .

The tree flowers in Balestine in January. The rod

aniline, picolioe. lewknl (or quinoline). mmI pvri- ?' Aaron, mentioned in Number* xvii., was taken

dine. 6. By the distillation .d certain nitrogenous ,
r*

,,". an •'"•ond tree, aud it u yet customary with

compounds with raustic potash In this wav ‘he Jews u» cany rods of almond blossom to the

amime is ol.tained from rmligu By the cum- on festival days.
.

it seem- to have

binatioa of ammouia with the aldehvdea and with bwn v*»y «*rly introduced into England, ami in

certain volatile nils which i.mcm the properties id *“ the Durham Glouary (llth century)

aldehyde* Tlius acetic aldehyde virhis dimethyl the * Unterne Nutt* Beam. * IU great beauty has

amine, and oil of mustard yield, thy.-mamine made it a favourite with every one wherever it can

d By the sulatitution (by the action of strong he -ucce-fully grown Gerard, In Shakespeare's

nitric acid) of one molecule of nitrous acid. NO.. days, l»e tree, were ‘in our London gardens

for one atom of hydrogen in trrtaia hydmrarl.m. { great plenty ;• but Spenser had sung of iUWauty
«. By the process™ of fermentation and i*itrefiw before that time. It is only in the iuo.1 favoured

lion. Thus wheaten (tour yield* by putrefaction ••tuatson. in the south of England that it ever pro-

uimethyl amine. ethyl amine, and amyl amine ducca K<*d »™»t- Almonds are cither sweet or

Al kanrl fAsrAvrn fiWfena U. which the
1 '*• hitler appear to W

i the original kind,

ntltr flU-irt vr Air aZlJ At riSLrl
“•*

.

*• he an accidental variety, per-

more strictly h*k»iL'-t is a native of the levant I'f
improved by cultivation. Sweet

• i-.i ..t ihp sTwitl. <d Vuroiw extendin'' as far mirth
‘’‘"‘lam a large quantily of u very bland,

m I ungarv The r^ /s ^dd undef I , J «'• «“•#. £“»• «*» »••*>»»W, are of

alklnet V alkannl M I * "V ***, -ml V«V , Md 0.0

STulJl h.o
'

'..I
' Umr' i lUv dwwwt. in oihfrelioiicw, and im.ln.

the rind blackish externally^ lull internally dark
d,

*,
ur"‘ Bitter almonds contain the

rid I is «n.eli.n™ mlull«.^ ihhJ*2l im u T"* ‘" (l
- addition, a substance called^ *52 Amy*/,./,., d, .., from which i. ol.taii.ed a prciliai

rts.t ntLaicsonru .arm... a LMI.race.Kr. plant, was
, ar„ t ir..j The muddy waU-r of (ha Nile isclaii-formeri/ often imported under the same name ,1(> , , v lubl,ing bitter almonds on the side* of the

matter, called A/Xosau K<J M or Am- the AVryAmo po/a/orum l sc* CLKAHIS.i Nut) me
cA.m.r . The chair whMh it yield. very Usui. u-d ... India. The p.im-.pal varieUcof almond in
fnl. but niri ven- duraUr It u readily soluble in cultivstiun si.- th. rmnou mM almond, with
oiU and alcohol, anal w therefore in very general thick hard shell

; the bnlllr ,Arltc</, with a very thin,
use amongst perfumer, for colouring oils. alm...t leathery brittle shell and sweet kernels:
pomades, lip aalv™. Ae and in tlw composition of the bttUr almond, with thick hard shell (nometlliin
sums and vanushew. Tl.e name of alkanet is aito also with . brittle shell) ami bitter kernels: the
extended to the whole genus Anchusa. of which lary./mud, with Urge flowers of a whitish rums-
three specie* are common in Britain. clour, and very large, sweet fniit; the h,h„U-
Almond (Amy^fdfue). a genus of Ue natural Jn>dul. wit), very mall aweet fruit; and the nine/,

order Ro*acese (q.v.), suborder Araygdalem or almond, with a -lightly succulent blavkUI. .urn.
Drupaces., consisting of trees or shrubs, dis cary/(**o above), yellow shell, and nwccl kernels.Mished by the coarsely furrowed and wrinkled 1" commerce, the long almonds of Malaga, known

[endocary? or piUamtn ) ol the drupe, and by Jordan almonds, and the broad nlmouds of
Valencia, arc most valued, large quantities of

~*»W|
,

J almonds are annually imported into Britain and

V,
V /jfi' £• America fr..m France, Spain. Italy, and the U-vant

;

V „v\fl -i¥P *n'1 California produce* annually ahout ‘X.UdO.OOO

AMr . #83 lb Bitter almond- arc brought U> Briuin chiefly
from Mogailoie.—The Dwakp Al-MONII (.1. «<!««)

- I - - Ify u very similar to the common almond, except that
/.' |affy T it is a low sir rub, seldom more than two or three

,M| ln beigbL Its fruit is also similar, but much

f afef smaller. It is common in the plains of the south™ of Russia, and is frequently planted a* au urna-
ft v<!q>L

(

mental ahrub in Britain, flowering freely in March

Wj-TwB f and April, but not producing fruit.

Almonda, KlXKlJ 0||# ok.* When alnmiblH mic
* W" aubieeteil to pressure, u fixed ereoav oil »'\inln>

tnay oe suteo that they are precipitated from solu-
tions by tannin, and the double iodides of potassium
and mercury, or cadmium and bismuth

; and by
treating these precipitates with an alkali, the base*

may be obtained. The following liat contains the

namm of the chief alkaloids, with the plants from
which they are obtained :

AlXUdlda

ByoscyxnlD. KinUoa
Uell.bcsa

LupulUM Hops.
Mccohlnt >

CcO.lin . V.,..Option.
NsnoUnsf
NksUas. Tobacco.
PllofarpiM ...Jstormodl
Plpuio. .buck P»v|

\
Cinehomo* tClochoos.
Clocbooidlns )
Hiaaplnc Mu, lard.

8532f“f
V«nt/iot

. . C«t*4UU.

AooolUm AcoolU.
iXfocturiM * . . Cu*f*rU.

btbctiu Tr

-^-JSSSR:
Cocaine Coca Lraf.
Coniine U«m)ock.
Cannot Arrow KuU

-«-
lUtuili, Birxmoilui
IMphlalps ..tlilWIX
trjoUoloa ..IbroL

The number of animal alkaloids which has been
examined Is small, tho better-known onrs being
area, found in the urine of the mammalia, and
kreatine and kreatinine, two of the constituent* of
the juice of flesh. Besides these, however, there
are mauy substances, answering to the alkaluidsl
teats, which are found in flesh, both in the fresh
and putrefied state, and which are classed under
the title Ptomauut (q.v.h
The artificial alkaloids are those organic loses

which are not found in any known plant or
animal, but of which the later researches of
chemist* liavo contrived to form a large number.
A* the artificial alkaloids do not differ from
tho natural alkaloids in composition, structure,
or propertire, it is confidently believed that the day
is not far distant when all of the alkaloids will he
prepared artificially

j indeed, recently, several of the
natural alkaloids have been manufactured on the
amall scale without the intervention of the living
plant or animal. For instance, urea can be formed
by heating carbonate of ammonia U>W F. ( IW
C.) in a sealed tube, while coniine, the alkaloid of
hvmlock, haa been prepared artificially by a German
chemist. Hitherto, the more important alkaloids
quinine, morphine. See.- have defied all attempt*
at artificial production.

The following remarks on the artificial alkaloids
refer (I I to the cla—ification of organic bow-, and
( 2 ) to their formation.

( 1 1
From tho fact that nearly all artificial organic

base* are (as will tie afterwards shown) actually
constructed from ammonia, and that, whether arti-
ficially or naturally formed, they exhibit the pro
perty of baaicity, which is a leading characteristic
of ammonia, chemist* have been lc«l to refer organic
base* generally to the typical lardy ammonia, and
to regard them as being constructed upon or derived
from the simple type Nil,. Berzelius believed that

ail the alkaloids actually contained ammonia as an
ingredient of their composition, a view which is

now untenable; and it is to Liebig that we are
indebted for the idea that they are derivative* of

ammonia, or, in other words, smidogen l>a-e* or

ammonia in which an equivalent of hydrogen is

replaced by an organic radical, these base* are
classifies! under the general term «mmo—the
word amine* Wing applied to all organic base*
that are derived from ammonia |NH,). The
amines may be ( I ) mouniuiiifM. (2) Uinmmei. (3)
triami net. Ml Mraminu. or <5 1 /ttutaiMines. ac-

cording a* they are constructed upon a single,

double, treble, quadruple, or quintuple atom of

Nil,. We shall confine nur illuatratinii* of the
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it id not, however, one of the drying oiU. It eon

•i*ta almoet wholly of triolein, a comMund of

glycerine with oleic acid. The fixed oil o: almond*
possesses a mild laxative property, and i* beneficial

aUo in allaying troublesome coughs.

Almonds, Volatile Oil or Essential Oil or.

The cake which is left after the expression of the
fixed oil from bitter almonds, contain*, among
other matters, a |*>rtion of two »ul*Unce* called,

respectively, amygdalin, and emuloin or aynaptaae.
When the cake U bruised and made into a paste
with water, the syiiApUse act* as n ferment upon
the amyudnlin, splitting it up into the volatile oil

of almond*, hydrocyanic (prussic) acid, grape sugar,

ammonia, formic acid, and water. The oil U nut

originally present in the bitter almonds ; fn fact,

the Utter do not contain a trace of the oil ready
formed, so that the oil U purely the product of

the fermentation of umvcdalin, 100 narta of which
yield 47 of crude oil. This action taxes place very

rapidly, and is complete within 24 hours. The pa*le

having been placed iri a retort, heat is very cau-

tiously amdied, to prevent the lumping and froth-

ing to which the almond infusion is liable. In the
distillation, the hydrocyanic acid and the volatile

oil unite into an unstable compound, which passes

over into the receiver, along with much water.

The crude oil thus obtained decompose* gradually,
the prussic acid luring set fr«?r, and uu this account
it in very poisonous, many fatal case* having

occurred from its wilful, accidental, or caielcaa

use. The crude oil i* purified and freed from
prussic add by mean* of sulphate of iron and lime.

On redUtillatton. it lias a specific gravity of 1*019.

a* compared with 1064 in the crude state, and
imi*t be carefully freed (rum water by being shaken
with fused chloride of calcium. The yield of crude
essentia! oil i* very variable, ranging from 4 to

lb. from 1000 lb of bitter almonds, and thi* again
U reduced by aUmt 10 percent, during it* purifica-

tion from prussic acid. Th.v»i,tiu«.n(c.n,coH»
U tho *i<luhy<U of benzoic aclil

|
C.H.C'OOIf ). into

which mil-tonco It rapl.lly change- when
<-.i

I

U> the air in a nini-t »lnle It Inui an ngrerablt-

otluiir, un acrhl, hitter U*t«. ami born* with *
milnky white llama. It i* •wlultlc to the extent
I part in .'III part* of water, ami re very »»tuhl<- in

alcohol ami ether. Ilratrel to :iM' V. < IHO’ C). it

bail*, uml iliatiU over unaltered. In me.li.ine. the
cntilo oil ummI to W emjiloye.1 in place »f pnnuie

acid, hut it* variability m -Irriigtli ha* Ini to it*

dlmiHO for thi« pur|M»e. The ruok and confectioner

employ tho nil for flavouring <u»tnnl-, nn.l it

form- tho bn»i- of several flavouring ewnn», a*

ratafia, |>cacli. kernela, \e. For the-e pur|Mw-,
none hut the oil freed from i>ruo*ie acid mul lie uaetl.

Aloe I
A lot. I, a Kenu- of plant* of con,i«lorald«

mrelicinal importance, belonging to tho natural
order Liliacew (q.v.), *ub order Akiinai-. There are

about 200 specie,, of which 170 are indigenous to the

Cope Colony. The apeeie* all have stems, but vary

in height from a few inches to 1(0 feet. They have

permanent tmcculent leave,. The negroes of the
wool coast of Africa make cord, and net, of the

fibres of their leaves, and -locking, are woven from
the fibre- of a species found in Jamaica. Hut aloes

are chiefly valuable for their medicinal properties.

The well-known drug calIwl Aloes face below i is

the inspissated juice uf the leaves of several almost

tree like specie, and particularly of A. vjtoinua,

perryi, purpuratuiu, spiaita,/rulitura, and im/tc«

1

A. vulgaru is

found in the
Fast and West
Indies, in Italy,

and in some of

the island* of

I
the Mediter-

I // .
rancan. being

L'iAlls' the only species

t

reckoned Euro-

> yj «t *!**» i* prol.

s ably an intro

'v duce.l plant
The Ameritan

W|2mT\ Alot i- a totally

v| * different
^

plant

socotrins Bible*

1

'was * the

pcan. althoL

it also i, pr

ol a tree
face next ar-

ticle!. — The
juice of aloes
wa, anciently
used in embalm-

ing. to preserve dead bodies from putrefaction. In

the East ladies, it U employed as a varnish to pre-

vent the attacks of insoeU. A beautiful violet

colour is obtained from the leaves of the Socotrine
aloe, which also affords a fine transparent colour
for miniature pamliuv;

Ai.ni., is a drug of great antiquity, for we find

it mentioned by UioscoridrsiSO a.d.L Till modern
time,, the source of tl»c drug wo» the island of

Socotra, but at present it is imported from various

part, of the workl. The chief varieties are distin-

guished by colour, smell, and fracture, and in the
London market are : Soto/nne •*/«*—derived from

the Aloe perryi. n«>t from the Alor totalrim i, which
was till recently believnl to la; the sourer uf the

drug; Barbados >dot* . Cape aloe*; and Afatal
aloe*.

These various form, of the drug are derived from
several species of aloe, hut they all igne in |-i»r»
ing a latter taste, and liating |-*»rrful pmgatiie
properties. Active principle,, similar in nature but

differing iu corup>s>ilion. are found in tlx* three
chief varieties. Threw are Sucaloin. CwH mO„
found in Sorutrine ah.™ ; Natal.da, r,,ll„0,

}

found in Natal aloe.; ltarUloin. I' ||_«,. found

in Barbados, al.ws

When employ cl in small d«*es a. extract,

tincture, pilb. or otherwise, aloe* exert* a tonic,

and in larger duets, a cathartic action.

Alor* Wood (sometime, tailed »l~> Eagle
Wood. Calami*. Paradise Wood, or Agallochun.)

in the heart-woud of Agmdana mfn and A. Agal-
lothum, trees of the order Aquilariacen-, natives

of the tropical parts ol A.ia, «i.d .uro-.M-d to be

the aloes or liga-aloes of the Bible. Tliey are large

spreading trees. Aloes sod contain, a dark-

coloured, fragrant, rcsinou, sul-tancc. and i> much
prized in the East a* a medicine, and for tlw pleasant
•lour which it diffuse* in burning. The resinous

•ut*lance is found only in the inner part of the

trunk nod brnnehes ; the younger wood is white,
and almost scentless ; lienee the pure aloes wood
is sometimes obtained by burying the stems, when
the sap wood decays away, leavmg the resinous core

intact A similar substance. »till more esteemed, is

obtained in the south eastern |«rts of Asia and the

adjacent islands, from the central part of the trunk

of Alotxylon Agallothum. ol the natural order
Lcgumiaocr. sub order CasaJpine*. This tree in

found in Cochin Chinn and the Moluccas, where a
character of sacrednesn is attached to it. Iu fra-

grant wood in not only much prired in the East as

a perfume, but many medicinal virtues are ascribed

to it. The ancient, ascribed to it similar virtues,

and so valued it for these and iu fragrance, that

Herodotus says it once sold for more Umn iu
weight in gold. Ae it admit, of n high polish, and
exhibits a beautiful graining, precious gems were

set in it ; and it was cut into fantastic forms and
worn in head dresses, &e It was early used to

perfume aparUneot*. and Napoleon I. used it s. a

perfume in his palaces. The fragrance continues
undiminished for years. Lion Aloe

4

is s corruption

of Lignum Aloe

*

(aloes wood !.

Alum, a white, saline substance, with a sweet
ish, astringent taste, is, properly speaking, a double
salt, being composed of sulphate of potash and sul-

phate of alumina, which, uniting together aloDg
with a certain proportion of water, crystallise in

octahedron, or in cube* It* formula is KrSO,Al,
3S0,24H,0. Alum is soluble in eighteen times
it. weight of cold water, and in its own weight of

hot water. The solution thus obtained is strongly
acid to coloured test papers. When heated, the
crystals melt in their water of crystallisation ; and
when the water i» completely driven off by heat,

coloured with cochine&l or madder, and ammonia
or carbonate of soda i, added, the alumina of the
alum is precipitated with the colour attached to it,

and the liquid is left colourla* Alumina, the
haaia of pure clay—which io a silicate of alumina -
derives its name from being first extracted from
alum. Alum is also used in the preparation of
leather from skins, and, iu medicine, a. a powerful
astringent for arresting bleeding and mucous dis-
charges. It. use to impart wniteneas to bread
made from poor flour i, highly objectionable.
Alum rarely occurs in nature, except in a few

springs and in some extinct volcanoes, where it

appears to be formed from the action of sulphur-
ous acid vapours upon fchpathic rocks. In this
country it i, prepared artificially from alum shale,
obtained from coal-mines at llurlet and Carnjwie,
near Glasgow; and from alum-slat«, which occur* at
Whitby, in Yorkshire. The alum-slate, shale, or
schut consists mainly of clay (silicate of alumina),
iron pyrites (hisulphurei of iron), and coaly or bitu-
minous matter. When the shale is expmed to the air

•ut it is in the old coal u.ulti or mines from which
the ct.u! ha* been extracted the oxygen of the air,
assisted by moisture, effects a decided change upon
it The original hard ,tony substance Itegins to
Split up into thin leave,, and become* studded over
and inu-reiiervcd with crystals The l***er are the

result ol the oxidation of the sulpnur of the pyrites
into sulphuric acid, and the iron into oxide of iron,

both of which in part combine t» form sulphate of

iron, whilst the exo** of the sulphuric acid unites

with the alumina of the clay, ami prodocca sulphate
of alumina When the alum-shale thua weathered
is digested in water, there dissolve out the sulphate
of alumina. AlrlSO,. and sulphate of iron, K«*S0

4 j

tins solution ia treated with chloride of potassium,
KCI, which deCoiiitaUMJa the sulphate of iron,

forming sulphate ol potash, K/U)t, and proto-

chloride of iron, PcCI,. When this liquid is

evaporated to concentration, and allowed to cool,

cry-ials of alum, leaving the composition above

described, separate out, and the protrichloride of

iron is left in the solution or nuAner liguvr The
cryntnU uf uhitit obuiitdl fium the !ir*l crynUllimt*

linn *ir nut frr<* from iron, mul h«i>c« rmuirt to

rtxlii*oh(«! in *ntrr, moiiu*iilrAU'<l, i%ml necryntiil'

HmnI l

%

lii«i opr rAti tilt i» rrnrnilly rrpiAUfd a thir«i

time before tlic alum ii» ohuinrd purr. Am the pr«*

liminary wrAtlieiiiig uf lhe nhalc taken moioc y«4n
Ui ounplrtr. A UH»lf «X|HNlUioUII lUOthod )M now
largely rcaurusl u» The ahale i* broken in frag.

mcnU. ami pile! up over brushwood in long ridgea

iIia|kh] like huge potato pita, and the bruMhwutxl

being art five U>. the coaly luatUT of the ahnlo

begtne to hum. and the whole ridge undergo** tho
pruct^A uf roiutting

.
tho riMulU uf which arc the

aanitf as that of the weathering uperation— namely,
the oxidation ol the aulphur iinJ iron, and the for*

niatiun uf aulnhaU* *d alumina and nulphate ol iron.

Thu mat- nal in afterward* wurketi upaa previoUHly

described. The rotutling operatiun ia mu much inoro

expe«iitiuua than the weathering j^occam, that

mohUit auftice instead of yean. The alum made at

T«»lfa. near Clvitu V fl.ia is • ttrm iol irum alum*
»t-»nr, a mineral cimtainiiig rulphatA? of |K»taali and
lulphate uf alumina, hut united in Much a furin

U> render tlieru inaoluhlv When the mineral in

calcined, the aulphatea become auluble, and are

extracted by lixivjatiun The alum thua manu-
factured crystallise* in o|Mii|ue cube*, having a
rrddiidi tint, due to the presence of iron, and goes

Aloe Kxotrina

when the water is completely driven off by heat,
then" is left a spongy white mass, called burnt
alum or anhydrous alum. Alum is much used as a
mordant in dyeing. This property it owes to the
alumina in it, which ha* a strong attraction for

textile tissue*, and also for colouring matte™
;

tin*

alumina thus become* the mean* of fixing the
colour io the doth. The manufacture of the
colour* or painU called lake* depends on this
property of alumina to attach to itself certain

colouring matters- Thus, if a solution of alum is

by the uatiie uf Roman •tint/ 1. The potash in alum
can be replaced partly or altogether by six!a or

ammonia
;
the alumina by oxide <»f chromium or

sesquioxide of suariganese; or the sulphuric acid by

chromic acid, or peroxide of iron, without altering

the form of the crystal*. There are thus soda,

ammonia, chrome, iron, \c. alums, forming a genus
of oaltA of* which common alum

[
potash alum (is

only on© ol the specie*. The more important
members of the claoo, ex preyed iu symbols, arc :

K^S()
4
.AlpH()

i
.24H/>, potash alum.

NftflS0 4 ,
A

l

s3$04.24 H jO, noda alum.

lNHjrS0 4
,Al*LS0

4
.24H,0, ammonia alum.

K a^0 4.CrJ3S0 4l24H l
0, chrome iwtash alum.

FcS0 4
.Al3St>

4
.24H,t), iron alum.

Alu mina* the moat abundant of the Earths
Iq.r.), is the oxide of the metal Aluminium Iq.v.),

the formula being Al
f
Or It occurs in nature
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abundantly in combination with silica, associated
with other bases. The met familiar of ita native

compounds is felspar, a silicate of alumina and
potash, K,0,AI,0,.6SiO_ This is one of the con-

stitnenU of granite, and of several other igneous
rocks. Certain varieties of three. by exposure to
the atmosphere, become completely disintegrated,
passing from the state of hard, solid rock, such as

we arc accustomed to see in building-granite, into

soft, crumbling, earthy masses It is the felspar

which undergoes the change ; and it appears to be
owing to the action* of rain-water charged with car-

bonic acid, which dissolves the potash and some of

the silica of the felspar, leaving the exetas of silica

and the alumina still united. It is not known,
however, why certain specimens of granite are

rapidly corroded and crumbled down, whilst others

have rousted for agin the same causes of decay.
By auch a proceas of disintegration as ws have
described, the clays of our arable soils are produced.
Clay consists of silica and alumina in a state j>f

chemical combination. It never is pure alumina,
but the quantity of silica united to the latter is

variable. When it is mire, clay is quite white, as
we see in the porcelain clay of Devonshire and
Cornwall, which is derivcl from colourless felspar.

More frequently, clay is red, owing u> the presence
of oxide of iron ; or black, from the diffusion through
it of vegetable matter.
From alum, alumina is prepared by adding u> a

solution of the former, water of ammonia, as long
as it occasions a precipitate The alumina appears
as a voluminous, white, gelatiuoua si.ls.Unco, con
silting of the oxide of the meUl coiubiued with
water. When alumina is procipiuted from a
solution containing colouring matter, such as log

wood, Ac., it camos down the colour chemically
united to the iWculent precipiute

; in this way
are formed the coloured earths called LaMu{q.v.

i

Alumina in the state of precipitate, after being
gently dried, is r.-adily soluble in acids and in

alkalies; but if strongly heated, at a certain
temperature it presents an appearanoe of sudden
incandescence, it loses the associated water. e»n
tracts greatly in bulk, and now forms a white,
soft powder, not at all gntty. and with difficulty

soluble in alkalu* and acids. Alumina, as mbat
ally prepared, whether hydrated or anhydrous, is

insoluble in water, po****s.-a no taste, and does
not alter colouring matters ; but it has also
been obtained in an allotropic hydrated form,
which, in the presence of a very -mall ptopor
tion of acetic acid, is largely soluble in water,
from which a minute trace of sulphuric acid pre
cipitales it. It is quite different, therefore, in

properties from the alkaline earths, and is a much
weaker base. In the anhydrous state it aUmrU
water with great readiness without combining
with it, so that it adheres to the Uingue. and
is felt U> parch it. Clay retains this property

;

and the ends of tohacoo-pipre are often glared,
to prevent odhexiuu to the lip« or tongue.
Alumina is not fusible by a forge or furnace
heat, but it melts before tlie oiyhydmgen blow
pipe into a clear globule, possessing grest hard
noss. It occurs in nature in a similar state
The more coarsely crystallised specimens form the
emery which is used for polishing

; the transparent
crystals, when of a blue colour, owing to a trace of
metallic oxide, constitute the precious gem the
sapphire, and, when red, the ruby. Alumina, in
common with other sowuiox idea, is a feeble base.

The salts it forms with the acids have almost all a
sour taste, and an acid action on colouring matter.

Altunin lam-ayo>. Al, eq. *7*4—in ooo of the
metals present in clay, felspar, slate, and many more
rocks and minerals. It was discovered bv Wohler
in 1828

,
and was re-examined by him in 18RJ. when

he obtained the metal in minute globules or beads,
by heating a mixture of chloride of aluminium and
sodium. In 1855, the French chemist Devillc
showed, as the result of a scries of experiments,
that aluminium could Is: prepared on a large scale
and in a compact fonn without much difficulty.
The mineral cryolite found in Greenland, which is

a double fluoride of aluminium and sodium, w as the
ore first used for its manufacture ; but bauxite, a
mineral found in France, and consisting chiefly of
alumina or oxide of aluminium, and oxido of iroD,
lias more recently been employed as a convenient
source of the metal. An afuminata of soda is first

obtained by heating tbe bauxite with soda ash in a
furnace, and separating it i the aluminate |

from the
insoluble portions by lixiviation. When carbonic
acid is pa«ed through the solution, pure alumina is

thrown down. The alumina is then formed into
balls with common salt and charcoal, which are

Leatod in on earthenware retort through which
chlorine gas is pareed. In this part ql the process,

the charcoal combines with the oxygen, and the
chlorine with the alnminium ; the latter sublimes
over with the common salt (chloride of sodium I,

and U collected as a double chloride of aluminium
and sodium. When this double chloride is heated
in a reverberatory furnace with fluxes and mriallic

sodium, the latter scire*, the chlorine combined
with the aluminium, which is then set free, and
falls to the bottom ready to be cast into ingots for

use. The manufacture al aluminium was started

in IW» near Newcastle, by Mr (afterwards Sir) I.

I. Bell; but owing to the restricted demand for

the metal, the works were stopped. Krcrnlly,
however, works bate been again started in F.ng-

land by the Aluminium Crown Metal Company, at
Hollywood, near Birmingham Here the metal is

made from alum In IW5 the Cowles process was
established, and is carried on by the Cowles Elec-

tric Smelting and Aluminium Company, at ls>ck-

port. N Y. Its chief prulucts are aluminium alloys
(aluminium brume and form aluminium), of which
it piodurrd in IWS. I'l.iW Mimla Aluminium is

also extracted by dynamo electricity, by Pitts-

burg Reduction Company, al Pittsburg, Pa., whose
product in IW9 w%» 19.200 (-Minds A t>recc*» for

the production of sodium, invented by H. Y. Cast-

tier of New York, was made public in l»7. The
milium is obtained from caustic soda by beating this

substance along with carbon and iron in crucibles.

The properties of aluminium are. that it is a
white metal, somewlial resembling silver, but
possessing a bluish hue. which reminds one of zinc.

This bluish colour can be whitened by hydro
fluoric ami phoephonc acids, ami .Iso by a heated
solution of potash. It la very malleable and
ductile, in tenacity it approaches iron, and it

taka a high polish. It fuses al about 1292* F.
(700 C.), and can then be cast in moulds into
ingot* Exposed to dry or moist air. it is unalter,
able, and doss not oxidise or tarnish like most
common metal*. Neither cold Dor hot water has
any action upon it. Sulphuretted hydrogen, the
gas which so readily Urnudms the silver in house
holds, does not act on aluminium, which is found
to preserve its appearance under all ordinary
circumstances as perfectly as gold <W. When
cast into moulds, it is a soft metal like pure
silver, and has a density of 2SC; but when ham-
mered or rolled, it become* as hard as iron, and iU
density increases to 2 67. It is therefore a very
light metal, being lighter than glare. and only one-
fourth as heavy a* silver. Aluminium is very
sonorous, a bar of it when struck giving out a
very sweet clear ringing sound. It is a good con-
ductor of heal ami electricity. Om.iderable diffi-

culty long experienced in working the metal,
for want of a suitable solder. That generally
used con-tula of aluminium. 6 per cent

;
copper,

4 per cent
;
and zinc. 90 per cont

Aluminium is still rather inure than one half of

the price of silver, ami has not the beautiful colour

of the latter. Three reasons secin to prevail
against its extensive use in the art*. On the
other hand, it is hard to under*land how a metal
with such remarkable properties is not in greater
demand During tlie lost thirty years, such
articles os coins, medals, statuettes, personal orna-

ments, key*, helmets, sabre sheatlis. mounts for

furniture, culinary vrrecl*. and many other things,
for which ita strength and lightnre* render it

particularly suitable, have all beeo Died, and have
oiled to take the market. It is now chiefly
used for optical, surgical, and chemical instru-
ment* or pieces of apparatus. Aluminium leaf

and wire may be employed with great advantage
in place of silver leaf for decoration, or silver wire
for embroidery.
Aluminium B’Omt.—Aluminium forms, with

copper, several light, very hard, white alloys ; also
a yellow alloy, which, though much lighter than
gold. i« very similar to it in odour. This gold-like
alloy, which is ordinary aluminium bronze, con-
tains from 5 to 10 per cent, of aluminium, and

is very strong, was discovered by I)r Percy of
London. For many yearn it lias been manufactured
into watch chains, pencil cases, and other small
ornamental article*. More lately it has been mode
on a limited scale into such article* a* table plate
and carriage mountings, which have an attractive

appearance. This bronze, which can be mode with
a tensile strength equal to steel, has certain advan-
tages for field-guns It* anti friction and wearing
qualities make it well adapted for Waring" of

shafts
;
but its price, namely la. (kl. per lb., being

considerably in excess of ordinary bronze, some-
what hinders it* use on a large scale for object* of

utility.

An alloy of aluminium and tin is used for optical

instrument*, and from another of aluminium and
silver called 'Tiers Argent, excellent spoons and
forks are made. See J. W. Richards, Aluminium ;

ill llitlory
(
1887 ).

Alum Root. This name is given in the United
States to two plant*, natives of that country, very

different from one another, but agreeing in the
remaikalde astringency of their roots, which are
medicinally used. Ooeof these plants is (Uranium
maculalum (are GkkaNIUM). Hie root couUiina
more tannin than Kino (q.v.) does. The property
of astringency belongs, in an inferior degree, to

some other specie* of Geranium, and of the Kindred
genera, Krodium and Pelargonium.- Tlio other
American plant to which the name alum root i»

given is Htuchtra amtncaua, u plant of the natural
order Saxifragucore (ci.v.), an order tn which also
astringency i» a prevalent property. The r<*ot is a

I

.i iw<- Ini styptic, and is used to fonn a wanli for

wounds and obaliuulo ulcere.

Amal gam IS the term applied to that clans of
Alloys (q.v.) in which onn of the combining metals
is mercury. On tho nature of (he union, it has
Wen ohsorvod that ‘on adding successive mintll
quantities of silver to mercury, a great variety of

Hurd amalgams are apparently produced
;

hut in

reality, the chief, if not the sole compound, is a
solid amalgam, which is merely diffuses) throughout
the fluid mas*.' The fluidity of an amalgam would
thus seem to depend on thoro Wing an excess of
mercury above what is necessary to form a definite
compound. Mercury unites readily with gold and
silver at tho usual temperature. It has no dis-
position Ui unite with iron oven when hot. A
olid amalgam of tin is used U> silver looking-
glasses.

Amalgamation is employed on a small scolo in
some processes of gilding, the silver or other metal
being overlaid with a him of gold amalgam, and
the mercury being then driven off by heat. But
its moot extensive use is in separating gold, and
eapocisJly silver, from certain of their ores, The
mercury dissolve* tho particle* of the metal, and
leaves the ear 111y particle*; it is then easily
separated from the gold or silver, This procena,
discovered in Mexico in IM? by Barto)orn6 do
Medina, is still usod in Mexico, and was introduced
with groat success into the Californian and Aus-
tralian gold-fields Tho mode of application is to
crush the quartz rock which serve* a* the matrix
in which the small particles of gold arc imbedded

;

place the fragments in a barrel or revolving drum
with mercury, and agitate for some time. Tito
mercury attaches all the gold particles Ui itself

;

and in the apparatus, when fully agitated, thore is

found a semi fluid maos, which rs the mercury,
appearing half-congcalcd. and containing all the
gold. It is only necessary to place this amalgam
in a retort and apply heat, when tho mercury
sublimes over ana can Ikj rc employed for further
amalgamation ami leave* the gold in the body of

the retort.

Several amalgams mav be regarded a* definite
chemical comjK>umU. Thus, when gold leaf in

placed in mercury, and the amalgam bo produced
filtered by being mjueexed in a chamois-leather bag.
the uncomhioea mercury ooze* through the skin,
but a definite amalgam of 2 of gold and I of

mercury remain* behind in the leather filter. Tin

VirtilirtM vaM.ijp ruimv, III UI
,

'YIICU gUJU .

placed in mercury, and tho amalgam bo pr

filtered by being squeezed in n chamois-loath
tho uncomhined mercurv ooze* through thi

amalgam is employed in silvering looking-glasses,
and tf formod by laying a sheet of tinfoil on a
table, covering it with mercury, and then placing,
by » sliding movement, tho sheet of glare over &
This amalgam contains 3 of mercury and 1 of tin ;

glass balls are silvered with an amalgam of 10
mercury. 1 tin. 1 lead, and 2 bismuth, beat pre-
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in alkaline reaction, and unite* with acids to fonn

salts. Research shows that it* formula must 1>«

NH, - NH,. and not NHr See Alkaloids.

Ammonia, uartshobn. or the Volatile Al-
kali, was one of the few substances known to the

chemistry of the ancients ; being referred to by
Pliny under the name of vdumtnt odour, which he
evolved by mixing lime with nitniui

<
probably sal

ammoniac). It derives iu name ammonia from iu

being obtained from sal ammoniac, which was first

procured by beating camels’ dung in Libya, near

the temple of Jupiter Ammon. The atiuoaphere

contains a minute quantity of ammonia, arnount-
•-

.arts in 10,000,000,000 parts of

1 to 1 volume of ammonia in

air. It is likewise present in rain-

water in variable proportion. The supply of am-
monia to the atmosphere is due to its evolution

during tbs putrefaction of animal and vegetable

substances, during the vinous fennentation. and
the combustion of coal. It is likewise present

in respired air. and is therefore a product of the

daily wear and tear of the animal system. The
principal source of ammonia at the Present time
is the destructive distillation of coal, as iu gaa-

Blast furnace* and paraffin works also
‘

r* The materials which

retort are partly uncon-

•eous, and these are carried

_ .
mrned ; but in other parts

they are condensable, and are received during the

G
nficalion of the gas, as a mixed tarry and watery
uid. On allowing this liquid to settle, the watery

portion, ooniainin^ ammonia, can he separated, and,
hydrochloric acid being added to it, there is formed

.

' ammonia and hydrochloric acid,
called chloride of aminuuium, which can be ob-

viating the solution down in
ure ammonia is manufactured

from this impure chloride of ammonium by mixing
it with iU own weight of slaked lime in a retort,

and applying a gentle heal, when the aiumunia as

a gas passes over, ami is received in a vessel con-
taming water. The solubility of ammonia io water
is very great, I volume of water at 32* F. <0* C.)
dissolving 1060 volumes of aininoniaea) gas.

The liquor arninonut of the chemists, or AwliKom
of the shops, contains about 32 per cent, by weight
of the gas, and it is lighter than water, its density
being 0D1. The solution of ammonia is trans-

parent, colourless and strongly alkaline. In taste
it is acrid caustic, and in odour very pungent. Ap-
led to the skin in a concentrated form, it blister*.

\poard to the air. tho ammonia escapes, and the
solution thus gel* weaker, and, reduced to - 40* F.

$
Hr C.). it froexc* A# generally obtained, even

in the gaseous condition, it is in combination with
water, and may bo represented by tho formula
NH.HO or Nir.H.O. I>ry ammonia can be pro-

cured bv paaaiug trie vapour of ammonia, a* ordi-
narily obtained, over fused chloride of calcium, when
the water is ahatracted, and true gaseous ammonia
is left, having the coiii|HMiition of one atom of

nitrogen and three of hydrogen, NH,. Gaseous
ammonia can be liquefied under pressure and cold,
and then yields a colourless, clear, mobile liquid,

with the characteristic odour and other properties
of ammonia much intensified. Ammonia combines
with acids to form a cIom of salts which are of con-
aiderable importance Thus, the crystallised sul-

phate of ammonia, (NH,)rS(>„ is very extensively

used as a top dressing by farmers. and is also mixed

pared by melting together the last throe metals,
and then adding the mercury.
A silver amalgam, containing about 26 per cent

of metallic silver—and, from the cluster* of crystals

somewhat reaembling a tree, called Arbor Diana,
or Tree of Diana -is prepared by placin* about
half a taaspoonful of mercury in a small phial,
and filling the bottle with a solution of nitrate of
silver of the strength of 25 grains to the ounce. In
the course of a few days the arborescent appear-
ance present* itself. The amalgam used for fric-

tional electric machines is made from 1 tin, I rice,
and 3 mercury, to which sand is afterwards added.

Amani ta, a genus of Hymenooiyceto Fungi,
nearly allied to tho mushrooms (Ayarfctu).
Several of the specie* are edible, notably th*
delicious Orange {A. cacartai, but the majority ar*
poisonous. A. muttaria, which is pretty common
in woods, especially of fir and beech, in Britain, is

one of the most dangerous fungi. It is sometime*
called Fly Agaric, being used in Sweden and
other countries to kill flics and bugs, for which

A. Jruuuutactiu
( called ing to 210 to 247

Kiery ) ami of A. an air, which is eau
ardAana are gathered 28,000,000 of

'

a* corn crons in India.
—Medicinal properties
are ascribed u> some
species of the order,
particularly to Coin
phrtna otfidnalii and
macrutphala. which

Lor.-liesUredm* have a high and prob
(AmaiaiMAui oiWalo). ably exaggerated repu-

tation in Brasil, as the making,
popular names, -j-ara lode,' See., indicat** as cures produce lir.

lor many duca*» p***

Aumr* llld or AmahYU.IDACE.V, a natu- den*
ral order of pcUloid Monocotyledons, e-xentially to o
distinguished from l.iliacca- by their inferior ovary, they
and including many specie* distinguished by tits "

beauty of their It..were. They are herbaceous
plants, or when, as in the genera Agave and Four-
cioy a, they form woody stems, they have still the
character of gigantic herbs rather than of shrubs. a compound of
The greater pait are bulbous rooted. There are ..

‘

about 400 known sperira, natives of tropical or tainod dry, by
sub tropical, and im«e sparingly of temperal* shallow veaaefs.
region*, but |>*iticularly abundant at the Cape of

Good Hope. A few specie* only are European.
Many of them are much priced ornament* of our
garden* and hothouses. Amongst these are dif-

(crent species of Nam»u>. Amaryllis, Ablrwroeria,
Pancratium, Ac. tq.v.k To this order belong the
Snowdrop and Snow Hake, and it includes also
the American Aloe Me>it«). Sttmbcrqia lulta is

s*id to be the lily of the field referred to in the
Sermon on the Mount The propertim of the
Aiuaryllidme are rarely very dut.net ; the Agave
fq.y.). bewmr, yields iu juice, the bulbs of snow,
drop and daffodil are emetic, and the juice of
lUmanlAus lonunsi ie used by the Holler.lota P»
44 an arrow-poiaott. Ei

, -rnSS "K- ” NWHH. by >h, ...hup of oo, of nor.rg s= - itetuSSaTftf
.ri nthei

enl
- ,b* t*rro amu/l “ reelricted to the ease in

ower^snlenl
*hi<h 0M °* mon »u,n“ hydrogen are replaced

sthesKlSiS b
-
V

.
“ ‘V

wn « tm-nh? Pnra»0'- *<0*1** . or tertiary, according as one.

ire snnmtimm
lwo

- 01 411 *bree ol of hydrogen are
replaced by the acid rad**! The primary amide.

TS*. be obtained in . anoua way*, of which we shall

which realon
t»o : 1 1 )

If -e heat an ammoniac*] salt.

-T li-T.. lwo *U)*D* w,Wr K" ea off. and the amide
»arly time, as fo,reaponding to the acid is loft

;
thus, acetate ol

.be Amaranth ammonia (NH,0*\H,0) - water (H.O) = *CJta-

^TtheJi;
rnide |CiH,ONn,|. (<) If an anhydride usubmittad

iris much cul- 10 th« •cl‘°° °* oroiDonia. there ar* simultaneously

oiao Catholic formed an amide and an ammoniac*) salt. Thus

winter It*
valerianic or valeric anhydride (C,H.O>,0 + am-

lr retoin tberi
““*»< NHJ. = valerata of amn.ooialKH.OC.H.O)

» No species *aler*mi3e (C,H,ONH,>. The amidm are, for

d« canTre £ -Pf* * *-£« °)

*

. a true native
fo™- *ad

,
UtJan

}
>ir

lin, although “• ,B P,B“ of an ocuf radical a hue radical re-

i is now found P^T* °no
,

°r m°" °* h
>,
dro«eo ““““J

idacra near a cIb“ °* compounds tanned umuter is formed.

nfSSwlS? ALKALOID*

,, .4. olenueui, Amld'ogen. or Diamide. NH, - NH* «u ll'l

r species, are l»talv looked upon aa a hypothetical body, to

t pot herb*. which the formula NH, was aasignad. Curtiua

|y in Britain.' baa. however, recently produced the sulphate of

ne luucilagin- amidogen, from which amidogeo itself is obtained

tics are very by the action of an nikah. It u a gaa, poaseming

found in the (when concentrated) a peculiar odour somewhat

uoughout the *•Jbat of ammonia and when inhaled it

1’he seeds of
‘be noe* and faucaa It paweaos
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and other metal# do, the term \yyoihetual metal

ha# been applied to it, although no one ha#
ever succeeded in isolating it- Ammonium may
be prepared by acting on an amalgam of sodium
and merenr)- with a solution of chloride of ammo-
nium. A portion of mercury is slightly heated

in a porcelain vessel, and piece* of sodium intro-

duced, when the sodium and mercury combine, and

form an amalgam of sodium and mercury, which is

a semi solid substance, and scarcely occupies more
apace than the bulk of the mercury employed. If

this be introduced into a veeeel containing a strong

or saturated solution of chloride of ammonium,
NH.CI, the chlorine combines with the sodium.

Ns of the amalgam, forming chloride of sodium,

NaCI, and the ammonium unites with the mercury,

forming the amalgam uf ammonium and mercury.

As the change referred to proceeds, the amalgam
increased in sire many time*, and forms a spongy
mass of the consistence of butter, which rise*

through the saline solution and float# on the sur-

face. The amalgam of ammonium and mercury
very readily decomposes, and hence the difficulty

of determining it# exact composition

Ammon l arum, or Ammo niac, a gum rrein.

used in medicine on account of its stimulant and
expectorant qualities, is obtained from Dortma
Ammonweum, a plant of the natural order L’inbcl-

lifene, a native of Persia a perennial about seven

feet high, with large doubly pinnate leave*. The
leave* are about two feet long. The whole plant is

abundantly pervaded by a milky juice, which oorc*

out upon the slightest puncture, and which hardens,

and becomes ammoniACUni. The ainmoniacuin

exudes from punctures made by a beetle, which
appear* in great numbers at the time when the

plant has attained perfection. It occurs in com-

merce either in tears, or in masses formed of them,

but mixed with impurities. It is whitish, becoming
yellow by exposure to the almrephere. is softened

by the heat of the hand, and has a peculiar heavy

unpleasant smell, and a nauseous taste, at first

mucilaginous and hitler, afterwards acrid It is

uot fusible, hut hums with whit* crepitating flame,

little amok*, and strong smell.

iBiygr'dalln, CfcH r N()„3H,0, is a crystalline

principle existing in the kernel of bitter almonds,
the leave* of the Primus lauro uranu. and various

other plant#, which, by di#tillation. yield hydro
cyanic acid. It is obtained, by extraction with
boiling alcohol, from the paste or cake of bitter

almond#, which remains alter the fixed oil ha# been
separated by pressure When obtained pure, it

has a sweetish ,
somewhat bitter taste, and is not

poisonous, and when treated with alkaline solvent#,

ammonia Lt expelled, and amygdalie acid, C^H-O,,.
is produced, if# most remarkable change is, now
ever, that which is noticed in the article Volatile
Oil of Almonds (q.v.). and which rnay be thus
briefly stated. When the bruised almond kernel,

or almond paste, is brought in contact with water,

the peculiar odour of biller almonds is almost
immediately evolved

;
and in twenty-four hours all

trace* of ainygdalin will have disappeared, iU place

being taken by essential oil of almonds, hydrocyanic
acid, sugar, and formic acid. This transformation
is due to the presence of a peculiar nitrogenous
matter called Einuliin (q.v.), or eynaplase, which
set# up a kind of fermentation.

Am yl, C,H„, is the fifth in the sene* of alcohol
radicals whose general formula is C. H,..,. and of

which methyl and ethyl are the first two member*.
It is obtained by heating amyl-iodide with an
amalgam of xinc in a closed tube at a temperature
of about 330* F.

<
177* C.), and is one of the natural

producta of the distillation of coal. As thus

obtained, it represents two molecules of the radical
united together, and usually goc* by the name
diamyl, (C.H.,)* The single molecule, C,HU . has
not boon produced. Diamyl is a colourless liquid,

with a specific gravity of -770 at 32* P. (
11* C.». and

a boiling point of about 3lfl* P. |158*C.). It has an
agreeable smell and burning taste. It enters into

number of chemical compounds, most of

which—as, for instance, bromide, chloride, iodide.

&c. - are derived from amylic alcohol, which bears
precisely the same relation to amyl that ordinary-
alcohol bear* to ethyl. C,H,. Amylic alcohol is

sufficiently described in the article Fi'bel Oil,
which is the wmc giv«n to the crude alcohol. It

mmuub ii2 variably to accompany ordinary alcohol
when the latter ia prepared by fermentation, and

apparently ocean in laxgwt quantity io> the**

liquids which remain most alkaline during fer-

Ajxtl, NlTUTI or. a valuable drug
which must not be confounded with .VUrofe of
Amyl, may be prepared by the actioo of nitric acid
on fusel oO ( amylic alcohol l 1

1

is a pale yellowish
liquid, with an ethereal fruity odour, the vapour of
which, when inhaled, even in very small quantity,
cause* violent flashing of the face and a feeling as
if the bead would hurst It u a very powerful
remedy in all coovulsive diseases, and i# of special
value ia angina pectoris, as well a# in asthma.
Owing to its volatile nature it is usually k'pt in
small glass globe* containing from two to five drop*,
one of which, when crushed in the handkerchief,
and the vapour breathed, will often give immediate
relief.

Am yloid ( Let 'starch') is a term used
in Chemistry and Botany, and generally equiva-
lent to ‘starchy.* Amyloids are sat*lances like

starch, dextrine, sugv. gum, if-, which consist
of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, the latter two
being always in the proportion in which they
occur in water. H.O. The animal body, cbemi-
cally considered, is a mixture of Proteids (q.v.),

amyloids or carbohydrate*, and FaU
I
q.v.), plus

water and mineral constituents, and Uie normal
food always contains three constituents. Of the
three items, proleid* are. however, absolutely
resea lia). amyloids and fats only dreirahle aocre
sonea In the human body the most important
carbohydrate* are glycogen. C,H*0. ;

grape sugar
or dextrose, maltose. C„lCO

rt J and
milk sugar, (^MpO.,. See Animal CMkMiaiNY.
A compousd radical called amyl is fonosd by the
decomposition of starch is a peculiar fermentation
-the amytu /crwsfo/iow-bsl Co it the term
amylaceous has no reference.

Ama tharla, a genus of plant# of the natural
ordsr Hydrochands*-, of which a species. Ana
«Aant alnneulrum ( tilodea canadtntu), hss be
eoms naturalised in Untaui. It is a native of
North Amenta, growing in ponds and slow
streams; and is a dark green, much branched per-
eantal, entirely floating under water. The male
flower* are seldom olaened, and British specimens
are exclusively female, (he male plant happily not
having been introduced. The |>Janl was first found
in Britain ia I M2, by the late Dr Johnston, in the
Uke of Dun* Castle; end sgam in IM7 by Mire
Kirby, ui the rreervoire of s cane! in Uicesterehire.
It is now very abundant and troublesome in the
Trent. Ilerwent, and other river*; in fact much
more so than in Amenta. lu rapidity of
growth i# extraordinary. Immense marere dis
figure the shallows of the Trent, ami cover the

bed# of the deep* It strikre it* shoot# under the
rnud in a lateral direction for six inches or a foot,

and then rise* and spreads. The stem* are very
brittle, and every fragment is capable of growing,

f
usually adopted to eel
rid of it serve rather for

?* lasses
l. very food of it; and by
I* them, probably, it# seeds

may be conveyed from
*• one river to another. It

has been found that
swans may be fed upon
it with advantage, and
it* excessive growth
kept down more effectu-

ally in this way than in

any other. It seems to

be an impediment to
the progress of salmon
ascending the n»ere in

which it occur* ; but for

some kinds of fish it

probably afTord# both
Aaschsns aUlnsstrum. food and shelter. The

manner of its introduc-
tion into Britain is unknown, although it has been
conjectured that it may have escaped from some
garden-pond—a conjecture the more doubtful, from
the distance between the localities in which it

was first found ; but its rapid increase is of great
scientific interval, in connection with the important
subject of the distribution of specie*. As being

calculated to block up water courses, the plant

involve* some serious economic considerations. It

is remarkable that in North America, its native

land, it never grows so as to block the river*.

The plant is also of interret to vegetable physi-
ologists, since exhibiting peculiarly well, under
moderate power of the microscope, the phenomenon
of circulation of the protoplasm within the cells.

Aiur-thrala (Gr„ ‘lack of sensation’) is a
term used to express a loss of sensibility to

extr-mal impreasioiu, which nfity involve n part
or the whole surface of the body. It may occur
naturally an the result of disease, or may be

produced artificially by the administration of

anaethetie*. In some diseased conditions of the
nervous centres, a part of the body may become
totally insensible to pain, while in another part

sensation may be unnaturally acute, constitut-

ing a state of hyperesthesia. When a nerve is

divided, there is no feeling of touch or pain referred

to the parts which it supplies, Itecauwi these aio
cut off from communication with the brain

; and
in some diseases, as the ilcphanluuii gracorum, a
1«»» of sensation in patches of the .kin is an
early and characteristic symptom. Insensibility to
external iuiprrnsions may lie either general— i.e.

affecting the whole lady, or local, where only that
part is affected to which the ana*the tie agent ia

‘fancient writer*, we read of insensibility orancient writer*, we read of insensibility or

indifference to pain being obtained by means of

Indian hemp (uisnaUr iru/nvi), either smoked or

taken into llie stomach. The Chinese, more than
1300 year* ago. used a preparation of hemp, or

ma vo, to annul pain. The Greeks and Homans
uses! mandragora for a similar purpose {poirtn
annulhinan ) ; and aa late as the 13th century,

the vapour from a sponge filled with mandragora,
opium, and other acdalives was used. Tim man-
dragora, however, occasionally induced convul-
sion*. with other alarming symptoms

; and though

Bulletn, an English physician (died 1379
1, mentions

tbs possibility of potting patients who were to be
operated upon into • a trance or a deepe terrible
dreame’ by ita use. it gradually became obsolete,
and was banished from the pharmaoopala. John
Baptists Porta, of Naplre, in his work on Natural
Magic (1397), speaks of a quintcwwcnce extracted
from medicines by somniferous mtntima. This
was kept in leaden vessels, hermetically closed, lest

the aura should escape. ' When it in used, tho
cover being removed, it Is applied to the nostrils
of the sleeper, who draws in the most snbtllo
power of the vapour by smelling, and so blocks up
the fortress of the senses, that he is plunged into
the meat profound sleep, and cannot Ini rouse-1
without the greatest effort.

. . . Three thing* are
plain to the skilful physician, but unintelligible to
the wicked.’ In 17M, Dr Moore, of London, used
compression on the nerves of a limb requiring
amputation, but this method was in itnolf produc-
tive of much pain. In ISUO, Sir Humphry Davy,
experimenting with tho nitrous oxide or laughing
one. suggested it# usefulness a# an anrstlietlc

;
and

In 1828, Dr Hickman suggested carbonic acid gas.
At early as 1795, Dr Pearson had used the vapour

of sulphuric ethor for the relief of spasmodic affee-
tions of the rrepiratioo. The fact that sulphuric
ether could produce insensibility was shown hv
the American physicians, Godwin (1822), Mitchell

JIK32), Jackson
<
1833). Wood and Bachc (1834);

but it was first use-1 to prevent the pain of an
operation in 1846, by Dr Morton, a dentist of
Breton The news of his success reached England
on l?Ui December 1846; on the 22d, Mr Robinson,
a dentist, and Mr Idston, the eminent surgeon,
operated on patient# rendered insensible by the
inhalation of sulphuric ether. This material was
extensively used for a year, when Sir J. Y. Simp-
son, of Edinburgh, discovered the ana*Dietic
power* of Chloroform (u.v.). and introduced the
use of it into his special department, midwifery.
Bine* that time, chloroform has been Die amesthotic
in general use in Europe, but ether is preferred in

America. It is now the opinion of most medical
men that chloroform should not he given where
there is weak action of the heart from disease.
Other substances have beeu Used by inhalation,
auch as nitrous oxide gas. which ia the beat and
safr»t answthctic for operations that last only one
or two minutas, as in the extraction of l«elli

;

bichloride of methylene and tetrachloride of carbon

them, prob*
i»ay be co
one river to
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The root of A. #Wrc*rmv eumetimc* wUntuUxi for the enthiuiuiu of Kudbeck, i;«rciik And Adair had
it, as much weaker The harden Angelica waa at at lem u:ie Kood result : it caubed evidence aUut
one tune also mu h cultivated for the* l>Unchcd the facta of manner* and cu*u>rnH-~afterwarda to
stalka. which were u.«^d celerv now i*. The be. in the hands of bcientitic aludeuUs of jrroat
tender ataJka an-i midnt» erf the leave*. c*bdicl. value for the history of civi)i*Ation-to be pro-
arc •till, however, a well-known article of confee *crvod before it ww loot before advancing Euro-
tioiiar> and an agreeable f4onuu:hie; the root* nean influemea Thr ten triU* deluriou ha* now,
and **eOn are cmplovtd in the prejaratkm id gin however, *unk to a luwer Irvrl than when Lord
and of •biturrw’ flie plant i» a very doubtful KiogaUrough apent his fortune in liublinhing the
native of Briuin. but i* common in m*ny tart* of Mexican pictures and chronicles. In unite of all
Lurope. and even in Laplan i ami Iceland. Lin- U.e new real knowledge a* to races, it hu* even
na-u» deecnbe. the nmc of the dried n«»t in Lapland now more votaries than ever. ‘There ia indeed no
a» tobacco, and of the Mem m a vegetaWe The doubt/ say* Dr Tylor, * that this abject nonaenae
roota are oerj^tonally ground and made into bn-ad has a far larger circulation than ull the rational
in Norway, and tbe Icelander, eat the ateiu and ethnology published in England.*

J J-ftSSZ 'r ““I Angostura Mark, or ClWAftU Bark, is the

Si ^ f ,

>r
J*v

d
K .

-'al woimaic bitter bark of the Oalipea cumaria, a

VhaXn (

Srh
native of Venezuela and other tropical countne*.

* where it is a wnwenllU article of commerce. It

AnglO'Israelltr Theory, an opinion ae to wo iiml brought U> England in 178*, although it

the historical origin of th<- English people held had been in use in Spain since the year 1760. The
by a eonsiderablr number of prr*ons in Britain Gahpra cut/«irui is a small tree belonging to the

and America They contend ihat the English natural order Rutoccn-. 12 to IS feet high, with a

are descended from the Israelites who were trunk 3 to 5 inches in diameter. It Houriahea at

carried into captivity by Ilie Assyrians under an elevation of 600 to 1000 feet above the hc-a,

Sargon in 721 ae Tlw Israelite* weir .«tried and ite elegant white bloasoms, which appear in

into Media, whers they are identified with the great profusion in August. add greatly to the

Saco* or Scythians. who appeared aa a con- beauty of U.e Reentry.
quering horde thrre about tl.r «*mr time They Ai.go.iura Bark is a valuable tonic in dysentery,

next swarmed w.-tsards into Northern Europe, chronic diarrlurn, and d) s|«*|><iin, but it is falling

an<l became the progenitors in particular of the into disuse. It owes it* virtues to a volatile oil,

Saxon invaders .d England Unfortunately for and a bitter principle, the nature of which is un-

the conclusion, the promises must both I*- certain. U. winch the name Cua|«ria haa boon given,

questioned; and we liave not yet been presented t’oder tl.r name of Angostura llitU-nt.au racuce
w.th any satisfactory prod either that the Anglo containing angonturn, canella. cinchona, lemou
Saxon* are the Saw. or that the Sac*- arc the peel, and Other aromatics, cairn- into extettsivo use
Israelites. And it must not be forgotten that a* a tonic; but lunch of what i« sold is devoid of

Sqrthia is much MN . MpytUl*, tew tOBlllM IPainly »f li.-rrtu or other

ethnological term Moreover, the m, railed 1 idcr.ti simple tonic. Angostura contains an alkaloid

ficalioas,' on exawinatiuo, prove to be little more called Ang<*turia In the year IMMa a quantity

than verbal quibblu..- ..n .he English letter. of bark uf a highly poisonous nature reached
depeoding for their success on the reader's ignor Europe, and being mutaken for Angostura Bark,
ariee of Hebrew exrg—i*. Tim- on.- uf lb.- gave rise to several accidents, and in consequence
strongest i*. that according to prop! at the use of Angostura Bark was prohibited in some
Israels location must Is- 'the isles.' The applira cuunlrlea Tliis spurious bark, now known as

bility of this to England U at once obvx.u* But FaJu Anyottum bark, is obtained from the
unfortunately for tl.r argument. Ibe w.<d rendered blnchnoe Nux Vomica, the sou roc of strychnine,
'island or 'isle.' is applied in the Ifebiew text and it is rratlilv distinguished from Angostura
indifferently to any district on the mi evt ~|i»r Hark by the following simple tests; It tins uu

ale-1 from Valentine by water the shores around smell, has a reainou* fracture, cannot be split up
the Mediterranean ami the <Wte of tflwBM and into small laminK. has a pure bitter taste, without
Asia Minor, as well as ids:. !- pro|>er Mm h is aromatic pungency, and when touched with nilrif

S
ade of 'Jacob - .tone' in the rtuonatlon chair at a.id, develuia on its inner surface a deep ml eiKit,

•’eatminster Abbey ; of the fa. I that the Irish, or and on its outer an emerald green. Coder this

fonaanile*. still trouble u- a- « oiding to prophe. v ; trot the genuine bark become* of a dull rod coloui

that in public worship we Mill pray towards the on either surface.

east, as if the posture was peculiar to English Anhydrides is the term now commonly given
Christians. Ac On such feeble arguments aa to the compounds formerly known as anhydrous
these, »e are gravely askol to believe that pro acids, w hicli was a very uusatisfactoiy name, seeing

phenes which applv to all Israel relate to t«n tin: the— l--lne do not present any of the ordinary

trtbro only, to tlie complete exclu.ion uf the two P'-'l-rti.- of acid. In rome cases they are the

tribes repmentrd bv the Jew, througboul the leiult of the dehydration of acid*, and in a II cases

world at tlie present Jav. Thrw. pn.phccies which ,,u‘> •« their com|wsil ion the acid rmriui

have no' meaning at all if not national and **••• Thus, in the following equation, we give

spiritual, are interpret*'! o> if inundone and puliti * n ***n| pl* of the fonuation of an anhydride i

cal. and referring to a ixrtton only of Israel We Nitrte Anhydride,

arc told, moreover, that ll^ well inarknl physical 2MN0, H,0 = N,0,.

features of the Jews are tlnr atjn i»l effeet td the Tlw anhydrides of the monobasic acids an- formed
curse of God upon them : and when we ask for any ,a,ioas ways; thus, hypochloroua anhydride is

survivals among the English of each peculiar and formed by the action of chlorine f»n oxiilc of incr-
peraiatcni euatmn* w nicumcn r. nth day curj*

.
nitrir anhvdriik i» fonniHl Lv the action of

ol^nance. le*ol um Irannw *ntl ihr like, we chlorine on ftitrate of silver, Ac. The anhydridee
ore toM that tlie identity *a* t-i I- M, MM that 0 f tnl^ic aA'ids are often formed hy the mere
our tgpormac* u thr U»i proof of the theory * htiag actum of heat on the acid*, a* ia the cone with
tniff - ccmjrw. ail evidence gticn to ibow the lactic and tartaric acidi*.
impoaaiUlity of *uch peculiar cuntorn» and the The anhydride* preaeot.no uniformity of appear

vcr Of a nation Wing eo completely forgotU-n
; ance ; for example. OOfboOle anhydride ( n.mmonlv

and it in hardly enough Mr tin: oppooenfe of a known an carbonic add, which io reality ia 00,11,0)
theory that =et-» at defiant ^i! rtf» nologkol and bag phoaphoric anhydride is a white p<»wdcr;
linguistic evidence to he adored that nevrrtbelcM nitric anhydride occurs in cryatale

;
aulphunc anhv-

it ia proveti hy a jartir;.Ar interpretation of dride in a ductile wax like milstance
;
while the

Scripture turned u> l»e a* infal-ilde ae ita own aakydridfci of the organic acids are oily bodiea
authontv. heavier than water.
The * luat trihoi of Imd Im Uen aovght for The most important property of thin claaa ia their

in aliuoet every uuart^r of thr i;!obe, and at one convernkm into tlie corrt^|K>nJiog acida, under the
nation anawered the coodilion* of the theory about influence of water.
aa well a* another.

1 the remnant* of the ten tribes Anhydrom is the terra applied to a chemical
were found marauding ia the Afghan pa»e», tabalance free from water. Thus, ordinary lime-

SteSL’S; •1«“ - * «*».^ ^ um .. Simply c.0.

have also been employed, but are not so reliable
as those above mentioned.
The employment of general anrethetics in aur-

fpry nae greatly increased the scope of tiio
surgeon's usefulneaa. and haa been a great boon
to suffering humanity. It ». however, fraught
with a certain amount of danger. However much
care may be taken in its administration, an «ccq
sional fatal accident occur* from the action of tho
anu-sthetice employed. In these coses, there iz

generally disease of the heart, or a hypersensitive

nervous system, predisposing to sudden sinking, or
to shock.

Local anawthosia. artificially produced, in of
great value in minor operations, and in painful

•Jfections of limited areas of the body. It depends
upon a paralysis of tho sensory nerves of the part,

and. may lie induced by the application of cold, or

of medicinal agents. An ether spray thrown on
tho part, produces such intense cold by iU evapora-

tion, that the part ia completely numbed, and a
layer of ice forma on ita surface The after effects,

however, when reaction seta in, are very painful,

and there is danger that in weak constitutions

sloughing and ulceration may follow. Of medi-
cinal agents, the beat is cocaxnt, prepared from the
oooa shrub of Peru < Erylkraxylon com). In the

form of a five to ten per cent, watery solution, this

dryg l* introduced into the tissues by a hypo
dormio needle, and produces complete amrathvsia
of the part thus treated in from three to fifteen

minute*. Barely it produce* giddiness. Iml has
no unpleasant local after effect*. Thymol, man
thol, aconite, belladonna, chloroform (the last

three aa the well known A B C liniment), phenol,
chloral, and Indian hemp, have also a local un.
thotic action if rubbed on the skin, or applied u
abraded surfaces.

Anscl'lea, a genu* of plant* of the natural
order U inbellifcric (q. v ), by some botanist* divided
into two. A ntjeltca and ArcKanyclwa The specie*

arc mostly herbaceous and perennial, natives ..f the
temperate and colder regions of the northern hum
snhoro. Wild Angelica

( A. sy/rufna) i* a common
plant in ruoist meadows, by the side* of brooks, and
In woods in Briuin and throughout many part* of

Europo and Asia The Garden Angelica ( A. arch
anydica or Archangtlica officinal* | is a biennial
plant, becoming pereunial when not allowed to

ripen it* seeds. The whole plant, and rwpocially

the root, ia aromatic and bitter, with a pleasant,

somewhat musky odour, and contains much rain
and essential oiL The root was greatly valued in

the middle age* os a specific against poisons,
pestilential disease*, witchcraft, and enchant-
ment*, and wo* long employed a* an aromatic
stimulant and tonic, and in nervous and digestive
ailment*, but u now very little used in Britain.
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but when water i* thrown upon the lime-shell, the

liquid disappear* bv combination with the lime,

which very much increases in volume and become*
hydrated lime. CaOH.O. Again, ordinary stucco,

before being used by the modeller, contains only

lime and sulphuric acid, CaSO,. with no water,
anil i* therefore anhydrous

; but when water ia

added, and the stucco acts into its mould, it

combines with two equivalents of water, and be-

comes hydrated stucco. CaS0
t
,2H,0, Example* of

anhydrous substances are also found amongst
liquids

;
thus, alcohol free from water is called

anhydrous alcohol
; and in like manner we speak

of anhydrous acetic acid, anhydrous nitric arid,

SiC.

Aniline, Of AMino-BENZENE. was discovered

in as a product of the dry distillation of

indigo; hence the name, derived from anU, the For

tugueae for indigo. This source loo. now ceased

u> lie of importance, for, practically, all the aniline

now manufactured is obtained from coal tar.

When coal is heated in the manufacture of illumin-

ating gas. a large number of substances are pro-

duced, ami are obtained as a tarTy matter of

varying composition. Only a few of these bodies

are of commercial importance, the chief being

ammonia, carbolic acid, anthracene, naphthalene,

pitch, and benzene. It is this Iasi named substance

that yields aniline. If it is treated with strong

nitric’ acid, an intermediate compound, nit ro

benzene, C,H,NO,, is formed, which, when mixed

with acetic acid and iron filings, yield, acetate of

aniline. Aniline may also be prepared by pawing
a mixture of bcnxeiie and ammonia through a red

hot tube, after the following reaction i

llciirne. Ammonia. Aniline.

C.ll, + Nil, - C,H,NH, llr
Aniline may lie regarded either as berurne in

which one atom of hydrogen has t«en replace.! by

the group amidogen, NH,. or as ammonia, NH.. in

which one atom of hydrogen hns been replaced by

the radical phenyl. C,H, ; and according a- the one

or other view in held, it is called anndo-benzene or

phcnylamine tore A MINMb
The pure article is a colourless oily fluid, slightly

soluble In water, but readily dissolving in alcohol

ami ether. It refruits light strongly, and powu-**ri>

a weak aromatic taste. It Imiln at MO* K. (
1«* C. I.

and when pure, ha- a specific gravity of I V20 It

is a well-marked Aim (q.v.), producing numerous

crvstnlline -alt*. although it has no alkaline action

on vegetable colour* It is a powerful narcotic

poison, its fumes causing giddiness, and aubse

quently insensibility, while the Imdy become* of a

livid leaden-blue colour. Taken internally, it main

causes death; and even when respired in small

quantity, as by the workmen engaged iu its

manufacture, it causes severe headaches, nausea,

and vomiting.

It is, however, as being the source of the nurner

ous aniline dyes, that this body loo. become of

leading importance.
Aniline unitea with acids, forming salt*. hut theae

do not constitute the aniline dyes. Three consist

of various base* obtained by the oxidation »l

aniline by means of nitric acid, chlorine, arsenic,

or other agents. In many instances these bases

are quite colourless, and only develop their tint*

when formed into salt* They may lie regarded a*
Amine* (q.v.) i.e. ammonia in which hydrogen
has beet replaced by one or more radicals Thus
wc have dinhenylamine, Nil (C.H,). ;

dimethyl
aniline, N (C,H,1 (CH,|, ; methyl ellivl aniline.

NfC.H.XCH.HC.H,); and en on. To refer at

length to the various aniline dye* would lie irnpo*

Bible, as these now number some hundreds, and
we can only indicate the leading varieties. The
colour* produced by these dve* include every
shade and tint, and the list of red or violet com
pounds would alone exhaust our available -pare.

r'uthtint, which may be taken as typical of the red

dyes, is formed when aniline is treated w ith strong
nitric acid : but. in practice, many other chemical-

may lie sulmtituted for the arid. Hint dyes are
produced when aqueous aniline -alts are 'treated

with chlorate of potaah and hydrochloric acid.

Mauiyine, a powerful violet dye, waa discovered

by Perkin in I KM. and this led the wav tn the
manufacture of aniline colour*. Perkin pro-

duced it by acting ou aniline with bichromate of

potash. 'V e must pass over the various green.

brown, yellow, and gray dye*, merely mentioning

that the so-called aniline black* are usually either

very intense greens or blue*, appearing black
through concentration.

The aniline dye* are noted for their intense

colouring power, one part of a rosaniline salt in a

million part* of water still possessing a deep crim-

son colour, and instantly dyeing a skein of silk

moistened with vinegar. Even in so dilute a solu-

tion a* one grain di—olved in 1500 gallons of water,

it is capable of dyeing a silk thread iiuuiemed tn it

for twenty-four hour*
Many of the dye* exhihit complementary colour*

(see Ln.Hf) when looked at by reflected and trans-

mitted light ;
thus, the strong solution of the salt

above referred to looks a purple red by transmitted,

and a brilliant green by reflected light ; a fact

familiar to the user* of an aniline red ink, or an ink

for any of the familiar graph’ copying processes.

Here the pen assume* a green shining appearance,

I
uile different from the colour of the ink. Aniline

ye* are used a* lacquer* for cheap toys, being

readily soluble in spin! varnish, the well known
• brooring liquid’ being an example of this. Mixed
with gelatin or collodion, and allowed to dry in thio

sheets, they furnish the thin transparencies so much
used for produrmg stained glass imitations. They
have been also used for colouring wines and sweet

meats, but as arwemr was formerly or ia still em-
ployed in the manufacture of the red vancticn, this

practice is not unattended with nek. The ua« of

arernie haa of late been largely abandoned; or,

when used, maker* lake ran- to eliminate the

arsenic at the end of the proceaa. so that the final

product is innocuous. Numerous eases of skm-
erupilous have been traced to the weanng of red

flannel or red stoekiog* dyed by aniline dye* The
rvadineea with which any housewife can dye article*

of clothing or household ornaments has made them

great favountea The chief drawback lie* in the

fugitive nature of many vane-tire. hut notwith-

standing them is a -id* 6cld still open to them.

The aniline colour* are as a whole disapproved from

the artistic point of view. Some of them are

•specially objectionable when used in the same
textile fabric along with natural dye* Notwith-

standing this, the introduction of aniline dye* is

•aid to have closed half the dyer*’ shot- in India.

A few year* ago the Shall of Persia prohibited the

importation of theae colour* into that country.

Further details about aniline dye* are given un-

der the head of DtWO. Although England and

France were fimt in the field, ttermanv took op

the manufacture with so much real and scientific

•kill thul it soon surpassed its competitor*, pro-

ducing .uperior shade* of colour.

Animal Chemistry. The objects of animal
or physiological chemistry are. to investigate the
composition and properties of protoplasm and it*

various modification* which form the tissue* and
organ* of living beings, and t*> ascertain the precise

nature of the constructive and destructive change*
which take place in those tissue* and organs during
the performance of their functions.

Protoplasm is always found to contain much
albuminous or protcid matter, together with
smaller quantities of amyloids and late, and ita

molecule is conjectured to include reprreenlative*

of all these three clsrere. Much water is also

prreent. together with small quantities of numerous
products of functional activity. We may briefly

refer to three
/’rot'u/s ( q. v. ) are at present classified as follows

:

|l) Native Albumens I egg. serum. &c-|; (2)

Derived Albumen* (acid and alkali albumens,

casein ) ; (31 C.lobulins (globulin, myosin, vitellin.

&e.); (4) Fibrin; (51 Coagulated Protcid*; (6)

Peptones; (7) Lardacein. Certain nitrogenous

Woiic* allied to proteids are mucin, choodrin,
gelatin, keratin, nuclein, Ac, which form the

principal components of mucus, cartilage-matrix,

connective tissue, epidermic structure*, and cell

nuclei re»pe«tively.

The Amyloids!at carbohydrate*, from their far

lees complex structure, are much better understood.

The most important of these are grape-sugar
(glucose, dextrose, diabetic sugar). CjH .,0, * H,0;
milk sugar | lactose ). C.,Ha0y » H,0; muscle

sugar (monte). C.H,A * 2H,0; glycogen or

animal starch. C,H„0,; a*d dextrine, C,H,.0,.

The fate, with their derivative* and allies, form

eery complete sene*, acid, neutral, and nitro-

genous. of which the composition is tolerably well

known. The acetic acid scrim, C. is best

represented, including formic (in blood and many
timuee. also accreted by ants, ffccl; acetic (in

stomach during fermentation of food, in dialv-lic

urine, &c-)
;

propionic (in -weal, Ac.
I ;

butyric (in

milk; also sweat, urine); valerianic (in Jicccs I

;

caproic, caprylic, and eapric (in butter) ; Inure-

stearic and myriolic (in spermaceti, ifcc.)
;

palmitic

and stearic acid (in human fat). Of the oleic

series, H(C. If,. j)0,, many members are known.
Human fat is a mixture of oloic. palmitic, and

stearic acid* in combination with glycerine. Thetearic acid* in combination with glycerine Tin

Ejtiir acid series is represented t»y lactic acid

oxalic aerie* supplying oxalic and nuivinii

acids. Cholrsterin is abundant in nervous tismu
ing oxalic and succinic

indant in nervoun tis-ue

and in bile, &c. The complex nitrogenous fills arc

lecithin, nt-urin, ccrehrin, arc.

The most important product of nitrogenous

waste ill maminalm U urea.
|
N 11,),CO, which forms

the chief solid constituent of urine, and occur* hi

trace* in blood and most tissues, except muscle,

which, however, contains intermediate products uf

decomposition. Little is yet known of it* relations

to the proteids, from which it arises ; but Scbut/.eii-

bergrr has succeeded in decompiling albumen into

carbonic anhydride and ammonia in the same ratio

as urea, and therefore conclude* that the mole-

cule of albumen i- a complex nreidc. Uric m id.

C,H,N.,0,. predominates in tlm urine of birds

and reptiles, but it is also present in small

quantities m that of mammals, and its salts form

gouty and urinary concretions. Kreatin. kreatmm,
and 'sarkin occur constantly in tmisele; xantbln,

guanin, &c. in urine ;
glycocoll and tAurili in

combination in the biln acids. »Vo.
;

leu. in and

ty rosin, a* product* of pancreatic digestion.
' Moat of the preceding subsumes, tlmugb seldom

constant, ap|«-ar to lie of exceedingly wide distri-

bution throughout the animal kingdom. A few

sul*Uncos, including eevcral <»f the more import-

ant proteids, grape sugar, muscle sugar, peptiO

and diasUtic ferment*, are also of frequent necur-

rence in the vegetable kingdom
i

while some of

the nmsl important and charactermtic veget-hlothe most important and characteristic vcgetahlo

compounds also occur incidentally among animal*

—«.g. cellulose, chlorophyll, ami Starch. The
whole progress of reaean-li lends to fcliOW til*

fundamental unity, mil only of the rnm|rt*dti«ii

of animal and vegetable protoplasm, but also of

most of the process-'* of waste and repair m
animals and plant* alike. Thu*, for instance, it

has been proved by analysis that allantoin, a Wlv
analogous to urea, and known a* an itnporUnl
waste product of the vertebrate embryo, is also

found in quantity in opening buds in spring.

(Tiolreterin. too, ha- been prepared from carrot*,

while pepsin can l»e obtained alike from the

stomach, from the plastnodium of n myxnmycete,
or from the digralivo secretion of an iriMictivoruu*

plant.

Annatto. or Anatta. also known in commerce

a* Arnotto, Houeou, and Orlrana, is the reddish

pulp surrounding the seed" of the Hun vrtUt n.r«, a

medium sized tree growing in Duiana and other

purls of South America The fruit having been

bruised and macerated with water, the juice is

allowed to stand till the colouring matter aulwidcs

to the bottom (an operation hastened by the

addition of vinegar), when it is strained and the

residue dried. Sometimes fermentation is allowed

to take place, when an article superior for dyeing

purpose*, but having a disagreeable oduur, is pro-

duced. Annatto is used iu the dyeing of cloth, to

which it impart* a bright orange tint, of slight

permanence, however ;
and it also enters into mime

bright coloured varnishes. It i- in the manufacture

of butter and cheese that it find* its widest applica-

tion. although it* value in thin respect is purely a

sentimental one, depending on the ta-te for a high-

coloured article. A* met with in this country, itmet with in this country, it

adulter-
contains flour, chalk, and other foreign snlietancc*,

which, however, can hardly he regarded as adulter-

ant*. being necessary to adapt the crude article to

it* various use*.

Annealing. When a slab of gins* «r metal i-

allowed t« C.-I down rapidly from ita melted state,

the constituent particle* near the surface become

differently arranged from those in the interior. The

molecule* next the skin are in a dilfeient state of

tension from those inside. Annealing i» a process
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of ilnw cooling of x laxly from a high teiii|*:raiurc,

by which there is secure* l a more or lesa uniform
arrangement nf theparticle** or molecules throughout
iu maox (floss is in thU way matte strong ami able
to raaifcl changes of temperature. The mere drop-
ping of a small angular fragment of some hard
xu balance, such as Hint, into a glass vessel before
it ia annealed, usually makes it fly to pieces. A
still more striking example of the unstable nature

of unannealed glass is seen in Prince Hubert's
drops. These are drops of glass which have Ultrn

in n melted state into cold water, and have assumed
a tadpole like shape. If the point of the tail of

one of these !>c nipped ol! with the finger*, the
whole of it will fall into dust with a loud explosion.

This shows that whenever the skin U broken, the

C
rticlea beneath it ure actetl on by a rr}wlU»iit

cc» and fly away from one another.

An annealing kiln or oven is usually of some
length, and the glass vessels or sheets placed in it

are raised to near their melting-point* at it* hottest

portion, and then moved awav at intervals to cooler

and cooler parts of the c)iatnl*r. It takes twelve
hours to anneal wine-glasses, hut much longer for

large object*. Plate glass requires to l«- two *e«-k*

of much labour, is nut through the annealing pio

cess after every few blow* in the die prew (ierniari

silver, which is coiii|kmm**J of three kinds of metal, is

difficult to anneal from its tendency to crack in the

process.

Annealing is also used in gold beating, in wire-

drawing, in nail making, and many other an* Tin,

lead, and zinc are annealed by the u*«r of U>ilmg
water, and steel tool* by immersion in hot oil, both
liquids being allowed to cool slowly. Many expen
menu* have shown that steel boiler-plates and ship

plates are made stronger by annealing them in oil. or

in melted lead, or by simply heating 'them to red-

ness in a slow furnace, and afterwards covering

them up with sand or ashea to prevent them cooling
rapidly or unequally. Tempering (q.v.J hw been

called the inverse pom of annealing.

Antacids are drugs used for the purpose of

neutralising or dimint*mng excessive acidity of the

digestive system, or of the different excretions
Side*tance* which act upon the former are termed
direct, and upon the latter, remote antacids.

in the kiln before it U properly annealed. Badly
annealed l'Ixm shows itself in numerous ways. A
basin of tTiick glass left in an ordinary room will

sometimes break spontaneously dining a cold night.

Flute* nf i:)ass placed, on account of their apparent

strength, in Ilnurs to admit light to cellars, lia\e

occasionally cracked to pieces during sharp frost.

Hot water, iv* is well known, often breaks tumbler*.
Metal* under various circumstances require to I*

annealed. Hollow ware tq.v.j of cast iron, lxeforc it

can Ihj turned bright for tinning, must l»c softened

bv the annealing prioress. The old way of doing

this was a rough and irmly one. Large and strong
iron pot* which contained the ware were placed on
grating* in the open air. and the whole covered

over with coke, nil interstices l*»th within and
without the pot* U ing tilled up with c***l dust, to

prevent a* far it* |Mis»ilde the access of air. The
coke was then lin>l and kept at a red heat for

alrtiut twenty four hours, after which the pile was
allowed to cool. For many years, however, hollow

ware has keen annealed in an oven not much unlike

Many drugs act in both ways, such as potash'

soda’ lithia. lime, ami magnesia, as well as lln-ir

combinations with carbonic acid. Some aubounces
—aa for instance, ammonia and its carbonate
—are onlv direct antacid*, being converted into

acid* in the body, and thus increasing the acidity

of the urine- 'Others- like the acetates, tar

Irate*, and citrates of lfie alkalies—are not direct

antacids, inasmuch as they are neutral salt*, but,

being converted into carbonate* in their passage
through the body, they act as remote antacids,

and reduce the acidity of the urine. The direct

antacids are required when digestion is followed

by the generation of too much acid. When this is

confined to the stomach, potash is to be preferred,

as being more readily absorbed, or in the rase of

aged or feeble individuals, ammonia, as being at

once a stimulant and an antacid. If the acidity

exist* in the bowels, soda, liiae, or magnesia is to

be given, as being less readily absorbed than |*otx*h.

and more likely therefore to reach the situation of

the acidity. The remote antacids are acquired in

all cases where the blood contains uric acid, and
the urine is excessively acid. In such case*, potash

or lithia must he diusen, as forming much mop*
soluble urates than soda.

that used for glass. Large lion -ranting* nrr U|.l
covered up in their inouhK, to prolong the tune of

cooling xoinctimrn with hot cinder* for i% month
prolong the time of

or more. Like thick glim*, these uctumiuitally Weak
»|H»ntancou*ly.
What arc calht I malleable iron canting* are

article* usually of limited hi/*, made of cost iron,

which arc afterward* annealed. They .in- 'tarred
over with powdered hamat it* ore, .uni nuhjwtvd to

various degree* of heat for almut ten days, when
they beenine quite malleable.

Metals, when undergoing the prucc** of rolling,

hammering, or stamping, require annealing. In

the manufacture of sheet•lira**, the lolling, by

which it \3 gradually reduced in tliickno*. make*
it ho hard that it has to be annealed several time*

during the operation Hut in tin* case the annual

mg in eondiicted in a reverberatory furnace, and
lasts only a few minute* The sheet Ira** i^ Minply
mixed to a hlwi-red heat ami then withdrawn,
this being xnflicient to restore the ductility of the
metal. Articles made of brass and other nietaU by

stamping, ami particularly such articles ** require

many blows of the stamp to bring them into shape,

me repeatedly annealed during the process. In the

case of coins, a* they receive only one blow of the

coining-press, the metal blanks are annealed before

they lire stumped. A Hteel matrix, from which
die-puncltea are impreHsed, being usually a work
of much labour, is nut through the annealing pro

Antlrhlor was the name formerly applied to

commercial sulphite of soda by paper tiwm. but
now usually restricted to hyposulphite ol soda.
When the »agw ere reduced to a pulp, they are
bleached by chloride of lime (ldrachingpowdrr),
which thoroughly soaks the pulp, end » very diffi

cull to waili out. The traces <4 chlorine thus left

in the pulp pass into the manufactured paper. and
tend to bleach the writing ink which may be traced
thereon. To free the pulp from the residue of the
chlorine, mom hypunulphite .4 soda i, employed,
nnd hence the ntm* aaliehloe. which literally

signifies ‘against (anti) chlorine.'

Antlfrhrln, or AcKrANlLin. introduced in

UN as n febrifuge, the cheapness of which, com-
bined with iu rapidity of uction nnd it* non.

poisonous nature, have brought it rapidly into

favour a» a ,uhatitute for quinine. A white

CidiHirleae powder, with burning taste, it ia nlnio.t

insoluble in cold water. though readily boluUe

lie pulp pass into the manufactured paper. and
to bleach the wrilins ink which may be traced

con. To free the pulp from the reaidue of the
rine, aoine hyi.-uli.hile of soda l» enitdotrd.

insoluble in cold water, though readily boliihle

id alcohol. It u derived from anilin. to which
it in dceely allied, iu chemical formula bemg
C,H,NHC,n,0

Antimony -aymb. Sb (Ut it,bum)-, eqoiv.Antimony—ay mb. Sb (lat itilnum): eqoiv.
IW * • brittle metal of a flaky. crvaUlline tei-
ture, and a bluiah white colour. It u readily
reduced to powder by ordinary pulvenaatioo

;
when

heated to mr F. (430" C.|. it fuare. and thereafter
being allowed to cool, it aolidihee in rhombohedral
cry*tale, which are iaomorphous with tboee of
arsenic. Heated in a retort, where the oxygen of

»h-while colour. It ia readily
’ by ordinary pulvenaatioo

;
when

.430" C.|. it fore*. and thereafter

anornic. neaieu in a reiort. wnere tne oxygen ot
the air ia excluded, aa in aa atmuephere of hydro-
gen. antimony volatile** aa the vapour of the pure
meUl. When raieed in temperature in contact
with the air. it luma with a white light -combin-
ing with the oxygen of the atmosphere. and fornring
copKiua white fume* of the aouuioxide of anti-
mooy. or • (lower- of antimony.* The metal ia a
bail conductor of heat and electricity, but may be
uaed, in conjunction with biemuth. in the conatiuc.
tion of thermoelectric pile* Exposed to the air

at ordinary temperature*, antimony doe* not tarniah
or rual ; and thia property, combined with the
hardness of the melaJ and ol iu compounds, render*
antimony of essential service in the useful art*, in
the construction of alloys. aoch aa Britannia metal,
type metal, pewter, and white or anti friction
metal. Precipitated powder of antimony, called
antimony Woci. is used lot giving an iron like
appearance to casta.

Slibnite, oe gray antimony ore. the impure
seequisulphide of antimony. Sb^. is tbe principal
source of the metal This substance has long been
employed in the East for darkening the eyebrow*
Native antimony ia found, but rather sparingly,
associaled with a few other metal*. Antimony ‘is

•melted in France, where ore i» found abundantly,
in Germany, and in England, which receivt* iu

supply of ore from Singapore and Borneo. But
stibmle ha- formerly been mined at several place*
in Great Britain. Although the extraction of
antimony from its ore i" a simple matter, there are
several processes employed. Sometime* "crude
antimony." or purified sulphide of antimony, is pro-
duced by liquation as a first stage in the operation,
From this there are two or three ways of obtaining
the impure metal, called ‘regulus of antimony.
This raw antimony, whether obtained from the
punlied sulphide or direct from the ore, require* a
calcination to separate such impurities as arsenic,
irou, lead, copper, and sulphur. In the English
process of getting it direct, the ore is smelted along
with some alkaline slag and old scrap iron in
crucible.- When the mixture is completely fused,
it is poured into conical moulds, and the content*
of those, after cooling, consist of impure antimony
and a slug- of sulphide of iron. There are several
methods in use for purifying the raw antimony
( regulus

|
One of the simplest is U» charge each of

a number of crucibles with this regulus along with

*°Hie soda, common salt, and pure oxidised anti-
monial ore. When heat is applied, the foreign
metal* Icmiiir oxidised arid scorified, ami nearly
pure antimony or star metal is obtained.
The compounds of antimony are numerous : with

»>•) gen it forms ill the tu/quioxidt ol antimony,
or irAi/t antiyiony wc, 8b/),. which enter* into
the composition of tartar emetic; |2) antunonioue
atat, Sb,0,, which forms one of the component* of
]>I James's minder*

;
( 3 )

untimonic <irj, SlqO„ a
very iiisidublr coiii|Kiurid, oblnuied by acting uism
the metal with concent rated nitric acid. With
sulphur, antimony forms the eubiulphidt, 8b,8,,
already referred to as a natural ore of the metal,
and which when roasted .»i a temperature sufficient
to fuse it, pasM's into the mixed >MMN)uioxidu ami
utUulithide of antimony known commercially as
the

j
thus of antimony, used for colouring glass

and |s>rcelsm yellow. A native oxysulpliide. of
a pretty r^l eolour. ia calId red antimony ore.
When the ordinary sulphide of antimony i* boild
with |-Hash, or the carbonate ol potash, it die-
..Bes; and. thereafter, on ladling, depwite a red-
dish luowii sulistance, known ns mineral kermu.
The lii|uid from which the de|a*sil has fallen, if

Ireald with hydrochloric acid, throws down an
orange precipitate of yMen ,uIptiut* of antimony.
Ihne I- also a chloride of antimony, SWl,. pre*

pare<l by heating sulphide of HUlimony ami hydro-
chloric *cid together

,
and which haa the common

name of huttrro/ antimony. It is generally obtained
a* an oily liquid, of the consistence of melted butter,
nnd of a golden-yellow colour, Mixd with olive
ml, it is usd by gunmakem as brotximy tall, to
iiiiiuirl a yellow colour u> gun-barrels,

Various corn]«unds of antimony are used as
medicinal agents, both in human and veterinary
practice, specially the tartar emelit, a double

Urtrate of antimony and potash. ( K8b0T),II,0,
which is the active ingredient in anlitnonial wine,
sherry constituting the bulk of the compound
Several cases have occurred where tartar emetic
has been usd criminally as a poison.

Basil Valentine, in Ins Tnumv/iaM Chariot of
Antimony, says, • the shortness of life make* it ira-

possible for one man thoroughly to leara antimony,
in which every day something of new is discovered.'

Anllpertodic* are drugs which relievo or cure

certain disease* (particularly ague, ami some forms

of neuralgia and headache) whose attacks occur nt

regular interval-... The most important arc cin-

chona Imrk and it* alkaloids, especially quinine,

and an-cnic-

Antlphlogls tlr (Or. anti.
• against," and pnlo-

yi;<K * I burn |, a term applied U> remedies and a.

regimen oppnsd to intlaminalion, such as blood-

letting, purgatives, low diet, &c.

Antlpyrin is one of the most serious rivals to

quinine vet artificially produced It i» nblaind

from c«ka)-t«r product* by a process of Kre* 1 colu '

E
lexity. iu chemical composition being C„H„N,0.
I is a white cry stalline powder, tasteless, colour-

lr->», and soluble in water. Given in doses of 13

to 30 grains, it reduces the temperature 2* to 3" in

about an hour, without the discomfort of profuse

perspiration, and is therefore of great value as a

febrifuge. It is not an antipcriodic, however, and

therefore cannot replace quinine in cases of ague

or intermittent fevers.
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Autlseplics <Gr. and. *against,’ initio*,

‘causing putrefaction ’) arc sufcatancea which pre-

vent or am»l putrefaction arid analogous frnnra-
tivc change*. It ha* been proved that Putrefaction
(q.v.), feriueiiUlionof grape juice (vinousfirvunla-

t*em), of milk (laede fermentation), and many,
though probably not all other fermentation*, de-
pend upon the presence of microscopic vegetable
organism* (see GERM TUEOBY). To preveot these
proceaeea, then, it i* nece—ary cither

( 1 } to exclude
tbeee organisms altogether;

( 2 ) to interfere with
condition* which permit of their development; or
(3) to d**troy their vitality.

( 1 )
These organism*, or their germ*, ore present

in ordinary air; but it ha* been shown by Hasteur,
Tyndall, Lister, Roberta, and other*, that if air be
filtered through cotton wool, or ( if moving slowly)
through * fine bent tube, it may be allowed to
come in contact with putreacible autstance*, if

theee themselves contain no living organism* or
germ*, without causing putrefaction. This method,
however, has had no important application* except
in scientific research.

(2) Their growth may t* arrested (a) by a low
temperature. Thu. large quantities of fresh meat
are imoorted from Anienea, and even Australia and
New Zealand, in chambora cooled to near the freez-
ing point. (?arca**rs of the long extinct mammoth,
with the flesh still present, have been found in the
ice-cliffs of Siberia The longer time that meat,
milk, Ac. keep hi cold than in hot weather is

familiar. {b\ Ky absence of moisture. Thus, if

tbo contents of an egg be thrown out on a plate,
and thoroughly dried in an oven, the whole becomes
of a hard, horny consistence, and may be kept in

this state for yearn. If soaked in water, it will

soon begin to putrefy. In thr name way meat may
bo kept fresh by thoroughly drying it. (The pre-

servation of fruit*. Ac. in strong *ynip ia an
•sample of a somewhat similar action.)

(3) The vitality of these organism* may be
destroyed (<) by heat—e.g. meat and other eat-

able* can lw preserved for an indefinite tune if they
are boiled and hermetically sealed, while still hot,

in tin vessel* (see I’KEXKKVU); (6) by various
chemical substances. Some of the mo*t important
are common salt and saltpetre, uned in curing fish,

pickling meat, Ac.
;
alcohol, in preserving zoological

specimen*, vegetable casences, fruits, Ac. ;
sulphur-

ous acid, boracic acid, and araenious acid ; many
all*, a* chloride of zinc ( Burnette solution, q.v.),

E
rmanganuto of i»la*h | Cotnly’e tluid, ace under
AXOANUB), sulphate of copper (blue vitriol),

corrosive sublimate, nitrate of silver: chlorine

limn salt and saltpetre, used in curing fish,

meat, Ac.
;
alcohol, in preserving zoological

II*. vegetable casences, Iruile, Ac. ;
sulphur-

MAXOANKAK). sulphate of copper (blue vitriol),

corrosive sublimate, nitrate ul silver; chlorine
(given olf by chloride of lime I, iodine, iodoform
(CHI,), glycerine, boroglyccridc, eucalyptus oil,

thymol, creosote, carbolic mid, salicylic acid,

Unnic acid, quinine, the patent preparation
•saniuu.' charcoal (both vegetable and animal),
dry mould, used ill the earth closet system (see
Sewage). All these substances act directly or in-

directly a* poison* to the organism* which produce
putrefaction, Ac. ; most of them are either poisonous
or very unpalatable to man, and cannot therefore
be u»ed in preserving fowl. Many of them are,
however, used in the art* to arrest the decom-
position of putrcscible substances—e.g. in the
manufacture of size for writing-paper from scrape
of liidee, sulphite of soda, containing sulphurous
acid, is added

; hide* are preserved by salt, or. whenacid, is added
; h

tanned, by tannin, a compound of tannic acid ; and
timber is found leas liable to decay if cliarged with
an antiseptic, such as sulphate of copper, chloride
of zinc, corrosive sublimate, or creosote The
timber is placed in a steam box, so that the air

contained in it* pore* is displaced by steam ; the
whole casing i* then closed tight, and allowed to

cool ; the steam condenses and leaves a vacuum in

and around the wood. If one of these sulntancea
is then introduced, it finds it* way into the inner-
most pores of the timber (ace Wood-presbrvimc).
Several of the above named antiseptic* are

largely used in the preservation of food. Salicylic

acid is used for preserving beer, butter, fruits, and
meat ; and to such an extent is this the case, that
the French authorities have forbidden the sale

of anything containing this preservative, on the

ground that when taken continuously, even in

small doses, it in injurious to health. The opposite
view is held by many in this country, and the

S
ueetion is still tub jucfiee. Boracic acid, either

lone or mixed with oorax or glycerine, ia a very

»nnic acid ; and
if cliarged with

powerful preservative, and experience indicates
that the amount neceeaary to preserve food is

perfectly harmless. Large quantities of butter
(Swedish, Ac. I are now sent into this country,
which have only sufficient salt sdded to impart
flavour, and which owe their keeping properties
to boracic acid. It is also coming into use for

preserving fresh fish, and a bright future is open-
ing up to fishermen in secluded waters, who hope
thereby to be able to get a wider market for their
harvest Milk and meat are readily kept sweet
for some time when treated with this acid.

Next to the preservation of food, the most
important purposes for which antiseptic methods
and suLataners are used, are the yetentton of is-

«lioiu dttf.net. and the treatment of icoundt.
t properties of the infectious matter of infec-

tious diseases are closely analogous to those of the
organisms that lead to putrefaction, Ac.

;
and even

in cases where it* organic nature ha* not been
pro ed (see Germ THEORY), it can be rendered inert
by a proper use of antiseptics, or by exposure to a
high temperature. Thus, anything that has come
near the patient suffering from an infectious
d isease

, and discharges from his person, are made
harmless by carbolic acid, chloride of zinc, or

some other antiseptic; his bedding ia roaelod in
an oven at a temperature of 212* r. ( 100* C.), or
more; the room where he has been treated is

fumigated with chlorine oe sulphurous acid ; and
so the disease ia prevented from spreading. This
is. in faction* of the chief aims of medical practice
at the present day (eee btsiRFLCTANTSI.
Many of the evil effect* which follow wounds

and surgical operations are due to tlie presence of
organism* (see Pyamu); and the effect* of their
antiseptic treatment, introduced by Sir Joseph
Lister, have been marvellous.

Anllsepllr Surgery, «» Listerum, is the
system of treating surgical wounds introduced by
Sir Joseph Lister (q.v.). based on hu clear reevgat-

lion of the fact that putrefactive prop—am (seyxie)

are the chief danger which the surgeon has to com-
bat ia dealing w ith accidental and operation wounds.
The eyeteai consul* essentially in excluding, by
the use of germicide sulwtances. those microbes by
which fermentative processes are induced, or in

•radicating them from wounds to which (hey have
gained access. In this way pyn-mia, neptica-uua.
erysipelas, and gangrene, mice the scourge of
surgical hospital*, hare ia a shoet period of years
become disease* of rare occurrence, and the reduc-
tion in hospital mortality baa been very great.
Catholic aetd dissolved in vaziou* menstrua, in the
form of a steam spray, or impregnated in gauze or

cotton wool, was till recently the favourite anti-

TiJSSXBS&JE&SttS
in frequent use for Urn same purp.ee* In )Ml
i rofmaor Koch of Berlin drew attention to the
much greater potency of perehloride of mercury
(corrosive sublimate) a* compared with other
antiseptics, and his suggestion of it* employment
in a one pro millt aqueous solution ha* now
been universally adopted with satisfactory results.
Along with carbolic acid, which is still preferred
for tome part* of the method, this antiseptic is

employed to destroying the infective particle* or

9*rmi in the immediate neighbourhood of the
wound. The wound itself is only treated with the
germicide solution when the presence of germs
within it is suspected, otherwise it i. kept free
from the irritative action of the lotion; but all
objecte approaching it must be rigoroueiy purified
if the danger of infection « to be safely avoided
Method of Operating and of Itrwtno Oyrat.oo

mumit.—The skin of the part, the hand* of the
operator and his assistant*, and the instrument*,
are carefully punfied with a watery solution (I in
l«N»of corrosive sublimate. Sponges. Ligatures,
and Drainage tubes (q.v.) are kept in carbolic
acid solutions. The operation is conducted in an
atmosphere impregnated with carbolic acid by
means of a fine epray. usually produced by steam
generate.! in a small boiler, or the wound and it*
neighbourhood are constantly irrigated by the cor-
rosive sublimate solution during tin- continuance
of the operation. When the operation is completed
and the wound closed, it is covered with a layer of
specially prepared oil silk (protective), to prevent
constant irritation by the antiseptic in the dressing.
This consists of muslin impregnated with a mixture

of carbolic acid, resin, and paraffin
; it retains the

carbolic acid at ordinary temperatures, but give* it
off slowly at the temperature of the body, so that
the dressing remain* in an actively anti*cptic con-
dition for some days, till all it* carbolic acid has
evaporated. The first layer is wetted in carbolic
acid solution (1 to 40) to destroy any germ* adher-
ing to iu surface, and render it actively antiseptic
at once. The remainder U applied dry, in order to
soak up the discharge as it flows from the wound.
This dressing may be in part or wholly replaced by-

fine cotton wadding impregnated with corrosive
sublimate, or with salicylic acid, it* elasticity

rendering it a more comfortable application, and
iiennitling it* close adaptation to tlie contour of
the body. The whole i* fixed by bandage*. The
dressing is In general not changed till discharge
become* visible through it. When it in changed,
similar precaution* with regard to spray, purifica-

tion of hands, Ac. inuat be owerved.
Treatment of Wound* not infticted by tie Surgeon.

—They are washed out with a neorching antiseptic
solution, as watery solution of convolve »uh)nn*Ui
(1 in 500) or carbolic acid (I in 20), and arc thus
at once thoroughly disiufected. They are then
treated like operation-wound*. After 48 hours at
furthest, it i* not generally |Kw*il>le to eradicate
the causes of putrefaction thoroughly.
HttuU*. If thi* treatment is thoroughly carried

out : ( I ) no bucirna and no putrid smell lire present
in the discharge

; ( 2 |
no pyu-mia. Mptiin-miu, hoe-

E
' «l gangrene, or erysipelas results; and in general

) no formation of pu. take* place ; (4) no pain i.

t in the wound ; (5) no fever follow*,

Some of the most striking elli-cu of thi* method
on surgical practice aro

: (1) In many raw* of

injury, especially compound fractures and disloca-

tion*. a limb may now la* preserved where amputa-
tion was formerly considered necoMary. 12) Many
ojirration* arc now fearlcealy and safely performed.
which formerly were either not attempted, oi were
frequently followed by di*n*trnus result*; especi-
ally operation* on bone* and iolnt*, and opening
of Chronic Alaowf*, and Serous Membiane*
(q.v.). (3) Mortality from injuries and operations
has been greatly diminished—e.g. the death-rate
afu-r major amputation* (in IWX and IMKii fell

from 45 per cent to Ift pei cent (IK4I7 61)) in
LUtor's wards in Glasgow after he introduced hi*

method, and to about 12 per cent, (in 1871 77)
in Kdinburgh, when he had further developed it.

Volk man of Halle wan tin thr |Kiint of closing hi*
wards in consequence of thr prevalence of pvidiiin
and •epUcormitL llo tried 1-inU-fV mothod, and
during thr next fivo yearn the total mortality in

hi* wards was lens than tt per cent*

Aperient* arc substance* which air employed

to cause inUwtmol evacuation*. Many article* of

food, auch a* oatmeal, brown broad, and bran

biscuits, and fniite auch a* figs, prune*, and ntraw.

bemos. are used for thi* purpose; but the term ia

usually applied to dtnoU* certain medicine* which

act upon the intestines and cause them to expel

their content*. Although considerable progress

ha* been made in recent years in the investigation

of the action of various drugs upon the intestine*,

wo are a* yet unable to givo a final claN*ification tx>

them. For practical purposes, however, we may
classify aperients a* follows : (

I )
laxatives and (3)

purgative*—(a ) cathartic and ( 6) drastic. ( ) )
Laxa-

tive* are substance* which only slightly increase

intestinal action. They act without causing any
irritation or griping. The chief examples of this

clan* are manna, magnesia, olive oil, sulphur, and
castor oil in small d<**ea. (*2

)
Purgatives—(«)

Cathartic* are substance* which quicken or in-

crease the evacuations from the intestines, and in

their action may cause grining. Examples of this

class are aloes, castor oil in large dose*, rhubarb,

senna, and various specie* of rhamnus;
< 6 >

drastic*

are substance* which are prompt, powerful, and
effective in operation. Colocyoth, croton oil, ela-

terium, gamboge, jafap, podophyllin, and ttcain*

mony belong to this class. Besides the substances

already enumerated, we must mention the saline

aperients—e.g. sulphates of potassium, sodium,

and magnesium, tartrate* of pota**iuin and sodium,
i>ho*t>hatc of aodiuzu, and citrate of magnesium.
Of tlie above drugs, bitartrate of potassium

,
cla-

terium, and gamboge act as hydragoguc* (Or.

huddr
%

4 water,
1

and ago
,

‘1 drive away
),

a* they

tend to remove water from the system
;
and aloes,
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and Mil water; the lattice-plnnt
(
Ouuirandra

,

see 6g- I ), with iU skeleton leave*
;
various cstus-

rine »nd fimh • water Kaiadaceous plant*—«.g.
Zottera and Saiat, are also common instances,
while those growing in marehy ground are much
too numerous to mention. Among Dicotyledons,
the while water buttercup (Ranuneu/iu atjuatilu),

with ita slightly divided Boating, and much dis-

sected submerged leaves; the yellow and white
water-lilies ( Xympkaa ) ; the sacred Jotus-flower

of the Ganges and Nik < AVfcmfinMi); the gigantic
Victoria reyta of inmical South America; and
the insectivorous biadderworl or Utneuiana, are
among the moot familiar aquatic forma
Numerous modifications have naturally resulted

in adaptation to aquatic life. The roots growing
out in a relatively frictionlea* medium may be-

come. as in HydroeJumt and PonteJena (see Root
).

long and delicate, covered with numerous and
uniform root-hairs, which thus expose a large

aloorbing surface. In Utrxcularia. on the other
hand, where the whole plant ia submerged with

the exception of the dower-sUlk. root structures are
not developed at all. The leaf stalk, of a Po*U-
deria growing ia the water, show, when contrasted

euonymin, indin, mercurial preparations (blue

pill, calomel), podonhyllin, and rhubarb, act as
cholagogues (Ur. chait. “ bile'), as they increase the
evacuation of bile. Purgatives may be said to

act in three ways—(I ) by increasing the peristal-

tic action of the intestines; (2) bv causing an
increase of the secretion from the intestinal
mucous membrane; and (3) by preventing the

absorption of the Huide of the intestines. Purga-
tives have various uv», for they not only remove
the contents of the intestines, but also prevent the

accumulation of face* in them, and the irritation

such accumulation causes. They are useful in

cases of dropsy, to remove excessive fluids from

the body. In fever they lower the temperature,

and thoy are of use in lowering the blood procure

in certain diseases. lastly, in cases of hernia,

aneurism, and some other disorders, they are bene-

ficial in preventing difficulty in the act of defeca-

tion. Although the use of aperients is of un-

doubted benebt. yet their abuse is much to be

deprecated, as to employ them habitually or pro-

miscuously may produce serious results There

are also used as aperients many Mineral Waters

(q.v.l.

Apoiuor plilit

morphia by
rapid and

’
t is an alkaloid prepared from

eating with hydrochloric acid. It is

a rapid and powerful emetic, but its effects quickly

pass off
;
and it causes very little depression. It*

chief value depends upon the ease with which it

cau be administered by hypodermic Injection

(q.v.), as vomiting can thus bo induced even when
swallowing is difficult or impossible -e.g. incases

of poisoning,

Aqtin Fords (literally ‘Strong water’) was the
term used by the alehemi.i* hi denote nitric acid,
and is still the commercial name of that acid.

Aqua Kcgliur (literally ‘quern's water') is s
mixture of concentrated sulphuric acid (oil of
vitriol) and nitric acid, or of sulphuric acid ami
nitre. Either mixture evolves fumes largely, and
may be used os a disinfectant.

Aqua RrglH, or Kr/ilA ( literally • royal water ’).

is the common name implied t<> a mixture of I part
of nitric acid, ami 2. :i, or « part- of hydrochloric
acid. The general proportion is I to 2 The term
aqua regia was given to the mixture from the

C
wer it possesses of dissolving gold, which is the
n<j of Hie mttah.

Aquatic PlantM. The presence of water is

not only essential to the active life of all organisms,

but is peculiarly necessary fur plants which are for

tho most part dependent for food -supply on matUr
dissolved in water, as well as on the carbonic

anhydride mingled with tho surrounding medium
Nuinorous plants are, moreover, in the strict sense
of the word aquatic, having never acquired or

having lost all direct connection with the soil.

Tho simplest plants or Alg.c are almost all

aquatic, though many occur in damn situations

on land, or on other organisms, while others re

main for long periods quiescent in comparative
dryness. Many Algie are absolutely isolated in

the water, while others are more or less inti-

mately fixed to some solid substratum Fungi
are very seldom found in water, and lichens are
also emphatically terrestrial Some Liverworts,

again, occur Boating in lakes, but the majority
grow in very damp |daces. and mark tho transition

to the generally terrestrial life of mows ami ferns.

Bomo Rhixocarpi, such as Salvinia. are aquatic,

with leaves rising to tho surface, while others are

land or marsh plants, like the higher horee-tails and
club-mosses.

Among tho flowering plants or phanerogams, a

return to aquatic life is exhibited by numerous,
though exceptional cases, while a very large number

Cw in moist situations, aud have a semi aquatic

it. The simple Monocotyledons known aa

Helobite (q.v.) or marsh-lilies are more or lees

strictly water-plant*. The Arrow head, q.v
(
Sayit-

tarui), and other Alisiuacear ; tho Butomut of the

marshes ; HydroeAarit, with floating kidney shaped

leaves; the water-soldier {Stratitda), with narrow
submerged loaves; and the Canadian pond-weed
{AnaeJuirit, q.v.), which, though entirely flowerles*

io Europe, threatens to choke some canals and lakes,

are familiar representatives. The little duck weed

(Lemna) floating on the surface of stagnant pools

with those of another growing on land, aa enor
mous development of air spaces, which servo to
buoy up the floating plant Submersion seems to

Increase the eurface of !«av«s at the expense of
cl t >t t % a a l a aa as * as

strated by artificial change uf environment, while
the foliage of SagitUiria. Alitma, Suphar, Sic. ia

very different, according as the leaves are sub-
merged, floating, or aerial. In aquatic plants, tho
Stouiata (q.v.) are usually absent or sdircc on the
lower surface of the floating leaves, and on both
side* of the submerged

;
ana manv more intimate

changes, such as the disappearance of haini, the
occurrence of chloroplivll in the epidermis, and so

on, have !>ccn repeatedly oUcrvcd to follow change
to an aquatic medium. Borne plants, such as

Zottera, even flower under water, out an exposure
and relative drying nt the surface has l>ccn shown
to be in some cases e&ientia) to the germination of

the seeds. The fniits of the water-lily keep afloat

by means of largr air spaces, ami those uf the arrow-
head aie protected by a thick oily rind. The whole
subject of the adaptive mollifications of aquatic
plants is obviously a special ease of the general
problem of the relation between organism ami
environment, and for further details reference must
l«e made to the separate articles on some of the
plants cited as instance.

Aqua Vila? ( Lnt.
,

* water of life
' )
U a common

term applied to ardent spirits ; especially, in com-
mere*, spirit* of the fust distillation, or uuiectilied.

During the alchemical cj>och, brandy or distilled

spirit* was much used as a medicine, was con-
sidered a cure for all disorder**, and even got tho

credit of prolonging life. French «iu dt vie

(brandy) has the same meaning, as well as our
words uAitky and uv/utbauyh . the former a Scotch,

the latter an Irish form, from •- common Gaelic and
I rub, uitgt Meatha.

Argol u a crude variety of cream of tartar

which forms a cnist in the interior of wine-vat*
and wine bottle*. Originally, it exist* in the juice

of the grape, and is soluble therein ; but during tho
fermentation of the juioc, and as it pa/we* into
wine, much alcohol is developed, which remaining
in tho fermenting liquor, causes the precipitation

uf the argol ; the latter being very spamigly soluble

in an alcoholic liquid. Some wines, when they arc

bottled, are not fully ripe, and more alcohol being
thereafter developed, a further precipitation of

argol tak« place as a cnist in the bottles, anJ
hence the meaning of the term crusted port. Argol
is generally of a reddish tinge, obtained from the

colour uf the giajicw, hut some times is of a grayish-

white colour, when it has been deposited during

the fermentation of the juice of colourless grape*.

The rod or white argol is denominated ill commerce
crude tartar, and it* principal uses me in the pro-

jutntlion of Cream of Tartar and Tartaric Acid
(q.v.). The constituents of argol are bitartrate of

potash (cream of tartar), tartrate of lime, with
colon rini' and extractive maUj-.ru

Ar'olca, a genus of Tubulifloral Compoaitea.
The rhizome, leave*, and flowers of tho Mountain
Arnica

(
A .

' inon/ami),
sometimes called Mnun* .

tain Tobacco, formerly
enjoyed much repute in

medicine a* a stimulant
in paralytic affections, Vfll'y
low fevers, &c. The l* h **

flowers are still employed I

to yield a tincture which \

is of aemce as no ex ter- CTk Ai»
nal application to wounds >4 . ,
and bruises. The plant Oily?
yields a considerable •JiW
quantity of tannin, resin, *

volatile oil, and a peculiar *\ I M /
alkaloid (aruicin). Tho lYV 1 'A'jf
rhizome is perennial ami
crooked, the stem about
two feet high, simple or

little branched, with few
leaves, hearing on the
summit a head of flowere j-
of a dark golden yellow,
often two inches in A*,'
breadth. It flowere from
June to August, forms

,
an ornament of mountain

Arnica

meadows in Gei many ami
Switzerland, and is found upon the Continent a*
far south a* Portugal, and as far north as Lapland,
but is not a native of Britain. There arc a few
North American suedes.

S
Amici.
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Aromatics constitute a clu oi medicines

which o»c their properties to the essential oils, to

benzoic ntul cinnamic acids, to volatile products of

distillation, or to odorous glandular accretion..

The plants that contribute to this clana of medicine*

are those which yield essences, camphor, or odor

oua resins, and amongst the families which yield

the most im|>iiUut aromatics are the Labia to-,

Umbullifenc, Launuete, Mvitacese. Auranluicev.

Coniform, Sciuunineie, Orcnidew, In

cases, the aromatic matter i-« diffused throughout

all parts of the plant, hut it is usually condensed
in particular organs, such as the root, in tho case

of ginger and galanga; or the bark, iu the case of

cinnamon, canella, and ca-carilla ; or the llowera,

as in the ease of cloves
;
or the fruit, aa in the case

of anise and vanilla ; or the wood, as in tho caw of

sandal-wood and aloes wood ; or the leaves, ns in

the case of most of the Ijibial*. Umbellifeia-. Sc
Aromatica may be arranged in the following sub

classes : (1 } Those iu which the active principle is

an ossential oil, as the oil of thyme, lavender,

cujepul. neroli, fennel, Ac. (’2) Those containing

camphor, or an allied body, such an artificial

camphor obtained from turpentine. |3| Hitter

aromatica, iu which there is a mixture of a bitter

principle and an essential oil. as chamomile,
tansy, wormwood. Ac. These are tonic* and
vermifuges. () Those of which mink is the type,

such as civet and ambergris ; and certain plants

with a musk like odour, such as Malvu ountkala,
AUmultp motehalui, and Hibineu* uMuMthu*. (j)

Those containing a fragrant min, a* benzoin,

myrrh, olibanum, storax, and the lualsaiii* of Peru
and Tolu, which I*—i-.— stimulant tiro|-*rlie*. (6)
busily, those which are artificially produced by
destructive distillation, as Ur, creosote, benzol, or

the various empyreumutie oil-

As a general rule, these -ubaUnces act as difftlh

iblo Stimulanu of more or less power, and as anti
spasmodic*, while those in which a bitter principle

is present act as vermifuges and tonics. The whole
class were formerly regarded a* posse-sing disinfect*

ant and antiseptic properties, ami there is no doubt
that Home, as coal tar, creosote, Ac strongly
posses* this property. 'In llii» country we usually

associate aromatic* with oilier medicines ; hut in

France aromatic infusion, lotions, l<aths, Ac are
prescribed. The composition of aromatic infusion

may be given as an illustration : l ake equal parts

of the leaves of aage, ordinary and lemon thyme,
hyssop, origanum, wormwood, and mint

.
and in

fuse 60 parts of these leaves in 100 parts of boiling

water.

Aromatic Helie*. This term is applied t» a
large group of organic chemical compound*, many
of which occur in balsams, essential oils, and other
substances having an aromatic odour. It was
originally limited to the compounds of the benzoic
group, but it has now been extended so as to include
other series homologous with them, and ranging

round the proup of hydrocarbons. C.H^ ,
The

simplest of t.iesc hydrocarbon- is Benzene (n.v.), in

which there are six atom- of carbon, the formula

being C,H,. Now, such a body i» an umuiturated one

fsoe ATOMIC Theory ),
and i- capable of uniting

with monatomic elements such as chlorine to form
chlorides, containing from one to six atoms of

chlorine. To account for this. Kekul* ha- devised

a structural formula for benzene, which assists one
in undentlanding the complex relation* of the

aromatic sene* ;
out it must be borne in mind that

such formula- do not profess to represent the actual

positions of the atoms in the compound, but are
only used as convenient stand points from which
to regard them. In Kekuff'a
formula, the double line*, uniting a h
the atoms of carbon, indicate that /
each of these atoms can still unite C—

C

with an atom of hydrogen. From if

this peculiar construction, it is H—C C H
evident that tho compounds of the \

aromatic series must have diatinc- C—

0

tive properties, and the number of / \
these compound* be very large. “ “
Thus, referring to chlorine, we see

that we may either replace hydrogen by Monne.
or add chlorine to benzene, the resulting bodies
having the composition C,CI« and C.H.Cl,, when
the full amount nf chlorine ha* been taken up. So
also oxygen may enter into the compound, giving

us a senes of bodies called phenol*, which are
monatomic, diatomic, or tctratomic. according to

the number of atom* introduced. The phenols
correspond to the alcohol, of the fatty senes (soe

Alcohols), ordinary phenol having the formula
C,H,OH. that of common alcohol being C.H.oH
Hydrogen may also be replaced by ainidogen, NH„
giving rise to Amine* | *ee Alkaloids), the beet

known of which is Phenylamine. or Aniline (q.v. ),

C(I1 INH I. The nilro compound*, in which hydro-

C is replaced by the group NO,, include nilro*

zene. or artificial oil of bitter almonds (not

to be confounded with the true Oil. q.v.), the

formula of which is C.H.NO,.
When carboo enters the benzene group. C

#H„ it

forms many new compound. Thus hydrogen may
be replaced by radicals such a* methyl and ethyl,

CH, and giving rise to such compounds as

Methyl brazen. tVHdCU,:Methyl brazen* . C.H.CH.:
Ethyl benaene C.H.C.II,;

again, more than one molecule of these radicals

iv be introduced, as in

Dimethyl Ur
Methyl ethyl

C.H.ICH.),;
C.H.LH.CX

From these again are derived aldehyde*, alcohols,

and acids, of which we can only give a .ingleand acids

example :

Methyl Uaxar. or

Baniyl skohol.
H. my! aldehyde

C.H.CH, ;

SBSfi?"
c.imxhhi.

All of which, in their composition and propertiew,

how close analogieu to the corresponding fatty

compounds. An account of the aromatic scrim

would be incomplete without reference to the

itomeritm which exists among iu membera. A
reference to the formula for ben zone will ahow
that when only one atom of chlorine has been

introduced into the molecule, there c*n only Je-

on# inonochlor benzene When two, however, are

present, or when one atom of chlorine and one of

bromine have reduced hydrogen, as in chloro

bromo benzene, the raw u ditferent

:

ji. r
Led cL

cjt-cu cu-cw

CH CH tifi C,,

CII --CHr CHr—CH

CB»
/

-CH
IV

iinilar U> the toddv of India, and in a lew

il -lance- al~i i: i- distilled, but arrack essentially

belong" t-. India and the adjacent countries. The
C*h-ia nut palm I

'
'•* o* uueijera

) i» a chief source of

l-»ldy or j-alin wine, which is obtained from tree*
ranging from twelve to sixteen years old, or in fact

at the peth-i "hen they begin to show the tiivt

indication .if (lowering. After the flowering shoot
or spAilit envrhi|>«d iu its apatlie i» pretty well

advanced, and the latter is ulxmt to open, the
t-iddv man climb- the tree and cuts off tlic tip of

the (lower -hoot ; he next lie- a ligature round the
stalk at the lia>e of the -podix. and with n nmall
cudgel he brat* the (lower shoot and bruises it.

This he doe- daily fol a fortnight, and If the tree is

in good condition, a considerable ouantitv of a sac-in g.—d condition, a considerable <|unntity of a sac-

charine juice How- from the cut. nimx of the llower-

shool, ami is caught in a pot lixeu conveniently for

the purpose, and cmplic<l every day, It flows

ChlwrebiMao beruciw

Here w« see that tlie atoms of hydrogen re.dac.-d

may he either contiguous 1 1 V), separated by one

group of CII (13), or by Iwu group- 1 1 « I ; and

that this is nut a mere dL-tinctsm on i«|wr i- l.irnc

out by experiment, which h\« MKcee-ie-1 in produc-

ing three ehlorohromo Iwnzerve*. differing in pro-

perties. but identical in percentage composition.

There are many other isomeric IsbIh-* known, hut

for further information tlie reader inu-t refer U» the

article on Im.mukism, or to a practical treatise on
the subject.

Aromatic vineqar differs from ordinary
v inegar ( which i- acetic acid .liluted with water

|

in containing certain e—ential oil* whidi impait an
agrccaMe fragrance It i« generally prepared by
adding the oil* of clove*. laven-Ier, mwmary,
lirrgwmot, neroli, and cinnamon to the strongest
acetic *f*l Aromatic vinegar i« a very pleasant

and powerful [n-rfume ; it i* very volatile, and
when -milled up by the no-tnls. is a powerful
excitant, an* I lienee is -ervieealje in tainting,
languor, headache, and nervous debility. Aromatic
vinegar is generally placed on a sponge in a smell-

ing l-illle or in a i-tmnyreKe

;

il can also be pur
dialed a- a liquid in |diial- : and a drop or two
allowed to evaporate into a sick-room, overpowers,
but doe* not de-troy any unpleasant odour. The
liquid must, leiwever. cautiously dealt with, as

it U very corro-ive.

Arrack, <•» Hack, i* an Eaal Indian name
(derived from the Arabic I fur all soils of distilled

spirituous liquors, but chiefly U> that procured

from t'Mdg or tl«* fermented juice of the cocoa and
other palm*, a- well a- from rice and the kind of

brown -ugar called jaggery The palms in other
tropical Countries furnish a fermented beverage

freely for fifteen or sixteen days, and le— freely

day by day for another month or more; u idicc hns
to be removed from the top of the shoot very
frequently. The mice rapidly ferments, ami in

four day* i> u-unlly sour
:
previous to that it is a

favourite drink known in some parts of India It-

callu, and to tin- Europeans a.- toddy. When
turning -mr, it is distilled ami converted into
airack It i* largely manufactured in (hrn,

Batavia. Ceylon, and Siam. A similar spirit in

made pretty largely from the magnificent fan-

Iravol | at) in, lianiiiu* fhil-elh/vriiin, and also
from the —I calb-L dal.- sugar palm, Arenga tat-

cA.in/cr i Tho name in alnu given U» a spirit

obtain.*! from rice and sugar fermented with
cocoa nut ~ap An imitation arrack may ho pre-

pared by dta-olving 10 grains of benzoic acid in a

pint of rum.

Ar'Hcnlr him! Its Compounds Arwenio
(through lat. from (Jr. antnikon, ‘ arsenic, a

word meaning lio-ially ‘male.’ arHn, from the

notion of the old alchemists that metals were of

diflrrent aexeal is the name applied in popular

language to a well known poisonous substance,

areenious acid, but, etrictly speaking, the term

u nwtnctad to the metal, of which the s>mbol in As
and the atomic w.-ighl ui 7b. Thu metal aiaenio U
rarely found free in nature, but in a slate of com-

bination il occur* largely. The most iin|MirtAiil

of all areenical minerals, beeau-c of their use as

ores of arsenic, for tho nreparation of white amenic,

or areenious acid, are those in which arsenic in com-

bined with nickel and cohall. The ohiof of these

are areenical pyrites, or IriicopyriU.', nickeline,

coUlline, and smaltinc, which aio found in Corn-

wall and tlie continent of Europe, as well as in

other parts of the world. The last-named two are

used for the preparation of blue colour* for por-

celain or stoneware The prt win e of arsenic in n

mineral may commonly Is- detected by the alliu

ceoua odoui which it emits before the blowpipe.

The metal i- generally prepared from areemoun

acid, Aa.0,, hv mixing it with ita own weight of

char<*>al, placing the mixture in a w-cll covered

crucible, and subjecting the whole to heal, wheu

the metal set free hy the charcoal risen, and con-

dense* in tho up|>er jiart or cover of the crucible.

Metallic an-enic in very brittle, can easily be

reduced to |M»wder hy hammering, or even pounding
in a mortar

;
and when a freshly cut surface is

examined, it presents a brilliant dark steel-gray

lustre, which, however, readily tarnishes on ex-

posure to the air. The metal, an such, is not con-
sidered poisonous, .hut when introduced into the
animal system, il i- there faintly acted upon hy
the juio<--, and in (tart diawlved, at the same time,

exhibiting poisonous properties. When heated in

the o|-en air. il burn- witii a iieculiar bluish flame,

and emits a characteristic alliaceous odour. The
only use to which the metal arsenic is applied in

tin art* i- in the manufacture of leaden shot of the
varum* sires, when It- presence in small quantity
in the leal renders the latter much more brittle

lhan it ordinarily i* Of all the compounds of

ar-i-nic. the iisnl important is the une alreazly

alludi-1 to mini.ly, ar-enious acid, which is an

oxule ul ar-enii With sulphur, ar.-enic forms
two important compounds : llealgtir, A-qS* a red,

transparent, and brittle substance, which is em-

(
loved in the manufacture of the signal-light called
I'fiilt /luhtin Fire; anil Orpiment, As,S,, or

fermented beverage Kimjt YtUo« •* dM*p i'igmenl of a yellow colour.
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conation cau*e» death. That arsenic can be taken

habitually for any length of time with impunity

was formerly regardcl a* a physiological impossi-

bility ; and yet the fact ia established on unquee-

lionable evidence.

No effective chemical anlu/ute for arsenic haa yet

been discovered In case of an overdone, or of

intentional poisoning, the following treatment is

recommended : Evacuate the stomach by the

luid stomach-pump, using lime-water; administer large

‘ed. draught* of tepid sugar and water, chalk and

%'itli water, or lime-water; avoid the use of alkaliee,

lies, but administer charcoal and hydrated eesquioxide

and of iron ; bleed freely ; take a tepid bath, and use

ith a solution narcotic*. If the fatal symptoms 1* averted, let

form an arsenite the |>atient for a long lime subsist wholly on

no»n as Fouler'* farinaceous food, milk, and demulcent*.
Many sheep din- Asafcc'Clda, or AssAKETltM (i a Fetid Asa

composed of arsemou. acid, or Aeea), ia a guru resin, which ha- leen suppo-od
which, wlteii u-cd. are ^ identical with the exuded juice of the Stlphwn
tity of water, ami thus 0 f Dioscoriden. eo highly esteemed among the fireek

dilute solution* nf arx-mu- of physicians. Ita name is derived from the Persian
nd of ar»en»oii* ace! and the oxide i,„rd ,u/» ‘mastic.’ The drug in procured by
tl..- aiM-.-iite of coo|«-r. or Scheelr'i drying the milky juice which flows from the root

(Irtrn, I* a pigment largely u»*l I.v painter.* a* a 0 f ()ie plant Ferula
(
Narther |

aia/atula. The
prett) and .heap gr«-n paint. The same sub- rool 0f aaafictida plant is long, and generally
»um«- i», »r fornterly, exU-nxvely rmployrd unJividewl ; white inside, but having a black cover-

in the manufacture of common green paper hang- j„K . contains in it- interior ^quantity of juice
ings for the wall, of rooms; and it seems certain „f overpowering odour, which much reeemblta

that rooms covered with paj-r coated with this
t | (., 0 f garlic. Ferula or NarthtJ a4a/atula has

C-n amemte of r«|>per an- detrimental to the it* radical loaves tripartite, their segment* bipin-

Ith of human being* residing therein, from natifuf, and nearly two foet in IrUKtb.
tii ini t<- p-rfidra of the Asafoitida is prepared in the clry aoutliem pro-

wl*^ from tl»e wall* h> vincas of Persia. but chiefly in Khorusaan and
d.rtu*r.l through the Afghanistan, and aho to the north of the Hindu

,,,r

."“"f Ku\h '“IP of mountains. About Apnl. the root-
nauie.1 .VAuy.V*"* We. are taken away.

of the soil from about it.

u-rd as a medicine^ After a la,- of six weeks.

r-sras , --tissra Sc
rsisTii-rs!

wittent feyer, and Nt , ,:i. „ u .

sssa m
, above mentioned, fo,

"i•irszjn. mSMSSl&5 !sw*-ferh f""u“
ly neees-ary to de-troy

^,||cr ^bstance A^fmtida is used in medicine,

, under circumstance- and posse*.*.-, stimulant and anti spasmodic pro-

the fatal done for an prrtiea. When taken internally, it undergoes

train*. I*eath from a absorption, and may be detected in almost every

y occur ia a few hours, secretion of the body, as the saliva, breath, and

Arsenic has been used urine. According to the analysis of Pelletier,

,
the symptoms being a*af<e tida is composed of the following substances i

i of the bowels from resin, 65 parts
;
volatile oil, 3 6; gum. 10 4-4

;
baa-

ly, in moat cam iu sorin. II 66
;
various salt-, 30. In many parts of

the East, this drug is used as a condiment, iu

Ilyin Austria ( though which respect it seems to take the place of tho

n in England), arsenic garlic of some European nations,

es to render the akin

ia, arsenic is taken by Aftarnbac'CB /£
their personal altrac- {Atarum turof-r. 'Jji

litely ascertained that uni), a plant of the
™

in the south-west of natural orderA rislo-

Carinthia, Sal iburg. lochiaovr (see Allis-

ihe Erzgebirge, arsenic TOLOCHIA), a native
by men, who never- of Europe, growing
age. Arsenic eaten, in woods

;
but rare

e of the drug secretly, in Britain. The
nplexion. increases the whole plant baa

ngthena Ute respiratory aend properties
;

hot of heavy burdens the roots and leaves

ase. At first a doee are aromatic, pur-

afterward. daily ; and gative. and emetic,
• of men who consume and were formerly

on three men—at one considerably used in -

Once the habit is medicine, especially *|
le to give up arsenic in the preparation

;
swings following any of snuffs used iu the

e practice
;
and sudden treatment of catarrh, &c-

With hydrogen, atonic forms aixmiurettcd hydro- anveD oy tne beat_ iron, the surtace ot the

gen. AiHj, a very i-mtonou* ga*. and one which “PP*'- »«• “ y*pour into the upper portions of

ha- been fatal to savoral chemist* the tesl tube ; there meets the oxygen of the «r.

Alt-SKSIODS ACID U the arsenical compound with which it combines, forming arsemou* acid,

mu-l familiarly known. It i- obtained principally Alft, and llierealter de|*»iU iteelf on ‘the

during the roasting of the arsenical nickel ores m '"f« Efface of the «ol Bait of the lube in little

Germany in furnaces cinimumcutmg -ith flue*. gUMaOng crystal* On afiowing the tube to cool,

When the arsenic of the ore burn*, it im. into thereto, and applying beat, the water

the condition of iwsenious acid. A*.t),. and ri-ing di»ol*« the crystals of sntswu acid, yielding a

a* vapour into the somewhat Cool flue, i- there soluUon. to separate portions of which the

doii isited a* a grayish powder, known by the t«U meoUoocl above may bo wcccmfolly a
name.' of S»uIl.ng\oiut Smole, Flou-eri of Arum*. ^Amerno®. acid form, compoui

FuUon-fiuM. or UougK AntHUHU Acid. In this alkalies and other bases, which are

condition, the arxenious acid U conU.uinated with
.
of tbew arcwM fm

mmiio impurities, fnim which it iimy bt? »«|MbraUra medicine Amraiotsa iu-ul, boiled
* of )MUoh, or CAlbOOilC Ot )n>U«

hy intnulucin^ the gray |K»wi|er into an -haued 0 f j-*td>-t':i
#
u»ed iu luediciae. ai<

vcmhoI. ami applying heat at the lower end. when Solution or liquor arttnualti.
the ar*eniou* acid rinen in va|M>ur, and conden^ ping rnixlurev are •

in the cih»I end ai a transparent gla^y or vitreou* sulphur, and K>ap
MulHtaiicc. Onlinary arMenhma acid of the ihopa di^«olvr«i in a f

(which U wlmt »* |>opularly known a» arum*) it constitute
a white crystalline |MiWtler» which feel^ decidedly iodo* A compo
gritty, like line mind, when oloced Utvtceu the 0 f copj- r
teeth, and li&» no well marked Uknte It is very
heavy, mi much •<> a* at once to noticeable when
a paper or Uittle ConUining it In lifted hy the

hand. It i* »oluhle in alniut 10 paru of boiling

water, or 100 part* of c»»ld water. An onlinanly
Hold in quontiti«N under 10 lb. in weight, the

ameniouH acid in rts^uired by law to be coloure.1

with of iu weight of indigo, or t
'
9 of iu weight

of Hoot
;

IIih Object of the a-lmixluie being
t |ie reauiin^^« with

rcmler any liquid to which the araenioue acid
j
Witonou» pigmrnt

might lie added, with a imirdermm intent, of a
Jjie ,|,g|,|f»| fnc t

black or hliiiHh black hue. and thu« indicate the foofII> An ,j ultimate
iire.Mence nf Huinctliing ummual. hi parkagm of A not'her gre*-n pii
10 lb. ami upward*, ameiiiuu* acid U allowed to •rJ r.mi-M.

*

s I
AiarmUoc*

• {Auxmm ruro/HtuiH

)

A nearly allied specie*.
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A. canudau', a native of Canada, is stimulant and
diaphoretic, ami is umsI. under the name uf Canada
Suaken-it, instea.1 of ArutUurhiu uriXHtnria. It

in also called WiM (•inj’er, and usol a- a •pie*.

Winy of a warm aromatic quality, ami not acrid,

like it" European congener.

Aspen. or Tremulous IWlak 1 Poimlni
trtmulu ; see l’OTUK ), a tree which grows plenti-

fully in Eurojie and in Siberia It i» a native of

Britain, and is frequently found in Scotland, where
it is met with even at an elevation of IS4X) feet

above the tea. It has received the specific name
tremnla. from the readiness with which it* (raves

are thrown into a tremulous motion bv the slightest

breath of wind—a property for which, indeed, the
aspen -leaf has Itecome proverbial The leaves are

aingi for cistern!, and along with pasteboard
aterial in the construction of water-pipea. It is

ueh used to form what are called • damp courses

'

walls of buildmn—that is. a layer of it. from
inch to | inch thick, is spread over the thick-

• the ground-level, to preventnree of a wall

the ascent of damp. Frequently nowadays the
whole internal area of a house is covered with a
layer of asphalt. In eases where the wall of a
house comro against a bank of earth, the whole

surface is protected fh.ni damp by a lining of this
material. One or two kinds, such as those found
at Seyseel in the east of France, and at Val-de.
Travers in Switzerland, though called asphalts, are
really bituminous limestone* The latter is known
all over the world as a material for pavement.
This Val-de-Travers asphalt is prepared by reduc-
ing the natural rock, which contains from 7 to
20 per cent, of biluroeo. to powder, and then put
Ung it with a small quantity of melted bitumen
into a caldron. A fur it is fused and stirred for
some time, it is run into moulds to form blocks
of about 1 ewt. each. Throe blocks are called
•asphaltic mastic.

1

and the finrot kinds contain
87 per cent, of carbonate id lime and 13 of bitu-
men. This mastic should not melt below I6»* F.
It has. especially since 1834. been very extensively
employed in the construction of pavements When
this material is used, there is. of course, far less
nowe produced by the traffic on the streets than
with stone. Foe paving purpo.ro. the 'asphaltic
mastic' is healed in portable toilers . into which,
at a certain stage of the preparation, there is

poured about 23 per cent, of thoroughly dried sand
gravel, or powdered limestone, which is well mixed

„ ... the liquid asphalt. The mixture is then
and compressed, which favours the readmes, of spread on the spot prepared for it. and when co..|

motion. It grows quickly, with a straight stem, forms a hard kind of lavement In Paris, both

reaching to a Jiciglit of from 60 to M), or even 100 for carriage ways and foot pavements, it has been
feet. The wood is soft, porous, light, white, and largely employed for more than thirty yean. hav.

smooth ; it dona not make good fuel, but is very lit ing been introduced by Napolon III with a *irw.
for the turning lathe, and especially f<»r beinc made it is said, to prevent tire erection of barricade,

into troughs, trays, and pails; whilst in France *«»h paving stonro In iro«e recent times it ha.
It is used lor sabots. If the stem lie peeled and been extensively used in Berlin, and many other
allowed to dry before it be cut down, the worn! continental towns, for the same poq^ca. In
becomes harder, and i. then capable of being used lemdon and other parts of Ureal Britain, foot

as timber for the interior of houses ; and on this pavements are still frequently made of it. but
account the tree m uf great importance in manv it has beeo but very partially used lor carriage

districts, and the more so si it succeeds in any soil. way#. For this last poq-*c the moist climate of

although it prefers one which is moist and gravelly, our island probably renders it more slippery

The bark contain, a great quantity of a bitter than on the Continent. Pavement* formed of an
alkaloid, Sri/iWn. The charcoal made from this artificial or coal tar asphalt have long been, to
triN.* Ciin In* iih«hI in the manufacture of irunpow tter. a limited ratent, in ; tut thu materia) >•

The peculiar quivering of the leaven of the aspen «“>t so suitable for them as the natural asphalts

has given origin to a wealth of legendary and (•*« Gas-takJ. It u well to state, however, that

literary association, with the tree. The old legend
K lt

• .. . «<
that ii supplied the wood of the Croro. and has •g™'*'** ttttLoTKSSnever since ceased to tremble, u even vet quoted as

, ,
. lhr

p
Ulu. r much better Of late

the cause of its ceaseless quivenng. It appear, to u, Jitch Lid Ihave been highly valued a. a timber tree iu the »I
*

time of Henry V. particularly for the making of jjjf jJj |J „,r „u wood payment‘Sd
arrow*. An act of parliament was passed in that causeway stonro, and doro very well The pigment
reign preventing the consumption of the aipr lot known as asphaltum is sometimes prepared from
any other purpose, under a penalty of a hundred natural asphalt, but more frequently from the
shillings. This act was only repealed in the reign residue of distilled Utuminous sul-taoce*. I'nfor-
of James I .—Populut Irtmuioidu, a very similar tunately. its fine tran.iarent brown colour has
species, a native of North America, is called the tempted some distinguished modem artists to use
American asjven. It is regarded by some as a mere it largely. Through it* property of not drying
variety. Very similar, also, is another North thoroughly and free of ciacks. a number of ‘fine
American species, P. grandu/entata. picture* painted some yearn ago by Horace Veraet,

Aaplinlt, Asphaltum, or Mineral Fitch, is ®ir Harvey, and Other*, are now mere

the name giveVuv a compact form of bitumen, which wrec“- *or ‘h* synonym, of asphalt, see Bill

ia usually black or dark brown in colour. When free BEN.

from earthy impurities, it has a conchoidal fracture

and resinous lustre. Asphalt is generally found
wherever rock-oil occur*, and in suen localities it is

clearly produced by the drying up of the petroleum.
In some place*, however, it occurs in beds forming
a compact rock. The Dead Sea. the district near
Babylon, some of the West Indian Islands, notably
the Pitch lAikc in Trinidad, and one or two place*

in France, Switzerland, and Dalmatia, are the
beat-known localities for this subalance ; but
it is found, more or lees, in a great many
countries. Asphalt was employed by the ancient
Egyptians for embalming tneir aead, and it

was used in Babylon as mortar. Its modem
applications are numerous It is an ingredient in

Japan varnish, and is used along with other
materials to make waterproof roofing and flooring.

name of- an apparatus em
[her gasro through bottles or
other vrosela 1 1 i* of great
use in the examination of

gasee by the analytical

chemist. The simplest form
of the apparatus is that
reprroentcvf in fig. 1. where
A is a large vessel capable
of being filled with water,

having a tulie with stop-

cock at B. a vecond tube
with stopcock t C, and a
thermometer introduced at

D. In working, the appar-
atus is filled with water;
the tube C is attached to the

vessels through which the
gas is to be drawn; and
the stopcocks at C and B
luring opened, the weight of

the water escaping at 11 acta
as auction, ami draws in the
gas from the tube C and the

F14 1. attached bottles or other
vessels. The thermometer

at D Jonot«* the temperature of the water, and sub-
Brqueutly gas, contained in the reservoir, while tho
upright turn of the tulo B keeps any air from enter-
ing the reservoir by that route. Another fonn of
ajpirater u represented in fig. 2. A u connected
with a upplv of water under prmnurc. Ah the jet

of water u forced into the contracted neck at I),

A draw* tho air from B along with
it down tho outlet pipe C. Thu
form of aspirator U much uaed in

the chemical laboratory for filter-

ing purpoee*. Into the neck of tho
funnel u placed a email cone of

B
atinum foil, and thereafter th<

taring-paper in carefully fitted,
taking care to avoid any cream*.
The funnel in then juuted through
an india rubber cork, fitted te u

Mining flank, and provided with u

tube connecting it with the anpirn-
*• ter. On opening the atopcock H,

a partial vacuum ia formed in the flank, and tho
liquid in the filter rapidly pa**e« through. For
thia purpone a aiiupler form of aapirator, or filter-

•uinp (aa it ia also called
), u» uaed, repioaented in

the aecond diagram. A connect* with u eunply of
water under proaaure, while B IiwIn to the filtering
daak. On forcing water through A, the jot aa it

paaaoa into the contracted neck at D drawn tha

air from B in along with it, unit carrier it down the

outlet pipe C, tliu* producing the lequired vacuum.

Assaying in the art of determining tho um]x>r-

tioij of any *|»ecilitd metal in a given metallic ore

or in an alloy. The various methods of e*tiinat-

ing the amount* of Imam? metal* present could not,

however, be usefully act forth within tho limitri

of the present articfc, and the reader who require*
technical information in regard to them must U
referred te the *j»ccml work* enumerated at the

end : we shall here limit our attention U> the

method* commonly adopted for ascertaining the

amount of gold or silver present in an ore or alloy.

Although the actual procew ailoptcd for aanaying

an ore ia tlur name aa for an alloy, tho former

ha* to be subjected te ccrUin preliminary treat-

ment in order te bring the metal present into a

r.mvcment form. Thin connisUi of * ncorificiitioii ' or

•fusion,' with or without a previous Coasting,' in

cj>m- carbonaceous or other oxidisable subutancea
are preaenl. aa happens with iewellen* # sweep,'

Ac Such roasting ih conducted in an open dish
with free access of air. aa in a muffle furnace.

The process of >*C4>riftcafion i* conducted also in a
muffle furnace, in a non -porous fireclay dish or
' *r« irifier

' heated to blight redness. One part by
weight of a carefully taken sample of the ore in a
.ne state of division is mixed in the scorifier with

from ten to twenty times its weight of granulated
IcaH. and one tenth its weight of Wax, and the

wholr lrft in the inutile for about half an hour. On
withdrawing the scorifier, it* contents are poured
into a cur*-shaped iron mould, and when cold, the
-!ag can in* detached from the leiul button, which
contains all the guld and silver originally present
in the ore. And only requires te be cupelled as

explained below. \\
f

hcn the ‘fusion' or 'crucible*

met! * *1 is adopted, the prepared ore in mixed with
red lead, charcoal powder, carbonate of no<la, and
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borax, in proportion* depending on the nature ol

the ore. and placed in a crucible which is heated in

an ordinary furnace for about a quarter of an hour,

wlien the whole may be poured into a mould, and

a lead button, containing the precious metals,

obtained as in the Bcoritication process.

The ‘ cupellation ' method "l assaying gold and
silver is of the highest antii|uity. ft depends

essentially on the fact that molten litharge, mon-
oxide of lead, PbO. i* capable of holding in solu-

tion oxides of other metal* with which it may
be brought in contact, and thus separating them
from unoxidisable metals. If. for example, gold,

silver, copi«r, and lead are brought into a state of

fusion in a current of air. the lead on becoming

oxidised will take up the oxidised copper ; the

gold and silver, however, being unoxidisable. will

not be so absorbed, and it only become*
to provide a means of removing the oxides in order

to obtain the precious metals which have thus

been isolated. This is readily effected by using a

'cupel,* formed of compressed bone ash. of some
such form as is shown in tig. I ;

being porous, it

absorbs the oxides, while the molten gold and

silver remain on it- surface like a bead of mercury-.

One or more of these cupels, according to the

number of weave to be made, are arranged on the

floor of a muffle or oven of fireclay, provided with

orifices at the aide* and ends to produce the requi

silo draught, m indicated in hg. 2. ami heated

externally by anthracite, coke, charcoal, or gas.

The operations comprised in the assay of an
alloy containing silver by cupellation may be thus

briefly described. A clean piece of the alloy, say

12 grains in weight, is accurately weighed on

an assay balance. It may then conveniently (>*

wrapped up in the whole or a portion ol the

By vigorously shaking the bottle for a few minutes,

the white precipitated chloride will agglomerate,

leaving a clear solutioo above
;
and on adding a

small quantity of salt solution, the production of

a further precipitate will indicate the presence of

silver still in solution. Measured quantities being

thus added, and the bottle shaken after each

addition, a point will be reached at which no
further precipitation occurs, and the total quantity

of salt solution employed affords a means of

ascertaining how much silver was actually present

in the portion of alloy taken for assay.
_

If W he

the weight of silver alloy taken in grains, A iu
assay, M the volunio in c.ca of standard salt solu-

tion ( of which 100 tt will precipitate I gramme of

silver) required k> saturate it, theo A
The method of assaying gold alloys remains to

be considered. This is always effected by cupella-

tioo. and, in the rare event of silver being intern

to be entirely absent, a simple cupellation with

lead, as in the case of silver, will suffice, a gold
button being obtained and weighed. If, however,
even a trace of silver is present, the process involves
several additional operations to effect it- complete
removal. The inyuarlahum method adopted
derives iu name from the fact that the gold
present is associated with about three times iu
weight of silver previous to cupellation, the object

being to obtain a button in which the gold i> dis-

tributed like a sponge so as to facilitate the sub-

sequent removal of the silver by solution in nitric

arid. The amount of lead varies, as in the case of

silver, with the composition. With gold, from
pure down to 22 carat, about six limes its weight

;

from this point to 15 carat, eight limes : and for

minutes in 2 or 3 ffuid ounces of the first acid,

the flask nearly filled with hot distilled water, and

decanted. A similar quantity of the second acid

having been added, the boiling is continued for

fifteen minutes, and water again added. After

decanting, and once or twice washing, the cornet

is transferred to s small porous crucible, in which

it is annealed at a red heat, when it is weighed.

The old method of assaying gold by the teucA-

•tone is still occasionally resorted to when an
approximate estimate of the coinjioaition is desired
without damaging the object. This consista in com.
paring the appearance of a streak made with the
metal on a hard liasaltic stone of dark colour, with
those produced by certain touch-needles, the coin-

C
iition of which is known, after all the streaks
ve been subjected to the action of nitric acid.

The touch needle whoso streak most nearly corre-

sponds with that of the unknown sample is

selected aa corresponding with it in composition.
Another convenient mode of estimating tne assay
of a gold-copper alloy, without in the slightest

degree damaging it, is to accurately determine its

from this point to 15 carat, eight limes
;
and for

lower qualities, ten times iu weight will generally
suffice. It U generally safer to take a weight of

silver equal to two and a half times the weight of

gold estimated to be present. The assay piece,

which may weigh half a gramme, having been very-

accurately weighed, is wraMwd. together with the
lean, and charged into a

Hg. 1. Fix 2.

Iivu I required for cupellation in the form of foil.

The amount of lead taken, briim dependent oo

the proportion of oxhli-able metal present in the

alloy, will, of course, depend on the composition

as approximately judged from the colour, appear

anco of cut. &c . : three times the weight of the

assay-piece for line, or nearly line, silver, six

times for English standard (92 5 per ceut. I. and

a still greater proportion for coarser varieties.

Tho muffle having been raised U> a red, but not

bright-red. heat, the assay parcel i* charged into a

cupel, and tho temperature maintained uniform.

Alter a lapse of from twenty minutes to half an
hour, it will be found that all the lead ha* been

converted into litharge, and either volatilised or

absorbed by tho cupel, the completion of the opera

tion being preceded by the passage of brilliant

irideecont colours over the surface of the button,

and, a* soon as these cease, by an instantaneous

increase in its brilliancy, known as dashing or

brightening. The muffle i* now closely shut up.

amt the temperature allowed to gradually fall

until the button t» set. It is then removed,

hammered to detach adhering bone ash. and

weighed.
Il there is reason to suspect the presence of small

Q

uantities of gold, it will only be necessary to

issolve the silver button, after weighing, in nitric

acid (equal parte pure acid and water), collect the

black deposit (the gold
(
that remains undissolved,

and wash, ignite, and weigh it.

In manv case* it ia possible U> ascertain the

amount of silver present in an alloy without

resort to cupellation. For this, the humid, or Gay-

Lussac's method, it is essential that the composi-

tion be previously known within comparatively

close limits. Knowing this, it is easy to calculate

wluit weight of the alloy contains
j
gramme

of pure silver, by simply dividing the estimated

percentage composition into 1000. This amount
having been dissolved in nitric acid (equal parts

pure acid and water), a measured volume of

solution of common salt, standardised so a* u>

precipitate exactly I gramme of silver, is added.

accurately weighed, is wraMicd. together with the
requisite silver, in the lead, and charged into a
cupel in the muffle, the temperature of which may
be appreciably higher than when cupelling silver.

The phenomena observed are similar to those
already described, and. on its removal from tho
cupel, the button, having the form shown at a in

fig 3, is brushed. Halted (6) on an anvil, annealed

at a red beat, and drawn out into a filet (c) in a

density by any of the well known method*. From
this density the amount of gold present is approxi-

mately calculates! as follows Let D bo tho (tensity

thus obtained
;
W, the weight of the object

;
w, the

weight of gold in the object; u>„ the weight of
copper; d, the density of gold « 19-3; if,, the
density of copper = 8 0. Then

W so to.

whence we obtain for w, the gold present,

W ( Dd - dd.

)

w I9 3D-IM
and assay required - W - —

-

A few words must be added as to ascertaining
both the silver and gold contained in an alloy.

It becomes nocossary either to perform separate
assays," or to subject -me assay.piece to cupelUtion

I
(I 9

twice The assay is Ant conducted without adding
silver, and the resulting button weighed as though
it were a silver assay. After adding silver and
lead, the button is again cupelled and treated aa a

e assay. The weight of gold finally obtained is

icted from that of the first button, and the
difference give* tho weight of silver present 8omo
ex|*ericnce is necessary iu order to accurately
estimate this latter motel.
The reader who requires more detailed informa-

tion in regard to the above, or other assay
methods, is referrod to the following works:
Mitchell's Manual of Practical Assaying; Percy’s
Metallurgy

;

Makins* Manual of Metallurgy;
Balling's Manuel de I'Essayeur.

r*x

small rolling-mill to about the thickness of a
calling card, in order to still further facilitate tli

removal of silver. After being again snnealc*'

this is coiled into a tone! (d) between the fingci

and thumb. The precise manner in which Die
boiling in nitric acid is effected depends on the

number of no*ay» that arc made. In large
assay offices, a* in that of Urn Koval Mint,
a platinum boiling ap|«aralus U now generally
employed

;
but this is ek|*-n*ite. and, for smaller

numbers of assays. tlie older method of Uiiling

separately in 'nailing’ ffasks is available. When
adopting the former method, each cornet is placed
in a small perforated platinum cup. a number of

these being ranged on a tray of the same metei,

which ia introduced into the acid ( specific gravity

1-2) contained in a boiler also of platinum. After

remaining for about twenty-five minutes, the tray

is removed, washed in hot distilled water, and
transferred to arid of specific gravity 1-3 in a
second boiler, and kept at the lulling- point for

a similar period. On again being removed, the

tray is washed, and raised to a red heat in the

muffle, which rauaea the dull-red fiagile cornets to

cohere, assume the yellow colour of gold, and
shrink in about the proportion of d to r (fig. 3).

Atroplu, or ATKONXK, C„ll aN0,, is an

alkaloid existing ill all parts of tho deadly night-

shade
(
Atio/"i belladonna). The seeds of the

thorn apple [Datura tlramonium) also contain an
alkaloid, Daturinc. which for long was believed

to be identical with atropia. Recent researches

»eein to indicate that it ia. however, only isomeric,

and that it is only half a* poisonous as atropia

It may be prepared from the juice of belladonna

S
heating it U. F. (90* CM. filtering, and

ter addition of potash, shaking with chloroform.

The cornets are then weighed.

In parting in a flask, the ccornet is boiled for ten

alter addition of potash, shaking with chloroform.

The crude alkaloid obtained after evaporation of

the chloroform it purifiod by crystallisation from

hot alcohol. The crystals occur in colourless silky

needles, united in tufts. It is very poisonous,

«l*th of a grain causing dryncas of the throat;

hut it is nevertheless used internally or by injec-

tion in cases of hooping cough und ptyalUm. It

is also used as an antidote in cases of opium
poisoning. A solution of sulphate of atropia in

water dropped into the eye is now generally pre-

ferred to belladonna lotions or ointments for eye

diseases. It produces dilatation of tiic pupil and
paralysis of the accommodation, which do not com-
pletely pass away for some days; and also a
sedative and curative effect in many inflamed con-

ditions A solution of about four grains u> the

ounce i» most often employed
;
but a single drop

of a very much weaker solution affects the pupil.

Kalrn (Melissa officinalis), a fragrant perennial
nerb Wlonging to the

order Lahiaue, a na-

tive of the south of
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Europe ami \Vr*tern
A»ia, ami iMUnli*!
in « few places in

England, !*» long
lieen cultivated in
gardens The stein*
aii< I leaver are still

oecaaiwnally um.iI in

medicine a penile
stimulant anti toni,*,

ami were fonm-rlv hi

liitfli repute. The
taste- u •iniie»liat

austere, ami >lightly
aromatic. Thetiuaii
tity ol escential oil,

on which it* » hole
qii.ilitir* tlr|>en<l. i*

not more than siilfi-

cient to coiiiiniinirate

a pleasant lUv.nii to

Common Balm I F 1 IM
( iVi'uin Kj/leinalu). " ’

'JU

Balsam, a name formerly comprehending medi-

ciiivH cumpountlcl of rc»iii* ami oil*, as aril «»

many reainouH aubetancm ami oil*. to which im *•

E
-Unl medicinal virtue* “ere uteribed. "hen
t term halaam U now used without mMitina, the I I u

balaam* of Peru and Tolu are generally intended 11 1

The** two halaani* are verv aiiiiilar ui all their more M
important pnipcrtic*. and are Iwth produced by jl 1

tree" of the genua My rosy Inn, of the natural order I I SI
Ia-j'iiminoare. *uh order I'apilionacm-, nativea of the I J
tropical part* of America. M. ptrtirtr, the aouree

of rnlaarn of Pent, i» a tree found tu the state of Sq
San Salvador, in the dUtrict called Balaam Coast. I

|
Af. loiui/cr,i. a native of Venezuela, Ecuador, and I

]
AW 1

Brazil, furniahea Ulaarn of Tolu. After being II Hi
bruised and charred, the hark of the former fall* Jr V
otf, and halsatn twgina to exude. It is received

on rage, which, when saturated, are boiled

in water, the aeparated Ulaam falling to the

Uittom. It l* a liquid, having the appearance n,

of treacle, hut rather Iwa viscid. Balsam •. «p,»r «<u
of Tolu U generally soft and tenacious when r.

tin.t im|»rted, becoming Irani by age. Both
UIsaius have a very fragrant odour. They are ._

Uaed in confectionery, to impart a Havour like **, ...
.

.

that nf vanilla; nUt in perfumery. and for _____ *. ‘

pastille", *ke. In medicine, the) are mlmim-tercd
, of A i

as gentle stimulants and tonics, and particularly
• "*•

in chronic bronchial affection*. TvIm kr-w are creeping stem,

a popular and pleasant remedy for trouhlesome height unbraacbed.

coughs. These Ulsani* are also used for clenn-ing straight horizontal

ulcer*.—Tliev contain cinnamic acid, and a peculiar “ppw pap*, forming

oilv substance which has Uen culled cia/mwcr-c. smaller kinds are .

and is also known as Oil of Balaam of Pern. stems are punted III

The name While Balaam of Pirn is sometime. hard, but light, el

given to a UUamic suUtance which flow, from the onlv a light spongy

Liqitiiimnbar >lyracijtna. See LlQI'IDAHnai. "n,lCT
- “here thev ai

Balsam or Balm of Gilead i»- a liquid ™e***** «*>**«

resinous subetance. which has long enjoyed a very In
.
ine l

.

,cknc> * '* 1

1»W» reputation in the East for it-s fragrance and Adaptation to riilfei

medicinal virtues. It is the subject of «-reral ^ to^ V* r

all unions in the Old Testament, and w celebrated °f OttDg ejlindncwl I

by Strabo. Winy, Diploma Siculna. and other •*' »»

ancient writers, almost as a cure fur e\erv dimmc. u one IDC" 10

It is generally believed to l*» derived frotu a Tlw
species of lUIxam.Nlendron (r].v.>. The finest bab most useful in Cl

•Mini, called 0|K>h*Uaiii. or lUlm of Mecca, is of a nf the stem i-. in

i^lden yellow colour, and of a consistence like lilicaw ;
she atem

honey. Balm of (Blead U irritating when applied that it strikes fire

to the skin, Other *ii!»Unct"s amitetintes dewig- There i* perh&p* »

nated balsams, anil bmsohing x somewhat similar such a variety of .

fragrance, arc produced bv different specie* of l**** It would be
Aniyridacc*e (q.v.), Among them is one called in which Mren^th a

Banyan Trie.

in fact almost developing into a wood, and enduring
for many age*, although the original central trunk
decay* One ha* been described a* having no fewer
than 350 steins equal to large oaks, and more than
3000 smaller ftfMtt. covering a sufficient to con
tain 7000 fienians The tree is inhabited by great
numbers of birds, fruit huts, arid monkey*, which
latter consume the leaves a* well is the fruit. The
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seeds are often deposited by birds in the crowns of

palms, nnd send down roots which become stem*

and eventually replace the palm altogether. The
wood of the banyan is light, porous, and of no
value; but the tree furnishes lac and caoutchouc,

and the hark and milky juice are sometime* em-
ployed in Hindu native medicine. By the Brahmins

the' banyan is held in special reverence, as i* ita

congener the Sacred Fig. also called Peeoul and

Bo-tree ( F. re/wiota) by the Buddhists, so that it is

said that the sites of temple* can lie readily dis-

tinguished to Brahmin or Buddhist by the presence

of one or other tree

Barilla, an impure carl-mate of -.-la, procured
from plants which grow in -all marshes or other
places near the sea ; it forms a considerable article

of commerce, taring used in tbe manufacture of

soap nnd of glass, and fur other loirpose* in the
arts. The grratcst i|uantities of liarilla are pro-
duced in Spain ami the Balearic Island- ; but the
Canary I'IuiuIh. Italy, and France also roatnbute
a part It is procured by burning the plant-, murh
in the name way that -eaweeds once were largely

bullied on tbe c<K«»t* of Scotland for keb>. Tbe
Spanish liarilla is most esteemed, e-jiecially that
orod ured near Alicante, where it i» cluelly obiaintd
Iroln tin* Sultola nilim, a plant of the natural order
(.‘lienopi-liacea-. Tin. plant i. i oltiviued in ground,
clo.c by the sea, embanked on tbe side m-urr-t it.

and furnished with llondglile-, which the
-alt water i> ikoh-uiiiiiIIv nilmittesl. It is cut in

Septemlriri
,

iliiinl in -mall heaps, ami then burned
ilia hole in the giouinl. tuber s|wcii'> of SuloV<l
(Salt wort), a. A’, Inii/nt and .V h I the hitter, a
common native of tbe shore* of lliitainl. are il-i

bilinnl for barilla, allliough llu-v \ mkl u in.inalk-r

ooniitiiy than S. ,u/„a. lUlill-i U made in l-’ianee

from Siilii'iirnin /ki'iliiiitii in imiiioi (tiki., wort ),

another of the ('liciiopodMivic. ph-nliful »»!--• in xilt

marshes mi the shore- of lliituin nnd mltei |Mit-of

liuiope The niiiiiufactuio of liarilla ha- greatly

declined, from llm fart (lint *udn can now lw made
artilieiall.v from eominon -alt See S.tl.T woki

Barium (sym. IU, rq. 137) Is the metal pre-ent

in heavy soar (sulphate of baryta) and Uryta It

was icganiol as a white metal, until the researches

of Dr Mattliitr—en demonstrated that it |—se-e-
a yellow colour. As yet. the metal harium has not

b««n obtained in mass, hut only a- a |->»der It

ilecnmpiMM w ater readily at ordinary lern|*ratures.

and exi-wed t«» the air, quickly combines with oxy-

gen, forming the oruh barium, BaO, or Bary ta

( n. v. ), an eartli risw-inbbiig ordinary rauslic lime.

Tlic sulphide oj Uinum, BaS. U obtained when the

•uiitiinM of baryta, IUHO„ in powder i> mixe.1

witn finely pulverised coal, ami the whole Mug
placid in a crucible. i« rai.eil to a red-beat in a

furnace. The re-ull is. that t atom* of tbe carlsm.

(', of the coal carry oil the 4 atoms of oxygen in

the sulphate of Uryta *> cart«>nic oxide, t o.

whilst l lie barium united solely with -ulphur i- left

behind a* the sulphide of Uriiim. BaS. The rAf..

ride of barium U prepared by adding hydluehb*rK

acid. HCI, to a -olutmn of the sulphide of Unum.
IUS, when sulphuretted hydrogen. H,.N. r-«

and chloride of barium remains l--lnud. nnd on
evaporation of the liquid, is obtained in crystals.

Barker’s .Hill |Kr. Hour a rtnflion. tier.

Signer's B'asrcmofl, a water-wheel invented by a
Dr Barker towards the middle of the 18th century.

It is represented in it* simplest or typical form in

fig. 1. A is a wide metal pipe, resting at its

lower end, by the steel spindle T. on a metal block

B, and kept in a veitical position bv the -pindle S.

at its upper end. which passe* through the frame of

the machine. Near it* lower end. two smaller tm**
or arms C, C, are inserted, which project non
rnntally from it. and the-c have each, at the

outer extremity, a hole cut lioriiuntally in them,

opening towards opposite sides. The water i»

supplied by the pipe P- The reaction caused by
the wafar gushing from the arms, forces them
backwards, and gives U> the whole machine a
rotatory motion. Suppose that the arms were

close-1 all round, the pressure of the water against

the sides would lie proportional to the height of

the water in the pipe A. and the pressure against

any particular surface of the side would produce

no motion of the arm, because an equal pressno

i- exerted in a contrary direction u|-m a corre

Fig.l.

i-inding surface opposite lo it. Now, if -die of

tlie«e -urfacr* be cut mil, the prr*»urr ag*iu-l I lie

otlwr V-eing unr-miilriacled. force* the arm in tlie

opi-nite diiectiou (» that of tbe -ide in which tbe

bole i* made. T1ii» I-ring done to Imth arm- -n
opposite -ale*, two equal pir»»urr» are produced,
which eon.pirr in grneiating the same motion «d

rotation. A* —m a- motion ensue*. centrifugal

force come* into play, which, throwing the water

out toward* tlie eml* of tlie arms. ir>crea«e* the
rapidity of it* discharge,

and therefore increase*

tlie reaction.

Tlie power i* manifestly
increased by heigbteaing

tlie water-column, or by
lengtliening the arm-—
tlie former increasing tire

pressure of the water, and F»g. *
the latter increasing the
leverage. In the mill shown in the figure, the

column in A cannot I* advantageously heightened,

foe tlie higher it rise*. the greater must b* the

weight which the conical *|dr>.IIe. T. ha* to sustain,

ami the greater, consequently, become, the friction.

Hence, in the reaction wheel* now in use. tbe

original Barker's Mill hu been so modified as to

allow of the water being conducted from the

reservoir below the arm* instead of above. The
power of tliese machine- may be also increased

by using curved (fig. 2 )
instead of straight anus.

See WATtn-rowi.il.

Barley (Worrfrv*), a cereal or gras* crop.

In ordinary cultivation it i. annual, but tfwie

hardy vanrtiew are sown in autumn, ami except in

severe winter-, survive ami ripe* the second year,
or if frequently cut green ami not allowed to

mature -eed, may continue to grow for several

yean* Tbe cultivation of it extend* from Italy
northwarls in Kuriqie. It is Idler adapted than
any oilier gram to the mint northern regions of

tlie grain growing bell. Some of it* varieties

are cultivated with advantage where tlie climate
is too eokl. o» the -ummer t«-i short, for any
oilier cereal cmp. Ii extend- over a wider cli-

matic range than any of the oilier grains Barley-
meal is used for bread in tlie mirth of Kuropc. but
in oilier parts it is used as a home com, or
converted into malt for the making of beer, or

deprived of it* outer husky covering, ami so used
to an article of human fond called put-barley,

or when well rounded and |-di-hed in the Mill,
pearl barley

:

this t* sometime* ground into a fine

quality of liarlry meal.
By boCani-t* cultivated barley in England in

divided into three -pe<- ire. II. rulyare
I
Scotch Bere

or Bigg) i* distinguished by having the grain* in

four rows ; H. Kexasluhuin in six row* ; and H.
dultchum in two row*. But the lower part of the
spike in the varieties ranked under U. vulgar*

is often »i\ rowed, ami only the upper part four-

routsl ; and in rich -oils, a lemirm-v to resume
the MS-ruwed form is otherwise manifest. A kind
with naked seeds, called S*Ur,a* liarley

(
H. calcUe

of some writers), is cultivated in some part* of

Europe, but it is liable to lo&> in harvest through

Bailey :

a. s i file in hull; 6. s eluit.r of time tpkrWo in tower,
silk sum nimiisl

; «, s C —.r -ilk J, s

f#uWr lid*'

the grain, which i»»ltghtly attached to the utiaw,

shaking off
;
it* atraw i* regarded a* richer f**»d for

cattle than that of maul otlirr kind*. The Xtputl
or HimuUtyn JUirUy, another variety with naked
*c*U. ha* been recommended a* particularly
adapted for cold Itiountainon* region*, yielding

g«**i crop* in the HiiiiuUya at mi elevation of

U.OUU feet above the aril. Of the two rowed
barley there arc many varieties, of which the
Common or Early EngluK, Golden hroy

%
ii«j Ho i,

HtiUttVs Val\*fU€
%
ami the ('Arivi/iVr i%rc amnii|{

the mo»t eahaerntd. the lalUv hein^ in particular

demand for brewing. The S/wtt or
dore Hnrtey [II. zcocnton

I ia a Ino two-rowed,
hut i« «liNtin^ui«heil by the grain* Htaiidin^ nut
from the npikc, their awim spreading very widely.

It i* eonietiuiea callcnl German AVer, u* it MWella by
lauling in tlie way that ncr duea. and for iMMiie
pur|M»M*N form* a giaal auWtilut4? for it. It i*

acarcely cultivatc^l in llritain. hut in in much
enteeni in Germany, and vuccecd* well in the Alp*
at an elevation of 33ti0 feet.

/r fruit"" ami H. inunumn are liarley graa*ea

*ecn in natural Hrituh pMtUie% but are of no
practical value.

Harley in moat productive where the climate in

moderately dry and warm. No country neeniN to

pi**** a soil and climate belter aulted to itn

growth than many |varti» of Britain, In foimer
time*, tin* grain waa largely employed in the
lirilUh lelands a* human food ; ami in Mill uknI

in M>rne part* of Ireland, and hi the Highland*
of .Scotland. Fine malting barley alwuy* com-
mand* a ready demand in the 1/ondon market, a*

well a* a high price.

lUrley occupic* a prominent place in the rotation
€>f the lighter cla** of arable land*, euch a* in

Suffolk and Norfolk. Fine malting ijualittea are
grown on the turnip noil* of the** counties, aa well
a* throughout the south -eastern counties, where
the four coun»e mUtion i* adopteni. In thin

rotation, the barley follow* tbe turnip-crop. The
ground i* worked into a tine tilling condition on
the nurture, and the **e^l in either hioadcaat or

drilled in Fehruar)* or March, depending on the
weather and the condition of the toil, at the rate
of two, three, or four hushel* t<» the acre. On
strong land or on very rich noil**, the harlcv crop U
hown after a grain crop, any wheat, aa it U found
to give a better ijuality, thougli not niicIi a
heavy crop. In the south of England, barley U
allowed to etand till tlie grain i* fully ri|>e, when it

i» either cut with the ocythe or mo*t column lily

now with the reaping-machines In noine parta,
where the straw i* very abort and the hulk nmall,
a not bound uu into *heave*

9
hut remain* in the

awath for a few day*, when it i» afterward* carted,
and »t4>red in bam* or oblong stack*. The produce
i* more inrluenced by the M*a*i»n* than that of
wheat, aa it is liable to autfer fmm drought* in the
early part of the year, and when aown late in very
dry seasons, it aoiuetiiiic* remain* for weeks and
month* without germinating, und nr\Vr come* to a
crop. Tin* i* m\\ the more striking when it ia

remembered that if aown under favourable con-
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dilionn, Wley germinate* more quickly than any
oilier grain crop, Wing up within three or four da> *.

On well-fanned land, from 4i> u> 60 bushel* and
upward* are got to the acre. In the j-r*tj «.ul* of

the fens of I,tncoln»hire, barley ia not raised. a» it

i* too liable to lodge with the rain ; neither ia

it a favourite crop in the moiat climate of the
west of England.

Hurley has long Wen grown in Scotland. The
level part* of the Lothian* and other counties in
the emit of Scotland, with Moray, Inverness, and
Kmui in the north, are the di'trn-i* in which the
linrst crops are mixed. In these district* l*rley is

commonly sown after a lxirtion only of the turnip
break. Morayshire barley ha* long Wen famous
for its hne sample, and is in great demand with
English brewer*. On the other liuml, in the leas

genial climate of the western counties, and also of

the upper parts of A Wrdecmdiire. Han IT-hire, and
I’eithsfiiie. leas barley is sown, and oat* frequently
succeed the green cmj.v In these part, the variety

known a. Wre, or bigg, i« preferred tsa any other,

as it is not so liable to lodge, and it uith-tamU wet
weather heller, and cornea earlier to maturity.
Here i- the variety which U cultiwit.-d by many ->f

the small cotter* in the Highland, and islands.

Instead of a rotation hi which green cr»|* tool a
place, a anecawion of com ero|« i- taken, and an

occasional rr*l i» given to the noil. The crop, »liea

ripe, is cut by sickle, scythe, or reaping machine

;

bound up at once, and pul into »took». to defend it

from the -rather till ready to cart, and to be built

up in neat round stacks. The grain is invariably

thrashed out by machinery.

On good turnip soil* the land is enriched by the

droppings of the sheep, frequently fed on cake and

corn along with the roots, and manure is not often

directly applied to the barlev crop. When the tur-

nip-crop is drawn from the land, unless the soil is

very rich, the barley should have s dressing of some
phosphstic manure, say 3 cwt. or 4 cwt. per acre

of superphosphate bone-meal, or fish guano, at the

time of sowing, and I cwt. of nitrate of soda after

the plant is well up. and the roots spreading through

theioil.

Bary ta, or Uarytu. or Oxide of barium
(a.v.>—symbol HaO—is the earth present in the
mineral* wilhenle , carbonate of barium) and W-vmineral* uitherite (carbonate of barium) and Aeoi-y
tfxir (sulphate of barium). It may be prepared in
several ways : (

I )
By acting upon the carbonate of

baryta, BaCO„ by nitric acid. flNO,. which causes
the disengagement of the carbonic acid. CO* and
the nitric acid combining with the baryta form#
the nitrate of barium, Bs2NO,. On evaporating
the latter substance to diyo«M, and igniting the
residue, the nitric acid volatilises, and leaves the
baryta, HaO. (2| Another mode of preparing the
same substance is to act upon a solution of
sulphide of barium, Ba-S. by the black oxide of
copper, CuO, when an interchange of elements
occurs, the sulphur uniting with the copper, pro-
ducing sulphide of copper. Cu,S, and the oxygen
with the barium, forming baryta, BaO, which
remain* dissolved in the water, and, on evapora-
tion, deposits crystals in the hydrated condition.
BaH,0*8H,0. Baryta Wlongs to the group of

alkaline cart Its, amt nas the property ui acting like

an Alkali (q.v,) on colouring matters. It has a
very harah taste, is highly caustic, and is very

C
isonoua The presence of carbonic acid gas may
detected by exposing a solution of baryta to the

air, when carbonic acia combine* with the baryta
and forms s film of white carbonate of barium,
UaCO,. Baryta exposed to air or oxygen absorbs
oxygen, forming peroxide of barium. On this
being heated, oxygen is HWrated and baryta
again produced. Till lately it was found Im-
possible to procure oxygen by this simple method,
as the action became weak when the process was
repeated. But recently it has been found that
by carefully removing all carbonic acid gas and
water from the air before passing it over the

Cryital of Sulphate of Baryta,

barium, the difficulty is removed, and oxygen

thus economically produced. The eulphate of
baryta. BoSO.. otWonsc called pondcroue or
scary rpar, is found is Wum or cracks in other
rocks. It is crystalline, and ia sometimes found
pure and white, but generally present, a flesh -red
colour, from the red oxide of iron (rust) incor-
porated in it. The rust can be got quit of by
reducing the sulphate of baryta to a fine powder
under rollers or travelling-wbeels. and subjecting
the pulverised material to the action of dilute
sulphuric acid, which dissolve the oxide of iron,
and leave* the sulphate of bary ta a* a white
dense powder. The principal use of heavy rpar is

as a pigment under the name of permanent wtifr ;
as a pigment under the name of permanent white

;

but having little opacity, it cannot be employed by
itself, but only when mixed with ordinary white
lead. When added to the latter, however, it must
be regarded a* an adulteration, for the little opacity
it possess** renders it of senice only as an increaaer
of the bulk of the white lead, Several mixtures
of sulphate of baryta and white-lead are manu-
factured, and are known in commerce. I'tniet
White contains I part sulphate of baryta and
1 part while lead. Uamburg White contain.
2 parts sulphate of bary ta and I part white lead.

D-tch White contains 3 miu sulphate of baryta
and

1
part white-lead. The native sulphate of

baryta has been employed by the celebrated potter
Wedgwood in the manufacture of jasper ware, and
foe the formation of while figure*. Ac. on coloured
jars and vessels. The carbonate •/ baryta found
native as mthente. and the nitrate oj baryta.
have been previously referred U> io this article sod
that on Barium.
B«m, u> Chemistry . is a term applied to a com

pound body, generally consisting oI a metal united
with oxygen. Thu*, the metal potassium. K. when
it combines with ogygen. O. form, the oxide KdO.
which unite, with water, tickling the Use potash,
or caustic potash. KOll ; and similarly lead. I’h.
and oxygen, yield the lose oxide of lead, or
litharge. FbO. A distinguishing feature of a
Use is that it is capable of entering into double
necornpollinn -ul. an acid, more or Ic— oeulrali*
mg it. acid propcriiea. and forming a Salt (q.v.)
and water. Thu., the lose potash combine* with
sulphuric acid to form the Milt, sulphate of pot
ash, and water, as represented by the following
equation :

fo«sih BaliAarw AM. laUpOsU -4 Iv-U.mu. W.l,f

K,l> * H,SO. . KrSO. * 11,0.

So also potash ami nilnc acid. UNO yield the
salt nitrate of |.4as*iuin. nitre, KNl)r Occa-
sionally sulphur replace* the oxygen in a loise.

Thus, the metal p..u~iniit. K, unite, with sulphur,
S. to form the mlphmr l-w. sulphide »f |mta*-ium.
K-S. which can unite with a sulphur acid like
.ulphanenious acid or nepiment. As S,. to make
the salt sulpliameiiite of ,«tadi. KAAnJC Tlie
meUl Itall of s base need not he a -imple element,
Ut may be a compound Inly which. (.* the time,
plays the part of a -implr -nlnUnee. Tims, the
compound ethyl. C,HV can roml.lne with oxygen

to form ordinary ether.
}
O ; and the l-w thus

produced can. in it* turn, condone with acid- to
form Mlt*. A lose may be soluble or in-dulde in
water. Thu*, tlie lio-e* potasli. K.O. -«U. NaAl,
ammonia. NH.HO. laryU. IUO. .trontia, SrO.
lime. CaO. and magnesia. Mgt). are more nr low
aduble in water ; whilst tin oxide „f in,, or ni«t,

Fe,0,. and the red uxtdc of mcreurv. Hg«l. are
insoluble in water, lait soluldc in acid-. For
organte base*. Ac., aee Alkali*.*. ALK.il.olim. and
AM>*»rA

BAft'll {OcymamU a mainly toqucal or soh-

tropical genus <4 Lalulr (q.v.l. characterised liy a

plea-ant aromatic smell and ta-ie. au-l reek»n«*l

among iiceet herbe.— SwtfT Ba.nIL (U. ImaMnem)
is an Indian annual which lias long leen cultivated

in Europe for sra~.nii.L- puipas-e*. Ii -os formerly
also of some nie.li.inal repute, and is doubtle-s a
gentle carminative. Many au|>er>titi»ns attach to
it. The ancients asserted that the plant had the
power of pr.qagaling scorpion*, even ia the l.rain*

of men. The Wlief tliat it thrive* e>i•ecially on the
brain* of murdered men occur- in tlie l/ecameron.
and is rendered familiar liy Holman Hunt’s picture.
— Bush Basil ( <>. miniimnmt is of similar origin

and use*. The eel of both »|«cie» should lw sown
on a hot l>ed. ami -ulwequently planted out.—

W

ild
Basil

(
Ca/amintha rt.nopodinm | and BanILTiI YMK

It'. Aeinor (are native* of Britain, and arc similarly
fragrant and aromatic.—Basil Vinegar is male in
the same manner as Mint Vinegar, by sleeping the
leave* in vinegar. It is u-e«l for seasoning, in
winter, when the freali plant cannot l*c obtained.

h
B
fy-

* name* given to * number of treed and
•hrul* more or leas resembling the laurel or Vic-
tor • Laurel ( //U«na nobUu) t which id &l*o called

Sweet Bay <*e« LAUREL); the name Bay (Hr
bait, from Lat. bacctt. •berried*), which waa once
exclusively applied to tho fruit. having been ex«

temled I-* the whole plant The larger-leaved hardy
evergreen common in *hnihl*riejt

t
the Common

Laurel or Cherry Laurel (Pranus Lauroctritsus |, ia

pometimeo called Bay I*aurel. The true bay*
leaves ure frequently uoed for flavouring puddingn,

Bwctl
{
Uiurvi nolUis).

&C.; but thoM of the laurel are eometimei nub*
Ptituud. The fumcn nf pnitudc acid given olf

la the latter when bruiiK^I are uwl by rnUxnolo-
gift* in killing buttertlien uml nintha. Ihiv-rum,- ----- -t Mill)

used l.y iwifuinvrv. i» an aromatic liquid obtained
by distilling rum in which l>ay-h»vc* haw lasoii

»tce|w«i nic Knit Hay <d the Southern State* of

America is Lnarae CtirulinicHnr (see I.Al llM.).—
Tbe Wmiti: Bay of America i* Magnolia glnma
(see Mao.nolia). and the LoUUILl.Y Bay of tho
same country is (Son luma I.ueiiuithae.

Bedalraw ( GaJium ). a genus of Kuhiacca'

(q.v.l. The spccien nro very nuinvioui. natives

chiefly of the colder part* ol tho northern hemi-
sphere, or of mountainous region* within or near

%

A. Common Crent Bedttmw elalum )

;

B, Yellow Bcditriw r^a/ium itrvm ).

{*, tt*w«r; L fnitt

the tropica. .About eleven n|x?ciei» are found in

Britain, tome of them very common weed*.
AmongHt thc^e U the Ladies' Bcd«traw\ or Yellow
Bedatr&w [G. ctrutn i—MOmetimets called Chetoc
Rennet, l^ecause it has the property of curdling
milk, and h&« been long u»ed for that purpooo
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(whence the generic name (mm Gr. gala, •milk’)— cherry. and which, when ripe. of a shining benzene. Be

a .mail plant with linear dertexed leaves and dense U»ek colour, and of a sweetish and not nauseous America

panicles of bright yellow Howers, very abundant on taste. although the whole plant ha. a dmagreeable .uUututc fui

dry banka. The (towering tops, boiled in alum. heavy smell It is a native of the southern and an.l fata. Be

furnish the Icelanders with a bright yellow dye; middle part- of Europe, and is not uncommon in U> a mixture

while the Highlanders used u> employ the root- Britain. in the neighbourhood of town, and of iu homuh.gu

stock for dyeing yarn red. Their colour being »“in-. m.d Howe,, from June to November, zene. while U

essentially that of the allied madder, the cultiva- All parts of the plant are narcotic and poison- and impure

lion of the plant was attempted many years ous. and fatal ruiwMarncr. not uulrequenlly is found am.

ago. Certain North American species, especially hdl-.w from tlic eating of iu Uiino whn.1, Use an Uyn di.tillati

If. liuclorium and C. teptentrionale, have l-een inviting appearance. Its rooU have sometime. The most a

used in the same way. Like madder, they been "*i.taken for pmsmps. It owe* its ooisonous tar (see (.AS

possess the property of imparling a red clour properties to the presence of the alkaloid Atropia more volatile

to the I-.lies and milk of animal- which feed «>*>. »likfc i- found in all |.a.i. »f the plant, mixed with

upon them. Medicinal virtues were ascribed Large doresrillKT -if Lrlladoi.na ur ali.yia pioduce constitute w
to some of the spMMB, an If riaHam And G ».ul- drynem of the mouth ami throat, dilatation of the naphtha. \

lu„o. The roasted -eed- ..( some, « If .pimi, pupils, dimoesa of vision, bright redness or an by re.lt.tills

t

the trmihlv-oinc Gomegra-.. or Cleavem. of our .
•ul

l,l,un
hedges -remarkable for the hooked prickles of its « _

Mil I* obtain,

stem, leaves, and fiuil—have been iccommciided as fV V „
,U

a sulwtitute for oollee ; hut it due- not ap|«ar that Rl
itl.- !T| •

they contain any principle analogous to caffeine. -Xyfi l

.

n

,

•
lul '

Its expressed juice is in some countries u popular rVTmgW iA /f^**^* '
"J.*

remedy for entuneou- disorders, ami i- u.ed a- a /'•»> ,i_ ...li,.*,.
safe and eflicient diuretic. The loots of G. laUro- _^->W'YT^r 10

“jr
1*"'

sum are farinaceous, and it is cultivated m China ff C ^ “S"'
for food. The name Ut™. i- due to the olJ flV-ft fJflEh .

«mpure. I ur

legendary name of one of the -pecic. * Our Lady s J
lle.lntrnw,' analogous to >Our La.1) . liarteVs. ^ .

'M

Mantle. Slippcm.' Jcc.
°* U““M “

Beef-ten is a lignt and pleasant article of diet. /WUJ JVra^l with ,

obtained from the rich of the ox. It i» Iwst made t rV%W j > . . •
.

a- follows
i
A pound of lean beef is cut ini*. small

the water Ut
pieces and placed in a closed jar with a pint of cold *U**j4ZS i-!,..

witter ; after an hour the jar i. allow r-l to -land for f9f ...Jgu ...

another hour in a pan of gently boiling water ; the Tv
--tillists ii

contents arc then -trained through a coarse sieve. BsUsdooas ( Abepa Mlodonn*)t liquefy at 40'
A much more concentrated breftea may be made . a-><> e ir-u evolving a ga
by placing the meat in a jar without water and

, h ,h, quickening of the mil* with a smoky
simmering it a. .W. for two or there hour, halt “d ,»^,,at.^ ulUt .c S, ether, lurpenl
i. then added according to ta-te Either of there

* iSSSj *•* 1»
procresc- removes from the meat almost a I iu re u

JJJ treSXteiun eal^s ^f
*

iron'. K'cat |».e
“ H,OPOrti°0 ,U 5^ST^f K'ltta .(crclia,

"SsrStt - .i, JutJS^sss. inirlri Sar-Sr
nourishment of the meat from which it i. ma-l.

*| ln3kZlZ.MU clothing. V
This is a great mistake ;

for though the -uUtmice. Hn. atropia .“‘rel to USES .,JT. a- in V*”
which give the l>ccf ita Havour aro extracted, far

f(1| lf whooping cough • to ebrek axcereive secre- menially of i

tl.o larger part of the nutriti-m. albumen an.l
g niilk. saliva

; as an antidota
gelatine remain in the Ustele~ .„d hardly digewt-

.-n^,ning opium. Calabar bean, and prussic 1 c.nsi.U of

llilo rcnhlu« i mom coinplvx untcv.wn nr»* r««iuirt*il
\

i a tnanv nlkirr ,.irlMar. AimlirA » «>>
to obtain highly nutritious extract- from m,-t ?Un limrurnl^mreTre -wnu-l by tl.V

it k however, of great value in the trcatinvi.l ofUn more efbcackio.. c.|«cially in the relief of that the mule
of knvnlhl., for the nutritious element- which it

, han ,nUln4| adininutratioD Hclladonna •J" ,

docs contain are. -o far as thev M in a Jige-i.Me na- bren recommemlol as a preventive of scarlet “• *««
loriii

;
it In, moreover, a pIc-Miil ftiiNUliuitp m rvliMi #reV-. tpi- f

re
fl .|v (>n

.i,r k
res

lttri
i a i lU tcndcncY wn

wind may enable a -iok pcnam w.th ,s.., apatite ® SBSSUV^ffSLt jjto eat other h-.l with nJtnriMM, and a suiUble .|rw„„n „r .i(C . 1.,,^. to the grai.ln
vehicle for the a-lmm.-tratiou of nn nutrition. JSSUtJmPVSJS “rere.iic of t

h*[ •wnpoumls
material, »r example, -mm of the cn-ily al-mrbcl ilwe4JM, u, ,he ^ ,!TS > f r this “''limiUd. I

•,<,.tone-’ or/infant- food, in the market. It p££l’ U w -™t inWeioT ^nvtion. «

inii-t always l« l»rn« in mind that href lea abac Itu^perUps tlie „R.| „ai-.rtant^licm*l nsr of ANILINE).

^ttaSS'Airasaas W3aW**ssaarB ga
6.jSgfeJgMBl ret &Ss2tr«.SlSlSS

F"* ^ !:rlrl.r,JmsSHPfiWffiss arrisfrom tlw mui'l. A knuckle of veal alfor.1. a lUH , ktH ,w „ m „k- HuSw^rtdkA Tree <*•»«*« lilu-r Bujr a
similar broth or tea; hut it in not light a- l*rf wrejMwrerew.nl. Tlw sMb arc mile- 1 Ilea Kata, through
tea. and rnoremrr. gclatim-ew on cootfe*. A «»« are rooadbk. with three OMOil«Mnaa vbrei .„»lucia. A(
broth or tea preiiaresl from a young chicken i*. off iv ,H| i^. ^xrln | „„kc it of like cover is
all decoctions of animal matter, the most readily 4rti,ie r,« .,,-1 waieburekcre.

|in.ate of hen
•lupitcd. and i* -irecially siiiuhle f..r_ invalids. \\ |w„ exi--,-l to n.M, it -I. i—it- . while riakv IIIlxed only .

where great irritability of the -UMuadi m-u. mattre; ami whet. i. b i- irmov»l. ..il i- left gives it a ph
Belladonna, Dwale, or Deadly Nigiit- wlu. li i- m.^t snitalde f«> w-tehr- owing to ir- zoic acid thus

SHADE ( Atropa belladonna; Belladonna, llal. non linhility t-i freeze. Oil «.! l. n i« *l-« u»cd to CA ] purporea.
•fair la.lv,' see below; atropa. Gr. Atropos, one r\trm-t the <s|ormi> piiaripk* from lfowr»: and a> tlie urine of

of the rates; dwale, from A.S.. connected with il i> not lialde to turn niiicid. it i- im.1i juunl i» allowed to
|

dill, from it- stupefying effects |, a plant of the m the maiinfacture *d |-*fun--'. Although ii- a„d filtrnxi.

natural order Solanacej* (q.v.); a herbaceous fm|ireut mlulirraiuai with other oil* loi- trndr.1 tion, given wi
perennial, growing up every year as a bush, from io ic-trict iu u-r. benzoic acid.

5 U. 4 feet high, with ovate entire leave-, and bell- Bemcnc, a compound of earbon and hydrogen. cheaper, but
shaped Howem of » lurid purple colour which C u bvFaradaV in lOk io' a tarry ing U with a
arc fully larger than those of the conuaon harebell. ,• u ’j rr,u | t in ,. irim, ( |,e •fistilUtma of oil. It pleasant vani
au.lke.1 and aohUry in the axils of the It IMU>1 nol ^ c^f^onded with Itenzine or Benzoyl. parted tx> it

produces berries of the size of a middle sized which^ ll4ve at ,u»cleol l„ form of snow
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with a fairy aanect of lightue*>, having a ««mi,
acrid, and acidulous U*t«. ft id readily dissolved

by alcohol and ether, hut sparingly soluble in

water, which, however. dissolve it readilj on the

Oihlition of borax or phosphate of soda. Benzoic

acid id one of the materials present in Tinciuru

Camphor9 Compontu, and hits been administered

in chronic bronchial affection*, it* value being due
to it* locally stimulating properties. It ha* also

been used largely in gemto urinary disease* Ben

zoic acid taken into the stomach increase* within

three or four hour* the quantity of hippuric acid in

the urine. It forme a numerous «•!*** of compound*
with the oxides of the metals. lime. &C. called

lienzoate*. The chemical formula for crystal) wed

loin zoic acid in TjH^-OOH. Oil of bitter almond*

(hydride of benzoyl) i* the aldehyde of benzuie

acid ( nee AUO:mvdls|. and the corresponding

alcohol, bcruujc or lienzy lie ulcoho., 1* also know n

Ht'll/olll, BENJAMIN. or Benzoic Ur*, a
fragrant resinous substance, formed by the drying
of the milky juice of the Benzoin or Benjamin
Tree or I.ithrtarpiw Imhuah). a tree of the
natuial onler Styracaceu*, and a congener of that

which produce* storax (q v.
), a.native of Siam, and

of Sumatra and otla r ishimls of tin- Indian Archi
Ixdngn. Benzoin is fii*t mentioned by liatula in

1 A.D. a* Jnva Frankincense (Arabic luUm
Jhici). corrupted into banjawi. Benjoin, IWnzm*.
&c lUnixidn come > to un 111 reddish yellow Iran*

parent piece*. Different varieties. said to depend
upon tlui age of the tree*, air of very different

price; the whitest, said to lie the produce *4 the

Noungest tree*, l*eing tl»e U^t. A1nygdab4l.1l
benzoin contain* whitish almond Ilk.- lean. ditl.ro d
through lU imbalance. Benzoin is obtained by

making longitudinal or nbliour incisions m the
stem of the tree the liquid which exudes aonci

hardens liy exposure to the sun and air Benzoin

contains alsiut 14 to In j»er cent of Benzoic Acid
(q.v.), although in some \ arteries tin* 1* either

entiiely wanting or replaced bv II |*-r cent of

cinnamic acid.

A very fragrant ml, #/yrc4. ta

present in small pnqiortion (a few drop* from
a pound), the bulk of the gum consisting of resin.

Ih'nmin is used in perfumery, in pastilles, and
for Incense, being verj flagrant and aromatic. and

yiolding a pleasant odour when burned. Ita

compound tincture is prepared by macerating
Irensoln, along with storax,. tolu. and alow,

in rectified spirit for seven days, and subsequent
straining, when the Compound Tincture of Ben-

Hin (called variously Wound Balsam, Friars

sani. the Commanders Balsam, or Jesuits

Drops) is obtained. It is frequently applied to

wounds directly
;
or is used a* an exterior varnish

over a bandage. In the preparation of court-

plaster, sarcenet (generally coloured black) is

Imndied over with a solution of isinglass, and then
with a coating of the alcoholic solution of benzoin

Tlio tincture is likewise used in the preparation

of soaps and washes. Benzoin |>o*M*s*m stimu
hint properties, and waa formerly much used in

medicine, particularly in chronic pulmonary affec-

tions. The name Am ilnleit (q.v.) was given

to it in the Hit It century The milky juice of

Terminal(a Uazoia, a tree of the natural onler of

Conibretaceie, becomes, mi drying, a fragrant resin

uus substance resembling benzoin, which t* used a*

incense in the churches of the Mauritius. It was at

one time erroneously supposed that lienzoin was the

C
oduee of Iknzoin oxlori)turn, formerly l.nuriu

nzoin
.
a deciduous shrub of the natural order

l^aurocca*, a native «»< Virginia, about 10 to 12

feet high, which still l»ear* in America the name
of Benzoin, or Benjamin Tree, and is also called

Spicewood or Fever-bush. It has a highly

malic l»ark, which ia stimulant and tonic, and
much used in North America in intermittent fevi

The heme* are also aromatic and stimulant.

Benzoyl, the radical of the benzoic series, re

presented by the formula f.H #0 , w a hypothetical

-ulmtanco supposed to exist in benzoic acid and
many other bodies. Thus, benzoic acid, from this

point of view. Is regarded as hydrate of benzoyl,

CtHjOOH, and the oil of bitter almond* as the

hydride of benzoyl, C,H,0H. A* further examples
ol this group of bodies, we may mention benzoyl

chloride. C.n,OCI,&od benzoyl cyanide, CH.OCN.

Dibenzoyl (CXlljOL or benzoyl, as it is sometime*
called, may be looked on a* the above-mentioned
radical in tl*e free state, and i* prenared by the
action of sodium amalgam on benzoyl chloride, in

email colourless prism*, soluble in alcohol and
ether.

Hydride of Benzoyl U the volatile or essential

oil belonging to the benzoic series. It is repre-
sented by the formula C,H*0H. and ha* been
already considered under Almonds, Volatile
Oil or Essential Oil of (q.v.).

Bergamot i- al- • tbs name of a •perie* nr

vanetx of thr grata* fllna l«|.V,|, sbi raJltd tlie

lh.k4.MtMT nr Mi:LLtaw\
;
k smie

l»»uni»i» rfgx/tlrl a* a variety «4 the nnuigr if.

A"runt by iitlefS a- a variety of tlir linr
hmtUH ) ; wd rlrvxinl Uy lti*~» to thr rank «4

a distinct qrrs^. under ibr Mine ill t*. *•.

Thr namr riant** from Brrgani* (q.v.|. a city

in Ada Minor, live aacirid iVrgaino- It i- imir
cultivat'd III |l*r *4 Europe: air I from the
rind of it» fruit, ibr aril known Oil d Ih-rgKiuot

1 * obtained, whirl* 1- extensively used in making
i-uund**-. fragrant r»*riHT». rail de tAJngnr,
liqueur*. %Vc. The fmit i- |rxr diaptd, -mootli,

of a pale g«4dea c*4«wii. and ha* a green. *nkvci«l,

firm, and fragrant pulp The r^rnlul oil is

•ditaiflird h\ •li«tillati*4i. ••€ k grating down the
rind*, and tln-n Mihjretiag tlicm |o |«rr%*nrr. whirli

t» tire lirltrr lartlasl Tin- ml h«ki uliUiicd from

oilier %arietirw **r Menr* uf the satire genu*. It is

•*f a imIt

\

rllnw oilnyr •* diiM*t oil«*uilrss. One
hiiiurrd llrrg*jiw*t «*#Ange* air -aid to yield al-»ut

2) ttOisr* ml. Mil >4 Bergamot i« frequently
employ rd fnC diluting m obliterating the very

expensive blur %*4atiU- ml *4 rbainonnle (q v.|. —
IlMUiAMur h al-» a|qdir«l in certain fragrant

UUitf", antahlv .IfcafAe rif/nfo nr u/amfn, a* also
to •|>r<ir« »4 N|otiar«la I W. j(4<fssr, \c. |

Brsnrmer.MR IIeniiv. inventor. Uun in 1813.

At tharhon. Ilrits. w.ts I he m4i of «n artist, and
was to A great extent self taught, lie has been
a prolific inventor, a* tla* volumes i»-ur<| b> the

Office dr*w . It Iia* lam mM. indeed, that
he ha* p.u*l in |alont -tamp dulie* al**oe a* tniuli

a* A'Ko.iU# Tire working «mi *4 many *4 In- inven-
tion*. lain ever, rr-ultol hi a Inw to liim-elf aihI to
utherw. Ill* hM |aeuniary mktv*- w^% obtained
bv bi^ ifivefltion of mat blurry foe tl*e Hnkiifw tuic
of Kcmrmer g»Jd and htoM/r pitilm, which wa*
i.»*t |*xtmtcd. lait who-e natare was baig krin aerict.

Hi* process f.< tin? laAnufactillr t4 drrl, imtned
l*elow. raw*l the annual pnsfnctioti of steel in

Knglaml from 5<».UW Ion* I«\ I Ik* <44ff |*mceisea
to a* many a- I.KWI.UO Dms in mmim* yearn,
IkiMStier Mrel •- aIm» largely ma<tr almo<l. This
steel averages A lO |*r |*ia. while the price uf sleel

beb*re ilr inti«*bieiroii ul hi* a%eiage«l
n«»t Irv than £30 |wr Ion ; lait the latter wa* «f A
intacli fine: kind Be—einrr was kniglitrsl in lHTff,

ami lux- received many g«»ld inoUU from scientific

institution-. In a«lditw»n lie lax*, to n-e hi* own
word* received in tlie form «4 rovaltn-- |,U.*7.748

*4 the l*»Ai)liful little g**hl me«Uf- i—tied by Her
Majesty w Mint.
HKksCXU NrttL-Sir Henry |U-—einers |itoccm

for making steel, which i- now mi Lugclv practiced

in England. **n the omtinent <»f Kurtqac, arxi in

America, w^- pateatc«ft in 1836. It was first

applied to the making *4 tnallealdr ir*»«. but this

ha* never l*en »unf>slullv made bv tlie Bewmer
method. h»r tlie iiianufm tmr of a cheap l«ut

highly serviceable steel. Is»wever. it* Mines* Iiah

Ijeen splendid that no other nietalluigical prucesn
Iia* given it> inventor mi great a renown. AltlnKigli

the aiqiaratn- actually Used i» somewhat ot-tly

and elaliorate. yet tlie principle «4 the •q^ration

is very simple A targe converting vessel (*ce

annexed figure ). with ocieningM called tuyere* in it*

U*tntn. i* fianially filial up with fntm 5 to 10

ton* i4 n»o|t.*n |4g iron, ami a Idost of air. at a
prerv-ure of from 18 to lh. jer sjiiart inch, i*

forcevl through thi- metal Wv a 14«*wii»g engme-
Kig iron contain- from 3 to 5 ner cent, of carbon,
and. if it Iia* lern smelted with charcoal from a
pure ore. aa i* the cast with SwedMi iron, the I4A*t
I* continueil till onlv frt*w •>.» «•• 1 |^r eeoL of the

carbon 1% left in the metal, that b to sav. steel

ta produced. Sometime*, however, the nunimum
uuautitv of carbon i* even le»a than -25 j»er cent,

in England, where a lew pure lmt still ex|*eneivc

caat iron viz. luvin&tite lug— i* fur the pm
ductiun of steel in the mdui.m- BcMeiuer converter

Bcwnivr Convcrtini; YvMtfl :

*. a, a, Uiyfrvi ; 6, sir »|acr . €, fuvlUU mt Ul.

the proccw* dirfenv slightly. In this cane the whole
111 the carbon is oxidised by the blast uf at r, and
the rrsjuisiu* quantity of this clement in afterwards
restored u> the meul by pouring into the converter

a small quantity of a peculiar kind of cast iron,

called spuycJtutH, which contains a known quantity
uf CAfb4in. But siiiull quantities uf mangaueaa and
mlic4»n are alwi iwesont in Bi»*seiiutr steel. Tlie
• blow • lasts from 20 to 30 minutes. Steel made
from whalevei kind of pig iron, either bv this or

by too * basic* process, presently to l*e descrilred,

is not kullicicntly dense, at leant fur most pur*

pom*, and it is accordingly manipulated under the
steam-hammer and rolled into a variety of forms.

Brwmer steel is employed for heavy object*, as

rails, tires, rollcrw. boiler plates, ship plate*, and
for many other purposes for which inafleablo iron
was formerly used.

Basie Steel rhis kind of steel is now largely

made from infer ioi pig iron, such as the Cleveland,

by the Thomas Mllchnst prooCM patented in IK78.

It is, however, only a modi ftration of the Beaseincr

proce-* to the extent of substituting for the

siliceous i»r 'acid lining generally uses}, a lime
or • basic* lining for the converter. Limestone,
preferably a inagnesi.iti limestone in some form, is

common I v cinployeil f*»r the lining By tlie use of

a basic lining, )4io»tdinru* is climiuab'd towards

the end of the •blow.' IMiosphmiiN in a very

deleterious substance in steel, and is present,
Hometiim * to the extent of 2 per cent., in pig-iron

smelted from impure ore

Be! el, properly tlie leaf of the betel-vine,

a plant [Charted UtU
.
C nmfruu, Ac.) of the

natural order Piperacea*. indigenous to the Kant
Indian Archipelago, and cultivate^! ako in con-
tinental India, Ceylon, and several of the Indo-
Chinese countries (Bur mail, Siam, Ac.), but more
or lr-* 11* an exotic according a* the necessary
condition- M f humidity arid heal have to l>e arh
ficiallv iricrea*c*l. Tlie name betel (a MalAValam
and Tamil won

I
for * leaf ‘

I
i- fre<iueiit)y applied to

the Isdiis of arecA-nut and -hell-lime {<hnn<un\
w rappc-l round w ith U‘tcIdeal, employed a> a
miw-tn atorv tliioiiglioiit a Urge join «*f the farther

Eu-t, es|*eciallv by tlie MaIhv and Hindu races.
\- •-arl

>
\ a* Fryer (1673) Intel Ugin- to l*e use<l

rrn«nr<m-ly a- a synonym for the nut of the
Arrca •

•
1 .

v
.

1
palm. Betel b*af

l
lliiidiistaiii, y»dw or

iVroinn. Malay
,
»tnh\ i.* descrilM*!

in glowing term- in the //rf'«y*r«/r*v4, Usik lii.
,
fable

*1 Tin- arieu-nt Hindu writer* recomincii'l it l>e

taken enrlv in the morning after meals, and at

Lcdlimc. Pill* Again-
1

p)ili*gm ire rubied into an
rmuUion with the juice

;
and the leave* are aiqdicd

to remove hi*A<Uche. re*hiee svvcdlen glands, nr

check the secretion of milk. The use of the

»u**ticAtor> has Wouic k mutter of etiquette. Aild

the bctcl-lsi* plays iv- imj*>rtAnt a part as the
-null- box did in Eiigbuid in the 1 8th century. In
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India the ottering of f*ttcn by the lm»t intimate*
the tcrminatimi of a vUil. Among the Malays of
tin.* Archipelago to oiler tinh i* accepted a legal
H)^»u of apology fur a serious uffcncr. European*
seldom take kindly to the liable uf chew irig Letel,

m
: imvt

w
't&h,

Ikkl-vins.

C

irtly W'CftusP it bUckrii* tin* utrtli un«l nuun th*
w »•• Ap|wi*r a- W cos rivil wltli bl<— I. Sir Jan*.

Kiiwnon Ttnuoiu ftfcjrfM) cnn.id.m thai it
the nutni'nl, th 15 tonic. an.l the carminative

rvi|lliieil by n |«<>ph? wlm ii.uaIIv rat no rir.l. In
1-trMml »w * monuuols- the

iMi-t I in 1 1 is « ••(••|inny. The cultivation of ihe plant
1 - in ninny di.triot- a highly important industry,
ami rei|iiire» ou.i.ltrabU capital. In DomUv,
lieUfl vinw ate put down in OctoUr. MOO to SOto
pi>r Acre. They Are -li.ltx-rcl from .bought by
plantain* grown along with them, u Uniu,
•‘T* ?

o
r
e,c '

1 "',U Timer Are Afterward.
roiilAced. by -limiter and taller tr.-lh. »,„k up
sslncli tli« planta climb luxuriantly. In Teno*
wrim. Again. the Karen, train the sine. t„ f,„r.t
tre- from sslncli nil but the t..i.mi-t hough.
I,'*

v

8 "'PM '*** -See MaimIm's H„tory v/AHmatru; turtle. HuUmicnl (sol vi
now Acrir.li Miguel, System /Wen.*.,
Hunter • Gateticer #•/ /Win
Bicarbonate* differ from curUnatni in con

t utnirii^ twice a» much carbonic acid HimrliureU,
hiaulphuret*. ami hiurtrate* arc word* formal <>u

the name plan
;
but in recent chemical mmtcncU

ture. the prefix bi ho* been •iipenn'diid by </*..

Bile i» a Hnul wroted from the blood by the
liver. One part of it i* destined U» nerve in the

nmee** of digestion
;

the other to U' eliminated
from the ayaUrm. It i» c«lourc«l yellow in man. and
in carnivorous ami omniv orous animals ; tl i« green
in vegetable feeden The primary cells of the

liver
< the hepatic cells \ separate the bile from

the blood of the portal vein, ami dit'charge it

into small ducts, which unite to form larger *»ae*.

ami eventually the right ami left hepatic duct*
The Utter unite to form the common hepatic duct,

which is soon joined bv that of the gall bladder
(the cystic duct). 'thin junction forma the
common bile duct, which pierces* the second part

nf the duodenum, and running obliquely in its

wall for u short distance, o|»eria on it* mucous
surface.

Bile is constantly leing accreted, more copiously

after f<xxl
;
while the duodenum m empty. m.*»l of

it parise* up the cystic duct into the gall bladder
where it is stored But when the contents of the

stomach arc carried past the opening of the common
bile duct, a copious flow of bile takes place into the
duodenum, where it is mixed with the food, in order
to aid the further processes of digestion.

The composition of human bile L» on the average of

Witer
bllc-SAltS

Mucin
Ollier oft&nK mtouuev*
Inorganic iuUUiut«(m'i)

per cent

z * * z
- s
- 0 * -

The bile salts (glycochoUtc and taurocholatc of

soda) Aie tl* iimbI im|-ntafct constituent*. If ad
animal membrane W welted with a solution of
the* salt*. it Allows fatty sub-iancea to filter

through it uiurL more readily tlutn if pure water or

a solution of an iiutr^Aiik mJi Ur u-ol ; And IhL.

pmperty Aid* in tU Al>»irpti«n <*f fatty foods by
the inte-tine. The bile .-alt* ai-o ax-l.-t in tlie

euiulsilicutoui. ai»I to a certain extent, in the
M.lution of fat* The Manco. Idle it* »i«id
conaislcAce. The other organic nnnmunu include
/ah and hmr/.» ; r/irJe>ltfin. dtemically an alruii-l,

a cr\atallh*xUe i-ubalance shich i. u.uaUy tlic chief
constituent of biliary calculi 01 »;all -tone* (»ee
C»IXVLl>); and the The a-li c<n-
tain* a ton.-i.ltral.le pr»|*>ction of iron, denied, like

tlie bile in^ments. fr.nu dinntc^rated rr.1 blood
cor..ii»'le> |»ee lili«i|»l

Human bile ha> lla- .pecilie gravity of alvut 1026

|
water = IOUII. i>«.f a iop> roa-i-lenrr. with u.ually
a yellnaiahhios n odour; !««-. r«.-i leadily mix
with water, lait sink* therein, and only after le-

pr.ilol airitatioii liroxue* dlfluM-l thr.KI'li the
water, which then a—mnn. a frothy appe.rmue
re-.-ioblino soap *u>U. Ilik- ha» a Utter taste and
a faint inu-ky mhmr. Ih-.iile* aalin^ in tlie di ora-

tion "f fat*, bile BlilAulatr* the iai,.u. muscular
hhre* of the inte-tine. ami thu* aid. Imtli the
al»orpti»n ami tl»e |<o|*il.|.in of it- content*

;

while the mum* it o.utaii>- art* a* a lubricant.

It lia* a!»o an anti-eptu* artam. diiuini>hiii|; tl*
putrefactive clun^e* of the intestinal cuntent*.
Should, from any cause, the dement* of the bile
I* in excc— in the l«l«»-l. <c .hmild tl* liver wi|«nd
the function id *ecrrtm^ it. nut onlv i» digestion
Hupei fretl\ perfmnir.1 l«it llw cmeral health *uffrn>

from the iiupnre c<nnlitiu,i of the M«-»l. and the
lutlient i* Mid to he M/oxi. On tl* otlser hand,
the l.tlc may W secretol. Ul it* r-ea|ie intcrfereil

with, ami then it* realtor irfioci uill pri*lucr Jaun
dice I 9.V.L See ibe tl* article. LlVKK and
|l|ll»TION.

lllLli it'ri Arr.tCK When the fnnctw.n. of the
Inerarr teni|.enrili mterferrsl with. ami parti. ul.rlv

tl* aeeretiuii id Inle dinuni-lie*l, dhsI adten in con-
sequence id impiudencv in ratini; drinking, a
bilioKt uii.i-t result* The liver. l-iwe»er. i. rarely
if ever xtfrctnl alone, the .touiarh and mtr-tine*
lieing m!<o ill-ordered

; in iao»t con tl* Moninch I.

proliably tl* lir.t -Allir. Tl*te are pain and
dwconifiet in the abdomen, u-nallv LemUdie. and
a yellowish i||*eoloratlon <d the -kin and white* «d

the eye.
;

the tongue 1.* Iiinesl ami tl* ap|wtltc
iniiiaiml. and the temiar often liecoinr. very irrit

aide. Vomiting and diarrhea often occur, and ate
iu *ueh a cane salutary |d<c%*e* The adniini-tra

lion of a puigative i* Iwncticial
; ami the f<**l

taken, if any, tuu*t Iw -mall in amount, -imple. and
readily digr*tible—« g. milk with |•tah water,

toa-t, hucuit., Ac

HI nnrv Theory, in rWni-tn. ukc* rogni*-
ance of the n«*le of rsin-triKlimi of -alt*. It

a—un** that all -alt* contain merely two .-uh
-lance*, which ntl*r arc hulk simple, nr of w hich
•me U sitnide and tl* oil*, * com|*aiml plating
tl* part of a simple (only Tl* l**t ami iho-t
familiar illu-lrttiari id tl* Inaary tl**ev i- min
limn -alt nr rldornle of smliurn. Nal'I. wlo.li i-
con-lntclesl of tl* metal sodium. No. and tl* mu
metal chlorine. 1

*
1 . ami m at a glance seen t*> I*

a bxirj r<-M/a>mo/ |acolii)-iund of twu|. In like
manner. Ilnor *}>ar. or the lliincidr «d calcium.
CaF,. consists of tl* n*tal ralrmni. Ca. ami
tl* non natal Hinnine. I . and i-lidc of |-ita*-iiini,

Kl. largely eMpkiycl in photography, of putassinm
K. ami t.slme, I. Altl-ngh (hi- theory attra.teU
'niich attention from |«7 to IsU. ami was o.lopte.1
hy l.ieldg and other chruii-t-, it neicr met with
general arcrptancc. and ha- Iu. hern ouile uiien
del.

Birdlime is a viscid and adhesive substance.

which is placed on twin of tree* or wire netting,
for the purpoee of catching the bird, which may
alight thereon. A common practice is to place a
decoy or tame bird in a cage near where the bird-

lime is spread
;

the wild birds, attracted to the
spot by the song of the lame bird, get entangled
with the birdlime It is also extensively used for

catching mice, and even rats, in house*, where

poison is objectionable The birdlime is spread

on a board, wtoie toasted cheese placed in the
centre, and the trap laid on the floor. The mice

in endeavouring to reach the cheese, are held fast
by the feet, and may be destroyed. The substance
1. generally prepared from the middle bark of the
holly, mistletoe, or distaff thistle, by chopping ud
the bark, treating it with water, boiling for several
hours, straining, and lastly exposing it to ferment-
ation for several weeks, when a gelatinous muci-
lage is obtained, consisting mainly of a sutetance
to which the name nsetn has been applied. A
second mode of preparing birdlime Is to employ
ordinary wheat flour; place it in a piece of cotton
cloth

; tic up the ends, so as to form a bag
; im-

nterse the whole in a basin of water, or Jlow a
stream of water to flow upon it; and repeatedly
squeeze the bag and iu content*. The rtwult is,

that the Starch of the wheat flour is p ressed out
of the cloth bag. and an adhesive substance named
gluten is left on the cloth. This sutetance re-
setn hire that prepared bv the previous procees in

•If properties ; but the former mode of preparing
birdlime is a much cheaper plan, and U that
generally followed.

HlMnutb (svm. lli. eo 2I0| is a brittle metal of

a crystalline texture, ami of a while colour tinged
with a faint red hue. It is found native in Corn-
wall. France, Germany, I’eru, Siberia, &c., but it ia

from Saxony that the fargr-l proportion is obtained.

It exist* also in combination with oxygen, carbonic
acid, lead, tellurium, &c., but the native impure
metal is the ore usually resorted to in obtaining the
metal The process of separating it from the rock
with which it i. associated is extremely simple.
The ore is placed in inclined iron tulwa. and heat
applied, when the metal melting and partly vola-

tilising, run. down to the receivers, and when
tran.frrrrd to mould., solidities with a crystalline
texture bismuth, although not of grrsi technical

importance, is essentially hii interesting metal.
When pure, it crystallise* more readily than any
ether metal

;
and it exhibit* the singular anomaly,

that when it has been cx|>o.cd U> great pressure iu

1 L

ButnuOi 1

o. tiAinvW "f lUifiulli fit.!.. MtdroU, Hi Com will

;

cryftul vf biuiuth

deoftity become* 1cm. It may Ik* «lUtillc<l at a high
t4* in |"-future, unit rrpcU r tnajctjel more than nuy
other mcUl H«rU <1 in the air, it burn» with u

blue Hriiic, (<irtninkv yclh»w fume* of oxide. BU
ninth unite* rcHilily with otlirr ineutli, fornnn>;

Alloy* (q.v. The im*t mnarkable uf thc^e

called fusible mctA). conniMin*: of ’2 of bUiniith,

1 of IciuJ. xnd I nf tin, the meltiug tKiint of which
ii WO 75* K (#3 75*C.)

9
ur 12* below the boiling.

tKiint of \%nter. SpcM>n» mxde of thU alloy, there*
tore, readily melt when |dxeeil in Wiling *Rl«r;
a favourite trick with Rtnateur conjurers. A atill

more fuaihle metal in obumed by the addition of

mercury, ami thia in UM*d in forminK mould* fur

bulet m>xj»s or in taking ca^ta. Bismuth has a

ipecitic ^rmvitv of # S3. And melt* at 5U7
W

F.

(WC.).
Bibinuth forma .several comjKmnda of aen ice in

the art* and in medicine
;

it combine* with oxygen
to fonn tteverai oxide**, of which the trioxidc,

is the moat iin|»onant* It mav lar prepared

bv lK»ilinK together a aolutiun »»f the ^ubmtraie

uf bisniutli. IhONOt,
and caustic t^nJa, NallO,

when the uxide. in comhinatiun with water, ia

throw n down, and nitrate uf *oda remain* in dilu-

tion. It ia employed in the porcelain manufacture

as ao agent for fixing the K^din^, and fur increas

ing the fuMhility of fluxes, at the name tunc
neutralising the coloun* which are often Cum*

miiiiicated by them The trro itrate of bismuth ia

prepared by acting ujkm the metal biaiuuth with a

mixture of one j>art of commercial nitric acid and

one part of w*t*r. and applying heat. The sub-
nitrate ur basic nitrate nt bismuth receive* the
mimes of Vtarl While, Pearl Powder, Plane dt
Fard, and Plane <fEsbagne. It U uned as a
cosmetic, but is apt to oeconie gray in lint, and
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even brown or black, when sulphuretted hydro
gen. often evolved from sewer*, cesspools, and
•baina. comes in contact with it. The auboilrate
urn! subcarbonate of bismuth Are used in medicine
on very soothing, feebly astringent sedative* when
applied to irritated mucous membrane*. and are
of great value in various forma of stomachic
disease

; while externally they are used o» an
application to scrofulous sores The citrate of
bismuth in combination with ammonia being very
soluble, is more rapid aud irritant in its action
than the soluble ealu hk»l mentioned, but is of
special use in cases of relaxation with executive
discharge. Bismuth ha)u sometimes conuuo
arsenic, and must be used with caution The
1 bismuth breath *

is a peculiar garlicky odour
often felt in the breath of those who have ukeo
bismuth preparations for some time. The cause of

this is not cieat I) known, although at various times
the presence of arsenic or tellurium a» impurities
ha* been blamed for it ; hut it would seem that it

may be produced even when them? are at«ent.

Bittern. Mittick Liiji in, or Salt Oil. w an
oily li«|ui«l obtained during the preparation cl rum
limn Salt When the mother liquor of the
evaporating pans ceases to deposit crystals of

common salt, there in left twliind in the laulcr*

the material called bittern. It consist* principally
of a strong solution of common salt, along with the
chhirtdeH of magnesium and calcium, to which lha
bitter Uut* is due

; hut it uUi omtains the brum
idea of sodium and calcium, which are valuable
sources nf the element Bromine | The bit*

tern obtained from the salt-work* at was
at ono time t lit- source of tin- sulphate of mag-
nesium (hence called salt*), but at preseut
tliia nail i* obtained in other wavs.

Bittern are prepared from an infusion of herbs
containing bitter principle* Formerly the name
was limited to a favourite household remedy pre-

pared from the Garden Angelica (see Anoklica ).

The root* or seeds, or both, were placet in water,

and allows! to simmer for several days, when the

bitter infusion wa* strained off for um* Coincident
with the disuse of these hitterw, the term ac*umcd
a wider significance, embracing all bitter infu-mn*.

and having distinctive names attached to it. in-

dicating tlie origin of the bitter, aa Angostura.
Quassia. Gentian, or Orange Hitler* An aerated
leverage, called tonic bitters. flavoured with clnr

ftU, calumba, quassia, or gentian, is esteemed

by many. The medicinal propertiew of lutter* are

mainly those of a mild tonic and pungent aromatic
stimulant, and hence they are serviceable a* a
stomachic in cases of weakness of the digestive

organs. When taken in exce**. the more powerful

of them are apt Ui do more harm than good, the

tone of the stomach being undermined by the
excessive stimulation The n»o*t widely used
bitter is that of the hep. to winch, in part at

least, are due the to*5* properties of beer. The
medicine* known is hop i»l*t*fe must not. how*
ever, be supposed t4> derive any virtues they

ponset* from the hop. tliei/ nature being rather

that of a purgative.

BUtrrnwetC* or Woody N igntshadb <SWu-
num dtihunuiru ), a plant found in hedge* and
thicket* in Britain. Hlld throughout the pat.» arctic
region, also introduced into North Ainenca The
root is |>enMinial and creep ng ; the annual stems
climbing and trailing. A to 6 feet in length : the
leaves acuminate with ‘2 lateral pinn.i

,
the upper

lialls’rt diR|xd
; the H»wen purple, in drooping

COryinlu. much resembling iIick of it* congener, the

potato, hut much smaller, followed by ovate red

berries of tempting apj>earance. which, although by
no mean* approaching in poisouousne** to those of

the true nightshade (see Hii.l whins a h contain
an apparently variable quantity of alkaloid, and
seem sometimes to have been the cause of acci

dents, particularly to children ;
although some

physiologists have administered it without bad

effect*. The Iwig*. odlectrd m autumn after the

leaves are fallen, are Mill him^uhiaIK iwd in

medicine. a decoction Isriug given in iln-unmin- or

cutaneous affection*. It is in the stems rather tluxn

in the fruit that the peculiar mh-cc»ioii of tastes,

to which tlie plant owes its name, is l*e^t ol*ervcd.

4e
90

¥
(SJa— -te/ra-ara)

:

Mmi
Bitter Vetch. Sw Oicar*.

Bitter wood, a name siv«i !< rnuiu uirrir*

of Xylo«>i«. a ktiu “I Aumvr r, tree. *i.l •ltiuln

reiiiftrlftl.k f..r tUr Ihu-mm-.* »f ll.ru vwthl. |.Aitirn

M? V 1* " ®*1 U-liftn X. y/-iU». Kunnmrr imvlo
o( (liia »«ij u «l( Ircioi (lie attack* >4 inw<i>.
—The fruit >4 (hr ^rio, |NUliciilarl>

X. strut*, u liiirlily ftrouiftitc »n«l lik<>

MPI«r. X. *"*<.% i. • Unfc Her. h native ..(

Hnuil s iU l*»t n-ue u u-^.1 for making cordage,
whirl. U excellent

llilUi«i»l i« aha (hr name <4 /V«tn« on/.i
(formerly w/nl, ft tree of (he natti.nl

order Simmuliftrr.v tq.v.k ft nftti.r of Jamaica, (hr
wwd id which 1* now alor>c ii-cl in lucIMne. **
Quftftdft Is*), owinjj to iIk> warcity of the (>«.u.«i
nmarit, to which the name *> (iv>l gnrn It i*.

hoUnically. very nr*rly allied to il* true qua—in.
ami |mvw> vrrv naiUr imqiertir*. containing
H«* erj.UlIttftMe huirr (.r.nn^l, cftllcl Ouawdte or
(jitftMin 'Hie wIikIi i« intm»rlv Utter, iv a

Item met with in Scotland. Sonir authoritie* al«o
include the well-known li. i^rl.e-a.l Cuiil («|. v. >

under
the ^enerftl head of llitnmrii.

One of the uniat ltiterealinj; of the bituiiiiiimw
mineials i> iIihI callc-l Mineral Cnoutclmuc or
Flaatic Bitumen, and for which the new name of
Klatente him been device. I . as if to au|>iiorl the i|i<;.

nitv of iu exaltation to the mtik of r ai-tinct min
rral »peeie* It i» a very rare mineral, only a few
localiiirs bring known for it in t lie world ‘

atuoit);
which are tlie Odin Iwul -mine in Dcrbyt-hire. and n
cial mmeat Montrelfti', near An^er*. in France A
aiinilar material lnu* been found at W'ooilbury, f'onn.
It i» elastic and riexiblr like caoutchouc, anil may
lie iiBcd, like it. (or effacing pencil marks. It is

easily cut with a knife. Its colour is blackish,
irddudi, or tcllowinh- brown

;
and its siiecitic grav-

ity is tKUiieUnien a little li^-». and wnnettntes a little

more than that of water. It baa « strong bitumin-
oua odour, and bunts with a sooty flame, it. com-
position lieing CH, Several suWtanceH occur iu
nature with a similar compnsitiou, of these the
l*»t known is (lie mineral called Ozokerite. It in

browoiah, yellowish, or greenish in colour, streaked
or spotted, and occurs in rudely fibrous masses, as
at hlatitk aud Buryslaw in Galicia It dissolves
with dirficultv in alcohol and ether. Various other
natural products havd lai-n describ'd as Ozokerite,
to which they closely approach in chemical com-
position, and from which they seem to drtier childly
in ibeir tciuly solubility in ether.

very awful swm.^cIik and l-.nic ; an infu.mn of it

is a well known aod useful lly poi~m
: and it

appears to act as a ^i-.rlul n.n.Hic on manv
^tuulnspevla.

Hllumrn, a mineral •uhrtais-*, remarkalde f«x
its intlainiiialslitr and its strong |>eculiar od««rr

;

general l.t .
however. >up|>wd 1<i lie of «egetahle

origin. The name, whirh wan in sw among Hie
ancient Komaos. i> earsm-lv •i|4.>yeil, Msnetinws
UI include a nuinUx ..* tlie silstsirev rallisl

Mineral Ke<ins
I w'. Ki*i\t|, |<*rticulail« tlie

liipiid mineral sulwttncr* eall»»l Naphtha v
|

and PelroleuM lqv.| or Mineral Oil, and the •olid

ones called Mineral Fitch. A«jhalt (•) c. ). Mineral
CaoatclHiue, Are.; wnnetime* in a more rewtrirtcl
*en«c it i« aoplml h* imnerahigi.ts only to wune
of these, ami by wane rniaeiahigi%ts to the solid,

hy others Ui the li<|uul one* All tlie*e «uhsUnre>
are. however. .Iirely allir.1 to each otlier Vaph
tha ami |>etroleuiii con«i*l e*«enliallv of earInn
and hvilrogen alone. In an |>er rent, leing carl>m

;

the oilier, contain ski a little oxygen, whirh i-

partieularlt (hr raw in nsphnlt. the degree nf their

solidity appearing to depend u)->n the |irupanion

of oxygen which they contain, which aiumint* in

some specimens ol asphalt U. IU per cent Asphalt

also contain* a little nitrogen It seldom occur*

quite pure, but h usually nine. I with sand ol

other in<egame ingrevhents N”l lufiequently it

is found impregnating *andsl<wie. limestone. -Iiale-.

elav slate*, ic. Nueli is tlie character ..I the

called fetid sandstones ami liiiwstmes From
certain shale*, marls, and slates, mineral ml is

distilled in large quantities <s«e Ninth and M \XLg
Asphalt occur, plentiful!! ..n the ami Hunt-

ing on the surtace of tlie Dead Nc* It is met
with in uiosi. in many other place*, as in Triimla.1,

at Liinmer in Hanover, at Dilnan in Alsace, at

Val de Travers in Switzerland. Ac N«w ami

again it occurs abo, in small quantitw>. in mineral

vein* or h»le>. where it U often mistaken f.w an-

thracite. Closely reUte-l t<* asplialt are the pitch-

like minerals called lirahauiite and AHwrrtite. w hich

incur in in the Carl-ciiferoa* aystciu .d

North America. The latter mineral has likewise

Black Flux is prejvnrod by boating in a

covered crucible ordinary or crude cream of UrUir,

the hi tartrate of poUnli, KHC.H.O,, when tlio

Urtaric acid, 11
,
0 ,11 ,0,, is ilecompomxl. nnd

charted, forming carbonic add. CO,, which re-

mains in combination with the potash as carbonate
of potash. K,CO,, accompanied by much free car-

bon. Thu very intimate mixture of carbonate o(

potash and carbon, otherwise called black llux, is

a fine black powder of great service in the fluxing

of metallic orea, as of Load (q.v.|, and the separa-

tion of the metal thcreirom. In the preparation
of black flux it is usual to arid to the cream of

tartar half its weight of nitre, while white /tux iswt liinw. ""SIV sv.wwwv / • s-wv

Sucod when twice it* weight uf nitre i* uaed.

block flux i* likewiiir cui)>loye<l a* till raw
material from which, on the application of heat
in irou v«ncli

(
tho uioul poUutiurn can bo

obtained.

Blitrklnic ** the nmierial rmnloyod for nro.

during a block alibiing HtinoOQ on leather.

The main ingredient in the vorioun kind* of Mock-
ing ih Hone Mack (q.v.), which in mixed with on
oil, oome *ugnr. and a little aulohuric arid. The
materials in Dav & Martin* blacking arc finely

pondered bone-black ground with •ijHiin oil, raw

augar or niolaanc* a little vinegar, and *orne con-

centrated mi I ph uric acid <a|iecifie gravity 1843).

The ftiilwUuioea ore incor|M>nitod Uigether 0110 by
one in the order in which they aie Mated, and the

action of the Kulidiuric acid ih to convert much of

the lime in the Urne-black inU> eulphate of lime.

which oauHCH * thickening of the mixture, and a

tenacious paste result* This paste, diluted with
weak vinegar, is put, whilst warm, in stoneware
bottles, and is then ready for the market Fur
harness the blacking consists mainly of beeswax,
softened with turpentine, and mixed with ivory-

black, Prussian blue, and cojial varnish.

Blark Lrad (or Hlacki.kad), Graphic*, or

PLUMBAGO, a mineral consisting chiefly of carbon,

but containing also more or 1exa of alumina, silicA,

lime, iron, vVc., to the extent of 1 to 47 per cent.,

apparently mixed rather than chemically com-

bined. Black lead ia the i>ot»ular name, and that

bv which it is generally known in the arts,

though no lead enters into the composition of

the mineral: graphite is that generally pie*

fened by mineralogist* It sometimes occurs

crystallised in flat hexagonal tables
;
but generally

massive, and more or less radiated, foliated, scaly,

or compact* It is of a grayish-black colour, with

a somewhat metallic lustre, and a black and shin-

ing streak, and is perfectly opaque. It is greasy

0 » the touch, and is a perfect conductor of electri-

city. It occurs in lrcds nnd masses, l&niinie or

sca’les in the echisUwe rocks (gneLss, mica schist,

clav-slate, &c.), And is sometime* in such abund-
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mi pUtinoniwire in the oxidising llttlilv. forma

v illi silica ii colourless j/ii"
;

villi oxidu of

antimony, i hrtul. \c. The following' metals

arc icdnYcd from thoii compounds when heated

villi railmnal" of >ubi on rlintvn.il in the innci

llniin* of tin’ blowpipe : viz. niekcl. oiiImIi, iron,

iiH.lvl.kniiiii, Inn^lon, copper, tin, silver, gold,

ami |iliitinuiii. When compounds of zinc, lend,

liixmiit Ii, .ux'iiie. aiitiinonv, tellurium, and cod-

iuium are similarly treated, the** metals are also
formed, but l-eing volatile, ai» oil in va|—ur at
the lii^li temperature to which they arc exposed.

Borax, no ii flux. is geiicntlli mixed with the
iilatarii'c under examination, ami placed on i-lali-

mm- wiie. When tlms heated in either of the
flame-. Uryta. -trout ia, lime, magnesia, alumina,
ami silica. yield rvlvtoleu hauls

,
cohall give* a jin c

Urn colon

e

,* copper. a -/<<««, Sc. With micro*
cosmic -alt, the result* obtained arc generally
similar to those villi Umix, and need not lie

blow
|
apc *l>cctally mentioned, to. the U*.-t is applied in the

,
the month same way. The blowpipe h.t» been luug used bv

hineiy, blowpipe. so m to sustain a prolonged steady goldsmith. and jeweller- for -ohlering metals, and
•oast, requires some skill, and i- at hrst very l.y glass- blower* in fusing and seali ng glass lit lies,

fatiguing to the learner. In Ucathini;. the manip- &c . it has also I-ecu applied in qualitative
ulalor involuntarily eloses the bark of tlie mouth. analysis for many years, hut more recently chemist*
retaining in the ex|suidr>l cheeks sufficient air (especially 1‘laltnei

|
have devoted their attention

U» last till the lungs bate l»xii replenished through to Us use, and have even employed it with great
Where high teinpsintiirea are required >uccn* in onitulihtlnr chemical aimlynin| the

mechanical blow pi|-e« are resorted to. advantages being that only a icry small quantity
When a current of air from the blowpipe is of material i» required to be operated Upon, whilst

directed again.t a candle or gas )*t. the name the results mav lie obtained with great rapidity
alto- at entirely loses its luminosity, owing to the and considerable accuracy.
perfect combustion of the gases evoked fiom the The oiyh^lrogcn blowpipe is an arrangement by
source of licat, and U projected in a lateral dircc- vhi.h a yet of oxygen slid hydrogen, in the pro-

lion, as a long glinted cone, consisting of three portions to form water, is ignited and directed

parts Tins first or central c.«ne is ol against any object. The most intense heat is i-ro-

due colour, and there tlm combustion dpced, most of the metals Is-ing volatilised when
ete from the excess of air thrown in placed in it, and even the diamond change* into

from tlie small nozzle. The second cone, or ordinary carbon, and is burned when exposed to

that immediately surrounding the firwl, is some- its flame. W l.rn a.cylinder of quicklime is heated

what luminous; and here the oxygen bring »•> H. a most dazzling light u produced .rivalling

insufficient for tlie combustion of the eaibon any "*• v*«-*tnc light in bnlhaney, and. known x-

meUllic oxide subjected to U.e action of’ this «• l>nmui»ond Light (q.v >.

portion of the flame i. deprived of tu oxygen, and Blowpipe, n kind of wea|-in much used by

reduced lo the condition ul in«ul; for tfiui r«4M>n uf the In«liHn tribe* of South Arncimi. bttlli

the luminous cone n. generally termed tlm redoemy /•" kUltiw h'"”"’ It con.i-1- ,.f a long

flam* of the bk>wi»it«* IW von«i the second cone Hiei^lit luU*. Ill wliicli u niiihiI }h*iw»iiiM arrow in

or where the flams co.ire freely in contact with tlm •»V 11* 1 b the hieath. The

atmosphere, and abundance of oxygen i. prreent to
J

ul* » vrU a,t.u>„, r ucunn ,Vc .

effect complete combu.tm.1 of tU gases, is a third, » 8 U '" l
,

lu
"f 1 "" l Kcnerally Uige

or pale yellow envebq>e. containing excess of at mo enough to admit the little huger. It is imwle of

•phene air et a verv hii?h leint>erature *o that a rccU or ol Ulc •w?in of a ^mall .Nvar 1 afsi, it

portion of metal, such as lead or copier, placed at
» Kwetal very ingeniously and nicely made of

this p.nnt. I-*....*, rapidly con.er.cd into iu W'« -tr.is » a palm Jrxarfa, ^iym. I of diHcrunt

oxide; tlo- o„tr, ,*rl of tl* Maine U OH this
diamelen, the ,u.c htlcd into the other. In some

account cwllcl tl« oxw/u.sy /..me of the blowpipe. **»• is formed of the thin stem of

Sul-Unres under exammaii.m 1 -eforc the blow. * '**•*. H'ot^lcd by an ouU-r OM ofjIhls palm. A
pit-- are generally .up.-.rtml either on wood- W » ^ it near lire end. I lie arrows used

charcoal or platinum the Utter in the condition ,l"“ M* lj
J"

18 *"c
l

1 ""
!

0 , *K; "»«*>*, «•

of wire or foil I., applying the bhiwpii* test, the ,,IC *l'ior. of another palm, sharply pointed* notched

body to 1-. examined u either heated alone, or *• •• and their points

along with s.m* Mux or fusiUe suUt.oce
;

tlo.
**""*’> '*' Ul Curun I

q.v.) on. A little soft

Wing added, in -..me ca-»s. for the purpose of down of the silk cotton trie is twisted round each

assisting in the redaction of metals fu.ni their ores arrow, so as exactly to fit the tulie. In Peru,

and other compounds in othere. f-< the pi-.luetion arrow* of onlv I) to 2 inches long arc use-1, and a
' a trans|.ai. nt gU*-v l-cail. in which diflerent different kind of isuwin seems tu Ire employed. An

can l* readily ob-erved When heated occidental wmimf from one of these |Kiisoned arrows

a loop of nUtinuin * ire. or a piece of char- not infrequently prove.- fatal. In the hand of a

is generally employed a* a -upi-.rt ; the practised Indian, the blowpipe is a vety deadly
* when the c duur' <>f the flame i- Ui lie weapon, and j.articularly when directeu against

ed as the characteii-tic reaction. tlie Utter bird- sitting in the to|« of high trees. As his

wHeu such effects as the oxi.Uti.m .* leduelion of we«|"»n makes no noise, the hunter often empties
consists of a conical tuba nietallie sul«lances are to be observed. his quiver liefora he gathers up the game, and docs

fig-). closed at the 'pjie following arc example* of trie difference more execution than an English sportsman could
. . upper £„ «*!,.,r communicated to the flame bv dtflcrcut »*U* hi. doubU- luirrelle-l fowling-piece. In Borneo,

. . .. , . .... thr I links have n similar IiIiih piiie called a sump

is turned over to admit of the lins chwinc ^ S!5X
aSfWfi Near the lower ear a simiirtube,

yr«*; Mremi. oino.nc hn.e. M “aidl
S2S

W
i2f

* **1—* ^ Pu-plmnc acsl. Uradc m&L tlltir en<l a 0f pHh adapt«d ui

SgLB?y and C.q.,*r Thec.mwmfly <-Oim>K m".alhc ^ ,.„t. of the tube> a[). uUd. Theee are pointed
ated nozzle, a, oxide nHucihk by bealiag on d.arc«l ulooe in w„i, .hnrn fi.h-t«-tli and is.wmod with mum Thnv^ SgSSSwSSt
intended as a HHUpaw, and cbronu.im The iuen generally Blue Pill (

I'Uula hydrargyn ) a the moat
chamber for u-u.1 in IJnwpi|s- cxperii».*U are either carbonate wmple form in which mercury can be administered

condensing of sisla. Imrax |bthonitv »f «la|, nr the nmro.mU internally. It consists merely of tux> parts of mer-

fhe moisture pU,c|.h*t.r U —U, oUh-i«i-c .ailed .V..roco,mrV* cury rubbed up with three parts of conserve of

of the breach. S-iU (.|.v.). Tb.- i-ailonalu «d -»U. w hen heated r.oes, till globules of mercury can no longer be

ance as to give it« name u> the schist
<
graphite-

schist) in which it appears. It occurs alw> no*
and again in fissures in granite, or in scattered

scales in various other igneous rocks, as in svenite

in Norway, in porphyry in the Harz, See. Thick
vein-like masses uf black lead are met with in

Siberia, Spain, Canada, New Brunswick, United

States (mines at Ticonderoga, N.Y., supplying
almost the whole output!, Ceylon, and else-

where; the once extensive supplies of Borroiv-

dale in Cumberland are now exhausted. It is

far more incombustible than even anthracite

(or blind-coal), burning with much difficulty even “A' 1

before tlio blowpipe, on which account it is much *.

used for the manufacture of crjicihlcs or * melting- “De c

pots,' which witlutand a great heat. Three are ." c "

not, however, lno-le of mere black lea-1, hut of JfT .

black lead in powder, mixed with half iu weight

of clay. Block lead u employed for making with.

F'oncil# (o. v.). It is also extensively employol t

give a black gloss to iron grates, railings, Ac
and to diminixli (lie friction of belts, mac
und rillo cartri-lges,

Bladd<.‘r*IIUt | of<ii>Ay/eu ). a very widely dis-

tributed genus of deciduous shrub- or small trees

of lather elegant appearance, usually referred to .

the order Celastraceii* (see SpINDLK-TkxR). The *"

(.'oinuion Bladder nut pmiuihi) is frequently
planted in shrubberies, as is nls<i the North Ameri-
can S. trifoliata. The woml uf l->tli i» firm and
white, well suitml for tlio purpoees of the turner.
The seed* yield a good oil. and may be eaten, but
act a. a mild aperient. The flower-buds are

capsule, and the hard bony tula of the reed. The distinct
name Maphylta is fmm tlio Clr. staphyll, -a a dark
bunch of grape-,’ and Inis reference to the raccrued is comi
flowers.

o, a do** ; ». ftuit.

Blowpipe, a small instrument used in the arts

for glass blowing and soldering metals, and in

analytical chemistry and mineralogy, for deter-

mining the nature ot substance* by the action of an Qf K
intense and continuous heat. Its utility depends colours
on the fact, that when a jot of air or oxygen is *|one.
thrown into a flame, the rapidity of combustion is co»| ;

Increased, while the effects are concentrated by
fon,ier

diminishing the extent or space originally occupied
by the flame.

Tho blowpipe

of metal, about H inches long (see ^
wider or lower end, but open at the narrow or

end, which latter constitute* the mouthpiece, and
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detected
j

to thin i* added one part ot powdered

liquorice-rout, so that a pill of three grains c«»n

tains one grain of mercury. In cases of toroid

condition of the liver or inflammation of that

organ, blue pill is much used ua a Durgative,

either alone or combined with Home other drug.

Much aa rhubarb. When it ia given with the
view of bringing the system under the influence

of mercury (Salivation, q.v.), small doses of opium
should bo added to counteract its purgative tend-

ency, ami the state of the gums watched carefully

from day to day, so that the first symptoms of sali-

vation may be noticed, and the medicine omitted.

As a purgative, the common doae of blue bill is one

or two pills of live grains each, followed by a purga-

tive draught. When the system is to be saturated

with it, or salivated, one pill may be given morning
and evening, or one every night combined with *

of

a grain of opium, reoeated till the gums become
sore Out tile sensibility to the action of mercury
varies with the individual

;
some may Cake large

quantities before it exhibits its physiological elfeeu,

and, on the oilier hand, three blue pills, one taken

on each of three succeasive nights, have brought on
a fatal salivation. When taking blue pills, all

sudden change* of temperature should be avoided
;

and, indeed, though they are found m every

tinmentie medicine chest, neither they nor any other
and, indeed, though they ar.- found m every

dnmentic medicine chest, neither they nor any other

form of mercury should be given without g-wlcauai

ami without the greatest caution

Hog Iron-orr, a mineral of very vansMe
legnnled numshtisu essentially

of iM'roxidc of iron and water : the |wr**xnle iron

often amounts toul-.nl mi per cent
.
the water to

about ‘A*. |
,hnsplionc mi'l i- usually |"e-ei.t in

quantities varying 2 to It |-‘i vent Sillea-

m id. nliiiiiiua. oxide of inuNgAiiv-e. Mini "I her -ah

Htame-. which seem ncvidentnlly lor-cat. make up
tlm ie>t Hog iron ore isreurs cluelly in alluvial

Hiiils, III U.gH, |nnnlii*>, lakes. Ac. It i- id a

brown, vsllowish Isown, <•> lAukidi Mown
Slime of ils varieties are earthy and InalJr. formal

of dull dm ly p,.rlicle«; are in liias-e- >d an
earthy fuwture. often vesicular: and —me more

compile!, with com lioidal fiactine. It i- nbuiouiit

in soin* of the ion them and western islomls i4

Scotland, ami in the miithern cminirir-id Km q»
generally .

nUo in North \merie.» When smellol

It yield- gOtal iron t >ie llrox. OM&t «lf> Ifaltf

iron ore owe* it- origin to tin.- chemical -

organic acids mi-nig from the dec.mi|-»iliwa

plants. Tlie-e a- ids attack ami discdie >-dt»

of iron which they with in the o- k- ami

soils The s4ilutioiis tlois foriiir.1, uhen thev are

e\ p.wed to the ail, lieeome oxidi-«>l. ao.1 iron i.

thus precipitated in the form of hydious lei nr
oxide, which, along with the mu unpunin-
liienlioiied nU.se. foilu- U.g non oie ftb
mineral occur* frequently in hoggv or Isolly

drainer! land, (mining the hard ferruginous crust

known in Scotland os
1 nmnrland pan Consider

able accumulations of U.g iron ore or Inke ore

occur in the hotlonia of lakes in Sweden and
Norway, forming with comparative rapidity on

the shallower slope* where reel- grow more or

lews abundantly. According to Kltrenlwrg, the
bog iron ore in the marshea about Berlin owe*
iu origin largely to diatoms, which separate iron

from the water and deposit it as hydrous ferric

oxide within their siliceous fm-tule*

Bog Myrtle. Gale, or Sweet Gale [Myrioi

GaU), iui aromatic and resinous shrub, with small

lanceolate and
serrate gland-
dotted leaves,

the only genus
of the amen-
taceous sub-

order Myrica
ce.a>. It covers

large areas of

bug ami of

wet moorland
in northern re-

Cs, and was
-erly put to

many domestic

mol I isand other ‘oA
while

its shoots and V
lea v e* served a* ™
a sulwtitute for

h>'l“- ,l" ,r4vr* - wit (Miio ; *. hnwle catkin,
were mixed
with toliarco. arxl wax was obumvt from >U

berri— Sew (’aNPLEBLURY.

Uog-plnnu. The exten.iv* arras, especially

in the eddrr regw.i.- uf the buithriu bemispl.ere,

which ar* covered by U.g» and man-l.c. have a

highly characun.tic flora which u dwtinct from

the fully Aquatic ITanu iq.v.) •*» the one hand,

and from the ordinary terminal lloia •« tlie utlier.

The mint uiiissrtani and widely distributed «4 bug-

plants are the U.g n»*#n i Sphagnum i. of which

the steady upward growth l.a* formed llte bulk of

the most extensive use is in the manufacture of

artificial manures, such a- dissolved Umr* (see

Bonk Mam rk>i and superi.lu-iilialew.

Iloue-bluck, the j>roduct of the carU.nlsation
of bone*. used as a pigment

I
see Black) and us a

de>*l. .riser See CHARCOAL.

Bone Manures are applied to crops on

account of the nitrogen— equivalent to * or 6 per

•ent. of ammonia—and the phosphate of lime which

they c«.utain—the latter amounting to nearly half

their weight. Their value has only recently been

dl-covered. The first crude U.ne crushing machines

were uaed in England in 18U. In Scotland, when
bourn began to be employed on manure, about 1828,

they were roughly broken into large splinters with

hammer* hv the farm-serv ant- during wet weather,

and 30 huahels applied [wr acre, at a cost of half a-

crown a bushel. V iv« hundredweight |H>r acre i« now
considered a good dreasing. Hone* arc not aoplied

in good practice iu a larger *i*c than that of mtal

or ifi. ur- m other words, ground into a fine state of

division. Houyft Ituxrt, «- quarter inch site and

larger, are rarely usd. a* these lock up capital in

the soil by taking !<«• much time to devuy, mid do

*oi give a remunerative return iu comparison with

manure* that act quickly. Bone* are sonieliiiien

fortnentesl to induce decay. They are piled iu

heaps, and water or urine poured over them. When
the neat resulting from the fermentation goes dow n,

they should be turned and watered again, and thin

kept Up for a few mouth*. Bones in an altered

lonu are also used in making up concentrated
ran u re. and are either ground or acted upon by

th« Meaaly Upward growth lias formed tlie hulk of

our peal nm iw ; but higher rivpt*.gamir plant* also

occur. noUMy the homUita t
Equisetuiii). and

occasionally also rarer form, like IM'ilana and

Marsilea.
' Many «lm and niUir*. reds aud

gras-rs. are al-o highly characteristic. of all

perliap. the Carina* cotton gio— I Kim)ds>rum),
while heath* cn-iantlv struggle (<>r |>n*ro-ion of

tlie 4nee and ilen»er *|<oU. TIm- lt*^ myrtle, q.v.

blfunru Gulf i ..Iten nvrrwpirad* vol arras with

iu low. scanty hru>h*<--l. above which rise only

occasional tufu of willow. •< at wst l»r» and

there an abler. The hufCtivurou* Hants -.re

perhaps the most chafoclenstic minor drmrens,

sundews (l»rt-ern) ami buttemvrt* il’ingiiKulal

Iwing thickly strewn, w Inle the rarer Mm~4H-<4 Um*

bladderwort 1

1

tnculari.it rue gotten from tbnr

stagnant pool.. Tlie margin- .4 llteo- are ftmge<l

by ilie beautiful Uqf.bean (Mmyantbe-I and the

smaller and le*« •ptemling forget me rail# (Mvu
*ot»s). or in *)*mg arc gay with imush-nrang. dds
(Caltlbv) arid ranunculuses . while tl«r brown ld<*-

soni- of the mar-ti potcnlilbv < /’. IVumcmm ). the

purplish pink haw*arts t I'dkularis), and the

curious yellow rattle ( Ithinanthus) make their

M b* progress of agricallurr completely dcsUoys

this flora, hardly a single l>og plant. *a*« the

versatile PJyywm HmyAifcam. leiiic able to

survive thieuagh drainage. Mont IwAUtiful bog

plants can, Imwever. le easily cultivatd where a

supply of -landing water render* |"**ihle an arti-

ficial re estaldiwhinent *4 their natural conditions,

or at anv rate, the continual soaking of tlreir garden

border, which dmuld. of course. cmUin a large

proportion of |-eaL For lire geological agency of

log planL-. see I'tAT.

Bonr-anb. or More earth, is oiitaind by the

eomplcte combustion id Um™ iu an open furnace,

when the oxygen of the air burn* away the organic
matter or gelatin, and leave* tl*e carthv constitu-

eou as a white fnalde maw. the size of tlie original

bone, but readilv reducible to tlie condition of

coarse powder wFuch is hone-ash. A very largo

quantity of Ume asli i» ei|-irld fnvrn South

America to other countries, especially Britain.

The used up bone black of tlie -ugar renoer is also

employd os a *ource of Ume asli. by leing heated
ia a furnace expwsi m tlie air. Bone a»h of good
quality contain, alvul 8U per cent of jdmsphate

of lime, aud 2U per cent, of carlionate <4 lime, phoe-

C
ate of magntwia. —la. and chloode «4 solium
minion salt); hut it i- ocrosionallv found mixed

with sand, especially that procured from South
America. Boie-ash » employd to some extent
a* a Source of i’ho#phi*us(ii.v ). ar.d in tho making
of cupels for Ihe of Awilg (q.v i; hut

nlphuric krul -for cxainule ;

(1 ) SUamtd Utme, or drKr)*tinU«*l »k»iio, rmulU
jhtQ bono u tua^ie friAbU And inoro wy of AA»iml*
ktiun by pIaoU through tho Action of ouporhoAUd

•t«am (at 27<T—WO* F.» removing the fatty mid
^rlntinoiin matter

;
but thrrr in u Iunn of uilro^t’it

in ihc iui there u n)iu> iu the prepArAtiun of

A-h And char.
(2) Hune tisK iii the rrddnr from Uinri burnt io»

fuel need in the • rendering' of the fat uf cattle ill

.South America
(3) hoHKckiir in niitle by hcAting In a cloao

rrUixt. and u*ed largely for refining au^ar Uforo it

|OH for manure.
<4) V*tr*oU$€<t Hone a material only partially

Arti'd upon by acid the rcanlt of a moat v\a«Udii)

practice deaervin^ of condemiialioii, dmtroyiriL*

microU i which biiriu about nitrification in the noil.

(5) lh*kul\'cd llone in hone broken into half,

inch *ue, and then aa'IinI upon by Miltdturic laid,

ao AN to change a |K>ition (ubnit bull) of the in*

Miluhlr tribikNic idiiBkpbato of lime into the aolublc

monolNiaic phoiphato and the Nulplmtc of hint!
;
tliUH,

Un. • 211 SO
t

t a«i.2llgO I'O, 2taS0
4.

Sulphuric acid in jK'culmrly aiiitaldr for thin pur
p«»M* a.n compare! va itli Bay hydrochloric acid,

an by the formation of auli»batc of lime—or in

common lan^ua^c,
j

da*ter of Faria a part of the
mointure »h aW»rb«:<!

l
and the rcmltin^ material ia

left in a drv condition, which ia cwntial fur ila

prwper distribution on tlie land. The object- extra*

ordinary minutencM of division- i* obtained,

although the M.dublc condition diBamicJint mruu

after ila application to I lie aoil. The d Iv*living of

bones ih now held to be waatcful becaUMO soluble
pliOHphatc of lime i>* procurable from many other
cheaper Nourtei It ii also uiinatisfactory on account
of the acid destroying the microt*** of siilrificathin,

•v# useful t-» the noil, which exist in larjje ouantitics

in In

»

nes and all aorta of decaying Animal matter.
Liebig wa* the originator of the method in l&W,
amt during tlie next few year* it *a* taken up by
leading farmer* in England and carried out u* a
farm operation Now the work ha* fallen into the

hands of manufacturer* who can make it cheaucr
an i. if they chou*i\ lM?ttcr. Much adult^ralioo Iiivh

been practised in this trade at the expense of

farmerx. This wa* maile iwaaible owing to their
ignorance and prejudice* again >1 h*.\rmrjg any*

lliifig scientific. Much manure sold 'dissolved

b*»ne* ia merely a mixture of aolnldc phosphate and
aome such nitrogenous material as nitraU; of wmIii

and Nulplinte of Aininonia the viiluuhle Kul»tances
being in the woportioris present in U»ne. Soluble
phosphate of lime, from wfiatcver source, him a more
beneficial influence on the turnip-crop than upon
anv other crop. I»ocau*c the turnip r*N»u arc not nn

able jut the root* of other ulunt«i
t
such as wheat,

to make use of the natural supply of phosphates
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existing in ihe soil in the insoluble form, even
when this is abundant. Should the stock of phcw-
phone acid in the soil be reduced too far, the crop
produce is reduced accordingly; it Ls necessary,
therefore, to apply at least ' sufficient of th'ia

ingredient to make up for the loaa suiting from
the removal of the sale pro«iuce of a farm. The
famous example of the deterioration of the Cheshire

rturea on the rich soils of the new red sandstone
the yearly drain of phosphates through the sale

of dairy produce, i» now a matter of history, h is

recorded that by the application of bone* to these
soils the value was doubled. Hone meal or Hour
is the most valuable form for application to thin,
light, or hungry soils, aa it decays in time to feed
the growing crop, and is not liable to be washed
out. In heavy land, ground bones are of little or
no value -they get imbedded in the clay, and are
preserved no that they cannot yield their suUtance
to act as manure. On such soils the phosphate of
lime should be used in the soluble form.

Boracic Acid, or Home Acid, is found native

1 1 > in the steam or vapour which rises from certain

volcanic rocks m Tuscany, (2| ns the mineral
Sasaolite, occurring largely iu California, and (3)
as a saline incrustation in the crater of a mountain
in the island Volcano, in the l.ipari group, 12 miles
N. of Sicily Ihimcic acid also occur* in combina-
tion in Horax, Datholite (q.v.), llorocile, Ulexite,

and other minerals, and to a very minute extent
in trap rocks generally. The plan of collection

pursued in Tuscany i» to form a scrim of caldrons
100 to 1000 feel iii diameter, and 7 to 20 feet

deep—-jiartly by excavation, and partly by build

ing, in the side of the volcanic mountain where
the steam and boracic acid vapours arc issuing

front fissures, ami divert the course of a mountain
•treaiil, so that at pleasure the caldrons or layuoui
may l« supplied with water. As the volcanic

vapour* gurgle through the water contained in

the lagoons, the lairacie acid is arrested by

the water. wlltcll lieenincs impregnated with it

The li<|iiid is oassml from one lagoon to another,

then on to settling vats ami llat bottomed «»a|..r

ating liana, till it becomes so concentrated that

on cooling, impure crystals of l-.racie arid separate

In this condition it is ek|soted.
The production of boracic acid from ulexite, a

native f-irato of lime and soda found in California,

has of recant years assumed Importance Ulexite
is found na rounded concretions, white in colour,
varying in size from j inch to 12 inches in diameter,
ami is locally known as ‘cotton balls.’ After l«eing

broken down, it i. heated to 200* F. (93 3 C.Jabmg
“with three times its weight of water, ami sulphur
oua acid gas is forced in till saturation take* place

The whole is allowed to settle, and the clear
solution of boracic acid run off and crystallised.

So prepared, it contain* about 4 per cent, of im
purUiea. In this process there arc produced in

addition to boracic acid the sulphates of lime and
soda, as well aa sulphuretted hydrogen. Native
boracic acid is employed us a source of Borax (q.v.).

Native

and contains aisiul three fourths of its weight of

true boracic acid, accompanied by one fourth of

water and impurities. In a pure condition boracic

acid niav lie pre|<ared by dissolving forty i>*rt* of

Isirax, No,11,0,. in one hundred of water, ami
acting thereon by twenty-live parts of hydrochloric

acid, iH’l, which removal the «sla. forming clilo

ride of sodium, NaCI, and water. 11,0, and on
cooling the mixture, the boracic acid, HBO*
crystallises out. On re nolution in water ami re-

crystallisation. it is obtained in pure white feathery

crystals. Three crystal* have the composition of

HH0,H,0. and on heating hum the whole of
the water they contain, yielding boracic anhydride,
B,0„ thus

:

II. title Acid. Bo«c.r Anhydride. Wi<«r.

211 110,11,0 = H.O, * 2H,0.

Boracic acid is used in the arts aa a flux, aa an
ingredient in the glare employed in pottery ; and
the wickn of stearinc and composite candles are
treated with it. so that when the candle is burning,
the end of the wick, when It gets long, may fuse
and fall to the side, where it c*n bo burned away.
As an antiseptic and preservative of food, boracic
acid is extensively employed either alone or along
with borax. An ointment, called ‘ Lister’s Oint-
ment,’ of great antiseptic power, is prepared from
boracic acid, wax, an<l paraffin. In the preserva

ixed with sand in alight granular form, containing

ure salt, while large crystalline

rfaee of the ground,
method of purifies-

,
large quantities of

_ ^
jtu the Boracic Acid

(q.v.) of Tuscany. Tina, mixed with carbonate of

eada, is heated In a furnace, carbonic acid being

liberated, and the crude salt is then dissolved in

water to free it from impurities, and crystallised.

The changes which take place in this operation

Qre represented hy the following equation :

Bonckc Acid. Out«MU of &«U. Hunt.

2B,0^H,O i Na,C0, = Na,U40r +

Carbonic A«d. Wswr.

CO, 3IIA

The common variety of Iwrax contain* ten eqniy-

alenU of water, Na,l»A * 1011,0. and forms pris-

matic crystals
;
but another variety exists, known

as oetaAedral borax, and containing only five mole-
cuIm of water. Borax is soluble in twelve tinien

iu weight of cold water, and in half iu weight
of boiling water, yielding a clear solution with
a slightly sweetish taste It is of great use
in the chemical arts owing to its properties of
dissolving metallic oxides, and of forming a flux

when heated with other substance*. On tliia

account it is much usnd iu connection with the
Blowpipe (q.v.), before which it yields different

“ to the metals
t ia also employed in the manufacture

I glaring or coating vessels in

i the formation of tho paste for
To the metallurgist it is an aid in

with which it promote* the fusion
------

,
—

"

—

j

separation of the
service in

„ . coating over the edge* of
tho metals, which prevents their oxidation at the
tune they are being joined together. It is used us
a mordant in calico printing, while aa an adjunct to,

or euUlitut* for, soap in washing, it gives satis-
factory re*ult« in tho pro|M>rtion of f lb. to 10
gallons ol water. For the toilet, borax in solution
is invaluable, making in itself an admirable
shampoo, while iu utility for cleaning bruah and
comb are well known. A varnish prepared hy
boiling together one part of borax and five of
shellac with water is used for stiffening haU ; and
as an insecticide it ia very powerful, being specially
destructive to cockroaches. For preserving meat,
fish, butter, and milk, either alone, or along with
Boracic Acid (q.v.), Isirax has n wide application,
no leas than 20,000 lb. having been supplied to
the Chicago canning works in one year for tho pre-
serving of meat alone. Besides these technical usca,
borax is much used in medicine os an antiseptic,
beiug applied either in powder or aa lotion. For
ulcerating surface*, and in the treatmeut of the
infantile duwaso thrush, it is extensively applied

;

while throat lozenge*, designed to relieve the

tion of butter, milk. wine. beer, meat, and fish,

it i* probably used t-> a greater extent than any
other antiseptic. There u still much discussion

as to the desirability of pftaerviog food by this

means, but aa yet n>» authentic evidence has been
produced to show that ila use lias been followed
by evil results. Boracic acid is volatile when its

solution in water or alcohol is evaporated, and
when alcohol containing it ia ignited, the’ flame
baa a green colour diaracteriatic of boracic acid.—
Boro-glyceride (q.v.), prepared by heating boracic
acid with glycerine, possesses very valuable anti-

septic properties.

Borage, Horago, or liorrago. a genus of
Boraginace.v (q.v.), of which the three species are

all natives of the countries around the Mediter-
ranean. Tho Common Borage ( fforaje oficinalu ) is

about VA of the

masses of it occur below the su

In all these case* a similar

tion i^adopted.. fn Europe
artificial borax are prepared frt

isvlflf Tuscanv. This, in

coloured glasses cone*
present. P

*

of ruainel, and for glaai

pottery, aa also in

artificial gem*.
*

the readiness
of metaJlie mixtures, and the i

metals
j
and to the solderer it

forming a thin

found ia waste places in many parts of Europe,
and » pretty frequent—so doubt naturalised- in

Britain. It i* a herb of somewhat •tout and coarse

appearance, but is easily recognised by iu scorjsoid

cymes of few large (f in | beautiful blue ffowera

with purple black anthers, spurred at the lack.
Borage was fonnerly much cultivated and highly

esteemed, bring reckoned amongst the corrfiuf

ffowera, and supposed to j exhilarating quali-

ties, for which it no longer receives credit The
belief in its virtues was at one time extremely
prevalent ia England, iu very name being, accord-

ing to Mime, a corruption of coraff, and iU use cor*

reqmndingly universal. The ffowera were |sit into

salads. Gerard tell- us (15971. ‘to make the mind
glad ;

1 and he adds i
• Tliere be also many things

made of tliern. used everywhere for the comfort of

the heart. f»c the driving away of sorrow, and
increasing tlie joy >4 tire inind.’ It was also

frequently put in wine, and although it has no

sensible properties, iU traditional virtue* still

reUin foe iu leaves a place in the preparation of

claret cup. The young Waves and tender lops

are pickled, and occasionally boiled lor the table,

and are still u»ed in sslail* in Germany.

Borax, or BiuoKAiK os- Soda, is found native
a.* a saline incrustation on the shores of certain

lakes in 1‘eraia. Tibet. Nevada, and California, but
it also occurs widely scattered over the world. It

lias been long known, bat it was not till 1732 that

it* chemical nature was ascertained. At first, and
till comparatively recent years, the main source
was tlie crude article brought from Tile! in skins,

ami going by the name of lineal. A* so obtained,

the crystals were coated with a greasy matter, said

to be derived from tlie skin*, moil this had to he
first removed by means ui soda leloie the borax
could be refined. In ItkiG the Californian sources

of borax were discovered, tlie bottom of a lake
being found to I* covered to a depth of about
18 inches with a mud impregnated with borax,
and containing large rivstab of it. From this

mud. by treatment with hot water and crystallisa-

tion. there i* tir»t obtained evueentmted Imrax, and
by further treatment this yield* tlie refined borax.

In other places in California tlie borax is found
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reimukaUly transparent, are tinned yellow or red

(llioui’li the colours may be accidental ). and rival

the ordinary diamond in their lustre and refractive

iiower. Boron diamonds not only scratch glass,

nut also the corundum and the sapphire ; they are,

however, somewhat softer than real diamond*
Resembling as in some degree they do the carbon

diamond, it was at tirat hoped that u the method
of manufacture became perfected, they would be

obtained sutbcientlv large to become a serioua nval

to the natural carbon diamond ;
but aa yet they

have only been obtained in very small crystals,

and their advent in the diamond market is therefore

problematical. They arc very indestructible, even

Withstanding a temperature sutheient to bum the
ordinary diamond.

ltoron forms but one oxide, Borne ic or Boric

Anhydride, B.O, (see Hokacic Acid), while it

unites with chlorine and bromine directly to form

a chloride, UCI,, and bromide, BBr,

Bollle-gourii [Lagtnana, from LaL lagtna,
' a bottle

1

(, a sub genus of Cucurhita ( natural order

CucurbiUccir. q.v,). The Common Bottle gourd,

or False Calabash lC. lagtnaria or L. vulgar*), ia

n native of India, but ia now common aJmcal
everywhere in warm climates It ia a climbing
musky seentod annual, clothed with soft down,
having its flower* in cluster., and a large fruit,

from I to sometimes even 8 feet in length, which ia

usually shaped like a Uittlr, an uni, or a club.

The fmit has a hard rind, and when the pulp ia

aaip tarsiAis*
~UI)

tso 0»*>e»(W.

removed and the rind dried, it U used in many
countries for holding water, and is generally called

a CatiiUiih (q.v.) In it- wild stale it is very bitur

Zno GaocrfW.
Ptncbbcck W«
DuUA bru(DuU!li acta1

)
Yellow
M*

4 of copper to 1 v«f ;

3 *s In/in In
.1*75 w 1 -

r»p 4od p* gmuu

4 of 1 of U*d. 1 of toe
ao4|oI tta.

t tartJ of cvfptt. I of k*4. 404 1 of U*.

ami poisonous, ami even in cultivation sorao of ita

varieties exhibit not a little of the bitterness ami
purvativ* properties of Cvlocynth Iq.v.k Other
varielies, particularly the more luxuriant, how-

ever, have a cooling edible pulp. The bottle-

gourd ap|«ar« to have been Introduced into Kunq-i
about tfio close of llie 18th century. hut it requires

for its advantageous cultivation a warmer clnnale

than that of Hntaiu. It ia, however, much culti-

vated in warmer countries as an ewculent, and iu
rind lends it-elf to many domestic uses, often

furnishing, for instance, not »uly holllsa and
dislire, bill s|ss>ns and li»U

Boylp'H Kuinlug Liquor u the term applied

to a solution of sulphide of ammonium obtained by

distilling a mixture of slaked lime, sal ammoniac,

and sulphur. The same substance U produced by

passing sulphuretl«*d hydrogen into a solution ol

aiii.nunia. It is a straw coloured liquid, pcaoees

iug the odour of rotten eggs, and lilwrating aul-

phuretUsI hydrogen on addition of an acid on
exjsisure to the air.

HriusN. In ancient history, biblical and pro-

fane, frequent allusions Me made u» the employ.

merit of brass in the construction of musical
instruments, vessels, implement-, ornaments, and
even gates

;
but *a no mention is made of its

mode of manufacture, or even of iu composition,

it is doubtful if the brass of the ancients, with Ihs
exception of some made by the Romans, was
composed of copper and line. Hr I’ercv

(
Mital

turgy o/ Copptr, Murray, 1*61 ) conclude*, from
the analysis of some of their coins, that the

ancient Romans were well acquainted with the
art of preparing brass, in the sense of an alloy of

copper and zinc. However this may he, it was
bronze, and to some extent iron, not ordinary
braae, that was all hut universally used by them
for metal objects other than those made of gold

and silver. Zinc does not appear to have been
known as a separate metal in burope till the 16th

century ; but no doubt one or more of its ores

might have been employed by the Romans along
with copper to prepare brass.

The term brass is commonly understood to mean
an alloy of copper and zinc of a more or leas yellow
colour. Bronze (q.v.), on the other hand, means
an alloy of copper and tin. But there is now a
tendency to make brass a generic term, so as to

include bronze as well as alloys of copper and lead.

In this way, under one general name, there would
bo a zinc, a tin, and a lead group of alloya For
the tin group, see Bronze.

A tough brass for engine-work can be made of

>pper 6|, tin I, and zinc 1
;
and another kind for

rry heavy bearings of copper 6|. tin I. and unc }
Sorelion).

As a rule, bra* is easily fusible and also very

talleable and ductile Therefore it can be readily

ost into moulds, rolled into sheeu. hammered or

tamped into various shapes, and drawn into wire,

t is likewise of a pleasing colour. Brass is Larder,

xd so stand# wear better than copper, resists

•tmuspbenc influences as well, and is cheaper than
hat metal These valuable properties render it

text in importance to iron and steel in the metal-

lurgical arta The malleability of brass, however,

anes with iu composition, with the temperature,
xd with the presence, even in minute quantities,

f foreign metals. Some kinds are malleable only
bile cold, other* only while hot, and there are

onelie* wanting in this property at any tempera-
are. All kinds become brittle if bested well up

> their huing-poioL
Brass is more tenacious than any of the common

•etals except iron, steel, and copper. But if sub-

KUd to a continuous tension for some length of

me, it undergoes, in many esses at least, a tnolec-

lax change, and loses iu tenacity. It ia therefore

not quite safe to hang melures wiin heavy frames
or wsighU uf any kind uo brass chain* or wire.

The surface of this metal, if not i«utecl«d by
lacquer, soon tarnishes and becomes black.

The old process of making brass by mixing small

biu of copper with powdered unc ore, and healing
the mixture in poU ui a furnace, is now almost
obsolete The uioJero wav of preparing it is by
mixing metallic zinc directly with copper in cm-
obsolete The luoJcro wav of preparing it is by
mixing metallic zinc directly with oop^cr in cru-

cibles or in a reverberatory or cupola furnace.

There is least waste with cruetbit* The copper
u first melted, and the zinc then added in a hot

state, care bc.ng required to prevent much luss•late, care bc.ng required to prevent much lum
bv the latter volatilising. When other metal# are

added they aie also heated first

From the crucible* the molteo brass is either

poured into moulds to form ingots for remelting,

or more commonly into orJinary sand moulds
prepared from pattern*

I
see Fot’M.lNU ). Brass

lake# a sharp impression when cast in a mould.
Plates or slabs for rolling into sheet- are cast l«e

tween two marMe M<* k. thinly lined with loam,
the sides ami ends being mule up with sand.

These are reduced by • breaking down rollers,' and
afterward* by other roller*, till they become uf

the required tineknew As is the com with tube

and wire drawing, these sheets are annealed
at intervals during the process of rolling. See
ANSIAUN.

Brlne-ahrlmp {Ariemut\. x fitnvi of

animal* belonging U> the Braochiop**! tgill IOi4M|
division of Cm»t«c«a They bate leaf like iwui»-

min* and rn*juratory ap|*-ndagr* ; the )a»t eight

hup* *tar no leg* They are hatched at the lowest

Urcl of crustacean life a* Nauplii (q.v.). The

FssL- cof Mok Bnoe *hrv®|> IXrfonw #o/«r.«>.

caUrtt4

fa It•grown animal i» ahoot half an inch kmtf. and
having no hell, b transparent. The male ha* a

strong embracing organ, the female a pouch like

bmoJmac. The multiplication i* very rapid. They
•wiin actively and gracefully on their lacka. Tlieie

are fivo ppecies of Artemi* all found iu >alt lake*

or in briae-poot* where mil i* ii«u»ufactured. Of
these specie* the moat unlike are A tnlxna and

A. mMaufniu Schniankewiueh lia* made the

exceedingly interesting experiment of manufactur-

ing one *j»ecie* «f hnne *hhniji inu» another, lty

increasing t!»c salinity of tlie water, in the c<jur>e

of several generation*. A. mliun laecanie A. Mil-

hautemix. ami rt<t rrrrm*
%
l«y decreeing the salinity

of the water in which ll* latter normally liven.

Not only »o. but by dccrea*ing the aalinity of the

medium natuml to A. anlina, he waa aide to make
it iMume at least ttome of the character* of a quite

different fresh water genua— Hrnnchi|tua. In the

coui^o of gcncratiooa tlie Artemi* acquired nine

2 — Truuformition of A. tali*

a

to A. ffuMnwmi

:

k taJ-iota of A. *aJ**a, aivj iU Uar.tklitift !W.*lt 2-6 into t,

Ual of A. *Uta&tejrMi.
<
AfUr )

inatead of eight ring* in the fail region, and a

partial tranafonvatinn waa tliua effects!. Thin in

one of the mewt striking instances of the effect of

the environment on the organUm*

Brlqtirftr i» the name, originally Kiencli

f'aniall brick'), given to a coin|Mirativt*ly new form
of fuel, imolc nu^tly from wa*te coal dn»*t, and umtil

not merely fm ImiuchuM ]»ui|Mx*ets but in varionn

indualrio*.’ A hiiquette aimply an rulmixture of

coal dun! with pitcli, moulded under |irtw*itrc and

heat, the pitch or »oiiie similar Mih«*ume 1wring

introduccvl l«» form the cementing material. The
*ire in«»t generally luloptrd in Ifritain in almut
double that of the common building brick, ami
the weight ahiiut ten |MiundH For IhmiwIhiKI and
doioentic purpoaea, the Mooulderiug i|iialitieM of the

briquette give it ewpecial value
j

it will remain
alight for aeven »ir eight hour*, and can at any
moment roo*e«( by the jaiker into a cheerful

flame. The heal given out i* equal to that
obtained from coal ; and tlimi i* nlinoMt no mmcII in

hiifviing Brionettem do not deteriorate by keeping.

The coal-dust having boci thor.oighl> cltUUietl Itt a
at ream of water from particlen of clay, oyiite*, nhale,

Ac., i^ well dried in a cylindrical tuUv. lt in then

mixcfil uiili lumpu of piU'h in a dinintCgrafar,
winch thoioughly oombintN the two ingiedlcntM,

prior to their delivery in(4i a vertical 'ong. mill/
Steam in now introducod into the pug-iuiD, render*

ing the oitch viacM and mlhcaive ; the mixture,
thoroughly amalgamated, then paa*** Into mould*
cut in a rotary die. Powerful mma, exerting a
prcwnurr of twenty jKiuml* |a?r equnre inch, force

the material into each mould a* It pain** in

rotation beneath. Nothing further remain* hut

the delivery of each briquette after moulding nil to

a creeping band, where it U met and cooled by *
current of air from a fan, and delivered into a
wagon below. Some kind* of baking coal will

form briquette* without cementing material; and
various tulfeUnccs have been uaed a* cement— tar,

aophalt, giva*e. apidli Hour and aUrch, wimte from
*oop and other inanufacturee. gypsum, <&*# (In the

Continent, biown coal i* iiioet ficqucntly u»ed, but
there are briquette* uf charcoal luui coke alao.

France i* the original home of briquette making,
which ftr»t attained commercial ini|>ortaiico in 1H32.

Fraoce util) ruanufoeture* hriqueUen on a larger

acalo than any other country. The use of hard

pitch a* cementing material i* lino to an Krigli*h*

man, Wvlani. in 184*2 Briquette* have bean ap-

proved ol fm heating the boiler* of locomotive* and
marine engine*, and in puddling am) other fiirnm^,
the chief it ind ranee iu the way uf their uee lieing

far a long time their cost.

Bromic Acltl, HBrO,. i* the beat-known com-
pound of bromine and oxygen. It i* prepared pure
by acting on bromine. Br, with brouiate of aifver.

AgBrOs, when bromide of ailver and bromic acid
are produced. Bromic acid i* a very unnlahle acid,

l»eing reodilv decomposed by i educing agent*. It

furl ill f whole uerim of nalta calh-.l Brouiate*, nono
• *f which aie of iinfiortance. They are mostly
cryatelline, but thcii watery solutions readily de*

compose when evaporated. When heated, they
liberate oxygen and bromide* (*ee Bkomtnk).
Mixed with sulphur or charcoal, they explode by
percuaaion, and in thin and other nrojicrtic* re-

semble the chlorate*. See Chloric Acid.

Bromine f^r. brca/xcs
%
‘disagreeable smell:'

•yin. Br; atomic weight, W)), orur of the elements,
occur* in combination in m*- water te> the extent of

about 1 grain to the gallon. It ia found inure
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abundantly in certain aaline *pnng». especially
those at Kreuznach and Kiwinpeii in Germany.
It La also i>recent in marine and land plant* and
animala In the extraction of bromine from con-
centrated ae* water, from which common aall baa
been aeparated in quantity, and which ia then
called Bittern fq.v.l. or from salt apringa, the
liquor—which contains the bromine, a* bromide

of magnesium, MgUr,—has a stream of chlorine

gaa. Cl. paused through it, which forma chloride

of magnesium, MgCl,, and liberate* the bromine.
The liquid thus become* of a more or l<na yellow
tint, and if it be then agitated with ether, and
allowed to settle, the latter iW.u up the bromine.
The ethereal solution is then treated with potash,
which princi|>ally forma bromide of potaviuui,
KHr. iuiil fixe* the bromine, no that the ether may
lie distilled off. The residue is then treated with
oxide of manganese and sulphuric acid in a retort

with heat, which results in the liberation and din

tillntiun of pure bromine. Hromine is a deep red

liquid of density ‘2 WH ut 6(T 1
15' C.J, which readily

evolves red fumes of a very irritating and suffocating

nature It is very poisonous, acting by destroying
the animal tissues. When even a little of it*

vapour is inhaled, there is danger of spasm of the
glottis nml consequent Huffocalmn. In medicine it

has lawn found ol service internally in scrofulous
disease*, nml a* an application to ulcers or in h«-
pital gangrene. It is sparingly soluble in water,
more so in alcohol and ether, and its watery solu-

tion pawns!-* great hleachiug properties. When
raised to the temperature of H.V 4 |B3‘ C.J it boils,

and when reduced to 9' fl ( - Itf* 5 C.) it bccouM*
a red crystalline solid. Treated with sulphur
cited hydrogen, bromine yields hjdrobromie acid,
II lit, which is the analogue of hydrochloric acid,
as bromine is of chlorine.

Bromu/te. Hromine combines very rapidly with
most of the metals, occasionally so a* to causo
ignition, as in the case of antimony, and forms a
class of salts usually known as bromide*, though
perhaps they are rather hydrobromides |see
HY PRODROMIC ACID). Hroruida of Silver, which la

very sensitive to the sun's rays. U used in photo
graphy. Uroinidr of notawiutn. which is the moat
tillportent of the brointdvs, may Iw prepare.1 by tho
aolion of bromine on solution of caustic pouah.
Tho whole is then eva|airalod to drynros, and
ignited along with charcoal. On solution in water
and crystallisation, the bromide is obtained in

colour)'--*, cubital crystals, possessing a pungent
•aline taste, and which are very soluble in water.

This wilt has been used in a very large number of

diseases, owing to it** powerful sedative properties.

Other bromide" I such a* those of andium and
lithium I arc of comparatively little importance.
although they ptswesa similar medicinal properties.
Ilv'drobroinic arid combine* with them; the tonic

effects of hydrochloric acitl In epilepsy, bromide of
potassium affords marked relief. As a sedative in

nervous excitement nml sleeplessness, its use pro
duces beneficial results, while in delirium tremens
and tetanus large done* give relief. In excessively

large doses, general deoression, lowering of the
temperature, ami even death may result. And it

should l-i known anti remembered that the
administration of hromine compounds in large
dose* and for long periods often leads to un

Sawnt effect*, collectively termed brumum.
c earliest and moat common arc skin eruptions,

resembling Acne («j.v.) or boils; the further results
are due to diminished activity of the nervous
system—viz. lassitude, low spirits, weakened brain
power, &c. All these symptoms town disappear
when the use of the drug is discontinued,

Hrnrln ia one of the Alkaloid* fq.v.
|

present
in Stryrhnoi B'ux Vomi'n, and St Ignatius bean,
along with strychnine, Ac. In action it resembles
strychnine, but i« only alsiut one twelfth of its

strength, and on this account is seldom employed
It is mainly characterised by giving a
colour with concentrated commercial nitric acid,

and, indeed, the red colour always yielded by nux
vomica, and occasionally by strychnine, when
treated with nitric acid, is due to the presence of

bnjcin. Hrucin i* capable of being converted into
stry chnine by heating it with five times its weight
of dilute nitric acid, carbonic acid gas beuig
ttr+n off.

BruDHwIck Black is a varnish employed for

coating over coarsely finished iron grates, tender*, dipped into the pitch

Arc., and is prepared by melting toother a»pkak,
linseed oil, and oil of turpentine. For finer work,
it has been superseded by Bcriin black, a similar
composition of finer quality.

Brunswick brren U a pigment used in the
arts, the compaction of which U very variable.

The native varieties sometime* consist of carbon-
ate* of copper, but the artificial compound* fre-

quently contain aisenite of cupprr, Prussian blue,

indigo, or chrome yellow. A superior product is

obtained by the action of sal ammoniac on copper
filing*, an oxychloride ui r»|q>cr Iwing pioduced
identical with the mineral Atacamile (q.v.g

Brushes. Few things air in mure universal use
than brushes, tine kind or anotlser is to be found
wherever people dwell or are at work The
material* used fur the manufacture of brushes are,

taking lir*t those of animal ungin. ho(ffl bristles,

horse hair, afrit* of whalebone, ami to a smaller
extent goat'* hair. Uulgvf's liair, fitch

|
polecat

I,

sable ami camel • hair. Those of vegetable Origin
are principally aloe fibre, called tbu Mexican fibre

funr/inuro); kittoul fibre (Car yufa irroul;
bus* or fibre

(
At(otto /vm/rni ) ; and cocoa

nut fibre {Coroi nhrifiruy Hut many other vege-
table fibres, a* well as esparto gras* and the like,

aie used locally fur brushes or brooms in different
part* of the world. Ilru»hc» of steel and brass wire
are used fur certain purpose*

Fur the stocks of ll*r commoner kinds of brushes
ami broom*, native w«*4», Mich as »>rainove (often
called planr trec|, beech, rim, larch, chestnut, and
oak. are employed, ami ash for ite handle* of »m«!l
brooms. Veneer* or |»Utc« of ruwwuuil and satin*
wo«m|, of ivory. Uiiluiw »Im||, mother of pcail,

xylonite. and silver adorn the Ucks and handle*
uf toilet*hrusho.

Bristles, though less so than they were, are still

the chief material used in the manufacture uf
bru-hca The chief source* from which Uwy arw

olutnol are nolo I under HmsTUa They arc si

far sorted into qualities when received hy the

manufacturers, who separate tire larger and more
valuable site* b> means of steel rusiiUt with one
row of vertical teeth. Tire large-t sire Mick in the
teeth of the hr*t omih, the next site in the second
comb, and so oa. Kvery bundle of the Ivttrr quail
ties yield* a smalt proportion of long and strong
bristle* which have a high %alue. ami an* not made
into brushes hat sold to slioeoiakerw. Tin? bristles

are iImi sorted I*)* Itand and a sire sin k or gauge
into various Im-’tlia. and by the e>e into various

colour*, as black, gray, white, and other dilute*.

Either before or after they aie snid. Unties re-

quire to 1m? washe.1. and the ‘whites' are hlcarhrd
with sulphurous arid or oClsrr agent (are lit > At It

IftOk Freoch white UvaUb are generally beauti
fully bleached.
A hair brush may be taken ax an example of how

the dam kr»ow-ti an • drawn' lrmhn Are made.
With the aw^tance of a peifoffated lead or w.*.|

gauge tlie stock i« drifted
with holes for tlie tuft*.

I ^ Tire are formed hy

I I ,
doubling tin? Ui4lm, and

I

j
me then drawn iut«» their

Mil jin I 111 |Jace by thin bras wire.

Vd| I w liirii h«>|si in tuft after

VJ IJ tuft, and i!« eotititiiMais all

- VJslz V vTl through the filling of a^ single hrudi (see fig. I,

F’< 1. in which the bold line

>levws llw wire). A larli

which conceals tlii* wire l**q*ag i* tlieu gbud «*»

and otherwise fixed. It may I* stated that a
haii-brudi ha? the point* of the briMbv* of iiuetiiaal

length, in order to penetrate tl»e hair. Mat
brushes and Uhv > hair brudn-^ Arc made of UofM?*

hair. Tire Wuf\: of filling drawn brodar* with
bristles is very generally duoe hy women woiking
in their own homes.

Brooms, I>anfii»ter. ami other * wt * brushes, many
of which have lung tuft's sf* made in a different
way. Thr are tamed, ent to *Jn|*. and
drilled with bate* of the pr*q>er >i/e. but in this

style of work they are only sunk U> a certain
depth. The root end» of the tuft*, which are xUi
the root ends uf the hriMlos. if tlie>* are n<4 doubled,
are first dipped into melte^l hiuduuaker*' pitch,
next tied with a string at the ro«4. and again
dipped into the pitch ; this fixe* the tuft when

pushed with a certain twist of the hiuid into one of
the hole* of the stock. In some eace* the Mock* i*

twisted with one hand, arid the tuft held steady by
the other. In tins manner the broom or bru»h Li

filled with brUtlo.
A winter b round biuxh or *o*h tool is one of the

Miuplcst kinds of brushes, and is made in one way
by fixing a bundle ur tuft of brittle*, previously
dipped into a cement formed of rosin and linseed
oil, to the end of a two pronged wooden handle by
a piece of twine, which is then coated with glue.
There aie other methods of binding the bristles of
large round brushes, auch h* by an iron or copper
ring, or by wire.

Whitewash and otliei flat brusbeH of Himilar
shape consist, in miiihs caacw. of two, three, ur more
cylindrical brushes, placed side by ride, and fastened
separately on a projecting edge of a flat »t«*ck or

haaille Kucli of these single brushes forming tho
compound brush is liuund with twine 01 eopj>er wire,
tho latter Iwing now picfcrred. Theit* are other

kinds of the same shape differently made; one

variety, fur example, 1 * meirlv a single brush of

ohlung form with the bristle* held together by n

strip of leather and nails; another sort i* formed
hy tuft* fixed with pitch in the manner uf a hearth-

bvunin. In those ui*c* where the root end* of the

bristle* air exposed, they are ringed with a hot bar
of iron. It i* curious how sometime* one, sonic-

timi* another kind of these brnshra is preferred
for the same purpose m different district* of tlic

country. The brushes u»ed by artiste air, for large
•ucs. made of hug's ban bound with tin. and lor
small ri*D* of aaldc and camel hair. The latter are

cither hound with mull or tin. A sable hair pencil

i* the moat costly mush for it* site that i* made.
Softening brushes of badger's bail are used bulb by
artist* and gminen of wood.

/fiMsAs*. There are several kind*
of mechanism in mm? for making brush***. The
Woodbun* machine, which has Ikh?ii extensively
U*ai| in Aiiirrua. i- llir !-••( knunii. lt«

chirl paru air a o>ml> "itli an arrHiiKCinunt fur

filling ilo iliiiwm. with lui»llc"; a -hall t.> work
dw% I.\ w liirii thr hii-tl.- iuo fed Ui tulU to
j.luiif'ci* that double thriii, hind them with wire,
and iiiliulucc thrm into thr liork of the l»ru»h

| on
aiimifc'tiiirnt hv
whirh thr wire i. _ , .

fi.l to and thloiirh !| I
'U t|

thr hri-llc" aftrr !fl I
douhlilif-: and I |t’|
inrcha iu« tn lot J HH
criitmiK- thr p E i|

_
l V|H

hni-l. 1*1 undri M I 54
]
J 1

,! W
thr two plungri* f'-''/' >1 ^
omcrnird in |>rr-

I'll in*; and inurtt- Kq;. ‘A

in^: tlir tuft. The
iimrliinr i* too elwlvratc for illu>tmtioit here.

Fik
(

. ahowe how the tuft* me Unuid with wire.
»likh taken the fomi of u ij.iral. and hy n move-
unit of thr idling. ' i. m-dr to m rrw it. way into
the hole in the hntdi l«w k.

In Knglaiid, ninrhineiy i» iliietly n|i|>lir<l to the
inniiufactuie of the rheaiirr kind* of hru-he- from
yrp-ulde tihree, although
it I- not ainlinetl to thr-e.
The fikm hate to undergo J

j
1]

a | ot |ircpaiatioii
.

Thr tuft- ill llirte machine. :|

iioule hru-he* are -ecu led "p i |l
/;j

m'7
in ilillririit wav*, -uch a- LapAs) K'jJa
hv a ciu— wire, rdiown in i.JXJ '

% 3. or by a hard aleel
^ ~ ~ 5 1 “

w ire h*i)> lienl into a Irian- Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

fjiilnr shape, olid p loco. I iu»

m lie *. with the rhouldrra Diex-ed firmly on the
"idea of the drilled hole, amt the pointa fixed to

t|ir bottom.
Bryony (Bryonia), n gemiH of Cucurbitaceie

(q.v. .. of ‘which tlie Coiniiion Hryony t B dioiea)

ii the only Hntish -|iecie». It i» frequent in bedne-

row* in England, but becontea rarer in the north,

* ig 3. Fig-

1

and i» not indigenous t.i Scotland. It has cordate

|s*linate leave*, axillary hunches of dowers, and
red beriiee about tlie size of » |»ea. It alioundu in

a Setid and acrid iuice. The root-stock in perem
nial. very lar^e. wliite and branched, has a rcpul-
*ive *mell, and in acrid, purgative, and emetic,

owing to the presence oI a bitter and pobonoua

alkaloid, bryonin. B. ut /mi, which i« mon<ecioua.
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diflrrrnt ^nin* ami
•tonally planted a* a

Murkwheat 1 /
youMtn i i* a i4 JNr i**-in «»t the
Yol^a. llw -loir* >4 (Ik- l'A>|«i«n S<a. ,-u*l iunv
part* <J A-in. A irv.nl titniwn aullemlV
altirtm tliat I Uric i* auilieiilk iuuiiiui uf it

until 1436 at Mr^klrnUir/. -I-m.-t it M»Mulovrr
Europe in the following rmlun. It i» al-> s*i.I to
l«v« Vcn intr..Iucr»l kv ih* M««. into S|«jiisi. find

tlience to lu»»

v

cvimJe-t over Europe. m. again. to

li«'e l*rn kniugltt to Kuru|« by (Ik- Cru>aJm.
Tk* Frtnch HUM '-irmn- -«*-Ui- to "Uppoit (lir-f

latter Irailitioiiv. It ixulliotr-l i« n < ounl i>( 11k*

farinacvuc* aliaintn it* ‘•-r*l*. »liick arc nxJ. a*
grain. fnc food nf man aivl .attic. It i» uj.ijflil.

l-ranrlicl. I to 3 fret ia bri^it
; tke leave* are l"C-

l-rw heart 'liajwd an* I allow >liape*l. tlie Sowers
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Cuuituaii Bryony * dWm)

:

a, rluttcrtiiic. »i/l &. irwitiitfe* br»n<b.

with Muck Writ**, t* cninmon in Central Kurafe,
and similar properties. The toot of both
U applied l4» hruiscH. \vm formerly in u»c a* a
purgative, and IU tincture in util] employed in

liomuxipiilhic and veUrln.uy practice In* young
about* of both species iwe (fee from acrid and dan-

gerous qualities, and are ho metmuch u*rd m pot-

herlm, especially in Eimterii Europe. The root* of

other species of the genu* are aU» a* rid and purga-

tive
;
and are used medicinally in India, hut it u

said that tlio root ul ft. when rmjk«l,
in eaten without danger.- h AuyXi*i» u a speck*
found native in the miuthein United State* —
Black Bryony (Tmnus Communis) ie a plant of

a different natural Older (IHoncorw, q v ). lu
hahit and dUtribution U similar to that of Hrvooy
proper, hut it rnav lie readily distinguished by
•Cm limple entire heart-sitaped leave*, which are
miooth and somewhat gk"*v The 8owm are
email and greenish. and the lierries red, the root-

stock very largo and fleahy, black externally. The
benice are unwholesome, and the whole plant is

acrid, the roots ho much ho aa to have UNO for-

mcrly employed for stimulating platter* Hut the
young nuckem, iu which the aend principle i* not

much devetoned. ma> U* eaten like asparagus,
after careful imiliug with change of water.

lir > opli > 1 1

1

| in (

1

• v
f»t yua, * IdoMuuu/ and /-**'•

Ion, ’leal ), a genua of < nuwulucefv (q.v ). h
wtycinto i«, n Hucculent elmibhy plant, a native «»f

the Molucca*. with oblong, crenuUted leaves, and
largo drooping p.iliicb* of giermdi Yellow flower*.

I* not unfrequent in ItrUUli ami other IioUiuum**.
lieing regarded aa an object of interest mi account
• »f iU producing hud* oil the rdge* of the leave*

more rcadilv than almost any othei plant. e«* partially

when the leaf i* |i»ggevl down u|«*ti the ni.iI. the

Ionia then at unco forming independent idant*

The Mime ImMt b exliil4ti e BrftM; i
-

orclii*
|
.l/nAniv jHtlinA»«oh by

Buck* brail, or Mailsh Tnr.roiL (MtnyinlKts
tr\foluUa)

%
a specioa of Geotianacoo* (q.v.), widely

Buck -bean \ AfcnyantAn trifoliate):

a, ftult ; 6. a flower.

dialribute"! in all Ihn ooliier jiarta of the northern
hemisphere, common in Britain, and not rare in

the northern parte of the United Staten and in

Burk wheat \ Fn>roi>frum Mulrnlun):
•t. a Hu*tf

.
4. a ••*»!

;
<, f«wa.

pale red, t be M*vd (nut) bbwk and triaiigulur, it#
angle* entire. The resemblance uf this seed in
form to the Uech mil i* Mip|*o».cd to the reanon of
the German mime ft^/nwr/i (lit. • beech wheat b
from which the English name in derive), lltick

•

wheat is a very conimnn crop in some nnrU of
Euro|H- and of the United .States of Ninth America,
hut is aridum miwii in Hritain. except a* food for
phcasAtiU. a> it iniiiircs continued dry weather in
autumn for iuufi table liarveating. In imrtli nut
Germany, and aliMiin Hrittany, buck wheat in valued
*s a crop, ]particularly for aandy heat lie. moorlandii,
and othei )AM»r M>ilw. Jt )SebU itbiindnntly. and
requires little inanuie or Attention. Forty uualmla
«u more per acie limy Ik? exnei ted, weighing 4b or
iff lb |m i huMl and n. .twitl.standing the VMIIt-
blance of the sr d to giain in its qualittCM and U»0»,
wheat or any tdhef cenul crop gctierallv huocwmIh
well aftei Imckwheat The mmhI is most frequently
umvI in the nliai* of gnuits, oi made into pottage

j

in the United Staten, t lain rakea of the Ihmi me a
standard food. It ih very nutritiuua, containing
about 10 ja r cent, of gluten and M per cent, of

starch. U si.bs nM»ut 0 |k*i cent, uf gum and Hiigur,

It in aaid to lie »u g(NNl as barley for fattening
cattle, and bcttci lot Iioiik^i than oaf a. Hut iu the
M-nl is covered with a very hard lilid or thill shell,

it uiuit always U* sbellcl I m?fore bring given to

cattle Poultry are very fond of it llm in some-
time* brewed from it. and it vieId* a spirituous
liquor of gmwl quality ; indeed, it is frequently
used in gin diatillericw. Asgm*ai fmldcr, the heib-
age uf the plant is aaid to bfl blOTt flUiriiimii
Ilian clover

;
but it is said to act im a narcotic

on sheep Bees delight in its flowem. and in

sumo p.ii

I

k of the United Stntca it is aown on
thin account. In America the need ih iiMunlty
huwn broadcast over the land, which lias Wen
ploughed in autumn or early spring, and Well
scarified or harrowed. AM>ut a bushel and a half
of Hired |K-r acre is requinst when sown broadcast,
but a bu*hcl is sufficient if drilled with a machine,
In ihc latter case it -should not be aown in narrower
drills than one f<K»t apart, but two feet Ih recoin*

mended a* U*ing betUi fur the auoccotling crop, aa
l l»c wider intervalN can Ik* properly cultivated. It

bh'.'ild nut l»e sown in England before the middle
of May, oh the least fr««i ir injuriou*. When the
lower see. U arc ripe it xbuuld In* mown, aa they arc
easily abed out if allow.si \0 *,tnml too long.-
I hi tartan Hue kvvhe.it

\
F. tulancum) ih distill-

gumbed by the toothed edged of the need* mid
lU more vigorous growth. It in hardy, and
adapted fur cold situation*, but yield* inferior
mini, and in reckoned u mere weed in Germany.
In ('anarla, on the other hand, it is much grown;
but iu use, as well as that of common buckwheat,
i» thought hy many to induce akin disease.

fmarpihittum is cultivated in <
'biint. — Dyer’s Huck-

wheat is VxAygonxm ltnctonum.

Btigbitne, or IU*<;wi»kt {Citnicifnga), a fetid

genusof Kaiiunculaeest*. allied to Hunt*l«?rry (
A cfixti ),

of which both the European ami American apccie*

are aaid to drive away insect*.

Bullet ia the leaden projectile discharged from
Any kind of arvalbnrtn. Caac-diot or can inter and
Shrapnel .Shell (q v. ) are ul»u filled with spherical
bullet* Imrdened by the tuldition of antimony u>

Canada. It i» eaaily recognuod bv iu trrfoiied

leave®, and ita small white or pink *naggy flower*

Thrsve are dimorphic, like Primrose (q oi

Lythrum. It grows in raarahy place*, iu creep-

ing root stock 9 and densely matted roots often

rendering boggy ground Arm. It ia a traditional

tonic and febrifuge in ru*tic and veterinary medi-

cine. especially in Germany, and U also sometime*
employed to give Uttemeee to beer. The root-

atookVm formerly iisod am a aourcc of *Urchy
food in Northern Europe

Buckthorn (ft**n****hagriiw-U Khahinacex
In.v.b including silty all >hrubs or tret*,
widely distributed through (rkiqcrate ami trtqmal
region*. Mat alwnl from Australia The Common
Buckthorn rnUmfir**) i-* rhararlniMsI by ala

spinous ami rrus like bianrldets. senate leaves,

ami Yellow gierti duivusi- llo«etK The larrie*.

which are al*»ut tin* M/rd |ev, ghdailar. Mui-h-
Mack, RiUKiMU, ami vudrutly purgative, were
formerly much u»rri in medicine, but now more
rarely, and only in tlie fifw «d a simp prrpmrd
from their juice. They >up|4> tl*e Sap (»rw« (av.)
or Hla«bler Green **f pointers. Tlw Uirk afloid^ a
leautiful yellow dye. Tlie Mickthom is smirtiNiul
plantol for licdgr*. Iait u ul l**» Mraggllhg A luldU
The Abler Buckthorn. «>r Ihv-aking llncktlmin

{II. f*n*i*l'* ). also | wnuagly | called llltrk Aldrr.

nr llerry Waring Abler, i* spineless, with oval
entire leaves, and *mall. whitidi. axillary lluwrm.
The l-enies are -mall ami idack. ami also violently
purgative, yet are fnrly eaten by Unix The
charcoal nf’tkr w.s.l U light, ami is used by

f

itnpowder maker* ami called ibigamal. Thu
ark. leaves, and lyrics are H*ei for dyeing The
flowers are nrculia ly grateful to m—Drer*a
Itucktliorn (ft. ta/n«sci#M) i* a low Uimb, alum-
dant in the south of Europe, whose unripe fruit

yields a brilliant yellow dye The French Merries.
Avignon Berries, or Yellow Berries of dyers, arc
the fruit of this and other species —Of North
American buckthorns tber* are. beside* the Corn-

one. iu or more peculiar siwctea. The Inst
important u Dm R. u.r.Kium, oi lit noctli «*.»
Pafihc (r-i<ciJly «.utj. »r*t Urr,-oH|. Di«



at tlie 1 mtcoi ii. The gas having been turned on.

air rushes in at the holes, *<» that when a light is

applied to the upper end of the tuhr, a greenUh-
blue llame is obtuiuoJ. If the air i- in » vw>, the

flame inclines t<» green
;

if delieient. a yellow flume
results. The great ubjection t.. this, the original

fonn, lies in its tendency to bunt Uirk. if the gas
l>rvssure be but small. when this orem*, and the

flaioe bums «t the jet, before it miin with the
extra volume of air. a Jong smoky dame issues
from the tube, while the disagreeable odour of
acetylene, C,H,. a product of the imperfect com-
bu.tion of coal-gas, at once become* apparent.
To remedy this drawback, wire-gause. through
which dame cannot paw. is sometimes placed over
the aperture, forming a 'solid flame ‘ burner, or the
mixture of gas and air is allowed to issue through
small hole* or narrow eliu. The purposes' lor
which the Bunsen burner is used are very varied.

For oooking, fire-lighting, heating, ironing, solder-
ing, Sic., its utility is well known, while for the
production of asbestos gas firm many ingenious
forms have been devised.

the lead. Formerly all bullets were spherical, aud
cast in moulds. Now all ritIc-hulleU are elongated.

A machine unwinds a leaden rod of the proper

thickness, cuts it into the reunited length, and
stumps the bulb;to into shape by nirann of »tc*l

dies, dropping them into a l«i» when finished. Kach
machine can turn out 7UOO per hour, and one man
can attend to four.

The only spherical bullet adapted to the ride is

a belted ball. The elongated foi ms are singularly

numerous. Robins'* bullet was egg slianed, with
the centre of gravity at the larger end

;
lleaufoy’s

wn« ovoid, with a hemispherical cavity at one end ;

(•teeners was oval, with u plug of mixed metal
driven into a hole barely large enough f«<r it : Nor
ton

1

*, Dclvigne’s, and others were of varum* shapes,

generally with *ome kind of plug, which, driven

MODERN' RIFLE DCLLkTS.

Burgundy Fitch, a roinmis -uUUnc* pro
pared from common Frankincense (q.v.l, the *i-.n-

lanrous exudation of the Norway npruceflr (Abin
tictUa. see Fir) by melling it in hot water, by
which means it U freed from a considerable part
of the volatile oil which it contain*. By straining

it through a coarse cloth, impurities are also re-

moved Burgundy pitch is of a yellow ish whin)
colour, hard and brittle when cold’ but sofveuing

i
lhe heat of the hand, and readily adhering to

« skin. It haa n not unpleasant roinuut mlour,
ami when pure, no bitter taste. It is used in modi-
clue a» an external application only, and generally
acts as a mild irritant A very common applica-
tion of it is as a plaster in complainu of the chest,

and in rheumatic complaints. It enter* also a* an
ingredient with resin, oil.. He., into a compound
plaster of similar use. The Burgundy pitch of
commerce u now princi|udly brought from Kin-
land, Austria, and Sw iucrland i but tbo great*

r

I'nuAiAJt French iUrtuu
Snider. Kt<d]t-fUA. IWjmJL Henry.

iw lo. i or r i sr
Diameter, Sir UX 4*» 44 at t»«r 4»

•t ;

W. IkM, 4K>*r» «sO*»ft

into the leiul hy the furor of tlit explosion. cau«ol

it to cxpAiul mid ulus die groove* in the Uriel.

Tliii expanding or dilating action hm» been claimed
hy many inventor*; hut the government in 1*07

awarded M i (irivntr 4)1000, an the |*nu»n v%l»<» hod
practically milveil the ditto ultv a* far Imck a- Itffr)

lu cttecl in tn I’liiniiniiiieate a t*i«t to the ImiIM,
thm» Readying it. and causing it to travel i-m.t
lirnt. ThU enable* a bcanci, l**e*n»« longer.

|

•

icotlie Ui Ik? lin'd with lumraos (mm a H.mi. r

1*mv than wan former l\ used : thereby presenting

Iw Mirface t«» the rcaiMance of the air, ami *o in-

Cleaning the run^r.

The plug in I lie Snider bullet i* »»f baked clay,
and llu? groove* or tnHMflutr* round it easily take
the tilling. It* head i^ hollow, to Irvfii the weight
while preserving the length. The l*iu**ian bullet

does lint touch the |£?i*»vr*; the wt !»>f take* 1

1

• itt

and roiiinimiicatr* the »wi*t to the bulbt. lb#*

rdmuhlCm of die l'ha\M*|*Mt bullet and die slight

tuper in the .Martini Henry aie for the »atne i»tu

l***- To avoid touting the groove*, rill* bufleU
air Hoinetune* covered with steel. copper, or nickel.
Bullet* |»aitiallv hollow, which expand in the
wound, arc noiiictimc* need for shooting deer.
Hollow headed explosive bullet* are only used for

shooting big ^Hinr, mucIim eleidianu and tigers.

Thidl UN in war itt forbidden by the Convention
of l Scric va.

Th* diameter of ride bullet* ha* been decreasing
ever since their introduction. The new Enfield-
Martini riHe, Unued in IWf to the troop* of die
lliitinh army, i* designed t*» fire a bullet weighing
3S4 grain* and only 402" in diameter, but resem-
bling in other reipei'U the Martini Henry bullet;
that of the new French military rifle of 1837 i*

only 314 inch calibre That of revolver* in, of
comite, often ntill smaller; hut theme ueed in the
British Army have the 40* bore, and can Uke the
Martini- Henry cartridge

part of what U sold under that name in made by
fuelling together pitch, rosin, aud turtienliue, and
agitating with water, thereby imparting to it the
ueccaaary yellowish colour. TliU imitation may
l*c distinguished from the genuine Hurgundv pilch
by iu Utter taut e, lean agiecable odour, ami hy it*by iu MtUf taste, hvm agreeable odour, ami lly iu
Hot being soluble in twice iu weight of glacial

Hururt, the English name of two cloudy

See Cartridge, Rifle;
and, for etcel bulleu. Machine Gu.ns. Shot i*

treaU^I ir: a neparatc article.

Bulrush, an English j»opular name for largo
rush-like or reed like plant* growing in taiandie*.
not very Htrictlv limited to any particular kind.
The application of the term, both in literature and
lmUny, ho* hesitated particularly betwrfn two dU-
tinct plant* of uderahly similar vegetative babiu—
TyjfA/i laliffriia and Scirpus lucmtru. The former

of the*c, aI*o called Rood -mace or Cat *s-tail, belong*
to the Tyohacea.*

; it U a Urge liandaomc plant id

gras* like nabit. ami reaching a height of 5 to 7
H fee t. The characteristic long flowering head*

1. Common liuruet ( Poleryuv* Zunyuuvrk* J

;

2. Ort^C Bumct [&anyui#/rUx ojUuuiU) i

c. ft flc«t. b, Cowfr hfftj

allied axid often united genera of Rosacea*— Pote-

riuiu and Sanguisorba.—-Great Burnet [Potenum

f Sanokfuorlu J oflteutuU] i* common in meadow*
in all parts uf Euroj»e. It is cultixated in Oer*
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many oil poor soil* for fodder. The roil stock ia

astringent, and wo* formerly uaed in medicine.

—

Common Unmet
I
Polerium Sanquitorba) grows in

dry picture*, especially on chalky soil*. on which
il aunietimee becomes of importance, and bu
also been cultivated &a a fodder plant It grow*
wild in the United Stale*. It ufeo to be cultivated

in garden*. it* slightly astringent leaves being
u>i'<t in salads or soup*. al*o a* an ingredient in

ami tuuhirif
l
the name Poltri«»« Iicing from a

(•reek word signifying a drinking. veaaelb *’•

(7inadeiu.t i» an interesting American epecM*
sometime* cnluvatcd in garden*.

Ituriirlf's IHsliifectlng Liquid is a liquid

introduced by Sir William Uurnett 1 1779 1861 > for
the purpose of deodorising the bilge-water «l •bii*.
sewage water, .Vr, Il i* * strong solution (sp. gr. 2)
of chloride of line, accompanied by a small amount
of chloride of iron; and w hen intended to be used, it

i* mixed with water in the proportion of one pint to
live gallons of w atcr. The liquid act* only a. a dro-
iltirittr and ititfut/itic (see A N riSICITIca |, and does
lint yield any mimur which can exhibit the pro-
perties of a Disinfectant tq.v.b It u of service in
preserving dead animal tissue*. a* in the dissecting,
'"“ill, and in jnr» containing anatomical specimens
It is said to have little action on diwectiug knivee.
bni tin. U llotlhl/nl W hen |dM CO bilge or sew-
age water, the chloride of one, ZntT,. mainly acts
by deeniiipiMiiig i hr olfrnsive*ul|ibideof amii.i>mum,
MI,HS, which it doe* by forming the sulphide
of Sine. ZiiS. and chloride of ammonium. Nll.t'l.
laith of which arc mb ulc*». The strong solution
of chloride of xinr Inis also been applied to the
preservation of timber from the ravages of dr> rot.

and the piocesa of so treating wood is called, after
ll» Invent or, lii.rntlluiHtj. Crttci', disinfectant
lii|Uhl i* cheruleilly the aaiue oa the above

Butyl. See A i.cnrtoi

Butyric Arid. C,11,0011. is .1 volatile fatty
and, lint prepared by Chcvreul. by treating lotiter
wiih an Alkali In > ). It (he disagreeable
odour of rancid butter, and it is to u. in p.wt at
Ica-t. i Inti the perspiration of animal- owe. it.
unpleasant smell It i- .» mobile liijuid, -iiecihc

I"" it.' 'U74. the vapnui uf which i- inflammable,
burning with a blue llainv. It i* readily sohilde in
water and alcohol, poMewaee a sour burning taste
and corrode* the skin. Butyric acid forms * whole
aerie* of salts, of which butyrate of sodium,
£*' of ethyl or Butyric
Liber, C.H,C, II,Oj. I.pv.), may lie taken as typical
examples

While butyric aci[l itaelf and its inorganic suit,
(hut) rates of sodium, calcium, Ac.) have a dis-

agreeable smell, il i* interesting to note that the
organic suite (butyrates of methyl, ethyl, Ac. I have
n pleasant odour, and are used in the manufacture
of artificial fruit essences.

Butyric acid may Ik* prepared bv causing milk to
undergo butyric fermentation. Chalk taring then
added, a butyrate of calcium i. obtained, which, on
treatment with hydrochloric acid and subsequent
distillation, yield, the pure acid.

Hutyrlc Ether, or Pink .\rrtr Oil, i« an
exceedingly fragrant nil obtained by distilling

butyric acid lor the butyrate of lime), alcohol, and
sulphuric acid The material which passes over is

the butyric ether, and it is generally mixed with
alcohol, and sold in commerce as Arlijiaul
tjpfiU Oil. It p«**c**c* the same very pleasant
flavour which belong* to pine apples, and there is

little doubt that pine apples owe their flavour to

the presence of natural butyric ether The arti
ficial variety is now extensively used for flavouring
confections, a* pine apple dro|>*, for sophisticating

bml rum, and for flavouring distant*, ice*. ami
creams, as also ,in acidulated drink or lemonade
named Pine apple Ale. Butyric ether atone can-

not be used io perfumery for handkerchief use, as,

when inhaled in even small quantity, it tend* to

cause irritation of the air tuWs of the lungs and
intense headache, but it is employed as one material
in the manufacture of compound perfume*. Butyric
ether is the butyrate of ethyl, C,H„C,H rO ;,

and is similar to but? rate of sodium, NaC.ll-U.,
in composition, the sodium. Na. living in tin* c*i
replaced by the oigallic radical ethyl. C.HV It i>

remarkable that a substance p«*->e*>injr such a «li>

agreeable odour o* butyric acid (that of rancid

butter) should be ear-able of forming, in part at
least, a substance with such a pka-ant flavour a*

artificial pine apple oil.

Burdock iArtt.nm |. a genus of Composite;
(q.v.). familiarly characterised by the bract* of the
Involucre which are h—>ked inward* at the point.
By mean* of these hook*, the flower head, popu-
larly called a A»r. readily lavs hold of the ck»th<*
•f a pas-cr-hv. the wool of a sheep, or the like, and
thus the fruitless are transported frofn one place to

i> highly analogous to potassium, ilo symbol ia

C’l, and it« atomic weight 133. Its melting point
is 26 .V C., and it* sjiecilir gravity ) 88. It ignites
spontaneous!? in the air, and when thrown on
water, Udiave. like sodium, potassium, and rubi-
dium. The name is derived from orriio. *nky-
coloured,’ from the colour given to the biowpipo
flame by weiurn Sec KlblDll'M.

Caffrlur, or TiitlNE. C.H-.N.OjHjO, is the
alkaloid or active principle of Coffee (o.v.) and
Tea (q v.). When isolated, it forms beautiful
white crystals, with a silky lustre, which arc
soluble in chloroform, water, alcohol, and ether. It

u a remarkable fact that nearly all the beverages
in use in different parts of the world owe their
virtue* to. or ut least contain, the same or similar
active principles. Thus caffeine is present in
Coffee. te», guarana, Paraguay tea or mat/, ami in
the kola nut

;
while in cocoa tlicobi online is tho

nu principle, differing but slightly from
heniical comi.s-ition—ilm latter being

rorrrjqiondi

caffeine in c

methyl throbromini- i.e theobromine in which
one atom of hydiogen has l«-en replaced by the
group methyl. Cll,. In coffee, caffeine is present
to the extent of from I to 2 per cent., while ordin-
ary tea and guarana contain from 2} to 6 per
cent. In huge doses, caffeine proves fatal to the
lowei animal., causing convulsion* mid death. In
man. dose of 8 to 12 grains produce diuresis, great
excitement, anxiety, and even delirium i hut it hs»
been of !at« u.ed medicinally as a powerful stimu-
lant of the heart's action. It may be extracted from
Coffee or lea by making n decoction ui hot water,
and abiding acetate of lead, which causes n precipi-

tate of caffi-—taumite of lead. When the Utter in

acted on by sulphuretted hydrogen, the lend in

separated, and the caffeine lift In solution On
evaporation of the liquid, and recrysullitttion from
alcohol, the raffrinr M-juirates in crystals.

Carte me forms a scrim of suite, of which tho

c*tral« ha* come largely into umi. One grain given
ever^’ hour i* often found to give great rcliuf in sick

Cnlnhnr Ht-nn, «u the ordeal liean of Old
Calabar, is the seed of I’hvaotUqma ccmnoium, of

the older l.cguniin—.*. It i* a climber nearly allied

te» the scarlet limner { I'l.ajruliit luultijivtui), hut
readies height of 00 feet or uioie, and is peren-
nial. with a -lender WiUsly stem. It yields it*

virtue- t<> alcohol, and imperfectly to water, Il

u u«r,l m the form of an emulsion by the native*
of Africa, ns an ordeal when person- ate suspected
of witchcraft ; tin* iiccuMnl being declared innocent

if he rao throw ofl the |M»i>MMI by vomiting. In

IK&5 the late Sir Holu-it I'liri'ti-on very nearly

fell a victim t- hli real for science in experiment-
ing with eome sjwolineiw of title bean which hud
tern sent to Kdmhnigli by mimu Afiicnn nitwiun-

oiics, dangerous symptoms having been piuduccd

by 12 grain* of the kernel which lie swallowed In

IHfil Or T. I(. Fraser tried the effects upon him-
self of dose* of 6. 8. and 10 grains. The general
symptoms were epigastric uncasinoos. great feeble-

ness, diiunr** of vision, salivation, giddinow, and
irregular, feeble, and slow heart's action. About
tbe same time he made the interesting discovery

Craster Burdock (Arena* Lappa, rir.

a racuvs «*bw-kM, a-.- -sc u.<u

another, the short hairy pamiu. Wine insufficient
to waft them far oa the »iaJ. The Common Bur-
dock

l A. Lapp..) U consequently of wsle distribu-
tion throughout the north temperate tone, and luu
numerous vanet*. or sub specie*; ill. very com-
mon in tlic IniteU State*. It dower* in July
and August The loot «« formeily used in
medicine, and (lie yoong shoot, for culinaiy
purposes, for which it ha. even attained rultiva-

Cadmlam (*yni Cd, atomic weight 112) is a
metal which occur* in nnc ore- In the prepara-
tion of nnc. when lieat ia applied, the cadmium,
being more volatile than that metal, n«c in vapour,
and distils over with the finrt |- itkm* of the metal
(*e« ZiXCk t adnuum is a white metal, somewhat
resembling tin, than which it » ratln-r denser,
ite ipccifK gravity being It U very soft. *i„l
is malleable ar*l ductile, crackling like tin when
a rod of it is bent it fu-e* at 442 ( 227 «• C.).
and volatilise* a little hel-w tl«- loaling-m«al of
mercury. It is rarely prej>arcd pure, ami i« nut
employed in tbe art- a- a metal, tliougli several
of its salt* have l-een serviceable in medicine,
and the iodide and hrunudr have hem useful in
photography. There are alloys of ra>lmiuni with
various .Kher metal*. The Mil|dude .4 cadmium.
CdJv, occur* naturally a* the mineinl UitmtmkiU,
and when prepared artiheiallv. is uf a bright yellow
colour. It known a* t/xdmiinu Yelh.w, and ia
of great value to tl»e arti-t A great variety of
tints are produced l.v mixing it with white lead.
Much of wha: i» sold a* Naples Yellow » ihu*
prepared. Ut the genuine Naplr- Yellow, prepared
by heating antunonic anhydri.le with plumbic
oxide, tia* a greenish tint

Calabar Bean 1

flowering bisnth ; 4, urn! i»d ; r, seats
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that, when placed on the eyeball, thin »ubetaiice

contracts the puuil, and product* Dear sightedncaa;

and it is now frequently employed for three pur-

pone* in ophthalmic surgery It has also been
ail ministered in tetanus and other nervous di»ea.-<A

Fruiter has al»> shown that sine* its action u pre-

cisely contrary to that <»f belladonna or ita actite

alkaloid atropine, the latter can with certainty

!*• administered (even in quantities which wouldl>e adrniniatered (even in quantities which would
be injurious or (atal under ordinary circuniaUnctw |

as an antidote to the other. The Calabar bean
dVc* its activity to the presence of a very power-

ful alkaloid, called Esenii, which, tA the (unu of

gelatine iIum'm, each containing i)«lb K***0 of

c*rrin, ia much um*l in ophthalmic 0|x>ratioru

;

an<l »omctiiiic* •imiUrly in •olutinu ** % local

tonic t4> Mtrengthen a relnx€»l uf a^eonimoU
lion. Em*hn u» uinmI to contract the pupil, **

UrlltulonnA relaxes it.

4'nlaintis the trailitiona! Mine of the S^rr

i

Flag {Acorn* CaiutHH*), which no iloiiU the
•(’tJuiiiu* Arumfcticu*’ of Itunian Author*. am: prul»-

ftl'lv the Hweet caUmun ami »»'**! cane uf Scrif.ciir«\

ullfniugh it )uvh, however, been At temple* l U» nlrntity
raluimi* with mm of the frugiaiit

|
e

LKMoN<JH.\vt| which vi«*l4 tlw i:r.b>* oil of ImIiu
The Hwcet ling, although rt-x inliilig Iri^ in In*! it,

WloiigM to the onlef Arohlinv. iircl U wnUly ilii

tribute') through the KaMrrn pul • »nti»* region,
ami in uIho iinligciiuut to North .\ movie*. It i* ^»i«l

to have het'ii iiiir»Mluc«i| into Kurope from A >m
Minor in the Itftli century, ..!-•! i« now whlrly
qaturalUcd in Uitcl»e.<i ami by the »ul«* of poo*!"

IX,,

m
W v ' : Y

\ ml h‘

•t »
m

JU

(be roe of t»h. The nMrhc luw m rock* can

always be detected by live application of dilute

bydiocUufie acid. when it rlWr^r. from the

lit - ration of the carbonic acid Pure lime >»

obtained ironi calcareous rock? by rak imng them—
Le bv driving off the rarlasiic acid and other

volatile matter by heat —(WotrcMa uAU are pro

duecd from the disintegration of calcareous rock*.

When the r.H-ks are perfectly pure. they generally

C
‘ U Urrtt. soils, as in maay chalk and limestone

iricU of lliitain ;
but when the lime is lulled

with clay, si .IS to form marl, and has a lllllo

vegetable mailer -dd«d. it forara an excdlcnl

though ralien light soil. Calcareous soils are

difficult of drainage. owing to ihe property llial

though rallrei light soil. (alcaicssis Mb arc

dithcull of drainage. owing to ihe properly HmI
soft lime has of reUimag water, although it easily

yields it up by evaporation. Such soils are eon-

sequently sno dry *1 the surface after nun. hut

y*t rarely ,ullcr severely from diought-

A, Aiurui tfufanitar, showing rhizome. II, flown heal
I. Ml |*ffcU' rt tft I

,
if. \ 4|£fAIII »ln-» tirf •

•• I'.i It lll«

CVOtti ft)

Hooker indeed regards it iui a native of Britain

The rootstock yields an aromatic ‘stimulant and

tonic, which lias fallen into di«u*c in regular

medicine, hat i- -till of high repute in the F.a»L

1 1 is in fact cultivated in ('eyluti and llurina It i*

sometimes used to lluvmir beer, and in the per-

fuming of bMilli powder and snuff; ami was raa-ti-

tated to clear the voice and sweeten tile breath.

Il is also made into confection* and u-ed in the
preparation of li picur* in Cermany, See. The
jil «nt wits funner I' used to strew Hoofs instead of

toslie.s, mid pai In ulnily in eatludrul- on festival

days. The name I'alainus •- sl»o given to a genus
of pnlina. See Karr.vN, rand I>iia<;i>n'» lli.ooi>.

f’alcarrous, in rheniiatry. i* a term applied

to enlxstancs contuining much lime (l-«t. "i/cl

Thun CaUtirtotu it’iltr* nre tliuac which hold in

anlutiou much cnrlronate ami sulphate of lime, and
which nre generally known .V? hur.1 waters, and

form a deposit in kellies and other vessels when
heated therein —CuUurtvus rvtkt are Uuwe in

which lime form* the prevailing clement They
may be thcmicallV formed, .v.* in the iw >.f tufu-.

where u anturnlevl solution «f railminvtc «>f lime in

water is deposited from eva|»iration or other ui-c-;

but lliev are generally aqueous rocks, the materials

of which arc supplied by animal remains. Thu-,

many rocka, like the mountain limestone, are emit-

rosed of shells, coral*, and encrii.itcs ; while others,

like chalk, consist largely of foraioinifcra and

fragment*- of othri maiitie organisms A crystalline

structure, varying in degree Ironi the o&rtiallv cry—

tallkcJ carUeiifcrons limestone* the saectianne

aUtuary marble, is produced in calcareous rucks l.y

nicbimorphic action Oolite is a variety of lime

atone composed of small egg-like grains resembling

CalcluatloD, or Calcining (*oe Calx h is the

priana of heating or roasting in furnace, or in

bcaia the vanod. rnelollir ..t»» It u resulted to

an the Aral stage in ihe ekUaclion of the majority

tf the common mrials horn tbeir orea. and U
caaeniially i peoctw. of ukldalion.

Cnlcltc. Caixa»«oiw Stab, or Calc »pab. the

name uaually K»*eii by minrrakigwU to carbonate

of lime. rbomUdudral in iu ClyoCallUalioo. It

differ* Ironi arugonile only ill crVvtallisAUon t^o
A WAGON ITU L Cakile u <! tin: connnobu.t

min. tola. Marble, for example. U conq—od of

.mall crystalline granule, of thi* minenO. It L>

abuiflxally met with in very many rock, a. a

M.om/'Ir) mineral ; that u to »ay, it i. a docum
|«i.iti.>b pr-lu.1 the r« -ult >4 the chrmual altera-

tion of vanmu ruck cm-UluraU. .uch a. the

felspar*. Thu. it frequently occur* in tlm crack..

Is-urr*. ami ve-Kle* >4 iglM»Ua tuck. (M
AxiUlUUHPi II often completely fills cavilic

lo rock, of various origin
i
»b.l although it haa

Urn prevented bv want .d »|-ace Inmi amunug a

nvutaUiue form, i* readily diveh-l 1^ tire kn.lc and

kauuner Into rUiarladiU. the primaiy fon« of iu

1«m*I oil i«
I

in luiniiiPM ll I ia> ji H|icrilii‘ gravity

uf I
,

l*t in^ tin ire t >i«tn H lull! «li?iwr tliull *uU*r.

At •»i*lirihry t« uii.» r ttiif h it »low|y Uniinhivf by
(ix!*lati«>n ami uhni in «mt iu l with whUt,
it r.i|»i*llv the waUi, ll

4
«). fnruiin^

lime. Cat i, wliiUt hyilru^en rHiapi-H In 1*
rrtrUMnl hn^lit. • alcium Kiiiint 1»* kept mnliT the

huW«* «•! naphtha. At n ir<l !n*at. it n*«*l C^ mnl
burn" with a vl.i//lin^ *hil« nrioinpuiiinl by
#ijfi(ilUltMnn.

C.*l . i n i» «*f no \iituo in tin* art**, but inuviy uf

« .diipHiiiilff are uf tin* hi^hrt*l inipurtanre

VvLjia uxblirdl, v.thfi by exp«»nurL* lu »ur, nr by

combustion, it foruui an oxhlc, l.iut** |i|.v.|, having

the coiupo.ition of 10 parts / calcium and IS parts

of oxygen This, when united w ith water, yield, a
hydrate, slaked lime.
Sulphate of calcium, I'aSO,. U tij|*mii iq.v.| or

plaster of Faria It 1. present in most drillking-

waters, rendering them yt riiHiHiHtlif hunl, ao called

hecMUse the .ulpnatc of calcium is not precipitated

by boiling the water Temporal v hardness, dilo to

if,, pr.-arnre of .urlMinate of c.vhiiuii, t’at’O,, or

chalk, i. removable by boiling, when the cuihonato,

which is retained in solution bleari-mute, i»

readily Jcconq—d intoCarl-mic Acid(q.v.h which

e-ca|»v* ruga., and chalk, which full- to the l-itumi.

Tlte salu of calcium do not •.cm to jh^m ss any
medicinal pro|K-rlie» chaiactcristic ol the metal
iuelf They arc. however, extensively u*ed eg
ihe phos|diate, to supply pliosplmrua for the I-iium

ami i the earbanal* m iii atiMeid, ami ,o an,
with other nail..

(Tiloiuel i* the popular name of one of the com-
pounds uf mercury, llg and chlorim. (’I, known to

chemt ta k— tlo- sol- idm uk- „f mt-i.iiry or invreur-
on- chloride, HgCI It i« prepared by Inking two
equal |a --..mii- i, i i t . it ry ,

dUlOIVlItg om- poniuil
io hot . mcantrbtod aulpbuiic aot-l. Tl/io,, which

forms solphau- of nmeury, HgSO,, thuioafUir

a 1-ling th. - ond part ..f the me Ul, and triturating

tin whole in a mortar till the im tal becomes incur

Cak.l« ; varwifi loot,* of CrytUls.

crystals bring a rl-.r„t-wd. of which the grentr-t

angles arc lOi* S’, ll* secondary' h«nn* are re

numerous than llnw •4 aav oilr-r mineral. More
than iwvru Imn.lrvl have Urn oWitr.1 t>nc of

ihe m«s*t coniiaon, a ratliri elonga*ed pyramid, I.

•eneliltrv rallesl |Xq* t«Ali S|«t. t'alritc I- colour-

h-vs ami tms'|wr.iil, t-vcrpl in moaqMWV of

impurities wlm li mayle |<r-<nt in it ; ami when

pcrfwll) Iran*parent, it e*hibn- in a higli degree

Ihe p,fij«-!l v of il-aihle ir-fivti"" “• light, which

was lir-t iliseorered in it h\ lUilledinU-. The
pr.-sCDif .

4

foreign substance- ficqurntlv reivrlenv

• licit..- gray. Mur, green, yellow, red. brown, w
eo-n Mack
The li.tmr I cl .o l Spar lio* ofl.-n l-er, given to

cub ite, -it h-a-t I- lire Imot is.Vn.rb— ami trail*

|aurnl Variety. Irealise it i- finuoi in Icebiiol. tilling

up cleft? arel ravilir- in tie- Instil rock- of that

region Mat.- Sjmi i> a Liiaellar varrely dti ii with

a diming. i--all« »u*tre. an. I .* giwwjf feel, alrl I-

fooi.d in \Vn-kViw in Irrlviel tilen Tilt in Scot-

land, and koBg-lwrg in S.uwav

('alrluin Ism IV at—id. weight »>I| r- Ihe

iii •-

1

.< I present in chalk, -luce, and other coni-

poun-l- -if limr ll may Lc obteine,! hi |>as-ing

n powerful -arrent of electricity through fu-cd

rhioci>le ,.f ralcian,. « a* 1_ when the metal

BCisuate- io minctc gW"iie- It i- a yellowi-h-
wlille metal, con he tollcl into -heel-, and

haromerol int" leave*, and i> intrruir-iiale IwtwecD

poiaicd with the tulphalc of iinicury Thi* mix

lure is then added t-, al-iul one third of it* weight

«-f common —It, NaCI, and heated in a retort,

when i aIuiiiv’I suhlinie*. and romh'iiMia ill the cmd
part of the receiver a- a line whit.- powder. A
miniite portmu of comxin- mi Mini ate »lii«-h uccoin

nwiiirs il u rvnroved by washing with water,

I'aloincl i- very dense It is not eoliihle in water,

and iiaiinglv BO in acid. It turns Uneh Oil the

addition ol fime-watet, potash, nuila, or aminuaiu
i

and when heated in -a iron spoon, or on a knife,

it duo* not char, hut rise, iii vapour, suhlimc-

i.n.llered, and leodily roinh-n-e* again cm any cool

-urfacu held near it lly these testa il limy he

i. adily distinguished from Ilnur Although aululliel

has Irecn more used in Kritish practice than any

other preparation of mercury, it i« not known 10

ha>.- i-cn employed before tin- 17lh centur)'. l< U
tie- most valuahle of the mercurial preparatam*,

p..*-. -.-nig, in addition to their general properties

M Liu-

1 ill I,
those of a vermifuge and purgative,

t’Hlx is the Latin term for quicklime Ah
quicklime i- produced by hiirniiig limestone, the.

alchemists applied the term <-ilr to the auhsUlDcC
of a metal or mineral that leiuauis after luiug sub-

J*
- tol to extreme heat, and C'afcirwifiun (q.v.

)
to

tin* proevaa.

I’arnrrn l.urldn Iso namcl in contrast to
Camera Olr-uru q.v.), an optical instrument
constnwted of various fi.mi* and for various pur
j- M- Hr Kol-.-rl Hooke invenlol one alsiut 1671;
wliil-t Dr Mull*-ion’s ( IK07), intended to facilitate
the pcr*|>cctive delineation of ohj.-cfs, consists of a
eruall quoslnlatr-rnl )-ru.iu of glass, of which All in

the annexed figure is the j-.-rpcndicular siclion,
held in a I -rasa frame, wliu-li is nttachol to an
upright rod, having at it- lower end a screw clamp,
to fit it to the edge of a table The prism being ut
the height of about a foot from the table, has it«

upper face horizontal Two of iu fores, as in tho
•i^ure. are at a right angle at A ; the contiguous
face* make respectively with them angle* of 07

j”

;

*-> tliat the remanimg obtuse angle at IS contains
13i‘ lt»y* coming from an object FQ, and falling

nearly perpendicularly on the lost surface, enter
the prism, and undergo total lelleclmn at the eon
tiguoue surface (see Om«>; : they then fall at the
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aaiiic angle on the next turfacc, *n»l arc totally

reflects! again
; finally, they emeiga nearly perpen-

dicularly to the remaining »urfa«x\ An eve. m in

the figure, then receive# the emergent pencil through

one part of the pupil. »> that an image. /*/, of lac
object ia Been projected upon a sheet ot paper U| '*n

the table. The my# from the drawing pencil pa>.-»

ing the edge of tlie prixn, enter the uthci pail *»?

the pupil
;

an«l the pencil and image being «*.*n

together upon the paoer, a sketch of the Utter t*n

bo taken There is, however, a practical dilticulty

the image ami the drawing- pencil are at dUt-n<ra
aefidilly ditfereht from the eye, ami *o ciuitmt l»e

eeen together distinctly at the kuhc time To
obviate tli Li, a plate u! metal, with a small aperture

( aintri Lucid*

as an eye hole, i* placed at the edge under the eye,

»w> that the ntyn through the prism, and thu** from
thu drawing pencil, which loth pa** through the

eye- hole, form only very miimI) pencil- By thu
tlm ditlicully is greatly diiiiinmhrd. It t. -.till,

however, diihcult to use the iiutrument aatufac
torily

;
and though many Aojwirc great readme** 1.1

il* u»e, othera lutve never lieeit aide to uttaiu ll**»

same facility. A simpler form t* merely a piece ol

antooili glass fixed at an angle of 4A* to the boiixoo.

In this case, however, the image »*cii on the ;*p*r
la? low will I

m* inverted. In Amici a form of the
innOumerit a right angled triangular prism U u-<d.
involving two refraction# and one reflection

Citiiifru Obncurn (lit. *a dark chamber'!,

an instrument (ltoarritad by Giambattista drlU
Porta in his Mauta Natural" ( IM0K It i* kn..*n
in It* simplest form as a familiar toy. rui.-fting

of a rcctungiilar Isix. furni*h<?«l at one end wuh
a lens fix’«%l length is f|i)al to the length

and depth of the l-.\ al fl.r pu*ite «Ml|

which a plane reflector is placed at an angle of

45*, which throws the image of any objects to

which the lens may la? directed on a piece f

ground glass on the top of the box in a non
inverted position, ho that the, mav 1* virwed or

sketched from as in nature. The instrument re-

ceived a new interest when in the hand* of l>agueir«

it U'caine I lie main instrument used in photo

gtuphy. For the photographic camera, #*e rnuro-
ISHA I'll V'.

Camomile* or CHAMOMfLK (AntAtmu), A
genus of Coni(H»sit.i*. The specie# are annual and

Camomile [An!fit„ut nMtis).

na lira retie.

The moat
i ni por tan t

species of the
genus is
A.

.
noMis,

which has
long been
known for
the medi'
cinal virtues

of an infusion
of its llowcn*

{Flores An-
tAcmitla) as
a bitter
» tomacliic
and tonic.

These pro
pertiea seem
mainly due
to an exM*n

tial oil which
is prepared
by distilla-

ter principle u »!-. present, but no alkaloid.
The plant u chiefly cultivate nt Mucham in
Surrey, nod At kicrilzch And ebewhere in Saxony
IU flowers differ from the wild tonus in Iwing
All more or lew double, but tbore in which the
conversion of tubular into ligulate floret* ha*
»<een Ire* complete, leaving a somewhat yellow
centre. Are called by druggi»u «v /c camomiles.
The largrel, wlnie.it. And ruct completely double
flower. Are rnmt deemed. The other British
•pecieA Are mere weed. ; one of them. called Stink-

ing C'Aioomile [A. Cotula\, u so acrid a

a

to blister

the fiogera. But the flower, of the Dyer’. Como
mile {A. Uru(ana). common on the Continent,
yield a beautiful dye.

*

Wild Camomile ( d/..fnrend CkamomiVa ) is lb*
common camomile of German writers. It has long
been cmptoyol a* an adulterant or substitute for

the other, and (illicitly) in brewing; iu dower-
heads are. however, easily distinguished, being
quite single and not bitter ; the receptacle is also
hollow and dei oid of Urn Uacleole. which largely

characterise the true camomile. A cultivated

variety of il. I'arlAcoium ( Fcccr/cw, q.v.) has
also to be distinguished. The camomile of the
Indian ha raare is said to be a variety

( SI. Suaito-
Uiu

| of the former specie*

i amphrur. or Cami-MILCXC. is an artificial
variety of camphor obtained from turpentine, by
acting thereon with the dry vapour of hydrochloric
acid, and keeping the whole at a low temperature
by i.nmer-ing the teasel ia a freenag mixture. A
•olid substance u produced, which separate* in
white crystalline prun-. and Ims tU taste and
agreeable ar.rn.attc smell of common natural
camphor. The name Oaiiipliene lia.. kuwever, a
wider signification, being applied to the whole
class of oil. isomeric with turpentine, of which the
he.1 known are lU oil. of bergamot anJ lemon

fiuophinr i. the name sppliol to a taricly uf
.pint of turpentine olgamed from the /'.am
nmfru/u of tlie suutlrern >utr. of America, ami
formerly used as an illuminanl in this eouutry. It
t. very volatile, burning freely with a pure while
brilliant light Iu vai.atr f.em. with air a very
explosive mixture. I i.der this name are some
times sold burning ml* in which the illuminating
power has been imresaed by the addition of
camphor.

Camphor a solid e—ntial oil which i- found
in many planU, ami may be separated from many
essential oil* It particularly abounds in certain
spectre ol Uuracva- (q.v.). The principal souice.d
the camphor of commerce i* the Camphor laurel
( Ci nno mom in. ( Inurm

\
Coui/doru ).a tree of (liina.

Ja|mn. Korm-mx. ami Cochin Churn, ami which ha*
been initialuee>l into Java and the West Indie*.
Camphor is chiefly imported in the crude nr
unrehned state from Fotmooi ami Ja|um, where
the wool i. cut nil** chip* and di.tillol with water,
the vapour of ramphor risin- with the steam being
collecicd in the Iwod of the still. After collection
cantfi\ir otl drain* off. which is used in China for
rheumaliiin. In tlie refining plucre" the grains of
iin (hire camp!tor are detoehnl. and being intro-
duced. along with a small proportion .4 quicklime,
into a large globular gU*. »e»rel in quantitire of
al-»ut 10 lb., are reheated, when first the water
rise, in steam, and i« allowetl to esrape at a small
aperture ; and thereafter, this aperture being rinsed,
the camphor sublimes and resolidifies in the interior
upper part of the flask as a aemi-tram>|«rent cake,
leaving all the impurities behind. The flasks are
tlicn cooled and broken by tlnuwing cold water on
them, and tlie camplmi taken out and sent into
market. Tlie glass globes employ*! are cal In I by
an Italian name, hvmbitv. the sublimation of
camphor having been first practised ia Venice.
Camphor ha. a I-oof recent years been sent into the
market sublimed in almost powdery crystals, os
• flowers of campiior.' a very roavriiicnl form for
pharmaceutical purpose*—Camphor was unknown
to the Greek* and Human-, but ha- been highly
valued since ancient times in the East, and »a^
first brought to Europe by the Arab* It i- a
white tough solid, slightly fighter tlian water, andwhite tough soliil, slightly fighter tlian water, and
having the formula C„H„0. It is very sparingly
soluble in water, but freely soluble in alcohol,
ether, acetic acid, and tl*e essential oik It fusts
at 34?• (175* C). ami boiU at 399‘ (2W* C.J. but
volatilises somewhat rapidly at ordinary* tempera-

tures. When -et lire to. it burns with u white
smokv flame. Thrown uj«m water, it rloats. mid
may be set fire to. when the currents gcneiated
alike from the gradual solution of the camphor in
the water and the irregular burning of tlie pieces,
cause a curious rotatory motion. It lia* a peculia.
hot aromatic taste, and an agreeable cliaiacteristic

odour.

Camphor i> used alike in European and oriental
medicine, both internally and externally, an a
temporary stimulant. It ia frequently employed in

gout and rheumatism. In small doses it acta as

an anodyne and aiitispaamodic ; in very large duoea

it is an irritant poison. It ia generally reckoned an
anaphnsli-iac. although some maintain that it lia.i

an opposite action- Its alcoholic solution, and
liniments in which it is the principal ingredient,
arc much used for external application in sprains
and bruise*, chilblains, chronic rlieuiuiitisiii, and
pant)) »is. The odour of camphor in very noxious
Ui io*ecU, and it is therefore much used for

Ervfng natural history specimens, and its fumes
been frnui early limes regarded a-i of anti-

septic value, an opinion continued by recent
bacteriologist* Ka-hinl in Into laid «|wciul sirens
ou tlie value of campiior.
The Borneo or Sumatra Camphor of commerce,

•oiiirtiiiirs called Hard Camphor, is tin- produce
of ItryuUtlattu/n arvnuilkti, a large tree of the
orxlcr Diptcfocarpea*. The camphoi is ohtuined
by cutting down the tree, uml splitting it into
•mall nieces, being found in cry-tiillino inossca ill

natural cavities of tlie wood. To this suUlaiico
the Chinese ascribe extraordinary iiiclicinal virtues,
o that it is Mild among them ut suinetiuivn moro
than lifty times the price of common camphor.
Hence, although the form of camphor earliest known,
il no longer appear* in European commerce. Its

composition is CwH„0, and tl can be converted
into common camphor by the action of nitric acid.
Tim Mine tree also yield, a 'camphor oil ' isumerio
with oil of turpentine, CK H„. This is collected by
Upping or felling the tree. A third variety. A'jp cl,

or llluhita Caih/ihvr, ul intermediate but still high
value, i. manufactured at Canton from lllumoi
UilMinn/rru. a tall hcrWcou* Composite. It*

chrnucal composition i* identical with the last It

is (uiisume'l in Chinese medicine, ami in perfuming
tire finer sort* of Indian ink. Similar crystalline
bodice sejmrate from thu oils of bergumot, ncroli.

thyme, huchu, saasafraa, Ac., hut arc of no special
importMC*.

C'uuadn KnLsnui i* a kind of Turpentine
(o v.) obtaioed from tho Balsam Fir or Balm of

Gilead Fir [Ab*i or /'inn* Uilsumtu\, a Qatlvo of

Canada and thu northern part* ol tho Cnitcd
Sure* (*ee Fin). It exist* in tho treo in vesicle*

between tho bark and the wood, and i* obtained

S
making inciaion*. It U a transparent liquid,

4io*t colourIre*, and with an agreeable odour

and acrid taatu. It |iuurw readily out uf a vessel

or bottle, and shortly dric* up, and bccomre
solid. When fresh, il i* of tho consistence of thin

honey, but becomes viacid, and at last solid by
age. It consist* mainly of a rosin dissolved in an

essential oil. and it* composition is approximately i

Essential oil, 24 part*
;

rc-in, soluble in boiling

alcohol, 60; main, soluble only in ether, 16.

Canada balsam was formerly employed in medicine
as a stimulant /or the cure uf mucous discharges,

and as a detergent application to ulcers, but it i*

now rarely usiJ a* a remedy, The balsam is much
valucal for a variety of purposes in the arts naan
ingredient in varnishes, in mounting objects for

the microscope, in I’hotography (u.v, ), uml hv

opticians as a corneal, particularly lor connecting
the part* of uchruiuatic lenses to the exclusion of

moisture and dust. It* value for opticaj purposes

is very great, and depends not only on its perfect

tnin*|~»rency, Lu». on it* possessing a refractive

power nearly equal to that of glasa. See B,\LsAM.

Canary Crass I
I'halarii rauarir.nsis), « gra*s

of which the seed is much used, under the name of

canary ko(, ru< fotsl for cage-bin 1
.*, and which U

on tlmt account cultivated to some extetit in the

south of Europe, and in certain districts of Germany
and England. It lia* become naturalised in many
part* of Northern Europe, including Britain, but is

a native of Southern Europe mid the Canane*.

where it sometime* furnishes a wholesome and

palatable mldition to or substitute for vv beaten Hour,
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ll is lonely grown for t*v I in Southern California.

The large Hml Canary Grass (i*. arundiuaeta ).

common on river banka, ia an abundant source

of coarse fodder. A striped variegated variety ia

Canary Grax* <
tUUru raaaruaru).

cultivated it* ‘gurdener»' garter*,' ‘ribbon graoj.'

or * Indio’ trace*.'

Cancer i Lat., • n crab ' i, or Carcinoma (Cr.l. u
the medical name for an important group of malig
nanl tnnioura (ace Tt’HOIfK). The term cancer
used Ui Ire applied to malignant tumour* generally,

but recent research, with the aid of the inicnucope.

into their atructurc law* h-d to (heir ilivision into

twogroup* Carcinomata and Sarcomata(q.v. ) ; and
cancer is now used only of the tir-t. To prevent
confusion, carcinoma i» generally use*l in preference

to cancer in scientific works, but the more familiar

name will Ur retained her*.

Cancer mav he defined as a tumour consisting of

mouses of cells of an epithelial type, grouped to

get her irregularly within the spaces of a framework
of tihroua tissue. The form of the cells, ns seen
under the microscope, usually corresponds in some
degree to that of the normal epithelium of the part

in connection with which the primary tumour has
developed, ami on tin* the chuuitication of the

dilVercut forms of cAiiccr i* partly based, h'lnttillul

cancer nr r/tilheliomaiki

u

rs most commonly a* a pri-

maty tumour on the lip*, tongue, penis, and near

the aims! Colionnar-ttIM or udtnoid (gland like)

cancer, in the stomach and intestines ScirrAmor
Arml, and tnctphaloid or ro/f cancer, have cell* of

less characteristic form, hut usually more or less

rounded, and d itier from each other structurally

only in the greater or lew abundance of the fibrous

framework. They arc moat common as primary
tumours in the female breast, the womb, and certain

nurU of the alimentary canal. Coilotd cancer is a
hard or soft cancer in which the cell* undergo
rapid and extensive degeneration into a gelatinous
nine*.

These dilb-rent forms of cancer differ widely in

their late of growth and degree of malignancy.
Epithelioma is the slowest in it* progro*, and com
paratively rarely give* rite to growths in internal
organs. Soft cancer usually grows with great
rapidity, and secondary tumours in internal organs
aie apt to ap|»car early.

The generul structure of the secondary tumour*
usually corresponds to that of the primary ; but
they are often softer and show greater activity of

growth, so that when they appear the progress of

the disease is accelerated. These secondary tumours
are believed usually to result from a transference of

infective elements from the primary growth, cither

in the lymph or the blood, to some resting-place

where they determine the growth oi a new tumour.

The lymphatic glands in the neighbourhood of the

primary growth are usually first affected, and are by

far the most constant site of secondary growth*.

Hut any portion of the body, even the most distant,

may Buffer
;
moat commonly the liver or the lungs.

Tho symptoms attending the early development
of cancer, even cancer affecting the same part of the

body, are very variable. If the disease affect an

external organ o. tissue, the tumour is generally

noticed at an early stage ; if an internal organ, on
the other hand, some disturbance of it* functions,

or pain, or general deterioration of the health often
appears before ll>e presence of a growth is au*
peeled. But wherever or however it begins, a
cancerous tumour always tend* to increase, with
breaking down of (lie older portions, ulceration, and
fetid discharge, to encroach upon neighbouring
tUeuea, to set up secondary growths, and ultimately
to cause the death of the patient. The cases where
an undoubtedly cancerous tumour has spontane-
ously disappeared arc *o very rare, that trie above
statement, for practical purpose*. hardly needs
qualification. Trie duration of the case may be a

affected
ths or many years, according to the part

and the Malignancy of the turnout. The
is produced, and lire mode in which the

di*ea»e cause* death, are almost a* various aa the

organs affected. But in the later stage, there la

nearly always Ice* of appetite, rtesh, sol strength,

sad a peculiarly unhealthy, sallow appearance.
Cancer i» popularly belies ed to be au intensely

Cnful disease, and ia many cases really i* so;

I it is most important that it should be known
that it may, and often doe*, run iu whole course to

the fatal issue without any pain whatever.
The causation of cancer w a must complex and

oUcure problem. It is rare before middle life, and
after that periud becomes increasingly frequent aa

age advance*. The tendency to iu development is

frequently hereditary, ll is more common in the
female sex, because the womb and female breast are

it* most common situation* ; excluding lliw organs,

it is prubaldy mure common in the male Uiao the
female. It sometime* occurs in situations where
an injury has been sustained, and more frequently
where there has been long continued irritation.

Hut here our certain knowledge with regard U» it

ends. It has been maintained by some that cancer
ia always from the first a constitutional disease

;

that the local tumour is merely an expirssion of a
vitiated slate of tier constitution, or orrAraru, and
therefore that iu removal is useless. But it is

undoubted that in the vast majority of cases the
patients health is others iw good when the growthic grow

tied to

are not uaromiuon
C

lient s heaiiii u otherwise g«..i unen trie growm
gin*, ami that it remain* for a time limited to ila

original seat; moreover, rase* are not uncommon
where early removal of tire primary tumour has
Wen followed by no return of tls« disease, ll soon*
reasonable therefore to emwlude that cancer i» at

first a merely Ioral proee—
.
at least in many cases,

and ©nl> secondarily bewxire* a constitutional

disease.
Tli* analogy letwren tin- Irehaviourof raneer and

that of certain diM-suo. known to he pr.-du-rd by
rtiicnv'cnpic parasite* (eg bfmvjr, tuberculosis)

lias led to a *u*|>iriuB that ->me mkIi Agent may Ire

present in cancer too; but an |-*>iU'c evidence

Lc- vet been found in »npf—rt of tin* view.

The leading character of t-aneef being a tumour
or morbid growth in a |ait. it i* important to

observe that not all. nor even the majority, id

morbid growths are cam nous. A very Urge pro
portion of grow tin. involving swelling or change «d

structure in a part, are either determined by a

previous ptwor** of iatUrunwiiou—leading to cBroorc

abscess and induration-^ belong U» ths simple or

non malignant order of tumour*.

Now. the practical distinction, or U*

use the technical phrase, of tlwsc different tumours

i. founded upon a very careful and delicate appre-

ciation of the characters of the malignant and non

malignant tumour*, considered a* Morbid products,

anil also upon a thorough knowledge of the anatomy

and relation* of lire texture* » which they aruc.

The attempt, therefore, to determine tire character

of a particular growth inu.t always call for the

highewt qualities of the surgeon—large experience,

minute and thorough knowledge of natural and

morbid structure and function, aud a full and

judicial consideration of all tire various facts of the

case. Indeed the difficulties of tire inquiry are

aui-h that even in the dead body, or in a tumour

excised from tire living body, all the resource* of

the anatomist, aided by tire micro«o|re, will occa-

sionally fail in distinctly ami surely discovering the

true character of the Morbid structure.

Generally speaking, a tumour may Ire said to fall

under tire suspicion of being earner when it nwrc

or leas completely infiltrate* the texture in winch it

arises, and po*re» from it into tire surrounding

texture*; when it invade* the lymphatic gland*

adjoining tire part first affected ;
wlreu it is

attended by stinging or darling pains, or by

obstinate and slowly extending ulceration, not due
to pressure; when itoccurs in a person having im-

paired health, or jiast the middle period of life, und

i» not traceable to any known cause of inflam-

matory disease or local irritation, not to any other

known constitutional disease, such a* syphilis Or

scrofula. Tho probabilities arc of course increased

if the tumour be in one of the habitual neat* of

cancer, or if it be attended by evidence of disease
in some internal organ known to Ire frequently

thus affected. But it ih hardly necessary to point
out that the very complex elements of diagnosis
here referred to ought U> be always submitted to

the scrutiny and juJgment of a well educated
medical adviser, whose skill and personal character
place him above suspicion, Irefure the disease haa
assumed such a form a* U> I* beyond the reach of

remedial procedure. The patient who broods in

secret over a suspicion of cancer, or who declines to
apply for advice from a fear of encountering the
truth, i* in all probability only cherishing tiro seed*
of future suffering

;
while if, iu often happens, the

suspicion it unfounded, a few minutes' careful

examination would suffice to remove a source of

misery which otherwise would (Miaou the mind for

yuan.
These remark* apply .till more emphatically to

the misguided p.-n-oli. who trust to the IIOII profes-

sional cunctr-curtr, nr to the quusi-profvoBional

specialist. The charlatan who pretend* to hold in

hi* hands u secret remedy for this moat terrible

disease, will invariably Ire found to pronounce
almost every tumour cancer, ami every cancer

curable By this iirdii-criiiiinatiiig procedure, aud
by tire fallacious promise of u cure without an

Xration, runny person* who have never been
cted with cancer at all, have been persuaded to

submit to tire slow t-.il un- tf MlCCMivo cauterisa-
tion* by‘powerful caustic*, at the expense of need-
les* mutilation arid no small ii*k to life. In other

cases, truly cancerous tumour* have been removed
•lowly ami imperfectly, at the cost of frightful uod
protracted Buffering., only to return at the end of

a few week*
;
and Sir Spencer Well* him shown

that in some notorious instames person* were
rvpurud as cured when they had actually died of

the dueaire at no long period after the supposed
cure *u stated Ur have taken place. (Confer und
Cunetrewrt. 1W0.)
The occasional spontaneous disappearance of

cancerous tumour* alluded Ur above warrants tho

ao that a mean* may some day tre found of

ucing by drug* or otherwise tho occurrence of a

curative process tbu* shown not to Ire beyond tbo

possible. A* yet, however, it is only a hope ; for

none of the many remedies that have been euggoiKrei

has ever stood tho lent of experience. Tho ooly

mean* of cure vet recognised ur complete removal

of tho tumour by operation or tv caustic* It i*

only in lire earliest stage of tho disease that there

is any prospect of a successful result ; and un-

fortunately the majority of patient* present them-

•elves to tire surgeon when that stage has pan«d.

Moreover, even in cases where the tumour has been

early and freely removed, recurrence too often din-

appoints the hope* of the patient and tho surgeon.

But when the tumour is seen early, when there are

no secondary growths, and when tho patient*

health i* good, it isconoideiod by tho great majority

of surgeons that he should Ire given the chance of

cure which an operation affords.

In aged pcnions lire question often resolves itself

into a calculation of the chances of life, founded on

u great number of conflicting data, and only to bo

solved by a careful attention to the state of the

general health, as well as to the rate of progress of

the local disease. Operations are now very rarelv

performed after the lymphatic glands are involved,

or when there i* evidence of a deteriorated constitu-

tion, or of internal disease ; but sometimes great

pain, or profuse and exhausting discharge from au

external tumour, may justify it* removal, &a a pal-

liative measure, even under these unfavourable cir-

cumstances. For the movie ”f removal of caueerou*

amt other tumour., see TlMOUR'
Among the lower animals this disease i» more

rare; ueverthrlcM, cam** nut »nfrequ*i»t. pr€-

^xiliug the same malignant character* **

observed in the human subject. %

Cancer Root, ur Beech-drops {Epipktfta

nrrjudumi). a parasitic herb of the order Oroban-
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el.ea- 1
<|

v.|. a native o( North America. gro»«nw on

the exjMmed root* of beech Ueea. The whole olant

in powerfully astringent, and the root U
biller and nauseous. In conjunction with ar-enioua

acid, it is believed to have tornied a medicine .moe

famous in North America under the name of

Marhn'i Cunvtr powder.—Another American plant

of the same Older, Phelijnxa biflora. aoinctimn*

shares the same name and repute in popular medi-

cine ; and an infusion of the Common Un-miraix
{Onbunfhe major)—* native of Britain and of the

south of Europe. parKsiiic on the root* of broom,

(uric, ami other leguminous jdanla—ha» Ixefl

employed as a detergent application to foul »>rr*.

Caudle, a cylinder of wax, j-aralliii, or fatty

mutter, inciotinu' a central uivk, and inlende*! for

giving light. The chief raw materials employed in

the manufacture of c«mlleo arc wax and spern-actii
for the more expensive hinds, and tallow, palm oil,

ami paialliu foi those in general me. Candle* arc
mudo ia three way* »ir. by h.iatnig and rolling, hy
dipping, and by moulding. The hist meth.-l, lost

ing followed by rolling, is employed in the •(

wax, which cannot lx uiouMrd s.cti*i.u'tonlv on

account of it* great coulraciioa on doling and the

tenacity with which it adhere* t«< the mooli*
Dipping is employed m the of tallow dips and
the more modem ‘tnulHvs* dip* candles, l- ih of

which am used when a large Itumr i» <le*ur l that i«

DOlinulily oxiinguislidl in a draught The Lu!k of

the candles in use are made by the third method—
vli. moulding. A* a largo |iro|H.riiou of the candle*
commnidi in the pre»eut day are compcwoi of

stearin or yaioflin. or mixture* of three, the p.-v

duction of Clime substano-* therefore deserve* inml
attention, l'arallin candle* are most largely u*.-l

ill the l 'lllied Kingdom, but on the tontinsat

htenrin caudle* are preferred.

Stearin.—Thin i» the trade name for stearic ai d

palmitic acid* aud mixtures thereof. Previous to

the cla-ical researches of Clievreul (lbll-28) oil*

and fat* were regarded a* simple organic *ub
stances, but he proved them Ur l*» compound
bodies. The neutral fat* a* they occur iu naa*r*

arc mixture.* in variable proportion* of the »>!iJ*

sUsvrin or palinitin, and the liquid olein Thu*.

flCnll tallow vonsists of a mixture of stearin ar.d

olein. Mini neutral palm oil of palmitin and olein

These bodies are known to chemiaU a* glycen !•»

or napnniliable fat* that is U» «ay, wheu heaU-d

with an alkali, alkaline earth, or metallic oxide,

in the presence of water. soap ia formed, and
glycerin in net free. When an alkali ia uacd. the
tmap is soluble in water ; but when an alkaline
earth— e.ff. limo—la employed, an inaoluble «oap

ia formed. When the *«ap u» dwocnposcvl by

the action of sulphuric acid, the fatty acids ar»

liberated. and an inarvluble sulphate of lime pro-

duced. Thus, from olein are obtained glycenn
and oleic acid

;
from stearin, glycerin and stearic

acid
;
ami from jralmitm, glycerin and palmitic

acid, Chevreul, in conjunction with Gay Lussac,

began the industrial attempt of applying the
scientific principle* h* had discovered, but he was
unsucceaslul, and it was left to another Frenchman.
M. de M illy. Ur lay the foundation of the steanc
acid industry in 1832. The researches of Mcssra
G. Wilson and Jones in 1842-43. which showed how
dark fata could he converted into white fatty acids,

gave a great impetus to the manufacture l’p to

the time of the introduction of Merer* Wilson and
Jones* acidification method, only tallow of good
colour was available for conversion into fatty acids.

The process in nmet general use for converting

fats into glycerin and fatty acids (distilled stearin)

ia briefly a* follows : A mixture of palm nil and
tallow is digreted in a copper vreael, called an
' autoclave,’ with water and a small quantity (about

}
per cent.) of lime under a pressure n! eight atmo-

spheres. and the rrwult is the production of a dilute

solution of glycerin ( ‘sweet water *| and a mixture
of palmitic, stearic, and oleic acids, partly m com-
bination with the lime used as the decomposing
agent. The contents of the autoclave are trans-

ferred Ui a tank whence the ‘sweet water’ is drawn
off, and the lime io then separated from the fatty

acids hy means of sulphuric acid. The fatty acid*,
which arc dnrk in colour, are now treated with sul-

phuric acid at a high temperature, and subsequently
well boiled with water, and then distilled. The dis-

tillate i» of a good w hite colour, and may bo used
for coinpcsiile or snuffles* dip candles. The next

stage in the process <• the separation by hydraulic
pressure, cola and hot. of the liquid oleic acid from
the solid fatty acids. The oleic acid (technically
‘olein’) is used chiefly bv wool workers for oiling
the wool. The solid tattv acids (technically
• stearin ‘

) is now ready for tte candleroaker. The
proceas here dtweribed is employed for the manu-
facture of what is known in the trade as ‘distilled

stearin;' but a harder and more expensive material,
known as ‘saponified stesnn,' is prepared from
tallow of good colour by saponification and
hvdraulic pressure, but withoot acidification or
distillation.

Paraffin.—This substance was practically un-
known u> the caodleraaker ontil 1847 flO, when
the late Dr James Young discovered the method
of producing hydrocarbons by the distillation

of coal at a low red heat It is now produced
in Scotland from shale in Urge quantities, in the
United States from petroleum, in Germany, m
smaller quantities, from brown coal, and in Burma,
in yet smaller quantities, from Rangoon petro-

leum. Crude paraffin (technically ‘scale’) con-

tains. in addition to the kanler paraffin* suitable for

candles, soft paraffin (used by matchmakers),
and a small proportion of o«l. The refining

of paraffin is a very simple matter, and is now
oa in thegenerally carried way introduced into

the works of Price's Patent Candle Company, by
the inventor. Mr Hodge*. The scale i* melted
and cast into thin cake*, which are then placed on
sloping shelves in an oven kept at a regulated
temperature euffkieally high to melt the soft

paraffin. The soft paraffin and oil flow away, and
leave behind a mass of hard uaraftn. which, after a
treatment writh ivory or other Mack, is ready for

the candlrmakcr.
Cun/lh UomUieeg.—Before describing the manner

in which stearin, paraffin, and oilier randies are

moulded, the wicks need attention. Previous (o

the introduction of plaited wick almost all candles
needed to be souffrd from time to time that is to

say. the imperfectly consumed wick standing is the
midst of the 8mm had to be removed by snuffer*,

a necessary domestic instrument resembling a pair of

scissors with a small box attached to one of the

limbs. With tbs plaited wick (whirl. .« intro

dured in Prance in Into by CainWttre) snuffing

u not required, for during combustion tbs wick

Wads over, so that the heated extremity receives

a supply of oxygen, and is completely consumed,
lb-fore being used the wiek is »ice|xd in a solution

of borax and sulphate of ammonia, and afterwards
thoroughly dried, the object of this chemical pre-

paration being to allow of the regular removal

during combustion of the a*It of the wick in minute
glassy parta-les. But for this treatment the ash
would remain to impede the cajallary action of the

wick.
Tbs modem candle moulding machine is the

result of the labours of several inventors, both
Kngtidi and American. It may be described as an
oblong cast iron box. a little dreixr than the length
of the candle*, supported and fixed to frames at

each end. On the top of the box. and partly
within it. are fixed two east iron dishes or troughs;
nt the bottom of these troughs, and also at the
bottom of the box. are drilled holes to receive the
candle moulds. u> which they are securely and
accurately fitted so as to be quite watertight.

Under the box is tn iron plate, called the rising

table, having boles coiocidmg with the boles in the

box ; this is actuated by a rack ami pinion or wheel

fixed to the frames so that the table can be raised

or lowered at pleasure. Under the table is fixed

a box to hold the bobbins on which the wick is

wound, one bobbin for each mould.
The moulds may be described as tapered tubes, one

being contracted inside so that a nut may be

w«d thereon
;
the part of the mould in which

the tip of the candle is cast or moulded is made
separate from the body of the mould, but it u
accurately fitted to the bottom part of the mould
so that no hot candle material can leak past it;

thi* tip is fixed to one eod of an iron tube, the

Other eud of the tube being fixed to the iron table,

so that when the table u raised or lowered tbe

tips are raised and lowered also; the tips thus
become a plunger to force the candles out of the
moulds. There is a small hole through each tin

just large enough to admit tbe cotton wick, and
when the table is lowered the wicks are pulled

down so as to be straight and central in the

moulds. To complete the machine it u uecemarv

to Lave two movable clamps to hold one set of

candles while another set U being moulded. It is

necessary also to attach a steam and water pipe to

the cast-iron box so as to warm or cool tlir moulds.

Tbe candle is cast downwards, the top of the candle

being at tbe bottom of the mould.

The bobbin box having been filled with tho

bobbins upon which is wound the properly pre-

pared wick, one end of ciurh w ick is pulled through
the tubes and little holes in the tips by means of
an elongated crochet hook, the table is lowered
and the mould* brought to a proper tempciatuie
by the surrounding water that had Ik-cii warmed
by turning on the steam for a short time. The
candle material in a melted state is then pound
into the dishea or troughs, so filling the moulds
and partly filling the troughs—the material in tho
troughs being needed to make up for the contrac-
tion while cooling. As soon os tho mould* are
full, cold water is turned into lire ls>x in order to

cool the candle* speedily
;
and when they are suffi-

ciently cooled, tho superfluous material ih scraped

out of the troughs. The table is now raised,

forcing the caudle* out of tbe moulds and into the
clamps which had been placed on tho machine to

receive them. The clam)* are then closed, thus
holding the candles over the moulds, and tho tips

are withdrawn by lowering the table, leaving the

candle machine ready for a second lot of caudles.
The production in tjio United Kingdom of par-

affin. stearin, and coiu|»»iu- candles in ostimatvil

to U about 30,000 ton. per annum. Tho largest
candlrmaking establishment in the world is time

of Price's Patent Candle Company, whoso works
are situated near London and Birkenhead.
Corpse candles are candle* used at the watching

of a corp-e before interment, arid the name is given
also u. Will o’ the win li, ik* portending dentil. For
cadJIi* in public worship, nee Lights ( UhL ok).

(andlrberry, Canim.kiikiihy Myhtijc. Wax
Thick. Wax Myktik; Tallow Thick. »>r IUy*
WIV (JfjrfM crn/int). u small tree. »»r moiu

generally a low spreading almih, u nutivo til tho

T'tiiud Stale*, must abundant arid luxuriant in tho

south. Tht ovcigretn leave* ure dot ted with resin

"

fluids, and ar« fragrant when bruised. Tho drupes
--popularly called berries arc aland lira sue of

peppercorns, and when ripe, art covered with a

S
nub white wax; the wax is col footed hy hull*

th rn and skimming, and is afterward* mulled
rrtiiusl. A bushel of hurries will yield four or

five pounds. It i* used chiefly fur candles which
burn slowly with little smoke, utid emit an ajpec"
able balsamic odour, but do not give a strong light.

An excells til Merited aoaii in made from it. Several

*pv< i» * arc found at tho t ’ape »*f Uood Hope, one uf

which (.W. cvrdifotm
)
hcarn the name of Wax Sltnili,

and candles are mad, • from its bellies. The well-

known Hog Myrtle (q.v.| or Sweet Dale is M. Vult,

ClUiker U a malignant dUeaw! of the Imne-
foot, which is sometimes hereditary, and affect,

certain Irrealities more than othcni It usually
attacks homes which have large fleshy looking

frog*, and commences b\ discharge from the heck
or the cleft of the frog. The horn becomes soft an{
di*intc£Tatcd, the vascular structures beneath bo*

come uidarned, and the naiu which the animal
endure* ip sometime* intoVruble It i« therefor*
very* lame on one, two, or ull feet, according to th*

number affected Though there is no constitutional
fever, the lu»rwc become* emaciated and unlit for

work. Daring wet weather, and on damp soil, the

svriintoriiH increase in severity. The sure structure*

bleed on the least touch, ami considerable fungoid

granulation*, commonly called proud flesh, form
rapidly, and there is a continuous discharge of a
w hitish-coloured fluid, which ha* an offensive smell.

Thi* disease i* occasionally hereditary. And it ih

most frequently seen in lowbred draught or coach
borwea, though it alao, with too much frequency,

affects thoroughbred Clydesdale and other *ta II ions.

Dirt, cold, ami wet favour tho production of the
durimr, and there is always a tendency to rclapso

when once an animal has l«een affect «-<l. By way
of treatment, pare aw«y detached Dortioo* of horn,

and, in mild case*, sprinkle powdered acetate of

copper over the aore; apidy over this pledgets of

tow, fixed over the foot by strip* of iron or wood
pasaed between shoe and foot. In severe cases, tar

and nitric acid, creosuL? and turpentine, chloride

•if zinc paete, and other active cau*tic«, have to be
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uncA for a time with the regular employment of

pretuturo on the dLae&aed surface. The animal
require* to be treated constitutionally bv periodical

purgative* and alteratives. Good food, fresh air,

and exercise often aid much in the treatment uf

tho disease. Unfortunately, many cases, though
subjected U> every possible treatment, become
worse and worae. The disease spreads under tho

sole of the foot, and cause** such great pain and
lameness that the aniuial die*. Other case* again
do not get better, though the inflammation sub-

sided. but remain at a standstill ; and such horses,

if the canker is carefully dressed daily, may do slow

work for a year or two.

CaplUalrt, a medicinal syrup, use-1 as a pec-

toral in chronic catarrhs, formerly prepared by

adding sugar and orange flower water to an infosioo

of the maidenhair frro, now inure generally applied

to any flavoured syrup.

Caprolc, Capryllr, »nd Caprlc Acids «•
represented by tho formula- HC,H,,0,. H( ,HJtO,.

Mid HC„«„(•,. Mid are member, of the acetic or

fatty-acid mnw. They derive their oamew Iroot

eavra, * a goat,' in consequence of their more or

lr*« rtaooibTiag in eniell the .«dour of that animal.

They may aJI be obtained Imm butter by PieMiOft

out the portion which remains liquid at BO* ( li’&'C-).

saponifying this oil, and ilUtilling the snap w hich

iilhwjoiMd with sulphuric acid. The liquid

which paaaea over contain., along with butync

acid, tbeee three acid., which, bv being converter

into baryta salt*, are reparable from one another
All three of there acid, are also obtained by th.

oxidation of oleic acid by nitric acid ; and caprili

acid u alio obtained by actuig upon oil of ru«

with fuming nitric acid ; hence it ia frequently

callod ruhf add. Each acid forme a renew <3

salt*, Caproatea, CaorylaU*, and Capratea ; but the

Inorganic one., such a* lht»e containing barium,

Eteh, and eoda are of little importance. Thu
yl and Methyl .alt*, however, resemble each

other, mu! by virtue of their pine apple flavour,

•imilar to that of Butyric Ether (q.v.i. are some-

time, ured in the production of artificial Iniit-

CMMONl

InpHlcum, a genu, of Solanacew. yielding tho
iMiwert a) condiment variously known n* r<>t Pepper,
Red P«|>per, Guinea Pepper, Chillies, Capsicum,
&c. Tim epeciee are ad of a shrubby, bu.hy
aiiDcarancc, and have more or lea. woody sterna,

although they are annual or biennial plant*. Some
of them are in very general cultivation in tropical
and Bubtropical countries for their fruit, which is

extremely pungent ami itimulant, and ia employed
in Baucea, mixed picklca, &c.. often under it* Mexi-

can name of CMUiu ; and when dried and ground,
forma the apice called C'aytHiu l'tpptr. A» a condi-

ment it improve, the flavour of food, aid. digestion.

C.juicom renuum.

nnd prevent* flatulence; while in medicine, beeidre

being sometimes given to promote digestion, it

furuiahea a useful local stimulant, especially a* a
garglo, and sometime aUo a* a liniment. The
ao called capncin io a mixture of resiuoua and fatty

matters, w ith a volatile alkaloid. The specie, and
varieties are not easily discriminated ; their fruit*

especially Jittering in form, sixe. and colour, but
Kfuckiger and Han bury ascribe the supplies of cap-
sicum imported to HnUun to two species : ( 1 1

C.

/lutiyiulum, do furnishing the greatei quantity of

pod pepper ; and C. u/tnuua, tlwjum pnmj, a*
yielding the larger sort* of this, as well as meet of
the cayenoe pepper imported as powder.

C arat. Goldsmiths and aareycre divide the
troy pound, ounce, or any other weight into ‘it

parts, aod call each a carat, a* a means of stating
the proportion of pure gold contained in any alloy
of gold with other metala Thua. the gold ’of our
.-.linage and »f welding ring*, which contains || of

V
ure gold, is ratlrd • ‘A'<ai*la fine,' or ii carat gold.
he lower standard. Used for watch cases. Ac.,

which contains jj of pure gold, ia cal let Igcrat,
Mid mi on. Tlie carat used in this sense liu there-
fore no absolute weight

;
It iiMiely denotes a ratio.

This, however, is not the care with lire jewelry
caret used for weighing diamonds ami otlier pm :<>uv

Stones, pearls, Ac., width low a fixed Weight, equal
to 3) troy grains, and i» divided into quarter*, or
•carat grains,' eighths, sixteenths, thirty seconds,
and •ialy fourth.v The* caret grains Me thua
less than troy giains, ami therefore the jeweller
lias to keep a separate ret of diaiuonJ weights.
Even the carat with fixed weight varies in various
countries - from about lid milligrams in la-ghoro
to I US in Florence In England it is ‘2U.VK4M
milligrams

; in France, Stt UKU
The name urn. to liave come through the

Arabic qxirat Irotn the Greek ktralion, lire Iniit ol
the Carol) (q.v.) or locust-tree (CV/afoMhi ulu/ua ),

ured also » a weight The origin of the word has
alao been .ought m A'uara. the native name of lb.
AryfAr.au .1 ly or coral tree, the real, of
which, it u Mid. were very equal ia .ire, and were
used for weighing gold and precious stone*.

Caraway K’urvm (W or Cvwh a apeciee of

Uuibelliferar. which haa long been valued and
cultivated io Europe for the sake ol the well-

known aromatic ‘rareway renla'wbich it beam

;

lh»»e being, however, in alnetueae not aeeda, but
the mtnraryi. into which the fruit in tlua order
•pill* when ripening Ire* l'."kit irx»*I. Their
properties ms Jue u> the volatile caraway oil.

which is coouiord in the large oil glands (wtfw) of
the fruit, and is diatillesl on a large scale, chiefly

for the preparation of the liqueur known aa law-
mtl, but also fur ure in perfumery and in pharmacy,
a* an aromatic atimulMit and flavourvug ingredient.
Caraway* are, however, chiefly uaed entire aa a

apie* by bakrra and confectioner*, and tho cultiva-

tion of the plant thua attains curwidrrahle import-
ance. particularly in Germany nod Holland,

f arbarotlc Acid. See PlCRM ACID.

Carbide*. formerly termed rarture/., are the
compounds of carlsui with the varioua metals.

The carbide* ..f ir-m are the most in>|-rtant. and it

ia to tin- addition of carbon, in one way or other,

that we are indi-Ued for ilia valuable prop*-! tire of

cast iion Mid steel. both uf which contain Carbide*.

Cnrboliydrogrns. Sec IIvmuCakii>»u.

Carbolic Arid. I'lltRot-, or I’iixmi* Acid,

Cl H,Ull, ia ooc of the aiu-l ini|*ortant substances
derived from coal tar. Allliuugli called an acid,

and forming salt-, it is neutral to tot jaier. and
lire more in common with the alcohol, than

with the acids (are Ariin. and ALCUlioLkJ. It is

ohtaine*! bv distilling coal-tar, reserving the por-

tioo oawing o.er between 55fl' mkI 374* (ItW—
IWtl After rrt tillratloo. this Constitute* the
crude carbolic acid used eo largely for disinfecting

purpose". Bv careful purification it can be obtained

pure, when it forms minute white or eoluurlo*

pi* tea or needle*, possessing a burning taste, and

an odour resembling that of creosote. By exposure
to the air it become* ptnktdi, but is not otherwise

injured. It rapidly alr-wU water from the air.

foiniing an oily liquid, which doe* not readily mix
with water until about 15 volume* have been
added, when it forms a solution. Catholic acid is

apt to be confounded with crauylic acid and

creosote, which panes an dour somewhat similar.

Thia remark applies only to the liquid acid, as

neither of these rabateKca can 1* crystallised.

Liquid carbolic acid has no action on polarised

light, in this respect differing from creosote.

Carbolic acid ia readily soluble in alcohol, ether,

chloroform, glycerin, olive-oil, and volatile oila.

Although called an acid. It forms but very weak

combination* with the alkalies, some of the so-

called carl-dates used for disinfecting purposes

being probably only earthy substances mixed with

carbolic acid.

lu solution rarl*»lie acid coagulate* albumen,
arrest* fermentation, destroys parasites, whether
animal or vegetable, and prevent* moulding or

putrefaction Owing to these valuable properties it

hos come largely into use a* nil antiseptic and dis-

infectant. Applied t*> the cavity of a decayed

u»th it quickly relieves certain forms of toothache,

acting a* a local anu-othetic. Owing Ui it* powerful

action on the mucous incinbrnin.-, it must not bo

allowed Ui touch the interior of the mouth Token
internally, concentrated carbolic acid act* a* an
irritant poiimn, accompanied by u numbing uf tho

•unitae Ii
,
which prevent* the action of emetic*.

Medicinally, carbolic acid may be given in doaea

of one t*> three grains dissolved in glycerine or

water. See ANTISEPTIC SUKOEKV.

farlxiu (ayru 0; atomic weight 1‘2| is one of

the elementary oubstancea moot largely diffused in

nature. It oocuib uncombined in the mineial
graphite or Black load (q.v.), and in the Diamond
(q-v 1, which is nure crystallised carbon. It i*

much more abundant, however, in a Btato of com-
bination. United with oxygen, it occurs ** Car-

bunic Acid, CO, l
q.v.), in the atmoephere, in

natural water*, in limestone, dolomite, and iron-

aloue. In coal it ia found combinod with hydro-
gen Mid oxygrn ; and in plMiU ami ouiliiaU it

occur* aa one of the element* building up wood,
•larch, gum, sugar, oil. bone (gelatin ), and desh
(fibrin k Indeed there ia no otner element which

is ao chuinc tcristic of plant and animal organ-
I»ma, and It ranks a. the only clement never absent

in aubstaocos oblame.1 from the two king<lums of

organic nature- Wood charcoal, coke, lampblack,
and animal charcoal are aitilicial variation, more or

less impure, of carbon The specific gravity nf il.e

different (onus of carbon greatly vatic*; that of

the diamond Wing 3 ‘330 U» 3 550. while graphite ia

ouly about *2 3<i0 Carbon, in it* ordinary foinia,

is a good conductor of electricity; in tho form of

diamond, it ia a nOB conductor. Of heat, the

lighter varieties of carbon, such a* wood charcoal,

arc very bad conductor*
;
graphiu- in maos lout very

coii.idriablc conducting power* At ordinary lent-

peraturea, all the varieties of carbon au- extremely

unaltciablc
;
ao much ao, that it is cusUiinary lu

char the enda uf pile* of wood which ure to U
driven into the ground, bo as by this coating uf noli

decaying carbon t-> urrscivc the interior wo-l

;

and with u similar obii-ct. the intariur uf casks and
other wooden ve.wU intended to hold water during

sea voyages, L« charred (coated with curl-m
I,

to

keep the »o.«l from pacing into decay, and there-

by to preserve the water oicf. Even aa regards

combustion there is .. maiked difference. Wood
charcoal takes fire with the greatest readiness,

bone black (animal charcoal) less su ; then follow

in order of difficulty of combustion coke, anthra-

cite. lampblack, black lead, and the diamond.
Indeed, black lead is so nun combustible, that

crueibh-* to withstand very high temperature* for

prolonged periods without breakage or burning,

are made of block bad; and the Diamond (q.v.)

completely resists all urdinary modes of setting

lire Ui it. In the prepei ty uf hardness carbon

anger* from the velvet like lampblack to diamond,
the hardest of gems. In 1879 it was announced
that a method of producing pure crystallised

carbon, or diamond, had been discovered, but, so

far, the artificial crystals obtained bate only been

uf microscopic sire.

Besides the physical proj-irties already alluded

to. carbon missesses very remarkable absorbent
j-iwers; enabling it not only to decolourise syrupy

liquid* (see Charcoal, Animal), but alsu u>

-Ir-.ib gases. Thus freshly ignited wood charcoal

will absorb ninety times it* own volume of am-

monia gas. and sixty five times it* volume of

sulphurous anhydride go*. Owing to thia property

it Das many important uses. When employed in

the construction of rcDuiratore, so arranged that

the sir is drawn through a layer of charcoal, it is

passible u> breathe an atmosphere which Otherwise
would lie inespirable. Water and wine which have

become tainted may be readily rendered whole-

some bv means of charcoal
;
while a* a remedy- for

trouble-some flatulence and as .» Umtli powder, it*

value lies in the almirbent power referred to.
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Gardeners find that when it i> mixed with potting-

noil it orevcuu the souring of the toil, which w
&o injunou* to the finer varieties of plant#

Most of the filter* «> much in u»e nowaday# for

the purification of water contain charcoal, which not

only removes organic nialier, but e>cn lesseu* the

hardness of the water. For decolourising liquids

bone-black is preferable. The .arielie# of carbon,

&a mentioned above, differ very considerably in

the readiness with which they combine with

oxygen; but wheu burned they all yield t aibvuic

Anhydride, CO, (see CaRBOWC Acid). Carbon

forms another oxide, called carbonic oxide, <<>,

when it is burned w ith only a lunitnl supply of atr.

When heated with sulphuric acid carbon dev. ru-

poses it, funning carbonic oxide and sulphurous

anhydride. Thus

:

Sulphuric Sulphurous CsitosU
Carbon. Acid. anb.Jrwl* Oaldc. W»u».

C U.SO. = SO, » I'O U,0.

Carl-in unites with metals to form Carbides (q v.},

the chief of which are those of iron With hydro
gen carbon forms n very important class of organic

compounds, including such unlike substances a#

tunx.'iitino, ml of lemon, C ami marsh gas,

Cllf A- carl-in unites with nearly all the «1«

me i its to form chlorides, bromides. \<\, the nuui ei

of cart-in compounds is virtually unlimited (see

AhoMATK* SfcHll-'v), ami tliu»e already kuu.n far

surpass in numliers all other chemical compounds
Hit together, When carl».n U obtained sufticienily

dense, it is found to be a good conductor of elec

tricity, and to make an excellent electro negative

element in a galvanic pair. For this purpose

«iiu- and the hard incrustation of carUm found

s retort# are admirably suited ; but. owing to

their comparative scarcity, recourse i* liad to an

artificial mellnal of preparing denae carla.n. devised

by Professor Hunw-n of Heidelberg. The carbons

thus obtained for galvanic batteries, owing to their

efficiency and chcapne*#, have given a great in-
prtirs to electrical work. The following are the

inure important Steps in the process A mixture of

two liarla uf coke and one of coal In |#>»<l»r la

placed in an iron mould and heated in a furnace

As town as the lilirration of gas has Ceased. il.e

mould nr allowed to cool, and on opeumg it a

carbon block is obtained which may be ground to

(he ile-iml ail*. Although hard, it is still far t.-o

porous, and to remedy this it is waked inlln kgas

tar, allowed to dry. and filially heated in a fireproof

crucible for some time. A second or even third

time this may la> icjs-ale-l. care being tak.n l<> pi*

vent the access of air lii the crucible, and eventually

a carl-ui very dense, sonorous « lien struck, an 1 a

good conductor of electricity, i- obtained

For a reference to the manufacture of charcoal,

sec separate article ; and see Kl K7TRIC Lluitr.

GarbonHled or Aclduloun Haters are

those which contain a un at excess of carlsmie acid

gas. They may be divided into the artificial and
the natural. The former me treated of under

Aerated Waters Iqv.), and the latter under Mm.J
Water* (q.v.).

Carbonic Acid. Carbon Dioxidr, or Car-
bon ANHYDRiut. also called Fixed Air or Choke
damp, exist# oa a normal constituent of the

atmosphere, of which it forms about thith
port. While enormous quantities of it are poured

of air being I Oft In consequence of thia it can be

poured from one vessel to another like a liquid

;

while in vat# in which it is being disengaged by
fermentation, it remains at the bottom, for some
time even when freely exposed to the air, giving

rise to fatal accidents when workmen carelessly

enter them- Carbonic acid is a colourless gas.

possessing a pleasant acidulous lasta Under a
pressure of about forty atmospheres (600 lb. per

square inch) it becomes condensed to a liquid.

When the liquid carbonic acid is allowed to escape
through a small jet. it rapidly evaporates and pro-

duces intense cold, with the result that a certainduces intense cold, with the result that a certain

portion becomes frozen into a solid resembling
snow. The solid carbonic scid volatilises without

becoming liquid, and by ll>c low resulting tempera-

ture produces strange phenomena Thus when
pressed on the skin it produces the sensation of

burning, and when thrown into a hot crucible

along with mercury, the latter (unjler suitable

conditions )
becomes frozen into a solid mass.

tepnere, oi wmen iv iurui« suoui, mi“> quantitv. Then
. While enormous quantities of it are poured '

p iMu in
the atmosphere by the respiration of animals Thu * on
by the combustion of fuel in our furnaces,

|-((UC in ltie

There i* a popular prejudice against

its in a bedroom during the night-time,

d on the fact that plants give off car

this proportion scarcely seems to vary ; for.

as plant# absorb carbonic acid by the leaves,

and therefrom obtain the carbon necessary for the

formation of wood, they remove it as fast as it is

produced, and thereby keep the atmosphere in a

State suitable for animal life- Carbonic acid also

exists in combination as carbonate*, the roost largely

distributor! of which are the carbonate of lune,

CaCO„ either alone, or in combination with mag-

nesium as dolomite, the blockbond ironstone (car-

bonate of iron, FeCO.), msJschite (basic carbonate

of copper, CuH,0,,CuC0,). Ac. The term carbonic

acid is hardly a correct one, and it is bettor to call

the gas. C0„ carbon dioxide or carbonic anhydride,

reserving the term carbonic acid for the eolation u>

water. The gaseous carbonic acid is represented

by the formula C0„ and contains 12 parUuf carbon

and 32 part# of oxygen by weight. It is a very

dense gas, having a specific gravity of 1529, that

borne acid in the dark, while they ateorb it during
the day. Hants also liberate carbonic acid during

the flowering -e*-oo. but the total amount from
these two -ourcea is so very small, that a single gas-

burner will vitiate the air of a room more rapidly

than a large collection of plaote The prejudice

based on the carbonic acid theory' •**"“ therefore

to be practically groundlow- Carbonic acid forms

two classes of salts, called carbonate* and bicar-

bonate*. The Ucarbonatea differ from the car-

bonates in containing twice as much carbonic acid

gas relatively to the base Thus carbonate of soda.

NOjClV may be regarded a# consisting of soda.

Na,0, and carbonic acid. CO,; while the bicar-

bonate. represented in the same way, would be

NA.0 . 11,0 • 2CO_ or shortly, 2NeHCO, (see

Soda, Sonicm). The bicarUmates very readily

lose the extra molecule of carbonic acid, yielding

then the ordinary carbonate. For the carbonates

of potash and of iron, see POTASH, IRON.

conditions) becomes frozen into a solid mass.

At ordinary pressure# carbonic acid is soluble in

about iu own bulk of wat«r. iu solubility increasing

with increase-1 pressure. This property is taken

advantage of in the manufacture of Aerated Water*
(q.v.), the sparkling appearance of which is due to

lb* liberation of carbonic acid. Carbonic acid is

non combustible, and it does not support combustion

or animal life. A lighted taper is immediately
extinguished when plunged into a vessel containing

carbonic acid, and this simple experiment is used to

lest if workmen may safely sntcr a vat which has
contained the gas. Although inespireble by it#elf.

acting as it does, like water, by causing spasm of

the glottis, it can be Ueathcd when diluted with

air. and in such circumstances it act# a# a narcotic

poison, even so small a proportion as 4 per cent,

acting rapidly. In much less quantity it canare

depression and headache, but in aerated water

works, where carbonic acid ga# u lilwrated in

quantity, it lias never produced this effect, protal.lv

owing to the efficient ventilation. The French

suicides who make use of a charcoal fire to termin-

ate their existence, are partly poisoned by the

carbonic scid. and partly by tire Carbonic Oxide

(q v.) produced by the burning carbon
Carbonic acid may be »sr> leadUr prepared from

chilis of marble, water, and hydrochloric acid, w hich

are placed in a glass bottle

t
furnished with suitable tubes

(see hg V The hydrochloric
acid. lid. act# on the marble.
CaCO,, forming chloride of

calcium. CaCt,. and water.

11,0. while the carbonic acid

gas. CO,, recapo. with effer

vfwcence. and may be col-

lected in suitable vosecls.

Carbonic acid, as indicated

I
before, is the principal pro
duct of combustion ; the car-

bon of the burning -aUtanc*
(wood- coal, taper, coal-gas.

Ac.) uniting with the oxygen of the air to form
carbooic acid. It is also a product of Rmpira-
tioo (q.v.), and is evolved more or Ires largely

by all animals not only by the lungs, hut also

by the .kin. During the Fermentation (q.e.)

of beer or wins it is liberated, while decaying
vegetable or animal matter* give off tbs gas in

The bicarbonate of lime is interesting os being

the form in which most of the lime present In

drinking water is held in solution. When tho ruin,

impregnated with carbonic acid from the atmo-

sphere, or charged with tho gas from subterranean

sources, percolates down through a chalky soil, it

dissolves the chalk, or carbonate of lime, CaCO,,

forming a bicarbonate, and thus becomes what u
known as a hard water. Such a water may be

readily tofteuul by boiling, when the carbonic

acid escapes, and tile chalk, no longer soluble, falls

to the bottom. This gives rise to the domestic

phenomenon known as the furring of the kettle.

A solution of slaked litnc in water (the lime-water

of the shops) forms a ready u»t for carbonic acid.

Thus, if a little be placed in a wine glass, and a

steady stream of expired air from the lungs bo

blown into it. a. turbidity will soon be noticed, duo
to the formation of carbonate of lime. Ou continu-

ing to blow, the carbonic acid dissolves this up,

and a clear solution of bicarlioiiaUi is obtained.

Other carbonates, such as those of silver, iron,

copper, baryta, Ac., are not of suflicienl importance

to warrant further notice here.

Carbonic acid in solution forms a refreshing drink

in feverish states of the system, while in nausea and

gastric irritation iU value is very considerable. It

acta also as a diuretic, and probably, when taken in

moderation, os a stomach loulc. Owing to it#

sparkling properties it is used to conceal the taste

of many drugs; and the granular effervescing pre-

parations, such as citrate of magnesia, now so

widely known, have come into use mainly on

account of tho eo#e with which nauseous drugs

may be Administered under the guise of an effer-

vescing drink. In the form of gas, carbonic acid

U ssad to be beneficial in the irritable sialre of

tbe larynx, owing to iU exercising a slight local

ancrsthetic action.

The carbonates possess mainly tho medicinal

propertire of the boom, than which they ore Ires

irritating, the soda, potash, lune, and magnesia salt#

being recognised ontacida The magnesia salt, in

tbe form of the bicarbonate. U well known as
• fluid magnesia,’ which possesses both antacid and

aperient propertire.

Carbonic Oxide is the lower oxide of Carbon

(q.v.). and is represented by the formula GO. It

c*>D»i*U of i>uU by wcujfht of c*rbon and 16

(art# of oxygen It does not occur Daturally. but

may be obeerved burning with a pale-blue flame

in fireplaces and stoves, especially in frasty

weather. During the oombustion of the fuel at the

lower part of the pate tbe oxygen of the air

unites with the carbon of the fuel to form carbonic

acid. CO,; and this jras rising up through red-

hot ooal or carbon. C. ha# part of it# oxygen

abstracted by the carbon, and l»o molecule# of

carbonic oxide, CO, are produced, which taking fire

on the top of the coals, burn with the characteristic

blue flame, abstracting more oxygen from the

air, and re forming carbonic acid, CO,. Carbonic

oxide can be prepared for experimental purposes

by healing in a retort a mixture of oxalic acid,

S
< healing in a retort a mixture of oxalic acid,

,U,0„ and sulphuric acid, H,SO.. when the latter

abstracts the water from the oxalic acid, and the

other element#. 0,
0 ,. eecaoe os carbonic acid,

CO,, and carbonic oxide, CO. On passing the

mixed gases through a solution of potash. KOH,
the carbonic acid is retained as carbonate of potash,

K.CO,. whilst tho carbonic oxide remains as geo.

Carbonic oxide is a transparent, colourless gas,

with an oppressive odour. It i? rather lighter than
parent, colourless gas,

with an oppressive odour. It is rather lighter than

air, it# specific gravity being only 968. In this it

differ* very markedly from Carbonic Acid (q.v.).

For many years it resisted all attempt# to liquefy

it, but at last, on December 2. 1877, it yielded to

the modern methods of combined cold nrid pressure.

It burns with a blue flame, but is a non-suiijxirter

of combustion, and at once extinguishes a lighted

candle introduced into iL It is very poisonous, and

even when largely diluted with air, if inhaled, it

produore a Kuaalioa of oppression and tightness of

the bead, and ultimately act# os a narcotic poison.

It enter* into many compound* known to the

organic chemist, such aa urea. It is used in

Siemens's and other • producer' gases, of which it

i« a principal ingredient
;
and U the most important

reducing agent in blast furnace proceese*.

Carbuncle, »o called from the two prominent
symptoms—a glowing fiery redness, and a burning
pain— is closely allied to Boil (q.v.), but tho
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symptom*, both local and general, are much more
severe. It consist* of an inflammation, caused by
some vitiated condition of the blood, or some atmo-
spheric influence, attacking a patch of skin on the
shoulders, nape of the neck, or indeed on any part of
the body. The part swells slightly, feels hard, and
this hardness extends deeply into the tissues ; the
pain is very severe, and the patient much depressed
with Iona of appetite, and general derangement of
the secretiona As the disease advance*, the redness
assume* a dark purple or livid hue, the cuticle
rises in Misters, and many small specks of matter
appear on it* surface, which discharge, and leave

rflutes like those in the rose of a watering-pot

;

>ugh this a viscid purulent fluid escapes, and
after some tune the small sloughs or cores of tho
true skin which have been killed by the disease.

In aoino cases the apertures meet, totaling large
openings, and In others the whole patch of skin
sloughs and comes nwav.
The treatment of carbuncle* consist* in restoring

the secreting organs to a healthy condition, the
agent* for which must depend on the individual
caae

; in supporting the patient’s strength bv easily
digested food, wine, brandy, and bark, with nitric

acid ; relieving pain by opiates, and encoaraging
suppuration with warm poultice*

; canot, turnip,
and yeast poultices being favourite applications in
this disease. Sulphide of calcium in small dose*
is Botnotixue* useful in arresting the disease.

Free incision has been strongly recommenced bv
some surgeons

;
but has not been generally adopted.

Quite recently (HUM) early and complete removal
of tho sloughing tissue by cutting or scraping has
boen used with succea*. By this means it is said
that tho pain is arrested, the constitutional symp-
toms rapidly subdued, and the healing of the sore

greatly hastened.

Carburet. See Carbides, Caebon.
Carburetted Hydrogen Is a term in

chemistry applied to several compound* of carbon
and hydrogen. Thus, light carboretted or mono-
carburetter hydrogen, Cll (> is the gaseous com-
pound popularly known as marsh gas and fire-

damp, and is the principal constituent of coal-gas

(see GAS), Heavy carburelted or bi carboretted
hydrogen, C,H„ is otherwise known as Olefiant

G'selq.v.).

Cardamoms are the capsules of certain species
of Zingiberacem (q.v.), particularly EUttana Car -

danunnum, a flag like perennial, abundant in the
moist shady mountain forest* of the Malabar coast,

and deposit*. After sufficient time the liquid is

drained off, and tlie pigment is dried in the shade.

It is alleged that bnght sunny weather is eaecntial
to the production of U.e lineal qualities. Hence it

is said the United Kingdom is unfavourably situated
for the manufacture ; but the fact is that details of

successful processes are guarded with jealous care:
and in all probability brightness and purity of pro-

duct are duo to important minor details in the manu-
facturing process. Canuine is soluble in water, weak
spirit, and in ammoniaca! solutions

; the latter agentspirit, and in ammontacal solution*
; the latter agent

affording a ready means of detecting the presence
of (lie adulterant*—chalk, Chinaclay, and vermilion
—frequently added to the coelly pigment- Carmine
is a most beautiful pinky red. sometimes used for
silk and wool dyeing, but more sought for colouring
fine confections, and dyeing feathers and artificial

flowers ; and it is not unknown as cosmetic rouge.

Carmine Lake, prepared with alumina, is a raosl
important artist s colour. There are various other
tinctorial ogcote known under the name of carmine,
of which the commonest are Archil Carmine maJe
from Archil (q.v.); Brilliant Carmine Red. a lake
of Brazil-wood

; Indigo Carmine, a purple prepare
lion of indigo, and Sorgho Carmine, obtained from
the juic* of the sugar or Chinese Sorghum, Sorghum
SaeeAaraluni.

C’nrob, Auiarou*. or Locust-tree (CYrofonia
mliqua), a tree of the order Leguminous-, sub-

order Cwsalpinirsr, a native of the Mediterranean

countries. In sire and manner of growth it some-

what resembles U.e apple tree, but with abruptly
pinnate dark evergreen leaves, which have two or

three pair of large oval leaflet*. The flowers are

destitute of corolla ; the fruit is a brown leathery

pod. 4 to N incites long, a little curved, and con-

taining a fleshy and at lost spongy and mealy pulp,

of an agreeable sweet ta»te. in which lie a number
of shining brown seeds, somewlmt le-rmbling small

flattened beans. The seeds are bitter and of no

where they are largely cultivated on small clear-
ings. Tho throe celled capsule* contain numerous
wrinkled seeds, which form an aromatic pungent
spice, weaker than pepper, and with a peculiar
but agreeable taste. On account of their cordial
and stimulant prupertir* they are employed In

medicine, very generally to qualify other medi-
cines

;
they ore also used in confectionery, al-,

w mmma iu c*/ui«*.tioO«rT, *1- p l j f» t
though not U> a gr*at extent in Briuin ; fcut in

^Aan^n.tia'^^k!!!i
l

r“
l

8

“1 “ use (although they were formerly u~d a. weight*

srtwies ^^iThS-riaSs sspa ss*** o,h" p,

“s sxftta'SLt:
. Vujr Of the countries in which the -tree grows. In

Ac yield* ^ s**
’ *'

•

tV“ “ tk
“ sse

g,"Ke,, Europe. ami are abo ...ported into BriUn unde.
> . the name of Ixwuat Kean*, which name and that
ic Htrmu) IS the red colouring

„( si John's Bread they have received in oonse-
"0"'. cochineal insect (see qUence of „„ ancient pinion or tradition, that they

'*y *•"'<* R “ preparevl „„t thf trae (insect
(
locust are the * locusts*

are used in almost every household
pastry. Other plants belonging to the
yiold drure employed under the same name, bat
all are of inferior value; thus Amomum Cardo-
momum of Siam, Ac. yields Round Cardamoms,
A. rantfund*. Wild or Bastard Cardamom, Ac.
Carmin ative* (from Lnt. co/ww. 'a charm ').

medicines to relieve flatulence ami pain in the
bowels, such ss canlanmiim, pepperiuint, ginger,
and other stimulating aromatic-.

Carmine (Arabic Ktrmu) i« the red colouring
principle obtained from the cochineal insect (see
Cochineal). The method by which it is prepared
U said to have been accidentally .Uncovered by a
Franciscan monk at Pisa. while compounding a
medicine containing cochineal ; ami in 163d iu
manufacture wo* begun. There are several pro-
cesses by which carmine may be prepared, all of
which in effect depend on exhausting powdered
cochineal with boiling water, and precipitating the
pigment by the addition of a weak acid or an acid
salt. The following i" an example of the pro-
cesses : Digest I lb. of cochineal in 3 gallons of
water for 16 minutes, then add 1 oz. of cream of

tartar, heat gently for 10 minutes, add 4 oz. of
alum, boil for 2 or 3 minutes, ami after allowing
impurities to settle, the clear liquid is placet! in
clean glass pans, when the carmine slowly separate*

which formed tlie food of John the Baptist in the

wilderness. It seems more probable that they »rc

the 'husks’ iteration) of the parable of the Pro

digal Son. -Tlie Arab* make of the pulp of the

earob a preserve like tamarinds, which is genily

aperient. —The carol* iree is too tender for the

climate of Britain, lait iu extensive introduction

into the north of India ha* been recommended.
The produce is extremely abundant, some trees

yielding a* much a* 800 or 9U» lb. of pod*. The
wood is hard, ami much valued, and the bark and
leave* are used foe tanning —The Locust TREE
(q.v.) of America i* quite distinct from this.

Carpets. When and where tho earliest carpet*
were made can only be matter of conjecture. Sltin»

of animals covered with fur, and plaited plant stems,
such as those of rushes, would in all proliability bo
used as mat* in prehistoric times, air 0. Wilkin-
win states that imperfectly preserved fragment* of

woollen stuff, presenting the appearance of a carjiet,

were found at Thebes in Egypt, lie also calls

attention to a small ancient rug brought from
Egypt to England. It is made of woollen threads
on linen string, and ha* upon it the figure* of a boy
and a gooee—the hieroglyphic of a child. But
in Dr Birch's opinion this rug i* of the Greek or
Roman, not of the Pharaonic period. Carpet* were
in use in ancient Greece and Italy.
Ptruan Carpel,.—The manufacture of three gore

back to a very remote period. Indoed it appears to
lie certain that pile carpet* were first made to

Persia, and from that country introduced into India
by the Mohammedan conquerors. The Persian
habit of sitting and sleeping on the ground proUbly
brought into use soft floor-coverings suite! to such
a custom. Even among the higher classes in Persia
carpet* constitute the wnole furniture of a room, ex-
cept a few ornament* placed in niches in the wall.

A Persian not only sit* and sleeps upon, but also
inakss a table of a carpel. Fine Persian fabric* of

this kind are very highly prized for their beautiful
and appropriate dreigns, anil for the quiet harmony
bl their colours. They are of great durability. Hu
Murdoch Smith states that the floor of the chief

pavilion of the Chahel BiUtn palace at Ispahan to

covered with a fine carpet which has been la see

vsss
pavilion of the Chahel BiUtn
ooverel with a fine carpet w

a a . a a ns a » a a

•lore tLe time of Bhah Abbas, who reigned in the
end of the lOih rentery. Persian pile carpets are

.M2&-

%

i
•tssr

made by firmly knotting tufte of woollen Tan on
tbs warp threads, and there tufte are held la their
plan by the woof yam. The fioret are there of

Kurd istan ; but carpet* are mads- la many parts of

Persia, to also are fella or nfimRds, the best of

which are fully an inch thick. There kite are
formed of camel's hair, more or leas mixed with
wool, and are ornamented on one side with inlaid
devices. They are used to oover the sides and sod
of a room, and owing to their thickness are softer

to sit upon tlmn ordinary carps la. An attempt was
made to introduce the making of Persian carpels
after tbs Persian manner into Finland in IMA At
the sale of the Goupi! collection in Paris in the
spring of 1«M. two small old Prreian carpels, sach
7 feet by 6 feel, brought respectively 1300 and
£1300. For throe others, also of small sire, the
sum of £1500 was obtained. About £300 is bellevsd

to be the highest price hitherto paid in Persia lie. If

for a small carpet. There are photo engravings of

two of Goupil's cartels in ths CautU do, floaux-
Art, for IK&3. and larger coloured illustration* of

fioe Persian carpet* in the Portfolio of P,r,ia»
Art. iaaucd by the Boulb Kensington Mureuw.

Indian Carpsfr.—Both cotton and woollen carpets

are made in Indie. Those composed of cotton are
chiefly made in Bengal and Northern India, and are
usually in two coloured stripes, such s* red and
blue. They are often furtfirr ornamented with
squares and diamond shape*, and occasionally with
gold and silver. Sir George Bird wood, a high
authority on the history of Indian manufacture*,manufacture*,
Considers that the pattern* upon these cotton

carpets, as well as those upon portions of some
native dr illustrate the most ancient orna-
mental designs of India The pattern* on the
woollen pile carpet* of India can be traced lack to

Persian original*, and both fabric* are made in the
same way. Many of the older once, a* well a*
•©me quite recently made, are scarcely Ims remark-
able than those made in Persia for their beauty
and other meritorious qualities. In numerous

C ol India, however. Use design* hare retired

European influenoa Pig. 1 shows hi Iadtoa

carpet loom ; there need In Pertoa are equally triad-

live- Carpets are made in Cashmere, the Punjab,
Bind, and on the Malabar ooaat; also at Agra,
Mirzapur, Jabbolpore, Hyderabad, Masulipatam,
and elsewhere, fforne silk and velvet carpets are

likewise made in India
Turkey Carpet,.— Like the carpete of Persia,

India, and North Africa, these are made on rude
simple looms by knotting tufte of woollen yarn on
the warp threads acmes the width of the carpet,
and firmly bindiug the rows of these tufte by tho
weft. Tne moot characteristic patterns of Turkey
carpet* are diamond shape* and zigzags—that is.
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These are tl the umc time formed into loop# by
the ioierticB of wire*, which ere immediately with-
drawn. Fig. 1 shows « section of a Bnueels carpet
In which these wires are shown.

Velvet File or WiUen Carpet—This only differs

from a Brussels carpet in having the raised loops

cut so as to give it a velvet like surface.

Tapestry Carpet ( lig. 3). the name given to a
carpet made of parti coloured yams by a very in-

genious method patented bv Mr Kichard Whvtock
of Edinburgh in 1832 It riwemblc. the • Brussels

1

make inasmuch as the surface is formed of loops of

worsted yarn, hut instead of each thread being of a
single colour, it is of several colours in the tape*try
carpet. It is really a printed carpet, but it is only

the woollen warp yarn, not the woven fabric, which

“P"oted Th»e > «n»i are placed oo a large drum
which ia traversed by small roller* charged with
dye*, and thus the thread* are printed io band* of

various width*. When the parti coloured warp
thread* are arranged for weaving, the pattern
appeal* long drawn ouL In that stage wLat are
to bo square* in the woven pattern appear a*

oblongs, and what are to be circle* a* ellipse**

Carrion Flower ( Sta/Wm ruri’yfl/rt).

are often large and beautifully marked, but the

carrion stench i« very strong. They attract carrion

flies, which may even lay their eggs in the flowers,

and by throe visitor* it would appear that cm**-
fertilisation is effected. The name carrion flower

is also given in some parts of the United State*

to Smilax hirbacta, a totally distinct liliaceous

plant.

Carthaalae, or Cakthimkikl The dye so
called is obtained by a chemical process from Car-

tkamui tincUmus, or Hafflower (q.v.h in crystal*
which are insoluble in water, slightly soluble in

ether, and which with alcohol readily form a purple-

red eolation. When newly precipitated, cartnamine
immediately and permanently attaches itself to

cotton or silk (but not to wool), requiring no
mordent It dyes the fabric a fine rod, which is

ehanmd to yellow on the addition of alkalic*. and
inav be returned to red again on being treated
with acids. The safflower contains about 6 per

sent of carthaaune, and also about 25 per cant of

a yellow ocJooring matter called safflower-yellow,
wkMft. however, is of no value in dyeing.

Fig, 1.—Oupet Loom, Cewnpiv.

they arc more purely geometrical Ilian the Tcnuau
design*. The arrangement of the colour* usually
adopted produce* a rich and pleasing effect, and the
fabric from it* mode of construction and depth of

pile is extremely durable. Turkey < srjwu are chirfly

ntude at Ushak, near Smyrna, in Asia Minor.
The carpel* of the kind manufactured from 1755

till IH35 in England nl Axmirister. and still made
te a small extent at Wilton, as well as some of the
highly ornamental French carpets, such as those of

Aubuason and lleauvaie, are made on the same
princiide as orientul pile carpets

KidtlmninsUr or A-oirA Carpel~Thi* is the
oldest kind of machine made carpet It has no
pile, the yarn of which it is complied lying Its)

upon the surface like kii ordinary »or*te*l cloth

In some respects, altliough counter and stronger, it

resemble* a woollen damask of two colour*, and like

it ia rtverwihl* The pattern u most perfect oo the

face side, but if in till* iMwiciou it shows a purple
flower on a green ground, then on the other aide the

flower is green on a purple ground. This would lie a
two pi v carpet, the purple |s»rtion forming a arimrat*
layer from the green portion, except at the *ugw» of

the flower, where the yarn in passing from the

front to the hack hinds the two layer* together. A
three ply i* in three layer*, and i- usually in three

or more colours or shade- of colour. The different

layers are interlocked Iv tlie manner in which the

thread* are u*cd to i<»rn» the pattern Union
KuLler Carpet* rcM’inlilr the two ply kind, except
that instead of Wing all wo*»l. they hav* cotton

warp* and wuntol weft* In tlie-e the colour of

the cotton u-ually hole* Indore that of the wool
Kidderminster carpeting is wo^eu on |*jwer looms
with Jacquard appamtus

HnuMtft t'nrj«( Iii tlii« make of rar|»rt the

worsted thread** are arranged in the warp, and are
interwoven in Us a network of linen Still the hulk
of the carpet consist* of wool What is called a
six-frame * llm*^ U * consist* of *i\ layer* or thick

ncssc* of coloured worsted yarn, hut there are also
five, four, and three frame carpi- of this kind,
each formed of a corresponding niiiiilirr of worsted
thread*. Of three the best and thickest i- the six-

frame variety. The numl«er of odour- the
cariKjt indicate* often, but not always, the .u*..her

of Iramro used in it* construction These frame#
are placed behind the loom, and each of them
contain* aUiui 2fl0 reel* or Isdibin* of worsted,
which as a nils i* of one colour, that U-ing the
number of thread* in a carnet of the usual width of

27 inches. But by a little ingenuity five or six

F« *

Tb« »***ing draw* them up into proper shape, end
the loom* are simple Although the heck of a
topeslry carpet may be of any vegetable fibre, it is

Very frequently of jut*, but the wool is practically
all on the surface. In * Brussel. carpel on the
cootmry the wonted yarns are not only on the
surface but in layer* below it

Carpets of undyed » or*led yarn are made of a
similar structure to the tapes l ry kind, ai.d after
wants printed with a pattern on the surface.

Patent Arm.mter Carpet {hg. «»._Mr J. Temple P®
too of (.leaf., patented in IK38 a method of mak “
kg carpet* by the use of ch.iulU which ere known 71
by thu name. The wool chenille is first woven on a

®

separate loam, and cut into Mtils for the weft In _
'

this kind of carpet the elements of the droign or .
'

patUrn e.ul in lU chenille weft, whkh somewhat

an-anusi
U called

are bags

ae propor
strength-

resemble* the particoloured warp yam in the
tapestry carpet ; but thu eliemlle, hating a pile

J®
**#•» doee not require to be formed into

lo*p» The surface of the carnet is in fact formed
of weft lines of ehemlle, which, so to speak, has a
backbooe of thread. By means of ‘catcher warw ’

crossing iu l«ckls>ne. the chenille is hound to »
strong under-fabric of cotton, linen, or hemp.

Royal Armirnitcr Carpet —This is a kind of car-
pet which ha* Iwen recently introduced. It differs
from Templeton's patent Axminster in not requir-
ing the preliminary weaving •«! the chenille, and
from * Kniasela ' la not requiring the use of
Jacquard apparatus to weave it In the Royal
Axnnnster the pattern is arranged line by line on a
succession of small spools of yarn, from which tufts
are cut hr machines and fastened into tbe carpet
by the interlacing of linen or jute warp and weft.
J*te Cnrpeh —Owing to the fact that iute is

neither s very durable fibre nor easily dyed with
permanent colours, carpels made of it are not

highly esteemrd. but they are much cheaper than
other kinds. They are made (at Dundee ..n a very
laree scale) either with a looped or plain surface,
and their patterns may be aa Iwautiful as any on

Fig. L the oeoUe of

which Is the

f-w*" arraagemsot. Those made of coiled“ have bees discarded aa being liable to jam In

the barrel. Tbe new &n field -Martini rifle has a
artrUge at the fora shown ia fig. I, containing,

besides the cap, M grains of powder, and a Bullet
(q-r.) weighing 3H4 grains. Between them is a
earnpound wad * Inch thick, half of that thick-
aass being cardboard, next the powder, and the
other half beeswax, so that the
boro is cleaned out by each dis-

charge. All modern military rifles

have simile r cartridges, the actnal

shape depending upon that of tho
Chamber fq.v.J, the calibre, and
the powder charge. The solid-

drawn case being sJmoet inde-
structible, can be re-charged and
capped twenty times, and the rifle

cartridge can be used with Machine
Gone (q.v.) of the same bore, and
with carbines

Pistol or revolver cartridge* are
similar to those for rifles, but
shorter, and some of the smaller
patterns are ignited differently, the
hammer striking a rim at the base
of tbe cartridge, which contains the
fulminate.

Brussel, oc Kidderminster carpet.

Carrion Flower*. a name which, on account
of their smell resembling that of putrid meat, has
been given to the flowera of many species of
Stapeha, a genus of Asclepiadere, which is other-
wise remarkable for the succulent development of

the cellular tissue of the stem and reduction of the
leaves, refilling in a general aspect like that of

the Cactus family. There are about 100 species,

all native* of the Cape of Good Hope. The flowera

ooloun can be arranged in a four-frame carpet,
in which case only an expert can determine it*

quality. Brussels carpet is woven on a loom with
a Jacquard apparatus (see Loom), which rai-ea

such of the colour**! yum* to thy surfar* m lb#
pattern require- at each throw* of ths shuttle.
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For sporting rifles of )«rg* bore

the same cartridge «ue is g«ncrmllj
used as for shotguns, the bullet
being spherical, solid conical, hol-

low conical, or explosive. For small-

bore. or what are known as RxDnwa
rifles, one sitnils* to the Enfield-
Martini cartridge, but containing 4

drachms of jk>w «1 er, is lued. Thu
rifle fin* * light {270 groin*) hollow
conical bullet with greet velocity,

low trajectory, and immense killing

power. Fig. 2 shown * section of a
60-inch floury expires cartridge
(full aUa).

The cartridge for breech lolling
shot guru is usually a stout cylinder of paper with

Fig. 3.—Central ftrn Jtliot Cartri.l*.- Section (full .ire).

a metal baae (bg. 3|. The sire varies with the
calibre, aod they have cither pin or central-fire

Ignition. In America the care i* often eolid bra**
For the cartridge used in blasting with dyna

mite and the like, nee BUUITINO.

i artrlrige-pnper, a light coloured strongE,
originalIV manufacture*! for cartridge*, u

«»vely used in art. ita rough aurfare being
retain kind* of drawing.

Cane-hardening i» the nroce*» of convening
the aurface of certain kinds of malleable iron ir*«-U

into steel, thereby making them harder, lev* liable

to rust, and capable uf taking on a better polish

Fire irons, gun locks, key*, and other article- uf

limited sire, arc v 7 commonly *> treated, hot
the proceaa ia sometime* applied to large ohjeate.

such os iron railway-ban*. The articles are tint

formed, ami heated t<> redness with powdered
charcoal or cast iron, the malleable non taking

carbon from either of the***- to form "kin *>f -teel

upon it ; the healed object* are then cooled in

cold water, or in oil when they arc of a delicate

nature. Yellow prussiatc of |>ota*h or paring* of

leather have al*o Wn a good ileal used for coaling
iron article* with steel by heating them together.

Some chemists consider that in this >«**• nitrogen

combine* with the iron and effects the hardening.
The coaling of steel l« very thin, seldom exceeding

S
th of an inch. A Swedish ironmaster has found

at a very excellent case.hardening it* obtained

5
treating iron or steel objects with a mixture

animal matter, such as rasped leather or horn,

and araenioue acid dissolved m hydrochloric acid,

and heating an usual.

Casein ia an organic compound allied to Albu-

men (q.v.), found 111 the milk of the Mammalia.
It also exists in peas, beans, and other leguminous

seeds, and is then known as Legumin. The pro-

portion of casein in Milk I
q.v.) varire, but averages

about 3 per cent., and it may be coagulated and
separated therefrom by the addition of a little

Rennet (q.v.), ru* in the manufacture of Cheese
(q.v.), or by the employment of a few drops of a

mineral acid, such a* dilute sulphuric acid In

either case the casein separate* as cord, which still

retains attached to it some oil and earthy salt*,

though the greater portion of theae substances,

along with the sugar, remain in the watery liquid
or tihty. The elementary bodies which enter into

the composition of casein, and the proportion in

which these are present in 100 parts, are—carton
63 83; hydrogen. 7 15; nitrogen, 15-65; oxygen,
22*52 ; and sulphur. 0H5. The Properties of casein

are, t uU it is not coagulated by heat, as is well

evidr iced in the lieating of milk, but is coagulated
on the addition of rennet ; sulphuric, hydrochloric,

or nitric acids; alcohol, creosote, or infusion of

galls, but not by acetic acid. It also forms in-

soluble precipitates with solutions of the poisonous
aalu, acetate of lead, nitrate of silver, and bi-

chloride of mercury ( corrosive sublimate), and hence
the efficacy of Uking large doses of milk in cases

of poisoning by those .Iradlv salts, as the casein in

the milk, forming an insoluble compound with the

poiaoo. keeps it from exerting iu deadly lower*.
When casein u heated with chalk, it forms a
compound, insoluble in water, an* I hardening by
exposure to air. which may be used as a cstuent.

The compound with lime is used in drwteniper

painting.

The Form of casein obtained from plants, and
termed Iegumin. u generally procured from legumin-
ous seeds, liks peas or beans, though it can also

be extracted from the majority of vegetable sub
stances, especially from sweet and bitter almonds,
and even from tea and oofTre. lined peas contain
a fourth of thaw weight of leguniin. and this ran be

extracted by bruising the [eas to powder, and

digesting in warm water for two or three hours.

The liquid is then strained through cloth, which
retains the insoluble matters, and allows the water
with the legumin dissolved therein, and with starch

mechanically suspended. U> pass through. On
settling, the starch falls to the bottom of llie

vessel, and the clear liquid holding the legumin in

solution, on the addition of a small amount of

acetic acid, yields e precipitate of legumin or vege-

table casein. So perfectly does the vegetable

casein resemble lb* casein from milk, that the one
can hardly be distinguished from the other by

chemical tests or by taste. In various |*srta uf

China, especially near Canton, there is a form of

cheese made from pees Casein ia a most import-
ant article of food. See Dl*T. DtcraTlon, NUTU-
nos.

medicine
;
while a dose of a table-spoonful, or a

little more, will almost always succeed if it remains
on the stomach. The only serious objections to the

oae of castor oil are its flavour and the sickness

often produced by it. It may be administered

floating on peppermint or cinnamon water, or on

coffee, or shaken up with glycerine. But tho moot

effectual plan for disguising the disagreeable flavour

is to inclose it in thin gelatin capsules, holding aa

much a* a tea-spoonful or more.

The adulterations of castor-oil may be various.

Several of the fixed oils, including lard, may bo

employed. The best tret uf its purity ia its com-

plete solubility in it* own volume of aloolute

alcohol. It in used also as a lubricant, and in India

for burning in lamps. Croton-oil is occasionally

added.
Castoh oil Plant (/ficinu* commuiui . natural

order Kuphorbiaceie
)

ia a nativo of India, but now

Casior-oll Plant ( Atctnu* communis)
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vent* the acceaa of ant* and other creeping insect*

to the honey, so preserving it for the be*» or olher

flying insects by which alone crow* fertilisation is

effected. Other Caryophyllaeea*. notably Lyshuu
Viscaria, ponai the same means of defence The
Nottingham Catchfly is Sitene nutans. The ur.

related Lhotura musciputa i- also sometimes called

the Carolina Catchfly. See Dion*a

Catechu, a substance employed in tanning

and dyeing and medicinally as an astringent The
catechu ol commerce in obtained chiefly from two

East Indian trees ( A coda Catechu and .4. Santa ).

The former is common in moat parts of India, ami
also in tropical East Afnca, and the latter gross in

Southern India, Bengal, and (iujerat Catechu is

known in India by the name hit or lut. Cutch is

another form of one or other of these names, and
is a common commercial name. The tree* are out

down when they are about a foot in diameter,

and according to some accounts only the heart

wood is used, but other reports -ay that the

whole of the woody part of the trunk is utilised.

The catechu is obtained by cutting it iuto small

chipa, and boiling it in water, straining tbe

liquid from time to time, and adding frr.li sup

plies of chips, till the extract i- of sufficient fun

sistruce to bo poured into clay moulds; or when
of the thickness of tar. it is allowed to harden for

two days, so that it will not run. and la formed into

ball* about the sire of oranges, which are placed on
husks of rice or on leaves, and appear in commerce
enveloped in them. Catechu u of a dark brown

colour, hard and brittle, aud when broken has a

shining surface. It pus™.* on astringent taate.

but no odour. It is a very permanent colour, and

is employe,! in the dyeing of blacks, browns, fawns,

drabs, &c. Ordinary commercial catechu or cutch

is composed of catechu tannic acid, which insoluble

in cold water, and catechin or cateehuic acid, which

is nearly insoluble in cold hut soluble in boiling

water. The latter can l»- separated in the suie

of minute, ncicular, colourless crystal* It is often

adulterated with earthy siiUtencj*, hut its ready

solubility in water and alcohol should at one* show
tho presence of such by leaving them behind in an
insoluble sUto. Arcca or Palm Catechu, sometimes
oid

Iml Ceylon Catechu, differ* wholly from the
above. It is got from the ripe nuts of the BeUl
palm, which yield, by boiling, a black, very

astringent extract, resembling true catechu, but

of inferior quality. This sulalance is rarely

exported from India (see Akkca, BkTUI Gambir

a
.v.) may lie regarded as a kind of catechu. Trrro

ivoukii, or Japan Earth, is an old uamc f o
catechu, not quite disused, given in mistake as to

iU nature and origin About GOOD tons of cate. hu
or cutch arc annually imported into Great Britain

from India.

Catfiat i* employed in the fabrication of the

strings of violins, liarps. guitars, ami other musical

instruments; as also in the cords used by clock-

maker*, in the Isiws of Hreherw, and in whipcord.

It is generally prepared from the intestine* of the

sheep, rarely from of the horse, a—, or mule,

and not those of the cat. The hr"t stage in the

operation is the thorough cleansing of the in

te»tines from adherent feculent and fatty matter" ;

after which they are steeped in water for several

days, so ss to loosen the external membrane, which

can then be removed hy scraping with u blunt

knife. The material which is thus -craned off is

employed for the cords of battledoor« ami rackets,

and also as thread in sewing the ends of intestines

together. The scraped intestines are then steeped

in water, and scraped again, when the large in-

testines are cut off and place,! in tub* with -alt,

to preserve them for the sausage-maker ; and the

•mailer intestine* are steeped in water, thereafter

treated with a dilutesolution of alkali 1 4 or. potash,

4 ox. carbonate of potash, and 3 to 4 gallons of

water, with occasionally a little alum), and are
lastly drawn through a perforated brass thimble,
and assorted into their respective “ires In order
to destroy any adherent matter which would lead

to putrefaction, and the consequent development
of offensive odours, it is customary to subject the
catgut to the fumr* of burning sulphur—i.e sul-
phurous acid, which acta aa an Antiseptic (q.v. ),

and arrest* decomposition. The best strings come
from Italy, and are used for musical instrument*
These are known aa 1toman strings, but they are

made in several Italian towns, the most valuable
coming from Naples. About 10 per cent, of the
violin strings manufactured are JaJse -i.e. they
produce two sounds. Gut string* for musical
instrument* become uwlcw after being kept a few
years Cord for elockmaker* t- made from the
smallest of the mtrwtinrs. ami occasionally from
larger ones, which lave been split longitudinally
into several length* Tbe catgut obtained from
the intestine* of horses, ami mules is prin-

cipally made in France, and i- ein ployed in the
same way as leather belts for driving lathes and
other small machine*.

Catha. a genu- of Celastracea*, often reckoned

under CeUslrus. C faults, Arabian Tea, the Kh»t
of the Arab., is a shrub highly valued by them on

account of its leave*, which are chewed or infused

like coffee or tea, to which its properties seem
essentially similar. It is cultivate! along with

coffee.

Cathartics |Gr. lalhairo. *
I purify a name

originally for all medicine* uippn»ed in purify the
system from the matter of disease (matenes morhi ).

which was generally peesunwd by the anrlent* to

exist in all cases, of fever and acute di-ease, ami to

require to Le separated or thrown off hv the differ-

ent excretion* of the body. Ultimately the term

eathartic* became limited in its signification to

remedies acting on the biwel*. which arc popularly
ealled Pnrfatvrcs (q.v.)—a mere translation of the

Greek wool.

Catheter (f!r. l.ifAirmi, *1 thrust into*) was a

name applied indifferently to all Instrument* for

pa—ing along mure-i- canal-. In modern times,

however, it lias generally l«een reserved for tubular

rmls through which fluid* or air may )>asa. ami

is now restricted to th«*e used for emptying tho

urinary bladder, and those used (or injecting air

or ffuid- into the Eustachian tube | Eustachian

Catheter). Tl*e catheter for the former purpose

i. a verv old surgical instrument. The ancienu
made their* of copper. which accumulated ver-

Higns. In the ®th century silver was -ulatiluted

l*y the Arabian -irgeons as a cleanlier metal, and

is still used by all who are not oblige. I. for econom-
ical reason*.' to have their catheter* made of

German silver nr prwfc*. The urinary ealhrtcr

for the male varies in length from 10 to II inchew;

the female catlietrr need not be more than 4 or 5
inches. Tin- form is a matter of lew importance,

hut uwat surgeons prefer an instrument straight to

within the last few inches of its length ; the latter

slsiuld lie curved into tie- segment of a until circle.

Other*, however, use a double curve, and indeed
nearly everv surgeon has a peculiar fancy in this

respect. Flexible catheter* are made of gum
elastic (see BuCCIBt), which may be used either

alone or -upported on a wire. Many other material*
have been proposed, but vulcanised india nihbrr is

tbe only one generally in u»e. The Eustachian

catheter is generally made of metal or vulcanite. 6
or 7 inchew in length, with the last inch or lews

slightly curved It i- introduced into the Eus-

tachian tube along tbe fl.su of the noae. and air

or fluid may be forced along it by an india rubber

bag which can be attached to it.

4'aul.a portion ol the amnion or thin membrane
enveloping the f.rlus. sometimes encompassing tho

head of a child when lorn, mentioned here on ae

count of the extraordinary superstition* connected

with it from verv early ages almost down to the

present day. It was tbe popular belief that chil-

dren so bom would tom nut very fortunate, and

that tbe caul brought fortune even to those who
purchased it Th» superstition was so common
in the primitive church, tliat St Chrysostom
inveighed against it in several of his homines. In

later time* raid wives sold the caul to advocates

at high price*, as an mpecial mean* of making
them eloquent, and to seamen, as an infallible

preservative against drowning (cf. Dickens * David
Copperfield k It was also supposed that the health

of the per-on horn with it could be told by tho

caul, which, if firm and crisp, betokened health,

but if relaxed and flaccid, sicknew or death ( Softs

and Queries. 1884-36! During the 17th century

caul* were often advertised in the new-pajieis for

sale—from £10 to £30 being the price* asked;

and so recently as 8th May 1848. there whs an

advertisement in the Times of a caul to be sold,

which 1 was afloat with it* late owner thirty year*

in all the perils of a seaman's life, and the owner

died at last at the place of hi* birth.’ The price

asked was six guineas.

Caustic (Or., ’burning'), in Medicine and in

Chemistry, is the term applied to such substance*

a* exert a corroding or disintegrating action on the

•kin and flesh. Lunar caustic (so called because

silver was called lunn,

'

the moon,’ in the alchemist*
1

mv»tical jargon) is nitrate of silver, and common
caustic i* |iotash. When u*e,l a* a caustic in medi-

cine, the substance is fused and cast into moulds,

which yield the caustic in small stick* the thick-

ness of on ordinary lead pencil, or rather lore.—

Caustic i* also used in chemistry in an adjective

sense thus caustic lime, or pure lime, CaO, as

distinguished from mild lime, or the carbonate of

lime, CaCO., caustic magnesia, MgO, and mild

magnesia. MgCO,. caustic potash, caustic soda (for

the*-', see I’otakh. Soda. Ac ). See Cautkhy,

Cauatleh. " hen the incident raye are parallel

to the principal axis of a reflecting concave mirror,

they converge, after reflection, to a single point,

called the principal focu*. In the caae of parabolic

minora this is rigorously true. For. as Tm easily

seen from the fundament property ol the para-

bola, any ray falling on the mirror parallel to the

axis to reflected so a* to pass exactly through the

foooa For other mirror* it i* approximately true

only when the breadth of the mirror is very email

la comparison with it* radius of curvature. When
the breadth of the mirror is large in comparison
with iU radio* of curvator* there is no definite

of a luminous point. In such canes

•proud over what to called a Caustic,

a Catacoustic
An example of the caustic is given in the nnnextsl

figure for the simplest ca*e— namely, that of rave

falling directly on a concave spherical mirror, BAB',
from a point eo distant as to be practically parallel.

Two very near rays,

P and Q. will after

reflection intersect

at C. By finding

in this way all the

puintaof intersection

of the reflected rays,

we get a continuous
curve. BCFB\ which
i* the section of the

caustic surface by
a plane passing
through it* axis.

The cone BCFB' varies of course with the form of

the reflecting surface In the case under considera-

tion it is known as an epicycloid.

The reader may ore a caUcauetic on the surface

of U* in a tea cup half full by holding the circular

rim U> the Sun's light The space within the caustic

cone is all brighter than that without, n* it dearly
should lie. a* all the light reflected affect* that

space, while no point without the curve is affected

by more than the light reflected from half of the

surface. The rainliow. it may be mentioned, forms
one of the most interesting of the whole family of

caustic*.

When a caustic is produced by refraction, it is

sometimes called a Diacauttic. No such simple
example can be given of the diacaustic curve as

that above given of tho catacaustic. It is only in

tbe simplest case* that the curve take- a recognis-

able form. In the case of refraction at a plane

surface, it can be shown that the diai austic curve
is tbe evolute either of the hyperbola or ellipse,

according as the refractive index of the medium is

greater or Iras than unity.

CONTINUED IN VOLUME 2
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filws lens, of 11 feet focus, filled with oil of turpen-
tine, of which it held 1 40 Paris pints (nearly equal

to the siune number of English quarts). Hy this

lens a ter of steel 4 inches long uni 1 of »n inch
square was melted in five minutes. Three and six

livrr silver pieces were fused in a few seconds, and

Cans of platinum were melted sufficiently to cohere,

t not to form a spherical drop.
The “ Parker" lens or burning-glass was made in

London at a cost of $3,600. It was of flint glass,

36 inches in diameter, double convex, its sides por-

tions of a sphere of 18 feet indius, Ita focus was 6
feet 8 inches ; diameter of focus at that distance, 1

inch
;
weight, 212 pounds. A second lrn*. of 18

inches diameter and weight 21 pounds, was used to

concentrate the rays, the focal distance being then

63 inches, the diameter of focus
} inch. This lens

was carried to China by an officer in the suite of

lx>rd Macartney, and left at Pekin.
The effects of the burning arrangement were as

follows
:
—

Weight. Time. Weight Tim*.
Sotaunoe* Grain, NerooiK Sub«UocM Grain* ?woo4a

Cold (pure i 20 4 I'arnellMJ lo 75

Silver (pure) 20 3 Jasper 10 25
Copper (pure) 33 20 Onyx 10 20

Platinum Carnet 10 17

(pure) 10 3 Spur 10 60

Nickel 16 3 itotten-stone 10 80

Bar-iron 10 12 Slate 10 2
Cast-iron 10 3 Asbestos 10 10

Steel 10 12 Limestone 10 35
Topaz 3 45 Pumice-stone 10 24
Emerald 2 25 lava 10 24

Flint 19 30 Volcanic clay 10 80

Burn ing-mir ror. A concave minor, or a com
nation of plane minors, so arranged as to ronren

Irate the sun* lowting rays on a common object.
The most ci lel.r.iii d iif these ure the mirrors of

hiriinl. s who thereby burned the Homan fleet of

Marrellus ai .Syracuse, Each concave mirror w*»
separately hinged, and they were brought lo bear in

combination upon I lie ohjert in the common focus.

In Peru, previous to the Spanish Conquest, the
rays of the sun were collected in a concave

. mirror

and lire kindled thereby.

Besides the familiar instance of the burning of

the fleet of Mireellns by Archimedes, another in-

stance is cited by the historian Zonnrns, who records

that Prorlus consumed by a similar apparatus the

ships of tlie Scythian leader Vitalian, when he be-

sieged Constantinople in the beginning of the sixth

century. It must, however, be mentioned that Ma-
labo, another old chronicler, says that Pioelun oper-
ated on this occasion by burning sulphur showered
upon the ships by machines.

Stettula. a canon of Milan, made a parabolic re-

flector with a focus of 45 feet, at which distance it

ignited wood. It is understood to be the first

of that form, though Digges in the sixteenth century,

Newton and Napier in the seventeenth century, ex-

penmented with |>arabolic mirrors.

Villette. an optician of Lyons constructed three
mirrors about 1G70. One of them, purchased by
the King of France, wo* 30 inches in diameter and
36 inches focus. The diameter of the focua wav

about 1 inrh. It immediately act fire to green

wood
;

it fuaed silver and copper in a few seconds,

and in one minute vitrified brick and flint earth.

The Baron von Tehiunhausen’s minor, 1687, was

a concave metallic plate 5 feet 3 inches in diameter,

and having r focal length uf 3J fret. Its effects

were similar to those of the mirror just cited, and it

is recorded that slate was transformed into a kind

of black glass, which, when laid hold of by

Burn ing-glass. (Optra.) A convex lens o!

large size and short focus, used for causing an in-

tense heat by concentrating Ilie sun’s rays on a
very small area.

Pliny states that the ancient* had globes of glass
and crystal which produced lire, and lactannn add*
that a glass sph-re fall of water did the same.
Any convex lens may be employed as w burning-

glass, its calorific -Ihfli a* in thr c«y of a mirror,

being proportional to the number of rays concen-
trated in a given area, or to the relative circular

areas of the l*na and the spot on which the refracted

rays fall.

About 1774, M. de Trudano constructed a hollow

i a jan
of pinchers, could be drawn out into filaments.

Rutfon made n machine with 140 plane mirrors

4*3 inches, placed in u frame and separately ad-

justable by temper-screws. With 24 of the mirrors

adjusted to a common focus at a distance of 66

French feet, he fired pitch and tow. With a poly-

hedron frame set with 168 pieces of plain looking-

e
iss. 8 inches square, he fireil beech wood at 150

.•t, and melted a silver piste st 60 feet. He then

constructed one on similar principles, with 360
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not usefully employed— at the Paris Exposition)

:

" Strong liquid ammonia is used in the boiler, and
the Tapor generated is said to be a mixture of at

least eighty parts of ammoniacel gas and twenty
parts of steam, so it may be fairly called an ammo-
niacal engine. The principal recommendations of

ammonia, when applied as a motive -power, consist

in the small amount of fuel required, and the short

time it takes to get up the steam, so to speak. The
economy in fuel is very considerable, being about
one fourth of that required to generate steam alone.

As regards the boiler, it may be of either of the
ordinary forms, the only complete novelty being
the apparatus for condensing the steam and ammo-
nia. The gas disengaged (about six atmospheres at
110* Centigrade with an ordinary solution of ammo-
nia) does its work in the cylinder and then escapes

into the tubes of a condenser, where the steam is

condensed and the gas is cooled. The gas then
meets with a cold liquid from an injector, which
dissolves it, and the solution is carried on into

a vessel called the 'dissolver,' from which it is

pumped back into the boiler to do its work over

again. The liquid for the injector is taken from
the boiler, and is cooled before meeting with the

ammoniacal gas by passing through a worm sur-

rounded with cold water."

"Ammonia, at the temperature of our atmos-
phere, is a permanent gas of well-known pungent
odor. It is formed by the union of three volumes

of hydrogru to one of nitrogen, condensed into two
volumes. Its density ia 69fl

;
air being 1,000, The

density of the liquid, compared with water, ia 76,

or about one quarter lighter than that liquid. Its

vapor at 60* Fihr. gives a pressure of 100 pounds
to the square inch, while watar, to give an equiva-

lent pressure, must be bested to 325* Fahr. The

volume of amrqoniacal gas under the above-named
pressure is 983 tunes greater than the space occu-

pied by its liquid, while steam, under identical

pressure, occupies s space only 803 times greater

than water." Annals of CUmistry (French).

“Ammoniacal gas, which ia. an incidental and
abundant product in certain manufactures, especially

that of coal-g**, and which makes its ap|>rnranc« in

the destructive distillation of all animal substances,

/v»i#ia*
ifm

Al'oo-hol En gine. An engine in which the

vapor of alcohol is used as a motive-power.
The first suggestion of the machine was by Rev.

Edmund Cartwright at the latter end of the last

century. The reason why the elastic vapor of
alcohol was supposed to be preferable to thst pro-

duced from water is that it boils at a temperature
considerably below that of water. It must be recol-

lected, however, that all leakage and escape of alco-

hol is not alone an absolute lc« of a valuable

material, but that auch leakage is very dangerous,
owing to the inflammability of the material.

Howard’s alcohol engine, English patent, 1825,

was in use at the Kotherhithe Iron-Works for some
time, but appears to have wearied out the natienee or
means of the inventor, no engine of that description

being now usefully employed so far as we ore aware.

Tin; engine referred to was intended to work up tc

24 horse-power.

The engine hail two vertical cylinders A B, ofequal

capacity, connected by a pipe C, at the lower part

of each. A quantity of mercury or oil, which will

not vaporize at the heat to be applied, is placed in

each cylinder, so as to fill the Use of one and
nearly the whole of the other.

volumes of gas to one of waten; and at the tempera-

ture of 5i>* Fshr., of more than eight hundred to

one What is most remarkable jn regard to this

property is that, at low temperatures, the solution

is w-nribly instantaneous. This may be strikingly
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illustrated by transferring a bell-glass filled with
the gas to a vessel containing water, and managing
the transfer so that the water may not come into

contact with the gas until after the mouth of the

bell is fully submerged. The water will enter the
bell with a violent rush, precisely as into a vacuum,

and it’ the gas be quite free from mixture with any
other gas insoluble in water, the bell will inevitably

be broken. The presence of a bubble of air may
break the force of the shock and save the belL

"This gas cannot, of course, be collected over

water. In the experiment just described, the bell

is filled by means of a pneumatic trough containing
mercury. It is transferred by passing beneath it a
shallow vessel, which takes up not only the bell-

£
ass, but also a sufficient quantity of mercury to

•ep the gas imprisoned until the arrangements for

the experiment are completed.

"The extreme solubility of ammoniacal gaa is,

therefore, a property of which advantage may be

taken for creating a vacuum, exactly a* the same
object is accomplished by the condensation of steam.
As, on the other hand, the pressure which it ia

ca]i«blc of exerting at given tnnprraturea ia much
higher than that which steam affords at the same
temperatures

; and as, conversely, this gaa require*

a temperature considerably lower to produce a given
pressure than is required by steam, — it seems to
posseM a combination of properties favorable to the

production of an economical motive-power.
"Ammonia, like several other of the gases called

permanent, may be liquefied by cold and pressure.

At a temperature of 38.6* C., it becomes liquid at

the pressure of the atmosphere. At the boiling,

point of water it requires more than aixty-one

stmoaphorea of pressure to reduce it to liquefaction.

The same efTect is produced at the freexing point of

water by a pressure of five atmospheres, at 41* C.

(70* Pahr.) by a pressure of nine, and at M* C.

()0O* Pahr.) by a pressure of fourteen." — Barnard:

Lamm's Ammonia Engine is driven by the ex-
panding pressure of liquefied ammonia, and ia spe-
cially adapted for small powers, especially portable
engines for street care, etc. The ammonia u to bo
liquefied ala central station, at which the reservoirs

on the care receive their supply.

The engine is driven by the force of the gas upon
the piston, and the gas is exhausted into a body of
water surrounding the gas reservoir. The absorption
of the gas by the wster ia instantaneous, sad the
water derives sn increment therefrom which is

imparted, through the walla, to the contents at the

This selection is from Harper's New
Monthly Magazine, June to November,

1870.

The first item describes a machine for -

generating electricity directly from f ^
steam. I don't know how practical the idea

v
Ida

is but it may be worth considering.
,

r u
The second is on forcing seeds to

germinate. The third carries the idea to

absurdity and shows that our science ’ ’SVlffifejS

editor of 1870 wasn't above a little

leg pulling unless he was just an idiot. fc

As everyone knows, a drunken lettuce

seed will believe it's mature but it's not. I

think both the contributor and the editor rl

who passed on it had had enough brandy ..
.

to make anything seem sensible. sJ
Passing over several interesting and —

practical ideas we get to methylated ether
.

as an intoxicant. (Methylated ether is a
mixture of wood alcohol and ether).

I suppose the Irish drank it. although a

single bell would amount to only an eighth
'

of an ounce. They might have sniffed it but

I don't think so. It was probably mixed ,*nej lo 0IIC Jiand
with something or immediately followed vapor which was iwuini

by a beer chaser. of his engine, at the insr

Methylated spirits (wood alcohol. in con,acl with n met

rubbing alcohol) is purposely poisoned to
*,,ached •ora® Pfrl

frustrate winos. I don't know if doses of
ri!" c“"b""' 1

I'.eth of an oonro woofd bo cumulative 2
but I wouldn t advise using it. There is no esucrieiicedn.iiildcii an
practical difference between wood and eiful shock,
grain alcohol so if I wanted to try this I’d This incident led to c

substitute grain alcohol. ough study of tho clectri

I would mix l/16lh of an ounce of ether ena connected with tho c

with l/8th of an ounce of 100 proof vodka. of **,cr
*
*n ‘l "«*» four

More practical would be to mix eight
,r>cily could be excited I

ounces of ether with a pint of 100 proof
l,ly by ,h“ me,n

.*r
Th

Sr*
would * one i'“poo" ,u

' =;T".ir„8

or

i

One pint of 100 proof vodka and a half JHipon insulating “col
pint of ether would keep you flying for vided.oa a.u.l, with fire

forty eight days at three shots a session, gauge, safety-valve, and
i

That's pretty cheap booze. and also furnished with

Liver or even brain damage might ,us b> which jets of the

result from frequent use of this mixture. thrown upon a system

Brain damage wasn't mentioned as a
p0,n

.

,“ connc
^f'

1 wilh "

problem in the little notice, but since the
Tb” T™

drinkers were Irish, how could one tell/ Uwugh, for obvious reus,
h urther along is the recipe for making ft convenient one for pra

artificial gold. See issue two, first and last GKEMLNATlO'
page. I thought Dick's (1872) was first «.

. ni
With this formula but apparently Harper's pobli.hed in regnrei to t

was. Then, maybe they stole it from germination of seeds can
someone else. ieal agencies, especially I

This connection between the development of acid. By placing them
electricity and the conden>ation of aqueous vn- ter substance, they will b

por, which was for a long time known only to > n one or two days, even

exist in the case of the thundcr-clond, has since ^or f°rlJ joiro, aud are

been found to he universal. The attention of in ‘he usual way. Coffe

scientific men was called strongly to this sub-
rerb“117 hard to start, are

ject bv an incident which occurred to an on-
1 m

.
“ co ' er*d

. *.
. .

,
.. of water and of spirits ol

g.neer in charge ol a locomotive near Newcas- ordinarj lem„n\an .

tie, in England, in 1840. This engineer hap- hours lhe tools will be I

Dog-pow’or. A machine by which thr weight
of ft ilog in traveling m u drum or on an endleas

track is made to rotate a apit, or drive the dasher of

a rhuru.

The tunisnitdog* of the last and previous centu-
ries inn on tlic inside of a hollow tread-wheel, which
lotated with their weight and communicated motion
by a lKind to the soil. See Kua*TIN<WacK.

In the modem dog- powers, as in the example, the
animal walk a on an end lew chain-track, which slips

to the rear, rotating a drum which oac iliatea an arm,
and vertical reciprocation i* given to a lever and the
churn-ds.vher.
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and even the young leaves can be discovered by
careful inspection. In 1834 wheat was exhib-

ited to the German Scientific Association, raised

from seed found in an Egyptian tomb, 2000 to

2500 years old. This had been soaked for a
considerable time in fatty oil before planting.

HEAD LETTUCE.

It if* said that heads of lettuce can be produced

in winter in from twenty- four to forty -eight

hours by taking a box tilled with rich earth, in

which onc-third part of slacked lime has been

mixed, and watering the earth with lukewarm

water ;
then taking seed which has been pre-

viously softened bv soaking in strong brandy

twentv-four hours, nrul sowing in the usual way.

We are assured, but will nut vouch for the fact,

that n good -sired head of lettuce may be obtain-

ed in thi lime mentioned.

REMOVAL OP HUSK PROM CRAIN*.

The subject of removing the outer husk of
grain by means of chemical applications contin-

ues to excite the interest of economists. A
liquid well fitted for the purpose, according to

Mr. Weiss, is prepared in the following manner:
Tho general operation consUu in moistening the

grain with an alkaline solution, which is prepared

by boiling, for one or two hours, two parts of

common calcined soda in thirteen ports of w ater,

and adding ono part of quick-lime previously

dissolved in three parts of water. This forms n

cheap caustic soda, which is to he applied by
means of u watering-pot, the mas* of grain being

stirred continually. Seven quarts of this sola

lion are sufficient u» remove the hull from two
hundred pounds of grain, at a small cost, tho

liquid having the property of dilating the tissues

of tho exterior thin envelope of the'grain which
forms the pure brnn, and which is then easily

detached by the slightest friction. The opera-

tion docs not require more than fifteen to t«cn-

ty-fivo minutes of time, and leaves to the gram
all its nutritive qualities, since the only portion

removed is the dry woody hull, on the outside.

t SK OF CHARCOAL IS FATTENING TTHKF.V5.

Four turkeys were cooped up and fed with

meal, boiled potatoes, ami oats; funr others of

the same brood were treated in a »imilur iinvnnci

in nimther pen. hilt with a pill! daily of tim ly

pulverized cluimml added III the food, and m
abundant supply of the lumps of the nml. All

eight were killed the same day. and those fed

with charcoal were found to weigh about a pound

and n half each more than the other*, and to lie

uf much better quality.

CURE FOR OBESITY,

Mr. Schindler is the latest addition to the list

of persons who have undertaken the treatment

and cure of excessive fatness in thcliuimm race

this condition being considered by him as a dis-

turbance uf the nnimal economy, in consequence
of which the carbon taken ill is accumulated in

the form of fat. Diet and exercise, us might he
expected, constitute the basis of his treatment.

As in the method of Mr. Hunting, which some
years ago was so much in vogue, the diet advised

for fat persons consists uf food containing a large

percentage of nitrogen, to which some vegetables

without starch, and cooked fruit, ore to be add-

ed, for the purpose of moderating the excitation

due to animal nourishment. This diet is to be

varied, according us individuals arc of a sanguine

or lymphatic temperament. The use of certain

wines is permitted
;

beer is, however, entirely

forbidden. Coffee and tea are allowed, with as

little sugar as possible. Cheese, potatoes, rice,

beans, pease, maize, mneearoni. tapioca, arrow-

root, and soups are not allowed. The use of
sulphate of soda is recommended, as moderating
the transformation of nitrogenous materials and
Stimulating the oxidation of fat

;
and the use of

mineral waters containing the sulphate of soda
in solution is considered of the greatest import-

ance in this respect. The waters of Marieubad.
which are especially rich in this salt, are stated
to have, usually, the most happy effect. Their
use. together wub that of some alkaline pills, and
a strict adherence to the conditions above men-
tioned, caused a decrease in weight of from
twenty-five to sixty pounds in different individu-
als iu the course of a few weeks.

COMA OIL.

The Japanese colon?, at Placerville, Califor-

nia, has lately engaged in the cultivation of an
oil-plant, of the nettle family, called goma. The
seeds of this plant are said to be so rich in oil

that one hundred and thirty-six pounds of oil

can be obtained from the pioduct of an acre.

The plant itself needs a great deal of moisture,

which is to be supplied by means of irrigation.

The young shoots form an excellent salad
; the

flowers arc much sought after by bees
;
and the

stems furnish n large amount of fibre. It is

asserted that thi* goma oil, well prepared, is

equal to the best dive oil, and does not become
rancid to Quickly, replacing the dive ml in all

its technical applications. The price is expected

to Lo considerably less than that of olivo oil.

ACTION' OK MALTINE.
In a recent communication to the Academy of

Sciences of Fans M. Couuret calls attention to
some valuable applications of moltine, or vegeta-
ble diastase-a substance obtained by tho con-
tmued maceration of germinating barkv at a
lukewarm heat. When this is added to ordinary
cooked food, containing starchy matter, it give*
rise, in the course of an ln>ur, to a milky liquid,
composed of unchanged starch, dextrine, and
glucose. Water is an indi»|wnsablc requisite of
this artificial digestion, not less than ten times
the amount of that of the substance treated being
needed. The solvent action of the mallme upon
starchy substances varies according to their spe-
cies—live grain* of midline causing the digestion
of from one to four pound* of the cooked March.
A temperature of W* to 105° Fahrenheit proves
to be the best suited for this artificial digestion.

The author goes on to show that this saccharify-
ing influence of moltine upon starch is precisely
that of the salivory juice, or the animal diastase,
upon the sarao substance

;
indeed, he maintains

that these two forms of diastase are entirely sim-
ilar in their chemical, physical, and physiolog-
ical properties, both having the same solvent ef-
fect upon cooked starchy matters. Our author
infers, from hi* observations, that moltine is a
very ixnportaut substance in the treatment of
dyspeptic*, since starchy substances constitute
the basis of human food- In the greater num-
l^r of cases of dyspepsia, he maintains that it is

the lack of the digestion of the starchy sub-
stances that causes the trouble, os is shown es-
pecially where there is alteration, diminution, or
absence of saliva. For these care# maliine is of
special benefit, as it may be used to supply anv
deficiency in the natural secretion. For several
years the author has found that moltine renders
the most important service in instances like those
mentioned. He maintains that, next to a proper
diet and the use of alkaline waters, there is no
medicine so harmless, and, at the same time,
with such a curative tendency, under the same
Conditions.

ASPARAGUS SEEDS AS A SUBSTITUTE FOB
COFFEE.

The extensive use of coffee and the expense

of the hotter qualities, as fllw the occasional dif-

ficulty I t •!•!alining nil the varieties owing to the

iuierru|itkin of commerce by war, etc., Las in-

duced the employment uf a gre.it many Milisli-

tnies Mrh as roasted rliuvnry roots,

I mined corn, |tea«c. and other substance*. Hut

tlti-«\ apart from giving .1 color resembling Ihut

, 1 cuilce and occasionally an odor similar to it,

have no rcl.itiuii«hi|i to the original material,

owing t» the entire absence uf the principle of

fee itself the callcin. A (icrmnii author,

kning found that asparagus seed contains rnf-

fein in very large propuiiiun, now presents it to

tin pnlfic as the tine substitute for coffee. lie

picpai r* it l.v crushing 1 I10 ted berries in 11 mor-

tar, and allowing the mass ut ferment for some

days in a tub, nud afterward l timing out the

solid (ttirlion upon 11 sieve with hole* a little

larger lh.ni the twpAmfin* K*C*k TIlOsQ M«ln,

after pacing through the sieve, arc again washed

nml dried. They have a dai k brow n appcalum 0,

anil are horny externally like coffee, having 11

L'lTcnidi lint in-idc and a peculiar aroma, siini-

I n. that ofcoffee, a fatly oil. and a nitrogenous

alkaloid. On being roasted these seeds give out

.hi armaa astonishingly like that of coffee; nud
when ground and plena red, the result mil scarce-

ly Ik: distinguished from that of coffee of the

finest quality.

GUAHANA— A NEW STIMULANT.
Attention Ims I -ecu called of laic i 0ar. |.. the

* « " ««« h now 11 .s j; in. uhich i.
u-rd in Hi aril a< 11 sliuiiilaiil and a reined 1 in
mini Ktriiis of non on* affection. It i. ,.,ii|

1
,.

1 "
i
" i"n d from the seed* uf n Kiiniiidm\<iiu.

Plant known », P,lul/i„S„ which ripen in

October or November, nud arc then removed
fioin their capsule* and dried in the sun. Aft-
pi ward they arc placed in stone mortars over a
charcoal fire, Ant slightly routed, and then
rnliltcd to a line powder, which is moistened
with water 01 QXpOSOd 10 the dew hy night, nml
mcs (Ih 1 1 stcncy of a paste. This i*

n ttrked up into c \ lindors or balls, weighing from
twelve to sixteen ounces, then dried in the sun
or the smoke of the hut until they become dry and
of « stony hardness, requiring the blow of nil nxo
"» hammer to bleak them. For use this prep-
aration is rubbed oil n grater or tile, >0 ns to he
reduced to a powder, and then mixed with sugar
and steeped in water.

A chemical examination of the sub»tanrc
proves its value ns n drink, since it embraces the
same principle as coffee or tea, and, in fact, con-
tains font or live pci cent, of the alkaloid callcin,
A proportion vastly greater than that of the cof-
tce I an, which has but two percent, of the same
ingredient, or of tea, which has from six-tenths
of one per rout, to two per cent, of the same. It

is nut ut all improbable that in time this substance
will come much mare generally into use, espe-
cially f.£t travelers, and for regions where trans-

I" nation is cxpeiiMve, mid where concentration
is an oltj.rt. since so much larger a percentage

t an i : :
i

; -i
> 1 taut stimulant can he obtained hy its

use in a given weight thun in any other way. It

is laid that at the present time about 0,000,0l>0
pounds are prepared annually in Brazil, nearly
the whole of which is used in that country. The
plant from which it is derived is very abundant;
and should .1 demand arise for it, it can he fur-
nished in almost any reasonable quantity.
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METHYLATED ETHER AS AN INTOXICANT.

It is stated that methylated ether is used very
largely us un intoxicant, in the place of alcohol,
in the counties of Londonderry, Antrim, and Ty-
rone, Ireland. The quantity taken at one time
is from two to four drachms to the dose, which is

repeated twice, thrice, or even four or five,times
daily. This practice is said to have affected the
inland revenue to such an extent as to hate di-

minished it nearly *30,000 per annum. The
attention of the insurance companies has been
directed to the subject, as much risk of tire is

incurred by the keeping of so inflammable a sub-
stance among persons ignorant of its properties.

PREPARATION OH LAMB AND RABBIT SKINS.

Among the mechanical employments especial-

ly soiled to women, that of dressing small skins,

such os (hose of lambs and rabbits, for ornament-
al purposes, has lately been suggested, there be-

iug a great demand for such articles, and oue

that can be readily extended. The beat method
of prepariug these consists in taking about four

skins at a time, and first washing them in cold

iironn soap-suds made with hoi water, al-

lowed to cool before use. The dirt is to bo thor-

oughly removed from the wool or hair, and the

skin is again washed in clean cold water until all

the soap is removed. Haifa pound each of salt

aud alum ore then to bo dissolved in a little hot

water, and put in a tub with cold water sufficient

to cover the skins, which are allowed to soak
therein twelve hours, and afterward hung over
a pole to draiu. When well drained they are
stretched very carefully on a board to dry, and
while drying they are to bo restretebed several

times. Before they are entirely dry, the flesh

side is sprinkled with n mixture of one (art each
of finely powdered alum and salt

; and this is to
bo well rubbed in. Tho flesh sides are then to

bo luid together, and the skins hung in the shade
two or three days, turning them over every day
until perfectly dry. The flesh side is finally to

bo scraped with a blunt knife to remove any re-

maining scraps of flesh. The skins are then

rubbed up to soften them, and finished finally

with pumice-stone.

ARTIFICIAL COLD.

This material is manufactured largely in the

I'nited States, into imitation jewelry and other

articles, scarcely distinguishable from gold, ex-

cept by the inferior grmity; and it is a matter

of lUrpriM to nliiiO'l liny one to leam that it

does not contain a single groin of the precious

mctnl. It is made by taking 100 pnti oi part
copper, 17 of pure tin, <1 of magnesia, U of tar-

tar of commerce, B.fl of sal ammoniac, and l.C

of mishit ked lime The cop|»cr i» first melted,

and tho oilier substances (excepting the tin)

added, IV little nt a time, and the whole well

stirred for half an hour, so as to produce a |>cr-

fcct mixture, when the tin is thrown in and
stiired round until melted. The crucible is then

covered, and the fusion kept up for twenty-five

minutes, and the scum tuken off', when the sub-

stance is ready for use. It is malleable nml duc-

tile, and can be worked in uny foira, even into

leaves like gold.

FROM THE ARCHIVES
Here are some more of the oldies but

goodies such as I started on page 36.

Actually, they are like the little inserts,

blurbs, hints and suggestions used as
fillers in our modern science and
mechanics magazines.
They were gleaned from such

publications in the 1860s and early 70s and
put in the science section of HARPER’S
NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE from late

1869 through 1872. As the accumulated
knowledge piled up. Harper’s altered their

science format to rambling summaries and
then dropped it altogether.

Since those were the days of discovery,

I chose from that section those subjects I

considered the most interesting to the

Survivalist. Many are applicable to

present day survival projects. Others

suggest lines of research abandoned then

but which might prove practical in these

times of diminishing resources. Others are

simply thought provoking. You've got 'to

get your thoughts provoked, at least on
alternate Tuesdays, so people will find out
how really smart vou are.

CLOSING CRACK8 IN STOVES.

Tt may b« convenient to koow a ready method
of cloeing up cracks, which are not uncommon,
in caat iron stoves

; and we are assured that the

following recipe is a reliable one. Good wood
ashes are to be sifted through a fine sieve, to

which is added the seme quantity of clay, finely

pulverized, together with a little salt. The mix-
ture is to be moistened with water enough to

make a paste, and the crack of the stove filled

with it. This cement does not peel off or break

away, and assumes an extreme degree of hard-

ness after being heated. The stove must be cool

when the application is made, 'llio same sub-

stance may be used in setting in tho plates of a
stove, or in fitting stove pipes, serving to tender

all the jointa perfectly tight.

FURNACE 8LAO FJ)R ROAD BALLAST.

The journal of the Franklin Institute men-
tions a method of utilizing slag, as used at the

blast furnaces at Osnabruck, which consists in

allowing it to fall into a stream of water from a
height of about eight feet. By this qieans it be-

comes granulated into particles of the size of

beans, and it is then used as ballast for roads

and railways.

COMPOUNDS OK Gf.LAti.sL AND GLYCERINE.

An English journal mentions certain proper-

ties of the compound of the-e substances ns of

much importance in the arts. It solidifies on
cooling, and* then forms a lough, elastic sub-

stance, having much the appearance and char-

acteristics of India rubber. If n corked bottle

have its upper end di]>ped into tire melted com-
position several times, allowing each new coat-

ing to dry before repenting the operation, the
sto|>per will be sealed almost hermetically. It

may be further stated that the two substances

united form a mixture entirely and absolutely

insoluble in petroleum or benzine, and that tho
great problem of making casks impervious to

these fluids is at once solved by brushing or

luiinting them on the inside with the compound.
This is also used for printers’ rollers and for buf-

fers ofstamps, as benzine or petroleum will clean

them when duty in the most perfect manner and
in an incredibly short space of time. AH these

applications have, we believe, been made the sub-

ject of patents. Water must not be used with

the compound, except as a passing application.

OKEAT HEAT FROM STEAM.

The apparent paradox of raising certain solu-

tions, by means of steam at 212 degrees Fahren-
heit, to an appreciably higher degree than this,

has been presented by Mr. Spence. Thus lie se-

lects a solution of some salt (ua nitrate of soda)
having a high boiling-point, or one of about 250
degrees Fahrenheit, and this is placed in a ves-

sel surrounded by a jacket. Steam is let into

the intervening space until the temperature of

212 degrees is reached. The steam is then shut

off and an open pipe immersed in the solution,

and 6team from the same source thrown directly

into the liquor. In a few seconds the thermom-
eter begins to rise slowly, but continues to do so
until it finally reaches the point of 250 degrees.

This method, applicable in a great variety of
ways, promises to be of immense value in ob-

taining readily an unusually high degree of tem-
perature, and one by means of which important
chemical combinations and decompositions cun
be accomplished.

REACTIONS OF ALCOHOL.

Mr. Hugo Tamm, in a brief abstract of cer-

tain experiments upon the action of permanga-
nate of potash upon various substances, such os

filter-paper, tartaric acid, coni gni, tullow, tur-

pentine, benzole, alcohol, ammonia, etc., states

that tho two most interesting facts which he

found were that alcohol boiled with an equal
bulk of a solution of permanganate of potash was
partially transformed into acetate of potash, and
that in the same condition ammonia was con-
verted into nitrate of potash.

THE PRICKLY COMFREY AS A FODDER
PLANT.

According to Voelcker, tho prickly comfrcv, a
native of Caucasus, is at present cultivated in

some parts of Ireland ns food for duiry stock.

Tho plant is perennial, is easily propagated by

cutting* from the root, and yields a heavy crop.

Tho ordinary produce is about thirty tons to the

aero in several cuttings; but eighty- two tons

have been reached. An analysis made of this

substance showed thut it would probably have

tho ssma feeding value ns green mustard, tur-

nip tops, or Italian rye-gross grown on irrigated

land.

HYDRATE OF CHLORAL AS AN ANTISEPTIC.

When hydrate of chloral was first introduced

into the matrria tnedica its expense was so enor-
mous ns very materially to interfei© with its ap-
plications. In consequence, however, of im-
proved methods fur its preparation, and (lie

great extent to which this is now carried on, tho

cost is now very much less, and it is, therefore,

possible to inako use of it as a reducing agent of
metals, as n preservative of objects of nutural
history, etc. For this latter purpose it would
really seein to bo of much value, as it is decid-
edly antiseptic in its character. In one experi-

ment one-half of one per cent, of chloral added
to some concentrated dried egg albumen kept

it for a long time from putrefying. For such

application the chloral hydrate must first be dis-

solved in water, and then the nlbumen added to

the solution.

CLTRO-AMMOXIDM.
If shreds of copper arc introduced into a bot-

tle half full of ammonia solution, live metal willbe
dissolved, with the production of tvliot is called

cupro-ammoniura, and with the accompnuimciit
of a deep blue color. This substance has the
remarkable property of dissolving various sub-

stances, as silk, ligttitic or cellulose, paper, etc.,

with great rapidity. It has been proposed to

apply this agent in the preparation of solutions
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which can be converted to important industrial

uses, such ns readily suggest themselves in con-

nection with this power of dissolving the sub-

stances in question, Paper, linen, wood, etc.,

can be readily united almost indissolubly by
means of this substance; and it is suid that,

when thus adherent, the copper which they bold

inny be extracted by a weak acid, leaving the

material pure und white, but without dUiurbing
the udhesion already established. It is not

known in what particular chemical combination
the two substances unite, or what is the precise

character of their union. The name given,

eupro-nmmonium, is to be considered as of no
chemical significance.

Economical manufacture of oxyobn.

We have already adverted to the employment
of oxygen in ordinary illumination in the city of

1‘aris, an application which, to be of economioai

value, require* an improved method of manufac-

turing the gas. This is done by placing 500
pounds of uiangHtiute of soda in a retort and
superheating it, steam being passed over it with

the result that all the oxygen is extracted in five

minutes. Hot air is then passed over this residue

for fivo minutes more, and the percentage of

oxygen is again restored
;
and this alternation is

continued to the number of six times in an boar,

at tho eud of which time two and a half cubic

yards of oxvgcn have been furnished.
,
The oxy-

gen, aa it first issues from tho gasometer, con-

tains about fifteen per cent, of nitrogen
;
but by

allowing the first portions to escape, the quantity

of this gas in tho mixture can be reduced to two

and a half per cent. According to the state-

ment of the inventor of this process, one ton of

manganato of soda will yield 100 cubic yards of

oxygen daily, or more than 36,000 cubic yards

per year, without tho necessity of renewing the

soli duriug the whole time.

METHOD OF COVKRINO A BANK OF EARTH
WITH GRASS.

To cover n steep bank quickly with gran the
following method is recommended by a German
horticultural association. For each square rod to

be planted take half a pound of lawn grass seed,

and mix it intimately and thoroughly with about
six square feet of good dry garden earth and loam.
This is placed in a tub, and to it liquid manuie,
diluted with about two-thirds of water, is added,
and well stirred in, so as to bring the whole to
the consistency of mortar. The slope is to bo
cleaned oil' and made perfectly smooth, and then
well watered, after which tho paste just men-
tioned is to be applied with a trowel, and made
as even and thin as possible. .Should it crack
by exposure to the air, it is to be again watered
and smoothed up day by day, until the grass makes
its appearance, which will be in eight or fourteen
days, and the whole declivity will soon be cov-
ered by a close carpet of green.

COD- LIVER OIL PILLS.

Dr. Van der Court, of Brussels, prepares cod-
liver oil by adding carefully pulverized slacked
linre to the oil, little bv little, until the consist-
ency requisite for forming into pills is obtained.
Of this muss he gives four or five grains as a dose,
after each meal, flavoring it with a small quan-
tify of oil of bitter almonds, or other substance.
This remedy he considers to be in many respects
better than the liquid oil, and quite useful in the
early stages of consumption. The more chronic
the character of the disease, the more good may
be expected from its administration.

MEAT EXTRACTS NQT NUTRITIOUS.

The increasing skepticism of physiologist* in

regard to the nutritive value of the various meat
extracts, so much advertised at the present day,
has been rather fortified by the publication of on
elaborate paper of Muller, of Paris, upon the
subject of (be physiological character of meat
extracts in general. In this, starting oot with
tho proposition, first, that meat extracts do not
have any nutritive valoe, and second, that they
sometimes have a certain action which is to be

attributed only to their mineral principles, and
especially to the salts of potash, he proceeds to

examine the various preparations, whether bouil-

lons or extracts, and then inquires into the ac-

tion of the nitrogenous principles contained in

these preparations, and finally devotes a third

part to a discussion of the action of tho potash
salts.

We have not the space to give the details of
his elaborate researches under these three heads,

bat present tho following summary of his con-
clusions upon the subject : First, that meat ex-
tracts are aliment* neither directly, since they

contain no albuminoid matters, nor indirectly,

since their nitrogenous principles do not arrest

duaasimilation. Second, in feeble doses they may
be useful by th* stimulating action of the salts

of potash, which favor digestion and circulation.

Third, in stronger doses, instead of being useful,

they may bave an injurious influence
;
adminis-

tered at the end of long sickness, when tbe econ-
omy of the system is exhausted by prolonged ab-
stinence. the salts of potash may bave an inju-

rious effect, manifest in proportion as the system
has lost all its chloride of sodium. Far from
lavoriog nutrition, they interfere with it by the
direct action of these potash salts upon the glob-
ule which produces the least aUorption of oxy.
gen, and by the predominance in the scrum of

salts which only dissolve carbonic acid physic-
ally, and do not permit tho exhalation of the
normal quantity of (his gas, ot.d consequently
the introduction of oxygen. Fourth, the phy-
sician should always bear in tmnd that to give
these extracts alone is to maintain tbe paticut
in a condition of inanition.

PREPARATION OF CARBONIC AClD.

Carbonic acid, now extensively used for va-

rious purposes, besides the preparation of soda-
water, is made cheaply on a large Scale by the

following process : A number of retorts are

placed in a furnace, precisely as for the produc-
tion of coel gas. and filled with a mixture of sul-

phate of lime or plaster of I'aris and charcoal,

the latter in a quantity sufficient to absorb all the

oxygen of the sulphate of lime. The plaster of

I’aris is converted into sulphide of calcium, ond
•arbonic acid gas escapes, and after purification

by passing through water, is conducted into gas-

vmeters. A current of air passed over the hot

uilpliide of ralcinm reconverts it into sulpliate of

lime, und the process may thus be repeated in-

definitely.

PREPARATION OF HYDROGEN.

A new process for the preparation of hydrogen
on a largo scale consists in heating to redness a

mixture of dam,. coals and alkalino hydrate*.

By this means a mixture of hydrogen and car-

bonic acid is disengaged and conducted over cer-

tain carbonates, which retain the carbonic add
and become bicarbonate*. The pore hydrogen
is collected in a gasometer, to be u**d as required.

The bicarbonate* are employed a such, or as

reservoir* ofcarbonic acid. The oxide* produced

in (he carbonization of the alkaline coals may be
utilized for purpose* of agriculture, or else to

form the hydrates for subsequent operations.

Hydrogen may also, it is said, be obtained pare
by passing common illuminating gas over lime,

heated to cherry redness, the dry resida* boi..g

carbonate of lime.

DRY EARTH THE BEST DISINFECTANT.

In tho course of n recent discussion before the
Lyceum of Natural History upon the subject of
disinfectants, in which Dr. Endemann, Professor
Joy, and others participated, it was suited that,

of all disinfectants, dry earth was the most satis-

factory. Dr. Endcmuim had tried all the disin-

fectants sold in the market, by composting blood,

decayed tnenl, and vegetable garbage with them
in boxes, und leaving them for six months in the
best condition for a fair teat. At the expirntiun

of the time the only sample that remained abso-
lutely sweet and inodorous was the one made up
of dry earth and peat. As tho result of numer-
ous experiments conducted by himself, Professor
Joy stated that he fully coucurred iu tho state-

incut of Dr. Endemann.

IODINE AS A DISINFECTANT.

It it stated that an excellent method of dlsin-

fecung rooms in periods of cpidomica consists in

exposing to the air a piece of dry iodine, care

being taken to prevent (ho afeeas of children to

it, as it is poisonous. An ounce of iodine will

answer for an entire month.

NEW DETONATING MIXTURE.

A new detonating mixture is made by bring-

ing together equal parts of nitrate of potash und
of acetate of soda

;
these substances, when ex-

posed to heat, enter into new combinations, in

which the salts are converted iuto gases, with

a violent explosion.

EF7SCT OF THE RED RAYS ON THE ASSIMI-
LATION OF ORKKN PLANTS.

A series of experiments upon the influence of
the different red rays upon tho assimilation of
greqp plants has resulted in showing that tho
middle red rays are in themselves capable of
maintaining the growth of a plant, while tho
exterior red rays do not possess this power;
also, that in this action it is by no means tho
luminous power, but simply tho proper quality
of the ray*, that produces the effect.

GELATINE MOULDINO.

Tbe introduction of a process of casting known
as gelatine mouldiog, which has como into voguo

within a few years, has proved to be of great

value in taking cost* of delicate and intricate ob-

jects without showing any seam. For this pur-

pose tbe object to bo copied, whether in plaster or

of other material, is properly coated with oil and

soap, to prevent adhesion, and then covered with

canvas for protection. Kolls of modeling clay

are then laid on over tho canvas, until the whole

surface is covered to a suitablo thickness, *ay

from four to six inches, and against this a plaster

coaling or wall is built up, in two or more parts,

to form a backing for the mould. The two parts

are then opened, and tho canvas and clay taken

out and thrown away, the two parts are replaced,

and * hollow interval of the thickness of tbe clay

will exist, into which hot liquid gelatine is pour-

ed. After twelve hours the gelatine will have

attained a semi-solid consistency, which will

allow of the mould being opened and the gelatioo

impression peeled from the face of the model.

NITRATE OF SILVER FROM SILVER ALLOY.

Mr. R. Palm, of. Russia, has succeeded in ob-

taining pure nitrate of silver from the metal al-
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loyed with copper by a very quick and simple

process. He dissolves (he alloy in oiiric acid,

evaporates to the consistency of thick oil (not to

dryness), and then adds concentrated nitric acid.

The silver salts precipitate in crystals, while the

copper remains in solution. The crystals have
to be repeatedly washed in concentrated nitric

acid, and then they contain no trace of copper.

CROTONATK OP CHLORAL
I)r. Licbreich not long since presented to the

consideration of the medical profession a new
narcotic, which he named crotoiiate of chloral,

and which ho obtained by the action of chlorine

upon ally). The influence of this substance upon
animals differs from that of chloral, the first re*

suit being a profound anesthesia of the brain,

the sensibility of the remainder of the body be-

ing retained. In the second stage, loss of func-

tion in the spinal cord occurs, characterised by
the entire absence of reflex excitability. The

C
lue and respiration are unaffected. If the dose
increased, death results in the third stage from

the paralysis of the medulla oblongata. The
animals tuny be kept alive by means of artificial

respiration, becauso the crotonate of chloral does

not affect the heart's action, while chloral causes

paralysis of the muscles of tha

RESTORATION OK EXCISED DRAIN IN

l'KJEONS.

Fifty years ugo Mr. Flourcns removed the

bruins of cats and rabbits, nnd demonstrated

that these animals could livo without them.

Recently Mr. Voit, of Munich, has obtained

still more remarkable results. On several occa-

sions he removed the brain of a pigeon, and

found, to his astonishment, that after tome

months it hod grown again. The learned physi-

ologist says that for somo weeks after the opera-

tion the birds seem to sleep, with their heads un-

der the wings, after which they open their eyes

and commence to fly about. They do not strike

against any obstacle, and skillfully avoid bang

ouught. This shows that they can both see nnd

hear. When some of the animals were killed,

five months after the operation, the cavity of the

skull was tilled with brain mutter in two I0MS,

between which a dividing membrane (septum)

-res found.

KEENAN’S BOILER COATING.

Much value is assigned to a substance known
as Keenan's Boiler Coating, as a means of pre-

venting the radiation of heat from steam-boilers,

and tho saving, in consequence, of fuel ns well ns

of limo in bringing steam up to the proper de-

gree of tension. The substance is a pulp com-
posed of paper, oil, pud certain chemicals, nnd is

laid cold on boilers, Menm-chests, steam-pipe-,

or any other article that is to bo protected from
tho outer atmosphere, to the thickness of an inch

and a quarter ; on superheaters two inches are re-

quired. The boiler, however, must be kept warm
during the coating process. When the pulp has

properly set it. receive* three coats of paint, and
can, if necessary, be grained and made to look

ornamental.
Tho editor of the London Mechanic's Maga-

zine has recently examined certain boilers coated

with this substance, and found that with boilers

in actual operation tho exterior exhibited a gen-

tle warmth just perceptible to the touch. He
also was informed that it was the practice of the

stokers to draw their fires at half past three in

the afternoon nnd to close the dampers, the steam

being then at about thirty-five. On resuming

work in the morning, at five o'clock a.h., the

gauges generally showed twenty-five pounds of

steam, or a loss of only ten pounds during the
night as the result of radiation.

COMBINATION OF CHLOROFORM AND MOR-
PHINE IN ANAESTHESIA.

Some time ago Professor Claude Bernard as-

certained that if a hypodermic injection of mor-

phine be introduced into the system, a very com-

plete anxsthesia will bo produced by a much
leu quantity of chloroform than would other-

wire be required. Messrs. Labbe and ‘ uion

have also been practically testing this same ques-

tion. The experiment has been tried of making

an injection of morphine while a patient to be

operated on was under the influence of chloro-

form; this resulting in profound sleep, prolonged

for several hours after the operation. The gen-

tlemen referred to prefer to introduce the injec-

tion before the use of the chloroform, not so

much for the purpose of preventing pain as for

facilitating the production of anesthesia, and ren-

dering it less dangerous by reason of the smaller

quantity of chloroform employed. In one care

two centigrammes of morphia were injected, and

after this twenty-eight grammes of chloroform

were inhaled. In reven minutes aoaathesia *a*

complete, nnd was prolonged for many mmutea
after the end of the operation, which lasted rev-

entccn minutes. In another care the chloroform

was given twenty minutes after the injection,

and complete anesthesia was produced in six

minutes, extending through the oporatioo, which

lasted an hour and forty-five minute*. The total

expenditure of chloroform wo* only forty-eight

grammes.
It is not at all improbable that further experi-

menu will determine whether a larger quantity

of the morphine can be used with a proportion-

ate reduction in the quantity of chloroform ;
and

whether, by combining the substance* in differ-

ent way*, very important result* may be pro-

duced both in causing anesthesia and prevent-

ing the sensation of pain.

ICE EXPERIMENT.

A simple method of producing icc instantane-

ously consists in pliriug n litlk water in n small

watch-glass or porcelain capsule laid u|*on wool

or cotton. Tho water is then to be covered

with a layer of sulphide of carbon, and a current

of air directed upon it through a slender tube.

The absorj»tion of tl*e heat of the water, in con-

sequence of the rapid passage of the sulphide of

carbon to a gaseous condition, is so great that a

/e*» seconds are sufficient to solidify the water.

A lens of hemispherical and transparent ice il

thus obtained, which can I>e proceed long

enough to pass it from hand to hand.

ANHYDROUS ALCOHOL

The best process for obtaining alcohol abso-

lutely free from water is said by Krlcnmeyer to

consist in boiling with quicklime, in a vessel fit-

ted with an inverted condenser, for about an
hour, and then distilling. If the *piril contain

more than five per cent, of water, it is necessary

to repeat the treatment with lime two or three

time*. After distillation the whole product ob-

tained w ill be anhydrous. With weak spirit not

more than half the space occupied with spirit

must be filled wich lime at first, as otherwise the

vessel might be broken by its slaking.

MODE OF REPRODUCING MANUSCRIPT.

An ingenious application of science to commer-
cial purposes has been made by an Italian gentle-

man, SI. Eugenio de Zuccaio, of Padua. By
mean* of the invention any number of copie* of

a manuscript or design, traced upon a varnished

metal plate, may be produced in an ordinary

copying - press. The modus operandi is very

simple. To the bed and upper plate of a press

are attached wires leading from a small battery,

so that, when the top of the instrument is screwed
down the two metal surfaces come into contact,

and an electric current passes. An iron plate

resting upon the bed of the press is coated with

varnish, and. upon tbi* sarface 1* written with a

steel point any communication it is desired to

copy. The letters having thus been formed in

bare metal, a few sheets of copying paper are im-

pregnated with an acid solution of prusaiate of

potaih, and placed upon tho scratched plate,

which is then subjected to pressure iu the copy-

ing-press. An electric current passe* wherever

the metal ha* been left bare (where the writing

is, therefore), and tho prussiate solution acting

upon the iron, there is found prussiato of iron

or Prussian blue characters corresponding to

thore scratched upon the plate. Tho number

of copies that may be produced by this electro-

chemical action i* almost unlimited, and the

formation of the Prussian blue line* is, of course,

instantaneous.

PREPARATION FOR SOFTENING LEATHER.

An oil has lately been introduced into com-

merce in Germany which answers an excellent

purpose in softening stiffened leather, nnd ten-

don Imost n» pliable as when new. This

preparation, it is raid, consist* of n mixture of

sixteen pails of oleic ncid, two parts of alcohol

of 90 i»cr cent., and one part concentrated sul-

phuric acid. The oleic ctlici formed is poured

off, it being n thin, brownish oil. It is separa-

ted fiom the fee sulphuric acid and the alcohol

by shaking it up ill warm water niul decanting

it. On mixing tins oMc ether with an equal

weight of fish oil, nnd adding, fur the purpose

of concealing the smell, fiom n quarter to half an

ounce of nitro-benwlc to the pound, n prepara-

tion will be obtained which experiment has shown

to possess all the qualifications required for the

purpose.

METHOD OF DESTROYING APHIDES.

In answer to the inquiry so frequently made

fur some means of destroying aphides, and other

insects on plants, without injury to the latter,

die following method is recommended by the

Herne /for/..../., with nn indorsement of it' nn.

hverilig I«ribct1y the desired objec t : 'I lie prep-

aration i- made by adding to .seven pints of water

thicc and n quarter ounces of qunvsia chips, nnd

five drachm* «.r the seed of the garden larkspur.

There arc to lie boiled together until reduced to

five pints. When ilia liquid is cooled il i' to be

strained, and used with n watering-pot or syringe,

as may lx- must convenient. The use of bukspur

reel for the destruction of the insect* irtfosting the

human bond i, n linic-honnrcd application among

country people—bedsoftho plant being cultivated

frequently for tho express purpose of furnishing

material for the dccociion. The efficiency <>f ibis

reined v reerns to dc|«ntl on the presence uf the

alkaloid called dclphiuc, which appeals In Ire a

poirem especially fatal to insects.

EJECTION OP YOUNG BIRDS FROM NESTS
BY YOUSO CUCKOOS.

The fact has long been known that the En-
glish cuckoo lays ils eggs in the nests of other

birds to Ire hatched out, nnd that the parasite

occupies the nc;t to the exclusion of the rightful

owners. A communication by Dr. Jenner to

the Royal Society of London gave the first record

of thia exclnsiou on the part of tho cuckoo, and

tho method by which it »n* accomplished, and

Mr. Blackburn, of the University of Glasgow,
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has lately verified and authenticated hia state-

ment. In one instance ho found the neat of a
titlark with two eggs in it, as well as one of the
cuckoo. This was carefully watched, and at a
subsequent visit to the nest the titlarks were
found hatched, but not the egg of the cuckoo.
At the end of forty-eight hours tho young cuckoo
was found in the nest, and tho titlark* were out-
side of it, down a bank, apparently quite lively.

They were relumed to the nest with the cuckoo,
which struggled about till it got its back under
one of them, when it climbed, backward, up the
side of the nest, and threw the titlark over the
margin and down the bunk. This was repeated
in several instances, quite often enough to show
that it was a regular instinct of tho animal.
The most remarkable fact in the case was that

the cuckoo was perfectly naked, without a vestige

of feathers, and it* eyes still unopened, while the
titlarks wore more or leas feathered and with
bright eye*. A second cose of similar character
is recorded by Mr. G. K. How Icy in the May
number of Hurdwickes Seitnct-Uouiy.

DEFECTIVE BRAIN AND DEFORMED
FEATURES.

Attention has latclv been called to an article
by Professor Laycock, written as long ago a*
1802, in which ho notices tho coexistence of
weakness or defective organisation of tho brain
with certain peculiarities of formation of tho
fuco, and especially of the parts answering to the
ribs of the cranial vertebras. Congenital defect
Of the bruin and tendency to tissue degeneration
nro very prominently associated w ith a defective
and receding chin, and the structure of the car
presents a similar harmony. In the perfect ear
the cartilago is compressed within an ellipse or
ellipsoid proportionate to the head, and to this

is attached a geometrically formed helix und a
pendent ellipsoid lobule. In proportion as these
aro defective, or as the car is monstrous, trian-

gular, square, or of irregular form, is indicated
a tendency to cerebral degeneration or defect.

Monstrous eare, with defective helix or lobules,
aro very common in idiots or imbeciles. The
defective form, and absence of tho lobule in the
female Aztec Cretin, and in tho case of demen-
tia, are instances in point. The ear of the male
Aztec Cretin is also defective but it more near-

ly rcaembloa the car of the chimpanzee.

NEW FUOTO-LrrnOORAPUIC PROCESS.

According to the London h'etoi, a new system
of photographic lithography has been introduced

in Berlin, based upon the fact that caoutchouc,

like JcwV-pitch and some other hydrocarbons, is

capable of receiving a photographic impression.

A thin film of caoutchouc dissolved in benzole is

first spread upon paper, and exposed in the cam-
era in the usual manner. The portions which
Imvo been subjected to the action of light are ren-

dered insoluble, and the other portions arc then

washed away, as in Mr. I’ouncey's process. 'I he
caoutchouc, wherever it remain* on the paper,

will receive n greasy ink from a roller which is

now passed over the sheet, and the impression

thus obtoiued may be transferred :o (he litho-

graphic stone, and printed from in the usual

manner. The plan is virtually a reproduction

of l’ouncey's process, with tho substitution of

caoutchouc for the bitumen of Judiea.

ACTION OF SALT OF POTASH ON VEGETA BLK&
Considerable intciesl was excited some months

ago by tho detail of experiments prosecuted by
l)r. George U. Wood upon the action of salts

of potassa on vegetation. In a subsequent com-
munication to the American Philosophical So-

ciety he states that in a field of grain devoted
to these experiments, the soil of which was pie-

viously exhausted by bud culture, one-hulf was
enriched by bam manure, and the other half

with similar manure with the addition of a cer-

tain quantity of wood ashes. The effect of tho

Utter application was specially marked, the yield

being mush greater than with the former. Tho
most striking results were obtained by the use of

ashes of the poke-berry (PiylcLeca dtcandru).

WINDOW PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS.

A new and quite peculiar photo-lithographic

process, lately announced by Window, bids f.iir

to become of much practical value. For this,

white paper is coated with a mixture of gelatine

and bichromate of potash, ami, after drying, illu-

minated under a negative. ’Ilic soluble chromo
salt is then washed out with water. If the wet
picture is now touched with printer* ink the

portions corresponding to the light lines of the

negative lake up the black. This is based upon
the peculiarity of gelatine cf resisting the fatty

blacks, even in thin sheets; and also the fad
th.u (he*e blacks ore readily taken up by tho

lithographic stone. A piece of gelatine p»|<r
is tendered sensitive in tire otdinury manner in

a bath of bichromate of potash, and illuminated
under a positive matrix of lire obiect to be lith-

ographed. After a sufficient illumination the
paper is immersed some seconds in water, and
laid with the gelatine side down upon a clean
polished lithographic stone, and then rubbed sev-

eral time* with n rubber pad to press out the
superfluous water. A few minutes after watm
water is poured on, of tho temperature of about
07°, and the picture developed exactly like n
carbon print. The paper becomes gradually
loosened, and with a little action of the warm
water can bo completely removed. Warm water
is then poured carefully over the tide to separnto

all the remaining soluble gelatine.

The picture thus obtained is naturally a nega-
tive, because the matrix was a diaposilive. Aft-
er the picture has been developed so that tho
lights nre entirely pure the stone it to be moist-
ened with alum water, and then allowed to diy.

If the experiment has been successful, the nega-

tive picture will appear clear and sharp after
drying. The eJgcs of the stone arc now to be

gummed in the ordinary way, and tho stone

rolled with lithographic black; after which it

is to be well nibbed down with a folded flannel

cloth dipped in gum water; the gelatine of
which the negative pkturo was composed is re-

moved, and tho fat color remains on tho origi-

nally clear spaces. If the experiment has suc-

ceeded, n positive of great delieaev will be pro-

duced, which can then be printed from.

EFFECT OF TOBACCO ON MAN AND ANIMALS.

I)r. Lcbnn, of Paris, has given a gicat deal of

attention to the question of the cflcct of tobacco

ujion man and animals, and has lately prC'cnted

a rc|>ort on the subject to the Mcdico-Chiiur-
gicnl Society of liege. Among the conclusion,

which the author In* reached in the course of
his researches, the following may be mentioned
ns mou important: I. Smoker.-, anil |>cr»uiis

who without smoking arc cmekqied in an at-

mosphere of tolttcco-smoke, absuib for each
quantity of ten grammes of tobacco a proportion
of iiiroiinc varying from some centigrammes to

a gramme. They nbsocb nl-o about an equal

amount of ammonia. 1'. The quantity of to-

l«»rco consumed daily by a single individual ad-
dicted to its u>c is scarcely fe>* linn twenty
grammes. A smoker is, therefore, liable to ab-
sorb daily a quantity of nicotine which mnv

rcm-lt twenty-five centigramme*, with an equal
propoition of aiumnuia. 3. Of nil kinds of
smoking the most dangerous isth.it of smoking
a cigar or < igarrttc nod su allowing the smoke

;

the least dangerous is thut of smoking a nargilo,
or pipe with u long tube, in the open air. 1.

The cflcct produced by the result of the con-
densation of tobacco-smoke is analogous to that
of nicotine. Nevertheless there must he added
tho cflcct* produced by the ammonia, which the
smoke contains in considerable quantity. .*». The
resinous semi-liquid which condenses in the in-
terior of the pipe contains a considerable pro|K>r-
tion of nicotine. It is little less poisonous than
nicotine itself, nnd rapidly destroys the life of
animals exposed to its aitiou. ii. The liquid
pioduct which condenses in the lungs and mouth
of the smoker contains water, ammonia, nicotine,
fatty and iciiiuus bodies, and coloring matters.
A dose of one drop of this speedily produces
paraly »i* of motion in small animals, and n state
of Apparent death. These effects quickly disap-
pear, hut death actually supervene, if the dose
is carried up to Several drops. If, instead of
administciiiig tho liquid internally, (lie animal
is made to breathe it for some time, il dies all

the same. In this la»t case the efleets seem due
in u great measure to the presence of uiiunuiiiu.

7. In a dose of a single drop dangerous results
nic not produced upon largo animals, but thoso
of small size arc killed instantaneously. Among
the ellccis observed the most constant mo fibril-

lar tremblings, n general congestion of tho super-
ficial vessels, stupor, nnd c*pvci.illv tho teinniloim
contraction of the muscles of the abdomen. «.
Nicotine is one of the pobons the cflcct of w hich
is most speedily dissipated, and tho habituation
to which is soonest accomplished. *J. Contrary
to vv hat has generally been assumed, the vapor
of nicotine at the ordinary temperature is not
dangcioiis, but it is quite otherwise if the liquid
is cm lied to ebullition. It then produces palpi-
rations, a derided MilVocalion, precoidial pain,
and vertigo. .Smaller animals exposed to this
vapor die almost instantaneously. 10. Among
the effects of tobai ro-tmokc upon man may bo
mentioned, in small doses, excitation of the intel-

lectual faculties fortlic moment
;
in repeated dose*

it produces palpitations, troubles of vision, and
more c»|iociiilly a dccieasc of the memory, and
pailiculaily the memory of woids.

FRIABLE GOLD COIN.

In aome instance* after n piece of gold coin

has been struck in a mint il becomes friablo and
crumbling. It lias been ascertained that this

property is due to the presence of n very small
quantity (hardly a thousandth pnrt) of certain

metals, among which lead is the must injurious.

By an improved process, however, this difficulty

has lately been overcome. This consists in pass-

ing a current of gaseous chlorine over tho melted
metal, which is covered with borax in the ordi-

nary way. A chloride of gold would not bo

formed at this high temperature, but on the con-

trary would be decomposed; while the other

metals unite with the chlorine so as to quickly

purify the mass. Any silver which may happen
to be present is not lost, ns it becomes dissolved

in the borax which serves ns a cover for the

molten gold.

RIVOT METHOD OF EXTRACTING COLD AND
SILVER.

A new process of extracting gold and silver

fiom their ores, devised by Kivot for treating the

California ores, has been lately published, and

i* said to be applicable under certain circum-

stances in which the usual methods can not so
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readily be employed. The principal stage* in

ihii method of treatment are presented in- the
following summary:

1. Roasting of the pyrites in heaps, or in re-

verberutory furnaces, in such a manner as to al-
most completely oxidize the metallic sulphides,
and to reduce the formation of sulphates to a
minimum,

,

2. Pulverizing and mixing of the roasted py-
rites with the ores.

3. Roasting of the mixed mass with super-
heated steam in a revolving furnace, with ex-
clusion of air.

4. Amalgamation in vertical mills, which ore
capable of u groat out-turn, and of working wet
or dry, as may be doited, and which divide the
mercury well, and eirect a more speedy and
complete amalgamation, owing to the pressure
of the millstones.

5. Separation of the mercury from the res-
idues.

C. Squeezing of the mercury through coarse
linen bugs or wooden cylinders.

7. Distillation of the amalgam in cast iron
tubes provided with receive'* cooled by water.

8. Smelting of the metals recovered by amal-
gamation in black-lead crucibles, and casting in
iron moulds.

NEW FIRE-ENGINE.

The English Mechanic publishes the descrip-

tion and figure of a fire-engine on an entirely

new principle. This consists in charging the
water used w ith carbonic acid and nitrogen. A
special merit is in tho remarkably cheap method
of obtaining tha carbonic acid, which is made
by drawing atmospheric air through a char-
coal fire, and forcing it Into a tank containing
water. A claim is made—und practical experi-
ments seem to substantiate it—that one cubic
foot of this solution, discharged upon any burning
pile, is capable uf doing as much execution in

extinguishing a fire ns fifty cubic feet of water
from an ordinary fire-engine, and in one-twen-
tietli part of tho time.

Another important point is tho capability of
tho invention to instantly depolarize vast quanti-

ties of sulphurous vapors, carbonic acid gas, car-

buroted hydrogen, and sulphurated carbureted
hydrogen. A delivery jet ono-quarter of an inch
in diameter is said to be capable of instantly ex-
tinguishing and depolarizing carbureted hydro-
gen from a two-foot main, working at three-inch
pressure from tho gasometer. By this method
the air in coal-pits, mines, caverns, etc., can. it

is claimed, he rendered puro and healthy. This
apparatus also may be used for softening water
for brewing and dyeing, and for preventing in-

crustations in steam-boilers.

AI.BERTYPE PRINTING.

This method of printing directly from the
photographic negative, invented by Albert, of
Munich, a year or two ago, is probably familiar

to muiiy of our readers, but as some additional
details of manipulation have lately been an-
nounced, it muy be of interest to many to have
some account of the entire process. For this

purpose a glass plate, about five eighths of an
inch thick, is coated with the following solu-

tion: Filtered water, 300 parts; white of egg,

l.
r
»0 parts; gelatine, 15 parts; bichromate of

potash, 8 parts.

The plate thus covered is to be dried, a black
cloth laid behind it, and exposed two hours Co

the light. It is then covered with a mixture of
gelatine and bichromate of potash, in the pro-
portion of gelatine, 200 parts; bichromate of
potash, 100 putts; and water, 1800 parts.

When this coating is dried the plate is printed

upon by means of a negative, the rays of light

falling perpendicularly. After a sufficient ex-

jiO.'ure the plate is washed and then printed

from, like a lithographic stone—that is, a fatty

ink applied by means of a roller, and then a
print taken off, under a lithographic press.

The theory of the process is as follows : The
photographed surface of the plate is washed
with cold water, not to lake off any por-

tion of the gelatine, but only to remove the

chrome salt and to moisten the gelatine. The
portions of the layer that have been the most

exposed to the light, and corresponding to the

deepest shades, are entirely insoluble, and do
not take up the water. The less illuminated

portions take up some water, not being entirely

insoluble
;
but the higher lights, or the portions

of the plate not exposed at all, absorb the water.

The lower plate thus prepared is treated just

like a lithographic stone. When the ink passes

over it the color sticks to the dark shades, in a

less degree to half lights, and not at all to the

entirely light portion, on account of its coating

of moisture. One peculiarity of the impicssion*

thus obtained eoorists in the fact that light* and

shades aie not presented in a continuous tone,

as in an orJinary lithograph, but in a fine gran-

ulation, which is tho result of the manner in

which the gelatine absorbs or repels the water.

Sometimes this granulation is undistinguishablo

without a lens but it can always be detected on

close examination. It is said that a thousand

implosions have been taken fiom a single plate,

oliltough thi. is pci haps questionable.

USX OF CAWOKE IN COTTON PRINTINO.

The cue of casein# as a thickening material in

cotton printing continue* to increase in favor,

the snUsance being applied by adding a very

little cold water to the caseine, and about two

to three per cent, of magnesia, giving n thick

and gummy solution, which runs when exposed

to beat, but not in the cold, the melted maw
bring solable in alkaline liquids. When insolu-

ble colors are printed with this solution they be-

come fixed, in consequence of tho running pro-

duced by steaming. The color*, however, will

not wash. If the caseine is treated with n Urger

quantity of magnesia, say from five to ten per

cent., we do not have a solution, but n thick,

semi-floid, homogeneous paste, which can be

stirred around in water without giving a true

solution. In baryte# water, however, this paste

becomes a thin, gummy solution, which is well

adapted, in certain cases, for thickening. This

melts almost completely by heat, nod the moss

ia insoluble in alkali. The solution can be kept

for a long lime without decomposition, but must

be protected against the carbonic acid of the at-

mosphere, which will gradually cause the baryte*

to precipitate, and thus diminish the solubility

of the magnesian combination.

NEW WOODBURY PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS.

WOODBURY, the author of the well-known

photographic process which bears his name,

has devised a new mode of printing, which begins

by rubbing a glass plate with wax, and then coat-

ing It with a thin layer of collodion. A solu-

tion of gelatine and bichromate of potash, con-

taining a certain amount of finely pulverized

glass, emery, etc., is then poured on. After

drying, this sheet is removed from tbe glass

and bid npoo the negative, with the collodion

ride downward, and then exposed to the light.

After sufficient illumination it is cemented by

a solution of India rubber to a glass plate and

washed with warm water, and after develop-

ment the relief picture is again removed from

tbe glass plate. The hydraulic press is next

nsed to transfer this fine grain to a plate of

metal, the minutest detail of the dry image be-

ing pressed into the soft metallic plate. A gul-

vano- plastic counter -form is taken from this

•oft plate, and a clicbl again taken from this,

which is immediately coated with steel or irid-

iom.

Another method of producing the relief gran-

ular picture consists in preparing tho different

mixture* of chrome gelatine os above, differing

only in the greater or less degree of fineness

of the granular substance. A sheet of thin

paper is allowed to swim upon tho mixture

which contains the coarsest grains. After dry-

ing it is allowed to swim upon a second mixture,

with the medium-sized grains, and then again,

after drying, upon that with tho finest. Tho
gelatine sheet is now illuminated under a nega-

tive, then fastened under water to a finely pol-

ished steel plate, developed ia warm water, and

dried. Tbe image thus obtained is transferred to

a eoft metallic plate, and a gslvano-plastic co y
taken. The finest grains in this way furnish tne

finest tones, while the half tones arc supplied by
those of medium size. This paper can be pre-

pared like carbon paper, without chrome salt,

and rendered sensitive before use.

ACTION OP SALINE WATERS IN DYKING.

It has generally been assumed tliut water con-

taining saline matter* is unsuited for dyeing and
bleaching

;
but a correspondent of Rcimann’s

FarUr-Ztilung writes to say that the water of

his village, which contains a little salt and some
lime, is so far from being injurious to the proc-

ess, that it furthers it in a decided degree. In

cotton dyeing an inequality of color in the yarn

is often met with; but the correspondent in

question maintains that this is never the case in

his neighborhood. In boiling out the cotton,

whether in the yarn or in tho piece, it conics
out from the kettle already half while, thus far

lighter than when boiled in ordinary non-saline

water. The theory of this process is found in

the suggestion that saline water boils at n higher

temperature than pure water. Aniline colors,

when used with salino waters, according to his

experience are more beautiful, ond light blue is

never as fine os when saline water is employed.
Should this communication provo to be founded

in fact, it would be a question as to what extent

common salt is to be hereafter added to the wa-

ter for djeing purposes.

MODERN CANNIBALISM.

The question as to how far tho prehistoric

man was a cannibal in hia tendencies, although

proved in many instances by the nature of the

human bones found in certain localities, has re-

ceived a very striking illustration in a recent ac-

count of the so-called cave connibaU in South

Africa, a race still in existence, which, although

not openly practicing this revolting habit, are be-

lieved fet to do it in secret.

Their abode was in a scries of caves in the

Transgaripe country, among the mountains be-

yond Thaba Bosigo. The principal of these

cares, known as the Cannibal Caverns, is formed

by an overhanging cliff, and in length is about

one hundred and thirty yards, with a breadth of

about one hundred. The roof is blackened with

the smoke of the fires of the former inliubitauu,

and the Boor is still strewn with beape of homan
bones

;
and the interior of the cave, aa far as tbe

S
e can reach, is lined with similar remains, with
oils especially. These seem to have been less

mutilated than the other bonea, which were gen-
erally broken or cut to pieces, apparently with
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atone Implement*, the Ion* boom being spfit open

for the abstraction of the marrow, leering the

joint* alone unbroken. A few booea were

charred by fire
;
bat most of them *eem to hare

been boiled, a* though that wa* considered the

preferable mode of cooking.

There still remain inclosure* in which the des-

tined victims of the fea*t were penned np until

their appointed lime should come. The practice

in question soemi not to have been, by any mean*,

a necessity to them, a* there wa* an abundance

of food of all kinds, consisting of fish, game, and

fruit*
;
and it* exorcise wa* a* frequently upon

member* of the cannibal’* own family as upon

stranger*—a buy wife or child, or superannuated

parent, being disposed of in thia way a* the most

eligible method of utilising them.

DETECTION OP FALSIPIED WRITING.

According to n French journal, alterations or

falsification of writings, made w ith ordinary ink,

mnv be rendered impossible by passing the paper

to be u*ed through a solution of gallic acid in

pure distilled water. When dry, this paper may
be used like ordinary paper

;
and any attempt to

niter or change any tiling written upon it will be

left perfectly visible, and can thus U eusily de-

,CCled
- XYLOL IN SMALL-FOX.

A go©d deal of interest has been excited by
the published succea* of xylol (ditneihylbenzol.

one of the many products of the distillation of

coal-tar) a* a remedy for the small pox, for which

it has been applied for a considerable nine iu

Berlin by Dr. Zeulser. The experiments are

slated to hare prored »ory satisfactory, and its

use in one of the principal hospitals of Berlin is

becoming very extended. The dose of thia sub-

stance for an adult is from ton to fifteen drops,

and from three to five for children, e**ry few

boon. No iojuriou* efToct has hitherto been

noted, eren whan giran in considerably greater

quantity. It Is applied from the earliest period

of the disea se till the complete drying up of the

pustule*. The beat method of administering the

xylol is in capsules, which are now furnished,

containing three, eight, and twelve drops, al-

though it can be given drop by drop in wioe or

water. Toluol appear* to have no effect.

BROMIDE OF POTASSIUM IN EPILEPSY.

Du Saullc bus lately presented the result of
his experiment* in the ueatmeni of ‘.'07 cases of

epilepsy by bromide of potassium, lie find* that

this treatment docs not produce any mischievous

effects, provided tlint it be of perfect chemical
purity, lie has had patients who have taken

from one to two diains daily for a long period

without uny evil lesults. The ill effects record-

ed from the use of this drug, iu his opinion, are

experienced only w hen it is not of the best qual-

ity. Of the 207 cases referred to, in 1 7 absoluto

suspension of the epileptic symptoms ensued for

from two to four years
;
iu 28 absolute suspension

for from twelve’ to twenty-two months; in 83
considerable amelioration

;
in 03 partial amelio-

ration
;
and in 110 failure. He considers the

bromide of potassium to be of the utmost possi-

ble value in thia disease, if properly administer-

ed, and very likely to cflcct, if not n cure, at least

a considerable improvement of tl.e symptoms.

EXTRACTION OF SUGAR FROM MOLASSES.

The attention of a French chemist was drawn
to llic fact thnt, after extracting ull the sugar
easily obtainable from beet juice, there was still

left in the molasses 50 per cent, of its weight
of sugar that could not readily be secured, lie
has now published ns the result of careful experi-
ment, and Applicable to any kind of molasses,

the simple process by which 70 per cent, of the
remaining sugar can be obtained in a perfectly

pure state. Alcohol of 85 per cent., mixed with

5 per cent, of monohydrmteJ sulphuric acid, is

to be added to the molasses, and all shaken well
together. The liquid is then to be filtered, and
additional alcohol of 05 per cent, is to be added.
The sugar is now taken up by the stronger alco-

hol and retained in a state of so-called sujicrsat-

uration, and would remain so for a long time,
wiih but a slight dcjuisit in a crystalline form.
By adding a small quantity of powdered sugar,
however, to the mass, the other sugar will be
rapidly deposited w ith the new, and in n perfect-

ly pure state, to be washed and freed from the
alcohol in the ordinary war.
The advantages claimed for this process arc:

first, the extinction of 30 percent, of the weight
of the molasses in sugar

;
second, the oblainin-

of the pure sugar directly, without the necessity
of various complicated processes; and third, the
almost total suppression of the use of onim.il
black in sugar refineries, 'live scientific theory

of the process need not Le given here, the state-

ment of the facts and icsults being sufficient for

our present purpose.

POISONOUS STOVES.

IE approach of cold weather calls out a re-

newed warning from the French sanitari-

ans of the danger of heating stove* red hot, es-

pecially those made of cast iron. It has been

found thnt v ast iron, unJcr such circumstances,

is permeable to the gases of combustion, panic-

ul.it ly to carbonic oxyj, and that tho simple*

t

tests prove the existence of this highly poison-

ous gas in tho immediate vicinity of the stove;

nnd, wlierc the ventilation is insufficient, through-

out the atmosphere of the room.

Sliect-irou lus been fuumj less objectionable,

except when red- lx*; in whiih case, as well ns

thnt of very hot cast iron, tliore *p|*CJivd to l*c

n decomposition of the eat bunk mid thrown into

the nimoaphcic by respiration, and a tiatuform-

niion into carbonic ox>d. It is supposed also
that tho oxygen of the atmosphere combines, to

ft certain extent, with the carbon of the iron, so

ns to increase the i<crccnt*gc of caibonic oxyd.

The evil effect of the presence of this gns, and
others scarcely lc*s objectionable which pass
readily through tlic hc-vtcd iron, is shown in

various ways, opart from that of actual asphyxia
or suffocation, several cases of severe fevers,

especially in hadly-vemilated rooms, having been
traced directly to this cause.

Tho primary remedy against this evil result

is to have tho Hovo lined internally with brick
or some substance other than cast iron, and to

have the upper part made of sheet-iron, so that

the gases may not pass through the c) finder of
the stove, but be carried off directly into the
chimney. If, however, a cast-iron cylinder is

necessary, then it should bo comHctclv encir-

cled by sheet-iron, with an air-chamber between,
and some Arrangement by which the air in that

space may be passed into the Hue, and not cscaj»e

into the room.

EXTINCTION OF PIRE&
A recent German writer, in discussing the gen-

eral theory of fires, end the best method of pre-
venting and extinguishing them, mentions vari-

ous mineral substances which may be mixed with
the water cmHoycd, to give to it much greater
efficiency. Chief among thc*e, in his opinion,
is common salt ; and he maintains, ns the result

of actual experiment, that one pait of water con-
taining salt will hare more effect than four with-
out it.

He explains its Action by explaining that a sa-

line solution is leas readily vaporized than pure

water, and that it is not so easily decomposed into

its constituent elements of oxygen and hydrogen,

which, of course, tend to reunite, and produce a

still greater intensity of combustion, lie thinks

that the salt itself also, falling on hot coals, is

decomposed, its sodium combining with the oxy-

gen of the vvaier
;
but thAt the hydrogen of the

water unites with tho chlorine of the suit, and
forms a completely incombustible gas, which

has a very favornblo effect in deadening the

flame, and aiding in extinguishing tho lire.

There is no danger of injuiy to tho fire appa-

ratus attendant upon tho use of salt-water, pro-

vided it be subsequently Mushed with fiesh-wa-

ter from tho hydrant. Our author advises thnt

a supply of rock-salt bo kept in bags in every

enginc-iiousc, and, us suott us a fire breaks out,

that the solution l»o mode. It is not necessary

to have such n solution saturated, rut a lurgo per-

ccntAgeof water may he added without mutcriul-

ly affecting tho efficiency of the mixture.

An important preventive of firo is suggested in

the coating of the beams and timbers of newly-

built houses with soluble glass, npplying this lit

several successive coats of n rather dilute solu-

tion, to be followed by a final application of u

mixture of soluble gluss nnd cement. Wood
treated in this vvoy may he exposed quito eloso to

burning matters without actually taking firo.

FREXCU METHOD OP PREPARING I1AM8.

Among the novelties, to the European public

at least, exhibited during the Paris Exposition

of I8b7, and one which took n prize for excel-

lence of result, was what was considered as *u
improved method of curing hum*. This con-

sists essentially in the injection of the picklo into

tho meat by means of hydrostatic pressure, a

reservoir of the liquid being kept irt an upper

story, with a strong rnbl>cr tube passing down-
ward, about twenty feet below, and terminating

iu a oointed metallic nozzle, the passage of the

liquid through which is controlled by a stop-

cock.

Tho point of ibis nozzle is to bo inserted into

the ham, and the cock opened, when the press-

ure from abovequickly forcoathc solution through-

out the hnm, causing it to expand very material-

ly, and to luke lip n sufficient quantity of pickle in

a very short time. This appear* to bo the prin-

cipal point of novelty. The general excellence

of tho hams exhibited, however, resulted from

the great care used in the preparation of the pickle

(which must always to of tho same density of so-

lution), tho injection of a definite amount of the

picklo for each pound of meat, and the allowing

tho hams to souk for a few days after injection

in a solution of the same degree of strength as

that previously used.

The hams ore to be hung up in on upper room of

the building, nnd exposed to the smoke and hot

uir from two chimucys, the hearths of which ate

in the lower story, nnd on which dry oak wood is

allowed to burn and smoulder. A thermometer

regulates the temperature of the upper room;

and the combination of the diy nir with the

smoke is considered to be a matter of prime im-

portance.

TREATMENT OF CHOLERA BY HYPODERMIC
INJECTION.

Dr. Patterson, superintendent of the British

Seamen* Hospital, Constantinople, gives an ac-

count of his experiments in the treaiment of

cholera by the hypodermic injection of morphine.

During the recent severe epidemic the usuul rem-

edies had been tried by himself and colleagues
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with very little effect, and, as a last resort, a
case which had been given up as incurable was
selected tor experiment. This patient had been
previously suffering from inflammation of the
liver, was in deep collapse, pulseless, with rice-

water purging, severe vomiting, and cramps. A
quarter of a grain of acetate of morphine was in-

troduced, with a result far beyond expectation.

In a quarter of an hour the cramps and vomit-
ing ceased, the patient fell asleep, the skin grad-
ually became warm and moist, and the pulse re-

turned. After two hours the injection was re-

peated, and he ugain slept for three hours. He
lived three weeks, but ultimately sank from tv-

phnid exhaustion, ns much produced by his old
liver complaint as from the reactionary fever.

The Slime good results followed in almost every

enso of trial. In ordinary cu.cs one or two in-

jections of from one-qnniter to one-half a grain
sulhied. It could I* administered even to very
young children, in doses of proper magnitude.

After the satisfactory result of this experiment
the treatment of cholera patients in the hospital

uus confined almost entnely to that in question,
and out of forty.two eases twenty-two recovered
ciuiivly, .01.1 twenty dud. Hut of rime eight
were perfectly hulplcs. from the first, being act-

ually dying, one had >c»cie liver complaint, and
one was very far udvanccd in consumption. Of
ten cases Heated in the ordiuury maimer only
oue recovered.

APPARATUS FOR DRAWLSO MINUTE
OBJECTS.

AN ingenious device for drawing microecop-

ical objects has been recently invented by

Frilsch, of Vienna, which has been found to be

capable of valuable applicAlion in the interest of

naturalists ; and we accordingly reproduce a flg-

uio of it, fur the purpose of illustrating its na-

ture more satisfactorily. The instrument is in-

tended to throw an enlarged image of the oh-

(

ect upon a table so as to admit of its being cop-

»d accurately. When in use, the apparatus is

placed near a burning lamp or gns Hunt, in

Acupuncturator 404
Albcrtypo printing 412
Alcohol, anhydrous 410
Alcohol, reaction of.... 408
Aphides, Killing 410
Asparagus coffee 407
Boiler coating 410
Cannibalism 412
Carbonic acid, making... 409
Caseine in cotton printing.

412
Chloral hydrate as antisep-

tic. .408
Chloroform and morphine. 410
Cholora, immunity 414
Cholora, treatment 413
Cod-liver oil 409
Comfrey as fodder 408
Covering earth with grass..

409
Crotonate of chloral . . . .410
Cuckoos 410
Cupro-ammonium 408
Defectives 411
Detonating mixture 409
Dog -power 406
Drawing minute objects.. 414
Earth as a disinfectant . 409

such manner that a raj of light falling upon the
adjustable concave mirror A, at an angle a. is

reflected at the same angle upon a movable
plate U, in the middle of which is an opening
for the reception of the object to be magnified.
The rays of light pass through this object to a
lens 1 ), and from that through a rone C, and
fall upon a sheet of paper placed horisontally
below, and upon which an enlargement takes
place, readily varied in extent.

The image thus thrown down can be easily

copiod by the artist, line for line. The appara-
tus is so simple that any one can construct it

out of wood and pasteboard, who cau command
a concave mirror of two and a half inches in

diameter and a lens of good magnifying power.

IMPROVEMENT IN PRESERVING FRUITS.

A subvfance called preserving powder has been

patented in this country within a few years, and
used in preserving fruits. It conrists essentially

of sulphite of lime, which, inert in itself, com-
bines readily with the oxygen developed in fer-

mentation, and is converted into sulphate of

lime
;
and this in a small quantity does not seem

to exert any injurious effect upon the unimal
cconomv.

Another somewhat similar suggestion, made
hv a German chemist, promises to he of value

in the tame connection. This is not intended

so much to prevent fermentation uh to reduce
the amount of sugar required in preserving. It

cun>i»is in adding uquu uinuiuniu to the juice,

which, by its’alkaline nacuic, neutralizes an a|>-

prc< iuble quantity of the free acid, and thereby
renders lcs* sugar necessary. The amount uf
ammonia required is cosily determined by the
disappearance of the sour taste of the juice

;
and

should there be an excess ut any time, it can be
readily antagonized by the uddition of n small
quantity of vinegar. Any other alkaline sub-
stuncc than ammonia would produce o solid,

permanent salt, which, if not injurious, would nt

any rate lender the preparation more or less un-
palatable. For preserving plums and gooseber-

ries this process i* raid to be peculiarly well

suited.

IMMUNITY OF COPPERSMITHS AGAINST
CHOLERA.

The immunity front attacks of cholera enjoy-
ed by workers in copper in the city of Paris lias

been shown to exist in London also; and it is

supposed that a positive absorption of the metal
into the system is the result of long continued
dealing with this metal. It is Mated that work-
Ci' in cop|»cr acquire green Stahls on the gums
immediately b!k,vc the teeth, exactly ns work-
ers in lead huv« n daik and blackish line in the
same legion. The perspiration of workers in
Copper is also stated to be of a bliiikh-gieen Col-

or ; nnd in cases of ulceration the pus is also
greenish.

INDEX
Engine, alcohol 405
Engine, ammoniacal 405
Epilepsy 413
Ether as intoxicant 408
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ion of . .41
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Fire engine 412
Fires, extinction of.... 413
Fruits, preserving 414
Furnace slag for roads.. 408
Gelatine 408
Gelatine, molding 409
Glass, burning 404
Glycerine 408
Gold, artificial 408
Gold, extracting 411
Gold, friable 411
Grain, husk removal 407
Guarana as stimulant ... .407
Hams, preparing 413
Hydrogen, making 409
Ice experiment 410
Iodine, room disinfectant..

409
Leather, softening 410
Lettuce, drunken 407

Maltine 407
Manuscripts, reproducing410
Meat extracts 409
Mirror, burning 404
Nitrate of silver, extract-

ing. .409
Obesity, cure for 407
Oil, goma 407
Oxygen, making 409
Photographic process. .. .412
Photo-lithographic process.

411
Pigeon brains 410
Poisonous stoves 4X3
Polyzonal lens 405
Potash as fertil izer . . . . 410
Red rays on plants 409
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Dick’s
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^Processes

1872
Some of the letters

and even words in this
section are indistinct.
This is due to the con-
dition of the original
material . However, you
should be able to make
out any word by putting
it in context.

Having been written
in the last century,
many of the terms here
may be unfamiliar. I

sugqest you refer to
GRANDDAD’S WONDERFUL
BOOK OF CHEMISTRY. It
has definitions of all
the less familiar terms
from Dick's, as I went
through the entire work
picking out every term
which might be misun-
derstood and listed it
along with its modern
counterpart

.

I advise you to read
every entry, even if
you aren't interested
at this time. You'd be
surprised at how many
ideas are here which
will be of use to you
now or at some future
time

.

I
aiming. When the skin of an an-
imal, carefully deprived of hair, fat,

and other impurities, is immersed in a dilute
solution of tannic acid, the animal mattergrad-
ually combiner with tho acid as it penetrates
inward*, forming a perfectly msolublo com-
pound, which resists putrefaction completely

;

this is tannc.l leather. In practice, lime wa-
ter in used for cleansing and preparing the
skin

;
water acidulated with oil of vitriol (eul-

phuric arid) for raising or opening tho pores;
and an infusion of oak hark or somo other
astringent matter for tho source of tho uumic
arid. Tho process is necessarily a slow
oue, as dilute solutions only can bo safely
used. Skins intended for curriers, to l>c

dressed for "uppers," commonly requiro
about 3 weeks

; thick hide?, suitablo for solo-
Icatber, take from 12 to IS mouths. Various
modifications have been introduced into tbo
process, for the purpose of reducing the lima
required for tanning, hut so far with only mod-
erate success, ns tho leather so produced is

spongy and inferior in quality.

643, Morocco Leather is prq>arcd from
goat or sheep skins; which, after the action of
(into water ami r. dung bath, mo slightly
tunnel in a l ath cf sumach, and subsequently
graimil anil dressed.

044. Russia Leather is generally
tanned with a decoction of willow Link, alter
which it is dyed, awl curried with the cinpy-
rcuiuatio oil of tho bitch tree. It is this oil

which imports to Russia leather its peculiar

•alor, mid power of rescuing mould and damp.
045. To Tan any kind of Fur Skins.

This will be found an excellent plan for tan-

nine any kind or skin with the fur on. After
Inning cut off tho useless |«arts, and roftened
tho skin by i.^ikiug, remove tho fatty matter
from tho iurido mid soak it in warm water for
an hour. Next, mix equal part* of boiux,
salfiK-tre, and glnubcr Kilts (sulphate of *eda),
in tlio nropoiti.m of aln»ut \ otincoof each for

cr.cli kin, with KiiOiciont water to moke a
thin i»05lo; spread this with abrnrh over tho
inside of tho skin, applying tnoro on the thick-
er parts lhau tin the thinner: double' tho bkin

together, flesh hide inwards, nml place it in a
cool place. After standing 24 hours, wiuli tho

skin clean, aud apply, fat tho tamo manner ax

before, a mixture of I ounce ral soda, 4 ©*>**«

borax, nml 2 ounces bard while soap, melted
slowly together without lieing allowed to boil;

fold together again and pul nwjy in a warm
place for 24 hours. After this, dissolve 4
ounces alum, H ounces salt, and 2 ouuccs »al-

cratns, in MilGcieiit hot min water to laturatc

the skin; when coni enough not to scald the

hnnds. soak the skin in it for 12 hours; then
wring out nml hang it up to dry. When dry
repent (hi* soaking and «lrying2or 3 tiroes, till

tho skin is i.uflicirnlly Milt. 1 -Tilly, smooth
the inside with fine sand paper ur.d pmuico
stone.

646. To Tan Sheep's Pelts with tho
Wool On. Wash ilie |»clts in warm water,
and remove all fleshy matter from the inner
surfaco; then clean tho wool with soft reap,

and wash clean. When tho pell is pcifcctly
free from all fatty and oily matter, apply tho
following mixture to the flesh ride, vir.: For
each pelt take comninn salt ami ground alum,

4 pound each, ami I ounce borax ; dissolvo

the whole in I quart hot water, and when
sufficiently coo! in bear the hand, odd ryo

meal to make it like thick juste, and spread
the mixture o-.i the flesh ride of tho pelt.

Fold the pelt lengthwise, ami let it remain
2 weeks in an airy aud shady place; then re-

move tho paste frnni the surface, trash, and
dry. When nearly dry. rcrapo tho flesh tido
with a crescent-shaped knife. The softness of
the pelt depends much on tho amount of

working it receive?.

017. To Prepare Sheep Skins for
Mats. Muko a strong lather with hot wnter,
ami let it stand till cold

;
wash tho fresh skin

in it, carefully squeezing out all the dirt Irom
tho wool; wash it in cold water till all tba
soap is taken out. Dissolvo a pound each

salt and alum in 2 gallons hot water, and pul
tho skin into a tub sufficient, to cover it; lot

it souk for 12 hours, aud hang it over a pole

to drain. When well drained, stretch it care-

fully on a board to dry, and stretch several

timet whilu drying, before it it quite dry,

spriuklo on the flesh side 1 ounce each of
finely pulverized alum and saltpetre, rubbing
it iu well. Try if tho wool be firm on tho
skin; if mil, let it remain a day or tivo, then
rub again with alnin; fold the flesh sides to-

p -ta<-r and hang in tho shade for 2 or 3 days,
turning them over each day till quito dry.
Scrap • the flesh side with a blunt kuilc, nml
rub it with pumico or rotten stone. Very
beautiful mittens can bo made of lamb skins
prepare.! in this way.

048. To Tan Muskrat Skins with
tho Fur On. First wash the bide in warm
water, nml remove all fatty and fleshy matter.

Then '.ink it in a liquor prepared m follows:
To 10 gallons cold soft water add a quarts
wheat bran, 4 pint old soap, 1 ounce borax;
by adding 2 ounce, mil plume acid tho soaking
may bo done in one-halt the t ime. I f tho hides

bavo not been sailed, mid I pint salt. Green
hide: should not bo naked more than fl or 10
hours. Dry onus should soak till very soft.

For tan liquor, to 10 gallons warm .soft water
aJd 4 bushel bran ;

stir well mid lot stand iu

a wirm room lill it ferine tit.'. Then add
slowly 24 p muds sulphuric acid; stir nil the
while. Muskrat hides should remain in about
4 hours

;
then tako out and rub with n llosh-

a knife—(an old chopping knifo with the
o taken off will do.) Then work It over a

boam until entirely dry.

610. To Curo Rabbit Skins. Lay
tho skin on n month board, tho fur side ua-
dormoat, and fasten i: down with tinned
tacks. Wash it orer first with a solution of

alt; thou di-sol vn 2* onneon alum in
1

pint

of warm water, and with n sponge dipped iu

this solution, moisten tho Kurfneo nil over; re-

peat this every now and than for three days;
when the akin ii quito dry, take out the tacks,

and lolling it loosely the long way, tho hah'

inside, draw it quickly backwards and for-

ward, through a larg :
smooth ring, until it i?

quite soft, then mil it in the contrary way of
Uio akin, and repeat tho operation. Skins
prepare! thus aro useful for many domestic
purposes.

050.

To Clean Furs. Fun may be

cleaned a« follows:—Strip tho fur articles of

their stuffing and binding, and lay them as

much as possible in n flat position. They must
then bo subjected to a very brisk brushing,
with a stiff clothes brush; after this, any
loth- eaten parts must be cut out, and bn

neatly replaced by new bits of fur to match.

051.

To Clean Dark Furs. Sable,

chinchilla, squirrel, fitch, Ac., should lie

treated as follows : Warm a quantity of

now bran in a pan, taking care that it does
not bnrn, to prevent which it must lifl actively

6tirred. When well warmed, rub it thorough-
ly into tbo fur with the hand. Repeat this

two or throe times: then shake the fur. and
give it another sharp brushing until free from
dart.

052.

To Clean Light Furs. White
fan. ermine, Ac., may bu cleaned as follows:

Lay tho for on a table, aud rub it well with
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bran made moist with warm water
;
nib until

quite dry, ami afterwards with dry bran.

The wet bran should be put on with flannel,

and the dry with a piece of book-inuslin.

Tho light furs, in addition to tho above,
should be well rubbed with magnesia, or a
piece of book-muslin, after tho bran process.

Or dry flour may bo used instead of wet bran.

Ermine takes longer than Minevar to clean.

They should bo rubbed against tho way of
the fur.

653. To Improve Furs by Stretch-
ing. Furs are usually much improved by
stretching, which may lie managed os follows:

To 1 pint of soft water add 3 ounces salt ; dis-

solve; with this solution sponge tho inside of
tho skin (taking caro not to wet the fur) un-

til it becomes Ihoronghly saturated; then lay

it carefully on a board with the fur sido down-
wards. in its natural disposition; then stretch

as much ns it will bear, and to tho required

shape, nnd fasten with small tack?. Tho dry-

ing may bo quickened by placing tho skin a
littlo distance from the lire or stove.

654. To Preaervo Furs and Woolen
Clothing from Moth. Moths deposit their

eggs iu tho early spring. This, therefore, is

tho timo to put away furs and woolens for

tho Bummer. It is not the moth, but tho

maggot of tho moth, that docs tho mischief

with furs and ironies*. To effectually pre-

serve them from the ravages of thewo insects,

thoroughly beat tho furs with thin rattan,

and uir them for several hour?, then carefully

comb them with a clean comb, wrap them up
in ncumpaporu, perfectly tight, and put them
away in a thoroughly tight chest lined with

tin, or cedar wood. Take them out and ex-

amino them in the sun at least once a mouth,

thoroughly beating them. This, indeed, is

tho secret of tho fir-dcalcw in preserving

their stock. Camphor, which Is so much used

to preserve furs, impairs their beauty by turn-

ing them light. Tho printing ink on tho

newspapers is just as effectual aa camphor,

being very distasteful to tho moth. Tho
above method may also be adopted to pre-

sorvo leathore, anti all kinds of woolen cloth-

iug, omitting, of course, tho combing; cam-
phor may bn sprinkled among tho woolens.

655. ’ To Clean Ostrich Feathers.
Cut soinn white curd soap in small piece*,

pour boiling water on them, and odd a littlo

pearl ash. When tho. soap is quite dissolved,

and the mixture cool enough for tho hand to

bear, plunge tho feathers into it, draw tho

feathers through the hand till tho dirt appears

squeezed out of them, pass them through a
clean lather with somo liluo jn it, then rinso

iu cold water with blue to give them a good

color. Heat them against the hand to shako
off the water, and dry by shaking them near

afire. When perfectly dry, cnrl each fibro

separately with a blunt knife or ivory paper-

folder.

656. To Clean Grebe. Carefully tako

out tho lining, and wash it in the tamo way
as directed for the ostrich feathers. Thoy
must not be shaken until quite dry. and any
rent in tho skiu must be repaired before mak-
ing up again.

657. To Clean Swanadown. White
swonsdown may bo washed in soap and

wator ; after washing, shako it out, and whoa

tho down is somewhat raised, shako it before

a clear Gro to dry.

658. To Curl Feathers. Heat them
slightly before the Gre, then stroke them with

tho back of a knife, aud they will cur).

659. To Cleanse Feathers from An-
imal Oil. Mix well with 1 gallon clear water,

1 pound quicklime ; and, when the lime is pre-

cipitated in lino powder, pour off the clear

lime-water for use. Put tho feathers to 1*
cleaned iu a tub, and odd to them a sufficient

quantity of the clear lime-water to cover them
about 3 inches. The feathers, when thor-

oughly moistened, will sink down, cud should

remain in tho lime-water for 3 or 4 days ;
after

which, the foul liquor should be separated.

660. To Deodorize Skunk Skins,
or articles of clothing scented, hold them
over a Gro of red cedar boughs, and sprinkle

with chloride of lime; or, wrap them in green

hemlock bonghs, whoa thoy nrc to bo bad,

and in 24 hours they will bo deodorized.

661. To Stiffen Bristles. These arc

usually stiffened by immersing for a short

timo in cold alum water.

662. To Dye Bristles. Bristles are

dydd by steeping them for a short timo iu

any uf tho common dyes used for cotton or

woof.

small masses essentially composod of pow-
dered charcoal and aromatic substances that
omit fragrant fumes dunng combustion, with
tho addition of sufficient nitre or rultpotro to

cause them to slowly consume away, without
flame, when kindled. Their common form Is

that of a small cone with a triangular or

triood baso. of about j to 1 inch in height,

and about i inch diameter at the larger part.

Thiii form is most simply aud conveniently

giveu then by pressing tlio ntam, whilst soft,

into n mould of lead or porcelain. Tho dry
ingredients should bo firat reduced to Guo

B
wder. and tho balsams and essential oils

any) bciug added, tho wbolo should bo
thoroughly and perfectly iacotporaUxI, after
which tho mittuio should bo beaten to tbo

consistence of n stiff ductile mnss or dough
with the liquid ordered for tbo purpose.
When powdered gum is one of thcingiedicnU,
tho mass should be beaten up with water;
but otherwiso mucilugo must Ihj employed.
Gum-tragneautb, owing to its greater Ibickcn-

iug and binding powers, Is hero generally pre-

ferred to gum-arabic. Tho charcoal of tbo
light woods, as tbn linden, willow, nnd older,

inako tho beat pastils
;
that of tho first bciug

most esteemed for this purpose in Franco.
Tho following receipts nrc among tbo best

that con bo made, Qnd will serve as examples
of theso articles, from which tbo ojtcralor will

bo able to devise others

:

1338.

Dr. Paris's Fumigating Pastils.
Pulverize J pound benzoin. J |>ouikI cnreurilla,

1J ounces myrrh, and l{ pounds cbnrcoal;
mix them through a sieve; then odd f ounco
each of attars of uutmogs aud of doves

;
dis-

solve 2 ounces of uitre in sufficient mucilogo
of tragncftiilh to make the whole into a stiff

paste; beat well iu a mortar, mako into pas-

tils, nnd dry.

1339.

Perfumers’ Fumigating Pas-
tils. Take of gum benzoin, 2 ounces (avoir-

dupois); olibabum (in tears), 1J ounces;

slums (iu tears), 1 ounce
;
cascurilla and gom-

trngacanth, of each { ouucc
;
nitre, 2 ounces;

charcoal, U pounds; mix, and beat them up
with water or rose water.

1340.

Piessc’s Fumigating Pastils.

Dissolve } ounce nitre in S pint rose water;

mix this with j pound willow charcoal, and
dry it thoroughly hi a warm place. When
tho nitrated charcoal is perfectly dry, pour
upon it a mixture of l drachm each of the

attars of thyme, caraway, rose, lavender,

cloves, and "santal ; Ihcu rtir iu 6 ounces
benzoic acid (flowers of benzoin); mix thor-

oughly through a sieve, then beat in a mortar

with sufficient mucilago to bind together.

Mako into pastils, and dry.
.

1341. Basis for French. Pa3tils. Tako
of charcoal, 1

A pounds avoirdupois; nitre, 2
ounces; gum-tragucanth, 1 ouncoj mix in

tho dry state. It is used as a Loam for tho

following French pastils, as well as uiauy

others :

—

1342. Pastilles aux Fleurs d’Oranges.
To each pound of Nos. 1341 or 1339, adu of

orange powder (genuine), 2i ounces avoirdu-

e;
neroli, 1 Imperial fluid drachm; and

up the mass with eau do flours d'orangoa.

1343.

Pastilles A la Roso. To each

poand of Nos. 1341 or 1342, add of palo rose

powder, 3 ounces avoirdupois; essence of

roses. 2 Imperial fluid drachms; and beat up
tho mas3 with eau do rose.

1344.

Pastilles a la VaniUe. To each

pound of Nos. 1330 or 1341 (usually tho first),

add of vanilla (iu Guo powder), 2 ounces av-

oirdupois; cloves (iu lino powder), 3 ounce;
csscnco of vanilla. 3 Imperial fluid ounce;
oil of cloves, oil of cassia, of each i fluid

drachm; aud beat up tho mass with cinnamon
watar.

1345.

Paotils of Every Vnxioty. Tho
products of the preceding formula) uvo of ex-

cellent qua!itv. Theymay bn varied, to please

tho fancy or tho maker, by tbo omission of

tome of their aromatic ingredients, or by the

addition or substitution of others. Cheaper
articles aro mado by simply increasing the

proportion of tho charcoal nnd saltpetre.

Good burning qualities depend greatly on the

completeness of tho mixture, aud tho moder-

ate compactness of the mass. If they burn
too slowly, ft littlo more saltpetre may ho

added; if'ton fast, tho quantity of saltpetre

should bo slightly lessoned. Musk nnd civet,

though often ordered iu hooks n* Ingredients

in pastils, should be avoided, as they givo out

a disagreeable odor during combustion. Am-
bergris is also unsuited for an ingrodicut iu

thorn.

1346.

Incense. Storax,2Jouuccr, bcu-

roiu, 12 ounces; musk 15 grains; burnt sugar,

l ounco; frankincense, 2J ounces; gnm-tra-

gacautli, 1J ounces; row-water sufficient to

form a mass; to bo divided into slnall tablets.

1347.

Incenso. Powdered eaacarilla, 2
ounces; myrrh, stores, benzoin, burgundy
pitch, each l ouucc

;
mix. Or:

1348.

Fine Incense. Takoof olibftuum

(true). 7 part*.; gum benzoin. 2 parts; mix.

Or: To tho last, odd of cuscarilln 1 part. Tho
preceding, placed on a hot iron plate, or burned

iu a censer, were formerly Used to perfume

apartments. The incense used iu tho rites of

tho Roman Catholic Church, and in tho tern-

plos of India, consists wholly or chiefly of

olihanum.

1349.

Preserved Flowers and Herbs.
Flowers, herbs, and other like vegetable sub-

stances, aro now generally preserved, for dis-

tillatiou, by means of common salt. The
process simply consists iu intimately mixing

the flower?, Ac., with about i their weight of

good dry salt, aud rammingdown tho mixture

as tightly as possible, in strong casks or jars.

Tho casks or jars aro then placed in tho cellar,

or other cold place, i ml covered with boards,

on which heavy weights arc put, to keep the

mass tight nnd close. In this state they may
bo preserved from season to season, or even

for two or three yearn. The flowers, Ac.,

should be recently gathered, and free from
dew or moisture; and the salt should be quite

dry, to ensure which it may ho exposed for 2

or 3 hours in an oven. Tbo above is the

method now generally followed, by our man-
ufacturing nerfumers and wholesale druggists,

for preserving fresh aromatic vegetable sub-

stances for subsequent distillation. It is
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found that tho odor of distilled water*, oil*.

Ac., obtained from flower*. Ac., thus pre-

served, U superior to that of those from either

tho recent or dried vegetables ; whilst tho
products keep better, and arc quite frea from
tho peculiar rawness found m those from
fresh herbs and flowers, aud which nothing
but nge. or redistiilation. will remove.

1350. To Scent Tobacco. Prnprauco
may be imparted to tobacco, by mixing with
it, while slightly damp, a little cnscarilla,

either in very fiuc shreds or recently powder-
ed; or by a liko addition of any of the sub-

stances noticed under fumigating pastils (set

.Vo. lit:!!)) of which the odor is appropriate to

the purpose. Cigars may bo pi-rfuuicd by
moistening thorn externally with concentrated
tincture of cnscarilla. or tincturo of benzoin
or »torax, or a mixture of them; or a minuto
portion of the powders, shred roots, or woods,
may bn done up with tho bundlo of leaves

that form the centre of tho cigar. Tho so-

culled anti-cholcralc and disinfecting cigur.i

aro scented with camphor, cascarilla, and
henxoiu.

1351. Scented or Aromatic Candles.
These me prepared by introducing a very
small quantity of any appropriate arocnatio

into tho malarial (fat, wax. or wick) of which
they nro made, whilst it is in tho liquid slate.

Camphor, gum bcuzoin, balsam of Peru, cos-

carllla, essential oils, Ac., aro geucrally tho
substances selected. Caro must bo taken not
to overdo It, us then the candles will bum
smoky and giro little light.

1352. To Make Snuff Scents. Of tho
substancoa used, singly and combined, to scent
snuff, the following may bo mentioned as tho
principal touqua beaus, and their oil or
OMctiee; ambergris, musk, civet, and their

owoncen.

1353. To Scent Snuff. A sufficient

quantity of tho powder, ovcUCC, or oil. hav-
ing been well mixed with a liltlo *nuff, tho
perfumed mixture is added to tho whole
quantity of snuff to be scented, and tho maos
well stirred up aud turned over. It is lastly

passed or rnhlxMl through a sieve, to ensure
the perfect diOUsiou of tho scent through tho
whole mass.

1354. To Restore tho Odor of Musk.
Genuine musk frequently becomes nearly iu-

odurmts by keeping, but it* perfume is restored

by exposing it to tho fume* of ammonia, or

by moistening it with nmmoiiia water.

1355. Peau d’Espagne, or Spanish
Skin, i:i merely bigbly'-perfuincd leather.

Take of oil of rose, neroli. and sautal, each 4

ounce; oil of lavender, verbena, bergamot,
each \ ounce; oil of cloves and cinnamon,
each 2 drachms; in this dissolve 2 ounces
gum benzoin. In this steep good pieces of
waste leather for a day or two, and dry it

over a line. Prepare a paste by nibbing in

a mortar, I drachm of civet with 1 drachm of
grain musk, mid enough gnm lrngacanth

mucilage to give a proper consistence. Tiio

leather ia cut up into pieces about 4 inches

square; two of these arc pasted together with
tho above paste, placed between 2 pieces of
paper, weighted or pressed until dry. Itmay
then l>o inclosed in silk or satin. It gives off

its odor for years; is much used for perfuming

paper, envelopes, Ac.; for which purpose 1 or

2 pieces of the perfumed leather, kept in tho

drawer or desk coutaiuing tho paper, will

impart to it a lino aud durable pcrtumc.

SYRUPS
Oyrups.

sugar inor

Syrups aro solutions of

‘sugar'more or less strong according to

the object for which they arc used. In the

preparation of syrups if care be taken I » mu-

plov the best retined sugar, and cither distilled

water or filtered rain water, they will bo

rendered much less liable to spontaneous

decomposition, awl will be perfectly trans-

parent. without the trouble of clarification.

1357. Clarification of Sugar for

Syrups. When inferior sugar is employed,

clarification is always necessary. This is

best done bv dissolving the sugar iu tho water

or fruit juicea eld, and then beating up a

little cf the cold syrup with some whit© of

egg. and 1 or 2 ounces of cold water, uutil tho

mixture froths well; this must bo added to

tho syrup in tho boiler, and the whole whisked

to a eootl froth; heat should now be ap-

E|, and the scum which forms removed

i timo to lime with a clean skimmer. A*
HKin as tho syrup begius to slightlr winner

it must bo removed from the fire, aud allowed

to stand uutil it has cooled ^little, when it

should bo again skimmed, if nece-sarv. awl

then passed through a dean flannel. When
vegetable infusions or solutions enter into tbc

Composition of syrups, they should be ren-

dered perfectly transparent, hr filtration ur

elarificaliou, before being added to the sugar.

1$58. Filters for 8yrups. Syrups are

usual I v tillered, ou tho Urge wale, by passing

them through creased bag tilten; on the

small scale, conical flanucl bags are usually

adopted. Thick strops filter with difficulty,

hence it is a good plan to dilute them before

filtering, and afterwards evaporate them to

tho required consistency. For small quantities

clarification iuvolves lets Ironbio than filtra-

tion. (Set No. 1367.)

1359. To make a Corneal Filter.

Take a square piece of

flannel or Canton Ann-

uel. fold it diagonally,

aud sew two of the

corresponding edge* to-

gether with au over lap

seam, leaving tho other

two edges open
;
then

fold tho open edge over,

sufficiently to make tho

opening level. (See Fig.

I.) This fold gives a
tonsiderablc degreo of

Stiffness to the opcll

end. preventing the filter in wm measure

from collapsing. Professor Parrish, in his book

on Practical Pharmacy,
recommends the use of a,
conical wire frame (see

Fig. 2) to support the fil-

ter. The frame is made to

tit into the top cf a suita-

ble tiu bucket, being sup-

ported by a rim nr flange

uround the top of tlic

frame, projectiug suffi-

cient!v to rest on the edge
of tho' bucket. The filter must fit tbc frame.

1360. Quantity of Sugar Used in

Malting Syrups. The proper quantity *-f

sugar fit syrups will, i.i general, be found to

bo 2 pouuds avoirdupois to every pint of wa-

ter or thin aqueous fluid. These proportions

allow for the water that is lost by evaporation

during tin- process, aud are those best ealeu-

lut.-d to produce a syrup of the proper consist-

ence, anil possessing good keeping qualities.

Tlicv closely ©urrespraid to those recommend-

ed by Guibourt for the production of a perfect

syrup, which, bo says, consists of 30 parts

sugar to 16 parts water. To make highly

transparent syrups tho sugar should be ni a

single lump, and uy preference taken from the

bottom or inoad enu of the loaf; a*, when

taken from tho smaller end, or if it bo pow-

dered or bruised, the syrup will be more or

less cloudy. . „
1381. Amount of Heat to be Em-

ployed in Making Syrups. In the prep-

aration of syrups it is ol great importance to

employ as little heat a* possible, as a solution

of sugar, even when kept at the temperature

of boiliug water, undergoes slow decomposi-

tion. The best plan is to pour the water

(cold) over tlfb sugar, fiud to allow tho two

to lie together for u few hours, in a covered

vessel, oeeaiioually stirriufff and then to ap-

ply a gentle heat, preferably that of steam or

a water-bath, to finish tho solution. Some
persons (falsely) deem a syrup ill prepared

unless it has been allowed to boil well
;
but if

this method lwi adopted, the ebullition should

be only of the gentlest kind (simmering), and

should bo Cheeked after tho laj»o of one or

two minute*. When it is necessary to thicken

a syrup by boiling, a few fragments of glass

should bo introduced, in order lower tho

boiling point. In boiling syrups, if they ap-

pear likely to boil over, u little oil, or rubbing

the edge of the pan with soap, will prevent it.

Syrup « are judged by tlm moiiufoctmcr to bo

sufficiently boiled, when some taken up in a

spoon poun out liko oil : or, a drop cooled on

tho thumb nail gives a proper thread when
touched. (S<c No. 136J.) When a thin skm
appenrs on blowing upon the syrup, it is

judged to bo completely saturated, riicso

rude tests often lead to errors, which might bo

easily preveutod by employing tho proper

proportions, or determining tho specific

grnvitr.

1302. Table of Specific Gravities ot

Syrups.
Tin* degrees of Umiind here given uvo thoso

of his heavy soceharomctei.

sug*r Bpoclflc Drgrotfl

In 100 pirU. Oravitr- liBum*.

0 1.000 0°

5 1.020 3

10 1.040 6

15 1.062 8

20 1.081 11

25 1.104 13.5

30 1.128 16.3

35 1.152 19

40 1.177 21.6

45 1.204 24.5

50 1.230 27
55 1.257 29.5

GO 1.884 32
G7 1.321 35

The lutter density is about tho syrupus of]

the pharmacopoeias; tliatof the II. S. Ph. basal
-.p, grar. 1.317; that of the British Ph. is 1.330.|

1363. To Determine the Density of

Syrup. A fluid ounce of saturated syrup

weighs 0774 grains; a gallon^ weigh* 13J

f
ounds avojruupois; its specific gravity is

319 to 1.321, or 35° Baumc; its boiling poiut

Is 221° Fah., and its density at the tempera

taro of 212° 13 1260 to 1.261,-or 30° Banin*.

The syrups prepared with the juices of fruits

mark about 2° or 3° more on Baum6‘s scale
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Chan tbe other syrups. {Cooley.) According
to Ure, the decimal part of the number denot-

ing the speeilio gravity of a syrup, multiplied
by *26, gives the number of |iouad$ of sugar it

contain* per gallon, very nearly.

1384. To Preserve Syrup*. The pre-

servation of syrups, as well as of all tacehariue
solutions, is best promoted by keeping them
in a moderately cool, but not a verv ••old place

.

Let syrups be kept in vessels well closed, ami
in a situation where the temperature never

rises above 55° Fah. They are better kept in

small tbau in large bottles, as the longer a

bottle lasts, the more frequently it will bo

opened, and, consequently,- the more it will

l»a exposed to the air. fty bottling syrups

whilst boiling hot, aud immediately corking

down and tying the bottles over with blad-

der, perfectly air-tight, they may be preserved,

even at a summer heat, for years, without

fer.limiting or losing their transparency.

1385. To Provent Syrup from Candy-
ing. The candylug or crystallization of
syrup, unless it be over saturated with sugar,

may In prevented by the addition of a little

ueotioor citric acid (2 or :t drachma per gal-

lon i
;
confectioner* add a little cream of tartar

t » th » sugar, to prevent granulation.

1333. To Prevent Syrup from Fer-

msnting. The fermentation of syrups may
be eif n-lually prevented by the addition of a
little sulphite of potassa or of lime. A cele-

b.ateil French chemist rccommcud* tin- aJfli-

ti »l of about 3 to 4 per cent, sugar of milk,

with tlm same intention. Fermenting avrup*

may bo immediately restored by exposing the

vo*<el containing them to tin- temperature ot

boiling water. The addition of a little spirit

i* also good.

1387. To Bleach Syrup. Syrups may
be decolored bv agitation with, or liumttou

through, animal charcoal.

1308. Degrees of Boiling Sugar.
In preparing ‘sugar for candies, Ac., the con

feetinner requires different degrees of Imiling

in order to bring tin* xuirar to the proper

Hta’.o for the various articles he prepares.

Well clarified and perfectly transparent syrup

in boilnl until a skimmer dipped into it. and a

portion touche I between the forefinger and

thumb, on opening them, is drawn into a
small thread which crystallize* and breaks.

This is called n weak candy height.

If boiled again, it will draw into a larger

string, and if bladders may be blown with tbe

mouth through the drippings from the ladle,

it bn* acquired the second degree, and is

called bloom sugar.

After still further Itoiling, it arrives at the

statu called feathered sugar. To determine

this, dip the skim and shake it over the

pan. then give it n sudden flirt orjerk, and the

sugar will tlv off like feathers.

Th - next degree is that of crackled sugar, in

which state the sugar that haugs to a stick

dipped into it, and put directly into cold wa
ter, is not dissolve! off, but turns hard and
snaps.

The last Stage of boiling reduces it to corn

mcl sugar, ami is proved by dipping a stick

into the sugar and then into cold water, when,

on the moment it touches the water, it will

snap like glass. It has now arrived at a full

candy height.

Throughout the boiling, the fire must not

be too fierce, as it will discolor the syrup

Tbe best safeguard against this i, the use of

steam heat. Color may be given to the

caudy by adding the coloring matter to the

syrup before boiling it. Flavoring essences

must be added when the process is nearly
complete.

1369. To Make Syrups for the Man-
ufacture of Cordials ana Liquors. Take
1 piut of water to every 2 pounds of sugar
used : this proportion w iil make a fine syrup,

about 32® Itanme. but the manufacturer otten
requires weaker syrups when preparing infe-

rior cordials, and the easiest method of ascer-

taining the proper point of concentration is

by the use of that variety of ftaume's hy-
drometer, called a saccli urometer. Heat up
the white* of 2 eggs (if you are clarifying
about 10 pouuds ot sugar, or mix in this pro-
portion), until it is very frothy, aud then mix
in with tbe rest.

1370. Plain Syrup. Put into a very
clean copper, 100 pounds b«af sugar and It

gallons water; take the white of 12 good
eggs, whisk them up to n froth in a pan. and
put them into a copper before the tire is light-

id; stir them well in the sugar, make a good
fire, aud let llio mixture be still. Asit comes
toward boiling, the scuiu will rise; la* par-
ticular not to let it bubble or boil, but simmer

;

as soon as tbe scuui is seeu to break through
the edge of the copper, damp the fire, aud
take off the first scum ; theu stir it up aud
let it simmer; keep skimming it until it be-
comes clear and bright, ami the seum as white
as milk

;
then draw your fire, and Uko it out

of the copper, and it will In* fit for u«*. The
quantity thus made will be 10 gallons.

1371. Gum Syrup. Dissolve 20 pouuds
best clear white gum-arabic iu 4 gallons water
nearly boiling hot; tuke 60 |M>unds sugar,
melt ami clarify it with 1 gallon water, add
the guui solution, and boil lor 2 minute*.
1372 Roapberry Syrup. This syrup

is sometimes used to give a vinous. Iiodv and
flavor to brandy. It is made of 2 pints filtered

raspberry juice, and I* pounds sugar. Select
the fruit, either white nr red. Having picked
them over, nmsb them in u pan. wbicn pal iu

a worm place until fermentation hat com-
menced. I«et it stand for about 3 dav*. All
iiiitcihiginoas fruits require this, or else they
would jelly when bottled. Now filter the

juice through a close Ibiuncl lug. or blotting,

paper, ami mid sugar in the proportion men-
tioned above; this had belter be powdered.

Place the st rop on the fire, and as it heats

skim it carefully, but do not Set it l>«il
; or

mix it in a pin** re*ael «»r earthenware jur,

nml place In a pan of water on the lire.

(This .s si illpiv a water-bath.) When tbe
syrup is dissolved, so that when you dip

your fore- Huger in it ami apply it to the ball

of your thumb, ami then separate tbe thumb
and finger. tb«- fine thread of syrup reaches

from each without breaking, take it off; .strain

through a cloth; l*-!llr when cold; cover

with tissue paper dipj*-d in bniudy, and tie

down with a Wiiilib-r until wauled for use.

1373. Imitation Raspberry Syrup.
Dissolve o0 pound* white -jg.ir in 10 gallons

water; then umkc an infu-»u of $ pound
powdered orris r«-<d in J

gallon l>>iling water,

m a covered w— l. -sirring «k-i-n*ioinilly as it

cools and when c.Jd. filler through flannel;

stir this infusion into the -crop ; I hen stir iu

4 pound tartaric a* id previo -sly di"*dved in 1

quart water. Color the mixture with t to 4

gallon cherry juice, ii-ing more «ir less, as re-

quirisl to produce the desired color. This
produce* a splendid imilalioii of ruqdicrry
ttrnin at a «-<>iii|>.irilivcl« trifling cost.

1374. Parrish's Strawberry Syrup.
Take 4 quarts fresh fruit; e\pr>*s- the juice,

and strain ;
add water until it measure* 4

pint*. Dissolve * pounds raw sugar in this

by the aid of heat :
raise it to the boiling

G
'

nt. and strain. If it is 1-» be kept. I ill the

owing season, it should be poured, while

hot. into drv bottles, filled to the nock, ami

securely corked. This furnishes u key for the

treatment of Hu* whole family of fruit juices.

1375. Lemon Syrup. Take f> gallons

lemon juice, I ounce best oil of lemons dis-

solved in J pint of alcohol; or tile rinds of 16

lemons rubbed with sugar to extract the es-

sentia! oil
;

dissolve Hi pounds of sugar iu

the juice, and boil for 2 minutes; skim, then
strain.

1376. Orgeat Syrup. Take I" pounds
sweet almonds. 4 omuls bitter nlmmid*;
cover them with boi ing lmt water; let them
stand I iil nearly cob ami peel them by press-

iug through your fingers; bent, them iu a

atone or bras* limi t. ir to n very fino panic with

Mime sugar, adding water slowly
;

press

through a linen cloth, so as to get gallons

of a liquid resembling rich milk
;
dissolve iu

this tumid Hi pounds sugur; bull up once,

and mid 1 pint orange-flower water; then
strain.

1377.

Arrack Punch Syrup. Take
pounds sugar

; 3| gallons water. Boil

Op «•( '.), then add 1} gallons lemon juice, mill

stir till the liquid is clear; pour it into a cloan
tub. and, when nearly cool, add C> gallons Hu-

tavia AiTiwk, then filler.

1378.

Syrup of Coft'ee. Take 10 pounds
boot Jan eoflbe, froth roonted am) ground,
mid 6 gallons boiling water. Let it stuml,
well covered. tiM. cool; strain ami press; next
dissolve in this iuftmion 80 nound* sugar; boil

and skim for 2 mill. te*. mid llu-n strain.

1379.

Cinnamon Syrup. Take 1 ounce
oil of Ceylon cinnamon, rubbed and dried up
with carbonate of magnesia in a mortar, no ns

to make it a powder; put it In a filter ling,

and poor ;> gallon* water on it
;
pour the wa-

ter over and over till it run* clear
:

get iu

this way 6 gallon* dear high-flavored water;
dissolve so pound* of sugar ill the flavored
water, and boil for 2 minutes; then skim and
Rtrnin.

1380.

Sirop Cnpill&ire. Maidenhair
Syrup. Tuke I pound maidenhair herb, and

gallon - boiling water Macerate till cold;
strain without pressing, so u* to gel 5 gallons;
take tbe whites of 3 eggs beaten to froth, mid

mix them with the infusion; keep back a

rirt of the liquid
;
then dissolve and boi) in

above -•> pounds sugar by a good heat;
when the 'rum rises, put m a little from the
quart of cold liquid, and this will make llm
'•inn kettle : let it raise and settle 3 times;
then skim, arid when perfectly dear add j
pint or.inp'-lhJwer water; then boil once up
again and strain.

1381. Cherry Syrup. Take gallons
• lierry juice; let it ferment a few days; dis-

-olve and boil pounds of sugar; when
clear, skim and strain.

1382. Syrup of Orange Peel. He-
duce 2 ounces dried orange peel to coarse
• owder, put it iu .i *: all glass percolator, and

I

" -nr deodorized alcohol slowly on it till G
laid ounces of tincture have passed: evnpu-
rate this spontaneously to 2 fluid ounces;
1 1

;

* .rate this with j ounce earbomite of mag-
nesia. I ounce sugar ami 4 a piut water
gradually added; pour this on a filter, and
when it cea-i-s to pass, add water till a pint of

filtrate is obtained
;

to this add pounds
sugar; dissolve with a gentle heat, amt strain

if necessary.

1383. Punch Syrup. Digest B ounce*
iieel out in small pieces and

bruised, iii 12 ounces Jamaica rum for 3 days,
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and strain. Mix 28 ounces strained lemon

juice with 18 ounces rum; ailow it to settle,

ami filter through puper. Dissolve 5 pounds

powdered white sugar in 42 ounces rum at a

gentle heat, and when cool, mix all the liquids

together. This is in no way inferior to tho

most celebrated European punch syrups.

Petroleum, or Crude Coal
OiL The name of petroleum is now-

applied to all tho native liquid substances

which bavo n bituminous character. It con-

sists, thereforo, of un inflammable and more

or loss volutilo oily substance, ranging in color

and nppcaranco from a yellowish white, trans-

parent fluid, to a brown or almost black,

opnquo viscid mass. Thu former u >ed to he

called naphtha, hut tliis uamu is now given to

any oil of this description, whether native, or

distilled from n darker grade of petroleum.

Tho latter is the form in which the bulk of the

potrolcum h found in America; and this,

when ox postal to the air, gradually passes into

aaphaltwn, or solid bitumen.

1627. To Purify Petroleum. T.mk-
shnpod Ktills of n capacity of 500 to 2500 bar

rols aro filled with crude oil, and beat applied

by furnaces beneath them, causing vapor* to

arise, which nro carried forward through pipes

immersed in water, and condensed into a

liquid, which run* out at tho end of the pipe.

The first product it gasoline, a vorv light

hydrocarbon, marking ns high ns 8.1* and

as low as 75° of Banmu'* coal oil bydroni-

otcr. Tho boat i-t then somewhat iucroused.

and tho next product obtained i* called

naphtha, benzine ( not benzole), which marks

from 75° to (IIP Baumd; and. when com-

bined. will average about C7°. The beat be-

ing allowed to incrcat.0 further, produce* di

tillulo, or crude burning oil. This imv.cover
until about 8 or 10 per cent, of tlio original

quantity contained in tho still remains, which

is called residuum or tar, and may lot redistilled

for tho purposo of obtaining pnrafiiue and
lubricating oil. Paraffino i t A fatly material,

rosombliug sperm in appearance. The di<i'

lato or crude burning oil i s converted into or

dinary kornscuo bv a procest of purification.

For this purpose it i- placed in a tank, where

it is violently agitated by forcing uir through

it, and while thus agitated, 1* to 2 p.\* cent,

sulphuric acid is added, after which the agna-

tion is continued 15 to 30 minute- Tin: ml is

then allowed to settle, when tho oriel and im-

purities arc drawn from the bottom. The oil

is thou washed, first with water and then

with caustic soda, by which means the re-

maining impurities arc removed, and any a id

remaining in tho oil i> neutralized. It is then

taken to shallow bleaching tanks, where it is

•xpoaod to light and air, and allowed tosclllo;

it is uext boated by means of o coil of stcaia

pipe ruuning through it, to expel nil gascou*

vapors which will ignite ..L a temperature be-

low 1 10° Fahr. Thu oil is now called a fin
test oil. and is ready to be barreled ami sent

to market.
1528. To Clarify Coal Oil. Place in n

close vessel 100 pound.-, crude coal oil, 25
quarts water, 1

pound chloridu of lime, 1 pound
soda, nnd

{•
pound oxide of manguitcsc. Tho

mixture is violently agitated, amt allowed to

rest for 2-1 hours, when the clear oil i ; decant-

ed aud distilled. The 100 pound:; coal oil aro

to be mixed with 25 pounds resin oil; this ii

one of the principal points in the manipula-

tion; it removes tbu gummy part •- from tho

oil, and renders them iuodoroii*. The distil-

lalkm spoken of may terminate the process, or

the oils may be distilled before they arc de-

fecated and*precipitated.

1529. To Decolorize Kevpseno Oil.

Kero.-rue oil is decolorized by stirring it un
with 1 or 2 per cent. «<f oil of vitriol, which

will carbooizo the coloring nmUcr, then with

some milk of lime or wane other caustio

alkali, nettling, and redistilling. Tho latter

appear* to be indispensable.

1530. Why Kerosene or Coal Oils

Explode. No oil h explosive in uud of

itself; it ii only wlu-n the vapor arising there-

from become* mixed iu tho proper proportions

with air, that it will explode. There should bo
no iuflammablc vapor from any oil used for

burning in lamps ni ordinary temperature. A
volatile oil i i unfit for the purposo or illumi-

nation.

1531. To Test Keroseno or Coal Oil.

Burning oil is oftcu adulterated with heavy

oil, or with benzine. The adulU-ratiou with

the former is shown by dimness of the flumo

after having burned for some time, accom-

panied by a charring < f the wick. The latter

may l»e. readily detected by means of a ther-

mometer, a little warm water, mid a lablo-

spoonful of the nil. Fill the cup with worm
water, the temperature of which i« to bo

brought to 1
10 - Fahr. Four the oil on Ibo

water; apply flame to the floating oil by

mutch or otbcrwio-. If the oil is unsafe it

will lako fire, ami it* tuo in the lamp i*

dangerous, fur it i > liable to explode. But if

the oil is safe nnd |fmd it will not take fire.

All persons who .-.HI kerosene that will not

stand tho fire test at 110® am liable to prose-

cution.

1532. To Extinguish tho Flazno of
Petroleum or Bemunc. Water, miles* in

overwhelming quantity, will not extinguish

the flame of petroleum or benzine. It may,
however. In speedily *molhcr»*l by n woolen

cloth or carpet, or n wet muslin or linen cloth,

or earth or sand being thrown over it. Thox>
act by excluding the air. without which com-
bustion cannot Ir: maintained.

1533. To Dcodoriio Benzine. Shako

repeatedly with plniuliate i f roda (<»-idc of

lead dictulvcd in caustic M*la). and rectify.

Tho following p'au it j-akl to bolicttor: Shako
repeatedly with frc-Ji portions of mctallio

quicksilver: let stand for 2 day*, nnd rectify.

1534. To Manage Keroseno Lampa.

These arc *: much ua-d that a few hints on

their management will
%
no doubt bo accepta-

ble. There ore very few common illumina-

ting subatoncss that produce a light as bril-

liant aud steady as kerosene oil, but its full

brilliancy is rarely attained, through want ol

attention to certain requisite points in its

management. By following the directions

hero given, tho greatest amount of light will be

obtained, combined with economy in the con-

sumption of the oil. The xvick, oil, lamp, nnd

all it* appurtenance*, must be perfectly clean.

The chimney must l*e not only clean, but clear

and bright. The wick must lie trimmed ex-

actly square, across the wick tube, and Dot

over the curved top of tbo cupola used to

spread the flame; after trimming, raise the

wick, and cut off the extreme corners or

point*. A wick cannot be trimmed well with

dnll scissors ; tin* sharper the scissors, the bet-

ter the shape of the flume. These hints, sim-

ple as they appear, arc greatly disregarded,

and tho consequence is a flame dnll, yellow

and apt to smoke. The burners made with

an immovable cupola, and straight, cylindrical

chimneys, require cspn-inl care in trimming;

tho wick lias to be raised above the cupola,

and has therefore no support when being

trimmed. A kerosene lamp, with tho wick
turned down, so as to make a small flame,

should not bo placed in a sleeping room at

night. A wick made of felt is greatly supe-

rior in cveiy way to thecommon cotton wick*.

1535. To Keep Kerosene Lamps
from Getting Greasy. The upper part of

a kerosene oil lamp, alter standing for a short

lime, frequently gels oily, from tho condensa-

tion of tho vapor of the oil. This will be
greatly, if not entirely prevented, by taking

a piece of felt nnd cutting a hide in it so as to

fit exactly around the socket into which the

burner is screwed ;
trim the felt off so as to

leave a rim about A inch wide, and placu this

felt ring on thosoi kel.

1530. To Cement tho Socket on a
Keroseno Lamp. The socket of a kerosene
lamp, into which the burner is screwed, fre-

quently becomes loose or comes off. To fas-

ten this, take tho socket off, pick out tho old

Cement, and wash it with hot soap nnd wa-

ter, with a little mk1;i. to remove nil trace of

grease. Empty the lamp, nnd wash it in the

auio maimer, especially tho lip or neck which

fits iulo*thu socket. Next take a Cork which
fits (not too light) into thn socket; grease it

slightly, uud screw it into the f jckot (the

i.ir.e way tho burner i* screwed in), until

tbo end of the cork is nearly level with the

bottom of the socket
;

this will leave a circu-

lar trench to nvoivu the cement. Take the

bc«t plaster of Fun*, mix it quickly a* thick

n< it will flow, fill the trench in tho socket,

reverse the lump, and press tho lipof the glass

firmly into tlio socket until tho edge of the

socket tit* closely to the glass. This opera-

tion must ho done quickly, beforo the plaster

ha - bail liino to set. Lei tho whole remain
about 12 hours iu a warm pluco before using.

Then unscrew tlio cork and scrapo off any
adhering plaster. (Ate -Vo. 22liU.)

1 537. To Clean Voaaela Uae<i to Con-
tain Kerosene. Wash the vcaocl "ith thin

inilk of lime, which forms an emulsion with

tbo petroleum, and removes every trace of it,

and by washing n second lime with milk of

limo lind a very small quantity of chlorido of

lime, and allowing tbo liquid to remain iu it

about an hour, aud then using it with cold

water, even tho smell may bo co completely

removed as to render tbo vessel thus cl const*]

lit for keeping beer in. At Um CMlio timo tho

external surface of the vessel lalo bo washed

with a rair dipped in tins i-amo unbalance. If

the uiilk of lime be used warm, instead of

odd, the operation is rendered much rhortcr.

If particle* of thickened petroleum adhere to

the glass after tho first washing, tbcoocan bo

removed by washing with fino t and, or by

other mechanical means.

1538. To Clean Keroseno Lamps.
Wash tho lamp inside uud out thoroughly

with hot soap and water, and a little wauhiog

soda. When clean, rinse repeatedly so a* to

leave no trace of soop; let it drain till dry.

T ubricators. Compounds to leu-

I i sen tho friction in machinery, nnd to

prevent the bearings from rusting. Lubrica-

tors must possess a certain amount of co-

hesive and adhesive attraction. But they

must also have tho power to retain their

cohesion and fluidity under tho action of

modcrato heat, heavy pressure, nnd contact
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with rnctala and nir. The oxygon of tho air

quacks many kinds of oil*, rendering Eomo
acid and others rcainoun ; and moreover eomo
oils of mineral extraction aro contumioalcd
with acid*, used in their rectification, which at-

tack metallic surfaces, tho oxides of tho rnctala

thus produced increasing friction mechani-
cally. Tho oxides of metals have tho power
of saponifying vegetable and animal oils, and
no doubt this combination often takes placo
when oils of this kind aro used on nuty bear-

ings. Tho soups formed by tho union of Iho
saponifinblo parts of oils with motallic oxides
aro hard and insolnblo, nnd uro, therefore,
much less perfect lubricators than tho oils

themselves. Some oils, inoro portici.lorly

thoso extracted from petroleum, aro volatile,

and evaporate aa noon as journals bcccmo
slight’}* heated. Oils possessing these de-
fects aro unfit for purposes of general lubrica-
tion. Probably nothing clso has ever been
discovered that possesses in r.o high a dcg.co
all tho properties desirable in a lubricator ns

good, pure sperm oil. There havo been, bow-
over, Homo closo approximations to it iu oils

extracted from petroleum. Many of tho lat-

ter arc, nevertheless, very inferior. Romo ex-

cellent lubricating oils nrc also obtained front

various seeds. Tho olivo nnd tho castor Lean
furnish oils very good for lubrication. Olivo
oil is, however, too expensive for general ap-
plication to this purpose. (See No. 1495.)

1540. Sperm Oil aa a Lubricator for
Hoavy Machinery. Tho superiority of
winter sporui oil lm» been fully established
by experiments mode during 14 months, on
tho ear and locomotive axles of a leading lino

of railroad
;

these went to provo that when
using mineral, animal nr fish oils, it required
from 100 to 400 per cent, more of these oils

to keep the temporaturo of tho journals below
100° Fabr. than when winter sperm oil was
employed

;
nnd iu no instanco could tho pres-

»uro on iho car-shaft bo raised to 8,000 pounds
with any othor oil. It was also ostohliahod

that under various velocities, the amount of
this oil consumed in lubrication dccrc:vio:l i:i

almost Iho oamo ratio ai tho velocity; and
ai Iho velocity and the requisite amount of
oil win diminished, the pressure could bo in-

creased without any increased consumption
of oil.

1541. Booth’s Axlo Grease. Tbfa pop-
ular axlo grease i.i made a i follows: Dissolve

4 pound common coda in 1 gallon water, add
II pounds tallow nud six pounds palm oil (or

10 pounds of palm oil only), llcat them to-

gether to 200® or 210® Fakr.; mix, and keep
tho mixture constantly stirred tiil tho compo-
sition is cooled down to CO® or 70°.

1542. Thin Axlo Grease. A thinner
composition than tho last is made with l;

pound Boda. 1 gallon water, I gallon rapo oil,

and J pound tallow, or palm oil.

1543. French Liard for Lubrication.
Tho French compound, called hard, i . thus
made: Into .

r
:0 part: of finest rape oil put

1 part of caoutchouc, cut huiall. Apply heat
until it is nearly nil dissolved.

1544. Bavarian Anti-Friction Com-
position. This composition has been cm
ployed in Munich with success and economy
lodiminish friction iu machinery. Itconsistsof

10 J
parts pure hogs lard melted with 2 parts

finely pulverized and sifted plumbago. The
lard u lirst to bo melted over a moderate fire,

then tho plumbago is thoroughly mixed iu, a

handful at n time, with n wooden spoon, and
stirred until tho mixture is of a uniform com-
position. This is applied in its cold state with

a brush to tho pivots, tho cogs of the wheels,
Ac., and seldom more than oucc in 24 hours.
It was found that this composition replaced
satisfactorily tho oil, tallow and tar used iu

certain iron-works, and saved about four-fifths

of the coat of tboso article*.

1545. Lubricator for Wagon Axles.
Tallow, 0 pounds: pnhn oil, 10 pounds; and
plumbago, 1 pound, mako a goal lubricator

lor wagon axle*. A mixture of glyccriuu
and plumbago makes a fiuo liquid lubricator.

1546. Mankettrick'a Lubricating
Compound. 4 pound* caoutchouc dissolved
iu spirits of turpentine, 10 ponnds common
soda, 1 pound gfno dissolved m 10 gallons wa-
ter, 10 gallons of oil thoroughly incorporated
by ossianoa i mining, adding tho caoutchouc
lost.

1547. Anti-Attrition Grease. Grind
together black lead with four limes its weight
of lard or tallow. This is used to lessen
friction iu machinery, and to prevent irou
rusting. It was once a patent article. Cam-
phor it sometimes added, 7 pounds to the
ewL
1548. Anti-Friction Grease. Boil

togotber lJcwL tallow with 1J cwL palm
oil. When boiling poiut is reached, allow it

to cool to blood beat, alirriug it meauwhile,
thm drain through n oievo into a solution
ol 4 cwl soda in 3 gallons water, mixing it

well. Tho ohoro U for suminor. For wintar,
IJcwL tallow to ljcwt. palm oil. Spring
and autumn, 14 tallow, IJ palm oil.

1540. Watchmakers’ Oil. Prepared
by placing a atrip of clean lend in a nmall
white glass bottlo filled witholiro oil, aud ex-
posing it to tho sun's rays at n window for

somo time, till a curdy metier ceases to de-

posit. and tho oil haa boeoao quite limpid and
colorless. Oaed for fino work : docs not gel
thick by age. fSec Ho. 1551.) Or:—opotto
the finest porpoiio oil to tho lowest natural
temporal uro attainable. 1 1 will reparato iuto
two portions, a thick, colkl man at tho bot-
tom, and a thin, oily supernatant liquid. This
i 1 1;> bo poured off while allbo low tompera-
turn named, anti is theu fit for use. Delicate
docks aud watches aro now lubricated with
glycerine.

1550. To Preparo Oloino for Watch-
makers’ Use. Oloino is tbo liquid portion
of oil and fat; by raponifientiou it yields
oleic add. Almond or olive oil is agitated in
a Stout bottlo with 7 or tl times its weight of
strong alcohol specific gravity .71>8, at nearly
the boiling point, until tho whole ii dissolved

;

the colution i ; allowctl to cotil, after which tha
clear fluid is decanted from tho Htcarinc which
has liccn deposited, and after filtration, tho
spirit i; removed by distillation at a gcntlo
heat. Ily exposure at a very low temperaturo
it deposits any rciiiuiuiug stcarinc, aud then
becomes pure.

1551. To Refine Oil for FineMechan-
ism. Defined oil fur thin mechanism can bo
prepared by puUiug zinc nud lead shavings, in

equal part*, iuto good Florence olivo oil, aud
placing in a cool place till tho oil bocomos
colorless. (Sea No. 1495.)

WTaterproofing. Numerous
V V pious have been invented for ren-

dering cloth and felting waterproof; the best
methods adopted aro given in tho following

receipts

:

1553.

Waterproof Porous Cloth. A
porou t waterproof cluth is the best for outer
garment* during wet weather, for those whoso
duties or labor causes them to perspire freely.

Tbo best way for preparing ouch doth iu by
the process adopted for tbo tunics of tho
French soldiers during tho Crimean war. It

is as follows: Take 2} pounds alum and dis-

solve in 10 gallons boiling water; then in a
separate vessel dissolve tbo rarao quantity
sugar of lead iu 10 gallons of water, and mix
tho two solutions. Tho cloth is now well bun-
dled iu this liquid, until every part of it is

penetrated; theu it is squeezed nnd dried in

tho air, or iu u warm apartment, theu washed
in cold W ater aud dried again, when itis lit lor

use. If necessary, tbo doth may bn dippedin
the liquid and dried twice before being wash-
ed. Tho liquor appears curdled when tho
alum and lead solutions aro mixed together.
Tliis is the result of douhlo decomposition,
tho r.ulphnto of lead, which is an insolu-
ble* Kilt, being formal. Tho sulphato of
lead is taken up in tha pares of tho
cloth, and it is unaffected by rains or
moisture, and yet it does not render tho
doth air tight. Snob cloth is also partially
non-inflammable. A solution of alum itself

will render cloth, prepared ns described, par-
tially waterproof, but it is not so good ns iho
sulphate of lend. Such cloth—cotton or wool-
en—sheds rain like tho feathers on tho buck
of a (lock.

1554.

To Waterproof Tweed Cloaks.
Dissolvo 4 pound alum in two quarts boiling

water, and pour tho solution Into n vessel
containing 2 gallons cold spring water.
Immerso tho garment In this vessel, uud let

it remain 24 lioura. Dissolvo J pound augur
of load in 2 quarts of boiling water, and pour
Iho solution into another vowel containing 2
gallons of cold spring water. Tako tlio gar-

ment from Iho first rosso!, gently wring or

t
ress it, and immerso it in tho second vessel.

<ot it remain C bourn, gently wring it, and
bang it iu tho abado to dry. Thin rccoipi has
boon tried, and found to nuswor ndmirnlil v.

It is very similar to llm last, hut only half the
quantity of sugar of lead is used, nnd tho
cloth is immersed in the solutions separately.

1555.

Cooley’s Method of Making
Cloth Waterproof. This is u simple, hut
perfectly tucccs&lh) method of rendering
cloth wuterproof without being, at tho sumo
lime, airproof. Spread the cloth on any
smooth surface, and rub the wrong side with
a lump of bees’ wax (perfectly pure and irco

from grease), until Hie surlaco presents a
slight, but uniform, white or grayish appear-
ance. If this bo dnno carefully and tlinr-

.uglily, a lighted candle may bo blown out
through tbo cloth, if coanra ; and yet a piece
of tho same, placed across an inverted hat,

may have several glassful!* of water poured
into the hollow formed by it, without any of
tho liquid passing through

j
pressure or fric-

tion will ufouo mnke it no so.

1556.

French Waterproof Felting.
This composition, heretofore regarded os a
6ccret in France, lias been adopted for uso in

tbo French navy. The information regard-
ing this material was furnished by Mr. Parent
to the "Journal of Applied Chemistry.” The
inoxidizaldo compound for waterproof is made
thus: lOoj parts, by weight, India rubber, 175
parts finely sifted sawdust. 10 parts powdered
sulphur, 2o parts slacked lime, 125 parts sul-

phato of alumina, 125 parts sulphate of iron,

10 parts hemp tow. To mix tho above, use
heated cylinders, bo ns to obtain a very
homogeneous paste, which is made into thin
cakes, and afterward divide into small pieces
to be dissolved. To dissolve this substance,
tukc4J pounds spirits of turpentine, benzine,
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(common ia preferable), petroleum, or sul-

C
buret of carbou, to 2s pounds of the mixture,
t must bo stirred 5 or G times during 2-1

hours, at the end of which time ibo mass will

bo thoroughly dissolved. The solution is thou
uprcud on the fabrics or articles to bo preserv-
ed, by menus of rollers, knives, or spatulas,
adapted to tho purpose. Apply as mauy
coats as may be necessary, nn<l then let it dry.
As soon ns tho fabric i:> dry, it is passed uu-

dcr pasteboard laminating rollers, in order to

givo a lustre to thn surface. The fabric is

then rolled up on a hollow iron pipe, which is

covered with cloth to prevent it slicking to
tho iron, and tho whole placed in a copper
pipe, with n perforated lid or cover; steam is

then introduced at a pressure of 4 atmo-
spheres, which pressure is maintained for I

hour, at tho end of which limo the operation
ia ended. If it bo desired to givo theso im-
poruicablo covora a black color, a solution of

sulphate of iron, nut-gall uud logwood is ap
plic<l with n brush.

11157. To Mako Waterproof Joint
Clonero. Caps or joiut closers cun be inado of
about the same materials as tho abova by ob.
serving tho following proportions : Diuaolvo
2U parts, by weigot, of India rubbor. iu *uf-

liclunt bonziuc; then mix with it 15 parts
sawdust, 2 part i sulphur, 5 oarts ml lead, aud
5 parto each of alum, slacked lime, and hemp
tow, adding bouxino to nialco tho wbolo into
a paste. For closing the joluU on steam en-
gines, hydraulic pumps, «tc.

1558. To Render Articles Water-
proof. A patent has recently hocn taken
out in Paris for a method of rendering paper,
cloth, cork, sponge, and oilier porous sub-
stances waterproof, ns well ns articles manu-
factured from those materials, including bank-
notes, envelopes, gloves, clothing, paper col-

lars, umbrellas, land*. Ac. Tho procoss con-
sir'll* in dissolving parulHno, cut up in rmall
slices, in pure naphtha or bensiuo, culiroly freo

from fat or oil. Tho solution is to bo inndo
iu a vessel with a glass stopper, and is to bo
shaken repeatedly until tho result is accoin-
pllsho’J. An excess of parotlino tdiould bo
used, so us to mnkoHuro of having a perfectly
Hntumleil solution. Tho articles to lio treat-

ed arc iimlmrood in this for a time, according
to tho thickness or porosity of tho tissue, and
arranged to secure either a couiploto ratuto-
liun or tho ponctratiou of tho liquid to
any required depth. After removal, tho
articles aro to bo dried by tho appli-

cation of bent, or iu the air. Tho solvent
evaporates, leaving the paper or other sub-

stnnco saturated with parallino impcrmcablo
to water, ami cnpablo of resisting tho action

of acids. Articles of dress, such as pacer
collars aud wristbands, should bo subjected to

the action of a flat-iron or heated cylinder, in

order to givo them n high degreo of polish.

Tho applications of this process aro inuuifold,

and new ouesnro constantly suggesting them-
selves.

1550. Balard's Waterproofing for
Clothing. Bulnrd recommends tho applica-

tion of acetate r f alumina for tho purposo of

rendering clot hing impervious! to water. Tho
cloth is to bo immersed in u mixture of eola-
tions of ucotnt.o of lead and sulphate of alum-
inn; by mutual decomposition of the tails,

acetate of alumina is produced on tho cloth,

and when the goods arc dried, basic acetate
of alumina adheres to the fibre, and thus pro-

tects it from the action of moisture. Tho
process i i particularly recommended for mili-
tary goods.

1560. Berlin Waterproof Cloth. A
firm in Berlin has fur some years furnished a
completely waterproof cloth, the process for
making which has been kept a secret. It ia

now stated, however, that the method con-
sists, in all probability, in saturating tho cloth
at first with a solution of sulphate of alum-
ina and of copper, aud then immeming it in
a bath of water-glass and a solution of resin
soap. The object cf the copper seems to bo
to prevent the cloth from rotting or stiffening
more perfectly than can bo dona by tho alum-
ina alone. (Sec No. 1561.)

1501. To Waterproof Linen, Canvaa,
&c. Three kuhs aro prepared a* follows

:

Tho first, by dissolving
1 part neutral sul-

phato of alumina (concentrated alum coko)
m 10 parts cold water. For tho (ccond, boil

1 part light resin, 1 part soda crystal* and 10

part* water, till the soda is dionlvnl ; add i
part common mil, to M-parate tin- water ami
collect the soap ; dissolve this snap with an
equal amount of gmxl palm-oil .map in :KI

C
arta water. This amp kith uiu*1. Ik u-rd
at. The third both cunwti of water only.

Soak t!io fabric thoroughly in the llrsl, <ir

alum bath: next pi*« it through the <np
Itath; aud lastly, rinaoin tho water. (See .Vo.

15G0.)

1502. Metallic Soap. Metallic

i:i linseed nil i» highly ivcummeadcd |i»r coat-

ing canvas foe wngmi cover*, tents. At., a*

lining nut only impermeable t«» moisture. but
remaining pliable for a lung lima without
breaking. It ran lie tnado with littJn cxpcti-n.

as follow-.: Sol'; Mup is to lie dissolved m hot

water, ami r. solution of copprm* (sulphate

of iron) added. The jiilphuric acid com-
bine I with tho pntadi of the map, and the

oxide of iron I* precipitated with the fitly

acid as insoluble iron map. This is washed
and dried, and mixed with linseed oil.

Tho addition of dissolved India rub'oor to the

oil greatly improves the paint.

1503. To Rondcr Canvaa Firo and
Waterproof. Tent', awnings, canvas, Ac.,

may bo made fireproof as well sis 'vateqm.nl',

by imssicrsion in ndnblo glass diluted with

boiling water to 25° Bourn*. Before thor-

oughly dry. immerse in a solution of sulphate

of alumina (alum cake) asnl sulphate of cop-

per (blue vitriol), 1 part of each to 10 parti of
water; then dry the fabric -dowly in the air.

1564. Fireproofing Fabrics. A solu-

tion of :i parts borax and 24 parts ralpholo of
magnolia in 20 part* water h recommended.
Or a mixture of anlph.V.o of ammonia and
sulphate <>f lime. Solubln glass is applicable

to rendering wood and theatrical decorations

1cm inlUnuuablo.

Honey. The sweet snbstftOCC ex-

tracted by the lice from the juice « of

tho nectaries of flowers, aud depurited in the

cells cf wax funning the honey-comb. Pure
honey consist: of a syrup of mieiystallirable

sugar and crystalline saccharine grains, rc-

nembling grnpo sura *. Virgin hooey is that

which Hows spontaneously from tho comb;
ordinary honey, that obtained by heal and
pressure.

1566.

To Purify Honey. Take of

boner, 6 pound.:; water. 1'* )Kii:nd:.; beat in

a tin vessel ;<> 212° Fab.r. (not to boding) for

1 hour; then set aside over night. Mix with

fresh ciia.-jeiy powdered charcoal. 2 ounces

Truy. r.td strain through Ganncl. theii evapo-

rate i:> a rii-ara bath, a*, about 173° Fahr., to

tho proper consistence.
Hoffmann dilute.: tlm honey with water,

add i Bolntloa of tannin a i long as precipitation

takes place, heat.: tu 212°, strains and evapo-
rate! a: before.

Mohr and Itcbling have an unfavorable
opiuio’.i of charcoal, aud recommend tannin or

powdered palls.

Straus--, «if St. Petersburg, likewise removes
n:i cxecsi of tannin by means of gelatin.

1567. Rebling’3 Method of Purify-
ing: Honoy. Ono half ounce of honey mid

i ouuco water are mixed with i grain pow-

dered galls Iie-ated to boiling, and then mixed

with sufficient lime-water to neutralize tlm

;ii-id. For tlm best honey it takes 2 drachms.
This is merely a preliminary test to detormino
the necessary quantity of lime-water. A Hoc*

eulent precipitate takes place, which readily

sepir.it. s, leaving tlm Inmey iwufectly clear

and of a very pole yellow color, like that of

an old Rhine wiim-. thn :ti:iinr« I liquor imiHt

be perfectly iwnlrnl. From the quantity of

lime- water" necessary, tlm qtlaalily of tlm

whole lot of honey i‘ calculated, uud is then
treated n. follows': 1

pound avoirdupois each
of honey and water are heated, -1 grains pnw.

detvd gall:- are added; the whole well Ktirreil,

heated to boiling, and the whole quantity of
lime-water added at once. Tlm lire is JnilllO-

dintcly slackened uud after a few lohiulcs tho

b' -mv. When -ufficmntly i leni. is strained
;

if

•till acid, reheating and an addition of more
lime-water will be necesrary. It is to bo
evaporated ns above.

1568. Vogol’a Method of Purifying-
Honey. Vogel's method is to brut !> pounds
honey with the white of 1 egg till It froths,

and then add water to make it of tho cunslst-

once of syrup; it is next boiled until tho

white of egg J,0 skimmed off. Pour it

into an upright vessel into which a faucet has

been itiM-rtcd near the bottom, and let it set-

tle for Home weeks—when the pure honey
umv be drawn off through the faucet.

1560. To Clarify Honey. Melt 11m

honey in a water hath, remove «l;o scum, and
nour off tho clear. Less agroeabio than raw
honor, lint net so apt t<> ferment mid gripe.

1570. Siller's Method of Clarifying

Honey. Any quantity of honey ti dissolved

iu mi equal part, by weight, of water. Tlm
liquid is allowed to boil up I ortl times with-

out skimming
;

i; i< then removed from tho

fire, and alter Uting cooled, brought on ncveral

strong linen itrainori--. i-tretehcd Uorizontallv,

and covered with a layer «»f clean and well-

washed rand nil inch ill depth. When the

solution has passed through tho Ktroiiiorf, it

is found to b.- of the color of clear white wine;

the wind being allowed to remain on tho

si miners, is rinsed with cold water, and tho

whole of tlm liquor is finally evaporated to tho

thickness of syrup.
1571. To Clarify Honey. Dissolve

the honey in water, add It pound* animal
charcoal every 23 pom ds of ho tiy, gently

diiuner for 15 minutes, add a Jilt lot-hulk to

'aturate excess of acid, if required
;
strain or

clarify, and evaporate. Observe.—Honey
acquire:-, n darker color if heated i:i copper or

iron Vessels; dm above processes should

therefore he conducted in earthen or wcll-

tinued copper pans.

1572. Shutea Artificial Honey. Solt
water, ti pound.-;; pure hot honey, :{ pounds;
white moist sugar, -0 pounds; m-aru of tar-
tar. 3U grain.:

;
essence of roses, 24 drops.

ITx the alKivc i:i a brass kettle, boil over a
charcoal fire 5 minutes, take it off, add tho
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whites of 2 (jpgs wcllbcateu; when almost
cold, add 2 pounds more honey. A decoction
of slippery elm will improve the honey if it

bo added while cooling, but it will ferment iu

warm weather and rise to the surface.

1573. Cuba Honey. Good brownsugar,
11 pounds; water,

1
quart; old beo honey in

tho comb, 2 pounds; cream of tartar, 50
grains; gum-arabic, 1 ounce; oil of pepper-
miut, 5 drops; oil of rose. 2 drops. Mix and
boil 2 or 3 minutes and reins.vc from the fire.

Have ready, strained, 1 quart water in which
n tablc-spoonftil ofpulverized slippory elm bark
has stood sufficiently long to make it ropy and
thick liko honey. Mix this into the kettle

with egg well bent up. Skim well in a few
minutes, and when a little cool arid 2 pounds
nico strained boos’ honey, ami then Btrain tho

whole, and you will have not only an article

which looks and tastes liko honey, but which
possesses all its medical properties. (The
slippery elm will foment in warm weather
and rise to tho surface.)

1574. Artificial Honey. Take 10

pounds Havana sugar, 4 pounds water, 40
grains crcuin of tartar, 10 drops os».cnco of
peppermint, and 3 pounds honey; first dissolve

tho sugar in thu water over a slow lire, and
take off tho scum. Then dissolve the cream
of tartar in a littlo warm water, and add, with
some stirring

;
then mid the honey, heated to

iv boiling point
;
then add tho essence of pep-

permint; stir for a few moments, and let it

stand until cold, when it will bo ready for

use.

1575. ExcoUcnt Honoy. Tuko 5 pounds.

S
ind common sugar, 2 pound* water, gradu-
ly bring to a boil, skimming well; when

cool, add I pound bees’ hnuey and I drops of
peppermint. If you desire a better article

uso whita sugar and 4 pound less water and 4

pound more honey.
1570. To Teat tho Purity of Honey.

Honoy is frequently adulterated with niolasw *.

potato-sugar syrup, starch, wheat flower, and
water. Tho molasses may bo detected by
tho color and odor; the potato-sugar syrup,

K
boiling a Muiiplo of the honey for a short

»o in water containing 2 or 3 per cent, of

caustic potaisn; if tho liquid remains color-

less it is pure; but if it turns brown, more or

less, it la adulterated according to the quan-
tity ofsyrup present. The starch, by the honey
not forming n nearly clear solution with cold
water, and striking n blue color with iodine.
When it contains wheat flour and is heated,
it at first liquefies, but on cooling it becomes
solid and tough. Water is added to honey to
increase its bulk. Its presence may be sus-
poclod from tho greater thinness of iho liquid.

Bees’ Wax. The substance* which
forms the cells of bees; obtained by

melting tho comb iu water after tho honey
has been removed, straiuiug tho liquid inass,

romolling the defecated portion, and casting

into cakes. Bees’ wax, when pure, has neither
tosto nor small; it melts at about 157° I'abr.,

and is of a specific gravity of .9GU. It burns
without smoko or disagreeable odor. It is in-

soluble in water, but soluble in all proportions
in tho fixed and volatile oils, bisulphide of car-
bon, and benzine. Its complete solution in

these substances demonstrates its freedom
from foculo, sulphur, sawdust, or bone dust,
which liavo been found in the wax of com-
merce, sometimes amounting to GO per cent,
of tho whole weight. Tho abundance and low

prico of paraffine have made this substanc*
one of the principal articles used in the falsifi-

cation of wax, and perhaps of all others it is

the least objectionable, being without marked
physiological effect upon the system.

1578. To Bleach Wax. Puro white
wax is obtained from the ordinary bees' ivhx
by exposure to the influence of tho sun and
weather. The wax is sliced into thiu flake*,

and laid on sacking or coarse cloth, stretched
on frames, resting on posts to raiso them from
the ground. The wax is tnmed over fre-

quently, and occasionally sprinkled with soft
water, if there be not dew und rain sufficient

to moisten it. Tlic wax should bo bleached
in about 4 weeks. If. on breaking tho Hakes,
tho wax still appears yellow in ride, it is ne-
cessary to melt it again, and flake and exposo
it a second time, or even oftener, before it be-
comes thoroughly bleached. The tinio rc-

S
aired being muiulj dependent on tho state of
ic weather. There is a preliminary process,

by which, it is claimed, much tiuio is *uved in

tho mibscqueut Idcaching; Ibis consists in
passing melted wax and steam through long
pipes, so as to exposo tho wax as much as
possible to tho action of the steam; theuco
into a pan heated by a steam bulb, where it

is stirred thoroughly with water and thou nl-
lowcd to settle. Tho whole operation is re-

peated a second and third lime, and the wax
is then iu a condition to bo more readily
bleached.

1579. To Bleach Wax. Wax cannot
bo bleached with chemicals; if any other
agent hut Minsbiuo is employed, jiarl of iU
properties will bo destroyed, and it is genuine
wax no longer. Chlorine will whiten, but at
tho tamo time greatly injure it. Tho chlorino
is retained, und forms, on combustion, muriatic
arid.

luou. c reneri
Bees’ Wax.

_ meuroa ot Bleachin
|

flio wax is melted in coppe
Vessel*, and, after oimplctc liquefaction,
agitated with 8 ounces of pulverized cream _
tartar for each ICO pounds. After som
minutes agitation it is allowed to deposit it

impurities, and is drawn into n wooden vem
aud allowed to deposit n further amount c
b.reign su^tauec-.rhrt, .and, Ik**. ctc.-aml
whiln still liquid, is drawn upon a liulo rolle
partly immersed in water, to which a rcgula
rot atmu is given—thus producing thin sheet
or ribbons of wax, winch mayV- detach.-,
trern the roller, being now rea„y for the pro
cess of bleaching This is accomplished bi
tho exposure of tho yellow scales aud ribbon-
upon cloth*, to the direct rays of the win am
the ucw, Tor several days, during which tiun
tho wax completely 1om>:' iu color. It i.
However, i.i practice ini|Kig»b!o to bleach tin

^
wos at a single operation, as tho effect take-

only on tho surface, oud, as tho ribbon,
a certain thickness, it in ncccstary umen them anew, and having repeated Hit

operation cf granulating, it is submitted to n
second exposure. The wax thus bleached i.
melted, aud cast iulo discs of 1 to 2 ounce,
weight, and forms the ccra alba of tho Phar-
macopeia.

„ 15?L_ Italian Method of Bleaching
Bees Wax. ’Iho yellow wax is first meltedm a kettle, and then is dipped out into a lone
tin vessel that will hold 2 or 3 gallons, and
which has a row of small hole*, about the
diameter «f a knitting-needle, in tho bottom.
Thu vcJSCl ii fixed over a cylinder of wood 2
feet in length aud 15 inches in diameter,
wlnuh is made to revolve like a grindstone. i:i

one end of r. trough of water 2J feet in width.
10 to 15 feet in length, and l foot in depth.

A * tho melted wax falls in snjall streams on
this wet revolving cylinder, it flattens out iu-

la a thin ribbon and float. i off toward tho
other cud of the trough of water. 1 1 is then

dipped out with si skimmer (that may be
made of osier twigs), spread on a table (with
atop made of sum!! willow rods, covered with
a clean white cloth), and then exposed iu this
way to tho sun until bleached.

1582. To Detect Spermaceti in Wax.
Tho_presence of spermaceti in what iu sold as
virgin wax. is shown by its reduced melting
point, its bending before it breaks, ami by its

flavor when chewed.
1583. To Detect Japanese Wax in

Bees’ Wax. According to Hager, ibis is de-
termined by their different behavior iu a con-
centrated solution of borax, at the boiling

point. Hcc.’ wax is totally insolublo in such
a solution, while Japanese wax dissolves, and
on cooling forms a milky while, gelatinous
mass. Prom a mixture ot tho two the latter

:« dissolved ont, carrying with it a portion of

tho former, while another portion rises and
cougnnl* on tho surface.

1581. To Refino Bees’ Wax. Crude
was, especially that imported, is generally
loaded with dirt, bees, and other foreign mat-

ter. To freo it from those .substances, it un-

dergoes tho operation of refining. This is

dono by malting the wax along with about 3

per cent, of water in a bright copper Imilor,

preferably iicatcd by steam, and after tho

wholo i i perfectly liquid, mid has boiled for a

few minutes, withdrawing tho heal, and
sprinkling over its surface a littlo nil of vitriol,

in Iho proportion of about 3 nr 4 fluid ounces
to every 100 pounds of wax. This operation

should 1)0 conducted with great core and cir-

cumspection; a<, if dono carelessly, t ho molted
wax will froth up, and boil over tho sides of

tho pan. Tho acid should also bo well scat-

tered over thu wholo surface. Tho molted wax
i.i next covered over, and left for Homo hours

to settle, or till il becomes sufficiently cool to

be drawn off into tho moulds. It is then very

gently skimmed with a hot Indie, and bailed

or decanted into basins, where it is left to

cool. Great care must be taken not to disturb

the sediment .
When no more dear wax can

bo drawn off, tho remainder iu the melting

pan is allowed to cool, and tho cake or fool,

a; it h called, is taken out. and tho Impurities

(mo illy beci) scraped from its under mirlhoo.

Tho remaining portion is usually reserved for

a second operation, but. if required, may boat
onto melted, and strained through canvas

into a mould. The great art in the above
process it to produce a wax which dial I at

onoo be bright or -cmi -translucent in thiu

pieces, and good colored. The l<wilier is best

insured by allowing tho melted mass to .settle

well, and by carefully skimming and decant-

ing iho clear portion* without disturbing tho

sediment It should also not be poured into

tho moulds loo warm, us, in flint ease, il is

apt to separate, and tho resulting cakes to he

streaky, or of different shades of color. It

should also 1j« allowed to cool very slowly.

When cooled rapidly, especially if a current of

air fall upon its "surface, it is apt to crack and
form cakes full of fissures. Some persons
who arc very nice about their was, have tho

cakes polished willi a stiff brush when qnito

•-old and hard. It is necessary to liavo tho
vans, ladles, and skimmers used in tho above
process kept quite hot. as without this, precau-

tion the wax cools, and accumulates upon
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them in such ns to render them in*

convenient, and often quite useless, without
being constantly scraped out.

1585. To Refine Wax. Another method
of refining crude wax, anil which produces a

very bright article, is to melt it with about 1

per cent, of concentrated nitric acid, in a
large earthen or stoneware vessel, heated by
steam or a salt-water bath, and to continue
the. boiling till nitrous fumes cease' to be
evolved, alter which the whole is allowed to
settle, and treated as before.

1588. To Color Bees’ Wax. Much of
the imported wax lias a pale dirty color,

which renders it, no matter how pure, objec-

tionable to the retail purchaser. Such wax
undergoes the operation of coloring. This is

dime as follows:— A small quantity of iho
best roll annotto. cut into slices (} pouud,
more or less, to I cwt. wax, depending on tho

[

alouora of tho latter), is put into a cl.

oiler with about a gallon of water, and
boiled for some time, or till it is perfectly dis-

solved, when a few Imllcfuls of the melted
wax are milled, and tho boiling continued till

the wax has taken up ull the color, or till tho
water is mostly evaporated. Tho portion of
wax thus treated has now a deep orange color,

and is added in quantity ns required to tho
remainder of the melted wax in the larger
boiler, till tho proper shade of color is produced
when cold, observing to well mix (bo whole,
mid to cool a little now and then to ascertain
when enough has been added Tho copper
must be then brought to a boil, and treated
with vitriol. «{« .. as before, (See No. 1084.)

1587. To Color Boos’ Wax. Another
method is to mill bright palm oil to tho wax
till it gets sufficient color; but this plan is

objectionable from the quantity required for

the purpose being often so largo a* to injuro
the quality of the wax; beside* which tho
color produced is inferior, and levs transparent
and permanent.
1588. Factitious, or Imitation Boos’

Wax. Yellow resin, l(i pounds ;
hard mut-

ton miot or Hlcuriuo. M pounds; palm oil, Sf
pomubi; melt together.

II. An last, butHiib-tituto turmoric, 1 pound,
for the palm oil.

III. Host uuuntto, f> ounces, or sufficient to

color; water, 1 gallon; boil till dissolved, add
hard mutton suet or Kteariuc, 35 pounds; yel-

low resin. 70 pounds; boil with constant agi-

tation till perfectly mixed mill of a proper

color, and as soon as it begins to thicken,

pour it out into basins u* cool. When cold

rub each cake over with a little potato starch.

Used instead of w ix in ointment* by farrier*.

1580. Braconot's Method of Making
Artificial Wax. Any animal grease or

tallow is liquefied by oil of turpentine, and
poured into small round boxes lined with felt

in tho iasulo, with a number of email holes

borod in tho sides and tho bottom. From
these littlo boxes tho liquid is pressed out

gradually, but sufficiently to got rid of the

tnrpontinc oil and ail the fluidity. The firm

mass remaiuing must be washed a long time
in water, to take away the smell of the oil of
turpentine, and then kept fluid for several

hours with animal charcoal freshly prepared

and afterwards filtered whilst boiling. Wh.cn
cooled, it is a substance beautifully white,

half transparent, dry. brittle, and free from
taste or smell; aud will mix well with chlo-

rine or muriatic acid, or with 4 of was to give
it tho necessary suppleness. In this state

tho mass can be made into caudles not to be
distinguished from wax lights. The turpen-

tine U separated from the other oil, and
evaporated by means «.f distillation; aud this

oil. when purified ami whitened with animal
charcoal, is of great service in the preparation
of a soap extremely well adapted far the trade

and for household purposes. This auimal oil,

when saponified with potash, and then by
mean* of tho sulphuric acidulated soda often

contained in the mother lye, can be changed
into a hard soda soap. There is also a sul-

phate of potash, much in demand in the alum
work#, to be obtained from it.

1590. Modeling Wax. This is made
of white wax, which is melted aud mixed
with lard to mike it malleable. In working
it. the tools and the board or stone are moist-

ened with water, to prevent iti adhering; it

may lie colored to any desirable tint with dry
color.

1591. Wax for Polishing Floors. To
prepare this, U'j pounds yellow wax, rasped,

oro slim*! into a hot solution of G pounds good
pearl-ash, in ram water. Keeping the mixture
well stirred whilo boiling, it is first quiet, but
soon commences to froth ; aud when tlm offer*

vosconce cease*, heal is stopped, and there
aro added to tho mixture, whilo r4ill stirring,

G pound* dry yellow ochre. It may theu be
poured into tin cans or lioxes, and hardens cm
cooling. When wanted for use. a pound of it

is diffused in 5 pints boiling hot wutcr. and
tho mixture well stirred, applied while still

hot to the floor by means of a paint-brash.

It dries in a few hour*, after which the floor
is to bo polished with a large floor-brash

and afterward* wiped with a coarse woolen
cloth. A coot of this paint will last six

month*.

al06S0. The material! employed in

umkiug cheese uro milk ami rennet. The
milk may be of any kind, from tho poorest
skiuiuicd milk to that rich iu cream, according
to the quality of the cheese inquired. The
poorest kind of chce«c ii mode from the
lorn ior, and the finer from the loiter, to which
additional cream i* frequently added. The
material* being ready, the greater portion of

tho milk is put into a large tub. aud the re-

mainder sufficiently heated to raise the whole
quantity la tho temperature of new milk.

Tho whole i ; then whi'knl together, the rennet
(see No. If95) added, and the tab covered
over. It is now allowed to stand until com-
pletely turned, when tho curd is struck down
several time.i with tho tkiuimiog-disb, after

which it is allowed to Rulmidc. Tho vat

covered with cheese-cloth is next placed on a
hone or ladder over the tub, and filled with
curd by mcann cf the skimmer; tho cord is

pressed down with the hand*, and more added
a*» it einks. This process is repeated until

the curd rises to about 2 inches above the
edge. The cheese thus partially reporated

from the whey i3 now placed in a clean tnb,

and a proper quantity of #alt added, or tho
salt is added t » it without removing it from
the vat. after which a board is placed over
and umlcr it. aud pressure applied for 2 or 3
hours. The cheese is next turned out and
surrounded by a fresh obecsc-eJotb, and pres-

sure ngaiu applied for 8 or 10 boors, when it

is commonly removed from the press, tal ted

all over, and pressed again for 15 to SO hours.

The quality of the cheese especially depends
on this part of the process, as, if any of the
whey be left iu the cheese, it will not keep,
but will rapidly become bad flavored. Before

placing it in the press the lost time, tho

edges should bn pared smooth and tightly.

It uow only remains to wash tho outside of
the cheese in warm whey or water, wipo it

dry, color it with annotto, and place it iu a
cool place to mature or ripen.

1593. To Collect the Curd in Making
Cheese. There .ire several methods adopted
of collecting the curd, and as tho flavor of

the cheese varies accordingly, it is as well to

notice them. Oi c way is to break tho curd
early, mid to remove the: whey us soon an

possible; another plan i* to gather it with

the bands vriy gently towards tho sides of

the tub. letting the vlioy run off througu tho

fingers until it becomes cleared, and ladling

it off as it collects. A third method in to re-

move it as quickly as possible with tho curd-

skimmer. Of these the second plan is said to

l>o the best, as it preserve.! tho oily pm tides,

manv of which are |o-t by the other methods.

1504. To Make Cream Cheese. Thin
i* made either of the •• s.irippingn" (tho Inst

<>f the milk drawn from the cow attach milk-

ing). or of n mixture of milk and cream. It

is usually made up into small pieces, and a
gentle pressure, n* that of a 2 or 4 pound
weight, applied to pres* out the whey. After

twelve hours, it i i placed upou a board or
wooden trencher, anti turned every day, until

dry. In about three weeks it will bo ripe.

Nothing but raw cream, turned with a little

rennet (\ec No. 1595) is employed, when a
very neb cheese is wanted. A littlo rr.’t is

generally added, and frequently a littlo pow-
dered lump sugar. The vats employed for

cream ehocse# arc usually square, and of i mall

wze.

1595. Rennet. The stomach of tho

calf, freed from tllO outer skin, fat. mid mo-
les membrane, i washed, treated with either

brine or dry t all for a few hours, and then

stretched out upou a r.tick and hung up to

drv. It is employed for curdling milk. A

S ot the requisite siio is cutoff find reaked

'ine hour-, iu whey or water, niter which

tho whole is added to tho milk slightly

warmed, or, if necessary, heated to about
120° Fahr. In a rhort time tho milk sepa-

rates into a white curd, and a yellowish fluid

eallod whey. 2 square inches from a good
rennot aro sufficient for a choose of GO pounds.

1596. Essence of Rennet. Knead to-

gether 12 ounce! fresh rennet cut small, and
bounce* common soil ; leave tho mixture for

5 or G week* in a cool place; then add 18

ouuccs water, and 2 ounce* good rum or

proof spirit. Digest for 21 hours
;

filter, and
color with r. little burnt sugar. 2 or 3 lea-

spoonfuls will curdle a quart of milk.

1597. Condensed Milk. There is no
difficulty iu manufacturing condensed milk,

and the process consist* only in careful evap-
oration. addition of sugar, and sealing up of

tho orticlc. The evaporation should lie con-

ducted iu a vacuum, to prevent the milk from
becoming brown and acquiring a bitter title.

It i9 host to stir it constantly, or tho skin of
coagulated casein at tho top will prevent
quick evaporation. When sufficiently thick

or condensed it is mixed with i its weight of

granulated sugar, stirred well, filled i:i tins,

and soldered up.

about

Preservatives. Theso consist

of such eubstaucos or methods os are

omployed fur prevouting decay iu fruits, meat,
and other perishable uialtor; together with
valuable antiseptics.
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1599. To Dry Fresh Meat. Cut the

flosh into Alices from 2 to G ouucos ia weight,

immerse a email portion nt a time in boiliug

water for 5 or G minutes, using only just

water onough to cover tbo meat, and adding
fresh wator only to keep the liquor up to its

origiual quantity. Lay tho meat to dry on
opon trollia-work iu a drying stove, keeping
the teinporaturo ut about 122° Fabr. In
about two days tho meat will bo completely
dry, having lost about } it i weight. Adde.lit-

tlo salt and spico, especially coriander, to the
liquor or soup iu which tho meat was iui-

moraod, and thou OVaporato it to a gelatinous

consistonco. Whon tho flosh i i perfectly dry

,

dip it, piocc by piece, iu tho gelatinous mat-
ter liquefied by a gentlo heat, and replace it

in tho etovo to dry, repealing this varnishing
and drying 2 or 3 timos, no a» to got tho coat
ing uniformly thick. Meat thus dried will

koep good for a year.

1600. To Smoke Meat. This process

consUta in oxposing meat, previously salted,

to wood-smoko, in an apartment (usually
oollod n nmoko-housc), iuto which tho smoko
is admitted by fiuos nt tho bottom of tbo side

walls. Tho meat absorbs tho pyroligneous
acid of tho smoke, and gets dried at tho same
time. It may bo protected from coot by rub-

bing over with bran, or wrapping in a doth.
Tho tanoko from oak or beech wood i i prefera-

ble; and tho smoking i-i better slow aud gen-

tle than rapid and powerful
; tho latter plan

being too often adopted from motives of

eoonomy. llama thus prepared, a i 1 1 often
tho coso, are ham uiorolv on tho surface, ami
comod pork inside. This process is some-
times imitated by immontiug tbo meat
for a fow hoare in diluted pyrolyguoous acid,

bat it is apt to harden or toughen tho meat.
1001, Smoking Fluid. Ono drop of

creosote in a pint of water imparts a smoky
flavor to fish or meat dipped into it for a few
minutes.

1602. To Dry-Salt and Picklo Meat.
This is best performed by well rubbing tho

meat with a mixture of salt, 2 pounds; salt-

petro, 2 ounces; aud moist sugar li ounces,
till overv crovico is thoroughly ponctratcd,

after which it should bo sotasido till tho next
day, when it should bo covered with fresh salt

in such parts as require it. It may then be

advantageously placed iu any proper vessel,

aud subjected to pressure. adding n littlo fresh

suit ns necessary, and turning it daily till suf-

ficiently cured. When tho brino os it forms
is allowed to drain from tho meat, tbo process
Is called dry-salting; bill when, on tho con-

trary, it is allowed to remain on it, tbo ur li-

do is said to ho wot-saltcil. On tho small
scale, tho latter ismostcourcniontly performed
by rubbing tho meat with salt, Ac., os above,
and after it bus lain a few Lours, patting it

into n picklo formed by dissolving 4 pounds
salt, 4 or I pound sugar, and 2 ounces salt-

putro iu 2 gallons water. This pickling liquor

gets weaker by use, ami should therefore be
occasionally boiled down a littlo aud skimmed,
at the 8auio time adding some moro of tho
dry iugrcdiculs.

1603. Pickle to Give Meat a Bed
Color. Mix brown sugar, bay salt, com-
mon salt, each 2 pounds ; saltpetre, 8 ounces;
water, 2 gallons; this pickle gives meat a
fine red color, while the sugar renders it mild
and of excellent flavor. Largo quantities

aro to be managed by tho abovo proportions.

1604. To 8alt Meat by Injection.
The sooner moat is salted after being killed,

the better, as it t.bou possesses considerable

absorbeut power, which it gradually loses by
age. On this property is based tho processor
M. Gauncl for the preservation of onimals
intended for food in a fresh state. This opera-
tion consists in injcctiug a solution of chlor-
ide of aluminum at 10- Bamn£, into tho car-
otid, by means of r. syphon, as soon as tho
blood ceases to flow from tbo slaughtered ani-
mal, both extremities of tho jugular vela
being previously tied. 9 to 12 quarts of tbo
solution arc suflicicut for an ox. When tbo
animal has bccu well bled, and tlio injection
skillfully performed, it is scarcely porceptiblo
that the animal has undergone any prepara-
tion. The injected animal is cut up in tho
usual way

;
and whou intended to bo eaten

within 2 or 3 weeks, merely requires to bo
hung up in a dry situation freo from flies;
but if it is to l>c kept for a longer period, it i-j

directed to bo washed with a mixed solution
of common salt and chloride of aluminum at
1U° Bmtmd. ar.dlhon simply dried aud packed
in cIcau air-tight barrels, and kept in a cool,
dry place. IT tbo air cannot bo norfoctly ex-
cluded. it should l*o packed in dry salt, not
for tho purposo of preserving it, but to pro-
vent tbo meat from becoming musty from ex-
posure and tbo action of moisture. Meat pre-
served by this process may bo kept for several

year*, aud merely require* soaking for 24
houni iu water, for tbo purposo of swelling iu
pores, to giro it tho appearance and tosto of
fresh meat, fit either for masting or boiling.

1605. Palouza’a Prooaaa of Preserr-
ing- Meat Tho moat is to bo cut up into

piece* of convenient ri*«. and subjected to

33 atmosphere of carbonic oxide under pre*-
ore. A Iter this a current of dry air la pa»od
over the meat, so as to carry off all tho mois-
ture, and this being accomplished, a solution
either of salt or saltpetre, or much diluted
carbolic acid, ia to be brought into contact
with it, and the mass then sealed up iu a
tight TCMl.
1606. To Cure Hams. Cover the bot-

tom of the cask with coarso salt, lay on tho
hams with the smooth or skin side down,
sprinkle over fino salt, then another layer of
hams, and so continuo until the cask is full.

This ought to bo of tho larger kind. A cask
holding 61 gallons is small enough, and itholding 61 gallons is small enough, and it
would bo bolter if it held 120 gallons. Msko a
brine in tho following proportions: 6 gallons
wator, 9 pounds salt, 4 pounds brown sugar,
3 ounces saltpetre, I ounce saleratu*. Scald
and skim, and when cold pour the brino into
tho cask until tho hams aru completely cov-
ered. The hams should remain in this picklo
at least three months, aud a little longer time
would do them no harm. A handful each of
mace and doves scattered in tho brine will
greatlv improve the flavor of the meat.

1007. To Cure Beef and Pork. To
each gallon of water add li pounds salt,

i pound sugar, } ounce saltpetre, and } ounce
potash. Let theso bo boiled together until
all tho dirt from the sugar rises to tbo top and
is skimmed off. Then throw it into a tub to

cool, and when cold, pour it over tbo beef or
pork, to remain tbo usual lime, say 4 or 5
weeks. Tho meat must bo well covered with

e
cklc. and should not be put down for at
ost 2 days after killing, during which lime

it should be slightly sprinkled with powdered
saltpetre, which removes all tho surface
blood, Ac., leaving the meat fresh and clean.
Some omit boiling the pickle, and find it to
answer well, though the operation of boil-

ing purifies the picklo by throwing off the
dirt always to be found in salt and sugar.

Ham cured in this manner may bo smoked as

usnal, and will bo found oxcellont. This re-
ceipt has boon tried with completo satisfac-

tion.

1606. Brine or Pickle for Pork, dfcc.

Brown sngar, bay salt, common salt, of each

2 pounds; saltpetre, J pound; water, I gallon.
Boil gently ana removo the scum. Another
meat pickle is modo with 12 pounds salt,

2 pounds sugar or molasses, 4 pound nitre, and
sufficient water to dissolvo it. To euro hams,
mix 6 ounces nitro with 8 ounces coarso sugar

;

rub it on tho ham, and in 24 hours rub in 2

B
onds salt, and in two weeks 2puundsniore.
e nbovo is for a bam of 20 pounds; it

ehonld lie in the salt n month or 5 weeks.
1009. Liebig’s Extract of Meat. Cut

tho lean of fresh -killed meat very small, put
it into 8 times its weight of cold water, and
heat it gradually to tho boiling point. When
it has boiled for ft fow minutes, strain it

through a cloth, and oraporato tho liquor
gently by water-bath to a soft mass. 2 pounds
meat yield 1 ouuco extract. Fat must bo
carefhlly oxcludcd, or it will not keep.

1010. To Preserve Meat with Vine-

S
ir. This may bo done cither by washing
o meat, drying and laying in strong vinegar

;

or by 1icing boiled in tho vinegar, leaving it in

the vinegar until cold, and then sot a^ido in a

cool cellar, where it will keep sonnd for wivural
months.
1611. To Can Moat. Remove the

bones from fresh meat, parboil tho flush, put
it into a clenn tin can, aud fill up with neb
seasoned soup; solder on tho lid, piorcod with
a very small hula, h’cxt put tho tin into a
bath of brino and heat until tho steam issued
from tho holo

; then solder up and at tho fame
time removo tho can from tho bath. In a
short timo tbo pressure of tho air will iuduco
a slight concavity of tho tun and bottom of

tho can. If tho process has been successfully

E
rrfonned, this concavity will bo permanent;
ut if, nt any future time, tho concavity baa

ceased, or tho ends become slightly convex,
it is a sure sign that tho meat has become

Ctrid. Tho system of canniug has boon in
er years applied to preserving fresh frnita

and vegetables, aud is douo on substantially

the samo principles, namely, filling tho cau
with steam, and hermetically scaling before
tho steam condenses, (files No. 1G34.)
1012. To Keep Meat Fresh. Plnco

tho meat on a wooden support (or suspend it)

in a closo vessel, on tho bottom of which somo
strong acetic acid has been poured. In this

way it moy bo kopt fresh for a considerable
time.

1613. Preservation of Hams. Most
grocers, dealers in hams, and othors, who aro
particular iu their meat, usually take tho pre-

caution to caso each ono, after it in smokod, in

canvas, for tho purposo of defending it from
tho attacks of u littlo insect, tho dermegtos
l&rdarius, which, by laying its eggs iu it, soon
fills it with its larvic, or maggots. This
troublesome and expensive process may l>o al-

together superseded by tho use of pyroligneous
acid. With a painter’s brush, dipped in tho
liquid, ouo man, in tho course of a day, may
effectually secure two hnudred hams from
all danger. Caro should be taken to insinuate
the liquid into all tho cracks, Ac., of the un-
der surface. This method is especially adapt-
ed to tho preservation of hams in hotclimatcs.
1614. To Make Carbolic Acid Paper

for Preserving Meat*. Carbolic acid paper,
which is now much used for packing fresh
meats, for tho purposo of preserving them
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against spoiling, is made by inciting 5 parts

steariuc nt a gentle heat, and then stirring in

thoroughly ‘2 parts carbolic acid ; after which
o part-* melted paraffine are to be added. Tho
whole is to be well stirred together until it

cools; alter which it is melted and applied
with a brush to the paper, in quires, in tho
same way as in preparing tho waxed paper so
much used in Europe for wrapping various
articles. (.Sea .Vos. 1936 and 1938.)
1015. To Preserve Fiah Fresh with

Sugar. A method adopted in Portugal for

preserving fish consists in cleaning and sprink-

ling sugar over tho interior, keeping tho fish

in a horizontal position, so that tnu sugar may
penetrate as much us possible. It is said that
fish prepared in this way can bo kept com-
pletely fresh for a long time, tho savor being
ns perfect as if recently caught. Salmon thus
treated before salting and smoking possess a
much more agreeable taste; a taldc-spoonful
of sugar being sufficient for a five-pound fish.

1010. Aaeptin. A substance called

ftseptiu ha* recently been introduced into

trade hr a Swedish dealer as a preservative

material for milk, meat, etc. This is said to

bo simply boracio acid, or borax; the double
Moptin consisting of two parts of borax to

ono part of alum. Putrefaction is said to be
prevented by tho addition of this preparation,
nut niouldinaM in animal substances is not.

Although a very short time has elapsed oinen

tt'eptin has been brought into uotico. thousands
of pounds arc now sold almost daily in Scan-
dinavia uml aonnany.

1017. Sportsman's Beof. Tako a fine

round of bad, 4 ounces saltpetre, 4 ouuco all-

uplea, rub it wall on tho beef, ami let it stand
‘24 hours; then rub in as much comuiou salt

<w will nail it. Lay it by 1'2 days, turning it

every day; then put it into a pan, such as largo
pies are baked in, with 3 or 4 pounds beef-
snot, some under, some over. Cover it with
a thick crust, and boko it for <! hours. It will

keep for ‘2 months, and most excellent it ij.

1018. Preservation of Meat, lly re-
pentad ly immersing tho meat in hydrochloric
aclil, subsequently drying. It ij sufficiently
cured to keep for a considerable time. When
required for use, the acid must be neutralized
by a littlo enrbounto of soda, by which it will

bo Riiltod. Tho strength of tho hydrochloric
acid must bo determined by experiment.
1019. To Keep Dead Poultry, Ac.,

Fresh. Dead birds may bo preserved in a
fresh utato for Romo tiuio by removing the in-

testines, wining the inside out quite dry with
a towel, and then flouring them. A piece of
blotting paper, on which ono or two drops of
creosote have boon placed, is now to be put
inside them, ami a similarly prepared piece of
paper tied round them. They should then be
hung up in a cool dry place, free from the at-
tacks of flics or vetmiu, and will be found to
koep much longer than without undergoing
this process. {.Slen .Vo. 1614.)

1020. To Preserve or Curo Butter.
Melt tho butter in well glazed earthen pans,

nt a heat not exceeding 180° Fahr. in a water
bath, and keep i: heated, skimming it from
time to time, until the butter becomes quite

transparent, then pour off the clear into an-
other vessel, and cool it ns quickly as possible

by surrounding it with cold water or ice.

Tho above is the method of preserving butter
om ployed by tho Tartars who supply tho Con-
stantinople market, nud in this stato it may
bo preserved perfectly fresh for 6 months, if

kept iu a close’ vessel and a cool place. This
plan received the approval of Thenard. a* well

as Mr. Eaton
;

the latter states that butter

melted by the Tartar method, and then salted

by ours, will keep good and fine-tasted for 2
years. Any of tho following methods of salt-

ing may bo adopted.

1021. To Preserve Butter by Salt-

ing. Mix well together l ouuco each salt-

petre and whito sugar, and 2 ounces best salt,

all iu very Guo powder, theu add 1 ouuco of

this mixture to every pound of butter, and
thoroughly incorporate them together. The
butter thus prepared is then to he tightly

pressed into clean glazed earthenware vessels,

to as to have no vacaut spaces. This butter

does not taste woll before it has stood fur *2 or

3 weeks, after which it acquires a rich marrow

flavor, which no other butter ever

Any good well-made fresh butter, free from

butter-milk, will sneered by this method, but

the application of it In butter clarified by the

Tartar plan, as described above, produces an
article that will keep longer good than butler

cured by anv other process vet discovered.

1022. To Preservo Butter by Salt-

ing. Take fresh butter, ll» pounds; salt. I

pound. Or: Fresh bnurr. IB pounds; salt, 1

pound; saltpetre, 1} ounces; honey or find

brown sugar, 2 ounces. Proceed as in tho

last receipt.

1023. To Prcuervo Butter from tho
Air. Tho best method to pruncrvo butter

from the air, is to All (bo pots l- within an
inch of tho top, and to lay on it common
coarse-grained salt, to tho depth of f or f
inch, and theu to cover tho pot up with any
flat article that may lie convenient. Tho salt,

by long keeping, will mn to brine, and form a
larcr on the top of the butler, which will

effectually keep out tho air. and may at any
time bo very easily removed by turning tho

pot on ono side.

1024. To Preserve Butter Sweet.
To every 20 pounds of butter lake 3 pounds

snlt, 1 pound loaf sugar, i pound nulverized

saltpetre; mix, and put a layer of butter

about M inches ihick. then sprinkle on a light

covering of the above preparation o'tornatcly,

until rourcu«k i% full. Pack in air-tight casks.

Butter packed in this way will keep sweet for

2 or 3 rears.

1025. To Restore Rancid Butter.
Rancid butter may be restored by uiolliug it

in a water-bath with souio freun- burnt and
coarsely powdered animal charcoal (which has
been thoroughly freed from dost by sifting) and
straining it through clean flannel. A better

aud less troublesome method is to well wash
tho butter, first with good new milk, and next
with cold spring water. Butyric acid, on tha

presence of which rancidity depends, is freely

soluble in fresh milk.

1020. To Improve Strong Butter.
This operation is extremely simple and prac-

ticable; it consists in beating the butter in a
sufficient quantity of water, in wbich put 25
to 30 drops chloride of liutc to 2 pouuds of

butter. After having mixed it till all i»s parts

arc in contact with the water, it may oe left

in it for 1 or *2 hours, afterwards withdrawn,

and washed in fresh water. The chloride of

lime, having uotbing injurious in it, can with
safety bo augmented ; but it will generally bo
found that 1*2 to 14 drops to a pound of butter
are sufficient. Butter, the taste and odor of

which were iusupportablc, has l»een sweetened
by this simple means. Wo hi vo tried tho

ubovo receipt, aud find that the chloride re-

moves the rancid taste of the butter, making
it suitable for cooking, but scarcely purified

enough for table use.

1027. To Preserve Milk. Tho follow-
ing receipt appears iu Cosmos* “To every
liter (about 1 quart) of uuskiminod milk,
previously poured into a well-annealed glass
bottle, .aid 40 centigrammes (about 6 grains)
of birarbonato of soda. Place tho bottlo
(which must be well corked) containing tho
milk for about 4 hours in a wn’er-bath. heated
to 104° Fahr. On being taken out, tho bottlo
is to lw varnished over with tar; rend in that
state the milk contained in it will keop sound
and sweet for several weeks."

1028. To Keep Milk Sweet. A tea-
spoonful of lino salt or horse-radish iu a pan
of milk will keep it sweet for several days.
Milk con bn kept u year or more ns sweet us
when taken from tho cow by tho following
method : Procure bottlos, which must be per-
fectly clean, sweet, and dry

;
draw tho milk

from tho cow into thn bottles, and os they arc
filled, immediately cork them wall, mid fasten
tho cork With pack-thread or wire. Then
ipread n littlo straw in the bottom of a boiler,
on which plaeo the bottles, with straw be-
tween them, until tbo boiler contains a sufli-
ciont quantity. Fill it up with cold water,
and ai soon as it begins tn boil, draw the firo
and let tho whole cool gradually. When
quite cold, tako out tho bottles and puck them
in sawdust iu hamper*, aud stow them away
iu thn coolest purt of the bouso.

1029. Preservation of Eggs. When
newly laid, eggs nro almost perfectly full,

but tho shell ii porous, uml tho watery por-
tion of its contents begins to evaporate through
its prres tho moment it is exposed to tho air.

m> that tho eggs become lighter evory day.
To preservo tho interior of the egg iu its

natural slate, it is nccoMftry to seal up tho
pores of tho shell air- light. This may bu
done by dipping them in melted ruuI, olive

oil, milk id lime, solution of gum-arabic, or
covering them with any air-proof varnish.
They are then packed in bran, outs, meal, salt,

ashes, or charcoal powder.
1030. To Preservo Eggs. Vegetable

oils, more especially linseed, simply rubbed
on to tho egg, hinders any alteration for n
sufficiently long period, and presents a very
simple and efficacious method. Wo believe
that two comings of collodion should preserve

egga hotter Umu any other method that has
yet been suggested. Or perhaps a single
coaling of paratBno might be equally effective.

1031. To Distinguish Good Eggs.
To ascertain whether .iu egg is good or Imd,
hold it up to the light, A good egg is trans-

lucent, but a bad one is perfectly opaquu
; the

difference is as easily perceived as that be-
tween a blue egg and n white one.

1032. To Preservo by Alcohol.
Rtroug alcoholic liquors are used to prevent
decomposition in both vcgetnblo mid animal
bodies. They penetrate tho substance*, coin-
biuc with Its juices, and as tho organic tissues
havo less attraction for the spirituous mixture,
it escapes

;
ami tbo tissues themselves shrink

mid harden iu the same way us when salted.

Alcohol also obstructs change by seizing upon
llio oxygen iu the atmosphere, iii virtue of its

superior attraction for that gas, thus prevent-
ing it from acting upon the substance to bo
preserved.

1033.

German Soup Tablets. Reinscb
gives tbo following receipt for making the
soup tu’nrU so much in use iu the Geruinu
army during the late war: Take 11 parts by
weight of good suet, melt it an iron pan, and
make it very hot, so as to become brown;
add, while keeping tho fat stirred, 18 parts
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rye meal, mid continue heating and stirring so

as to make the nia.su brmvn; add then 1 parts

dried salt and 2 parts coarsely pulverized

caraway seed. The mixture is then poured
into tin paus somewhat like those used for

making chocolate into cakes. The cakes

havo the nppearanco of chocolate, and am
chiefly intended for the use of soldiers wbilo
iu the hold. A quantity of about 1 ounce of
this nreparation is sufficient to yield, when
boiled with some water, a ration of good soup,
and, in ease of need, the taker, being agreea-
ble to the taste, may he eaten vow.

1034. To Can Fresh Fruit. Piocuro
u sufficient number of* tin tans of miitnbla siio,

fill them quite lull with the frail, and solder

them securely. Next pierce u small uin-holo

in Clin top of each cun, to allow tliu air to ho
expelled

;
pluce tho cans in a Imiler in deep oj

the cans uro high, pour Imiling water into ilia

boiler until within J inch of tho top of tho
runs; keep the water hot over a moderate
lire, but not boiling, until tho air ceases to
eseupu from tho cans, nml then veal tho nir

Indus with solder before removing the cans
from the water. The nun should then Lo
taken out, wiped dry, and allowud to cool;
when cold, if the cans hnvo bucu closed per*

fuetly air-tight, tho vne.iium inside will eauso
Ihn top mol hot lorn of tho cans to beenino
com-iivoor hollowed inwards. (At So. 101 1.)

Tomatoes uro also kept fresh in this manner.
1635. To Iv.suro Success In Canning

Fruit. Select i roll fruit that is perfectly

ripe; but, at the i-ame lime, perfectly sound.
One unsound berry limy injure all in contact
with IU
Tho boilin'/ water penred into Un bodor

will bo considerably cooled by eoutuet with
lliocntw; eaio must he taken not to let the
water return to the boil while tho cans ore in

iL; and yet. it must become hot enough lo

expel the all* from f.hocnns.

The surest way to attain tho desired object

is to keep tho Imlli of a thermometer in tho
water. A bent of 2U0-' to 208* l-'abr. * ill

answer best, Imt it must never exceed tho

hi! ter degree. To ascertain when all the im-

possible Ini", been expelled, put «no drop of

imt water on tho air hole; tin: cessation or

i ll icneo of nir bubble
.
pus n: ilmni,'ii it will

denote that llmciina are te.uly tor final iculing.

1C30. To Can Berries. I ’caches, .ap-

ples, pears, plums, At’., cmi lie kept perfectly

fresh in tin cmi:: in tic manner described in

No. 103-1, and will retain their fresh lluvur
almost, if not entirely, intact. I.aspberriei',

strawberries, Ac., are kept in better condition
by adding 1 pound white: agar to each pound
of fruit, letting them come to tho Ion!, mid
llieu filling the cansqatfo full, -sold--ring tho

lid of the can immediately. The hot fruit

will, to all intents, expel the air from tho can.

No water should bo used with fruits, except
in casca where a little ir. necessary to dissoivu

tho mtgar, ns it lends Lo render them insipid.

Most vegetable:) can lio kept inruns in thn
way, omitting the sugar, nml .‘raiding thorn i:r

water raiffieicnt to cover them.

1637. To F.xpcl tho Air from Can3.
Air, by heating, expands many times its own
bulk; consequently, if you take a jar and

cover it lightly with ilia exception of a hola
the size of a pin through the cover, and act it

iu boiling water, as air expands 20 times its

bulk Ivy heating, it is obvious thuLJS of U»e air

poses out through the pin hole in the cover;
now drop a little sealing wax or solder over
the pin hole and you have but of ibo air

iu the jar that was in it bcfoic beating iL 01
cirareo tho fruit and syrup, if put into tho

iar cold, displaces most of the air; but putting

it in aa hot ns it can be. and filling os full as

possible, expels the nir t» nil iutents and pur-

poses. Cans managed in this way. when
made of sheet metal, frequently collapse from
outside atmospheric pressure a< they cihiI oil',

showing that the exoanstinn was complete;
uvo:i more v.i than needed.

1038. To Keep Fruit Fresh in Jars.
Uao only ndf-sotling giro* jars. I'ut into a
porroiaiu-lim-d preserving kettle, enough to

SHU quart jars; j-pri»k!o on sugar, i pound;

C
isco over a slow lire ar.d beat through. not

uilcd. Wbilo the fruit is being kcat>-d. keep

thejam filled with moderately hot wat -r. A
hooii oi tho fruit is ready, empty the water

frAm tho jar*, till to tho brim with frulL nml

leal immediately. As it cools a vaenuin is

formed, which prevents bursting. In this

way every kind of fruit will retain it s flavor.

Sotnelimcs a thick leathery mosikl forma on
the top— if so, nil the better. Tho pUa of
keeping tho jar* full of hot water is merely to

prevent tho danger of cracking when the hot

fruit i t Inserted. Somo prefer to s ultbo buttles

full of cool water in a boiler of water and

beating all together gradually ;
but the other

wav is much simpler aud equally effr-edve.

1639. To Cun Peaches by tho Cold
Process. Pure nml halve the peaches.
I'ack them as closely as p->*ribbi in a cun
without any sugar. WUeu the can i« frill,

pour in sutfiocut pure •nkl water to fill all

tl»o interstice* between the peaches, rutd reach
tho brim of the can. Let it stand long enough
for tho water to soak into all tho crevices—
say six hours—then pour in water to rep .uv
what has sunk away. 8ml up tlic can, aud
all ii done. CauiM-u iu this way, peaches re.

tain nil theirfreshUc#- and flavor. There will

not bo onough water iu them to render them
insipid. If preferred, n cold syrup could lie

u*ed instead of pure water, but the peaches

taste insist iiRtnnd without any sweetening.

1040. To Dry Apples, Pears and
other Fruits. Have a tnniu made iu the

following manner:—Two strips of hoard 7

feet lung. 2 or 2j inches wide—two .--trios 3
feet long. I j inches wide, the whole ? ol an
iuch thick; nail the loog strips nemr; the

ends of the short one*. and it makes a frame
7 by 3 fee:, which i> a convenient size fur all

purposes. On cue of thn long strips, nails are

driven 3 inches apart, extending from one end
to tho other. After the apples are pared,

they are quartered aud cored, and with a
needle aud twine, or stout thread, strung into

lengths long enough to reach twice across the

frame; lha ends of the twiuc arc then tied

together, und the striugs huag on the nails

across the frame. The apples will soon dry
so that the strings cau lrc donWed »a the nails,

and fresh ones put ou. nr the whole of them
removed uud others put iu their place. As
fast as the apples become sufficiently dry they
caii bo taken f:»m the string', and tlio same
strings used to dry more on. If largo apples
uro used to dry. they can be cut in smaller
pieces. Pears and quinces, and other fruits

that can be strung, may be dried iu this way.
In pleasant weather tho frames can lie set

oat of doors against tho ride of fhe building,

or any other support, and ut uight, or ou

rimiily a;u! - Lnrmy days, they can ho brought
into tho house, and set. against the sida of tho
room near the stove or lire-plaec.

1641. To Keep Apples and Peara
Fresh. C;c the fruit timing a dry duy,

anil pul it at once into earthen glazed pans,

,!•-.-*> ,
-_-li to contain two or three Iayurn of

f -’.it, mol cm!, pin having n Lightly-litting

!id. if the fruit sweats, the exudation dries

mi t:-: f nit's .oirfan-. and helps to keep in

tb imoistut jiuulibivor. Thocovorhnlpstodo
l.y -an:-.; ml to exclude the light. Keep thn
th .. nm jiuuUhivor. Thocovorhnlpstedo
i/,- -an:-, caul t-» exclude the light. Keep thn

pan in a «lry, cool place, and never wipe tho

fruit until required for itowert. Peara nmy
lx: kept i.i tho • a. y. hut. requiro careful

and constant watching.

1642. To Keep Fruit Fresh. After

they have been allow-. I to lay on the shelves

in tom, and wont* they should ho

wiped dry, and packed in boxes with dry saw-
dii't enough to exclude the nir from them.

T! a -

,v-d*i't :re ; resinotn woods should not

bo ti ed. If they were packed in dry rand,

they v.i-iild kcirp’ equally, mid perhaps better;

the i.bjeeiion i) tlmt :L is very difficult to

clean them from wmd, and therefore they
always cat gritty when so kept.

1643. Preservation of Fruit in Gly-
cerine. Glycerine of purest quality has

I.- cii : .•mini.. -tilled for the nrosorvntion of

f. nir-

;

previmt locating which, thn glycerine

sho.’ld I'U removed by Immersing tho fruit in

water.

1044. To Reatoro and Improve Mus-
ty Flour. Carbonate of magnesia, 3 parts;

Ib-nr. 7Wpart«. Mix and umi the flour in tho

c -c.nl way. T!: i "ill not only greatly im-
prove b.-ul flo. r, but the bread will ho much
lighter, more wholesome, und keep longer

than when alum Is used.

1645. To Keep Gntno. Newly ground
me, will keep itHwnnt

and frcs'.i for MV-erol days. Ch au tho gumo;
that i

.
Wipe off the blood, cover Iho wounded

part - with absorbent paper, wrap up tho

heads, ami then • iirinldu gromul cofloe over
c.dnmong't the leathers or fur. ni tho case

may be; pack up core frilly, ami tho gauio

will l»- preserved fri-li and .sweet in tho most
mifavor.il)! Game SODt open ami
loose, cannot, of courxo, be treated in this

manner; but all game packet! in boxes or

hampers may bu deodorised as described. A
>.i-. poonliil of coffee is enough fora braco of

birds; and iu this proportion for more or for

larger game.

1646. To Preserve with Creosote.
Croon to, a pung.-nt compound existing in

con i -.non : ::>okc, and which uturla tho tc-ura

when t finoko enters tho eyes, im powerful
m’iseptic, or pr<--venter of putrefaction. It

i employed to preserve animal substances,
it her by washing it over them or by immers-
•ng i lii-in in it: aqueous solution/ A few
drops in ;i aucer, or on a piece of spongy

SH-r, if placed in a larder,. will effectually
away inserts, and make tho meat keep

• cvem! days longer than otherwise. By oft
(l:o modes in \Vhich creosote has hitherto
! c.-n employed :n preserving meat, it liosiac-

<; mred a disagree-aide taste and smell. Tliia

may be obviated by placing a small plato con-
taining i little creosote immediately nndor
each piece of meat as it hangs iu tho larder,

and covering them both over with a cloth. A
Bmail quantity added to brine or vinegar is
commonly employed to impart usmokv flavor
t> meat nml fish, and its solution in acetic acid
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is used to give tho flavor of Scotch whiskey

to plain spirit. Tho preservative effect of

Bmoke-dryilig is partially duo to creosote,

which gives to the meat its peculiar smoky
taste, and partly to desiccation.

1647. To Teat Creosote. A large pro-

C
artion of ordinary creosote is simply car-

>lic acid; but the pure creosote, which

constitute* the peculiar smell of smoke, is

S
oito a different substance, and may bo dis-

nguiehed from the false by its behavior with

collodion. A mixture of this latter with

carbolic ucid gives u gelatinous precipitate,

while with true creosote tho colludfou remains

clear. Dr. IIlutcr gives another test: To a
weak solution of iron, a few drops of ammonia
are added, until the precipitato which origi-

nally forms is dissolved. Carbolic acid com-
municates a blue or violet tiuge to tho solu-

tion, whilo genuine creosote gives a green

color, afterward turning to brown.

1648. Charcoal oa an Antiseptic. It

in well known that charcoal possesses extra-

ordinary powers m checking decomposition,

as woll as in deodorising animal substance*

which have already begun to undergo change.

Meat, cither before or alter it is cooked,may be

preserved for ft considerable time, even in warm
weather, by being placed in the centre of a

dean oartbenware vessel, and closely sur-

rounded with nieces of comuiou charcoal To
prevent tho flics from "blowing" tho meat,

tho vessel ought to bu covered with wire-

game. Putrid water is immediately deprived

of its bad mncll by charcoal. When meat,

fish, Ac., from intense heat or long keeping,

aro likely to pass into a state of corruption, a

simple mode of keeping them sound and

healthful is by putting a few pieces of char-

coal, oach about tho sis© of an egg, into the

C
t or saucepan wherein tho fish or flesh is to

boiled.

1640. Caution About Charcoal. It

must l>o recollected that in all cases, to oxer-

ciao its highest powers as a disinfectant,

deodoriser, and bleacher, charcoal should be

both fresh-burnt uud fresh-powdered, and

carefully preserved out of contact with the

air, until about to be employed. Exposed to

tho air, it rapidly loses iu valuable qualities.

1050. To Provent Water From Pu-
trefying. Keep it iu an iron vessel, or

immerse fragments of iron in it. Distilled

-Water should bo kept in stoppered glass

battles.

Solutions for Anatomical
Preparations. These antisep-

tic flnids are used for preserving anatomical

preparations, objects of natural history, Ac-
hy immersing them therein, or by injection

into the veins and arteries, arresting putrefac-

tion, and preventing decay. Those containing

oorrosivc sublimate (bichloride of mercury)

Ureapt to render animal substances very lmrd.

1062. Creosote Antiseptic Solution.
Nearly saturate water with sulphurous acid,

and odd a little creosote.

1053. Chloride of Tin Antiseptic So-
lution. Dissolve -1 parts chloride of tin ih

lUO parts water contuiniug 3 parts ranriatio

(hydrochloric) acid.

1054. Antiseptic Solution of Ammo-
nia. Mix 1 part, by weight, strong liquor of
ammonia, with 3 parts water and 3 parts rec-
tified spirit. Or:—

1
part sal ammoniac and

10 or II parts water; for the muscular parts of

animals. A solution of I part sulphate of

zinc iu about 20 parts water may also l»o used
for the same purpose.

1655. Babington's Antiseptic Solu-
tion. I part of wood naphtha to 7 parts
water. Wood naphtha undiluted serves for

injection.

1056. Burnett's Antiseptic Solution.

1 pound chloride<T zhu* in 1 gallon water. Tho
substance is immersed in this for 2 to 4 days,

ami then dried in Ibc air.

1657. Gannal's Antiseptic Mixture.
Dissolve i nmnd each alum and table salt,

and f poand saltpctrr. iu I gallon water.

1658. Riboulet's Antiseptic. For
pathological specimens. Dissolve 1 part
nitre (saltpetre), 2 parts alum, and 4 parts
chloride of lime in lb to 20 parts water. To
bo afterwards diluted accimliug to circum-
stances.

1059. Thwaites’ Fluid. Mix 1 ounce
spirit of wine with creosote sufficient to satn-

rate it; rub up with chalk to form n thin

paste, ami mix gradually with 1flounce© water.

To this may be added uu equal quantity of

water saturated with camphor.

1000. Simple Creosote Solution. Dis-

solve I drachm creo*« V in I drachm pyrolig-

neous acid, and mix gradually with I prut colil

water.

1661. Pnssini's Solution. For blood-

globules, nerves, and white tissues generally.

Chloride of mercury, I jsirl
;

chloride of so-

dium. 2 (arts; glycerine, 13 part*; distilled

water. 1 13 part.-.

1662. Preservative Fluids for Micro-
scopic Objects. Canada balsam, spirit and
water, glycerine solution of gelatine, .-atumted
solutions of alum, chloride of sine, and chlorido
of calcium, are all used to preserve rnicroHcopio

objects.

1 663. Solution for Preserving Feath-
ers. Dissolve Id grams strychnino in 1 pint
rectified spirit.

1064. Corrosive Sublimate Antiseptic
Solution. Di"o|ve I part corrosive subli-

mate (bichloride of nicrvnrr). and 3 parti

chloride of sodium (table salt), in 100 parts

water containing 2 ports muriatic (hydro-
chloric) acid.

1665. Goadby’s Antiseptic Solutions.
2 ounce* Ixry salt. 1 ounce alum, I grain

bichloride of mercury (corrosive sublimate),

and 1 pint of water. This is good for ordi-

nary purpose--. But for tender tissue*, or

where there is a tendency to ir.r.r.ldiness,

double the proportions of corrosive sublimate

and of water. For subjects containing car-

bonate of lirne. double the proportion of bay
salt, ami omit the alum.
Or:— { pound bay salt, 10 grains arsenious

acid, ami 1 pint water; adding I grain corro-

sive sublimate when there is any tendency to
softening in the parts of the subject. Tho»
are excellent antiseptic solution*.

1600. Embalming. Mix together 5
pounds dry sulphate of alumina, 1 quart warm
water, and 100 grains orsenious acid. Inject

3 or 4 quarts of this mixture into all the ves-

sels of the human body. This applies as well

to all animals, birds, fishes, Ac. This process

supersedes the old and revolting inode, and
has been introduced into the great anatomical

schools of Paris.

1687. Preparation for Stuffing Birds

and Ani mals. Camphor, I ounce ;
corrosive

Sublimate, I ounce; alum, * ounce; sulphur.

1 ouuce; all finely powdered ami mixed.

1068. Antiseptic for Preserving
Birds and Animals. The simplest mean*
of preserving anatomical and pathological

preparations is the use of tho following solu-

tion: Saturated solution of alum, 100 parts-

saltpetre, 2 parts. The article to be preserved

is immersed in the solution, when it becomes
decolorized ; but in a few days tho color re-

turns, when it is taken out of the solution,

and kopt in a saturated solution of alum and

wator only.

1609. Bficceur’s Arsenical Soap,
Camphor, f> drachms; arsenic, 1 ounces;

whito soap, 4 ounces; carbonate of potash, 12

ounces; air-slaked lime, 4 ounces; mako u
stiff paste with a littlo water. Used for pre-

paring tho skins of birds uud other ©mall

animals.
1070. B6ccDur’e Fluid Arsenical Soap,

This is prepared ns follows:—(jut 1
pound

aonp into thin slices, put it with ft little

water into n pot upon tho fire, stirring fre-

quently with a wooden spoon until dissolved;

odd G ounces carbonato of potass* and 2
ounces chalk. Then take it off tho lire, mid

add 1 pound arsenious ucid, stirring it in

thoroughly
;
lastly, pound 3 ounces camphor

in a mortar with a little alcohol, ami incorpo-

rate it with tho rest of tho ingredients. Thi*

makes a composition of a consistence of pinto,

When required for use. dissolve 2 ounces in a

pint of alcohol, ami apply with a brush.

1071. Laurent’s Antiseptic Soap.
Place i ounoo powdered soap in a bottle with

2 drachms each of ursonito of potassa, sal-

phato of alumina, and pulverized camphor;
poor upon them (1 ounces alcohol, and allow

thorn to stand 24 hours. When thoroughly

combined, mid 3 drops oil of thyme, and cork

tho bottle carefully.

1072. Beconi'a Araonical Soap. Ar-
oenions acid, 32 ounces; carbonato of potassa,

12 ounces; camphor. f> ounces; white soap,

32 ounces; powdered lime, h ounces. Reduce
each to a powder, and mix. Used ns a pre-

servative for HpecimenH of natural history
against tho attacks of insects.

1873, Carbolic Acid us a Preserva-
tive. Reference lias been mode in some «f

tho scientific journals to experiments upon
carbolic acid as n means of preserving objects

of natural history, and the anticipation lias

been indulged in by many that, this powerful

agent inay bo able to replace all the ordinary
methods of taxidermy. This, however, is a
very ercat mistake, siueo it can bo used to

aHtnall extent only in the preparation uf en-

tire bodies of animals that are to lie preserved

dry—because the process of desiccation will

inevitably proceed until tho original form of

tho animal is entirely lost. For many purposes,

however, carbolic acid has proved ofmuoh vain©

as a preservative, and its uses aro increasing.

Thus, diluted with about 50 times its bulk of

water, it forms a capital substitute for alcohol

in preserving fish and other object© ;
and, ha

fact, tbc larger fish, such as rays, sharks, eto,

can bo kept much belter by its aid than eveo

by means of alcohol. Added in small quan-

tity to very weak spirit, it very materially

increases its preservative strength.
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1674. Carbolic Acid os a Temporary
Preservative. Although carbolic acid can-
not be used as a substitute far the usual
methods in setting up birds and mamirala, it

can bo employed to very great advantage io

keeping them fresh until they can be pn periy

skinned. An experiment of this kind wu
onco made by Dr. Totten, of New York, who
prepared a solution of 1 drachm of carboL'o

acid. 14 ounces each of glycerine and dilate

alcohol, and injected it into the mouth, the

rectum, and under the skin or a largo cormo-
rant. The bird was kept on board ship until

it reached New York, a period of about two
months after its capture, and was then Rent to

n taxidermist, who found it to be ic perfect

condition, and who wps able to mount it as

satisfactorily as if it had l>cen bnt jnst killed.

this eolation wili effectually resist dry-rot.

1681. To Kyanize Wood or Cordage.
Immerse tho wood or cordage in a solution of
50 or GO parts water and 1 part corrosive
sablimatc. This preserves it from docay, and
renders wood tough and more difficult to split.

1682. To Preservo and Harden
Wood. Wood steeped in n solution of cop-
peras becomes harder and more indestructible.

1683. German Receipt for Coating
Wood with a 8ubstanco os Hard aa
Stone. Melt together 40 parts chalk. GO
resin, and 4 linseed oil; to this should be
added 1 part oxido c f copper, and afterwards

1 part sulphuric acid. This last ingredient
must bo added carefully. The mixture, while

1675. Von Vetter's Process for the
Preservation of Anatomical Specimens.
Add to 7 parts of glycerine at *22° BaumA
1
part raw brown sugar and 4 part nitre, till

a slight deposit is formed at the bottom of the

vessel. The portion required to bo preserved

is then immersed (dried or not dried) and led
vessel. Tho portion required to bo preserved
is then immersed (dried or not dried) and led

in tho mixture for n time proportional to its

dimensions; n band, for example, should re-

main eight days in tho liquid; when it is

taken out it is as stiff as a piece of wood, but

If it bo suspended in a dry and warm placo

the muscles and articulation recover their

suppleness.

1676. Preserving Insects. A good
way to render insects durable is to perforata

their bodies once or twice with a long pin

dipped in a strong solution of corrosive subli-

mate. If you bnvo coses full, clean the In-

sect* ami cases as thoroughly os possible,

paint tho iuside of the cases over with ft break

dipped into a solution of tho sublimate, and
after putting a few pieces of camphor at tho

bottom of the case, fix tho lid on, and paste a
strip of paper over tho crevices.

hot, i j applied with n brush, and forms, wheu
dry, a varnish a; hard ns stone. This is an
oxcollcnt application to protect posti, tub?,

or other wckmIou articles which arj set iu tho
earth.

1684 To Preservo Wood Under Wa-
ter. Wucd impregnated with creosote oil

ha* been found to resist effectually tho ravages
of tho teredo worm; this worm being tho
aiuio of dccav by boncy-combiug tho entire
subitanco of tho wood. Iu Germany cblorido
of rinc is used for this purpose, tho limber be-
ing placed in boiler*, partly exhausted of
air, aud Ibo vapor of chloriuc thus driven iu-
lo iL Thcso remedies are recommended by
acomuiittcoof practical experts, nppoiuud by
tho Academy of Science* in Holland to ascer-
tain tho best mean; for preserving limber un-
dor water.

1685. Preservation of Wood. Ar-
niand Muller has instituted somo interesting
experiments upon this subject, ami arrives at

tho conclusion that tho pbospbato of baryta,
formod by tho mutual dcconi|>odtion of phos-
phate of soda aud chlondo of barium, iu tho
porej ofthe wood, i ; oocofthe best preservative
ogenta available to chemist*. Soak tho wood

r_Po Preserve Wood. Tb*
1. following receipt* for preserving timber

from decay have been obtained from variook

sources, and oro the results of careful experi-

ment by scientific expert*.

1678. To Prevent tho Splitting of
Logs and Planks. Log* and plunk* split

at tho end* because tho exposed surface dries

faster thau tho inside. Saturato muriatic acid

with lime, and apply liko whitewash to the

end*. The cblorido of calcium formed attract*

moisture from tho air and prevents tho split-

ting. Tobacconists’ sign*, and other woodoft

images, havo usually a hole’ bored through

thoir centre, from top to liottom
;

this in h
great measure prevents tho outer aurface from

cracking, by allowing the wood to daj and

shrink more uniformly.

1679. To Preserve Timber from
Decay and Dry-Rot. Tho best way to

presorvo limber exposed to tho action of the

weather is to forco into the pores of well -sea-

soned wood as much carbolic acid, or creosote,

as posaiblo. This soon rcsinifies. and most
effectually prevents tho timber from dry-rot

and decay. On a iargo scale, as for railway

sleepers, oxponsivc appliances are needed

;

butter barns or outbuildings it may bo applied

to con8iderublo advantage by tho uso of a
paint brush.

1680. Solution to Preserve Wood.
With every *25 gallons of water required, mix
5 pounds chloride of zinc. Wood steeped in

5 days ia r.7 per cent, rolutka of phosphate
of soda, aud alter dryiup. impend in n 13 per
cent solution of cblorido of barium for 7

It is believed that wood thuu prepared
will withstand tho octiou of moisture better
than with car other preparation. Tho chief
obstaclo to tho uso of ;,ucb chemicals is io
their cosL

1686. To Petrify Wooden Object*.
Tako equal quantities of gem -alt. rock-alum,
wbito vinegar, chalk and pebbles, i»nwdcrcd.
Mix all thesoiugrcdiculs; obullition will ensue.
After it has ceased, throw mom wooden ob-
jects iuto this liquid, and let them soak for 4

or 6 days, at tho ond of which time they will

U transformed into potrifactions.

TVfl'ixtures for Freezing
JLVl- Without Ice. In tho fol-

lowing tabic, the water should not be warmer
than 50° Fahrenheit.

Hhn*
Nitrate of Ammonia. 1

Water 1

Muriate of Ammonia.. 5
Nitrate of Potash 5

* 18
Muriate of Ammonia.. &
Nitrate of Potash s
Sulphate of Soda. 8w««r 18

Sulphate of Soda. 3
LUluted Nitric Acid... 3
Nitrate of Ammonia.. 1

Carbonate of Soda.... 1
Water 1

Pho.ph.te of 8oda.... 9
Dilute Nitric Add.... 4

•» 0.1*

m 60* to 4* 48*

•8

** 80* to IP* 4T
•*

••

." SO* to 4* 88*

so* to -r sr
88

** SO* to —
'r JTT

88

"
|
so* to -13* mr

Sulphate of Soda 8
Hydrochloric Add 0

Sulphate of 8oda 6

Diluted Sulphuric Add, 4

Sulphate of Soda. 0
Muriate of Ammonia.. 4
Nitrate of Potaah 3

Dilated Nitric Add... 4

Sulphate of Soda. 0

Nitrate of Ammonia... 6

Diluted Nitrio Add... 4

|

60* toO*....

J
SO* to 3*....

SO* to-

SO* to —14*

1688. Table of Freezing Mixture*
with Snow.

y«hr*nh*lt DlTUN
Th*»m*mrl«r •# 0*4
Ulnti/ieoi p»4u<«4

DU^Suiphur'lcAcld. 2
3rto~“* “*

SSuto ! « «•«-«• «*

?Uum»iwiAdi:": I » 83*

•• w,to -40* ,r

WaiiUriaieofLimo.3 ••
“*

SSShV.:::::::::::::: J ••
jwto-*i* »•

1689. Freezing Mixture*with Pound-
ed Ico or Snow. Tho following mixture*
r»-doco tho temperature down to a certain

degreo of cold, irrespective of tho tempera-
ture of tho materials at mixing.

r»*r. Thar-
Mlilurea. BA*ra«ur

Snow, or Pounded lea

Muriate of Soda

Snow, or Pounded Ico
Muriate of 8oda.
Muriate of Ammonia
Snow, or Pounded Ico

M unite of Soda.
Muriate of Ammonia
Nltrato of Potaah

Snow, or Pounded Ico

Muriate of Soda
Nitrate of Ammonia

Snow, or Pcundcd Ice. ... . .. .

.

Common Tablo Salt, or Hock Halt.

w*m>ur
Biota

to ~3

1690. Mot&llic Freezing Mixture.
An interesting oxperimeut may bo made by
melting together 59 porta liu, 103* lead, and
183 bismuth. If this bo finely rasped or

powdered, and introduced into 108 porta, by

weight, of quicksilver, a thonnomoter im-

mersed in tho mixture will eink to nearly 3*

Fahr. ; and water placed in a thin tcet-tub^

ad allowed to remain for a fow minutos in

this bath, will bo completely frozen.

1691. How to Keep Ice in Summer.
No refrigerator or ice-box will prevent, or ovcu
retard the melting of tho ico. which duos not
combine the followiug conditions: It must
havo doubfo side.*, bottom, and lid, with tho

paoe botween the two cosmga filled with
wmj non-oonduoting substauce, iu order to

exoludo the oxternal temperature
;
and the

laaor lid or cover should l»u practically, if not
hennstically, air-tight, in furthcranco of tho

Mm remit. If oxtornal air enters, it will

bring it* own toraperaturo with it. There
ahnnld bo also n drumage-pipu at tho bottom
to oarry off, instantaneously, every drop of
water formed by the melting of tho ico, and
this pipe should oithor bo fitted with a trup or

carved in euch a manner as to prevent the
cold air from oscaping. It is even more indis-

polivable to carry off overy drop of tho water
than it u to oxclude tho air—a view not
generally entertained by. consumers of tbc
article, but which, according to experiments
in aide, aeami to be fully demonstrated. Thus,
on exposing a piece of ico weighing, say 25
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poand*, to tho air, at a temperature of 75°, but
ao plaood that it i* perfectly drained, it will bo
lauad to haro scarcely disappeared at tho end
of 2i hoar*. Wrap tho tamo piece in 3 or 4

thiokaeisas of blanket or flanuel, and placo it

in a small tab exposed to tho same tempera-
taro, and as tho water filters through the
blaakot, tho ico will stand iu itsown water, and
will bo all dissolved iu 5 or 6 hours. Wrap
tho same piece of ico carefully in a blanket,

and plaoo it on a grating, or on four crossed

tioks, bo that no water can accumulate under-
neath, and at the end of 3 or oven 4 days it

will not have entirely melted.

"T^isinfectantsarc substances

A—/ which absorb, neutruhzo or destroy

putroicont nilluvia and miasmata, aud thus

roinovn tho causes of infection. The iiriuci-

e
disinfectants uro chlorine, tho chlorides

’pochloritos) of liuio and soda, chloride of

lino, charcoal, carbolic acid, the Atmos of

uitrio, nitrous, and sulphurous acids, and ven-

tilation. Tho clothing, bedding. »tc., of pa-

tient* luboring under contagious diseases,

in \y bn effectually disinfected by exposing t

»

a tomporftturo of about that of boiliug water,

tfuitbortho texture nor color of textile fabrics

ia iujurod oven by a heat of 850° Fain*. It

i* a practice at souio of tho poorbunscs to

luko tho clothe* of the paupers who have the

itoh, or aro infested with Vermin. Quicklime

rapidly absorbs carbonic acid, sulphuretted

hydrogen, and several other noxious gases,

and i* tboroforo commonly used a* a wash tor

tho walls of building <. Acetic acid, camphor,

fragrant pastils, cascarllla, aud other similar

ubstanoos, am frequently burnt or volatilize I

by host, for tho purpose of disguising un-

pleasant odors. Tim chlorides as well os the

satphato* of iron and limn have the property

of rapidly destroying noxious effluvia. A
quantity of oithor of thnso sulphates thrown

Into a cesspool, for instance, will iu a few

hoar* remove tho fetid .smell.

1093. Metropolitan D lainfecting
Fluid. The Hoard of Uvollii of tho city of
New York luvo lciotunioudod a disinfecting

fluid composed of neiquKhlurido of iron,

clilorldn of manganese, chlorine, aud car-

bolic acid. The Kcsquicblorido of iron hr-i

been found by experiment t * deodorize tnoro

effectually tliau chloride of lime, r.ulpbalo of
zinc, or other disinfectant*. It ii therefore

rccfuimieudcd at an important constituent of

any disinfectant. Rewmiehlnriilo of iron ii

prepared hy dissolving tlio hydrated nesquiox-

idc of iron in muriatic acid ;
to this i ; added

10 percent, of carbolic acid. Thi ; formi tho

fluid in a concentrated form, and i.i largely

diluted with water at the time of using. All

night scavengers am compelled by tho Board

of Health of New York tousa it. It i effect*

uro compound. Tho iron chcckn fennenlo-

tion , and tho chlorine act* ai a:i oxidizing

agent. I L i carbolic mud also aid.; ia arresting

dccoinposiliuu and fermentation, and tho
whole combination, therefore, by it; chemical
actiou, decomposes tho sulphuretted hy-

drogen.

109-1. To Disinfect Stablca and
Slaughter-Houses. I»r. Lctberhy, Health
officer of tho city of Loudou. rays in a recent

report on tho subject, that cb«; best disinfect-

ant for stable.* and slaughJcr-housca is a
mixed chloride and hypochlorite of zinc, and
it ha t the advantage of mixing freely with

tho liquid matters of tho Blanghter-hnuac, and
not taiuting the meal with any unpleasant

odors; audit i ; also applicable to tho disin-

fection of bouses in placo cf chlorido of lime,

which it much resembles ia its chemical na-

ture aad mode of action.

1695. Burnett's Disinfecting Fluid.
A snlutiou cf chloride id rue. wane by dis-

solving zinc iu commercial muriatic acid to

satnratiou. and kuown as Sir William Bur-
nett'.? Disinfecting FInid, bas l>ccn found
uu»l useful a ; a purifying agent, and in re-

moving n:wl destroying contagion. In puri-

tying nick roonvi or crowded place* the so!u-

t'iou should Ixo moistened bymnn of a picco

of Humic! cloth, about 3 or 4 feet square,
attached to a long rod and waved through tho

air fur 10 minute; at a limr; ia addition to
which the floor should l»c mapped or sprinkled

over with the ramc dilulo solution, if uccos-

rary, .several timesa day, anda woall qooutity
pul into the ckwc-stnoU and Iwd-pans. Tho
water-closet; should also bo cleansed with it,

aud 2 gallon:; occasionally thrown down each.

When door# ami woodwork arc washed with
tho solution, the use of w»ap cr nod a should

be avoided immediately befitfo or after it* ap-

plication; and whitewashing nhonUI not bo
applied tn any part recently wadiod or
sprinkled with it.

1090. To Purify a Sick Chiunbor.
The nitrous arid vapor, r, invaluable a i a dis-

infectant in contagion i rover*, ii obtained by
decomposing nitre by means«fboated sulphur-
lc odd, in the following manner : l’utf ounco
sulphuric arid iu acruciblo or china cup
aud warm it over a lamp or in healed sand,

adding to it from time to time a little nitre.

Several of those vessel* must bo placed in tho

»ick chamber ami in the neighboring apart-

ment* and passage.*, at a distaneo of SO f«*ct

or more from each other, according to tho

height, of tho ceiling and tho viraicnco of tho
contagion. As an ovidcnco of the value of

this method of disinfection it may l*c men-
tioned that Dr. Carmichael Smyth, ofLoudou.
by whom it was origiually practiced, received

from Parliament a premium of £5,000 for his

discovery.

disinfection of a dead-house during the hot-

test weather, when it contained from 6 to 7
bodies.

1699. Collins’ Disinfecting Powdor.
Mix 2 parts dry chloride of liuio with 1 of
burnt alum. To be set in shallow dishes in

rooms, Ac., with or without tho addition of

water.
1700. EUerraan’s Deodorizing Fluid.

This consists chiefly of porubluridos and chlor-

ides of iron and manganese. In a report ad-

dressed to tho Metropolitan Board of Works
of London iu 1850, Dr*. Iloffuuiu uuil Frauk-
land stated that tho porcblorido of iron was
tho cheapest and most elficiontdcndoiizorthat

could bo applied to sewage
; 4 gallon deodor-

ized 7500 gallons. 1 bushel lime, or 3 pounds
chloride of lime, would do tho sumo.

1701. Condy’s Solution. A saturated
solution of pornmugunulo of pothssa is one
of tho must efficient and elegant of all disin-

fectants. A tea-spoonful in a soup-plate of

water, exposed in a room, quickly lomovcs
uoy offensive smell ;

whon tho pink color

disappears more must lie added. It has been
used to remove tho smell of bilge-water and
guano from shins. A word a* to economy

:

Ouo ounco of tho crystallized salt costs about
as much a* a pound of tho crude, which is

just as good for deodorizing purposes. Tho
crude give* u greenish solution, whloh.ovon
whilo cold, but nioro rapidly and completely
upon boiling, passes into tho deep red so

efi arocteristic of tho permanganate, and i*

fit for use. It speedily cleanse* foul wutor
and make* it drinkable. A tou-»puuunU to a
hogshead is generally ouough, but if ndilod
until the water acquires a ponnnnoiit fuiot
tinge, wo aro cerium that injurious orgnnlo
mutter bus been destroyed. Then, as C’crndy
•suggest*, if a piece of clean slick bo pat into
tho liquid, or if n little tea or oofloobo added,
tho pink color will disappear, and tho water
will be fit for use. The very small amount of
potassa remuming iu the solution could not
possibly do any Harm, ivsit would not amount
to part of a grain to tho gallon.

1697. HyponitrouB Acid as a Ditin-
fectant. A special commission was ap-
pointed by tho Academy of Sciences nl Paris,

to study tho different mean* of disinfecting
those localities which, during tho siege, had
been appropriated to person* afflicted with
contagion* diseases. It* report furnishes
Bomq useful guides to tho selection ami tho

Slientinn of disinfectants. It was agreed
l tho very first place among destructive

agents which can attack uuil destroy infec-

tious germs, should be assigned to liyponi-
Iron* ncid. Great precaution should be exer-
cised, however, by those employing tho very
dangerous nitrous vapors.

1698. Carbolic Acid as a Disinfect-
ant. Tho French commission (vr Ao.
161*7) also reported that carbolic arid is much
more easily upplird. is less dangerous and ex-
pensive tbau bypunit ron* acid, aud seams to
offer guarantees of quite equal efficacy,

founded ou experimental evidence. It i* best
employed by mixing with sand or sawdust in
the proportion of 1 part by weight of acid,
and 3 parts of tho inert material. The mix-
ture is placed iu earthen pots. Carbolic acid,
diluted with 25 to 30 times it* weight of
water, has been found useful in sprinkling
daily the floors and the bedding of *ick cham-
ber*. It ha* been stated by M. Devergic,
that water containing only tho part of
its weight of carbolic acid sufficed for the

1702. Sirct’o Compound. Sulphate
of iron, 20 nouiids; sulphate of zinc, 3j
pound*; wood or neat charcoal, 1 pound;
Fulphato of lime, 2G4 pouuds; mix and fonn
into balls. To be placed in coxspools, Ac.,

to deodorize them. U . Sirct has subsequently
modified this compound thus: Sulphnto of

iron, 100 parts; sulphnto of zinc, 50; tun or

oak-bark powder, 40; tur, 5; anil oil, f» parts.

1703. Lcdoycii'u Solution. This is a
solution of nitiutc of lead, ami contains

about 20 ounces of tlio suit in n gallon. Tho
specific gravity should bo 1.40. A similar

compound may ho made by mixing 134 ounco*
litharge with G pint* water, and adding 12
ounces nitric acid at 1.3d specific gravity
(or 8 ounce* at 1.50) and digesting Ql a gen-
tle heat till tho solution is complete.

1704. Chlorido of Lime aa a Disin-
fectant. It is a great purifier. 1 pound
requires 3 gallon* of water; uso tho clear
solution. To purify rooms, sprinkle on tho
floor, aud, if needful, on the bed-linen. In-
fected clothes should bo dipped iu it anil
wrung out, iust before they aro washed. It
purifies night commode*, water-closets, Ac.
It may also be used in its pure state. For
butcher stalls, fish markets, slaughter houses,
sinks, and wherever thcro are offensive putrid
gases, sprinkle it about, and in a few days tho
smell will pass away. Jf a cat, rat, or mouse,
dies about the house, aud scuds forth an offun-
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wve pas, place some chloride of limo iu an open
vessel near the place where the nuisance is,

and it will soon purify the atmosphere. The
presence of chloride of lime in a room causes
1.011 or steel to rust rapidly. Articles of that
material should therefore be removed during
the use of this disinfectant.

1705. Precautions to be Observed
Before Entering a Sick Room, particu-
larly whero there is Fever.
Never enter lasting; if it is inconvenient

to take refreshment of the ordinary kind, ob-
tain a glass of wine and a cracker.

Do not stand between the patient and ths

door, if possible. Avoid sitting on or touch-
ing the bed-clothes as much as possible, anil

do not inhalii the patient’s breath. Tho hands
should always l>n washed in clean water, if

the patient lias fever, before leaving tho room
to touch other poo do or thing .

After visiting a ever patient, Ac., change
tho dress, if poxsi >U*. As soon as the fever

is over, and the patient is convalescent,

tho dross which lin; been used by tho nurse or
attendant should be destroyed if there are

no means of fumigation at hand, or it must
bo boiled in water to which carbolic acid ha*

been added. The sauio treatment must be
applied to tho bod-clothes, Ac., which have
been used.

1700. Onion* aa a Disinfectant.
Onions placed iu tho room where thero i.

small pox will blister, and decompose with

groat rapidity; besides this, they will prevent

tho spread of tho disease. A . n disinfectant

they liavo no equal, when properly used; but

koop thorn out of tho stomach.

1707. To Prevent Infection. Let
communication with tin' -it k by actual con
toot bo ni far ns possible avoided. Let the

atlont bo lightly covered with the bud-clothes,

is chamber freed from all unnecessary articles

of furniture, and kept perfectly dean; the

shoots and body linens frequently changed
and removed from the hick room, as well as

all substances produeitiir.or likely to produce,

any smell; and above all things let the cham-
ber and tho adjoining apartments and passages

bo completely and freely ventilated by open-

ing opposite doors and windows
;
for although

contagion may be carried by the air. it be
coinos inert when, instead ot

-

being concen-

trated, it is sufficiently diffused

1709.

Special Preservative Against
Infection. In a lecture delivpml iu the

Royal Institution, Professor Tyndall proved,

by aeorio^ of interesting experiment*, that the

surest filter in a contagion* atmosphere is

cotton wool. " If a physician," said tho Pm
feasor, “wishes t> hold back .from tho lungs

of his patient, or from his own. tho germs by
which contagious disease is said to be propa-

gated, ho will employ ft cotton wool respirator.

Iu tho crowded dwelling! of the Loudon poor,

where tho isolation of the sick is difficult, if

not impossible, llio noxious air around the

patiout may by this siuiplo means bo restored

to practical purity. Thus filtered, attendants

mav broatho tho nir unharmed, for it is ex-

ceedingly probablo that tho germ; which

lodge in'tho air-passages, aud which, at their

leisure, can work their way across the mucous
membrane, are those which sow in tho body

epidemic disease. If this be so, such disease

may bo warded off by filters of cotton woo!."

1709. To Diffuse a Fragrant Odor.
A few drops of oil ofsacdul wood dropped on

a hot shovel, will diffuse a most agreeable

balsamic perfume through the room.

1710. Simple Mode of Purifying

130

Wat9r. A table -spoonful of pulverized alum
sprinkled into a hr gshcad of water (the water
stirred at tho flrne time) will, alter a few
boars, by prec'p' rating to the bottom the im-

pure particles, so purify it that it will bo

lonnd to po**ss nearly all the freshness and
olournoii of too Guest spring-water. A pail-

ful. containing 4 gallons, may be purified by a
single tea spoonful of the alum.
1711. To Teat the Impurity of the

Atmosphere. A simplo method of ascer-

taining the prcscucc of impurity (carlionic

acid; in the atmosphere, is to Dearly fill a glass

tumbler with lime-water, and to place it in

any convenient position, as on the inantcl-

pieco of a room. Tho rapidity with which a
pell:<;lo forms 011 its surface, or the water be
comes cloudy, corresponds to the amount of

tho carbonic acid present iu the atmosphere
that surrounds it. A little moist c arbonate of

lead pat on a plate or rauccr, and exposed in

tho oama way, will turn black, should any
•alpha retted hydrogen !»© contained in tho air.

Thu is a delicate test for that destructive g&s.

1712. To Purify water in a Ciatenv
2 ounces of permanganate of potassa thrown
in a cistern will render tho foulest water tweet
and pure. (See .Vo. 1701.)

1713. To Purity Dirty Water. 8ioce,
in dry seasons, any water may bo of high
value, at least for cattle drinking, M. Mcomer
advises to place, in a large-sized cask, a falso

bottom perforated with somo holes; and to
put on that bottom, first, clean pebbles, next,
well washed sand, then a layer of coarsely
granulated charcoal, and over all this a piece
of canvas. Tho water, even that oUndiug in
•hallow ditches after a shower of rain, may bo
poured into this filter, ami tho* become avail-

able for cattlo-drinking, though it may not bo
quito clear.

TD leaching. Under this head are

J-J included general receipt* for bloacbiu*

and decolorizing. The method* employed
for special purpose*, such a* bleaching fabric*

for dyeing, removing stains, Ac., will bo found

in their proper plscos by refcranco to tho in-

dex.

1715. To Bleach Cotton Puro White.
Boil for 3 hours in water containing 1 gill

to the gallou of cither caustic pntaaea or caus-

tic soda
;
wash well from tbo lye, then lay

the yarn or fabric to steep for 4 or 5 hoars in

cold water containing 1 pint of bleaching

liquor (see .Vo. 104) to tho gallon; then lift

out and steep for an hour io a sour of 1 wine-

glassful of eulnhnrie acid to tbo gallon of

water; lift, and wash well; then boil for 2

hours in a caustic lye, half tbo strength of the

first; wash from this, aud steep ngaiu for 4

hours in the bleaching liquor; wash from this

and steep again for 1 hour in a clean aonr,

mivdo in the same manner as tho first; wash
well from this, and dry. A little smalt bin#

is pul into tho last washing water to clear

tho white.

1716. To Bleach Wool. Tho first kind

of bleaching to which wool is subjocted, is to

free it from grease. This operation is called

scouring. In manufactories, it is generally

performed by an ammoniacol lye, formed of

5 measures of river water and 1 of stale urine

;

tho wool is immersed for about 20 minutes in

a bAth of this mixture heated to about 130°

Fahr; it is then taken out, suffered to drain,

aud rinsed in running water. This manipula-
tion softens the wool, and gives it tho first

degreo of whiteness. It is then repeated a

second, and even a third timo
;

alter which
the wool is fit to be employed. In somo
places, scouring is performed with water
slightly impregnated with soap; and indeed,

for valuable articles, this process is preferable;

but it is loo expensive for articles of less

value. Bisulphide of carbon and benzine
havo been employed in cleansing wool. The
fat muy bo saved by distilling off tho solvent,

which may bo used ov*ir and over agafh.

(Sec .Vo. 439.) Sulphurous acid gas unites

very easily with water; and iu this combina-
tion it may l»o employed for bleaching wool
and silk.

1717. 8ulphuration. Tho process by
which silk, cotton, woolen, and straw

Ac., aro blcachod or docolorcd by exposure to

tho Annos of burning sulphur. This is effected

in acloso chamber of a size proportioned to the

scalo on which tho operation ih conducted,

and supplied with only just sufficient air to

keep up tho slow combustion of tho sulphur,

tho ftunos of which aro sulphurous acid.

(See Nos. 300 and 3G4.)

1718. To Prepare Sulphurous Acid
for Bleaching. Sulphurous acid is used

cither a
.
gas or in solution iu water, which

dissolves s.O times its volume of tho gas. In

tho former case sulphur is burned iu a close

room in which tho stuffs (moistened) are

hang; for small articles a barrel with a lid

answers tfcll. 2 exposures, of 24 hours each,

suffico for wool. (See No. 3G0.) To get a

solution of sulphurous ru id, tho cheapest aud

best plan is to heat in a glass retort 12 ounces

sulphuric acid and 2 ounces sulphur. Tho
gas, which comes off quietly, is collected iu

a largo gloss boltlo partially filled with water:

or, bolter, a series of bottles so connected

togothcr that the gas must pass successively

through tbo water contained in each.

1710. A Now Wash for Wool and
Silk. Instead of using the fumes of sul-

phur, M. Freson proposes tho following mix-

taro: 4 pounds oxalio acid, 4 pounds table

salt, 200 quarts water. Tbo goods are laid in

this mixture for on hour. They aro then gen-

erally well bleached, and only rcauiro to bo

thoroughly rinsed and washed. For bleach-

ing straw it is best to soak tbo goods iu cous-

tio soda and afterwards to mako uso of chlor-

ido of limo or Javcllo water. (See Index.)

Tho excess of cblorino is afterwards to bo re-

movod by hyposulphite of soda, called anti-

chlor.

1720. To Bleach Straw Bonnots.
Got a deep box, air-tight, if possible; place

at tho bottom a stone, on tbo stono a flat

pieco of iron red hot, or a pan of charcoal,

on which scatter powdered brimstone;

closo tho lid, and let tbo bonnot remain

a night, Thero should bo books on tho

box, on which to haug tho bonnet?. (See last

receipt
.

)

1721. To Bleach Sponge. Sponge

may l>o blcachod almost snow-white bv repe-

titions of tho following process: Soak it iu

diluted muriatic acid 10 or 12 hours, thou wash

it with water and immerso ia a solution of

byposulpbuto of soda to which a small Quan-

tity of ailutod muriatic acid has been addod.

Wash and dry it.

1722. Blanched Sponge. Soak tho

sponges for several days m cold water, renew-

ing tho water and squeezing tho sponges occa-

sionally. Then wash them in warm water,

and place them in cold water to which a little

muriatic acid has Loon added. Nextday take

them out and wash thorn thoroughly iu 6ofl
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water; then immerse them in an aqueous

sulphurous acid (specific gravity 1.034) for a

week. They arc afterward* washed in plenty

of water, squeezed, ami allowed to dry in the

W
1723. To Bleach Lac. Dissolve the

lao in a boiliug lyo of pcarlosh or caustic pot-

ash, (liter it mid pass chh.rino through the

eolation until all tho lac is precipitated. Col-

loct tho precipitate, wash well in hot water,

and finally twist into sticks, and throw them

into cold water to harden. Lae tlua panned

iu used tomake palo varuishca awl tho more
deiiculo lints of colored sealing

;
wax. Shel-

lac lileached by thin method is liublo to staiu

furniture inlaiil with brass. Tho following

process is free from this objection, and baa

the additional advantago of being ranch

cheaper:
. . . .

1724. To Bleach Shollac with Ani-

mat Charcoal Any quantity of yellow shel-

lac, previously broken in Miiall piece*, is con-

veyed into a 11ask, alcohol of .«50*pociGc grav-

ity poured upon it, aud tho wholo heated on

a stove, or, in tho summer, in the sun, until

the Hh'dlao is dissolved; upon this io much
coarsely powdered onlnir.1 ehnrcoul it added

to tho solution that thn wholo forms a thin

panto; the flask is closed, notquito nir-tight.

ami left so for sonio time exposed to tho tun;

nud iu H to M days a small raniplo i.« filtered,

suiUclont to ascertain whether it baa ac-

quired a light ynllovrUh brown color, ar.d

whothor it yields a clear, pur *. polish, on light

colored woods. If this bo tho ease, it b
tered through coarni blotting puper, for which

purpose it is best to employ a tin funnel with

double sides, similar to thoso employed m
tiltering spirituous solutions of soap i, opodel-

doc, dc.
‘ Tho portion which first ponces

through thn filter may bo preserved Mparctc-

lv, and used as a ground or first polish.

Then soino more spirit is poured over tho

charcoal upon tho tiller, ami tho aolutioa

used ns a hbt coating. Tho solution of shel-

lac purified by animal charcoal boa o brown

vollow color, hut it is perfectly clear nml

transparent: when diluted with alcohol, tho

color is so slight that it may be used in this

stuto for polishing perfectly wlilto wood, such

ns maple, pine, without tho wood acquir-

ing tho least tint of yellow.

1725. To Bleach Gutta PerchA. Dis-
solvo 1 part gutta noreba in 20 parts hot bon-
*olu. shako thn solution with port freetiv*
euleiued piaster, nod set aside, with occasional

agitation, for 2 days. The dear polo brownish-
yellow liquid i ; then decanted iuto another
vessel containing dmibln it:; bulk of alcohol
fortius (see So. 1139), when (ho gutta percha
will be precipitated in the form of a brilliantly
white tenacious mass, which is pounded to-

gether in a mortar, and rolled iuto cylindrical
sticks.

1726. Bleaching Woolen Rags. Thcro
are most effectually lileached by tho applica-

tion of sulphurous acid. Of course, iu many
instances, the color of the rage, supposing tho

same to ho dyed or printed goods, will bo oho
destroyed. Chlorine cannot be used for Ihit

purpose, because it causes woolen and silk

fabrics to bceomo yellow, ami impairs tho
strength of tho fibre, by entering into chemi-
cal combination with the wool, silk, and other
similar substances of animal origin; as, for
instance, sponge, animal gut, isinglass, 4c.,
all of which, if requiring bleaching, sro

bleached by sulphurous acid.

1727. New Method of Bleaching

Feathers. This process is an entirely new-
ly-discovered one, whereby tho feathers of
ostriches and other birds may bo bleached,
even if there feathers arc naturally black or
dark gray colored. Tho feathers nro placed
for from 3 to 4 hours in o tepid dilute aolction

of bichromate of potass*, to which, cautiously,
some nitric acid has been added. After this

Japso of time the feathers will be found to

have assumed a greenish hue. owing to the
oxide of chromium precipitated on tho sub-
stance; in onlcr to remuve this, the feathers

am placed iu x dilute solution of sulphurous
acid in water, whereby l!w feathers become
perfectly white and bleached. Cam is to be
taken that the solution of bichromate be not
nrada too strung, and especially that not too
much nitric acid bo used, which would cause
an irremovable yellow color.

1728.

Table Showing tho Number of

Parts of a Weak Bleaching Liquor, Re-
quired to be added to 1 Port Bleaching
Liquor of 6' Twaddcll, to Produce a
Liquor of ft given Strength. According
to Mr. Grunt. the strength ofliquor fur bleach-

ing cotton should bo le<3 than 1° Twaddcll

;

the following tablo enables nil operator to in-

crease tho Klrcugth of a weak bleaching liquor

with a great degree of accuracy. The left

hand column givcv tho strength of tho weak
Manor, expressed in i

l
i port* of 1°. At the

head of tho other columns stands tho degree

of strength required, and under there heading*

will bo found tho number of part* of weak
liquor required to bo added to 1 part of a

liquor of 0® Twaddcll, to produce tho required

itrcugtb of tho mixture. (Sre .Vo. (id.)

1729. Properties of Charcoal. This
article, when fresh, possesses the property of

taking lime and other saline matter from
syrup* and other aqueous solutions, especially

organic ones, nt the snmo time that it decolors

them. Asa deodorizer and deodorizer, ani-

mal charcoal (prepared from bones) is vastly

superior t'i vegetable charcoal. Charcoal
should bo fresh burnt and fresh powdered and
preserved from contact with the uir. Unless
these precautions bo observed it rapidly loses

its valuable qualities. (Sec So. 1752.)

1730. Aluminized Charcoal This is

recommended by l>r. Stenhouse as a cheap
and very efficient decolorizing agent. I)is-

aolvo iu water 54 part* of the sulphate of
alumiua ofcommerce, and mix with ‘J’± parts
finely powdered Wood charcoal. When the
charcoal is saturated, evaporate to dryness,
and heat to redness in covered Ilcssian cruci-
bles till tho water and acid arc dissipated.
Tho charcoal contains just 7* per cent, of
anhydrou i alumina.

1731. Charcoal from Coal-Tar. Heat
gently in an iron pot till it melts. 1 pound

ooal-tar pitch. Add 2 pounds fluid coal-tar,

aud mix. Stir in 7 pounds hydrate of lime in

very fino powder. The thick mans is now
roasted, lining all the time till it is reduced
to a fine powder. It is then ignited in a
covered crucible till all tho vegetable matter
is carbonized. Tho charcoal, when cold, is

digested with diluto hydrochloric acid, and
finally washed with water iu a filter, mid
dried. Dr. Stenhouse recommends this as nn
admirable form for decolorizatioii. For such
liquids as decoction of logwood it is four time*
as efficient as animal charcoal.

Vinegar. Vinegar is dilute aeotio

odd more or less mixed with gum,
sugar, and other vegetable matter. It can bo
made from any liquid which is susceptible of

tho vinous fermentation. Iu this country it

is rnado chiefly from eider ami alcoholic li-

quors; iu England, from malt liquors and
molasses; in wiuo growing countries, from
inferior or damaged wiuo. The cultivation or

the vine is gradually gaining importance in

this country, and it seems morn than nrobublo
that, at no distant time, vinegar will bu inado

here largely from wine.

1733. To Mako Vinegar by tho Gor-
man, or Quick Method. Many methods
have been invented to produco vinegar; but
that known a* the “German, or quick method,"
has superseded oil others, and is now in gen-
eral Use in tho United States. By this pro-
cess (which is very simple) tlmo and labor
are both greatly abridged, and a very lino nr-
tide is prodtired. The method will bu found
cmlmdiod in the fivo following receipts:

1734. How to Mako a Vinegar Gen-
erator. Tho construction of o vinegar gono-
rator is very simple. A is a tub, 8 feet in

height, 3 feet in diameter at tho bottom, mid
3* feet in diameter ut tho top, with a cover,

E, of which one purl, G, is movable, in order
to permit the liquid to bo poured in when no-
ccxsury. H is a shelfor fal.so bottom perforated
with a number of holes £ of an inch in dia-
meter, placed about 8 inches from tho top of

tho generator, at which place a stout hoop
must be nailed to support it. When this fulso

bottom is placed in the generator, it should
Iks pocked carefully on tho sides with cotton
batting, so ns to prevent tho liquid from es-

caping at any place except through the holes.
The shelf or false bottom has also four £ inch
holes, in which nro inserted 4 open reed tubes
a* air vents, each having iu ends projecting
abovo and below tho sholf, tho upper cuds
projecting at least 14 inches below tho lop
cover, 13, mid tho other cuds penetrating tho
content* of tho generator. G G is a horizontal
row of holes at about IS inches from the bot-

tom of tho generator, equidistant, and £ an
inch in diameter, bored in about every other
-lave, and in a vertical or slanting direction
from the outside downward inside. Thero is

also a hole for the insertion of tho thermome-
ter, G inches below the false top; this holo

should slant from the outside, downward in-

side. Tho holes are bored ill this manner to

prevent the vinegar from running out. It is

essential to the success of the process that a
current of air should pass through tho tub.

In order to establish this circulation, the

above holes are made, and tho air enters by
them, and passes out through the tuboa in tho
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lowing maimer: Piv*crrc a tempi-ralnru o|
between 75° Mint 8T»C Fahr., mu! p.»ur uver llio

shavings and rubs, every Inuir. n mixture of 2
Kall'H' vim-gar ami J gallon rumiiion whiskey
(ibis liipild should first bn healed, in hasten
h-rim-nlalioit), until there are III gallons in |||U
generator above the fuui-cl. IKit not more.
Muspratl riiiMinin-iKl-s a tlamlnnl liquor, I mill
for the acetilk-utii>u of the sinning.* ami for

generating <»f vinegar. It consists of r.ti j*al-

Ioiik li«i per mil. « hi'key, ami 37 gallons Ini-r

or limit wort. A mixture of f. gallons of tho
above mixture* ttilh 41) or CD of weak vinegar,
m-otiliw 'till ipiieker than the standard mix-
ture iix-d alone. Draw olT from the generator
erery hour 2 jialliKbi, ami aihl it nguiii nt the
top; continue t lii.s until the lermeiitatiou

commences; this usually begin* »t the top of

tliii generator in the course of -I or f. day*.
The contact of the uir with the minutely di-

vided liipihl promote* the mx-tilii-atioii, which
lOJl.xJ.xl> PaxPUlullv ill ll|<« U\iiL|t |«i|| til* thrt

fulsu bottom above. Some parties insert u
porlumti'd false hoi lorn about 2 inches below

tho aluiitiug voutila-

lion-hole*, to support ^ \
the alnivlnjfs, leaving Aagft ~ \
the portion of Ho- tul> / * \
below free; other*

*

\
order it similar I'hIm-

'

uotiotn iihiuii V itii'li-
!

t'S above lint boles, in *
.

-J
order to prevent the ’

^
g
jrsT -

v
~ pro /

tdmviiigsfmiu coming r ^r/
m emituet with tlm

holes ami obstructing

the ventilation. 1) is a stopcock, or faucet,

li indies from the bottom of tho generator,

till) (llselmrginic cnpucily of which must bo
COlitrolleil by the si/e of tho generator. Never
draw oil (he vinegar below this lanei-t.

1735. How to Pock n Vinegar Gene-
rator. 1 1 living mailt) the generator, the next

part of Him process of making vinegar consists

III packing nr charging it; this Is done in the

following manner: Take pieces of beach
hoard about IK inches in length (maple or

basswood boards will do, but lint a* well a*

beedi), and plane thick, heavy shavings from

the edge; the shavings should curl and roll

up, or they must he rolled up ami tail. Next
«Ml clean corn-cobs into piece. I J or 2 inches

lung. The shavings and corn-cobs must be

thinutighly soaked in water; or. what is still

better, boiled in vinegar. Fill tho tub half

full vvilh the corn-cobs, and let the cobs re-

main in the tub just ns they are thrown there,

without further arrangement. Then till Up
the balance of the generator with tho beech

shavings and arrange them so that those

which touch Hie upper false bottom are more
strongly pressed limn the rest, as the degree

of pressure should im-rea- e as you puck from
the bid loin lo the top of the generator. The
generator being filled, the false bottom must
be lilted in and rest level upon tlm shavings,

and gri at cure must he taken not to huvo the

uir-tulHv: stopped up, or the cobs packed too

solid ill the vicinity of the slanting holes.

The shavings or cobs may be loosened at the

thermometer mol vcntilatiiig-liolc*, by iiieaus

of a stick thrust therein. Tho generator may
also bo entirely packed with beech *havi::jn

or ulit irely with cobs; the latter, however, urc
inferior, us tln-y soon rot and become worth-
less*. Beech chips are preferred to shavings
by some vinegar muiuil'ucturn-s.

1730. Mode of Acetifying ShavingB.
Tim next step in the process oi lmmufaclur- upon tho lower one
ing vinegar consists in acetifying tin- shavings ^ packed ,n before
and cobs; ami this is accomplished in the fol- First cover the fids*

in the cover, tlm gem-rutm
proper condition for tho. mi
spec i:il attention to the term
is the principal point to h*

scarcely u*vi-*>nry to sny
Meed for m-ctifving tho sh
pure, or at nil events free

acids. It is well known tint

a mere Irmv of wood-vim-]
cation; consequently tlm v

Iw free from pyroligneous

gallons pure water. aiuspmii uses unr zu
gallons of hi* *liunhinl (hi*or (see /«.»/ no i/il ),

diluted with GU gallons Mill w ad-r. Tlm water,

if not clenr, must be liken'd tlirmigli i-hurutl.

Draw oir every hour I gallon* of vim-gar from

OOch generator, mul pour in at the ton 4 gallons

of tin- aloivu w n*b, with un additional quart for

wa'to in manufacturing; ami puiir the vinegar
into another generator a* soon a* it i* drawn.
Vim-gar is thus made by la-ing p»>.-*il only
once or twh-a tknuigh the shavings, uivordinc

to tho quality and degree of slivngtli required.

Keep a largo lank to lodd tlo- vinegar when
made, and put 4 gallon of molasses into it

every day until you gel n lied - or 3 inches

thick. The molaW-s will improve the vine-

gar and give it a line eidor. This is tho
naickest process which has y.-l Invn obtained

tor muiiufacluring lurge quantities, and tho

vinegar mode in this way Inids ready sale.

Civent the sand from coming through the

Iw, then nut in a layor of saud 5 inches
deop, cover this with two thicknesses of flan-

nel, and thon another layer of sutid
;
ropcat

this again, and then pack iu the chips a3 al-

ready directed. This will produce an artiole

of a fine color, and will pass for a fine wine-
vinogar if colored. Persons who uro skoplical

about this way of making vinegar may tost it

at a trifling oxponso on a small scale by
experimenting with a keg arranged on the

name principle as the generators. Those who
desire to go into the business extensively, can
have a series of generators. Thoy may be
arranged ono above tho othor, and counootod
from floor to floor by gntta percha tubes, and
thus vinegar may lie made by passing once
through three generators, instead of two or
three times through ono generator.

1730. To Make Vinegar Quickly.
Take a cask or hogshead with tho head out,

and a faucet near the bottom
; (ill it with hooch

having* prepared a* in No. 1735; or, instead

of shavings, the casks may l»o filled with corn-

cob* or beech chips
;
over these lay a coffco

sack, and cover It with lino shavings, to keep
the hoat iu. Next throw some good viuognr
an tho shavings, and let it soak iu for a few
hours; then draw it off through tho faucet
and throw it on to the sharings again, repeat-
ing this until the shavings are thoroughly
aourod, and adding each time 1 quart of high
wines to tho viuogar before throwing il back
on tho shavings ; this addition provonts tho
vinegar from becoming flat by the absorption
of the acid by the shavings. Thon mix I gal-

lon 90 per cent, high wines, and 1 quart mo-
lasses, with 1! gallons river water; pour it

opou tho havings; draw it off and nut it on
tho shavings again 2 or 3 timos a day until

sour. By using several cask*, aulfleieut vine-
gar may bo tnado at a Umo to put into barrels.

Sour alo, or tho riusings of sugar hogshoads,
may bo poured on the shavings and turnod
into good vinegar in this way. It is botlor

for tho fluid to bo wcuk at first, adding tho
mvdaiso* or othor material being convortcd iu-

t. vinegar, by degrees during tho successive
drawings. By following this plan, tho
strongtn of tho vinegar may bo gradually

inoroasod to almost any degree.

1740. To Make Good Cider Vinegar.
Tako 10 gallons npplo juico fresh from tho
press, and suffer it to ferment fully, which
may bo in about 2 weeks, or sooner if tho

weather is warm
;
and then add 8 gulions like

juico, now, for producing a sccono fertnonta-

lion
;
in 2 weeks more mid another like now

quantity, for producing a third fomentation.
This third fermentation is material. Now
stop tho bungholo with an empty bottle, with
the neck downward, and exposo it to tho buq
for some time. When tho vinegar is oome,
draw off one-half iuto a vinegar cask, and sot
it in a cool place abovo ground, for use when
clear. With tho othor half iu tho first cask,
proceed to mako more vinegar iu the same
way. Thus ono cask is to mako in, tho other
to use from. Whcu making the vinegar, lot
there bo a moderate degree of beat, and free
access of external air. The procoss is hasten-
ed by adding to the cider, when you bavo ft,

a auantity of the mother of vinegar, as it is

CAUod—a whitish, ropy coagulum, of a muci-
laginous appcaranco, which is formed in the
vinegar and acts as a ferment. The strength
of vinegar depends on tho amount of sugar or
starchy matter to bo utimatoly oonvorted into
acetic acid.



lion-holes, to support

the shavings, leaving

the portion of lh«- tub

below free; others
* • I *» . I

hole* and oiwtrueiiug

the ventilation. I> is a stopcock, or fuucot,

U incite* from tin- IhiUoiii of tin* generator,

the dhehargiug i.ijm* Uy of which must bo
controlled l»y lit** M/*’ of the generator. Never
draw oil’ the vinegar la-low this faucet.

1735. How to Pock a Vinegar Gene-
rator. Having made the generator, tlm next

part of tin* process of making vim-gur consists

i'll packing or elmrging it ;
this is done ill tbo

following manner: Ttko fleCM of beech

board «l.oul I* im bed in length (nmplo or

bnwiwood Imanls will do, but not a* well us

beivli ), and plane thick, heave »lmvings from

tlm edge; tin- shaving* should curl and roll

up, or they nin«l In- rolled up nud tied. Next
cut elean i-nriicob* into niece* I J

or 2 inehe.s

long. The shavings amt rorn-eoh* must bo
thoMingbly soaked in water: or, wlmt is still

butler, boiled in vinegar. Fill the tnl» half

full with tlo- iiini-iulw, ami lei the coin re-

main in the tub jnst ns they nre thrown there,

without further arrangement. Then till Ut»

tbo Imlnm-c of the puiemlor with the beecu

shavings and Arrange them so that those

which touch tlm upper false bottom arc more
strongly pressed than the rest, as the dOKTOO
of pressure should inerea e as you puck Irom
the bottom to ti e top of the generator. The
general. -r being filled, the false bottom must
be lilted in and rest level upon thu shavings,

and gri nl care must In; taken not to huvo the

uir-lulM- . stop|Nsl up. ot tin cobs pocked too

solid in the vicinity .-f the slanting holes.

The shavings or col*s may In- loosened nt the

Uicrmouicter nud wniilnUug-holes, by means
of a stick thrust therein. Tlm gcuerator may
also l«o entirely packed with beech slmvingv
or entirely with cubs; the latter, however, lire

inferior, as they mna lot and bvcaniu worth-
less. Unfli cliijr* arc preferred l*. shavings
•*y some vim-gur manufacturers.

1730. Mode of Acetifying Shavings.
The uoxL step in tin- process ni miuiufuclur-
iug vim-gur consist' in acclifv iug tin- shavings
and eolis; and this it accomplished in the fill-
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, gar. The simplest lest is to take a fragment

must" be a hole made in the top. protected of fine marblo. weigh it and suspend it br a
with gauss to keep out insects. If standing thread in a known measure of vinegar until all... action ceases and the liquid has no longer a

sour taste. Take out the marble, wash and

dry it, and note the loss of weight it has

sustained. 8 of this'is real (hydrated) acetio

acid. An ounce of good vinegar should sat-

warm rain water. Put the mixture into a keg urate from 30 to 38 grains of pure and dry

carbonate of soda; such vinegar contain*

about 5 per cent, of anhydrous (absolute)

acetic acid. Vinegar above 30 per cent, of

real acid will dissolvo the essential oils and
camphor. The strength of vinegar may also

be ascertained in the same way as any other

acid (tee h'os. G9 and 78) ;
but vinegar manu-

facturers desiguate the strength of their pro-

ducts by the number of graius of pure car-

bonate of potaasa required to neutralise l

fluid ounce of the vinegar tested. Thus, if 1

fluid ounco of a sample of vinegar requires 16

heal of the mixture’ be maintained at 70^ to grains of carbonate of polassa to neutralise

80° Fahr.acetification will net in, *o that in 2 or
R ! ~ “ f ' - , r

be racked off from the sediment
into a cask

;
it then receives the addition of 1

ounce cream of tartar, and 1 ounce crushed

raisins; when completely free from sweet
taste, it should be bottled and corkod closely.

The juice of cunauU, gooseberries, and many

Procoea for the Manu- oth#r fruiu
.
*nd of b®«u

-
niaX be a,Q“ m*de

Kar l)r. Artu* has dis- “to vinegar, oither alone or in combination

for ’ making vinegar from •J
nP-

Vinegar made in this manner

alcohol, wh'ioh ho says has proved entirely keeps l«tu^ than that made from malt liquors,

satisfactory. There is a very general com- 1748. Testa for Vinegar. The method.

Cit that the oxidation of .pints of wine In of testing tho ttrtngIk ot vinegar are given

vinegar process is far from complete, and ™dcr Uio head otActtxmclp. 1 be following

that the results are not equal oither m Quality of parity w.ll be found useful

:

or quantity to what ought to be expected from wriltaa on or smeared with pure vine-

the materials employed. His plan is as fol- is not charred when strongly warmed

lows: Take * ounco dry bichloride of pin-
,f *l

\\
lh ® ConU,n*

Unum, and dissolve it in 5 pounds alcohol; k»ly * percent, of sulpbunc and.

with this liquid moisten 3 pounds wood char-
. .

D,p a .mall porcelain capsule or china enp

coal broken in pieces the sue of a hasel-nut; ioU> **olu
,
u ''D * °ooco sugar in If. ounces

heat these in a
?
covered crucible, and after-

A*
wards put them iu the bottom of a vinegar «f Sl*» hahr A drop of vinegar let

vat. Ifere the platinum iu it- fiuely divided ™ OQ ‘t*'

spongy state abeorbs and oondenaes large 11 will <un
?

• dark brown or b ack, if

qSnStiea of oxygon from the air, by whkh
ioohol is rapidly oxidised. When the char-

coal has been in use for 6 weeks it should be **
V*

ra “ obT# Rroea
,
( *

again heated in a covered oruoibft .
leas proportion will produoe a pale green oolor.

1748 To Improve Aloohol Vinagar. Chloride of banum tesUfies the presenoe of

Vinegar made from pure aloohol and water the same acid by forming a heavy white pre-

does hot possess the flavor of wine or older cipiutc; each grain of this precipitate, after

vinegar, and is therefor# Inferior to them for being dned aud gently ignited, represents

Ub>. h.. . Ultl.rcS.SMI japS.fitttS'SK “rti.E?a?c£j

rs tssss sjr“-
- uuduo uf

flavored vinegar than refined spmU
.
hence V

# of nilr4le of *|T6r giTe4 *
a few drops of fusel oil added to rectified

c|oud whllo pruc j pilaU, hydrochloric acid is

•pints, in making the wash for vinegar, im-

Proves its aroma A little oil <uf cfevea or *
, f ^diUon of 2 or 3 grains carbon-

DUtyno ether added in tbu same manner mo- a(p of ^ Md evaporalion yf ^ ^pi.
proves its flavor. A very small quantity of ^ d ^ th. residuum deflagrates when
cider vinegar gives a largo quantity of whiskey -, d̂ JJJ^ ple conUins nitric acid,
vinogar a pleasant flavor. An infusion of * 1?49 To Strengthen Weak Vinegar,
chicory is sometimes added to high wine vine-

, f in pick|w> luni bcal it KaJdiDg“ ot,

gar, to give it the color of cider vinegar. put it in the pickles, and when lukewarm,
1744. ToKeep Up a Constant 8upply putin a small piece of alum the aise of a

of Cheap Vinegar. A supply of viuegar filbert, and a brown paper 4 inches square, wet
can be kept constantly on hand by retailers in with molasses. If it doee not grow sharp in

the following manner: Before a barrel is quite 2 weeks it is past recovery, and must be
sold out, fill up the barrel with 1 gallon mo- thrown away. Or, freexe it and remove the

lasses to ovory 11 gallons soft water. This ice which forms on the surface. The water
mixture will become good viuegar in about 3 Df tho vinegar alone freexes, leaving the acetio

weeks—and can be treated in its turn in the acid in solution in the remaining water,

same way. Where less than a barrel a week 1750. To Determine the Strength of
is used, 3 barrels thus treated and used in ro- Vinegar. The hydrometer is not to be
tation, will be sufficient to keep up a perpetual much relied on in testing the strength of vine-

1741. To Make Alcohol Vinegar, supply. If the barrels stand on erd, there

The following is the German method of me-
* v ' * **-- .--.-j

king acetio acid, and is oxcollent and simple

:

In a bell glass or tall glass case, arrange on the aide, the bunghole must be left open

shelves a few inches apart, one above another, and similarly protected.

ou which place small flat dishes of earthen- 1745. To Make Vinegar in Three
ware or wood

;
then fill these dishes with alco- Week*. Mix in the following proportions

:

hoi, and suspend over each, in small trays or 1 quart molasses, 1 pint yeast to 3 gallons

capsules, a portion of, the black powder of

platina (see Platinum-Black) ;
hang strips of or barrel with the bunghole open, but protect-

porous papdr in the case, with their bottom ed with gauie vramet insects,

edges immersed in tho spirit to promote evap- 1746. Distilled Vinegar. Put 1 gal-

oration. Set the apparatus in a light place at Ion vinegar in a retort; and distill by a sand-

a temperature of from 68* to 8*^ Pahr., for bath, 7 pint*. Tbu should produce a vinegar

which purpose the sunshine will be foupd of specifio gravity 1.0065. The use of a lead

couvoniout. Iu a short time the formation of or pewter worm must be avoided, as it renders

vinegar will commence, and the oondeosed the product cloudy and poisonous,

acid vapors will be seen trickling down tho 1747. To Blake Vinegar from Bugslt.

sides of tho glass, and collecting at the hot- An excellent domestic vinegar may bo made

tom, whence it may be removed onoe or twice by dissolving 1 J pouuda sugar to each rallon

a day. We shall find lhatduriug this process, water used, with * pint good yea-t. If the

produced by tho mutual action or tho plmtiua

and the vapor of alcohol, there will be an in-

crease of temperature, which will oontiune till f
d*7* *l ®*J

all tho oxygon contained iu the air oncloeed in

the case is consumed, when tho aoctification

will stop
;
the case must thon be opened for a

short time, to admit of a fresh supply of air,

when th© operation will commence again.

1742. Artu*’
facturo of Vine
covered a process

1761. To Deprive Vinegar and Other
Vegetable Liquid# of their Color. To
lake away the color of viuegar, 2 pints red

wine vinegar, cold, are mixed with 14 oudcos

bone-charcoal (prepared as directed in tho

next receipt) in a glass vessel. Shako this

mixture from time to time, and iu 2 or a
days the color completely disappears. When
the process is to bo performed in the largo

way, throw the charcoal into a cask of vino-

K,
which muft be stirred from time U> time.

s highest colored red vines treated m tho

same manner become perfectly limpid, I vory-

black possesses the samo properly as bone-

black. Filtering through ebarooal will pro-

duce the same result.

1752. To Prepare Animal Oharooal
to Decolorise Vinegar and other Vege-
table Liquid*. Fin o crucible with the

most oompact parts ef ox and shoep bonee,

late the cover, carefully lcaviug only a small

opening at the lop, placo tbo crucible on a

forge fire, and heat it gradually till rod ; when
the flamo from tho oily and gelatinous parts

Sauces, Catsups, and Pic-
kles. Tho following receipts arc

given to illustrate the methods employed iu

preparing a number of well known condi-

ments. Tbis department of our work might
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havo been greatly extended, but it was not
thought advisablu to occupy apace with par-
ticulars that may bo found in any of the pop
ular treatises on cookery:

1754. Soy. The pure article is imported
from China, but an excellent substitute may
bo prepared by boiling 1 gallon of the seeds
of Dolichosaoja (if this cannot bo had, haricot

or kidney beaus will answer) in sufficient

water until soft; add 1 gallon bruised wheat,
and keep in a warm place for 24 hours; then
add 1 gallon salt, and 2 gallons water, and
keep for 2 or 1$ months in a tightly bunged
Btouo jur; niter which, press out the liquor.
1755. Epicurean Sauce. Indian soy,

2 ounces; walnut caUmp, mushroom catsup,

each 8 ounces; port >viuc, 2 ounces; bruised

each i ounce
; bruised celeiw seed, J ounce

;

proof spirit, 1 pint. Digest lor 10 to 14 days.
A superior flavoring essence for wops, gravies,
seasonings, <tc.

1704. Essence of 8avory Spices.
Take of grouud black pepper, 4 ounces; pow-
dered turmeric, 3 drachms

;
ground coriander

seeds, l« drachms; oil of pimento, 14 fluid
drachms; oil of nutmeg, oil of cloves, oil of
cassia, and oil of caraway, of each j drachm

;

alcohol, 1 pint. Digest with agitation for 2
weeks.

1765. Tincture of Savory 8pice«.
Take of black pepper, I* ounces; allspice, 5
drachms; nutmeg* and burnt sugar, of each
i ounce; ground clove*, cassia, coriander and
caraway seeds, of each 1 drachm; proof spirit,

1 pint. Digest with agitation lor 2 weeks;
press and tiller. Used for flavoring. When
made with alcohol and double the above
weight of apices it makes an essence of ravory
apices.

1766. Cautions in the Preparation of
Catsups, Ac. In preparing catsup?, pickles,
Ac., vessels of eurtheuware, stone»aro or
well-tiuued copper paua should alouo bo
used, ns halt, vegetablo juices and rinegar rap-
idly conode copper, uud render tho results
poisonous. Nothing in the ehupo of copper,
lead, or pewter should be allowed to couto in
coutact with them ul any time. Even a plated
copper spoon left in a bottle of catsup fur some
time win render its contents poisonous. Un-
uleasuut und even dangerous attack* of Tom-
Itiiiit, colic, mid diarrbera havo resulted from
neglect of theso precautions.

1767. Mushroom Catsup. Lay alter-

nate layers of mushrooms and rail in an
eartheuwaro pan, usiug 4 pound of rail to
each 2 quarts of mushrooms. Alter 6 hours,
break them into pieces, and set iu a cool place
fur 3 days, stirring every morning. Next
strain, and to every quart of tho juico add 4
ounce each allapico nud ginger, j tea spoouful
powdered msec, and 1 tea spoonful cayenne
pepper. I'ut it into a closely covered stonr
Inr, set iu u pan of boiling water, and boi
briskly for 5 hours; theu empty it into a por
cclain liued kettle aud «mmcr gently for |

hour; let it stand ovor night in a cool plac4
to settle. Decant tho clear liquor and curl
tightly in bottles filled to the mouth. It ii

better to sea! the cork* aud lie down wiU
bladder, and to uso small bottles, os it sooi

spoils when exposed to the air.

1768. Tomato Cate up. Take I peel
ripo tomatoes, rut a slit in them, and pu
them iuto a porcelain lined kettle. Boil uuti
the pulp is dissolved , strain and press, firs

through a cullender, then through a noir-sieve
then l»il for 5 hours with I ounce salt, 1 ounc
mace, I table -spoonful black pepper, I tes

snoonfnl cayenne, I tabic spoouful powdere
cloves, 7 of grouud mustard, and 1 of celer
seed; this last tied in a thin muslin bag; st

frequently, especially during tho last hour

tarn it into a stone jar to cool
;
and. when

oold, add 1 pint strong vinegar; take out tho

a of celery seed, and bottle. Seal tbo corks,
keep in a dark cool place.

1766. Tomato Cataup. Cut 4 bushel
tomatoes to pieces, and Itoil them in their own
liquor until soft; strain and press through a
hair-sieve to separate the skins and seeds;
boil down to a thick pulp. stirriDg all the
time

;
then add 6 ounces salt, G drachms all-

spice, I ounce 5J drachms yellow mustard, 3
ounces black pepper, 6 drachma clove*. 3
drachms mace, 2 drachms cayenne pep-
per, and 1 gallon vinegar. The spices must

whito popper, j ounce; skullots. 3 ounces;
cayonue, i ounce; cloves, 4 ounce. Macerate
for 14 days in a warm place, strain, aiul add
whito wino vinegar to make up a pint.

1756. Kitchener’s Sauco Superlative.
Port wine, and mushroom catsup, of each I

pint; walnut or other pickle liquor, j pint;
pounded anchovies. 4 ounces; Ircsh lemon
pul cut thin, sliced shallots, and scraped
horseradish, of each I ounce; allspice uud
block pepper, of each 4 ounce; cayenne, I

drachm
;

curry powder, 3 drachma; celery
need, 1 dracli in; (ml them iutuo wide -mouth
ed bottle, stop it close, shake daily for 2
weeks, and strum

; 4 pint soy inuy lie added.
1757. To Make Quin Sauco. Mix

togullicr 2 gallons walnut catsup, 2 gallons
mushroom catsup, I gallon aoy, I pound gar-
lic. and G pounds sprats. Soil for 15 minutes,
strain and Imttlc.

1758. To Muko Harvey’* 8auco.
Take 48 parts Quin sauco, 16 part* soy, und 1

part cayeuno.
1759. Worcestorahire Sauco. Mixtu

[

;othor I j gallons white wino vinegar, I gal-

mi walnut catsup, 1 gallon mushroom catsup,

i gallon Madeira wine, 4 gallon Canton toy,

24 pounds moist sugar, ID ounces salt. 3
ounces powdered capsicum, I J ounces each of
pimento and coriander, 14 ouucos chutney, |
ounce each of cloves, niuco und cinnamon,
and 64 drachms assafwliriu dissolved in I pint
brandy 20 above proof. Boil 2 pounds hug’s
Jivor for 12 hour* iu 1 gallon of Water, adding
wator as required to keep up the quantity

,

thon mix tho boiled liver thoroughly with the
water; strain it through a course siove. Add
this to tho sauce.

1760. Indian Curry. The true Indian
carry is raid to be thus made: Coriander
••ed, G drachms; turmeric, j scruples; fresh

ginger, 44 drachms; cummin weds. 18 grain*;
black pepper, 54 grains; poppyseed, 94 grains;
garlic, 2 heads; ciiuuniun, I scruple; conia-garlic, 2 heads; ciiuumon, 1 scrnplo; carda-
mom, 5 seeds

;
8 cloves, 1 or 2 chillies

; half a
cocoa- uut grated; all but the last to be ground
on a stone.

1761. Italian Tamara- Coriander seed,
cloves, and ciuuauiou, of oach 8 ounces;
auixu ami fennel seeds, of each 4 poonds ; mix.
1702. Bongal Chutney. Chillies, 1|

pounds; unripe mangoes (or apple* ), I pound;
red tamarinds, 2 pounds; sugar candy, 1

pound; fresh ginger root, 1 4 pounds; garuo, f
to 14 pounds; sultana raisins, 1 4 pounds; fine
salt, 1 pound; and 5 bottles of the best vinegar,
soak the chillies for 1 hour in tho vinegar,
then grind nil with a stono and mailer to a
paste.

1763. Kitchener1* Essence of Soup
Herbs. Take of lemon thyme, winter savory,
sweet marjoram, and sweet basil, of each 1
ounce; grated lemon peel aud eschalots, of

all be ground fine before usiug them. Let
the whole boil up twice, and, when cool,
bottle.

1770. Walnut Cataup. Tako young.
Under walnuts, prick them in several places,
bruise them with a wooden billet, and place
in a jar with sufficient water to cover them,
adding n handful of salt for every 25 walnuts

;

stir them twice n day for 14 days; then droiu
off tbo liquor into a saucepan. Cover the
walnuts with boiliug vinegar, crush to a pulp
and strain through a cullender into tbu liquor
in tho saucepan, add, for every 2 quarts, 2
ounco* each black pepper and ginger, 1 ounco
each cloves ami nutmeg pounded tine, a pinch
of cavcnne, a shallot minced fine, and a
thimbleful of celery seed tied in a muslin
bag. Boil ull together for an hour, and, when
cold, bottle. I ii tho above uiauncr an ex-
cellent catsup may bo made from butternuts.
1771. Tarragon Vinegar. Put fresh

tarragon leaves iuto u stone jar, and pour ou
them a aufficieul quantity of the best wino
vinegar to cover them. Set tho jur iu a warm
place for 14 days; then strain through a idly
bag. In tho same way may bo modu chirr-
fioxeer, basil. green mint, and Burnet vinegars.

1772. Cress and Celery Vinegars arc
made with 4 ounce of the bruised veed to a
quart of vinegar.

1773. Horseradish Vinegar, with 3
ounce* of the scraped root, I ounce of minced
•ballot/, I drachm cayenne, to 1 quart vinegur.
1774. Garlic Vinegar is uiuUo with 2

ounce* minced garlic to I quail wino vinegar.

Seal tbo corks,

1775. Shallot Vinegar iu tho name
manner, using chal lot* instead of garlic.

1770. Chili Vinegar, with 50 chillies

(peppera) cut or bruised (or J ounce cayoune
pepper), to I pint of tho best vinegar; digest
for 14 days, strain, and keep in half-trim
bottles.

1777. Camp Vinegars. Tuko 12
chopped anchovies, 2 clove* of garlic minced,
1 drachm cayenne, 2 ounces soy, 4 ounces
walnut catsup, and 1 pint boat vinegar

; digest

for 1 mouth, and strain. Or: Vinogar, 1
quart; walnut catsup. 1 pint; mushroom cat-
sup, 3 table-spoonfuls; garlic, 4 bead*;
cayenne. ( ounce; soy, 2 table-spoonful*:
port wine. 2 glasses; 3 nuchovies, and 1

tabic spoonful of rail
;
put them into a botUo,

•bake doily for a mouth, aud decant.
1778. Curry Vinegar. Infuso 3 ounces

curry powder iu 1 quart vinegar, near tho fire,

1779. Superfine Raspberry Vino-
gar. Dour 1 quart vinegar on 1 quart rasp-
berries; tho next day pres* nud strain the juice
upon auotber quart of thu fruit, and repeat
this eve y day lor G days. Then add 1 pound
white sugar to every piut of tho vinegar, und
put it into a jur. which must bn plated iu a
pot of boiling water to bo scalded through.

1780. Fine Roapberry Vinegar.
Bruised fine raspberries and whito wine vine-
gar, of each 3 pints; macerate 24 hours, press,
-.train, aud to each pint mid white sugar, 1
pound

; boil, kkim, cool, and to each pint add
brandy. 2 ounce*. In a similar way may bo
muue Straitberry Vinegar and Cherry Vinegar.
1781. Raspberry Vinegar. Macerate

2 pound* fre>h raspberries with 1 pint best
vinegar for I I day/, and strain; or, to I quart

of juico add 2 ounces strong acetic ucid or
enough to reader it sufficiently acid.

1782. Raspberry Vinegar from Rasp-
berry Syrup. Mix together 2 pints ra*p-
bi-nv syrup anil

4 fluid ounce acetic acid.
Added t.. iced water according to taste, thin
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is one of the most delightful of refrigerant

drinks.

1783. Eschalot Wine. Bruised shallots,

3 mmcra; sherry wine, 1 pint; infuso for 10

days; 1 ounce scraped horseradish and 1 ^
drachm tlii:i lemon-peel may lx* added. Dr. or two, and toft pieces removed
Kitchener says this is (lie most elegant prepa-
ration of Ibo' onion tribe. Wines of several
herbs may lie made in the same proportion hs
the vinegars.

1784. Table Mustard. Mix 8 spoon-
fuls of llonr of mustard with 2 of salt and 0
of water. Mix to a smooth paste, add ti

spoonfuls mure water, and mix.
1785. Le Normand’s Superior Table

Mustard. Take o! best flour uf uuistiud. 2
pounds ; fresh parsley, chervil, celery, and
tarragon, of each 1 ounce; garlic, 1 clove; 12

salt anchovies (all well chopped); grind well

together, add of salt, 1 ounce; grape juice or
sugar sufficient to sweeten, with sufficient

water lo form the mass into a (hianisb paste

by trituration in a mortar. When put into

pots, a red-hot poker is to :>e thrust into each,

ami n little vinegar a Iterwords poured upon
the surface.

1780. Soyer’u Tablo Mustard. Steep pickle, mid
•on in til itniiil in firt.'tft

i
*j k. 'ft ..I tit. ftlltnl . *

1790. Pickles. In making pickles, use

none but the best cider vinegar. Never keep

elcs in glazed earthenware, but iu glass or

1 stoneware, and well covered with vine-

gar. They should be examined every month
. :

* - / ’ If there is

much tciideucv to soften, it is advisable to

strain off tho vinegar, add to each gallon a

cupful o! sugar. Iniil it. mid return it to the

pick Ie jar whilo hot. The occasional addition

of a little sugar keeps pickles good, mid im-

proves them. Spices in pickles should Ik> used
whole, slightly bruised, but preferably not

ground ;
if ground, they should be tied up in

thin umslin bags. Most pickles, if well kept,

improve with ago, by tho vinegar losing iu
raw taste, and tho flavor of the spices, Ac.,

improving and blending. (Ac -Vo. 17GG.)

1780. To Mnko Caycwio Po
This is prepared from the pod.i oi t

‘
•

(’

bird-popper. The ripe pud-, dried in tin

are placed in I avers with wbeaten Hour in a

dish or truy, and exposed in a stove room or

half cold oven until perfectly dry; they are

then removed from tho flour and ground t

»

fine powder; to every ounco of this powder.

15 ounces wheaten flour are added, and nude
into a dough with a little tepid water and a

tea-spoonful of venst ; after fermentation is

well set up, the dough is cut into small pieeu,
and baked in a slow oven until perfectly hard
and brittle. It is then beaten or ground to

powder, and forms caycnun pepper.
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1805. Piccalilli, Indian, or Mixed
Pickle. To each tail Ion strong vinegar put
•1 ounces curry powder, 4 ounces goo<l Hour of
mustard, :i ounces bruised ginger, 2 ounces
turmeric, 8 ounces skimmed shallots, and 2
ounces garlic, tho Inst two slightly baked, 4
pound sail and 2 drachms cayenne pepper,
bigest. these near tho fire, ns directed in No.
17t>l for spiced vinegar. Put into ajar, gher-
kins, sliced cucumbers, sliced onions, button
onions, ciuiliflower, celery, French beans, nas-

turtiums, capsicum*, lurgu cucumbers, and
Mind I melons. All exeunt tho capsicums to
ho parboiled in salt and water, drained, and
dried oil iv cloth before tho lire. The melons
and largo cucumbers to ho prepared ns direct-
ed in last receiot for mangoes. Pour on them
tllu Hhov« pickle.

1800. Mixed Pickle. Take I pound
ginger- root mid 4

pound garlic (both pre-

viously sailed mid dried), 2 gallons vim-gar, i

oillieo turmeric, mid 4 pound long pepper.
Migost together lor 2 or 2 days near tho lire

in n stoim jar; or gently simmer them in a
pipkin or oiiniueled saucepan. Then put in

almost nny regulable* except rvd cabbage and
wiiluuts, till previously sailed and dried.

east. Yeast is either the froth or

X the deposit of I'crmonliiig worts, accord-

ing to I In- eharaetor of tliqlurniuiilutioii. Ac-
cording lo Liebig, yeast i.i a unbalance in a

slate of putrefaction or leniiuntaliou, tlm

uUuns of which mV in a continual motion, mid
this condition it communicates by contact, to

fermentable substance*. I.iidersdorll' con-

siders yeast an organic body, acting on tlm

lugor contained in tho saccharine solution,

ami not by mere contact ami communication
of Its own condition. This view receives

considerable, suppurl by examination of its

particles by a microscope, and also from its

fermenting power being destroyed by tritura-

tion or strong pressure. Cooley believes both
views to a certain extent correct, and that tho

atoms in ustato of coulimiiil motion or change,
referred lo by Liebig, mo developed by tlm
organs of vital yeast, when in contact with
sugar under cin-miistam-es favorable to fir-

meutallon.

1808.

Preparation of Brewers’ Yeiuit.
To do Ibis, 72 pounds uiikilucd mull and u

hiindfiil of hops are gradually stirred in u

cleim tub containing 7 gallons water of 170°

I’ulir.; mid lo this f»4 gallons water of 900° aro
lidded. The tub is then coveml lightly and
left qnlel for 1 hour. Supposing this to bu
done lit fl 1’. M., the whole is left undisturbed

lilt 7 o’clock next morning, when it must bo
cooled rapidly, which is done by netting ill

ciiiim lilted with cold water. When the Com-
pi’lutilio of the mush bus reached 7U°, the tub
is covered ugiiiii and left during tho day till G
I’. M.; at this time 1} gallons Ircsh la-er yeast

are to Im stirred in. In 12 hours pierce u hole

in tho layer formed by tlm husks of tho malt,

and dip 24 gallons of tho liquor beneath, then
stir the whole up and dip 1} gallons from it

(husks and liquor). This is tlm mother-harm,
from which you can generate yeast all tho

year round ill using it tu tho way described

instead of I he ordinary beer leaven. To the
remainder in the tub udd 5 gallons wort of

(.««; A’o. K7B), and make use of it in within

2 hours. The mother-yeast also must ho
used the same day for fermenting another
portion.

1809.

Yeast for Hot Climates. Ih.il

2 ounces of tlm best hops in 4 quarts water
fur 4 hour; strain it, ami let the liquor cool

down to new’ milk warmth. Ti eil pul in a

small handful of salt and 4 pound brow11 sugar;

beat up 1 nouud lx-st flour with some of the
liquor, ami mix all well together. The third
day add 2 pounds potatoes boiled and mushed,
and lot it stand until the next day. Then
strain, and it is ready for use. Stir frequently
while making, and keep near u fire, Before
using, stir well ; it will keep 2 or 2 months in

a cool place. This yeu*t is Yery strong; half
the usual quantity ui-ciwary for u baking is

sufficient. Tills yeast may U- kept in a tem-
perature n> high as IW° Kahr.

1810. To Prepare Yeast without a
Ferment. Common wlu-at flour i* to be
mixed with water into a thick paste, uml
kept, slightly covered, in a moderately warm
place, for mine time. AIkhiI tho third day
it begins to emit a liltlo gas, and to exhale u
disagreeable, sour odor, like slide milk ; alter
the lapse of a few days, that is, about tho
sixth or seventh day, Ibo smell change*, nnu-li
gas is evolved, nccouqianicd by ft distinct and
agreeable vinous odor, mid it is then in u
statu to excite tho viiiiHis fcniiciitalioti. A
quantity of wort is next to be prepared, nod
l“>i!cd with luqis, in the mmiio manner ». in
the brewing of beer (are So. B68), mid when
cooled toW or lUO^ Kahr., the decomposed
dough, thoroughly uiixi-d with tepid water, i*

to lie udded, and thu whole kept in a warm
•itualiou. After thu lup«o of a few hour*

active fermentation takes plaiv. carbonic mail
Is disengaged, ami w hen tin- action i* complete,
and tlm liquor clear, a large quantity of yeast,
of excellent quality, is fmiml at tin* iNiltom of

thu vessel.

181 1. To Make Yeast without a Fer-
ment. Itoil J peck molt ia :t piu* « water

;

E
mr off 2 pints, mid keep it in n warm phu-e.

r 30 hour*; mid 4’ pints of a similar deem-.
ti«|ll, stir it well in, again fi-rim-nt. and I»-|n-nl

this addition of 4 pint* until n suIRHeiit quan-
tity of yea-4 1* obtained

;
III pints will yield

yeast sufficient for n brewing «>f 40 gallons; it

is prefirrahle to hniwiTs" yeast, p.xrlieulnrly

when iio'l for mi-iiig dongh.when ii«-«| fof rai-ing dough.
1812. To Make Good Y

Ferment. Put 2 mitn-cs In-
it without
Imps into !l

C
’lils cold water; 1«h

1 }
hour, strain while

»t, and mhl 2 ounces tine table salt mol }

nillinl sugar. When tin- on Mare Im'i-oiiics

flood- warm, put I ]m*iim1 sifted flour into a
urge bcidn, make a well in thn centra with
the hand, add tlm liquor by degrees, stirring

with 11 spoon until the wnolo i* thoroughly
incorporated, J«el it slnnd for 2 days in n
warm place, stirring it 2 or 4 limes n dry;
then boil mid imi-li finely 2 |Miimds pood js».

taloos, mu| mi\ lliem in. After standing I

ilny more, there should be a heavy dark scum
on the «urfaee. Stir it thoroughly, strain

through a sievo or cullender. put it into n
stone jar, cork and tic down firmly, nud keep
in a cool cellar. This is n s«*lf-femieiiliiig

yeast, improve* hr kcepiugifnot loft uncorked.

an<l will not make sour lia-.nl.

1813. To Make Yeast with a Fer-
ment.- Mix 2 quarts water with wheat flour,

to the cniiMslettccof thick grud ;
tsiil it gently

for
4
hour, and when almost cold, stir into it

J pound sugar ami 4 spoonfuls good yea-L
Put the whole in a large jngor earthen vessel,

with a narrow lop. ami place it Ix-fiira the fire,

so that it limy, by n moderate boat, ferment.
The fermi-utnlii-u will throw up a thin liquor,
which p«mr off ami throw away; keep the
remainder for use (in a cmd place) iu a bottle,

or jug tied over. The same quantity of this

as of common yeast wi’l snflk-e to hake or
brew with. 4 spoonful:, if this Vi'.lst will

make a fresh quantity a : l«*fori*. and the stock
may Is* always kept up. by fermenting the
now with I hi* remainder of the formerquantity.

1814. Patent Yeast, Simmer flounces
hops ia 2 gallons water for 2 hours; strain i!,

and in 10 minutes stir in }
peek ground mall.

Next re-boil tho hops in water, And add the
liquor to tlm mush already madn, which must
he well stirred up, covered over, and lull for I

hours; then drain off the Wort, and when
exiled down to !MP Kahr., set it to work with

1 plot roost (patent is best); after standing
for 20 to 21 hours. 1:iko off thu scum, strain it

through a coarse lurfr sieve, and it. is ready for

use. 1 pint is aiiiil to he enough for 1 bushel
of bread.

1815. To Preserve Yeast. Ordinary
beer yeast may he kept fresh uml til for use
for several mouths, by placing it in a close
canvas hag, and gently squeezing out the
moisture in a screw press till the remaining
matter becomes as still n ; elav. in which stale

it mint be preserved in close, vessels.

1816. To Remedy Bitterness in

Yeirat. YtiM la ••fecit #o bitter us t:> com-
municato a most diaagrcoablo taste to bread.
This may be derived from uu oxcoas of hop*.
To rectify thin, mix with tho yeast a consider-
able quantity of water, and sot it by to rest
for Romo hours, when tho thickest part will
fall to tho bottom. Pour off tho water,
which will havo extracted part of tho hitter
imuciplc, and uso only tho stiff portion that
bus fallen to tho bottom. But yeast Bometiinoi
acquires a hitter tastu from keeping, which is

quite independent of that derived from tho
hop*. To remedy this, throw into tho yeast
a few clean coni* freshly taken from tho fire,

hut allowed to cool a littlu on tho surface.
Tho operation appears to depend in priuciplo
upon tho power of freshly burnt charcoal to
absorb gone, and rentovo offonsivo odor*.
1817. Baking Powder. This is chiefly

employed ft* ft substitute for yeast. 1 or 2
tea-spoonfuls aro mixed with tho dry flour
and other ingredient*, which aro then imido
into a dough, as quickly a* possible, with cold
water, and at oucu baked or boiled. os tho ctuto

may ho. By tho addition of about 4 drachm
turmeric powder to each pound of baking
powder, it is converted into egg powder.
fheso preparation* should bo kept in well
corked bottles or tins, to prevent absorption
of moisture.

1818. To Mukn Baking Powdor.
Pmvclcr and thoroughly dry separately, by
genllo heat,

i
pound tartaric acid, S pound

Cc bicarbonate of soda, uml J pound potato
lift; mix them iu a dry room, pass tho

mixture through a sieve, nud til oneo put iulo
packages, ohsomne to picas it hard, and to
cover it with tinfoil or closo-modo paper, a:ul
to preserve it aa much as possible from nirand
moisture. Or: Mix rind pock, as Ju«tdescribed,

4 pound tartaric acid, * pound alum, J pound
pure bicarbonate of soda, 1 pound furiuu, and
2 ounces scsquiearbonnto of auimoniu. Or : 6
pounds lurturic acid, 8 pouud* puro ecsqai-
c-arbonale of soda, and lt> pounds farina. In
using, 1 or 2 tea-spoonfuls aro mixed with tho
dry flour, which is then rnodo up quickly with
cold water, ami baked immediately. Any
other flour or starch may ho used instead of
tho potato flour.

TDeceipts for the Flower
r~\ and Kitchen Garden.
ihennn of tho following receipts i* to afford
information for the treatment of ornamental
in-door plants, and for the general requirements
and improvement of the 'flower and kitchen
garden, without entering into tho principles of
Cither agriculture or horticulture.
1820. To Dissolve Bones for Ma-

nure. Break tho hones iulo small pieces, or
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pulvorizo them, if the means aro available;
put them into a hole in tho ground, or, prefer-
ably, a stone tank. Pour upon them about
40 pounds oil of vitriol to 100 pounds bones.
Work tho mixture with Jong wooden poles
until tho mass is uniform. Allow it to ro-
muin 21 hours, by which tirno it will bo per-
fectly dry. A couple of shovelfuls added
daily to a dung-heap will form a fine compost

Ilones may also bo dissolved by filling au
old barrol with altomato layers of wood oahaa
and fresh bones, slightly wetting from time to

timo with hut water. This is a rnoro econom-
ical plan thuu by tho use of sulphuric acid,
and is said to make n more soluble compound.
1821. Composts for Improving tho

Soil. Composts uro mixtures of several
earths, or earthy Mibstances, or dungs, cither
f.ir (ho improvement of the general soil under
cultivation, or for the culture cf particular
pluuLs. In rcsjicct to composts fur the noil of
the garden, their quality must depend upon
that of llio nutural soil

;
if this be light, loose,

or randy, it may be assisted by heavy louuis,

clays, etc., from i>oml* ami ditches, cleanings
of sewers, etc. On thu other hand, heavy
clayey and nil stubborn soils inuy bo assisted
by light composts of soudy earth, drift, ami
Oft-Kund, tho shovcllngs of lurupiko roads,
tl>u cleansing of streets, all hiud* of ashes,
rotUm tanners' bark, rotten wood, sawdust,
and o tlier similar light opening materials that
can lw must conven.ontly procured.
1822. To Prepare Composts. The

preparation iiocessaiy for heavy ami light

composts for goncial enrichment, and of tho
abovo dificreut earths, consists in collecting
each noil in thu compost ground, in separate

ridges of 3 or 4 feet broad, and us high, turn-
ing them every G weeks or 2 months for a year
or u year and n lmlf before they aro used.
Peat north, being generally procured in tho
state of turf full of thu roots and tops of heath,
requires 2 or 3 years to rot; but nftcr it has
lain 1 vuar it may bo silled, and what passes
through n Rinnll sieve will be found fit for use.
Some nurserymen usu both thoso loams and
peats as soon us procured, and find them
answer perfectly for most idauto; but for

delicate llowors, and especially bulbs, and all

florist-*/ (lowers, and for nil composts in which
manures cilter, liot loss than

1
year ought to be

allowed for decomposition anil sweetening.
1823. Universal Composts. The pro-

paratiou of many separate kinds of composts
may bo obviuled by tho general use of the
following mixture : Fibrous pent,

1
part; leaf-loiluwmg mixture : l ibrous pent,

1
part; leaf-

mould, 2 parts; thoroughly rotted dung, I

part; light hazelly loam, 4 parts; and 1 part
sharp sand. There is scarcely nny flowering
plant but will grow well in such a mixture,
and if peat is not to bu hud, an additional part
of leaf-mould may toko its place.

1824. Liquid Manure. Tho principal
materials now used fur liquid manures are to

bo used ill tho following proportions for all or.

dinary purposes : Guuno, dissolve 50 pounds
weight m Li) gallons water, nnd of this strong
solution, add f» ounces to 10 gallons of water
for use. Shcep’a-dunp, 1 peek to 30 gallons.

Sulphate of ammonia, lj ounces to every
gallon.

1825. Liquid Guano to Hasten the
Blowing of Flowers. To hasten the blow-
ing of (lowers tho following liquid has been
used with great advantage: Sulpbuto or
nitrate of ammonia, 4 ounces; nitrate of
potash, 2 ounces

;
sugar, 1 ounce ; hot water,

1 pint
;
dissolve and keep it in a well-corked

bottle. For use, put 8 or 10 drops of this

liquid into the water of a hyaciulu-gloss or
jar for bulbous-rooted plants, changing the

water every 10 or 12 days. For flowering
plants in pots, a few drops must be added to

the water employed to uioLlcu them.

1826. Artificial Manure for Clover.
Mix together 10 parts each sulphate of am-
monia, common salt, ar.d oil of vitriol; 15
parts chloride of potassium; 17 parts ceoh
gypsum (plaster of Paris) and sulphate of
pntassa; 20 parts saltpetre; 25 parts crudo
Epsom salt (sulphate of magnesia); and 33
purls sulphate of soda (Glauber salts.

)

1827. Artificial Manuro for Wheat,
Turnips, or Gras3. Tako 28 pounds crodo

S

kitosh, 1 cwt. common (alt, 2 cu t. each bone
lust and gypsum (plaster of Paris), nnd 15
bushel* wood ashes. Mix them together.

1828.

Artificial Guano. Mix 11 pound*
dry sulphate of soda (Glauber salts) with 28
pounds wood ashes; «l pounds common rail

;

112 poundscrudo sulphalo of ammonia; nud
7 bushels l>ono dust.

1820. Fertilizing; Powder. To 18

parts very fino bona dust add 1 port each
gypsum ( plaster of Paris) aud sulphate of

ammonia. The seal should bo steeped iu

tho «!ruining* from a dunghill; nud after be-

ing drained, but while still wet, -should bo
sprinkled with the powder and iheu dried.

1830.

Phosphate for Manuring.
Morcrato for some days, with frequent stir-

ring, 2 Darts crushed bones in 1 part oil of vit-

riol and 3 parts water. This funus a super-

phosphate of lime, which, mixed with water,
dry earth, or sand, fiwmsan excel tent manaie.

1831.

How to Select and Manugo
Cuttings. Tho choico of cuttings should ho
mado from tbo side limit* of trees and plants,

and, when passible, from such ai icclino

towards the ground, observing to leave a litllo

wood of a former year or season's growth

attached to them, as such ore found to tako

root more readily than when they arc wholly

composed of new wood. Tho time. tu tako

cuttings is os soon as thu sap pots into full

motion. Before setting them they i tumid bo

cut across, just below au eye or joint, with an

smooth a Rcction as possible, observing not tu

iujnrc tho bml. The. superfluous leaves may
be removed, but a suflicuml number should bo

left on for the purposes of vegetation. Tho
practico of removing all or nearly all of tho

leaves «>f cuttings is injudicious. In foiiio

coses leaves alone will strike root. In tho

caw of tubular stalked plants, it i« said tu bo
advantageous to insert both ends into thu soil,

each of which will tako root, and may then bo
divided, when two plant' will lw producc.1

instead of one. An cqualilo temperature, a

moist atmosphere, n sbndy situation, and
a moderate supply of water, are the princi-

pal requisites to induce speedy rooting. Ex-

cess of any .4" these is prejudicial. When tho

sizo of the cutting* admits, it is bettor to

place them under a hand or l»cll glass, which

will preserve a constant degree of heat, and

Event evaporation from the surface of tho

vc3, which is the most common cause of

their dying, especially in hot, dry weather.

What tbe degree of heat ought to bo is deci-

ded by the degree of heat requisite for tho

mother plant. Most species uf tho erica,

dahlia, oimI geranium, strike better when Mip-

g
eil with rather more heat than is requisite

r the growth of thc*u plants in green-houses.

Cuttings of the myrtle tribe, camellia-', and
most other plants, require rather less heat

than the plants iu tbeir growing state.

1832.

To Insert Cuttings. Cuttings,

if inserted iu a mere mass cl" c*:ir:h. will hard-
ly throw out roots, while, if inserted at the

aide of the pot so as tu touch tho pot iu their

wholo length, they seldom fail to become
rooted plants. The art is tu place them to

touch the bottom uf the pot; they are then

to bo plunged in a bark ur kot-beil and kept

moist.

1833.

Tho Color of Flowers Changed
by Charcoal. A horticulturist in England
purchased a rose-bush full of promising buds

—tho flowers, however, were of a failed hue.

Ho covered thu earth in the pot about uu
inch thick with pulverized charcoal, and was
surprised, noine days afterward, to find the

blooms of a fino lively roso color. Ho then
tried tho powdered charcoal upon petunias,

and found that both the white and violet col-

ored flowers wero equally sensitive to iti ac-

tion. It always gave great vigor to the rod

or violet color of tho llowun*, and tlio white
petunias bceamo veined with red or violet

tints; the violets hecamo covered with irreg-

ular spots of a bluish or almost black tint.

Many persons who admired them thought
thoy wero choico new varieties from tho aeed.

Yellow flowers appear to ho insensible to the

influence of charcoal.

18S4. To Turn White Flowers Red.
Tho juicu of tho Virginian puUcwcod Hprln-

klcd on tho white hyacinth will turn it red.

Tho uuno elect is produced on many other

white flower.-..

1835.

To Preserve Cut Flowors.
Placon va*o containing the cut (lowers iu tho

contra of a flat dish, into which a little water

has been poured
;
invert a bell glass over tho

vase, iu> that tho rim of tho glass is covered

by the water, thus forming an air-tight cham-
ber. Tho air surrounding (lie flowers will ho

constantly mui (, ami will remain ru as long

as thu supply of water in tlm dish i < kept im-

dimini died. Wo recommend thoso who love

to sco plenty of fresh flowers in their sitting-

rooms iu dry weather, to adopt thin plun.

Tho experiment can bo tried by inverting a

tumbler over a rose-bud iu a saucor of water.

If tomo charcoal has been previously steeped

in tho water, or a small piece of camphor dis-

solved, it will greatly assist in kcopimj tho

flower* fra h. Violets may bo preserved for a
longtime by slicking them with short stems
into a glass dish filled with damp silver-sand,

and then inverting a tumbler over them.

1836. To Proservo Flowers. Flowers

may bo preserved for many months by dip-

ping them carefully, as soon a* gathered, in

perfectly limpid gum water; after allowing
them to drain for 2 or 3 minutes, arrange thorn

in a vase. Tho gum form * a complete coating

on tho r.tems ami petals, and preserves their

fibapo and color long after they have become
dry.

1837. Preservation of Flowers with
their Natural Colors. The modo in which
tho operation is effected is this: A vessel

with a movable cover and bottom is provided,

and having removed the cover from it, a piece,

of metallic gauzo of moderate fineness i*

fixed over it. and thu cover replaced. A
quantity «f sand i* then lakcu, sufficient to

nil tho vessel, nnd passed through a sieve into

an iron pot, where it i.5 heated, with tho addi-

tion of a small quantity of stcariac, carefully

birred, m a* to thoroughly mix too ingredi-
ents. The quantity of stearin*: tu he misled is

at the rated ' pound to H!0 pound.-; of sand.

Care must bo taken nut t»i add too much
stearin**, us it would ink to the bottom nnd
injure the flowers. The ve.ssel, with its cover

on and the gauze bcm-aili it, is then turned
upside down, ai tho bottom being removed,

tLe flowers to be operated upon me carefully
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placed on tho gauze and tho sand gently
poured in. so as io cover tho flowers entirely,
tho leaves being thus prevented from touch-
ing each other. The vessel is then pat into a
hot placo, such, for instance, as tho top of a
baker's oven, where it is left for 18 hour*.
Tho flowurs thus become dried, aadetnoy re-
tain their natural colors. Tho vessel still re-
maining bottom upwards, the lid is taken off,

and the sand ruua away through the gauze,
leaving tho flowers uuinjured.

1838. To Preserve Flowers in Wa-
ter. Mix a litllu saltpetre or carbonate of
soda with water, and it will preserve tho
flowers for 2 weeks.
1830. To Restore Faded Flowers.

Ported flowers may bo generally restored by
immersing thorn half-way up tnoir stems in
very hot water, anil allowing them to remain
in it until it cools, or they have recovered.
Tliny must thou bo removed, tho coddled por-
tion of tho atoms cut off, anil placed in clean
cold water. In this way a great number of
laded flowers may bo restored, but there aro
«onio of the imuo dclicato kinds on which it

proves useless.

1 840. To Raiso Hyacinths in Winter.
Put tho bulbs in glasses or eurth.aud net them
in u dark closet to sprout. If in glooMM, tho
water should not ho higher than I inch below
tho bulb, until tho roots have reached tho wa-
ter, when tho glasses may ho tilled up. a [hops
of charcoal put in tho water, and tho plants
set in llio Min to grow.

,1841. Soot Wutor for Boses. Put
tho Hoot obtained from thu pipo orchimuoy
of a wood tiro, into a pitcher, and pour hot
water upon it. When cool, use thu liquid

ciwionally to water I ho rose plant*. Its effects
mo extraordinary in strengthening tho growth
of tho plants anil flowers.

1842. To Mnko Hydrangea Flowers
Blue. If they sro growu ju a tolerably
strong maiden loam, which con tains a portion
of oxide of iron, the flowers will become blue
without further trouble

;
but they will require

to be patted in this said compost, nud con-
tinually grown in tho samo, from tho cutting
mt, to ensure IIIoi r flowers coming blue. If
ho soil itself will not make tho flower blue,
they hjmuld bo watered with a solution of
uliim for biuiio linio previous to flowering.
Tho solution uiaybomado by mixing at ibo
ruto of I uunco alum to a gallon of ram water.
Tho plant* should be struck from suiaII cut-
tings of tlio soft wood, from February till

May. tbut aro required to flower in those
mouths tho following year. They should bo
putted in timo enough fir their roots to fill

thorn before winter, it i i advinablo to fluwor
thorn tho following spring in tho pots, allow-
ing tho plants to produce only ono cluster of
flowers each, and taking off all tho backers and
side shoots to striko for flowering tho follow-
ing spring, as old plants cannot bo depended
upon to produce blue flowers. If

^
part of

iron filings bo mixed with tho earth in which
tho plant is growu, it will frequoutly, although
not always, change from iu original pink
color to a light tine. A cutting, however,
taken from tho plant thus changed, and grown
without iron tiling, reverts to its previous
color.

1843. To Prevent Damping or Fog-S Off. Cuttings in heat, and seedlings
Ml out, aro very liable to damp off, if m

a confined air, with too much moisture. Tho
best mixloof treatment is, as soon as evidences
of duwpiug appear, to givo more air, and in-

crease the temperature 5 degrees, and, at the
samo time, to sprinkle tho surface of the soil

with a mixture" of silver-eaud and powdered

!'i

peat, crumbled to the fineness of snuff.
1844. To Remedy American Blight.

Take t peck quicklime, J pound flowers of
sulphur, and i pound lampblack. Mit with
bouing water, enough to form a thick paint.
With this, in the winter, when the leaves are
off, paint the branches, having first removed
all looso bark. In doing this, be sure to ro-
movo tho soil from tho bottom of the stem U>
tho main roots, and paint all the underground
part. February is a good timo for this. If
ono application ia not sufficient, repeat. Use
tho paint warm. When this has become drv,
tho trees should bo looked over, and all cracts
aud holo* stopped with well worked clay, aod
after frost tho clay-stoppings should bo dressed
again, to closo uuy cracks that may occur.

1845. To Destroy Aphides, and Other
Insects on Plants. Take of qua^fia chips, 3$
ounces; lark: pur seed, 5 diacnins; boil there
togothor in 7 pint* wot<;r until the decoction
Is reduced to 5pinls. Wbeu the liquid is cooled
it is to be strained, and weed with a watering-
pot or syringe, as may be most convenient.
This is a most excellent method of destroying
insects on plants, without injury to the latter.
It is recommondcd by tho highest authorities.
1846. Blight on Fruit Trees, Roses,

snd Fruit Bushes. When winter dressings
have failed, ami tho pests appear in spring to
such an extent as to endanger tho crop, pro-
cure a quantity of ammoolocal liquor from
tho gav works, aud to every pailful of tho li-

<^uor add 6 of water, and boil as soon as pos-
sible in a large copper. Apply this in the
evening, hot, with a syringe, drenching every
part of tho trees, aud letting not a leaf escape.
It should bo used as hot as can be borne by
pitting the baud in it. and thrown with as
much force os possible into all the crevioea in
tho bark, on tho under sides of tho leaves, and
splashed vigorously against the wall on which
espaliers aro trained. 1 1 may bo used also for
row and fruit buahas. with the most certain
bonofit. Two days after givo another syriug-
lug with plain warm water. To clean the
oopper in which the mixture ie prepared, fill

It with water, throw in a ebord of cinder
ashes and a pound of soda, and let it boil for
half an hour.

1847. To Prevent Acts from Injuring
Fruit Troon. Make a line of gas-tar round
tho stem of the tree, or if it bo trained on a
wall, make a bonrental line near the ground,
an the wall, aod ono round tho stem; this
will prevent ants from ascending.

1848.

To Destroy Black
4 ounces quassia chips In 1 gallon water, fee
10 minutes, and add 4 ounces soft soap. This
is excellent to destroy black ants. Or:
Sprinkle pulverized borax over the plants or

I

faces infested by these vermin. (Ses No.
909.)

1840. To Prevent Mildew on Tree*.
The best preventive sgainst mildew is to keep
tho plant eabject to it occasionally syriDgul
with a decoction of elder leaves, which will
prevent the fungus growing on them.
1850. ToRemove Mildew from Rom,

Pelargoniums, Etc. Mildow has been ino-
cesfufij removed from roses and pelargon-
iums, by dissolving 1 ounce nitre to 1 gallon
water, and watering the plants with it occa-
sionally; another way is to wash the diseased
parts with a decoction of elder leaves. But
the most effectual remedy is flowers of sul-
phur dusted over the foliage, by means of a
dredging-box with very fiuo holes.
1651. ToRemoveGreen Fly. Cbooes

a still evening, aud let the plants bo quite dry.
Arrange them together in a closo placo

;
pnt

into an iron pan, or a flower-pot, a few red-hot
cinders that do not tunoke, upon which lay
tho tobacco or tobacco-paper; a cloud of
smoke will soon arise. When tho framo is

well filled with smoko, remove the pan, and
be exceedingly careful that the tobacco does
not break out into a flame.

1852. To Fumigate Plants with To-
bacco Smoke. There aro various modes of

employing the smoko of tobacco for tho de-
struction of insect pests in plant houses, but
tho best is a* follows:—According to .the sire

of tho placo to bo fumigated provide one or

more pieces of cast-iron 1 iuch thick and 3
inches of surface. Muko tbeso red-hot aud
place each in a large-sized pot

;
and on them

as much tobacco as may bo considered neces-
sary to completely fill the bouse with smoke.
Auordiuary eight-light houso will require 3

heaters, and 1 pound of tobacco, divided into

3 equal ports. If tho tobacco is previously
soaked in a strong solution of saltpetre, iu
ignition is more rapid aud complete, and a less

quautitv suffices.

1863. To Drivo Worm* out of Pot*.
Securely cork up all the droinugo boles in tho

pot, and then flood it for several hours with
dear lime-water.

1854. To Destroy Green Fly. Syr-

inge the pluuts w ilb tobacco waler. Ono part
ammoniacal liquor from thu gas- works, mixed
with 5 or more parts of water, accordiug to

its strength, will also destroy tho insects.

1855. Wnahto Prevent Cattle from
Barking Tree*. Tako | cow-dung and i
lime; mix with a little water, to tho consist-

ency of thick limo- wash, and lav this on tho
stems of tho trees as far us tlio cuttle con
reach.

1866. To Prevent Grub In Onions.
M..ku aomo strong limo-water, add to it a*
much root os will make it into a thin paint,

and water tho crop with it tho moment tho

maggot appears. This soot mixture is so stim-

ulating a manure that it should always b«

used to increase tho weight of tho crop.

House-slops mixed with limo and soot would
bo still more powerful, both to destroy mag-
got and improve tho plant; but unices rala

Allowed Immediately, it would bo advisable

to drench tho ground with pure water tho day
after application. 0 round inlondod for a crop

of largo onions should be prepared in the au-

tumn, and after being dug over, should be

watered with o mixture of eulphurio acid and
water, iniwlo so strong as to burn the tougue.

This will destroy overy oniuial in tho soil, aud
tho winter rains will wash it away entirely

before spring.

1857. To Prevent Attack* of Red
Spider. Iu cases where the infested plants

can bo woll syringed, a few times repeating

this operation will cause them to disappear.

When this cannot bo resorted to with safety,

the flues or pipes may bo washed ovor with
sulphur, and should be kept warm to raise aa
effluvia in tho house, which will soou eradi-

cate these pests. If a little soft soup is

mixed with tho water to syriugo with, it will

prove obnoxious to many other Insects as well

os red spider, and will not injure tbo foliage of

the plant, providing tho plduts aro not syr-

inged when tho scorching hot sun is upon
them.
1858. To Ball Thripe on Cucumber*

and Melon Planta. To kill thrips on cu-

cumbers and melon plants, they should bo
syringod with tobacco water, ana a little sul-

phur added, or with a decoction of elder

leaves; cither of these repeated a few times
will suffico; or the infested parts may bo
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dusted over with llowcrs of sulphur, and al-

lowed to romaiu on for 3 or 4 day*, when it

6hould bo washed off thoroughly with a

syringe. (See -Vo. 1BS0.)

1859. To Destroy Maggot in Kosc3.

A bushel of unsluckwl lime ia powder, i

pound sulphur also in powder; mix these

well whilst dry, thou add water to make it

about as thick as molasses, and boil for l hoar,

their add just enough snot, moistened to the

nanio consistence, to darken the color; lay

Lliia on with a brush all over, stock and head,

in tho lattorj'art of March.

1800. To Destroy Moss on Fruit
Troes Every second year fruit trees should

be well scrubbed with a scrubbing brush

dipped in strong brine, so as to moisten every

part of tho Imrk of the stem aud branches.

This not only destroys tho moss, but in-

sects of all kinds, and isbouelicia! to all trees,

whereas applications of lime choke up tho

respiratory pores, and sometimes produce

canker. _ ,

1861. To Romove Moss on Gravel

Walks. This may bo kept down by the use

of a broom made of wire; if tho wire is undo

of iron tho broom should bo well dried and

dipped in nil before ami after b-iug used.

1862. To Protect Lcttucoand Straw-

borry Beds from Snails. If the beds are

surrounded by a slato or board edging, mode
to stand 5 iuubM above the ground, and occa-

sionally coatud with a paste mods ot train

oil and son', it will form ft barrier over which

snails will not pass. ....
1803. To ProvoCucumberand Melon

Bood. When the fruit is lir-t cut, the seed

should bo put into a bowl of water, aud that

which swims on the -surface is worthies.; the

good will sink to tho bottom. This can only

bo depended upon at the time tho trait is first

out
;

if tho seed 1ms been dried ami kept for

any length of time, it will probably all swim,
though it has not lost its vegetating propor-

tion.

1861. To Clean Cucumber and Melon
Seed. Tnku all tho needs that sink in wider

aud put them Into a hair sievo; pour snaio

warm water over thorn llmt has been heated

to IH1° or 95° F.ihr., and then rub the seed*

about in tho sieve. The warm water will di-

vest them of tho glutinous matter, aud it

may bo easily rubbed off them through tho

sieve, after which they may bo laid to dry.

Cucumber and melon seeds will vegetate after

they have boon kept for years.

1865. To Kill Moss on Lawns. Water
tho lawn with a weak solution of ninmoniacal

liquor ( see No. 185-1); 1 gallou of this liquor

is sufficient to mix with l gallons nt water,

and should bo put on with a rose water-pot.

It will cause tho grass to look brown utter-

wards for a while, but it will become green

again. Another way is to proenro some very

tino siftings of coal-ashes, and bow them
all over tho parts where moss abounds. It

will only bo requisite to sow them very thinly,

and if done just before a shower of rain, so

much the better, as tho rain will wash it in;

this will kill ti e moss without injuring tho

grass. The presence of moss indicates that

the soil ii exhausted, aud ft top-dressing of

nitrate of soda or soot will be found bcucticial.

If tho gross i3 made to thrive, it will always

choke tho moss. (Sec No. 1S7G.)

1866. To Kill Moss on Meadow Land.
Tho mossy parts of the meadow should bo

well manured with good well-ratted stablo

dung in the autumn; mid, if practicable, tho

grass should he ted off the following spnng
with sheep. Nitrate of soda sown on the

mossy parts of the field will also kill the

moss, and is on excellent manure for the grass;
but this should r.ot bo sown at tho rata of

more than 1 4 cwt. per acre.

1867. To Kill Docks, Dandelions, etc.

Cnt tho tops off iu the spriug or summer
time, and pour some gas-tar, or sprinkle

some salt on the wunod. Either ol these
will kill the root, by eating to the very ex-

tremity.

1868. To Destroy Burdocks. Cut
close to tho ground with a sharp hoe. and
apply a few drops of kerosene. The plant 60

treated will never appear again.

1869. To Prevent tho Growth of
Weeds in Garden Walks. A weak solu-
tion of carbolic arid applied with a watering-

pot to garden walks will be on effectual inotlo

of preventing the growth cf weeds. Tho so-
lution should not be stronger than 1 part puro
carbolic acid to 1000 to 2000 parts water.

Pure carbolic acid is a virulent poison. When
applied in too strong a solution, larger phaU
may suffer ; very weak solutions destroy only
very small plants aud nuimaK a* parasites,

miasma. Even flics and UHvqnitoci avoid iu
odor ami may be driven awar I17 it.

1870. To Destroy Thistles, Grass,
and Weeds, in Gravel Walks. Sow
coarse salt upon tho plants; tho thistles

should bo first cut to lire ground, and tbo

fresh roots be covered with the salt. Tho
rcfu‘0 article from the beef, pork, or salt

fish barrel i* quite good enough, and may bo

employed for this purpose.

1871. Cleanliness for Plants. Frc-

queutly tho cause of tho languidnr•« of plant.*

in rooms, nri*r« from want of care in cleans-

ing tho leave*. Plants breathe by their

leaves, which should bo kept perfectly clean,

otherwise their respiration is interfered with.

Tbo more watering of the roots is not enough.

Plants also perspire by their leaves, oml any
accumulation of dirt ami dust retards this

uscM function. Plants also feed by their

loaves, by absorbing tho c.irlmnic acid of the

atmosphere; and, to speak familiarly, dirt

destroys both their appetite and digestion.

I<ot any ono examine a sickly plant long kept

in a sitting-room, or draw a piece of white

linen or leather over tho surfaco of the learns,

and ho will probably discover the cause of tho

plant’s drooping.

1872. To Keep Cucumbers Fresh.
When tho cucumbers are nt their best they

should bo cut mid laid in » box made just to

fit them, ami then bury tho box in boiho dry

nand. covering it over to thn depth of a foot.

There should not be any hay or moss pul witli

them in tho box, as it will cause them to turn

yellow. If laid in the box without liny or

moss, their color and bloom may be preserved

for two weeks to look as fresh as tbo day they
were cut Melons may also be kept in the

same way.
1873. To Cure Gumming in Fruit

Trees. Tho place where the gum accumu-
late! should bo well washed anil cleaned, ami
then stopped well up with a paste made of

horse-dung, clay and tar. This will prevent

tho accumulation of tho gum, and will assist

tho wound in healing over.

1874. To Prevent the Bottoms of
Plant Sticks Rotting. Dip the bottoms of

tho plant sticks (as far as they are inserted

into the ground) into hot asphalt three or

four times, until the asphalt is tho ^ of an
inch thickness on them; this will preserve

them a long time. Those that have not tho

convenience of dipping them in asphalt, may
substitute tar, and they will endure nearly as

long as those that have l*ecn asphalted.

1875. To Destroy Weeds and Worms
in Gravel Walks. Lay a coat of salt ull

over tho walk, and theu water it, using a rose

water-put; but this should not bo done where
there is a box edging, or it will kill that like-

wise. Where tho edging is turf, slate, or tiles,

there is nothing to fear.

1876. To Destroy Worms in Lawns,
Grass Plots, etc. Mix at tho rato of 10

pouuds slacked lime to 30 gallons water; stir

ft up well together, aud then let it stand for 2
or 3 days, in which time pour it off tho sedi-

ment. and water tho lawn with it by menus
of a rose watcr-pot; this will fetch tlio worms
out on tbo top of the ground, aud they will

require to bo swept up with a broom ftiid car-

ried away. Tbo best tirno to do this is in damp
weather, as tbo worms are then nearer tho

surface; and the lawn should bu rolled the

©vouiug previous, which will not only assist

iu bringiug tho worms nearer tho surface, but
will fill up all tho hides thev havo forsaken.

Tho following night they will again open tho

boles in which tln-v lie, and thereby afford

tho water greater facility to reach them tho

noxt day without wasting much by its soak-

ing into forsaken boles. Diluted ummoniacal

liquor will answer tho rnmo purpose, but it

will mnko the grn i look brown fur aomo time
afterword*. (Ar .Vo. 18(15.}

1877. Composition for Woundo on
Rose-Bushes. Tukn 5 part* block pitch, 1

part cat !i re-iu, t.iilow, and boo*’ wax ; thoBO
should Ik- mixed in a -mull pipkin, and din-

solved over a slow firo. Apply it to tho
wound i wlthahni-h, and it will heal them,
a* well .as prevent tlinlr dying Imck.

1878. Bleeding in Vines. Work to-

gether 1 part cutcim-d oystcr-shcll* benten to

fine powder in 11 mortar, and 3 part* cIiccbo,

until they form a sort of paste. This mixture
i> to bo forced into tho pore* of tho wood
where bleeding tuko* pluee, by mean* of tho
thumb and finger. A second application in

sometimes necc -ary ( Sec Nos. 1880 and
1881.)

1879. Composition for Dealing
Wounds in Trees. Tuko 3 parts pounded
chalk mid 1 part common vegetable tar; mix
thoroughly, and boil them with a low bent
till the composition become* of tho comdBlcucy
of bees’ wax

i
it may bn preserved for lire in

this Rtato for any length of time. If chalk
cannot conveniently bo got, dry brick-dust

may bn substituted. Alter tbo broken or

decayed limb lias been sawed off, tho wholo
of tho saw-cut must be very carefully pured
away, and tho rough edge* of tlio bark, iu

particular, must be made quite smooth; tho

doing of tbi.i properly is of groat consequence;

then lay on the above composition hot, about
the thickness of half a dollar, over tho wound-
od place, and over the edges of tho surround-

ing bark; it should bo spread with u hot
trowel.

1880.

New Grafting Wax. Melt 1

pound re-iu over a slow lire, add l ounce beef

tallow, aud stir with a perfectly dry stick or

piece of wire. When somewhat cooled, add 1

tabic-spoonful spirit * of turpentine, and lastly

5 ounces of 95 per cent, alcohol in small quan-
tities, stirring the mass constantly. Should
tho alcohol cause it to lump, warm again
until it molts. Keep ia a bottle. Lay it on
in a very thin eont with a brush. Iu a room
of moderate temperature, the wax should bo
of tho consistence of molasses. Should it

prove thicker, thin it clown with alcohol. It

is always ready for use, is never affected by
heat or* cold, uud Leals up wounds hermeti-
cally.
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1881. Grafting- Wax. Toko 4 ounces
pitch, 4 ounces resin. 2 ounces hogs’ lard, and
2 ounces bees’ wax

;
put them all together into

a pipkin, and dissolve them over a slow fire,

and it will form an excellent grafting wax.
By spreading some of this mixture on paper
it makes tho grafting paper. The French
mnko very good grafting wax by mixing to-

gether equal quantities «<f bees’ wax and resin,

and adding as much tallow iu will cause it to
dissolve at a low temperature. For an appli-

cation where limbs havo hern removed in

pruning, nothing is better than roal tar.

1882. Grafting Clay. Tako strong ad-

hesive loam or cloy, and kneai! it till of tho

consistency of soft soap. Tako also some
horse droppings, and run through a riddle of

half-inch mush. Mix tho two ingredient*
with fresh cow-dung, all in equal part*, to

a uniform consistency. When grafting, tho

Sator Bhonhl have at hand some fiuely-

«!«1 ashes, into which lliu hand - should In-

dipped to prevent tho clav from adhering, and
cmtldn him to give tho whole a in it finish. .

1883.

To Propagato Mar;li Plants.
Tho host plan is by means of a stone trough

I) inches to a foot deep, and of any convenient
length and breadth, with a hole' fur a tap at

ono corner. This is to be. treated as a flower-

pot; tho Imttom being covered with small
stones, and tho trough tilled up with a com-
post of peat and light loam. Tho surface i-.

then oovnrcd with any description of light

muss that can ho got, and watered till the

wholo i i saturated to tho In im.

1884.

To Preparo Seeds for Expor-
tation. Seeds intended lor exportation

should not ho gathered until they have be-

come perfectly ripe ; they should then bo laid

in a stove, or exposed m tho sun to dry, as

getting thorn perfectly dry is tho principal

point. They may bo packed In bag.-, papers,

or boxos. I f they aro Kept dry, they will bear

n voyago of many months, without injury to

thoir vegetating properties.

1885.

To Preparo Nails for Woll-
Trooa. Those should be of cost Iron if they

can bo obtuined. Belbro using, they should

bo boated rod-hot, and then thrown into cold

linscod oil. This gives them a varnish which
proserves them from rusting, and prevents the

mortar of tho wall from ilioking to them
whoti they nro drawn.
1880. Method of Covering a Bank

of Earth With Gro33. To cover a strep

bank quickly with grass the following method
is rocoumicnded by a German Horticultural

Association: For each square rial to bo planted,

tako 4 pound lawn grass seed, und mix i; in-

timately and thoroughly with about G solid

foot of good dry garden earth and loam. This
is placed in a cub, and to it liquid manure,
diluted with about j of water, is added ami
well stirred in, so ai to bring tho whole to the

consistency of mortnr. Tho slopo is to be
clcaucd olf nn<l made perfectly smooth, and
thou well watered, after which tho paste just

mentioned is to be applied with a trowel, and
made as even aud turn as possible. Should
it crack by exposure to the air. it is to lie

again watered and smoothed up day by day,

uutil the gras.; makes its appearance, which
will be in 1 or2 weeks, and the whole declivity

will soon lie covered by a clo: <* carpet of green.

1887. Substitute for Glass for Hot-
Houses. Apply, with a common painter's

brush, boiled oil, or Canadian balsam, diluted

with oil of turpentine, to the surface of white

muslin previously stretched out aud fastened
in the position it is intended to occupy.

1888- To Preserve Potatoes and Other

Hoots. Theso aro preserved iu different

ways, according to tho object in view. Tube-
rous roots, as Uio«o of tho dahlia, piconia,

tuberose, etc., intended to bo planted in the
succeeding spring, aro preserved through the

xrmter in dry earth, in a icmpcraturo rather

under than' above what is natural to them.
So may the bulbous roots of commerce, as
hyacinths, tulips, onions, etc.; but, for conve-

nience, these aro kept cither loose, in cool dry
shelves or lofts, or tho finer sorts in papers,

till tho season of planting. Roots of all kinds

may bo preserved in an ice-bouso till tho re-

turn of tho natural crop. After stuffing tho

iiitcrstk-e* with straw, ami covering the sur-

face of tho ico with tho same material, place
on it boxes, ca-ks, liasket*. etc., mid fill them
with turnips, carrot-, beet roots, and, in par-

ticular. putaUics. By tho cold of the place,

vegetation is so much sus|H-udcd that all theso

articles may bo thus kept fresh and uninjured

till they give place to another crop inks natural
season.

1880. To Dry Roots. They should bo
nibbed in water to get rid of tho dirt and also

sumo of tho mucous substance that would
otherwise render them mouldy ; tho larger aro

then to bo cut, split. or peeled, hut ir. moat
aromatic roots, the odor residing iu tho bark,

they must not bo peeled
;
they aro then to ho

spread on sieves or hurdles, and dried in u
heat of about 120° Kahr., cither ou the top of

an oven, in a Move, or a Mcmn closet, taking
rare to shako them occasionally, tochnngo tho
surface exposed to tho air. Thick and juicy

roots, as rhubarb, briony, peony, water-lily,

etc., arc cut iu slices, strung upon n thread,

and hung iu a heal of about 90“ to 100°.

Squills arc scales!, threaded, and dried around
tho pine of a More, nr in a lint closet Rhu-
barb should lie washed, to seimrato that mucous

I

rumple which would olncrwiso render it

lack anil *Aft when powdered. Potatoes nro

cat in slices and dried.

1800. To Transplant Largo Shade
Trees. In the autiimu. before tho frost

comes ou. dig a trench around tho treo and
rut the roo^i. but not too near the tree. Re-
move the treo through tho winter, when tho

ground is frozen, Ratal it up with the frozen

earth adhering to tho roots. The wholo mass
is cosily raised with levers ou to a strong sled,

auil can then be drawn erect by means of

oxen or horses. Trees from 20 to 30 feet high

can Ins moved by this method, and they will

grow in the spring.

1891. To DrainLand in Level Places,
sink a well down to tho first porous stratum.

The water from the upper soil will flow readily
into the well, especially if drain pipes or tiles

bo laid in its direction.

The Extermination of
Vermin. The following compara-

tively few receipts and directions for destroy-

ing, trapping and driving away inserts and
vermin of all kinds, have been selected as tho

most efficacious, from a huge amount of infor-

mation on the subject.

1893. ToCatchRats. Covcracommon
barrel with stiff, stout paper, tying tho edgo
round the barrel

;
place a board so that tho

rats may have easy access to the top; sprinklo

cheese parings or other feed for the rats on
the paper for several days, until the** begin to

think that they have a right to their daily

rations from this source; then placo in tho
bottom of the barrel a piece of rock about 6
or 7 inches high. Glling with water until only
enough of it projects above the water for ono
rat to lodge upon. N'ow replace the paper,

first cutting a cross in the middle, and tho first

rat that comes o:i the barrel top goes through
into tho water, aud climbs on tho rock. Tho
paper comes back to its original position, and
the second rat follows tho first. Then begins
a fight for tho possession of the dry placo on
tho etonn, the noiso of which attracts tho
others, who share the same fate.

1894, Rat Trap. Fill a barrel about
half full of water. Malta tho cover 4 inch
smaller all around than tho insido of tho top
of tho barrel. Drivo a nail or wiro ou each
eido of tho cover, exactly opposite each other,
as n pivot, aud fit in tho barrel, ko that a light
weight will readily tip tlm cover. Put tho
bait on top, in a firm way, and placo un
empty barrel or box near by. This is a simple,
bat excellent trap.

1895. Bait to Catch Rata and Mice.
If a drop of oil of rhodium bo poured upon
domo bait iu a common or wiro spring trap,
ami tho trap bn set in an infested locality, iu
a short time the cage will bo fonuil occupied
bv vermin. Itabi and mice possess a great
liking for the oil, and will risk anything to
obtai.: it.

1890. To Catch Muokrata. Tuko u
Mcol trap with uainglo spring, set it 14 inches
under water, hang part of a .sweet applo over
tho foot plate, and chnin the trap to a stake or
rush. Tho reason why tho trap should ho set
under water is that when the muskrat nocv
tho apple ho will jump for it; when ho comus
down ho gets nis paws in tho trap.
1897. Rat Poison. Rncont experiments

havo shown that squill,, is an excellent poison
for rats. Tho powder should l.o mixed with
somo Intty Mibulunen, and rj.roud upon slices
of bread. The pulp of onious is also good.
Rots nro very fond of either.

1898. To Drivo Rata from a Building-.
Dissolve 2 ounr.es glue, 2 ounces tincture of
assma-lidu, nrnl 2 ounces potash in water, and
mid

4 ounce phosphorus to tho mixture. Then
in a wiro cage trap, bailed with corn meal
wonted with ml of aniso, catch two or throe
raU; if they nro very numerous, mnro will
bo necessary

;
singe the linir partly off theso

in such n way ns to hurl them as littlons pos-
sible, then give them a slight coaling with
tho abovo mixture, heated worm; lot them
looso into their boles, ami there will ho no
nroro trouble with tlm rata for months to
come. This mixture will Inst 2 years. Or:
Toko cblurido of lime, ami sentter it dry all
around, and into their holes, nnd wherever
llioy haunt, ami they will loavo nt onco.

1899. Phosphorus Paste for Ver-
min. Introducu l drachm phosphorus into
a Florenco flask, mul pour over it 1 ouuco
rectified spirit. Immerse the flask iu hot
water until tho phosphorus is incited, then
put a well-fitting cork into tho mouth of
tho flask, nnd shuko briskly until cold. Tho
phosphorus is now reduced to a finely divided
6tatc. This, after pouring olf the spirit; is to
bo mixed in a mortar with li ounces lard. 5
ounces flour nnd 1 4 ounces brown.sugar, pre-
viously mixed together, nro now added, aud
the wholo made into a pa3to with u little
water. Cheese may bo substituted for sugur
when the paste is intended for rats or mice.
Thera is said to ho no dauger whatever of
spontaneous ignition, either during or after
the preparation of this paste.

1900.

An Insect Killer and Destroyer
of Noxious Animals. The bisulpliido of
carbon seems to ba useful in cortain case**
wheu it may be applied without inconvenience
to the human species. Iu an atmosphere con-
taming of its volume, it has, according to
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Clotiz, a very rapid action on tho animal or-

ganism. uioro rapidly, apparently, upon rats,

rabbits, 4c., than upon birds aud i'rogi. CIocs
introduced 1 J ouuccs bisulphido in a culvert,

and fouud within 20 yards from the place coma
40 dead rats.

1901. To Exterminate Cockroaches.
Borax is ouo of the best of roach extermina-
tors. There is something peculiar, either in
tho smell or touch of borax, which is certain
death to them. They will llco in terror fro'i
it, and never appear again where it has onco
been placed. It lias also tho great advantage
of being perfectly harmless to human Icings;
hence there is no danger from poisoning. Tho
borax should

_
lie pulverized aud sprinkled

around the infested places.

1002. To Kill Cockroaches and Cro-
ton Bugs. Roil I ounce poke-root in 1 pint
water until tho strength is extracted; mix
the decoction with molasses aud spread it in
plates in the kitchen or othor apartments
which aro infested by these insects. Paris
green sprinkled around the apartments will
also exterminate thorn; but should bo used
with caution, as it to very poisonous.

1003. To Destroy Bed-bugs. Rnb
the bedsteads in lliu Joints with equal parts of
spirits of turpontiuo aud kerosene/oil, and tho
"racks of tho nurbaso in rooms whero thcro
are many. Pilling up all the cracks with hard
soap is an excellent remedy. March sud
April aro tho months when bedsteads should
ho examined to kill all tho eggs.

1904. To Destroy Bed-bugs in Paper-
ed Rooms. Clean llio paint of the room
thoroughly, and set in tho contro of tho room
iv dish containing -I ounces of brimstone.
Bight it and close tho room ns tight as powd-
bio, stopping the keyhole of tho door with pa-
per, to keep the fumes of the brimstnno in tho
room. Let it remain for » or A hours, then
open tho windows nnd air thoroughly. Tho
brimstono will bo found to hovo also bleached
tho paint if it was n yellowish white.
1905. Bed-bug’ Poison. Mix together

2 onneos camphor, 4 ounces spirits of turpen-
tino^

1
1

ounce uorrosivo sublimate, aud 1 pint

1900. To Kill Bed-bugs. Booxiuo or
gusolmo will kill these nest* as fast as they
can bo reached. By using a spring-bottom
oiler, tho fluid may ho forced into cracks and
crovices uioro thoroughly than l*y any other
moans. As this fluid is highly influinmnWo,
contact with lire must bo avoided. The room
should be well uircdmul ventilated afterwards,
until tho gas passes away. (See Xo, 34(1.)

1907. To Eiterminate Bed-bugs.
Wash tho article iufester 1 with a weak omu-
l-inn of chloride of zinc. This to nn effectual
bauishor of these pests.

1908. Benzino as an Insect Destroyer.
A mixture of 10 parts benzine, 5 purls Mian,
and 65 parts water, has been very successful-
ly used to destroy tho parasites which infest
dogs. It 1ms ulso been used with good results
in veterinary practice, as on application iu
certain diseases of tho skin

;
ami thus diluted,

is found to answer belter than when usod pure.

1909. To Disperse Black Ants. A
few leaves of greeu wormwood, scattered

among tho haunts of these troublesome in-

sect*. is said to bo effectual in dislodging them.
(Sec Xo. 1613.)

1910. To Exterminate Red Ants.
Greaso a plato with lard, and sc* it whore
those insect ! abound. They prefer lard to any-
thing else, and will forsake sugar fur it. Place
a few sticks around the p'ato for the ants to

climb up on. Occasionally turn tho plato bot-

tom up over tho fire, and the outs will fall in

with tho melting lard. Reset tho plate, and
in a short lime you will catch them oil. Pow-
dered borax spriaklcd around tho infested
places will exterminate both red and black
ants. (See Xo. 1901.)

1911. To Kill Flies. Beat up the yolk
of an egg with a table-spoonful each of mo-
lassos ami black pepper finely ground; set it

about in shallow plates nnd tbo flics will l>u

rapidly killed. A sweetened infusion of
quassia will answer tho saino purpose. Dis-
solve 1 drachm extract of quassia in a gill of
water, mix with * gill molasses and pour tho
mixturo on a flat dish whero tho flies have
access. Tho quassia acts on them liko a nar-
cotic.

1912. Fly Poison. Boil J ounco small

chips or quassia in 1 pint water
; odd 4 ounces

molasses. Plies drink this with aridity, and
aro soon destroyed by it.

1913. To Banish Flea*. Tho oil of
pennyroyal will ccrlniuly drive them off; but
a cheaper mothod, where tho herb flourishes,

is to dip dogs and cats into n decoction of it

onco a week. Mow tho herb and scatter It

in tho beds of tho pigs onco a month. Where
tho herb cannot bo got, tho oil may bo pro-
cured. In this case, saturate striug* wit* it

and tio thorn arouud tho nocks of dogs nud
cats, pour a liulo on tbo bock and about tho
oars of bon, which you can do whilo they are
feeding, without touching them. By repeat-
ing tboso applications every 12 or 15 days, llio

floaj will Icaro tho auinmls. Strings saturated
with tho oil of pennyroyal, and lied around
tho nock aud toll of horses, will drivo offlico;
tho string i should bo saturated onco a day.

1914. To Exterminate Fleas. Sprinkle
chamoiuilo flowers in tho beds, and tbo fleas

will leave.

1915. An Excellent Flea Trap. If
you should happen to havo tho consciousncvi
of having a flea about your person, you havo
but to introduce, before getting into bed, a
pieco of new flannel between tho sheets, and
you may depeud ou findiug yourself forsaken
for tho flannel.

1910. To Prevent tho Attacks of
Gnats. Tho best preventive against gnats,

as well as tbo best euro for their slings, is

camphor.
1917. To Clear a Room of Mosqui-

toes. Tako of gum camphor a pieco aliout i
tho nizo of an egg, auu evaporate it by placing
it in a tiu vessel, and bolding it over a lamp
or candle, taking care that it docs not ignite.

Tho smoko will soou fill tho room, and expel
tho mosquitoes.
1018. To Keep Away Mosquitoes.

Dip a pioco of sponge or flannel iu camphor-
ated spirits, aud mako it fast to tho ton

cf tho ucdstead. A decoction of pennyroyal,

or some of tho bruised leaves, rubbed on tho
exposed parts, will effectually keep off those
troublesome insects.

1919. To Destroy Vermin in Child-
ren’s Heads. Tako 1 ounce each vinegar
aud stavrsacre, t ounce each honey and sul-
phur, and 2 ouuces sweet oil. Mako into a
liniment, and rub the head with iL Injects
arc immediately suffocated by bcu/iuc. Those
sometimes found ia the heads of human bc-
iugs am destroyed by it at once, without any
iueouvement result being perceived. It has
been employed very successfully in banish-
ing the insects which infest domes! c animals,
etc. (See Xo. 1905.) Tho use of larkspur
seed for the destruction of tho insects infest-
ing the human head to a time-honored appli-

cation among country people—beds of tho
plant being cultivated frequently for tho ex-
press purpose of furnishing material for tho
uccoctiou. Tho efficiency of this remedy
seems to depeud ou tho presence of the alka-
loid called dcluhiuc, which appeavs to bo a
poison especially fatal to insects.

1920. xo ucstroy jjoay Vermin.
Apply jtavcsacrc ointuicut or red precipitate
1921. To Clean Canary Birds. These

Destroy Vermin.

Canary Theso
pretty things aro often covered with lice, and
may bo effectually relieved of thorn by placing
a clean while cloth over their cago at night.
Iu the moruiug it will bo covered with small
red spots, so small as hardly to bo seen,
except by tho aid of a gloss; theso aro tho
lice, a sourco of great uuuoyancc to the birds.

1922. Lice on Poultry. If infested
with lice, damp tho skill under tho feathers
with water, then uplink lo a littlo sulphur on
tho skiu. If the bird be covered with insects
or parasites, they will all disappear in tho
course of 12 hours.

1023. To Drivo Flios from Stables.
Sculler chloride of lime on a board in a stublo,
to remove all kinds of flies, but more especial-
ly biting flics. Sprinkling bods of vegetables
with oven a weak solution, effectually pro-

sects from crcopiug up it. liven rats, mice,
cockroaches, and crickets flee A’orn it.

1924. To Koop Flics from Horses.
Procure a bunch of hmariwccd, uud bruise it

to cause tho julco to exude. Rnb tho animal
thoroughly with the bunch of bruised weed,
especially on tbo legs, neck, and cars. Neither
flic* or other insects will trouble him for 24
hours. Tbo process should 1m» repeated ovory
day. A very couvcniout way of using It, in

to make u strong infusion by boiling the wood
a few minutes iu water. When cold it can bo
ooureuiontly upplird with a spnngo or brush.
8ui artweed is found growing in ovory section

of tho couutry, usually on wet grouud noor
highways.

'prepared Paper. Paper fro-

qucully requires some special prepara-

tion to fit it for many purposes for which
it would bo useless in its original state. Tho
follow ing methods of preparing paper will bo
found useful, and in some casus indispensable),

for reference.

1920. To Mako Transfer Paper. To
prepare transfer paper, tako some thin post
or tissue paper, rub tho surfaco well with
black lead, vermilion, red chalk, or any color-
ing matter; wipo this preparation well off
with a pioco of clean rag, and it will bo ready
lor use.

1927. To Moke Tracing’ Paper with
Petroleum. Saturate ordinary writing paper
with petroleum by means of a brush, theu
wipo it off until it is dry. This makes a
tracing paper equal to the manufactured
article, lor all ordinary purposes. It was
discovered by Mr. Hansel, au architect at
Noustadt.
1928. To Make Tracing Paper with

Benzine. If paper l»n damped with pure
and fresh distilled benzine, it at once assumes
a transparency, and permits of tho tracing be-
ing made, and of ink or water colons being
used on its surfaco without any running.
Tbo paper resumes its opacity as the benzine
evaporates, nnd if the drawing is not then
completed, tho requisite portion of the paper
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must bo again damped with benzine. This
new discovery of the properties of benzine
will provo of great servico to many brooches
of tho art profession, in allowing the uso of
stiff paper where formerly only o slight tissue

could bo used.

1929. To Make Transparent or Tra-
cing: Paper. Dissolve a pieco of white bees'
wax, about the size of a walnut, in $ pint
spirits of turpontino

; then having procured
Homo very fine white, woveu tissue paper, lay
it on a clean board, and, with a sort brush
dipped in this liquid, go over ono side, and
thou turn it over and apply it to the other;
haug it up in a plaeo tree from dust to dry.
H will bo ready for uso in a few days. Soino
add a email quantity of resin, or uso resin in-
stead of wax.
1930. To Make Tracing Paper. I.ay

open a quiro of paper, of largo size, ami apply
with a cloan Hush tool a coat of varnish, made
of cquul parts of Canada balsam and oil of
turpontino, to tho upper surface of tho first

shoot, then lmng it on a line, and repeat thu
operation on frosh Bheets until the proper
quantity is finished. I f not sufficiently trans-
parent, a second coat of varnish may ho op*
jilind on soon os the first has bccoiuo quite

1931. Iridoacent Papor. Boil in wa-
ter, H parts nut-galls, G parts eulplialo of iron,

4 parts each sal nuunonmc uud ilphatu of in-

digo, and fr part gum-arabic. Wash tho paper
in this decoction, mid then expose it to am-
monia.
1032. To Powder Glaas. Heat tho

gloss rod-hot, throw it iuto cold wai
ami pulverize it, conrso or fine m required, in

on iron tnorlnr. It is used tu filter adds; is

i
liiiul upon papor or muslin foruolighing; also
3 rub down corns upon tho tuet, after DM)

havo well soaked and dried.

1933.

To Make Glaaa Paper or Cloth.
Powder tho glass (tlmt with a greenish hue
is tho best), and sift it through a very fine
wire sieve, to Koparato tho finest portion of
thonowdor; this is for the smoothest degree
of glass paper; sift tho remainder imccessivoly
through moves gradually increasing in coar:n-
uoas, to suit tho different degroea of tho glass
paper roquirod; koop tho result of ooch sifting
HOpurato. Then smooth ou both bides, with
pumico stono, any good tough paper, and
tack it on a board; u tolerably fine quality
of muslin is far preferable to paper. It largo
shoots aro used it is better to glue tho edges
on u frame (similar ton small quilting frame),
and when dry, dump tba paper or muslin oud
Rt retch it, in the name iimmior ns tho muslin
is strained for sized roller blinds. Giro tho
Hiufaco a coating of strong glue size, and im-
mediately dust tho glass ol tho required fine-
ness equally and thoroughly all over, n*ing
tho saino sinvo that was used to sopnmto it

from tho rest of tho powdered class. When
dry, throw off tho surplus gla^s for futuro use.

1934.

To Make Stono Paper. As, in
cleaning wood-work, particularly pino und
other soft woods, ono process is sometimes
found to answer hotter than another, wo may
describe the manner of manufacturing a stono
paper, which, in Mime case.?, will bo preferred
to sund paper, as it produces a good liv e, and
is less liable to scratch tho work. Having
prepared the paper ns described in tho lust re-

ceipt, tnko u quantity of powdered pumico
stono, and silt it over tho paper through a
sieve of inoderato fineness. When the sur-
face ha3 hardened, repeal tho process till a
tolerably thick coat bus been formed upon tho
paper, which, when dry, will be* fit for iiro.

1935. To MakeEmery Paper or Cloth.
This is prepared in precisely tho same man-
ner as gloss paper (sec No. 1933), using
emery instead of glass.

1936. Phenyl Paper. This articlo

would bo useful for packing meat and other

substauccs liablo to decay. (See No. 1614.)

It can be prepared by fusing 5 parts 6teario

acid at a gentlo heal, mixing well with *2

parts carbolic acid ami 5 parts melted paraf-

fine, and stirring until tho wholo bos becomo
solid, and applying it to paper in tho ramo
manner as waxed paper is made. (See No.
1938.)

.1937. Solvent for Silk, Paper, Ac.
The ammonio-oxidu of copper is a solvent for

bilk, paper, and tho cellular tissuo of plants.

If its action bo limited to a few momenta it

couverts tho surfaces into a gelatinous mo's.

1938. To Make Waited Paper. Toko
cartridge or other paper, place it on a hot

iron and mb it with bees’ wax, or make a so-

lution of tho wax iu turpentine, and apply it

with a brn*h. It is generally prepared on n
largo scale by taking a quiro of paper and
opening it fiat upon a tablo, and then going

over it quickly with a very lmt smoothing-iron,

against which is held a piece of wax, which,

melting, runs down upon the paper and is

Absorbed by it. A liulo practlc© will soon
determine the amount or wax that should bo

molted off from tiuio to lime. When tho

upper sheet Is saturated it is taken off, and
the ono below is treated in a similar manner.

Any excess ofwax applied in the fir*tinrtnuco

readily penetrates through to the lower layers.

Useful for making water or air-proof pipes,

for chemical experiments, o1 m> for lying up
the neck* or bottle*, covering preservo jars,

and for enveloping tohureo ami other substan-

ces that require to bo kept from tho air, re-

placing generally tin-foil and similar aab-

blances.

1939. To Mako Oilod Paper. Brush

hceu of paper over with boiled oil. in which

dissolve a little shellac carefully over n slow

fire, aud suspend tbciu on a line until dry.

Waterproof. Employed to tio over not* and

jars, aud to wrap up paato blocking, ic.

1940. Oiled Paper as a Substitute for

Oiled Silk. Boiled linseed oil i* raballed

with litharge, acetate of lead, onlphato of

zinc, and burnt umber, an ouneO of each to a

gallon. Tho sheet of paper being laid on a

pquaro board, it i* well covered with this

mixture. The first sheet is covered on both

sides ; tho second, placed on this, receives one
coaling

;
and so on to 90 or 50. Separate and

hang up to dry.

1941. To Make Paper Fixo and Wa-
terproof. Taka 26 ounces alum, and 4

ounces white soap, and dissolve them iu n

uartof water; into another vessel dissolve

ounces gum-arabic and 1 ounce glue, in the

same quantity of water as the former, and
add the two solutions together, which is now
to bo kept warm, and the paper intended to

bo made waterproof dipped iuto it, passed

between rollers, and dried
;
or, without tho use

of rollers, the paper mar be suspended until

it has perfectly dripped, and then dried. The
alum, soap, glue, aud gum. form a kind of

artificial leather, which protects tho surface

of tho paper from tho action of water, and
also renders it somewhat fireproof. A second
immersion makes it still belter.

1942. To Make Fireproof Paper.
Take a solution of alum and dip tho paper

into it, then throw it over a line to dry. This

i3 suitable to all sorts of paper, whether plain

or colored, as well as textile fabrics. Try a
slip of the paper iu ihc flame of a candle, and
if not sufficiently prepared, dip and try it a
second timo.

1943. To Make Fireproof Paper.
Newspapers may be rendered fireprool by

dipping into a solution of soluble gln-ss of 25°

Bourne; next neutralizing the alkali bv dilu-

ted muriulie acid of 10° Baumfi while hot,

and drying by tho atmosphere. Fire cannot

then dastrov the texture of tho paper.

1944. To Make Papor Waterproof.
Melt ill 10 pints hot water, 30 ounces glue,

gelatine or size, and 3 ounces gum-arabic. 1 u
another 30 pints hot water, molt 20 ounces

soap and 4 pounds alum; mix both liquids

together in ono pot. This constitutes compo-

sition No. 1. In another pot heat J
gallon

benzole and 1 gallon paraffine, and molt in it

24 ounce i resin; let it boil until it attains 0

moderate degree of consistency. To there

materials, resin, oil, and copal or mastic var-

nish may, in Romo cu-.es, l>a added. This is

composition No. 2. First dip tlm article to bo

waterproof into tho composition No. 1 in ft

heated state, and then dry it. Next apply

composition No. 2, iu a cooled state, with a

brash, or in nov other convenient manner.

1915. Papicr-Mnckd. A plastic mate-

rial, formed of cuttings of white or brown

paper, boiled in water, beaten to a panto in n

mortar, and then mixed with a solution of

gum-arabic iu mzo, to give tenacity. It is

variously manufactured by being pressed into

oilod moulds, afterwards dried, covered with

a mixture of sizo and lamp-black, or other-

wise ornamented, and varnished.

1046. To Detect tho Prcaonco of
Plaster in Paper. Calcino tho papor in a

close vessel, ana dilute tho resiiluo With vino-

gar. in a silver spoon; if sulphuretted hydro-

gen i
- di -engaged, which blackens the spoon,

tho pro once of a sulphate (plaster) will bn

. hnwn. This adulteration Im - laUdy bocomo
verv common among the paper- makers, with

the viow of increasing the weight.

. 1947. To Detect Woody Fibro in

Paper. The paper Is touched with ordinary

strung nitric acid. If wood fibro is present

the paper will bo colored brown, especially ou

wanning.
1948. Magic Copying Paper. To

make black paper, take lamp-black mixed
with cold lard. Bed paper— Venetian red

mixed with lard. Blue paper— Prussian blno

mixed with lard. Grccu paper—chrome green

mixed with Inrd. The abovo ingredients to

bo mixed to the consistency of thick paste,

and applied to tho paper with a rag. Then
take a llaunel rag. and rub until all tho color

ceases coming off. These sheets, alternated

with writing paper and written on with a

solid pen, produce 2 or 3 copies of a letter at

once.

1949. Manifold Copying Procoss.
This m a method patented by Mr. Underwood,
of London, for taking copies of writing by
pressure; by this means as many as twenty
copies or more of a letter or other writing can

bo obtained.

The copying paper is prepared by being

wetted with a solution ot 200 graiu3 of tho

f

ollow or neutral chromate of potash iu 1 gal-

ou of distilled water. Thi3 paper can bo

used immediately, or may bo dried, and
damped with water when required for use.

The copying ink to be used tor tho original

writing must be made by dissolving (in a

water-bath) about 6 pounds pure extract of

logwood in I gallon distilled water.
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Damp (> sheets of the prepared paper, and
remove all superfluous moisture with good
blotting paper, place the original writing on
the upper .sheet, and pul in tho copying-press
for about half a minute; then remove tho

original aud substitute in its pluco 6 moro
damp sheets of tho paper, anu press for a
quarter of ou hour. Thou take the original

again and lay it ou tho top of 5 moro damped
sheets of tho paper, and press for about two
minutes

;
finally remove tho original, and in its

place put 3 more sheets of the paper, then
press for tv quarter of au hour. This process
will giro twenty copies. If more than twenty
Copies are to bo made, the writing of tho
original should, before tho ink is quite dry, ho
dusted over with a powder composed of !»

parts extract of logwood,
1 part powdered

gum-arabic, and 1 part powdered gum-truga-
canth.
1950. Process for Copying Very Old

Writings. Nii-p.-c St. Vidor gives a new
process lor copying very old writings. Ordi-

nary copying paper is used, but is wetted with
a thin solution of glucose or honey instead

of water. On « -tilling out of tho press tho
paper is exposed to strong ammonia, which
brings out very clearly lines otherwise almost
illegible.

1051 . To Prepare Papor for Varnish-
ing-. To prevent tho absorption of varnish.

anil injury to nay color or design on the pa-
per, it ia necessary to first give it 2 or 3 coots
of slxo. The best -:iie fur while or delicate
colors is made by dissolving a little isinglass

in boiling water, or by boiling some eh-aii

Ehmcnt cutting.* until they form a clear so-

li; thou Kirilin through u piece of clean
muslin. It may be applied with u clean soft

f

ialnt-brCMli, tho first coat, especially, very

ightly. Tho best brush for this purpose is

tho kind used by varuishers for giving the

finishing flow coats of varnish, wide, flat and
soft; or, when- there Is much danger of injur-

ing a dostgo, and the paper article will allow
of it, it is a good plan for the first coat, to

pour the solution into a wide, fiat dish, and
pass the paper through it once, aud back
again, and then hang it up to dry. For less

delicate purposes, a little ligbt-colorcd glue,

Boaked over night in enough water to cover it,

and then dissolved by heat, uddiug hot water

enough to dilute it sufficiently, will make an
excellent sizing.

1952.

To Size Paper. Tho paper must
ho passed or steeped iu a mixture of glue and
alum water. For transparent or semi-trans-

parent paper, a mixture of stureh, or dextrine
and alum.

1953.

Albuminous Size. Beat up the
white of an egg with twice its bulk of cold
water, until well incorporated. Used as a
varnish for leather binding and kid gloves;
also to size drawing paper.

1954.

Pounce. Powdered gum eanda-
rac generally passes under this name; it is

used to prepare parchment for writing ou, aud
to preveut ink from spreading ou paper after

erasure. Powdered cuttle-fish bone is occa-

sionally used in the same way. Packers rub
the surface of porous and greasy wood with a
pounce consisting of whiting or powdered
resin, to make it bear the ink. The colored

powders (usually ultramarine) used by pat-

tern drawers, for sprinkling over pricked pa-

pers. are also culled pounce.

1955.

Lithographic Paper. Iu order
to prevent the ink tracings or design from ad-
hering to and sinking into the paper, which
would render a perfect transfer to the stone

impossible, the surface of the paper requires

proper preparation.

1956. To Prepare Lithographic Pa-
per. Lay on the paper 3 successive coats of

sheep-foot jelly, 1 layer of cold white starch,

and 1 layer of gamboge. The first layer is

applied with a sponge dipped iu a hot solu-

tion of the jelly, thinly, but very evenly, over

the whole surface
;
the next 2 coats are laid

on iu succession, each previousenat being first

allowed to dry. Tho layer of starch, and then

the coat of gamboge, are each applied with a
sponge in the same way os the jelly. When
the paper is dry it must bo smoothed by pass-

ing it through tho lithographic press; the

smoother it becomes, tho better. The trans-

fer of traces from the gamboge surface o.

paper thus prepared is perfect.

Tho gamboge must bo dissolved the same
day it is used, as it becomes oily by standing.

Tho starch should bo a day old, and tho skin

romovi-d from its surface.

1957. Lithographic Paper. Take
rather strong, un.-iawl paper, and cover it

with a varnish composed of 120 part, starch,

40 part* gum-arabic ar.d 20 part* alum. SJak®

a moderate pasto of the starch by boiling,

dissolve the gum ami alum separately, nud
then mix all together. When well mixed,

apply hot with a fiat, smooth brush, to tho

leaves of paper. Then dry and smooth by
passing under the scraper of the lithographic

pres*.

1958. Bernard nnd Delamo’a Litho-
graphic Crayons. Melt 4 part* pure white

wax over a slow tiro ; stir m by degree* 2
port* gum lac, broken into small pieces; next

mix in 2 part* dried soap (mode of tallow and
soda), reduced to line shaving*; then stir in

I part oil eopnl vamisli into which 1 part

lampblack has been previously ground. Con-

tinue to heat aud stir until tho paste bos ac-

quired a proper consistence, which can ho

ascertained by forming a erayou with it in a

mould, nnd allowing it to bocoino cold. Tho

mould should l»e first wiped with a greased

Lnsteyrie adopts a wimcwbat different for-

mula for bis crayons: Dried white tallow

soap. C parts; white wax.fi parts; lamnblack,

1 part. The soap and tallow are to bo pat

into a small goblet and covered up. When
the whole is thoroughly fused by heat, and

no clots remain, the black is gradually sprin-

kled in with careful stirring.

1959. Rougct’s Method of Preserv-

ing Pencil Drawings. This invention con-

sist* in fixing drawings, tracings, or sketches,

by directly projecting «>u these latter any suit-

able adhesive liquid reduced to a tine spray,

or in what iscommonly called the atomized or

pulverized state, by cansing the liquid to pass

rapid I v under pressure through ono or moro
capillarv tubes «>r openings. By this method

the defects of the transudation process are

entirely done away with, besides which tho

operation is executed iu less time, aud may
be performed at ouce by the artist without

the slightest difficulty. For the fixins liquid,

auv colorless, or nearly colorless liquid, which
allow.* of being atomized, and which, after

becoming dry. causes the particles of tho

charcoal, or other drawing materials inode tua

of, to adhere sufficiently firmly to tho paper

or other drawing surface, may servo for tho

purpose. Thus, for instance, a liquid which

has given the most satisfactory results is ob-

tained bv adding to a solution of 3 ounces

white sugar candv aud 2 ounces white shellac,

in about 2 pints spirits of wine, a decoction

of about 1 ounce fucus crispus (Irish moss)
in 1 pint distilled water.

1960. To Fix Pencil or Chalk Draw-
ings. Lay the drawing on its face, stretch it

lightly on a board with drawing pins, and
give the back 2 or 3 coats of a solution of 5
parts isinglass, or gum-arabic, in 12 parts
water, using a varaisber's flow brush, nnd
allowing each coat to dry before laying on the

nert. When dry, turn the drawing over, faeo

-awards, and give ic 1 or 2 coats iu tho snmo
manner. This will usually bo sufficient to

fix tho drawing, but the addition of 1 or 2

coat-s of a solution of -1 parts Canada balsam,

in 5 parts turpentine, will afford still further

protection.

1961. To Fix Pencil or CrayonDraw-
ings. A convenient method of fixing pencil

or crayon drawing* consists in moistening Ui®

bock of tho shoet with a solution of bleached
shellac in alcohol, caro being taken uot to

have tho solution either too coucaulratod or

too thin, but such as will How readily on the

K
per, making it transparent when moist, and
iviug uo spots behind on evaporation. Iu

this way tho drawings will become perma-
nently fixed, aud may afterward bo painted iu

water-colors ho as to produce a very excellent
effect.

1902. To Fix Pencil Drawings. A
eirnplo method, and sufficient for general pur-
potos. is to put into a large flat dish, a mixture
of oaual part* milk and water. Tho back of
tho drawing should bo floated over tho Btufaco
of the milk and water onco or twico, according
to tho thickness of tho paper, sufficient to

wot it through, but not enough to allow any
of the liquid to run on tho surface of tho
drawing. Pin it on n lino to dry. Some pre-

fer using pure milk.

1983. To Take CroatOS out of Draw-
ing Paper or Engravings. Lay the paper
or engraving, face downwards, on a shoot
of smooth, unsized white paper; cover it

with another shoot of tho same, very slight-

ly damped, and Iron with a moderately warm
fiat iron.

1964. To Make Parchment Trans-
parent. Soak a thin skin of parchment in a
Htromr lyo of wood ashes, often wringing it

out till you find it become* transparent; thon
strain it on a frame, and let it dry. This will

bo much improved if, after it i* dry, it receives
a coat, on both side*, of clear mastic varnish,
diluted with spirit* of turpentine.

1905. To Make Artificial Parchment.
Do la Hun’* patent. Strong unsized paper is

immersed for a few seconds in oil of vitriol,

diluted with hulf it* volume of water. It is

thou washed in pure water or weak auimouia
water. It strongly resembles animal parch-
ment, and is used for tho sumo purposes.
Tho acid solution must bo exactly of the
strength indicated, and not warmer than the
surrounding atmosphere.

1906. To Pasto Parchment Paper.
Thick, smooth paper doc* not generally hold
long when pasted together or o:i wood. This
difficulty i* easily overcome. If the surface
of that part of tho paper which is to bo joined
bo first moistened with alcohol or brandy, and
the gluo or pasto then he applied, the union
will bo perfect. A piece of very thin paper
inserted between tho surface.* of tho parch-
ment paper ,!1 also mnko a firm joint. Ohio
or pasto should bo used, as gum-arabic will not
answer.

1 967. New Method of Making Parch-
ment Paper. An improved method of pre-

paring this substance, consists iu using the
commercial oil of vitriol in an undiluted state.
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Tho paper is first passed through a solution of
alum, aud thoroughly dried, previous to its

immersion, thus preventing any undue action
of the corrosive principle of the vitriol. AfL-r
the application of tho acid, the paper is passed
into a vat of water, and then through an alka-
line hath, to bo again washed. Written and
printed paper may undergo this improved pro-
cess without materially affecting the clearness
and distinctness of the letters, and tho paper
retains all its qualities, even afterbong wetted
aaverol times in snooeaaion, whilo paper pre-

pared in the usual manner lore*. to a gra-1

extant, its pliancy, and beoomee hard a:A
stiff.

1068. Papyrine. Dip white nnsised
paper for i a minute in strong aolphurio acid,

and afterwards ia water containing a litUe
ammonia. When dried it has the tonghnoeJ
and appearance of parchment.
I960. To Color Parchment The only

color given to parchiueut is green, lioi! 8
parte cream of tartar and 30 parts cry«talli»od
verdigris, in 600 parts water; when this solu-

tion la cold, pour into it 4 parts nitric a.id.
Moisten tho parchment with a brush, and then
apply the above liquid evenly over its sarface.

Tho necessary surface fininh is givea with
white of eggs, or mucilego of gum-arabic.

1970. Composition for Drawing
Crayons. Take t> parts shellac, 4 parts

spirit of wine, 2 parts turpentine, 12 parts of

coloring powdor, such as Prussian blae, orpl-

meat, white least, vermilion, Ac., and 12 partsmeet, white least, vermilion, Ac., and 12 parts

clay. Tho clay must bo thoroughly waehod,
passed through a hair sieve and dried

; it is

then well incorporated by trituration with the

shellac (previously dissolved in tho spirits of
wino), tho turpentine aud tho coloring pig-

mont. Tho doughy mass is pressed in proper
moulds so in to acquire tho desired shape, and
then dried by stove beat.

1971. Charcoal Crayons. 8sw the

finest-grained, softest, und blackest pieces of

charcoal, into slips of the sue required, put
them into a pipkin of molted wax, and allow
thorn to macerate over n slow fire for half an
hour, then take them out and lay them ou
blotting-paper to dry. The above process
may also be employed furred and black chalk.
Drawing* tniulu with these crayons are very
permanent, and if warmed sli'ghtly on the

•wrong side, Ibe lines will adhere and become
as durntdo as ink. These crayons may al»o

bo made by simply shaping the charcoal with
a knife. Willow charcoal should bo used for

process for the reverse side of the paper.

Now wet tho paper with water made sour
with white vinegar. Finally wet the paper
with water containing a little bleaching pow-
der, and again rinse with clean water; tha*

a it by exposure to air and snnahine. It

become white, excepting where printed.

To stiffen the pnnt give it a coat of parchment
site. Most valuable prints have Wen thus
restored.

1974. To Tranafer Engravings to
Paper. Place the engraving a few secouds
over the vapor of iodine. Dip a slip of while
paper in a weak solution of starch, and, when
dry, in a weak solution ofoil of vitriol. When
again dry, lay a slip upon the engraving, and
place both for a few minutes under a press.

The engraving will be reproduced in all its

delicacy and mush.

1976.

To Print Engravings on Plas-
ter. Cover the engraved plutu with ink, and
polish its surface in the usual way

;
then put

a wall of paper round it, and, when com-
pleted, pour in some finely-powdered plaster

of Paris mixed in water; ierk the plate re-

peatedly, to allow the air bubbles to fly up-

wards, and let it stand 1 hour ; then tako the
cast off the plate, aud a very perfect impres-
sion will be the result.

1976. Hydrographic Paper. This is

a name given to paper so prepared, that, when
written upon with water, or some other color-

less fluid, inalead of ink, the characters will

becomo visible.

1977.

To Write Black Characters
with Water. Thoroughly dry and reduce

to a very tine powder a mixture of 4 parts

nut-galls, and 1 port calcined sulphate of iron;

rub it over tho surface of the paper, thou
forcing it into the pores by powerful pressure

;

brush off the loose portion, and a pen dipped
in water will write block.

1978.

To Write Blue Characters
with Water. Prepare the paper with a

mixture of svsqaitulpnalc of iron and ferrecy-

aaide of potassium, by tho same method as

the last receipt. Write with water as before,
and the characters will appear blue.

1979.

To Produco Brown Writing
with Water. Instead of the sulphate of

1988. To Dye Ivory Black. The
ivory, being well washed in an alkaline lye, is

steeped in a ireoi* neutral solution of nitrate
of silver, and then exposed to the light, or
dried and dipped into a iceak solution of hy-
drosolpharetof ammonia.
1984. To Dye Ivory Deep Black. A

still finer and deeper black may bo obtained
bv boiling the ivory for some tirno in a Btrain-
cd decoction of logwood, and then steeping it

in a solution of rod sulphate, or red acetatoof
iron.

1986. To Dye Ivory Bed. Moko an
infusion of cocbmcol iu water of ammonia,
then immerse tho pieces therein, having pre-
viously soaked them for a few minutes m wa-
ter very slightly acidulated with aquafortis.

1986. Fine Bed Dye for Ivory. A
beautiful red color may bo imparted to ivory
thus: Take 4 parts, by weight,' picric acid,

and dissolve in 850 parts boiling water; add,
after cooling, 8 parts liquid ammonia. Dis-

solve also 2 parts crystallized fucb&ino (ma-
genta) in 46 parts alcohol, diluto with 37S
parts hot water, and next add 60 parts ammo-
uia. As soon os tho red color of tbomageuta
solution has disappeared, tho two solutions

are mixed together. Ivory and bono should
bo placed iu very weak nitric or bydrochlorio
acids before being immersed in tho ommonia-
cal liquid

;
wood caunot bo dyed by this li-

quid unless it has been previously painted
over with paste mado from flour. When to

tho aumioniacal liquid sorno gclatino solution

bo added, it may servo as a red iuk which
does not attach steel peus. By varying tho

proportions of tho magenta and picric acid,

tho tints obtained may bo varied from a bluish
« t t k ft »>i ft ft

iron in the last receipt, use sulphate of cop-

K
r; and characters written with water will

reddish-brown.

this purpose.

1972. To Cleon Engraving*. Secure
tho engraving with drawing pins on a smooth
board, and cover it thinly with common salt,

finely powdered
;

pour and squeete len.uu

juice uiiou ibis bull, so a* to dissolve a cou-

Biderablo portion of it. Now elevate one end
of tho board, that it may form an onglu of

about 46° with tho horizon. Pour lastly on
tho engraving boiling water from a tea-ki*ttle,

until trie salt and lemon juice be all waehvd
off; the engraving will then appear perfectly

clean, and free from stains. It must be dr.ed

gradually, ou tho same board, or on some
smooth surface. (See Nos. 411. <fc.)

1973. To Clean Printed Paper and
Picture Print*. Septimus Pieaso gives the
following receipt for that purpose: Fasten
tho paper to a board with button drawing
pins, theu wash it with water in which is

dissolved au ounce of carbonate of ammonia
to evory piut of water. This do with care,

employing a camol's-hair brunh for the pur-

pose. Then rinse the paper well with plenty
of fresh water. When ary. repeat the same

1980.

To Write Blue with a Colorleaa
Fluid. Wet the paper with a solution of
fermeyanide of potassium, and dry it again

;

write on it with a peu dipped in a solution of
sesquisulphato of iron, and the writing will

be blue.

Tvory, Alabaster, &c. The
JL folllowing receipts relate to the manipn-
lation of ivory, bone, alabaster, meerschaum,
horn, tortoise-shell, pearl, and marble.

1982. To Color orDye Ivory or Bone.
With regard to dyeing ivory, it may in gen-
eral be observed, that the colors penetrate
better before the surface is polished than after-

wards. Should any dark spots appear, they
may bo doored up by nibbing them with
chalk

;
after which the ivory should bo dyed

once more, to produce a perfect uniformity of
shado. On taking it out of the boiling 'hot

dye bath, it should be plunged immediately
into cold water, to prevent tho chance of fis-

sure* being caused by tho beat. Ivory may
be dyed by any of the ordinary methods em-
ployed for woolens, after being freed from dirt
and grease; bnt more qnickly as follows:

red to a bright orntigo-rcd. Tho colors do not
appear until tho ammonia is evaporated.

1987. To Dyo Ivory Blue. Steep it in

a weak solution of sulphate of indigo which
has been nearly neutralized with salt of tartar;

or iu a solution of Prussian blue. A still bet-

ter plan is to steep in tho dyer’s green iudigo
vat; or, insert tbu ivory for 15 to 20 minute's

in diluted imiriutic m id
( j ounce of ncid fur 1

pound of water, having tho tusto of a good
vinegar), aud from this ucidulutcd wulcr trans-

fer tno ivory into a more or less concentrated

solution ol indigo-carmino (soluble indigo),

and keep it iu that solution until tho ivory

has assumed a uuiforui bluo color; then dry
&od polish.

1988. To Dye Ivory Purple. Stoop

iu a weak neutral solution of toichlorido of
gold, and then exposo it to tho light. Or,

soak tho ivory in a solution of sal ammoniao
into 4 times its weight of nitrous acid.

1989. To Dye Ivory Green. Dissolvo

verdigris in vinegur, and steep tho pieces

therein for a short time, observing to use a
glass or stoneware vessel

;
or in a solution of

verdigris, 2 part*, and sal ammoniac, 1 part, in

soft water; or, dyo tbo ivory bluo t»y tho

third receipt for thotpurpoao, and then insert

in a solution of picnc acid, as proscribed for

tho dork lemon color. (See No. 1991.)

1990. To Dye Ivory Yellow. Stoop

the ivory in a bath of Deutral chromate of

potash, and afterwards in a boiling eolation of
acetate of lead.

Or : Bleep the pieces for 24 hours in a solu-

tion of sugar of lead, then take them out, aud

when dry, immersothem in a solution of chro-

mate of potassa.

Or : Dissolve as much of tho beat orpimoot

in water of ammonia or hartshorn as it will

take np, then Bleep tho pieces thorein for some
hoars

;
lastly, take them out and dry them.
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when they will turn yellow.1991.

To Dye Ivory Dark Lemon.
Disaolvoi ounce picric acid in } ounco boiling

water. Dilute } ounce strong sulphuric acid

with Jouuoo hot water, by pouring tho acid

gradually iuto the water. Insert tho ivory in

tho acidulated water, turn it around repeated-

ly, in order to admit tho acid to all parts, re-

move the ivory from the fluid and dry it.

Then insert tho dried ivory in tho boiling so-

lution of picric acid, turn it also around, and
icavo it in tho solution until all parts appear

of a uniform yellow coior. Then remove it

from tho solution of picric acid, dry, nad pol-

ish tho ivory with soap water and finely levi-

gated clmlk. After tho polishing tho ivory

possesses a permanent dark lemon-yellow
color.

1992. To Dyo Ivory Violot. Dyored,

and afterwards blue ; or place the ivory iu a

highly diluted solution of tin, and boil in tho

logwood bath.

1993. Aniline Dyes for Ivory. Anv

of those colon giro a tmo and permanent col-

or to ivory by immersion.

1994 . To Moke Ivory Flexible. I vory

ia rendered flexible by inunerahuim a solution

of pure phosphoric and (specific gravity l.lJ)

until it loses, or partially loses Us opacity,

when it i* washed in clean cold water, and

dried. I n this statu it Is as floxiblo as leather,

bat gradually hardens by exposure to drvntr.

Immersion In hot water, however, restores Its

eoflnciHH ami pliancy. Tho following method

may also bo employed : Put tho ivory to

soak in 3 ounces nitric acid mixed with 13

ounces water. In 3 or -l days the ivory will be

1995. To Dyo Ivory whon Softened.

If it ia doftlrcd to dyn ivory when thus soften-

ed. dissolve, in spirits of wine, such rotor os

may bo desired to use. When tho spirits ol

wlno is sufficiently tinged with tho color,

plunge in tho ivory, and leave it there till it w
uyed to suit. _ , ,

1990. To Harden Ivory. To harden

ivory after it has been softened, wrap it up m
a sheet of white paper, cover it with dry. de-

crepitated Mil, n d lay it by for lours,

when it will be restored to m original hard-

1997.

To Bleach Ivory. Ivory is

whitened or bleached by rubbing It with line-

ly powdered pmnieo-stonc and water, and ex-

posing ! I to tlm .sun whil-t still moist, under

a gloss shade, to prevent desiccation and the

occnrrcnco of cracks; observing to repeat

tho process until a proper effect is produced.

Ivory may nl «o Im olenebed by immersion for

a short time in water holding a little sulphur-

ous acid, chloride of liuie, or chlorine n solu-

tion; or by exposure t,» the fumes of burning

sulphur, largely diluted with air. In many

cases where, u in piano keys, the ivory can-

not bo removed, the p>dixhiug process wi.l be

found partially successful.

1998. To Restore Yellow Ivory to
its Original Whiteness. A thin lime-

paste is inepurcd in a pot. am! heated over a
stove; tue ivory is placed in this and left

until white, when it is taken out, dried, and
polished.

1999. To Bleach Articles made o!
Ivory. This process Is recommended by Dr.
J. Arms. Thu objects niado of this substance
are first placed into a solution containing 11}

ounces carbonate of soda in crystals, and 45|
ounces water. After having been left in this

fluid for 2 days, thu ivory objects aro well

washed in pure water, and then immersed into

a solution composed of 17 ounces sulphite of

soda, and -13} ounces water, and kept therein

for 5 or 6 days, after which tirr.o there in

added to the liquid, yet containing the ivory

objects, 1 ounce hydrochloric acid diluted

with 5| ounces water. After tho acid has

been added, tho vessel (“la»s or porcelain)

containing the liquid and ivory should bo

covered and left standing for from 24 to 36

hours, after which time the ivory is taken out,

washed iu clean water, and dried. The quan-

tities of ingredients herein specified 6offico for

22} ounces of ivory,

2000. To Polish Ivory. If ivory bo

polished with putty-powder and water, by
means of a rubber made uf hat, it will iu a

short time produce a fino glow. Or, set tho

ivory iu tho turner's wheel, and. after having

worked it, take somo rushes and pumice-stone,

mix o subtle powder with water, and rub til]

it becomes perfectly smooth
;
then heat it by

turning it over a piece of linen or sheepskin
;

nud when hot nib it with a little whitening

diluted with oUvo oil; then mb it with a littlA

dry whitening alone, and finally with a piece

of soft white rag, and tho ivory will look re-

markably white.

2001. Fluid for Marking Ivory.
Take uitrato of silver, 2 parts; mtno acid, 1

part; water. 7 parti; mix.

2002. Etching Fluid for Ivory. Toko

of diluted sulphuric acid and diluted munatio

acid, equal parts. Mix.

2003. Etching Varnish for Ivory.
Whito wax. 2 parts; team of mastic, 2 part*.

Mix.
2004. To Etch on Ivory. Cover tho

ivory to bo cubed with o thin coating of bees'

wax, then trace tho figure you desire to pre-

sent through the wax. Pour over it a strong

solution or nitr.ilo of silver. Ix-t it remain a

sufficient length of time, then mnxivo it, with

tho wax. by washing in warm water. lho

deign will bo left in dark line* on tho ivory.

2005. To Gild Ivory. Iinmcreo it in a

solution of r.itro-iiiuriato of gold, and then,

while yet damp, expose it to hydrogen gas.

Wadi it afterwards in clean water. Another

plan of gilding ivory is by immersing it in a

tresb solution or protnsulphato of iron, and

afterwards in a solution of chloride of gold.

2006. To Silver Ivory. Immense tho

irory in a weak notation of nitrate of silver,

aud. let it remain till the solution has given it

a deep vellow color; then take it out and im-

merse i't in clear water. and r\-p.i'0 it in tho

water ro tho rays of the s«* - In about 3

hours the ivory acquires a black color
;
but tho

black surface, on being rubbed, soon becomes

changed to a brilliant silver.

2007. To Clean Ivory Ornaments.
When ivory ornaments get yellow or dusky-
looking, wash them well iu snap and water
with n small brush, to clean tho carvings, and
place them, while wet, in full sunshine; wet
them for 2 or 3 days, several limes a day, with
soapy water, still keeping them in tho sun;
then wash them again, and they will bo beau-
tifully white.

2008. Bono for Ornamental Pur-
poses is treated in a similar way to ivory,
but less carefully, owing to its inferior value.
Tbo bones of living animals may lie dyed by
mixing madder with their food. Tho boucs
of young pigeons may thus l»o tinged of a
rose color in 24 hours, and of a deep scarlet ia

3 or 4 days; but the bones of adult animals
tafco fully 2 weeks to acquire a rose color.

The bones nearest tho heart becomo tinged

soonest. Iu tho samo way logwood and the

extract of logwood will tinge the bones of

young pigeons purple.

2009. Ivory Size or Jelly. The dust

or shavings (ivory dost, ivory shavings) of the

turner, form a beautiful sizo or jelly when
boiled in water.

2010. Artificial Ivory for Photo-
graphy. Tablets for photography aro made

by mingling finely pulverized sulphate of

bnrvtn or heavy spar with gelatine or albumen,
compressing'tho product into sheets nud dry-

ing it.

2011. Artificial Ivory. Tho process

by which tho most successful imitation of

natural ivory is obtaiuod appears to consist in

dissolving either india-rubber or gutto-porcha

in chloroform, passing chlorine through the

solution until it bus acquired a light yellow

tint, noxt washing well with alcohol, then

adding, in lino powder, either sulphate of

baryta, sulphate of lime, sulphate of lead,

alumina, or chalk, in quantity proportioned to

tho desired density ami tint, knuading well,

and finally subjecting to heavy pressure. A

vory tough product, capable of Inking a vory

high polish, is obtainable in this way.

2012. Horn. For practical purposes,

the horns of tho goat and sheep aro preferred

for their whiteness and transparency.

2013. To Dyo Horn. Horn is dyed

with lho Kamo dyes, nud iu lho samo mamior,

as ivory. (See b'o*. 1982, .fr.)

2014. To Proparo Horn, Horn is

softened by sawing it into plates or shoots,

and thon oxpoaiug it to powerful pressure

between hot irou plates. Before pressing,

lho pith has to bo removed, and the texture

softened, first by snaking for somo days, ami

then boiling in water.

2015. To Unite Horn. Tho surfaces

and edges of piece* of horn may lie united or

cemented together by softening by tho boat

of bailing water, then placing tlm parts in

contact under strong pressure in a vise, and

again exposing to tho heal of boiling water.

2016. ToDyoorStaiuHorn Tortoise-

shell Color. Tho horn to bo dyoil must bo

first pressed into proper pinto*, kcuIcb, or

other flat form, and tho following mixtureol lowing mixture

prepared: Tako of quiokliuio 2 parts, and

filhargo 1 part
;
temper them together to the

consistence of a soft paste, with soup lyo.

Put this paste over all llio parts of the horn,

•xccpt suck as are proper to bo left transpar-

ent, iu order to givo it a near roremblanco to

lho tortoise-shell. The horn must remain in

this maimer covered with tho panto till it is

thoroughly dry; when, tho paste being brushed
off, the horn will be found partly opaque and
partly transparent, iu tho manner of tortoise-

shell, and. when put over a foil of Dutch gold

metal, will bu scarcely distinguishable from it.

It requires home degreo of fancy and judg-
ment to dispose of the paste in such a man-
ner as to form a variety of transparent parts,

of different magnitudes and figures, to look

lik« tho effect of nature; nud it will ho an

improvement to add semi- transparent parts,

which inav bn done by mixing whiting with

.some of the paste, to weaken its Operation in

particular places, by which spots of a reddish-

brown will ho produced, which, if properly

interspersed, especially on the edges ol tho

dark parts, will greatly increase the beauty of

the work, and its similitude to real tortoi&o-

shcll.

2017. To Stain Horn in Imitation
of Tortoise-shell. Mix an equal quantity of

quicklime and red lead with strong soup lees,
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lay it on the horn with a small brush, in imi-

tation of tho mottle of tortoise-shell; when
dry, repeat it two or three times.

2018. To Join or Weld Tortoise-shell

or Horn. Provide a pair of pincers or

tongs, constructed so as to reach 4 inches

beyond tho rivet; then have tho tortoise-shell

filed clean to a lap-joint, carefully observing

that tlicro is no greaso about it; wet tho

joint with water, apply tho pincers hot, fol-

lowing them with water, and tho shell will bo
joined as if it were one piece. The heat must
not bo so great as to hum the shell, therefore

try it first on a piece of white paper.

2019. To Polish Tortoise-Shell or
Horn. Having scraped tho work perfectly

smooth und level, rub it with very fiuo foud-

pnpor or Dutch rushes; repeat tho rubbing

with a hit of felt dipped in very finely pow-
dered chareonl with water, and, lastly, with
rotten-Btono or putty-powder; and finish with
a piece of soft wash-leather, damped with a
little 6wect oil

;
or, still better, rub it with sub-

nitrate of bismuth by tho palm of tho hand.

2020. Alabaster. Oriental alabaster is

a substance of a pure, semi-translucent white-

ness, occasionally found variegated with un-

dulating veins of yellow, red aud brown.
Tho common alabaster, usually met with in

ornaments <te., is made of gypsum (piaster of

Paris), and prepared so as to imitate tho gen-

uine. Tho following receipts arc for I ho
gypsum imitation, and not tho real alabaster.

Ity using any Of tho hardening processes.

bcautifUl imitations of marble may ho pro-

duced, hut they require great euro and » kill.

2021. To 'Engrave or Etch on Imita-
tion Alabaster. Cover every part of tho

surface, except those portions to be etched,

with a solution of 1 purt white wax in 4 purls

oil of luriionliuo, thickening with alitllo hucly

powdered white lead
;
immerso tho cast in

water for from ‘20 to CO hours, according to

tho ollbct desired. Then wadi off tho cover-

ing solution with oil of turpentine, und brush

over carefully tho otehed parts with powdered
gypsum (plaster of Paris). Tho clchiug is

produced iiy tho solvent action of tho wuU*
on tho gypsum.
2093. To Harden Alabaator. Exposo

tho unpolished articles for from 12 to 24 hours

to a boat about equal to that of a bakers

oven; withdraw from tho heat, aud when con-

siderably cooled, iinmemo them for from 2 to 5

minutes in puro river water. The operation

may ho repented a second timo, and 3 or 4 days

oro allowed to elapso beforo polishing them.

A weak Kolution of alum in water may be

substituted for the river water.

2023. To Dress Plaster of Paris with
Wax in Imitation of Alabaster. Dip tho

cast or model, previously warmed, and sus-

pended by a lino silken cord or wire into tbo

purest white wax, melted in any suitable ves-

sel. Tho operation should bo repeated until

tho liquid wax begins to rest unabsorbed on
tho Kurfuco of the plaster, when the article

must bo placed aside (suspended) until the

uoxt day, when it may ho polished with a

clean brush. None hut tho hardest, purest,

und whitest wax will do for tho above purpose.

That commonly sold is mixed with spermaceti,
stearino, or tallow, und not uafrcqucntlv with
Jnpancso wax and potato starch. (See Xo.
l
ro§2.)

2024. To Render Plaster Figures
Durable. First thoroughly dry the plaster

liguro in a warm dry atmosphere; place it iu

a vessel and cover it with tho clearest linseed

oil, just warm. After 12 hours, take it out,

drain, and let it dry iu a place free from dust.

When dry it will look like wax, and can he
washed without injury.

2025.
To Harden Plaster. Mix up

tho plaster of Paris with a weak solution of

S
in nrabic (1 onneo to 1 pint of water); or,

common purposes, a weak solution of size.

This not only readers the plaster harder, but
gives tho surface a pleasing smoothness.
2028.

To Harden Imitation Alabas-
ter with Alum. Sus|>end tbo article by n
fino silken cord or wire in a strong and per-

fectly clear solution of alnm. letting it remain
until tho oluiu crystallizes on tbo surfaeo;

then polish with a wet cloth.

2027. To Mako Hard Plaster of
Paris. Mix with weak alum water, instead

of water, for casting
;
or, a solution of 1 4 or

2 ounces of guiu-arabic to tho pint of water;
or, for common purpose*, a weak solution of

•izo may bo used.

2028. To Harden Plaster with Sul-
phato of Potassa. If equal parts of com-
mon calcined plaster of Pan* uud of sulphate

of potftsjft ho mixed together, they will harden

iu a moment with loss than an equivalent

weight of water; so much so, indeed, that the
mixture cannot bo poured out of tho vessel.

If, however, 1 part of each of tho salts and 2
of water be used, they form a mass which can-
not bo poured out, and tho surfneo of which
will !>o found coated with a crust of sulphate
of potash. Tho rapidity of hardening, there-

fore, can bo made to vary with tho percentago

of water, tho mass solidifying even if 6 parts

of water l>o used.

2029.

To Stain or Color Alabaster.
Thia is ofleeted by mixing with tbo water

used for working tho gypsum, any of tho or-

dinary pigments or colored solution* that are

not uocouiposed by contact with sulphate or

carbouato of lime. A little sienna in very

fiuo powder, or ground with water, imparts a
good color for busts, medallions, Ac. For
rough and architectural purposes, tho colors

aro commonly added to a solution of clear

size, which i< then niado into a paste with
plaster. In this manner colored stucco of

great hardness and durability is produced.
Objects formed from (ho solid alabaster may
bo stained in tho samo way, and with tho

snmo materials, as marble. (See Not. 2036, «fr.)

2030.

To Polish Alabaster. Tho ob-

ject. received in tho rough stato from tho

hands of tho sculptor or turner, is rubbed
with fincly-powdcied pumice- stone, or dried

shave-gross (equisetum) ami water, and after-

wards with a parte formed of finely-powdered

and sifted slacked litno und water. Tho rough
polish thus produced is then brought up and
finished olf by friction with finely-powdered
talc, or French chalk, until a satiny lustra is

produced.

2031. To Prevent Expansion or
Shrinkage in Casting Plaster. Use limo
water instead of plain water to mix tho plaster

of Paris. 4 an ounce of sulphate of pofo*<a
dissolved in each quart of water will havo tho
same effect, but weakens tho plaster.

2032. To Make Artificial Marblo
for Paper Weights or other Fancy
Articles. Soak plaster of Paris iu a solution

ol* alum; bake it iu an oven, and then grind it

to a powder. In using, mix it with water,

and to produce tho clouds and veins, stir in

any dry color you wish
;

this will becomo
very hard, and is susceptible of a high polish.

2033. To Polish Mother-of-Pearl. Go
over it with pumice stone, finely powdered
(first washed to separate the impurities and
dirt), with which you may polish it very
smooch ; then apply putty powder as directed

for ivory, and it will prince a fino gloss

and a good color. (See Xo. 2000.)

2034. To Clean Alabaster. Soap well

and wash with hot water. If stained, apply

fuller’s earth, pipe clay, or whiting, for 3 or 4
hours, then wash off. If very dirty and
stained, first wash with aquafortis diluted
with water. Or; Take ground pumice stono
of the finest quality, and mix it up with ver-
juice; let it stand for 2 hours, then dip in a
sponge and rub tho alabaster with it; wash
with a liucu doth and fresh water, and dry
with clean liucu rags. A ny kind of marblo
may ho done iu tho same manner.

2035.

To Polish Marble. With a
jiicco of very fiuu sandstone, rub tho slab
backward and forward, using very fino eand
and water, till tho marble appears equally
rough, und not iu scratches; next use a liner
stone and finer sand, till its surface appears
equally gnuo over; then, with line emery-
powder and a piece of fdt or old hat wrapped
round a weight, rub it till all tho marks left

by tho former process aro worked out, and it

appears with a cemiparalivo gloss on iLs sur-
face. Afterward finish tho polish with putty

Kivdcr and fino clean rags. As booh as tho
e appears of u good gloss, do not put any

moro powder on the rags, but rub il well, and
in a short timo it will have a fiuo polish. De-
fects may also he brought up with tripoli, fol-

lowed by putty powder; both being used
along with water.

2030. To Dyo or Stain Marblo.
Marble may bo staiued or dyed of various

colors l»y applying thoir solutions to tho stono
mado sufficiently hollo mako tho liquid just
simmer on tho surface. Success in tho appll-
cation of tho colors renuirox considerable) ex-
perience. By their skillful use n ploasiug
effect, both of color and grain, may bo pro-
duced. Tho following aro tho substances
usually employed for this purpose

:

2037.

Bluo 6 tain for Marblo. Tine-
taro or solution of litmus, or an ulkulino solu-
tion of indigo. ( See Xo. 2036.)

2038. Brown Stain for Marblo.
Tincture of logwood. (See No. 2030.

)

2039.

Crimson Stain for Marblo.
A solution of alkunot root in oil of turpontino.
(Sea Xo. 2036.)

2010. Flesh Cojor Stain for Marblo.
Wux tinged with nlkanct root, and applied to
Uio marblo hot enough to molt it. (See Xo.
2036.)

2041.

Gold Color Stain for Marblo.
A mixture of equal purls of white vitriol, mi)

ammoniac, and verdigris, nil in lino powdor,
carefully applied. (Sec Xo. 2036.)

2042.

Green Stain for Marblo. An
alkalino solution or tincturo of sap green, or
wax strongly colored with verdigris, or stain
tho stono first bluo, uud then yellow. (See
Xo. mo.)

V

2043.

Red Stain for Marblo. Tincturo
of dragon’s blood, ulkanet root, or cochineal.
(See Xo. 2036.)

2044.

Yellow Stain for Marblo.
Tincturo or gamboge, turmeric, or buflron.

(See Xo. 2036.)

2045.

Acids Injurious to Marble.
Marblo being a curbimato of lime, aud tho two
substances nut Laving a very great affinity,
euro should lie taken in tho use of marblo
furniture and ornaments, as tables, mantels,
fitatunry, etc. Acids of any kind will more or
less affect maTblc, and they should not bo al-

lowed to touch it. Tbo slabs on which acids
aro allowed to stand soon lose their polish,
and arc liable to a degreo of disintegration
which impairs their beauty. Fruits, sauces,
vinegar, etc., 6hould not bo allowed to come
in contact with a marble-topped lablo or
shelf.

2046.

To Polish Meerschaum. The
dust of meerschaum is tho best article for this
purpose.
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2047. Artificial Meerschaum. Arti-

ficial meerschaum may be made by immersing
carbonate of magnesia in a warm solution of

silicate of aoda or potash for some time, or by

I
recipilating from a solution of epsorn nolle

y moftiia of tbo silicates.

Boiler Incrustations, in
a lengthy article on tho subject, which

appeared in the "Scientific American,” Pro

fessor Chandler gives the substances referred

to in the four following receipts, as having

been recommended by practical men, for the

purpose of preventing iuermtatious in boilers:

2330. Wood Chip*, Bark, Ac., ft* a
Preventive of IncniBtation. Catechu,

nut-galls, oak bark, shavings and sawdust, tan

bark, tormentilla root, mahogany, logwood,

etc. Those hubstauccs all contain more or less

tannic acid, associated with soluble extractive

and coloring matters. When they are intro-

duced into :ho boiler, tho soluble constituents

are dissolved by the water, and basio tanuato

of linm is formed, which separates as a loose

doposit. and docs not adhere to the sides of

tho boiler. It is preferable louso theanuooua
extract, us luwdust, chips, etc., are liable to

find their way into tho cocks and tube*, al-

though thiv act medianicallv. receiving in-

crustations which would otherwise fa* to*

themselves on tho sides of the boiler. In

Holecling one of these subaiancos, tho princi-

pal object in to secure tho lurgost queuUty of

tannic acid and solublo extractive matter for

thu lowest prioo. Some of these substances

aro said vO lw very effective, 4 pound of

catechu being sufficient for 100 cubic fr«i

of water. Proui <. to t* pound* of «>«»k chips

have been recommended per horse power, or i

bushel mahogany chips for every 10 horso

power.
2331. Mucilaginous Bubatancos ft*

Provoutive*. Potatoes, starch, bran, linseed

uicul, gum, dextrine. Irish moss, slippery elm.
marshmallow root, glue, etc. These suhsUneea

form, aooucr or later, a .limy liquiu iu tho

boiler, which prevents nioro or less completely

the settling and hardening of the deposits.

Some of thorn nu.y oven hold the linio and

magnesia in solution. Potatoes have been

used for many yearn, wherever steam engine*

are employed
;

half a peek or u pc» k aro

thrown into the boiler weekly. Linm-d meal
mixed with chopped straw wan employed on

a Gorman railway, a peck at a time bung in-

troduced Into cucli boiler. home writer*

object to these oiganio substances, on tho

ground that they aro liablo to cause frothing.

2332. Saccharine Matter a* Prevent-
ive*. Sugar, molasses, com or potato

syrup. Both cone and grupo sugar form

soluble compounds with limu salts, and ton-

sequcrtly prove.ll their separation *" incrust-

ation*. 0n« cr.g ncer found that 10 pounds

of br< wn sugar protected hi* boiler for two
months; another, thatti pounds of corn starch

syrup had u similar elket. Another used

molasses with success, introducing a gallon at

a time.

2833. Fatty Substances a* Prevent-
ive*. One writer used whulo oil to prevent

incrustations, 2 or 3 gallons at a time. Other*

smear the inside of the boiler with various

mixture* of a fatty character. SUarine,

mixed with wood ashes, charcoal and tar, has

been recommended, or tallow, with soap and
charcoal diluted with oil or tar, or tallow and
graphite. This plan could not well l>e applied

to a locomotive boiler with it* numerous
lubes, even though it should prove effective

in cylinder boilers.

2334.

Anti-Incruetation Powder*,
Ac., for Boiler*. Regarding incrustation

powders iu use. Professor Chandler make*
the following suggestions and recommenda-
tion*: Incrustation powders, bearing gener-
ally the names of their proprietors, are ex-
tensively advertised and Sold

;
they axe either

worthless or are sold at cucb extravagant
prices as to make their uae extremely ill-advis-

ed. I have examined several of them. Those
which are at all valuablo consist of one or
more of the aubstancea already mentioned,
and the only novel result of their dm is the
payment of many time* the commercial value
for a fair article. One which is pul np in tin

boxes, containing uhout one pound, at $2.50

each, contains carbonate of lime, 96.3b- parts

;

carbonate of magnesia, 0.67 parts
; and oxide

of iron, 4.15 parts. It differs little from some
of the incrustations in composition, and is of

no value whatever. Another contains log-

wood, 75.00 part* ; ohlorid* of axomomsw
15.00 parts; chloride of barium, 10 30 part*.

This is a very go«d article, but a*, the price

fur which it is kohl it cannot be used iu quanti-

ties sufficient to produce much ertvet. Iu

fact, chlorido of banuiu is loo ex pensive to bo

used in this country at all.

2335. To Guard Against Incrusta-
tion in Boilers. Professor Chandler recom-
mend < tho following precautions: Tu* u»o of

tbo purest waters that can l*o obtained, tain

water wherever possible Frequent use of tbo
blow-off cock. That tho boilers never bo

vuiplied while there is fire enough to harden

tho deposit, frequent washing out. Exper-

iments on the efficacy of zinc, lime-water,
carbonate of *odo. carbonate of baryta, chlor-

ide of ammonium, »omo substance coutaiuiug
tanuic acid, linseed meal, and tbo electro-

magnetic inductor.

2336. Management of the W*t«r to

Provent Boiler Incrustation. Blowing
off. Tho frequent bio* mg off of small quan-
tities of water, say a few gullous at a time, is

undoubtedly uuo of the must rtlcclivc and
simple methods for removing sediments and
preventing tboir hardening on tho kides of tho
boiler. The water entering the boiler should
be directed in such a way as to sweep the
loose particles tow ard the blow off cocks, that
when tbe.-M) aro open they may lie carried out
with the water. This blowiugoff should tak*

C
isco at least two or Ihreo times daily, per

*p* much oflener.

2337. Incrustation in Boilers. Tho on-

ly effectual remedy in to Idow out frequently.
Blow out once a week at Irsd ten per cent, of

ly effectual remedy to to blow out frequently.
Blow out once a week at Ira? I ten per cent, of

the water iu tho boilers. It should bo done
while tho water is at rot. that is. before start-

lug iu the feed water. A practical engiucor
says: Our boilers were badly incnivtcd. Wo
loosened the scale with chisels and kerowuv
oil, and after running them a year as above,
they came out as clean and bright as could be.

2338. Scale in Boiler*. A practical
engineer recommends tho following: tiel some
cow or ox feet. ju?t as they are cut off m the
slaughter house, pul them iu a wire net fine

enough to detain the small bones from getting

from tho boiler into tho blow-off pipe. - I7*e 5
of the feel In a 6 horeo power boiler, and no
further trouble with scale in the boiler* will

bo experienced. They must be replaced

every two or three month?, according to the

quality of the water. They do not make the

water foam.

L’Oils. Thcso are leaves of polished

A? metal, put under stones or pastes, to
heighten the effect. Foils were formerly
made of copper, tinned copper, tic, and sil-

vered copper, but tho latter is used for superior
work at the present day. There are two
descriptions of foils employed, viz.: white, for

diamond* and mock diamonds, and colored, tor

the colored gems. Tho latter are prepared by
varnishing the former. By their judicious use

the color of a stone may be often modified.

Thus, by placing a yellow foil under a green

stone that turns too much on tho blue, or a

red one turning too much on the crimson, the

hue* will be brightened. By tho skillful use

of tho following varnishes, good imitations of

the gems may bo cheaply made from transpa-

rent whito glass or paste, and when applied to

foil* act under colored pastes, (factitious

gems), a superior effect may bo produced.

Tho colors must bo reduced to tho finest stale

possible by patient grinding, us without this

precaution, transparent aud beautiful shades

cannot bo formed. Tho palest and cleanest

maalich, and lac dissolved in alcohol, aud also

tho palest and quickest dryiug oil, should

alone bo employed, when these substance*

aro ordered. In every case tho color* must
bo laid on tho foils with a broad soft brush,

and tho operation should be performed, if

poimiblc, ut once, as no part should bo crossed,

or twice gone over whilo wet.

2448.

White or Common Foil. This

is made by coating a plate of copper with a

layer of silver, aud then rolling it iuto sheet*

iu the flatting mill. The foil u then highly

polished or varnished.

2440. Colored Foil*. Thee* are made
by coloring the prooediug foil, highly polished,

with certain transparent eolations or vamishea
Tho following produce beautiful colored ef-

fects. whenjudiciously employed.

2460. Blue Foil. Bruneian blue, ground
with pale, quick-drying od. Used to deepen
the color of sapphires. It may lie diluted

2451. Oreon Foil. Bale shellac, dis-
solved in alcohol (lacquer), and tinged green
by dissolving verdigris or acetate of copper iu

it. Or: Scaquifcrrocyanuret of iron and
bichromate of potass*, of each I ouuce

j
grind

them with e storm and muller to a fine powder,
add guiu maalich (clean and alto iu fine pow-
der). 2 ounces; grind again, add a little py-
roxilic spirit, and again grind until tho mass
becomes homogeneous and of a fiiio transpa-
rent green

;
tho beauty increase* with tho

length of tho grinding. Tho predominance of
the bichromate turns it on tho yellowish
green

;
that of tho salt of iron, on tbo bluish

green. For use it is to bo thinned with

t

yroxilic spirit. This is used for emeralds,
t may bo brightoued by adding a little yellow

varnish.

2452. Follow Foil. VoriouR shade*
of yellow may bo produced by tinging a weak
alcoholic solution of shellac or mantich, by
digesting turmeric, annotto, saffron, or aoco-
tnne aloes therein. Tho former is the bright-
est and most fit for topaxes. Or : Digest day
saffron in 5 or 6 times it* weight of boiling
water, until tho latter becomes sufficiently

colored
;
filter, and add a littlo solution of gum

or isinglass. When dry, a coating of spirit

varnish should be applied.

2463. Bod Foil. Carmine dissolved in

spirits of hartshorn, or a weak solution of salt

of tartar, and gum added as above.

2454. Garnet Foil. Dragon's blood
dissolved in rectified spirit of wine. (See No.
2449.)

2456. Vinegar Garnet Foil. Whito
foil (see No. 2449) varnished with orange lake
finely tempered with shellac varnish.

2450.

Amethyst Foil. Lake and
Prussian blue, ground fine in palo drying oil.

2457. Eagle Marine Foil. Vcraigris
tempered in shellac varnish (alcoholic), with
a little Prussian blue. With this varnish
whito foil. (Sec No. 2449.)
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2468. Buby Foil. Lake or carmine,
ground in isinglass. Or: Lake ground in
shellac varnish. Used when the color tarns
on the purple. Or: Bright lake ground in
oil

;
used when the color turns on the scarlet

or orange. Either of these are applied to
while foil. (Sec So. 2449.)
2460. To Make an Imitation Dia-

mond more Brilliant. Cover tho inside of
Lho socket iu which the stone or paste is to

be set with tin full, by means of a littlo stiff

guin or size
;
when dry, polish the surface,

boat the socket, fill it with warm quicksilver,
let it rest for 2 or 3 minutes, after which pour
it out and gently fit iu the stone; lastly, well
close tho work round the stone, to prevent
the alloy beiug shaken out. Or : Coat the
bottom of the stone with a film of real silver,

by precipitating it from a solution of the nitrate
in spirit* of ammonia, by meaus of the oils of
cassia and cloves. (.See Silyebikq Glass.)
Doth these methods vastly iucrea«e the bril-

liancy both of real and factitious gems.

Preservation of Leather.
The extreme heat to which most men

and women expose boots and shoes daring
winter deprives leather of its vitality, render-

log It liable to break and crack. Patent
leather particularly is often destroyed in this

manner. When leather becomes so warm

masa. Apply with a rag, warming the boots
before a fire, to the soles as well as uppers,

as to give off the ernoll of leather, it is

singed. Next to the singeing earned by fire

heat, is the heat and dampness caused by the
oovering of rubber. Close robber shoos de-
stroy the strength of leather. Tho practice

of washing harnese in warm water and with
soap is very damaging. If a coat of oil is put
on immediately after washing, the damage is

repaired. No harness is ever so soiled that a
damp sponge will not remove tho dirt : but,

even whon the sponge is applied, it is always
useful to add a slight coat of oil by tho use o(

another sponge. All varnishes, and all black-

ing containing tho properties of varnish should
be nvoidod. Ignorant aud indolent hostlers

are apt to use such substances on their bar

ueaa an will give the most immediate effect,

and these, ai a general thing, aro most de-

structive to the leather.

3068. To Beetore the Luatre of
Leather. When harness loses its lustre and
turns brown, which almost any leather will

do after long exposure to lho air, the harness
ahould be given a ucw cout of grain black.

Beforo using this grain black, the grain sur-

faco should be well washed with potash wa-

ter uulil all the grease is killed, and after the

I
plication of the grain black, oil and tallow

Duld be applied to the surface. This will

not only fasten tho color, but mako the

leather flexible. Harness which is grained

can bo cleaned with kerosene or spirits of tur-

pentine.

3067. To Restore Softness to Leather.
To restore the softness and nbancj of leather

which has become hard by having been wot.

apply neat’s foot oil and rub it in. Castor oil

is a good substitute for neat's foot oil for soft

eninr leather belts, boots and harness. Hut
the best oil for harness, is 1 quart neat’s foot

oli, 4 ouncos beefs tallow, ana 3 table spoon-

fuls lampblack
;
add 4 ounces bees’ wax for

one in summer weather.

8068. To Restore the Luatre of Mo-
rocco. The lustre of Morocco is restored by
a varnishing with tho white of au egg. A pply

with a sponge.

8069. To Make Boota Waterproof.
Beef tallow, 4 ounces; resin, 1 ounce; bees’

wax, l ounce; melt together. Add, when
©old, a quantity of -neat’s foot oil eqnal to me

and robin well with the hand. Two appiica-
tiona will make the bools thoroughly water-
proof and aUU keep them soft. We, however,
do not approve of such preparations, as the
feet generally perspire more than any other
portions of the body, and any waterproof
preparations applied to boota prevent the
perspiration from escaping, and keep the feet
wat and cold. The New England fishermen
preeerro their boota waterproof by this meth-
od, which, It is said, has been in ose among
them above 100 years.

3070. To Make Boota Water-Tight.
In a pint of best winler-strainod lard oil. dis-

solve a piece of paraffine the fiae of a hickory
nut, aiding the aolalion with a gentle heal,

say 130° or 140“ Fahr. The readiest way te
get pure paraffine is to take a piece of paraffine
candle. Rub this solution on yonr boota
about once a month ; they can be blacked in

the meantime. If the oil should make the
leather loo stiff, decrease the proportion of
paraffine, and rice versa. A gentleman who
has tried this says:—! have used this for 8
years past, and boots have lasted me two
winters, tho uppers always remaining soft,

and never crocking. I have tried bec»
r wax,

reain, tar. etc., but never found any other pre-

paration half so good.

3071. Sportsmen’s Waterproof Com-
position for Boots. Dissolve by heal 1

uuucc pure bottle India-robber shavings in 1

quart neat's foot oil, and add 2 ounces tallow.

This makes a fine waterproof composition
for boot*, and is recommended to sportsmen.

3072. Polish for Patent Leather
Goods. Take * pound molasses or sugar, 1

ounce gum-arabic, and 2 pounds ivory black :

boil them well together, then let the vowel
stand until quito cooled, and the contents are
settled

;
after which, bottle off. This is an

excellent reviver, and may bo used asa black-

ing iu tho ordinary way. no brushes for polish-

ing being required.

3073. Glycerine Composition for
Leather. As u well knowu, glycerine has
fuuiut extensive application in tanning, as it

has been discovered that it adds materially to
•ho cla*:icity and strength of the leather.

Especially Las it been found of great value in

protecting leather band* of machinery from
cracking aud drying. The partially tanned
leather u imuier*od for considerable time in

a bath of glycerine, by which tho pores aro
filled and such an elasticity and eoftticas is

imparted that objeets manufactured from it

are much less liable to break. In order to

prepare a neutral gutta-percha composition
witti glycerine, take 3 to 4 pounds lampblack,

I pound burnt bones (burnt ivory V cover np
in a suitable vessel with 5 pounds glycerine

and 5 pounds common syrup, and stir well
until the whole is intimately mixed and free

from lumps. 4 or 5 ounces of gutta-percha,

finely cut, are to be put into a kettle, and
after melting must be mixed with 20 ounces
of sweet oil and dissolved, and 2 ounces of
8tearine added. While still warm the gutta-

percha solution must be incorporated with
the syrup and lampblack, and after this is

done, 10 ounces of Senegal gum dissolved in

11 pounds of water is also added. In order
t ^ a .t I I a atto impart an agreeable odor to the mass a
small quantity of rosemary or lavender oil

may be introduced. In using, the glyccrino

ast be diluted with 3 orgutta-percha paste roust be diluted with 3 or

4 parts of water. It gives a fine lustre, and,

as it contains no acid, it does not injure the

leathor, but makes it soft and elastic and adds
verv much to its durability.

3074.
To Preserve and Clean Har-

ness. In tho first place, subject the harness
to 1 or 2 coats (as lho leather may noed) of
lampblack and castor oil, warmed sufficient-

ly to make it penetrate tho leather readily.

Then mako about 2 quarts ofwarm soap-suds,

and with a sponge wash the harness. When
dry, rob it over with a mixture of oil aud tal-

low, equal parts, with sufficient lampblack to

give it color; or, what is belter, Prussian blue,
which gives it a new and fresh look. This
sompound ahould bo applied span ugly aud
well robbed in, which can bo quickly dono
and will leave a smooth and clean surface.

3076. Harneaa Poliah. Take 2 ouncos
mutton snot, 6 ounces bees’ wax, 6 ounces
powdered sugar candy, 2 ounces soft soap, and
1 ounce indigo or lampblack. Dissolve the
soap in} pint of water; then add the other
ingredients; melt aud mix together; add a
gill of turpentine. Lay it on lho harness
with a sponge, and polish off with a brush.

3070. To Clean Leather. Uncolored
leather may bo cleauod by applying a solution
of oxalio acid with a sponge. Dissolve in

warm water.

3077. To Take Oil Out of Leather.
Use strong <K. F. F. F.) aqua ammonia,
which will take oil out without injury to the
leather. It must bo used 2 or 3 times in

order to get it all out. First u«o it and let the

leather stand until more comes out, and ap-

ply again. This is the only thing that will

take it out and not hurt the leather.

3078. Dubbing for Leathor. Mix 2
pounds block resin, 1 pound tallow with I

gallon train oil.

3079. Jet for Harneaa and Boota.
Dissolve 3 slicks of tho best black sealing-

wax in i pint spirit* of wlno; keep tti a

J
'ass bottle, and snake well previous to use.

ppliod with a soft sponge. This gives tho

leather a fine black surface, which, howovor,
Is apt to orack more or less.

3080.

Bhoomakers’ Black. A solu-
tion of green copperas (sulphnto of iron) iu
about 12 times iu weight in water. It is

need to black leather which has beon tanned
with bark or other astringent matter, and to
tha edges of tho soles etc., with a feather or
brush.

8061. Harneaa Liquid Blacking.
Dissolve by beat, 4 ounces gluo or gelatiuo
and 3 ounces gum arabic in | pint water; add
7 ounces molasseB and f* ounces ivory black in
vory fine powder

;
geutly evaporato until of a

proper coniistenco when cold, stiTing all tho
time. Keep in corkod bottles.

8083. Harneaa Waterproof Paste
Blacking. Melt together 2 ounces mutton
snot and 6 ounces bees’ wax; add 6 ounces
sugar candy, 2 ounces soft soap, 21 ounces
lampblack, and 1 ounce indigo in fine pow-
der; when thoroughly mixed add i pint of
oil of turpentine; put into pots or tine.

8063. Harneaa Waterproof Cake
Blacking. Melt 1 pound beesrwax, l ouuco
Prussian blue ground in 2 ounces linsood oil,

4 pound ivory black, 3 ounces oil of turpen-
tine and 1 ounce copal varnish • mix well to-

gether and form into cakes whilst warm.
8064. Harneaa Waterproof Blacking.

Mix the same ingredients as iu tho last re-

ceipt. and while hot add 4 ounces soft soapa and while hot add 4 ounces soft soap
ounoea more oil of turpentine; put tho

baate into pots or tins. None of tho above
blackings will injure the leather.

8066. To Apply Harneaa Blacking.
Spread a Tery little of tho blacking evenly on
the surface or the leather, and polish by gen-
tle friction with a brush or an old handker-
ahie£ Paste blacking is thinned with water.
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Boot and Shoe Blacking.
Tlio nmnipulutinus required lor paslo

anil li(|iiid blacking me the same, llat ditfer-

oiico in ilia two 1icing (lie i|uan(ily of liquid

added. Tims, by diluting paste blacking
with water or beer IhiUmiii*. it may be con-

Varied into liquid blacking of a similar quulily,

and. by using less fluid mailer. Ilie ingredients

of liquid blacking will produce paste blacking.

One thing must, however, be observed, and
that is. that the ivory- black uscil for liquid

blacking must lie reduced to a much liner

powder than for paste blacking, as, if this be
not- attended too, it will settle to the bottom,

and lie with difficulty dillnscd again through
the liquid. For those persons who do not
like the use of blacking containing oil id

vitriol, the first of the forms given below,

either for paste or liquid, may be adopted.

The vitriol, however, greatly contributes tu

promote the shining properties of the black-

ing. and in small quantities is not so injurious

to the leather m inis been falsely represented,

us it wholly unites itself to tliu lime of the
phosphate contained in the ivorv-hliiek, mid
is thus partly neutralized. This is the reason
why luuiphhick should never lie employed
Ibr Mucking, as it has no earthy Isi-e to nb
sail) or neutralise the acid, which would then
prove very hurtful to the leather. Oil of

vitriol is now employed in the manufacture ol

all the most celebrated shilling blinking.'.

The addition of white of eggs, isinglass, gam*
arable, and similar articles to bluckiug, ulwuy.
proves injurious, us they tend to stiffen the
leather and to make it crack.

3087. Liquid Blacking. Ivory-black.

in line powder, I pound
;
nndii'ses, J pound;

sweet oil, 2 ounces; beer uml vinegar, i tench
I pint. Kill* together the lirsl Ihiec until lliu

oil he perfectly killed, then uild the beer and
vinegar,

3088. Fino Liquid Blacking. Ivmy-
black and molasses, of each 1 pound; sweet
oil and oil of vitriol, of each j pound. Mix
lliu lirst three as before, then gmdmiily add
t liu vitriol, diluted with thrice it' weight of

water; mix well, mid let it stand lor :t hours,

when it may lie reduced to u proper consist-

ence with water or sour hecr.

3080. Liquid Jot Blacking. Ivory-
black and molasses, of each i pound; oil of

vitriol, 1 ounce; sweet oil, 2 ounce.' ; sour
beer. 1 pint; finish as last receipt.

3000. Good Liquid Blacking. Ivory-
black, 7 poumls; molasses. 0 pound-*; sweet

oil. 1 pound; oil of vitriol, J pound
;

siiffieit-ut

water; finish ns in No. 3088.

3091. Liquid Blacking. Ivory-black,
3 ewt.

;
crude iiioIukxc*, 2 ewt.

;
linseed oil,

3 gallons; oil of vitriol, 20 pounds; sufficient

water to finish as in No. 3088.

3092. Bryant and James’ Patent
Liquid Blacking. 18 ounces caoutchouc
are to bo dissolved in about 9 pounds hot

rupo oil. To this solution CO pounds of fine

ivory-black and 45 pounds molasses are to be
added, along with 1 pound finely ground
gum-arabic, previously dissolved in 20 gallons

vinegar. Thcso mixed ingredients are to bo
finely triturated in a paint-null till tho mix-

ture becomes perfectly smooth. To this

varnish 12 pounds sulphuric acid are to bs

now added in small successive quantities,

with powerful stirring for half an hour; at

tho end of which tiruc 3 pounds of finely-

ground gmn-nmbic ore added
;

after which

tlm stirring is repealed half an Imur every

day fi*r M day* longer, when the liquid Muck-

ing is ready for use.

3093. Poets Blacking. Mnl.iss.-s. 1

pound: ivory-black, !i pounds; sweet nil, 2

ounces; mb together as before (see -Vo. 3088);

then odd a little lemon juieo or strong vinc-

3094. Brilliant Paste Blacking.
Ivory-Mack, 2 pounds; molasses, 1 pound;

olive oil and oil of vitriol, of each i pound;

sufficient water, a* before.

3095. Fine Paste Blacking. Ivory-

Mack, 28 pounds; iiiolu**-*. 21 poumls

;

common oil, I quart; oil of vitriol, 3 pounds;

sufficient water, as la-fore.

3090. Fine Oil Paste Blacking.
Ivorv black, 3 ewt.; common nmLwcs, 2

ewt."; lin.seiol oil nml vinegar In *ttoms, of

each 3 gallons
;
ml of vitriol, 28 pounds

;

sufficient water, mix ns before.

3007. Oil Paste Blacking. Ivory-

Murk, 2 pounds; nmlattcx, 4 or 5 ounces;

nil of vitriol, 2 ounces; tanners’ oil. 5 ounces

(if this eannol Ik! oltfaincd, then u*o 4 ouuces

liest tallow); gum-arabic, 1 ounce. Mix tho

oil and vitriol together, and let it 8*nud 24

hours; <!i*tnlrn tho gnm in n cupful of warm
water; (hen mhl 3 table-spoonful* of !*e*t

vinegar; heat it and mix with the oil, .It.,

And then add the Ivory-black, imdftMe*, nml

while of 2 egg.'.

3098. Real Japnn Paste Blacking.
Taka 3 ounce* ivorv-lilsck. 2 muwes course

aug.tr, I ounce sulphuric arid, 1 ounce innri-

otic, nnbl, I Inmon, I table-spoonful sweet oil,

ami I pint vim-gar. First mix tho ivory-

black ami sweet oil together, then the lemon
and sugar, with a litllo vinegar to qualify the

blacking
;
then mid the sulphuric mid muri-

atic arid', nml mix them nil well together.

The sugar, oil, uml vinegar, prevent the aehls

from injuring the leather, nml add to Mie

lii'trn of the Mucking.

3099. Bryantand Janie** Patent Paste
Blacking. In making tlm paste Mocking,

the pnlniiU-o* preM-rilai tlm same quantity of

India rntilK-r oil. ivury-bbu-k. nndasses, and

i

jiiin-arubio ii* in their liquid lilacking. the

alter lining dissolved in only 12 pounds vine-

gar. Those ingredients are "to well mixed,

nml then ground together in a mill till limy

form a perfectly miiimiIIi paste. To this paste

12 pounds sulphuric arid are to la! added in

siunll quantities nt n lime, with powerful

stirring, which :s to Im continued l hour after

tho last |H*rtion •>( the arid lias liecn intro-

duced. Kendv for use in 7 day*.

3100.

New Blacking. The lustrous

J
ualilies of lilacking arc frequently derived

non ingnslienls which nre most deleterious

and di-struelivn Ui leather. Herr Arias
publishes a new formula, nml claims several

advantages for it. to which we limy mbl its

cheapness and accessibility. 3 or 4 pounds
vcgeUMu Mack, 1 1

pound* ivory-black, f*

pounds molnsses, ami 5 pounds glycerine,

mixed lliorotighly together. C ounce* gutta-

percha, cut in small picre*, am then molted,

and when fluid. 20 minces olive oil are added,

ami snbseuocutly, 2 ounces stcarino. Tho

second mixture, while quite hot, is stirred in-

to tho first; nnd then n further Addition of

10 ounce* gum Senegal, dissolved in nboiil 3

quarts water, is added. Tliis compound i

.

the st«s-k; for n*e
t

it slioukl Ik- diluted with
aImmiI li rt< ipLuitin* tv^nii valir.

3101.

Day and Martin's Blacking.
Acronlin^ l«» Mr. W. Ibr, tin? mWboil «if

making tkr fauiMii* “ l>av ainl Marlin’* Black-

inp M was follows: Itonr-bLtrk 211 n o(

potriler, i< mi\ril with <|»« rni oil until the

two an* thoroughly incoTjHintlcil. Su-rar or

m<»k<s4S is tln*ii with :i Mnnll ]M>rti««n

of vinegar amt fltldrtl to tin* mass. Oil o!

vitriol is next aildcil, a:xl wh>*n all cllcrvcs-

ronro has rcaftil. more vineptr is pimml in

until the mixture is of a jironcr cinisistencv.

This constitutes tho liquid blacking of flic

above-named iimutt I lieturers.

TV/Tiscellaneous Receipts.
I VI These consist mainly ol such receipts

ns coiiM nut. Im* properly included in any
division of the work

;
embracing also a few

additional p-neral receipts, whose merit.* dit-

m-mded their insertion, obtained too Inin lor

classification under their proper heading*.

6168. To Prepare Skeleton Leaves.
The object in view is In destroy wluil limy bn

calls. I I ho fl -shy port of Mio leaf, us well ns

tlm skin, leaving only tho rib' or veins. Till*

10 i«l siirces.fiil, nnd probably tho simplest

way to do tlii', is to souk th« leaves in rain-

w-ler 1 ill they me decomposed. For this

pm
I*

«*e, when tho leaves urn collected, limy

k'i odd tat n'.Aeed in an earthenware jam or n

wooden tub, kept covered with rum- wilier,

a i I allowed to stand in Hie. sun. Ill about 2

we •!<* time limy should bn cxiimiued, nnd if

fmn.l pulpy and decaying, will be ready for

Rkdotoiiixing, for which process some curd*, n

tain d's-lmir hru-h. a' well n* min rathor

Aliif (a tiKith-hrudi, for iustnueu), will be

required. When nil >.' prepared, gently final

n leaf onto a card, nml with tlm soil hrusli

carnfully remove Mm skin. Ilava ready a

bndii of elenn water, nml when tlm skin of

one side is completely removed, reverse the

card in tho water, and -dip it under I In* leaf,

|0 Unt tlm I>: do Irt Uppermost. Ibil-li

ttiis-to remove tlm skin, when the llesli.V pili'l

wifi must likely coinu with it
;
hut if uni, it

will readily wash out in tlm water. If parti-

oh* i of the green-colored in alter still Ml linn*

to the skeleton, endeavor to renmye llmm
with tho soft brush; hut if tlml. is of no
avail, tho hard one uiu-t Im* used, firent cam
will Imi necessary to amid breaking tin* skele-

ton. null tin* ha.il hrusli should only ho used

in n icTpeiidieular direelioii (a sort of gentle

tapping), ns any hnrixontal nmtitHi or nrusli-

ing notion will infallibly break tho skeleton.

Navel* attempt to touch tho leaves or (he

skeleton in this stale wiMi tlm fingers, ns when
they nre soft llmir own weigh! will often lueiik

them, Woll-gmwn leave* should always he
chosen, and be thoroughly examined for'fiuws

before soaking. heaves containing iniirh

tannin cannot Im skeletonised by this prix-nss,

but are generally placed in a hug with a mini

her of caddis worm*, which eat nivnv the
fleshy nnrts, when tlm skeleton* can lie

blonchol by tho nmtliiHl given in tho next
receipt. Holly leave* imi't ho olnced in n

Aonurnto vessel, on nmniiil of llieir spines,

which would ho apt to damage oilier leave*;

they inako henntirul skelclmis, and nre siMIl-

cienllv strong b» he moved with the lingers,

J.Srr Vo. t;|7l».)

6169. To Bleach Skeleton Leaves.
\ good way of bleaching skeleton leaves i*

to prepnro n solution of chloride of lime,
which must Im* allowed to settle, nnd the
clear liquid poured into a lasin. in which tho
skeletons may bo put by floating them off Mio
card. It is as well to have naif a dozen
ready t» bleach nt once, n* they require watch-
ing. and if allowed to remain in tho liquid too
long Mill fall to pieces. From 2 to I hours
will generally suffice to bleach the skeleton of
all ordinary leaves, after which they should
bo washed in several change* of water, and
finally left, in clean water for i hour. A fter tho
leaf hn* been sufficiently washed it should bo
floated onto n card nml dried ns quickly us
possible, care being taken to arrange tho
skeleton perfectly flat, and as near ns possible
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l«i tho natural rliiipc. This ran lie with
Ilin assistance of llio soft brush. When drv
llin skeleton should t>n perfcctlv white, nml
may ho mounted mi chirk buckground*, ns
black velvet or paper. (See .Vo. CilTt.)

6170. Quick Method of Preparing
Skeleton Leaves.- A solution of caustic
soda is to he made by dissolving :t ounces
"nulling soda in 2 pint* boiling water, nml
adding I } ounces quicklime previously sli

cd
;

boil for 10 minutes, decant the ci-'ar sola-
lion, and bring it to the boil. During obtilli-

lion add the leaves; boil hrisklv for ulmut nn
iM'nr. occasionally ndding hot water to supply
I lie. place of that lost by evaporation. Take
out u leaf, put it into a vessel of water, nml
rub it between the fingers under the water.
If the skin nml pulpy matter m-pmate ensilv,
I lie rest of the leaves may be removeil froin
file solution, mid t rented’ in the same way;
but. if not, then I ho boiling must lie continued
for some time longer, (Sir .V«. tillt-.)

0171. To Bleach Skeleton Leaves.
To Idoiich Urn skeleton leaves, mix about l

Ornclim chloride of lime with I pint water,
milling Kiidicieiit ueelie arid to liher.ile the
chloiiue. Sleep the leave* in thir until t

'ini whitened (nlmut 10 minutes), taking care
nol to let them slay in too long. r.« they are
apt lo become brittle. Put them into clean
wilier, nml flout them nut on piece* of paper.
I.n*l ly, remove them from the paper* lieloro

I hey an- quite dry, nml place them in a Imok
nr hotmiieftl press. They look best when
mounted on black velvet or paper. (See X„
0H5I1.)

0172. To Stain D'ied Grass. There
am lew prettier oinument*. nml none more
eemiomlcnl mid lasting, Ihim Imimm-ts ..f

dried grasses, mingled with the varum* im-
changeable flowers. They have hut ouo
Built! ""<1 tlMlt i“. 1 he want of other Colon
he-nle* yellow nml drnb or brown. To v.rv
their shade, nrtifir-ially, tboM flown*
KmiietiiiiOH dyed green. Thi*. however, i* in
bad Inste, mid unnatural. Thu best cll'cct i*

piodiieed by hlemling rose and red lint-, t..-

getherwith a very little pule Mite, with the
grasses And flowers, n* they dry nniiimllv.
Tim best meniia of dyeing dried leaves, flow,
urn, rind grasses, is lo dip them info the spirit-

nous liquid solution of I fie various compound*
of (lllidllic. (.See AW. 2.V>2. ,fi\) Some of
I base Inivo a beautiful rose shade; others red.
hhn\ orange, and purple. The depth of color
nin he regulated by diluting, if lieces-.irv. I lie

original dyes, with spirit, down to the shado
desired. AVhcn taken out cf tho dye they

should he exposed to tho air to dry ..If the
spirit. They then require arranging, or sol-
ting into form, U>, when wet, the petals and
fine filaments have a tendency to cling to-
gether A pink saucer, a* sold by most
druggists, will supply enough rose dye lor
two ordinary bouquets. Tho pink saucer
yields tho best rose dyo by wishing it off
with water and lemon juice. Tho uiialiiic

dve* yield tho best violet, mauve, ami purple
Colors.

6173. Artificial Coral. Melt together
yellow resin, -I purls; vermilion. 1 purl. This
gives a very pro! ?.y effect to glass, twigs,
raisin stalks, ein hrs, stones, ,te.

f
dipped into

tho mixture and dried.

6174. To Copy Ferns. Dip them well
in common porter, ami then lay them flat

between while sheets of paper, * with slight
pressure, and let them dryout.
0175. To Preserve Natural riov/ers.

Dip the flower* in melted pmi-fnae, withdraw-
ing I h«iu quietly, 'flic liquid sboiiid he only
just, hot eimugli to maitiliiin its fluidity, ami

the (lower* should M- dipped one nl a time,
held by the stalks and moved about for an
iustimt to get rid of air bubbles. Fn-sh-cul
flowers, free (him moisture, uutko excellent
specimen* in thi* way.
C176. To Collectand Preserve Speci-

mens of Plants. To form w hat is railed Uui
lior/ns xiirn*. ur hcrlmriuiN. various molbou*
are employed, but tho following i* rvcoivi-
iiK'iiihil a* the most simple. Tlie article* re-
quisite for the puriMisu con.'i.*l of u dozen
quire* of smooth soil paper of a large size. i>

txninU of about an inch in thickness, and -I

iron or lead weights, two of them uIniui :»l
]H>nmls. nml the two others about half that
Weight. bihI a bolNiliral box of tin, and of such
di-iK-iisioiis a* shall las uu»t convenient for 1 lie

collector. The plant* to Ik; preserved ouglit,

if pcHsilile, tola.- gathered in dry weather;
hut if the weather be wet thdV shoiikl la- laid
o-.:t f.ir s*mio time on a tiildu till partially
d-i. -1. nml when llm rmiU urn taken up along
with the sterna, they must be wadicd nml then
expoM-d |o the air f*r the Mime purpose.
0177. To Preserve Plants. Isiy over

min of the lm.ud* two or three sheets of the
paper de.s riheil in tho hot receipt. On the
Uppermost >hi-rl spre.nl out the Hja-ciim-ii to

Jw pre*ervi*l, unfolding it* port* an a* to give
it a* natnnil nii nppedr.iuer a* possible, lay ing
out the leave.* and flowers with particular
‘•lire. Over the specimen thus disjawtl of
phu-c several sln-et* of paper; on tin- upper-
most sheet spread out another specimen, ami
So proceed till III! I Ini plants ilitemleil to lie

preserved are laid down ; ami haring put over
the w hole some more sheets of paper, plai n u
board over them with tho Weights nimu it,

which may bo .i number of clean bucks, If

iron or lead wi-ights cannot conveniently I-
H-nrwI. A* Mime plants are delicate' ami
xible. nml oilier* rauqiinulvely thick ami

hard, the f.irmer class will ris|iiiie lc*s weight
t • he placed over them, nml the latter con-
siiler.iMy mure.
6178. To Preserve the Color nml

Shape of I lanta when Drying. To pic
serve tho color of (lowers when drying, the
greatest enro is required in changing the
W-'i* Jvery w-voiid day, w hich paper* ought
first to U- well dried at the ure. V/illi regard
to keeping the *haj»- of (lower., the utnio l

care and attention 1* invcssnry when armin'-
ing them mi tho iu|*-r; thi* rail lw done bv
having annllier n:iw of piper and gentle lav
ing it on part of tho flower; the part of tfi*-

flower Ml covered with the paper ought to
have a small l*-ik placed on it. Then In-gin
niul lay out the other leaves of tin- flower,
and also pres* it, ami so mi, until each jwrt
has had the gentle pressure mvcs.irv I" keep
it in jMisition. (art them remain so tor a short
time, nml then pul suih- heavy weight on
them; look at Ihein next day, .imlehmige ihu
.lamp lM|K-r. Fern* may Is- kept f«.r year*
iiuiti! fresh ill color hr this simple mode rf
drying. In :J or I days the plants thus treated
should lie token out. together with the |Wpcr
ill which they have Iwn ilrpnitwl, nml laid
ut fn-sh |Ki|M-r with :t or -I sln-els M« ,ecn
every '2 plants, ami the U.anl ami weights laid
Upon them as la-fore. This process must l«:
con: inm-d till tliu plant* am perfectly drii-«|.

Kaeh specimen i* then to I»C placed on h slns-t
of dry paper, along with a mi-wontmliiiii of
the nsiuw of the plant, tin- p|;«v ami time at
w**ich it was gathered, the character of the
soil from which it was taken, nml any other
particulars lending to illustrate its character
<ukI history.

8179. To Mount Small Insects for
Hu- Microscope. Mounting small insects

•or ihe micro.-cope, such as parasites mill ueuii
u. -in Ifii.ls. beetles, Ac., may be performed by
placing the live insect on tint inside of a sheet
of tolerable good note, paper, lidded, mid when

II .mining, diming I In- paper and
pressing it tightly in u hook. |{y thi* memw
the leg* mid aiileiunu may he nicely extended,
all the expressed moisture absorbed bv tho
paper, m d the skin left apparently unbroken.
It should be allowed to remain ill the book
about -J days, when it may he carefillly ru-
moved from the paper, put in n turpentine
ImUi. nml afterward* imumied in luilsmu in
the usual way. (Sic Xu. (>|K).

)

0180. To Mount Microacopic Ob-
jects in Canada Balaam. Warm the glass
slip i Uiinpcrntui'U just below thu
I" -ding heat of water. If there is any doubt
.1 the balsam penetrating all the iutei‘*licos
mid readily adhering to the specimens, JtVill
I.e well in pour u li-w driqi* of dent- luqN-ii-
line ii|h»i the -|ieeinieiis, which will greatly
facilitate tho taking of tliu bilihuiil

;
tho hit-

ter, however, rnu*t lint I”- umhI until llio tnr-
ptudiiM h i- nearly cvaimrau d. Tliu imuiiuiit
when ilia bal iiin

i i b- ho mhiud with tiiu InmI
diet (itll only be known by experience.
Clear old Cniiudil ImI mil is the 'lira l Miited fi,r

these pill pn-e.. Will-11 Used it lllllsl hImi hi,

hwlwl t" it t--n
;

lado-.v boiling
water, nml tlu-u poured upon the object, nre-
viouxly nniiiigiHl a slip

i f glass. Tim
lop so 'll i. UKUidly simdler mid
UiltiiHT than Ilm iiiuler one. i* not t.» hu pint wl
upi.ii it

; mm end of cadi flip being brought
into contact fit-

1
.
and I heu tin- other al-

lowed to fall upon il. lly thi* nii-iliit nu nil'-

bubble* will be cm-lno-d. The ex net (iiiuiilill*

of Udsaiu must Ini learned by pmidicr. <jf

tw.. limit-, Iimindy. too Iiu.i'hor too little, Ihu
dinner 1 * to be preferred, lie cniefiil nut to
pnv > the gins*. together ton hard, olluirwiau.

on tke removal of tho preximre, thn air will

Cit^r between the fthuino.*, and tho preparation
Vdl be spoilt Having thun inounti-cl the ol>.

It mast ho nlnwly dried iu a warm mtun-
tion. Thi* will take 1 or 2 days

;
after which

the Jlde la to bo cleaned by scraping oil tho
eurplns balsam with a strip of plate glass.

Finally, wipe it rlenn, using lirst n Ilium rng
inoi*teiied with turpvutine, mid then n plcco
nf dry clean lenther.

6181. Mnrvela of the Microscopo. A
beaiitif-.il nml easily produced exhibition of
crystal formation mny be Keen under Mm
minoscupo m fnllnw.* ; Upon n slip of glass,
place a drop of liquid clilnrido of paid or ni-
trate of silver, with a pnrtiolo of zmo in tliu

gold and copper in tlm silver. A growth of
exauixito gold or silver feins will vegetate
under tho observer's delighted eve.
6182. To Prepare a Skoloton. After

cutting off a* much flesh nml curtilage from
the Inuhw* p*«*Udo, hull them in WAtcr till
lb.* remainder easily M-painfes. 'J'lio Frctieli
still further nn-pare their skeleton* l»y blench-
ing for n «linrt time in a weak solution of
rhlnridn of lime.

6183. Phi&l Barometer. Tuknncnm-
inoi. phiftl nml cut oil the rim nnd

p
ut of the

n.-ek with a file. This limy nlso Im effected
by im -

1

•* of n piece of cord* ]iasx<-<! round it,

and moved rapidly to and fin, in a sawing
direct inn; the one end being In-Id in tho left
hand and the other fastened to niiv convenient
object, while, the light! mil holdsand movesthe
Phial

;
w! :i heated, dip il suddenly into Cold

water, anil the p;-rt will erm k off,
' (Sec Xos.

2MW
.
*<•

)
Then nearly fill the phial with

rl.-an water, place your finger on tho month,
ai d invert it

;
withdraw your finger, nml sm>-
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[hikI it in this position with a piece of wire

m

twine. In dry weather tlm under snrfaco nf

tlm water will lm level with thn lin k of the

I

m

title, or even concave; in Weather, on

the nonkrnry, a drop will appear at thn mouth
am! continue until it falls, and is then followed

hy another in the name way.
0184. The Chemical Barometer, or

Storm Glnsa. Take a long narrow bottle,

such as an old-fashioned enu-dr-MoIogno bot-

tle. and ]int into it. 2) drnchnw ol‘ camphor
and 1 1 drachms of ^jiirit of wine : when the

camphor is dissolved, which it will readily do

hy slight ngitntion, add I Im following mix lure:

Take water, !• drachms; nitrate of potassa

(saltpetre), grains ; and nmrinto of amnio,

nia (miI aminonine), grains, Dissolve these

salts in the water heforo mixing with the

CAinphoriited spirit; then shako Urn whole

well together, (,'ork the bottle well, and win
the top, but afterwards make a very small

aperture in the cork with a red-hot needle.

The botllo may then he hung up, or placed in

any stationary position. Hy observing the

dilmront nppwimiiee* which the material* n*-

mmil as Mm weather change-, UbrnitllM an

axe Hunt piogiioHlieutur of a coming rtorm or

if a sunny sky.

6188. ’ To Teach a Tarrot to Speak.
Tim qnUthosl way is to send the bird, il po-.i-

hie, whom there is another parrot who cm
spunk. They should lie tdiired near enough to

hear, but not sen each oilier, and I lie one will

soon imllato the other. A I way is to

*pt»k lo tho bird at night; Just wvt-n liis cage

has been covered over (which must always l>«

done with a woolen rug m winter) repeatW
several times in tho tone tlm sentence

you with him lo learn. I In liny not nppeiu

to iiotieo at first, but w»mo day, qtilln urn- x-

pecleillv, ho will repent Mm sentence exactly

in tho mmo tmin llmt lm has lirnrd it. II-

should at ouco bo rewarded with n bit of

(Uigur, or fruit, or nnv little dninly that he i-

fond of. They are very quick nt understand

Ing llmt rewards nre given for olmlienco.

Never allow a parrot lo he startled or tm-rd,

or permit it lo lm fcil imllserimiimtcly hy

visitor-. Keep tho cage extremely clean ; let

it 1)0 wiped out nnd fi"-h Kami given every

dny. Porno hi ds drink very litlle. hut they

should always be aide to get n drink fresh

water if they wish. It is also n g I plan *•»

let a small muitiMly of cnnnry seed be in tlm

seed can; it is possiblu that tho morning

Inead and milk mav lie forgotten. nml lin-

seed will thus prevent the bird being starved.

6180. Etching Shells. This is done

hy means of acid. The purl* not he net.il

upon must he protected hy a -or,tiled elrh-

ing-gronnd, which consists of n thin layer of

varnish lilnekcnod in n llanm so as to seo

plain! v the figures oflerward drawn on il. Me

careful, when doing this, to make a el. aril raw-

ing or writing in which tlm shell is exposed

at tho bottom of every line, ni nnv reimmime
varnish would protect tlm-e Wtrl*. *nd tho

writing would not lm brought out. The

ac:J, cither strong acetic, diluted nitric, or

muriatic, in tlmn applied, and when it' netmu
it sufficient it is washed olf with water, the

varnish is rnblmd olf with turpentine or nlco.

hoi, when tho drawing or lettering will ap-

pear, and look ns if cut in with an engraver s

tool. Tho design may also he drawn with

varnish on t ho shell hy means of a line brush,

then thn acid will dissolve tlm suifaen around

Iho linen drawn, and Mm writing will appear

in relief, Min letters being elevated in place ..f

being sunk in ns hy the former process. 'I hn

latter i.s tho morn common way in which thoso

shells nio treated. This iiipMunI is applied

many other otwerts; nil that Ls w.mf.-d Iwing
a liquid dissolving tlm material to lm iu l.il

upon, Oiul iv varnish to protect minu parts

from its »e Iion-

6187. To Clean Shells. Make lye by
boiliug Rtn.l.g ashes, allow it to settle; p..ur

tlm lye over tlm shells, and 1k.iI litem ti or 7

hours, or longer if they aro large; Mien soak,

and wash often in fr«*-<Si water.

6188. To Color Shells. Dissolve
1 . lilthl

lac dyo in ft solution of chloride of tin ; and
having nude tlm shell* thoroughly clean, dip
them ill tills* preparation until they aro of tho

desired Color. The dye should lm first loulcd,

and then nllow.il to stand to settle.

6180. To Keep Oold-Fish. Cold-fish

must lie kept in n vessel of sufficient ca parity,

and Ihi given fresh water every day, or nl

l«i»*l every other day. It is liesl to dean tho

vessel then, by washing it Inside with a (iolh.

Thn fre.-h water ought to lm clean, and Hot
t.M. hard. It ii not k-«“I to fc.il them, in the

food will only serve to render- 1 ho water unfit

for t heir existence, and if rcnew.il every day,

tho wider il*df furnishes them with enough
material for their sustenance. Fish kept ill

thin way generally perish from waul of oxy-

gen. Anything, therefore, which eonslimes it

ought to" !"• avoided, and this i* n reason for

not giving them any food, tirccii leave* of
living phnit* have an opposite effect, uud they

may lm Kent for this puq*»c in lisli-lntwls

;

they absorb the carbonic acid in the water ex-

haled by tlm li'li. giving olf oxygen, which i*

In turn ‘token up by Iho fish ami reconverted

into carlN.uie acid.

6100. Food for Mocking-Birds. Mix
together 2 purl* cuni-lii.id, 2 port* iicn-mcnl,

and 1 |urt i.nns-iiinil
;
odd o little m- lte.l

hir.l, but lad sullieUnil to make the mixture
too greasy, ami sweeten with molasses. Fry
in a frying-|wu for 4 hour, stirring constantly,

nnd taking rant Hot (o let it bum ; this mute,
it keep well. Fill il in a covered jar. The
ihov«-w<‘ii/ is prepared by drying nnd grinding

the imported lien.uui iu»**-*ccd.

0191. German Paste for Feeding
Singing-Birds. Ulatirlied sweet nhiKHids. 1

pound; peaiiie.il, 2 [h.iiuiI*; butter, Il ounce*;

saffron, a few grains; honey, n sufficient
. quail-

till*. Ks >7111 tl-e whole into a |aisle, nml gran-

ninth il bv pressing ii tliroiigli a cullender.

Some ndd tlm Volks of 2 egg*.

6192. H6w to See Under Water.
Thu Insliaiis of North America do llii* by cut-

ting a ludu through the ice, mid then covering

«T hanging a blanket, in such a manner jis 1 st

darken or exclude the direct my* of the kiiii,

when they are c-mldcd to see into the water,

n;nl discover fi-h at any rvasoimblu depth.

I.ct any one who is mixi.ni* lo prove this,

place himself under the blanket, nml In- will

bo astonished when he Itt-lndd* with wbnt n

Ullluimy everything in the fiui.l w.nl.l i*

lighted Up. -V nHTi-spo.nl.-iii «>f Ml.; Scientific

Amerie.m surs: ••
I I'nl ormsioii to

cxuciiiui tliu I* 'It* an of a mill pond, for which
1 constructed a fl.sit out of inch lK«nr.bs siifli-

eicut to buoy mu np; thnni-li tho centre of
Mils limit I cut a Imle, nml lilnced a blanket

over it, when I n> raaUh-.l to clearly dis-

cover obj.’Cl* on l bo IkiIIoiii, and several lost

tool* were diMiivenil nml picked up. I nisi

satisfied that, where wnlcr is sufficiently

clear, this latter plan could be successfully

Used for scan ning f<>r lu4 UsIirS nnd arti-

cles.”

6193. To Prepare Soap for Bubbles.
Dissolve casiilo soap hi strong nlcidnd ; lit il

settle, or filter, nod hike the dear solution,

from which evaporate the alcohol. The solid

n-siduo is olealu of soda. To this ndd luilf
its weight of glycerine nml sufficient water to
give tliu proper consistency, Tho beauty ol

the experiments will compensate for all the
trouble.

6104. To Produce Large and Long-
lasting Soap-Bubbles. For tho produc-
tion ot unusually largo soap-hubbies that

will last for hours, and exhibit, splendidly the
beautiful colors of tliu rainbow, a fluid may
be employed that can easily bu prepared in

tho following way; Finn shavings of palm-
oil snap are shaken in ft largo ImlMo with dis-

tilled water, Until a concentrated solution of
the *oup is obtained

;
lids is filtered through

gray filtering paper, and then mixed with
i.boiil ouc-Miird its bulk of pure glycerine.
The fluid is to lie shaken Up liel’on. use. Jly

menu* of a small glass funnel, of two inches
diameter, eouueited with u tube of iudiu-rub-

her, soup-bubble* UinV Ih* prejiiil'ed with this

fluid, Mint will vie in bcauli of color with the
rainbow it- .-If, and wliieli may be kept for a

long while by putting them carefully upon an
iron ring which i« slightly rusty anil thorough-

ly wet with tlm snap solution. Muhliles of

1 foot and more in diameter will keen from f.

to 10 minutes
;
tlm>e of 2 or '.t inches in ilium-

otrr will retain llicirfnrni for III or 12 hours.

6195. To Transfer Ornament* for

Carriages, Wagons, &c. This lieauliliil

nrt i* iiovv pnieln-iil l-v many painters, for

the nke *.f » coooiny of tlino and htbnr, Dei-

c.ileoniine picture* expo-vdy designed for cur-

tinges uru How- sold at tho lending *inti»ii«rx'

ston-s, mi-1 til- amateur painter is enabled
lltendiy to Ii

-
i -li a job of. aninge painting in

fine style. Tlie-c picluiv* may be stuck on,

and tlm dampened paper caiefiilly removed,
leaving the pietimi intavt upon the panel, IX)-

quit ilie llo t.MlcliIug with Mu- pencil.

0190. To Apply Docalcomine Pic-
tures. Tlm Jinqier w ay lo pul on ilctalco-

mine pieloic* is to v.irni di the picture euro-

fully with the prepaml varnish (which cun
Imi oldained with the pieluies). with mi or-

namenting pencil, being sure not lu get Iho

vuniUh on the w hile paper. I it a few min-
ute* tlm picture will lie ready to lav on tho

panel, mid Iho napef call lie leinoved hy wet-

ting il; nud when thoroughly dry, it should
Ih- varnMmd like nil oil painting. Me partic-

ular to purdiuxe only lfiimn tninsfer pfuliirt'tf

which nro covered with gold leaf on the buck,
for they will xltoW plainly Oil any cnluml
Mirfaee, while I ho plain ptotURM ate used only
on white or light grow nils. They may bn

pioeiire.l at mi v
tationery st.ire, and tliu cost

is trifling.

0197. Lead for Pencils. Tile easiest

ofproducing not only black lend, hut nil

suit* of pencils, is hy tin. following process,

which . oinliine* siniji i.-ily, eheapiies*. and
quality. Take while or pipu clay, put it into

i tub* of clear water, to souk for 12 hours,

then agitato thn whole until il rescmlilcK

milk
;

let il rest 2 <>r :t minutes, and pour oir

Um rajicnmtuut milky liquor into a second

vessel
;
then allow it to settle, pour oil' the

clear water, and dry the residue on n filler.

Tlmn add Mark lead in any qiianlitv. Pow-
der it. and calcine il lit. u white lien! ill a

loosely c.»verx-d cincible; cool, and most care-

fully repulvei i/e
;
then n»M prepaix-d clay and

prepuicd pniu.li.q-.o. ci|iial ]ia.t>. Make into

i pa'lo with ivalcr. nml put in !* oiled moulds
of the sixo r.quir d; dry very gradually, and
apply sufficient lu-aL to give the required «lc-

gree'of haniness—the pieces to Ih; token Cine-

fully from tho mould* and )daeed in the

grooves of Mm cedar. The more clay nnd
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heat employed, tho harder the ernyou

;

clay nud heat produce a contrary ellect. The

moulds must be made of 4 pieces of wood,

nicely fitted toeotlior.

6108. Artificial Sea Water for Aqua-

ria. A null'll imi union of m water i*

formed by mixing WO ounces of fresh water

with 3 ounces common salt, 1 ounce Kp>"in

salts, 200 grains chloride of magnesium, and

40 grains chloride of potassium. Or. more

precisely, the real constitution of sea-water

inny he intituled in the following manner:

llii with 970,1X10 grains ruiu water *27,OuO ol

ihlorido of sodium, 3600 of chlorido of mag-
nesium, 7.

r
i0 of chlorido of potassium, 29 of

broinido of magnesium, 2300 of sulphate of
magnosia, 1400 of sulphate of lime, 3o of car-
bonate of lime, 5 of iodido of sodium. These
all being finely powdered and mixed first, an*
to be stirred into tho water, through which a
jlream of air may ho caused to pa** from the
bottom until tho wliolo is dissolved. On no
account is the water to bo boiled, or eren
heap'd. Into this water, when clear, the
rocks nud non- weed may ho introduced. As
soon as tho latter nro in a nourishing atato,
tho animals inny follow. Caro must bo taken
not to have too many of these, and to removo
immediately any that die. Tho loss by evap-
oration is to ho mndo up hy adding elenn
rain water. Tho aquarium, whether of fre>U
or of salt water, will reipiiro occasionally aril-

fieial aeration. This may he dono hy simply
blowing through a glass tube which reaches
to near tho bottom, or, better Mill, in tho fid-
lowing way : Tike a glass syringe which can
ho easily worked. Having tilled it with wa-
ter, hold it with tlu? iio/xlu about 2 inches
from tho Ktir faeo of Urn water in Cm aquarium,
into which tho contents nro («• be discharged
quickly, nud with a nort of jerk. Ily this

means a multitude of Hinall bubble* are
forco.l down Into tho fluid. This operation
Dhoithl ho repeat ed for n cnnridnrnblo number
of times.

6109. To Provcnt Stair Carpets from
Woarinjf. Stair carpets should always Imvo
s slip of paper put tinder them, at arid over
tho nilgo of every stair, which is tho pnrt
where they wear lir-t, in order to Ic-on the
friction of ilm carpet against the boards be-
neath. Tho strip* ahoidd lw within mi inch
or two a- long tho carpet

i . wide nud about
4 or fi inches ill breadth. A piece of old car-

!

ot answers hotter than paper if you have it.

'his plan will keen a Muir carpet in good
condition for a much longer limn than with-
out it.

0200. To Mako an .ZEolinn Harp. Of
very thill cedar, pine, or other ••ttwoo.l, mako
a box f» or 0 inches deep, 7 or 8 inches wide,
and of a length just equal to the width of the
window in which it is to bo placed. Across
the top, near each end, glim a strip of wood i

inch high and i inch thick, for bridges. Into
llm ends of tho Img insert wooden pins, like
those of a violin, to wind thu string* around,
two pins in each end. Make a sotiiid-hota in
the. iniddlii of Llm top, and idling llm box with
Rmall cat-gut., or Id no violin string*. Fasten-
ing "no end of each atring to the wooden pin
in one. end of I he box, nud carrying It over the
bridge*, wind it around the lurniug-pin in the
opposite mill of tho box. Thu ends of the Imt
*hmild be ine.rea*e.i| in thickness where the
wooden pins enter, hy a jecco of wood glued
upon the inside. Tune tl ) string* in unison
and place tho box in tin window. It is better
to have 4 Mimes, m described, but a harp
with a single string produces an exceedingly
•went melody o*' notes, which vary with the
force of tho wind.
6201. To Remove the Disagreoablo

Taste from New Wooden Vessels. First

scald them with boiling water, then ditsolvo
como peer!a*h or soda in lukewarm water,
adding & little lime to it, and wash the inside

of the vessel well with the solution. After-
wards scald it well with plain hot water before
using.

6202. To Preserve Ribbons and Silks.
Ribbon* and other silks should be put away
fcrpre*crvaimu in brown paper; the chloride

of lime u*cd in manufacturing whit.i paper
frequently produces discoloration. A white
satin dress should bo pinned in bine paper,
with brown paper outsido, sewn together at
tho edges.

6203. To Make Feather Brushes.
Roil tho wing feathers of a turkey or chicken
for 5 or 10 minutes, then rinse them in tepid

of which is gradually increased, it will ba
found that ill a short time the. stopper is liber-

water, dry them ami tie them up iu bunches
to use in greasing pans mid fi»r brushing egg
over tarts or yastry.

6204. Remedy for Frozon Potatoes.
In timo of front, potatoes that have been
nfleeted thereby should lie laid in a perfectly
dark plaoo for some days after tho thaw lias

Commenced. if thawed in open day they
rot; but if in darkness, they do not rot; and
they lose very little of Iheir tint oral proper-
'

|
i

• *

6205. To Make Firo Kindlera. Take
a qiqtrl of tar ami 3 pounds of rutin, melt
them, bring to a cooling temperature, mix
with as much coar*o sawdust, with n liltlo

charcoal added, ns can lw> worked in ; spread
out while hot upon a board

;
when cold, break

up into lumps of tho sire of n largo hickory
nut, and you have, at a small expense, kind-
ling malerial enough ("f n household foroiiu

year. They will easily ignito from n mutch
and burn with a strong bbur. long enough to

•tail any wood that is lit to hum.
6206. To Looaon Ground Glaaa Stop-

pers. Sometimes lliu ground glass stoppers
"f I" 'Hies beeomo, fnuu one ciuiso or nimtner,
fix'd in tho lurk, ami cammt l»e removed by
pulling or twisting. A n effectnal met h<»l is to

wrap a rag wet with Imt water nrmmd tho

nock nml let it remain afew sceomls. The
heat will expand tho lwk of tholx>ttle, wher
tho stopper can bo removed before tlie beat
penetrates the stopper it*e!f. Or, wind a

string onro or twice around tho neck, and.
holding tho Mil# between the knees, mill

nlteniatelr on olio ami 4he oilier end, thus
creating friction, and consequently heat. Or
a little cainpheiio dropped lie* oven tho neck
and stapperof tho Iwltlc will often relieve tho
'toppi-r.

0207. To Remove a Gloss Stopper.
The mint clfectunl imde of removing stop,
pen*, e*perially those of small bottle*, such ns

KUielling-U»tllea, is ft' follows : Take a piece o|

strong cord, n!»uit a yard or 4 fi**t iu length,

double il at the midd'ie, ami tin n knot (Fij7. 1,

M so ns to form a bmp (a) of about 4 inches

Fig. L

in length ; at tho doubled end. briDg the knot
close to one side of the stopper, and tio the
ends tightly together on the opposite side, as
at Fig. 2 (c) so a* to fasten the siring securely

mond the neck of the shipper; now pas* one
of the ends through the loop (a), ami then tie

it firmly to tho other end
; the doubled cord

i.s then to Ih; plan*! over a bar or other sup-
port. then if the bottle is surrounded bv a
ciiitli. to prevent accident in case of fracture
nml pulled downwards with n jerk, the Jiuvv

Fig. 2.

•tod. Two precaution* are requisite—nno is,

thul the strain on both sides of the stoppertout tho strain on nuiii sides of the stopper
is equal; the othei', that cure he Uikcu t imt

wbeti the 'topper is liberated, it is nut. (bulled
by the rebound against any laird substance,

per is liberated, it is mil dashed

which would cause its fracture.

6208. To Keen Up Sash Windows.
This is performed by menus of cork, iu the
simplest manner, nml with scarcely any ex-
pense. Rote 3 or 4 holes in tho sides of tho
pash, into which Insert common bolthecork,

Bjetting about the sixteenth part of un inch.
•*e will press against the window frames

along the usual groove, ami by their elasticity

mpport tlm sash at any height which muy bo
required.

0200. How to Trout a Burning
Chimney. If it i. desired to extinguish llm
tiro m a chimney which Jin* been lighted by a
lire in the fireplace, shut all lliu doors of the
apartment so ns to prevent any current of air

up tho chimney, then throw a few handfuls of
common lino salt upon tho firo ill tho grata or
Move, which will iiumcdio'uly extinguish the
firo in tin-chimney, Tim philosophy of this
is, that ill tlm process of burning lliu sail,

muriatic neid gas i* evolved, which is n prompt
extinguisher of lira.

6210.

To Prevent GIrsh from Crack-
ing by Sudden Heating. lTobnblv more
article* of glass in daily use nro broken by
being suddenly honied llinii hy blownor other
nets of cnrelessness, (! lass is a very poor con-
ductor of heal, nud when hot water 1* poured
suddenly into a tumbler or gnldot, it is hIiiiokI

certain to break unless lliu glass itself is

quito warm. Tepid water should ho first

used, or a liltlo cold water bu poured into the

t
lnsson which tlm Imt water may be drawn.
amp chimney* frequently crack when placed

upon tlm lighted lamp, especially If taken
from a cold room. Tho proper remedy is bo

turn up the flame slowly or by degrees; this

will gradually heat the glass, and prevent its

fracture.

6211.

To Restore the Color of Win-
dow Glass. Window glass constantly ux-

£
o‘od to the nothin of thu HIU nml mill Knoll

i-terii.rates, ns the potash or Main it contuiiiH
combines with tho CArbnnic acid of (ho air, A
whitish opaqueness is tho result of this uclimi

;

and in order to restore tho pano to its original
clearness, rub it with di’utu muriatic acid, and
then clean with moistened whiting. It is said

that glass in an extreme *'.ato of decomposi-
tico muy bo restored by this means.

6212.

To Clean Discolored Ginas.
(’.Ill's Hint appears smoky muy l«* chimed
by applying dilute nitric acid, when reap, tur-
pentine. alcohol, or semiring with whiling
would make n« impies'ion on it. W liter of
aiiiumuiii is also cflcclivu.

6213.

To Remove a Ring from a
Swollen Finger. A Hu end should bu
wound evenly unmnd, beginning at the ex-
tremity of thu finger, am! hriuging each coil
close to the preceding, until the ring bo
reached. A needle is then threaded on und
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C
isscd under tho ring, and the (bread ia care-
illy unwound from tho finger. The ring

follows each coil as it is successively unrolled,

and by almost imperceptible degrees it

brought over the kuucklo and removed. Care
must be taken that tho thread is wound on
evenly, particularly over the swollen knuckle,
or an entanglement will occur in the unwind-
ing. A curved needla will pass under the
ring more easily than a straight one.

0214. To Prevent Goa Meter* from
Freezing. Half a pint (or less) of good
glycerine ia said to prevent the freezing of a
gallon of wutor, though at least doable the
proportion is preferable in the country, what-
ever the temperature in tho winter may hap-

pen to bo. Water containing about 40 per

cent, of glycerino is but little inclined to

freeze. Glycerino in a pure state is perfectly

inert, and exercises no iufluenca upon tha

metals of which tho meter is composed.
Whiskey, on Hie contrary, undergoes the acet-

ous fermentation, by which the alcohol is

converted into acetic acid, which conodes
the meter, and soon wears it out.

6216. To Prevent the Creaking of
Doors. Apply u little man to the hinges.

Or: Tuko lard, map, and black lead, equal
parts, and apply.

6216. To X Kerosene Oil. This
oil should bo kept for uso in air tight closed

vowel*. A largo quantity is best kept in a
well-corked can provided with a faucet an inch

or two from tho bottom, so tbat tho oil can
bo drawn o(T as required, without disturbing

th« sodlnibUt which usually collect* on the
bottom of tlio vessel

;
by this mean* the oil

will bo always dear and bright. The small
cans used for filling lumps should be kept
closely corked both at tho neck and spout.

If cither cork bo left out for a day or two, the

oil will burn dull, and cako on the wick
;

this

is more especially tho coao when tho can is

keut in a warm place,

0217. Management of Broom*. If

brooms aro wetted in boiling suds once a
week, they will become very tough, will not
cut a carpet, last much longer, and always
sweep like a now broom.
6218. To Wash White Don. Make

iv good lather of whilu soap with u Tittle spirit

of turpentine; wash tho dog as quickly as

possible in this while it is warm, but not Lot,

taking care not to let tho soap lather get iuto

its eyes. Uuvo a tub with clean tepid water

in which a little blue ho* been dissolved

ready; when tho coat is clean dip tho dog
iuto tho blue-water and rinse out the soap.

Thou rub it well in a clean sheet beforo a fire;

if tho hair is long comb it out and brush it as

it dries. Tho turpentine will kill Ilea* unless

the dog is muoh infested with thorn.

0219. To Paint an Ifon Bath Tub.
Mix the paint to a proper consistency with

best coochmukerH 1 Japan varnish. For white

lead paint, use half turpentine and half coach-
makers’ Japan. It will not darken much.
Venetian red is beat for a first coat, for any
color but white.

0220. To Raise Old Veneer*. In re-

pairing old rabiuets, Ac., workmen ore often

at a low to know how to get rid of those blia

tors which appear on tho surface. We will

dcscribo how the operation may bo performed
without difficulty. First wash tho surface

with boiling water, uud with a coarse doth
remove dirt or grease; (hen place it before

the fire; oil its surfaco with liusced oil, place

it again to tho fire, and the heat will make
tho oil penetrate quite through tho veueer
and soften the glue underneath

;
then, whilst

hot, raise tho edge gentlv with a chisel, and it

will separate completely from the ground.

Be careful not to uso tou much force, or you

will spoil the work. If the work should get

cold auring the operation, apply more oil, and

heat it again. When you have entirely sep-

arated the veneer, wash off the glue, and pro-

ceed to lay it again as a new veneer.
0221.

‘ To Take Bruises out of Furni-

ture. Wet the part with warm water;

double a piece of brown paper 5 or G times,

soak it in warm water, and lay it on the

I

laco; apply on that a warm, but not hot,

lat iron, till the moisture is evaporated. If

thr. bruise bo nut gone, repeat the process.

After two or threo applications tho dent or

bruise will be raised to the surface. If the

bruiso bo small, merely *<*ak it with warm
water, and hold a red hot iron near the sur-

faco. keeping the surface continually wet;
tho bruise will s.»on disappear.

6222. To Dissolve Gum-Shellac in

Ammonia. The vo-el containing the shel-

lac- U put into a large vessel with hot water.

Boiling water is thou poured on the gum.
after which ammonia is added slowly, but

conlinaiiaslj. slirnug all (be while wub a

glass rod. until solution is off.vt.-d. An ri-

ce'* of ammonia will color the solution

brown. After cooling. Ilin fluid i* filtered,

and may bo kept ill ibis state a long while.

0223.

To Manage Water-Pipes in

Winter. When the frost begins to set in,

cover the water-pipes with hav or straw bands,

twilled tight round them. Iwl tho ci-tcnis

and water-butt* bo washed out occasionally

;

thi* will keep tbo water pure mid fresh. In

pumpiug up water into the «i«t.-n» for the

water-closet, bo very |>ari>enlar iu winter

time. Let oil tho water lie let out of the

pipe when dime
;
but if this is furgnlteu. and

it 'hnulJ l«e (mien. take a small gimlet and

bore a hole iu tbo pine, a little di -tuner from

tho place where it is let off. wliirh will pre-

vent Its bursting Put A peg into the bole

when tho water is let off.

0224.

To Protect Lead Water-Pipe*.
Dr. Schwarz, of Brc.-hm. notes n simple
method of protecting lead pipe- from tho ac-

tion of water, by forming on tho inddo sur-

face of tbo pipes an insoluble sulphide of lead.

The operation, which i> a very simple one.

consists in filling tho pipes with a warm and
concentrated solution of sulphide of potassium

or sodium : the solution is Irft ia ruutact with

the lead for about 15 minutes, and then

poured out.

0225.

Blowing Out Steam Boiler*.

Stcaui boilers should never be blowu out un-

der steam pressure. Tho safely valve should

first be raised until the pressure is all removed

by letting tho steam escape as rapidly a* pos-

sible
;
then the hand hole plate or other dr-

vice should bo opened, and tho dirt and sedi-

ment will run out with tho water. If tho

boiler is allowed to cool off. the dirt will set-

tle to tbo bottom and be fastened on by tho

heat. Tbo dirt is always on the top of tho

water when there is any pressure of strain

uu it.

0226. Substitute for a Corkscrew.
A convenient substitute fur a corkscrew, whet*

tho latter is not at hand, may bo fouud iu tbo

use of a common screw, with au attache

J

string to null the cork. Or. Mick two stcu*

forks vertically into the cork on opposite side*,

not too near tho edge. Kun tho blade of a
knife through the two. and give a twist.

6227. To Remove a Cork from the
Inside of a Bottle. With a stout string

projected into the bottle, turn the bottle

around until tbo cork is caught in a loop of

the string, and with force pull out tho cork.

0228. To Remove Starch or Rust
from Flat-Irons. To remove starch or

ru»t from flat-irons, Lave a piece of yellow
beeswax tied iu a coarse cloth. When tho

iron is almost hot enough to use, but not

quite, rub it quickly with the beeswax, uud

then with a clean, coarse cloth.

6229. To Prepare New Linen for

Being Embroidered. New linen may bo

embroidered more easily by rubbing it over

with fill!) white soap
;

it prevent* tho threads

from cracking.

0230. To 8hell Beans Easily. Pour
upon the pods a ouuutit)’ of scalding water

and tho beans will slip very easily from tho

pod. By pouring scalding water on apples,

tho skin may be easily slipped off, and much
labor saved.

0231. To Improve tho Wicks of

Candles. First steep tho wicks in u solution

of lime-water in which saltpetre has been
dissolved. To 1 gallon wulcr add 9 ounce*
saltnctre and J pound lime. Dry well tbo

wickn before using. It improves the light,

and prevouts the tallow from running.

6232. Adhesive for Leather Belts.

Printers’ ink is a good udkesivo for leutbur

belt*. One application will keep a leather

belt in running order for 12 mouths.

0233.

Ajutago of Fountain*. U.
Francois, in his work, "Art dus FudUJdoh,"
estimates tho decrease in tho height of tho

S to bo I foot below tho level of tho sourco

every 100 yards distance. II o considers

tho ojuugo or opening of the pine should ho

i of tho size of tbo pipe itself. Where pipes

uro already laid down, and the. power of tliu

head not very accurately known. ;l is well, bv
means of a leaden mizzle, the orifice of which

may be readily increased or diminished, to

Mat the amount of force, *o that tho ajutago

may be adapted to throw the highest and

ftUle-l jet the head i* capable of

0234.

To Make Composition Oms-
menu for Picture Frame* or Othor
Purpose*. Mix as much whiting o. you
think will bo required for present u»o with

thinnUh glao, to the consistence of putty;
and haring a mould ready, rub it well all over
with swoet oil, and press your composition iu

it; take it out. aud you will huvo a good im-
pression, which you may set by to dry; or, if

wanted, you may, beforo it gets hard, apply it

to your work with thick glue, and bend it

into tho form required.

0235.

To Stop Leaky Skylights.
Leaky skylights may bo stopped and cured
with Dutch rushes, bedded in, caalked, and
covered with good white lead. On wet mak-
ing its appearance it quickly attacks tho rush,

which swells up so tight and firm that all

progress of wet uud droppings is effectually

staved.

0236.

To Thicken and Strengthen
Mualin. Dip tho muslin m dilute sulphuric
kid. According to Professor Calvert, of

Manchester, England, this very much in-

creases its thickness and strength. The cot-

ton thus prepared is tochnicidly known aa

0237.

To Dovolop tho Inscription
on Worn Coins. By beating these gradu-
ally, tho inscription will, in almost all casus,
make iu appearance.

0238.

To Preserve Copper Coins
sod Medals from the Action of the
Air. Immerse them fur a moment in melted
paraffine, and thou wipe off the excess of
paraffine with a clean dry cloth.

6239. To Prepare Bladders. These
articles are prepared by cutting off the fat and
loose membranes attached to them, uud wash-
ing them first in a weak solution of chloride
of lime, and afterwards ia clear water; they
are then blown out and submitted to pressure
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by rolling them under the arm. by which thev
become considerably larger; they uro next
blown quite tight, dried, and tied op in dozens
for sale, Or, dip them in warm water, dry
arid rub them well in with a little glycerine;
they will keen soft and pliable. They arc
employed by druggists and oil aud colortnen
to tie over pots, bottles, and jars, and to cm
tain pill masse*, aud other similar substance.'
Never buy bladders unless they are perfectly
dry and light, as, if tha reverse bo tho case,
thev will neither keep nor prove sound.
6240. To Obtain Herbs of tha Finest

Flavor. When herbs are to bo kept for
flavoring dishes, it is obviously of tho first

importance that they should be gathered at

the right time, ami dried in tho best manner.
Tho seasons wbeu tho various herbs have in

their fullest flavor, aro ai follows: Basil,

from tho middle of August to tho middle of
September; marjoram, during tho month of
July; winter savory, tho latter end of July
and throughout August; summer savory, the
sumo: thyme, of various kinds, during June
and July; mint, tho latter cud of June, and
during July; sage. August aud September
tarragon ond bumet, Juno, July, aud Aug
uat; chervil, parsley, fennel, elder flowers,

and orange flowers, May. Jutic, and July
Ah tho seasons vary iu different localities, a
good general rule is to gather the herbs when
they first blossom. Herbs should be gathered
on a dry day, before tho sun has been long
upon them. When inteuded for preservation,
they ebon Id bo cleaned from dirt and dust,
and dried gradually upon a warm store, or itt

a Dutch oven, after which they may lie tied
up in bags made of old newspaper Or, the
leaven may be picked off, pounded in a nmr
Ur, panned through a hair sieve, and tho now
•lorn he preserved separately in well- stoppered
bottles.

0241. To Remove Clinker from TK\i
Brick. When tho lire bricks have become
covered with clinkers which havo fined aud
adhered, they may bo cleaned by throw iug
oyster or clam shells into tho fire box when
Iho firn is very hot. and ullowiug tho firn to
go out. The i linkers will generally cleavo
off without the use of much forco the next
morning. From 2 quarts to

|
peck will be

sufficient for most stoves, and tho operation
can ho repeated if aomo of tho clinkers -till

adhere. Salt sprinkled on cliukcr adhering
to fire brick will also loosen it.

6242. To Preserve Carpet*. It is

very advisable iu laying down carpels at

first, to cover tho floor beneath them with
largo sheets of paper, so as to prevent tho
dust from rising between the boards. A m-
pet lasts longer by adopting this precaution.
6243. To Prevent Injury to Kid

Gloves from Excessive Perspiration.
Persons who wear kid glove* in hot weather,
aud who perspire freely, will find that injury
to the gloves will be prevented by applyin'g
ordinary com stnrrii to their hands (dry)
beforo drawing on their gloves. Pulverized
soap-stono will answer the same purpose.

6244. The Art of Easy 8having.
The following is tho substance of the in*,trac-
tions of tho celebrated Mr. Mcchi on this sub-
ject: Never fail to well wash your beard with
Hoap and cold water. nn«l to rnb it dry, im-
mediately beforo you apply the lather, of
which the more you use, and the thicker it is,

the easier you will shave. Never use warm
water, which makes a tender fare. In cold
weather, place yoor razor (closed of course)
in your pocket, or under your arm, to warm
it. The moment you leave your bed (or
bath) is tho best time to shave. Always

wipe your razor clean, and sirup it before
putting it away; and put your shaving-brash
away with the lather on it. The razor (being
ouly a very fine saw) should be moved in a
eloping or* rawing direction, and held nearly
flat to your face, care being taken to draw
the rkin as tight as po^iblo with the left

band, to as to present an even rurface, and to

throw out the I»earJ.

6245. To Hone a Razor. The rurface
of the hone mart be perfectly level. Tho
razor nbould be held flat on the hone, and tho
back never raised, cr it will induce a round
or thick edge. Draw tho razor from heel to
point, alternating tbf side* at each rtroke,
and the actiou always against tho edge.
When the edge is wiry and (Liu enough to

turn, strop it on a coarse strop, drawing the

edge occasionally over the thumb nail, nnlil

tho edge i* smooth, then fiuish on a fino

strop, and the palm of the hand.
6246. Strop for Razor*. There aro

many kinds of razor strops formed of leather

glued on a wooden holder. There aro apt. in

limo, to round (he edge of the razor, by allow

mg tho blado to bed lUclf or siok in the

leather. The best ie a atrip of Russia leather.

•trained as tight as a dram on a curved or
bowed piece* of wood.
6247. Pasts for Bsuors. Emery very

finely levigsted (washed) in the aauie man
ner ai prepared chalk (see -Vo. 1202), mixed
with lard or tallow, or a mixture of there
with neat’s fool oil. Or : equal parts of jew-
clcr«* rouge, black lead, and prepared suet.

6248. Pradieris Paata for Razors.
He*t putty powder, I ounco; jeweler,
rouge, I ounce; Male* of iron, t ounco; levi-
gated Turkey stone, 3 ounces; beef met. 1)
ounces. Or: Mix equal par:* of dried tub

I

bate of iron and »a!t, and apply a gradually
ncroared heat, in a closed vessel. I'ulverize,
elutnalo {ut So. 14), and mil with Urd or
(allow.

6240. To Strop a Razor. Tho proctico
or pros-ing on (ho edga of a razor iu stropping
oon rounds it; tho pressure should he direct-

ed to tho back, which should never bo raised
from tho strop. If you sbavo from lice! to
point of tbo razor, stn.p it Irnin point to heel;
but if you Legm with the point iu shaving,
thon strop it from heel to point. If you only
onco pul awny your ramr without stropping
it, or otherwire perfectly cleaning tho edge,
you must no lunger expect to shave well and
cs»y, tho soap aud damp so •••on rust the fine
edge. A picco of soft plate-leather (chamois
leather) abnnld alwayi bo kept with razors, to
wino them with.

6250.

To Sharpen a Razor. Tho sim-
plest mothod nr sharpening a razor is to put it

for half on hour in water to which has been
added *S «>f its weight of muriatic or sulphuric
acid, and after a few hours ict it on a hone.
Tho acid nets as a whetstone, by corroding the
wholo Hurfaco uniformly, so that nothing fur-

ther lhaa n smooth polish is necessary.

6251.

To Sharpen Edge Tools. Pro-
ceed as directed in tho last receipt.

6252.

To Orind Cutlery and Edge
Tools. For grinding, tho stone should Ik-

dipped in water to prevent tho heating of the
tools ; aud careful cutlers use oil for phishing,
instead of water, when using grindstones of
6mall diameter.

6253.

Caution In Grinding Cutlery.
Never follow the example of tho .trcct knife-
grinder. lio does much work, and cheap
work. IIo uses as little water as possible.
Give him a good razor or a good knife, and
he gives it back well sharpened, but a spoiled
too!, which needs to bo hardened anew.

Therefore, when sharpening tools, tako largo
stones with much water, and iual.0 slow aud
good work.
6254. To Sharpen and Set a Saw.

First, run a file ulong tho edgo of tho tcoth
till y.m seo them rango iu a direct lino; thuu
lav tho hl.ido on a Smooth piece of lend, or on
tho end «»f n tiying-pluuo, uud with a square
steel punch and a hammer, give a gentle tap
on every alternate tooth, ltcvcrso tho saw
aud pouch the alternate teeth on tho other
si le. and look down tho saw to seo that the
teeth aro nil equally act. Then begin with
vour file at lliut part of iho saw nearest the
handle. To (sharpen or filo tho teeth to a
good point, bold tho filo so thut it makes au
angle with tho saw- blado of about 30 degrees,
or | that of a uiilro angle. Then filo every
<*ther tooth to a very sharp point, sharpening
only thore teeth which are /el atcay from the
operator. Turn the eaw round, and repeat
the operation on (be remaining teeth. The
filo u«ed for sharpening atws bhould be trian-

gular, and in fine order. A dull filo will

never make a sharp saw.

6255. To File a Flat Surface. In
filing a flat surfaco on a piece of iron, unless
there i* soino skill or rare used in tho opera-
tion, tbo exterior edge* are apt to ho greatly

pared away, so thut that part of tho nurfaco

•boat midway between them will bo tho least

filed down. The work should be hold in a
bench vise, in such a position that tho file will

run in a horizontal direction ucurly level w ith

the workman’s elbow; but should tho work bo
of a very light nature, it may be held in n
more elevated position

;
or, if it bo very

heavy, it may be held alittlo lower. In filing

flat surfaces, ft 'mrfucs-plato' is used, to on-
able tho (ipcrator to finish tho work with ac-

curacy. Tho surface-plate is n cast-iron plato
planed ami carefully reduced to a tniosurfaeo.
Sumo rod load is rubbed on this plato beforo

curacy. I ho surface-plate is a cast-iron plato
planed ami carefully reduced to a tniosurfaeo.
Sumo rod load is rubbed on this plato beforo

used
,
thon this picco of work is rubbed

on tho plate, mid wherever tho work is red-

deued it shown thut that part of tho work is

abovo the level, and has to lie filed down

;

and thiv process of testing and filiug i:» carried
« > until tho work is reduced to n perfectly
truoaurface. It raves tho filo to draw it back
at each stroko as lightly ns possible. There
is al.o economy in using tho files first on brass

•>r east iron, uud afterwards on wrought iron.

6256. Recutting; Files with Acids.
There are many receipts for converting old
hies into new by means of acids, am] among
the I ate.- 1 is that recently patented by Albert
I. Ferguson, of Slinron. Fa. Tho fifes must
be tlms.ujgbly cleansed in warm water con-

taining a email quantity of notush, which
readily removes any greireanr dirt from them.
After tho files arc thus cleansed, they must bo
wa-hod wv.h wnnn water and dried by arti-

ficial beat. Next, place I pint warm water
into a wo *dcu vessel, mid put into it us many
files B3 tho water will cover. Then odd 2
ounces blue x itriol (sulphato of cupper) finely

pulverized, and 2 ounces borax, well mixed,
t liking care to turn the files over, so that each

may come in contact with the mixture. To

tho abovo mixture now odd 7 ounces nul-

phuric acid and i ounce cider vinegar, which
will causo tho files to assume A red appear-
ance ut first, hut thev will in a short Limo
resume their natural color. Then they must
bo removed, washed iu cold water, and dried
by artificial heat. When dry, they must bo
sponged with olive oil, wrapped in porous
paper, and laid aside for use.

6257. Re-Sharpening Files. A very
interesting and economical process Las been
exhibited before tho SociutA d’Enconragcment
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of Pori*, by M. Werdcnnann. Well-worn
file* aro first carefully cleaned by mean* of

hot water nm) Mida ; they aro then placed in

connection with tbu positive polo of n battery,

in n hath composed of 40 part* sulphuric acid,

fcO parts nitric acid, and 1000 parts water.

Thu negative pole is formed of a copper spiral

surrounding the files, but not touching them

;

the coil terminate* in a wire which rise*

towards the surface. This arrangement is the

result of practical experience. Whoa Iho file*

havo been 10 minutes in tbo bath they are
taken out, washed, and dried, when the whole
of tbo hollows will Im found to have been
attacked in a very sensible manner; but
should tbo effect not bo sufficient, they are

replaced fur tho same period as before. Two
operations om sometimes necessary, but ra:e

ly more. Tho files thus noted upon ere. to nil

appearnuco. liko new one*, and are said to be

good for sixty hours' work.

6258, To Clean Filea. The occasional

cleaning of files in tho machine shop by
means of oil, heat, and tho card (wiro brush)

will iavodollar* to iho owner ud ammyauco
to tho worker.
0250. To Cut Good Steel Scrapers.

Hart of tho blado of a broken ..w makes the

best hcrapori; liut, as it is hard, it is very

difficult to cut it into tho required form. The
best nml mo t expeditious way i. to mark
it out to tho *>xo wanted, and then to place

tho blado or steel pinto in a vl*> which idiutH

very close, placing llio mark even with the

faro of tba vise, and thu part to bo cut lu

waslo above tbo vise. Then with a c>dd-

chisol, holding itcloso to tho viso ami rather

inclined upwards, begin ot mm cud of the

Rteol plalc, and with a sharp blow of the

haminor it will rut it Keep going on by de-

gree-, und it will with enso he rut to tho shape

required; then grind tho edge* of the mnp«-r
level, and finish by robbing it mi a Turkey-
frtmie.

0200. Knot*. It is nut a very diffi. alt

thing to tio n neat nml ccuro knot, j • com
parativaly few persons know bow t«» uceoin

plish it. Below wo give nil the knots neves-

Rarv for ordinary puinose*. with illustrations

uml directions for making them.

0201. The Sheet Band or Weaver's
Knot. This knot h usually employed by
uetters, nml is called by mviIots " tho aheel

bend.” It is readily niado by a
bending ono of thejnece* of curd

into a loon (a. b, Fig. 1). which C
i* to ho held between tho finger « 6
ami thumb of Iho left hand ;

tho . I.
r

other cord, e, is passed through

tho loop from tho further side, FY/’ V
then round buliiml tho two legs lLpt f
of (ho loop, and lastly under A< Xft
itsolf, thu loose cn 1 coming out {J;
nt (I. In the Mnalllic-s of its

tire, mid tho firmness with which ‘ {•,«

Iho various parl-i grip together, V,

thi* knot surpasses every other

;

it can, moreover, bo tiul readily

when ono of the pieces \ it.,n,b.

is exceedingly short; in common \\

stout twine, loss than nil inch

being sufficient to form the loop. Fig. 1.

Tho nbovo method of forming it is tho fim-

pleat to describe, allhmigh n»l tho most rapid

in practico; as it may he mado in much less

tinto by crossing tho two ends of cmd (a, 6,

Fig. 2) o:i the tip of the forefinger of tho left

hand, and holding them firmly by tho left

th'dnrb, which covers the crossing; thru the

part c is to bo wound round tbo thumb in a

loop, as *bowu iu the figure, anil passed be-

tween tho two ends, behind a and before b;

the knot is completed bv turning the cr.d b

downwards in front of d, passing it through

the loop, teeming it under tho left thumb,

and tightening tho whole by polling d. A a

formed in this mode, it is mure rapidly made
than almost any
other knot; and,

as before stated,

it excelU all in

sccurny and
compactness; so

firmly do tho

various turns
grip each other,

that, after hav-
ing been lightly

pulled, it is very
difficult to un-
tie; this i* tho
only drawback
to its usefulness. Fig. 2.

and in this re»nccl it is infenor to tbo reef-

kind. Fig. 3, which is made in precisely tho

same manner that a shoe-string is tied, ouly

pulling out tho end* instead of leaviug them
as bow*.

C202. The Reef Knot. Tho only pro-

cured by polling l
«/. w In-11 the lin.p HTj ff"

is il.av.ii ui. and H 21 HU *)

fastens tbu end *>f iV i i »i

0264. Tho *. | *
Double Ilalf Be7|jl|
Hitch or Clove ta V
Hitch. For fast-

“
cning a Cord to Fig. 5 Fig. 4.

any cylindrical objel. ono of tbo most u.-eful

knots is tho cb>vc hitch, which, although ex-

cccdingly simple and most easily made. ono

of the most puzzling knots t<> the uninitiated.

There aro several inodes of forming it. the

moat simple being perhaps as follows : make
two loops, precisely umilar in every re.-pect.

M a and b, Fig. 6, then dnng b in front of a,

to as to make both loops correspond, and pass

them over the object to be lied, tightening

the ends
;

if this is properly done, tho knot
will not slip, although surrounding a tolera-

bly smooth cylindrical object, as a pillar,

polo, 4c. This knot is employed by surgeous

iu reducing dislocations of the last joint of the

thumb, and by sailors in groat part of thubland-

ing rigging. Tho loop which is formed when
a cable is passed around a post or tree to se-

cure a vessel near uhore, is fustunod by whut

Fig. 6.

ailors term two half hitches, Which is simply

a clove hitch mado bv tho cud of tho rope

which is passed around tho post or tree, and

tbon made to describe the clovo hitch urouud

that part of itself which is tightly strained.

(See Fig. 7.)

Fig. 7.

6265. Tho Bowline. This knot is used

In slinging heavy bodies
;

it cannot Blip, and

will never jam under tho heaviest strain. It

is difficult to understand nt Hint, but with a

little practico can bo made very rapidly.

Tako tho fixed or standing part of (ho rope in

the left bund (litis slumld bo douo iu muking
all knots), lay (he free end over it, ftnd then

by a twist of tho wrist make u loop in tho

Fig. 8.

standing part which shall incloso the free

und (a, Fig. H); thi n curry tbo freo end be-

hind the standing nurl uml tcrough tho loop,

parallel with itself (&. Fig. 8). This knot

will well repay tho tiouble spent iu learn-

ing it

0260. How to Tie a Parcel. Tho trin*

op of parcels in paper is an operation wniefi

is seldom neatly performed br person* whoa*
occupations have not given them great facil-

ities for constant practice. Let a single knot
be mado in tho end of the cord, which is then
passed aruund the box or parcel. This knot-

ted end is now tied by a single hitch around
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the middle of the cord (Fig. 9) and iho whole
polled tight. Tho cord itself is then carried
at right angles round tho end of tho parcel,
and where it crosses tho transverse cord on
the bottom of the box (Fig. 10) it should, if

the parcel is heavy and requires i„ bo firmly
secured, be passu! over the cross cord, then

back undermath
it, and pullod
tightly, then over
itself; lastly, uu*
der tho cross cord,
and on around tho
other end of tho
box. When it
reaches tho top it

must bo secured
by passing it un-

der that part of tho cord which runs length-
ways (a, Fig. 9), pulliug it very tight, and
fastening it by two half hitches rouud itself.

Tho great cause of oarceU becoming looso is
the fact of tho corn being often fastened to

ono of tho trans-
verse parts (as b,

Fig. 9), instead of
tho pieco running
lengthways, audiu
this case it invaria-

bly becomes loose.

Tho description
may perhaps bo
rendered clearer

Fig. 10. by tho aid of tho
figures, which exhibit tho top and bottom of
a box corded as described. Tho cords, how-
ever, uro shown in a looso state, to allow
their arrangement to bo perceived more
easily.

0207. Artificial Grindatonos. Washed
siliciou* sand, 3 parts; shellac, 1 part; melt,
and form it into tho proper shapo while warm.
Tho fiucucas of tho sand must depend on tho
work tho stono is intended for. Powdered
emery may bo substituted for sand. Tho
samo composition is formed upon pieces of
wood, for tho purpo'o of sharpening knives,
and rutting stone., shells, Ac.
0208. To Mako an Emery Wheel

for Grinding Tools. Piovidc u solid wheel,
made of piuc, or any other bull wood, and of
tho biro required for the purpose. Turn tho
wheel true, and then turn rounds or hollows
in its face, to suit tho tools you wish to grind,
gouges, rounds, Ac. Then nreparo tomo best

!

:)uc, and, using it hot and thin, put it on tho
acoof thu wheel with a brush. The first coatof
gluo should bo u light ono, ami when it is dry
a second ono should bo applied, and. os quickly
an possible, as much emery should bo sifted

Sn tho wet surface as the gluo will bold.
en thisisdry anothercoat o/ glueand emery

should bo applied in the samo way. This will

make a wheel that will last for months, and
grind faster than anything else. No. 0 emery
is boat for this purpose. 'Sea last receipt.)

C360. To Cement Emery to Wood.
The following cement is wonderfully tough.
Melt together equal parts of shellac, white
trdn, and carboCo acid in crystals; add the
last after tho others aro molted. The effect of
the carbolic acid is surprising.

6270. Kerooene Oil for Whetstone*.
Keroseuo oil on whetstones is superior to any
other liauid for tho purpose, as it keeps tho
stone in uettir condition and assists the oper-
ation of sharpening.
0271. How to TJae a Grindstone. Do

not waste tho stone by running it in water;
but if you do, do not allow it to stand in
water when not in use, as this will cause a
aoft place

;
it is much better to wet tho stone

br dropping water on it from a pot upended
above the stone, and stop off the water when
not in nse. Do not allow the stono to get out
of order, bat keep it perfectly round by use of
gas pine, or a hacker. Clean off all greasy
tools before sharpening, as grease or oil

destroys the piL Observe : when you get a
tone that soils yoar purpose, send a sample
of the grit to the dealer to select by

;
a half

Ounce sample is enough, and can be sent in a
latter by mail.

0272. Soap in Place of Oil on Ar-
k ar ta* Stonea. The employment of oil for
the purpose of keeping Arkansas and other
atones in proper condition for sharpening in-

strument* is so general as to be almost, if not
entirely, to the exclusion of every other sub-
stance. The tendency, however, to become
gummy, and clog the surface of tho stone
after it has been on a short time, and the
liability of soiling the fingers and imparting
an unpleasant odor to them, make the uso of
oil objectionable. All this ran be readily ob-
viated, bowvu-r, by using soap in place of oil,

ts follows:—Kub a pieco of toilet soap and a
little water over tho surface of tbo stone until

a thick lather is formed, and then allow this

to dry. When occasion an>es for putting an
edge on a tool, a few drops of water will moist-
en the soap and place the stono in proper con-
dition for one at once. This plan is one that
has been successfully employed for years.
0278. Drill Lubricator. In drilling

wrought iron, nse 1 pound soft soap, mixed
with 1 gallon boiling water. This is a cheap
lubricator; it insures working with great case,

and clean cutting by the drill.

0274. To Face Oil Stone*. Take a
piece of iron with even or straight face (it

ought to bo planed); scatter a little emery or
fino sand about a* coarse os No. li sandcoarse as No. li sand
payer on tbo iron plate, add a littlo water and
rub tbo foco of tho stono, renewing tho emery
or sand and water os requisite, finishing with
an sdition of water without emery or sand.
This is tho quickest and truest way, making
tho stono perfectly straight and occupying
from 5 to 10 inmates time.

0276. To Mako Plain Chocolate.
Roasted cocoa or chocolato beans or uuta arc
mado into paste by trituration in a heated
mortar ; then poured into tin moulds and left

till cold. In this form it is cake chocolate.

Ry grinding this is reduced to chocolate pow-
der. Sweetened and flavored chocolato is

mado in this way : tho sugar and aromatics
being added during the trituration; the pro-

portions of these used for tho various kinds of

chocolate are given below. Vanilla. Ac., moat
be ground before adding to tho paate. (Sec

0270. French Chocolate. Grind to-

gether aa in last receipt, 3 pound? best cacao
nuts, 1 pound refined sugar, and 2 vonui*
beans. (Sec No. 6279.)

id refined sugar, and 2 vomit*

0277. Spanish Aromatic Chocolato.
Grind together 11 pounds Carsees nuts, 3
pounds white sngar, 1 ounce vanilla, ± ounce
cinnamon, and 1 drachm cloves. (See No. 6279.)

6278. Spanish Almond and Vanilla
Chocolato. Take 10 pounds Caracca nuts
and 3 pounds sugar (or 8 pounds Caracca
nuts and 2 pounds island cacao and 10 pounds
sugar), and 3 ounces vanilla. Prepare as in
the last receipt.

6279. To Grind Vanilla Bean*. Va-
nilla is pnlveriied by triturating with a littlo

6ugar.

6280. Molaaae* Candy. Take 1 quart
molasses, li pounds brown sugar, tho juice of

a large lemon and 12 drops oil of lemon ; mix
the molasses and 6cgar together, butter the

imddo of a kettlo and put it in. Let it boil
over a moderate fire for 2 hours, then add tho
lemon juice and boil i hour; stir it often, to
prevent it from burning; when thoroughly
done it will cease boiling; then butter a pan
and put it in to cool; if sufficiently dote it will
bo crisp and brittle, if not it will bo tough and
ropy. Nets of any kind may bo added just
before it is pnt in tho pan

;
they mast bo well

stirred in. The candy may bo worked by
keeping the bands well covered with flour, or
by greasing them well with batter. The
working must be done aa soon aa it is cool
enough to handle. It may bo mado of mo-
lasses only—in (bis case it requires longer
boiling—and other flavoring may lo used in-
stead of lemon.
0281. To Mako Toffee. Mix * cap

butter with 2 of sugar, and, when well stirred
together, put it in a china lined sancepan over
tbo fire. Let it boil steadily and gently until,

by dropping a little oil a plato utid cooling it,

yoa finu it sufficiently stiff.

0283. To Make Molaaae* Taffeo. To
I quart of molasses put 1 gill of cold water,
and set it over ft moderate fire

;
let it boil

steadily nnlil nearly stiff enough, then add
1 table-spoonful butter and 1 tea-spoonful
brown sugar. Roil 10 minutes longer, then
pour into battered pans.
0283. Everton Taffeo. To mako this

favorilo and wholesome candy, (ako 1} pounds
moist sugar, 3 ouuccs butter, If teacups
water, and 1 lemon, lloil tho sugar, butler,
w ater, and half tho rind of tbo lemon together,
and when dono (which will bo known by
dropping iuto cold water, when it should be
quito crisp) let it stand asldo till tho boiling
has ceased, and then stir in Iho juico of the
lemon. Rutter a dish. and pour it in about i

inch in thickness. Tho lire must bo quick,
and tho tuflVo stirred all tho time.

6284. To Mako Cream Riao. Cream
cannot rise through a gieut depth of milk.
Therefore, if milk is desired to retain its cream
for a time, it should be put into u deep narrow
vessel; but if it bo desired to freo it almost
completely of cream, it should bo poured into
a broad flut dish, not much decoding on*
inch in depth.

0285. To Cloar all Kind* of Sugar.
Toko a Httlo gum arabic, and a littlo isin-

glass dissolve*! in hot water; pour it,

when dissolved, iu your sugar, when it is boil-

ing, and it will dear all tho sediment to

tho top of tho pan, which must bo skimmed
off at soon at it rises. I*iaf sugar muy bo

cleared with tbo white of an egg, isinglass, or

gum arabic. A littlo of each will do. (See

No. 1357.)

0280. To Koep a Churn from Froth-
ing Over. Take the body of tho chum and
cut a groove around tho iu&ido of tho mouth,
about 3 i aches from tho top aud | inch deep,

and then removo half tho thickness of tho

wood, making a shoulder all arouud
;
then

take tbo cover aud cut it to lit nicely insido,

and you have now douo away with tho

necessity for cloths, tubs, pans. Ac., hereto-

fore required to save tbo cream flowing over.

0287. To Mako French Coffee. A
French coffee pot couaists of two tin vessels,

ono on top of the other. In tho upper ono is

a strainer, and a tin plate pierced with holes.

Tbo coffee, ground almost as fino a? gun-
powder, is pouied into the strainer, and the

plate with the holes pat over it. Roiling

water is then poured in and filters through

into tho bottom vessel or pot. The pot should
be kept on tbo range or stove, a few moments,
until scalding hot, and tho fluid which ha3

filtered through poured in at tho top again.
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which will extract all the flavor of the berry,

and make a cup of coffee far superior to that
boiled. Liebig aavs, however, that a portion
of the coffeo should be kept oqt, thrown into
the bottom of the vessel, and there permitted
to stoop, like tea. This, he says, gives the

flavor, while the infiltrated portion gives the

strength. We have tried this experiment
with great success, and find it a vast improve-
ment over tho method of simply pouring boil-

ing water on tho top
;

it is, moreover,
economical, bocauso tho ground coffee is ex-
hausted more completely than by simple im-
mersion iu htit water. After standing a few

94 per cent, alcohol, add 4 ounces oil of cara-

raoment8, it is iw clear as spring water, and os

deep colored as claret. A still letter plan, in

making coffee by the filtering method, ia

thus
:
place tho ground coffee in the filter,

cover it closely
; then pour sufficient boiling

water in tho coffee-pot (not into the filter) to
covor tho bottom about 4 inch. Place the

filter in tho coffoo-pot, and set tho whole on
tho stove or fire, so that tho water will boil

and its steam rise and soften tho coffee in the
filter. In about fi minutes, empty out the

*-ter, and pour boiling water through the

filler as usual. Tho ground coffee will bo so

thoroughly exhausted of its strength and
aroma that it will not bear twico watering.

Coffeo should never bo brought in contact wifii

iron. Tinned coffee-pots that havo been used
for souio tiino oro upt to got worn on tho sur-

face, so that tho iron tbo tin plato is made of

oomos through. When this occurs tho coffeo

will bo biller and black, for it attacks iron,

forming au acid very quickly. This any one
can son bv putting a fow drops on a case-
knife. Above all, to havo good coffeo, tho
pot must bo scrupulously clean.

6288. To Keep Suet. Suet chopped
lino and mixed with flour, if tied down light

in a lor will kocD 10 days or 2 woeka. and is

very nice to use for pudding* or pastry. If

thoro bo more snet than will be used while

fresh, throw it into a pickle medo in the pro-

I

ortion of 4 onneo* salt to 1 quart oold water.

; must bo freshened by laying it in froah water
on hour or two before using it, and will then
be os nice as fresh suet. Or tho anet may
bo renderod down, and poured into a pan con-

taining about au inch of cold water. When
cold, take off tho suet (the impurities will

havo fallen to tho bottom of tho water), and
pock it away in jars for future use. Do not
put iu salt, if it is iuteuded to uso for frying,

oa salt prevouto articles from browning easily.

0280. Imitation Aase*’ Milk. The fol-

lowing preparations are UBod freely aa sub-

stitutes for asses' milk, and may be adminis-
tered in cases of consumption and general de-

bility, a toa-cupful 3 or 4 times a day, either

plaiu or with a spoonful of rum.
Mix the whites of 2 eggs with f pint new

cow's milk, and 1 ounce sugar
;
add f ounce

syrup of tolu.

0200. Factitious Asses* Milk. Boil 1

ouuce hartshorn shavings to a jelly in
1

pint

water, adding 2 ounces white sugar; when
cool add 1 pint new cow's milk and | onnoe
syrnp of tolu. Used as in tho last receipt.

6201. Liqueur de la Grande Chart-
reuse. According to Dr. Chevalier, this cel-

ebrated liqueur, uiado at the Abbey of the

name, near Grenoble, is composed of essence

of melissacitrata, 31 grains; essence of hyssop,
31 grains; essence of angelica root, 154 pains;
essence of best mint. 309 pains

;
cascnco of

nutmeg, 31 grains; essence ofcloves,31 pains;
and 4J pints rectified spirits of wine, of best

quality. The liquid is artificially colored,

either with turmeric or any other suitable

material.

0202. Doppel Kummel. To 5 gallon*

way, 4 drachm (30 drops) oil of anise, 5 drops
oil of coriander, 5 drops oil of bitter almonds,
and 10 drops oil of calamus. Add 20 gallons

French Droof spirit, and 15 gallon* water in

which 10 pounds white sugar have been dis-

solved. This will make 40 gallons kommel
of a strength of 36J per cent. If for cordial,

more sugar may be added.
6293. To Improve Cheap Bourbon.

Inferior Bonrbou whiskey mar be much im-
proved in quality by the addition of theproved in quality by of the

peach flavoring given in No. G294. From 1

to 14 gallons or tho flavoring should be added
to 40 gallons of whiskey,
fruity taste.

0294. Peach Flavc

This will givo it a

0294. Peach Flavoring for Whiskey
by a New Method. Take a 50-gallon pipo;
at 4 or 5 inches from tho bottom placo a false

bottom, perforated with J-incb holos. Cover
this false bottom with a thin layer of straw,
laid uniformly

;
this again covered by a thin

even layer of straw laid at right angles across
the lower layer. Then pack 10 gallons dried

peaches regularly, without pressing them;
add 5 pounds black tea evenly sprinkled over

tho peaches, and Cover tho wbolo with a
cloth. Next pack 10 gallons oak sawdust
evenly, and cover it also with a cloth. Plso*
some pieces of lath over the cloth, with some
middle- sited stones to keep tho sawdust
down. Insert a faucet iu the aide of the

pipe, between tho bottom and the (also bot-

tom. Now add 20 gallons proof spirit, and
draw off, three time* every day, 15 gallons of

tbo tincture, and pour it back immediately.

As tho sawdust acts a* a filter, tho tincture

will be ready for use and bright iu 10 or 15

days. If a greater quantity is required,

double tho above proportions and use a gin

cgsk.

0295. To Improvo Wine by Electric-

ity. The process consist* in plunging into

tho vat containing tho wide, two plate* of

S
atmum or of silver, hating attached to

em two wires of the samo metal, which are

connected with tho poles of an electric bat-

tery. Tbo Bunscu and Danicll'a batteries arc

much used in Franco fur this purpose. The
timo necessary to transform a low grade wino

to ono of an agrceablo and superior quality, is

from two to threo weeks, with the battery

continually working. By this method, wines

which were considered only fit for making
vinegar, are changed to such an extent that

they arc used as good, and in soino cases su-

perior table wines. (See .Vo. 726.)

6200. Pharaoh’* Serpent* Egg* are

mado in the following way : Take mercury

and dissolvo it in modcrulcly diluto nitric

acid by means of beat, taking care, however,

that there bo alway* au excess of metallic

mercury remaining: decant tho solution, and

pour it into a solution of snlpbo-cyanido of

ammonium or potassium, which may l>c

bought at a good diug store, or of a dealer in

chemicals. Equal weights of both will answer.

A precipitate will fall to tho bottom of the

beaker or jar, which is to bo collected on a

filter and washed two or threo times with wa-

ter, when it is put in a worm place to dry.

Take for every pound of this material 1 ounce

K
m trogacanlh which has been soaked in

t water. When thegum i< completely soft-

ened it is to be trailstarred to a mortar,

and the pulverized and the dried precipitate

gradually mixed with it by means of a little

water, so as to preseut a somewhat dry pill

mass, from which pellets of the Jcsircd sizo

arc formed by hand, put on a piece of glass,

and dried again; they are then ready for use.

0297. Pharaoh’* Serpents Eggn. A

substitute, nearly as good as tho original mer-
cury compound, and superior iu not beingChous, is prepared in tho following way:

bichromate of potassa, 2 parts; nitrate

of potassa, 1 part; white sugar, 3 parts.

Pnlvorizo each of the ingredients separately,
and then mix them thoroughly. Make small
paper cones of tho desired size, and press the
mixture into them. They are now ready
for use, but must be kept from moisture and
light.

6298. Solidified Glycerine for Toilet
Use. Transparent soap, 1 ounco; water, 4
ounces

;
inodorous glycerine, 24 OUDCC3. Dis-

solvo tho 6oap in the water by heat, adding
an coual weight of glycerine. When dis-

solved, add tho remaining portion of glyccr-
ino, nud sufficient water to niuko up tho
weight. When nearly cold, add auy suitable
perfume aud pour in glass jars. It has u very
pale amber color, is transparent, melts easily
on the skin, and leaves no residue.

6299. To Remedy a Scattering Gun,
To preveut a guu from scattering, insert a

ring about half au inch iu width iu tbo nozzle

of tbo gun, bevoling from the ooter edge to
nothing at tho inward. It can bo fastened in
with nvet*. It should bo mado of metal about
h of an inch in thickness, uud bo fitted very
neatly.

6300. Preservation of 8ton®. Doctor
Eugcuo Robert, of Fails, recommend* copper
salt* as being tho best preservative* of stone
in a damp climate. Tboso salts prevent the
formation of lichens, to tbo action of which
M. Robert attribute* tho destruction of etouo.
This is, without doubt, true for granite, but
its efficiency for sandstone is questionable.
The latter deteriorates by exfoliation, without
tbn development of any vegetation.
6301. Ground Ton. A French chemist

assert* that if ten lie ground liko coffeo before
liot water is poured upon it, it will yiold near-

ly double tbo amount of its exhilarating qual-
ities.

0302. To Impart a Fine Flavor U>
Tea. To impart a lino flavor to ordinary
tes. placo rose leaves in tbo tea-canister, or
add ono drop of tho attar of roses on a pinto
of soft paper to every pound of leu, and koop
tbo canutter closely covered.

0303. To Prevent Stove* From Bust-
ing. Kerosene applied with a rag to stove*
will keep them from rusting during tho sum-
mer. It i.< also an excellent material to apply
to all iron utensils used about a farm.
0304. To Remove Pin- Spots from

8teel. Get a small iron box with a sliding top
to it, fill it with pulverized charcoal, and im-
bed the pieces ol steel in it, put iu tho. top,

ar.d lute with fire-clay. Ileal it in a slow fire,

to a ml beat, then takn out and let it cool oil’.

6305. Remedy Againot the Cracking
of Wooden Tap* and Faucet*. This M
heft prevented by puttiug tbo taps and fau-

cets IU melting paraffine.' and heating them
there at a temperature of 212° Fabr., until

bubbles of ail ceai>c to escape from tbo wood.
The whulu is then allowed to cool to about
120° Fohr., wbcu the tans uro taken from tbo
bath aud cleaned from tbo adhering naraffiuo

by rubbing with a dry course piece ol cloth.

6300. French Composition for Wash-
ing. Dissolve 1 pul. ud haul soap iu G gal-

lons of water, then add j ounco spirits of tur-

pentine and •• ounce spirits of hartshorn.

6307. Cheap Family Soap. Add to 10
quarts of water, 6 pounds of quicklime (.'bell

limo is best), and 6 pounds common wa'hiug
soda. I’ul all together and boil for half an
hour, nod let it stand all night to clear. Draw
off the lye, and add to it 1 pound common
resin and 7 pounds of fat (any fat will do).
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Boil this lor half nn hour, then let it stand till

cool, and cut into bars.
6308. To Make a Bad Yellow 8oap

Good and Hard. Heat a solution of 2d
pounds hyposulphite of soda in 4 gallons wa-
ter, with 250 pounds of bad yellow or brown
soap, and tho result will be a good bard soap.
This is Desborough’s patent.
6300. To Preserve Soap Gre&ae.

Fill u cask half fuU of good otroug lye and
drop all refuse greaso therein. Stir up the
mixture oueo a week.
6310. Waterproof Starch. This is a

French patent, and consists iu passing the
goods, alter being properly starched, through
a bath of chloriuo of zinc at a temperature
of about G0° Fahr. The starch w.11 then
remain in the clothes alter several successive
washings.
6311. Cement to Reaiat pulphurlo

Ac,id. Melt caoutchoac by a gentle heat,
a<l<l from G to 8 per cent, of the weight ol tal-

low, taking care to keep tho mats well stir-

red
;
add dry blacked lime, so as to make the

fluid mass tho consistency of soft paste ; and
lastly add 20 per cent, of red lead, whereby
tho mass, which otherwise remains soft, be-
comes hard and drv. This cement resists,

according to [)r. Wugncr, boiling sulphuric
acid. A Holutiou of caoutchoac in twice its

weight of raw linseed oil, aided by healing,
and tho addition thereto of an equal weight
of pipe clay, yields u plastic man which also
resists most noiiM.

6312. Comont for Fixing- Gluaa Let-
ters. A thick Miluliou of nuriuo gluo iu
wood naphtha will un.wcr perfectly if color is

uo object. But tlnj glass must bo chemically
clean, ami this is not always easy. Tho Ica-d

traco of soup or greaso will spoil tho adhesion
of any comont. Try soda or ammonia, fol-

lowed by whiling and water, elcuu cloths, and« of rubbing, and let tho cement dry on
iters till the surface just begins to be

" tacky" Iwforo you apply them.
6313. New Process for Rendering

Cloth Waterproof. This is a method for

rendering fabrics waterproof without destroy-

ing their ventilating qualities, l’laco iu a
motal vessel of about G gallons capacity, 20
pounds sulphate of alumina cut in thin slices;
and in another similar rcceptoclo H pounds
oluic acid and G quarts alcohol. Thoroughly
diiwolvo tho latter compound, and stir it with
a wooden stick for 20 minutes, gradually add-
ing Uio sulphate of alumina. Li-avo tho whole
for about 24 hours to settle. Tho olcio acid
and tho spirit will then bo at tho surfneo, and
can bo decanted; tho remaining deposit should
bo liltcrod through flannel, ami pressed into a
cako. This can lie dried by heat, and ground
to a powder. For uso on silken or linen
clotbort, I

j pounds to 20 gallons of water will

bo ainplo
;
wool will not icquiro moro than I

pound. It is as well to strain thesa solutions,
and tho fabrics require only to bo thoroughly
saturated and dried in the air.

6314. To Clarify fttulls. Cut off the
small top of the quills, tio them loosely iu

bundles, fix them nearly upright iu a sauce-

[
an of water in which a small picro of alum
as been dissolved, about the size of a waluut

of alum to a quart of water, let them boil

slowly until they becouio clear; add a little

turmeric or a small pinch of saffron to the
water, to give them tho yellow color; dry
them iu tho sun. Tio pnper round the feather
part of the quills, to keep them from dust.
Tho quantity of alum may bo increased ac-

cording as you wish tho quills moro or less

brittle.

6316. New Glazing for Frescoes. Dr.

Yobl announces that paraffine, uuxed with
benzols or Canada balsam, affords a glazing

for frescoes much superior to soluble glass.

By covering tho interior of wino casks with
a film of pure white paraffine, pi Hired in

melted, he has effectually prevented the spoil-

ing of the wine and iu evaporation through
tba wood.

6316. To Band Gaa Pipe. This may
be done by filling the pipe witi melted resin.

When the ream hardens, bend lha pipe, and it

will retain its round form. Remove the resin

by heating.

6317. Chewing Gum is mado as follows:

Take of prepared balsam of tola, 2 ounce*
(see second receipt in So. 5102) ; white sugar,

1 ounce; oatmeal, 3 ounces. Soften the gum
in a water-bath and mix iu (he ingredients;

then roll in finely-powdered sugar or floor, to

form sticks to suit.

6318. Chewing Gum from Paraffine.
This arlielo may bo made by dissolving paraf-

fine at a gentle heat in a very little (dive oil

and glycerine. It is stined on cooling, and
afterwards compressed. The amount of gly-

cerino depends on tho consistency to be
desired, and must bo determined bv the char-

acter of the paraffinn employed. This latter

consists of mixtures of various carbo- hydrides,

and it by no means always of tbo somo com-

t
uition and properties. Tho glycerine will

eep it soft and mako it »wee» at the same
time.

6310. Boot Powder. Scraped or pow-
dered French chalk is used by bootmaker# to

mako new bools or ihors go on easily, by
rubbing or dusting a little of it on tho inside

of tho heel and in%tej> of tho boot.

6320. Electric Tiasuo. Sleep linen or

cotliin 1 hour in a mixture of 1 part strong

sulphuric acid and 3 of puro uitrio acid;

squeezo out the acid, »a>h with water until

no acnaiblo aridity remains, plunge it in a

wrak alkaline solution, then iu water, nod dry.

By friction it yields a largo quantity of resin-

ous electricity.

0321. To Make Modeling Clay.
Knead dry day with glycerino instead of

water, amt a mass is obtained which continues
moist and plastic for a length of time, thus
removing one of the greatest inconvonicnccs
•sncriniccd bv tho modeler.

0322. To Remove Stain* from Knives.
Tho very bc*l way to clean a stained stool

knife is local a solid potato in two, dip ono
of tho pieces in brick-dust (such as is usually
used for knife-cleaning), and rub tbo blado
with it.

6323.

To Prevent Ivory Knife Han-
dles from Cracking. Wheu tbo blades of

knives requiro washing or standing in water,

it should be duno in a pitcher, with water
enough to cover tbo blades, but not to touch
the handles; and tho water no hotter than ia

absolutely necessary. Soaking tho handles in

water makes them crock.

6324.

To Cleanso Gooso Feathers.

a disadvantage, it will prove a benefit, tend-
ing to prevent griping.

6326. Labels for Damp Situations.
Write on the back of adhesive plaster. Label#
made of this substance are not affected bv
% 1 41 4 t

J
damn, and adhere strongly.

6327. To Reproduce a Beautiful
White on F lannel Goods Turned Yellow

Feathers arc prepared by exposing them to

the snusbiuc or iu a stove until perfectly dry,
ami then bcatiug them to removo dust and
loosO dirt. When carelessly collected and
dirty, they may bo cleansed with lime-water;
or, still better, with a weal; solution of car-

bouato of soda, or with water containing a
little solution of chloride of liuic; after which
they are rinsed in clean water, nod dried as

before. (See .Vo. G50.) Old feathers aro puri-

fied and cleansed in the same way.

6325.

Coloring Cantor OiL Mako a

strong tincture of turmeric root with strong
alcohol, and add a few drops to tho oil until

you havo tho desired color. Rather than being

by Ape. For tho restoration of old flannels

to their original color, Professor Artua recom-
mend* tho following method: Dissolve 2}
pounds white Marseilles soap in 75 pounds
eoft water, ami to the solution add, under con-
stant stirriug, 1 ounce liquor ammonia. Tho
goods are 6oakcd iu this fluid, and afterwards
well washed with water. Tho object may be
accomplished, however, moro quickly, by put-Klho goods for 1 hour iu n diluto solution

sulphite of soda, aud adding, under con-
stant stirring, somo diluto hydrochlorio acid,
when tho vessel has to bo covered and tho
goods left in it for 15 minutes longer. They
aro then thoroughly washed iu water.

6328. Sizing for Holland Linen. Tho
sizing or dressing employed for tho Holland
used for window shades is prepared us follows:
Take 1 pari crystal Iizod carbonate of soda; 4

to 6 parti each white wax, stearinc, aud puro
white soap; 20 parts carbonate of uingnusiu
or fine Paris whito; 40 parts potato starch,
and 1G0 port* fine wheat starch. Boil these
together with sufficient water to make 1000
part* altogether. A little ultrnmariuo is

added, if needed, to counteract tho yellow
tint of tho linen, which is starched with this
preparation, passed between rollers, and dried.

It is then sprinkled with soap water, placed
in a stamping mill, and afterwards steamed
and calendered.

0320. Starch Luatro Is a substance used
for washing purposes, which, when added to
larch, can cb tho linen to which it is applied
to as.sumo not only u high nolSah, but a de-
aling whiteness. A piece of lustre of tho size

of a copper cent added to 4 pound stareli, and
boiled with it for 2 or 3 minutes, will produce
tho best results. Tho starch lustre consists
of steatiuc, colored by a slight addition ol

ultramarine blue, the essential ingredient
being tho stearinc; and, with or without tbo
coloring matter, will bo found to mid very
much to tho beauty of linen articles to which
it is applied. (See Xcs. 497, fc.)

6330.

To Clean Windows and Mir-
ror*. Tio up wniio finely powdered whiting

in a small piece of muslin. Dab it over tho

glass thoroughly
;

tho dirtier tho glass tho

more whiting will adhere to it. Next smear
it evenly with a damp rag, and lot it remain
until perfectly dry; then rob it off with a

leather. This is an easy, clean, and thorough

plan. If alcohol bo used instead of water, It

will dry in much less time, and polishes tho

glass fully better. Tho corners of tho window-
panes should receive particular attention;

they aro too often left dirty, and spoil tho ap-

pearance of the window.

6331.

To Waah MirrorB or Windows.
For washing finger-mark# from looking-

glasses or window#, pul a few drops of am-
monia on n moist rag, and muko quick work
of it.

6332.

Ganteinc. A composition for

cleaning kid gloves; sometimes improperly

termed Saponine. Dissolve 3 troy ounoes

wap by heat in 2 ounces water, and wheu
nearly cold add 2 ounces javclle water and 1

drachm water of ammonia; form a paste,

wbi h is to bo rubbed over tho glove with
flannel till sufficiently clean.

6333.

To Clean and Preserve Brew-
ing Utenaila. In cleaning them before
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being put away, avoid tho use of soap, or aaj
greasy material, and use only a brush and
scalding water, being particularly careful cot
to leave any yeast or fur on the tidea

;
then

place them away in a clean and moderately
dry situation. Should they Leoome tainted
or mouldy, tuko a strong lye of pearlaeh,
which spread over tho bottoms of the veaaela

scalding hot, and then with tho broom scrub
tho side* ami other parts. Or: Tukocommon
salt and spread it over tho coolent, <tc., and
straw pomo on their wet sides, pour in scald-

ing water and scrub them with a broom. Or:
Throw Homo quieklimo into water in tho ves-

sel, and scrub over tho bottom and rides with
it; in each coho well washing afterwards with
clean water. Or: Wash well first with oil of

vitriol diluted with 8 times its weight of wa-
ter, and afterward., with clean water.

0334. To Restore the Color of an
Acid Stain on Violet Silk. Acid dropped
on violet-colored bilk destroys the color

;
to

restoro it, brush tho discolored stain with
tincture of iodiuo; thou, after a few seconds,
entursto tho spot well with a solution of hy-
posulphite of soda, and dry gradually; (ha
color will bo perfectly restored.

6335. To Transfer Engravlnga onto
Glass. First coat tbo gloss with copal var-
uish. then press on tbo picluro, face down-
wants, smoothly And tightly; lot it dry.

Next damp tho paper slightly, nud rub it off

with tho finger, leaving tho picturo to b«
looked ut through tho glass.

0330. To Transfer Engravings on
Wood, Stono, Ac. Take a saturated alco-

holic Aolutiou of potash, pour tho notation on
tho engraving, and immediately remova all

tho superfluous liquid by means of blotting
[taper. Lay tho engraving, while damp, upon
tho wood or other material to which it u to

bo transferred, urn! placo it in a pro**. (A
copper plate press u tho beat.) Tho trans-

fer will bo obtained immediately. Tho engra
ving must be immemod in clear, cold wafer,

aftur removal from tho potash bulb. ( Orr.)

0337. Howto Wash Printing Rollers.
Avoid ull grit, sand, uud dirt; simply u>«
strong Icy to loosen the ink, and quickly,
with u soft Rpontre, wash the ley off with
water (in winter blood-warm) tqueexing th*
Rpnugo dry, faco up the roller, so that no
moisture remain thereon. Let it then stand
exposed to the air ono hour, macbiuo rollers

two hours, before distributing ink on its sur-

face. Tho timo for exposure must bo guided
by tho stato of tbo weather, as shorter timo
will do iu dry or windy weather. Ho careful

to iuk tho roller ns soou as ponriblo after

exposure, to keep it tacky. (See So. 2542.)

0338. Gelatine Capsules. A strong
solution in mode of (> purls gel*itino and 1 part

sugar; tho extremity of a rod of bulbous
shape is oiled, and dipped into tho solution;

when tho rod is withdrawn it is rotated, in

order to diffuse tho fluid jelly equally over its

•nrfaoe; as soon os tho gelatinous film has

partially hardened, it is removed from the
mould sod placed on pins furnished with
suitable heads, and fixiAl on a cork table.

When dry, tho capsules are placed upright in

little cells mado iu the table to receive them,
aud the liquid with which they ore to bo
filled is introduced by means of a small glass
tube. They aro thon closed by dropping
Mime melted gelatine on tho orifice of each.

Kicord recommends thut capsules containing
copaiba be coated with extract of rhatauv,
which is easily dono by iinmer'iog the capsule
for au instant in a mixture of 3 parts newly
prepared extract of rhatany, 1 part syrup of

moist sugar, aud 1 pan. mucilage of gum ara-

bio, malted together m a water-bath. » Cap-
sales thus prepared ore said to act with greater

certainty, as well as improving tho tone of
the stomach
0339. To Remove Nitrate of Silver

Stains. A solution of iodide of potassium
will frealy dissolve iodine. Silver stains
moisluned for s while with this solution will

bo converted into iodide of silver, which is sol-

uble iu iodide of potassium. Tho stains will

therefore havo disappeared when the doth,
after the foregoiug trcatmeul. is washed in

water. iSte So. 383.) IV-rbaps tho best
method of removing those stains isas follows:
The stained cloth is washed with a concentra-

ted solution of sulphate or chloride of tine

and thon touched with a piece of metallic
fine. This same prove** may bo used for the
removal of iuk stains in both cases without
danger to tho fabric. After tho color has
disappeared, they aro washed first with pure
water sad thon with wafer and soap. No
visible traces of tbo stains aro left behind.
(Sre So. 3141.)
0310. To Remove Nitrate of Silver

Stains from Woven Tissues. According
to M. Gnmm, chloride of cooper completely
removes, eveu from colored woven cotton
tissues, stains occasioned by uitralo of silver

;

the tissue is to be afterwards washed with a
solution of hyposulphito of soda, and next
thoroughly washed with water. From white
cotton aud lioon tu*ues, nitrate of silver

tains are more readily and effectually re-

moved by applying dilute solution of pennan-
senate of potau* and hydrochloric acid, fol-

lowed by waging with hyposulphite of soda
solatiou, and riming in plenty oi fresh water.

By tbe*e meaus the ure of the highly poison-

ous cyanide of pnUsMuin is rendered utineces-

aarr. (Nee Sot. MS os«f 3141).

6311. To Dissolve Old Blood 8tains.
Dr. Uolwig recommends a solution of iodide

of potassium in four times its weight of
water.

0312. Silk Cleaner. Mix well together

$ pound soft soap, a tea-spoonful of brandy, 4

pint proof-spini, and 4 piul water. It is to

he spread with a spongo on each side n! tbo

silk without creating it ; tho silk is then rins-

ed ont 2 or 3 times, aud ironed on tho wrong
side. ( .See So. 460.

)

0343. Fluid for Removing Gieaae
Stains from Silk, Ac. A fluid for remov-

ing greasy nlaius Iroui silk. Ac
.
may be pre-

pared by mixing 2 ounces rectified spirits of

turpentine. J ounce absolute alcohol, and |

ounoo sulphuric ether.

0344. To Remove the Stains of Ben-
one. In removing grease spot* from fabnos
by means of beusine or petroleum it often

happeus that a colored and stained onUine of

tho portion moistened is left. This can be
prevented by tbo application of a layer of

gypsum extendiug a little beyond the moist-

ened region. When dry. the powder is to be
shaken and brushed off, when no trace of tbs
spot will remain.

0345. To Clean Silver. To clean silver

ntensib, blackened by sulphuretted hydrogen,
Boettger recommends a boiling saturated Rota-

tion of borax, or a solution of ca-istio potash,

with some fragments of metallic tine.

0340. To Clean a Wedgwood Mortar.
A solution of caustic potash will usually be
effectual ; this may be triturated iu the mor-
tar with fine sand or powdered pumice stono.

Sometimes sulphuric acid will serve a better

purpose. Chlorinated lime (chloride of lime)

will sometimes remove the color where it is a
stain merely.
0347. To Dye Gutta-Percha. Dissolve

ith. Cap- 1 ounce gutta-percha iu chloroform, aud odd f
ith greater grain of pure carmine, previously mixed with

lq tone of a liltlo powdered gum and water; then distill

off the chloroform and knead well the ro-

of Silver maining gutta-percha. Iu the tame way nl-

potu»ium tramarine, ochre, oxide of chromo, Ac., may
:er stains bo used.

ution will 0348. To Clean Gutta-Percha. This
hichisaol- con bo done by using a mixture of soap and
Mains will powdered charcoal, polishing afterwards with

the cloth, » dry cloth with a little of tho charcoal on it.

washed in 6349. To Dye Straw Hats Black.
tho best The followiug is given as a black color for

is follows: straw hats. The quoutitica of material are
ronceutra- inteuded for 26 hats or bonnets. They are
le of tine kept for 2 hours in a boiling decoction of 4
f metallic pounds logwood, l pound sumach, and f* oun-
cd for the ce* fustic

;
and afterwards dipped into a ao-

!* without lution of nitrate of iruu of 4* BaumA, then
color hai well rinsed with water, and, when dry, aro
with pure painted over with a solution of lac or dox-
*oap. No trine.

ft behind. 0350. To Dyo Leather Yellow, Pic-
rio acid gives a good yellow without uuy

>f Silver mordant; it must ho used iu very diluto wilil-

According turn, aud not warmer than 70l> Fuhr., so as
ompletcly not to penetrate tho leather,

rn cotton 0351. To Dyo Leather Greco. Ani-
of silver; lino blue modifies picric acid to a lino green,
cd with a In dyeing the leather, tho temperature of 85°
and next Fahr. must never bo exceeded,
orn whito 6352. To Dyo Loather Green. Auilino
of silver groou ih well adapted to dyeing leather, and
tu.dly rc* its application is qnito simple. Whether
f pennaa- used in paste or as powder, wo must make a
acid, fol- concentrated aqueous solution. Tho leather
le of soda is brushed over with u solution of nulpbato of
- h water. ammonia, mixed with water, the dyo solution

!y poison- applied at 95° Fahr., and it must bo endear-
I uuncce*- ored, by rapid manipulation, to prevent tho

dyo from pouelraling through tho leather.

1 Stains. By the additiou of picric acid, tho blueish
of iodide shndo of this dye-stuff is modified to leaf
weight o! green, and it becomes faster; bnl tho picric

arid must not bo added to tho color solution

;

1 together it must lie applied to thn leather before or
brandy. 4 after tho dyoing with auilino green. (Snnno-
It is to mtihl.)

ido of tho
,

0303. Slating for Black-Board*. Tho
then rins- imitation* of alafe axe of two kinds, real lrnic

Lho wroDg tations, consisting of pulverised riuto or

Erti roe k moistened to the consistency of a

k fluid with silicate of wxla ( water-glass of

or remov- commerce), aud applied to the board* by
xy be pre- means of a brush

;
or merely paints, such as

> spirits of aaphaltum or Grahumitu dissolved in petro-

lol, and | leum naphtha Tho first one will produce
slates that aro very rimilur to the natural

. Vf—. states, less expensive thou those, and lost a

fa),has E00* 1 while.

n it aSS 6354 - for Walk*. Toko 2

rvntiir,.
Vcr7 dry limo rubbish, and 1 part cool-

is can bo
ashe* 1 ft, '° vcrX dr7> “»d both sifted fine. In

. V# * dry pl«e, on a dry day, mix them, and

hi
,P4Vo a bol° in lhe n»j«10lo of tho heap, a*

bricklayer* do when making mortar. Into

B

r

V°»» -
,his P" ur bot coal tur

; mix, and when
® as stiff as mortar put it 3 inches thick where

._ tho walk is to be
;
tho ground should bo dry,

^ean si .cr M1| beaten smooth. Sprinkle over it coarse
**nd. Wbcn cold

- Pasa a light roller over it

;

rated aoto-
ja a fow th0 walk will be solid and

.o potash, waterproof.
'

. 6355. To Make Oravel Walk*. The

"allrbs
bottom should bo laid with lime rubbish,

i-

f
v

' ° large flint hlones, or any other hard matter,me Dior- for B or 10 j uc j,C3| lo keep weeds from grow-
ing through, and over this tho gravel is to be

°
\

laid 6 or ' nrhe3 'hick. This should ho laid
6
-

im
.

rounding up in the middle, by which meaus
e:o it is a the lurger stones will run off to the sides, and

j.. . may bo raked away; for the gravel should
Dissolve never bo screened before it is laid on. It is a
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common mistake to lay these walks too round,

which not only make3 them uneasy to walk
upon, but takes off from their apparent

breadth. 1 inch in 5 feet is a sufficient pro-

portion for the rise in the middle
;
so that a

walk 20 feet wide should bo 4 inches higher

at tho middle than at the edges, and so in

proportion. As soon as the gravel is laid, it

should be 'raked, and the large stones thrown

back again; then the whole should bo rolled

both lengthwise and crosswise
;
and tho per-

son who draws tho roller should wear shoes
without heels, that he may mako no holes, be-
cause boles made in a new walk are not easily

remedied. Tho walks should always be rolled

3 or 4 times after very hard showers, which
will bind them more firmly than could be ac-

complished by any other method,
63B0. Polishing Powder for Specula.

Precipitate a dilute solution of Bulpbate of
iron by ammonia in excess; wash the precip-
itate, press it in a screw press till nearly dry.

then expose it to heat until it appears of a
dull red color in tho dark. ( Lord J(oss.)

6367. To Make a Voltaic Pile. Take
disks of copper, xiuc, and woolen cloth of any
size, soak the cloth in a solutiou of sal-ammo-
niac, then pile them up in tho following

order: Copper, fine, clotn, and so on. Tho
relativo position of the metals in each pair

must bo observed throughout tho whole series,

so that, if tho pile commences with a copper

(
late, It shall termiuato with a line one.
hose two extremes aro called tho poles.

Zino is called the positive pole, and copper
the negative polo. Tho outer disks are con-
nected with copper wire, that the eloctrio or
galvanio stream which is excited in thepile
may be conveyed to any place desired. When
tho two onds of the wires aro brought very
uoar to each other. BDarks are soon to dart
from one to the other; this is a token of the
galvanio current, manifesting iucif In the
same manner as the current of the electrical

machine. The larger the disks and the
greater thoir number, the greater is the inten-

sity of tho current.

6308. To Make a Cistern. A good
cistern can bo mado in a solid clay soil, if

not in an exposed situation, by cementing
against the sides of the ground. Where the
ground freezes wo would not recommend
such e practice, but lay a wall of cobble-
stones in a mortar of cement, and face the
wall with a thick coating of clear mortar.
Oreat care must bo exorcised to get good ce-

ment, and mix it with coarse sand. Fine
sand will not do at all. 1 part cement and 3
parts sand is tho usual proportion, to be used
as soon as mixed. Every part of tho wall
must bo laid below tho reach of tbe frost.

This can bo dono, aud an iron or wooden pipe
or throat lead to the surface, through which
tho pump cun pass. A cheap and excellent
cistern con bo constructed of wood, in the
form of a largo cask, or a lank made of pine
or cedar plank. When suuk rato tho ground,
and kept constantly wet, it will last for years.

A bolter way is to place tbe tank or cask in

ono comer of tbe cellar, with a faucet in tbe
bottom, from which tho water is easily drawn
when it is desirallo to clean it out and when
water is required in tho cellar. An open cis-

tern in a collar will rarely freeze.

6359.

To Purify Water. Chloride of

iron and carbonate ot soda, in the proportion
of 10 part* by weight of the former salt and
26} of the latter to a quantity of water equal
to 20,000 parts, has been found a moBt valua-

ble and quite innocuous means of purifying
water, oven such as is otherwise quite unfit
for drinking purposes, and could not be ren-

dered fit by alum. Tbe salts alluded to are

best previously dissolved in some Dure wster,

and the eolations, that of irou first, poured
into the tank containing the water intended to

be operated upon. The 6oda solution is not
added until after a few moments, the water

being first vigorously stirred. The soda solu-

tion having been added, the fluid is stirred

E'n, and then left Quiet for the purpose of

ving the very bulky and floculent sedi-

ment to deposit; this takes considerable
time—from 24 to 36 hours.

6360.

Gutta-Percha Tissue. If a so-

lution of gutta Dcrcbaiu chloroform be mixed
with 3 parti of ether and exposed for some
time to a temperature below 15° Fabr., the

gutta-percha will bo precipitated as a white
powder, forming, when wished and dried, a
soft whito mass. If somo of this 6ulotion be
spread on a plato of glass, a skin is formed, re-

sembling kid-glovo leather, which becomes
transparent on tho application of beat. These
films are beautifully white if carefully pre-

pared, and have been employed in the manu-
facture of tho finest kinds of artificial flowers.

6361.

Mosaic Silver. Tako 2 parts

each pure tin and parified bismuth, melt them
together by a moderate heat, and add 1 part

purified mercury. When cold reduce the

mas* to a fine powder. (Hagtr.)

6363. Mosaic Oold. Melt 12 ounces
pure tin, by a gentle heat, add 6 ounces mer-
cuxT. and reduce to powder

;
when cold, add

6 ooroee muriate of ammonia, and 7 onnoes
flowers of sulphur; mix thoroughly. Place
the compound in a glass flask, uud gradually

heat to redness in a sand-bath, continuing tho

best till all white fumes cease; during this

operation bisulpburot of mercury, muriate of

tin and sal ammoniac are sublimed, leaving

tbe mosaic gold at tho bottom of the flask iu

•oft. brilliant, gold -colored flakes. Mosaic

gold, also called Aurum Matitum. is therefore

the buulpkurel of fin. ( Cnoltg.)

6363. To Preserve Pencil and Indian
Ink Sketches. To a solution of collodion

of tho comuslencr used by photographers,

add 2 per cent, of atcarino. Tbo drawing is

then spread on a board or plato of glass and
tbe collodion poured over it as in photography.

\So$ No. 3143.) It dries in 10 u> 20 minutes,

and so thoroughly protects tbe drawing that

it may be washed without fear of injury.

6394. Golden Compound. Melt anhy-
drous tuugualoof soda in n jxircelain crucible.

over a spirit lamp, at a temperature not more
than sufficient to fuse it. Add small pieces of

puro tin to the melted mass, and cubes of a

golden color instantly form. The process

should not be continued too long, or they ac-

quire a purple hue.

0305. Ink for Writing on Tin Plates.
Mix together without best, 1 part pine 600t,

with 60 parts of an aqueous solution of nitrate

of copper. {Hagtr.)
6366. Black 8tencil Ink. Triturate

together 1 part pine soot and 2 parts Prussian

blue with a little glycerine, then add 3 parts

K
m arabic, and sufficient glycerine to form a
m paste.

’ glycerine, then arid 3 parts

sufficient glycerine to form a

0307. Factitious Beef Marrow.
together, by dissolving at a gentle heat, 2

C
rts fresh hogs’ lard and 1 part cacao
tier.

6368. To Obtain Absolute AlcohoL
A German savant has recently improved on
the well-known method employed by Men-
delejeff, for obtaining absolute alcohol.eelejett, Tor obtaining absolute alcohol.

Strong alcohol is boiled with auicklime, tho

pieces of the latter projecting above tbo sur-

face of the liquid fur 4 hour or more, with a

turn by its own gravity to tbo liask. Tho
condenser is then reversed, and the alcohol
redistilled. If the alcohol contains more
than 5 por cent, of wotcr, tbo process must bo

repeated 2 or 3 times. Tho vessel should
only be half filled with the pieces of lime, as

tho rapid formation of hydrato of lirno may
break it to pieces. (See No. 1442.)

6309. Bougie. A long slender instru-

ment, introduced into tho urethra, cesopha-

E». or rectum, to overcome strictures of

»so canals. Add 3 parts boiled linseed oil

to 1 part melted amber, and when mixed add
1 part oil of turpentino

;
spread tho mixture

at 3 successive intervals upon looso bduu bilk

cord or web, dry in a heat of 150° Fatir., and
repeat the process until tho instrument has
acquired the proper size, then polish, first

with pumice stone, and afterwards with tripo-

li and oil. This is the original receipt of tho
Freaoh Professor Pickol, aud is still generally

used in Europe, slightly modified as fol-

lows: Add to the oil and amber, melted to-

gether as last, caoutchouo in tho proportion

of s*b of the weight of tho oil employed

;

when dissolved, remove the Teasel from the

fire and proceed as before.

6370.

Hunter** Bougie. Boll "lowly

togethor, until combination takes iilaoe, 8
parts yellow wax, 3 parts red lead, anu 6 ports

olive oil ; strips of soft linen, rather wider at

one end than tbe other, are then dipped into

the composition, rolled up firmly, and finish

ed on a polished slab.

6371.

Catheters, or Hollow Bougiee.
These are made of tho name composition as

the ordinary bougios, but a pioco of polished

metallic* wire is introduced into tho axis of ths

silk ;
or tinfoil is rolled round tho wiro and

the composition spoiled as before.

6372.

Caoutchouc, or Elaatio Gum
Bougie#. Those aro made by applying an
etbeiesl solution of india-rubbor to tho silk or

foil prepared as in tho foregoing methods.

Where ether is expensive naphtha is ornploy-

condenser inverted so that the liquid may re-

Where ether is expensive uapnuiais employ-
ed, but it furnishes a very inferior product.

Sometimes slips of iudiu-rubber previously

boiled in water, or that bavo had thoir edges

softened with other, aro wound round the

wiro or foil, aud kept in thoir place by a piooo

of tape applied over them, as in making clan-

tio tubes. They aro afterwards carefully

smoothed off and polished.

0373. To Prevent Lamp Chimneys
from Cracking. Put tho chimneys into a

kcttlo of cold water, mid gradually heat it

until it boils, and then let it as gradually cool

;

the chimneys will not be broken by tho ordi

nary fluctuation of tho Duma of tho lamp.

6374. To Mend Rubber Ovorahoee,
Ac. Hub tho patch and shoo thoroughly
with Bhnrp sand paper. Smear both with
liquid rubber 5 times, every time lotting thoin

dry. Do this once more, and, before they
dry. apply the patch, with pressure if possi-

ble, aud the boot is mended. If liquid rubbor

is not obtainable, dissolve small pieces of puro
rubber (not vulcanized), iu warm spirits oftur-
pentine, to tbe consistence of syrup.

6375. To Preserve and Restore Oil
Paintings. Many valuable paintings suffer

premature decay from tbo attacks of a mi-

croscopic Insect of tho mite class. The best

method of preventing this species of decay

is to add a few drop* of creosote to the paste

and gluo used to line the picture, as well as to

make a similar addition to the varnish. If it

has already commenced, the painting should

be at once carefully cleaned and rclmed, ob-

serving to employ a little creosote in the way
just mentioned. Paintings should be kept in

as pure an atmosphere as possible, and in a
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moderately dry situation ;
as it is the pres-

ence of sulphuretted hydrogen in the air that

blackens the " lights,
’’ and causes most of

the middle tints and shades to fade ; and it is

exposure to damp that produces mouldineas

and decay of tbo canvas. For this reason

valuable paintings should not be kept in

churches, nor suspended against heavy walla

of masonry, especially in badly ventilated

buildings. Excess of light, particularly the

direct rays of the sun, also acts injuriously on
paintings. The blackened lights of old plo-

tures may be instantly restored to their origi-

nal hue by touching them with deutoxido of

hydrogen, diluted with 6 or 8 limea iu weigh*

of water. The part most be afterwards washed

with a clean sponge and water.

6376. Oompraeeed Leather. A new
process for using the clippings and refuse from

saddlers’ and shoemakers’ shops is as fol-

lows: The leather shavings are washed

clean, cut up fiue, and soaked in water and

•ulphurio aoid, 1 per cent, of the acid being

sufficient. The immersion must continue till

the shavings become plastic, and the leather

then can be pressed into moulds with only a

moderate amount of pressure. It can be

rolled into tbiu sheets, and will bo useful for

many purposes; it will not, howover, resi-i

moisture. A little glycerine nibbed iu an.

I

prevent its cracking.

6377. To Render Wall* WaUr-tieht.
It is proponed by Mr. V. Rttoaomo, of Lou-

don, to render stone and brick walls water-

proof by coating them to saturation with a

aoluliou of silica to of soda, which hsuperti-

oially decomposed by the further application

of chloride of calcium The surface thus

obtained commit* of silicate of liuio, which is

perfectly iuioluble, and therefore water tight,

while it docs not alter tbo appearance of the

wall. (840 A’o. 2171.)

0378. To Waan Silk*. No person

should over wring or crush a piece of silk

vrhcu it is wot, because the creases thus made
will remain forover if the nilk is thick and

hard. Tho way to wa-h silk is to spread it

smoothly upon a clean board, rub white soap
upon it, unu brush it with a clean hard brush

Too silk must bo nibbed until all tho grease

in extracted, then tbo soap should be brushed

off with clean cold water, applied to both

sides. Tho cleansing of silk is a very nice

operation. Most of thu colors ore liable to

bo extracted with washing in hot suds, c«pe

cially blue and green colors. A little alum,

dissolved in tho last water that is brushed on
silk, lends to prevent tho colors from running.

Alcohol and camphcno, mixed together, ore

used for removing greaso from silk.

6379. To Extinguish Fires. Dr. Clan-

ny’s solution consists of -
r
> ounces sal-ammo-

niac to 1 gallon water. Tho compound used

in Phillip’s Fire Annihilator is said to consist

of dried prusaiato of potash, sugar, and chlor-

ate of potash.

6380. To Prevent Mouldine**. The
best preventive is any of the essential oils, as

tho oil of lavender, cloves, poDpcrmiut, Ac.

Russia leather, which is accntea with the tar

of the birch tree, is not subject to mouldineas,

and books bound in it will even prevent

mouldines-s in other books bound in calf, near

which they happen to lie.

8381. To Keep Gum-Arabic from
Moulding. Solutions of gum-arabic soon
mould aud sour, and finally lose their adhe-

sive property. It is said that sulphate of

quinine will prevent this, while it imparts no
bad odor of its own. The addition of a solu-

tion of a few crystals of this salt to gum-ara-
bic will prevent the formation of mould quite

as effectually as carbolic acid, and by analogy

it is safe to suppose that the same salt could
be used in writing ink, mucilage, and, possibly,

glue-

6382. To Prevent the Formation of
a Cruat in Tea-kettle*. Keep an oyster-

shell in your tea-kettle. By attracting the
tony particles to itself, it will prevent the
formation of a crust.

6383. Bird Lime. Boil the middle bark
of the holly 7 or 8 hours in water: drain it,

and lay it in heaps in the ground, covered
with stones, for 2 or 3 weeks, till reduced to

a mucilage. Beal this in a mortar, wash it in

rain water, and knead it till free from extra-
neous matters. Put it into earthen pots, and
in 4 or 6 days it will bo fit for use. An infe-

rior kind is made by boiling linked oil for some
hour*, until it becomes a viscid paste.

6384. Substitutes for Lenae*. Pro-

cure a piece of thin platinum wire, sud Iwino
it «»nce or twice round a pin’s point, so as to

form a minute ring with a handle to it. Break
up a piece of flint glass into fragments s little

larger than mustard seed ; place one of these

pieces on the ring of wire, and hold it in the

'nt of tho flauio of a candle or gas-light,

e glass will melt and assume a complete
Icus-like or globular form. Lei it cool grad-

ually. and keep it for mountiog. Others are

to bo made iu tho >amo manner; and if the
operation bo carefully conducted but very
few will l*e imperfect. The smaller the drop
melted, tho higher in general will l>e its mag-
nifying power. It may be mounted by plac-

ing it between two pieces of brass which
havo corresponding circular holes cut in them,
of Mich also as to bold the edge of the lens.

Ther oro then to be cemented together. A
perfectly round glasa globe filled with pure
water alio makes a powerful lens.

6385. Ether Olu®. An excellent liquid

gluo i* mede by dissolving glue in nitric ether.

The ether will only dissolve a certain amount
of glue, consequently tbe solution cannot be
inodo very thick. Tbe glue thus made is

about tho consistency of tuolaws. ar.d is

doubly ai tenacious as that made with hot

water. If a few bits of india-rubber, cut into

scraps the sixo of buck-shot, bo eddrd. and
the solution bo allowed to stand a few Osya,

being stirred frcqncully, it will bo all tho
better, and will resist dampness twice ae well

as gluo rnado with water.

6386. Brick-Duet Cement. Ordinary

brick dust, made from bard burned, finely-

pulverized bricks, and mixed with common
Iimo aud sand. U a good substitute for hy-

draulic ceuicut. Tho proportions used in

general practice arc I part brick-dual and 1 of

lime to 2 of sand, mixed together dry, and

tempered with water in the usual way.

6387. Cement for a Crack In * Caafc-

iron Pot. If the crack be in tbe bottom of

the pot, drill a bole at each extreme end of

tho crock, to stop further cracking, plug rivet

the holes with copper, end. with tree iron fil-

ings saturated with urine, caulk the crack.

This method has been tried on oil-pots on

board whah- ship* with success.

6388. The Drummond Light. This

brilliant light U produced by directing a

stream of oxygen gas, passing through tbe

flame of a spirit lamp, upon a small ball of

quicklime of about * inch iu diameter. It

gives an intense light; and. placed in tbe fi-

cus of a parabolic mirror, has been distinctly

seen nt a distance of 60 miles.

6389. Doeberemer’a Self-Igniting

Lamp. Take an ordinary fruit jar, with a

cork stopper or leaden cover; procure any
old bottle that will go into tbe jar, at least

two thirds as tall as the jar. Cut off the bot-

tom of tbe bottle either with a file or by

wrapping a piece of candle-wick soaked in

alcohol around it, burning the wick, and dip-

ping in water while hot. (See Not. 2367, d"«-)

A hole is cut in the cork or load cover, to

admit the neck of the bottle and prevent it

resting on tho bottom of the jar. Tho bottle

ia dosed with a cork fitted with a short glass

tube bent at right angles and drawn to a fine

opening. Some pieces of zinc aro suspended

in the bottlo bv a wire or littlo basket of lead.

Thejoristhen filled to about one-half with

diloto sulphuric acid. The acid, coming in

contact with tho sine, generate* hydrogen

gas, which oscapes from the glass tube. Tho
mixture of a !r and gas being highly oxplo-

eivo, tbe lamp should not be ignited until all

the air has been expelled. After the air has

escaped, a piece of spongy platinum may be

placed a littlo distance from tho point of the

tube. The gas, impinging on tho platinum,

heats it sufficiently to ignito itself. Tho es-

cape of gas may be cut off by slipping a rub-

ber tube closed nt ono end over tho glass tubo,

or a tube with a stop cock may be used. As
soon os tho osenpo of gas is cut off, its pres-

sure drives tho acid out of tho bottle into tho

Jar. and no more gas is generated. Pieces of

spongy plotinuin mounted on wires auitablo

for this use may bo oblaiued of dealers iu

chemical apparatus. Tho lamp may also bo

purchased complete from tho samo parties.

6390. Pencil* for Writing on 01***.
Take 4 parts blcario acid, 3 parti mutton suet,

and 2 parts wax ;
melt them together aud

add 6 parts red lead and 1 part purified car-

bonato of potasaa, previously thoroughly

triturated together. Set tho mixture aaido

for au hour iu a warm situation, alining fre-

quently, then pour it into glass tubus or hol-

low reeda.

6391. Elastic Cement. Dlaaolro 1

drachm gutta-percha in 1 ounce or more bi-

aulpbido of carbon, so as to make a fluUHhat

will easily pass through coarse filtering paper.

Aftor filtering, add about 15 grams pure iudia-

rubbor, and let it diaaolvo; or, when it baa

becorno soft and gelatinous, quickly rub tho

whole smooth with a paletto knifo on o »lab.

6392. To Mend a Balloon or Qaa-Baf?.
Paint s or more coat* of tho vanish described

in tho last receipt, around tho bolo iu tho bag,

allowing each coat to dry before tho applica-

tion of tho next. Treat a piece of fino strong

muslin in tho samo way. Tbo last coat on
each should bo pretty thick, and, when nearly

dry, apply tho patch to tho bag, and press

evenly and quite firmly together. Whon at

last tho wholo is dry, press with a warm Iron,

and then paint tho eurfaco of the new picco

with a coat or two of tho varuish. If mc*ly

done, the bag will bo as strong as ever.

Chloroform may bo used in placo of tho bisul-

phide of carbon.

6393. Improvement in Ink-Eraaere.
Tho Great Lightning Ink-Eraser may bo used

instead of a knife or acreper for oraaiug ink,

in order to rectify n mistake or clean off a

blot without injury to tho paper, leaving tho

paper a* clean and good to write upon as it

was before the mistake or blot was made, and
withoat injnry to the printer's ink upon any
printed form, or the ruling upon any first-claas

paper. Take of chloride of lime l pound,

thoroughly pulverised, and 4 quarts soft wa-

ter. The above must bo thoroughly shaken
when firet put together. It is reouired to

stand 24 hours to dissolve the chloride of

lime; then strain through a cotton cloth;

after which add a tea-spoonful of acetio acid

(No. 8 commercial) to every ounce of tho

chloride of lime water. The eraser is used

by reversing the pen-holder in the hand, dip-
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ping (ho cud of the peu-holder into the fluid,

and applying it, without rubbing, to the
word, figure, or blot required to be erased.

When tho iuk has disappeared, absorb the
fluid with a blotter, and tno paper is imme-
diately ready to write upon again. Chloride
of lime haa before been used with acids for

tho purpose as above proposed; but in all

C
revious processus the chlorido «

f

lime has

een mixed with acid* that burn and destroy

the paper. (Patented, Jan. 16th, 1872.)

63f#4. To Preaarva Clothe* Pin*.
Clothes pins boiled a few momenta and
quickly dried, uuco or twice a mouth, bcoome
more flexible and durable. Clothes linea will

last longer and keep In better order if occa-

sionally treated in the sumo way.

6306. To Fa*ten Loom Window
8a*he*. Tho most convenient way to pre-
vent loose window eauhea from rattling un-
pleasantly when tho wind blows is to make
four one-sided buttons of wood, and acrew
them to tho beading which is nailod to tho
casings of tho window, making each button
of proper length to press tho side of tho sash
outwards whuu tho end of tho button is

turned down horizontally. Tho buttons ope-
rate liko a cam. Ily having them of tho cot'
rect length to crowd the stiles of tho sash
outwards against the outer atop of tho win-
dow frame, tho sash will not only bo held so
firmly that it cannot rattle, but tho crack
which admitted dust and a current of cold
air will bo dosed so tightly thut no window
“trip* will bo required. Tho buttous should
bo placed about half woy between tho uppv*
and lower oud of each sash.

6306, To Detect a Counterfeit Hank
of England Note. Tho Hank of England
possesses no security which uiuy not bo known
by any person who will mako himself ac-

S
aaintod with tho following characteristic* of
10 paper, tho plato printing and tho typo print-

ing of tho note. Tho paper is distinguished :

By its peculiar color, such m is neither sold
in tho stores nor used for any other purpose.
By its thiunoss and transparency, qualities
which prevent any portion of tfto printing on
tho nolo being washed or scratched out with-
out a hole being made. Ily its characteristic
fed, which consists ofa singular crispness and
tougbnoss, owing to tho fact that tho bank
paper is made from now linen and cotton, not
from rags. By tho peculiar wire-mark or
water mark, which can only bo produced
whon tho paper is in a elate of pulp; conse-
quently tho forger mast procure a mould, and
mako his own paper, both requiring tho skill

of such fiiBl-rate artisans as are not likely to
bo met with In the banntaof crime. By th*
three deckle or rough edges. These edge*
are produced when tbo paper is in pulp; tw©
notes being placed in the mould, and divided
lengthways, hence the top and bottom, or
Iona edges, are both roach. Th* deck!* b
tho raw edgo of the paper, and cannot bo imi-

tated by cutting. By tho strength of tho pa-
per—a bank note will lift a hundred weight if

carefully adjusted. The printing is of two
kinds, typo and plato; tho paper is rooisteued
by water driven through its pores by the
pressure of the atmosphere ; 30,000 double
notes are thus moistened in tho space of an
hour. The ink used is made at tho bank,
from linseed oil and tho charred husks aud
vines of Rhenish grapes; this gives a pecu-
liar velvety black to the mark in tho left-haad
comer of tho note. Tho note3 are numbered
by a machine which cannot err; and. lastly,

are authorized by tho signature of tho clerk.

The bauk notes are printed on tho side of the
paper which receives the water mark, so that.

if the paper be split, the unprinted surface
only retains the slightest traco of that mark.
6397. To Flatten Engraving* or

Paper that ha* been Boiled Up. To suc-
ceed in this, take a roll of paper, wall-paper for
instance, unroll a portion of it, and insert tbo
paper or card-board, which is to be flattened,
in such a manner that when tho whole is

rolled up again, the card-board will be bent
the opposite way to which it was originally
rolled. Roll up cloacly and evenly, and let

it remain for about 15 minutes. If this bo
carefully done, the card-board will bo flatten-

ed without danger of breaking, and free from
the creases inevitably made if rolled back-
wards in tho hands. If wall-paper bo use*!,

it should bo os thick as can be obtained, and
tho larger tho diameter of the roll, the better.

Collector* of engravings will find it worth their
whilo to obtain a straight roller, say 3 inches
in diameter, and 5 or 6 yards of tho stout
paper sold in roll* or by tho yard under the
name of " pattern paper. Tho cost is trifling,

and it will lost for years.

6398. To Remove Water Stains from
Engraving* or Paper. Fill a sufficiently

large clean veseel with pure water; dip tbo
engraving in, waving it backward and for-

ward until wet through. Theu fasten it to a
flat board with drawing pins, and let it dry in

tbo sunshine.
6399. To Bleach Engraving*, Ac.

Old engrovings, wood cuts, aud all kinds of

printed matter, that have turned yellow, are
completely rostered by being immersed in
this preparation for only ono minute, without
tho least injury to tho paper, if the precaution
is taken to thoroughly wash the article in wa-
ter containing a littlo hyposulphite of soda.
Undycd linen and cotton goods of all kinds,
however soiled or dirty, nio rendered snowy
while iu a very short time -by merely placing

them in tho liquid mentioned. For tho pre
paration of Jarcllo water.-taho4 pound* bi-

carbonate of soda, oud I pound chlorido of
lime; put tbo anda into a kcltlo over the fire,

add 1 gallon boiling water, let it boil from 10

to lb minutes, theu stir in the chlorido of
lime, avoiding lumps. When rnld, tho liquid

can bo kept in a jug ready for use. (See A’s.

4787.)

6400. To Clo&n Soiled Engraving*.
I«*7 the engraving, faco downwards, in n per-
fectly clean vessel, sufficiently largo to allow
tho engraving to lay flat

;
pour clean boiling

water upon it, and allow it to stand until the
water is cold: toko it out carefully and re-
move a* much of the moisture as possible
with clean (dotting paper, then place the en-
graving in a press betweeo clean wbit* paper.
If very much soiled, a repetition of the opera-

tion may be nece**ary.

6401. Fine Black Hair Dye. This is

composed of two differed liquid*. No. 1

called the mordant, which is employed to giro
permanency to tho dye. and No. 2, which is

tho dye itself. Take } ounce pyrugallic acid.
6 ounces alcohol, aud 18 ounces water; shake
them well together, and pat tbo mixture in a
glaw-stoppered bottle. This is the mordant,
and most be labeled Solution .Vo. 1. To pre-
pare the dye. take 1 ounce nitrate of silver, 2
ounce* ammonia, and 8 ounce* distilled wa-
ter

;
dissolve in a stoppered bottle, and mark

it Solution No. 2. This is a very fino article.

(See jVo. 1201.) Direction* for using the
above dye may be found in No. 1202.
6402. Fire Kindling*. In France, a

very convenient aud economical kindling is

made by dipping corn-cobs for about one
minute in a bath composed of CO parts melted
resin and 40 paits tar. They are next spread

out to dry ou metallic plates heated to tho
temperature of boiling water. (See No. 6205.)
6403. To Convert Sized Paper into

Blotting Paper. Common paper may be
converted into blotting paper bv imuicrsintr itconverted into blotting paper by immersing it

for a few seconds iu hydrochloric acid. Serno
recommend for this purpose a mixture of hy-
drochloric acid and water

;
but iu experiments

that have beeu made, the paper was immersed
in a bath of the ordinary undiluted acid,
removing it, after a few seconds, to a vessel
in which it was treated to several changes of
water.

6404. Bother’s Soap Linimont. Tuko
of t<*ap (genuine castilc, mottled or white),
dry aud iu No. 12 powder, 24 troy ounce*;
camphor, 12 troy ounces; oil of rosemary, 3
fluid ounces; water, 3 piuts; strong alcohol,
10j pints. Mix tho water with halt a pint of
the alcohol in a capacious vessel; odd tho
soap and apply beat until solution baa oc-
curred

;
to this odd 4 pints of alcohol. In tho

remaining 6 pints of alcohol dissolve tho cam-
phor and oil

; to thin add tho solution of soap;
mix. Let tho impurities (coloring matter of
tho soap) subside, aud filter. Thin is vastly su-
perior to the officinal process. (Sco No. 4802.)
6406. Coating for Black-Board*. In-

corporate flour-emery with shellac varnish,
adding sufficient lampblack to giro tbo re-
quired color. If too thick, reduco its consis-
tency with alcohol . This varnlab, applied to
tho surface of wood with a camel's hair var-
uish brush, produces an excellent black fuc-
iug, nud may also bo used for preparing
smaller writing tablet*.

6406. Beautiful Black Ink. Tuko a
sufficient quantity of elder berries, bruise and
keep them for 3 days in an earthen vessel

:

then pro** out aud filler the juice. To 124
pints of tho filtered juice, add 4 ounce each of
sulpboto of iron, and crude pyroligneous acid.
Tho ink that result* ha*, when first used, a
\iolct color, but when dry is an indigo blue-
bluck. In writing, it flows easily from tho
peu without gumming, aud does not thicken
os soon as common ink. Then* are no smallThese are no small
advantages, aud ought to recommend it for
general use. (See No. 24G0.)

6407. To Mount Print*. Mako a thin
*iio of fiab gluo or isiuglass. Tuko a good
sited flat varnish brush, wot tho brush with
tho situ juit sufficiently to moisten tho surface
of the priut to tho extent of tliu width of tho
brush aud tho whole length of tho print.
Comuiuuco ut ono side ami contiuuo in this
way until you have gone over tho wholo sur-

face. Draw tho brush with It light, quick
stroke, as closely each lime to tbo purl pre-
viously wet aj possible, without Inpuing or
going twico in one place. When dry, go
over it again iu tho samo way, ouly at right
angle* to tho first stroke. Let this dry, then
proceed to mouut as follows: Stretch, us
tightly as it will bear, to a frame of tbo re-

quired size, a piece of new, smooth, fino mus-
lin or factory cloth,

face of this, with a
Rub over tho wholo sur-

good paste-brush, a suffi-

cient quantity of well-cookcd paste, made of
equal part* of wheat-flour aud starch, to thor-
oughly wet the cloth. Lay tho priut onto it,

ana, covering it with a piece of cleau paper,
rub it down both back and front, until smooth
and fast. When thoroughly dry, varnish with
white copal varnish.

6408. Varnish to Imitate Ground
Glass. Dissolve DU grains satulorac aud 20
prams mastic iu 2 ounces washed methylated
ether, and add, in small quantities, sufficient
benzine to mako it dry with a suitable grain,
to., littlo making the varnish too transparent,
and excess making it crapy. Tho quantity uf
ben zino required depends upon its quality,
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from $ ouuco to 1) ounces or even inure; but

tho best results are got with a medium qual-

ity. It is important to u.so pure washed

ether, free from spirit.

6409. Xylol, tho New Remedy for

SmaU-Pox. Xylol, xylene, or ethyl-l»eu-

riuo, as it has been respectively called, is one

of tho hydrocarbons formed from coal tar

naphtha. It was first procured by Hugo
Muller, but its nitro compound bad previously

been discovered by Warren I>o la Rue, iu

1856. Coal-tar naphtha is submitted to frac-

tional distillation until the pait which boils

at 141° is separated ;
this is submitted to the

action of fuming sulphuric acid, which dis-

solves tho xylol and leaves tho other hydro

carbons. Tho xylol is then separated by
distillation from this mixture. Xylol is said

to havo boon used by l>r. Zuelzer, the Senior

Physician at tho Charity Hospital at Herlio,

with great success in casus of small pox. The
theory of its action would appear to bo that

xylol is taken up by tho blood, and acts as a

disinfectant. Its boiling point is variously

stated at 139° to 140*. Tho specimens cx

•mined by tho writer generally commenced
to boil at about 136°. Tliu specific gravity

was .806. It is said that tho purity of xylol

is of importance, but there is no very ready

method lor testing its purity. It should bo
soluble in fuming sulphuric acid, but it is not

soluble in tho ordinary sulphuric acid of tho

Pharmocopcuia. 1 1 has a faint odor something
liko bcuxole, and an aromatic taste. Tho
doses aro 3 to & drops for children

;
10 to 16

drops for adults, every hour to every 3 hours.

It is quite harmless in reasonable Joses. In

Berlin it in givou in capsules. As it is very

insoluble, the best method of giving it would
be in an emulsion of almonds ('AcAfcorne.)

6410. To Examine Walla or Chim-
neya. In case tho bottom of a well needs
examining, bold u mirror iu such a position as

to reflect the sun’s rays iu the water, so that

anything floating on tho surface can then b«
plainly seen, ll the couients of the well aro

not turbid, tho smallest object on tho bottom
cun also bo distinguished. In this way objects

dropped in wells of GO feet in depth, and
which contained more than '20 feet of water,

have been traced and recovered. When tho
objects aro small, or a minute examination of

tho bottom is required, an opera-glass may be

used. If tho top of tho well is not oxpoaed
to sunlight, a mirror uiay be placed outside,

oven ul a great distance, to reflect the light

over its top, whero a second mirror may reflect

it downward. Betting a lamp, candle, or lan-

tern down gives by no means as successful a

result, as the light is very weak compared
with sunlight, and its glare, oven when the

eyes are shaded from its direct riyra, prevents

distinct vision. Tho method ot employing
two mirrors, ono outside reflcctiug tho solar

rays in a room, and n second small mirror in

its puth to reflect theso rays into a dark cav-

ity, is omployod by physicians, for the exam-
ination of cavities ot the body; for instance,

to explore the tympanum in tho hnman ear,

tho throat, otc. To oxamiuo a straight chim-
ney u piece of looking-glass is to be held, in-

clined at an angle of 45°, in the hole in the

chimney wall, into which the stove-pipe is to

go, nr in tho open fireplace. If the observer
can sco tbo light of the sky, he will also see

tho whole interior of the chimney, and any
obstruction in the same. As moat chimneys

are straight, tho top will be clearly visible.
6411.

To Clean Furniture. Mix to-

Klier 1 pint cold drawu linseed oil, l pint

t vinegar, aud I pint spirits of wine. Dip
a soft cloth into tho mixture and rub over tho

furniture, and then wipo thoroughly with a

clean soft cloth. Always shake the mixture
before using. Wo do not know any article

for cleaning furniture equal to this. (TVcnf.)

6412. To Wash Ladies’ 8ummer
Suita. Summer sails aro nearly all made of

white or buff liuoo, piqud, cambrio or mus-
lin, and tbo art of preserving the new appear-

ance alter washing is a matter of the greatest

importance. In the first place, tho water

should be tepid, the soap should not l>o allow-

ed to touch the fabric ; it should be washed
and rinsed quickly, turned upon the wrong
side, and hung iu the shade to dry, and when
starched (in thin-boiled, but not boiling

starch) should bo folded in shoots or towols,

and ironed upon tho wrong aide, as soon aa

possible. Linen should bo washed in water

m which bay or a quart-bag of bran Las been
boiled. This lost will bo fouud to answer for

starch as well, and is excellent for print

dresses of all kiDds; a handful of salt is also

Huts, and has a g» caret upon green, -no

soda, or other washing compound should on
any accoant bo u*rd.

6413. To Diaaolve Wool Out of
Mixed Fabric*. Hod the rags in a mixture
of I part uitnc acid and 10 water, or a little

strouger. Tho cotton fibre, after drying, cos

be shaken ont as dart in a widowing machine,
leaving the wool behind ready for dyeing.

This u lhe plan adopted in Ragland and
Oennany for making " extract," and is used

for mixing with wool in many manufactures.for mixing with wool in many manufactures.

This prepared wool, however, will be found to

have loet, to a great extent, iu foiling prop-

erly.

6414. Jevelle Water. Many persona

keep on hand a supply of Jevelle water, email

Quantities of whioh are sufficient to render
the most soiled linen perfectly white. It is

prepared by taking 4 pounds sal-soda to 1

poand chloride of lime in 1 gallon wetar. Put
the sal-soda Into a vosael over tho fire, add I

gallon boiling water; let it boil for 10 or 15

minutes, then odd the chloride of lime by
throwing it, free from lumps, into the soda
water. When oold. pour into a jug or largo

bottle and oork tightly. Where it ia desirable

to have a larger quantity, the Billowing mix-
ture oan be taken: Stir 5 ponnds chloride of

lime into 8 pails warm water; dissolve 10

pounds gtauber salt (sulphate of soda) in I

pail water; also 4 pound j sal-soda in 1 pail

water. The oonteats of the 4 pails can be
poured together aud kopt in any suitable

tight vessel. Such a quantity as the above
ought to last a long time, as a dipperful of it

would bleach a large quantity of liuen or

other goods. The materials are cheap, and
the mixture easily made. ( See No. 4787.)

6416.

To Detect Blood -stains. It ii

said by Professor Bioxam. of London, thst

mixtare of tinotnre of gaaiocum and a solu-

tion of peroxide of hydrogen in ether produces

instantly, with blood or blood stains, a beau-

tiful lint of bine. He bod taken a single lint

fibre, on which was a stain of blood scarcely

C
roeptible, that had beeu made twenty year*

fore, and be found that the teat produced

immediately the characteristic blue color,

which was easily detected on a microsoopic

examination. (See No. 4393.)

6416. Artificial Honey. Put 10 pounds

white sugar in 2 quarts water, and gradually

heal it. stirring it occasionally until brought

to the boiling point. Then removo from the

fire end add 1 pound real bouey. When half

oooled, add i pound more honey, and, when
only blood warm, add another 4 pound honey.

When nearly oold, odd 10 drops good essence

of peppermint. This makes 16 pounds in all

of a very good sweetening. Its flavor can be

varied to the liking by adding more or leas

oeDMrmint essence. (£» Not. 1572, (c.)

6417,

Grape Cham pagne. Oather the

grapes when tney era just turning, or about

ball ripe
;
pound them in a tub, and to every

quart of pounded frnit add 2 quarts water.

Let it stand in the mash-tub for 14 days, then
drew it off, and to every gallon of liquor add

3 pounds loaf sugar. When the sugar is dis-

solved, cask it; aud, after it bos done work-

ing, bring it down. In 6 months it should bo

bullied, and the corke lied down or wired.

This produces a domestio real ebampague,

in no way inferior to the genuine Imported

article.

6418.

Imitation Whit* Frontignoo

Win*. Boil 18 pounde white powdered

sugar, with 6 gallons water, and tho whiles of

2 eggs well beaten
;
then skim it, and put in

i pock elder flower from the tree that bears

white berries ;
do not keep them on tho fire.

When nearly cold, elir it, and put in 6 spoon-

fuls lemou Juice, 4 or 5 of yeast, and beat well

into the liquor: stir it every day; put 6
pounds beet raisins, rtoued, into tho cask, and

tun the wine. Stop it closo, and bottle in 6
months. When well kept, this win© is an

excellent imitation of Frontignac.

6419.

Imitation Red Frontignac
Wino. This is umdo iu tbo same manner,
and with the same ingredients as tho whito
wine (see No. 6418), except that dark elder-

flowers aro used instead of whito.

6420.

Cure for Fever and Ague and
Intermittent Fever. Take 40 giams sul-

phate of quinine, 30 grains powdered liquor-

ice, and l6 grains gum uiyrrh. Mako into 40
pills. Toko 8 pills every 2 boors for the first

24 hoars; 2 pills every 4 hours for the second
24 hours; and tho rcuiuiudcr, 1 at night on
going to bed, and 1 in the morning, first thing.
This performs an effectual cure if tho direc-

tions aro implicitly followed. (TVetif.)

6421.

To Remove Tax or Pitch from
the Skin. Mix together pulverised cxtruct

of liquorice, and oil of aniteed to tho consist-

ency of thick cream ; nib it on the part thor-

oughly with tho hand, then wash off with soap
and warm soft water.

6422.

To Remove Tar, dtc., from
Glass. It is not easy to removo tar, pitch,

Venice turpentine, and other sticky substances

from the graduated glasses used for measuring
them. A mixture formed of the same ingre-

dients as in the last receipt, combines with
the sticky matter so completely as to allow of
the whole beiDg rubbed off dry and dean with
a piece of ooUon.
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[Dick’s Encyclopedia of Formulas, Receipts& Processes 1872]

Adhesive for leather belts...
Aeolian harps, to construct..
Ajutage of fountains
Alabaster
Alabaster, imitation
Alabaster, to cast
Alabaster, to clean
Alabaster, to dress with wax.

Number Page

...6232 453

...6200 452

...6233 453

...2020 446

. ..2020 446

...2031 446

...2034 446

...2023 446

Index

Alabaster, to engrave or etch on 2021 446
Alabaster, to harden 2022, 2025 446
Alabaster, to polish 2030 446
Alabaster, to render durable 2024 446
Alabaster, to stain 2029 446
Albuminous size 1953 443
Alcohol, absolute 6368 460
Alcohol, to preserve with 1632 425
Alcohol, vinegar, to make 1741 433
Aluminized charcoal 1730 431
American blight on trees, to remedy .... 1844 438
Amethyst foil ....2456 447
Ammonia, antiseptic solution of 1654 427
Anatomical preparations, solutions for. 1651 427
Aniline dyes for ivory 1993 445
Animal charcoal, to prepare 1752 433
Animals, antiseptic for preserving 1668 427
Animals, noxious, to destroy 1900 440
Animals, preparation for stuffing 1667 427
Animals, solutions to preserve 1651 427
Animals, to banish fleas from 1913 441
Animals, to embalm 1666 427
Anti-attrition composition 1547 420
Anti-friction compositions 1539 419
Antiseptic for preserving birds, etc... 1668 427
Antiseptic solutions 1651 427
Ants, black, to destroy 1848 438
Ants, black, to disperse 1909 441

Ants, red, to exterminate 1910 441
Ants, to keep from trees 1847 438
Aphides on plants, to destroy 1845 438
Apples, to can 1636 426
Apples, to dry 1640 426
Applos, to keep fresh 1641 426
Aquaria, artificial sea-water for 6198 452
Aromatic candles 1351 417
Arrack-punch syrup 1377 418
Arsenical soap 1669 427
Artus* vinegar process 1742 433
Aseptin for preserving meat 1616 425
Asphalt for walks 6354 459
Asses' milk, imitation 6289 457
Atmosphere, to test the purity of the.. 1711 430
Axle grease 1541. 1545 420
Babington's antiseptic* solution 1655 427
Bait, to catch rats, etc 1895 440
Baker's yeast 1811 436
Baking powder 1817 436
Balard's waterproofing for clothing .... 1559 421
Baloons, to mend 6392 461
Bank of England notes, to tell genuine. 6396 462
Banks, to cover with grass 1886 440
Barm for making yeast ..1808 436
Barometer, chemical 6184 451
Barometer, phial 6183 450
Basil vinegar 1771 434
Beans, to shell easily 6230 453
Beans, vanilla, to grind 6279 456
Bed-bugs, poison for 1905 441
Bed-bugs, to destroy 1903 441
Beds, garden, to protect from snails. .. 1862 439
Beef, brine for curing 1608 424
Beef, extract of, Liebig's 1609 424
Beef marrow, factitious 6367 460

Beef, pickle for curing
Beef

, sportsman
Beef, to can
Beef, to cure
Beef, to dry
Beef, to dry-salt or pickle.
Beef, to keep, fresh

Number Page
,1603, 1608 424

1617 425
1611 424

1607, 1618 425
1599 424
1602 424
1612 424

Beef, to preserve, Pelouze’s process. . .1605 424
Beef, to preserve with vinegar 1610 424
Beef, to salt by injection 1604 424
Beef, to smoke 1600 424
Beeswax 1577 422
Beeswax, imitation 1580 423
Beeswax, tests for 1562 420
Beeswax, to bleach 1578 422
Beeswax, to color 1586 423
Beeswax, to refine 1584 422
Beet-root pickles 1797 435
Beet-roots, to preserve 1088 440
Bengal Chutney 1762 434
Benzine 1527 419
Benzine insect exterminator 1908 441
Benzine stains, to remove 6344 459
Benzine, to deodorize 1533 419
Benzine, to extinguish burning 1532 419
Berlin water-proof cloth 1560 421
Berrios, to can 1636 426
Binding knot, to tie a 6263 455
Bird lime 6383 461
Birds, antiseptic to preserve 1668 427
Birds, canary, to clear of lice 1921 441
Birds, mocking, food for 6191 451
Birds, preparation for stuffing 1667 427
Birds, singing, food for 6191 451
Birds, to embalm 1666 427
Black ants , to destroy 1848 438
Black ants, to disperse 1909 441
Black-boards, coating for 6405 462
Black-boards, imitation slate for 6353 459
Black characters, to write, with water.. 1977 444
Black copying paper 1926, 1948 441, 442
Black dye for ivory 1983 444
Bkack inks 6406 462
Black, shoemakers' 3080 448
Blacking for boots 3086 449
Blacking for harness 3081 448
Blacking for harness, to apply 3085 448
Bladders, to prepare 6239 453
Bleaching, general receipts 1714 430
Blight on trees, to remedy 1844, 1846 438
Blood stains, to detect 6415 463
Blood stains, to remove 6341 459
Bloom sugar 1368 418
Blue characters, to write, with

water 1978, 1980 444
Blue copying paper 1948 448
Blue dye for ivory 1987 444
Body vermin, to destroy 1920 441
Boiler encrustrations, to prevent 2329 447
Boilers, to blow out 6225 453
Bones of living animals, to dye 2006 445
Bones, to dissolve for manure 1820 436
Bonnets, straw, to bleach 1720 430
Boot powder 6319 458
Booth's axle grease 1541 420
Boots, jet for 3079 448
Boots, sportsmens' composition for 3071 448
Boots, to make, waterproof 3069 448
Bougies 6369 460
Bougies, hollow 6371, 6372 460
Bourbon whiskey, to improve 6293 457
Bowline knot, to tie a 6265 455
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Braconnofs artificial wax.
Brewers* yeast
Brewing utensils, to clean.
Brick-dust cement
Briony root, to dry
Bristles, to dye
Bristles, to stiffen
Brooms, management of

Number Page
...1589 423
...1808 436
...6333 458
...6386 461
...1889 440

662 416
661 416

. . .6217 453
Brown characters, to write, with water. 1979 434
Brown stain for marble 2038 446
Bruises in furniture, to take out 6221 453
Brushes, feather, to make 6203 452

Bryant and James* blacking 3092, 3099 449
Bugs, croton, to destroy 1902 441

Bulbous roots, to dry 1889 440

Bulbous roots, to preserve 1888 440
Burdocks, to destroy 1868 439
Burnet vinegar 1771 434

Burnett's antiseptic solution 1656 427
Burnett's disinfecting fluid 1695 429
Bushes, blight in, to remove 1846 438

Bushes, insects on, to remove 1845 438

Butter, rancid, to restore 1825 425

Butter, strong, to improve 1626 425

Butter, to preserve 1820 425

Cabbage, pickled 1799 435

Camelia cuttings, to manage 1831 437
Camp-vinegar I 777 434

Canary birds, to clear of lice 1921 441

Candles, aromatic 1351 417
Candles, homemade 631 32

Candles, lard 636 32

Candles, sconted 1351 41/

Candles, tallow for 63j 32

Candles, tallow, to harden 637 32

Candle wicks, to improve 6231 453
Candle wicks, to make 632 32

Candy, degrees of boiling sugar for.... 1368 418
Candying, to prevent syrup from 1365 418
Candy, molasses 6280 456
Canning, to expel the air in 1637 426
Canning, to insure success in 1635 426
Canvas, to render fireproof 1563 421

Canvas, to render waterproof 1561 421

Capillairo syrup for cordials 1380 418
Capsules, gelatine 6338 459
Caramel 1368 418
Carbolic acid as a disinfectant 1698 429

Carbolic acid as a preservative 1673 427
Carbolic acid paper 1614 424
Carbolic acid, test for 1647 427
Carpets, to preserve 6242 454
Carpets, stair, to preserve....! 6199 452
Carrots, to preserve 1888 440
Castor oil, coloring for 6325 458
Caterpillars, to drive away 1923 441

Catheters 6371 460
Cats, to drive fleas from 1913 441

Catsups 1 766 434
Catsups, cautions to be observed 1766 4 34

Cauliflower, pickled 1792 4 35

Cayenne pepper 1 .'R9 4 35

Celery, vinegar 1772 434
Cement, elastic 6391 461

Cement for cracked iron pots 6387 461

Cement for glass letters 6312 458
Cement to resist sulphuric acid 6311 456
Chalk drawings, to fix I960 443
Champaqne, grape 6417 463
Charcoal, aluminized 1730 431

Charcoal, animal 4 33

Charcoal as an antiseptic 1648 427
Charcoal, cautions about 1649 4 27
Charcoal crayons 1971 444
Charcoal from coal tar 1731 4 31
Charcoal, properties of 1729 431
Charcoal, to change flower colors by... 1833 437

Chartreuse, Liqueur de la Grande
Cheese, to make
Cherry syrup
Cherry vinegar
Chewing gum
Childrens* heads, to destroy vermin in

Chili vinegar
Chimneys, to examine
Chimneys, to put out fire in
Chloride of lime disinfectant
Chloride of tin, solution of
Chocolate, French
Chocolate, plain
Chocolate, Spanish aromatic
Chocolate, Spanish almond and vanilla.
Churns, to keep from frothing
Chutney, Bengal
Cider vinegar
Cigars, anti-choleraic
Cigars, disinfectinq
Cigars, to scent
Cinnamon syrup
Cisterns, to make •

Cisterns, to purify water in. 1701 .429,
Clay for qrafting
Clay for modelling
Clinker, to remove, from fire brick...
Cloaks, to waterproof
Cloth, emery
Cloth, glass
Cloth, stone
Cloth, to waterproof 1553 420,
Clothes pins and lines, to preserve...
Clothes, to render waterproof

from fire brick

Number Page
...6291 457
. . .1592 423
. . .1381 418
. . .1780 434
. . .6317 458
in. 1919 441
. . .1776 434
. . .6410 463
. . .6209 452
. . .1704 429
. . .1653 427
. . .6276 456
. . .6275 456
...6277 456
a.. 6278 456
. . .6286 456
...1762 434
. . .1740 432
. . .1350 417
...1350 417
...1350 417
...1379 418
. . .6358 460
9, 1712 430
.. .1882 440
...6321 458
...6241 454
...1554 428
. . .1935 442
. . .1933 442
...1934 442
0, 6313 458
...6394 462
. ..1553 420

Clothes, voolon, to preserve from moths
Clove-hitch knot, to tie a (

Clover, artificial manure for
'

Coal oil, crude, see Petroleum 1

Coal tar, charcoal from j

Cockroaches, to drive away
Cockroaches, to exterminate
Coffee, French, to make 1

Coffee syrup for cordials
Coins, copper, to preserve 1

Coins, old, to develop inscriptions on.i

Composition for washing 1

Composition for wounds on trees.. 1077,
Composts for the soil
Condensed milk
Condy's solution
Cooley's waterproofing for cloth
Copyinq paper 1926 442,
Coral, artificial
Cordage, to kyanize
Cordials, syrups for
Cork, to remove a, inside a bottle
Corkscrew, substitute for a 1

bottle.

.0264 455

.1826 437

.1526 419

.1731 431

.1923 441

.1901 441

.0287 456

.1378 418

.6230 453

.6237 453

.6306 457
1879 4 39
.1821 437
.1597 423
.1701 4 29
.1555 420
1948 442

.6173 450

.1601 428

.1369 418

.6227 453

.6226 453
Corrosive sublimate antiseptic solutionl664 427
Cotton, to bleach 1715, 1717 430
Counterfeit Bank of England notes,

to detect 6396 462
Crackled sugar 1308 418
Crayon drawings, to fix 1901 443
Crayons, charcoal 1971 444
Crayons, composition for 1970 444
Crayons, lithographic 1958 443
Cream cheese 1594 423
Cream, to make rise 6284 456
Creases in drawings, etc., to flatten. . 1963 443
Creosote, antiseptic solution of. 1652, 1660 427
Creosote, to preserve meats, etc. with. 1646 426
Creosote, to test 1647 427
Cress vinegar 1772 434
Crikets, to drive away 1923 441
Croton bugs, to destroy 1902 441
Crust in kettles, to prevent 6382 461
Cuba honey 1573 422
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Cucumber plants, to kill thrips on.
Cucumber seeds, to clean
Cucumber seeds, to prove
Cucumbers, pickled
Cucumbers, to keep fresh
Curd, to collect, for cheese
Curry powder, Indian
Curry vineqar
Cut flowers, to preserve
Cutlery, caution in grinding
Cutlery, to grind
Cuttinqs of plants, to insert
Cuttings of plants, to manaqe
Dahlia cuttings, to manaqe
Dahlia roots, to preserve
Dandelions, to kill
Day and Martin's blacking
Decalcomine pictures, to apply

Number Page
...1858 438
. ..1864 439
...1863 439
. ..1793 435
...1872 439
...1593 423
. . .1760 434
...1778 434
. . .1835 437
...6253 454
...6252 454
...1832 437
...1831 437
...1831 437
...1888 440
...1867 439
...3101 449
...6195 451

Degrees of sugar boiling for candies. .. 1 368 418
De La Rue's patent parchment 1965 44 3

Density of syrups, to determine the.... 1363 417
Dip candles, to make 634 32
Disinfectants 1692 429
Disinfectants for sick chambers 1695 429
Disinfectants for slaughter-houses 1694 429
Disinfectants for stables 1694 429
Disinfecting powder 1699 429
Distilled vineqar 1746 433
Pocks, to kill 1867 439
Doebercinur 's self-igniting lamp 6389 461
Dogs, to banish fleas from 1913 441
Dogs, white, to wash 6218 453
Doors, to prevent creaking 6215 453
Doppol kummel 6292 457
Drain, to, level land 1891 440
Drawing crayons, composition for 1970 444
Drawing paper, to take out creases in.. 1963 443
Drawings, chalk, to fix 1960 443
Drawinqs, crayon, to fix 1961 443
Drawings, pencil, to fix 1959 443
Drawings, pencil, etc., to protect 6363 460
Dresses, linen, etc., to wash 6412 463
Drills, lubricator for 6273 456
Drummond light, the 6388 461
Dry rot, to preserve timber from 1679 428
Dry salting of moat 1602 424
Dyes for the hair 6401 462
Eaale-mar ine foil 2457 447
Eau de J aval la 6414 463
Eqa powder 1817 436
Eggs, to distinauish good 1631 425
Eggs, to preserve • 1629 425
Elastic cement 6391 461
Elder-flower vineqar 1771 434
Electric tissue 6320 458
Electricity, to improve vines by 6295 457
Elixir vegetal de la Grande chartreuse. 6291 457
Ellerman’s disinfecting fluid 1700 429
Embalming 1666 427
Embroidery, to prepare new linen for... 6229 453
Emery paper or cloth 1935 442
Emery, to cement to wood 6269 456
Emery wheel for qrindinq tools 6268 456
Engravings, to bleach 6399 462
Engravings, to clean 444 1972, 6400 462
Enqravinqs, to print, on plaster 1975 444
Engravings, to remove water stains from6398 462
Engravings, to take out creases in 1963 443
Enqravinqs, to transfer on qlass 6335 459
Engravings, to transfer on paper 1974 444
Enqravinqs, to transfer on wooa or

stone 6336 459
Engravings, to unroll and flatten 6397 462
Epicurean sauce 1755 4 34
Eraser, ink 6393 461
Erica-cuttings, to manage 1831 437
Eschalot vinegar 1775 434

Eschalot wine
Essence of rennet
Essence of soup herbs. . .

.

Essence of spices
Etching fluid for ivory...
Etching on ivory
Etching on shells
Etching varnish for ivory.
Ether glue
Ethyl benzine
Everton taffee
Extermination of vermin...
Family soap, to make
Fat, to preserve

Number Page
. . .1783 435
...1596 423
. . .1763 434
. . .1764 4 34
. . .2002 445
. . .2004 445
. . .6186 451
. . . 2003 445
. . .6385 461
. . .6409 463
. . .6283 456
. . .1892 440
. . .6307 457
. . .6309 458

Faucets, wooden, to prevent cracking ... 6305 457
Feather brushes, to make 6203 452
Feathered 1368 418
Feathers, goose, to cleanse 6324 458
Feathers, ostrich, to clean 655 416
eat hers, solutions for prosorvinq 1663 427

Feat Iters, to bleach 1727 431
Feat hors, to cleanse, from animal fat... 659 416
Feathers, to curl 658 416
Feltina, French waterproof 1556 420
Fermenting, to prevent syrup from 1366 418
Ferns, to copy 6174 450
Fertilizers for the soil 1820 436
Fertilizing powder 1829 437
Files, to clean 6258 455
Files, to sharpen with acids 6256 454
File. to. a flat surface 6255 454
Filter for syrups 1350 417
Finger rings, tiqht, to remove 6213 452
Fir.- .mnihilator 6379 461
Fire-brick, to remove clinker from 6241 454
Fire in a chimney, to put out 6209 452
Fire kindlers. to make 6205 452, 6402 462
Fireproof canvas 1563 421
Fireproof paper 1941 442
Fireproof, to rondor various articles. . 1564 421
Fires, to extinguish 6379 461
Fish, gold, to keep 6189 451
Flannel, old. to bleach 6327 450
Flatirons, to clean 0228 453
Flavorings for liquids 6294 457
Pleas, to banish 1913 441
Fleas, to catch 1915 441
Fleas, to exterminate 1914 441
Flesh-color stain for marble 2040 446
Fleurs d' Orange, pastilles aux 1342 416
Flies, poison for 1912 441
Flies, to drive from stables 1923 441
Flies, to keep from horses 1924 441
Flies, to kill 1911 441
Floors, wax for polishing 1591 423
Florists’ COMpOSt 1822 437
Flour, musty, to improve 1644 426
Florists' compost 1822 437
Flower garden, receipts for the 1819 436
Flower pots, to expel worms from 1853 438
Flowers, cut, to keep fresh 1835 437
Flowers, cut. to preserve. ... 1836 437, 6175 450
Flowers, faded, to restore 1839 438
Flowers, hydrangea, to make blue 1842 438
Flowers, to Change the color of.. 18 33, 1834 437
Flowers, to hasten the blooming of 1825 437
Flowers, to preserve, for perfuirory . . . . 1 349 416
Fluid for smoking meats 1601 424
Foils for imitation gens 2447 447
Food for mocking birds 6190, 6191 451
Fountains, ajutage of 6233 453
Freezing mixtures 1687 428
French beans, pickled 1801 435
French chocolate 6276 456
-ronch coffee, to make 6287 456
French Hard for lubrication 1543 420
French method of bleaching vox 1580 422
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to prevent

French methods of waterproof inq
French pastilles
French pastlles, basis for
French washing composition
Frescoes, glazing for
Frontignac wine, imitation
Frothing over in churning.
Frozen potatoes, to remedy
Fruit, to can
Fruit, to dry
Fruit, to keep fresh
Fruit, to preserve in glycerine....
Fumigating pastils; incense pastils
Fumigation of plants
Furniture, to clean
Furniture, to take bruises out of..

Fur skins, to tan
Furs, to clean
Furs, to improve
Furs, to preserve from moths
Game, to keep fresh
Gannal's antiseptic solution
Ganteine
Garden beds, to drive vermin from..
Garden beds, to protect from snails.
Garden, receipts for the
Garlic vinegar
Gas bags, to mend
Gas meters, to keep from freezinq..
Gas pipe, to bend
Gasol
Gelatine capsules
Gems, imitation, foils for

Generator for making vinegar
Generator, vinegar, to pack a

Geranium cuttings, to manage
German hard coating for wood

Number Page
1553, 1556 420

134 2 4 1 6
1341 416
6306 457
6315 458

6418, 6419 463
6286 456
6204 452
1634 426
1640 426

1638, 1642 426
1643 426
1337 416
1852 438
6411 463
6221 453
.645 415
.650 415
.653 416
.654 416
1645 426
1657 427
6632 458
1923 441
1862 439
1819 436
1774 434
6392 461
6214 453
6316 458
1527 419
6338 459
2447 447
1734 431
1735 432
1831 437
1683 428

Number Page

Cerman paste for foedina sinqing birds.6191 451

German soup tablets
German vinegar process
Gherkins, pickled
Glass, discolored, to clean
Glass, ground, to imitate
Class, heated suddenly, to keep

from cracking
Glass letters, cement for
Glass paper or cloth
Glass, pencils to write on
Glass stoppers, to remove
Glass, substitute for, to use in

hot houses
Glass, to clean
Glass, to pulverize
Glass, to remove tar. etc., from.

to transfer engravings on.Glass,
Glass, window, to restore the color o:

Glazr for frescoes
Cloves, kid, to preserve from

persperat ion
Glue, ether
Glycerine, solidified toilet
Gnats, ptotection against.
Goadby's antiseptic solution
Gold-colored stain for marble
Gold fish, to keep
Gold, mosaic
Golden compound
Goose feathers, to cleanse 659 416
Grafting clay
Grafting wax
Grape champagne
Grass, artificial manure for
Grass, dried, to stain
Grass on gravel walks, to destroy
Grass, plots, worms in, to destroy...
Grass, to cover banks with
Gravel walks, to destroy grass on

1633 425
1733 431
1793 435
6212 452
6408 462

6210 452
6312 458
1933 442
6390 461
6206 452

1887 440
6330 458
1932 442
6422 463
6335 459

Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Grease
Grease
Grebe,
Green
Green

walks, to destroy weeds on
walks, to destroy worms on
walks, to make
walks, to prevent weeds on
walks, to remove moss from

lubrication,
preserve. . .

,

for
to

to clean. . .

.

copying paper
dye for ivory

1851

6267,

1825,

Green dye for leather
Green dye for parchment
Green fly on plants, to remove
Green foil for imitation gems.
Green stain for marble
Grindstones, artificial
Grindstones, how to use
Ground glass, to imitate
Grub in onions, to prevent....
Guano, artificial
Guano, liquid
Gum arabic, to prevent from moulding
Gum, chewing
Gum syrup
Gumming in fruit trees, to cure
Gun, scattering, to remedy a
Gutta-percha tissue
Gutta-percha, to bleach

clean
dy«

Gutta-percha, to
Gutta-percha, to
Hair-dye, black
Half -hitch knot, double
Hams, pickle for
Hams, to cure. . . ;

Hams, to preserve
Hams, to smoke. . . .

Handles of knives,
cracking

Harness, blackinq
Harness blacking.
Harness, jet for.

.

1870,1875
1875
6355
1869
1861
1541
6309
656
1948
1989
6351
1969
1854

. 2451

.2042
6268
.6271
.6400
.1856
1828
.1824
.6381
.6317
.1371
.1873
.6299
.6360
.1725
.6348
.6347
.6401
.6264
1600
.1606
.1613
. 1 600

1603,

to keep from

for
to apply

Harness,
Harness.
Harness,
Harness,
Harness.

of

polish for
to clean
to preserve
to restore the luster
to soften when hard

Heat, amount for boil inq syrups..
Herbarium, to form a

Herbs, to gather and dry
Herbs, to preserve, for perfumery
Hogs, to drive fleas from
Holland linen, sizing for
Homemade champagne
Homemade tallow candles •

Hones

,

Hones,
Honey.
Honey

,

Honey

,

Honey

,

Honey,
Honey

.

Horn.

.

Horn,
Horn,
Horn.
Horn,
Horn,

1 ubr icators
to f ace. . .

.

for.

artif icial . . 1572 421, 1574 422,
Cuba
test for
to clarify
to purify

dYO
imitate tortisoshell
polish
prepare

with
to
to
to
to
to unite 2015

Horseradish vinegar
Horses, to banish fleas from
Houses, to keep flies from
Hortus Siccus, to form a
Hot-houses, substitute for glass
Hunter’s bougie
Hyacinth roots, to preserve
Hyacinths, to raise, in winter...
Hydrangea cuttings, to manage. . .

•

.6323

.3081

.3085

. 3079

.3075

.3074

.3074
. 3066
.3067
.1361
.6176
.6240
. 1 349
.1913
.6320
.6417

.631
6270, 6272

6274
1565
6416
1573
1576
1569
1566
2012
2013
2016
2019
2014
2018
1773
1913
1924
6176
1887
6370
1888
1840
1842

445

tor

.

439
4 39
459
4 39
439
420
458
416
442
444
459
444
4 38
447
446
456
456
462
4 38
437
437
461
458
418
439
457
460
431
459
459
462
455
424
424
4 24
4 24

458
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
417
450
454
416
441
458
463

32
456
456
420
463
422
422
421
421
445
445
445
446
445
446
434
441
441
450
440
460
440
4 38
4 38
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Hydrangea flowers, to raake blue.
Hydrographic paper
Hyponitrous acid disinfectant...
Ice, to keep, in summer
Incense

Number Page
. . .1842 438
...1976 444
...1697 429
...1691 428
...1346 416

Incrustations, see Boiler Incrustrations 447
India rubber overshoes, to mend 6374 460
Indian curry powder 1760 434
Indian ink sketches, to protect 6363 460
Indian pickle 1805 436
Infection, to prevent 1707, 1708 4 30
Injection, to salt meat by 1604 4 24
Ink 6406 462
Ink blots, to remove..., 6393 461
Ink eraser, improved 6393 461
Ink for writing on tin 6365 460
Ink, indelible, to remove stains of....6340 459
Ink, stenciling 6366 460
Ink rollers, to clean..... 6337 459
Inscriptions on old coins, to develop. . 6237 453
Insects on plants, to destroy 1845 438
Insects, to destroy 1900 440, 1908 441
insects, to mount for the microscope. . .6179 450
Insects, to preserve 1676 428
Iridescent paper 1931 442
Iron bathtubs, to paint 6219 453
Italian method of bleaching wax 1581 422
Ivory, artificial 2010 445
Ivory, etching on 2002 445
Ivory, flexible 1994 445
Ivory, marking fluid for 2001 445
ivory size 2009 445
Ivory, to bleach 1997 445
Ivory, to clean 2007 445
Ivory, to dye, when softened 1995 445
Ivory, to gild 2005 445
Tvory, to polish 2000 445
Ivory, to silver 2006 445
Ivory, to whiten, when yellow 1998 445
Japan blocking for boots 3098 449
Japanese wax, to detect beeswax in 1583 422
Javello water 6414 463
let blacking for boots 3079 448, 3089 449
Jet blacking for harness 3079 448
Joint closers or caps, waterproof 1557 421
Kerosene, cause of explosion of 15 30 419
Kerosene, fire test 1527 419
Kerosene, to clarify 1528 419
Kerosene, to decolorize 1529 419
Kerosene, to keep 6216 453
Kerosene, to test 1531 419
Kerosene vessels, to clean 1537 419
Kettles, to prevent crust in 6382 461
Kid gloves, to protect from
perspiration 6243 454

Kindlers, fire, to make 6205 452 . 6402 462
Kitchener's essence of soup herbs 1763 4 34
Kitchener's sauce superlative 1756 434
Kitchen garden receipts 1819 436
Knife handles, to keep from, cracking .. .6323 458
Knives, to remove stains from 6322 458
Knots, various, to tie .....6260 455
Knots for tying parcels 6266 455
Knot, binding 6263 455
Knot, bowline 6265 455
Knot, half, or clove-hitch 6264 455
Knot, reef 6262 455
Knot, sheet bend or weaver's 6261 455
Hummel, dopple 6292 457
Kyanize wood or cordage, to 1681 428
Labels, for damp situations 6326 458
Lac, to bleach 1723 431
Ladies' summer suits, to wash 6412 463
Lamp chimneys, to prevent cracking ... .6373 460
Lamp, self-igniting 6389 461
Lamps, kerosene, to cement sockets on. 1536 419
Lamps, kerosene, to clean 1538 419

, , . . . Number Page
Lamps, kerosene, to keep from
getting greasy 1535 419

Lamps, kerosene, to manage 15 34 419
Land, level, to drain 1891 440
Lard candles, to make 636 32
Laurent's antiseptic soap 1671 427
Lawns, to destroy worms in 18 76 439
Lawns, to kill moss on 1865 439
Lead for pencils 6197 451
Lead water pipes, to protect 6224 453
Leaky skylights, to stop 6235 453
Leather, compressed 6376 461
Leather, glycerine composition for.... 3073 448
Leather, Morocco, to tan 643 415
Leather, patent, polish for 3072 448
Leather, preservation of 3065 448
Leather, Russia, to tan 644 415
Leather, to clean 3076 448
Leather, to dye 6350 459
Leather, to make waterproof 3069 448
Leather, to remove oil from 3077 448
Leather, to restore softness to 3067 448
Leather, to restore the luster of 3066, 3068 448
Leather beltinq, adhesive for 6232 458
Leaves, skeleton, to bleach. 6169 449, 6171 450
Leaves, skeleton, to prepare6168 449, 6170 450
Ledoyen's disinfecting solution 1703 429
Lemon syrup for cordials 1375 418
Lemon-color dye for ivory 1991 445
Lc Normand's table mustard 1785 435
Lenses, substitutes for 6384 461
Lettuce beds, to protect from snails.. 1862 439
Level sand, to drain 1891 440
Liard for lubrication 1543 420
Lice, body, to destroy 1920 441

Lice in childrens' heads, to destroy ... 1919 441
Lice, to clear canary birds of 1921 441
Lice, to clear poultry of 1922 441
Liebig's extract of meat 1609 424
Lightening ink eraser 6393 461
Linen, Holland, sizing for 6328 458
Linen, to prepare for embroidery 6229 453
Linen, to render waterproof 1561 421
Liniment soap 6404 462
Liquid boot black inq 3086 449
Liquid 1025 437
Liquid manure 1824 437
Liquors, syrups for 1369 418
Lithographic crayons 1958 443
Lithographic paper 1955 443
Logs, to prevent from splittina 1678 428
Lubricators for drills 6273 456
Lubricators for hones 6270, 6272 456
Lubricators for machinery 1539 419
Luster, starch 6329 458
Machinery, lubricators for 1539 419
Maggots on roses, to destroy 1859 4 39
Magic copying paper 1948 442
Mahogany, to clear. 6411 463
Mangoes, pickled, imitation 1804 435
Manifold copying 3949 442
Manifold copying paper..... 1948 442
Mankettr ick' s lubricator 1546 420
Manure, artificial 1826 437
Manure, liquid 1B24 437
Manure, to dissolve bones for 1B20 436
Marking fluid for ivory 2001 445
Marking ink, to remove from linen 6339 459
Marrow, factitious 6367 460
Marsh-plants, to propogate 1883 440
Mats, to prepare sheepskins for 64 7 415
Meadow-land, to kill moss on 1866 439
Meat, Liebig's extract of 1609 4 24
Meat, paper for preserving 1624 424
Meat, to can 1611 424
Meat, to cure 2606 424
Meat, to dry 1599 424
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Meat, to dry-salt...
Meat, to keep fresh.
Meat, to pickle
Meat, to pickle, red.

Number Paqe
1602 424
1612 A2A
1602 424

. . .1603 424
Meat, to preservel60S , 1610 424. 1618, 1632 425
Meat, to salt by injection 1604 424
Meat, to smoke 1600 424
Medals, to preserve 6238 453
Meerschaum, artificial 2047 447
Meerschaum, to polish 2046 446
Melon plants, to kill thrips on 1858 438
Melon seeds, to clean 1864 439
Melon seeds, to prove 1863 4 39

Metallic freezing mixture 1690 428
Metallic waterproofing soap 1562 421
Meters, qas, to keep from freezing 6214 453
Metropolitan disinfecting fluid 1693 429
Mice, bait for 1895 440
Mice, to drive away 1923 441
Microscope, marvels of the 6181 450
Microscope, to mount objects for the... 6179 450
Microscopic objects, preservative

fluids for 1662 427
Mildew on plants, to remove 1850 438
Mildew on trees, to prevent 1849 438
Milk, asses’, imitation 6289 457
Milk, condensed 1597 423
Milk, to keep, sweet 1628 425
Milk, to preserve 1627 425
Mint vinegar 1771 434
Mirrors, to clean 6330 458
Mixed fabrics, to dissolve wool out of .64 13 463
Mixed pickles. .

Mixture, freezing
Mocking birds, food for
Modeling clay
Modeling wax..
Molasses candy
Molasses taffy
Morocco leather, to restore
Morocco leather, to tan
Mortars, Wedgovood, to clean
Mosaic gold
Mosaic silver
Mosquitos, to clear a room of
Mosquitos, to keep away
Moss meal for birds
Moss on fruit trees, to destroy....

Moss on gravel walks, to remove
Moss on lawn*, to kill...
Moss on meadowland, to kill
Moths, to keep from clothinq
Mold, candles, to make
Moutardc A 1 ’Estrogen
Moutarde superbo
Mouldiness, to prevent
Mushroom catsup
Mushrooms, pickled
Musk, to restore the odor of
Muskrat skins, to tan
Muskrats, to catch
Muslin, to thicken and strengthen...
Mustard for table use
Myrtle cuttings, to manage
Nails, iron for wall-trees
Naptha
Nasturtiums, pickled..
Nitrate of silver stains, to remove.

Oil, olive, to refine
Oil paintings, to preserve
Oil paintinqs, to restore
Oil ,

watchmakers'
Oiled paper
Oleine.
Onions as a disinfectant
Onions, pickled
Onions, to preserve

.1805 436

.1687 428

.6190 451

.6321 458

.1590 423

.6280 456

.6282 456

.3068 448

..643 415

.6346 459

.6362 460

.6361 460

.1917 441

.1918 441

.6190 451

.1860 439
.1861 439
.1865 439
.1866 439
..654 416
..633 32
.1787 435
.1788 435
.6380 461
.1767 434
.1802 435
.1354 417
..648 415
.1896 440
.6236 453
.1784 435
.1831 437
.1885 440
.1527 419
.1801 435
.6339 459
.1551 420
.6375 460
.6375 460
.1549 420
.1939 442
.1550 420
.1706 430
.1794 435
.1888 440

Onions, to prevent grubs in
Opodeldoc
Orange peel syrup
Orgeat syrup
Ostrich feathers, to clean
Overshoes, to mend
Paper, copying
Paper, emery
Paper , fireproof
Paper, glass, for polishing
Paper, hydrographic
Paper, iridescent
Paper, lithographic
Paper, oiled
Paper, parchment
Paper, parchment, to paste
Paper, phenyl
Paper, prepared
Paper, printed, to clean
Paper, soiled, to clean
Paper, solvent for
Paper, stone, for polishing
Paper, to detect plaster in
Paper, to detect wood in
Paper, to extract sizing from
Paper, to prepare for varnishing..
Paper, to remove water stains from
Paper, to size
Paper, to take creases out of
Paper, to transfer engravings to..
Paper, to unroll and flatten
Paper, tracing
Paper, transfer
Paper, transparent
Paper, waterproof 1

Paper, waxedPaper, waxed
Papier
Papyrine
Paraffine
Parcel, how to tie a
Parchment, artificial
Parchment paper
Parchment paper, to paste
Parchment, to color
Parchment, to make transparent
Paris’ fumigating pastils
Parrish’s strawberry syrup
Parrish’s syrup filter
Parrots, to teach to speak
Passing's antiseptic solution
Paste for razor-strops
Paste, phosphorous, for vermin
Pastilles aux fleurs d’orange
Pastilles a la rose
Pastilles a la vanille
Pastils for fumigating
Pastils of every variety
Patent boot blacking 3092, 3099,
Patent leather, polish for
Patent yeast
Peaches, to can 1636
Peaches, to dry
Peaches, to keep fresh 1636
Pears, to can
Pears, to dry
Pears, to keep fresh 1638
Peau d'Espagne
Pelargoniums, mildew on, to remove...
Pelouze's process for preserving meat
Pencil drawings, to fix
Pencil drawings, to protect
Pencils for writing on qlass
Pencils, lead for
Pepper, Cayenne
Pepper vinegar
Peppers, pickled
Perfumers’ fumigating pastils

Number Page
1856 438
6404 462
1382 418
1376 418
655 416

6374 460
1848 442
1935 442
1941 442
1933 442
1976 444
1931 442
1955 443
1939 442
1965 443
1966 44 3

1936 442
1925 441
1973 444
6398 462
1937 442
1934 442
1946 442
1947 442
6403 462
1951 443
6398 462
1952 443
1963 443
1974 444
6397 462
1927 441
1926 441
1929 442

1941, 1944 442
1938 442
1945 442
1960 444
1527 419
6266 455
1965 443
1965 443
I960 443
1969 444
1964 443
1338 416
1374 410
1359 417
6185 451
1661 427

1636,

1636,

1638,

,6247 454
.1899 440
,1 342 416
.1343 416
.1344 416
,1337 416
.1345 416
3101 449
.3072 448
,1814 436
1639 426
.1640 426
1641 426
.1636 426

1640 426
1641 426
.1355 417
.1850 438
.1605 4 24
,1959 443
.6363 460
.6390 461
6197 451
.1789 435
1776 434
1796 4 35
1339 416
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6243 454
1686 428
1526 419
1532 419
1527 419

6296, 6297 457
1936 442
6379 461
1830 437
1899 440
2010 445
1805 436
1602 424
1766 434
1790 435
1791 435
6234 453
6195 451
1340 416

1973 444
1913 441
6304 457
6316 458
6224 453

...6223 453

...6421 463

...1370 418

...1678 428

...1871 439

...1822 437

...1832 437

„ .
. . .

Number Page
Persperation, to preserve kid
gloves from

Petrify, to, wooden objects
Petroleum
Petroleum, to extinguish burning.
Petroleum, to purify
Pharaoh's serpent's eggs
Phenyl paper
Phillips* Fire annihilator
Phosphate for manuring
Phosphorous paste for vermin
Photography, ivory for
Piccalilli
Pickle, to, meat
Pickles, cautions in making
Pickles, receipts for
Pickles, spiced vineqar for
Picture frames, ornaments for....
Pictures, decalcomine, to apply..
Piesso’s fumigating pastils
Piesse's method of cleaning

printed paper
Pigs, to banish fleas from
Pin spots, to remove from steel..
Pipes, qas, to bend
Pipes, water, to protect leaden..
Pipes, water, to manage in winter.
Pitch, to remove from the skin,

qlass, etc
Plain syrup
Planks, to prevent from splitting.
Plants, cleanliness needed for....
Plants, composts for
Plants, cuttings of, to insert....
Plants, cuttings of. to select

and manage 1831 437, 1843 438
Plants, green fly on, to destroy . 1851

, 1854 438
Plants, insects on, to destroy. .. 1845, 1858 438
Plants, maggots on, to destroy 1859 439
Plants, marsh, to propoqate 1883 440
Plants, mildew on, to remove 1850 438
Plants, roots of, to keep 1889 440
Plants, specimens of, to preserve 6176 450
Plants, to prevent damping or fogging

off in 1843 438
Plants, to fumigate 1852 438
Plants, to protect against red spiders. 1057 438
Plant sticks, to keep from rotting 1874 439
Plaster of Paris 2020 446
Plaster of Paris, to cast 2031 446
Plaster of Paris, to color 2029 446
Plaster of Paris, to detect in paper... 1946 442
Plaster of Paris, to dress with wax.... 2023 446
Plaster of Paris, to enqrave on 2021 446
Plaster of Paris, to harden 2022, 2025 446
Plaster of Paris, to polish 2030 440
Plaster of Paris, to print on 1975 444
Plaster of Paris, to render hard

and durable 2024 446
Pork, to dry-salt 1602 424
Pork, to pickle 1602, 1607 424
Pork, to smoke 1600 424
Poison, fly 1912 441
Poison, rat 1897 440
Polish for harness 3075 448
Polish for patent leather 3072 448
Polishing powder for specula 6356 460
Porous cloth, to waterproof 1553 420
Potatoes, frozen, remedy for 6204 452
Potatoes, to dry 1889 440
Potatoes, to preserve 1888 440
Poultry, dead, to keep, fresh 1619 425
Poultry, to clear of lice 1922 441
Pounce 1954 443
Powder, baking 1817 436
Powder, eqq 1817 436
Powder, fertilizing ie29 437

Number Page
Powder for boots 6319 458
Powder, polishing, for specula 6356 460
Powders, anti - incrustat ion for boilers. 2334 447
Pradier's razor strop paste 6248 454
Prepar at ions , anatomical

,

antiseptics for 1651 427
Preservative against infection 1708 430
Preservative fluids for

microscopic objects 1662 427
Prints, to mount 6407 462
Punch syrup for cordials 1383 418
Purple dye for ivory 1988 444
Quills, to clarify 6314 458
Quin sauce 1757 434
Quinces, to can 1634 426
Quinces, to dry 1640 426
Quinces, to keep fresh 1638, 1641 426
Rabbit skins, to cure 649 415
Rags, woolen, to bleach.... 1726 431
Raspberries, to can 1636 426
Raspberry syrup for cordials 1372 418
Raspberry syrup, imitation 1373 418
Raspberry vinegar 1779 435
Rats, bait for 1895 440
Rats, phosphorous paste for .,..1899 440
Rats, poison for 1897 440
Rats, to catch 1893 440
Rats, to drive away 1898 440, 1923 441
Rats, trap for 1894 440
Razors, to hone 6245 454
Razors, to sharpen 6250 454
Razors, to strop 6249 454
Razor strop, the best 6246 454
Razor strops, paste for 6247 454
Rebling's method of purifying honey .... 1567 421
Rcboulet ‘8 antiseptic solution 1658 427
Red ants, to exterminate 1910 441
Red cabbaae, pickled 1800 4 35
Red copying paper 1926 441, 1948 442
Red dye for ivory 1985 444
Red foil for imitation gems 2453 447
Red front ignac wine 6419 463
Red spiders, to protect plants from.... 1857 438
Red stain for marble 2043 446
Reef knot, to tie a 6262 455
Ronnet 1595 423
Rennet, essence of 1596 423
Rosin, to harden tallow with 641 32
Rhubarb root, to dry 1889 440
Ribbons, to preserve G 202 452
Ring, to remove a tight, from f inger . . . 6213 452
Roaches, to drive away 1923 441
Roaches, to exterminate 1901 441
Roots, bulbous, to preserve 1888 440
Roots, to dry 1889 440
Roots, tuberous, to preserve 1880 440
Rose bushes, composition for

wounds on 1B77 4 39
Rose bushes, insects on, to remove 1846 43B
Rose bushes, maggots on, to destroy .... 1859 439
Rose bushes, mildew on, to remove 1850 4 38
Rose bushes, soot-water for 1841 438
Rose, pastilles a la 1343 416
Rother's soap liniment 6404 462
Roucet's method of fixing drawings 1959 443
Ruby foil 2458 448
Russia leather 415
Rust, to remove from flat irons 622B 453
Salt, to, meat 1602 424
Saponine 6332 458
Sash windows, to keep open 6208 452
Sauces, general receipst for 1753 433
Savory spices, essence of 1764 434
Savory spices, tincture of 1765 434
Saws, to sharpen and set 6254 454
Scents for candles 1351 417
Scents for cigars 1350 417
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Number Page
Scents for snuff 1352 417
Scents for tobacco 1350 417
Scrapers, steel, to make 6259 455
Sea-water, artificial, for aquaria 6198 452
Seeds, cucumber and melon, to clean. ... 1864 439
Seeds, cucumber and melon, to prove .... 1863 439
Seeds, to prepare for exportation 1884 440
Shallot vinegar 1115 434
Shaving 6244 454
Shavings, to acetify, for vinegar 1736 432
Sheepskins, to prepare, for mats 647 415

Sheeps' pelts, to tan 646 415
Sheet-bend knot, to tia a 6261 455
Shells, to clean 6187 451

Shells, to color 6188 451
Shells, to etch on 6186 451
Shellac, to bleach 1723 431

Shellac, to dissolve in ammonia 6222 453
Shoemakers' black 3080 448
Shutc’s artificial honey 1572 421
Sick-chambers, precautions on entering . 1705 430
Sick-chambers, to perfume 1700 429
Sick-chambers, to purify 1695 429
Silk, acid-stained, to the color of.... 6334 459
Silk, solvent for 1937 442
Silk, to bleach 1716. 1719 430
Silk, to bleach by sulphuration 1717 430
Silk, to clean 6342 459
Silk, to preserve 6202 452
Silk, to remove stains and grease from. 6343 459
Silk, to wash 6378 461
Siller's method of clarifying honey .... 1570 421
Silver, mosaic 2006 445
Silver stains, to remove, from linen...6339 459
Silver, to clean 6345 459
Sinqinq birds, paste for 6191 451
Sirot's disinfecting compound 1702 429
Sirop capillairo 1380 418
Size, albuminous 1953 443
Size for hollsnd linen 6328 458
Size for paper 1951 443
Size, ivory 2009 449
Size, to extract the, from paper 6403 462
Skeleton leaves, to bleach. .. 6169 449, 6171 450
Skeleton leaves, to prepare 6168 449, 6170 450
Skeletons, to prepare 6182 450
Skin, Spanish, for perfuming 1355 417
Skin, to remove tar, etc. from the 6421 463
Skins, fur, to tan 645 415
Skins, muskrat, to tan 648 415
Skins, rabbit, to cure 649 415
Skins, sheep, to prepare, for mats 647 415
Skins, sheep, to tan 646 415
Skins, skunk, to deodorize 660 416
Skunk skins, to deodorize 660 416
Sky-lights, leaky, to stop 6235 453
Slaughter houses, disinfectants for.... 1694 429
Sluqs, to drive away 1923 441
Small-pox, Xylol for 6409 463
Smoking fluid for meat, etc 1601 424
Smokinq meat, etc., directions for 1600 424
Snail's, to keep from garden beds 1862 439
Snuff, scents for 1352 417
Snuff, to scent 1353 417
Soap, arsenical 1669 427
Soap, bad, to improve 6308 458
Soap bubbles, to prepare soap for 6193 451
Soap grease, to preserve 6309 458
Soap liniment 6404 462
Soap, metallic, for waterproofing 1562 421
Soil, composts for the 1821 437
Soil, fertilizers for the 1820 436
Solidified glycerine 6298 457
Solutions for anatomical preparations. 1651 427
Solutions for preserving wood 1680 428
Solvent for silk, paper, etc 1937 442
Soot-water for rose bushes 1841 438

Soup herbs, essence of
Soup tablets, German
Soy
Soyer’s table mustard
Spanish chocolate
Spanish skin
Specific gravity of syrups.

Number Page
1763 434
1633 425
1754 434
1786 435

6277, 6278 456
1355 417

table of . .1362 417
Specula, polishing powder for 6356 460

Sperm oil for lubrication 1540 420
Spermaceti, to detect, in wax 1582 422
Spiced vinegar for pickles 1791 435
Spices, savory, essence of 1764 4 34

Spices, savory, tincture of 1765 4 34

Spiders, red, to protect plants from.. 1857 438
Sponge, to bleach 1721 4 30
Sportsman's beef 1617 4 25
Squill root, to dry 1889 440
Stables, disinfectant for 1694 429
Stables, to drive flies from 1923 441
Stains, acid, on silk,

to restore the color 6334 459
Stains, benzine, to remove 6344 459
Stains, blood, to detect 6415 463
Stains, blood, to remove 6341 459

Stains, grease, to remove from silk... 6343 459
Stains, ink, to remove, from books. ... 6393 461
Stains, nitrate of silver, to remove.. 6339 459

Stains, to remove, from knives 6322 458

Stains, water, to remove,
from engravings 6398, 6400 462

Stair carpets, to keep from war ing ... 6199 452

Starch luster 6329 458
Starch, to remove, from flat irons. ... 0220 453
Starch, waterproof 6310 458
Steel scrapers, to make 0259 455
Steel, to remove pin spots from 6304 457
Stencil ink. black 6366 460
Sticks for plants, to prevent rott ing . . 1 074 439
Sticky substances, removing

from glass, etc 6422 463
Sticky substances, to remove,

from the skin 6421 463
Stone paper or cloth 1934 442
Stone, preservation of 6300 457
Stone, to transfer engravings on to.... 6336 459
Stoppers, qlass, to remove 6206 452
Storm qlass 6184 451
Stoves, to keep from rusting 6303 457
Straw-goods, to bleach 1717, 1719, 1720 430
Straw-goods, to dye, black 6349 459
Strawberries, to can 1636 426
Strawberry beds, protecting from snailsl862 439
Strawberry syrup 1374 418
Strawberry vinegar 1780 434
Strop for razors 6246 454
Strops, razor, paste for 624 7 454
Sublimate, corrosive, antiseptic

solution of 1664 427
Suet, to keep 6288 457
Sugar, clarification of 6285 456
Sugar, clarification of, for syrups. ... 1 357 417
Sugar, degrees of boiling, for candies. 1368 430
Suaar, proportions of, for syrups 1360 417
Sugar, to make vinegar from 1747 433
Sulphuration 1717 430
Sulphuric acid, cement to resist 6311 458
Sulphurous acid 1718 430
Suirjner suits, ladies, to wash 6412 463
Swansdovn, to clean 657 416
Sympathetic paper for secret writing ... 1977 444
Syrup, arrack punch 1377 418
Syrup, cherry 1381 418
Syrup, cinnamon 1379 418
Syrup, coffee 1378 418
Syrup, gum 1371 418
Syrup, lemon 1375 418
Syrup of orange peel 1382 418
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Syrup, orgeat
Syrup, plain
Syrup, punch
Syrup, raspberry. ...........
Syrup, raspberry, imitation.
Syrup, simple
Syrup, strawberry.

Number Page
1376 418

...1370 418
1383 418
1372 418
1373 418
1370 418
1374 418

Syrups, clarification of sugar for 1357 417
Syrups, degrees of boiling 1368 418
Syrups, filters for 1358 417
Syrups for cordials and liquors 1369 418
Syrups, preparation of 1356 417
Syrups, proportions of sugar for 1360 417
Syrups, table of specific gravities of.. 1362 417
Syrups, to bleach 1367 418
Syrups, to determine the density of 1363 417
Syrups, to preserve 1364 417
Syrups, to prevent from, candying 1365 418
Syrups, to prevent, from fermenting 1366 418
Table for graduating bleaching 1 iquors. . 1728 431
Table for specific gravities of syrups.. 1362 417
Table mustard 1784 435
Taffee, Everton 6283 456
Taffee, molasses 6282 456
Taffee, to make 6281 456
Tallow candles, to harden 637 32

Tallow candles, to make 631 32

Tallow for candles 635 32
Tallow, to harden 638 32

Tallow, to harden and whiten 639 32
Tamara, Italian 1761 434
Tanning, receipts for 642 415
Tar, to remove from qlass 6422 463
Tar, to remove from the skin 6421 463
Tarraqon mustard 178 7 4 34

Tarragon vinegar 1771 434
Ten, to flavor 6302 457
Tea, to increase the strength of 6301 457
Thistles on gravel walks, to destroy .... 1870 439
Thrips on cucumber plants, to kill 1858 4 38

Thwaite's antiseptic fluid 1659 427
Timber, to protect from dry rot 1679 428

Tin, ink for writing on 6365 460
Tissue, electric 6320 458
Tobucco, to fumigate plants with 1852 438
Tobacco, to scent 1350 417
Tomato catsup 4 34

Tomato pickles 1803 435
Tools, edge, caution in qrindinq 6253 454
Tools, edge, to grind 6252 454
Tools, edge, to sharpen 6251 454
Tools, emery wheels for grinding 6268 456
Tortiseshell , imitation 2016 445
Tortiseshell , to join 2018 446
Tortiseshell, to polish 2019 446
Tracing paper 1927 441
Transfer paper 1926 441
Transparent paper 1929 442
Trap, to catch fleas 1915 441
Trap, to catch muskrats 1896 440
Trap to catch rats 1894 440
Trees, blight on, to remedy 1844, 1846 438
Trees, clay for grafting 1882 440
Trees, gumming in, to cure 1873 439
Trees, large, to transplant 1890 440
Trees, mildew on, to prevent 1849 438
Trees, moss on, to destroy 1860 439
Trees, to keep cattle from 1855 438
Trees, to prevent ants from in jur ing. . . 1847 438
Trees, wall, nails for 1885 440
Trees, wax for grafting 1880 439
Trees, wounds in, to heal 1879 439
Tuberose roots, to dry 1889 440
Tuberose roots, to preserve 1888 440
Tulip roots, to preserve 1888 440
Turnips, artificial manure for 1827 437
Turnips, to preserve 1888 440

Number Page

Turpentine, Venice, to remove
from glass 64 22 463

Turpentine, Venice, to remove
from the skin 6421 463

Tweed cloaks, to waterproof 1554 420
Underwood's manifold copying process. .. 1949 442
Universal composts for the soil 1823 437
Utensils for brewing, to clean, etc. ..6333 458
Vanilla beans, to grind 6279 456
Vanilla and almond chocolate 6278 456
Vanilla, pastilles a la 1344 416
Varnish to imitate ground glass 6408 462
Varnishing, to size paper for 1951 443
Vegetable liguids, to decolorize 1791 433
Vegetables, to can 1636 426
Veneers, old, to raise 6220 453
Venice turpentine, removing from glass .. 6422 463
Venice turpentine, removing

from the skin 6421 463
Vermin in childrens' heads, to destroy .. 1919 441
Vermin on the body, to destroy 1920 441
Vermin, phosphorous paste for 1899 440
Vermin, to exterminate 1892 440
Vessels containing kerosene, to clean... 1537 419
Vessels, wooden, to remove the taste of. 6201 452
Vinegar, acetified shavings for making.. 1736 432
Vinegar, alcohol, to improve 1743 433
Vinegar, Artus' process for 1742 433
Vinegar by the quick method 1733 431
Vinegar, distilled 1746 433
Vinegar from alcohol 1741 433
Vinegar from cider 1740 432
Vinegar from sugar 1747 433
vinegar, qeneral directions for making.. 1732 431
Vinegar, generator, to make a 1734 431
Vinegar, hints for making 1738 432
vinegar, raspberry 1779 434
Vinegar, spiced, for pickles 1791 435
Vinegar, tests for 1740 433
Vinegar, to decolorize 1751 433
Vinegar, to find the strength of 1750 433
Vinegar, to keep up a supply of 1744 433
Vinegar, to make in three weeks 1745 433
Vinegar, to make quickly 1739 432
vinegar, weak, to strcnqhtcn 1749 433
Vines, bleeding in, to remedy 1878 439
Violet dye for ivory 1992 445
Violet silk, acid-stained, to

restore the color of 6334 459
Vogel's method of purifying honey 1568 421
Voltaic pile, to construct a 6357 460
Von Vetter's process for preserving

specimens 1675 428
Walks, asphalt for 6354 459
Wall trees, nails for 1885 440
Walls, to render watertight 6377 461
Wash to protect trees from cattle 1855 430
Washing fluid 6306 457
Watchmakers' oil 1549 420
Water, how to see under 6192 451
Water, impure,

to purify. . .1701 429, 1710, 1712 430, 6359 460
Water lily roots, to dry 1889 440
Water pipes, to manaqe in winter 6223 453
Water pipes, to protect the inside

lining of 6224 453
Waterproof canvas 1561 421
Waterproof cloth 1553 420
Waterproof felting 1556 420
Waterproof paper 442, 1944 442
Waterproof starch 6310 458
Waterproofing, directions forl552 420, 6313 458
Water, to prevent from putrefying 1650 427
wax, bees 1577 422
Wax, for grafting 1880 439
Wax, for polishinq floors 1591 423
Wax, imitation 1588 423
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Number Page
Wax, modeling 1590 -523

Wax, to bleach 1578 422
Wax, to color 1586 423
Wax, to detect Japanese wax in 1583 422
Wax, to detect spermaceti in 1582 422
Wax, to refine 1584 422, 1585 423
Wax, to test the purity of 1582 422
Wax paper 1938 442
Weavers* knot, to tie a 6261 455
Wedgevood mortars, to cleanse 6346 459
Weeds on gravel walks, to destroyl870, 1875 439
Weeds on gravel walks, to prevent 1869 439
Wells, to examine..... 6410 463
Wheat, artificial manure for 1827 437
Whiskey, cheap, to improve 6293 457
Whiskey, to improve by electricity 6295 457
White cabbage pickle 1799 435
White Frontignac wine 6418 463
wicks, candle, to improve 6231 453
Wicks, candle, to make 632 32
Window glass, to restore the color of.. 6211 452
Window sashes, loose, to fasten 6395 462
Windows, to clean 6330, 6331 458
Windows, to keep open 6208 452
wine, eschalot 1783 435
wine, Frontignac, imitation 6418, 6419 463
wine, to improve by electricity 6295 457
Wood, to cement emery to 6269 456
Wood, to coat with a substance as

Number Page
hard as stone 1683 428

Wood, to detect in paper 1947 442
Wood, to harden 1682 428
Wood, to kyanize 1681 428
Wood, to petrify 1686 428
Wood, to preserve 1677, 1680, 1684 428
Wood, to preserve from dry rot 1679 428
Wood, to preserve under water 1684 428
Wood, to prevent from splitting 1678 428
Wood, to transfer engravings onto 6336 459
Wooden faucets, to prevent cracking 6305 457
Wooden vessels, to remove the taste from6201 452
Wool, new wash for 1719 430
Wool, to bleach 1716, 1717 430
Wool, to dissolve out of mixed fabrics. . 6413 463
Woolen rags, to bleach 1726 431
Woolens, to preserve from moths 654 416
Worcestershire sauce 1759 437
Worms in gravel walks, to destroy 1875 439
Worms in lawns, to destroy 1876 439
Worms, to expel from flowerpots 1853 438
Wounds on rosebushes, to heal 1877 439
Wounds on trees, to heal 1879 439
Writing, very old, to copy 1950 443
Xylol or Xylene 6409 463
Yeast 1807 436
Yeast, bitterness in, to remedy 1816 436
Yeast, brewers* 1808 436
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Acne, treatment for 2

Air compressor 121
Alaska, scenery 2

Alcarazza 2
Alcarazza, composition. ...

2

Alkaline water drinkable. 22
Almonds 3

Alum, burnt 3

Alum, poultice 3

Ammunition, survival .... 1 1

3

Anneal ing 3

Anti-ferment 4

Aquar iums A
Arbor Diane A

Archery 124
Arrowheads, flint 45
Arrow, whistling 43
Asphaltum liquid 4

Auto, touring in 6

Baby food 205
Baby talk 117
Bakinq powders 4
Banding with phonograph. .88
Barbed wire stretcher ... .51

Barometer, paper 5

Batteries, renewing 15
Beef, to corn 5

Beef tea 5

Beef, iron and wine 5

Belts, to lace 5

Bicycle sidecar 60
Binding magazines 145
Biscuits ,254
Biscuits (hardtack) Ill
Black Powder 51
Blacksmith shop 141
Blowgun 100
Blowpipe 53
Blowtorch 4

Bread, aerated 6
Bread baking 256
Boat, barrel 10
Boat, paddle 158
Bomb, letter, disarming . 104

Bones, to utilize 6

Boomerang, to make . . . 19 , 1 1

3

Bottles, to cut 1

Bow drill 103

Bow, spool 154

Bug catcher Ill
Buq powder 15
Bug zapper 45
Burglar alarm 84
Burglar proofing 25
Calcium sulphide 6
Candies 202
Candles 32
Candles, simple 52
Candles, varnished 68
Candy floss 5
Caning chairs 112
Canner 213

SURVIVOR

Index

Capsules 6
Carbon rods 6

Carob powder 198
Cartridge belt 118
Casserole, quick 254
Catapult. 34
Catgut. 7

Cherry picker 132
Chinese gravy 212
Chopping block 38
Churn 146
Claim, mining 80
Clay, bakers* 189
Clay, modeling 23
Cockroaches, killing 7

Coffee substitutes 8
Coil springs 121
Coils, wire 139
Compass, mariner's 144
Compass , pencil 140
Condenser, variable 72
Condenser, wireless 04
Contacts, electrical 98
Cooking tools 210
Cookware 213
Copper powder 8

Coral, artificial 8

Corn, planting 42
Corn popper 135
Corn, to can 8

Corn, whole 198
Cost of food 204
Cotton, absorbent 2

Crossbow 44
Crucibles, black lead 8
Crystal ornament 9
Crystal, radio, renewing. 71
Crystal, radio, setting.. 71
Cucumbers, raising 11

Cup, paper 57
Damaskeening 9
Deep fat fried food 203
Dextrine 9
Dialysis 10
Dip, carbolic 10
Door closer 23
Dowel turning 53
Drawers, locking 85
Drawings, to trace 10
Drill, hand 133
Drill press 11
Dry cleaning 37

Dumb-bells 155
Earthworms 272
Eating cheap 33
Egg shell seed starters. 146
Electric furnace 125
Electrodes 12
Emery 10
Engraving, sand blast.... 11
Exerciser 38,71

Exercising machine 22
Face paints 12
Famine ahead 195
Files, to sharpen 12
Filing soft metals 101
Filters 13
Fire from ice 16
Fish attractor 86
Fish scaler 44
Flash papers 53
Fleas, getting rid of.... 15

Flower Ded edger 87
Flower pot shelf 117
Flowers, preserving 126
Flutter ring 116
Fly trap 39,110
Food bill, cutting 190
Foundry work, home 58
Frosting of cutlery 15
Fruit jar opener 110
Fruit juices, preserving . 15
Fruit, to crystalize 16
Fuel, economical 10
Fuel from garbage 146
Fulminating powder 16
Funnel, eggshell 15
Funnel, emergency 116
Furniture, debruising .... 1

6

Garden furniture, concrete.
73

Garden roller 101
Gear wheels, making 89
Gelatine 16
Generator, electr ical . . . 1 31
Glass breaker 99
Glass blowing 63
Glass, drilling holes in. 57
Glass, frosting 62
Glider, hang 17
Gold, imitation 20
Grains, weights of 70
Gray Panthers 201
Grease, removing 146
Greenhouse 271
Greenhouse, window 60
Grinder, food 213
Grinder, grain 214
Group buying 196
Gun control 61
Gun cotton 17
Gunsmith, survival 119
Hams, curing 17
Heater 109
Heater, improvised 99
Hinges for boxes 103
Hoe, double action 56
Hoe , hand 27
Hoe, pointed end 15
Hoist 31
Hops and stalks 18
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Hotplates 211
Houseboat
Hydrogen
Hydrometer 69
Hygenic Cookbook 215
Incubator 40
Insects, catching 12
Iron, lemon juice on 18
Iron, to melt 18
Irregate with tin cans 2
Isinglass 18
Javelle water 85
Jelly making stand Ill
Keys, to fit
Knife, boot 127
Knife from hacksaw blade.. 22
Kraut grinder 102
Lamp, quickly made 116
Landscape drawing 121
Lathes 20,30
Level 62
Life preserver 15
Luminous paint 143
Lye, to make 18
Magnifier 109
tMagn i f ier , emergency 153
Mar ionettes 159
Marionettes, propert ios . . 181
Marionettes, stages 171
Marionettes, stage lightsl76
Marionettes, stage sets.. 174
Matches, waterproof .... 1 2,52
Meat saw 70
Mental health 136
Mice and rats, kill ing . . . . 12
Microcosmic salt 18
Microscope, lensless 155
Microscope 157
Milk 199
Mineral detector 71
Minnow trap 19
Mirrors, see through 31
Mortar 19
Mosquitos, killing 19,41
Mouse trap 3
Muggers, protection from.. 27
Nails, sizes 19
Needle for burlap 109
Nessler's solution for det-

ecting ammonia 20
Niello, or nielled silver. 20
Nomenclature, chemical .... 20
Nuclear Winter 266
Nut cracker 146
Oils, extracting 64
Ovens, non-scorch 118
Oxen 141
Ozone, to produce 21
Paintbrushes from feathers.

146
Pancreatin, to prepare... 21
Papermaking 34
Paper, transparent 133
Papier mache 21
Parachute, kite 87

Perfume making H
Pet foods. . . 200
Plant starters 140
Plaster of Paris 4
Pop corn 198
Pop corn cakes 4
Pop corn popper 87
Potato chips 254
Potato meal 198
Potatoes, to sol idify . . . . 22
Potpourri 22,33
Pottery, antiquing 23
Poultry food 23
Presser, lard and fruit...

9

Pressure cooker 211
Pretzels 33
Puppets, finger 187
Puppets, hand 184
Puppets, paraffin 188
Pushbutton, floor 41
Quartz electrodes 71
Querl 83
Quills 23
Rabbit trap 126
Radio, crystal 145
Radio, primitive 72
Radio, survival 124
Rat traps 52,142,144
Reagents, chemical 23
Relocating 255
Rice, brown 198
Rice polish 198
Rolls, dinner 25?
Roses, blue 53
Rubber stamp substitute. .88
Rugs, rag 120
Sarsaparilla 24
Sausage, homemade 191
Saw driver 108
Scarecrow 43
Seat, rear, bicycle 145
Self defense 122
Sesame seed, hulled 198
Shelf, easy 124
Shotgun, improving 42
Silver, imitation. ....... 21
Silverware, cleaning 70
Siphon, starting 11
Slate, artificial 25
Smel ter 90
Smoking pork 53
Soap for mechanics Ill

Sod cutting 100
Soy bean flour 199
Soy beans. .. 198 ,207, 208,251
Soy bean paste 208
Soy bean sprouts. ... 207, 263
Soy butter 208
Soy flour, cooked 209
Springs, making coil 22
Sprouting seeds 32,260
Staining 25
Steamboat model 108
Steam engines 46

Steaming 212
Steel, to perforate 25
Stills 54,96
Still, cooling tube 23
Stones, breaking 133
Storm detectors 26
Stove, camp 131
Stove, charcoal 52
Stove, electric 10
Stove for canoe 101
Strength and health 134
Stretcher, hide ...9

Stumps, destroying 26
Styptics 26
Sun dial 107
Sunflower seeds 199
Survival house 34
Survival, key to 24
Survival preparations ... 105
Swing, chair 86
Tanning rabbit skins.... 145
Tattoos, removing 26
Telescope, waLer 132
Tent 16
Terpine 27
Thermos cookery "Cooking
Tools" 210

Thresher
Tofu 252
Toiletries 34
Torch, lab 71
Toys 147
Tranquilizer, herbal .... 251
Transferring prints 27
Trees, protecting 131
Transplanting tool 56
Vaporizer 89
Vase, hanging 101
Vegetable si icers. . . 101 , 133
Vellum 28
Vermin, exterminating .... 28
Vice, hand 80
Wash bottle 40
Water softener 62
Wheat germ 199
Wheat, red 199
Whipper, electric 98
whistle
Windmills 1,35,125,142
Window box, watering 55
Wind scoop, window 51
Workbench 144
Yeast, brewers’ 209


